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PROPER AND IMPROPER USE OF DRUGS BY ATHLETES
MONDAY, JUNE 18, 1973
U.S. SENATE,
S111(1/3131 ITTEE TO INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY,

Cow:m.1-1.En ON 'rim JunictAny

Washington,D.O.
The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayli, Hart, Burdick,
Kennedy. ('ook. I frska, Fong. and Mathias) met, pursuant to notice,

at 10:15 a.m.. in room 222S. i)irksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bavh (cairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Bayll.
Also present : Mathea Falco. staff director and (thief connsel ; John
M. Rector, deputy chief counsel ; Mary K. Jolly, editorial director and
chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith. research director; B. Elizabeth Marten,

secretary to stall director; Lance Ringo], assistant clerk; Catherine
ven de Velde, secretary; Betty IVel.1). minority clerk: and Chuck
Bruce. le!dslative assistant. Senator I fruska.
Senator /1.1-1-1. We will bring our hearings to order, this morning
with a good morning to all of you who joined us.
Before calling on our witnesses today I would like to make a brief

statement relative to the pirpose of our hearings and the testimony
we'll hear today and may hear at a later date.

We meet this morning to hear testimony on the proper and improper use of drugs in athletic competition and the related issue of
the adequacy of current efforts to curb the improper use of drugs by
athletes. We are particularly interested in these concerns as they
pertain to college, high school. and amateur athletes, although. to he
totally consistent. I think it is proper to pursne the use or abuse, as
it. may exist or not exist, in the professional ranks as well.

As chairman of the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee. I have
been actively involved in exploring the nature and seriousness of the
abuse of drugs, particularly those with le.gitimate medical uses; the

extent to which legitimately produced drugs are diverted to illicit
markets; and the adequacy of Federal controls on the production and
distribution of these drugs, has been part of this committee's concern

over the last 3 year.
Part of my responsibility as chairman is to see to it that drugs
are distributed in accordance with Federal law, whether they are
being dispensed or administered to a chronically ill patient, a clin-

ieally diagnosed hyperactive child, or an athelete. in order to enhance

his or her performance.
(1)

')

As 1 look back over the last few years of work, it is a matter of

sonic accomplishment to point out, that at our insistence amphetamines
were finally pla.wd under stricter controls; controls which I feel are
consistent Avith proper medical use but protective of our conumnaties
that have been inundated through the efforts of illicit distributors.

We had testimony here in this room thatby users of amphetaminesthat it was easier to get amphetamines speed it you please
that it was to get a package of cigarettes.
Despite the opposition Ave faced early in our efforts to get amphet-

amines controlled and to get their production controlledand our
being told that this couldn't be doneit is fair to say it has been
done and early reports show that last year, the first year of controls,
we were able to limit. the supply of amphetamines by 80 percent.
Produotion went clown 80 percent.

through our hearings and legislative efforts it appears
that we have induced the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangeons Drugs
and the Food and Drug Ichninistratim to impose similar controls
on the widely abused shorter acting barbiturates and other sedativehypnotic drugs, such as methaqualone-quaalude and sopors.
During the course of previous hearings various individuals recommended that we assess the use of drugs by athletes, particularly the
use of amphetamines, sedatives and anabolic steroids. Reports implicating athletes in the traffic and abuse of drugs are increasing. It
proves, at least as far as some of the police reports are concerned, that
they are not illumine from the drug abuse epidemic confronting the
Nation. However, reports that drugs are being used by competitors

in the hopes of improving performance and gaining an artificial
advantage are also increasing.

I want to say, as the chairman of the committee, I am not one

who feels we should proceed to investigate any problem as a result

of certain reports. We must not respond to hysteria. There have
been far too many individuals, as well as legitimate interests, that
have in the past been affected detrimentally by rumor and I am not
looking at this problem as the result of rumor. I don't intend to be
persuaded by rumor or hysteria. We are looking for the facts and
frankly, the reason for these hearings this morning is that we don't
know the facts. We have read certain reports in the press alleging
that certain nameless individuals have done thus and so, and hopefully we can sort the wheat from the chaff and we can get on about

solving the business of this serious problem.

I am particularly concerned about the ethical implications of
claims that athletes, in the quest for victory, are turning to drugs
.

rather than hard work, discipline, and commitment to honest compe-

tition. I believe that it is important to win, but that. how the game
is played is equally important.

I have been involved in a very minor degn.e in several different
types of amateur athletics myself. I have never been very good, but
I have always been very interested. I think this comes from the fact
that I had the good fortune some 45 years ago to be born into a family of a father who was a rather significant amateur athlete himself,
Ile coached three or four different sports and was an athletic director
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and director of php-iml educiatioe through one of our major school
systems for the bulk of his sonic 80 years of life. lle gave his life
to athletic competition and honest, clean competition.
I recall almost from the day I first remembered hearing the words,

hint saving it is not whether you win or lose, but how you play the
game. Well. Dad could convince me how you play the, game is important, but, he never convinced me it is not important to win. Hopefully you can combine both of those goals successfully. I think that
is what athletics mean to most Americans. Hopefully if there are a
few athletes who have forgotten this rule, we can, by example, show
that they are only a few and that the great bulk of sportsmen and
women, athletes it you please, in this country still believe that sports
should be good, clean competition.
I call
at least. believe otherwise.

The subeonnuittee is interested in a number of issues relative to
the nse of drugs by athletes in a number of issues relative to the
use of drugs. Just to name four or five:

I. The ethical considerations involved in the use of additive or
mmrestorative drugs, including stimulants such as cocaine and amphetamines and other:, such as anabolic steroids.

2. An asee.ssment of the extent of the use of these additive drugs

by athletes.
3. Current, policy, guideline's, and enforcement mechanisms relative
to the improper use of drugs by athletes.

4. The nature and extent of current efforts to educate athletes,

trainers, coaches and others regarding the proper and improper use
of drugs.
5. Suggestions and recommendations to facilitate the proper use of
drugs in athletic competitions.
None of us on the subcommittee profess to be experts.
Certainly, I as the chairman confess that I am not.

We will hear testimony from the representatives of national ath-

letic associations, physicians, trainers, researchers, and athletes. These
witnesses are uniquely qualified to. provide expert testimony and insight on these very importen.t issues.

We appreciate very much the firet that several very busy and interested individuals have taken of their time to help us explore the
facts of this problem, which is a matter of increasing concern to a lot

of week-end, at least, as well as avid sportsmen themselves.
At this point in the record I wish to insert the text of the Subcommittee's enabling re-solution, S. Res. 56. section 12.
[The document :Wag marked "Exhibit. No. 1" and is as follows:]
[Exhibit No. 1]
[S. RES. 56. 93d Cong.. 1st sess., Report No. 93-46]

Resolution authorizing additional expenditures by the Committee on the Judiciary for
inquiries and investigations.

Ilesolved, That in holding hearings, reporting such hearings, and making
investigations as authorized by sections 134(a) and 136 of the Legislative Reorgnnization Act of 1940. as amended, and hi accordance with its jurisdiction
under rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate so far as applicable, the
Committee on the Judiciary, or any subcommittee thereof, is authorized from
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March 1, 1973, through February 28, 1974, for the purposes stated and within
the limitations imposed by the following sections, in its discretion (1) to make
expenditures from the contingent fund of the Senate, (2) to employ personnel,
and (3) with the prior consent of the Government department or agency concerned and the Committee on Rules and Administration, to use on a reimbursable
basis the services or personnel of any such department or agency.
See. 2. The Committee on the Judiciary, or any subcommittee thereof, is
alithorized from March 1, 1973, through February 28, 1974, to expend not to
exceed *3,9.16,800 to examine, investigate, and make a complete study of any
and all matters pertaining to each of the subjects set forth below in succeeding
sections of this resolution, said funds to be allocated to the respective specific
inquiries and to the procurement of the services of individual consultants or
organizations thereof (as authorized by section 202 (i) of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1940, as amended) in accordance with succeeding sections of this resolution.
See. 3. Nut to exceed $377,800 shall be available for a study or investigation
of administrative practice and procedure, of which amount not to exceed $3,000
may be expended for the procurement of individual consultants or Organizations
thereof.

See. 4. Not to exceed $767,000 shall be available for a study or investigation

of antitrust and monopoly, of which amount not to exceed $10,000 may be

expended for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.
Sea.:,. Not to exceed $239,700 shall be available for a study or investigation
of constitutional amendments, of which amount not to exceed $12,000 may be
expended for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.
Sec. 0. Not to exceed $299,900 shall be available for a study or investigation of
constitutional rights, of which amount not to exceed $10,000 may be expended
for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.
SEC. 7. Not to exceed $210,200 shall be available for a study or investigation
of criminal laws and procedures.
Sec. S. Not to exceed $14,500 shall be available for a study or investigation
of Federal charters, holidays, and celebrations.
SEC. 9. Not to exceed $240,000 shall be available for a study or investigation
of immigration and naturalization.
Sec. 10. Not to exceed $223,000 shall be available for a study or investigation
of improvements in judicial machinery.
Sec. 11. Not to exceed $532,500 shall be available for a complete and continu-

ing study and investigation of (1) the administration, operation, and enforcement of the Internal Security Act of 1950, as amended, (2) the administration,
operation, and enforcement of other laws relating to espionage, sabotage, and
the protection of the internal security of the United States, and (3) the extent,
nature, and effect of subversive activities in the United States. its territories
and possessions, including, but not limited to, espionage, sabotage, and infiltration by persons who are or may be under the domination of the foreign government or organization controlling the world Communist movement or any other
movement seeking to overthrow the Government of the United States by force
and violence or otherwise threatening the internal security of th United States.
Of such $532,000, not to exceed $3,785 may be expended for the procurement
of individual consultants or organizations thereof.
See. 12. Not to exceed $335.400 shall be available for a study or investigation
of juvenile delinquency, of which amount not to exceed $14,000 may be expended

for the procurement ofindividual consultants or organizations thereof.
Svc. 13. Not to exceed $143,000 shall he available for a study or investigation
of patents,trademarks, and copyrights.
see. 1.1. Not to exceed $70,000 shall be available for a study or investigation
of national penitentiaries, of which amount not to exceed $1,000 may be expended for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.
Sac. 15. Not to exceed $172,500 shall be available for a study or investigation
of refugees and escapees, of which amount not to exceed $2,000 may be expended

for the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.
SEC. 10. Not to exceed $02.300 shall be available for a study or investigation
of revision and codification.
Sac. 17. Not to exceed $250,000 shall he available for a study or investigation
of separation of powers between the executive, judicial.'and legislative branches

of Government. of which amount not to exceed $10,000 bay be expended for
the procurement of individual consultants or organizations thereof.
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SEC. 18. The committee shall report its findings, together with such recommendations for legislation as it deems advisable with respect to each study or
investigation for which expenditure is authorized by this resolution, to the
Senate at the earliest practicable date, but not later than February 28, 1974.
SEC. 19. Expenses of the committee under this resolution shall be paid from
the contingent fund of the Senate upon voachers approved by the chairman
of the committee.

Senator 13,tvii. Oar first witness this morning is Mr. Donald L.
Cooper, American Medical Association, Committee on Medical Aspects of Sports.
Dr. Cooper is the team physician in. Oklahoma State University.
STATEMENT OF DONALD L. COOPER M.D., AMERICAN M.alICAL
ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL ASPECTS OF SPORTS,
TEAM PHYSICIAN-OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
AND CLINIC, STILLWATER, OKLA., ACCOMPANIED BY ROY S.
BREDDER, MEMBER OF LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
Dr. COOPER. Yes, sir.

Senator BAY-11. My first personal experience with Oklahoma State
was one with Oklahoma A. & M when I happened to find the young

lady who was attending school in that fine institution, and after
about 21 years of trying, I think we finally made a Hoosier out of her.
We appreciate the fact you are here this morning.
Dr. COOPER. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Donald L.
Cooper, M.D., a general practitioner, presently serving as team physician at Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla. I also serve
as a member of the Committee on Medical Aspects of Sports of the
American Medical Association. With me is Mr. Roy S. Bredder, a
member of the AMA Legislative Department.
The American Medical- Association welcomes this opportunity, in
response to your invitation, to present its views on the use of drugs
in athletics.. Our association shares the strong concern of the committee, evidenced by its extensive hearings held to date, regarding
the widespread abuse of drugs by youth in general. We have for some
time been concerned, not only with the general widespread use of

drugs by our youth, but also with the special use of drugs by our
young athletes. We believe that your current hearings on the proper
and improper use of drugs by athletes, focusing on high school and
college age athletics, provide a timely exploration of this subject.
We shall attempt to respond to the committee's stated interest in the

use of drugs such as amphetamines and anabolic steroids, the extent
of use of additive and restorative drugs, as well as in guidelines relative to the improper and proper use of drugs by athletes in athletic
competition.
For the purposes of this discussion it should be kept in mind that

drugs which may be the subject of abuse may also have proper
therapeutic visage. Drug abuse in this conext, then, refers to the self-

administration of drugs, without medical supervision and particularly in large doses. By contrast, therapeutic use refers to a drug with
medicinal value administered by a physician to treat illness, injury,
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or deficiency. Drugs abused in athletics also have therapeutic value
when used properly. They are abused when they are taken without
a physician's advice and without informed medical judgment.
Senator 13.t.vii. If I might interrupt, I appreciate the fact that you
emphasize that aspect. I do think it is important for use to look at this

particular type. of drugs and how it is used and abused with that
understanding. This is different from the heroin problem, to use

one specific example, where you have an illicitly manufactured and
distributed drug that has no medicinal purpose as contrasted to the
other class of drugs that do have a very important recognized medicinal use. It is important to control this type of drug in such a way
that we don't penalize the legitimate dispenser and user.
Dr. COOPER. Right.

I want to make it clear from the outset that drug abuse in athletics is not an isolated event but mirrors a widespread problem

particularly among the youth of our communities.
A listing of drugs that athletes experiment with would be lengthy.
The amphetamines and steroids, however. are the ones causing most
concern. A synopsis of these two classes of abused drugs will illustrate
the general nature of drug abuse among athletes.
AMPHETAMINES

Our first concern will be amphetamines, the so called pep pills.
This c.ominttice is well aware of recent aetione taken to reduce the
availability and use of amphetamines, which you spoke to in your
introductory statement.. The medical profession has :-..-.vongly supported these restrictions, particularly in view of the limited therapeutic indications for such drugs. Ainphetamines may be indicated
medically, however, in selected instances such as the control of hyper-

kinstic behavioral disorders in children; and in the treatment of
patients with narcolepsy -an uncommon disorder characterized by

on uncontrollable desire to sleep.

There is, however, no valid 'seism for their use by athletes in

athletic contests. Moreover, the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, the Amateur Athletic Union, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association. the International Amateur Athletic Federation,
aml the International. Olympic Committee have all condemned or
banned the use of these enigs in athletics.

The position of the American Medical Association is also very
clear on this matter--amphotamines have no place in athletics.
AMA concern with drugs in athletics dates at least to 1957. A
resolution was introduced that year into the House of Delegates of
the AMA alleging widespread abuse of amphetamines. An ad hoc
committee on amphe!amines and athletics was appointed by the AMA
to undertake a survey. A. sample of SOO high schools and colleges revealed that less than 1 percent of the athletes had abused drugs. The
low drug abuse reported in this survey among athletes corresponded

generally with the relatively low incidence of abuse in the youthful
population at that time. No recent national surveys have been con ducted on the extent. of amphetamine abuse in athletics, but there is
reason to believe that the incidence is higher. again corresponding
with the higher use among students generally hroughout the country.

As meinbers of the youth subutilture, athletes are encouraged through
sometimes subtle sochil persiiaS10/1 from their peers to consume drugs,
quite distinct from reasons of taking them for a supposed advantage
in sports. The athlete could conceivably start. abusing amphetamines
in high school and continue in college. His frequency and duration

of drug abuse over that period would be substantial. His habits of

abuse coupled with apparent noisier accessibility of the drug and peer
a.c.ceptance of drug abuse could develop into a behavior pattern difficult to eliminate even after his formal athletic career. The "National
Surrey of Student Data," conducted by the National Commission on

Marihuana and Drug Abuse, indicates that drug abuse among the
general student population has increased, and it is logical to expect
that athletes as members of that. subculture have also been influenced

to abuse drugs more in recent years. Therefore, our impression is

that athletic drug abuse has increased.
Because drugs such as amphetamines are not permitted in athletic
events, concerted efforts have been made in recent years by the athletic community to control abuse. The prestige associated with winning at. an international competition raises the incentive, even more
than most athletic contests, to use any method to try to improve performance. :1 s a result several procedures for control have been developed and used hi international competitions.
A reliable scientific drug detection and monitoring program instituted in all athletic events would be expensive and time consuming.

For instance, where urine is monitored, facilities and staff must be

available to collect samples and to label, seal and code them properly.

.Most laboratories are geared only for determination of fairly large
amounts of drugs, as in poisonings or suicides. Gas chromatography,

electrophoresis, and crystallography can be used for analysis, but
these must be well controlled.
When testing is to be done, it should be carried out. on all partici-

pants. When only winners are tested, the implicatimi arises that
there is some relationship between winning and clear taking. In

reality the opposite is found to be true. Where a drug detection system has been used it has generally been welcomed by the athletes
because it assists them in resisting social pressure to use drugs.
Senator BAY11. Doctor, do you have any reports to substantiate
what you just mentioned here; relative to the opposite being true?
Dr. COOPER. The studies that have been done; where there were
tests taken on all of the participants in events, have been reported
in the literature. There was one at Winnipeg in 1967 that tested all
of the bicyclists and this showed up the numberand I think it was

well in to the 60's or the 70's: cyclists enteredit wasn't until they
got after the first six places that they began to show up as users of
drugs. The same thing has been trite in studies done in Italy and
France where they have tested all of the participants in an event.
As I say, the first finishers, the winners, were not the ones using
the drugs; iti was the boys that apparently were looking for some
type of supposeAl outside help or outside support for their benefit
because they hadn't put in the training and conditioning necessary.
Senator BAY11. Let me ask the converse question because I think
that probably is equally important and, ;hat is, the seventh place
finisher might have finished 17th. We don't know. Is there any proof
99-749-73-2
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to show that, by using drugs, whether you have a better chance of winni ? I think that is an equally important question because a lot of people might be tempted to use drugs feeling that is going to get them the
gold medal.
1)o we have any evidence to show that using some of these various
kinds of crutches really helps to get. across the finish line earlier?
Dr. Comm This is where you have to go back to your own object-

ive interpretation of the lliterature. that is
i available. In my opinion,
and in the opinion of most authorities, I talked to, there is no good
sehmific evidence to indicate that any drug can make anybody perform any better.

I think there are an awful lot of poorly done studies that would
implywell, one of the studies I am thinking of said the amphet-

mines would inemise the performance by I to 4 percent, which is very

minimal, a very minimal type of increase. Yet when the study was
actually analyzed in a somewiliatI would say, in depth and in a, critical fashion, you will find the measurements were very poorly controlled, the timings were poorly done, the athletic knowledge of the
individuals running the tests was very, very minimal am' so it was
a very poor study.
So, if you get well-done studies where they were double blind, that
is. the participants and the investigator, neither one knew what was
the active drug being used, there is no evidence to this.

In fact, with a placebo, the effect is so marked it is. just about as
good. In other words, if you tell someone they are tiling something
that is good and is going to increase their performance, they will be

just as good if you give them the amphetamines.
Senator BAvir. You will pardon by smiling. You may have noticed
I limped in here, which is the result of a sprained ankle that I got this
weekend, Saturday, playing with a friend which I taped up to meet
a challenge match in which my son and I were meeting another father
and son. So what you are telling me is, if I had a pill to help me, I
couldn't have done any better than I did yesterday during that father

and son match?

Dr. Coonn. There is no evidence to indicate you -_tan increase your
ability to perform, no.
Senator BArrr. My own ability can't then be increased by either a
shot or pop ?
Dr. CoorEn.

think yon have to come back to this basis

Senator BATH. Oh, well, let's not go too far into this personal note
of in own talent in sports.
Dr. Cooenn. There are conflicting reports in the literature as to the
possible minimal benefits of amphetamines in enhancing perform-

ance. When I search the cumulative index and start pulling out

papers, no substantial finding conflicts with this. And in the positive
sense., amphetamines provide only a minimal benefit in enhancing the
performance.
But it is our opinion that valid scientific evidence does not show
improvenunt in performance. Some show actual impairment of certain skills. I think that is important to indicate. It oftentimes will

have a paradoxical effect so that what the individual is taking to
help himself may have a detrimental effect and they will be harming
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themselves in terms of their performance. But even if it were found
that such drugs enhanced performance, there would remain, among
others, thu question concerning the priority of such use within the
spirit of amateur athletics.
Moreover, the detrimental effects of continued sen.phetamine abuse

are substantial. It is stated in AMA Drug Evaluations that overdosage may cause nausea, vomiting, ratching, cardiac irregularities,
or convulsions, and that delayed psychotic reactions characterized by
euphoria, agitation, confusion, and visual hallucinations have
occurred. The Council on Mental Health at the AMA has said:

Abuse of these substances arises from and is paratuated solely by psychic

lice& to overcome depression or fatigue or to attain the auphoric and excitatory
effects associated with the drugs.

Clearly there is a subst:tlitial health risk involved in amphetamine

abuse.

ANDROGEN IC-ANABoLIC STEROIDS

Synthetic anabolic steroids were originally developed to simulate
the 'body-building action of natural androgens. Androgen is any substance that possesses masculinizing actions. Testosterone, the male
sex hormone, is the most potent androgen. It is a primary factor in
growth and development of male secondary sexual characteristics.
The development of a synthetic staroid that could retain the anabolic
growth effects of testosterone without. the associated sexual changes

won't! be an important malical advaucement. There is no pure

anabelic steroid or agent without the androgenic effects. In proper
dosage, these drugs can benefit some carefully selected children, boys

and girls, with growth disorders, and they are used in debilitative
diseases of both men and women. Thus they have a valid medicinal
value when treating certain deficiency disorders. They have no role
where normal metabolism exists.

The extent of abuse of anabolic steroids in sports is unknown.
While no national surveys have been conducted to assess it, it is
believed by many team physicians that their abuse has increased in
recent years. Unlike amphetamines, there are no analogous data

availcble from a survey of the general student population. -Anabolic
steroids have such a specific purpose that their abuse is confined much

more to the athletic community. In athletics. anabolic steroids are
used largely by weight lifters, shot putters, discus throwers, javelin
throwers, wrestlers and -football players in an attempt to increase
body size or strength. The suspected increase in abuse may again
reflect the current liberal position of the youthful community to drug
abuse pract ices.

The issues of wnether these drugs enhance strength or athletic performance in athletic competition is purely academic. Their use by

athletes is banned by all amateur athletic codes and there is no
therapeutic reason to Justify their use by a healthy athlete. Nevertheless, the use of anabolic steroids presents a complicated problem.
The human body has many known steroids, and the total interrelated
action of all these and other hormones is not fully understood. When
a steroid drug is introduced or given to a normal individual, it can
cause profound metabolic imbalances. The problem is further com-
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pounded by the fact that many athletes in their zeal will take 5. 10
or 15 times the normal dose recommended by the manufacturers or
the pharmacologists. No one to my knowledge has clone research with

these massive doses. and the human damage that could result is
unknown. One study was unable to demonstrate any increased
strength, motor performance, vital capacity, and physical work
capacity. This was a good, scientific investigation that used normal

dosages of androgenic-anabolic steroids. There was some weight gain,
but most of this was believed to be due to fluid retention, which is a
common finding with the use of steroids in humans, and caused by
sodium retention from altered electrolyte balance. Another study also

documented the nubility of anabolic steroids to increase effective
weight or strength among normal persons. Where other studies
seemed to show a gain in strength and size, they were in general not
of the double blind type and this fact made it difficult to evaluate
the psychological input. The *mho effect must be controlled as it
has recently been shown that dramatic improvements in strength
were recorded when sabjects were told they would be given anabolic
steroids even when they were nat.
There are real dangers to youths using anabolic steroids. The pos-

sibilities of the premature development of male secondary sexual

characteristics in young boys, virilization in females, and accelerated
bone maturation of Loth sexes are definite risks. The accelerated bone

maturation means premature closure of the epiphses or growing
Plates in long bones. In other words, a youth may close his epiphyses

prematurely and never become the height and size of which he is

capable.
Besides these effects, anabolic steroid use by normal men has been

associated with testicular atrophy, loss of libido, and on rare occasions. in size of the prostate gland. If a young person has a hormone
sensitive tumor, the increased amount of steroid may spur it on to
more rapid and dangerous growth. Inflammation of the liver has
been reported as it apparently cannot metabolize all of the extra
steroid hormone. This is a chemical hepatitis.

PREVENTION AND CONTROL

There has been a concerted effort by the sports medicine comnmnity to restore a meaningful perspective to the medical uses of

drugs in athletics. When the AMA Committee on the Medical Aspects
of Sports first alerted the athletic community to amphetamine abuse

in 1959, it also voiced active opposition to any use of drugs by

athletes for the purpose of supposedly enhancing athletic performance. In 1965 the committee again strongly advised that the giving of
anabolic steroids to healthy aOletes had no medical justification.
As recently as June 1972, the House of Delegates of the AMA
reiterated an unequivocal statement by the Association that amphe-

tamine and anabolic steroid drugs have no medical purpose in
athletics. Throughout this whole period, the committee has utilized

various eommunication media in a continuing effort to educate

athletes. eoaclies, athletic trainers, and team physicians concerning

the health hazards involved in the abuse of these drugs. But the
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multiplicity of drug abuse patterns among youth demand diverse

educational strategies. Drug abuse prevention among athletes requires
.approaches similar to those for any other group. Even though drug
detection procedures are necessary, drug education related to prevention is more important.
Senator 1lAyn. Before you leave that point, may I ask you to make
very clear what the AMA. position is on this.
Could you tell us \\hat steps they have taken as a professional organization to convey this expression of concern to their members? Have
any steps been taken to punish physicians who may have transgressed
this prohibition against the use of these drugs? Are there any specific
examples of physicians who have been reprimanded ur punished by
the AMA as a result of misusing this particular type of drug, which
the Association says has no relevancy in this area?

Dr. Coors n. As far as the methods used, a.gain I would refer to
what we call publications of the AMA. that is, this [indicting].
Of course. here is a lengthy list of the .publications of the AMA
[indicating} brat as far as tips on atltletac training, each year the

AMA. sponsors a national miforence on the medical aspects of sports

and for tin last sevyial years on the programand I have copies of

the various programs starting back to thc.. lab. 13th and 14th national conferences on the medical aspects of sportswe have had presen-

tations and discussions on these very subjects and speaking to the
specific point of not using these drugs in ethical medical practice.
Of course, t.1 AMA has a publication called Drug Dependency
Guide for Physicians. and we also have a booklet out called "The
Finidamentals of .1..tliletic Training." Now, tliese are promoted as
educational pieces and. of course, they are getting and trying to get
stories into the various wire services in regard to this area.
As to the specific; I guess_yon would call it policing, I am not
familiar with any Specific cases of any physicians that I know of.
Our legal counsel may be able to advise me on this. Have there been
any specific cases?

Mr. Biumnica. I am not aware of any specifics. I would point out
the AMA itself is really not capable of doing anything to a physician
in terms of taking away his license or things of this nature. I think
our effort is in the educational activity of physicians who might be

abusing this particular drug perhaps and also through his fellow

wards. They
physicians in the community or perhaps State
may have, some effect. but we ourselves don't have any power to do
something of this nature.
Senator liAvir. Well. before proceeding along this line of questioning. and maybe since opened it up, we, ought to go ahead and finish
this particular line of questioning. I apologize for interrupting your
statement.
First. let's make absolutely certain what we are talking about. In
my judgment we are talking about a very. very small percentage of

physicians, if any, and we are talking about, I thinkand I hope we
will finda very small percentage of athletes if any.

And I don't know why it iswhether it is those in charge of

managing a professional sports organization or I suppose a medical
association or whatever it might mebut whenever there is any effort
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made to t.ry to ..tudy these misdeeds of a few, that suddenly those in
charge. start calling my office or feeling that the whole profession is
'mina to be besmirched. which seems to me not to be true. The converse is true. If we can find a rotten apple or two, it is better to admit
that it is bad.
Now, your profession has gone on record repetatedly about what

,

you do believeand Pm sure professional sports are in the scone

category. that is nobody who manages a professional team and certainly a league condones this kind of thingand you have gone on
record against, it. I personally feel that all athletics accept an athletic
code. Most would profit by our getting it ont in the open and saying,
all right. there is an example here of this abuse and we are not going
to let it. happen in the future..
Mr. Bredder has been kind enough to testify and help us in previous testimony when we were pursuing the rescheduling problem. It
is good to see him again.
It. is fair to say that the American Medieal Association would have

some influence on State societies and State licensing, boards if they
were to use their influence to point out certain transgressions; is that
not, a fair assessment, ?

Mr. Bitsonsn. I would think so, yes.

Senator 13.1171. New, this is a new field, you know, so I am not
being critical, but since we are talking, about a few, have you had
any examples of say, a team psysinian who for some reason or other
is usingdispensing these drugs which the Association feels have
no reasonable use in this area?

Have you had any example brought to your attention?

1)r. Coorsn. I am not aware of any.
Senator BAyn. I am not talking about the whole profession now.
I am talking about one or two.
Dr. COOPF.R. At, this time I am not aware of any physicians who
are prescribing either of these substances, as a team physician.

Senator BAyn. This would apply to amateur athletics as well as

professional athletics?
Dr. CooI'En. I am not familiar in the area of professional athletics.

T would not pretend to speak for that area. I am talking about
amateur athletics at the collegiate and high school level.

Sc ilatOr BAY11. This applies to steroids as well as amphetamines?

Dr. Coorsn. It would have to apply to steroids as far as my per-

sonal knowledge is concerned, yes.

Senator 13.mt. You are familiar with the eourt, cases involving the
San Diego Chargers. I believe these allegations relate to the late
sixties. There were a couple of court eases alleging abuse. Depositions were taken.

Dr. Coorsn. This was the team physician for the professional

team?

Senator BAY11. Yes.

Dr. Coorsa. Yes; I am only familiar with what I read in the
newspaper about it.
Senator RAs u. Where does ene attack the. problem. if you have a

situation where the team physician prescribes drugs for a team as a
whole and then the trainer dispenses them across the board?
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That certainly would be unethical and probably

would it

not 3

Dr. COOPER. I am not familiar with any such case, but I would

have to have more specifics.

Senator B.
This goes back to the previously mentioned case
where the physician and the trainer testified that the physician prescribed drugs for the team and then the trainer dispensed and distributed them.
Dr. Coomit. I think this would be a highly questionable practice in
my opinion and I think it would be wrong.
Senator Barra. I think we eould go a little bit further than that;
couldn't we?

Dr. Coor Ert. As I say, I am not familiar with the details. other
than just in general, of what you are talking about. You haven't
mentioned any specific drugs.
Senator BAY11. I am talking about amphetamines and steroids.

Dr. Coorat. I am not really familiar with any place where that

has occurred. As I say, if this is what happened with the professional
team

Senator BAYH. I don't know whether it occurred or not either, all
we have is testimony to the effect it did occur some time ago so I
think we can talk about it without in any way alleging misdeeds. I
understand that the management of the Chargers has changed since

then.

I don't know the truth or veracity of the allegations that were

made either. But looking at a specific example, is it fair to say unless
we are talking about some communicable disease where the whole team

needs to be treated, there is no validity in issuing a prescription for
amphetamines to a whole team?
Dr. COOPER. There is no validity to issuing it to one person let
alone the whole team.
Senator BATH. Well. thank you.
Dr. Coormi. Success in ameliorating the total drug problem requires

the concerted efforts of agencies representing all segments ot the
communitylaw enforcement, education, religion, industry, business, medicine, along with parents and most important, the youths

themselves. Many cotrummities have been able to provide prevention,

rehabilitation, and understailding through the synergistic action of
everyone in the community. They have found that a shotgun approach to drug abuse prevention with facts alone about drugs does
little to discourage abuse.

I think the most promising trends in mounting successful pro-

grams have inehule,;.. a reexamination of relationships between people
as well as assistance to help them learn and use accurate information

to humanize education, This course is superior to placing the

emphasis on the acquisition of knowledge. Whereas many of the
original programs were oriented towards the drugs, more promising
a drug is usually
programs focus on the individual. The abuse
only an external manifestation of a problem, and is an indication of
the individual's value system.
Tn athletics, a discussion of values must include a reconsideration
of the purpose of sports programs. These considerations may lead to
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modifications of a system that frequently only rewards the winner,
:Ind with little regard for individual athletes. Such limited programs
restrict the health. education, and recreational benefits of athletics.
The lack of regard for the individual. in addition to game pressure,
may well be factors in encouraging drug abuse among athletes.
Since the athlete is like any other youth, as pointed out, general
prevention is necessary. New ways are needed for health educators
to deal with the total family unit. Parents exert substantial influence
on their children through their own unconscious behaviors. Proved ing an orderly growth and development for young ohildran through
aiding families and improving environmental influences holds the
greatest promise of success in combating drug abuse among youths,
including athletes.

TIIERAPLOTIC USE OF DRUGS

This is another area. This is in oatmterdistinction of what we were
talking about.
Therapeutic use of drugs to relieve pain is a second broad category
of drug use of interest to this subcommittee. Perhaps a reminder is

in order that the therapeutic use of drugs to treat disease or injury

and relieve symptoms should not be confused with use of drugs taken
solely for a supposed advantage in sports.

The class of drugs referred to here-represents local anesthetics
(e.g. Novocaine), analgesics (e.g. aspirin and narcotics), and antiinflammatory agents (e.g. cortisons). The first two groups are often
referred to in lay terms as "pain killers,"

The local anesthetics can be injected directly into a damaged
tissue to produce almost. instant pain relief. The analgesic drugs can
be taken orally or by injection, to produce a reduced consciousness
of pain. An enumeration of all these agents would be extremely
lengthy and serve no useful purpose. Such a list would contain all

the medications in these classes which are prescribed for the general
popnlation.
We should remember that in the medical care of athletes, as with
other patients, consideration must be given to the whole individual.
Medical judgments often include psychological or social considerations relating to the total well-being of the individual.
Of course the primary consideration entering into a physician's
decision concerning whether an athlete should play again immediately following medication to reduce pain is the location and severity

of the injury and the extent of risk of further damage. Of formost
concern is the general health and well-being of -the athlete, and
nowhere do we imply that there is an attempt to gain an athletic
advantage through such required medical treatment.
Thie raises the issue of participation by athletes handicapped by

an illness, smith as asthma., or diabetes or epilepsy, and who can only

compete with the aid of medication. These athletes are to be commended for overcoming tremendous physical handicaps in achieving
the athletic success that they do. Many amateur athletic associations

may have to re-evaluate their stringent rulings in this regard to

encourage such individuals to participate.

From this discussion, I ant sure it is apparent that reaching a
judgment in sports medicine is perhaps more complex in some ways
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than it is. in the ordinary practice of medicine. Mr. Chairman, I will
conclude here, and will attempt to answer any questions you might
have.

Senator BAYII. Doctor, this is a very thoughtful and comprehensive statement. I do have some questions I would like to ask you, to
expand on your comments. I suppose one of the most critical and
yet difficult decisions involves your closing reference to the use of
certain types' of drugs to ease the pain and thus let an athlete continue to participate.

Frankly, I have always thought and do feel that it is an act of
courage if a person has a painful injury where their competitive
spirit is such that it drive him on to compete in spite of the pain.
So where do you draw the line? Who makes that decision whether
competing, absent the paint because of temporary relief, is injuring

that athlete? How do you apply a standard? I noticed a study
showed that most State laws prohibit the use of pain killers, of pain
killing deep, on horses, within 48 hours of a race yet we go ahead
and let human beings have the advantage if you want to call it an.
advantage of this particular type of drug to drive them on to con
Pete. Where do you draw the line? You set one standard for horses
and another for adults, apparently.
Dr. Coot. En. Well, I think there are some very obvious differences
between the horses and the lnunans.
Senator 11.kyn. That is a. very profound statement.

Dr. Cool, En. As I say, horses don't bet on humans and they are

-pretty smart for not doing so.
It is a very difficult problem. This is one of the areas where what

we cell the art of medicine and the art of experience and the art of
being in a situation numerous times as a team physician and in a
sense as an zahletie trainer, comes in. I don't know any way you
can avoid playing with some pain when you playa competitive contact sport. I think there is a wide variation of individuals that will
have what we call different pain thresholds. It is difficult really to

judge.
I was recently advised of a young man, who is known to you. and
goes to school with your son at St. Albans and who was in a wrestl-

ing tournament in early Spring. In the workouts before the tourna-

tneut even began he cracked or fracturedit was not a complete
fractarebut'he fractured his right clavicle. It gave him pain. The
coach said if it bothers you this much you don't have to participate
but he said no, he would. And he wrestled five different opponents.
Apparently he has a high threshold for pain.
He lost the final match to a much older and experienced wrestler.
It wasn't known until 2 days later when he went to the doctor that

he had sustained in the initial injury sometime back this fracture
of the clavicle, but even so he wrestled five matches with a cracked

So we see many individuals with painful conditions that are ta.ate,d

by these substances. I myself have used it on numerous cases, for

example, where, a boy has awhat we call a hip pointer. I don't

know if you ever heard of a hip pointer but it is a very minor injury
in regard to any seriousness in regard to future activities or future
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longevity or any other pee ameter you want to measure it by, but it
is a very discomforting injury because every time you cough or
sneeze or try to laugh it causes pain. By injecting this, you relieve
the individual of his pain and he can be more comfortable in ordinary living.
We have the same treatment, not. exclusively for the athletes, but
for the college she:lent who .falls down the stales and Bats a hip
peinter. We do this for him too. Once it. clears. you can stop treatment.

So I think von have to take each individual individually. As I

said, it is eery difficult to set hard and fast standards. But your question was where do you draw the line? What may be the line for one
man may be completely different for another. There are people who
think that these substances should never be used under any conditions

for anybody. They are what I call hard hearted in a way because
they have never had the injury themselves. But there are physicians
who believe that. And that is an easy way to do it in the sense of it
being a ovoid to the athlete because, you know, for an athlete who
has worked for many yearsand many of them doand they. strive
and go through great amounts of devotion of time and effort and
injnries end they want to be able to compete, and I think they have
the right, to compete under what I would say "none-severe risk-taking
behavior.' in the sense that the guy has a right to compete as an ath-

lete became of all the time he has devoted to this. And if there is
any way he can be oable to compete that is relatively safe to him, we
should help him.
Senator BAYil. With the emphasis on it being relatively safe?
1)r. Comma. This is a tough :judgment to make.

Senator BAY11. If you as the team physician had known that the
clavicle had a parallel fracture how would you have decided that
particula case?
Dr. Coorm. In that particular instance. I would not allow him to
have wrestled anybody had I known it ahead of time.

Senator BAli. Do we have any specific examples in your knowledgeas to the use or abuse of amphetamines in athebies, any examples where it has been linked with serious injury or fatalities?

Dr. Comae:. There are reports in the literature; yes, in fact I think
you will find in the 1%0 Olympics there was a cyclist, a Belgian
cyclist. where this happened. f think you will find in some of the
various European experiences occurences of this. I could go back
through the literature and give you specific references.

But there have he en deaths. What. happens in these situations
what was his, I guess you would say,
apparently is the
central nervous system excited state does not recognize or they are
not aware of the normal signs and symptoms of fatigue and signs
of exhaustion and they continue to go on to the point of heat buildup
and go into what we call a circulatory collapse. There are deaths
associated with amphetamine usage in these long-endurance events.

Senator TiAvir. You refer to urinalysis in international competie
tion. As .someone who has been involved in amateur athletics as a
team physician in this country, what are your thoughts on the-advisability of using that kind of a system in American amateur athletics
and professional athletics?
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Dr. Coornt. It is relatively expensive to do and it is somewhat

complicated to do. I don't think there is any .question of the impact
that it has on she. international competitors in terms of their more
:liseriminatory use of substances.

I think you get into the very complicated area of saying which

dr!i, rti are to be banned.
Some individuals have banned ephedrine, which is the most commonly used drug for the treatment of asthma, and yet isoprotereno 4
hydrochloride, which is a commonly used drug, has not been banned.
There is no evidence I know of anywhere in the literature that
would validate it would increase the ability to perform any type of

athletic contest.
So T don't think there is any question of the efficiency of a sophisticated laboratory process that could be done now. It is jest relatively
expensive. It would be very awkward to perform such a test on every
contest. There may be sonic way they could set up random sampling,

but I thnik if von are going to do random sampling, you better do it
on everybody who is participating. This is one thing I object to where
in certain areas of international testing, for example in 1971 when
they had the world weight lifting- championships in Columbia, Ohio
they tested the winners. They tested the first and second and third
finishers and found all of them using amphetamines. So they took
the first. second. and third medals away and awarded them to the
fourth. fifth and sixth winners without any testincr on them, thereby
implying that the drugs had something to do with these people winning in this instance. And I think they would have done better to
ha ye tested everybody or not tested anybody at all.

Senator RAI-IL How in the world could anybody apply a test to
only the top three? lly information was that in this particular instance. there were nine top medalists involved

Dr. Coonn. Well, that was different weights, Senator.
Senator BATH. Across different weights?

How could you apply that test. to the top contestants and not

apply it across the board?
Dr. Cooetat. I don't. know who made that administrative decision.
I think it was a yen- bad one thong-h.

Senator 11.mt. Well. Doctor. I won't, delay von further. We may
have sonic supplemental questions we would like you to answer in
writing.
But it. is your position as the result of significant experience as a.
trainer, as a physician. as an advisor to trainers. that there is nothing
to he gained by the use of these. stimulative drugs and that the administration of these drugs to relieve pain and thus permit participation
should be confined to those areas where it will not damage the athlete involved?
Dr. Cooenn. Yes sir.

Senator BAY11. One last question. Is the kind of drug which relieves pain free from affects that might increase competitiveness?
Dr. Coorna. Of course aspirin will relieve pain. It is probably the
most. commonly used pain reliever most of ns use and I am not just
exactly sure what yam- question is getting at.. I don't, understand

completely

is
Senator Rare. Is it possible to inject a drug for the relief of pain
and be certain that in relieving pain, which is the primary use of
the druo. that you are not giving that athlete a shot of something
that might chancre the rate of metabolism. or whatever effect it might
have on the athlete to increase his performance beyond just relieving
the pain?
Dr. COOPER. To my knowledge there is no evidence that any of this
has ever happened to increase anybody's ability to perform. I think
conversely, in certain susceptible individuals you might find certain
drugs used to relieve pain which might indeed slow them down.
When they talk about horseracing, I am sure you are aware of the
fact when they talk about a fixed horse race, to my knowledge there

is no way they can fix it to make any horse run faster. What they
will do is set it lip so they will sedate maybe six oat of eight horses
and then bet all of their money on the two horses that are unsedated.
It is kind of a reverse doping situation. This is the reason for the
justification of the testing in the horse or in the animal.

Senator BAYIT. Well, then, what is the purpose of testing for
drugged horses, because, you know, if what you say is true, why
should you deny the horse a chance to rim in the Preakriess or the
Kentucky Derby as the case may be, just because that horse had been
given drugs? You say it doesn't make him run any faster but actually

slows him down..

Dr. COOPER. Well, this is one of the things that. is a good question
to ask.
Senator BAYS-I. That is why I ask it.

Dr. Comma Well, I wondered the same thing. As I say, there is
no eviden0, although, you know, people might think that it w'
make them run faster.
Senator ALLEN. But it does not stimulate them?
Dr. COOPER. Not to my knowledge.

In France for the last 6 years they have been conducting experiments with the, racing horse people where they have been on every
Wednesday injecting every known medicine that has ever been accused of being a stimulant into the horsesor for that matter to the
hum ansancrover these last 6 years they have never ever, measuring
every perameter, that is, running the horse warmed up, running the
horse fatigued, under every type of situation and condition, there
has never yet been shown a horse that could run any faster than he
could when he was drug free.

As I said. this is one of the things that is a paradoxical situation.
I am sure it. is up for debate, just like many things are debatable,
but, it is my opinion the French studies are relatively sianificant.
Senator BAY/I. Well, I certainly know nothing about the ins and
outs of horse racing with or without drugs, but it is rather interesting
to note that, there is this prohibition in the horse racing field against
any kind of drug.
Dr. COOPER. Yes, they have a very strong feeling, and even Buta-

yoliclin caused them a lot of problems. I don't think anybody ever
said Butazolidin allowed a horse to run faster.
Senator BAYII. Maybe it is rather difficult for a horse to tell you
where that pain threshold is.
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Thank you very much, gentlemen.

We appreciate your giving us your thoughts on this problem.
11)r. Cooper's prepared statement is as follows:]

ox BEII ALF OF THE A NWRICAN
PREPARED STATEY,11:NT OF DONALD L. COOl'ER,
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman' and members of the subcommittee, I am Donald L. Cooper,
M.D., a general practitioner, presently serving as team physician at Oklahoma
Slaw University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. I also serve as a member of the Committee III Medical Aspects of Sports of the American Medical Association. With
me is Mr. Roy S. Bredder, a member of the AMA Legislative Department.
The American Medical Association welcomes this opportunity, in response to
our invitation, to present its views on the use of drugs in athletics. Our Associat:po shares the strong cialetbrn of the Committee, evidenced by its extensive

hearings held to date, regarding the widespread abuse of drugs by youth in
general. We have for some time been concerned, not only with the general
widspread usage of drugs by our youth. but also with the special use of drugs
by our young athletes. We believe that your current hearings on the proper
and improper use of drugs by athletes, focusing on high school and college
age athletics. proyide a timely exploration of this subject. We shall attempt
to respond 10 the Committee's stated interest in the use of drugs such as amphetamines and anabolic steroids. the extent of use of additive and restorative
drugs. as well as in guidelines relative to the improper and proper use of drugs
by a fillet es in athletic competition.
Fur the purposes of this discussion it should be kept in mind that drugs
which may be the subject of abuse may also have proper therapeutic usage.
Drug abuse in this context. then, refers to the self-administration of drugs,
without medical supervision and particularly in large doses. By contrast,
therapeutic use refers to a drug with medicinal value administered by a physician to treat illness, injury, or deficiency. Drugs abused in athletics also have
therapeutic value when used properly. They arc abused when they are taken
without a physician's advice and without informed medical judgment.
I want to make it clear from the outset that drug abuse in athletics is not
an isolated event but mirrors a widespread problem particularly among the

yOuth of our communities.

A listing of drugs that athletes experiment with would be lengthy. The

amphetamines and the steroids, however, are the ones causing most concern.
A synopsis of dime two classes of abused drugs will illustrate the general nature
of drug abuse among athletes.
A NIPIIETANI INES

Our first concern will be amphetamines, the so-called pep pills.

This Committee is well aware of recent actions taken to reduce the avail-.

ability and use of amphetamines. The medical profession has strongly supported'

these restrictions, particularly in view of the limited therapeutic indications

for such drugs. Amphetamines may be indicated medically, however, in selected
instances such as the control of hyperkinetic behavioral disorders in children;

and in the treatment of patients with narcolepsyan uncommon disorder characterized by au uncontrollable desire to sleep.

There is, however, no valid reason for their use by athletes in athletic con-

tests. Moreover, the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, the

Amateur Athletic Union. the National Collegiate Athletic Association, the
International Amateur Athletic Federation, and the International Olympic
Committee have all banned the use of these drugs in athletics.
The position of the American Medical Association is also very clear on this
ta:tter---calphetamines have no place in athletics.

AMA concern with drugs in athletics dates at least to 1957. A resolution
was introduced that year into the House of Delegates of the AMA alleging

widespread abuse of amphetamines. An Ad Hoc Committee on Amphetamines
and Athletics was appointed by the AMA to undertake a survey. A sample of
800 high schools and colleges revealed that less than one percent of the athletes
had abused drugs. The low drug abuse reported in this survey among athletes
corresponded generally with the relatively dow incidence of abuse in the youth-

ful population at that time. No recent national surveys have been conducted
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on the extent of amphetamine abuse in
but there is reason to believe
that the incidence is higher, again corresponding with the higher use among
students generally. AS members of the youth subculture, athletes are encouraged through sometimes subtle social persuasion from their peers to consume
drugs, quite distinct from reasons of taking them for a supposed advantage in
sports. The athlete could conceivably start abusing amphetamines in high school
and continue in college. His frequency and duration of drug abuse over that
period would be substantial. His habits of abuse coupled with apparent easier
aceessibility of the drug and peer accepUnice of drug abuse could develop into
a behavior pattern difficult to eliminate even after his formal athletic career.
The -National Survey of Student Data," conducted by the National Commission
in Marihuana and Drug Abuse, indicates that drug abuse among the general

student population has increased. and it is logical to expect that athletes as
members of that subculture have also been influenced to abuse drugs more
in recent years. Therefore, our impression is that athletic drug abuse has
inerea

Bt`C:111SO drugs such as amphetamines are not permitted in athletic events,
tonvertml efforts have been made in recent years by the athltie community to
.t ,use. The prestige associated with winning at au international competition raises the incentive. even more than most athletic contests, to use any
ini.thod to try to improve performance. As a result several procedures for control have bt. a developed and used in int eniatiomi I competitions.

A reliable scientific drug detection and monitoring program instituted in :ill
ailitetie events would he expensive and time eonsmning. For instance. where
urine Is monitored, facilities and staff must be available to collect samples
and to label. seal. and mile them properly. Most laboratories are geared only
deter:Inn:Ulf on of fairly large amounts of drugs, as in poisonings or suicides.

tens ylinunatography. electrophoresis. and crystallography ean be used for

amilvsis. but these must be well controlled.
Whim 14.s:11:g is to be (haw. it should be carried out on all participants. When

only winners are tested. the implieation arises that there is-some relationship
Lot ween winning and drug taking. In reality the opposite has been found to
be true. Where a drug detection system has been used it has generally been
welciimed by the athletes because it assists 111011 in resisting social Pressure
to use drugs. This shonid be a primary consideration in the implementation
of drug detection systems.
There a N. enutl!ctiii reports

ill the literature as to the possible minimal
bibnetits of amphetamines in .ultancing !tortoni:am. But it is our opinion at
this time that valid scientific evidence does not show improvement in athletics.
Some studies actually show Impairment of certain skills. Even if it were found
limit such drugs enhanced performance. there would remain, among others. the
eotwerning the prquiety of such use within the spirit. of amateur
athielcs.
Aloreover, the detrimental effects of continued amphetamine abuse are substantial. It is statiml in Alfa Drug Eraluatiovs that overdosage may muse
nausea. vomiting. ['Melting. cardiac irregularities or convulsions, and that
delayed psychotic reactions charaelerized by euphoria, agitation, confusion.
and visual hallithiations have 4-icured. The Connell on Mental Health of the

AMA has said : "Abase of these substances :irises from and is perpetuated solely
by psychic needs to vercont depression or fatigue or to attain the euphoric
and excitatory effects associated with the drugs." Clearly there is a substantial
health risk involved in amphetamine abuse.
ANDltt:M.:NIC-ANA1101.1C STITOIDS

synthetic anabolic steroids were oHginally developed to simulate the body-

1.10141111g actin- of natural androgens. Androgen is any sulpstanee that possesses

..i.tions. Testosterone. the male sex hormone. is the most potent
androgen. It i.: a primary factor in growth and development of male secondary
sexual chit raeterislics. 'The development (if a synthetic steroid that could retain
the anabolic growth effects of testosterone without the assointed sexual changes
wmild he an important medieal advancement. There is no pure anabolic agentwithout- the rindr,igerie effect. In proper dosage. these drags can benefit some

carefully sidelisl children. boys and girls. with growth disorders. and 01;1.
arc IIS:!1 dui debilitative diseases of both men and women. Thus they have a
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valid medicinal value when treating certain deficiency disorders. They have

no role where normal metabolism exists.

The extent of abuse of anabolic steroids in sports is unknown. While no

national surveys have been conducted to assess it, it is believed by many team
physicians that their abuse has increased in recent years. Unlike amphetamines,

there are no analogous data available from a survey of the general student
population. Anabolic steroids have such a specific purpose that their abuse is
eonfined much more to the athletic community. In athletics, anabolic steroids
are used largely by weight lifters, shot putters, discus throwers, javelin throwers, wrestlers and football players in an attempt to increase body size or
strength. The suspected increase in abuse may again reflect the current liberal
position of the youthful community to drug abuse practices.
The issue of whether these drugs enhance strength or athletic performance
in athletic competition is purely academic. Their use by athletes is banned by
all amateur athletic codes and there is no therapeutic reason to justify their
use by a healthy athlete. Nevertheless, the use of anabolic steroids presents a
complicated problem. The human body has many known steroids, and the total

interrelated action of all these and other hormones is not fully understood.

When a steroid drug is introduced or given to a normal individual, it. can muse
profound metalsdie imbalances. The problem is further comisnuided by the fact
that many athletes in their zisil will take five, ten, or fifteen times the normal
dose recommended by the manufacturers or the pharmacologists. No one to toy
knewleolge has dome research with these massive doses, and the human damage
that could result is unknown. tine study was unable to demonstrate any inereasd strength. motor performance. vital capacity, and physical work capacity.
This was a guild, scientifie investigation that used normal dosages of androgenic-anabolie steroids. There was some weight gain. but most of this was believed
to be due to fluid relentiorn, which is a common findiug with the use of steroids
in humans, and caused by sodium retention from altered electrolyte balance.

Another study also documented the inability of anabolic steroids to inermse
OrNaive weight or strength among nernett persons. Where other studies seemed

to show a gain in strength and size, they were in general not of the double
blind type and this fact. made it difficult to evaluate the "psychological input."
The placebo effect must be controlled as it has recently been shown that
dramatic improvements in strength were recorded when subjects were told
they would be given anaholie steroids even though they were not.
There are real dangers to youths using anabolic steroids. The possibilities
of the premature development of male secondary- sexual characteristics in young

virilization in relliglos. and accelerated bone maturation of both sexes
are definite risks. The accelerated bone maturation nazis premature closure
boys

of the cpiplisses in long bones. In other words, a youth may close his epiphyses
pmnatuely and never beeinne the height and size of which he is capable.
Besides these effects. anabolic steroid use by normal men has been associated
with testicular atrophy. loss of libido. and on rare occasions, increase ill size

the poistate gland. If a young person has a hormone sensitive tumor, the
I )1' steroid may spur it on to More rapid and dangerous
growth. inflaniniation of the liver has been reported as it apparently cannot
inereased amount

motibolize all of the extra steroid hormone.

PREVEN TioN ANC CONTROL

Ti:ere has been :t concerted elftort by the sports medicine conununity to
ro,st ore a meaningful perspective to the medical nses of drugs in athletics.
'When the AMA Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports first alerted the
:11111c:1e eionnpunity to aniphetamine abuse in 1959, it also voiced active opposi-

tion to any us:, or drugs by :ifidete8 for the purpose of supposedly enhancing
athhotie performance. In 1965 the tNimmIttee again strongly advised that the
giving- of anabolic steroids to healthy athlete;, had no medical justification.
As recently as June 1971 the Douse of Delegates of the AMA reiterated
as unisolivocal statement by the Association that amphetamine :nut tnrtbolie
steroid drugs have no medical purpose in athleties. Thromalitait this whole
period. the Committee I:as utilized various eommunleation media in a continuing effort to (silicate athletes. coaches, athletic trainers, and team physicians
eoneerning the health hazards involved in the abuse of these drugs. But the
multiplicity of drug abuse patterns aiming youth demand diverse educational
strategies. Drug abase prevention among athletes requires approaches similar
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to those for any group. Even though drug detection procedures are necessary,
drug education related to prevention is more important.
Success in ameliorating the total drug problem requires the concerted efforts

of agencies representing all segments of the communitylaw enforcement,
education. religion, industry. business, uledieine, along with parents and most
important. the youths themselves. Many communities have been able to provide prevention, rehabilitation, and understanding through the synergistic
action of everyone in the einan lllll ity. They have found that a shotgun approach
to drug abuse prevention with facts altne about drugs does little to discourage
abuse.

The most promising trends in mounting successful programs have included a
reexamination of relationships between people us well as assistance to help
them learn and use accurate information to humanize education. This course
is superior to placing the emphasis on the acquisition of knowledge. Whereas
many of the original programs were oriented towards the drugs, more Prom ising programs focus on the individual. The abuse of 11 drug is usually only
an external manifestation of a problem. and is an indication of the individual's
value system.

In athleties, a discussion of values must include a reconsideration of the
purpose of sports programs. These considerations may lead to modifications
of at system that frequently only reward the winner, and with little regard
for individual athletes. Such limited programs restrict the health. education
and recreational benefits of athletics. The lack of regard for the individual. in
addition to game pressure, may well be factors in encouraging drug abuse
among athletes.

Since the athlete is like any other youth. as pointed ont, general prevention
is necessary. New ways are needed for health educators to deal with the total
family unit. Parents exert substantial influence on their children through their
1.111 unconions. behaviors. Providing an orderly growth and development for
young children through aiding families and improving environmental influences
holds the greatest promise of success in combating drug abuse among youths.
iiiluding athletes.
THERAPEUTIC USE OF DRUGS

Therapentiz use of drugs to relieve pain is a second broad category of drug
use of interest to this Subcommittee. Perham a reminder is in order that the
therapeutic use of drugs to treat disease or injury and relieve symptoms should
not In. confused with use of drugs taken solely for it supposed advantage in
sports.

class of drugs referred to here represents local anesthetics (e.g. novoaine). analgesics (e.g. aspirin and narcotics), and ant- inflammatory agents
(e.g. cortisone). The tirst two groups are often referred to in lay terms as
-pa in killers."
The local anesthetics can be injected directly into a damaged tissue to pro(Mee almost instant pain relief. The analgesic drugs can be taken orally or by
injection. to produce a minced consciousness of pain. An enumeration of all
these agents would be extremely lengthy and serve no useful purpose. Such
a list would contain all the medications in these classes which are prescribed
for the general population.

We should remember that in the medical care of athletes. as with other
patients. consideration must he given to the whole individual. Medical judgments often include psychological or social considerations relating to the total
well-being of the individual.

Of course the pimary consideration entering into a physician's decision

concerning whether an athlete should play again immediately following medication to rednee pain is the location and severity of the injury and the extent
of risk of further damage. Of foremost concern is the general health and well-

being of the athlete, and nowhere do we imply that there is an attempt to
gain an athletic advantage through such required medical treatment.

This raises the issue of participation by athletes handicapped by an illness,
such as asthma. and who eau only eompete with the aid of medication. These
athletes are to be eommended for overcoming tremendous physical handicaps
in achieving the athletic success they do. Many amateur athletic associations
may have to re-evaluate their stringent rulings in this regard to encourage
such individuals to participate.
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From this discussion, I am sure it is apparent that reaching a judgment in
sports medicine is perhaps more complex in some ways than it is in the ordinary practice of medicine. Mr. Chairman, I will conclude here, and will attempt
to answer any questions you might have.

Senator BAYII. Our next witness is led by Walter Byers, executive
director of the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

I understand Mr. Byers is going to lead a panel of witnesses?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT PRITCHARD, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION'S DRUG EDUCATION COMMITTEE, ACCOMPANIED BY PHILIP B. BROWN, LEGAL COUNSEL OF
NCAA; DR. CARL S. BLYTH, CHAIRMAN OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
AND ADMINISTRATOR OF THE NCAA COMMITTEE ON COMPETITIVE SAFEGUARDS AND MEDICAL ASPECTS OF SPORTS; ALLEN

HART, HEAD TRAINER AT OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY; JAMES
WILKINSON OF THE NCAA ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF AND DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL SUMMER YOUTHS SPORTS PROGRAM;
AND DR. DONALD L. COOPER, TEAM PHYSICIAN AT OKLAHOMA
STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. Browx. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Byers is not here. The NC AA's
statement will be presented by Robert W. Pritchard, chairman of
the NCAA Drug Education Committee and we will introduce the
other participants.

Senator BAYR. Fine.

Before you get started, for the education of the chairman as well

its the reporter, could you identify those with you?
Mr. PRITCHARD. Yes. sir. 1 will. To my extreme left is James Wilkinson, who is our liaison man between our committee and thy NCAA
Executive Offices in Shawnee Mission, Kans.
To my left is our legal counsel, Philip B. Brown.
To my right is Carl Blyth, lifyxd of the Physiall Education
rt-

ment at the University of North Carolina and also chairmanD31) athe
Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports Committee.
To my right is also Allen Hart, trainer at 0: io State. Dr. Cooper,
whom you :lust heard, will be with us also as pal of our program.
The five points you, Senator, asked us to respond to, will be cov-

ered by separate individuals here. 1 want to state first of all the
policy of the NCAA on nontherapeutic drugs as set out in the following resolution adopted by the 1971 NCAA convention:

SECTION 1. The NCAA condemns the employment of nontherapeutic drugs in
any of its member institutions or affiliated organizations by staff members who

authorize or allow their student-athletes to use such drugs, and by studentathletes who do use such drugs.

SEC. 2. Staff members or student - athletes at member institutions who use
drugs in a nontherapeutic manner in any athletic program are in violation of

the principles of ethical conduct of the NCAA.
SEC. 3. All member institutions, their athletic staffs and their student-athletes

should assert aggressively their wholesome influences in combating usages of
nontherapeutic drugs among the Nation's youth.

99-749 0 - 73 - 3
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As I said, this was adopted by the NCAA in 1971 at the NCAA

Annual Convention.

The NCAA's efforts against drug abuse are proceeding on these
fronts: (1) Education: (2) assessment of the nature and extent of
drug abuse by athletes; and (3) development of an enforcement
program.

I. EDUCATION

The NCAA Drug Education Committee was formed by the NCAA
Council in August 1970, because of concern over apparealy increasing drug abuse by young people, and it has taken an active role in
the athletic antidrug program.
We are proud of the program we have developed, but we realize

a great amount of work is ahead if we are to control drug abase.
The problem of drug abuse is one of the biggest challenges this
Nation is fazing. The lives of many young people depend on the

solution. The situation is critical.
Abuse of drugs, always widespread but covert, has become a matter of public fact hi the 1970's. It is impossible to foresee a time when

it will be eliminated, but we believe that control of drug abuse can
be achieved. In order to accomplish this, however, the institutions
of society being affected by the problem must accept a responsibility

for its solution.
For this reason, we believe the NCAA Drug Education program is

of critical importance as a practical approach and, furthermore, as
an example for other institutions to follow.

The initial approach taken by the NCAA Drug Education Committee was an educational poster and media campaign. Since 1970
more than 350.000 posters and many news articles have been printed
and distributed to the following organizations:
The Members of the United Staters Congress.
The more than 700 members of the NCAA.

The entire membership (approximately 500 institutions) of the National Junior
College Athletic Association.

The National Federation of State High School Associations, which is composed
of about 24 or 25,000 high schools in the United States.
The National Association of Basketball Coaches.
The Boys Clubs of America.
The California Junior College Athletic Association.
The Fiesta Bowl.
The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
The Pop Warner Football League.
The Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, State and Local Governments.
Health agencies.

I would like to submit for the record and for the subcommittee's

information copies of the various posters and samples of news articles

we have published in game programs and newspapers throughout

the United States. These are our exhibits A and 13.

The. posters are produced thre times yearlv. Each issue of 30-10.000 posters projects the sports activities .for one of the three
sports seisms during the school year, one for fall, one for winter
posters have become a familiar sight in
and one for spring.
high schools and on college campuses throughout the country.
We have written and published a pamphlet entitled "The Coach :
Drugs, Ergogenic Aids and the Athlete". This is our exhibit C.
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Through the cooperation of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, we printed 250,000 copies of the pamphlet with a goal of
trying to get them into the hands of every coach of amateur teams
in this country. The distribution was as follows:
Distribution : We sent 165,000 to High Schools, 10,000 to National
.Junior College Athletic Associations, 15,000 to 4-Year Colleges, 5,000
to Fiesta Bowl, 3,000 were sold, and 25,000 distributed to superinten-

dents of schools in 75 school districts in the United States where
drugs seemed io be a problem.

Senator Bark. What information is included in this distribution?
You talk about posters. I have here a copy of a pamphlet. You send
out packets of all of this information ? And when you mentioned
the numbers, what were you referring to?
Mr. null-num. For example, we sent those to high schools in the
State of Pennsylvania, and we send them to the educational department. There arc enough copies that they conk! distribute them to the
various schools in die State of Pennsylvania. This was repeated in
all States.
Senator BArn. That is what I wanted to get to though. When you
say copies, copies of what?
Mr. PRITCHARD. All right, the copies of the posters you see here
on my left are posted in hallways, lockers and in guidance and cotmsoling rooms and so on.

The pamphlets that I am referring to were sent to the coaches

primarily.

In the pamphlet is information for a coach on how to

ize

someone who had a drug problem. Perhaps they can find the problem
out and we offer them some solutions as to how to handle it. These
were sent to many cocches and to many individuals.

We were quite limited in our 250,000 copies thongh
Senator BArir. That is' what I am saying. When you talk about

250,000 copies, are you talking about 250,000 copies of that pamphlet
there or 250,000 copies of those posters there? (indicating]
Mr. PRITCHARD. There are 250,000 copies of that particular pamphlet and 350,000 copies of the various posters.
Senator BAWL Thank you.

Now while I am on this, has the NCAA talked with or worked

with or established any kind of working relationships with the various State athletic associations, the boards of education and similar
organizations to make education in the area of drug abuse and misuse
more meaningful than a poster on a wall or a pamphlet on the desk of
a coach ? In other words, both of those are salutory efforts but it does
seem to me actually making the athletes, themselves aware of same of
nuances contained. in this pamphlet is what we are after first. This
pamphlet helps the coach observe and perhaps be able to discover
some of his charges who may have fallen prey to drugs, but what have
you done for the actual athletes?

Mr. PRITCHARD. We worked primarily with Mr. Cliff Fa.gan, who
is head of the National Federation of State High School Associations
and he took cart of the distribution.
We felt we had to start. first with our membership. You will find
as you go through this material that many members of our commit-
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tee and others have spoken at large congregations of students and

watches, clinics and E0 forth. which we hope will make coaches more
aware of the problem. so they will read up on it and study it and be
more helpful in solving this problem.
We are quite liiinted though, sir. We have a committee of people

who donate their time. We do not have a full time man anywhere
in our organization. With more assistance, with more finances, with

some full time people we probably could move more in the direction
of what you ask.
Senator BAY u. Thank you. I appreciate that.
Mr. PRITCHARD. Furthermore, 2.000 copies of this were sent to
the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and 1,000 to Members
of Congress, 2,000 to California junior colleges, 3,000 to football
coaches, 3,000 to basketball conches, 1,000 to college. commissioners,

10,000 were donated to org,anizationssuch as: YMCA's, PTA's,

NSYSP, State and local governments, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, U.S.
military and many others and 4.000 to Volunteer Service Bureau,
Kiwams, Human Resources Organization, boys clubs, American Medical Association and other other groups. Also, 1,000 miscellaneous.
So that tctaled 250,000.

The demand for this was so great that we then had printed a
As an example of the reaction generated by the pamphlets, I

second printing of 50.000 copies sent out. This is our exhibit D.

would like to present a column by the National Interscholastic Swimming Coaches Association of America. This is our exhibit E.

Once again, through the cooperation of the Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs, we printed and distributed more than 40,000
copies of a drugs identification chart for display in locker rooms
and training rooms. The chart was widely distributed among 4- and
2-year colleges and high schools. This is our exhibit F.
In 1972 we expanded our posters, news article, and .pamphlet cam-

paign by publishing and distributing more than 1 million copies of

a drug flyer entitled "Get. High on Sports, Not Drug's." This is
exhibit G.

This publication, containing a feature article prepared by Dr.

Hardin Jones of the University of California, Berkeley, and a member of our committee, who was unable to be here today because he is
in Alaska on similar business, was designed to provide information
on the problems of drug abuse for the parents of young athletes.
I will not go through the details of the distribution. It is contained
in this statement. There was a total distribution of 1,080,000 copies.
Financial support for this pamphlet was provided from the Fiesta
Football Bowl at Phoenix, Ariz.: National Federation of State High
School Associations: and the Bureau or Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs. Incidentally, I want to compliment the Fiesta Football Bowl
Committee of Phoenix, Ariz., which this yuir completed a pledge
of $30,000 to the NCAA Drug Education Committee. This is our
exhibit H.
In addition to the printed materials we provide, we have produced
spot television promotions which have appeared regularly during
the NCAA. college football telecasts. These spots have featured out-
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standing college athletes such as Arizona State's quarterback, Danny

White and Florida State's quarterback, Gary Huff as well as outstanding collegiate coaches such as Penn State's Joe Paterno.
A "rap session" among a group of young people at St. John's University in New York was also a part of the series. It was held during
the youth summer program, which the NCAA supports. We have
photographs of this taken from the film clips and I think Mr. Wilkinson has them here.
Jim, would you like to hOld them up briefly please?
This is a rap Emits' done on drugs two summers ago.

Our committee members have also spoken to groups of coaches
and trainers about drug education as well as to medical symposiums,

civic groups, and convocations on college campuses. Dr. Cooper
has been especially active in this program.

I would be remiss not to point out the NCAA's participation in
conducting tours to the Far East and Europe where many outstanding college athletes and coaches used their summer and Christmas
vacations to talk with our servicemen. One of the most discussed
topics was drug education. The NCAA currently is conducting tours

number 8 and 9 with the Department of Defense and two tours

are bein gcosponsored with the U.S. Pacific Air Force this summer.

I have spoken first about the educational part of our program:
the second phase of the program has been the assessment of the
problem.

The NCAA is presently in the midst of a project designed to develop hard information on the questions whether there is a drug
problem among college athletes and what the nature and extent of

the problem are if, in fact, one exists. From among member institutions which volunteered to cooperate, the NCAA selected 143 representative colleges to which "blind" questionnaires entitled "NCAA
Drug Use Questionnaire" have been sent. This questionnaire, copies

of which we are submitting to this subcommitteeexhibit Iis to
be filled out anonymously by student-athletes at the selected insti-

tutions.
In all, 22.600 individual questionnaires have been sent, to institu-

tions which include both large and small colleges, both public and
private institutions and colleges located in each of the States. The
completed replies are being sent to a computer service center in
Memphis, Tenn., for compilation of the data.
This survey is designed to obtain information indicating the types
of drugs used by college athletes, and the extent and degree of usage
in college athletics. We feel that we are developing the most meaning-

ful infornation ever obtained in this area, and that it should be
invaluable in assessing the need for and design of future NCAA programs. We will provide this subcommittee copies of the results of
the survey once they have been compiled.

The third phase of our program has been the development of

testing and enforcement programs.
At the 1973 NCAA Convention, the member institutions amended

the association's bylaws to establish legislation in addition to their
previously adopted policy declaration. It is our exhibit J. Bylaw 4,
section 2, reads as follows:
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Student-athletes competing in NCAA championships shall not use any unauthorized drugs which may endanger their health or safety or which may
$...einingly give au unfair competitive advantage to an individual competitor.
Time's does not preclude the use of drugs prescribed by a physician in the
course of medical treltu:fmt. (Adopted: 1/13/731

(a) The Council shall, from time to time after enlisting expert advice and
study. enumerate the drugs which may not be used. (Adopted: 1/13/73)
(b) The Executive Committee may authorize urinalysis or other methods
for testing student-athletes who compete in NCAA championships to determine
the extent of drug usage therein. (Adopted: 1/13/73)

We are presently- in the process of determining whioh substances
the NCAA council wil lofficially designate as drugs which 'may not
be used". We also intend to institute a program of urinalysis of athletes competing in NCAA championships. Testing will start in the
fall of this year. In this first effort, we do not intend any punitive
measures fog any individual or college. We plan only to gather facts
which we hope will provide us with future direction.
In conclusion, the NCAA. 111 general, and the NCAA Drug, Educa-

tion Committee, in particular, stand ready to cooperate with any
valid and responsible effort to deal with this issue.

With your permission, I would like to ask the members of this

panel to speak directly to the other specific areras outlined by Chairman Bayli in his invitation to testify.

I have attempted to cover the other points, Mr. Chairman, that

vou requested be reviewed. If the other members of our panel would
'ike to offer additional comments, I invite them to do so.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit this statement for the

record.

Senator Balm. Fine. It will be inserted at the conclusion of your

testimony.
Mr. PRITCHARD. Mr. Chairman, in response to your first question

of your original letter to us, I would like to ask Dr. Cooper after
he returns if he will focus on the ethical considerations involved in
the use of nonrestorative drugs including stimulants, such as amphet-

amines, and anabolic steroids, and I think 3 to 5 minutes would

probably over a subject of this type.
Senator BAyit. Let me first say, Mr. Pritchard, I appreciate your
statement representing the NCAA and the overall policy. I appreciate the contribution the other gentlemen can and will make.

We have a problem of time here, though. If you could hit the

highlights, we w'.11 put the whole. Gta itanent in the record. So if you

could confine your remarks to specific questions and concerns, I
would appreciate it very much.

Dr. Coomii. I want to mention in terms of the ethical situation,
again, it is one, where the physicians, I think as a group, the team
physicians, and the trainers as the group of certified trainers. the

National Athletic Trainers A.--..eciation, have all become much more
aware of the encroachment of this problem in our areos of endeavor

and have all become much more concerned with the fact that there

be no question of our position on these situations.
And the basic position of the team physicians, as far as the organ-

ized groups, whether it is through the American College Health
Association, the Athletic Medicine Section or the group that is
associated with the NCAA in their winter meeting, they have all
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taken the position that there is no legitimate indications for any
of these substances at any time in an athletic contest, except for
possibly the exceptional individual who has a medical condition and
is taking a medication for treatment for the medical condition.
The problem in terms of testing for the amphetamines, is one that
can be resolved. The problem for testing for anabolic steroids is one

that has not been resolved. The individual could conceivably take
these things not under the prescription or prescribed use, to my
knowledge, of any ethical physician or ethical trainer at this time.
I think there are many uninformed physicians and I think we
have a tremendous task in terms of educating our own people to the
potential dangers involved. I think this is one of the things that
makes it extremely difficult to reach the people that are in a position that would be prescribing the substances relatively unknowingly
and unaware
the possible complications associated .itith them. I
think many times family physicians are busy, overworked, and put
into a situation where the boy concerned makes an appealing story
or brings some magazine or some article from someplace in and says
this was used and so the doctor says, all right, lets try it without
really exploring the ramifications of it.

I think we have a very important job to do in terms of educating

our own people.

Senator BAYII. I think you are in a particularly important and

responsible position; wearing two hats as a mern.ber of a profession
which is charged with the health and welfare of
people on the
one hand, and on the other hand, having your spoeific relationship

with one of our outstanding universities and their athletic accomplishments.

Let me just ask one question in this regard. In referring as you
did, Mr. Pritchardand I don't know whether to direct this to you
or Dr. Cooper or any other member of the panelto urine testing
of amateur athletes or at least of students who compete in NCAA
championships, whatever method you devise or pursue, are they
going to be applied across the board to all of those who compete or
just to the winners as Dr. Cooper pointed out in the world weight
lifting championship ?
Mr. PRITCTIARD. It would be out intention to test everyone in a
uniform manner.
Dr. COOPER. All of the participants. yes.
Mr. Pam cIIARD. And not just the winners.

Senator BAYII. How are you going to determine where you tea

and where y.ou don't test?

Mr. ParrotrArin. It is a matter of logistics and whether we have
the money and have the people available. For instance, it would be
almost impossible to test tut a cross-country championship where

there were 600 or 700 people running.

We hope that they will do it. in such sports as soccer, with a limited number of participants, limited by rule; in football where there
are also limits; basketball where there are traveling limits; swimming where by nature there are not too many athletes involved. Our
intention will be, if we can handle the logistics, to test all participants; both winners and losers.
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Our intention is to test originally without any punitive measures
in mind whatsoever, because we are looking for facts; we are looking for research; and we want to know what the situation is. Nobody
knows right now.
Senator BAYH. Yes; well I certainly will be very anxious to have

the results of the studies that you are undertaking. It is sort of a

sad comment, isn't it, that organizations such as yours, representing
the finest in American amateur athletics, are contemplating or forced
to contemplate lining up the participants before or after an event.
Perhaps the results of this other positive effort to educate will make
the need for this testing after the fact less necessary.
If there was just some way we could find the few unscrupulous
individuals and thus avoid treating everybody in this manner. But I
don't suppose there is any magic way to do that?
Mr. PRITCHARD. I assume if an athlete knew he would be tested,
it would be a deterrent to use of drugs to begin with.
Secondly, we are convinced the youth of America today looks up
to athletes more than any other people. We all know that athletes
are on television selling underwear, cigarettes, cokes, everything else.
All they have to do is have an athlete step out with something and
all of the kids rim down to the corner and buy it. If we can get our
athletes who are. highly revered by young people, to give a hard sell

on the dangers of drugs, we think we can be most effective and

maybe beat this problem which is the worst social problem facing us
today.
Senator BAYII. Well, I have noticed and am sure you have, the
number of professional athletes who have lent their names and per-

sons, as well as amateur athletes, to what I feel are very effective
short spots on television dealing with this very thing. In 'fact, there
is a problem here. I can't help but feel those who have lent their
good names to this kind of thing are probably making a greater
service to the future athletes in our country than those who want to
sell underwear; not that there would be anything wrong with selling
underwear too, you understand.
Mr. PRITCHARD. I wouldn't disagree with you, sir, but I think any
boy on the street can visualize himself as becoming a collegiate athlete because his brother may be one or his neighbor may be one or
the boy across the street may be one, but he may find it difficult to
associate himself with a professional athlete.
I think using a college athlete may have a better effect than a pro.

don't want to get into an area like this because that is an area
There are problems involved and I would rather not speak too

remote from us.

much about the professional athlete in this.
Senator BAYH. Well, I don't want to participate in any balancing
of the merits of who can do more, because I think there is room for
both. I must say, if you see the best athlete, a person recognized as
the best pro in the country, telling future star amateurs that he is
getting a worse knock by using drugs than he gets on the field, that
that has an impact on amateur athletes, who watch.
Mr. PRITCHARD. I agree with you.

The second memberif you want us to continue on our five

points?
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Senator BATH. Yes. please.

Mr. PRITCHARD. IS Mr. Hart, athletic trainer at Ohio State, who
will discuss the assessment of the extent of the use of additive and
nonrestorative drugs by athletes.

Mr. HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My statement actually is
very brief. You changed the question on me, frankly, from the first
letter that I got, which said "an assessment of the extent of use of
additives and resorative drugs by athletes" from the one we have
today of "the extent of use of additive drugs by athletes."
I really only have one brief statement to make. I, like Dr. Cooper
here, know of no trainer, and of no team physician, who is prescribing what we must consider illegal medications in athletics. I would
jiise't

as soon submit, this as a general statement.

We certainly do not at my institution do that and really I do not
know of any physicians or trainers who are dispensing any medica-

tion that they shouldn't so to speak.
Senator BATH. Let me ask you as a trainer who must implement

the NCAA rules and regulations as well as the regulations of your

institution at Ohio Stateand I might as a. Purdue ahurmi, add
have heard of it.

Mr. HART. Thank you, sir.

Senator BATH. How does a trainer assess where you draw the

line?

I heard Mr. Pritchard sayino they are now undertaking a study

to determine what drugs will officially be designated as drugs which

may not be used. But how do you interpret the regulationsand I

think to prove I have the NCAA position I will quote :

Student athletes competing in NCAA championships shall not use any unauthorized drugs which may endanger their health or safety or which may
seemingly give an unfair competitive advantage to an individual competitor.

How do you as a trainer, define what are nontherapeutic drugs

and under what circumstances?
Mr. HAI17. Well, as a trainer, I really do not get involved in drugs
This is up to the team physician to determine what he will prescribe
and not prescribe, and I as a trainer. do not dispense any medication.

I should qualify that by saying if my team physician asks me to
give at least 10 aspirin tablets to player number X, I will do that
acting simply as a pharmacist in this event, but I can, as a trainer,
and do not dispense medication.
Senator BATH. You don't dispense medication at all ?

Mr. HART. Only that authorized by the team physician, which is
very very little.
Senator BATH. No other trainers do to your knowledge?
Mr. HART. To my knowledge, they do so Only in the same situation; where the team physician asks us to give someone a particular

medication, we would do this and this is recorded duly on the athlete's chart.

Senator BATH. Just for my own informaition, when you mentioned a moment ago you were not aware of any other trainers or
any other physicians who were utilizing or dispensing these drugs,
did you also say physician or did you just say trainers?

Mr. HART. I said trainers and physicians. I am talking about a
number of physicians and trainers. I feel very strongly in this
regard.
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Senator BATH. Since you yourself by definition are not charged
with dispensing this kind of inedication, how can you be so certain

that it is not being dispensed by physicians who do have that

responsibility?
Mr. HART. Well, I am sure wall, let's define the medications we
are talking, about?
Senator BATH. Somebody his to make this decision ?
Mr. HART. Right. Are we talking about amphetamines or anabolic

steroids, or are we talking about cold preparations and this type of
thing?
Senator BATH. We are talking about the use of any substance, any
drug, that may be unauthorized and that may have a seemingly salutory effect on competition. We are talking about where You draw
the line between making it possible for an athlete to play because of
a relatively minor injury that causes significant pain and where you
get across the threthold where competing under those circumstances
may have long-term disadvantageous effects on the individual.
can't make that assessment sitting back here.
Mr. HART. Right. Certainly I cannot speak for other institutions
other than what I have observed at various competitions and from

what I have heard in talking with trainers and talking with physicians. And I think we all feel pretty much the same way on
Let me give you an example of my own institution and how we
handle medications.

We have medications locked in a cabinet and when the doctor
wants to presoribe any medication, he will ask me to dispense the
medication. The unit is recorded on a. chart. I keep track or keep a
log of what medications are dispensed and am responsible for the
purchasing or the requisition, I should say, from a pharmacist of
the medications to restore the stock.

So I know exactly what our physician is doing with this stock.
Also if he happens to write a prescription, we have a copy of that

on the chart.
I think this is done very similarly in other institutions. We do not
stock in Ohio State any narcotic stimulative type medications. If, for
iwtance, the doctor wants something for pawn, if he wants a little

codeine to use for pain, he will write a prescription and that will
be filled at the health service pharmacy. We don't stock anything of

a narcotic nature in our particular situation.
Senator BATH. Well, will that doctor have that pain killer in his

bag in the event he needs it at halftime or does he have to run to

the pharmacy to get it?
Mr. HART. No; he will have in his own personal medical bag that.
Senator BATH. Mr. Hart, this is significant. What impact does the
coach have on this decision which according to you is a decision
made by the physician ?
Mr. HART. I think that has to be handled individually. Again, at
out institution the coach really has no influence on the physician.
Senator. BATH. You mean he never stresses the importance of a

given athlete and a given game in trying to find out just what is
necessary to make it possible for that athlete to compete safely?
Mr. HART. Absolutely, Woody Hays has the health of the athlete
paramount in mind.
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Senator BATH. You didn't listen to my question, Mr. Hart. You
were too quick to draw to Mr. Hays criticism that I wasn't directing
at him.
Mr. HART. Please restate the question.

Senator BAY1I. You know, I must he totally frank about this, it
hard for me to believe that Woody Hays or Coach "X" or Coach
"Y" is not going to be pretty much involved in stressing the importance of a given athlete in a riven game and anxious to find out
whether that athlete "A" or "B' is going to be able to participate
and can he do it safely. I have never been involved in this kind of
situation, but it seems to me as a trainer who has the responsibility
of treating these athletes you are in a better position to testify than

I on this- -

Mr. HART. Absolutely. After every practice, after every ballgame,

the team physician, the coach, and the trainerwhether it is a basketball coach or football coach get together and discuss personnel
and what is the situation or status of this particular athlete, what
is being done for him from a physical therapy standpoint, from a
medical standpoint, and so on and what the coach can expect from
this athlete the following day.

So that coach. the doctor and the trainer are a roam so to speak
and all know what the other is thinking. This is how we handle
it at our institution and I think again it is handled similarly at most

other institutions.
Senator BATH. Is this decision ad i exact science or are there marginal cases where a decision might be made if necessary?
Mr. HART. There are marginal oases in anything. The decision in
a case like that would be made by the physician.
Senator BATH. What, input does the athlete have?
Mr, HART. The athlete gets involved certainly also. I would state
another example, there may be a situation where the physician, the
trainer, and the coach may feel that the athlete is able to participate,

looking at it from a purely clinical standpoint, for example, let's

say this individual has a sore knee and medically it may be all right
for this individual to participate, but 7-v3 have to leave this up to the
boy. We do discuss this with the boi. We say, look, son, we find
no reason that you should not be permitted to participate, however, it
is your knee and you know how it feels. If you feel you can't go in,
you don't go.
This is the athlete's decision.
Senator BATH. Do you go one stop further by saying you would
see no damage that could be incurred from playing? Maybe it hurts
like the blazes, but do you say we can take care of the pain and there
will be no damage?

Mr. HART. This again is up to the physician and, yw; that will
happen occasionally. If the doctor feels that it is safe for the boy
to participate and probably safe for him to have some sort of pain
preparation to make him more comfortable, this can and maybe will
sometimes be done.
Again, this is a medical decision.

Senator BATH. Now here again, the NCAA is trying to find out
facts, and we are trying to find out facts. Probably both of us are
sort of groping around here for direction and not wanting to make
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accusations that are ill-founded but really wanting to know what we
can do to help the athlete, the institution, and sports in general.
You say you know of no trainer, no physician, no school that was
engaged in dispensing these drugs?
Mr. HART. Correct.

Senator BATH. That is good to know and it doesn't come as a

surprise to me. Do you know of specific examples or have you personally in your own experience found examples of athletes who were

using drugsnot as part of your institution or a team inspired programbut as individuals who thought that, either accurately or mistakenly they could take advantage of some kind of drug to enhance
their performance?
Mr. HART. Right. I am not naive enough to think that our athletes

or any one athlete cannot get these drugs on the street corners just
like any other individual can.

If we are aware of it thoughand it is relatively very difficult
to know whether an individual is taking somethingbut if we are

aware of it. action would be taken.
Senator BATH. An there specific examples where you have become
aware of it ?
Mr. HART. No; there are not in my own experience. I have heard
of situations, but I couldn't cite anything specifically.
Senator BATH. Well, now, all right. I am trying to determine which

hat you are warring; either that of the NCAA or of Ohio State?
Mr. HART. Well, both really.

Senator BAYH. Are there any specific examples that have been

brought to your attention? I just want to find out what is done,
what. policy is, followed when this kind of thing is uncovered?

Mr. HART. Let me say what is the policy at Ohio State. I think
this is an institutional tiling though. But if we are aware of someone
taking some of these medications they are immediately relieved from
participation in a particular sport. This is an institutional rule. This
ts how we at Ohio State handle it. Other schools may do it entirely
differently.
Senator BATH. Do von have specific examples of an athlete that is
prohibited from competing because of it?
Mr. HART. Yes.

Senator BAYH. How many examples?

Mr. HART. One, since I have been in the business, just one.
Senator BATH. What, particular sport?
Mr. HART. Football.

Senator BATH. You just prohibited the athlete from competing?

Mr. HART. Absolutely.
Senator BATH. Thank you.
Mr. HART. Thank you, sir.

Mr- PRITCHARD. I would now like to ask Dr. Carl Blyth for some
suggestions and recommendations to facilitate the proper use of drugs
in athletic competitions. This is in response to one of your points.
Dr. Br.rrn. The previous testimony and questioning and answers

have really covcred for me at least some of the things that I have
learned and believe about this business of athletic participation and
the use of drugs. Senator, you, yourself, have taken the thunder from
one of my points as has Dr. Cooper.
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I don't think that the literature substantiates one bit that the

amphetamines would improve physical performance. I am convinced
of that. The problem of misinformation m this area is related to the

to the studies that were done by Smith and Beecher in 1959, in

which they stated that there was some indication of improvement.
I would like to state the critiques that were done found many faults
with that research, and I don't think it was very gcod.
I further believe--and this may be in relation to what the Senator
was alluding to when he talked about his relationship to athletics

and physical educationI would like primarily to take a positive
approach to reducing the drug menace and I believe that that can
be accomplished by support of programs of athletics, both in the
public schools, the colleges and the communities of this country.
I think most of you recognize the limitations on funding; some
of these things have been cut back. I am convinced-Senator BATH. Would von give me examples of programs that have
been cat back in this area.?
Dr. BLYTIL Philadelphia was cut back.

Senator BATH. These are federal programs or city or state prorrams?
Dr. BLYTIL I am not talking about federal programs. I am talking
about the total program. 1- am talking about governmental agencies
and private sources.
Senator BAYIL What kinds of cutback?

Dr. BLIIL In programs for youngsters.

Senator Barer. Were these. athletic programs?
Dr. BLYTH. Athletic programs and physical education.

Senator Barer. Were these drug treatment or drug oriented edu-

cation type programs?
Dr. BLrrn. Nlv argument, Senator. is if we have youngsters participating in athletic programs and encourage them to participate in this
type of program, we won't have the problem with drugs we are finding. Specie:3%11y you are trying to met me to drive at what would I
suggest to prevent them from using drugs at athletic events.
think the State and local medical societies have to take a firmer

view against the tmauthorized use of drugs. I think that they have
to have some guts about it and stop it where they find it. I will give

you one example

Senator BATH. Why should that take guts?

Dr. Btrrn. Courage then.
Senator Baru. Why should that take anything more than a normal

amount of determination to stop this kind of thing?
Dr. BLYTIL Too frequently we turn our back to it I guess.
Senator BAYIL Because by gosh, if there is any area in which there
is a groundswell of public opinion it is with ref.rard to stopping drug
traffic, drug abuse, drug misuse. If there is anyplace we ought to be
able to command enough energy to get the job done, it ottlit to be

in the area of athletics. which is supposed toand I think basically
doesepitomize the finest in competition and good health and living
practices.
Do we have a problem there of same people who are timid in enforcing the prohibition of drug abuse in this area ?
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Dr. BLYTH. Well, the implication in these kinds of hearings is that
there is a problem. I am not convinced that the problem is as serious
as we have been led to believe in the newspapers. I am positive from
my own relationship with the public schools of North Carolina that
we do not have a problem. When I speak about medacal societies taking some action it is because down there this has happened and car-

tam people have been fired; people who have used unauthorized
drugs. That is what I mean.

If you let these people know that we are not going to have this

kind of thin,g, then I think they are going to stop.

Senator BATH. I concur with you. I.salute you and the others in
the North Carolina system for coming forward with what seems to
me to be a rather resolute determination that your organization is
not going to tolerate this.
The reason I wanted to pursue that, Doctor is that I don't think
we need to make any apologies for establishing a standard in amateur
athletics that will not permit the use of substances that are dilatory
to the well-being of the athletes who paretic' e in these programs.
I see no reason myself that we shouldn't apply this acmes the board
to amateur and professional athletics.
Dr. BLYTH. That is right.

Senator BATH. Well, I don't think we can afford to be timid in

this and from your testimony you don't either.
Dr. BLYTH. No, I don't think so. I think we should go after it.

Of course, one other point, I think that the only person that

should be permitted to dispense a drug to an athlete is a physician.
I disagree with even the trainer giving the drug. Some of the physicians and trainers won't agree with that, but even on prescription
T would not have a trainer gave a drug.

So in summary, I would say that we need increased support and
promotion in the athletic programs to get kids interested in participating and to get them away from the drug scene. I think we need
improved drug education programs in our schools and our institutions. I think physicians should have the primary authority and that
where he has given up his authority, I think he is wrong. I think we
need greater participation by both State and local medical societies in
combating the effects of the use of drugs in our athletic programs in
our public schools.
Thank you.
Senator BATH. Thank you, Doctor. I think we have two problems,
two areas of concern. One, the establishment of ethical and professional standards of conduct, which is I would think the most impost

ant thing we should direct ourselves to. And you and I acid the

others should make no bones about the fact that we feel that participation in this type of conduct and utilization of these types of substances for nontheimpeutie purposes. is wrong; just plain wrong. I
think we should take whatever steps are necessary to see that those
who violate that standard are treated accordingly.
And secondly, I think we can support this finding and perhaps
assist in controlling the abuse by those who might be tempted to go
beyond what is proper. We should do this by educating those who
would otherwise be tempted; educating them that this really doesn't
make them gain anything whether they use amphetamines or steroids
and may be harmful.
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I noticed here in the Physicians' Desk Reference a warning saying
that steroids do not enhance athletic ability. The more we can direct

attention to the fact that then is nothing to be gained and a great

deal to be lost by an individual athletebe he amateur or professional,
embarking on a toot. of his own feeling that drugs will enhance his

prowessness and performanceI think we would be better able to
control this situation.

Mr. PRITCHARD. I have one other panelist if you have tame. I would

like to have Jim Wilkinson speak briefly on the drug education program in the National Summer Youth Sports Fellowships program.
Mr. Wnatrxsox. As a staff member for the NCAA, I work as the
controller. I am also assigned to the drug education committee and
am also national program director for the National Summer Youth
Sports program.
For a few minutes ] would like to show what this program is doing
to combat the drug problem among our young people.

The National Summer Youth Sports program is a program designed for the disadvantaged youths of our country. The cost of
operating this program for 40,000 enrollees is approximately $5.800,000 yearly. Of this total, the Federal Government allocates $3 million
annually while institutions of higher education, the USDA, the State
and local governments, private organizations and businesses and the

NCAA not counting its television coverage of the program, con-

tributes $2.800,000. The NCAA spends $50 to $r0,000 annually on this

program. It has TV coverage of this program. My own services to
this program are free.
The participants in the p rogram meet on our college campuses
for daily instruction and competition in various sports. In addition
to this, each enrollee receives a free medical exam, insurance program, a meal, transportation, and an enrichment program. We have

an insurance program that protects him from the time he leaves home
until he gets back and a hot meal in most institutions. Transportation,
and this enrichment program.
For a minute or two I would like to talk about this uniqije enrichment program.
Each project devotes a minimum of 3 hours per week to drug abuse
education; to instruction concerning job responsibilities and education and career opportunities; and to activities designed to promote
sound health and nutrition practices.

In the drug phase of the program, each enrollee is given drug

educational materials, lectures and many other experiences designed
to combat drug abuse.
The continuation of this program in future years will do much
to help educate the youth of our country on drug abuse.
Since the inception of this program in 1969 we have reached over
140.000 participants, ages 10 to 18 with that drug program. So this
summer we anticipate another 34,000 or 35,000 youngsters in 105
institutions will receive more drug education.
At the present time there are 148 more institutions waiting to participate in these programs. We have been informed that this may be
the last year for this program anlss we can get new legislation. This
is a quality program that needs to be expanded and not ended. The
National summer Youths Sports program continued and supported
would have great impact upon the attitude and accomplishments of
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our youth, and help them join the mainstream of society without a
monkey on their back.
Thank you.
Senator BATH. Thank you, Mr. Wilkinson.

Let me ask you about that program. You talk about drug education. Now are von educating the young athletes and participants in

the dangers of all kinds of drugs or is this an antaberom type
procrram, ?

Mr. WILKINSON. All types of drugs. We leave the information or
instruction of this to each project administrator on each campus. In
a lot of situations we have brought people in who have been on drugs
before to come in and talk with the kids and also people from the
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs who come in to talk with

the kids. We put educational material together and use it in the

schools. Anything that would make them aware of the problems that
exist in our country would be used.
Senator
In other words, they are told that it is not only
a problem with the heroin monkey, but the little red or yellow jacket
or the Clu-istmas tree or whatever it might be that they could pick
up on the streetcorner; that they are equally as dangerous?
Mr. WILKINSON. That is right.

Senator BAYIL What Federal funds are used to support these

progra.ms?
Mr. WILKINSON. For the last. 4 years the financing prigram came

from the OEO program. At the present time this program is out of
existence.

Senator BATH. Let's be more specific. Some of us in Congress feel

that when a Federal court says it is still in existence, then it is still
in existence even if the President would wish it away.

You are saying funding from OEO has made it possible for you
to reach all of these young underprivileged youngsters to participate
in this kind of program and you feel that it has been helpful and
would be helpful in keeping them out of the drug scene?
Mr. WILKINSON. Yes; I do.

Senator Baru. And if we are unable to continue the OEO program,
you feel you will have to cancel all of those programs?

Mr. Witaussow. I would say so or most of them because right
now the colleges are doing what they can without any money to
continue this program during the fall months. This program, this
$3 million that we get directly from the Government, well, we can
only operate in the summertime.

There are institutions right today that are involved in this program who do things on their own over the $3 million. They take
It upon themselves to begin in September and work with these kids
all during the year on a minimum type budget.
Senator BATH. And how many youngsters do you think you will
reach during this program this year ?
Mr. WILKINSON. We anticipate 33,000 or 34,000 youngsters that
will be reached. Our daily average attendance in this pro cram last
year was about 33,000 youngsters. We projected enrollment last year
well, as a matter of fad., we examined 40,000 youngsters last year
in the program.
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Senator BAY'''. Doesn't it strike vou as a little bit inconsistent to
make policy pzniouncements about the evils of drug traffic and the
disasmus effects on young lives if they are subjected to a lifetbne
of the drug habit on the one hand, and o.,1 the other, to be in favor

of cutting out those programs that make it possible for you and

others like you around the country to reach 3%000 and have a positive effect in keeping these young people out of the drug scene? Isn't
that a little inconsistent?
Mr. Witstxscx. I don't think so.
Senator BATH, Let me rephrase the question before you go on
record as mying that. Because the question was rather extended.
Do you feel it makes sense on the one hand to say that it is bad

for the country to abuse drugs and that we have to do something
about stopping the traffic in drugs and the increase in drug addiction, to take that position on the one hand, and then to be in favor
of cutting out funds that make it possible for you to reach young
people and convince them not to participate in drugs?
Mr. WiLioxsox. No.
Senator BAYII. Thank you. Those were your conime.nts and not
influenced 1-.,y my rephrasing the question ?
Mr. WILKINSON. Right.

Senator BAY I3. All right. Sometimes I get, involved in questions

that get strung out. to the point that the question doesn't make
sense. Well, that may be a bad admission.

Gentlemen, you have been very helpful. Nobody else has any

comments to make?

Well, we hope you will let us have the results of the study you

are ioarticipating in.

Mr. PRITCHARD. Yes, sir. Thank you.

[Mr. Pritchard's prepared statement with exhibits AJ is as

follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP ROBERT W. PRITCHARD, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
APSOCIATION, DRUG EDUCATION COMMITTEE

My name is Robert W. Pritchard. e.in director of athletics at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Massachusetts. I serve as chairman of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association's Drug Education Committee.
Joining we on this panel are three other members of that Committee. Dr.
Donald L. Cooper is team physician at Oklahoma State University. Dr. Cooper

also served as team physician for the United States Olympic Team at the
Gaines in Mexico City. Alan Hart is head trainer at Ohio State University
and will serve as a trainer for the United States Team at the World University
Games in Moscow this summer. James Wilkinson of the NCAA administrative
staff is director of the National Summer Youth Sports Program and serves as
liaison between our Committee and the NCAA Executive Offices in Mission,
Kansas.

Also with us today is Dr. Carl S. Blyth, chairman of the Physical Education

Department at the University of North Carolina and administrator of the
NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports.
In the invitation to testify at these hearings, Chairman Bayh outlined
live areas relating to the question of drug abuse by athletes regarding which
the views and data of the NCAA were invited. Several of these areas will be
discussed by other members of this panel. I will begin by outlining the NCAA's
policy condemning drug abuse by athletes, and the programs which it has
undertaken in this area.
The NCAA's policy is clearly set out in the following resolution adopted by
the 1971 NCAA Convention :
99-749 0 - 73 - 4
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"NONTHERAPEUTIC DRUGS

"SECTION 1. The NCAA condemns the employment of nontherapeutic drugs
in any of its member institutions or affiliated organizations by staff members
who authorize or allow their studtart-athietes to use such drugs, and by studentathletes who do use such drugs.

-Sim 2. Staff members or student-athletes at member institution who use
drugs in a nontherapeutic manner in any athletic program are in violation

of the principles of ethical conduct of the NCAA.
"SEC. 3. All member institutions. their athletic staffs and their student-athletes
should assert aggressively their wholesome Influences in combating usages of
nontherapeutic drugs among the nation's youth."

The NCAA's efforts against drug abuse are proceeding on these

fronts: (1)
education (2) assessment of the nature and extent of drug abuse by
athletes;
and (3) development of an enforcement program.
I. EDUCATION

The NCAA Drug Education Committee was formed by the NCAA Council in

August, 1970, because of concern over apparently increasing drug abuse by
young people, and It has taken an active role in the athletic anti-drug program.
We are proud of the program we have developed, but we realize a great
amourt of work is ahead if we are to control drug abuse.
The problem of drug abuse Is one of the biggest challenges this nation is
facing. The lives of many young people depend on the solution. The situation
critical.
Abuse of drugs. always widespread but covert, has become a matter of public
fact in the 1970's. It is impossible to foresee a time when it will be eliminated,

but we believe that control of drug abuse can be achieved. In order to accomp1Lsh this, however, the institutions of society being affected by the problem
must accept a responsRality for its solution.
For this reason, we believe the NCAA Drug Education program is of critical
importance as a practical approach and, furthermore, as an example for other
institutions to follow.
The initial approach taken by the NCAA Drug Education Committee was an
educational poster and media campaign. Since 1970 more than 350,000 posters
and many news articles have been printed and distributed to the following
organizations:
Members of the United States Congress.
More than 700 members of the NCAA.

Entire membership (approximately 500 institutions) of the National Junior
College Athletic Association.
National Federation of State High School Associations which is composed

of about 24 or 25.000 high schools in the United States.
National Association of Basketball Coaches.
Boys Clubs of America.
California Junior College Athletic Association.
Fiesta Bowl.
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
Pop Warner Football League.
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, State and Local Governments.
Health Agencies.

I would like to submit for the record and for the Subcommittee's information copies of the various posters and samples of news articles we have published in game programs and newspapers throughout the United States. (Exhibits A and B)
The posters are produced three times yearly. Each Issue of 30-40,000 posters
projects the sports activities for one of the three sports seasons during the
school year, one for fall, one for winter and one for spring. These posters
have become a familiar sight In high schools and on college campuses throughout the country.
We have written and published a pamphlet entitled "The Coach : Drugs, Ergogenic Aids and the Athlete." (Exhibit C)

Through the cooperation of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs,
we printed 250,000 copies of the pamphlet with a goal of trying to get them
into the hands of every coach of amateur teams in this country. The distribution was as follows:
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Distribution
High schools
National Junior College Athletic Association
4-year colleges
Fiesta Bowl
Sold

165, 000
10, 000
15, 000

Distributed to superintendent of schools in 75 school districts in the
United States where drugs seemed to be a problem
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
Members of Congress
California junior colleges
Football coaches
Basketball coaches

5, 000
3, 000

25, 000
2, 000
1, GOO

College commissioners

Donated to organizationssuch as: YMCA's, PTA's, NSYSP, State
and local governments, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, U.S. Military and
many others
Volunteer Service Bureau, Kiwanis, Human Resources Organization,
Boys Clubs, American Medical Association and other groups
Miscellaneous

2, 000
3, 000
3, 000
1, 000
10, 000

4, 000

I, 000

Total

250, 000

Later we had a second printing of the pamphlet pith a distribution of
As an example of the reaction generated by the pamphlets, I would like

50.000. (Exhibit D)

to present a column by the National Interscholastic Swimming Coaches Association of America. (Exhibit E)
Once again, through the cooperation of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. we printed more than 40.000 copies of a drugs identification chart
for display in locker rooltis and training rooms. The chart was widely distributed among four and two-year eolieges and high schools. (Exhibit F)
In 1972, we expanded our toaster, news article and pamphlet campaign by
publishing and distributing more than one million copies of a drug flyer entitled
"Get High on Sports, Not Drugs." (Exhibit G)
This publication, containing a feature article prepared by Dr. Hardin Jones

of the University of California. Berkeley, and a member of our Committee,
was designed to provide information on the problems of drug abuse for the

parents of young athletes.

Distribution
High schools
Colleges and universities
National Junior College Athletic Association
Fiesta Bowl
California Junior College Association
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
Congress

490
000
000
000
000
10, 000
2, 010
500

717,
200,
75,
50,
25,

Drug Education Committee
Total

1,

080, 000

Financial support for this pamphlet vas provided from the Fiesta Football

Bowl, of Phoenix, Arizona ; National Federation of State High School Associations; and the Bureau of Nareotics and Dangerous Drugs. Incidentally, I want
to compliment the Fiesta Football Bowl Committee of Phoenix, Arizona. which
this year completed a pledge of $30,000 to the NCAA Drug Education Com-

mittee (Exhibit H)
In addition to the printed materials we provide, we have produced spot
television promotions which have appeared regularly during the NCAA college
football telecasts. These spots have featured outstanding college athletes such
as Arizona States quarterback. Danny White and Florida State's quarterback,
Gary Huff, as well as outstanding collegiate coaches such as Penn State's Joe
Paterno. A "rap session" among a group of young people at St. John's University in New York was also a part of the series. Here are some photographs
taken from the film clips.
Our Committee members have also spoken to groups of coaches and trainers

about drug education as well as to medical symposiums, civic groups and
convocations on college campuses. Dr. Cooper has been especially active in
this program.
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I would be remiss not to point ...92t the NCI-4:s participation in conducting
tours to the Far East. and Europe where many outstanding college athletes and
coaches used their summer and Christmas vacations to talk with our servicemm. One of the must discussed topics was drug education. The NCAA currently
is conducting tours number S and 9 with the Department of Defense and two
tours are being co-sponsored with the U.S. Pacific Air Force this summer.
II. ASSESSMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The NCAA is presently in the midst of a project designed to develop hard
information on the questions whether there is a drug problem among college
athletes and what the nature and extent of the problem are if, in fact, one
exists. From among member institutions which volunteered to cooperate, the
NCAA selected 143 representative colleges to which "blind" questionnaires
entitled "NCAA Drug Use questionnaire" have
sent. This questionnaire,
copies of which we are submitting to this Subcommittee (Exhibit I), is to be
filled out anonymously by student-athletes at the selected institutions.
In all, 22,600 individual questionnaires have been sent, to institutions which
include both large and small colleges, both public and private institutions and
colleges located in each of the states. The competed replies are being sent to
a computer service center in Memphis, Tennessee, for compilation of the data.
This survey is designed to obtain information indicating the types of drugs
used by college athletes, and the extent and degree of usage in college athletics.
We feel that we are developing the most meaningful information ever obtained
in this area, and that it should be invaluable in assessing the need for and
design of future NAA programs. We will provide this Subcommittee copies
of the results of the survey once they have been compiled.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF TESTING AND ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS

At the 1973 NCAA Convention, the member institutions amended the Association's Bylaws to establish legislation in addition to their previously adopted
policy declaration. (Exhibit J) Bylaw 4, Section 2 reads as follows:
"Student-athletes competing in NCAA championships shall not use any unauthorized drugs which may endanger their health or safety or which may
seemingly give an unfair competitive advantage to an individual competitor.
This does not preclude the use of drugs prescribed by a physician in the course
of medical treatment. (Adopted: 1/13/73)
"(a) The Council shall, from time to time after enlisting expert advice and
study, enumerate the drugs which may not be used. (Adopted: 1/13/73)
"(b) The Executive Committee may authorize urinalysis or other methods
for testing student-athletes who compete in NCAA championships to determine
the extent of drug usage therein. (Adopted: 1/13/73)"
We are presently in the process of determining which substances the NCAA
Council will officially designate as drugs which "may not be used." We also
intend to institute a program of urinalyses of athletes competing in NCAA
championships. Testing will start in the fall of this year. In this first effort,
we do not intend any punitive measures for any individual or college. We plan
only to gather facts which we hope will provide us with future direction.
CONCLUSION

The NCAA, in general, and the NCAA Drug Education Committee, in particular, stand ready to cooperate with any valid and responsible effort to deal with
this issue.

With your permission, I would like to ask the members of this panel to
speak directly to the other specific areas outlined by Chairman Bayh in his
invitation to testify.
Dr. Cooper will focus on the ethical considerations involved in the use of non-

restorative drugs, including stimulants, such as amphetamines and anabolic
steroids.

Mr. Hart will discuss the assessment of the extent of the use of additive and
restorative drugs by athletes.
Dr. Blyth will offer some suggestions and recommendations to facilitate the
proper use of drugs in athletic competition.

Mr. Wilkinson will discuss the drug education program in our National

Summer Youth Sports Program which is conducted at 105 NCAA colleges and
universities with an enrollment of 40,000 youngsters.
I attempted to cover the other points Chairman Bayh requested we review,
but if other members of our panel would like to offer additional comments, I
invite them to do so.

National Collegiate Athletic Association

National Junior College Athletic Association

National federation of State High School Associations

fiesta BOW'
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National Collegiate Athletic Association

Heim' Junior College Athletic Association

National federation of State High School Associations

fiesta Howl
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[Exhibit B]
"Dsuos HAVE No I'Afrr IN SPORTS ou LIFE" Say Promin'nt College Athletes and
Coaches
Perm: ROBES. University of Wyoming

"We are brought into this life with a wonderful body. We can accomplish
many things with it, but only if it is used, not abused. Our bodies, if destroyed
by excesses of any kind, will be of no use to us or anyone else. There are
enough activities for today's young person . . , or older one, for that matter
... to occupy his time. If sports can be built as a lifetime ideal, then all of us
would have something to turn to besides drugs. or other harmful activities"
Peter Robes, junior skier, Etna, N.11. Physical education major. minor in
biological sciences; plans to teach and coach skiing on college level; won NCAA
ski jumping title and All-America honors, 1968; third in nationals in 1969 and
1971; second in U.S. Ski Jumping Championships, 1970, participated with U.S.
Ski Team on European tour.
DAVE ruEnL, Ithaca College

"Drugs, just like many other things, become harmful when misused.
"Some drugs have been proven to be dangerous if used at allthis case speaks
for itself.
"With regard to the 'soft drugs,' I feel that a certain caution should be used
when dealing with an unknown--both by the people who would use them and
by the people who would use strong measures to ban their us:.
"One should broaden ones physical and mental facilities as much as possible
in a lifetime; but to use drugs (and, :r that 'hatter, one's athletic abilities) as
crutches to cover up one's inadequacies in other aspects of life is both foolish
and dangerous."
Dave Riehl, junior soccer goalie, Colton. N.Y. Started every game as a sophomore, posting 1.10 goals against scoring average. Accounted for three shutouts.
Named to six all-opponent teams. Rated by Coach Forbes Keith as best goaltender in 20 years at Ithaca. Physics major with 3.96 grade-point average.
GARY HALL, Indiana University

"Perhaps the best way to approach the problem of drugs in our society is to
look for changes which may have caused the problem. Only after solving the
problems leading to drug problems can the drug problem, itself, really be
solved.
"One of the biggest challenges this country faces is a declining standard
of morals. Many media, such as magazines, books and the cinema, influencing
our society have become infested with vile material. By accepting this 'smut'
we are accepting lower moral standards.
"The danger and consequence of changing standards is that too many people
can no longer determine what is right from what is wrong, nr even what is
normal from what is abnormal. And, unfortunately, far too many have accepted
drugs as a normal way of living.
"It's tragic that such an unnatural and dangerous thing as using drugs could
ever become accepted in such an intellectual' society."
Gary Hall, junior swimmer, Garden Grove, Calif. Helm's North American
Athlete-of-the-Year, 1970. World Swimmer-of-the-Year, 1969 and 1970. World
record holder 200 butterfly, 400 individual medley and 800 freestyle relay. Won
three NCAA titles, 1971. Has won total of 13 national titles and an Olympic
silver medal. Recent transfer from honors program in physics to pre-medicine

with 3.81 g.p.a.

Jons BROWN, University of Missouri

"Sports have been good to meand for me The drug scene is only for losers

and dropouts from the world."
John Brown, junior basketball player, Dixon, Mo. Missed first eight games as
sophomore with injury. Came back to score 14 points against NCAA champion
UCLA. Team's second leading scorer. Colorado All-America Cliff Mee ly was
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only other player besides Brown who ranked in four offensive categories in the
Big Eight. Averaged 54.6 per cent from the field and 74.8 from the free throw
JOHN rit:AxEs, University of Florida

"Drugs only keep you from facing reality. If you want to make something
of yourself, to do your own thing as an individual, you have to face everything

as it comes in order to gain confidence in yourself as a person. This is not
possible when drugs are involved.-

John Reaves. senior quarterback, Tampa, Florida. Holder of 11 Southeastern
Conference passing records. Passed for 37 TH's in two seasons. Frequent speaker

at youth functions. Was one of two Florida players to trek 20 miles for March
of Dimes Walkathon. Majoring in marketing.
DAVE MORTON, University of Texas, Austin

"I think that when you use drugs, you are copping out on yourself. You are
admitting that you don't have the courage, or the imagination, to face reality.
I would rather meet problems head-on and try to solve them than to run away
and hide in the surreal world of drugs."
Dave Morton, senior trackman, Branch, Texas. Team co-captain. Southwest
Conference record-holder in 440 with time of 44.5. Anchor man on record SWS
mile relay team, clocked at 3:07. SWS 880 champion last year. Anchor man on
conference mile relay championship team three years in a row.

YOSHIRO FUJITA, Oklahoma State University

-Competitive athletics have permitted time to lead an active and healthy life.
It has given me the strength to meet other challenges. It would be foolish to

destroy all of this with narcotics. The same goes for smoking."

Yoshiro Fujita, senior wrestler, Ilachinohe, Japan. Won NCAA title at 126
pounds in 1911, completing an undefeated (28-0) season. Closest match in the
championship was an 11-2 decision. Attended Japan's Senshu University for
one year before coming to Oklahoma State. Majoring in education.
JOE PEYTON, University of Puget Sound

"Statistics on drugs give evidence that the user is not in a complete state
of physical, mental or social well being. An athlete, striving to perform at
his best, which should be the aim of every athlete, never should consider
anything which might impair his performance."

Joe Peyton, head track coach. Won 11 letters at University of Puget Sound
from 1963-66. Only season he didn't receive a letter was during one basketball

season which he sat out due to a broken leg suffered in football. Little AllAmerica football selection. Set school records in high jump and long jump. A
former Green Beret sergeant. Earned B.A. and M.A. in Physical Education
from UPS.

BOBBY MAJORS, University of Tennessee

-The use of drugs, very common today, is something we must face up to.
The num who can do without drugs is much betZer off than the man who
uses them. Drugs are harmful to the body and may damage the brain. Be a
better man and don't take a chance with drugs."
Bobby Majors, senior defensive back, Se.wanee, Tenn. Led nation in pass

interceptions with 11) in 1970. Helped Tennessee establish Southeastern Conference record with 36 aerial thefts. Both kicks and returns punts. Older brothers
John, now coach at Iowa State, and Bill, also starred for Vol eleven. Majoring
in education.
CARL, WALLIN, University of Iowa

-As a gymnast, I've flipped over lots of things, but I've always maintained
a strong posture against drugs. Drugs and athletics do not mix."
Carl Wallin, sophomore gymnast, Hinsdale, Illinois. One of Iowa's outstanding performers as a freshman. Specialized in high bar. Runnerup in that event
at Big Ten Invitational meet. 3.25 grade-point average. Majoring in mathematics.
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COLLEGE ATIILETILS STEPS IN To BATTLE Days SCENE

"Americans put out the most expensive urine in the world. It is a beautiful

bright yellow urine loaded with excreted vitamins "

The speaker was Dr. Donald L. Cooper, an Olympic team physician and
the team physician at Oklahoma State University, and his subject was ergogenic aids and drugs in athleticsa speech that he has now delivered W many
of the nation's coaches, athletic associations and other interested groups.
As part of the NCAA's Drug Education Program, Cooper delivered his speech
to over 1600 delegates and coaches at the January NCAA Convention, expound-

ing on the hazards of many of the ergogenic aids used by athletes, and their
overuse. He has traveled extensively since.

The NCAA has taken an active rolle in the athletic anti-drug program. The
NCAA Drug Education Committee first met October 21-22, 1970, and in the
short period of time since that date, it has provided the impetus for one of
the NCAA's most comprehensive programs.

The Committ.ee, of which Robert W. Pritchard, director of athletics at

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.), is chairman, is composed of Dr.
Cooper, Thomas J. Hamilton, immediate past Pacific-8 Conference executive
director; and James II. Wilkinson, NCAA. It was formed by the NCAA Council
last August "because of the rising public concern over drug abuse by young

people and athletes," Wilkinson said.
Cooper is the expert among the group, and has studied drug and ergogenic aid

use by athletes perhaps more than any other physician in the country.
UNLIMITED DEFINITION

"The definition of ergogenic is very unlimited," Cooper says. "According to
iDorlands Medical Dictionary it is defined simply 'anything tending to increase
work output.' "
Cooper categorize athletic ergogenic aids into four main groups, emphasizing that many are dangerous and that many don't do any good at all.
"This entire area of ergogenic aids and drugs has always fascinated us. We
human beings are notoriously on the prowl for a 'gimmick' or an 'easy way' or
that 'special something extra.' rhere are no short cuts to excellent performance,
but I guess it is the nature of the beast to keep striving to find some help."
The four ergogenic categories outlined by Cooped are physical and mechanical,
nutritional, pharmacological (drugs) and psychological.
The pharmacological ergogenic aids are the most dangerous and potentially
harmful. Mainly two families are usedthe amphetamines and anabolic androgenic steroids.
The anabolic steroids taken by weight men and the amphetamines and related

"speed" and "uppers" are the drugs that Cooper says are most commonly used
by athletes.
Cooper and Dr. Hardin Jones, also an NCAA drug panelist, from the University of California Berkeley, say the amphetamines have paradoxical dangers.
"When an athlete takes an amphetamine, he thinks he's the greatest," Cooper
said. "A pitcher may think he's really throwing hard, but in reality he's throwing softballs up there and probably just gave up four home rum His performance is probably worse, but he doesn't think so," Cooper commented.
"The drug is used," Jones said, "to speed up the nerve-muscle reaction, but
it has a reverse effect on athletes.
"In any athletic event, the capacity of the adrenal gland to put out adrenalin is important to any athlete. But an athlete has lost some control over the
mobilization of adrenalin if he takes an amphetamine before an event. And
over a period of time, it may cause other difficulties."
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ANABOLIC STEROIDS

The anabolic androgenic steroids, the other form of drugs taken by athletes,
are used to gain weight at an extremely fast rate.

Used medically, they help the body retain protein and nitrogen, and help

the building of muscle tissue.
Other steroids are given to patients with other deficiencies.

"The only way John F. Kennedy could be President was to take cortisone,"
Cooper said. "He had Addisons Disease and had a disfunetion of his adrenal
gland.

"You can give anabolic steroids to a person who is 93 pounds to start with.
But to a normal human being? We just don't know the total effects. Studies
done over a short period of time show there have been no adverse effects with
normal dosages. But athletes sometimes are taking two, five and ten times the
normal dosage."

Some studies indicate that athletes may gain weight, but don't increase their
strength and quickness.

"The problems started with the weightlifters and the muscle beach boys

the body beautiful people. A doctor at UCLA conducted a study, and concluded
that anabolic androgenic steroids caused most people to gain weight, but did
so because the body retained fluids. His study showed that there was no increase
in speed or strength."
Jones says that the steroids are the main drugs being misused.
"It has been proven that they may cause testicular atrophy and hypertrophy
of the prostate gland," Jones said.
"I consider that a pretty big danger signal."
CORTISONE

He also said that cortisone is misused by some athletes, doctors and trainers.
"It is used to get an athlete back in action faster," he said, "ha.. sometimes he
plays before the actual healing takes place."
The studies into drug abuse by athletes are new and, as of yet, meaningful
statistics on the maount of drug abuse by collegiate athletes are not available.

Cooper has said that a few coaches give them out like candy, and that
"But I don't think, and can't believe, too many reputable physicians or

there Is probably a lot of under-the-counter traffic that "we don't know of."

trainers are dispensing them. Reports alleging many athletes are using drugs
really aren't too scientific in their evaluations.

"More are using drugs than we probably think," he said. "But they do it

on their own. Like the drug scene everywhere, you don't see many drug abusers.
I think most of the athletes are getting the drugs from the outside.
ETERNAL ROPE

"Hope always springs eternal that someone will find something that will
make the weak stronger, and the slow faster. But there's one fact that I think
should be set very straight : To our knowledge, a normal, well-fed human
being can never be improved by any drug.

"Of all the people taking them.. the one who holds the world record in the
shot put doesn't take them. Randy Matson used to at one time, but he went
off them. That's when he set the world record.

"I took care of Randy, so he's a personal friend of mine. A lot of other

weight men .are getting bigger, but this doesn't mean they're getting quicker
and stronger. If they are, why aren't they catching Matson?"
.
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ABOUT DRUGS:
DR. DONALD L COOPER

"A Normal, Well -fed Human Body Can Never
Be Improved by Any Drug."

"Write Of Drugs, Right On Reality."
"Drugs Destroy Your Ability to Compete,

in Sports or in Life."
"Throughout History, Human Beings Have
Searched for a Physical Gimmick, But
There Is No Shortcut
to Excellence

C

Through Drugs."

Dr. Donald L. Cooper is one of the nation's foremost authorities on drug
abuse by student athletes. He hos spoken to coaches, othletes and other inte,
ested parties on the subject all over the country. He is the team physician of
Oklahoma State University, and also served as a U.S. team physician on the
1968 U.S. Olympic team. He is a member of the NCAA Drug Committee and is
chairmen of the NCAA Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical
Aspects of Sports.
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Why a Drug Pamphlet for Coaches?
Dear Coach:
As a coach, you should arm
yourself with as much information
on the drug problem as you possi-

bly can. We want you to be able
to "rap" with youth. Understanding is the basis of all solutions. To
recognize the symptoms and evi-

dence of drug usage, one must
know the tell-tale signs of experimentation and realize someone is
in trouble.

Further, how do you handle

performances in all kinds of competition. Millions of Americans,
young and old, who participate in
sports of all kinds have been justly
proud of their sportsmanship.
Today, a problem has arisen in

a minority of athletes. The "win
at any cost" attitude has caused
them to turn to the use of drugs
in an attempt to increase per-

formance. This has sometimes resulted in injury to athletes. However, even if no apparent physical

harm results, the damage to the

these problems? To whom do you

athlete, ethically and psychologi-

talk? In whom should you confide? How do you reactdo you
kick the boy off the squad, or is
that the worst thing you can do?
We think this pamphlet will be

damage to the American concept
of sportsmanship may be irreparable if such misuse of drugs continues and increases.

helpful to you.

Robert W. Pritchard
Chairman, NCAA Drug Education
Committee
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Other Committee members:

Dr. Donald L. Cooper
Oklahoma State University
Admiral Thomas J. Hamilton
retired Pacific-8 Executive
Director
James H. Wilkinson, NCAA

Gentlemen:
First, let me convey the appre-

ciation of the Bureau to the NCAA
and its officials for making possible the publication of this booklet

and assisting us in distributing it
to you.

Our nation has always been

proud of its athletes and of their
;49-744 O - 73 - 5

cally,

can be severe. And the

Coaches, whether they work

with high school and college youth,
professional athletes or little

league youngsters, are educators
and builders of character. It is not
enough to say, "I never permit my
boys to use drugs." I urge you to
take the next step: To personally

commit yourself to educating

youth in the proper use of drugs,
and to seek help for the few on
your team who may need it.

The available evidence indicates
that there is no real advantage for

the athlete who tries to increase
ability through drugs. The medical profession, coaches and trainers

throughout the world consider it
very unsound practice to utilize
drugs to enhance athletic capability. I ask you to make that extra effort to see that they escape
the trap which drugs present to

them. They, and our country,
need your help.

John Finlator,
Deputy Director of the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
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Drugs and Athletics . .

.

Randy Matson, perhaps the greatest weight thrower in the history of
track and field and currently the world record-holder in the shot put,
said he tried anabolic-androgenic steroids in 1964 and 1965.

This type of steroid has been used by athletes to supposedly make
them grow stronger and gain weight at a faster rate.

"But I didn't see any outstanding results when I took the drugs,"
Matson said. "1 didn't gain any weight, I didn't throw farther with
them, as far as I could tell, so I stopped using them."
He then set the world record in the shot put of 71'-51/2" in 1967.
"Of all the people taking them, the world record holder in the shot

put doesn't use them," commented Dr. Donald L. Cooper, a former
Olympic team physician and team physician at Oklahoma State. University. "A lot of weight men are getting bigger, but this doesn't mean
they're getting quicker and stronger. If they are, then why aren't they
catching Matson?"
Seeking to improve athletic performance, athletes have experimented
with an endless variety of drugs. But based on scientific evidence, it is
very difficult to find anyone who has been safely improved.

The taking of pharmacological aids has proved to be a hazardous
venture for someleading to permanent injury and death. And yet to be
known are the long-range effects that the drugs might cause.
There are still many unanswered questions in the area of the athlete
and drugs. A lot of the conflicting opinions are not based on scientific
evidence but on personal opinion. It is the hope of all those concerned
with this project that some basic lines of objectivity may be established
and that fundamental principles of human physiology will be under-

stood. The final answers are not yet available, but to a great extent
what coaches and athletes do in the next few years can set the pattern
for the expanding and continued growth of excellent athletic programs.
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Some Basic Concepts
"Hope always springs eternal that someone will find something that
will make the weak stronger, the slow faster and the dull brighter. But
there's one overriding fact that I think should be continually reemphasized: To our knowledge, a normal, well-fed human being can never be
safely improved upon by any drug."
Dr. Donald L. Cooper
Olympic Team PhysicianMexico City, 1968
Team Physician, Oklahoma State University
The entire area of ergogenic aids and drugs always has fascinated
people. Human beings are notoriously on the prowl for a "gimmick" or
"an easy way" or that "special something extra". There are generally

no shortcuts to an excellent performance, but apparently it is man's
nature to keep striving for help- - "a fair advantage."
The imagination can be challenged by the definition of the word
"ergogenic." It is short, yet unlimited. According to Dor land's Illustrated Medical Dictionary, it is defined simply as "anything tending to
increase work output."
Within the broad limits of this definition there are many shady areas

in the consideration of ergogenic aids and drugs. The more they are
explored, the more complicated and conflicting are the reports.

History of Drugs in Athletics
In sports, the first recorded death from drug usage was in the late
1890's, when a British cyclist died from using amphetamines. This kind
of tragic occurrence has been repeated with numerous drugs on several
occasions since then. One consistency has been demonstrated throughout: more losers use drugs than winners. The drug users know they have

not made the proper effort in training and are far more prone to look
for the "gimmick" or artificial help that isn't there.
No country officially encourages the use of ergogenic drugs in its
athletic programs. The British are a great deal more prudish and hardnosed than most. They state that the taking of any chemical substance
not normally present in the body and not playing an essential role in a
healthy person competing in ath! °tics falls in the category of "doping."
For a more practical approach and definition of substance misuse,
one should refer to the ruling of the International Amateur Athletic
Federation (track and field) which states that no agent that stimulates
muscles and nerves, which paralyzes the sense of fatigue, or which is
habit forming, should be used.
Any definition of what such agents specifically will or will not do can

create many unanswerable questions. Certainly, no coach wants to
harm any of his charges, but each would like to possess the magic key
to assure optimum performance of his squad at all contests.
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What Can a Coach Do?
As most coaches are aware, they are a force of great influence. They
also have a great responsibility.

If you notice a young person manifesting definite changes and a
secretiv-mess that makes you suspect problems in the drug area, it is
best to approach him directly as a concerned person. You should be
more interested in him as a person and less interested in the particular
drug or chemical he may be abusing. It is difficult, but important to
confront him directly as to your concern and ask him to talk about the
problems he is having. It is probably better to go to the person involved
first and tell him before you go to his parents or to authorities. This
latter may be the only avenue to follow, but the person should be told
what you plan to do.
On the importance of counseling, Kenneth S. Clarke, Ph.D., formerly
of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, and now a professor
at Mankato State, expressed some thoughts nearly two years ago which
are valid today.
The coach, said Dr. Clarke, "must take his counselor role seriously
and not give tacit approval to dabbling (in drugs) by turning his back

on the problem. Research has demonstrated that the attitude of the
coach concerning health and safety matters is a strong influence on the

attitudes of his athletesand he should use it. The saying goes, 'If
you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem.'
"What remains is to tell it the way it really is to athletesthat drug
dabbling is far more apt to erode than enhance their normal -apabilities

in sportsand then put one's efforts doggedly into the ethics and
competence of their leadership, medical and non-medical, for the enforcement. Drug dabbling should be approached frankly, honestly,
relying on the personal discipline that is asked for in coach's counseling
on tobacco, alcohol, sportsmanship, and other such practices during the
young athlete's formative years."
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Recognition of the Drug User
The problem of recognition of the drug !,ISer or abuser can be complicated. The person who begins to show personality changes or who
withdraws from his usual activities may be suspect. It has been shown
that drug abusers frequently will miss classes, especially physical activity classes. They will begin to do work in the classroom that is below
their previous performance levels. Many of the young people lose their
long. term goals and seem to show less ambition. More specific examples:
1. Inability to coordinate, standing or walking.
2. Muddled speech.

3. Impaired judgment (barbiturate user).
4. Rapid pulse.
5. Restlessness.

6. Jittery.
7. Muscular twitches.
8. Heavy sweating and bad breath (hallmarks of amphetamine
abuse).
9. Nervous, highly talkative and over-active (amphetamine).
10. Marijuana abuse:
red eyes are fairly common symptom
may begin to miss gym class and then other classes
increased appetite with special craving for sweets
--regular user is apathetic, listless and careless about his
personal habits

may lead to lack of motivation and loss of long term
goals.

11. Pinpoint pupils,could be heroin or another narcotic abuse.
12. Chills.

13. Needlemarks on arms and legs. Addicts often wear longsleeved sweaters, even in summer, to both keep warm and
hide scars.

14. A person's language (his jargon) may indicate he uses drugs.
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Two Drug Families Athletes Abuse
Amphetamines
(am - fet' - ah - min ) Used to stimulate the central nervous
system, increase blood pressure, reduce appetite, and reduce
nasal congestion (Dor land's Illustrated Medical Dictionary).
Other Names: Pep pills, bennies, wake-ups, eye-openers, lid poppers,
co-pilots, truck drivers, peaches, roses, hearts, cartwheels, whites, coast
to coast, LA turnabouts, browns, footballs, greenies, bombido, oranges,
dexies, jelly-beans, A's, Jellie babies, sweets, beans, uppers.
Amphetamines are the "paradoxical" drugs. Athletes have taken them
for years to supposedly run faster, pump harder or jump higher, but in
reality they may have a reverse effect. When an athlete takes an am-

phetamine he may think his performance is superb, but in reality he
probably is doing worse. From a scientific point of view, the researchers

are in conflict. There are some reports which claim that in solo type
activities, amphetamines may be able to slightly increase performance.
However, many studies show that in football, basketball or baseball and
other complex problem-solving sports, the users do worse.

Amphetamines are chemical substances that primarily affect the
central nervous system. They are used to attempt to speed up nervemuscle reaction.
The amphetamines act to lessen a person's ability to recognize possible
dangerous fatigue sensations, constrict blood vessels, and suppress appe-

tite by stimulating the central nervous system. They can be highly
dangerous.
Depending on dosage, individual sensitivity and certain other factors,
amphetamines:
Can mask or hide the protective signs of dangerous fatigue.

Delay pulse and respiration recovery time after exertion.
Can be highly toxic.
Have been known to cause physical dependency if taken regularly over varying periods of time, depending on the individual
user. ( Physical dependency occurs when a user suffers withdrawal symptoms.)
May lead to varying degrees. of psychological dependency by
the user after continuous and prolonged administration. This in
turn may lead to aggressive and anti-social behavior. If a user
stops taking them, he may become very depressed and have difficulty performing routine tasks. Large doses may produce profound behavioral effects, such as psychosis.
Produce states of nervousness, acute anxiety and insomnia as
the dosage is increased.
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Anabolic-Androgenic Steroids
(an" ah-bol' ik ) pertaining to, characteristic of, promoting
anabolism, or constructive metabolism.
(an" dro-jen' ik ) producing masculine characteristics.

(ste' roid ) A group name for compounds which resemble

cholesterol chemically. Some of the substances included in the

group are the sex hormones, cardiac aglycones, bile acids,

sterols proper, toad poisons, saponins, and some of the carcino-

genic hydrocarbons. (Dor land's Illustrated Medical Dictionary).

The anabolic-androgenic steroids (synthetic male sex hormones)
which resemble chemically and functionally the male sex hormones, are
taken by athletes with the intent of gaining weight and strength. Many
athletes think that increased body weight results in increased muscular
strength. At least one study has proven to the contrary.
Perhaps the best existing document on the subject was published in
1966 in the Journal of Applied Physiology by Dr. William M. Fowler Jr.,
then of the UCLA Medical School and now at University of California,
Davis.

In a double blind (neither the subject nor the researcher knows who

is taking the active tablet) controlled study, eight took the placebo
(sugar pill), nine took the anabolic-androgenic steroid, ten took the
placebo and exercised, while ten more took the drug and exercised.
Summarized, Fowler found that the drug did increase weight, but that
much of it was probably due to fluid retention and did not necessarily
result in an increase in strength. The increase in strength was in direct

con-elation to the amount of hard work and exercise, whether taken
by a drug user or a non user.
The tests were conducted by giving normal dosages. Some athletes

take much greater dosages. In those quantities (and even in normal
quantities) it has been shown that the drug can be dangerous for many
people. It is nearly impossible to do research in amounts over the
recommended dosages. The problem of liability then becomes very real.
Anabolic-androgenic steroids have been known to cause:
Premature closure of the growing plates in the long bones in
younger athletes. The younger the athlete when taking the drug,

the greater the probability his growth actually will be stunted.
Liver Damage (chemical hepatitis).
Prostatic hypertrophy (enlarged prostate gland).
Testicular atrophy (testicles shrink in size).
Aggravation and stimulation of the growth of any pre-existing
cancers or hormone sensitive tumors.
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Why Drugs?
A New Theory on Drug Action
Dr. Hardin Jones, a research physiologist at California, Berkeley, has
spent the last six years primarly in drug research, and has developed
some interesting new theories. He has concluded that almost all of the
drugs taken recreationally and experimentally by human beings have
their primary action in the various pleasure and sensual centers of the
brain. Man is basically a pleasure-seeking animal and to one degree or
another will pursue things that give him pleasure. Most people use
various drugs and chemicals because they like the effect on their central
nervous system. They take them, at least initially, because it feels good
and they enjoy the feeling.
One of the problems is that most of the chemicals or drugs also have
secondary toxic or damaging effects and these can create permanent
damage. This is best illustrated by what the heroin addict describes as
the "main line," or giving himself the drug directly into his vein. It is
usually described as a sexual pleasure sensation and unfortunately, after
repeated usage, the drug can damage the pleasure centers so that they
no longer can get normal pleasure registered in these damaged areas.
Dr. Thaddeus Mann in Cambridge, England, has also discovered
similar effects. He suggests that if Romeo had had hashish, he would
have had no need for Juliet. This explains to some extent why we have
such a poor recovery rate from drug addiction, the person has damaged

his pleasure center cells enough that the only way he can get any
pleasure is to return to drug usage even after he has gone through withdrawal and is no longer using any drugs. This helps explain why drugs
can be a one-way trip to entrapment.
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A Summary of Drug Facts
Normal is Best
A notion in this country, and all over the world, is that there are
"super" drugs, or miracle drugs that can do things for people that they
can't do for themselves. One thing should be made clear: there is no
drug that can safely make anybody better than normal. If one has a
normally functioning liver, adrenal gland, brain, nerve-muscle complex,
or heart, there is no drug that can make them better. The only time to
use drugs or any kind of chemical substance is when a diseased, injured,
or deficiency state exists.
By the time they are 20, today's children will have watched approximately 15,000 hours of television. During this time they will have seen
numerous commercials telling them that drugs can calm their stomach,
quiet their nerves, clear their complexion, improve their performance on

the job, and relieve their aches and pains. They grow up thinking
drugs are the answer. Society has created this culture, in a sense, and
the medical profession has had a part in it. Drug manufacturers and
salesmen must also share the responsibility for furthering the illusion
that drugs are the best solution to people's problems.
Drugs do have a very necessary application. Prior to the use of insulin,
a diabetic had a very short lifespan. With insulin, he nearly has a normal

life expectancy. Still, the diabetic is not as good as the normal individual whose functioning pancreas manufactures it own insulin. A
healthy, normal body is best.

Body Pollution
There is an aggressive, active ecology movement in this country
regarding the pollution of rivers, streams and air, but not enough people

worry about perhaps the greatest ecology problem of them allthe
pollution of the body. In a sense, this is what happens when any
type of a non-necessary chemical substance is taken. In the diseased,
injured or deficiency states, drugs can be beneficial. Otherwise, they
are pollutants.
The body is an incomparable, beautiful piece of machinery with its
own industrial plants and waste removal facilities. Children need to be
taught at an early age to have respect for their physiological systems.
Older people, of necessity, must show respect for their bodies.

Power of the Mind
Much can be done by learning to better use our minds and powers
of cerebration. The power of the human mind to affect the well being
of the body is amazing, but unfortunately the potential of this power
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has not been fully developed. It is intriguing that Yogas can sit and
contemplate their navels, slowing their pulse rates to 30 beats per
minute through sheer concentration. There is a great deal to learn in
this area of mind over matter.
It is not out of reason to expect that some day the school systems will
offer courses teaching children how to "turn on" with their minds. It
certainly will be a lot safer than dumping harmful chemicals into their
bodies to "turn on."
Please keep in mind that the idea that something miraculous in terms
of living will come from drug usage is false. Drugs create illusions but
such illusions or fantasies never solve any of life's problems and, in fact,
damage the long-term health of the body. A real feeling of worth and
a person's true image of himself comes only when he accepts, and works
within reality.

Ergogenic Aids
There are four general categories of ergogenic aidsaids used by
athletes to supposedly increase their performance.

Physical and MechanicalOne of the most common aids used to
supposedly increase work potential is oxygen. If one inhales oxygen
prior to an event, it has been fairly well shown that it has no effect on
work performance, speed, running ability, or rate of recovery. If, however, oxygen can be given during the exercise period itself, workloads
can be maintained for longer periods of time. Here is one of the still
to be defined areas.
For instance, during a football or basketball game, is it wrong to have
oxygen available at the sidelines? At a higher altitude many coaches will

insist on it. But the best scientific evidence says it is of little real
value, because the oxygen cannot be stored and can last no longer than
two or three minutes unless the person can breathe it all the time. There,
of course, may be some psychological help. The power of suggestion is
great.
There are other physical ergogenic aids. The use of "negative ionization" and ultra-violet rays have been investigated and no evidence of

increased ability or strength were shown, but some researchers felt
suggested psychological
the sense of well-being might be increased
assistance.
Massage could be considered a mechanical form of ergogenic aid and

it has been shown to speed recovery from fatigue slightly, but no evidence of increased strength or performance can be demonstrated.
Exercise rituals would have to be considered mechanical ergogenic
aids. Isometrics, isotonics, weight lifting and exercise stations all increase strength and possible work capacity in a direct relationship to

the amount of hard, demanding and persistent work done. A good
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conditioning and varied training program is the best and safest ergogenic aid known to date.
Nutritional Ergogenie AidsProbably no area of ergogenic aids has
gotten more attention than this one. When Herb Elliott, the Australian
distance star, was eating oats and seaweed, many aspiring track stars
were trying to consume the same crop. But Herb Elliott also worked
hard, ran a lot, and ate a lot of normal, wholesome, well-balanced food.
Protein and amino acid supplements have been mentioned for years,
but most scientific evidence shows that a well-balanced diet will supply
all of the protein and essential amino acids necessary for any athlete.
In fact, the major work in this area showed that a high protein diet
requires as much as five per cent more oxygen for its metabolism; there-

fore, a persistent diet of this type was detrimental. This factor, along
with the problem of digestion, should prompt examination of the contents of the pre-contest diet.
All the scientific evidence seems to show that the excess use of vitamins is over-rated. Americans put out the most expensive urine in
the world. It is bright yellow, loaded with excreted vitamins. A wellbalanced diet of fresh, well-prepared food will supply all the vitamins
really necessary. At the same time, one should accept the fact that
many of these nutritional substances may work psychologically, and,
if not overdone, can cause no harm.
The basic needed elements, besides a well-balanced diet, are water,
potassium and sodium chloride (salt). They are needed in hot weather
for increased energy output, comfort, and even as protection for life
itself. Yet some coaches still pride themselves on the spartan practice
of allowing no water or electrolyte solutions during practices, no matter
what the weather conditions.
Wheat germ has recurrently been used in many ways by athletes.
No harm probably has ever been done by a moderate amount of wheat
germ, so there is no reason not to use it (probably for psychological
reasons). There certainly is little scientific evidence that would lend
any support to its value. There are fairly large amounts of Vitamin E
in wheat germ, which shows that it may be helpful to the oxygen utilization by the individual cells of the body, but scientific evidence on this
point is far from conclusive. Time will tell on the importance of Vitamin E.
Numerous other nutritional and mineral substanCes have been used
and will be mentioned only to state that they are readily supplied by a

normal, adequate diet and need not be supplemented. They include
calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, lecithin, phosphates, sodium citrate
and bicarbonate, aspartic acid, coffee, tea, coke and gelatin. Most all
of these above-mentioned have very little or no relationship to increased
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muscular performance in a well-conditioned, normally fed, and properly
hydrated athlete.

Psychological Ergogenic AidsIn this area the most noteworthy
example would probably be hypnosis. It has been tried on numerous
occasions in almost every sport. Hypnosis is the ultimate in suggestability and to a greater or lesser degree every coach tries to put inspirational or positive suggestions into an athlete's head. (There is no parparticular harm when hypnosis is done by a trained person who is not
unrealistic in his request of the subject when hypnotized, but it has
highly questionable value in sports).
Actually, many of the previously mentioned substances probably have

their greatest effect because of psychological overtones. The human
being is highly subject to suggestion and can be easily influenced
positively or negativelyby those around him, whether it be the coach,
the trainer or the team physician.
Pharmacological £ rgogenic Aids (Drugs) This category has to do
with the most dangerous and potentially harmful ergogenic aids. The
two main- families abused in this category, the amphetamines and
anabolic-androgenic steroids, have been discussed previously.
There have been many other drugs and central nervous stimulants
and depressants, heart stimulants, muscle stimulants, and respiratory
stimulants, used or tried in athletics. A partial list would include caffeine, camphor, cocaine, tranquilizers, coramone, strychnine, metrazol,
digitalis, ronical, epinephrine, nitrites, cytochrome C, thiocyanate,
veratrum alkaloids, rauwolfia, hydralazine, thyroid extract, adrenal
cortical drugs and insulin.

This has been an attempt to cover a vast area in a limited space. It
appears clear that an intelligent and sound coach, an interested and
sincere trainer, a conscientious and concerned team physician, all communicating well with each other, can be a real "ergogenic aid" to any
athlete or group of athletes. The athletes know who is sincere and who
is not. They also should know that hard work, sweat, tears and sacri-

fice are necessary to produce the winning results they want. A good
training and conditioning program is still the safest and best ergogenic
aid.
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What Others are Saying
by Jim Bainbridge, San Francisco Examiner
San Francisco, CalifThere is a growing tendency toward a strong law
and order policy on drug use in college athletics. It is a problem that
has grown rapidly as a reflection of a large change within the culture.
It is a problem that, up to now, has gone nearly unchecked.
"If we are to be effective," California team physician Dr. G. Jerome
Patmont said, "in enforcing controls on drug use we must have a source
of strength, someone who can enforce policy."

by Joe Moackler, Des Moines Register and Tribune
Des Moines, la.Several years ago, a major university football team
from the midwest played a game in high altitude country and won
perhaps because of capsules filled with brown sugar.
The coach of the team had worried about the effect the thin air would

have on his players. The trainer decided what was needed was a
"psychological lift."

The coach didn't know about those capsules until after the victory
and none of the players knew what the capsules had contained.
"I'd sidle up to them, stick out my hand and whisper, 'Take this, it'll
give you a lift out there'," the trainer disclosed.
"It worked. Some of them came back to me and wanted another, saying the effects of the first one had worn off.

"The only trouble was that I had a heck of a time on the plane
coming home trying to convince some of them that there wasn't anything in those capsules but brown sugarI'd loaded them myself."
Even a seemingly harmless incident such as that worries leaders of
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), who are waging
a concentrated battle against drug abuse by athletes.
"The fact that they would take those capsules without knowing
what's in them scares me," said Tom Hansen, an assistant director and
public relations chief of the NCAA . . . .
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What Others are Saying
by Dwight Chapin, Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles, Calif.Joe Antunovich has worked hardvery hard.

He is probably about two years away from his peak as a discus
thrower, but it's very probable that in another year, after the Olympic
Games, he will put his discus on the shelf.
He does not hesitate to tell you why.
"You invest a lot," he says. "You make a commitment to reach your
potential and try to become the best in the world. You train awfully
hard for six or eight years and then you can't get anywhere near the
best because of what others are doing. At that point, you either jump
on the bandwagon . . . or you quit."
The latter option appears to be the better one to Antunovich, a man
who refuses to compromise his principles in many ways.
The bandwagon he is talking about is fueled by drugs, a subject he
discussed candidly.

"Steroids and amphetimines are reasons I don't want to continue in
track and field," Antunovich says. "Their use is going to multiply. I
shudder to think what is going to be happening in 10 years.
"A lot of Eastern European countries are giving these drugs to their
trackmen under the supervision of medical personnel, but it can't be
proven. As far as I know, it's almost impossible to detect the use of
anabolic-androgenic steroids."

Antunovich, 23, of USC is a big man and a skilled manthe Pacific
8 champion in the discus.

He doesn't take' drugs but he says:
"Nobody would know it. In fact, I know a lot of peopleincluding
people in track and fieldlook at a man my size and say. 'A guy that
big MUST be taking something.' "

by C. C. Johnson Spink, Editor and Publisher, Sporting News
St. Louis, Mo.The hoard of directors of the National Trainers Association will come out soon with a strong stand against the use of non-

therapeutic drugs in sports. Hopefully, this will be a major step in
breaking the chain of dope abuse by some of our athletes.
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What Others are Saying
Houston Post
Houston, TexasThe NCAA and the American Football Coaches Association were urged Tuesday to assume a leadership role in fighting the
spiraling use of drugs on college campuses.
A panel of experts told both their respective conventions that drugs

merely bypass the senses and have damaging effects and that good
training and condition routines are the safest and best programs for
better athletic performance.
by Joe Hendrickson, Pasadena Star News

Houston, TexasThe danger in the growing use of drugs on college
campuses was a matter for discussion in an interesting round table discussion Tuesday morning prior to the NCAA awards luncheon. Admiral
Tom Hamilton, the retiring Pac-Eight commissioner, in one of his last
acts as an NCAA member, keynoted the drug discussion by pleading

to those in charge of sports programs to take the lead in influencing
youth to reverse the growing use of drugs.

New York Times-Washington Post News Service

Dallas, TexasThe article in a national magazine put it in plain words:
"Drugs can kill sports."
Dr. Martin Blazina, the UCLA athletic team physician, says that use
of drugs has spread to athletes as young as 14 or 15 years old.
There is no indication to what percentage of athletes might be doping
themselves. But people in key educational and medical positions are
worried.

Says Dr. Blazina:
"To me, the high school athlete is our area of greatest concern. Drugs

can have a profound effect on a growing person. Growth can be restricted."

Milwaukee Journal
Chicago, Ill. (AP)Drugs are no substitute for "good conditioning, excellent coaching and proper mental attitude" in athletics, says the team
physician for Ohio State University.
It is morally wrong and illegal to dope race horses but no rules exist
in American sports, Dr. Robert J. Murphy of Columbus told the American Medical Association convention Wednesday.
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NCAA Resolution on Drug Misuse and Abuse
A resolution which condemns the use of non-therapeutic drugs by at
of its member institutions was passed unanimously by the delegates to

the NCAA's 65th Convention in Houston in January 1971. The
resolution:

WHEREAS, non-therapeutic drug usage described as doping is reported to be on the increase in the general college and youth populations; and
WHEREAS, the NCAA always has been opposed to non-therapeutic
drug usage by student-athletes;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the NCAA affirms
its unequivocal condemnation of the employment of non-therapeutic
drugs in any of its member institutions or affiliated organizations by
staff members who authorize or allow their student-athletes to use such
drugs and by student-athletes who do use such drugs;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that all member institutions, their
athletic staffs and their student-athletes agressively assert their wholesome influences in combating usage of non-therapeutic drugs among the
nation's youth;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that staff members or studentathletes who use drugs in a non-therapeutic manner in any athletic program are in violation of the principles of ethical conduct of the NCAA.
Ador..ed at NCAA Convention in January, 1971

NCAA Drug Education Committee
The Drug Education Committee of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association has produced this pamphlet to bring to coaches and athletes
the latest and best information available on the problem of drugs and
ergogenic aids in sports and in our society. Special assistance was given

by the Preventive Programs Division of the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs.
A four-man committee has launched an active in-depth drug educa-

tion program for the NCAA. Chairman of the group is Robert W.
Pritchard, director of athletics at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Massachusetts, who launched the NCAA Drug Education pro-

gram in 1969. Other members of the Committee are Dr. Donald L.
Cooper, former Olympic team physician and currently team physician
at Oklahoma State University; Admiral Thomas Hamilton, USN, Ret.,
who recently retired as Executive Director of the Pacific-8 Conference;
and James H. Wilkinson of the NCAA Executive Office staff.
79-749 0 - 73 - 6
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Why a Drug Pamphlet for Coaches?
Dear Coach:

any cost" attitude has caused them

to turn to the use of drugs in an
attempt to increase performance.
This has sometimes resulted in

As a coach, you should arm your-

self with as much information on
the drug problem as possible. We
want you to be able to "rap" with
youth. Understanding is the basis
of all solutions. To recognize the
symptoms and evidence of drug
usage, one must know the tell-tale
signs of experimentation and re-

injury to athletes. However, even if
no apparent physical harm results,

the damage to the athlete, ethically and psychologically, can be

severe. And the damage to the
American concept of sportsman-

ship may be irreparable if such
Further, how do you handle misuse of drugs continues and in-

alize someone is in trouble.

these problems? To whom do you creases.
Coaches, whether they work
talk? In whom should you confide?
How do you reactdo you kick the with high school or college youth,
boy off the squad, or is that the professional athletes or little
worst thing you can do? We think league youngsters, are educators
this pamphlet will be helpful to and builders of character. It is not
enough to say, "I never permit my
you.
boys to use drugs." I urge you to
Robert W. Pritchard
take the next step: To personally
Chairman, NCAA Drug Education commit yourself to educating youth
Committee
in the proper use of drugs, and to
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
seek help for the few on your team
who
may need it.
Other Committee members:
The
available evidence indicates
Donald L. Cooper, M.D.
that
there
is no real advantage for
Oklahoma State University
the
athlete
who tries to increase
Hardin Jones, Ph.D.
ability
through
drugs. The medical
University of California, Berkeley
profession,
coaches
and trainers
Alan Hart, Trainer

throughout the world consider it
unsound and unethical to utilize
drugs to try to enhance athletic
capability. I ask you to make that
extra effort to see that our youth
Gentlemen:
escape the trap which drugs
Millions of Americans, young present to them. They, and our
and old, who participate in sports country, need your help.
Ohio State University
James H. Wilkinson, NCAA

of all kinds have been justly proud
of their sportsmanship.
Today, a problem has arisen in a

John Ingersoll, Director
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs.

minority of athletes. The "win at
1
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Drugs and Athletics
Randy Matson, perhaps the greatest weight thrower in the history of
track and field and currently the world record-holder in the shot put,
said he tried anaholic-androgenic steroids in 1964 and 1965.

This type of steroid has been used by athletes to supposedly make
them grow stronger and gain weight at a faster rate.

But I didn't see any outstanding results when I took the drugs,"
Matson said. "I didn't gain any weight; 1 didn't throw farther with them,
as far as I could tell, so I stopped using them."
He then set the world record in the shot put of 71'51/4" in 1967.
"Of all the people taking them, the world record holder in the shot put
doesn't use them," commented Dr. Donald L. Cooper, a former 0ympic
team physician and team physician at Oklahoma State University. "A
lot of weight men are getting bigger, but this doesn't mean they're get-

ting quicker and stronger. If they are, then why aren't they catching
Matson?"

Seeking to improve their athletic performance, athletes have experimented with an endless variety of drugs. Based on scientific evidence,
however, it is difficult to find anyone who has been safely improved.
The taking of pharmacological aids has proved to be a hazardous venture for someleading to permanent injury and death. Yet to be known
are the long-range effects that drugs might cause.

There are still many unanswered questions in the area of the
athlete and drugs. A lot of the conflicting beliefs are not based on

scientific evidence but on personal belief. It is the hope of all
those concerned with this problem that some basic facts may be
established and that the fundamental principles of human physi-

ology will be understood. The final answers are not yet available,
but to a great extent what coaches and athletes do in the next few
years can set the pattern for the expanding and continued growth
of excellent athletic programs.

2
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Some Basic Concepts
"Hope always springs eternally that someone will find something that

will make the weak stronger, the slow faster and the dull brighter.
There's one overriding fact that I think should be continually reemphasized: To our knowledge, a normal, well-fed human being can never be
safely improved upon by any drug."
Dr. Donald L. Cooper
Olympic Team Physician--Mexico City, 1968
Team Physician, Oklahoma State University

The entire area of ergogenic aids and drugs always has fascinated
people. Human beings are notoriously on the prowl for a "gimmick" or
"an easy way" or that "special something extra." Theie are generally no
shortcuts to an excellent performance, but apparently it is man's nature
to keep striving for help"a fair advantage."
The imagination can be challenged by the definition of the word "ergogenic." It is short, yet unlimited. According to Dor land's Illustrated
Medical Dictionary, it is defined simply as "anything tending to increase
work output."
Within the broau limits of this definition there are many shady areas
in the consideration of ergogenic aids and drugs. The more they are explored, the more complicated and conflicting are the reports.

History of Drugs in Athletics
In sports, the first recorded death from drug usage was in the late
1890's, when a British cyclist died from using ephedrine. This kind of
tragic occurrence has been repeated with numerous drugs on several
occasions since. One consistency has been demonstrated throughout:
more losers use drugs than winners. The drug users know they have not
made the proper effort in training and are far more prone to look for the
"gimmick" or artificial help that isn't there.
No country officially encourages the use of ergogenic drugs in its athletic programs. The British are a great deal more prudish and hardnosed than most. They state that the taking of any chemical substance
not normally present in the body and not playing an essential role in a
healthy person competing in athletics falls in the category of "doping."
For a more practical approach and definition of substance misuse, one
should refer to the ruling of the International Amateur Athletic Federation (track and field) which states that no agent that stimulates muscles
and nerves, w: ich paralyzes the sense of fatigue, or which is habit forming, should be used.
Any definition of what such agents specifically will or will not do can

create many unanswerable questions. Certainly, no coach wants to
harm a y of his athletes, but each would like to possess the magic key
to assutje optimum performance by his squad.
3
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What Can a Coach Do?
As most coaches are aware, they are a force of great influence. They
also have a great responsibility.
If you notice a young person manifesting definite changes and secretiveness that makes you suspect problems in the drug area, it is best to
approach him directly as a concerned person. You should be more inter-

ested in him as a person and iess interested in the particular drug or
chemical he may be abusing. It is difficult but important to confront him
directly as to your concern and ask him to talk about his problems, It is
probably better to go to the person involved first and tell him before you

go to his parents or to the authorities. This latter may be the only avenue to follow, but the person should be told what you plan to do.
On the importance of counseling, Kenneth S. Clarke, Ph.D., formerly
of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, and now a professor
at Mankato State, expressed some thoughts nearly two years ago which
are valid today.

The coach, said Dr. Clarke, "must take his counselor role seriously
and not give tacit approval to dabbling (in drugs) by turning his back on
the problem. Research has demonstrated that the attitude of the coach
concerning health and safety matters is a strong influence on the atti-

tudes of his athletes--and he should use it. The saying goes, If you're
not part of the solution, you're part of the problem.'

"What remains is to tell it the way it really is to athletesthat drug
dabbling is far more apt to erode than enhance their normal capabilities
in sportsand then put one's efforts doggedly into the ethics and competence of their leadership, medical and non-medical, for the enforcement. Drug dabbling sho.ild be approached frankly, honestly, relying on
the personal discipline that is asked for in coach's counseling on tobacco,
alcohol, sportsmanship and other such practices during the young athlete's formative years."

Recognition of the Drug User
The problem of recognition of the drug user or abuser can be complicated. The person who begins to show personality changes or who withdraws from his usual activities may be suspect. It has been shown that
drug abusers frequQntly will miss classes, especially physical activity
classes. They will begin to do work in the classroom that is below their
previous performance levels. Many of the young people lose their longterm goals and seem to show less ambition. More specific examples:
4

1. Inability to coordinate, standing or walking.
2. Muddled speech.
3. Impaired judgment (barbiturate user).
4. Rapid pulse.
5. Restlessness.

6. Jittery.
7. Muscular twitches.
8. Heavy sweating and bad breath (hallmarks of amphetamine
abuse).

9. Nervous, highly talkative, over-active, possibly hostile, aggressive and paranoid behavior (amphetamine).
10. Marijuana abuse:

Acute effects
... red eyes are fairly common symptoms
... may begin to miss gym class and then other classes
... increased appetite with special craving for sweets

Persisting effects
... clumsiness
... lowered attention span
... regular user is apathetic, listless and careless about his
personal habits
may lead to lack of motivation and loss of long-term
goals

... may have recognizable odor on their person
11. Pinpoint pupilscould be heroin or another narcotic abuse.
12. Chills.

13. Needlemarks on arms and legs. Addicts often wear longsleeved sweaters, even in summer, to both keep warm and hide
scars.
14. A person's language (his jargon) may indicate he uses drugs.

15. Episodes of stupor and incoherent speech may indicate podsible acute LSD intoxication.

Two Drug Families Athletes Abuse
Amphetamines
(Am - fet' - ah - min)used to stimulate the central

nervous system, increase blood pressure, reduce appetite,
and reduce nasal congestion (Dorland's Illustrated Medical
Dictionary).
5
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Other Names: Pep pills, bennies, wake-ups, eye-openers, lid poppers,
copilots, truck drivers, peaches, roses, hearts, cartwheels, whites, coast
to coast, LA turnabouts, browns, footballs, greenies, bombido, oranges,
dexies, jelly-beans, A's, jellie babies, sweets, beans, uppers, e:Thedrine,
crystal.

Amphetamines are the "paradoxical" drugs. Athletes have taken
them for years to supposedly run faster, pump harder or jump higher,
but in reality they may have a reverse effect. When an athlete takes an
amphetamine he may think his performance is superb but in reality he
probably is doing worse. From a scientific point of view, some studies
are in conflict. There are some poorly controlled studies which claim
tat in solo type activities, amphetamines may be able to increase performance very slightly. However, well-controlled studies show that the
athlete will do no better and in many cases does worse. In the limited
number of tests that have been done on large groups of athletes, it was
in the losers that amphetamines were found.
Amphetamines are chemical substances that primarily affect the central nervous system. They are used to attempt to speed up nerve-muscle
reaction.
The amphetamines lessen a person's ability to recognize possible dangerous fatigue sensations, constrict blood vessels, and suppress appetite

by stimulating the central nervous system. They can be highly dangerous. They can also cause dangerous heat buildup in the body by the
non-recognition of fatigue.
Depending on dosage, individual sensitivity and certain other factors,
amphetamines:
Can mask or hide the protective signs of dangerous fatigue.
Delay pulse and respiration recovery time after exertion.
Can be highly toxic.

Have been known to cause physical dependency if taken regularly over varying periods of time, depending on the individual
user. (Physical dependency occurs when a user suffers withdrawal
symptoms.)
May lead to varying degrees of psychological dependency by the

user after continuous and prolonged administration. This in turn
may lead to aggressive and anti-social behavior. If a user stops
taking them, he may become very depressed and have difficulty

performing routine tasks. Large doses may produce profound
behavioral effects, such as psychosis.

Produce states of nervousness, acute anxiety and insomnia as
the dosage is increased.
May be associated with aggressive, hostile, paranoid behavior
on the part of the user.
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Anabolic-Androgenic Steroids
(an" ah-bol' ik)pertaining to, characteristic

of,

promoting anabolism, or constructive metabolism.
(an" dro-jen' ik)--producing masculine characteristics.

(ste' roid)A group name of compounds which resemble
cholesterol chemically. Some of the substances included in

the group are the sex hormones, cardiac aglycones, bile
acids, sterols proper, toad poisons, saponins, and some of
the carcinogenic hydrocarbons. (Dor land's Illustrated Medical Dictionary.)
The anabolic-androgenic steroids (synthetic mat; sex hormones)
which resemble chemically and functionally the male sex hormones, are
taken by athletes with the intent of gaining weight and strength. Many
athletes think that increased body weight results in increased muscular
strength.
Perhaps the best existing document on the subject was published in
1966 in the Journal of Applied Physiology by Dr. William M. Fowler,
Jr., then of the UCLA Medical School and now at the University of California, Davis.

In a double blind (neither the subject nor the researcher knew who
was taking the active tablet) controlled study, eight took the placebo
(sugar pill), nine took the anabolic-androgenic steroid, ten took the placebo and exercised, while ten took the drug and exercised.
Summarized, Fowler found that the drug did increase weight, but that
much of it was due to fluid retention and did not necessarily result in an

increase in strength. The increase in strength was in direct correlation
to the amount of hard work and exercise, whether taken by a drug user

or a non-user. The only way to make a muscle fiber get larger and
stronger is to overload and fatigue it.
The tests were conducted by giving normal dosages. Some athletes

take much greater dosages. In those quantities (and even in normal
quantities) it has been shown that the drug can be dangerous for many
people. It is.nearly impossible to do research in amounts greater than
the recommended dosages. The problem of liability then becomes very
real. Anabolic-androgenic steroids have been known to cause:
Premature closure of the growing plates in the long bones in
younger athletes. The younger the athlete when taking the drug,
the greater the probability his growth actually will be stunted.
Liver damage (chemical hepatitis).
Prostatic hypertrophy (enlarged prostate gland).
Testicular atrophy (testicles shrink in size).
Aggravation and stimulation of the growth of any pre-existing
cancers or hormone sensitive tumors.
7
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Why Drugs?
A New Theory on Drug Action
Dr. Hardin Jones, a research physiologist at the University of California, Berkeley, has spent the last seven years primarily in drug research
and has developed some interesting new theories. He has concluded that

almost all of the drugs taken recreationally and experimentally by
human beings have their primary action in the various pleasure and
sensual centers of the brain. Man is basically a pleasure-seeking animal
and to one degree or another will pursue things that give him pleasure.
Most people use various drugs and chemicals because they like the effect on their central nervous system. They take them, at least initially,
because they make them feel good and they enjoy the feeling.
One of the problems is that most of the chemicals or drugs alsc a. ave
secondary toxic or damaging effects which create permanent damage.
This is best illustrated by what the heroin addict describes as the "main
line," or giving himself the drug directly into his vein. It is usually described as a sexual pleasure sensation and unfortunately, after repeated
usage, the drug can damage the pleasure centers so that they no longer
can get normal pleasure registered in these damaged areas.
Dr. Thaddeus Mann in Cambridge, England, has also discovered similar effects. He suggests that if Romeo had had hashish, he would have
had no need for Juliet! This explains to some extent why we have such a
poor recovery rate from drug addiction. The person has damaged his
pleasure center cells enough that the only way he can get any pleasure

is to return to drug usage even after he has gone through withdrawal
and is no longer using any drugs. This helps explain why drugs can be a
one-way trip to entrapment.

8
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A Summary of Drug Facts
Normal is Best
A notion in this country, and all over the world, is that there are "super" drugs, or miracle drugs that can do things for people that they can't

do for themselves. One thing should be made clear: There is no drug
that can safely make anybody better than normal. If one has a normally
functioning liver, adrenal gland, brain, nerve-muscle complex or heart,
there is ne drug that can make them better. The only time to use drugs
or any kind of chemical substance is when a diseased, injured or deficiency state exists.
By the time they are 20, today's children will have watched approximately 15,000 hours of television. During this time they will have seen
numerous commercials telling them that drugs can calm their stomach,

quiet their nerves, clear their complexion, improve their performance
and relieve their aches and pains. They grow up thinking drugs are the
answer. Society has created this culture, in a sense, and the medical profession has had a part in it. Drug manufacturers and salesmen must
also share the responsibility for furthering the illusion that drugs are
the best solution to people's problems.
Drugs do have a very necessary application. Prior to the use of insu-

lin, a diabetic had a very short lifespan. With insulin, he has a nearnormal life expectancy. Still, the diabetic is not as good as the normal
individual whose functioning pancreas manufactures its own insulin. A
healthy, normal body is best.

Body Pollution
There is an aggressive, active ecology movement in this country
regarding the pollution of rivers, streams and air, but not enough people
worry about perhaps the greatest ecology problem of them allthe pollution of the body! In a sense, this is what happens when any type of an
unnecessary chemical substance is taken. Jr. the diseased, injured or deficiency states, drugs can be beneficial. Otherwise, they are pollutants.
The body is an incomparable, beautiful piece of machinery with its
own industrial plants and waste removal facilities. Children need to be
taught at an early age to have respect for their physiological systems.
Older people, of necessity, must also show respect for their bodies.

Power of the Mind

.

Much can be done by learning to better use our minds and powers of
cerebration. The power of the human mind to affect the well being of the

body is amazing, but unfortunately the potential of this power has not
been fully developed. It is intriguing that yogis can sit and contemplate
9
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their navels, slowing their pulse rates to 30 beats per minute through
sheer concentration. There is a great deal to learn in this area of mind
over matter.
It is not out of reason to expect that some day the school systems will
offer courses teaching children how to "turn on" with their minds. It cer-

tainly will be a lot safer than dumping harmful chemicals into their
bodies to "turn on."

It is important to keep in mind that the idea that something

miraculous in terms of living will come from drug usage is false.
Drags create illusions but such illusions or fantasies never solve
any of life's problems and, in fact, drugs damage the long-term

health of the body. A real feeling of worth and a person's true
image of himself comes only when he accepts and works within
reality.

Ergogenic Aids
There are four general categories of ergogenic aidsaids used by athletes to supposedly increase their performance.
Physical and MechanicalOne of the most common aids used to supposedly increase work potential is oxygen. If one inhales oxygen prior to
an event, it has been fairly well shown that it has no effect on work performance, speed, running ability or rate of recovery. If, however, oxygen
can be given during the exercise period itself, workloads can be maintained for longer periods of time. Here is one of the areas that are still to
be defined.
For instance, during a football or basketball game, is it wrong to have

oxygen available at the sidelines? At a higher altitude many coaches
will insist on it. The hest scientific evidence says it is of little real value,

because oxygen cannot be stored and can last no longer than two or
three minutes unless the person can breathe it all the time. Of course;
there may be some psychological help. The power of suggestion is great.
There are other physical ergogenic aids. The use of "negative ioniza-

tion" and ultra-violet rays have been investigated and no evidence of
increased ability or strength were shown, but some researchers felt the
sense of well-being might be increasedsuggested psychological assistance.
Massage could be considered a mechanical form of ergogenic aid and

it has been shown to speed recovery from fatigue slightly, but no evidence of increased strength or performance can be demonstrated.

Exercise rituals would have to be considered mechanical ergogenic
aids. Isometrics, isotonics, weight lifting and Axercise stations all increase strength and possible work capacity in dire& relationship to the
amount of hard, demanding and persistent work done. A good conditioning and varied training program is the best and safest ergogenic aid
known to date.
10
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Nutritional Ergogenic AidsProbably no area of ergogenic aids has
'T:ed more rnention than this one. When Herb Elliott, the Australian distance star, was eating oats and seaweed, many asri.ing track
stars were trying to consume the same crop Lerb Elliott also worked
hard, ran a lot and ate a lot of normal, wholesome, well-balanced food.
Protein and amino acid supplements hay.) been mentioned for years,
but most scientific evidence shows that a well-balanced diet will supply
all of the protein and essential amino acids necessary for any athlete. In

fact, the major work in this area showed that a high protein diet requires as much as five per cent more oxygen for its metabolism; therefore, a persistent diet of this type was detrimental. This factor, along
with the problem t_f digestion, should prompt an examination of the contents of the pre-contest diet.
All the scientific evidence seems to show that the excessive use of vitamins is over-rated. Americans put out the most expensive urine in the
world. It is bright yellow, loaded with excreted vitamins. A well-bal-

anced diet of fresh, well-prepared food will supply all the vitamins
really necessary. At the same time, one should accept the ilset that
many of these nutritional subsnces may work psych /logically, and, if
not overdone, :an cause no harm.
The basic needed elements, besides a well-balanced diet, are water,
potassium and sodium chloride (salt). They ;:re needed in hot weather
for increased energy output, comfort, and even as protection for life itself. Yet some coaches still pride themselves on the spartan practice of

allowing no water or electrolyte solutions during practices, no mater
what the weather conditions.
Wheat germ has recurrently been used in many ways by athletes. No
harm probably has ever been done by a moderate amount of wheat
germ, so there is no reason not to use it (probably for psychological reasons). There certainly is little scientific evidence that would lend any
support to its value. There are fairly large amounts of Vitamin E in
wheat germ, which shows that it may be helpful to the oxygen utilization by the individual cells of the body, but scientific evidence on this
point is far from conclusive. Time will tell on the importance of Vitamin
E.

Numerous other nutritional and mineral substances have been used
and will be mentioned only to state that they are readily supplied by a
normal, adequate diet and need not be supplemented. They include calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, lecithin, phosphates, sodium citrate and
bicarbonate, aspartic acid, coffee, tea, coke and gelatin. Nearly all of
these have very little or no relationship to increased muscular performance in a well-conditioned, normally fed and properly hydrated athlete.
Psychological Ergogenic AidsIn this area the most noteworthy example would probably be hypnosis. It has been tried on numerous occasions in almost every sport. Hypnosis is the ultimate in suggestability
it
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and to a greater or lesser degree every coach tries to put inspirational or
positive suggestions into an athlete's head. (There is no particular harm
when hypnosis is done by a trained person who is not unrealistic in his
request of the subject when hypnotized, but it has highly questionable
value in sports).
Actually, inany of the previously mentioned substances probably have

their greatest effect because of psychological overtones. The human
being is highly subject to suggestion and can be easily influencedpositively or negativelyby those around him, whether it be the coach, the
trainer or the team physician.
Pharmacological Ergogenic Aids (Drugs)This category has to do with
the most dangerous and potentially harmful ergogenic aids. The two
main families abused in this category, the amphetamines and anabolicandrogenic steroids, have been discussed previously.

There have been many other drugs and central nervous stimulants
and depressants, heart stimulants, muscle stimulants and respiratory
stimulants used or tried in athletics. A partial list would include caffeine, camphor, cocaine, tranquilizers, coramone, strychnine, metrazol,
digitalis, roniacal, epinephrine, nitrites, cytochrome C, thiocyanate,
veratrum alkaloids, rauwolfia, hydralazine, thyroid extract, adrenal
cortical drugs and insulin.

This has been an attempt to cover a vast area in a limited space.
It appears clear that an intelligent and sound coach, an interested
and sincere trainer, a aoncientious and concerned team physician, all communicating well with each other, can be a real "ergogenic aid" to any athlete or group of athletes. The athletes know
who is sincere and who is not. They also should know that hard
work, sweat, self-discipline and sacrifice are necessary to produce the winning results they want. A good training and conditioning program is still the safest and best ergogenic aid.
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What Others Are Saying
by Jim Bainbridge, San Francisco Examiner
San Francisco, Calif.There is a growing tendency toward a strong lay
and order policy on drug use in college athletics. It is a problem that ha:grown rapidly as a reflection of a large change within the culture.
It is a problem that, up to now, has gone nearly unchecked.
"If we are to be effective," California team physician Dr. G. Jerome
Patmont said, "in enforcing controls on drug use we must haVe a source
of strength. someone who can enforce policy."

by Jim Moackler, Des Moines Register and Tribune
Des Moines. Ia. Several years ago, a major university football team
from the midwest played a game in high altitude country and won
perhaps because of capsules filled with brown sugar.
The coach of the team had worried about the effect the. thin air would

have on his players. The trainer decided what was needed was a "psychological lift."
The coach didn't know about those capsules until after the victory and
none of the players knew what the capsules had contained.

"Fa sidle up to them, stick out my hand and whisper, 'Take this, it'll
give you a lift out there,"' the trainer disclosed.

"It worked. Some of them came back to me and wanted another,
saying the effects of the first one had worn off.
"The only trouble was that I had a heck of a time on the plane coming

home trying to convince some of them that there wasn't anything in
those capsules but brown sugarI'd loaded them myself."
Even a seemingly harmless incident such as that worries leaders of
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), who are waging a
concentrated battle against drug abuse by athletes.
The fact that they would take those capsules without knowing what's
in them scares me," said Tom Hansen, an assistant executive director of
the NCAA ...."

.1,-74.) 1) - 7:1 -
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What Others Are Saying
by Dwight Chapin, Los Angeles 7'inies
Los Angeles, CalifJoe Antunovich has worked hardvery hard.
He is probably about two years away from his peak as a discus
thrower, but its very probable that in another year, after the Olympic
Games, he will put his discus on the shelf.
He does not hesitate to tell you why.
You invest a lot," he says. "You make a commitment to reach your

potential and try to become the best in the world. You train awfully
hard for six or eight years and then you can't get anywhere near the
best because of what others are doing. At that point, you either jump on
the bandwagon ... or you quit."
The latter option appears to be the better one to Antunovich, a man
who refuses to compromise his principles in many ways.

The bandwagon he is talking about is fueled by drugs, a subject he
discussed candidly.

"Steroids and amphetamines are reasons I don't want to continue in
track and field," Antunovich says, "Their use is going to multiply. I
shudder to think what is going to be happening in 10 years.
"A lot of Eastern European countries are giving these drugs to their

trackmen under the supervision of medical personnel, but it can't be
proven. As far as I know, it's almost impossible to detect the use of
anabolic-androgenic steroids."

Antunovich, 23, of USC is a big man and a skilled manthe Pacific 8
champion in the discus.
He dcesn't take drugs but he says:

"Nobody would know it. In fact, I know a lot of peopleincluding
people in track and fieldlook at a man my size and say, 'A guy that
big MUST be taking something.' "

by C. C. Johnson Spink, Editor and Publisher, Sporting News
St. Louis, Mo.The board of directors of the National Trainers Association will come out soon with a strong stand against the use of non-therapeutic drugs in sports. Hopefully, this will be a major step in breaking
the chain of dope abuse by some of our athletes.
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What Others Are Saying
Houston Post

Houston, TexasThe NCAA and the American Football Coaches Association were urged Tuesday to assume a leadership role in fighting the
spiraling use of drugs on college campuses.

A panel of experts told both their respective conventions that drugs
merely bypass the senses and have damaging effects and that good
training and condition routines are the safest and best programs for
better athletic performances.

by Joe Hendrickson, Pasadena Star News
Houston, TexasThe danger in the growing use of drugs on college
campuses was a matter for discussion in an interesting round table discussion Tuesday morning prior to the NCAA awards luncheon. Admiral
Tom Hamilton, the retiring Pac-Eight commissioner, in one of his last
acts as an NCAA member, keynoted the drug discussion by pleading to
those in charge of sports programs to take the lead in influencing youth
to reverse the growing use of drugs.

New York Times-Washington Post News Service

Dallas, TexasThe article in a national magazine put it in plain words:
"Drugs can kill sports."
Dr. Martin Blazina, the UCLA athletic team physician, says that use
of drugs has spread to athletes as young as 14 or 15 years old.
There is no indication to what percentage of athletes might be doping
themselves. But people in key educational and medical positions are
worried.
Says Dr. Blazina:

"To me, the high school athlete is our area of greatest concern. Drugs

can have a profound effect on a growing person. Growth can be restricted."

Milwaukee Journal
Chicago, Ill. (AP)Drugs are no substitute for "good conditioning, excellent coaching and proper mental attitude" in athletics, says the team
physician for Ohio State University.
It is morally wrong and illegal to dope race horses but no rules exist
in American sports, Dr. Robert J. Murphy of Columbus told the American Medical Association convention Wednesday.
15
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Summary of Federal, State Drug Laws
The Federal Government has been actively engaged in establishing a
rational system of.drug controls by consolidating drug control measures.
The "Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970,"
which came into full effect on May 1. 1971. is the result of these efforts.
The system of penalties contained in this comprehensive legislation

provides a needed balance between the penalties to be applied to the
drug trafficker and those to be applied to the simple possessor of drugs.
These penalty provisions are based on the severity of the offense and the
potential for abuse of the particular drug involved.
Today, the Federal penalty for the unlawful possession of controlled
drugs foro-ne's own use is not more than one year (a misdemeanor) and
a procedure for expungement of record is available for first offenders
who successfully complete probation: The Federal penalty for unlawful
sale of controlled drugs ranges from not more than 5 years for most depressants, stimulants and marijuana, to not more than 15 years for sale
of heroin.

In August of 1970, the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
adopted a comprehensive state drug control act which is similar in control and penalty features to the new federal law. As of April 1972, this
Uniform State Act has been adopted by 30 states and many other states
are considering such legislation. Most states that have enacted the Uniform State Act have adopted a misdemeanor penalty for a first offense of
simple possession of controlled drugs.

As a practical matter, most drug offenses are prosecuted by state and
local authorities rather than federally. In rare cases, when international
or interstate aspects are present, or when federal agents are involved in
cases involving large scale traffickers, federal prosecution will be undertaken.

16
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NCAA Resolution on Drug Misuse and Abuse
A resolution which condemns the use of non-therapeutic drugs by any
of its member institutions was passed unanimously by the delegates to
the NCAA's 65th Convention in Houston in January 1971. The resolution:

WHEREAS, non-therapeutic drug usage described as doping is reported to be on the increase in the general college and youth populations; and

WHEREAS, the NCAA always has been opposed to non-therapeutic
drug usage by student-athletes;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the NCAA affirms its
unequivocal condemnation of the employment of non-therapeutic drugs

in any of its member institutions or affiliated organizations by staff
members who authorize or allow their student - athletes to use such
drugs and by student-athletes who do use such drugs;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that all member institutions, their

athletic staffs and their student-athletes aggressively assert their
wholesome influences in combating usage of non-therapeutic drugs
among the nation's youth;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that staff members or student-athletes who use drugs in a non-therapeutic manner in any athletic program are in violation of the principles of ethical conduct of the NCAA.

Adopted at NCAA Convention in January 1971

NCAA Drug Education Committee
The Drug Education Committee of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association has produced this pamphlet to bring to coaches and athletes
the latest and best information available on the problem of drugs and
ergogenic aids in sports and in our society. Special assistance was given

by the Preventive Programs Division of the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs.

A four-man committee launched an active in-depth drug education
program for the NCAA. Chairman of the group is Robert W. Pritchard,
director of athletics at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Massachusetts, who launched the NCAA Drug Education program in 1970.
Current members of the Committee are Dr. Donald L. Cooper, former
Olympic team physician and currently team physician at Oklahoma State
University; Hardin Jones, Ph.D., research physiologist at the University
of California at Berkeley; Alan Hart, head trainer at Ohio State University; and James H. Wilkinson of the NCAA Executive Office staff.
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iL'xhibit 2.1
INTERSCHOLASTIC SOUNDINGS

A column by the National Interscholastic Swimming Coaches

Association of America by Walt Anderson, 1346 Clifton. Redlands,
Calif., Past President NISCA 1055-57; past member of the Executive Committee of NISCA.

The NCAA, in its continuing attempts towards looking out for the health
and welfare of the individual athletes competing in collegiate athletics, has
published a pamphlet that should be required reading for every coach in the
country. It's a short pamphlet On drugs; easy to read, free of detailed technical terminology, and filled with the kind of questions and answers a conch needs
today.

The pace of the publication is set on page one with an open letter to coaches
written by Robert W. Pritchard, chairman, NCAA Drug Education Committee,

Worcester Polytechnic Institute. It reads as follows and is a direct quote:

**DEAR COACH : As a coach you should aria yourself with as much information

on the drug problem as you possibly can. We want you to be able to 'rap' with
youth. Understanding is the basis of all solutions. To recognize the symptoms
and evidence of drug usage, one must know the tell-tale signs of experimentation and realize someone is in trouble.
"Further, how do you handle these problems? To whom do you talk? In

whom should you confide? How do you reactdo you kick the boy off the
squad, or is that the worst thing you can do? We think this pamphlet will be
helpful to you."

Soundings feels it is not helpful but that it is one of the most iniportant
coaching aids in print today because of the changing attitudes and lifestyles
facing today's modern athlete. After reading the publication, your columnist
was impressed by the way the drug problem. as it most frequently involves the
athlete, is brought into perspective. There is no moralizing. Straight fact, proof
through research. and statements by famous athletes and coaches pervade
throughout the fifteen fascinating pages.

It contains a series of brief looks at the history of drugs in athletics, what
a coach can do, recognition of the drug user, and the two drug families that
athletes abusethe amphetamines and tile anabolic-androgenic steroids. The
former includes drugs commonly called pep pills, bemires, eye-openers, lid pop-

pers. uppers. browns, whites, etc. The latter are synthetic male hormones that
are taken by some athletes with the intent of gaining weight and strength.
The pamphlet tells of the best existing document on the subject that was published in the 1066 Journal of Applied Physi9logy by Dr. William M. Fowler,
3r., then of the UCLA Medical School and now at the University of California
lit Davis.
Since coaches exert such a great force of influence, Kenneth S. Clarke, Ph.D.,

a professor at Mankato State. says in the booklet that the coach "must take
his counselor role seriously and not give tacit approval to dabbling (in drugs)
by turning his back on the problem. Research has demonstrated that the attitude of the coach concerning health and safety matters is a strong influence
on the attitudes of his athletes --and he should use it.

"What remains is to tell it the way it really is to athleteshat drug dabbling
is far more apt to erode than enhance their normal capabilities in sportand
then put ones efforts doggedly into the ethics and competence of their leadership. medical and non-medical. for enfeerement. Drug dabbling should be approached fraifhly. honestly, relying r,a tme personal discipline that is asked

for in (smell's counseling on tobacco, alcohol. sportsmanship and other practices
during the young athlete's formative years.'
Copies of the booklet may be obtained from the National Collegiate Athletic
Association. 1221 Baltimore, Kansas City, Missouri, 64105. They cost 25 cents
Per copy.
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Exhibit

GET HIGH ON SPORTS

N T DRUGS
"Hope always springs eternally that someone
will find something that will make the weak
stronger, the slow faster and the dull brighter.
There's one overriding fact that I think should
be continually reemphasized: To our knowl-

edge, a normal, well-fed human being can
never be safely Improved upon by a drug."
Dr. Donald L. Cooper
Olympic Team Physician, Mexico City, 1968
Team Physician, Oklahoma State University

This pamphlet is published by the National Collegiate Athletic Association in cooperation with the
Fiesta Bowl, the National Federation of State High
School Associations and the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs.
© 1972, National Collegiate Athletic. Association
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A Discussion of Drug Abuse
for Athletes and Parents
By Hardin Jones, Ph.D.
University of California, Berkeley

A notion in this country and all over the world is
that there are "super" drugs, or miracle drugs that

can do things for people that they can't do for themselves. One thing should be made clear: There is no
drug that can safely make anybody better than normal.

Athletes may be approached to become involved

with sensual psychoactive drugs, now commonly used
for pleasure through intoxication, hallucination, stim-

ulation or .sedation. Millions of young men are involved in such experimentation, and many have developed a form of drug dependency or have incurred

health and mental impairments. Drug abuse is so
widespread that no person can afford to be unprepared to face social pressures to try drugs. Those
who have become involved are always surprised to
find that their exposure to drug-taking comes

through friendsusually a close friend.
Athletes may be offered the use of stimulant
medications as a means of overcoming drowsiness
and fatigue, and perhaps use them under the erroneous assumption that these stimulants increase speed
and strength.

Sometimes tranquilizers are used to quiet the
natural pre-performance tensions. The use of tranquilizer drugs may calm, but they also certainly suppress the ability to mobilize the adrenal hormones
during athletic performance.
Stimulant drugs do end drowsiness, but the real
excitement of the field does it naturally. Stimulants
only interfere with natural functions, and they can
lead to kinds of drug dependency because they disturb the functional balance and cause psychic effects.
Athletes develop powerfully responsive adrenal

glands as well as powerful responsive muscles.

Athletic events require precisely controlled outpourings of adrenal hormones. Taking stimulants always
decreases the ability of the adrenal gland to respond
to natural controls.
Muscles and nerves, pre-stimulated by drugs, do
not have the usual reserve, capacity or the sensitivity

to mobilize these reserves. If it had been the case
that stimulants imparted the advantages that are
falsely claimed, the gains would have been easily
demonstrated. The fact has been shown that illicit

drugs have been detected much more often in losers
than in winners.
Athletes must depend on health, training, con-

ditioning and rest. No drugs will make any body

function more responsive, better timed, faster or more
powerful.
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"Perhaps the best way to approach the problem of drugs in our society
is to look for changes which may have caused the problem. Only after
solving the problems leading to drug problems can the drug problem,
itself, really be solved.

"One o: the biggest challenges this country faces is a declining
standard of morals. Many media, such as magazines, books and the
cinema, influencing our society have become infested with vile material. By accepting this 'snout' we are accepting lower moral standards.
"The danger and consequence of changing standards is that too

many people can no longer determine what is right from what is
wrong, or ever, what is normal from what is abnormal. And, unfortunately, far too many have accepted drugs as a normal 'say of
living.
"It's tragic that such an unnatural and dangerous thing as using

drugs could ever become accepted in such an 'intellectual' society,"
Gary Hall, Indiana University
Six-Time NCAA Swimming Champion

Athletes have powerful bodies and they have developed, as a consequence, more capacity for sensual

stimulation; for example, the capacity for sexual activity is greater in the athlete. The sensual drugs
!including marijuana, alcohol, amphetamines, barbiturates and narcotics) all tend to stimulate pleasure mechanisms in the brain. The commonly abused
narcotic, heroin, gives an artificial sexual sensual
rush. but leaves the person for a lung time incapable
of usual sensual and sexual satisfaction. These

changes may be induced in a day and persist for
weeks even before heroin addiction has become es-

tablished. All the sensual drugs diminish the natural sensual satisfaction, and wills sufficient use, they

produce sexual impotency arid other kinds of sensual insufficiencies. Heroin nia' do this in a few
slays; other drugs may require months or years of
abusive use to produce such severe sensory impairment. It is clear that direct and unnatural titillation
of the gratification mechanisms by drugs leads to
less natural responses, and these changes occur in
athletes even though the effects may be less noticeable for a while because of the greater functional reserves of the athlete.
Athletes need great coordination and control over
their body movements. The sensual drugs also cause
various kinds of loss of fine coordination. This is true

of all forms of intoxication. But most people do not
realize that some of these effects persist long afterwards. Marijuana, alcohol, barbiturates and amphetamines are likely to have such persisting effeets. All
the sensual drugs upset coordination.
Athletes are now often tempted to use artificial
male hormones (known as the androgenic anabolic
steroids) as means of increasing physique. It is certain that the use of these artificial hormones decreases natural testicular function, may cause many
difficulties with the organs of reproduction and al-

most certainly cause disturbances of the many steroid

hormones. Long-term problems are almost certain
to be observed as a result of the use of these drugs
although long -term treets have not been tested.
'true immediate gains of strength that are claimed
are not as yet substantiated. If the claims are real,
then for those who qualify by such unnatural means.
the degree of success may depend upon tolerance of
these hormone imbalatrecs. This is, of course, a trav-

esty or the long-tested benefits of building physical
strength and character through athletic training.
In all the above matters relating to the possible
harm from drug abuse, parents have an Important

role. They can have a great influence over their

children. Most parents have successfully imparted
a set of values, a sense of purpose arid some reasons

for life, In today's turmoil, parents must do more.
To prevent the spread of drug abuse, parents must
be alert to recognize the conditions and symptoms of
drug use. They must learn to oppose these influences
and to give sound advice to their children. It is often
said that parents tend to exaggerate the hazards of
drugs because they are more concerned than informed. They insist become knowledgeable If for
110 other reason than the fact that no argument loses

more quickly than that which is revealed to lack

accuracy. Besides, there are so many frightful factual

statements to be made about the hazards of drug
abuse that there is lei need to exaggerate.
Parents should inform those who arc responsible
for their children in school or in athletics that they
expect to know about drug use by their dependents.
Parents should advise their children about drugs and

should work with school, community and athletic
leaders to support cautionary advice on the subject. The least involvements of young people with
drug abuse today are traceable to strong Influence
by parents who oppose the trend to use drugs.
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Drugs and Athletics Do Not Mix
Anabolic-androgenic steroids:

(An" ah-bol' ik)pertaining to, characteristic of,
promoting anabolism or constructive metabolism.

(An" dro-jen' ik)producing masculine characteristics.

(Ste' mid), group name for compounds which resemble cholesterol chemically. Some of the substances included in the group are the sex hormones,
cardiac aglycones, bile acids, steroid proper, toad
poisons, saponins arid some of the carcinogenic hydrocarbons. (Dor land's Illustrated Medical Dictionary)
The anabolic-androgenic steroids (synthetic male
sex hormones), which resenible chemically and funetionallY the male sex hormones, are taken by athletes with the intent of gaining weight and strength.
Many athletes think that increased body weight results in increased muscular strength.
While the drug may Increase weight, much of it is
due to fluid retention, And this does not necessarily

result in an increase in strength. The only way to
make a muscle fiber get larger and stronger is to
overload and fatigue it.
Anabolic-androgenic steroids have been known to
cause premature closure of the growing plates in the
long bones in younger athletes, liver damage and

aggravation and stimulation of the growth of any
pre-existing cancers or hormone sensitive tumors.

Message to the Student-Athlete
"Get High on Sports ... Not Drugs."
It is a super idea, yet some are not convinced
that drugs and athletics do not mix.
Athletes have experimented with an endless variety of drugs but, based on scientific evidence, it is
difficult to find anyone who has safely improved
his performance.
On the other hand, the taking of pharmacological
aids has proved to be a hazardous venture for some
leading to permanent injury and death. And yet to be
known are the long-range effects drugs might cause.
Did you know that by the time they are 20, today's

children will have watched approximately 15,000
hours of television? During this time they will have
seen numerous commercials telling them that drugs

can calm their stomach, quiet their nerves, clear
their complexion, improve their performance on the
job and relieve their aches and pains. Really, is it
any wonder they might grow up thinking drugs are
the answer?
Drugs do have a very necessary application, but
the only time to use drugs or any kind of chemical
substance is when a diseased, injured or deficient
state exists, and then only wider the direction of a
physician.

Listen to the advice of John Brown, the University of Missouri's All-American and member of the
U. S. Olympic basketball team: "Spurts have been
good to meand for me. The drug scene is only for
losers and dropouts from the world."

Amphetamines (can-feu' -ah-min) are the "paradoxi-

cal' drugs.
Other names: Pep pills, bennies, wake-ups, eyeopeners, lid poppers, co-pilots, truck drivers, peaches,
roses, hearts, cartwheels, whites, coach to coast, I. A.
turnabouts, browns, footballs, greenies, bombido,
oranges, dexies, jelly-beans, A's, jellie babies,
sweets, beans, uppers. ephedrine, crystal.
Amphetamines are used to stimulate the central nervous system, increase blood pressure, reduce appetite

and reduce nasal congestion, (Dor land's Illustrated
Medical Dictionary)
Athletes have taken them for years to supposedly

run faster, pump harder or jump higher, but in
reality they may have a reverse effect. When an

athlete takes an amphetamine he may think his per-

formance is superb, but in reality he is probably

doing worse.
The amphetamines lessen a person's ability to recognize possible dangerous fatigue sensations, constrict blood vessels and suppress appetite by stimulating the central nervous system. They can be highly dangerous. They can also cause dangerous heat
buildup in the body by the non-recognition of
fatigue.

A Message From the Director of the
Bureau of Narcotics & Dangerous Drugs
Our nation has always been proud of its athletes and of their performances in all kinds of
competition. Millions of Americans, young and
old, who participate in sports of all kinds have
been justly proud of their sportsmanship.
"Today, a problem has arisen in a minority
of athletes. The 'win at any cost' attitude has
caused a few to turn to the illicit use of drugs
in an attempt to increase performance. This has

sometimes resulted in injury to athletes. But
even if no apparent physical harm results, the
damage to the athlete, ethically and psychologically, can be severe. And the damage to
the American concept of sportsmanship may
be irreparable if such misuse of drugs continues and increases."
John E. Ingersoll

This publiention Is printest an 100'.1 msysItsi pow,
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[From the National Collegiate Athletic Association News. June 15. 1973]
FIESTA BOWL COMPLETES $30,000 DREG EDUCATION PLEDGE TEAR EARLY

The Fiesta Bowl Committee has completed its pledge of $30,000 to the NCAA
Drug Eduo.ition Committee a year ahead of schedule.
The Fiesta Bowl Comniittee presented Dr. _Robert W. Pritchard, NCAA Drug

Edueation Committee Chairman and a member of the NCAA Council, with a
$10,000 check at a spring banquet in Phoenix, Ariz.

The original committment of the Fiesta Bowl was to have been spread out
over two years. The $:30,000 was paid in the span of one year in three differed
$10,000 installments.

The Fiesta Bowl doesn't plan to stop because the committment has been

met.

-We have decided to continue our support of the NCAA Drug Education com-

mittee," said Fiesta Bowl Executive Director John Reid. "We haven't put a
dollar figure on our next committment. Hopefully, it will match or exceed this
past coinnai ttment."

Pritchard extended his thanks to the Fiesta Bowl at the banquet. "It is

greatly appreciated Dud I reassure you that the combination of the NCAA and
the Fiesta Bowl assures us opportunities to reach tens of thousands of young
people who otherwise would not be contacted in the education and the combating of this terrible social problem," he said.
The Fiesta Bowl's contributions will be used in the NCAA Drug Education
programs, including literature, publications and posters.
(Exhibit I]
THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,

Kansas City, Mo., March 1, 1.973.

The NCAA. Drug Education Committee has
questionnaire which will provide valuable information on the possible use and
extent of drugs and other substances by college athletes. This is an anonymous
and voluntary questionnaire of two pages that can be completed within a few
minutes. We do not want individual names nor will the colleges be identified.
The returned questionnaires will be mixed immediately with all questionnaires
DEAR ATHLETIC DIRECTOR :

received.

The Committee woud like a random selection from all eight NCAA districts.

Large schoolssmall schoolspublic supported and private colleges will be
included. Presently, we are interested in responses from squads of the following
sports: football, soccer, basketball, swimming, wrestling, track and field and
baseball. If your school does not have all the sports listed, you could still participate in those areas where you do have squads listed.

This easy to administer questimmaire will be one means of determining if
a drug problem exists in NCAA college athletics. Remember, no school or athlete would be identifiable.

Please indicate on the enelosed return postcard your willingness to help the
Committee by participating in the survey. Since we are seeking a random
sampling, it is possible your school would not be sent questionnaires. for if we
were to receive affirmative responses from nearly all of the membership, we
would not need all such questionnaires for the study. The responses will be

correlated by a computer.

You will have an opportunity to receive all results, if yob so desire.
The Drug Education Committee feels sure you share our concern with the
drug problem in today's society. and further, that the NCAA is in a position
to make a genuine contribution to this most crucial social problem.
We look forward to your continued cooperation. Please return the enclosed
card today.
Sincerely yours,

ROBERT W. PRITCHARD,

Chairman., NCAA Drug Education Committee.

Enclosure.
College

is willing to take part in the survey being conducted

by the NCAA Drug Education Committee. You may send us approximately
questionnnaires. We understand no individual or college will
be identified.

Signed

Name and title
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THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
DRUG USE QUESTIONNAIRE

The NCAA Drug Education Committee is seeking your assistance in
an attempt to obtain information concerning drug use among athletes.
Your answers to these questions will assist the Committee in making
recommendations concerning the types of educational programs need.
ed in this area.

Do not put your name anywhere on the questionnaire. Please
answer all questions honestly. There are no code numbers or any other
means of identifying an individual's answer sheet.

Record your answer by circling the number of your choice on each
questionnaire. Be sure to read the entire list of chokes before marking
your selection and please circle only one answer for each question.

The National Collegiate Athletic Association
U.S. Highway 50 and Nall Avenue
P.O. Box 1906
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66222
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1. What is your present classification in school?
I. Freshman
2. Sophomore
3. Junior

4. Senior
5. Graduate Student
6. Other

2. what is your sex?
1. Male
2. Female

3. What Is your race?
I. Black
2. White
3. Other
4. Circle your major spurt.
I. Football
2. Soccer

3. Basketball
4. Swimming

5. Wrest ling
6. Track and Field
7. Basebail
8. Others

5. How is your physical condition?
1. Top
2. Moderate

3. Fair

4. Poor

6. Are you receiving medical care for a health problem at this time?
1. Yes
2., No

7. no you use Aspirin?
I. Have never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about once a week

4. Use 3 or more times a week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many (10 or more times) and stopped

8. How many hours of sleep do you generally get o'. night?
5. 9
I. 5 or less
6. 10
2. 6
7. II or more
3. 7
.1. 8

9, When vou first get up in the morning, how do you feel?
I. Very good
2. Good
3. Bad

4. Very bad
10, What percentage of the college athletes yOU know personally use drugs to try to improve their sports performance?

1. none or 0^;

5. 11-201

3. 3-5';

7. 411 or more

2. I-2r,

6. 20-40%.

4 6-10';
II, How would you rate your athletic ability?
I. Very good
2. Good
3. Adequate

4. Poor
5, Very poor

12, What was your grade average in all subjects last term?
1. A

2B

4. 13
5.

I,

3. C
13. Do you use coffee?
Have never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about once a week

4. Use 3 Or more times a week
5. Tried a few time; and stopped
6. Used many (10 or more times) and stopped
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14. Do you use tea?

I. Have never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about 0111, a week

4. else 3 or more times a week
3. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used mane (1(1 or more times) and stopped

15. Do you use tobacco?
I. Have never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about once a week

4. Use 3 or more times week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
(i. Used many 110 or more times) and stopped.

16. Do you use Alcohol (Beer. Wine. Whiskey. etc.) So get high?
I. Have never used
4. Use 3 or more times a week
2. Use about once a month
3.. Use about once a week

5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many (10 or more times) and stopped

17. Do you use multiple vitamins?
1. Have never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about once a week

18. Do you use vitamin C tablets?
I. Have never used
2. Use :amid once a month
:3.

1..7se aliout once a week

19. Do you use vitamin F capsules?
1. Have never used
2. Use about ,mee a month
3. Use about Once a week

4. Use 3 or more times a wick
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used natty (10 or more times) and stopped
4. Use 3 or more times a week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many (10 or noire times) and stopped
4. Use :t or more times a week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6 Used many 110 or more times) and stopped

20. Do you use nicotinic acid pills?
1

Have tower used

2. Use about ort a month
3. Use about once a .reek

21. Do you use cortisone?
Have never used
2. Use about once a mietth
3. Use about once a week

4. Use 3 or (mire times a week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many (1(1 or more Hines) and stopped
4. Use :3 or more times a week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many 110 or more times) and stopped

22. Do you use anabolic. androgenic steroids (so called body building hormones)?
I. Ilavv never used
4. Use 3 or more times a week
2. Use about once a month
5. Tried a few times and stopped
3. Use about once a week
6. Used stony (10 or more times) and stopped
23. Do you use sleeping pills?
I. Ihwe never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about WWe a week

24. Do you use aspirin?
I. Have never used
2. Use about 0//cs..0 month
:3. Use about into a week

15. Do you use tranquilizers?
1. Have never used
2. Use about mice a month
:3. Use about once a week

26. Do you use Marijuana or TUC (Pot, Grass)?
I. Have never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about once a week

27. Do you use LSD (Acid), mescaline?
I. Have !lever used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about once a week

4. Use 3 or more thous a wt. etc

5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many (10 or mon times) and stopped
4. Use 3 or ITS re times a week
5. Tried a few fillies and stopped
6. Used many (10 .ir more times) and stopped

4. Use 3 or more times a week
5. Tried ,1 few times and stopped
(i. Used many 110 or more times) and stopped
4. Use 3 or more bones a neck
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many I 10 or more times) and stopped
4. Use :3 or more times a week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many (10 or more times I and stopped
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28. Do you use Cy 'add (Grit)?
I. Have never used
2 Use about once a month
3 Use about once a week

4. Use 3 or more times a week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many ( .0 or more tiniest and stopped

29. Do you use Amphetamines (Uppers. Speed, Pep Pills, Bennie,)2
1. Have never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about once a week

4. Use 3 or inure times a week
5. Tried a few (lines and stopped
6. Used many III or more times) and stopped

30. Do you use Barbiturates ]Downers, Reds. Blues, Yellows)?
I. Have never used
2 Use about once a month
3. Use a bout once a week

4. Use 3 or more times a week
5. Tried in few times and stopped
6. Used many (10 or mare limes) and st !sed

31. Do you use heroin incase). Morphine (Miss Emma). or Demerol?
t. Have never used
2. Use about once a month
3. Use about onec a week

4. tine 1 or more times a week
5. Tried a few times and stopped
6. Used many (10 or noire times) and stopped

32. Do you use Cocaine (Snow. Coke)?
Have never used
2 Use :Wind epee 0 month
3. Use about once a week

4. Use 3 or mare times a week
5. Tried a i Av times and slopped
6. Used many i In at more times) and stopped

33. Do Y on sniff glue. lighter fluid, gasoline. or paint thinner?
I. Have never used
2. Use about one a month
3. Use about once 0 week

4. Use 3 or more times a stock
5. Tried a few limes and stopped
6. Used many 410 or more times) and stopped

34. Do you think drug use among athletes is Increasing or decreasing?
3. Staying the same

I Increasing
2. Decreasing

4. Don't know

35. How would you rate your school's efforts in helping you to understand about drugs?
1. Excellent
2. Good

3. Fair
4. Poor

36. have you ever used a drug to try i r Improve your sports performance?
I. never used
I or 2 times
3. 3-7 times

4. 8-15 times
5. 16-25 times
6. 26 or more times

2.

37. What percentage of professional athletes do you believe use drugs to try to improve their sports performance?

I. none or 0":
2. 1.2".
3 3-5'1
4

5. I I -211%

6. 20-40';
7. 41'; or more

6-1(to;

38. l'Iolse list any prescribed medieationis). you may be taking now, if you know what they arc

- 77 - 0
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NCAA BYLAW 4-2

SECTION 2. Drugs. Student-athletes competing in NCAA championships shall

not use any unauthorized drugs which may endanger their health or safety

or which may seemingly give an unfair competitive advantage to an individual
competitor. This does not preclude the use of drugs prescribed by a physician
in the course of medical treatment. (Adopted: 1/13/73)

(a) The Council shall, from time to time after enlisting expert advise and
study, enumerate the drugs which may not be used. (Adopted: 1/13/73)
(b) The Executive Committee may authorize urinalysis or other methods for
testing student-athletes who compete in NCAA championships to determine the
extent of drug usage therein. (Adopted: 1/13/73)

Senator BAYII. Our next witness will be a panel of witnesses with
Mr. Wali Jones, Harold Nelson, Michael Dyer, and Dr. Russell Cassel. Gentlemen, will you all come forward?

We appreciate your coming here today. Would you identify yourselves, Mr. Jones and the others?
STATEMENT OF WALI JONES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CONCERNED

ATHLETES IN ACTION, ACCOMPANIED BY HAROLD NELSON,
MEMBER; MICHAEL DYER, MEMBER; AND DR. RUSSELL CASSEL,
MEMBER

Mr. JONES. My name is Wali Jones, the executive director of Concerned Athletes in Action. We have 16 chapters in the United States.
I am from Philadelphia. I was born in 1942. I have to differ first
on some comments that were made earlier about the term "hysteria"
about drugs being in the communities. I have to say the choice of the
term is correct because we are hysterical in our communities because
there are drugs everywhere.
Another point I would like to express, I have played professional
ball for 9 years. I have played in the Philadelphia high schools and
Villanova University.
I worked for 10 years with youths. I traveled the eastern seaboard

in which I worked for the Bucks so I had a chance to go to the

campuses. I also got a chance to instruct in New York, New Jersey,

Richmond and at all of these areas in all of these communities,

through this, what I am getting at is the idea of drugs being in all of
our communities. I know this from working in them. I don't either
think we should speak about just the level of high school or colleges or
professional ball. We should go into elementary school level.
Now, I am from the Milwaukee area and we have a chapter there.
We had an 8 year old die from an overdose of drugs.
Now, we feel, as Concerned Athletes in Action that it starts at that
age and not at the high school or college level.

Athletics are part of our wisdom, are a part of our culture. Sports
is a part of our culture because that is what we have to emulate when
we are young.

When I was young I had people like Guy Rudgerscn and Wilt
Chamberlain; during that era of courseand I was around 15 or 11
years oldduring that time there was the era of drinking. The youth
of that time were drinking. They were drinking a lot of wine.
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Now right now there is being done a doctoral study of this very
thing. And in traveling around the country there is a vibration I
have been feeling of hysteria. They say we shouldn't be hysterical,
but we are hysterical about the drug situation. Young people are
dying in some of these areas.
And, you know they say they shoot horses, don't they. I have to say
this is true and they not only shoot horses, but they shoot athletes also.

During my 9 years of professional ball, in that time I saw a lot of
the pressures the young had to go through in the ghetto areas.
The only emulation a young person has to get out of is to emulate
an athlete or entertainer or the pusher who is on the cornet.. So these
are the three models.
Now, I had the chance of getting out of the alcohol scene by athle-

tics. One of my brothers is an ex-addict and one of my brothers is an

alcoholic. These are things that happen that are all around us and
Senator BAYH. La me ask you, if I may Mr. Jones, for the record,
you played basketball at Villanova and you also played professional
ball at Philadelphia and also for the Bucks?
Mr. JoxEs. I played in Baltimore.
Senator BAyir. You were all pro at one time or another?
Mr. JoNES. I made the all-rookie team.
Senator BAYH. So you are pretty good?
Mr. JONES. Well, I feel I am.

As I was saying, there are a lot of young people who want to be
just as good and want to emulate and they have their hopes up in this.

I see in the Philadelphia areaand they were talking about things

being cut. out now. That is a disaster area to me. That is a tombstone

territory. The young people there emulate the athletes very much.
There are a lot of athletes I know in college who quit in the past 3
years because they couldn't reach this point of professional sports or
because they couldn't achieve certain things and so they just dropped

out and take drugs.
Now when I speak of the pressures that atheletes have, the pressures
that a black athlete has, the pressures that I had in going out for the

Olympic trials, the pressures that I knew thenand at that time I felt
I should have made it and there was John Wooden who felt I should

have made it but I didn't make itbut the pressures I felt athletes

are feeling today.

Now there are athletes that I know of who have reached out and
gotten into drugs because they couldn't accomplish these things.
When I say pressures, again, I am speaking of pressures like for
instance my first year in professional sports. I lived in the District
of Columbia and I was commuting from the District of Columbia to
Baltimore. At that time there were the pressures of economics; the

salaries weren't that much for those coming out of college at that
time.

When I speak of pressures, I am speaking of the different pressures

that young athletes feel at that young age; the thing that they have
to go through. And since this is a drug orient?d culture, they are not
drifting into drinking, they are drifting into drugs.
Now when I speak of pressures, I mean there are athletes that we
know of who have come out of high school and college and who we
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talk to and try to counsel. We try to stop them from the drug scene
there but now we are trying to catch them at the age of elementary
levels because them was an S-vear-old death in Milwaukee from an
overdose.

So that is why I said I have some difference about. the level of
educating the people about these dangers. We must start. at a lower
level.

Senator BAY1I. I don't know who you are differing with. You are
not differing with me.
Mr. JONES. Well, I have to differ because of the way the system and
society is going; do you see?
There are many kids that are dying.
Like you made a comment about this should we have courage to
do something? Now. a is humanistic to save. these people because in
this Philadelphia area there were 65 killings related to drugs or gang
killings.
Senator RtYrt. My comment. went, Mr. Jones, to the fact it shouldn't

take much courage to stand up and say we are not going to tolerate
this whether it is on the pro-athletic floor or the NCAA championships or an Sth grade gym class or an S-year-old in the community.
Mr. JoNEs. Right.. That is right.

Senator BAY II. nis is the kind of thing I would think it shouldn't

take much courage to do but just. a. little common sense and humanism.
Mr. JONES. That is what we are coming to.

Yon have another pressure I also think in sports in the emulation
the imitation and that is the pressure of having to produce.
Now when I was in college I played a whole `ear with a torn cartliege in a brace. Whether that decision came from me as an individual
or whether it came from the pressures of the situation, I don't know.
I played for the Wildcats and whether it was the gong ho attitude
or just the pressure of an athlete who is black who wants to keep advancing. I don't know but I played a whole year with a torn cartilege
and my leg would rock periodically
I was under different medications, and different treatments. So
there is also the pressure which is a psychological pressure; that they
have to produce.

That is why I say they shoot horses, don't they ? They not only

shoot horses to play but after they play they shoot them. I mean, they
lose their jobs if they aren't competitive.

When I played 4 years ago, I had an operation and there was an
estimation of time I was supposed to be in the hospital for and that
was 4 weeks. This was their estimation. There was pressure on me to
play in 4 weeks. But I was an individual again, I learned through the
process of experience to withstand that pressure and I just sat out
until my leg was thoroughly well.

These are pressures put on a lot of young athletes. A lot of young
athletes want. to produce so badly, this is what happens. You asked
why they would take these drugs, and these young athletes are in
such a statennd when I can talking about "state ", I am talking about
the individuals wanting to become No. 1 or become a professional
athletethey are in such a state they will take them.
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You say you hurt your ankle and yet went. out to play, but there
are some athletes that are psychologically forced into situations where

they have. to be shot with Novocain to play. This is something that
happened to me. This is testimony that is personal, you know, because
I had a torn muscle in my back and the pressures were put. on, like,
von know, this won't hurt you and this will only help the pain stop.

But. I was shot in the back with Novocain and my whole side, I
couldn't move it for a couple of days.

When I went back to the physician in Philadelphia, my physician,
the physician said I should never have been shot.
Senator 13-1YIL Who made that determination to shoot you, though?

Mr. Jox Es. Yeah, they shoot. you here in the joint [indicating].
Senator BAYOU. No, who made the determination?

Mr. Joxr.s. Well. this is the trainer who makes that.
You know, when I say the pressures of management to get an ath

lete out on the field. that is what I mean and that is why I say they
shoot horses, don't. they? You know. the pressures to put an athlete
mit there, and especially a black athlete, to perform is just intolerable.
Senator 11.yii. Was this trainer a doctor?

Mr. .ToN Es. No. And when you have a trainer and you put your
trust in the trainer in these levels of sports, you are going to do what
lie says, you know, you figure he knows best. You know, there was
another physician from another team and when they shot me up and
I couldn't play and went back to the Philadelphia area, my physician
said I should have never been shot.. But these are different pressures,
I fed the sports are putting on the athletes.
'When I travel to campuses. here we have an industry of thousands
and thousands of basketball players all over the United States trying
to become professional and also because they are trying to emulate
athletes who are people they look up to, in certain communities such
as the black community, they only have so many people to emulate.
The professional athlete has such a force in the communityand that
is something that hasn't been commented on by the NCAA and by
other peoplethat these young basketball players try to emulate the
professional player.
The image the athlete brings to the community as a professional
athlete is very great in all sports. That is why I say, not only at the
high school and college and professional level, but young people are
trying to emulate these professional athletes and are forcing themselves into the position of becoming the best.

there are a lot of drugs in the early agesin junior high schools

and elementary level and there are statistics on this. We are talking
about eases where young people are dying, where young people are
taking speed for the races and sports, where young people are taking
other drugs. as I said before, drugs to escape.
Now, as a Concerned Athlete in Action. as concerned athletes, we

have a philosophy in which we fed that athletes themselves coming
within the community and working with the young people at such a
young age will help .a lot. Working with them through basketball
clinics and drug seminars gives them a chance to release; they get a
chance to express themselves in some manner and we can educate them
there.
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Senator BAyn. May I ask you to give me your thoughts on the same
question that I directed to Mr. Wilkinson. I don't want to advise our
our friends from the television sector over here, as to what they ought
to shoot and what they should not shoot., but here is a man who has
been through this and knows the pressures, and also comes from a
community where the contribution that an athlete can make to try to
get. young people to think bigger thoughts and to resist. the temptation to take the escape route, and are getting that monkey on their
back, that pressure is great. Does it make any sense if we are really
concerned about drug traffic and drug addicts and wasted lives and
deaths, to terminate those. programs that make it possible for youngsters to have an experience in the summer with athletes and others
stressing the wholesome aspect of athletics and the dilatory aspects of
drugs? Does it make any sense to cut the budget and to terminate
these programs?
Mr. JONES. It is not just inhuman; it is 'inhuman. It has gotten to
the point where we have to look at the generation that is coming up.
You know, the Creator is looking at man and the way he is treating
his young. Animals in lower forms treat their yonng better than man.
They prepare their young for their environment.. When I speak of
their environment, the environment now in the ghetto areas is getting
to where it is paranoia; it is fear. It is drug infested and people are
dying every day and young people are experiencing these things. It
will be the last generation if we don't protect, educate, and love our

young.
Senator BAYII. Do athletic programs and slimmer sports programs

and this type of thing have a positive effect on young people born in
the ghetto to try to convince them not to go th,k route of drugs?
Mr. JONES. Definitely. We had a marathon last week. We called it
a sensitivity session. We brought young kids in. We let a gymnasium
remain open for 48 hours. We had everybody come in and play in this
marathon, just anyone. It. gave a chance for the kids who were idle
and as we say, idle minds are the devil's workshopto come in and
participate. But since all of these programs are cut and all of these
kids don't have anything to do, we had to have some kind of activity
where they could release their energy. Well, we had this marathon.
While we had this, they were releasing their energy, they were being
educated, they were getting together. We felt the marathon was a positive force because while they were. playing, they got a chance to tit

around and talk with us about drugs. They got a chance to holler
their names out when they scored.

All ages got a chance to play. They came from all communities.
They got a chance for release. They had a chance to go somewhere
when they didn't have anywher to go before.

Kids at 11 and 12 o'clock at night. who had been playing on the
streets, these kids were then coining to the recreation center. And I
think centers should be open. Centers should be open at all times
because during the summer we know kids are going to be up until 3
or 4 o'clock in the morning.

We had a chance here to bring elders into the community and into
this recreation center where kids could talk to them. We even had a
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chance to educate the elders on the dangers of drugs because there are
many, many elders that don't even know the symptoms of drugs and
how it effects your mind.
Now, I would like to have Mr. Nelson expound on wh:/- we are into
this marathon for kids.
Mr. NELSON. Well, I was going to say one of the reasons we hope
they will remain open, the centers will remain open, is because it is

too hot to sleep in their homes. I mean, it is really too hot there so
how can you sleep ? They are going to beup. And since they are going
to be, up, you might as well provide some kinds of facilities for them.
Well, let me just introduce myself. First of all, I am Howard Nelson

and am affiliated with Concerned Athletes in Action. I am also a
school teacher in the Milwaukee School System; I am a counselor
and counsel in the elementary level at. Palmer in Chicago.

I have worked with kids. I became quite involved and interested
in the kids and wanted to do something to save the children. The
best way I knew of to save the children was to be associated with a

program, with an organization such as Concerned Athletes in Action.
Right now I would like to relate to you and the rest of the people

here what we are trying to accomplish as Concerned Athletes in
Action.

Today's problem of drug abuse in our society, when viewed from
our position, constitutes a clear call for action since we are aware of
what is happening in our community. And this is one of the reasons
that we formed the Concerned Athletes in Action because we do want
all segments of society to be enlightened in the area of drugs so that
the Nation's youths would be exposed to correct information.
And we are aware of the kind of publicity being devoted to drug
abuse in the schools in our country through such things as newspapers,
magazines, and other media. We are a little troubled understanding
why, since if we wished an individual to play the piano or improve in
arithmetic competency, it. will be a necessity to provide learning experiences in such areas. we have a little trouble understanding why
there is not such learning experience with drugs.
This is what we are trying to do, as Wall stated earlier, as Concerned Athletes in Action. We go to the kids, sit down, have rap sessions, talk, give them a chance to express their own ideas, and more

or less try to cultivate the individual by educating and protecting
him.

.

.

The decisionmaking competency on the part of an individual certainly is no exception to this rule and by that, I mean, as you listen to
me, you are going to hear me talk about decisionmaking and how
important it is to an individual.
Decisionmaking has no exception. If we want to develop competency
in this area of learning, experience must be provided. This takes place
with all psychological processes. In other w-ifds, you have to experience the best teacher's experience so that. without really having a thud
experience drugs, we do try to bring in all of the detail information,
the data, that we possibly can muster up and expose the child to it so
he can experience drugs through reading a.7.id educating him to the
drugs.
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Decisionmaking by man represents the most critical and funda-

mental process in all human behavior. It is the simple vehicle, the one
simple vehicle alone by which man incites and directs all psychological locomotion within his life space. It is the nucleas from which all

personal satisfaction or disappointment, all success or failure and,
indeed, where tic determination of good or poor. health for every

individual is determined.
And we tend to say an individual has poor health if his behavior is
maladjusted. I world say that if von ran some type of study on this,

you would say that 90 percent. of the kids living in the ghetto have
maladjusted behavior according to the standards of society, and so
this is what we want to correct.

We also feel that Concerned Athletes in Action can curtail crime
and delinquency through decisionmaking. ('rime and delinquency,
abuse and illegal use of dangerous drugs. truancy, all of the typical
and atypical behavior of man are products of his own personal decisionmaking. So if we can get children to make the proper decisions,
that in itself is a step forward and we will them on the right, road to
a successful life.

You might say improved decisionmaking is essential for crime reduction. It follows logically that all maladjusted behavior represents
a product of decisionmaking. In order to reduce maladjusted behavior,
some changes in personal decisionmaking must, be brought about. for
persons involved typically in crime and deliquency in correction pro-

grams fail to do the things they are supposed to do. I am going to
point that. out to you in a minute.

Crime and delinquency programs fail to deal with, even in the
slightest manner, the fundamental truth that learning arithmetic or
development of a job skill would serve to alter their choices in relation to crime and delinquency and that changing their decisionmaking
would stop the crime and delinquency.

The principal concern of most correctional programs deals with
the following: (1) Custody:, (2) Control ; (:1) Education; (4) Development.; and (5) Self. And not one of the five major concerns

serves to deal directly with the real cause of delinquency or crime and
that is the decisionmaking. I repeat, the real cause is decisioom.:kking.
I honestly feel it. is because the derision conies from within tie in-

dividualfor a variety of reasonsthat he is typically involved in
crime.

We as concerned individuals feel that our theory will be accepted by

the children or youth of our society. Since youth and young adults
are generaily attracted to athletes, the primary intent of Concerned

Athletes in Action shall be to create the athletically involved mechanism which will provide the participants an opportunity to engage in
rewarding and enjoyable use of their time, utilizing, at the same time,
the assistance of professional athletes as image builders for the youths.
The Concerned Athletes in Action shall for us on combatting drug
abuse and juvenile delinquency. The same. vehicle. will also endeavor
to provide educational activities and generally aid in motivating and

directing the young into education and vocational classes and thus
demonstrating to the youths and young adults there are other avenues

to success. And that athletics is Ina one watts to a meaningful end,
while. education and skill remain the true, basis for success in our
soeiety.

I would like to quote one more thing to you before I sum it up here.
This is something- that I think Concerned Athletes believe in sincerely
and honestly, you might. say. Real learning takes place only when the

learner plays a dual role; when is both learner, teacher, doer, and

critic. listener and speaker. And the student who tries only to remember what is in books will not even succeed in doing that. The skillful
'learner talks to, even argues with, the book. He asks many questions

and checks his understanding as lie goes along. Your poor student

never knows what part of the answer he understands or -what he does
not. He leaves it lip to the teacher to find out.
INforeover, when a child gets little or no chance to talk, he does not
get better at talking. Most of the fifth (Traders I have known were no

more articulate than many of the 5 year-olds of comparable back-

ground:Many of them wer less so, even.
Now, this affected their work in English. The child who is not used
to putting his thoughts into words will not be able to put it down into

writing but there as still a more important. reason for having the

teacher talk less and letting the children talk more. A child comes to
school with thoughts, ideas, curiosity, wonders, but he soon finds out
that nobody is interested in what. he knows, what he is curious about,
what lie cares about, and he feels school is not a place for him. He asks
questions, shares his concerns, satisfies his curiosity, but before long
he comes to doubt the worth of his own thoughts. He begins to feel
like the teacher, and that is that. things that worry or please him, or
that, be needs to find out about are unimportant, a waste of time. So
he does not develop a sense of his own identity or worth. He does not
think of himself as a unique, evaluative person with ideas to present
or share with, and interests and skills.

He could find joy in pushing education and developing but he

comes in instead to lind he cuss mid Satisfaction in life only by pleasin cr the authorities or the crowds. Ile loses his taste for independence
or freedom and is ready to follow anyone or any group that will make
him feel like he is somebody instead of nobody.
This is what, we are trying to do; make children feel like. they are
somebody by going to the playground, sitting down in rap sessions
with them, talking about drugs with them, finding their interests and
finding ont about their curiosities because we care. 'We are concerned
athletes in action and want to save the children.
Mr. JoxEs. I would like to expound on how we work. We have on
our staff junior ballplayers that travel with our staff. What we do is
we have the older kids teaching the younger kids about drug abuse.
We give them a chance to let them respond to younger kids.
Now, we don't always tell kids about drugs. We have younger kids

educating other kids. We have high school kids educating other
children.

And during the winter I lectured at the Students Service Board

down at Morehouse at TJandmn University.
We are talking about drugs in all of the black colleges where drugs

have become predominant. They had two killings in Central Stale.
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They had a killing at. Lincoln University, all in relation to drugs.
This is not only athletes taking drugs but I am talking about drugs
in meneral. It occurred in a college Are an athlete was selling drugs.
This is where we want to get down to educating in those places where
people are not aware of the drug abuse.

We feel it is imperative to get at all of these levels where we can
actually show these dangers of drugs and not just the high school
and college leveland that is why we want to educate staffs in colleges, high schools, and the elementary level to help them talk to the
younger people from ages of 5 on up.
Mr. Dyer.
Mr. DYER. My name is Michael Dyer and within my community
am called "Maki."
I am originally from Topeka, MIMS. which is about 60 miles west
of Kansas City, the capital, and it. is about 150,000 population. I am
the second of seven children and I came to Milwaukee some 5 years
ago and only as of about a year and one-half ago 11 ltd I the opportunity to meet, Wali Jones, and about 4 and one-half years ago I had
'the opportunity to meet Harold Nelson.

The merging of our minds has brought about the creation of our

organization. the Concerned Athletes in Action. I received my masters

degree in educational psychology and I am a prospective doctoral

candidate under Dr. Cassel.
I would like to think that I am a humanistic psychologist. 1 feel I
am more than just an educational psychologist.

At our marathon game I had the opportunity to speak with a

young athlete. He must have been about 14 years old. He spent the
full 40 hours at the center. He had to go home for about 10 minutes
to get a permit slip because there was an 11 o'clock curfew in the
city. Ile came back and he slept on a mattress that was on the floor
and he got up periodically to play.

During this time we sat and we rapped and he wrote a poem.
And I would like to read the poem to the members of the Senate
this morning.

"Friends, humans, countrymen. lend me your ears.
Friends, humans. countrymen, lend me your ears.
Friends, humans. countrymen, lend me your ears.
There be a new tale from the ghetto ; I want you to hear :
"The whole world is a ghetto for you and for me
Except I be trapped inside. for your minds to research me.
Our young cry out, live. be humane.
Only laughter comes back and whispers, 'They are insane.'
Their thoughts to you I will now transfer
In words of notation in the language that you prefer.
"Little child running wild, little child running wild ;
I see that your frustrated face never smiles.
I see your brothers as you pace the filthy streets,

Like the animals wild in search of meat, knowing that it is higher than

the dope in the streets.
"A child of nine with the mind of a man
Who has never known the word 'Fairyland'?
A child who is to the drug scene chained has no time to play.
There is a habit to maintain, to maintain, to maintain.
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"Litt le child running wild, little child running wild ;
I see that your frustrated face never smiles.
Always down, always mad.
Always th;., king that you have been had.
In the hack of your mind. you say I didn't have to lie here,
As you search the ghetto streets full of tears, full of tears.
"Little child running wild. little child running wild ;
You have no reason to smile; you have no reason to smile.
Iley, little sister, where is your brother?
See your mother standing on the soup line?
Our Blessed Father ain't got no strength to be bothered.
"('ome on, people. we can have hope
If we quit shooting up this dope.
You say if only ) on were a child again ;
I could never want iv venture life like this again.
"People of the world throwing sticks and stones :
So a frail someone is going to come up and break my bones.
Because we are confined by ecmiontic and geoligical boundaries
Doesn't mean we have to get high and work in foundries.
Lots of greed. has of temptation :
Children learning by imitating.

"So open up your minds and concentrate, concentrate, concentrate.
No longer can we, can we, afford to procrastinate.
Time is passing, life is changing-, pe pie growing older ;
Folks must love and trust, hand-in-hand, shoulder-to-shoulder.
We must come closer to the essence of life.
But be aware that it takes courage and strife.
"People, the time has come throughout this Land
When the lion must lay down with the lamb.
Open up year minds and concentrate, concentrate.
No longer, no longer tell me, procrastinate.

"So meditate, meditate. Let's concentrate, concentrate, concentrate for the
Creator has a master plan ;
Peace and happiness for every man.
The Creator has a master plan,
Peace and happiness throughout our blood-stained Land."

And these are. just the thoughts of a young 14-year-old who they
say can't read. He is functioning at about a third-grade level. They
say he can't write. They say the only thing that he can do in life is
play basketball and get high and smoke dope and chase women. But
that is life in the ghetto.
Humanism, that is what I think we are all about if we are really
real; if we can feel the realness in life.
And what is humanistic psychology and what part does it play in

our life, and what part does it play in the lives of the Concerned
Athletes in Action? Love plays an important role in humanistic
psychology for the pressures of all !Inman relationships involve
love.

Dr. Abraham Maylow is from Lippstadt, Germany, and he and

Dr. Cassel are my tutors in humanistic psychology.

But love knowledge. if I may call it that, has other advantages as
well. Love for a person permits him to unfold, to open tip, to drop
his defenses. to let him be naked not only physically, but psychologically, and spiritually as well. In a word. it lets him beinstead of

hiding himself. I think that is what we are all about; dropping
these defenses that we have.
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Men have defenses against each other because they fear each other.

You may fear what I am thinking about you and I may fear what

you are thinking about me. But these are some things that in human-

ism we deal with. We should be dropping them by feeling and by
vibrating with each other and by you being a part of me and letting
me be a part of you. letting any spirit transfer to you and your spirit
transfer to me; being human shoulder-to-shoulder. Like the young
man in the poem, we must be human to overcome our problems in
the ghetto.
The young man also says, are we homosapiens or aposapiens? And
I said, aposapiens? And he said, "Yeah, look around us; we. live on
the planet of the apes. We are contained in economic and geigrnpluc
boundaries." He sand, "I can't go anywhere."
I mean, ire have people in our ghettos that never traveled more

than a 4-block square area. They had never been downtown. They
don't know what downtown is like. And you say, oh, well, this is
not. real. But this is part of our existence.
Let me. go further and explain a little more about Dr. Maylor and
Dr. Cas.sel, and what they have to say about humanistic society. The
individual world tend to have deep and intimate relations with only

a few highly selected friends and to these few he gives absolutely;
and he expects precisely the same in return.

Here the sexual involvement is not pertinent and may or may

not be present, depending upon other factors.
(Short pause.]
Mr. DYER. I have been having some dizzy feelings lately. Excuse
me.

Mr. Nimsose Stay cool.
Mr. DYER. I am cool. I tun cool. I have things to say.

Here the sexual imolvement is not pertinent and may or may not
be present., depending on other factors. Love to the humanistic psychologist means more than relations with people for it. deals with
love for the activity or the experience.
But just. as love can cause one to eliminate his own ego defenses, so
it can also cause him to be blind. And we are all iietims of love in

one form or another. This is humanism. This is reflecting. This is
being friends. This is being asosciates. This is being concerned. This

is being Concerned Athletes in Action. This is what we are all about.
The athlete is a leading Figure in his environment. As you know,
an athlete is only an athlete. though, for very small portion of his
time; precisely 3 hours a day. This is when he is relieved from his
classroom schedule and he goes ont to the court and participates,
maybe. on Wednesday, Thursday. Saturday night, when he has a
game. Otherwise he is a inem.ber of his community; he. is a member
of his society.

This is where the drug problem that affects the high school, college, the elementary level. arid even the. professional ranks, comes in
because he must associate, and he must continue to associate, with
people in his environment. And what is his environment? If you are
from the culture of poverty. in which we are from, drugs are every ,here. A young sister was talking to me the other day and she said,
like, well, I would like to get. away front drugs but drugs are every-
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where. She said. I 'can't turn anywhere without somebody saying,
here is Bennie, here is some coke: here, snort some coke. Here is
some smack. and het'; get high.
She says. so what do you do? You know, here is where peer group

pressure conies in. You got to be accepted. All of us know how important it is in your life and in your proft.!ssion. You want to feel
you can groove with everybody around you. You want to. feel you
can get along because we all want. to promote ourselves. So we. all

project. ourselves and we wear many masks. Every day we wear
different masks.

You wear a mask all through your life. One minute you are a

father and the next minute von are the boss and the mask you wear
is tongh and hard. and the next minute you are the lover, and the

next. numne ,you may be the concerned friend.

These are certain things that the young people. are having trouble

with, with drugs. because they can't fluctuate from one ;stem to
another system effectively. They can't handle these masks.
So what do they do? At. a young age they understand what depression is. What do they do? They remain high. They shoot drugs
into their veins. Now basketball is our national game. Let me tell
you, basketball is the black national gneie, mainly because of the
equipment that is needed, which is one ball, and the many participants that can be involved.
Like you hare one ball and 20 or 30 guys can play. You know, 10
can play now and then five more conic up and you keep rotating like

this. Also, it is usually available because all of the playgrounds in
our communities are asphat., are concrete. So all you do is sweep
away the broken glass and there you go.

And another thing, the ghettos, the kids in the ghettos don't have
any nights. They don't know what nights are. They just sit out there
all night. And you can say it. is fortunate or tuifortunate, but the
city has provided lighting so they can stay there all evening and into
the next morning just shooting bilsketball and playing.
In our ceuununity, also. we have these new-type of lighting, these
fluorescent lightings. The kids can't sleep. They look around and it

is as bright as day. As a matter of fact, it is brighter than day in
some places. So
4 o'clock in the morning, kids are just running
around. You know, like when do they sleep? I know this because
my environment was the some when I was growing.

And I remember I didn' have a male model in the home. This
is very important in our community because we don't. have male
models. Most of them are in prisons. Most. of them tare strung out
on dope. Most. of theme were in the war. We have an extremely high
death rate of black males. Consopiently, it causes confusion if you
have police harassment.. So we have confusion and no direction and
no organization.
You know. like you may have had a father over you, and giving

you guidance through. your lifetime and giving you direction through
your lifetime and telling you. OK, you are 6 years old now and now
is the time for you to start being what you want to be. whether it is

a lawyer. doctor. architect. What do VOil want to be? Let's start
preparing you now. But most black kids don't come out of their

.
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educational retardation until they are about 35. These are men and
not kids, but they have the minds of children because of the incarceration which has been worked on them; the mental incarceration.
So there, are no male models. This is What the Concerned Athletes
in Action is concerned about ; presenting male models in relationship

to the national Tame, which is basketball. And we have been extremely effective,.

Wall didn't mention it but, we also had a parade, which was before
the marathon began. And, like, we had a unit in the city called the
Commandos, which most people think would have negative connota-

tions but these men are interested in saving the children. We had
one Girl Scout group and about five or six of us who stated out and
we marched allthronoli the ghetto and, like, we had cars, we had
loud speakers. We had just. two or three cars. We marched through
the city and brought the people out and when we ended up we must
have had 30 or 40 cars and about 150 bicycles... We had mothers and
children, and others all coming out and walking with us and talking
with us, all of the way through the ghetto and we ended up at the
Boys' Club. in which we held onr marathon.
And so this is what we are all about. The community is concerned
because our young people are dying. We also have problems in combating the movie industry and mesmerization. What they do is throw

models upon the movie screen for the young people to emulate;

people shooting dope, snorting; oc)ke. brothers fighting sisters, and
husbands heating, wives. And we learn by imitating, you know. And
the kids say, wow, this is cool so we will do this, and it is cool to dress
like this, and it is cool to be like this because they are putting it in

front of me and that is really hip. because that is the way you get

over, the way you succeed. And all you are doing is perpetuating the
system and it is killing us. The almighty dollar is killing us.

Now, alternatives. What kind of alternative? I was sitting back
here earlier and I was thinking, you know, you were talking about
alternatives and what can people do if they are human and homo-Awiens and not a.poRipiens. What can they do about this? Be gladi-

ators in the pitsand I am referring to the professional basketball

players and the professional football players and the olympians and
the trackmen--want to come hae.k into their oommuniti'es, they want

to unite in a mass effort to control this problem. Now there is no
money. The Federal Government cut back in spending.

I was listening to you talk about that earlier and the cutting back
of the NCC program. The .soling people don't have jobs. They are
standing around this summer. The price of meat is higher than the

dope in the streets. It is etsier to get dope.
Mr..ToNts. Very true.
Mr. DYER. Yes; it is easier to get dope. So what are they doing?
They are saying, hey, man, let's mainlit e this because, hell, we can't
go nowhere; we have nowhere to go. You know, we don't have any
lob. So let's go break in over here so we can get something to support
and maintain this habit.
They are doing this becaii somebody somewhere wants to make
some money. Somebody somewhere wants to make a lot of money.
And, like, you know, it has to be stopped if we are human beings.
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I mean, we got to put forth effort. Concerned Athletes in Action have

a project which can do it. We can put together, and have put to-

anther. and have demonstrated in our second year operation that we
mn help control this problem. If you are interested and if you are
human and if von are concernedjust as you believe that you could
be a lawyer when you were coming up, or you could be that doctor
when you were coining up--we believe in saving, our children and
saving their lives from the killer, the drugs, because we love them
and because we want a future generation to be here. You know, like,
as von save your children, we want. to save our children.

'eraator B.tyn. One of the things. if I might interrupt?

Mr. DYER. Yes.

Senator BAytt One of the things I have been refry impressed with
is your insight of the problem. I can read about that. and the public
generally can say they understand the problem, but I don't think
anybody really taut understand it unless they have been there. You
gentlemen have been there. and I think you have done a very significant job in articulating
Our contribution, it seems, as those who haven't really been there
but would like to help those who still are there, will be to take whatever steps we can to remove the incentive which might be there to

cause young people to take drugs and to remove the symbols of adulation in the conununities you describe and the pressures, and remove

the temptations that. might cause them to resort to drugs, either
through coercion or through their own volition and to take away

that temptation through either education or penalty.
Now, that is why we are here. You know, I could sit and listen to
your experience all clay. and I would like to hear it, but you know it
is better to see than to hear. although you described it very graphically.
Now tell us, any of you who have had experience, personal experience in this, and I suppose Mr..Iones may come closer than von other

gentlemen to this actuallywhat are the temptations that are imposed on an athlete. who is a symbol of success in his community, to

utilize some of these substances to then become part of the street

scene. which destroys the soul and ability to respond and to be lumen
and capable of responding. 'What are the temptations you have witnessed and what are the practices yon have witnessed?
Can you give us some specific examples of physicians or trainers
or owners or fellow teammates who have. said, come on, Wall, if you
don't do it we are going to lose.
What are the pressures in your own mind or in the minds of some

of your teammates in thinking, well. I am not going to be the kind
of person people are going to look up to, or I am going to be dropped

from the team if I can't score those extra points or run that extna.
mile's

What are those pressures?

Mr. JONES. I know for sure, that it is not the specific action of
another to fortify me to play better. There has never been any time
where an athlete has said. you have to do this or do this for a run
bemuse, you know, we as professional athletes know our conditioning
especially since ate have been playing for many years. And this has
never occurred since I have worked in the grass roots areas.
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Of enure. there ha:-. been speculation because I hung around with
street people that I was involved with drugs too. People called my
wife up and they told her I was in a sanitarium shooting drugs. So
I know the pre ores on the athletes and the pressures on the people
on the streets. because I area also working hi the community.
There are speculations you are in drugs too when people come up
Ind say. hey, von can get down with us, you are still from the streets.
So there are these pressums.

Senator BArii. Well. the kind of pressure that I am specifically
..oneerned aboutand in trying to articulate these concerns I don't
want in any way to give you or anybrxly else the. impression that I
am not pially concerned about those pressures that exist on the
streetbut my immediate mission right now a:: chairman of this subcommittee is to find out if there are pressmw that are put upon you
who are professional athletes to use substances. to be shot, to be
manipulated in such a way that you indeed do use or are forced to
use or voluntarily use synthetic substances whether it. be amphetamines or steroids or other kinds of substances to increase your athletic prowess.

Have you been subject to this kind of pressure in your professional
career?

Mr..Toxr.s. No. I haven't.
Senator BAYit. Or in your amateur career?
Mr. .Toxus. No. T haven't, but when I first started playing. I saw

a lot of the older ball players that had been playing with me for
several years taking pills because they were just fatigued.
Senator l3.mt. What kind of pills were they?
Mr. JoNts. They were probably speed. to speed them up. I never

used it. But I would just seeand I was still young when I first

came in--and I would see them taking it and the guy would say,

here is some speed. I mean. these guys couldn't really go for two or
three nights because they were just old and fatigued. I noticed they
didn't play any different though.
Senator 13.Y1-ir. Pardon?

Mr. ,ToNEs. They didn't play any d;fferent. This was just psychological for the older ones.
So there has never been any pressure on me except on my playing
when I was injured that, tine.
There is the indirect prc?ssure of sving w need 3-on and the team

wants yon, so under the circumstances do you think you are able

to play?
There were pressures about being shot. I know athletes who were
shot in their knees to play in playoff games and almost were crippled.
But that io still on the individual. He doesn't have to have a shot.
Hut these are the pressures that athletes go through because tey're

trying to keep their position or trying to keep up their whole id,
their whole I. the whole individual effort in trying to still be the

superstar. And there are superstars that don't have to do this because
they gret some rest. But there is the. career man who, if lie is injured,

somebody will take his place and he will lose his job. So there are
pressures that you don; see all of the time. There are pressures on
athletes who are just barely making it. They have to play while they
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are injured and have to play shot up. These are the pressures that
are not always seen.
Senator Balm. What sort. of advice could ael...ingive me, as a mem-

trying to limit the
access to amphetamines and barbituratesthe uppers and downers
and get out of this artificial culture at the street level and stop
it. Someone who is trying to say to the big drug producers, we are
not going to let you go ahead with unlimited production because
this poison gets out on the streets eventually, so what advice could
ber of the Senate and as somebody who has

you give me?

Are there laws or regulations or standards we should require of
professional athletes or managers or owners that would lessen the

pressu re ?

Mr. JoNEs. I have a suggestion, and that is we talk about drugs
coining into all of our ports. and I asked a kid 10 years old, where

did the drugs conic from, and he said, hell, they come in from another
eountrY. So these are always in our midst. They are always accessible.
As 3.1:11:i said, drugs cost less than meat now.

And what. we Fay is, there has to be some type of control because

in our areas that I have worked in and lived in the same thing is
trueand he comes from Kansas and I come from Philly, but we
are all experiencing the same thing. And we sit down and rap with
brothers from all over the country and they are all experiencing the

same thing in all areas. There is a complete genocide of people going

on and there has to be some control. There has to be control on
the ports. There has to be control on the access to pills and access

to cough syrup in pharmaceutical stores and the access to drugs.
I mean. onr whole culture is drug-oriented. Television says to take
a glass of something to go to sleep or just take a pill. They are orient-

ing the whole Nation to do everything on the basis of, let's take
something to relieve this situation instead of using their mental

capacities.

Senator Baru. I have sat here hour after hour and listened to

certain government officials say my suggestion to limit amphetamines
sounded good but
make sense, and that you couldn't limit the
production of amphetamines because, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.
Well. we did cut back production 80 percent.
You know, this is what we have been trying to do now in the same
area with barbiturates and sopors and methaqualone. Are there things
that we should give our attention to in the area of sporting activities

whether it is amateur or professional/ I don't think any of us can
wave a magic wand. you know, but we can do our own particular
thing to help.
Are there regulations or actions that we should give our attention
to in this area? .1 am a second-rate amateur. At least I was several

years ago. or maybe even a third-rate, but I love sports and hate
to see this area, which has in the past, and I like to think today,
symbolized excellence and accomplishment on your own capacity
without having sonic sort of pill to prop you up, and I hate to see
this change.
Are there things we need to do to guarantee that this continues to
be the standard we strive for?
99-740-73-
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Mr. DYER. I would like to answer the question. Yes, there is something we can do. I was ready to propose this.

Our objective is to universally set up conuseling, drug education
and prevention, recreational centers throughout the country and by
this we will improve decisiomnaking. Even if you cut back on amphetamines and barbiturates you still have this problem out here.
So we say, we can't stop the source of it, in here, and it is going to be
here. but we can improve the decisiomnaking of the people involved.
We can sot up centers which young people can come Into that are
open 24 hours a day in which they can have recreational activities,
in which they can be counseled in relationship to drugs, and where
they can have a drug prevention program and an educational program enlightening ;ion, about. %vita they are taking.

Von see. in the ghetto if they hear about, some drugs that they
don't know about. they're just going to pop it in their mouth or

shoot it in their veins because they say, yon can get high. And what
we want to do is universally set up centers to combat. this.
Right now. I would like to turn it. over to a very good friend of
mine. Dr. Russell Cassel. one of the most prominent psychologists
in the field of drie. education. Ile is a retired colonel from the Air
Form, Academy. a graduate of the Rocharks Institute. Ile has published over nine books. Ile has had over 13 tests which are in opera-

tion or trole at one time in operation. He has published over 300

articles in relationship to drngs. and rminsoling. which we will have
at our center.

Right now I would like to turn it over to a very good friend of

mine and my major professor in my studies. Dr. Russell Cassel.
)r. CAssEL. Thank you. Maki.

I am Procssor Iins =c11 Cassel from the University of Wisconsin.
T was born in Harrisburg. Pa.. 61 years ago. I spent 15 years and 5

in each of the wars involuntarily and retired from the California
school system.

I inn better 'mown as the editor of Mr. Education, which has Sid
Mariailit's picture. or as the editor of College Students' .Tounal,

and the lead article is altmit Elliott Richardson and the second article
is about Senator .Tackson of your own group, and the third article is
about President Weaver, from the university system, and the fourth

item is a Nobel Prize winner, about a Nobel Prize winner in this

issue just. released yesterday.

BM I am a felloct of the American Psychological Association. I

tile school psychology area that the Univeram the only di .poekat
sity 1,i' Milwaukee has ever had.
So T guess I would rather talk as it psychologist.. As a psychologist.
I can say.there is something I think you can't capture up here in the
Senate halls. that. I want. to bring out. Yesterday noon when I
learned that we were coining here instead of the Gary, Ind. to meet
your group, I alined a full colonel
Senator BAYll. Pardon me.. And this is off the record.
(Discussion off the record.]
Senator BAYII. OK. you were saying.
1

Dr. Cassia.. I called a friend. a full colonel friend of mine and

told him I would be here and would like to meet, with him because
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he is on a panel at the American Psychological Association and
served with me on this panel on decisimunalung. I told him Wa
Jones was coming with me.
Ile said, oh, no, not Wall Jones and Lucius Allen, the famous bas-

ketlyall payers. I said, yes, they are involved in prom-ants for the
see,ond year in the Milwaukee area and that was about all he said,
but an hour later he called are backand he has four children, the
youngest one who is 17 and a senior in the high school in Washington
here. and the other two are at Howard University and the fourth one

is a senior at Oregon and three of these were at homead when

he vatted back lie wanted to meet. Wall Jones and Lucius Allen, and
his son Ncas determined that he was going to come down here and
meet these, people.

So I told him if lie wanted to meet is and take us to the hotel,

there were five of us, and how he could get his four kids and himself
and the five of us in his ear I didn't. lai'-ow how, but we would negoiate that when the time
So, this gives you the kind of the feel of the kind of reception that

these people get. I came to Milwaukee 7 years ago. I came from
Liberia where my two last children where born.

Thee are the only two white children in an all black school. I

have lived here for 7 years. And you need to know the kind of life
that goes on in the alleys, up and down the street, with basketball
and so Oil. Yesterday my 7 year old came in and said his ball was
punctured by the big boys who were using it. And these basketball
games fro on until late. at night which I see in the alleys just outside
of our borne.

.1.nd in that block there are two medical doctors and two lawyers.
My home is a five-twdttxun brick house that would sell for $65,000
Itnywhero veal- the college. Well, that is the kind of home that I'm
talkiug about.
Now, when we talk about the American Psychological Association,
we are talking about many different kinds of specialists. Indeed. up
until 1969 there were 38 different kinds of specialists. Today there
are 3:1. Each new year in the last 4- years. a new specialty has been

added. The specialty that I'm talking about here is the 32d one,
which is humanistic psychology. The reason I talk about this is

bemuse each one of these four major people in the athletes for action
proomini, emieerned athletes for action, are athletes in their own right
and every one of these boys has been an outstanding athlete. Each
one of them has played a role in coaching and every one of them now
are concerned with going beyond that into helping relations, helping
these kids.
Now, humanistic psychology is a very efficient way of teaching be-

cause it treats an individual as if he were a unman being and when
lie conies into the athletic situation, each one of them must do some-

thing to improve hboself. There must be some intrinsic value in everything he does and not extrinsic, that is, not something- he is loading

on, not some information loaded onto him. There must be personal
development.

In the 38 years I have been working with the schools I have found

that people that come from the athletic areas know how to treat
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these Inin,.ns 1.1 a personal Way by not loading information on them,
lint giving them something that helps them better to make decisions.

I think Hal and Maehai here are a »mural for this lwtmise of their
way of workim, With children. and they were involved in these helping relationships in the kind of program that they were involved with
last year in Milwaukee.

_kind I witnessed these programs. They have had more attention

and brought wore ttention for °ir nivosity through the mass

media communication than any other prog,Tam we have had there.
and I am proud to be a part of it again this year.
It seems to me my job and the job of the university is to give them
resource background so that they have some depth with which to deal
with these kiwis of problems. I think it is not just. idle words when
1 toward says that the problem in drug abuse is a bad decision on the
part of the abuser.
The only way you are going to change drug abuse or delinquency
or ally oti bt'llaViOr in man is to change something inside of the
man and this is the kind of thing these people am doing.
Now, they need liclp. For exact )le. Howard had a videotape all
year as a counselor in the Milwaukee schools. but that was taken away
from him because he is going out 0.... the district and school property
taken out of the district. 1!;011., they have a whole series of
ean't
tapes that make a 1- or 1 5-ininnte presentation of sonic technical
area. And then they relate to the kids. and they relate to the people.
with this as a basic background.
There are samples of actual game playing. and simulation in which
they play role; 1111 diie.lt they are eonfronted with drugs. They play
roles in which they confront other people with all types of different
situations involving drugs where they live through these experiences.
This helps the children become. aware of the situations. I have licxn
ft pilot for many years, and I think you know a 747 pilot. when he

sits in front of the cockpit for the first time. he really has never

flown an airplane until he flies the 7.17 because it is a transition type
flying. but he takes oil with all the competence, that a mature pilot
des. 1Ie has learned through simulation, and the same thing is trite

of the big tankers. And I think that is the kind of program these

boys have. brought to our youth. They have done it last year, and I
think they will do it again this year.
Senator Rivit. Well, thank you Doctor, and all of you gentlemen.
for giving us an insight. as to what some of these pressures and these
facts on tlw street are that load to the problems of drugs and minpound the problem. My compliments for taking the bull by the horns
and doing something about it.

Now. let me just throw one other question out, and then we are

going to have to naive on here unfortunately,

Them .,vould have to he enormous- pressures on an athlete and I
suppose the very spirit of competition is pressure,. The question is.
where do you go beyond the line where pressure is no longer wholesome and the desire to excel becomes rally the willingness to resort.
to utilization of substances that the athlete might. feel would help

him excel but which are dangerous?
'Fell us, are there any specific examples of this. whether it be high

school, college, or at the university or profeional athletic level?
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Is there any thing that we can do from a legislative standpoint to

alleviate or remove or to establish reasonable standards so pressure to
excel will not lead to the utilization of some of these artificial substances that we call cirrus and that really lead to the demise of the
individual eithct permanently or at least lc en his or her efficiency
as far as human beings are concerned, as well as being athletes.
Mr: .JONES. I would like to say i hat I think the procures arc corn-

ing from. we'd, we. are talking about the industry, and again the
idea of athletes being pressurized.
I think it ceased to be a sport for fun any more, sometimes in professional ball. It cm:Fed to be a sport, any more in professional

I think as an athhte mself, playing for 9 years and going through
some pressmw to participate under this, I think we need moneys to
have guidance counselors fo rthe young people not only in the sports
field--lwearise us .11achai said the sport life only lasts for 3 limirs
but we must pmject, their energies into education and we feel that
our drug and recreation centers could be an important part in this.
We must educate people in what nobody knew yesterday and prepare
people in our school : for what no one knows yet, but what some
People must know tomorrow.
We must prepare them.

Senator BAYir. That makes sense to Inc. and it just doesn't make
sense that there are people in public areas of responsibility who feel

that you might be able to save a dollar a day by cutting some of
these programs, yet. you would be denying young people programs

that could sire lives tomorrow.
-Mr. Dv Ea. Senator, before we close, we passed out a letter about
this and we do accept. contributions so we do encourage you to make,

if you can, to pass legislation to encourage your friends, or people
that you know to support us in our plan to save our children in all
of the ghettos in America because we are all about saving the children.

Senator
I can't think of a more important goal than saving
those young lives that are otherwise going to be lost, and appreciate
you gentlemen contributing to our study today here.
[Mr..Tones' prepared statement is as follow :]
rm :emu:1) tATATrimEN or WAI.I JONES ON BFAIALF OF CONCERNED ATIILETES IN

dear:

ACTION AGAINST DRUG ABUSE

We the Converted Athletes III Aetion is a nationwide group of NBA and NFL
::Stier and non-active professionals. We have dedicated ourselves to the youth
in our society timi to the ever-Mere:wing problem of drug abuse. Our concern
is especially eentered around the environment of the underprivileged youth
who can least afford to attend a hoarding camp and who are most susceptible
to exposure to the PON of drug abuse.

Our goals for the 1973 fiscal year are to take the less fortunate youth out
of his environment and provide a week of schooling and activity which will

not stom his forgotten.

Recent endeavors of the group included a series of playground based Minim
of basketball and drug abuse education. The clinics were put on throughout,
the summer of 1972 in the Milwaukee area. The positive reaction we reeeived
from the youths and the concerned public drove us to go on this year. Operating

on a larger scale. we hope that children who were not able to participate last
year will have a chance this summer.
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This year. the Concerned :lthletes will depart from the playground concept,
and will provide a series of fourteen boarding camps which will each house
150 of the states undemrivilegsl youths for six days. They will be provided
with meals, a physical exam twd all instructional and recreational activities

at no charge.
The staff includes the NBA and NFL ballplayers. a doctor. drag experts, exaddicts. and teachers and coaches well versed in leading vamp activities.

lbsent studies have shown that most drug alms... pnazrants have not been
successful do to a lack of support and interest, on the part of the public. Our
organization has chine extensive study in trying to find the right solution to
e(nnhat this killerdrug abuse.
We now ask for your sillport in an effort to dean up our Wisonsin streets.
Rather than request a specific amount, we ask only that your organization give
%Olaf your (Alive is able.

We open ourselves to you for discussion and will furnish necessary documentation utsm request. It is hoped that you will avail yourself of this opportunity.
Please. find the means and the time to participate in this most worthwhile
effort. Thank you for your consideration.

Senator Bagel. Our last witness this morning is Dr. Lawrence

Golding from Kent State University.

Doctor, -thank you for joining its here this morning and this

a

rternmm.
STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE A. GOLDING, PH. D.,
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY

1)r. Chum xc. Thank you. I preintred :1 .2-page summary of some of
the research that has been done 011 amphotainincs and anabolic steroids and I- think if I read it, that. might In a starting point to ask
:quint (west-ions.

1.111pliettonine and anabolic steroids appear to be two of the drugs
most commonly taken by modern athletes.

Amphetamine and its effect on athletic performance has been
studied and the research indicates that the amphetamines do not
ineease or improve physical performance. Since, amphetamine increases the heart rate and blood pressure. it may also add an additional stress on the strenuously exercising athlete. In a carefully
controlled, double Mind study at Kent State University with both
athletes and nonathletes, in both rested and fatigued conditions,
amphetamine did not improve physical performance.

The use of amphetamine is so widespread that athletes tend to
ignore ally contraindications. They are aware that large doses of
amphetamine are administered to itsychiatric patients with no appar-

ent, toxic effect. They lose sight of the fact that abnormally high

;loses are administend under very tr,li.tigent, medical supervision.
Agencies that control athletics are not concerned about the use of
vitamins or other to ttrit ional supplements. but they have become very
concerned about the use of drugs. This concern and attempted control
by authorities tends to make the athletes believe that there must be a
definite advantage to the use of these drugs to merit, the controversy
that their use (reiterates. As the bodies that control athletics become
more certain t1Pat, drugs lutist affect performance advantageonsly.
The athlete, on amphetamine becomes keyed up for his event, which
is desirable for optimal performance. Ire is mentally alert and. when

observed ebjectively. appears to be emotionally ready to perform
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maximally. Mental attitude certainly can affect performance, and
being mentally prepared for an activity or an event is desirable. The
incivased psychological preparedness appears to be the only rational
reason for the continued use of amphetamine.
ANDROGENIC -ANABOLIC STEROIDS

Most users of steroids feel that beneficial effects in strength .occur
only when accompanied by heavy workoutsusually weight training,
which tends to complicate findings, since this increase in training
may account for some observed strength gains.

It is apparent that the use of anabolic steroids is extremely common, especially among weight men. Individuals are naive to believe
that athletes would not resort to these measures in their search for
excellence. We are living in a drug culture and the sporting world
is not inumme. Drug taking is not considered immoral, unsportsmanlike. or dangerous by youth. Drug procurement is apparently easy,

and athletes desiring; drugs have little difficulty obtaining them.
Many athletes admit that physicians supply them with anabolic
steroids and, although they recommended normal dosages, they do
little to prevent the individual from increasing the dosage at will.
The medical literature indicating possible liver impairment with
the use of anabolic steroids further concerns athletes, trainers,
collates, and team physicians. Finally, ethical and legal consider-

ations make the problem of anabolic steroids use one with impossible
dimensions.

Four major investigations report that anabolic steroids do not help

weight and strength development and indicate that the anabolic
steroids have no place in athletics. They point oat that weight gain
may possibly be fat acciumdation or water retention, and not lean
muscle mass. Six other, now eight, equally well designed studies
report significant improvements in weight, strength, and nutsele size.

The studies report no signifiumt side effects of drug therapy and
suggest that gains occur when the strength workouts are near maximum and when accompanied by a. high-protein diet.

The predominant attitude among authorities is that the solution to
drug use by athletes is through understanding and education. However. the overly strong views of the establishment make it difficult
for athletes to talini to the use of drugs. Too often the coach, trainer,
or team physician plays the mile of a disciplinarian instead of an
understanding counselor, which makes the hope for drug control
through athlete cooperation almost impossible.
Senator B.vvii. Well, what can we do about that?
Dr. Gornixo. Weil, I am really only involved in the research side
of it. and the studies investigating drugs. I think in the studies on
amphetamines, there is no question, in my mind and I know in sonic

of the other people': minds, that amphetamines do not heighten

physical performance, yet in personal surveys with athletes, amphetamines are probably the most prevalent drug used.
As I indicated, thc only reason I can see for taking amphetamine
is the idea the athlete feels he must be up for a certain. task. Since it
is a psychostimulant, he takes it, to mak. sure he isn't down when he
gets ready for a performance.
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The fact that amphetamine doesn't help performance makes education a possibility. I think, on the other hand. with anabolic steroids,

the majority of studies show strength improvementand unfortunately the controlling agencies too often are anxious to get their

point across that anabolic steroids don't help. and even the research
that. is done. they tend to knock it and say the res,ri.arch is not controlled. but there are well - developed, controlled studies that have
shown. so far, that anabolic steroids do increase strength and weight.
and therefore, people interested in strength and weight are going to
take them.
They are not taking them in lieu of hard work either. They are
hard working athletes that are looking for the edge that is croing to
lead to winning. These people that are very well twined athletes and
they will go on something like an anabolic steroid to give him that
winning edge over his opponent.

Dr. Hagerman and myself did a personal survey and talked to a

great number of really champion athletes: international and nationallevel athletes. It is difficult to comprehend bodies like NCAA saying
they are not being used. or top athletes don't use them, because they
do use them. I would say all top weight men are probably on ann

steroids. You can't. find out if they are on them through urinal:sis
because they stop taking them several weeks before competition.
I think we have to look for an educational program showing j ist
exactly how much. if there is a. gain in strength and weight, can be
gained from the anabolic steroids, and more importantly, what some
of the side effects are.
Senator BAYIT. What are the side effects?

Dr. Gor.ntxu. If you look at the PM, von will find a list of side
effects that are almost as scary as if you had looked at the aspirin
side effeci-s. In other words. they list, a great number of side effects

all the way from liver damage to possibly,cancer of the prostate and
sonic very serious side effects, and among the sporting world there
has been propagated a story that the testosterone will cause testicle
atrophy and you will lose your hair and lose all sex drive. Unfortu-

nately. with this kind of story going around and then when you

interview athletes. they are aware of who is taking them and they see
these things are not. happening to those people so they are aware of
the fact that this is probably more of a scare campaign than anything else.
You heard a witness here today say that when they found one man

on drugs, they kicked him off the team. You are not going to get
much cooperation and understanding with discipline involved like
that.
They did a survey with athletes, and they were very, very cautions
to talk to you about it until they found out von were not a coach and
were not any authority body but yon were doing it for research purposes, and then they were very willing to tell you about it.
We don't think of taking these substances in the same light as
street addicts taking drugs. They feel they are only takino. it in
search of excellence. And as long as there is a possibility this might
make them perform better, they are going to try it.
And I don't know what the answer is. We are presently dein(); a
study at Kent on the use of anabolic steroids. Like. all strobes that
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come late, we have the benefit of all of the other studies so we have
designed a study that I hope will answer many of the questions that
other studies have not.
We have control groups and we have placebo groups. We do have
quality controls necessary to give us the answers.
Senator Doyle. What. data is available on anabolic steroids and
their possible addiction? Can ene become addicted?
Dr. Goini No. No, it is not an addicting drug.
',';enator BAi er. When the athlete who has taken steroids becomes
a non-athlete from the standpoint of competition, in general what
happens?

Dr. GounNo. Well, I am talking now about the anabolic steroids.
If they take anabolic steroids, usually they don't stay on the steroids.
They are scared of them. If you talk to athletes, they are very sincerely interested in finding out something more about it.. Usually,
sometime. prior to their competition they will go on for some time,
short period of time, on anabolic steroids to bring out the maximum

pe.rformance and the most I ever heard of anyone being on them
voluntarily is about 10 weeks prior to an event. They usually go on

.them something like 3 weeks on them and 1 week off, bemuse somewhere along the line this has gotten out in the ranks of people who

are taking them that this is the way to do it.
Senator BAYII. Are they taking steroids with counseling of the

doctor?
Dr. GOLDING. Some of them are. As a matter of fact, most of them,

when asked where they get their drugs from, respond that they get
them from Some physician; either a friend of somebody who has read

the litratnre and says, "I can't see where it is going to do you any
harm."

As I indicated, the only thing is that those. same doctors, who

might be given them one prescription for probably 100 tablets, may

not realize the kid on his own may be taking triple the dosage. If
one is good, three is three. times as good; that kind of philosophy.

Now. there are a. few who get them illegally, but by and large

anabolic steroids are not a street drug and although the PDR says it
does not increase performance, they put that in because they know
that they have to put that in. The research on physical performance
they have done really is almost nil, and was disappointed when we
applied to (IBA. for help in our research that they refused to support
its or even supply drugs for us in the study we are doing now.
So. CIIIA is apparently really not interested in doing research on
athletics and anabolic steroids.
Senator BAI!. Now, in your study in what sports do you find athletes
using the unabolie steroids? You mentioned weight men. Would this
apply to discus throwers and football players and so on?

Dr. GorinNo. When I said weight men, I really meant men interested in weight. and strength. Obviously weight lifters, the body
huildeis. the field events in track. certainly men in football. some
wstlers. especially your heavyweight wrestlers. The people who
run long distances are really not interested in anabolic steroids because strength and size is not what the event demands. But in any
pewit that deinands size and strength. the athletes are possible candidates for takim,analmlic steroids.
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Senator BAv. Is there any evidence. of their use in baseball or
basketball ?
Dr. Gor.niNG. A little, yes.
Basically, though, you don't see. very mach of the anabolic steroids.

You see more of amphetamines because this is a psychosthnulant. I
think it peps them up.
Senator B. rig. TR your experience with amphetamines, you say
there is no evidence at all to prove that they add to or increase the
quality of performance of the athletes?

Dr. Goinxo. Right. I think 1)r. Myth earlier mentioned the one
'Indy, the Smith and Beecher study, which is the only study in the
literature that indicated performance was helped, and that study was
taken apart, in the literature about not being well controlled. But all
of the other studies have indicated they do not improve performance.
Senator BAYu. How prevalent is the use of amphetamines? Take

the average athletic team, the professional and amateur; how prevalent ?

Dr. Gorni No. I think there has to be a separation between high
school and college at least. Most of the athletes that we have been
interested in are champions. In other words. in Olympic or national
level champions. I would say it. it, vc.ry widespread.
I know of at least three or four of those stifle athletes who have
also written programs and written articles against anabolic steroids,
but when it comes to their level to perform, they take them. And I
think if this gets knownand it. is known in circles of athletes who

are on them and who are not; ot officially but unofficiallyand I
think if this gets known it ruins their efforts. What probably ruins

an educational program is when you hear somebody or see somebody
write an article against anabolic steroids and know when it comes to
final competition they will be probably on them.
I think it is naive to think that amphetamines and steroids are not
being used. Anabolic steroids are not only being used but are being
used by champion athletes who are interested in weight.
Senator BAYII. Now, Doctor, we are confusing amphetamines with
steroids; aren't we?

Dr. Connixo. Well, I Was hulking about both of them. T think
apheta.mines, on a personal survey basis, hoy are probably the
most. prevalent drag. I think very close behind it is the anabolic
steroid.

Senator BAyit. Bnt WIIP von say von do have some data to substantiate increase in performance with the use of anabolic steroids
Dr. Goon:co. Right.

Senator BAY. But you have none as far as amphetamines are

cow-Trued?

Dr. Gornixo. Right.

Senator B Alm. Yet you say there is a greater degree of Ilse of

amphetamines than anabolic steroids?
Dr. Gotorco. Right. T can't explain it.

Senator MY1. Whnt d0 T, as a, policymkerwell, how do I

approach this problem? What do we do? What of the ethical ques-

tion as well as the. physical health question?
Dr. notnix. T think the amphetamines probably come closer to the
so-called street. drugs. and T guess must be handled like street drags
are.
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Senator 13Avit. Well, amphetamines are street drugs according to

every report that I have had from any community that has a drug
problem.

1)r. Goenixe. Right. yes. The athletes I talked to don't feel, when
he is interviewed, that he is taking drugs for the same reason as the
kid on the stmt. Ili,. feels quite strongly about this. He feels he is
taking it for his p'erformance and that is all. Maybe that is where
the diginctio is drawn.
Senator li.xyle Let me ask you this, you have interviewed athletes
and let's move to the amphetamines because I'm familiar with the
street problem with amphetamines, with speed and the uppers, both
by popping pills and shooting intravenously. You talked to athletes
who tell you that they use amphetamines to increase and improve
their athletic prowefes. Thive yon dealt with the possibility that these
athletes are also using amphetamines in a nonathletic related manner?
Ts it possible that they are used to using the substances, the =piletatnines, to got up for a game and during the nonseason when he gets
down for various personal reasons he will also resort to the amphetamines?
Dr. Goenixo. Right.

Senator 13.vii. What, has been your experience?
Dr. Galin No. In talking to athletes there have been a number of
them that admit they do take them eta of season and when they are
not mettincr, ready for an event, since amphetamines are something
theyhavee.to take almost directly before the event for its ultimate
effect.

Yes, there have been quite a number who said they have taken

diem other times.
Senator Mali. Do you have specific examples that you can inform

us about that relate to the use of an athlete using amphetamines or
steroids where the use has lead to physical injury of the user?
Dr. Goenixo. No.

Senator Ilern. You don't recommend the practice, do you?
Dr. Goenixo. No; not at all.
Senator Bern. Do you have any suggestions for someone 1'6a
myself who would like to get the facts out on the record, the facts

about, amphetamines where there is no direct relationship between the

use of amphetamines and increased performance but there does

appear to be a psychological type thing? One study I saw stated that
two out of four athletes interviewed admitted they were using this in
a nonathletic way, normally to keep them propped up to perform
their daily tasks even when they weren't competing.

We have rather strong evidence from a mnIxr of doctors who

have testified earlier in other hearings that we have held that amphetamine roliance can be very detrimental. So how do we get this message out?
Dr. Goenixe. T think, first of all, we haven't seen a lot of publicity
on the studies that have been done on the amphetamines and, I have

:just recently seen some newspaper coverage of drugs and a little
mention of the fact that there are controlled studies that have been
done.

I think if athletes could know the results of the controlled research

that shows that amphetamines do not help performance, and then
with the addition of that to the education, the fact that there can be
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detrimental side effects, for example, it is interesting in many of the
studies. on a treadmill study, for instance, we showed that although
amphetamines didn't increase performance. it did increase heart rates
and blood pressure after exercise and that is a detrimental effect. So,
if they could be told not only will they not see an improvement in
their performance, but actually there C1111 be detrimental side effects,
that might help.
As somebody mentioned this morning, it is very harmful for them

to have heat stress, and they could be told you could have circulatory collapse on amphqamines, if they could get across the fact
that it is not going to help them perform, and hopefully they can be
so "turned On- with their own athletic activity, that they won't need
any amplietantines fur tin upper. Nornially, we think of a highly
competitive situation like the Olympics or any other type of meet,
we think they should be F,0 highly motivated that they should be up
already and shouldn't need something to take them up emotionally.
I don't know why anybody with the excitement of an event like that
wfuild have to have something to take them up farther. I guess it
comes back to education.

Senator IlArto, Well, thank you, Dctor. I appreciate your coming
and taking the time to be with us.
I hope we can call 1311 you as you go ahead with your study. If you
have any other information you wish to include in the record, I hope
you will ie,t tls hare it so we can get all of the facts on the table.
1Dr. Golding's prepared statement is as follows:]
A. Cotnixo, I'll. D.. KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
and aumlaolie steroids appear to be two of the drugs most com-

PREPARED STATE M ENT OF LAWRENCE
1111010 amine

monly taken by modern athletes.
Amphetamine and its effect on athletic performance has been studied and the
research imlieates that the amphetamines do not increase or improve physical
perfonnance. Since amphetamine increases the heart rate and blood pressure, it

may also add au additional stress on the strenuously exercising athlete. In a
carefully oontrolled. double blind shady at Kent State University with both

athetes and non-athletes. in both rested and fatigued conditions, amphetamine
did not improve physical performance.
The use of amphetamine is so ..videspread that athletes tend to ignore any
contraindleations. They are aware that large doses of amphetamine are administered to psychiatric patients with no apparent toxic effect. They lose sight of

the fact that abnormally high doses are administered under very stringent

nuslival supervision.
Agencies that control athletics are not concerned about the use of vitamins
or other nutritional supplements, but they have become very concerned about

the Ilse of drugs. This concern and attempted control by anthorities tends to
make the athletes believe that there must be a definite advantage to the use of
these drugs to mealt the controversy that their use generates. As the bodies
that eutrol athlelles become more dogmatic In their disapproval of drugs and
more persistent in their efforts to curb their use. the athletes have become
more curtain that drugs must affect performance advantageously.
The athlete on amphetamine becomes keyed up for his event. which is &sirtilde for optimal performance. He is mentally alert and. when observed objectively. app ears to he emotionally ready to perform maximally. Mental attitude
certainly con afTect performance, and being mentally prepared for an activity
or an event is desirable. Increased psychological preparedness apposys
the only rational reason for the continued lase of amphetamine.
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ANDROGENIC- ANABOLIC STEROIDS

Most users of steroids feel that beneficial effects in strength occur only wile"
aceonulianied by heavy workoutsusually weight training, which tends to complicate findings, since this increase in training may account for some observe!
strength gains.
It is apparent that the use of anatholi steroids is extremely common, especially among weight men. Individuals are naive to believe that athletes would
not resort to these measures in their search for excellence. We are living in a

drug culture and the sporting wyrld is not immune. Drug taking is not con-

sidered immoral, unsportsmanlike, or dangerous by youth. Drug procurement is

apparently easy, and athletes desiring drugs have little difficulty obtaining

them. Manly athletes admit that physicians supply them with anabolic steroids
and. although they recommended normal dosages, they do little to prevent Ileindividual from increasing the dosage at will.
The medical literature indicating possible liver impairment with the use r."
tombolie steroids further concerns athletes, trainers, coaches, and team physt
clans. Finally, ethical and legal considerations make the problem of anal oli
steroid use one with impotasIble dimensions.

Four major investigations report that anabolic steroids do not help weirir,
and strength development and indicate that the anabolic steroids have no pine
in athletics. They point out that weight gain may possibly be fat accumulation
or water retention, and not lean muscle mass. Six other equally well designed
studies report significant improtemenis in weight, strength, and muscle size.
The studies report no significant side effects of drug therapy and suggest that.
gains occur when the strength workouts are near maximum and when accompanied by a high-protein diet.
The predominant attitude among authorities is that the solution to drug use
by athletes is through understanding and education. However, tile overly strong
views of the "establishment" make it difficult for athletes to admit to the use

of drugs. Too often the coach. trainer, or team physician plays the role of a
disciplinarian instead of an understanding counselor,which makes the hope for
drug control through athlete cooperation almost impossible.

Senator 13Avit. We vrill recess these hearings to reconvene on July
12. 1973. for subsequent testimony.

(Whereupon,. at 2 p.m. the subcommittee recessed to reconvene

Thursday. July 12, 1973. j

PROPER AND IMPROPER USE OF DRUGS BY ATHLETES
THURSDAY, JULY 12, 1973
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D .0
The subcommittee (composed of Senator Bayh, Hart, Burdick? Kennedy, Cook, Hruska, Fonag, and Mathias) met, pursuant to notice, at
9 :10 a.m., in room 2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch
ILIA (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Bayh, Mathias, and Fong.
:also present : Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John
M. Rector, deputy chief counsel; Mary K. Jolly, editorial director and
chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith, research director; B. Elizabeth Marten,

secretary to the staff director; Lance Ringel, assistant clerk; and
Catherine van de Wide, secretary.

Senator BAYII. We will reconvene our hearing this morning on the
proper and improper use of drugs by athletes hi athletic competition
and the related issue of the adequacy of laws governing the improper
distribution of drugs in athletics. We are particularly interested in
these concerns as they pertain to high school, college, and amateuv
athletics.
Reports implicating athletes in the traffic and abuse of drugs are
increasing, thus it appears that athletes are not immune from general
drug use, which confronts our Nation today.
I am particularly concerned. however, about the ethical implications of athletes in the quest for victory and their relation to amphetamines, in relation to hard work, discipline, and dedication to honest

competition. I believe that it's important to win, but that how the
game is played is equally important. This has been a long-time tradi-

tion, sustaining annteur athletics over the years. I am hopeful that
we will find that the average amateur athlete hits not surcomed to
temptation and the philosophy that victory is important enough to
risk ruining a life of, indeed ruining the ethical framework of amateur athletics.

As I mentioned on June 18th when this series of hearings began,
the subcommittee raised a number of issues relative to the use of
drugs by athletes. First, the ethical consideration involved in the use
of additive or nonrestorative drugs including substances such as
cocaine, amphetamines, and so forth. Second, an assessment of the
extent of the use of these drugs by athletes. Third, current policy

guidelines and enforcement mechanisms relative to the improper use
of drugs by athletes. Fourth, the nature and extent of current efforts
(133)
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to educate trainers. muthes, and others regarding the proper and
improper use of drills: and fifth, suggestions and recommendations
to facilitate the proper use of drugs in athletic competition.
The witnesses scheduled to testify this morning, as you all know,
are particularly well qualified to provide expert advice and insight
on these very important issues.
This committee has spent a number of years exploring critical drug
problems as they exist in the street. They exist in our communities,
and indeed they exist in the black market and in some of the finest
phannacentiad houses of America.

We have a great deal of cooperation across the board and many
witnesses like those this morning, who have given their lives to
athletic competition and building, the body and mind, have shared

their expertise with us. The drug problem has reached a tragic level
of sig,nifwance in our country today and many are most appropriately
concerned. I think we have made some progress. It would be alarming

to find a significant level of drug abuse in the area of athletics, a
past-time and a profession, which is designed to build the body and
mind and to make, more wholesome lives.

Our first witness this morning is Phil Shinnick, director of athletics. Livingston College, Rutgers, New Brunswick, N.J.
Mr. Shinnick, will you come forward? We appreciate your being
with us, sir. I would like to place in the record your rather significant
biographical sketch which shows your many accomplishments, the
long jump champion in the NCAA and Olympic champion. and we
appreciate very much your presence here, sir.
STATEMENT OF PHIL SHINNICK, DIRECTOR' OF ATHLETICS,
LIVINGSTON COLLEGE, RUTGERS, NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.

Mr. Sit INNICK. I am happy to be here too.

Drug usage hi athletics has been a major concern in my life the
last 10 years. I would like to share a little bit of the knowledge that
I have had through personal experiences and some of the studies that
have done in this area. I think I would like to start off and cover
five of the major key concepts that I would like to talk about, and
maybe you could ask some questions.

Drug usage in athletics is a very gradual process. It's not one day
you have to make a moral decision whether or not to take drugs, and
it starts from a very gradual process of vitamins to restorative drugs,
then to amphetamines and anabolic steroids. Usually in the life of
an athlete, it takes 5 to G years to get into the major drugs such as
amphetamines and anabolic steroids.
I would like to also demonstrate that some of the pressures on the

athlete that perhaps cause him to take sonic of these drugs. For

example, it could be an economic or political pressure to win, to perform when the process is subordinated to the product of winning. I
would like to also talk about the structure that is dominating athletics,
not only within intercollegiate athletic departments, but also within
professional teams and high school teams, and some of the problems
that this highly rigid structure brings about in terms of the drug usage,

in the athlete.
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I would like to talk a little bit about the lack of clarity in some of
the medical research and information that gets down to the athletes,

air- also talk about how the professional athletes are serving as a
model for not only the colleges but the high schools, and talk about

sonic of my general conclusions.
I would like to go into some of the specific reasons and perhaps if
there are any key concepts that you would like to go into in depth. I
can do it. According to by experience in the last 10 years, drug usage

in athletics has increased. One of the big difficulties in getting any
reliable information is athletes have been afraid to talk because of the
fear of reprisals either to the athlete himself or his team; especially in
professional sports when bad publicity is associated with drugs. plus
admitting that they are taking drugs in many cases, which are done
illegally. The information that I have gotten is from my own personal
experience. journals of athletes, and some surveys that 1 have done.
Drug usage started for me in 1963 when I was at St. Louis at the
National Men's Outdoor Amateur Athletic Union Championships, and

a drug representative from the Riker Co. was there, he was pro-

moting a drug called Nort lex, and he gave the adages free bottles of
it. I started using drugs for the first time then. He told me then that

Norfiex could be used to relax muscles, and t Mere would lie no problem

with reflex action in using this drug.
Senator 13Ayil. May I ask you, that is a drug that requires a pre-

script ion, does it not ?
Mr. SlaixxieK. Normally, yes, sir.

Senator BAyn. And this fellow was peddling it on his own, giving

it away'?

Mr. SitiNxnu. Ile had approximately 48 bottles of it, a box, and
the price at the :bust; store was around 87 a bottle.
Senator
Did any of the athletes stop to think about the
necessity of asking a doctor what impact these pills would have on

their performance ?
Mr. SIIINNICK. Usually the athletes, all they have to do is mention

that. this might increase their performance, and other considerations
go by the wayside, especially when there is a national championship
and you train, or have trained for 2 or 3 years, and those types of considerations seem to go to the background because of the pressure of the
moment.

Senator BATH. I can't say I accept that philosophy. In fact, I
oppose it. I can understand it., I might add. But what I have great
difficulty in understanding is how an athlete, who trains and really
tortures himself and puts everything else aside to reach a plateau,
national competition, can accept the word of some pill pusher as to
what will CalLSC increased competence and increased oompetitive
ability, increased performance. It is sort of like buying a pig in a
poke, isn't it, for a highly trained athlete who has done everything
physically possible to accept some pill pusher's opinion as to how he
can do better? Nobody questions taunt?

Mr. SHIN:cu.:K. No. It's my impression, at least, athletes will do
. almost anything short of killing themselves to have an increase in
performance when they are under pressure.
You know, athletes aren't rational sometimes. I don't think I have
been rational in snma of my approaches to drugs during the years.
99-740-73-10
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Senator 13Avn. Excuse me. Go ahead. It's just that as a very, very
amateur athlete, nothing at all compared to your experience or competence, it is hard for ma to understand why somelike like yourself
who got to the top, not a sandlot athlete, like myself, would take this
approach.
Mr. SHIN NICK. Recounting what happened in 196:3, at that time

I had just broken the world record, and I was competing in the

men's outdoor national championShip, and I was favored to win and
I was about. 19 veers old, and I was very nervous, and you know,
anything sounded good because of the tremendous pressure to do well.
Von just. grab at straws sometimes.
Senator BAY11. Did you ask your coach?
Mr. Sni xx lex. Did I ask the coach ?
Senator BAYII. Yes.
Mr. SILINNICK. My coach wasn't there.
Senator 13Ay11. Well, go ahead, please..

Mr. SlIINNICK. That same fall, I was at the University of Washington. I was on the track and field team, and I noticed that many
athletes were taking pills before practice, and some of the pills were
just vitamin C and salt, but another pill that they were taking was
Darvon. They were taking from two to three or four Darvons per
practice, per day, and the reason they were taking this was that in

1963,1 found out later, that in 1958, they introduced a new concept in
football, which was called spear tackling, where you put your head
in the chest of an opponent., and you tackle with your forehead rather

than with your shoulder. This was a fairly new concept during
the 1950's and 1960's, and it changed a lot of the football methods.
Because of the spear tackling, a lot of the football players had gotten
headaches. So they were taking Damon before they would go out
and practice every day so their heads wouldn't hurt so much. This

was at regular practice during this time. I think that is very significant,

because of the brain injuries and things like this.
During that period, too, their was a football player named Rick
Sortun who said the coaches were giving him bennies and amphetamines. They were then giving them to the key players so that they
could increase their performance, and this was during the 1961-64

era. And at this time, a lot of those coaches are gone, but that was the
first time I really saw these things happening. I was a sophomore in
college.

Senator Mill. One thing we can do by holding hearings like these
is to get rid of some of the wive's tales, some of the suspicions, some

of the rumors that a few pills do in fact consistently improve performance. As someone who has excelled and been a national and
world champion, I would like to get your thoughts on these claims.
What has been your experience? In the first days of hearings, we had
testimony from athletes, trainers, and coaches that in the events
where massive strength is required some drugs are helpful and even
then, there were questions but in other kinds of sports, where brute
strength is not required, thcre has been no documented proof at all
of increased performance. Sometims people are not performing
better, but they are relaxed into thinking they are better. Would you
give us your personal opinion, from your long experience, as to
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whether popping a few bennies or uppers really has helped you or
other athletes ?

Mr. SIIINNICK. Well, I think there is one variable on that, that is
perhaps there is no clear evidence on this to show that they do increase performance, but one thing that amphetamines do do, and

especially the amphetamine called Ritalin, is give you a feeling of con-

fidence, and for most athletes their biggest problem is their lack of
confidence and so simply having that feeling of confidence, perhaps
taking Ritalin every day, you can start to gain a feeling of confidence.
My personal experience tells me that those athletes who have been
taking amphetamines in fact did increase their performance, maybe it
was a dependency that they thought simply by taking the pill, it did
increase their performance. There was one study in 1959 that I read in
a medical journal, there hasn't been any research since then that seems
to supercede that report, and the study has shown the performance
of highly trained athletes can be significantly improved in a majority
of cases, about 75 percent, with the administration of amphetamines.
One of the criticisms that I have about the medical reports is that they
do their experiments on normal people rather than on highly trained
athletes. I think there is a big difference, because an athlete who trains
for 10 years is in much better physical condition than the normal person. I think he is going to react differently, sometimes, to a drug, especially when he trains 4 hours a day, and if you take a study on people
who have never trained or say they have trained for 6 weeks, an hour

and a half a day. I think that athletes are a little skeptical of those
reports we just talked about, because our experience says that those
people who are taking it, are doing quite well. In fact, three or four
of my friends are Olympic champions, and they have been taking them

for 4 or 5 years.

Senator BAYII. I am glad to get your assessment of that report.
Dr. Cooper, one of the witnesses, was very critical of this particular
report, of the kind of controls employed and its accuracy.
Mr. SIIINNICK. The methadology might not have been as
as
they have now, because I think the statistics and the saienti -lc community have progressed as a whole. I think the scope of it was fairly
good, 1 think.
Sellator BAYII. `Nell, please proceed.
Mr. SIIINNICK. In 1964, when I made the Olympic team, we were in
Los Angeles, and a Mr. Hoffman was there, and he had a room checked
out in the same hotel as the Olympic team and he was giving out free

vitamins, minerals, proteins, and things like this, and I dropped by

and picked up my free vitamin supplements. Athletes will take almost
anything, especially amateur athletes. I took a lot of these pills over to
Tokyo and I experienced an allergic reaction to these vitamins. I really
overdosed myself. I think a couple of my friends have done the same
thing. I macde the mistake in 1966, and got a tremendous allergic reaction to vitamins. But the point is that they very readily accessible, and
they are almost being pushed into major competition groin these firms.

When I went to Los Angeles in 1967, I was a member of the

Southern California Striders, and a representative of the Air Force.
I really was exposed to amateur athletes, and on page 5 of my report,
1 have a list of the type of drugs that my friends came up with that
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I should take if I wanted to be great, and as you can see here, it

includes Winstrol. 4 tablets a day. (2 milligrams) and there is a Lilly
series of B -12, (10 CC) B complex, andt'Vnanalit C, and there are

all sorts of dfferent drugs here. But this is on a daily basis, and
many athletes take more theta) this. The person who came up with this

list of drugs has a hospital cart that holds syringes, medication, and
paraphenalia. And some of the athletes that I know hare pharmaceuti-

cal books. and they become almost experts on any new drug that comes
out. and then they experiment on it.

Senator BATH. They do this without consultation with a doctor?
Mr. SIIINNICK. Yes. sir.

Senator BAYII. Where do they generally obtain the drugs when

they are not at a meet or a hotel?
Mr. SIIINNicx. Well, one is from a veterinarian. That is a big source
of supply. People have some sort of connection with these veterinarians
and they are able to get the drugs, and get big supplies to supply the
other athletes. There seems to be no problem in getting
getting the drugs, it's
usually through a legal means. There seems to
a big mistrust between the athletes and doetors.
Senator BAYII. Obviously your experiences indicate that there is
no difficulty in getting the drugs. I respectfully suggest that you look
at the "authority" when you say through legal means, because anybody obtaining amphetamines or similar controlled substances, without proper prescriptions are doing it illegally.

You my you can get them through a vet or through a friendly
neighborhood pharmacist, or from the doctor, these are not necessaril legal means. Certainly the law is very clear. These drugs can
only be obtained and administered legally through prescriptions.
Mr. SIIINNICK. It doesn't seem to be any complication of the law
in the field of athletes.
Senator BAYli. Perhaps that is what we should look at.

'Nit. Siatxxicat. I think if a Federal investigator walked into the
dressing room of a National Football League team or the Olympic
team or some of the major competitions in amateur athletics, weight
lifting amt so forth, I think they would be quite surprised at what
they would find, and we would have a lot of people in jail.

Senator BAYII. Is this an acceptable practice for amateur athletics?
Mr. Smxxack. Are you asking is this widely done, or what. how
are vou asking that, question?
Se. nator B AYII. No ; I am asking both from the standpoint of the
physical wellbeing of the athlete and from the standpoint of what
ethics we should maintain. Should a different criterion be applied in
professional sports? I am not suggesting that we should. Let's limit
It. to your experience in arnatetu athletics. Is this practice of having
there pills available in the locker room good? I look at you and perhaps by what you mythe B.A. in economics, the M.P.A. in public
administration, doctoral candidate in philosophyif there is a stereotype of traditional jock, you don't fill the bill. From the standpoint
of having, a great deal of athletic experience as well as a great deal

of astuteness in the classroom, how do you view the use of these drugs
by ;ithlotes?

Mr. SHIN:sari:. How can I justify my taking drugs? Is that what
you are saying?
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Senator BArn. i am not asking you about what you have already
done. I am asking you to help us explore what standards we should
apply in the future. you can't undo what has been done. Is it a good
policy ethically and physically to have such drugs as these available
without the doctor's care, without any prescription according to law?
Mr. Sitixsu.K. Well, right off the top of my head, I would say no,
that the drugs E,lionldn't be a part of the amateur athletics, that the
proce.ss should be just as important as the product, and athletics
should be an extensien of human expression, and athletics should be
defined by the individual, but unfortnately in American sports and in
our society, there seems to be a structure that has a high emphasis on
winning. There .seenis to be a structural mechanism that says coaches
are hired and fired according to how many games they win. There seem

to be political pressures on athletes especially during these times
to win, not economic pressures, but political pressures to win for
the eonntry. When I was ks.,.istant Chief of the Mission to the 1965
World University Games in Budapest, part of the funds were supplied by the Crovernment, and we had several representatives from
the State Department and I was in charge of the 50 people on the
teams. We had fencing, basketball. et cetera, and 1 was under constant

pressure from the gentlemen at the State Department to beat the
"Commies," so thatP-I don't see any difference between that and the

economic pressures to win, that the highly competitive athletic is
under. which would become economic and political pressures.
Senator avvii. Excuse me. just a minute. I have a phone ctdl.
Mr. SHINN WIC. Let me continue, then.

In 196S at the South Lake Ttbhoe, I was training for the U.S.

Olympics---shouId I continue?
Mr. Rrrou. Why don't, von wait. a minute? Ile will be back shortly.
l'Short recess.1
Senator B. ii. Did you have a chance to see what the competitors
were using? 'Were they using these same drugs.
Mr. SII1NNICK. Oh. ves, that is very interesting, because they are

under the mme type of pressure. They are under more pressure, and
I would just say in l(M, when I was in Russia for the U.S. versus
USSR track meet, I went over to a friend of mine's place, named

Igor Ter-Ovanesyan, who was the ex-world record holder in the
long jinni). and I went into his lavatory and above his toilet, there
was a whole display of drugs, and they were vials for injections.
From the information I gathered most of the athletes routinely
are given shots once a month of steroids, vitamins, and just about,
anything you (1111 think of. I think that the European athletes and
the Russian athletes are more sophisticated in drugs, there is a qualitative difference. though. The Russian athletes and the German
athletes, they tare under closer doctor's supervision. In 1969, when I
was over at the World Military Championship that same summer, I

was talking about before (the wintertime when I was in Russia,
and I went back again in the summertime), and I pulled a muscle,
and I saw the German physician, and he came up to me and said

that they would fly me to Munich. and that I would have that pulled
muscle repaired within 10 ,lays if I would check into a sports hospital because they had all the people in the hospital who are specialists
who deal with this, and they would fix my injury. There is no coin-
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parable medical facility in the United States to take care of injuries
or talk about. drugs. A lot of drug information is very contradictory.
We have. people saying drugs don't help athletes in their athletic
performance yet athletes that I am familiar with are taking drugs
and are increasing their performance cropi sometimes average ath-

letes to world class champions. There is no tinst in Illy medical
profession among the athletes. At. least that is among the friends

that. I know. but definitely there. is a difference between the United
States and the European countries. There, they are under more medical supervision and they are taking more drugs, I think, on a legal
basis.

Senator BAYat. When von talk about drugs that you have seen

available. and are used to improve performance, are you referring .to
steroids or amphetamines?
Mr. SilixxicK. Generally steroids and amphetamines, but for ex-

ample, in weight lifting. one of the big things is taking pain pills

durino. competition and :amphetamines so that when you are liftineyou don't get pains, so you can lift more. There is a whole assortment
of drugs, everything you can think of the athletes take, from aspirin
to l)arvon. to enzymes to anabolic steroids. and amphetamines.
Senator BAyo. Would yon tell us specifically, what drugs you have
taken?
SII1NNIeli. 1 had a great difficulty with amphetamines because
one of my biggest problems in competition is staying calm and re-

laxed. If I lot myself go. I would get so psyched up I can't even

walk. hilt this is hecause I get butterflies, I almost get sick before a
track meet. but with me, if T took amphetamines. T wouldn't be able
to compete.
Senator ii. yii. Would you excuse me? I have another call. I will
b., right back.
[Brief recess.]
Senator BAY/i. I am sorry. We have some things cooking over on
the floor. and we

trying to keep an ey.3 on them.

Mr. SIIINX1eli. Your last question was what drugs had I taken.
I pretty much stayed away from amphetamines because one of my
problems is getting too high for competition, but I did take anabolic
steroids last spring, of 1972, and I put off taking steroids for 6 years
when most of my friends were taking them, and about February I

trot very nervous because I was in training very hard, and was takinomy Ph. D. examination and I just moved in to taking steroids. T took
them for about 4 weeks. I saw a slight increase in my performance.
I have taken steroids. phis when I had seven or eight major hamstring
pulls T have had to take all sorts of drugs which would be cortisone,
pain pills. Norflex. When you but 'e injuries. you are a walking pharmacy. you have to take three or four sets of pills a day for a period
of 3 or 4 weeks.
Senator BaYo. When yon were injured, you had the doctor ding110Se wiuid was best to correct the injuries. whereas the steroids or
amphetamines or whatever from the pill collection. dispensed at

some of these meets, or in the locker rooms that you describe. are
taken without any medical advice. without ally attchtion to the
ramifications that they can have on flue human being. You mention
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that some take an overdose of vitamins. That is a heck of a note, an
overdose of vitamins.

Mr. SIEINNICK. T. was a little nervous and what I did. I went to
a doctor and I had one of those tests where you put a dye in your
blood and they find out how your kidneys are. After I took it. I
went back and went through all those tests and I was a little more
careful than most people. I think the key concept here is the marginal difference between taking all of these restorative drugs even if
you are under a doctor's care and taking anabolic steroids; you can
get, very, used to taking vitamin pills and the difference between
the different color pill, it becomesit sort of shatters out. I think
there is no point where von can say these pills, I am going to take
this. I am going to take,lhis, I am not going to take this, and it becomes a process that you become involved m over a period of time
and for me it was 11 years, it just didn't happen overnight.
Senator BAYII. Where did you obtain the steroids that you took
recent] y ?

Mr. Stills:NICK. Steroids, I was under a doctor's care, but they are
readily obtainable front fellow athletes, God knows where, I think
I mentioned the veterinarian, the friendly pharmacist, and so forth.
I think especially as an athletic director; one of the big things that
you do see is winning and performing is very much equated to improving your manhood. I think that with this type of pressure on
you as you define your manhood, you can readily get into steroids
and amphetamines. When there is that type of pressure. I have got
all sorts of examples here in this document and I don't know whether
you want. me to go into that or not.
Senator BAYli. I will put it all in the record.

Mr. SimsrxrcK. Okay, I have examples of a cyclist in Europe who
said that; any athlete who didn't admit they were taking amphetamines was a liar. For example, Tom Simpson, an English cyclist.,
died because of an overdose of amphetamines. It is very common in
the European circles to be taking these drugs. In weight. lifting and
the Ohio competition, the Columbus, Ohio competition in 1910, they
tested three of the top place finishers and they were all disqualified
and the people who were fourth, fifth and sixth went up to take the
medals. but they didn't test them and they would have found out that
they were taking amphetamines also. In weight lifting it is very
prevalent.

In baseball, clear back in 1959, we have a baseball player saying
that they have been taking bennys and all of these new publications
that have come "Out of Their League" by Paul Meagyesy" They Call
It a Game," by Bernie Parrish, they have documentations where tremendous use of mnphetamines and steroids have been used in baseball,
golf, and all sorts of sports. There are just all sorts of case studies on

these. So it is not just in amateur athletics; but one of the things that
we are finding, the big variable is those teams which are expected to
win from the economical and the political reasons are the ones who
are usually involved in the steroids and amphetamines.
A good example of this is the survey that we had at the University
of California, at Berkeley in 1970 which showed that 62 percent took
depressants, 48 percent took amphetamines, 26 percent took pain
killers. 28 percent took anabolic steroids.
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I did a comparable study at Rutgers University football team
and found out that. less than 1 percent were taking amphetamines
and steroids and the big difference between Oal and Rutgers being

that Cal is big time and Rutgers isn't. I took a survey of the 150-pound

class at Rutgers, the football team, and found out that they weren't

taking steroids, most of all they were getting high, they were smoking
marijuana before their competition.
So you almost move from a spectrum which is highly competitive,

from amphetamines and steroids to the team that doesn't have that

pressure, which is taking counter-culture drugs,
There are the kind of surveys I did and found these things out. One
of the big
big problems is the tests are difficult to administer and eviis the Olympic test for amphetamines. I was talking
dence of
to some of the European athletes and it looks like the East Germans
have come, up with a new amphetamine that can be inhaled and be

out of the blood stream in a short period of time. It can be inhaled
before your event in track and field and it won't show up on the
test. So there are types of drugs now being developed to beat these
tests.

One of the biggest problems in testing is that you have all of these

pressures on the athletes. And then you put another pressure on,
that they shouldn't take drugs, this is to me sort of a naive idealism
to think that if everybody tries harder, somehow t2ie situation can
change because you have a structure that is typified by very little
deeisionmaking by the athletes in the process. There is a high rigidity in personal behavior and all sorts of symptoms of a very rigid
authoritarian struchire. I think a lot of this is one of the problems

why athletes are taking drugs and I think the rigid structure increases as the demands for performance increases. So I don't think by
putting more tests on you are going to alleviate this drug abuse because
I think very much you have a structural problem with the pros. The

professional sports use them, and they are used as a model for all
the colleges and so that they look to the professional as the high
school looks to the college. The professional sports are very much
involved in drug abuse and the mass media creates an image of what

sports is. it creates an ideal of what sport is with very few people
participating with a lot of vicarious involvement plus, within that
structure there is a high socialization process that teaches athletes to
he obedient. It teaches thfnu to work hard and follow the rules, but

also under pressure to perform consistently. When you have these types

of demands for certain behavior, these behaviors will be ellicited by
taking drugs. I think we have a structural problem.
Senator BAY11. Well. I must say I find it difficult h) rationalize

of the organizational structure and the redtape involved in

amittenr athletics in which our young athletes are involved. They are
involved for the competition, it is a skill, and that skill could be
mired down. It is more important to be competitive than to have an
allegiance to one of the organizations.
T have difficulty in rationalizing that kind of structure. That is one

thing. but to suggest that we shouldn't set any standards to try to
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protect the health and well-being of the athletes is another. I am
not willing to go that far.
Mr. SIIINNICK. I am not suggesting that, I am just saying that is
not the only thing that should be recognized. There are simply more
demands on the athlete, he is the one that has all of the demands put
on him. Sonic of the laws we do have against amplietainines and
steroids, especially without prescriptions that you yourself suggest
should be applied in the sports arena just as they are in any other
sector.

Senator BAYIL. Just because it is happening in professional sports

if it is happening there, it is bad and it ought to be stoppedI

don't think we should permit it one place and curb it another place.
We are trying. to lied out how wi&spread the use or abuse is and
wlr we can g about it.
\Tr. SillNxicx. If we don't do something about the dominant conditions that lead to that, I don't think there is any real solution. It
is in a personal solution rather than in the structural solution.
Senator Bayer. Well, I suppose one of the dominant conditions in
athletics is a great deal of physical and psychological strain as well
as pain at various times. How do you leave those influences ?

Mr. SniNsick. I don't quite understand.
Senator 13.vvii. One of the mesons I suppose, at least by your own
desTription, that one takes pills NAlical you atr practioing spear tackling, so is tt-, prevent headaches.

I don't know how spear tackling is ever going to be like fishing
in a riverboat. The very nature of the sport, physical contact causes
pun. How do you relieve that kind of pain?
Mr. SIIINNICK. Well, look at the nature of the sport. I think that
is a serious question that has to be looked at. As long as we have those

demands and spear tackling and things like that, plus there are informal norms that are accepted by the peer group. These put a lot

of pressure on the athletes which supercedes any concern for his own
health or psychological needs.
Senator Atm. You suggest in your testimony, as I recall, that we
should have spot checks for drugs at all athletic events.
Mr. SIIINNICK. Not at all. I read in the .paper about to week ago

that the National Football League was going to have testing programs but ther were not going to test the league championships or
the Super Boul and I don't understand that, because it would seem
to inc that the test that you should do would be the league championships and the S,..tper Bowl. In track and field they test at the Olympic
trials and the Glympic Games and the athletes know if they are de-

pendent upon the drugs, when they get to the bin. contest and they
can't take drugs. A lot of athletes that I knew went off of drugs, to be-

come familiar with not taking drugs, because they wanted
compete in those contests. I don't understand why they wouldn't have
testing in the Super Bowl and the league championships, rather than
the regular games.
Senator B.tvii. What sort of testing, if any, would you recommend

to deal with drug usage by athletes? Would you suggest that this

problem be approached by establishing prohibitions?
Mr. SmSNICK. I think them should be spot testing. You don't have
to test. everybody, you can randomly pck 10 people from each team,
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but if you are asking the question what types of tessts we should have,
are you asking that question ?
Senator 11 Ayn. Yes. sir. General, not specifically, what, types of
tests, how the tests would be administered, where we test and so on.

Mr. SHINNCK. I think tIP^ question that we have to ask before

yon ask that question is, who do these people report. to that are doing
the testing. For example, one of the problems that I see is the doctor's

reporting to the management although there is a certain amount of

professional ethics involved in the medical profession, I think there is
an economic reality. They may not be catering to the best interests of

the athlete. The medical doctors perhaps should have some sort of

eclat ionship with the player's association so that there would be a buffer

between the pressure, of management and the doctors. The testing
program should be done independently of the league, it should not be
done by the league. There is a conflict of interest there.

It is to the best interest of the League that drug usage isn't dis-

closed to the pnblie. I think it would hurt the profit of the game and
tile economic interests of the National Football League. They are not
necessoyily concerned with the interests of the athletes, but the creation

of consumer demand. so they can make profit which is a structural
thing. and I would see the testing by an independent agency.
Senator liAro. Well, did the Olympic testing procedures curb dillg
use in Mexico City?

Mr. SittxxicK. According to my experience in relation to the athletes that I competed with, all athletes were concerned about not getting caught,. So they started decreasing their dosages of drugs during

the Olympic year. They were trying to get used to not taking the
drags, being afraid of being detected. So it was a deterrent.
Senator liAro. Did times got slower, distances shorter?

Mr. Stitxxicx. Anabolic steroids is one of the big drugs taken to
get stronger. Steriods are taken during practice sessions, not competition so amphetamines would be, the big drug that is taken daring
the competition. A lot of the drugs are taken before the competition,
to het to the competition without being injured, to make you faster
and stronger. People continued taking these drugs during practice
sessions but I think it (lid decrease amphetamines usage during
competition.

Senator 13.mt. Are similar tests condnoted during the Olympic

trials ?

Mr. SHINNICK. No, they tested at the trials, and I think the top
three finishers in each event had to be tested mid they had to go
in the trailer and have a urine sample, and they had a medical team
there testing them.

I thonelt that was a pretty reasonable way of doing that. I have
talked to some of the people of the National Football League Players' Association and they are against drug testing, it. is another pres-

sure on them. I think sort, of random testing would not be that

oppressive to them. especially when there is such a tremendous drug
usage. The usage filters down to the college and high school levels,
and this is when the pros serve as fl model and I think something has
to he done oven though the Players' Association objects to it.
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But I think as you suggested yourself, the big problems are of
health and psychology. One of my friends took amphetamines for

t2, years on a daily basis and his personality changed. When he came
off of the steroids because they went to Olympic testing, he changed
personalities again. He went through a lot of psychotic states, even a
disassociation with reality. I think there is a tremendous problem with
amphetamines. psychological and health problems.

Now. the ethical problem that you bring up, I don't see how we
are going to solve that ethical problem when there is little marginal
difference between restorative drugs and anabolic steroids; it is just
a different colored pill. You get used to taking drugs, so if you put
it as an ethical and moral decision, i don't think that is a real solution.

I think yon have to go to the health and psychological problems
with &ups and come up Avith what kind of testin!, has been done
and present good information on psychological problems with
amphetamines. I think that would be mach more reasonable than
an ethical_ moral concept.

I think we have covered just about everything that I had in this

report.

Senator Milt. The committee has been very interested in your

statement.

.ks an athlete. I would say that perhaps it was easier to apply the
standards that you suggested. Yet to deal with the moral and ethical
issues, we shonld look at what we're trying to accomplish in athleties. Should the standard for the world record in the long jump or
the 100 -yard dash be the capacity of a human being to perform as a

human being without the assistance of drugs, or should it be the
standard a human being can achieve when he or slice is all souped

up or geared up with artificial assistance?
Mr. Sin xxtetc. I agree that the quality of competition is the same

whether they throw the shot put tgi feet or 71 feet. The process is
the same. What really happens I think when you do take drugs, you

just move the standards a little higher relative to human expression. T
believe the same thing that, you do; it is an artificial thing. You have to
look to the demands of the environment to see causes for these sorts of
things.
T see myself as the perfect example, I have been very sensitive to

the drug issue., you know. something that I argued in my mind for
years and years and I ended up taking steroids. It took 4 years and

finally it wears on you; when you know that your competitors are taking the drugs ar.:1 vol; want to make the Olympic teams because you
have been training for years and you may not make it because you are
not taking drugs. Tliis is a very difficult thing, especially if you are
married or you have an occupation and you are spending time in this
aetivity, you want, to do well, you have an investment and it is ddlicult to not take drugs.
Senator 13-wit. Thank yon eery much, Mr. Shiunick.
I appreciate your testimony as well as your very frank disclosure
of your personal experiences. T hope this will not prove embarassing

for you. It has been very helpful to us to try to hear from someone
who has been therein the events, in sports magazines and on the
front pages of sports pages. You have been there and I appreciate
your sharing your thoughts with us this morning.
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Pmekin:a S rATVNIENT tn. PHILLIP K. SIIINNICK

I am pleased to be here today to discuss with you drug usage in athletics,

something which has been on may mind and has been a reality in my life dur'ng
the last eight or nine years, both as a track and field athlete and as a student in
the study of sport and society. Drug usage in athletics according to my personal
experience and study has been on the uprise during the last ten years. Although
some American weight men in track and field, according to 1950 Olympic Champion Harold Connolly, had taken anabotic steriods as far back as the 1960 Olympic games in Rome and Jim Brosnan in his 1959 diary of his experiences as a
major league pitcher revealed how amphetamines were used by players to get
through the grueling baseball schedule. It is difficult to document these things
in a scientific manner because of the athlete's reluctance to discuss drug usage
for fear of reprisals either to the athlete himself or his team. But I do think that

the indicators we do havejournals of athletes, personal conversations, and

sonic surveys, do suggest a general increase in drug usage. Before T talk about
some of the forces which act upon the "athletic environment," that perhaps contribute to drug usage in athletics it might be best to document from my own
readings and experience some specific incidence of drug usage. I'd rather not talk
about the general classifications of drugs such as amphetamines, anabolic steriods,

pain killers, enzymes, etc., because it seems that a medical doctor or someone
interested in this field could do it much better than I could. But I will recount
to you a cronology of how I became interested in drugs and what drugs I used,
and eases of different types of drug usage. The first time that I was introduced
to a drug that wasn't Vitamin C or a salt pill was in 1963 in St. Louis at the
National Men's Outdoor Amateur Athletic Union Championships. A salesman
from Riker Co. was at the meet with samples of a drug called Norflex which was
to be taken before competitions in order to relax the muscles and prevent muscle
pulls and at the same time would not inhibit reflex action. I was given a bottle
of Norflex with the knowledge that other "great" athletes had used the drug.
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And by the way, I started taking Nor Ilex that next spring and continued taking
Norfiex for the next seven years.
In the Fall of 1963, while I was training at the University of Washington on
the track and field team, I noticed football players talking about
"darving" it up
for practice. What this meant was that football players were taking
from two to
four Darvons (a form of pain killer) before practice to dull the pain
in their
heads from spear tackling. Spear tackling was introduced at Washington in the
late fifties by Jim Owens. head Coach at. the University of Washington. Rich
gorilla a star college football player at Washington in the
1960's and a
six-year veteran of the NFL related how an assistant coach atearly
Washington used
to surreptitiously slip the players bemires before each game. In most training
rooms, there is a dispensary that will give you a Vitamin C or salt pill just by
turning the dial. This becomes a habit for most athletes before or after practice
to just pop a few pills in the mouth.
Besides Norf lex which I was introduced to the year before and I took because
of tightness in my hamstring, I started taking daily vitamin C and sodium chloride pills with potassium, calcium, B-12 and mineral pills. That next year (1964
in the Cow Palace) I pulled a hamstring muscle and experienced a feeling of
frustration and helplessness because 1904 was an Olympic year and I wanted to
make the Olympic team. My brother, Nelson, also a track athlete at Washington
had pulled a hamstring the year before and was still not competing so I was desperate to try anything to heal any leg. I was then introduced to the restorative
drugs such as injections Into the hamstring and anti-inflammatory pills. With
the use of these drugs and rehabilitation techniques, I was able to make the 1964
U.S. Olympic team that year.
In Log Angeles in 1964, while the Olympic team was preparing for the Games,
free vitamins were handed out by a Mr. Hoffman, owner of a brand of high pro-

tein and multi-vitandu products. I picked up my free samples which included
protein powder, minerals and a variety of vitamins. At the Olympics in Tokyo
that year I started using daily doses of ploteiu. vitamins and minerals and experienced an allergic reaction. I repeated the heavy doses in 1966 and experienced
a much worse reaction of fever blisters and swollen wrists and extreme itching.
As you might -see my introduction to drugs was gradual and did not include a

point in time that led me to question significantly the marginal difference between
say vitamins, muscle relaxers or even anti-infiammatory. And I do not think
many athletes see any difference or problems in taking vitamin or dietary simplemeats and restorative drugs such as much relaxers or anti-inflannnatory pills.
In 1967, 1 left the University of Washington after two years of graduate school
and moved to Southern California as an Air Force Officer and competed for both
the Air Force and the Southern California striders. These were my most active
competitive years. I competed on eight national teams during that period and

quickly became aware of new types of drugs in highly competitive track and
field. It was in Los Angeles that I met athletes that were heavily taking drugs,
some of which I had never heard discussed before. This whole business of drugs
in sports is a very secretive affair and athletes guard new types of drugs that
they are using against possible use by other competitors. One prominent Los
Angeles track and field weight man actually had a hospital cart to hold syringcr,
medication and paraphenalia. He indicated to me if I really wanted to become
"great". I would need to take the following drugs tan day:
Winstrol (anabolic steroid) : Four tablets of two milligrams a day. Two in
the morning and twa at night.
LillyBetalin Series, B-12, 10cc; B Complex and 'Vitamin C, 10cc.
Thiamine Hydrochloride. 30 cc.

Itulivite (Liver Injection), 30cc, (Supply of Injector [21 gauge 1%.1)-..

Indocine: four tablets at night on full stomach, three nights in a row.
Decagesic: four a dayS:00 a.tn., 12:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m., and 10:00 pan.

every day.
In 1970, because of the drug tests in Munich and the Olympic trials, this athlete decided to stop using amphetamines and mentioned to me after being off
amphetamines for two months that during the time he was using amphetamines
be had experienced a personality change. I can personally attest to this state-

ment after watching and talking with him for several years. I decided not to

take any amphetamines daring practice or competition because of the possibility
of dependency but I was much more in doubt about the use of anabolic steriods.
This was a difficult period for me because I wanted to be a world class athlete
and I was seeing friends improve their performances through steriods and am-
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Phetamines. My awareness of all these drugs became evident at high altitude
training at South Lake Tahoe in 1968. The top eight athletes in each event had

been assembled at South Lake Tahoe for a two-month training camp. Dr. Thomas

Waddell, a physician as well as an active competitor and who himself placed
sixth in the Mexico City Olympic Decathlon, stated that over one-third of the
U.S. track and field team was using anabolic steriod during pre-Olympic high
altitude training in 1968. Some administered the drug orally, others through injections. One-third is a high incident rate since the long distance runners and
certain other events do not need to take anabolic steriods.
Recent conversations with athletes and workers during the 1972 competitive
season indicated that many of the highly competitive schools are heavily using
anabolic steriods and to a lesser degree other drugs. The athletes and toadies
from these highly competitive schools such as say USC and UCLA. make the
national teams and are exposed to drug usage by national athletes. Another source
of information for college teams are athletes that are world class that train with
the college teams. I myself trained at UCLA for four years.
I took anabolic steriods last year and experienced a slight increase of weight

and strength but I did not resolve the morality issue in my own mind. I was
convinced that if done properly with the proper doses it would not affect
my health. In many ways the advent of drugs into sport was something that led
me away from active competition. One of my justifications for taking steriods

was the knowledge that my competitors might defeat me not because of my lark
of ability but because of not taking drugs. Anabolic steriods are by no means
the way drug used by athletes and neither is track and field the only sport where
drug use is prevalent. At the 1970 World Weightlifting championship in Columbus, Ohio. nine of the first twelve medalists were disqualified when urine tests
revealed the weightlifters had taken amphetamines. Weightlifters had called the

test "ridiculous" since weightlifters have used amphetamines quite regularly
for years. And in baseball, Chuck Dobson, a pitcher for the Oakland Athletics,

publicly admitted he used "greenies". "When you've got the flu and you've got to
pitch, what are you going to do ?"

Cyclists have used amphetamines for years and as Jacque Anguentil, a French
cyclists. as well known as skier Jean Claude Kills, openly admits to doping himself. "Everyone in cycling dopes himself", according to Anquentil, "Those who
claim they don't are liars." Tom Simpson, a well-known English eyclist champion,
died in the Tour de France in the 13th lap of the race going up a 6,000 foot climb

in 90° heat and a vial of methamphetamine was found in his pocket and an
autopsy showed him to be heavily doped.

As Tom Ecker, the National Coach of Sweden and author of six books said,
"Today it's a great rarity for someone to achieve athletic success who doesn't
take drugs. I normally assume that the winner of a sports contest is one who has
a better pharmacist than his opponent. Drug usage has gone to such extremes
that you are handicapped in competition if you don't take some. The way drug
usage has accelerated, it seems inconceivable that one could hold his own without

drugs." Holding your own means more than just taking steriods and amphetamines. Athletic inquries or the use of restorative drugs for the injuries such
as painkillers. anti-inflammatory. enzymes, muscle relaxers, tranquilizers, and
barbituates are probably the most widely used set of drugs. Every athlete who
has had an injury and has not been able to perform knows the desperation the
athlete feels especially if his livelihood depends on performance.

ply experience with track and field plus being an athletic director over such
sports as college football tells me that many coaches equate the proof of manhood with performing. Given these pressures it is no wonder that such things
as playing with severe injuries occur. As Bill (albeit wrote in a Sports Illustrated article. "Midway through the sixth game against I )I- rf tit. Bobby Braun,
then of the Toronto Maple Leafs. was hit on the leg by the pack and carried from
11w rink on a stretcher. In the training natal he received an injection of novaca in.

11 is leg was taped, he returned to the play. and he scored the winning pint in
overtime. The next day it was determined Braun had a cracked right fibula.
Nonetheless. he was shot with painkiller and willingly. probably eagerly. took
his regular turn on the ice the following day." Or Wes .Ti hnson. a star for the
Baltimore Bullets. was repeatedly injected with a painkiller in 1970 for a sore
knee so he eould play. "For two and a half days after the last game, I felt like
ef odd have cut my leg off "..Tohnson commented.

Court suits have resulted from such use of drags to help athletes perform.

nfilINI Hi] Ridge tiled a $1.2:10.000 law suit charging conspiracy and negligence in
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the use of drugs against the NFL and various coaches, physicians, trainers and
team officials of the San Diego Chargers. This case was recently settled out of
court. Ken Grey. long time captain of the St. Louis Cardinals filed a $1,290,000
law suit against the Cardinals charging, among other things, that "potent, harmful, illegal and dangerous" drugs were administered to him by the Cardinals
without his consent. Frank Herron, a football player for the Cardinals, played
with serhms injuries fir several years and is now- in his home in Stockton. California, finding it difficult to walk and there seems to be doubt whether he will
ever walk without a

I have discussed briefly some specific examples of drug usage in track and
field and brought in cases of drug usage in cycling, weightlifting, football, basketball and hockey. The most difficult question for Inc to answer eoneerning drug
usage is the use of amidietamines and anabolic steriods. One of the biggest problems facing nut athlete in America today is obtaining reliable information on
the drugs.
I» formation sometimes is quite conftming concerning drug usage. Dr. Dimald
I.. Cooper. director of the Oklahoma State University Hospital and team physician for the Dallas Cowlsoys said ". . . it is the losers who take drugshi make
up for a buck of training. The guy %im can't do it. is always looking for a gimmick. The winner is not." But it is my experience that this isn't the ease. that
winners many times take more drugs. And besides, in the American sport struc-

ture there are more losers than winners so in pure number terms this is correct, But it ridiculous general analysis. Dr. Palumbo, the director of a Sports
Medical Symposium said that vitamins and steriods didn't help athlete's terformative but Nctually harm athletes. And Dr. Cooper in a "double blind test

.

.

.

iodIated andogenic-anabolic steriods show no increase in muscle strength bat
Duly increase in weight due to retention of liquids." I have seen repoated cases

both in football and track .and field that athletes have gained stivngth and
increased their performance through use of anabolic steroids.

Nlany of the research reports that I have read that tested increased performance through use of anabolic steroids used untrained subject for their studies.
I have doubts whether one can assume that the results of these tests can be
applied against trained atIdetes. Well trained athletes arc very sensitive to new
variables introduced into their training routine and I have personally watched
athletes through use of aliabolie steriods and amphetamines progress from average college athletes to world class competitors in short periods of time I feel
that this statement is not an exaggeration since I trained in Los Angeles daily
for four years with these individuals I am referring to and have daily records
of my own training. One 1959 experiment studied amphetamine effects on pernmance of swimmers, mailers, and weightlifters and concluded : 'fins study
has shown that the performance of highly trained athletes, of the classes studied,
can be significantly improved in the majority of eases (about 75%) by the
administration of amphetamines." (rmn Weiss. B. Enhancement of performance by amphetamine-like drugs. In Sjogvist, P. and Tot tie, M. editors. Abuse of
central stinmlants, New York, 1969, Tice Rosen Press, p. 57.

Probably one of the reasons that the NCAA and National Football League
have recently put on a campaign against drugs is the awareness of athletes

using counterculture drugs such as marijuana, cocaine and hallucinatory drugs.
There was a recent survey conductcd at Rutgers and it was found that ninetytire Iwreent of the football team out of a sample of twenty-five used marijuana
at least three t'.;:les a week and used hallucinatory drugs once a month for
several years. Most of the varsity athletes did not use these connterculture drugs
during games. Many of the athletes of the one hundred and fifty pound football
team at Rutgers smoked marijuana before and after practice. There was alniost
no mze of anabolic steriods or amphetamines either by the Rutgers varsity or
line hundred and fifty pound team. This can lie compared against a survey done
at the University of California at Berkeley in 1969 in which forty-eight percent.
took depressants. and twenty-six percent took pain killers, and twenty-eight
percent took anabolic steriods. During that year. Ray Willsey, head footle!ll
coach said that there was no drug problem at U.C. Berkeley. The big difference
between the two schools is the emphasis on big time football and the intensity
of competition. When the coaches job depends upon how the athletes perform
and how often the athletes perform at this level the drug usage starts to he
a major part of the athlete's life. These schools that are "big time" look to the
pros as their model and what I can gather from recent personal interviews, the
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professional team and highly competitive athletes are vanguards for drug usage
in athletes. Dr. Philip McFarland, head of the committee on the medical aspects
of sport in California said efforts by the state medical body to stop the growing
use of drugs have not been successful : "He added that one reason for the continuing rise in drug use is that collegiate scholastic players are influenced by
pros.

For the professional team owners, by virtue of their vested interest in the
performance of the team and the attendance at games. will only be concerned
about drugs usage if the public becomes aware of the widespread usage and the
image of the game is tarnished. I think it is naive to assume that the owners will
act in the best interests of the athletes in any structural way. And besides some
of the pro teams introduced drugs to the athletes, witness the Houston Ridge
law suit. I suspect that any action by organizing sports bodies will be in the
form of further demands on the athletes to stop drug usage with no real alleviation of the pressure on the athletes to perform. Coaches and owners reinforce a
certain type of behavior that many times is chemically induced and as long
as these pressures persist ; i.e. to perform when injured or to perform predictably
then the condition of the athletes will not change. In fact, the test necessary

to predict chemicals in urine is quite sophisticated and (=milt to conduct.
and infrared speetrophotometry. At the Pan American games in Winnipeg in
1971 groups of technicians working around the clock could analyze only 20

The most dependable tests are not simple, since they involve gas chromatography

urine samples in twenty-four hours.
Like in many areas in our society new ways to beat the system are devised once

new precautions are taken. For example, the East German track and field team
is reported to have devised a stimulant that can be inhaled and be out of the
blood stream shortly after inhalation. The National Football League suggested
drug testing for certain games and excluded testing during league champion-

ships or the ;airier bowl. I suggest that spot check be run during the league
championships and super bowl as is done at the Olympic trials and Olympic
games in track and field.

A much more reasonable solution would be to have the team physician report
to the players association rather than the management as is now done. Management pays the physician and this basic economic reality in who hires the physi-

cian should take precedence over naive idealism that says that we must rely

upon the good will of the individuals concerned for "proper conduct". On a much

larger scale, one must look to the major influences which lead to drug usage

among athletes. This can best be seen by the demand for order and control by the
team management and coaches and the coercive power techniques used by the

coaches and the resultrnt alienation by the athletes. This is also demonstrated
by the recent publications by athletes like Dave Megayesy's "Out of Their
League". Gary Shaw's "Meat on the Hoof", Bernie Parrish's "They Call It a
Game". and Harry Edwards' "The Revolt of the Black Athlete".

one might typify most of the team structures as highly authoritarian, rigid

rules, decisions coining from the top, low involvement by athletes in the decisions anti, of course, high -incidence of drug usage. This phenomenon can also
be seen in factories which operate on the same system with recent increase in
ainphetainines by factory workers. As Henry Edwards pointed out in The Soci-

obzy of Sport, athletics is a neutral net in itself. But in highly competitive
athletics, the quality of its game is not judged by the process. but the process is
defined by a set of rules that reinforce certain societal values. This can best be
seen by the emphasis on winning or the score rather than the process. I experi-

enced this myselfthat highly competitive athletics if done under the present
oppressive structure leaves very little room for other types of human expression

of selfdefinition. One could argue that the athletes freely participate in this

system and it is an individual choice to participate or not to participate. There is
no evidence that this structure does make athletes perform better and the professional teams or Olympic team serves as a model for colleges or high schools.
Of course, the mass media serves as a mechanism for the creation of consumer
demand for the sport to sell products and the athletes are socialized into a sys-

tem that reinforces certain dominant value; i.e. obedience to rules, predicta-

hility of human behavior, hard work and an acquiescence to decisions that affect
ones own life.
Just as the team structure of the team is pyramidal so too is the total system
model in society of sport. One aspires to make it to the top of the professionals

the only problem is that the system only allows for a few winners with drop
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off points at grade school. high school and college for losers. This is a version
that there is only so much happiness to go around with few winners and many
losers: the only problem is that winners are restricted in their mode of expansion. They have little real power in the decisions that affect their life and are
depreciated as capital and need drugs to continue staying on top. From a societal

view, this sets a dominant ethos in the type of physical activities offered

a few participating and many watching. Look at the budget of most universities
for physical activities. Intercollegiate athletics has very little to do with learning, but is more like a business within a public institution. Although the private
sector does not necessarily respond to issues such as the quality of life for its
citizens. I think the public' sector must look to ways that promote the quality of
life especially for 'physical activities.

But the government has its own interests. Witness the CIA involvement with
the National Student Association in 1965. I was one of the managers of the U.S.
team, which traveled to Budapest. Hungary for the World University Games.
We had representatives from the government on the trip and I was constantly
impressed with the need to pressure the athletes to win so that we could beat the

"Connaies". I could not ignore these comments. since the trip was partially
financed by the government. Being on the l'.S. Olympic Team I can attest to the

subtle political pressures to win for the country and the only ..itedal worth
winning was the Gold Medal. Implicit in this value is the assumption that the

world has one winner and all the rest losers in each event. This type of pressure

leads toward drug Anse as clearly as the need for the coach to win to retain
his job.

External influences such mu. political or economic pressures influence the organizational structure of sport and PIIMIUUdZe a value that does not necessarily relate

to the individual experience of the Athlete. The structure is pyramidal and so
is the %lane of "being on tor.

The sole benefit that I received from athletics. and it was not the quality of
interaction within that system or the values of the system, is my own personal
gratification and expression. Certainly, one cannot make equations between

learning how to sneeeed in sports and how to succeed in life. Life and the
environment is very complex and the assumption and structure that are dominant
in sport do not equip one to respond to ambiguity or a complex environment:
competitive sport has a view of the world that has limited boundaries. When
the process becomes sabonlinated to an end result such as demonstrated in the
Watergate hearing and is highly authoritarian then the quality of human life

suffers.

Recognizing that the National Collegiate Athletic Association and Amateur
'ffli-hletie Union are archaic there have been proposals for a new type of organization such as a Sports Conneil as suggested by Senator John Tunney. But this
will not be an answer unless somehow within the structure there is an incorporation to a more open system that lets athletes participate in decisions that affect

their lives. if the (salmil becomes a political tool to "prove" the value of our
system as against other -systetns". then individual expression again becomes a
thing that is difficult to experience and becomes subordinate to an external value
plaeed on the physical act that has nothing to do with that act. And, as we are
experiencing today the nation is influenced to become watchers, not participants.
to become vicariously involved and forfeiting their right to physical self-deflnition. Of course. this menus creating opportunities for more people to participate

and de-emphasizing the super athlete who enacts on the field the virtues of
oliediellee to rules. hard work, predictability of human emotion and the TRIue
of winning at all costs.
I would like to summarize some of my general comments in the form of
some statements about athletics and drugs.

ETHNICAL CONSIDERATION OF DRUG USAGE

An ethical decision looks to the individual for moral judgement as if the individuals within the structure can counteract prevailing forces to stop drug usage.
The central issues to me are the health dangers of drugs and possible psychological dangers from taking amphetamines and anabolic steriods as demonstrated by
research reports. plus the classification of major relationships that cause drug
Usage, namely an excessive emphasis on winning because of economic or political
reasons. Some of the current policies seem to be directed toward conntereniture
(hams such as marijuana and hallucinatory drugs.
99.749 0 - 79 -
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POSSIBLE SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The proposed Sports Council should be structured to include more than just
token athlete participation in the decision process and the board members should
not have economic interests in sport or an elitist philosophy that calls for the
participation of a few to the exclusion of many.
Punish the management with tines if there is drug usage. and the management

continues to do nothing about the problem. Apply the same standard to athletic
teams as you do to other groups, i.e. illegal possession of prescription drugs
without prescription.
EXTENT OF DRUG USAGE

There seems to be evidence that usage is on the rise, especially among highly
sPecialited competitive teams with management structures that insulate them
from close interaction with the team. In other words. athletes are treated as
performing units with little individual consideration 1 I am speaking here not of
a rhetorical concern, but o concrete process that considers the individual participation in more than just on the Held performance). Characteristics are the heavy
emphasis on winning and high authoritarian involvement by the management.
These highly specialized teams include professional university and high school
with the professional teams acting as models for those other teams that channel

athletes up to the professional ranks.

CURRENT POLICY AND GUIDELINES

The current policy and guidelines are confusing since, according to economic
interests, the management has different interests that prohibit in any concrete
way, concern for the athlete other than he or she performing consistently and
at a high level. The guidelines from the medical profession are confusing.
Organizations that emphasize winning at all costs in order to make money can
not be looked upon for leadership in this area.
Athletes should not be exempt from normal investigation into illegal use of
drugs that are not prescribed by doctors. Conduct spot checks for drug usage
in major competitions such as National Championship or league championships.
Team physicians should report to interest groups that are closer to the interests
of the athletes. For example, in professional sports. this means reporting to the
players association. In universities it means reporting to student government or
faculty groups.

Senator BAYII. Our next witness is Mr. .Tack Scott, the athletic

director and chairman of the 111ysical education department, Oberlin

College and Director of the Institute for the Study of Sports and

Society.
STATEMENT OF JACK SCOTT, ATHLETIC DIRECTOR AND CHAIRMAN
OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, OBERLIN COLLEGE,
DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF SPORTS AND
SOCIETY

Senator BAYII. Mr. Scott, we appreciate your being with us.
Mr. Scorn Thank you,
Senator BATH. We will put your biographical statement in the
record.
[The biographical data is as follows
BIOGRAPHICAL SKI"Itlf OF JACK SCOTT

Present position: Chairman and Athletic Director, Department of Physical

Education. Oberlin College, Oberlin. Ohio.
Education : A.B., Syracuse University. 196ti. Ph.D.. University of California
at Berkeley, 1070.

Publications: Author of two books : Athletics for Athletes and The Athletic
Revolution. Published over 50 articles in magazines and journals.
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Founder and former Director of the institute for the Study of Sport and
Society.

Doing Research ;n preparation for a :took on drugs in sport for the past 214
3eam. Have published articles on drugs and sports in the New York Times
Sunday Magazine, various educational journals, and over 35 newspapers.
I attended college on an athletic scholarship at Stanford University and also
participated in intercollegiate athletics while at Syracuse University.
Resider: toy administrative titles. I am an Amoebae Professor of Physical
FAluottion and an Assistant Football Coach at Oberlin College.

Mr. Scorn. I don't have a typed prepared statement, but I do have
some rather extensive notes. If you would like me to go over this, it
would take approximately 15 minutes or so to hit some of the high-

lights and I would be more than happy to respond then to you or

other members of the committee on any questions that. you may have.

The first time that I was introduced to drugs as an athlete, I was
a high school senior in Syracuse. N.Y., and because of some of the
football and track and field events that I was participating in, I was
recruited by a number of colleges throughout. the United States. On a
recruiting visit to a prominent athletic school in the South, was the
lira time I learned athletes used drugs. In some of my testimony, I
will intentionally not mention the names of certain organizations,
individuals. or sChools that. are involved. The reason for this is that I
believe that the extensive use of drugs in sports is so prevalent that it
would be unfair to the few individuals whom I have personal knowledge of or organizations that I have personal lmowledge of. Except
in cases where it has already been placed on the public record, I will
omit their names. I say I believe the extensive use of drugs is so wide
that tt- pinpoint one or two individual organizations would be unfair
to them.

In the winter of 1959. as a high school athlete, I was flown to a
Southern college as part of their recruitment. process in an effort to
attract my attention to that college. When I arrived there I was very
ill with a had cold and the team trainer offered me some drugs which
one of the athletes I met or the college's team identified as some form
of amphetamine.. The 2 days that I was there, I was able to function
quite well despite my cold. After 2 days of using these drugs, I was

rather ill. In talking with various athletes at the school, they informed use this was a common practice of the truck team at this
school to use this drug.
Nov. I am not sure what, kind of amphetamine it was, but this was

back in 1959. A few years later. in 1963, I was attending Stan ford
University and I was on an athletic scholarship. At Stanford, one of
my training partners was a young man who later went on to gain an
Oiyinpic gold medal while representing the United States and today
is probably one of the most famous Olympic athletes here in the
United States. At the time when I was very close to this individual,
he showed me a number of amphetamines that he had, and at that
time. except with my previous experience from 3 or 4 years previous,
I had no familiarity with drugs between or during that 3- or 4-year
period. I wits curious and asked him if I could have one because I had

no idea what the effect would be and I was interested in going to a
small amateur track meet to see what would happen to my performance after using the drug. This person told me that it would just be
a waste to use the pills on a mall amateur meet. He said I should
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save the pill for very important meets---sometthing where I was representing my colleg,e, or some kind of national competition. I was
very curious but I think many athletes are as to whether or not this
drag would actually help them.
This indiv idual. he told me. you don't waste a drug like that on a

small all-comers meeting. you save it for the time when it will be
very important. when it would be helpful to you, not only to you in
the competition. but say if you are trying to gain an international
championship. compote in international athletic competition this
would be of much benefit for you.

Now, this individual was just beginning to develop into a national
and international level athlete. Ile had two problems that I ascertwined as an athlete. One was laek of confidence. Anyone familiar

with athletics knows that one of the most important things in athletic
competition is your ability to maintain your composure under pressure. This. friend of mine had the reputation of not being able to do

that. Shortly after lie began to use amphetamines, various brands,
one of the things thuit they did. I am not sure if they stimulated his

performance physically, in the sense that it allowed him to run a mile
say in 4 minutes and 5 seconds rather than 4 minutes and 10 seconds,

but the thing that I know that it did. and he knows that it did, it
gave him confidence to perform up to his maximum ability.
In other words. by using amphetamines. he was able to withstand
competition which he had extreme difficulty in doing before.

The other problem he had. he was built rather fragiley, and in

events he was attempting to compete in, strength and size were very

important. The way I can describe this individual. I knew him in
063, he was sort of built like an Irish Setter. He was strong and
fast and thin. I left. and I came back 2 years later after he used
anabolic steroids quite extensively, and he was built like a bulldog.

His entire physique literally had changed because of the extensive use
of anabolic steroids during that period of time.
Now, as I believe Mr. Shinnick pointed out. athletes aren't using

these drugs as a shortcut to success, in fact. it is often quite the
opposite. They are using these drugs so that they can tram much
hatder than they otherwise would be able to naturally. In order to
get a proper understanding of this. I think much of the popular
literature that you read in the sports pages or something like that.
that would give the impression that individuals are using these drugs
as a. short cut to success. ft is only losers who use the drugs is some-

thing that we frequently hear and nothing could be further really
from the truth if you look at it in its totality. Now, of course, as
many individuals stated from various sport organiz itions. from the
NCAA to the NFL. more .losers use drugs than winners 7,ecause in
any competition there is only one winner. and many losers and if the
majority of people are using these drugs. it is going to come oot and

so there is a very peculiar truth to the fact that losers use drugs in

preponderance to winners.
Senator BAYII. May I ask whether your friend. who I am familiar

with, and I will respect your confidence, and his. he was under a

doctor's care while be was using these ,amphetamines and steroids?
Mr. Scorn To my knowledge. when he was using the amphetamines
at. that time, I knew him in 1963. he. was not under a doctor's care for
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taking them. It is my understanding originally he secured them from
a doctor. He WaS having, to compete in. a major athletic competition
and he had a bad cold and the doctor gave Min a number of these

pills, so he could fulfill his obligations to the meet promotorthe
gory
e,
,

who had flown him from California to New York and to compete
under those circumstances. He felt an obligation and he was given at
quantity of them and saved them to use on other occasions. I have
heard at times he had used ,anaboli., steroids .and that they were under
a doctor's prescription. Other times I have heard they weren't.
Senator BAYII. As far as this one individual is concerned, was he
under a doctor's care while he was using anabolic steroids over this
2-year period?
Mr. Scow. As I say 1 cannot he certain, I think originally when he
first secured these drugs for the first time. he did seem to secure them
from a physician. There were many physicians that were associated
with athletics that dc not seem to be very reluctant to supply athletes
with these drugs.
Mr. Foxe :. You were introduced to amphetamines by the coach?
Mr. Scow. No: the first time was by a trainer at a college when I
was a high school athlete being recruited by varions colleges and I
was flown to this college, and I was there and they could see that I
was obviously sick and they wanted me to have a good time while
I was at the college.
Mr. FONG. 'Would you say most of the athletes who are introduced
to amphetamines have been introduced by trainers or by doctors or
themselves picking it up?
Mr. Scorn It has been my experience and in participating in college and high school athletics, either as an athlete, athletic- director,
or as a coach, since 1956, that these drugs were first introduced into

the athletic world in an :extensive and systematic fashion by both
team physician and 1 miners.
Today. I believe the situation is somewhat different. This is because

of hearings like this. other lmrings that have been going on in the
past, that have focused extensive publicity on this subject and I think
it has changed slightly. I think, however, that their is documented
evidence that these drugs were first introduced hi an extensive and
widespread fashion by the professional organizations.
Mr. Foxe:. Thank you.

Mr. Scorn One thing before I go any further, I would like to make
clear: I am offering this testimony not as a medical expert, I have
relatively little knowledge in the particular medical aspects of these

drugs other than a layman's point. Most of my experience comes from

being an athlete. a serial scientist.: roach for the past 2 years and I
am preparing a hook now on drugs and both myself and the staff at.
the Institute for the Study of Sports and Society. we have conducted
rather extensive and exhaustive investigations.
Senator Barer. When will that book be coining out. When will it
be ,itrailable, Mr. Scott?

Mr. Scow. I hope within the next. year. and what I am going to

try to do

Senator Myth I hope you will send a copy to me. I will pay for it

personally.
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Mr. Scorn. Fine, OK. What I would like to do first here is briefly
di.3cuss and perhaps comment on a few incidents of drug uses an
athletics that Mr. Shinnick discussed. and I won't go into this to any
great extent, but it is my understanding that other witnesses before
the committee will be able. to speak on this with firsthand experience
as with regard to their own involvement of drug use e. After briefly
touching on a few well-known incidents of drug abuse, I would like
to talk about the complexity of the problem, particularly the difficulty
in gathering reliable data in this area.

I would also like to point out another reason for the complexity
of the problem that today especially, there is no such thing going
on, at least to my knowledge, of anyone actually forcing athletes to

take drugs. Pet ]taps that. may have been the case in the past, but
today it .is probably somewhat more complex than that athletes were

being directly forced to take drugs, the solution would be rather
simple.

I will conclude my testimony with what I feel has been a coverup
attempt on the part of the professional sports organizations of this
country in their efforts to deal with the drug problem. As I believe

Mr. Shinnick pointed out, Dr. Tom Waddell, a physician and a

member of the 1968 U.S. Olympic team claimed that one-third of the
U.S. track and field team in 1968 was using anabolic steroids while
preparing for the 1968 Olympic games.
When he said one-third of the team was using steroids, that information is evert more significant than you may realize, because there
are only about one-third of the members of the U.S. Olympic track
team wlio would have anything to gain by using anabolic steroids. A

person who has to run a 6-mile race surely doesn't wan to gain 50
or 60 pounds, whereas a shotputter or discus thrower might. So
when Dr. Waddell, who besides being a physician at the time that
he was on the team as a decathalate, claims approximately one-third
of the U.S. Olympic team in the 1968 preparations for the game were
using anabolic steroids I believe we have a reliable source. I printed

that statement by Dr. Waddell in an article I wrote for the New

York Times Sunday Magazine. It was refuted later by Dr. Henley of
the U.S. Olympic Committee and Dr. Henley made the following
comment :

One inaccurate and unsubstantiated report carried in some newspaper charged
that as many as one-third of the members of the United States Olympic Team
used drugs during the 1969 Olympics. That is plain nonsense. A total of 468
athletes were tested during the competition without finding a single case of
drug usage.

What Dr. Hanley states is true, the. only thing here is that he
wasn't. responding to my statement. First of all, I referred to the

U.S. Olympic track and field team specifically, not the U.S. Olympic
team. There is obviously quite a bit of difference.

Another thing that Dr. Hanley refuses to point out is that there

is no test, and there was no testing in 1968 at the Olympic games for
the use of anabolic steroids.

The kind of testing that went on at the U.S. Olympic games in

Mexico City was primarily for amphetamines and similar driigr.,
Senator BAYII. What was your own sport, Mr. Scott.
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Mr. Scorn My own sport in college was track and field.
Senator BAYIE. Track and field. I just wanted to get your general
experience, as I asked Mr. Shinnick. I am a sandlot baseball player

and love all sorts of sports. I really didn't know anyone who had
the kind of experience that you had getting to the top of the mountain so to speak. We had sonic significant but connoting testaniony
about the benefits to be derived from the use of amphetamines and
steroids.
You mentioned your friend taking the amphetamines, perhaps that

didn't improve his capacity to perform, but removed the psychological concerns and helped him to relax. What has been your experience?
Mr. Scorr. I personally have not used any amphetamines, in order
to facilitate my athletic performance, although at times as a writer
I have thought about it when I have had deadlines.
Senator BAYII. How about steroids?

Mr. Scorn. I have not used steroids, I can't testify from personal

experience.

Senator BAYII. You testified about tar experiences of others close
to you. Can you testify as to whether they really benefit or not?

Mr. Scow. I can testify that of many athletes who have used

steroids that I have known, about every 9 out of 10 of them would
claim the steroids definitely helped them. One of the problems with
many of the medical studies in relation to the steroids, that are done
to see if they can actually improve performance and increase strength,

is that thwe studies obviously have to have some kind of medical
authorization. I think it is next to impossible to get the dosage of
steroids that athletes are taking approved for experimental purpose
on humanseven prisoners! So when studies are done perhaps by
some medical organization, they will use the recommended dosage
that it says on the label. While athletes use anywhere from 5 to 10
times that dosage and so I think most of the studies that try to claim
that steroids only help athletes absorb water, don't direct tleanselves
to the real issue. The dosages that are being given in the studies in
an attempt to determine whether steroids can improve performance
are not the dosages that. athletes are using on a regular basis.
Senator BAYII. Your friend who accomplished greatness, you said
he looked like a bulldog. This is muscle instead of fat?
Mr. Scorn Correct.
Senator BArn. What happened to him after he stopped using the
steroids? Do you know?
Mr. Scorn. I have never actually sat down and talked to him about

any of the possibilities of side effects. In the literature on this, I
believe some of which is now available to your committee and I
would be happy to submit a copy of my article from the New York
magazine that talks about possible side effects of the steroids.

Senator BArn. How about as far as his physical appearance, his
physique, did he go back to an Irish setter or does he just look like
a worn-out bulldog or did he maintain his bulldog appearance?
Mr. Scorn. I would say he is looking like a golden retriever about
now.

Senator 13Arir. Oh course it happens to all of us.
Mr. Scorn. Right, I am certainly not blaming it on the steroids, I

think it is very important
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Senator BAIA!. Of course. I am not meaning anything derogatory
about golden retrievers.

Mr. Scorn Right. I think it is important, I think the reason Dr.
Hanley's statement is that people have come forth from the profes-

sional sporting organizations of this country in an attempt to
contradict information that is given out about the extensive use of
various drugs and when Dr. Hanley points out there was testing and

they found nothing, it is irrelevant because the testing was not
designed to test for the use of anabolic steroids. Athletes. as Mr.
Shinnirk pointed out. do not hike anabolic steroids a day or 2 or 3
days before a meet. that is something they do 2 or 3 months before
the competition. There was extensive testing for amphetamines and
it is true that now relatively few cases of amphetamine usage hays
been found in recent years.

Senator BAni. I nn trying to get a clear picture. We're talking
about the use of steroids to build up strength and muscle in those
sports that require great strength. I can see how that can be stopped

in advance so that one might escape testing. You say in 1065

Olympics there were no tests for anabolic steroids.
Mr. Stwrr. That's right.
Senator BAyn. I see. if there had been yon could take yomself off
and yon wouldn't automatically lose your muscles. they would still
be there.
Mr. Scorn. That is accurate.
Senator BAyir. But if you are using amphetamines, whether to
soup up your physical capacity which is doubtful from the evidence
we have had, or to remove certain psychological roadlocks. I don't
see how it helps you to become accustomed to these drugs when you
are not going to be able to use them in competition.
Mr. Scorn There are two answers to that.
First of all, testing for amphetamines is relatively new. It has not
been going on that long and it still does not apply in most places.
For e.g., there is no testing in college or professional football, basket-

ball or baseball. Many athletes use amphetamines during their

training sessions and the reason they do this is that in practice they
want to simulate actual competitive conditions. In other words, if
you are practicing a particular athletic technique and you want to
set a condition or have a set of conditions, yon enter competition
and you are stimulated to a higher degree, the techniques you learned

in practice might not be applicable to the competitive extremes.
Many athletes that. I have talked with feel that under the stress of
international competition that they perhaps don't need amphetamines, that they can get a, natural high. they can get a natural rush

from the competition. Where in practice. it is impossible to actually
get themselves in this state. but yet to sinmlate almost identically
the conditions under which they compete. the athletes have begun
using amphetamines in practice and this is one of the ways that they
have circumvented the problem where they have actual amphetamine testing on the day of competition. At least athletes oftentimes
will be using then, and in fact, I think this is much more dangerous
because athletes practice much more frequently than they compete.
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They may not use them on Saturday but they do use them for three
or four practice seasons each week.
Senator BATH. -Mien you say amphetamines, is there an average
dose?

Mr. Scow. No, I would say that my understanding from talking
with athletes that have used them, you do develop a dosage you

have to use, it will, you know, increase over a period of time.
Senator liAyit. Give us some idea. You mentioned anabolic steroids

were being used five to ten times over the. label requirements or
safeguards limitations. What are we talking about, 1, 10, 20 pills?
Mr. Scow. Of amphetamines?
Senator BATH. Yes.

Mr. Scow. I don't think we can talk, and I am not familiar with
medical information on this, we can't talk about the number of pills
because 1 believe that I have seen amphetamines come in various
i is quite possible that one pill could be much more powersizes and it

ful than 10 small ones. At least that is the understanding that
have.

Senator BAYn. The average pill is about 5 milligrams?
Mr. Scow. That seems reasonable, I have never sat down with an
athlete and talked about actual dosage that they have been taking.

All I know, athletes have complained to me they do experience a
problem in that the longer they take drugs, such as amphetamines,
the more they have to increase the dosage.

Senator II Am. This committee several years ago started urging
control on amphetamine production. Last year it was cut 80 percent.
This year we're going to cut it back another significant percentage.
Ultimately, we will have a cut 1971 production by in excess of 90 per-

cent. This wasn't directed at amateur or professional athletes, it
was directed at pushers on the street. We became familiar with the

dependence quality and, the violent reactions initiated, the psychosis,
the speed freakS and so forth. In addition to the ethical issues, when

you have athletes taking anabolic steroids or amphetamines. I am

worried about the minds and bodies of these young athletes. Whether

they are falling into this habit. That is why quantity, how many
pills they take on the average, one pill a day. or more is important.
You pointed out from your experiences with athletes, which is
typical of drug abusers hi general, that after so long you acquire
tolerance and you increase the dosage. To what extent. Ima this
occurred with athletes? Does it progress to the point that the athletes
have real addiction problems?
Mr. Scorn I know of the case that Mr. Shinnick pointed out, the
individual who used amphetamines for over a 2 year period and he
did go through personality changes, and he went through barbituates

and so forth and when he was coining down off amphetamines, I
talked with the athletes who have experienced similar problems,
(lid not have any firsthand knowledge of athletes actually becoming
addicted.

Senator 1lAytt. Do you have firsthand knowledge of how many
pills various athletes have been using? Do you have any absolute
figures?
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Mr. Scorn The only firsthand knowledge that I have is that

athletes who've used amphetamines over a long period of time have
to continually increase the dosage that they take to achieve the same
effect.

Senator BATH. But do they increase from 1 to 5 to 6, 10 to 11? I
just don't have any idea what range we're talking about. Could you
help us out on that?
Mr. Scorn No, I would have to guess, I would not like to try to
be specific on that point.
Senator BATH. Mr. Shinnick, if you are still here, do you care to
say what range we might be talking about?

Mr. Snixxicx. I talked to this gentleman that we're addressing
ourselves to, the one that took the amphetamines for over 2 years,
and he told me he went up to 3 pills, 3 amphetamines, that is what
he told me.
Senator BATH. That is every day.
Mr. SHINNICK. Yes.

Senator BAYII. Through practice sessions?
Mr. SIIINNICK. Yes.

Senator BATH. Do we know what size they are, 15 milligrams or

may II don't want to play games with numbers, but there are
various size pills.
Mr. SHINNICK. You said 15 milligrams?

Senator BATH. There are several sizes, aren't there? The normal

size is 5 mg. or 10 mg. and they go as high as 15 mg.
Mr. SHINNICK. No, I don't know.

Senator BATH. All right.
Senator FoNo. Mr. Scott. do you know of any of your friends that
became dependent on amphetamines after their career?

Mr. Scorn No; I personally don't know of anyone that became
addicted in the traditional sense, that they became addicted in the
sense that they found it extremely difficult without using amphetamines. I do not know of any athletes in particular in the traditional

sense that have experienced severe medical problems. 'What problems

there individuals might experience 5 or 10 years after their career
or over only time will tell.
Now, at the 1968 U.S. Olympics Training Camp for the track
team which was held at South Lake Tahoe? Dr. H. K. Dooley, one
of the physicians, in charge of medical services in the July 23, 1969
Sports Illustrated, Dr. Dooley, made the following statement:
I don't think it is impossible for a weight man to compete internationally
without using anabolic steroids. All the weight men on the Olympic team
have to take steroids. otherwise they would not have been in the running.

Now, that is from a man that was a physician, one of the physicians who was in charge of the medical service for the U.S. training
camp at South Lake Tahoe in 1968.

At the same time, yon have an individual making that kind of
statement, you have a man like Mr. Robert Gigengeak, who is a
former head coach of the U.S. Olympic Team, claiming, as he
personally told me, that he does not know of one case of a U.S.
Olympic athlete using any kind of drugs to help his performance.
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There are the two kinds of contradictory information that I am
sure as you go through your hearings continually will crop up and
part of the problem can be resolved, and what the truth may be,
whether it lies somewhere between these two, one or the other are
correct, I personally now happen to agree with Dr. Dooley in terms
of the extensive use of drugs.
There was an AP story 2 years ago that was on the wire services
where Bill Staley, of the Chicago Bears football players pointed
out that one of his teammates received 17 shots of pain killer before
a football game and not too surprisingly passed out after the game.
Not too many years ago, the New York Jets, according to a star
player from the Jets, had a very serious incident with regard to the
use of amphetamines. What had happened was that a player had
taken, according to this now former New York Jet, a number of

amphetamines to prepare himself for the game. He was injured
during the game and as often is the case today he was operated on
shortly after the game. Apparently, sometimes, depending on the
injury, the quicker an injury is operated on the greater chances are
for recovery of the particular area of his body that was injured.
This athlete did not fully admit the rather extensive dosage tlf
amphetamines that he had taken. When he was operated on, the
amphetamines had some kind of reaction with the anasthetic and
he almost died according to the individual who related this story
to me. He was a teammate of his at the time.
I think we're all probably rather familiar with Houston Ridge's
$1.25 million dollar suit against the San Diego Chargers. One of the
things that Mr. Ridge, a former player for the San Diego Chargers

alleged in his suit was an allegation that anabolic steroids and
amphetamines, and barbiturates were given not for the purpose of

treatment and care, but for the purpose of stimulating his mind

and body so that he would perform more violently as a professional
player. One of the things that Mr. Ridge explained at that time was

that he had a very serious hip injury and it was diagnosed by his
team as a hip pointer. A hip pointer, if you are familiar with that,
is a very painful injury but it is possible to play, if you can, you

know, grit your teeth as the coaches would say. Mr. Ridge attempted

to grit his teeth, now he claims with the help of some novocame,
and he tried to play for a number of weeks. Finally, and now, Mr.
Ridge claims, the team had the hip X-rayed after 2 or 3 weeks of
going through this process of trying to play and it was discovered
that he had a fractured hip.
Mr. Ridge, again as I believe many of you know, in the last few
weeks settled his suit out of court for a very significant sum of
money.

Paul Lowe, another member of the San Diego Chargers, testified
before the California State Legislature in 1970 about the case of
anabolic steroids on the San Diego team. According to Mr. Lowe,
not only were the players encouraged to take them, but steroid pills
were actually placed on the training table and according to Mr.
Lowe's testimony, before the California Legislature, there was an
implicit threat of a fine if the players refused to take these pills.
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It was only after some of the players asked their own family

physicians what these pills were that the pills were removed.
The re,:ords that were subpenaed by the California State Legislature at that time showed that the San Diego Chargers organization
was ordering massive quantities of amphetamines. The amphetamines
were ordered by the Chargers organization themselves.
While teaching at the University of California, one of the students
in my class who was a football player made a study of the use of

amphetamines at the University of California, the football team,

and approximately 1 out of every 2 players was using amphetamines

to help their performance. According to players on the team, the
use of amphetamines by teams whom they participated against, was
even more extensive than at the University of California at
Berkeley.

Some of you may recall a Super Bowl game not too many years
ago when the Baltimore Colts won the Super Bowl championship
when Jim O'Brien kicked a field goal in the closing seconds. In the
first half of that game, John Unitas received a very severe injury
to his ribs and did not return to the game in the second half. He was
interviewed on a post-game national television show and the commentator who was interviewing Mr. Unitas asked him if he had
been needed in the second half would he have been able to go back
in? Much to the consternation. I believe, of many National Football
League officials, Mr. Unitas said, yes, that he had been shot up and
he couldn't feel a thing. He would have been able to go back in if
the team needed him.

A man by the name of Mr. Ken Patera, who participated in the
last U.S. Olympic Games in the super heavyweight division, made

a comment that was reported in a Sports Illustrated that shortly
before the Munich game, Mr. Patera made this comment:

Last year (he was referring to the Russian champion that he was going
to have to compete against). Last year the only difference between me and
him, was that I couldn't afford his drug bill. Now. I can and when I get to
Munich next year I will weigh in about 340, maybe 350, and then we will
see which are better. his steroids or mine.

Well, if we are to take Mr. Patera's comments literally, we did

discover that Russia's steroids were better!

In the 1968 Olympic Trials, another incident occurred from a

slightly different perspective. It has been my experience, particularly
in track and field, that athletes are oftentimes so involved in using
drugs that occasionally they get their drugs mixed up. One athlete
who was participating in the high hurdles began taking some pills

a couple of hours before competition. Now, he gradually, as the
competition approached, became more and more lackadaisical and

got nervous and he took what he thought was another amphetamine.
Finally, as the competition approached, he was just not in the frame

of mind that he felt the amphetamines should have him in and
finally at that point, too late, discovered that he was taking one of
his downers instead of one of the amphetamines, and the young man
who had the potential possibly to have secured a place on the 1968

Olympic Teams lost that opportunity because he had mixed up which
drugs he had been taking.
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i won't go on any further, I think that you have some feel for this,
because I have referred to incidents both in professional and amateur
athletics about the extent of the drug usage. If you would like, there

are four references I can give you for the record. The finest series
of articles on drug usage in athletics today has been done by Mr. Bill
Gilbert of Sports Illustrated. His series appeared in three separate
issues from June 23 to July 7, 1969.
There is a reference in a book called The Hole Truth, that is The
H-o-l-e, The Hole Truth by Tommy Bolt, a golfer, where he talks
about drug usage in golf. Another book which deals quite extensively

in drug usage in professional football is Dave Meggyesy's book,
Out of Their League, and I also referred to my article in the New
York Times Sunday Magazine of October 17, 1971.

The contents of one last book by another professional football

player, Fran Tarkington, are worth considering. In Broken Patterns,
Mr. Tarkington (who takes a rather conservative outlook compared

to some of the other individuals I have mentioned) attempts to

justify the use of these drugs. Mr. Tarkington, who is an offensive
player, makes the statement that mostly defensive players use these
drugs. He points out that, unlike eounter-culture people who sup-

posedly use drugs for pleasure and mind exansionprofessional

athletes are using the drugs to make themselves more efficient football players and Mr. Tarkington. to my knowledge, is one of the few

professional athletes of almost unquestionable stature who does

frankly admit to the use of the drugs and does offer a rationale and
explanation and tries to justify the use of these drugs in professionalized athletics.

Not too surprisingly, given the extent of the drug usage, many
people involved in sports, not people just standing on thr sidelines,
have shown a tremendous amount of concern about. this problem. One

such individual is Dr. Robert Kerlan, team physician for the Los
Angeles Lakers and Sandy Koufax's personal physician who kept
Mr. Koufax pitching for a number of years despite the arthritic
condition in his arm. Dr. Kerlan made this statement: "Somebody
should speak out on the subject and speak out strongly. The situations arise where valid medical reasons are given for prescribing

drugs for athletes. However. the excessive and secret use of drugs is
likely to become a major athletic scandal."
As I believe Mr. Shinnick pointed out. Toni Eckel., who is one of
the most well-known track and field conches in the United States
and the author of six books mentioned not long ago, that "Today is
-a ',rent rarity for someone to achieve athletic success who doesn't.
take drugs. I assume that the winner of a sport contest isi one who
has a pharmacist."
Now, I personally think that Mr. Ecker's comments are somewhat.

exaggerated if he means all sports and all events. That is not all
sports and events because the athletes in some events do not necessarily profit from taking drugs. but if Mr. Ecker is restricting his
comments to those areas where athletes can profit from using drugs,

I think he is pretty close to the truth. I totally agree with the

comments of Dr. Kerlan.
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Now, the question conies, and this is the most serious one that we
have to face, is how do you gather reliable data in this area? I axn

sure you will have witnesses coming before this committee who
willsome will cooperate and others, who will practically deny
everything that I have told you. The question that I raise, as I found
in gathering research for the last 2 years, how do you go about
doing this? Do you go to Mr. Pete Rosell, the Commissioner of the
National Football League, who is in charge of merchandising a
multimillion dollar business and ask him if there is drug abuse in
professional football / I think we all understand what his response
would be and on many occasions what his response has been. Do you

go to Walter Byers, the head of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, another multimillion dollar business, and ask him if

there is extensive drug use? It is extremely difficult to get athletes to
come before committees like this and testify, because athletes are
now putting on the line their entire athletic career, given certain
restrictions today against the use of drugs if they come here before
you and acknowledge that they have used druos. Many colleges are

extremely reluctant to admit that their athletes are using drugs

because it often happens and in fact this happened at the University
of California, when the survey that was done there by the football
player, showed extensive use of amphetamines.
Other schools attempting to recruit athletes wanted this informa-

tion with the parents of athletes that they were trying to recruit
away from California.

So the attitude of insiders, athletic directors like myself, now
usually, is to deny any charges of drug usage for fear that their
admission could be used against them and their schools.

It is next to impossible to get reliable information. About the

best way you can get it is from certain team physicians such as Dr.
Kerlan and other physicians who have spoken out and athletes who
have recently retired because it is simply impossible, in my opinion
to ask NCAA officials. The NCAA recently sent out a survey that
they wanted to do to ascertain the use of chugs in college athletics.
As a college athletic director, I received several hundred copies of
the questionnaire. I was supposed to distribute them to the athletes,
they were supposed to fill them out as to whether or not they use
drugs and send it back into the NCAA. It is nonsense, it is a waste

of money because college athletes are not going to fill this out
honestly in most cases.t.They are not going to be a part of such
trivialities, any realistic person that is the least familiar with the
situation knows that viable data is not going to be gathered in such
a manner.
If you would like, later in my questioning, I will respond to some

of the pressures that athletes feel on them in order to take drugs,
I will pass over that for now. Here is a quote from Dr. Donald

Cooper
Senator BATH. Perhaps you could touch on that. We do have some
rather significant legislation coming up on the floor.
Mr. Scorn I am closing in on that area now.
Senator BATH. I have asked some questions already.

Mr. Scorn This statement came from Dr. Donald Cooper, an

NCAA representative. Dr. Cooper is a physician and he made the
following statement rather recently:
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Today maybe coaches and trainers aren't going to athletes overtly with
drugs, some are turning their backs when they have knowledge that their
kids are using them.

Shortly after I published my article in the New York Times

Sunday Magazine, a Chicago writer by the name of Jean Morris
asked one of the Chicago Bear football players what would be the
response if owners and managers of the Chicago Bears caught one
of their players with some kind of marijuana, a joint of marijuana
in the locker room. The player suggested that perhaps it could
mean an immediate expulsion from the team, if not from the league.
Now, 1w asked the same player what would happen if they were
caught with some amphetamines. He said well, now, probably
nothing. There would be little or no concern about it.
So you begin to see that when the professional organizations, and
by professional I include the NCAA, they seem to have a different
standard, depending on the kind of drug that we're talking about.
Now, I again ant not a medical expert. But to my knowledge the
medical complications of marijuana are somewhat less ther(
amphetamine use.

Senator BAYII. Let me ask you this. You made a ratheT harsh
analysis, maybe it is accurate, but I am not absolutely certain I
understand what you are saying. Do you claim that organizations
like the NFL and the \CIA, either condone or support or ignore

those problems? This is not the impression that I get from watching
the television set when the star athletes make a pretty good case for
kids in the street: if you want to be a star safety or a linebacker or
a tight end, you better not get that monkey on your back. Frankly,
I watched these ads with a great deal of approval.

Mr. Scorn. That is the concluding part of my statement, what
I call the coverup. Beginning in 1968 and 1969 and 1970, there
were increasing revelations about the extensive use of drugs in
athletics to help athletes perform. The NCAA, the National Football

League and Professional Baseball responded to this in a rather
peculiar manner. The NCAA, in their official newsletter did a three-

part series on drug usage. Most of their series dealt with LSD,

opium and marijuana. I believe I at one time counted up the words
and there were approximqtely 80,000 words on drug usage and the
dangers of drug usage.

In this three-part series, next to nothing, very little dealt with

the kinds of drugs that athletes were using.
Senator BATH. I have not read that information with the great
particularity that you made. Was it hashed over? Next to nothing?
That specifically was in the article?
Mr. Scorn The thrust of the three-part series they did dealt with,

it was done by a professor from the University of California at
Berkeley. Dr. Harden Jones. He dealt with the dangers of LSD.
heroin, marijuana And talked quite extensively about the evil
influence of Tim Leary. As a coach and athletic director being
concerned about the problem of drug usage in athletics, I found it
rather peculiar and rather of little help to me because I did not
find athletes using LSD, opium or marijuana to improve their
athletic performance.

Senator BAYH. If indeed the assessment of drug problems

generally and of anabolic steroids and amphetamines by athletes are
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bath true it SPVIIS to me that you are not making a realistic
appraisal if all of these things are in fact going on.
I don't think we can say it is insignificant to have star athletes
telling kids in the streets that they are not going to make it to the

Super Bowl if they use these drugs, so they better not use LSD,
heroin or marijuana.

Mr. Scow. I didn't say that it was insignificant. I called it a

coverup of the problems of drug abuse that exist in athletics. The
NCAA and NFL in 1970 and 1971 when there was a tremendous
output of books and articles and other information revealin!, the
extensive use of the drugs in athletics, it was in 1970 and 1971 when
these commercials began appearing on television and the commercials
quite inconspicuously did not deal with drug usage in athletics. Now.

I would like to say, here for example, is a book that is put out by

the office of the Commissioner of Baseball. The "Baseball vs. Drugs."

and this is an education prevention program. There is not one
mention of anabolic steroids in the entire bookletone of the chief
drugs athletes are using to help their performance. If you would

like to look through the book or members of the committee. you will
find extensive talk in here about opium, the opium poppy, codeine,
heroin. morphine. nmrijnana, methadone, things like that which for

people like myself who have to work in the world of athletics and
are concerned with these problems, this kind of literature is not
directed at us to give us information so we ran deal in construetive
fashion to combat drug abuses in athletic sports. It seems, as
Professor Kaplan front the law school at Stanford University has
pointed out, in the following comment:
Any drug program using athletes is bound to he a failure. first of ail
it is using hypocrites heeause athletes pop the pills like anybody else.

Secondly. they have no expertise. They don't know what they are talking
about and they only heighten the interest of young people in drugs. I think
sports are patting themselves on the hack. They're probably trying to combat
the publicity about athletes using thugs.

Interestingly, about 1 year ago. representative Rogers from
Florida was going to hold hearings which were going to inquire
into drug abuse in athletics. At that time, Mr. Rogers aide informed

me that the day the hearings were to begin they received a call
from the White House requesting that the hearings be postponed
because on that very same day that Mr. Rogers was supposed to
begin conducting hearings inquiring into drug abuse in athletics.
President Nixon was inviting the athletes who participated in these
anti-drug commercials on TV to the White House to compliment
them for their efforts in combating drug abuse.
Senator BArir. I am not at all familiar with that, but I do know
Congressman Rogers. I do know that he has been one of the most
severe critics of the administration particularly in the area of health
programs. It is hard for me to believe that be has been intimidated
or persuaded not to hold hearings by a call from the White House.
If von had seen him rake Eliot Richardson and other administration
officials over the coals as I did. that would be a pretty hard one to
buy.

Mr. Scorn The hearings have not been held. They were supposed
to be held and nerhaps he does not feel the matter is very significant.

It is also worth noting that Mr. Nixon's call to Mr. Rogers was
pre-Watergate.
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Senator BAYII. I don't know why the hearings haven't been held.

A claim that a call from the White House could intimidate that

man is inconsistent with what I know about that man.
Mr. Scorn His assistant didn't claim that he was being intimidated
of course, he just felt that he was being considerate. The President

was inviting athletes to the White House who participated in the
anti-drug program and they just asked as a kindness if perhaps
the hearings could be delayed for a short period of time. Whatever
the reason, the hearings that were scheduled have not been held
todate.

In concluding my testimony, I think that Professor Kaplan
slimmed up the situation perfectly. The drug programs of the
NCAA and the National Football League are public relations pro-

grams. They are not programs designed to correct drug abuse,

either in sports or in society at large. They are calculated, heavily
financed programs. designed to take attention off themselves. In the
meantime. they have helped to perpetuate this stereotype that drug
problems are restricted to hippies, ghetto dwellers and other
so-called undesirables, Drug usage and abuse in sports is a problem
that all of us in athletics should be concerned with and the kind of
approaches that have been used so far by responsible bodies governing athletics in this country have made no attempts to face up to
the very real problms that coaches and athletic directors like myself
throughout the country are faced with.
Senator IlAyn. Mr. Scott, I appreciate your very frank testimony.
Let me ask one more question. We have had testimony from some
of the organizations that you criticize, and others will be testifying.
I will try to be just as critically stern with them to make sure they
know what they are talking about.
Is it fair to say that if the NCAA and the professional leagues
have not been helpful to you and others who deal with athletes and
athletics: that this does not necessarily mean that they have not
made a significant contribution as far as appealing to young people
who may not get into the locker room of our large universities. I

mean. the kids on the street. I have listened to these ads. It is

impressive to me to see a guy who makes a touchdown say, you
know, keep that monkey off your back. That appeals to a lot of
young people that are not going to be at your school trying out for
football teams or track.

Mr. Scow. I think, given the -eitensive revelations about, drug

use in athletics. that young people today are much too sophisticated
and wise to be taken in by such ads. They know it is peculiar when

they read in the daily headlines in the newspapers about athletes
using drugs to see those same individuals telling them to get high
on sports, not drugs and other such nonsense. I think, and personally believe that if you get any peoplein a position of respect in
our societythat they should do whatever they can to combat drug
abuse and perhaps the intent here now in the NCAA. one does not
know. I refer to their attempts to cover up their own problems,
whether thiS was a conscious attempt or not, but I am saying what
the effect of it was. The effect was it focuses attention on those
individuals who this society traditionally views as having drug
problems and to give the general public the impression that if they
can get Johnny to cut his hair and try out for the football team
that they will have the drug problem licked.
99-749 0 - 73
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Now, I think it is particularly unusual when we have documented
evidence that professional teams such as the San Diego Chargers,
at one point in time were giving massive doses of amphetamines to
their players.
Senator BArn. I don't know of any organization that would not

condemn that.

Mr. Scorn I am saying that kind of thing is going on. We have
the Commissioner of the National Football League talking about
suddenly wanting to introduce drug tests and I happen to support

the position of Mr. Garvey of the National Football Players'

Association on this, that it is rather peculiar that those very same
individuals and team owner and managements who introduced these
drugs into professional athletics, are now the ones that are trying
to blame it on the players, trying to create the impression that this
is somehow a problem of the players. The truth as our investigations

reveal is that the players were introduced to these drugs by the

owners and management of the professional teams.
Senator BA-rn. Thank you. Mr. Scott.. I appreciate your testifying

so frankly as well as the deep concern that you show for these
problems.
Mr. Scorn. You are welcome.

Senator BAyit. The next witness is Dr. Daniel F. Hanley, M.D.,
College Physician, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine; a member
of the International Olympic Committee's Medical Commission.
STATEMENT OF DANIEL F. HANLEY, M.D., COLLEGE PHYSICIAN,
BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE, MEMBERINTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE'S MEDICAL COMMISSION

Dr. HANLEY. Thank you.

Senator Byn. We appreciate your being with us.
I)r. HANLEY. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator II Ant. You may prweeed.
I)r. HANLEY. Just so we get some continuity in the record, let me

just begin by stating that I have listened to Mr. Scott's testimony
and I disagree with most of it. Especially I disagree with that part
about that says o4i: third of the Olympic track and field athletes in
Mexico back in 19(S were on drugs. This is an absolute falsehood.
I lived with those people; I saw them on a day-to-day basis. and
not only that, but other years, and this is just not true. It is true
there is no test for steroids. no practical test. an'i -none was done.

Senator Baru. As I recall, Mr. Scott referred to I)r. Tom

Waddell.
Dr. HANLEY.- Yes, sir, Toni Waddell.
Senator BAYIT. Do you know Tom Waddell?

Dr. HAxLEY. He is a very fine gentleman. he was with the
decathalon part of the track team hi Mexico. He is here in Washington as a physician at Georgetown University.

Senator 13AI-it. Did he make that statement in trying to scare

people?

Dr. HANLEY. I think Toni Waddell, beimr with the decathalon
group and with the weightmen of track and field possibly saw more
of the group that is using or uses that type of preparation than he
would have seen had he been with the entire team.
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Senator BAYn. DAI you just get through telling us that you agreed
with his statement ?

I)r. HAsi.vy. No, no; I said I disagreed with the statement that

one-third of the athletes were on drugs.
Senator BAyn. How significant do you think the problem was.
Doctor?

Dr. HANLy. I think the problem is a very real one; we should
try to get some factual information on it. sir. I don't have factual
information except in those cases %diem we have done studies.

Senator RAYIL I ant concerned, as someone with legislative re-

sponsibility. Where do we get studies not limited to the recorpmeryled
dosages. but of massive dosages as testified to by Mr. Shinuick and
others. How can we get studies where athletes, coaches, and trainers
will be absolutely honest, and will not be embarrassed. So they can
tell us what is really happening. Where do you get that information?
Do you have it?.
Dr. HANLEY. Sir, there are no studies of this type and this is one
of our problems. f we had good basic objective information, not

testimonials about someone else, not surveys done by others, but.
good basic studies. we ivoidd be able to put a good handle on the
problem. The primary problem exists in this area by virtue of the
fact that there is no good practical test for anabolic steroids. But,
Steroids are only one part of the problem.
There are tests for the other parts of the problem.
Senator BAYn. Would those apply to Mexico?
1)r. HANLEy. Yes, sir.

Senator Bard. There are no tests for steroids?
Dr. HANLEY. No. sir; no practical tests for the determination of
exogenous steroids in athletics.
Senator RAY IL In going back to Dr. Waddell's testimony that one-

third of the athletes use steroids in preparation for the Olympics,
were you associated with these athletes during this period?

I)r. HANLEY. Yes. sir; both in preparation for Mexico and for
several years I have been connected with this group from time to
Hine. not constantly, but during competition.
Senator BAYII. I would like to put your biographical data in the
record. It shows your significant association and participation in
1960. 1964, 1967. 1968, in Mexico. So I think you speak as au expert
iniisfar as an expert's horizon goes.
Dr. HANLEY. It has to be partially opinion.

[The biographical data referred to follows:1

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF DANIEL. FRANCIS HANLEY, M.D.

Born in Amesbury. Massachusetts. March 27. 1916.
Married (4 children 1.
Education
Amesbury High School, Amesbury. Mass.. 1933. Governor Dummer Academy.
1935. Bowdoin College. B.S. Degree. 1939. Columbia University College of

Physicians & SurgeonsM.D. Degree. 1943. Columbia Presbyterian Medical
Center. New York. Boston City Hospital. Boston. 194344. V.S. Army Medical
Corps. Major. 1944-46.
Positions

College Physician. Bowdoin Collegecurrent.
Editor, The Journal of the Maine Medical Associationcurrent.
Executive Director. Maine Medical Associationcurrent.
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Board of Directors, Associated Hospital Service of Maine ( Blue Cross/Blue
Shield) current.
Advisory CommitteeState of 1:t inc. Dept. of Health & Welfarecurrent.
Physician. United States Olympic Team: Rome, 1960; Tokyo, 1964; Win-

nipeg, 1967; Grenoble. 191;N: Mexico. 1965.

Physician. U.S. Traek & Field Team. Russia, 1961.
Permanent Member of the Medical Conunissbm of the International Olympic

CommitteeUnittql States Representativecurrent.
International Association of Olympic Medical OtlicersDeputy Chairman

current.
Chairman. Melieal & Training Services Committee. United States Olympic
Comndttee. 1972 Quadrennium.
Awards

Sports Illustrated Silver Anniversary All America Award Winner, 1963.
Altmoti Award for Faeuity and Staff. Bowdoin
1971.
Published Articles
"Athletic Injuries--Journal of National Athletic Trainers Association.
"Athletic Oames as
Fa I lor in Physical Fitness"--Connecticut Medicine,
Connecticut State Medical Journal. Decemlier. 19(13.

"Report of Medical Section of U.S. Team to the Games in Mexico City

october, 1965". For United States Olympic Committee. October. 1965.
-What Is Ilealth?"-- U.S. Public Health T.V. SeriesEducation
January. 1967.
"The Catastrophie Triviality" Nutrition Today. June. 1965.
"Hurrah for Dome cooking"Nntrition Today. Winter, 1970. Vol. 5. No. 4.
-Health Problems at the Olynutic Games"JAM A. Aug. 28, 1972. Vol. 221,
No. 9.

-Pill Popping and Performanee"Modern Medicine. June 26. 1972. pp, 81-84.

"The Making of a Champion----Science Year. WIwh! Book Encyclopedia, 1972.

Senator IlAvu. You said that you n)llghl the statement relative
to the extent of use of steroids at Mexico City, and the Olympics was
exaggerated. Yet you seemed to suggest Dr. Waddell is a very credible
individual and would not resort to scare taetics. Is it fair to say that
this assessment that ono-third of all the, athletes were using steroids

for their preparation for the Olympics vould lx' true as far as he

knows it, relative to the athletes with ivhont he came into contact ?
Dr. HANLEY. 1 :1111 51111' Tom wnAdoll, as far as I know, would

not lie about this. I think his statement is true as far as 1w knows it.
Aly point is that he would know mainly the decathalon people and

the weight people and he didn't know the entire track team and
certainly didn't know the entire I'.S. Olympie teams as the rest of
us did,
Senator IlAyit. We had Mr. Shinnick testify and he is a tack 114811

lind lie suggested that ;t her years of receiving the temptation, the
last 3 or 1 vears he did use steroids as a track 111811. not as a weight

man.
1)1.. IIANLEY. 1 am not here to say that. they aren't used, 1 am here

to say that I disagree that one-third of the athletes use the:a. that
is an exaggeratio».
Senator IlAyti, I think you admitted we don't have any i'vitleiie
to prove either side really,
Dr. TIANI.Ey. We don't. Th lS is till' baSiS or my testimony, we
really don't have evidence and we. really ought to try to get 501111'.
I

Senator 11:\111. Mr. Shinuick. did von vant to make a comment.
don't. want to got- us involved ill an extended debate. I think the

record is rather v01111)1010 with your testimony.
Mr. Surcsten. Yes: 1 talked to TOM Wad(1011 a 1)0111 the state:oents

because I was concerned with the discrepaney too. I talked to hint
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when he was out in San Francisco last year. When Dr. Waddell
was out in south Lake Tahoe be told me that he held sick hours
from 9 o'clock to 10 o'clok and 1w got to know the athletes quite
well and he was doing this for a period of 3 or 4 weeks. This is
what Tom told me, that through these, you know, consultations,
being a doctor on duty at Lake Tahoe, plus !wine. an active participant, he had access to information and had confidence that other
guy's
didn't have.
.
Senator liAyn. Well, why don't you proceed, Doctor.
Dr. IIAxi.Ey. Thank von.
Down through the years, there have been thousands of substances
which have been used by athletes to improve performance in sports
and the
of it all is. had there been one substance which really

worked. which really did improve performance, I think it would

be broadly used by most athletes. This is not proven to be the case.
We have been involved in testing of athletes for dope. In 1968, the

winter and summer games and again in 1972. At the winter and
summer gantes that is. Yon understand that we do not have a test
for steroids. The incidence of positives is very. very low. There is no
chemical answer that will improve performance, but unfortunately
in recent years more and MOM` special diets and special substances

are being touted for personal profits, profit motives, I think, by
some who are in a position to influence athletes and almost every

one of these substances has been backed by a series of rather shoddy

\

\

experiments which tend to show some benefit from steroids. The
benefits of steroids, for example, are touted in face of the fact that
the experiment was done with special diets and special weight trainirograms and half a dozen athletes or so used this. This all adds
up to an experiment which will benefit some individuals who want
to derive some financial gain from this sort of thing.
These experiments don't stand the test of time. There is nothing
that we know that will consistently improve an athletes performanco

on a daily basis. There is no way to supercharge a normal cell, to
the best of my knowledge. This statement is not acceptable in the
sporting world, I know. There is no known substance which consistently improves performance in the normal healthy and well-trained
athlete.

As for amphetamines, there is a growing bit of evidence to show
that humans develop an increased amount of insulin in their blood
strc 011, after takity, amphetamines. with the resulting of lowering of
blood sugar, and this may actually cause a decrease in performance.
Tin re is. of course. also the horrible possibility that you alluded to
earlier with ampliettimines developing a drug dependence, and, as
stated by a psychiatrist, joining in the commonest cause of acute
psychosis in the young adult - -Dr. Golden has spoken to you earlier
on this and I have read his testimony.
It is my belief that steroids really hold no magic and they do
hold a lot of potential harm. When used in the young athlete they
tend to hasten the closure of the bone growth lines, stunt his growth,
it will alter his sexual development and in the continued use in the

high dosage they do cause liver problems, they do manse ulcers, they
do rause psychoses, but the question I think we really ought to find

the answer to and I am not sure anybody knows it yet. is what do

they do to the normal healthy young adult. Young athletes in
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particular. Here again in the literature you can find ahnost anything
you want, but there are very few well-controlled studies involving
significant numbers of athletes over a reasonable period of time.
In these few studies the athletes do show an increased weight, but
when this increased weight gain is measured against the body components, it is largely retained fluids, not increased muscle. The
increased muscle conies from utilizing that muscle upwards' of
70 percent of its capacity on a 5-day-a-week basis, not from taking
pills. You asked about large doses? We have no studies except in
those individuals who can be hardly classified as normal, who take
large doses of steroids and who have taken large doses of steroids
over a period of years for medical conditions, allergies, (asthma,)
lenkemia5. Pte. and they sure don't put on a lot of muscle.
Senator BAyil. Doctor, what about the one specific example that
has been brought to the committee's attention. All of the top weight

lifters in the international competition in Ohio being found to
have been on steroids?
Dr. HANLEy. Yes, sir. That is correct.

Senator BAYII. Did they take amphetamines because of excess

weight?

Dr. HANLEY. Sir, what was not told to you was that in Ohio, I
believe. in 1970, Columbus, Ohio, the championships and the testing

was done the first 3 days, over it weekend. The lab reported the

results on Monday. The events continued. Several classes of weight
lifting followed these first 3 days. There were more records broken
in the later events and no positives were found.

Senator 13AYh. Well, that doesn't get around the fact that you
had the top three in those classes that were tested disqualified, were
on steroids.

Dr. HANLEY. Well, if you get into that fiasco, if we can call it
that, there is some pretty good evidence, that those tests were not
very well done and were certainly not very accurate because, the
next year these people were all reinstated by the international
weight lifting group and the tests were negated.
Senator BAyh. Was that because they weren't accurate or some
effort was made to try to put everybody back on a sound basis?
Dr. HAst.Ey. I think this depends on with whom you speak. If
you talk to Professor Beckett of London who is the leading gas
liquid chromatologist, and the leading tester of drugs in sports, he
says the testing was very shoddy and wouldn't stand up, and that

is the reason they were reinstated. If you talked to some of the

people who were in The sport themselves, they say it was largely a
political maneuver, and I really don't know the answer. All I know
is that they were reinstated. I know you didn't hear the whole story.
and I wanted you to hear the whole story. The first three classes,
there were positive drugs, the rest of the nine classes, no positives

and more records were broken in the second half than the first.

The studies done in Winnipeg in 1967 in the cycling road races there
were more among losers than the winners told essentially the same

number of losers and winners were checked. In the world skating
championships in 'Milwaukee which was in 1971, Milwaukee.. Wis..

there were more, many more positives in the caffein study among
the losers and there was only one among the winners.
Senator I3Avu. Now, you heard the testimony.
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Dr. HANLEY. Yes, sir, that is why I am disagreeing.

Senator BAYtt. Do you disagree with the statement that, I don't
know if it was Mr. Scott or Mr. Shinnick, that said inasmuch as
you only have one whiner and everybody else loses, if you play that
numbers game, the statistics are going to come out indicating more
users among losers than winners.

IIA7-:LY. Sir, if we're calling winners the first three in the
trials una the first three in the finals, and test the same number
among those who finishfom the fourth place on down, your
numbers game doesn't hold up. This would be because you're testing
the same number of losers as you are winners. In 1970, or 1971 study
of the speed skating championships, everybody was tested, winners
and losers.
Senator I .-ii. Well, in that. if you test everybody, you only have

one winner and everybody else loses. If yon have three medalists
and 13 losers, what about that?
Dr. HA N LEY. But there were none of them among the winners.

Senator BAyii. None among the winners?
Dr. HANLey. Okay. actually, one who finished a poor third was
positive if you want to go on to those aspects of the game and go on
to what happens with steroids, just from the public records, Randy
Matson's shot put record stood from 1907 until late winter or early
spring of 1973 which is a fairly long time, in spite of the weightmen
taking more steroids than any man would consider reasonable. From
the early 1880's when the first eases of doping were reported, and the
drugs used were nitroglycerin, strychnine, and brandy or whatever
records have been made by well-motivated individuals who sharpened their ability through hard work and intelligent practice. Your

letter suggested that we stick to four or five subjects and I will

try to do this very quickly.
The extent of use, was one of the questions you asked us to speak
on. During the 1972 Olympic Games in West Germany, approximately 3,000 dope control tests were done and only 12 positives were
reeorded, but these figures did not tell the whole story.
Tests were done on some portion of every sport competition, and
on most finals. Had this effort been concentrated on a few events
and everyone in those events tested. the results might have been
different. In the attempt to do a broad-based program, the German
organizing connnittee set up a program on testing for the Olympic
games which included the testing of the sailors and keil and testing
of the riders and the equestrian events. In areas like this the chances
of finding any positive drugs are very small. He.d they stuck with
cyclic r and weight lifting and judo and boxing and done everybody
in those tests. we might have seen some different results.
You asked what drugs were most commonly used. amphetamines,
ephedrine. strychnine. corodeine. some tranquilizers. barbituates.

and Valium and steroids alone or in combination with vitamins
account for most of the substances in the current field in sports.
Senator BArn. Tell us a little bit about this ephedrine.
Dr. HANLEY. Ephedrine.

Senator BAYIL It was used by the young man who won.
Dr. HAN LEY. Rick Damont.

Senator BATH. How in the sam hill did he get himself in a

Position like that. That drug. as I recall, was being used to correct
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his asthmatic condition. not to stimulate or in an effort to relieve
the mental pressures. was it not
Dr. LIAxi.Ey. That is what he says. yes, sir.
Senator BAYii. That is what he says. what is your impression as
a doctor?
I)r. HANLEY. I have never examined Mr. Damont. I don't know
his medical status.
Senator MATinAs. That is like finding Moses in the bull rushes,
Senator BAYn. That ain't necessarily so.
Senator .NI.vrinAs. That is what he says that he says.

Dr. 1-Ex1.Ey. Let me answer that question. The definition of
doping which was given to every coach and manager of the U.S.
Olympic Team repeatedly and in it it says that "doping is the
administration of or use by competing- athletes of any substance
foreign to the body and itny physiological substance taken in
abnormal quantitiesand so forth" when necessity demands medical
treatment with any substance which because of its nature, dosage
and application may be able to improve the athlete's performance
in an artificial and unfair manner (maybe). this is to be regarded
as doping. and on the addenda to my statement given to you this
morning. there is a copy of the substances which were banned and

ephedrine is one of one of those substances
(now how credible this
Senator 13.iYir. I lutee been told. I
is if our Olympic Committee. had filed the right papers relative to
Mr. Damont's treatment he would not have been disqualified.
Dr. HANLEY. That is absolutely false.
Senator I3AYir. That is false.
Yes. sir.
I)r.
Senator 13AYir. Any use of this dung at all would have_ disqualified
him?
Dr. HANLEY. Yes. sir.
Senator I3.tyU, For any purpose.
I)r. HANLEY. Yes, sir.

Senator B.yn. Perhaps this is not the proper forum to ask, but
are there procedures that should have been followed to advise this
young man of this prior to the competition?

Dr. HANLEY. It is. sir. it is my belief that they had been done.
Senator BAYit. Well. why don't you proceed with your testimony.
Dr. HANLEY. Okay. If doping doesn't do any good. why all the

testing and why all of the furor about it? Doping to improve
performance has according to Dr. Dirix of Belgium, has accounted

for at least 30 deaths in sports and a lot more near deaths and

medical problems.

Senator BAni. Over what period of time.?
Dr. 1-Exi.Ey. About the last 20 years. I believe is the time period
he has been dealing in. He didn't gi, exact dates, but I think the
survey covered the past 20 years.
Senator BAYii. Can you specify what kind of drugs. what kind
of competition?
Dr. ITAxix.y. Yes. 1w does. he does pretty much. it is on the green
book on (loping which I have given you.
Fine. we will see that is placed in the record.
Senator
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A la veille de l'ouverture des Jeux
Olympiques de 1972, i nous a paru
necessaire de faire le poin: et
d'informer largement ('opinion sur
tout ce qui concerne le dopage.

On the eve of the 1972 Olympic
Games we felt it necessary to
clarify the situation and to make our
views known on all aspects of the
doping problem.

La presente brochure a pour but
d'expliquer les dangers du dopage,
de faire connaitre les methodes
employees dans les laboratoires et
de diffuser le reglement elabore par
la Commission Medicale du CIO.

The object of this brochure is to
explain the hazards of doping,
to make known the methods used
in the laboratories and to publish the
regulations prepared by the
IOC Medical Commission.

De telles investigations ne peuvent
se derouler que dans un climat de
comprehension, de franche collaboration et d'entraide. C'est i3 cette
seule condition que nous eviterons
des incidents peu compatibles avec
('ideal Olympique et la dignite
de nos athletes.

Investigations of this type can take
place only in an environment
marked by understanding, frank
cooperation and mutual assistance.
Only under these conditions will we
Ue able to prevent incidents incompatible with the Olympic Ideal and
the dignity of our athletes.

Afin de definir clairement les responsabilites des orgz;nismes charges
de cette action, je tiens a rappeler
les principes suivants:

In order to clearly define the
responsibilities of the authorities
entrusted with this activity,
I should like to reiterate the
following principles:

1

La Commission Medicale du CIO
assume la responsabilite morale des
differents controles et en supervise
('organisation.
2.

Les Federations Internationales
detiennent la responsabilite technique du point de vue sportif
(nombre d'examens, qui et quand).
3.

L'exclusion des Jeux Olympiques
d'un athlete qui se refusera au contrate de dopage ou sera coupable
de dopage sera prononce par la
Federation Internationale concernee
sur proposition de la Commission
Medica le du CIO en application
du reglement ci apes.
4.

Le retrait dune medaille sera decide
par la Commission Executive du CIO
sur proposition de la Commission
Medicale du CIO selon la procedure
requise dans le reglement ci awes.
Nous croyons que le travail desinteresse de tous ceux qui ont
collabore a la redaction de ce livret,
servira la cause de la Jeunesse en
contribuant a sauvegarder la sante
morale et physique des athletes
Olympiques.
Je formule le vceux que les
principes edictes a ('occasion des
4

1

The IOC Medical Commission will
assume the moral responsibility for
the different kinds of controls and
will supervise their organization.
2.

The International Federations will
retain the technical responsibility
for sports matters (number of checks,
persons to be examined, times).
3.

Any athlete who refuses to undergo
doping control or who is found
guilty of doping shall be eliminated
from the Olympic Games by the
International Federation concerned
following the proposal of the IOC
Medical Commission in accordance
with the enclosed rules.
4.

A medal shall be withdrawn by
decision of the IOC Executive Board
following the proposal of the
IOC Medical Commission and
in accordance with the procedure
required by the enclosed rules.
We feel that the selfless effort
of all those who have contributed to
the preparation of this booklet will
serve the cause of youth by helping
to safeguard the moral principles
and the physical health of our
Olympic athletes.
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Jeux Olympiques puissent constituer
une base serieux dans d'autres
grandes competitions Internationales
et servir ainsi plus paniculierement
la cause du soon.

I hope that these principles,
established for the Olympic Games,
can be used as a firm foundation
for other important international
competitions, and especially help
serve the cause of sports.

Prince Alexandre de Merode
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Le problems du dopage

Limpitoyaille concurrence qui refine
dans le sport d'elite moderne, tout
specialement sur le plan international, Ia gioive de Ia victoire ainsi que
les satisfactions sociales et financieres sans commune mesure avec
la reside qu'offrent les succes

sportifs, contraignent l'athlete A user
de tous les moyens qui sont a sa
disposition pour ameliorer ses
performances.

N'oublions pas de mentionner et
elle nest pas la moins importante
la tendanre nationale a forcer les
performances. afin d'acquerir a tout
prix Z? victoire pour le pays. Les
methodes naturelles et physiologiques d'amelioration des performances. grace al l'entrainement
et a Ia mise en condition. ont pour
la plupart ete epuisees et patois
n'apportent plus le succes desire.
En outre, bien des athletes ne psuvent, ni ne sont capables de se plier
a des privations ou renonciations
quelconques. II semble donc facile
de concevoir qu'on cherche d'airtres
methodes perrr.ettant d'atteindre
la victoite sportive.
II serait donc dans une certaine
mesure, comprehensible qu'un
athlete aft recours a des methodes
plus * simples*, surtout
croft
pouvoir obtenir de meilleurs resultats
grace a quelques pilules. Ce sont ces
pratiques, visant a obtenir un
accroissement artificiel des performances. et aboutissant a une sorte
de preparation medicamenteuse
de la competition, qui de nos jour,
sont connues sous le nom de dopage.

Dee l'andquit6
Depuis toujours, l'homme s'est
efforce d'ameliorer artificiellement
ses performances, faussant ainsi ses
resultats dans le combat et dans
le sport. II est donc possible de
retacer tout au long de l'histoire
temploi des substances dopantes,
qui s'apparentent au dopage actuel,
ainsi que les efforts faits afin de les
eliminer. Des le 3eme siècle ay. J.C..
les athletes des anciens Jeux Olympiques avaient déjà essays d'ameborer leurs performances grace
a toutes sortes de substances.
Phylostrate et Ga lene nous relatent
ces faits. Ce n'est que depths la
ame moitie du XIXeme sleds que
10

nous avons la preuve evidente de
('existence du dopage. Ainsi, en 1865,

Pini nous pane d'un cas de dopage
lors de Ia traversee d'un :Anal
d'Atnsterdam.
En 1879, lorsque les fameuses
courses des six jours eurent lieu pour
la premiere fois, les participants
de diffe.-7,ntes nations avaient a leur

disposition une multitude de petits
remedesmiracle, qui leur permettaient
de mieux supporter cette epreuve
d'endurance. Les coureurs fiancais
prtferaient des melanges a base de
cafeine, les Beiges, eux, preferaient
clu sucre trempe dans Tether,
ctfautres encore preferaient prendre
des boissons alcoolisees, alors que
les sprinters s'etaient specialises
dans l'emploi de remedes 4*Nase
de nitroglycerine. Des lora, artains
er-traineurs jouerent les apprentissorciers, frabriquant toutes sortes
de potions miracle a base d'heroine
et de cocaine. Le premier cas mortel
de dopage, cause par une trop forte

dose de triinethyle, remonte a 1886:
lors de Ia course cycliste Bordeaux
Paris de 600 km. le cycliste anglais
Linton mourut, apes avoir ete dope
par son manager, le proprietaire
dune fabrique de bicyclettos. Quelques snares plus tard, les premiers
essais d'amelioration des performanr.es a l'aide croxygeas furent entrepris aupres des equipes de football
beiges et anglaises. Les premiers
ragworts a ce sujet rernontent a 1908.
C'est a cette epoqueque Iron retrouve
egalement les premiers cas de
dopage en boss : i! s'agit la de pilules
a base de strychnine, de melanges
creau-de-vie et de cocaine. On parle

la, pour la premiere fois, du probleme du «doping to loose *,
methods consistant a.administrer
au concurrent des substances
diminuant leurs capacites. Ainsi
en 1910. James Jeffrie affirms, ores
un K.O. par Jack Johnson, qu'on
avait verse une drogue dims son the.
Entre-temps, ce genre de manipulation. connu sous le nom de paredoping ou antidoping, est utilise
comme une des excuses les plus
frequentes. dans 12s cas de flagrant
dela.
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C'est en 1889 qu'apparait pour
Ia premiere fois, le mot « doping »
dans un dictionnaire anglais. La
definition donnee decrit un mélange
d'opium et de narcotiques, utilise
pour les chevaux. Contrairement
a ce que Von pense, la racine de ce
mot ne derive pas de l'anglais, mais
d'un dialecte parte dans le sud-est
de l'Afrique, en Cafrerie, et qui
s'integra ensuite dans la langue des
Boers. On entendait par « dop » une
eau-de-vie du pays employee
comme stimulant, tors des ceremonies religieuses des Cafres. Ce n'est
que par la suite que ce terme fut
egalement employe pour designer
toutes sortes de boissons stimulantes. La vulgarisation et, par consequent, ('utilisation du dopage pour
les chevaux et les chiens, a certainement marque une etape decisive
dans rhistoire du dopage, tel gull est
pratique actuellement dans le sport.
Notons toutefois que les premieres
verifications scientifiques de dopage
ont ete faites en 1910 en Autriche.
Inquiete par plusieurs resultats
inattendus lors des courses, le
Jockey-Club autrichien fait venir
le chimiste russe Bukovski qui avait
effectivement decouvert une
methode permettant de retrouver des
traces d'alcaloides dans Ia salive
chevaline. Bukovski, ne voulant pas
reveler sa methode, le Dr. Sigmund
Frankel de l'Universite de Vienne
elabora son propre systerne. Ainsi,
dans les annees 1910 et 1911,
218 prelevements de salive furent
examines et des sanctions adequates
furent prises contre les palefreniers.
La decouverte de Frankel stimula
d'autres chimistes et medecins,
parmi lesquels Kaufmann a Paris.
Ces decouvertes permirent dans le
domaine de rhippisme de diminuer
le nombre des scandales de dopage.
Ce n'est qu'en Amerique, pays cm)
l'on commence a doper les chevaux,
que, pendant de nombreuses
annees, l'on n'entreprit rien contre
le fleau du dopage. Selon plusieurs
rapport de la *icicle d'avantguerre,
30 a 50% des chevaux participant
aux courses etaient dopes. Entretemps, grace aux controles reguliers,
les conditions ont fondamentalement change. Selon « L'Association
of Official Racing Chemists», it n'y a
plus que 1% de chevaux dopes.

La medecine scientifique egalement
s'interesse entre-temps aux medicaments et aux substances arneliwant
les performances et des series de
tests ont ere entrepris a cet effet.
Ainsi, en 1919, Emden fit des recherches approfondies sur les effets
pharmacologiques des mélanges
a base de phosphore, beaucoup
d'autres etudierent les effets de la
benzedrine et en 1934, enfin, ce
furent les premieres observations
cliniques des effets de la benzedrine.
L'Allemand Hausschild a developpe
Ia pervitine, qui tout comme Ia
methedrine anglaise fut employee
pendant les annees 39 a 45, lors des
vols de nuit, des grandes marches
et des operations d'endurance
de toute sorte.

En 1933, le mot dopage est entre
dans le language courant, et I'on
peut le retrouver dans tous les
dictionnaires specialises (P. ex.
Beckmann, dictionnaire sportif).
Schonholzer, Demole, Knoll, Prokop
et d'autres en donnent les premieres
definitions, tout en soulignant le
point de vue medical, ainsi que
('aspect moral et ethique du dopage.
Parmi les personnes qui s'interessent
au dopage, athletes, accompagnateurs, medecins, il en est qui
reussiront toujours a embrouiller
les pistes et a motiver ou masquer
('usage des stimulants, grace a une
pretendue ignorance ou a une
fausse interpretation des reglements
de dopage.

Dopago egalement lors des
Jam( Olympiques
Les cas de dopage augmentent
sensiblement a partir de 1950. Lors
des Jeux Olympiques d'hiver de
1952, a Oslo, on retrouva, dans les
cabines des patineurs de vitesse,
une multitude d'ampoules brisees
et de seringues. Le cyclisme devient
un « hautlieu » du dopage. En 1955,
lors de retape du Mont Ventoux
du Tour de France, Mallejak perdit
conscience et fut accuse de dopage.
En avril de la mime armee 25 nouvelles analyses d'urine furent faites,
parmi lesquelles 5 s'avererent
positives.
En 1956, awes avoir fait usage
d'amphetamines, un des coureurs
est retrouve en Mat d'alienation
mentale et doit etre interne dans
11
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la clinique psychiatrique de Monte llo
(Venerando). Lothar Alp ler, lors des
competitions amateurs de courses
sur route, Nielsen, lors des championnets du monde des professionnels
« derriere moto » a Zurich, Fritz
Gallati et bien d'autres furent
accuses d'avoir pris de ('amphetamine et les sanctions necessaires
furent prises. Pendant bien des
annees, lors du Tour d'Autriche, des
participants autrichiens, polonais
et hollandais furent exclus pour avoir
fait usage d'amphetamine. Certains
coureurs avaient jusqu'a 18 pilules
d'amphetamine sur eux. D'autres,
tel le Hollandais Scheepers, furent
accueillis en heros et en martyrs par
leurs compatriotes, alors que les
medecins de la commission
d'enquate furent blames.

« L'American Medical Association »
(AMA) cite des cas d'effondrement
dus au dopage par substances
sympathicomimethiques, tout particulierement par amphetamine, sans
toutefois que des sanctions soient
prises contre les dopes et ceux qui
« tirent les ficOes ». Une grande
partie des promieres mesures prises
contre ces delfts furent sans succes,
tels par exemple en 1952, lors des

Jeux Olympiques d'Helsinki, le controle d'echantillons d'aliments.
II s'agissait la d'aliments distribues
aux coureurs de marathon.

Des cas mortels donnent
l'alarme

II fallut plusieurs cas mortels, pouf
que ('attention du public soit attiree
sur ce probleme. Ainsi un coureur
cycliste de 25 ans mourut apres avoir
ingurgite le contenu d'une bouteille
thermos de café, 8 pilules de phenylisopropylamine et 15 pilules
d'amphetamine. Le cas de Knut
Enemark Jensen est encore plus
connu le jeune cycltste danois
succomba, lors des Jeux Olympiques
de Rome, en 1960, apres avoir pris
une trop forte dose d'amphetamine
et de derive d'acide nicotinique que
lui avait administree son entraineur.
En 1957, ('AMA constata que les
« Peppills » dont se servaient les
etudiants pendant la periode des
examens, etaient egalement utilises
dans le domaine du sport. En 1958,
l'« American College of Sports
Medicine » cite les resultats d'ui.3
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enquete sur 441 entraineurs,
coaches et accompagnateurs,
35% avaient deja fait usage de la
benzedrine ou savaient tout au moins
s'en servir, alors que 7% n'etaient pas
informes du mode d'emploi de cette
substance.

La commercialisation croissar
du sport explique les liens toe ours
plus etroits entre le dopage et le
professionalisme. Le dopage par
amphetamines est de plus en plus
courant dans le domaine du football.
Delezenne nous cite le cas d'un
joueur qui, apes avoir ete accuse
de brutalite envers I'arbitre, se justifia en disant qu'il avait agi sous
;Influence de stimulants qui lui
avaient ete administres avant le debut
du jeu. Une grande partie de ces cas
de doping ne sont merne pas sanctionnes, parce que les coupables
reussissent tres souvent a s'en sortir,
grace a leurs relations, a une suspension de la procedure par defaut
de preuve, ou grace a des doutes
concernant les reglements de con-

trole, ou encore en soutenant qu'il
s'agissait d'un acte de sabotage.
II est malheureux de voir que dans
ce sport, tout comme dans le cyclisme,

les soi-disant medecins sportifs
jouent un role peu digne d'eloge.
D'autre part, les organismes officiels
competents ne sont pas assez puissants et n'osent pas prendre energiquement position contre certains
athletes d'elite, de peur de se rendre
impopulaires. En outre, la pression
exercee sur certains fonctionnaires
est tres forte, et les interets de ceux
« qui tirent les ficelles », tout particulierement ceux de l'industrie, sont
pris en consideration au detriment
des reglements sportifs. Ceci ne fait
qu'encourager le dopage. 17% des
joueurs prennent des psychotoniques pendant le match et 94% des
associations ont recours au dopage
pendant la periode de l'entrainemerit : cette constatation alarmante
resulte d'une enquate faite en Italie
en 1961 par ('Association
de foOtball.
On retrouve egalement des scandales
de dopage dans le domaine de la

boxe. En 1963, Billy Bello, poids
welter, meurt a la suite d'une intoxication a ('heroine. A Mexico,
Edmundo Esparso, poids coq,
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se dope, avant de monter sur le ring
et est exclu pour 3 mois. Dick Howard,
3eme au 400 m haies des Jeux

Olympiques 1960, meurt egalement
a Ia suite d'une trop forte dose
&heroine.
Le tennis n'est pas epergne : en 1561,

lors de Ia Coupe Davis contre
l'Anglais Billy Knight, le joueur,
Andres Gimeno, est accuse d'avoir
recu des injections de testosterone.
II s'ensuit tout naturellement une
foule de denonciations et d'accusations a tort ou a raison; Ia presse
a scandale n'y est pas etrangere.
Ainsi, certains vainqueurs olympiques se voient accuses d'avoir
atteint leur performance grace
a des injections.
Deux cas jouent finalement un role
decisif dans Ia bataille du dopage
qui sera combattu de plus en plus
energiquement : le cas du coureur
cycliste anglais Simpson qui perdit
conscience, lors du Tour de France.
II avait pris de ['amphetamine,
Ia fatigue et le soleil lui donnerent
le coup de grace; it mourut tout
comme le boxeur Jupp Elze qui
avait egalement ete dope.

Debut de la lutte systematigue
contra le dopage
Ce fut un groupe de medecins,
conscients de leur responsabilite,
qui, s'elevant contre la presse
a scandale, lance un appel a la lutte
contre le dopage et aida a former
la premiere commission de controle
du dopage. En 1959 I'ANEP
(Association nationale &education
physique) fonde en France la
premiere commission de controle
du dopage. La meme armee, les
congres internationaux de medecine
sportive a Paris et a Evian se vouent
tout particulierement au probleme
du dopage et decident de prendre
les mesures appropriees. Lors
de divers congres anterieurs (Zurich
et Weimar 1955, Hambourg 1957),
le probleme du dopage avait ate
considers comme un phenomene
interessant mais qui alors ne presentait guere d'interet. En 1962,
la Federation italienne des medecins
du sport (FMSI), organise une
enquete sur le dopage et a Moscou,
le CIO decide de prendre des
mesures contre le dopage. Faute

de sanctions adequates, ces mesures
prises ne furent pas encore couronflees de succes. La Federation
italienne de football met sur pied
une commission d'enquete sur le
dopage et, par la suite, differents
clubs de football forment un service
d'alerte, afin de s'informer mutuellement des &marches de cette
commission. Malgre cela, cinque
joueurs sont declares coupables
de dopage a Bologne.

Les premieres mesures officielles
contre le dopage furent prises par
le gouvernement autrichien. Le
Ministere de ['Education Nationale
met sur pied une commission
d'enquete et menace, par decret du
30.9.1962, de sanctionner durement
les athletes dopes et leur association,
en leur coupant par exemple toute
subvention et en leur interdisant
['usage des terrains de sport publics.

A Strasbourg, en janvier 1963,
le Conseil de l'Europe entreprend
la premiere demarche officielle
decisive pour la lutte contre le
dopage en organisant une commission &experts. Lors des premieres
&marches effectivement entreprises, il s'avere bientot que l'une
des plus grandes difficultes dans
la reussite de Ia lutte contre le dopage
reside dans le probleme de la
definition exacte du dopage. On
procede donc a ['elaboration de cette
definition. La definition choisie
a cette époque est la suivante:
« Par dopage, on entend ['usage par
des personnes saines dans le but
d'ameliorer les performances d'une
matiere artificielle et deloyale lors
des competitions de substances
physiologiques etrangeres au corps.
En outre, certaines influences
psychologiques, tendant a ['amelioration des performances sportives,
doivent egalement etre considerees
comme dopage.»
Cette allusion a des effets psychologiques extremes, c.a.d. l'hypnose,
par lesquels les athletes sont recluits
a l'etat de robots teleguides,
se referait alors tout particulierement
aux manipulations auxquelles
avaient ete exposes certains nageurs
australiens, footballeurs anglais
et autres athletes. On decide cependant de ne pas prendre cela en
13
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consideration, faute de pouvoir
fournir les preuves necessaires.
Dans la merne armee, cette definition
est confirmee par le premier colloque
de dopage a Uriage et par le congres
de medecins du sport a Barcelone.

Premiere lists off icielle
des substances dopantes
Dans Ia pratique, it est difficile
de discerner un dopage d'un traitement a base de stimulants prescrits
par un medecin. C'est pourquoi en
novembre 1963, lors de la reunion
des experts europeens a Madrid,
un element additionel a ete apporte
a la definition :
« Dans le cas d'un traitement
necessitant des medicaments dont
la nature ou la quantite peuvent
influer sur la capacite de performance
normale, on parlera de dopage
pouvant entrainer ('exclusion de Ia
participation aux competitions ».

A cette definition Ion joignit une
liste des substances qui devaient etre
considerees comme substances

dopantes; elle contient des narcotiques, des derives &amphetamine,
certains atcaloides, tels to strychnine
et ('ephedrine et en general tous les
analeptiques, et tous les medicaments activant la fonction respiratoire, les psychotoniques ainsi
que certaines hormones.
Lors de divers congres de ('UNESCO,
en 1964, a Geneve et a Bruxelles,

lors du congres mondial de dopage
qui eut lieu pendant les Jeux
Olympiques de 1964 a Tokyo, lors
du 2erne congres national de Ia
medecine sportive au Chili, ainsi
que lors de diff6rentes rencontres
nationales en Allemagne, Autriche,
Italie, Suisse, Angleterre et finalement lors du congres du Conseil
de ('Europe de Strasbourg en
septembre 1965, les services comp&
tents du sport et de l'Etat ont pris
des mesures energiques afin d'eviter
les dangers du point de vue de la
sante aussi bien que du point de vue
moral auxquels le dopage expose
les athletes.
Entre-temps, en novembre 1964,
un projet de loi est soumis au Senat
franpais, interdisant ('usage abusif
de substances pharmacologiques
proches du dopage et prkoyant
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outre la disqualification, des amendes
ainsi que des peines de prison allant
jusqu'a un an. Ce projet de loi est
accepts a l'unanimite, par consequent la loi contre le dopage entre
en vigueur en 1965. Dans la pratique,
('application de Ia loi se heurte
cependani encore a des difficultes,
telles que certaines imprecisions
concernant la determination de son
application.

Le 2 avril 1965, Ia Belgique enboite
le pas a la France et promulgue une
loi antidopage. A cause de leur
constitution, certains pays ne peuvent promulguer une telle loi.
D'autres ne veulent pas Ia promulguer
sous pretexte que Ia possession
illegale ainsi que Ia vente ou l'emploi
de drogues menant a la toxicomanie,
sont (MA interdites par la loi et par
consequent punies de lourdes
peines. Soutenues par des accords
internationaux, tels que la convention internationale sur ('opium
de 1831 et ('accord de La Haye sur
('opium de 1921, ainsi que des
accords passes avec ('Organisation
Mondiale de la Sante, les lois des
differents pays prevoient de severes
sanctions contre de telles infractions:
amendes ou peines de prison allant
jusqu'A 10 ans de reclusion.

Et pourtant ce sont souvent justement des medecins qui sont
etonnament genereux sur Ia prescription de ces substances, soit
parce gulls esperent en tirer quelque
profit, soit parce que leur chauvinisme
mal place et leur orgueil national les
poussent a administrer des dopants.
Ces medecins, qui, sciemmer.i
se laissent eller a de telles pratiques,
portent atteinte a rethique du
point de vue medical et humain.
Aujourd'hui encore, certains hauts
fonctionnaires du sport soutiennent
maiheureusement cette mentalite,
parce gulls voient dans les rencontres sportives internationales,
l'enjeu du prestige international,
de sorte que ('engagement total
de ('athlete et le sacrifice de sa sante
pour la sauvegarde de l'honneur
national, representent pour eux
un devoir tout nature! envers leur
patrie. II va sans dire que les dernarches entreprises depuis pres de
quinze ans, par l'Etat et par les
Federations Internationales, qui,
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dans la plupart des cas, ont mis sur
pied une commission d'enquete sur
le dopage, ont déjà remporte
plusieurs victoires. Ainsi, d'apres
Dirix, dans le domaine du cyclisme,
le nombre d'examens s'averant
positifs, a regresse de 25,5% en 1965
a 20% en 1966 et a 8% en 1967.
En Italie, d'apres le rapport de
Venerando, le nombre de cas de
dopage chez les coureurs cyclistes
soumis a un controle, a regresse
de 32,94% egalement, cette severe
campagne a ete egalement couronnee de succes dans le domaine
du football.
Alors que d'apres Ottani -- en 1961
on comptait encore 27% de cas
de dopage parmi les cas controles,

it n'y en avait plus un seul a ('amphetamine dans les annees 1963-64.
Les controles entrepris lors des
championnats du monde de football
en Angleterre en 1966 donnerent
eux aussi des resultats negatifs.
Notons toutefois que la regression
des cas positifs chez les amateurs
est proportionnellement moins forte
que chez les professionnels. On
passe egalement de l'emploi des
amphetamines a I'emploi de stimulants moins forts, tels ('ephedrine
et certains analeptiques. Ces substances moins nocives sont cependant administrees a de si fortes doses,

que leur effet pose a son tour
de grands problemes du point
de vue medical.

Intervention du Comite
International Olympique
Lune des grandes dernarches entreprises dans to domaine du sport
a ete le remaniement, en 1967, de la
Commission Medicale du CIO, sous
Ia presidence du Prince Alexandre de
Merode. Lors des Jeux Olympiques
d'hiver en 1968 a Grenoble, la Commission a effectue ses premiers
controles de routine, tout en poursuivant son activite pendant les Jeux
de la XIXe Olympiade a Mexico.

Les avis differents quant au contenu
de la liste des substances et les
criteres pris en consideration
variant selon les disciplines, les
regles olympiques sont souvent
heurtees. Malgre tout, la Commission
du CIO effectue ores de 1000 contitles de dopage, en accord avec les

Federations Internationalessportives,
et propose de disqualifier en cas
d'infraction aux reglements. Et pourtant on note deja une uniformisation
des reglements de dopage aupres
des Federations Internationales,
telles par exemple la (FISA)
Federation Internationale des
Societes d'Aviron et Ia (IAAF)
Federation Internationale Amateur
d'Athletisme, qui acceptent sans
exception les regles fondamentales
du CIO.

De nos jours, Ia lutte contre
le dopage est facilitee par certains
procedes, tels que ('analyse d'urine
methode mise au point au cours
de ces dernieres annees et Ia determination par Ia chromatographie
en couches minces et par la chromatographie gazeuse. Les efforts
entrepris en vue d'une uniformisation
des methodes de controle de
dopage dont s'occupe tout particulierement le Prof. Beckett, sont
une aide precieuse dans Ia lutte
contre le dopage. En 1969 deja, des
congres scientifiques ont eu lieu,
dans le but d'uniformiser a l'echelle
internationale les methode.;
de controle.

Du point de vue biologique, le
dopage est une methode artificielle,
parfois mortelle, qui ne permet
d'obtenir qu'une victoire
a la Pyrrhus.
Malgre tout, l'aspect medical du
dopage se voit relegue au second
plan, awes l'aspect ethique et le cote
fair-play du sport, etant donne que
le dopage n'est pas obligatoirement
nocif, bien qu'il soit toujours
deloyal et contraire a toute morale
sportive. Or, de nos jours, Ia definition
du dopage est relativement souple.
En outre, ('administration d'elements
revitalisants, tels que le sucre
de raisin, le calcium, la lecithine,
le phosphate, les proteines, les
vitamines, n'est pas consideree
comme dopage, merne si ces
elements sont administres en
injections avant les competitions.
Les effets des substances employees
de nos jours sont multiples, et leur
influence sur les performances est
souvent incertaine et douteuse.
En outre, on ne connait aucune
15
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substance qui ne produise des
effets secondaires nocifs, variant
selon Ia dose administree. Les effets
de ces substances sur un seul organe
moteur, provoquant un accroissement des performances, ne peuvent
que rarement etre isoles. Ceci est
surtout valable dans le cas d'un
accroissement de la force musculaire,
de ['endurance et d'une meilleure
coordination des mouvements.
La plupart des dopants ne provoquent qu'une decontraction centrale et ainsi une augmentation
de l'activite de nature psychique.
Un tel mechanisme se produit tout
particulierement chez les athletes
plus ages, qui, au cours des annees,
ont acquis une multitude d'inhibitions conscientes ou inconscientes,
dues a des experiences desagreables
ou a des blessures, qui les empechent

de tirer profit de toutes leurs forces.
Une fois ces inhibitions dissipees
grace aux substances dopantes,
['athlete est souvent capable
d'obtenir de meilleures performances. En meme temps, disparaissent
certaines barrieres physiologiques
dont le but est d'empecher le surmenage. II s'agit la dune diminution
extreme et par la mortellement
darigereuse, de substances energetiques, tout particulierement de la
sensation de fatigue, representant
une barriere physiologique contre
le surmenage de l'appareil moteur
et du systeme circulatoire, ainsi que
des systemes d'hormones et de
ferments mobilisant l'energie.
Les jeunes athletes etant plus
facilement enclins a deployer toutes
leurs forces au cours d'une competition, leurs experiences negatives
etant quasi inexistantes, ils peuvent
plus facilement se depenser.
Presque toutes les enquetes
demontrent que dans ces groupes
d'age, les dopants accroissent
la performance. Pour les athletes
d'un certain age qui se dopent,
it existe tres souvent une tres grande
difference entre le jugement qu'ils
portent personnellement sur leur
capacite propre de performance
et leur capacite objective evaluee
d'apres le fonctionnement de
l'appareil moteur, de la circulation
et du metabolisme. II est paradoxal
que, par la stimulation psychique,
Ia performance generale soit parfois
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amelioree, alors que Ion peut noter
une nette regression de la performance organique. Cette divergence
est surtout provoquee par ['influence
de l'alcool, de la nicotine et de tous
ces elements qui conferent une
certaine euphorie et, par la-meme,
empechent que ['athlete juge son
propre comportement.

Diminution des performances
et atteintes A Ia sante
Ce qui caracterise la plupart des
substances c'est le fait qu'au bout
d'un certain laps de temps marque
par une amelioration des performances, on peut noter un temps
de reaction accusant une diminution
tres nette des performances. Les
« contrereactions » de l'organisme
souvent imprevisibles et difficiles
a controler ne sont pas sans danger
et demandent une periode de
retablissement prolonge. Les effets
de la plupart des substances dopantes, etant incertains et dependant
a un moment précis de l'etat
du systeme vegetatif de ('athlete,
sont souvent sujets a de grandes
fluctuations.
L'experience prouve qu'il en decoule
des difficultes de sondage. Une certaine habitude intervenant, Ia dose
de substance dopante doit souvent
etre continuellement augmentee,
Ainsi on atteint souvent une dose
toxique, qui merle a des symptomes
de toxicomanie ou a Ia mort par
intoxication. Le danger est accru
par des elements, tels par exemple
certains medicaments vasodilatateurs, un effort excessif, ou une
influence climatique prononcee par
exemple la chaleur ou le soleil

Quand arrivent ['habitude ou Ia toxicomanie inevitables, tot ou tard,
lors de ['usage de stupefiants ou
d'amphetamines, les athletes
comptent de plus en plus sur les
reactions provoquees par les substances employees et negligent
la preparation physiologique du
combat, ainsi que l'entrainement,
ce qui se traduit par une forte baisse
des performances, tant sur le plan
moral que physique et sportif.
.

Parmi tous les produits de dopage
notons surtout les amphetamines,
qui en plus de leur reaction stimu-
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lante centrale supprirnant toute
sensation de fatigue, attaquent
certaines parties du systerne nerveux vegetatif. Ces stimulants, ainsi
que certaines substances dopantes
faisant partie d'autres groupes
pharmacologiques et provoquant
des reactions analogues, comme par
exemple ('ephedrine, sont connus
sous le nom de substances dices
sympathicomimetiques. En d'autres
termes, ils activent le tonus du
sympathique qui entre en action
lorsqu'il s'agit de produire de gros
efforts. Le parasympathique dont
le role est de regenerer les forces,
volt son action eliminee, de sorte
que l'economie de performance
et de regeneration devient de plus
en plus faible. A tout ceci s'ajoutent
des reactions, ainsi que certains
troubles et parfois certains effets
negatifs egalement typiques du
sympathique, tels qu'acceleration
de ('hypertension, paleur, augmentation de Ia transpiration et du tonus
dans Ia musculature squelettique,
hyperemotivite, troubles de Ia
digestion et troubles sexuels. Ce sont
en principe les mernes symptornes
que ceux que presente un entrainement trop pousse. C'est pourquoi,
('amelioration des performances par
l'emploi d'amphetamines activant
le nerf sympathique, est une charge
supplementaire pour tout l'organisme et met Ia sante en danger.
Tout effort supplementaire, tel que
l'emploi abusif de produits vasodilatateurs, souvent utilises pour
ameliorer Ia circulation sanguine
musculaire, provoque le surmenage
de l'appareil circulatoire et aboutit
a un effondrement total.
Les deux cyclistes Jensen et Simpson
sont morts a Ia suite de tels effondrements. D'autres substances dopantes, comme par exemple Ia strychnine, employee pour accroitre les
performances de force et de vitesse,
excitent le tonus musculaire a un
tel point que, si l'on &passe a peine
une certaine dose, elles provoquent
des crampes musculaires generalisees, qui, tout comme le tetanos,
affectent dangereusement le systerne
circulatoire.

L'une des caracteristiques des
athletes dopes est leur comportement psychique. L'athlete dope

donne souvent ('impression d'etre
dans un scat d'ivresse. II est irritable,
son regard est vitreux et son comportement ressemble a celui d'un
somnanbule ou d'un ivrogne.
D'autres sont sujets a des troubles
generaux du sens de l'equilibre, parfois merne a des troubles du langage
et de Ia memoire, dans le sens dune
amnesie. Parfois ils deviennent
agressifs ou maniaques ou merne
euphoriques, exagerent leurs mouvements et ne les coordonnent plus.

S'ils ne sont plus sous l'effet de leur
dopant habituel, ils deviennent
desagreables, troubles, renfermes,
irritables et apathiques. A cet etat
s'ajoutent, selon les substances
employees, une paleur anernique
et une transpiration de la paume
en cas d'emploi d'amines sympaticomimetiques, ou une contraction
de Ia pupille en cas d'emploi de
morphine. L'emploi regulier de ces
substances merle a la toxicomanie
et entraine ('athlete, tres souvent,
A la decheance. L'athlete, tout comme
d'autres drogues, devient alors un
outil dont se servent des managers
sans scrupules qui lui fournissent
ainsi les substances dopantes, sans
lesquelles it ne lui est plus possible
de vivre.

De nos jours, les steroides anabolisants, qui soi-disant « developpent
les muscles », sont utilises en grandes
quantites dans de nombreuses
disciplines sportives. Bien que leur
effet soit particulierement nocif,
(ils attaquent, par exemple, le foie
et le squelette, entrainent des
troubles du metabolisme et des
fonctions sexuelles et provoquent
chez les femmes une virilisation ainsi
que des troubles de Ia menstruation)
ces substances n'ont pas encore ete
inscrites sur la liste des dopants;
en premier lieu, parce que le controle
en est particulierement difficile et
que les methodes laissent encore
A &suer, en second lieu, parce que
ces substances ne peuvent etre
identifiees si ('administration en
a eta interrompue 2 a 3 semaines
avant le controle, m8me si une certaine hypertrophie des muscles en
resulte due a une administration
prealable reguliere pendant
plusieurs mois.
17
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Le probleme du dopage ayant tout
d'abord ete considers non pas
comme un probleme d'ordre medical, mais plutot comme une question
de morale et d'ethique sportives,
('argument le plus fort et le plus convaincant n'a pas non plus ete apporte
par la medecine, mais par la psychologie. II s'agit la de I'essai du placebo.
En partant du fait que les placebos,
remede-attrape, sans aucun effet

pharmacologique, pouvaient provoquer un effet therapeutique, on
analyse, au cours de differentes
experimentations critiques (Prokop),
l'effet des placebos sur la performance sportive. Ces experimentations semblaient necessaires, etant
donne le nombre de substances
dopantes dont l'effet physiologique
si effet it y a est minime. Afin
de clarifier cet Mat de choses,
plusieurs athletes durent se soumettre

a des controles d'ordre physiologiques et psychologiques; awes avoir
pris de ces pilules dopantes factices,
on assura aux athletes que les pilules
qu'on leur avail administrees contenaient un dopant a base d'une
plante sud-americaine, utilisee par
les indigenes pendant la chasse et
pour la guerre et grace a laquelle des
athletes auraient déjà gagne maintes
competitions &ors qu'en realite
on leur avait administre un melange
de talc et de sucre lactique. Lors
des contrales par un dynamornetre
manuel, de la force de leurs mains,
63% des athletes presenterent une
nette amelioration de leurs performances et grace a des variations
dans les methodes de contrale, on
s'assura que ('amelioration des performances ne pouvait resulter de
l'entrainement. Le merne resultat fut
obtenu lors de l'epreuve dynamique
du « step test »: 72% des athletes
presenterent une diminution de la
frequence du pouls, sous I'effet du
placebo. La diminution de la frequence du pouts, apres un effort,
equivaut a une rationalisation du
fonctionnement du systerne circulatoire et par consequent a une amelioration des performances, or une
mime frequence du pouls aurait
permis d'atteindre une meilleure
performance.
Des resultats analogues ont ete
atteints tors des experimentations
d'ordre psychologiques. Le de18

pouillement statistique prouve qu'iI
existe un rapport positif, d'une part
entre l'intelligence et l'effet du
placebo et, d'autre part entre I'effet
du placebo et la suggestibilite.
En outre, le pourcentage des reactions Malt nettement plus fort chez
les personnes d'un certain age et
chez les femmes. Ces deux fait:, ne
nous suiprennent guere et confirment les resultats generaux des
enquetes therapeutiques. Apres
absorption de placebos, plusieurs
athletes pretendirent avoir des
symptome subjectifs Mat d'ivresse,
euphorie, vertige, bouffees de chaleur, palpitations, paresthesie et
autres sans toutefois que leurs
performances accusent une regression reelle. En comparant ('amelioration des performances due a un effet
de placebo et les resultats des
experimentations pour lesquelles
on s'etait servi de vrais stimulants,
on peut noter que la comparaison
est frappante. Ceci prouve qu'il s'agit
d'effets autosuggestifs que I'on peut
atteindre independamment de la
substance administree, et que I'effet
des veritables substances dopantes
mis a part les remedes de dopage
massifs, tels que les narcotiques, les
amphetamines et autres ne different
guere de celui des substances
dopantes factices. Ces constatations
prouvent que le dopage est non
seulement dangereux, mais egalement inutile et insense.
Tous ces aspects medicaux, psychologiques et pedagogiques du dopage
qui denoncent son imposture,
gagnent encore de I'impoitance face
au probleme de la sauvegarde de
l'idee olympique, l'idee grandiose
du sport sera toujours remise en
question et toutes les valeurs
positives du sport risquent de disparaitre tres bientot.
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Methodes d'analyse

L'expose suivant envisage une vole
d'approche aux problemes poses par
le controle antidopage. Certes, les
divers laboratoires appliquent
chacun des methodes legerement
differentes pour traiter ces problemes,
mais quelque soit la technique
adoptee, it importe que tout resultat
positif obtenu A la suite des examens
de verification prealables (dits de
screening) soit suivi dune slide de
tests destines a identifier la substance
ayant conduit A ce resultat positif.
Le present expose resume la situation
actuelle. Tout progres effectue dans
les methodes d'analyse, en particulier les methodes appliquees aux
tests d'identification, conduira
indubitablement A un perfectionnement du contrale antidopage dans
son ensemble,

Generates

Lurine constitue, dune maniere
generale, rechantillon biologique
le plus approprie a ('analyse visant
detecter I'abus de drogues. En
effet, les concentrations de ces
drogues sont plus eleveesdans ('urine
que dans le sang, et Icrs de ('analyse,
('interference des constituants de
('urine est moindre que celle des
constituants du sang (Beckett 1966;
Beckett, Tucker et Moffat, 1967).

On determiners tout d'abord le pH
de ('urine dans les echantillons preleves ; celui-ci, en effet, influe sur
la quotepart d'excretion de nombreux
composes, c'est-A-dire qu'il resulte
dune urine acide une quote part
d'excretion de composes basiques
plus elevee et une quote-part
&excretion de composes acides plus
faible (Fig. 1, page 48). Pour une
urine acide. le taux &excretion en
24 heures de methylamphetamine,
damphetamine et &ephedrine est
respectivement de 50, 70 et 80%,
tandis qu'il est dans des conditions
alcalines, respectivement de 5, 3 et
5%. Par consequent, un echantillon
dune urine alcaline qui ne revele,
l'examen, qu'une petite quantite
de substance stimulante basique
nest pas la preuve que la concentration de stimulant dans le corps
est faible.

Apres des exercices physiques,
!'urine est generalement acide.
II arrive cependant que des liquides

alcalins soient absorbes pour neutraliser la fatigue associee A l'acidose,

et que cette ingestion entraine un
pH alcalin de ('urine. Des differences
&habitudes dietetiques peuvent
egalement influer sur le pH de ('urine
et, de ce fait, sur ('excretion de
substances qui. A un pH physiologique, sont partiellement ionisees
(Fig. 2, page 49) Wesley- Hadzija,
(1971).

Awes administration orate dun
stimulant, le niveau maximum
atteint dans le sang par celui-ci
se situe generalement entre une
et trois heures apres la prise de la
dose. Si donc un concurrent cherche
obtenir un avantage deloyal en
utilisant un produit stimulant, it devra
le prendre % heure au moins avant
la competition. Cela signifie que
le prelevement d'echantillons d'urine
visant A detecter Tabus de stimulants
pourra etre effectue a n'importe quel
moment apres la fin de l'epreuve.
La plupart des produits sont detectables dans ('urine plusieurs heures
et parfois meme plusieurs jours apres
leur usage. II est donc important
d'avoir enregistre tout traitement
medical subi par le concurrent dans
les deux jours precedent l'epreuve
pour laquelle il est soumis au
contrele antidopage.

Le laboratoire de controle antidopage devra disposer dechantillons de toutes les substances susceptibles d'un emploi abusif ainsi
que d'un ample assortiment d'autres
composes pouvant interferer avec
certains des examens de verification
ou d'identification. II conviendra
en outre qu'il dispose des metabolites
des produits ranges dans la categorie
des dopants. Dans bien des cas en
effet, ces metabolites apparaissent
dans ('urine en meme temps que
la substance-mere. Si, par exempla,
on a fait un emploi abusif de methylamphetamine ou d'ethylamphetamine, on trouvera dans ('urine non
seulement les substances-mere,
mais aussi leur metabolite amphetamine (Fig. 3, 4 et 5, page 50, 51, 52),
ce qui pe'mettra, dans then des cas,
de distinguer entre une substance
ajoutee A l'urine et une autre ingeree,
puis excretee.
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Les methodes d'analyse employees
pour deceler Ia presence de dopage
devront etre suffisamment exactes
pour detecter A la fois Ia substance
et les metabolites. Actuellement,
on ne dispose pas encore de donnees
completes sur les etabolites de tous

les produits susceptits d'un emploi
abusif. Si donc le resultat de l'ana-

lyse d'urine temoigne de la presence
d'un produit stimulant et que d'autres
composes non physiologiques sont
visibles, it conviendra de faire
prendre ce produit par une personne
volontaire, afin de determiner le taux
d'excretion de la substance-mere
et d'etablir que les autres elements
en presence sont bien ses
metabolites.
L'aptitude A deceler dans ('urine
un produit particulier depend du
degre d'exactitude de la methode
employee. A l'heure actuelle, it est
*Stabil que la presence dans ('urine
de la moindre quantite d'une drogue
interdite represente une infraction
aux regles. Pour l'alcool cependant,
certaines limites de concentration
dans le sang ont ete fixees et it n'y a
infraction que si ces taux ont ete
depasses.

Un point essentiel de cette methode
de connote antidoping consiste
A envoyer A ('analyse, en merne temps

que les echantillons codes de ('urine
des concurrsnts, des echantillons
de contrOle egalement codes
de personnes volontaires ayant
absorbe des stimulants. Ce procede
garantira un contrOle de rechantillonnage, de ('organisation et des
methodes d'analyse. II permettra
au laboratoire de fournir aux
autorites competentes un rapport
d'identification correct et assurera
par IA l'entiere confiance dans
['ensemble du contrOle antidopage
de toutes les personnes concernees
par ce contreile.
On trouvera dans la figure 7, page 54,
un schema approprie de ('analyse.
Celle-ci est divisee en deux stades:
Stade 1 :

Examens de verification
(Screening)

Stade 2:
Identification.
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Analyse Stade 1

Examens de Verification
(Screening)
Pour ce screening preliminaire,
on s'appuiera pour Ia plupart des
substances principalement sur de
chromatographie liquide en phase
gazeuse. (CGL) et, en second lieu.
sur la chromatographie de couche
mince ou chromatographie sur
papier. Pour les substances non
volatiles, on emploiera la chromatographie sur couche mince. Avant
('analyse, on procedera A ('extraction
de rechantillon d'urine dans des
conditions differentes. Les conditions typiques sont les suivantes:

Procede d'extraction A
L'urine (1 A 5 ml) est introduite au
moyen dune pipette ainsi que 0,5 ml
de solution A 20% d'hydroxyde
de sodium dans un centrifugeur
A bouchon en verre. Elle est ensuite
extraite, au moyen d'un agitateur
mecanique basculant, par 2 x 2,5 ml
d'ether diethylique. Fraichement
puis centrifugee. Les extraits
inheres sont transferes dans un tube
A essai 15 ml A fine base conique.
(Si du chlorure de sodium solide est
ajoute A ('urine, une seule extraction
par Tether suffit.) L'extrait est
ensuite concentre jusqu'aux environs
de 50 111 dans un bain-marie A 40°.
Cet extrait est utilise pour ('analyse

par CGL et CCM. II est important
de ne pas laisser Ia solution
s'evaporer entierement, ce phenomene entrainant une perte des
substances les plus volatiles.

Procede d'extraction B
L'urine (10 ml) est alcatinisee
(pH 9 A 9,5) par addition de carbonate

de sodium solide, puis extraite au
moyen de 3 doses de 5 ,n1 d'ether
diethylique fraichement distill&
L'ensemble des extraits d'ether est
concentre selon le procede precedemment decrit, un soin particulier
etant mis A ne pas laisser evaporer
la solution A sec; puis analyse par
CGL et CCM.
L'urine extraite est ensuite neutralise, puis chauffee pendant une
heure, additionnee de 2 mis d'acide
chlorhydrique 6N, A une temperature
de 80 A 100°, afin d'hydrolyser les
substances conjuguees. Apr&
refroidissement, le pH est ajuste
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A 9 jusqu'a 9,5 par ('addition
d'hydroxyde de sodium 6N et de
carbonate de sodium solide.
L'urine est alors extraite selon
le procede decrit precedemment
et analysee par CGL et CCM.

CGL
3 A 5 it environ du concentre
ci-dessus sont injectes dans au
moins 2 systemes de contr8le
rents de chromatographie en phase
gazeuse. Des systemes typiques
(Beckett, Tucker et Moffat, 1967)
sont representes dans le tab. I, p. 57.
En general, les proades de verification A et B conviennent parfaitement
A Ia plupart des stimulants. Pour
le decelement des composes de
poids moleculaire plus eleve, on peut
egalement faire fonctionner ces
systemes a des temperatures plus
hautes. A ce stade de ('analyse,
un resultat posit:f se manifeste par
Ia presence d'un pic chromatographique avec un temps de retention comparable a celui d'une des
substances interdites. Les donnees
relatives aux temps de retention
de Ia plupart des composes interdits
ont ete publiees dans la litterature
speciatisee, cf. p. ex. tab. II, page 58.
II importe de prendre comme
reference to substance docelee en
injectant un echantillon dans Ia
colonne employee. On pourra, en
outre, utiliser ('index de Kovats qui
etablit Ia correlation entre les temps
de retention des diverses substances
et les temps correspondents des
n-alkanes pour les differentes
colonnes. (Kovats 1958). Dans
la chromatographie gazeuse de
nombreux composes, on pourra
utiliser a profit de nouveaux detecteurs selectifs, comme les detecteurs
d'azote, afin do reduire !Interference
de certains constituents de fluides
biologiques (M. Donike et 81.1970).

CCM

On utilisera toute une gamme de
systemes de contrale. Quelques procedes de verification appropries sont
representes dans le tab. III, page 62.
On veillera a etablir les valeurs Rf.
des substances de reference pour
les systemes de CCM utilises dans
le laboratoire de contrale. Les teches
representant les substances pourront
etre localisees par toutes sortes
de moyens (p. ex. voir Tableau III).

Stade 2 Identification A
Si les tests enumeres ci-dessus
revelent Ia presence d'une substance
interdite, it faudra proader A des
tests supplementaires utilisant la
CGL et la CCM. En general, la CCM
constitue une methode d'analyse
bien moins exacte et moins
specifique.

On pourra injecter l'extrait ethere
concentre obtenu au stade 1 dans
d'autres systemes CGL a des
temperatures differentes. En outre,
on procedera, dans la mesure ou cela
est possible, A Ia formation de
derives simples de la substance au
moyen de doses d'extraits etheres.
On injectera ensuite dans les
systemes CGL des aliquotes des
melanges reactionnels obtenus, cf. p.
ex. tab. IV, page 64 et Fig. 6, page 53.
Des derives vaiables sont ici les
bases de Schiff avec utilisation de

divers atones, les derives d'isothiocynate, les derives d'acetyle, de propionyle, de thrichloracetyle, de
trifluoracetyle, d'her tafluorobutyryl
et de trimethylsilyl.

Une methode elegante pour
('identification des drogues volatiles
consiste en la determination des
indices de Kovats sur deux colonnes
de polarite differente et en le calcul
de la difference d'indice. Ces valeurs
seront comparees avec celles d'une
substance authentique.

Dans la CCM, it est parfois bon
egalment de proceder A la preparation de derives avant la chromatographie.

Dans la plupart des cas, ('application
combinee des techniques decrites
au stade 1 et 2 permet une identification sans equivoque de la substance
contenue dans ('urine, a condition
toutefois que I'on dispose des
substances deieference et de leurs
metabolites.

Identification B

Une autre technique d'identification
fort importante est Ia combinaison
des proades CGL/spectroscopie
de masse. lei encore, it importe
de disposer des substances de
reference appropriees. Une technique moins onereuse, mais neenmoins efficace, est representee par
21
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Ia CGL par pyrolyse. Dans ce cas
egalement, it est essentiel, si l'on veut
employer cette technique dans
le controle antidopage, que le
laboratoire dispose des composes
de reference et des donnees
y relatives,

Si les urines revelent de fortes
quantites de produits, on pourra
alors faire usage de Ia micro spectroscopie infrarouge aver CGL.
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Liste des substances dopantes

La liste suivante de substances
dopantes a ate approuvee par
la Commission Medicale du CIO
au cours de sa reunion du 19 mai 1971

a Munich.

a) Stimulants psychomoteurs,
par ex.

amphetamine
benzphetamine
cocaine
diethylpropion
dimethylamphetamine
ethylamphetamine
fencamfamin
methylamphetamine
methylphenidate
norpseudoephedrine
phendimetrazine
phenmetrazine
prolintane
et substances derivees

b) Amines sympathicomimetiques, par ex.
ephedrine
methylephedrine
methoxyphenamine
et substances derivees

c) Divers stimulants agissant
sur le systeme nerveux central,
par ex.

amiphenazole
bemigride
leptazol
nikethamide
strychnine
et substances derivees

d) Narcotiques analgesiques,

par ex.

heroine
morphine
methadone
dextromoramide
dipipanone
pethidine
et substances derivees

Cette liste nest pas restrictive.
D'autres substances dopantes
peuvent y etre ajoutees.
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Procedure de contrele
adoptee aux Jeux de Ia
XX. Olympiad. Munich 1972
et aux Xle Jeux Olympiques
d'hiver Sapporo 1972.

1 Choix des athletes

2.2

1.1

Un nombre raisonnable de contreiles
de dopage doit etre effectue dans
cheque sport.

Des que le representant aura inscrit
l'heure sur fa feuille et Ia souche,
('athlete devra signer ('annotation
inscrite sur la souche.

1.2

2.3

Le nombre total des athletes a con trOler quotidiennement sera determine par la Commission Medicate
du CIO, en accord avec la Federation
Internationale concern& et avec
le Comite Organisateur. II faudra
toutefois prendre en consideration
la capacite du laboratoire.

Le representant remettra immediatement la souche au chef de la station
de contreile de dopage.
2.4
Si l'athle)te n'arrive pas a la station
de contreile dans le alai requis
(cf. chiffre 2.1), ceci sera consigne
dans le procesverbal. Ce dernier
sera signe par le chef de Ia station
et transmis immediatement au president de la Commission Medicate
du CIO par l'intermediaire du
directeur du contreile de dopage.
Le president.de la Commission
Medicate du CIO decidera des
mesures a prendre.
2.5
Des leur arrivee a la station de
contreile de dopage, ('athlete et son
accompagnateur sont accueillis
dans la salle d'attente par un representant du Comite Oiganisateur.
2.6
Le representant verifie l'identite
de ('athlete a l'aide de la carte
d'identite et du numero de dossard.

1.3

Tout en respectant le nombre total
impose d'apres le chiffre 1.2
la Federation Internationale
concern& dScidera pour les
epreuves du sport qu elle represente,
du nombre d'athlete qui devront
etre contreiles. 1.4

La Federation Internationale
concern& decidera egalement
d'apres quels criteres cheque athlete
devant se soumettre au contreile
sera selectionne.
1.5

En cas de soupcon de dopage,
la Commission Medicate du CIO
se reserve egalement le droit
de designer d'autres athletes pour
le contreile.

2.7

2 Procede de prelevements

Pour les prelevements, les athletes
sont appeles un par un dans le cabinet de consultation.

2.1

2.8

Immediatement apres la competition,
voire des la determination du
classement des concurrents, un
representant du Comite Organisateur
invitera, par la remise dune carte
verte, ('athlete designe a se rendre
a la salle d'attente de Ia station de
contreile de dopage, dans l'heure qui
suit, muni de sa carte d'identite.

Dans le cabinet de consultation,
outre ('athlete et son accompagnateur ne peuvent se trouver que:
un medecin en tant que chef
de la station,
une assistants medicate. chargee
entre autres du proces-verbal,
un representant de la Federation
Internationale concernee,
un membre de la Commission
Medicate du CIO,
le directeur du contreile de dopage,
la personne char(*) de faire les
prelevements,
un interprete.

La carte verte porte le numero
de dossard de ('athlete et mentionne
que ('athlete peut se rendre a
l'examen avec un accompagnateur,
entraineur, ou medecin, elle indique
les consequences qui pourraient s'en
suivre si ('athlete refusait de se soumettre au contreile dans les delais
fixes (cf. chiffre 4). La carte comports une partie detachable (souche)
sur laquelle est egalement inscrit
le numero de dossard, ainsi qu'une
annotation confirmant que l'athlete
a pris connaissance de la requete
du representant.
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2.9
Les renseignements personnels con-

cernant les athletes ainsi que l'heure
sont consign& dans le procesverbal.
2.10

L'athlete choisit lui-meme deux des
flacons approuves par Ia Commission
Medicate du CIO. Ces deux flacons
doivent porter le memo numero

de code (plus A ou B).
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2.11

Sous Ia surveillance du medecin
(pour les femm3s, ce sera I'assistante)

('athlete remplit un flacon de son
urine (50 ml au moins).
2.12

$i un athlete refuse de se soumettre
('examen d'urine, on attire son
attention sur les consequences
eventuelles qu'entrainerait sa
decision (cf. chiffre 4.1). Si toutefois it persiste, son refus sera
mentionne dans le proces-verbal.
Le proces-verbal, signs par le medecin, l'assistante, l'athlete et s'ils sont
presents I'accompagnateur ainsi que
par le representant de la Federation,
est ensuite envoys immediatement
au president de Ia Commission
Medicale du CIO par l'intermediaire
du directeur du controle du dopage.
2.13
Si, dans un laps de temps restreint,

('athlete ne peut pas uriner, ce fait
sera note dans le proces-verbal.
Le president de Ia Commission
Medicale du CIO decide des
mesures a prendre en consequence.
2.14

Irnmediatement awes le prelevement, le medecin verifie le pH de
('urine. Le resultat de cette constatation sera inscrit dans le procesverbal.
2.15

Aussit6t, le medecin verse la moitie
de ('urine dans le second flacon.
Apres quoi, les deux flacons seront
plombes par le medecin.
2.16

Le medecin laissera ('athlete et son
accompagnateur s'assurer que les
flacons ont eta scenes en bonne
et due forme.
2.17

Le medecin inscrira le numero
de contrale au proces-verbal.
L'assistante laissera ('athlete et son
accompagnateur s'assurer que
le numero de contrale des deux
flacons correspond au numero de
contrale inscrit au proces-verbal.
2.18

L'athlete appose sa signature au bas
du proces-verbal, confirmant ainsi
que le prelevement s'est passe
en bonne et due forme. Le procesverbal sera egalement signs par
le medecin, ainsi que par I'accompagnateur, s'iI est present. Le
proces-verbal sera mis sous pli

et scat'.

2.19
L'enveloppe contenant le procesverbal sera transmise au president
de Ia Commission Medicale du CIO,
par l'intermediaire du directeur
du contrale de dopage.
2.20
L'assistante mettra les deux flacons
plombes dans un recipient que I'on
pourra fermer et plomber.
2.21

Avant le transport au laboratoire,
l'assistante scellera le recipient.
2.22
Le medecin remet le recipient
au coursier contre
2.23
Le coursier remet immediatement
le recipient au laboratoire.
2.24
Au laboratoire, la reception du
recipient scelle sera assuree par une
personne mandatee a cet effet par
le chef du laboratoire.

3 Precede d'examen
3.1

L'analyse d'un prelevement doit,
si possible, etre faite dans les
24 heures suivant le moment oil
celui-ci est parvenu au laboratoire.
3.2
L'analyse comprend les
stapes suivantes:

3.2.1 Screening:
Chromatographie en couche mince
sur substance non volatile,
chromatographie en phase gazeuse
sur substance volatile.
3.2.2 Identification :
3.2.2.1

Chromatographie en phase gazeuse
par deux piles de polarites differentes
et formation derivee avant ('analyse
chromatographique en phase
gazeuse ou fa determination des
indices de Kovat. II est egalement
possible de proceder a une
chrornatographie pyrolytique
en phase gazeuse.
'
3.2.2.2
Alternative au chiffre 3.2.2.1 :
Chromatographie (en couche mince
ou en phase gazeuse) combinee
avec Ia spectroscopie des masses
ou la spectroscopie infrarouge.
3.2.2.3
La presence d'une substance est
consideree comme determinee
quand les donnees relevees dans
('urine sont comparables a celles
25
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existantes dans un materiel
valablement identique.
3.3
Sont admis a penetrer dans
le laboratoire en plus du chef
du laboratoire et de son personnel :
les membres de Ia Commission
Medicate du CIO,
des personnes avant recu une
autorisation speciale du president
de la Commission Medicate du CIO,
le directeur du contrele de dopage.
3.4
Si ('analyse est positive, le chef
de laboratoire en informe immediatement le president de la Commission
Medicate du CIO, par l'intermediaire
du directeur du contrele de dopage
et communique sous 48 heures, les
details de ('analyse qui a donne
un resultat positif.
3.5
Ensuite, le president de la Commission Medicate du CIO convoque
immediatement une reunion et
y invite egalement le medecin
rusponsable ou encore un autre
representant de Ia delegation et un
representant de Ia Federation Internationale concernee, ainsi que
le directeur du contrele de dopage.
3.6
Dans les 12 heures qui suivent
la communication du resultat positif
de ('analyse, le chef de mission
de Ia delegation a laquelle appartient
('athlete, peut demander par ecrit
au president de Ia Commission
Medicate du CIO, une verification des
resultats nu moyen du ame flacon.
3.7
Le contrale se fait dans le mane
laboratoire, toutefois le personnel
charge de l'examen ne sera plus
le mane. Le controle sera execute
sous la surveillance d'un des
membres de Ia Commission Medicate du CIO. La delegation concernee
est autorisee a envoyer un observateur au laboratoire.
3.8
Le membre de la Commission
Medicate du CIO transmet le resultat
de l'enquete au president de la
Commission Medicate du CIO qui,
de son cote, informe le chef de Ia
delegation a laquelle appartient
('athlete.
3.9
Les resultats de cette enquete
sont irrevocables.
26

4 Sanctions
4.1

L'athlete qui se refusera au contrele
de dopage ou qui aura ete declare
coupable de dopage se verra, sur
proposition de la Commission
Medicate du CIO, exclu des Jeux
Olympiques par la Federation
Internationale concernee.
4.2.1

Si ('athlete fait partie d'une equipe,
le match ou la competition en clues,
tion sera consideree comme perdue,
4.2.2
Compte tenu des declarations
de cette equipe et awes avoir
discute le cas avec la Federation
Internationale concernee, ('equipe
avant un ou plusieurs membres
coupables de dopage peut etre
exclue des Jeux Olympiques.
4.2.3
Dans certain sports, dans lesquels
les equipes ne peuvent plus participer en tant qu'equipes apres
('exclusion d'un des athletes, le reste
des athletes peut, a titre individuel,
continuer a participer aux
competitions.
4.3
Le retrait d'une medaille est decide
par Ia Commission Executive du CIO
sur proposition de Ia Commission'
Medicate du CIO.
4.4
Les reglements mentionnes
cidessus ne prejugent pas d'eventuelles sanctions plus severes que

pourraient infliger les Federations
Internationales.
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The Problem of Doping

The merciless rigour of modern
competitive sport, especially on the
international level, the glory of
victory, and the growing social and
economic reward of sporting

successin no way any longer
related to realityincreasingly force

athletes to improve their performance
by any means available.

Not least of all is the underlying
"national tendency" to increase
competitive performance so that
victory for one's own country can
be attained at any price. Natural and
physiological possibilities of
improving performance by means of
normal training methods and appropriate conditioning have already
been largely developed or have not
achieved the desired results, and
many athletes are neither capable nor

inclined to suffer continued
deprivation or denial.
It is thus natural that other methods
of attaining sporting victory are
considered, and it is somehow
understandable that the athlete then
resorts to "more convenient" means,
particularly if he believes he can
improve his performance with a few
pills. These practices, which are
intended to achieve an artificial
increase in capability and virtually
amount to preparation for competition through medication, are
generally known today under the
term of doping,

It Began in Ancient Days
Man's efforts to .artificially improve
his capabilities and thus his chances
in battle and sport are age-old.
Methods which are today designated
as doping, and the attempts to
prevent them, can be traced far back
into history. Even the athletes in the
ancient Olympic Games at the end
of the 3rd century B.C. are said
to have tried to improve their
achievements oy any means
possible, .s mooned by Phylostratos
and Ge.en. however, only since the
Peclnd half of the 19th century are
there verified examples of unquest;onable doping in sports. Thus in
1865, Pini reports on a doping case
among canal swimmers in
Amsterdam.
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When the famous Six Day Cycle
Races were held for the first time
in 1879, racers of the various
nationalities already had all sorts
of miracle products on hand in order
to last through the strenuous competition. French racers preferred
mixtures based on caffeine, the
Belgians sugar soaked in ether;
others used drinks containing
alcohol, while the sprinters specialized in the use of nitroglycerine.
Trainers were already regular drug
mixers in those days, producing
wonder products out of heroin and

cocaine. In 1886 the first dying
fatality caused b an overcf; e

; Aufluta.

.

the

aux'aris cycle race of

600 km, the English cyclist Linton
died after excessive doping by his
manager, the owner of a bicycle firm.
Somewhat later Belgian and English
soccer teams made the first attempts
to better their performance with
oxygen, as was first reported in 1908.
In boxing, too, there were already
doping cases using strychnine pills
and mixtures with brandy and
cocaine. Here first appeared the
problem of "doping to lose", the
administering of drugs to opponents
to impede performance. Thus in
1910, after being kayoed by Jack
Johnson, James Jeffrie asserted
that his tea had been doped. In the
meantime this method of manipulation, today known as paradoping or antidoping, has become
a popular excuse for doping
offenders who have been discovered.

In 1889, the word doping first
appeared in an English dictionary,
defining a mixture of opium and
narcotics as used for horses.
However, the root of this today
common word does not stem from
English, as is incorrectly supposed,
but can be traced back to a dialect
spoken by native Kaffirs in southeast Africa, which was subsequently
adopted into the Boer language.

The word "dop" then meant a local
"schnaps" or hard liquor which was
used by the Kaffirs as a stimulant
at worship. Only later was the term
broadened to apply to other stimulating drinks. Through its increasing
and consistent practice, the doping
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of horses and dogs has, in all likelihood, been a major pacesetter for
the doping used in sports today.

Thu first scientific proof of doping
was established in Austria in 1910.
Disturbed by several unexpected
race results, the Austrian Jockey
Club summoned to Vienna the
Russian chemist Bukovski who
could actually find proof of alkaloids
in horse saliva. Since he did not
reveal his methods, the Vienna
University professor, Dr. Sigmund
Frankel, later developed his own
method of identifying alkaloids
in horse saliva. On the basis of this
technique, 218 saliva tests were
conducted as early as 1910 and 1911,
and the appropriate sanctions were
filed against the trainers. Frankel's
pioneer achievement encourabed
Kaufmann in Paris as well as other

chemists and doctors, so that it was
possible to reduce the doping
scandals in horse-racing to a great
extent. Only in America, where
modern horse-doping actually
originated, was nothing undertaken
for a long timo against the excesses
of this stimulation. According to
existing reports, in the pre-war years
around 30 to 50% of all horses
participating were still being doped.
In the meantime the-circumstances
have fundamentally changed
because of regular controls.
According to the Association of
Official Racing Chemists, nowadays
only 1% of all horses are doped.
Meanwhile human medical science
also discovered an interest in medicines and substances improving
performance and tested these in
comprehensive series of experiments.
Thus in 1919 Emden conducted

an extensive investigation of the
ameliorating effects of phosphorus
compounds. Many others studied
the pharmacological effects of
be zedu' .e..aad-ia 1934, the first
Ciiiiicat observations of benzedrine
were finally made. In Germany
Hauschild developed pervitin, which
was eventually used, as was
d, for night
marc
and other
endurance requirements during
the war years of 1939-1945.

rin

By 1933, the word "doping" had
attained such general usage that
it also appeared in specialized
dictionaries (such as Beckmann's
Sport Dictionary). Schonholzer,
Demole, Knoll, Prokop and others
supplied the first definitions in
which, in addition to the medical
aspects of doping, the moralethical point of view was increasingly
advanced. However, the athletes and
assistants, as well as doctors who
have an interest in doping, have
nevertheless repeatedly been able
to create confusion and disguise or
justify the administering of drugs by
simulating ignorance or purposely
misreading the doping regulations.

Doping Even at the Olympic
Games

From around 1950, cases of doping
noticeably increased. At the Winter
Olympics in Oslo in 1952 many
broken ampoules and syringes were
found in the changing rooms of the
speed skaters. Cycling has been
a particular hotbed of doping
practices. In the 1955 Tour de France,
on the Mont du Ventoux leg,
Mallejak suffered a fainting spell and
was subsequently accused of
doping. At a cycle race in April of the
same year, 25 urine tests were conducted, of which 5 were positive.

IgjaIR a

racer was taken to the
psychiatric clinic at Montello in a
state of mental confusion after using
amolletominos. Lothar Alpler in the
world championship amateur road
race, Nielsen in the professional
motor-paced race in Zurich, Fritz
Gallati and many others were
discovered taking amphetamines,
and were in some cases also
punished. For several years at the
Tour d'Autriche, Austrian, Polish,
and Dutch racers were disqualified

because of proven use of evotet41:1142arse.Somr,4 racers carried up to

amnliftprninn taniate in their
jerseys. Others, such as Scheepers
of Holland, were nevertheless
treated as heroes and martyrs in
their homelands, while the doctors
who conducted tha tests were
maligned.
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Cases of collapse after doping with
sympathomimetic substances, especially amphetamines, have also been
reported by the American Medical
Association (AMA), but without any
measures having been taken against
the doped athletes and their
backers. Many of the first steps
taken had no success, as in Helsinki
at the 1952 Olympic Games where
a random sampling of the marathon
runners' food was made.

Fatal Cases Sound the Alarm
It required several fatalities to make
public opinion aware of the urgency
of the problem. Thus a 25- ear old

c clist fell victim o
iso ro

n ei

en l-

amine an.
.
etami
i
a tnermos o coffee.
i
.etter known is the case of the
Danish cyclist Knut Enemark Jensen
who collapsed at the 1960 Olympic
Games in Rome after &fatal dpse
qijalphetamines and nicotinic acid
compoun was g n
is
by his
trainer. In 195), the American Medical Association established that the
amphetamine "pep pills" used
originally by students before
examinations had found wide usage
in sports, too. In 1958, the American
College of Sports Medicine reported
on an examination of 441 trainers,
coaches, and assistants, of which
35% had had personal experience
with ber7168TFleataffeast knew
now to use it, while only 7% knew
nothing about its use.
The growing commercialization
of sport explains the increasingly
dose connection between doping
and professionalism. Thus doping
with amphetamines has also become
more prevalent in football. Delezenne
reported on a player accused of
roughing the referee who countered
with the defense that he had acted
under the influence of drugs given
to him before the game. However,
a large number of these cases is not
punished, as the offenders always
manage to establish special connections with the officials or point
to poor procedure, ambiguity in
regulations, or sabotage. Unfortunately, in these cases as in cycling,
the so-called sports doctors often
play a part that is scarcely laudable.
In addition, in many countries those
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responsible are not powerful enough
or do not dare take strong action
against well known athletes, since
they do not want to become unpopular. Also, the financial strain on some
officials is so great that the business
interests of some of the strong
backers, chiefly in industry, are
placed above all sporting rules.
Thus the way is clear for widespread
use of drugs. In a survey of the
Italian football organization in 1961
the alarming discovery was made
that 17% of all players took psychotonics and 94% of the A-league clubs
used some sort of drug even
for training.
There have also been doping
scandals in boxing. The welterweight
fighter Billy Bello died of heroin
poisoning in 1963. Bantamweight
Edmundo Esparso entered the ring

doped in Mexic.) Cityand was
barred from competition for three
months. Dick Howard, third in the

400 m hurdles at the 1960 Olympics,
died of an overdose of heroin.
Not even tennis has remained
untainted. In 1961, playing In the
Davis Cup against the Englishman
Billy Knight, Andres Gimeno was
accused of receiving a large injection
of testosterone. An inevitable result
of these occurrences was a wave
of denunciation and suspicion of
top athletes, in which the tabloid
press played a very shady role. Even
some Olympic champions have been
accused of improving their condition
with injections before the race.
Finally there occurred the case
of the British cyclist Simpson who,
after taking amphetamines,
collapsed during the Tour de France
because of the great exertion and
the effects of the sun. Like the
German boxer Jupp Elze, he died as
a result, giving decisive impetus to an
energetic battle against doping.

Organized War on
Doping Begins
However, some doctors who were
more aware of their responsibilities
at last mobilized public opinion for
the battle against doping, despite
attacks by the tabloid press, and
were of definite assistance in the

founding of the first doping com-
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mission. In 1959, the ANEP
(Association Nationale d'Education
Physique) formed a doping commission in France. In the same year
the International Sports Medicine
Congresses in Paris and Evian were
devoted primarily to the problem
of doping. Measures were called
after this problem had been discussed at various sports medicine
congresses and inquiries (Zurich
and Weimar 1955, Hamburg 1957),
but it was treated more or less
as an interesting phenomenon
of no immediate importance.

In 1962, the Italian Sports Doctors
Association (FMSI) organized
a doping inquiry, and during the
same year in Moscow the IOC
passed a resolution against doping.
But owing to a lack of appropriate
disciplinary powers, decisive success
was not achieved. The Italian Football Union created a commission
to combat doping, whereupon the
various football clubs immediately
established a service to give timely
warning of the commissions.
Nevertheless in Bologna five players
were again found guilty of doping.
Specific anti-doping measures were
initiated by the Austrian government.
The Federal Ministry of Education
set up a doping commission, and in
its own regulations of September 30,
1962, threatened all doped athletes
and their associations with severe
sanctions, such as cancellation of all
subsidies and exclusion from use
of public sports installatiorm etc.

A particular official impetus for the
war on doping came from the
Council of Europe, which convened
an expert commission in Strasbourg
in January 1963. Since the first
attempts to implement anti-doping
measures had shown that the
greatest problem for efficient antidoping action would be a clear
definition of the term of doping. such
a definition was developed at the
outset and reads as follows:
"Doping is defined as the administering or use of substances in any
form alien to the body or of physiological substances in abnormal
amounts and with abnormal
methods by healthy persons with the

exclusive aim of attaining an artificial
and unfair increase of performance
in competition. Furthermore various
psychological measures to increase
performance in sports must be
regarded as doping."

The mention of extreme psychological measures in the sense of
hypnosis. which make athletes a sort
of robot under remote control.
appeared necessary at that time
in view of certain manipulations
of Australian swimmers, English
football players, and other athletes.
It was later dropped. however. since
it was impossible to establish exact
proof of such practices. In the same
year the definition was confirmed
by the first European Doping
Colloquium in Uriage and by the
Sports Doctors Congress
in Barcelona.

The First Official List

of Doping Substances
Because the central practical
problem was the difficulty of
drawing a distinction between
doping and medically prescribed
treatment with stimulants, the next
meeting of the European experts
in Madrid in November 1963, passed
an .amendment to the effect that:

"Where treatment with medicine
must be undergone, which as
a result of its nature or dosage
is capable of raising physical
capability above the normal level,
such treatment must be considered
as doping and shall rule out
eligibility for competition."
Attached to this definition was
a list of drugs regarded as doping
substances, including narcotics,
amine stimulants, certain alkaloids
such as strychnine and ephedrine,
and as a rule all analeptic agents,
respiratory tonics and certain
hormones.

At other UNESCO Congress
in Geneva and Brussels in 1964,
the World Congress for Doping
during the Olympic Games in
Tokyo 1964, the second National
Congress for Sports Medicine
in Chile, numerous national symposia held in Germany, Austria,
Italy, Switzerland. England, and
33
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finally another Congress of the
Council of Europe in Strasbourg
in September 1965, the responsible
sports and government authorities
were called on to take strong
measures in order to stop the
menace to the health and moral
welfare of athletes which
doping creates.
Meanwhile in November 1964,
a bill was submitted to the French
Senate forbidding the misuse of
pharmacological substances for
doping, and prescribing imprisonment of up to one year as well as
disqualification and fines. This bill
was accepted unanimously, and
in 1965, the antidoping law became
effective. But there were still difficulties in practical administration,
due to the lack of precise regulations
for implementing this lan

Belgium followed with its antidoping act of April 2,1965. However,
in many countries such a law has
been difficult to enact for constitutional reasons, or has been turned
down with the explanation that
unlawful possession, sale or use
of addictive drugs is already subject
to heavy penalty under national drug
legislation. Supported by international agreements such as the
International Opium Treaty 1831 and
the Hague Opium Pact 1921,
as well as similar agreements by the
World Health Organization, the laws
of the individual countries provide
severe punishments, from high fines
to ten years imprisonment, for
such violations.
But again and again it is precisely
doctors who are surprisingly
generous with these drugs, distributing them either out of commercial
considerations or inappropriate
chauvinism. Those doctors who
deliberately permit interference also
violate medical and purely human
ethics. Unfortunately this mentaiity
is often still promoted today by
sports officials who see sports
competitions on the international
level in terms of national prestige,
and the total commitment of man
and the sacrifice of his health to the
glory of his country as an obvious
national obligation. Without question, significant success has been
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attained through the energetic steps
taken over the past 15 years by
governments and international
federations, of which many already
have doping commissions. According to Dirix the number of positive
cases among cyclists tested
decreased from 25.5% in 1965 to
20% in 1966 and 8% in 1967. In Italy
Venerando reported that the number
of doping cases among cyclists
examined from 1965 to 1968
diminished from 32.94% to 2.7%.
In football, too, Italy's determined
campaign and public information
policy has produced results.
While, as Ottani reported, in 1961,
27% of the cases examined were still
positive, in the years 1963-1964
there was not one single case of
amphetamine usage found among
the players tested. Also, checks
carried out during the World Football Cup in England in 1966 and
in Mexico in 1970 produced
negative results. Interestingly,
however, the decrease of positive
cases among amateurs is very slight
in comparison to professionals.
The emphasis has also partially
switched from amphetamines to the
somewhat less harmful substances
such as ephedrine and certain
analeptics. However, these are taken
in such quantities that once again
real medical problems are raised.

Intervention by the International Olympic Committee

Very significant in sport was the
re-establishment in 1967 of the IOC
Medical Commission, chaired by
Prince Alexandre de Merode, whin
conducted its first routine examinations at the 1968 Olympics in
Grenoble and continued its work
during the 1968 Games of the
XIXth Olympiad in Mexico.
Because of greatly differing interpretations of the list of doping
substances, the standards applied
to the individual athletes vary considerably and do not always accord
with the rules of the Olympic Games.
Nevertheless, in collaboration with
the international sports federations,
the IOC conducted almost 1,000
doping tests and disqualified those
violating the regulations. The doping
rules are being standardized in the
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international federations and some,
such as the Rowing Federation
(FISA) and the Athletics Association
(IAAF), are adopting the fundamental IOC regulations.

drugs lead only to central disinhibition and thus psychogenetic
stimulation. Such action occurs
predominantly among older
athletes who, as a result of somewhat unpleasant experiences and

Nowadays the anti-doping campaign is also simplified by a recently
perfected procedure of urine sample
and analysis by means of thin-layer
and gas chromatography. Efforts
to develop international standardizelion of the detection of doping
substances, particularly on the part
of Beckett constitute another
significant contribution to doping
control. Thus since 1969, scientific
symposia have been held which are
intended to work out an international standard for analysis
methods.

injuries, have over the years acquired
numerous conscious and un-

From the medical and biological
points of view, doping is an unnatural and in some cases highly
dangerous way for winning what
is, in the last analysis, only
a Pyrrhic victory.
Nevertheless, the medical aspects
of doping rank second to the ethical
considerations of sporting fairness,
since doping need not be detrimental
to the health but is always unfair
and contrary to all sporting morality.
In practice, doping today has a relatively broad and comprehensive
meaning. Furthermore, the simple
replacement of missing or expended
body matter such as glucose,
calcium, lecitin, phosphate, protein
compounds and vitamins, is no
longer regarded as doping, even
when administered by injection
before the competition.

The action of the doping substances
now most often employed is highly
complex, and their influence on the
physical standard of performance
is usually very uncertain or precarious. Furthermore, there is no
doping medication known that does
not also have other harmful side
effects in which the dosage, of
course, plays a decisive role.
Specific effects on organs leading
to an increase of capability can only
rarely be isolated. This is especially
true of a genuine increase in muscular strength, endurance, and an
improvement of coordination. Most

conscious inhibitions which then
hold them back from fully using
their strength. If these inhibitions are
removed by a drug, a better performance usually results. However,
various necessary and useful
physiological restraints intended
to prevent over-exertion are removed
at the same time. This applies above
all to the sensation of fatigue which
is a physiologic& safeguard both
against overtaxing the motor system
and circulation, and against a total
and thus fatal reduction of the
energy substances and the energymobilizing hormone and
enzyme systems.

Since youthful athletes are more
inclined to give all they have got
during competition, and have not
yet had any inhibiting experiences,
they can also exert themselves more
fully. ror this reason almost all
examinations show that drugs have
the effect of improving performance
in these age groups. For the older
athletes who take drugs there
is often a very great difference
between the subjective assessment
of their own capacity to perform and
their objective performance as
measured by the functioning of the
motor system, the circulation, and
the metabolism. Yet paradoxically,
the total performance is sometimes
slightly improved by the psychic
stimulation, although organically
a distinct decrease in performance
is evident. This discrepancy is
generally observed under the
influence of alcohol, nicotine, and
particularly all those substances
which engender a certain euphoria
and thus make self-critical evaluation
more difficult.

Diminished Performance and
a Serious Threat to Health
It is characteristic of most drugs
that, after a certain stage of improve;
ment in pertormance, a sharp
decrease follows as a reaction. The
uncontrollable counteractions of the
35
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body, at the time often incalculable,
are dangerous and above all greatly
prolong the period of recuperation.
Since the action of most doping
substances is uncertain and is
decisively determined by the particular initial vegetative condition,
the effect often varies greatly.
Thus, as experience has shown,
there are very often difficulties with
the dosage. Since decided habituation occurs, particularly in the case
of the purely stimulating substances,
the dosage must usually be continually increased. A toxic dosage
is thereby often attained which leads
to severe poisoning and sometimes
to fatal collapse. It becomes especially dangerous when further strain
is added by other medications, such
as vasodilative substances, or by
exhausting exertions and extreme
climatic conditions, such as severe
heat or sunshine.

With habituation or addiction, which
sooner or later occur with narcotics
and amphetamines, the athletes
come to depend more and more
on the effectiveness of the drug and
neglect the physiological competition preparations and training,
so that they soon decline not only
in health and morale but also
in their sport.

Arapjagatevarioukdrugs asaeslit
prigthrin 14 v..
nt
animas_
or attack in tne vegetative nervous
system, in addition to their central
stimulating effect and the resulting
elimination of fatigue. These drugs,
as well as some of a different pharmacological nature which act
similarly (such as ephedrine), are
so-called sympathomimetics.
In other words, they increase the
tonicity of the sympathetic nerve
which must be active in any great
exertion. But the recovery assisting
parasympathicus or vagus nerve
is simultaneously switched off,
so that the performance control
and the capacity of recovery
constantly deteriorate. Furthermore
there are various disturbing and
in some cases very onerous effects,
such as a high pulse rate and blood
pressure, pallor, increased perspiration, tonicity increase in the skeletal
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musculature, overexcitability,
nervousness, upset digestion, and
disturbances in the sexual sphere.
In principle these are the same
symptoms which appear as a result
of over-training. Thus in any overtraining, the attempt to improve
capability with amphetamines
stimulating the sympathetic nervous
system is an additional strain on the
entire body and a great threat to the
health. If there are additional
stresses such as result from a large
amount of vasodilator drugs which
are often used to improve the supply
of blood to the muscles, the circulation will be overtaxed and a severe
collapse may result.
Such a collapse mechanism
is known to have been responsible
for the death of the cyclists Jensen
and Simpson. Other doping substances, such as strychnine, which
is often used for feats of strength
and speed, increase the muscular
tonicity to such a degree that only
a slight overdose is needed to cause
a general muscular cramp, which like
tetanus can lead to grave complications in the circulation.

Typical of the doped athletes is his
psychic behaviour. The athlete often
gives the impression of being
intoxicated. He is hardly responsive,
has glassy eyes and resembles
a sleepwalker or a drunkard. Some
in turn are confused, show balance
disturbance, reel around, speak
thickly and incomprehensibly, and
later even have memory lapses in the
sense of true amnesia. Sometimes
they are highly manic or euphoric,
exaggerated and uncoordinated
in their movements, or they are
distinctly aggressive.
When they are not under the
influence of their habitual drugs they
are unfriendly, bewildered,
incommunicative, irritable, and
lacking in motivation. In addition
thf7re are the specific effects of the
drugs used. such as pallor and
sweating hands with the sympathomimetic amines, and narrowed
pupils with morphine, and numerous
similar effects. Taking the drug
regularly causes the athlete to
become an addict and often opens
the road downhill. Thus it is under-
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standable that the athlete, like
a drug-addicted criminal, becomes
a spineless tool in the hand of irresponsible business-minded assistants or marogers from whom
he receives the drug without which
he cannot continue.

A very difficult problem is that
of the evaluation of the "musclebuilding" anabolic steroids which
are taken in large doses in some
sports nowadays. Anabolic drugs
can severely harm the health,
causing liver and bone damage,
disturbances in the metabolic and
sexual functions, and among women
virilization and menstruation upset:
but their inclusion in the doping list
creates problems. Firstly, definite

proof is very difficult to obtain and
cannot yet be satisfactorily established. Secondly, this group cannot
be detected with certainty if
discontinued two or three weeks
before the test. even if taken for
many months beforehand with
definite assistance resulting
to muscular hypertrophy.
Just as doping is not primarily
a medical problem but rather one of
sporting morality and ethics, the
strongest and most convincing
argument against doping comes not
from medicine, but from psychology
as a result of placebo tests. Based
on the proven fact that placebos,
i.e. pseudo-drugs with no pharmacological effect, can have considerable therapeutic results, the
effects of placebos on sporting
performance were made the subject
of a critical analysis (Prokop)
in a long series of tests. These were
called for largely because nowadays
numerous drugs are employed for
improving sports performance whose
physiological value, if it exists at all,
must be considered minimal.
To clarify this matter, a large group
of top athletes underwent certain
standardized physiological and
psychological tests of their performance. after being given these
"fake" pills. Those undergoing
examination were told that the
tablets, made of talcum and lactose,
were a drug from a South American
plant, used by the Indians to increase

their ability in war and hunting,
which had already aided famous

athletes in setting world records.
In the subsequent examination of
the crude strength in both hands,
tested with a hand dynamometer,
the results among 63% of the test
subjects showed a significant
improvement in performance
compared to the control tests.

All training could be eliminated
as a source of this improvement.
as appropriate variations were made
in the tests. The same result was
found in dynamic exertion by means
of a "step test". Here a significant
decrease of the pulse rate was
discovered in 72% of the persons
undergoing the.olacebo experiment.
This reduction of the pulse rate after
exertion equals an improvement of
the efficiency of the circulatory
system resulting in improved
performance, since a better performance could doubtless have been
achieved with the same pulse rate.
Similar results were obtained in the
psychological tests. The statistical
evaluation showed that a significant
positive connection exists between
intelligence and placebo effects and
between placebo effects and
suggestibility. Because of general
therapeutic experience, this is as
much to be expected as the observation that the proportion of reactions
among female and older examinees
was especially large. After taking
placebo, several athletes showed
alleged symptoms of various kinds
including intoxication, euphoria,
dizziness, feverishness, heart
palpitaAiaps, paresthesia and others,

without showing any reduction
of effective performance.
If one compares the extent and
scope of the improvement from
placebos with the results of similar
tests with real doping substances,
a striking similarity becomes
apparent. This shows that the action
of most genuine drugs is no more
than that of a simple imitation
substance, i.e. that an autosuggestive effect is involved which, with
the exception of a few powerful
drugs such as narcotics and amphetamines., can be attained independently of the substance administered.
This observation clearly shows that
doping is not only dangerous, but
in principle also unnecessary and
consequently foolish.
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All of these aspects, risky from the
medical, psychological, and pedagogical points of view, which show
doping to be dangerous deception,
become particularly significant with
regard to preserving the purity of the
Olympic Idea. If it is not possible
to eliminate doping from Olympic
sports, there is the great danger that
the splendid idea of sport will
be ever more contested, and that
all its positive values will soon
be lost to man.
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Methods of Analysis

The following account represents
a suggested approach to the
problems of doping control.
Different laboratories deal with the
problems in slightly different ways
but, whatever techniques are
adopted, it is important that after
a positive result is obtained in the
screening tests, then a variety of
tests should be applied to establish
the identity of the substance yielding
the positive result. The present
account summarizes the preseht
situation; advances in methods
of analysis, especially for application
in tests for identification, will
undoubtedly lead to improvement
in the overall methods
of doping control.

General
In general, urine is the most convenient biological sample to use for
analysis for the misuse of drugs,
because higher concentrations
of the drugs are found in urine than
in blood and there is less interference,

in analysis, from constituents in
urine than from those in blood
(Beckett 1966; Beckett, Tucker and
Moffat, 1967).
Urinary pH should be determined
in the samples collected because
urinary pH affects the rate of
excretion of many drugs, i.e. acidic
urine leads to a higher rate of
excretion of basic drugs and a lower
rate of excretion of acidic drugs.
(Fig. 1, page 48). The amounts of
drug excreted in acidic urine in
24 hours of methylamphetamine,
amphetamine and ephedrine are
50, 70 and 80% respectively, but
under alkaline conditions are
5, 3 and 5% respectively.
Consequently, a result on a urine
sample which is alkaline and is found
to contain only a small amount
of a stimulant basic drug, does not
mean that the concentration of the
drug in the body is low.
Normally, after physical exercise,
urine is acidic but sometimes alkaline
liquids are drunk to counteract
fatigue associated with acidosis,
and this ingestion may lead to
alkaline urinary pH. Different dietary
habits can also affect the pH of
urine and thus the excretion of drugs
which are partially ionised at

physiologiCal pH. (Fig. 2, page 4P);
Wesley-Hadzija (1971).
After an oral dose of a drug, the peak

level of drug in the blood is usually
between one and three hours after

the dose is taken. Thus, if a competitor seeks to gain an unfair advantage
by using a stimulant drug, he will
take it at least half-an-hour before
the competitive event. Therefore,
in taking urine samples to detect the
misuse of drugs, any convenient
time after the end of the event for
urine collection may be used. The
majority of drugs can be detected
in the urine many hours and sometimes days after they have been used.
It is therefore important to have
recorded any medical treatment
that the competitor has received

within two days of the event in

which he is tested for doping control.
The doping control laboratory should
have available, as standards, all the
compounds which may be misused
and also a wide range of other drugs
which may interfere with some of the
screening or identification tests.
Furthermore, it is desirable to have
available metabolites of the drugs
classed as dope, since in many cases
they will appear in the urine along
with the parent drug. For instance,
if methylamphetamine or ethylamphetamine have been misused,
then not only will the parent drugs
be found in the urine but also their
amphetamine metabolites (Figs. 3, 4
and 5, pages 50, 51 and 52), thus one
can frequently distinguish between
a drug added to urine and one which
has been ingested and excreted.
The analytic,11 methods used

to detect doping should be sufficiently sensitive to detect both drug
and metabolites. At present, the
information on metabolites of all the
drugs being misused is not available. Therefore, if a positive result
is found in urine for a drug and other
non-physiological compounds are
observed, it is important to have the
drug taken by a volunteer to establish

the excretion of the parent drug and
that the other materials present are
metabolites.
The ability to detect a particular drug
in urine depends upon the sensitivity
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of the method being employed.
At present, it is concluded that the
presence of any quantity of proscribed drug in the urine represents
a breach of the rules. In the case
of alcohol, however, limits of concentration in the blood have been
designated and an offence only
occurs if these drug levels
are exceeded.

As part of this doping control procedure, it is essential to forward coded
control samples from volunteers
who have taken drugs along with
the coded samples of the competitors' urine. This procedure ensures
a check on sampling, organisation
and analytical procedures since the
laboratory will be reporting correct
identification of drugs to the
appropriate authorities and thus
ensuring that all concerned with
doping control have complete confidence in the totality of the
control.
A suitable scheme of analysis
is outlined in Fig. 7, page 54,
in which the analysis is divided into
two stages:
Stage 1

Screening
Stage 2
Identification.

Analysis Stage 1
Preliminary Screening
For preliminary screening, reliance
is placed primarily on the use of
gasliquid chromatography using
a number of GLC systems and,
secondarily, on thin layer or paper
chromatography. For non-volatile
substances, thin layer chromatography is used. Before analysis,
however, it is necessary to extract
the urine sample under different
conditions. Typical conditions are
as follows:

Extraction procedure A

Urine (1 to 5 ml) is pipetted into
a glass-stoppered tube together
with 0.5 ml 20% sodium
hydroxide solution. The urine is then
extracted with 2 x 2.5 ml freshly
distilled diethyl-ether using a
mechanical tilt-shaker, centrifuged
and the ethereal extracts transferred
to a 15 ml Quickfit test tube with
40

a finely tapered base. (The addition
of solid sodium chloride to the urine
results in only one ethereal extraction
being required.) The extract is then
concentrated to about 50 pl on
a water bath at 40°. This extract
is used for GLC and TLC screening.
It is essential that the solution be not
allowed to evaporate completely
because this leads to loss of the more
volatile drugs.

Extraction procedure B

Urine (10 ml) is made alkaline
(pH 9 to 9.5) by the addition of solid
sodium carbonate and then
extracted by 3 x 5 ml portions
of freshly distilled diethyl-ether.
The combined ether extracts are
concentrated as above, taking care
that the solution is not evaporated
to dryness, and is then analysed
by GLC and TLC.
The extracted urine is then neutralised and heated at 80 to 100° with
2 ml of 6N hydrochloric acid for
one hour to hydrolyse the conjugated
drugs. After cooling, the pH is
adjusted to 9 to 9.5 by the addition
of 6N sodium hydroxide and solid
sodium carbonate. The urine is then
extracted as above and analysed
by GLC and TLC.
G LC

Approximately 3 to 5 of the above
concentrates are injected into at
least two different gas chromatographic systems; representative
systems (Beckett, Tucker and
Moffat, 1967) are shown in Table I,
page 57. In general, systems A and
B are very useful for most stimulant
drugs. The systems may be operated
at higher temperatures to screen
for compotAnds of higher molecular
weight. A positive result at this point
of screening would be indicated
by the presence of a chromatographic peak with a retention time
comparable to that of one of the
forbidden drugs. Information on
retention times of most of the
forbidden drugs has been published
in the literature, e.g. see Table II,
page 58.
It is important to use, as a reference,

the drug which is indicated by
injecting a sample of it on to the
column being used. In addition, use
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may be made of the Kovats index
in which retention times are related
to those of n-alkanes on various
columns (Kovats 1958). New
selective detectors may be used to
advantage, e.g. nitrogen detectors,
in the gas chromatography of many
drugs to reduce interference from
someconstituents of biological fluids.

TLC
A variety of systems should be used;
some suitable ones are shown
in Table III, page 62. It is important
to establish Rf values for reference
drugs on the TLC systems being
used in the control laboratory.
The spots representing the drugs
may be located by a variety of means
(e.g. see Table III).

Stage 2 Identification A

If the presence of a forbidden drug
is indicated in the above tests, then
it is necessary to carry out further
tests using GLC and TLC. In general,
TLC is a much less sensitive and
specific method of analysis.

unequivocal identification of the
drug in the urine if the reference
drugs and their metabolites are
available.

Identification B

A very important further confirmatory technique is combined
GLC/ Mass Spectroscopy. Again,
it is necessary to have suitable
reference compounds for this work.
A less expensive but nevertheless
useful technique is pyrolysis GLC.
Again, reference compounds and
information on these in the laboratory
by these techniques is essential
if the technique is to be used
in doping control.
If large amounts of drugs are present
in the urine, then there is a possibility
of using micro-infrared spectroscopy in GLC.
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The IOC Medical Commission
approved the following list of doping
substances at its meeting in Munich
on 19th May, 1971.

a) Psychomotor stimulant
dtu_gs, e.g.
amphetamine
benzphetamine
cocaine
diethylpropion
dimethylamphetamine
ethylamphetamine
fencamfa min
methylamphetamine
methylphenidate
norpseusloephedrine
phendimetrazine
phenmetrazine
prolintane
and related compounds

b) Sympathomimetic
amines, e.g,
ephedrine
methylephedrine
methoxyphenamine
and related compounds

c) Miscellaneous central
nervous system stimulants, e. g.

amiphenazole
bemigride
leptazol
nikethamide
strychnine
and related compounds

d) Narcotic Analgesics, e.g.
heroine
morphine
methadone
dextromoramide
dipipanone
pethidine
and related compounds

This list is not complete.
Other substances may still be added.
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Control procedure
applied in the Games of the
XXth Olympiad Munich 1972
and the Xlth Winter Olympic
Games Sapporo 1972.

1 Selection of Athletes
1.1

A proportional number of doping
controls shall be undertaken
in all sports.
1.2

The number of athletes to be checked
per day in each sport shall be agreed

upon by the IOC Medical Commission, the International Federation
concerned and the Organizing
Committee, with due consideration
of the available laboratory capacity.
1.3

The International Federation concerned shall determ.ne the number
of athletes in the various events of its
sport to undergo a control,
in accordance with the total number
agreed upon under section 1.2.
1.4

The International Federation concerned shall likewise determine the
criteria for selecting the individual
athletes to be checked.
1.5

If doping is suspected, the IOC
Medical Commission shall have the
right to demand that additional
athletes be checked.

2 Sample-taking Procedure
2.1

2.2
When the representative has entered

the time on the main part of the card
and on the detachable stub, the
competitor shall sign the notice
of confirmation on the stub.
2.3
The representative shall immedi-

ately pass the stub to the official
in charge of the doping control
station concerned.
2.4

Should the competitor fail to report
to the doping control station within
the time limit set in section 2.1,
the fact shall be noted in the records.
The records shall be signed by the
official in charge of the station and
shall be delivered immediately
through the Director of Doping
Control to the Chairman of the 10C
Medical Commission, who shall
decide on the further procedure
to be taken.
2.5

Upon arrival at the doping control
station the competitor and the
accompanying person shall
be attended in the waiting room
by a representative of the
Organizing Committee.
2.6
The representative shall check the

Immediately after the contest or after
determination of the final position,
the competitor selected for a doping
check shall be handed a green card

identity of the competitor by means
of the identity card and starting

by a representative of the Organizing
Committee and asked to report

Only one competitor at a time shall
be called into the doctor's office
to provide a sample.
2.8
In addition to the competitor and
the accompanying person, only the
following persons may be present
in the doctor's office:
the doctor in charge of the station,
a female medical technician, whose
duties include keeping the records,
a representative of the international
federation, concerned,
a member of the IOC Medical
Commission,
the Director of Doping Control,
the official in charge of taking

within one hour with his identity
card to the waiting room of tile
doping control station designated
on the green card.
The green card shall bear the
competitor's starting number and
the statement that the competitor
may be accompanied by an attendant
(team official, coach or doctor) when
reporting to give a sample; moreover,
it shall point out the possible
consequences d an athlete should

fail to report for the control within
the given time limit (cf. section 4).
Part of the card shall be a detachable

stub which shall also bear the
competitor's starting number, and
shall confirm that the competitor has
taken note of the representative's
request.

number.
2.7

samples,
an interpreter.
2.9

The time and the personal data
of the competitor shall be noted
in the records.
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2.10

The competitor shall select two
flasks from a number approved by
the IOC Medical Commission. Each

doctor and the accompanying
person (if any), and shall then
be placed in an envelope which
shall be sealed.

pair of flasks shall bear the same code

2.19

number (with the letters A or Bj.

The envelope containing the records
shall be sent through the Director
of Doping Control to the Chairman
of the IOC Medical Commission.
2.20
The medical technician shall place
the two sealed flasks in a container
which can be locked and sealed.

2.11

He shall fill one of the flasks with
his urine (minimum 50 ml.) under
the supervision of the doctor
(or, in the case of female competitors,

of the female medical technician).
2.12

If the competitor refuses to give
a sample of urine, the possible
consequences shall be pointed out
to him (cf: section 4). If he still
refuses, this fact shall be noted in the
records. These shall be signed by the
doctor, the medical technician, the
competitor, and, if any, the accompanying person and the representative

of the federation, and shall be sent
immediately through the Director
of Doping Control to the Chairman
of the IOC Medical Commission.
2.13

If the competitor is unable to give
a urine sample after a fair period
of time, this fact shall be noted in the
records. The Chairman of the IOC
Medical Commission shall decide
on the further procedure to be taken.
2.14

Immediately after taking the sample,

the doctor hall test the pH-value
of the urine. The result of this test
shall be noted in the records.
2.15

The doctor shall then pour half
of the urine into the second flask
and shall seal both flasks.
2.16

The doctor shall give the competitor
and the accompanying person
an opportunity to make sure that
the flasks are correctly sealed.
2.17

The code number shall be noted
in the records by the doctor. The
medical technician shall give the
competitor and the accompanying
person an opportunity to ascertain
that the number noted in the records
agrees with that engraved on the
two flasks.
2.18

The competitor shall certify by
signing the records that there have
been no irregularities in the entire
sample-taking procedure. The
records shall also be signed by the
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2.21

The container shall be sealed.by the
medical technician before being
transported to the laboratory.
2.22

The doctor shall give the container
to the courier against receipt.
2.23
The courier shall take the container
to the laboratory without delay.
2.24
A person appointed by the head
of the laboratory shall acknowledge
receipt of the sealed container
in writing.

3 Sample Analysis
3.1

The analysis of a sample shall
be completed, if possible, within
24 hours of its arrival in the
laboratory.
3.2

The analysis shall involve the
following stages:
3.2.1 Screening:
Thin layer chromatography
to identify non-volatile substances,
and gas chromatography to identify
volatile substances.

3.2.2 Identification:
3.2.2.1

Gas chromatography using two
columns of different polarity and
preparation of derivatives prior to ges
chromatography, or determination
of the Kovats indices. Pyrolysis gas
chromatography may also be used.
3.2.2.2
As an alternative to 3.2.2.1:
combined chromatography (thin
layer or gas) with mass or infrared
spectroscopy.
3.2.2.3
The identification of a substance
shall ensue through the coincidence
of the values determined in the
above tests with those of an authentic
comparative sample.
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3.3

In addition to the head of the
laboratory and the laboratory staff,
only the following persons shall be
admitted to the laboratory:
members of the IOC Medical
Commission
persons with special authorization
from the Chairman of the IOC
Medical Commission
the Director of Doping Control.
3.4

Should the analysis prove positive,
the head of the laboratory shall
immediately inform the Chairman
of the IOC Medical Commission
through the Director of Doping
Control and provide the analytical
details which led to this result
within 48 hours.
3.5
The Chairman of the IOC Medical
Commission shall then without
delay call a meeting to which the
responsible doctor or other representative of the delegation in question,
a representative of the international federation concerned and
the Director of Doping Control
shall be invited.
3.6

The head of the delegation to which
the competitor concerned belongs
may, within 12 hours of receipt
of the positive results in writing, file
a written request with the Chairman
of the IOC Medical Commission that
the result be reexamined using the
duplicate sample.

4 Sanctions
4.1

Any athlete refusing to undergo
doping control or found guilty
of doping shall be eliminated from
the Olympic Games by the International Federation concerned,
following the proposal of the
IOC Medical Commission.
4.2.1

If the athlete belongs to a team, the
game or competition in question
shall be forfeited by that team.
4.2.2
After the explanations of the team
have been considered and the case
discussed with the international
federation concerned, a team
in which one or more members
have been found guilty of doping
may be disqualified from the
Olympic Games.
4.2.3
In certain sports, in which a team
may no longer compete after
a member has been disqualified,
the remaining members may
compete on an individual basis.
4.3
A medal shall be withdrawn by
decision of the IOC Executive Board
following the proposal of the
IOC Medical Commission.
4.4
The above regulations shall
in no way affect further sanctions
by the International Federations.

3.7

The analysis of the duplicate sample
shall be carried out in the same
laboratory, but by personnel not
involved in the first analysis.
The analysis shall be supervised
by a member of the IOC Medical
Commission. The delegation in
question shall be allowed to send
an observer to the laboratory.
3.8

The member of the IOC Medical
Commission shall inform the Chairman of the Commission of the result
of this analysis. He in turn shall
inform the head of the delegation
to which the competitor belongs.
3.9

The result of this control analysis
shall be final.
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Figure 1
A
Amphetamine excreted (mg base)
B
Time (hr)

*

Cumulative urinary excretion of
amphetamine under normal

A

alkalide

-0

acidic

()
Urine conditions after oral
administration of 15 mg
amphetamine
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Figure 2

Urinary excretion of ethylamphetamine and urinary pH profile in (H)
subjects on their normal low protein
diet receiving a dose of drug and (I)
the same subjects on their normal
diet but with additional protein at
breakfast for four days, the amg
being given c.ai the fourth day.

A
Urinary PpH
B
Time of urine collection
C
Ethylamphetamine excreted
(% dose)
D
Subjects
E

F

0
Excretion of Ethylamphetamine

Bulked urinary pH
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Figure 3
The influence of urinary pH and
urin output on the urinary
excretion of methylamphetamine
(and its metabolite) in man after
Oral administration of 11. Omg (+)
methylamphetamine.
Subject M.R.
Urinary pH

....-Methylamphetemine
Amphetamine
similar patterns were
obtained other subjects

A
Urine output (m/min)

Excretion rate (lig base/min)
C
Urinary pH
O

Time (hr)
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Figure 4
Urinary excretion of ethylamphetamine and amphetamine over 24 h
from subject with no urine pH
control, who had taken an oral dose
of 20 mg (*) ethylamphetamine HCI.
A
Mean time (h)
B
Urine output (ml/min)
C

Wet rate of excretion (mg/min)
D
Urine pH

--0

Ethylamphetamine

Amphetamine

____
Urine output (ml/min)
Urine pH
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Figure 5
Reproduction of a chromatogram
obtained on analysis of a racing
cyclists urine showing the presence
of methylamphetamine and its
metabolite amphetamine in the urine.

A
Time (min)
B

Detector response (2x10"

A. F. S. D.)

C
Either + urine constituents
D
N : N dimethylaniline
(Internal marker)
Methylamphotamine
F

Amphetamine
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Figure 6
Composite chromatogram of
amphetamine and some of its
derivatives on column "C".

A

Time (min)
B
Detector response (10-10
A. F. S. D.)

C
Ether & reagent

D

Amphetamine
E

Acetone Schiff's base
F

MEK Schiff's base
G
Methyl iso propyl ketone
Schiff's base
H
Isothiocyanate

IBMK Schiff's base

J

Cyclopentanone Schiff's base
K
Cyclohexanone Schiff's base
L
Cycloheptanone Schiff's base
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Figure 7
Scheme Urine
Analysis

Stage 1

Screening
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Stage 2

Identification A

Stage 2

Identification ft

More complex
techniques
e.g. Pyrolysis GLC
Mass spectroscopy
after GLC
Micro infra red
spectroscopy after
G LC
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Table I
Columns are conditioned at their
operating temperatures for 24 hr
before use and silanized with
hexamethyldisilazane.
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Table 11
GLC and urinary excretion data
for some stimulants and
related compounds

Retention time
(min) System**

Compound
Stimulant drugs most likely
to be used es doping agents

tExamples of newer drugs with
central stimulant actions.
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Taisho II

Retention time

Compound
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Examples of mum drugs with
amber aimulant actions.
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Table III

TLC of some stimulant drugs
and related compoundo

Support

Solvent v/v

Alumina

1

CHCI, MeOH

(50:50)'
Silica Gel

2

CHCI, MeOH
(50.50)2

Silica Gel

3

CHCI, -diethylamine

Silica Gel

4

CHCI, acetone
diethylamine (5:4:1)'

Silica Gel

5

n-butanolacetic
acidwater (5:4:1)4

Silica Gel

6

Me0Hacetone

(9:1)'

(50:50)5
Silica Gel

7

Me0Hacetone
NH3 (35%)
(47.5:47.5:5)5

Silica Gel

8

Me0Hacetone
triethanolamine

(1:1:003)5
Silica Gel

9

Silica Gel

10

Isopropanol
NH3 (5%) (10:1)'
Dimethylformamide/
ethylacetate/ + 3 drops

n-octanol (1:9)9
Noirfaide. 1966; Nowfaltse,
1965. 1966; 31Naldi, 1964;
Debeckere & Massed-Leen.
1965; t Moennen. 1964;
Eleumld & others, 1964:
' Risuc & Thomas. 1962:
wEberhand & Debackere.
1965.
A. amphetamine:
MA, methylamphetemine;
pOHA. p-hydroxyamphetamine; E. ephednne: ME.
methylephedrine: NE. norephedrine; P. phenmetradne:
D. diethy1propiOn: N. niketh-

.amde; 5, strychnine:
C. caffeine: Nic. nicotine.

Dew Sollutiono.

Ethereal solutions of the basic
forms of each reference
compound were meowed by
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extraction of alkaline solutions
of the salts. Approximately
20-30 pg of each drug was
applied to thin-layer pintos
using a 10 p1 Hamilton syringe.

A standard solution of
(+) -amphetamine sulphate
in methanol was used for the
determination of spray
sensitivities.

Posporotion of Iflina otoo.
Alum
G (Merck) or SHWA

Gel G (Merck) (30 g) was
mixed with water (60 ml),
containing sodium fluorescem
(004%). by stirring for 2 min
in a mortar and spread on to
20 20cm glass plates in a
layer 025 mm thick. The
plates were allowed to dry
in the air for 15 nun and then
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76

63
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32
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29
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44

51

82

70

24

57

65

21

16

9

20

38

18

26

75

67

9
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for 2 hr in an oven at 80%
after which they were placed
in a desiccator to cool before
use. Plateswere run at ambient
room temperature.

DteatiC41 of Spots.

initially soots were located
using ultraviolet light
(254 and 350 mp). Alt the
reference compounds could
be visualized in this way.
The following spray reagents
were used:

(a)

lodoplatinate.reagent: 3 ml
10% solution of chloroplatinic
acid treated with 97 ml water
and 100 ml aqueous 6% KI
solution added: Stored in
brown glass bottle.
Reference compounds

appeared as pale yellow or
brown iwts except strychnine
which showed as a distinctive
deep violet spot and
p-hydroxyamphetamine and
caffeine which were not
detected. Sensitivity
(amb) phetamine) about 5 pg.

(

i. Freshly diazotized p-nitroaniline (Wickstrorn 5
Salvesen, 1952). ii. 0-5 n
NaOH in ethanol.
Reference compounds
appeared as yellowish spot)
except amphetamine which
showed as a distinctive pink
spot and p-hydroxyampMtamine which !lave a brown
spot. Strychnine, nicotine
and caffeine were not
detected.

Sensitivity (amphetamine)
about 5 pg.
c)

inhydrin reagent (Dole &
others, 1968): 04%
hydrin in acetone prepared
within 30 min of use. After
warming under the ultraviolet
lamp the reference compounds appeared as pale blue
spots except amphetamine,
ephedrine and norephedrine
which showed as distinctive
violet spots. Caffeine and
strychnine were not detected.
Sensitivity (amphetamine)
about 1 pg.

Note:

plates without added fluoroscein were used to deermine the above spot colours.
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Table IV
GLC Data for some Amphetamine
Derivatives (Retention times in min)

Reagent
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OU> LL'I' 1a)
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140
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120
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12.3

E
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22

co

14.6 14.9 19.6 21.9 47.9 66.9

4.3

A
acetone.
MEK

methyl ethyl ketone:
MIK
methyl isopropyl ketone.
MPK
memethyl npropyl ketone,

thyl

esobutyt methyl ketone.
CP
cyclopentanone.
CHX
cYClohesanone:
CHT
cycloOC heptanone,

BM
benzyl methyl ketone,
AA
acetyl acetone.
HFB

7tatlurobutync anhydride.
carbon disulphide
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'4

1.1

1.2

1.5

1.8 3.6

5.0 8.2 26.0 24.1 1.9

6.5 8.2 9.8 12.9 16.8 21.5i44.6
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Comite Organisateur des
XIe Jeux Olympiques d'hiver
Sapporo 1972
Commission du contrale de dopage

Organizing Committee for the
Xlth Olympic Winter Games
Sapporo 1972
Doping-control Commission
President
Chairman

Membres
Members

Prof. Yoshio Kuroda
Dr. Takeshi Kitsutaka

Shoichi Honma
Dr. Hiroyasu Kanashima

Comite Organisateur des Jeux de la
XXe Olympiade Munich 1972
Commission du controle de dopage

Organizing Committee for the Games
of the XXth Olympiad Munich 1972
Doping-control Commission
President
Chairman

Prof. Gottfried Schonholzer

Membres
Members

Dr. Manfred Donike
Dr.Wolfgeng Hegels
Dr. Erich Hein

Dr. Kurt Wet
Dr. Armin Kliimper
Ernst Knoesel
Claus Willing
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I)r. HANLEY. Largely, it was in cycling and in some soccer, the
first death was in 1886, a British cyclist that took a whole lot of
ether which was the new and volatile and the unusual substance
of that day.
You asked about attempts to control doping. Earlier attempts
to control the practice of doping in sports involved the inspection
of luggage and the inspection of food, these were a failure. They
put in some new rules and regulations, and these were failures. But
in 1910. a Russian chemist devised a method of testing saliva in
horses for alkaloids. Things were about the same in those days also
because he wouldn't give the method out. Sigmund Frankel in
Austria devised another method. In 1935 the Florida Horseracing
Commission estimated that between 30 and 50 percent cf the horses
were doped. In 1969 the same source indicated that less than 1 per-

cent was doped. I think this was fairly good proof that doping
control works, at least with horses.

With human athletes

Senator MATinAs. Mr. Chairman, if I could interrupt at Cad

point, because you raised a question which is of some interest which
I have had some experience in. I was the Assistant Attorney General
of Maryland and one of my official clients was the Maryland State
Racing Commission. One of my duties was the prosecutor of stimulation cases and I would agree with you there are control steps that are
effective, they depend upon foolproof testing.
Dr. HANLEY. Yes, they do.
Senator MATHIAS. Absolutely foolproof testing.
I)r. HANLY. Yes.
Senator MATmAs. I would like to broaden the scope of the hearing

for a second if I may, we know that stimulation in horses is not

only the result of the administration of drugs, there are psychiatric

stimuli that can be administered which are also always very injurious and I want to rain:! briefly whether you have observed

any of this?
Dr. HAxi.xv. Hypnosis?
Senator MATHIAS. No I am talking of course about horses, you
have a slightly different kind of approach to it for instance, ehainings. are you familiar with chaining of horses?
I)r. IIAxi.Ey. No, sir.
Senator NIATInAs. What you do is take the horse and tie him up
in the stable and you beat him with a chain and then all you have

to do for a race to get that horse really psyched up is rattle that

chain. You don't have to beat hiun because that would leave welts
or other marks and you could see that and you could just go into
a stall and rattle a chain and the ndrenalin flows and that horse is
psyched up by the time he gets to the track. Is there by analogy
any kind of practice of that sort that you know of?
Dr. IIAxixy. Sir. I have never heard of any.
Senator NIATinAs. Any kind of psyching up?
I)r. HANLEY. Aside from the so-called coaches' half-time speech,

I haven't observed any of this.
Senator MATinAs. No sort of psychological impact that you
would feel is material?
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Dr. HANLEY. I think the whole structure and design of competition is one to stimulate psychologically the man's desire for competition.

Senator MATinAs. And that is leadership, that is something we
need as a Nation, something we need individually, I am not talking
about leadership which psychs you up in a positive healthy manner,
I am talking about psychic.
Dr. HANLEY. No, sir, I don't know of any.
Senator MATmAs. I am very happy to hear that.

Senator BAYII. The nearest thing to this chaining episode, but
really it is not the same thing, I suppose is the kind of pressure
that might be on a young athlete not to lose scholarship and the
pressure that might be applied to compete either by insinuation or
by direct threat. Have you run into any of these?
Senator MATHIAS. I think the Chairman has been very perceptive
on the kinds of sick psyching, it is a wide spectrum obviously, as I

said initially. The chaining thing. But it gets to the same end as
if Ithe psychological pressures you create, you create conditions
which instead of making athletics a desirable and a normal and

praiseworthy and desirable activity, it becomes sick.
Dr. HANLEY. Instead of being pleasurable, it becomes a job. I am

sure this occurs. It must be very difficult for at least professional
athletes who have to get themselves up to the spot to perform over
and over on those long schedules.

Senator BAY n. Please proceed.
Dr. HANLEY. With human athletes with a well-run dope program
I believe we could decrease the amount of doping and with a sensible
educational program go a long way toward eliminating the problem
entirely.

The education components have to include some strong words
about the experiments, that test six athletes with steroids with
special diets and weight training programs and then send out 10,000

reprints around the country. It also has to include some strong

words I believe about the compiling of a series of horror tales from
a newspapers and making speeches out of this.
The negative side of the doping scene which is largely gone now
was with us for a while. The great example of this is Jim Jeffries
after he was kayoed by Jack Johnson and it was stated that someone

had doped his tea. This has now become, a not very believable

reason for a lot of losers in athletics.
Senator BAYII. I think whiu we're concerned about is not doping
to lose, but doping to win.
Dr. HANLEY. Yes.

Senator BAYH. That is different.

Dr. HANLEY. That is the negative side of the picture. The current policy on doping is variable. Almost no standardized policy
in the United States, most international events do have some dope
control programs, some nations, France, Italy and Australia have

Federal laws prohibiting doping and I believe a copy of that is
in that folder. Most federations are following the IOC guidelines.

The booklet which you have The Olympic programs, both summer
and winter, have strict dope control programs. The key ingredient,
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I think that is the experience of the personnel. You have to have

experienced personnel in every phase of the program in the selection
of those to be tested, collection, laboratory and the administration.
At the moment urine is the biological fluid of choice, the laboratory

analysis by gas liquid chromatoloR- and mass spectroscopy to
identify the metabolites of the doping substances used, and the
doping substances used are legion. We even had a request to approve
"ground up reindeer horns" from one group in 1972.
The laboratory must have experience in detecting small quantities

and this is a very important point in any dope control program

which I would like to stress. Any laboratory can turn in a negative

result, and this can be a real problem. Most laboratories, most

hospital laboratories are geared to finding massive overdoses, not
the 5 and 10 milligrams doses of amphetamines. It takes a very good
laboratory to pick these up.
In your follow up section appended to my statement which you
have, yon can see that. what one takes, affects the rate of excretion
of amphetamines and if one wants to. one can conceal the amphetamines rather easily unless the lab is aware of this. They may fall
short of their goal. If one tests only 3 out of 10 in any event he is
taking 7 chances of missing what he is looking for.
Senator 13Arn. You think that random spot tests is not the way
to do it ? You think that they should be conducted across the board?
Dr. HANLEY. Sir. I think it depends on what you are trying to
find out. If you are trying to find out the incidence of doping in that
sport on that day you have to test. everybody.
If you are trying to discourage doping in general. testing of everybody is so expensive and so time consuming that random spot checking will slow down the rate a great deal.

Senator BAYII. I am sorry. I am under this crazy time pressure
we have this information that you have in your statement, could I
ask you to direct yourself to several questions.
One area that I think is important involves the kind of tests and

the problems that the NFL Players' Association has raised. In

looking at what tests and experience in Munich and elsewhere, do
you believe that the spot testing is a sufficient deterrent or would
we have to test everybody? What are you recommending?
Dr. HALEY. If in this case. where you're trying to diminish the
amount of doping and you're not trying to find out factually what
the actual extent is. the best thing to do is to spot check, not letting
anybody know, until the actual event is in progress, what is going
to be checked or how many are going to be checked. If you show up
at the last minute at each stadium that has a dope control room,
your dope control officers show up at the last minute, then they
announce who they are going to check and when. You will decrease
doping over a period of time.
But you won't know how much if you don't know what it was to
start with.
Senator BATH. That really isn't an equitable way to approach it,
is it?
Dr. HANLEY. NO ; it isn't.
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Senator BAYII. Would the fellow who may have taken the
amphetamines, they might be on the list, and the second man who
takes the dope be.

Dr. IIAxun-. Yes; if you're talking about team sports, someone
who was in the game for 30 seconds and fell down when he was in
there and did nothing and he is the one who had taken the dope, the
team would be disqualified.
Senator BAYII. What do you recommend as far as national policy
is concerned?

I)r. HANLEY. I recommend as we did earlier, all national cham-

pionships for example, in track and field in amateur sports, that
they all be tested.
Senator BAYII. Should we limit our concern to amateur athletics?

I)r. HANLEY. No. sir, but here is one area where I have been

involved and this is the area I would logically turn to. I think if .you
want to do a broad dope control program you will have to go into
professional sports too.
Senator liAYn. Well, I have not proposed any particular approach.

I am trying to respond to a problem. I have had little or no

experience with this problem. You and others who come before us,
have to give us the benefit of your expertise so we will know what

responsible. action to take.
I)r. HANLEY. My recommendation is that national championships,

and I think you will find that they are planning to do this, they will
do a series of tests, everyone will be involved, thcse tests will be
monitored correctly, done correctly, and for the first time you will
find out the incidence of doping in that particular sport.
Senator BAYII. Could I ask my staff counsel to direct a couple of
questions. There is a vote going on and I am going to have to slip
out. I want to come back and start the testimony of NAIA.
Doctor, I appreciate your contribution here and I hope we cap
continue to consult with you.
I hope this is a continued search for the truth. I have to believe
that all who come before our committee are seeking the truth. Often
it is like the blind man who is asked to describe the elephant, we
have to figure out what part of the elephant you feel. I think everybody is trying to do their best to search out the truth. You by your
own admission state that Nve really don't have the facts.
Dr. HANLEY. We really don't know them.
Senator BAYII. Mr. Scott makes another assessment, I don't know
of any way to dispute wrong motives.

I)r. HANLEY. No, sir, as Mr. Mathias said, that is what makes a

horse race.
Senator 13Arn. Could we get a couple more questions? I am going

to have to go and vote. I will be right back.
Mr. RECTOR. One area that we were interested in exploring was
that extent to which any disciplinary action has been taken by the
IOC against physicians, trainers, or others who dispense amphetamines, steroids, or other drugs that were banned by the guidelines?
Dr. HANLEY. The answer is none. It is a fairly complicated prob-
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lem. Where do the drugs come from, who gets them and why are
these used or involved?
The IOC Medical Commission is a series of eight men representa-

tives from various nations who set up and administer the dope
council control program. They really have no investigative staff.
they realy can't find out where the drugs came from, this is beyond
the scope of their charge.
Mr. RECTOR. One of the things we have been running across with
regard to prescriptions for dangerous drugsI am sure that it applies

to these circumstances as wellis that, while the Food and Drug

Administration indicates that steroids are not properly indicated for
inducing or enhancing athletic performance, the private physician
still has the discretion to write a prescription for an athlete giving an
excessive dosage on a long -term basis. What would be the position of
the Olympic Committee with regard to a doctor who writes prescriptions contrary to the FDA indications?
Dr. HANLEY. He would be condemned and should be. The AMA
itself has put out recommendations that this not be done and I think
in general from the work of this committee the cutback in production
of amphetamines and the intended scientific publications that went

along with this have decreased the prescription-writing habits of
many physicians.

Mr. RECTOR. I know that is true with regard to the amphetamines,
I was curious as to whether there was a similar decline in prescriptions for anabolic steroids.
Dr. HANLEY. I personally. yes. I think that they have no place in

sports.
Mr. RECTOR. In reviewing the literature last week I noticed a com-

ment in one of your articles. or perhaps someone was quoting your
article, and allegedly you made reference to letters yon had received
from high school and college athletes. Athletes had inquired of you
seeking advice under circumstances where coaches were trying to
persuade the athletes to take a certain kind of pill. I wonder if you
could elaborate on one or two of those examples.
Dr. HANLEY. Without using names, if it is all right. We have received several letters on this subject from concerned parents and some
telephone calls from concerned parents about athletes who have been
asked to purchase pills from their coaches or managers or teams for
the purpose of allaying fatigue which is usually the commonest one,
there are several drugs called snap back and stand back which are
largely caffeins.
Mr. RECTOR, Over the counter drugs or prescriptions drugs?
Dr. HANLEY. Over the counter drugs are available to anyone who
wants to use them. These are sold to the high school athletes unfortunately in large quantities.
Mr. RECTOR. I just wanted to clarify whether your comments where
with respect to RX drugs or over the counter drugs.
Dr. HAxr,Er. Over the counter drugs.
Mr. RECTOR. You made reference to shoddy studies and psuedo
scientific literature and individuals who profit from these steroids and
amphetamines. I gather from your statement that you think they are
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solely profiteers. Would you elaborate on the precise kinds of activities to which you refer.
Dr. HANLEY. I think you will find individuals who recommend the
use of steroids by saying that everyone uses them so you ought to use
them. This is the old cliche that is being used or has been used since
time began.
Mr. RECTOR. I think it specifically made reference to distribution
of 10,000 or tens of thousands of pieces of literature. Is this part of
some kind of advertising campaign?
Dr. HANLEY. No; on this, individuals who are doing research have

to justify their existence so they get hi one particinar one, half a
dozen weight lifters and a half a dozeneight swimmers, I believe it
was in this particular one, this particular study in which they put
them on high protein diets, vigorous weight training programs and
steroids. Following this program, the swimmers didn't do very well,

so they dropped them. The weight Mall showed some increased
strength of their grip, after they had been training with the hand-

grip reprints of this type of experiment one sent all over the country
to every physician whose name thoy could get ahold of. This sort of
thing has to be brought out, that all research is not sacrosanct, some

of it is pretty poorly done. There is one amphetamine study that

gave a big impetus to the amphetamines usage in sports, and that was

done at a major university. It starts off by saying that they did six
separate experiments and actually if you read it carefully they did
one experiment six times and did it worse each time. This study
concludes that some people's performance is improved 0.4 percent,
0.5 percent and up to 4 percent improvement with amphetamines. If
you look at the study the 0.4 and 0.5 percent improvements were
lower than the variations of day to day normal for those individuals.
These studies were done on short sprints of swimming where the
timing was controlled by electronic guns. If you get the 4 percent
improvement this was done on the weight people in track and field
where the observer stood 20 feet from where he expected the ball to
land and he estimated the distance, the man who threw it estimated
the distance, and then they averaged them. I could probably improve
my performance 4 percent if I measured it that way.
Mr. RECTOR. Are you indicating that individuals who were involved

in the shoddy research have a profit or vested interest? Are they
running clinics? Are they selling steroids?

Dr. HANLEY. Some do, some are I think profit motivated to turn
out another research paper to hold on to their status.
Mr. RECTOR. Is the profit related to the research paper or perhaps
the institution, or what. To the private advertising of steroids?
Dr. HnNLEY. The profit ones I think ought to IA looked into is the
group that sells athletic equipment and high protein supplements and
programs for athletes and run training programs for them.
Mr. RECTOR. We would be very much appreciative of any supplemental information which you could provide to point us in the right
direction.

Dr. HANLEY. I would be very :1.ppy to provide you with any
information that you so desire, off the record.
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Mr. RECTOR. One last question. you mentioned one study in which

a number of deaths were attributed to drugs.
Dr. HANLEY. Dirix, Dr. DirixBelgium.
Mr. RECTOR. In looking at the sports literature of the last 20 years

a number of references are made to the athletes' sudden death
syndrome, which is a rather mysterious happening.. Recently a young

man in Colorado was pri paring. for the Fall football season and

suddenly died. I know the Senator was interested in these cases, and
it occurred to us that perhaps some of these cases involved the abuse
of amphetamines. Some of these athletes had respiratory arrests and
other kinds of complications that could be attributed to drugs. What
is this sudden death syndrome?
Dr. HANLEY. Precisely we don't know. It is probably due to a
ventricular cardiac irregularity. which makes the heart an inefficient
organ and athletes collapse. the heart doesn't produce enough output
of blood to sustain life and he dies. This occurs not only in athletes
though.
Mr. Rwrou. Isn't it true that the same kind of malfunctioning of
the body systems is associated with excessive dosages of amphetamines, particularly when you're under a very stressful situation/
Dr. HANI.Ey. It could be.
Mr. RECTOR. Research conducted in Los Angeles, at the L.A. County

USC Medical Center, has indicated that youngsters, in particular,
who were using amphetamines for u substantial period of time and
on regular excessive dosages. had developed aneurysms and other
related kinds of problems. This is why we're asking the questions
about the sudden death syndrome. I think skeptics have questioned
whether in fact a number of theseseemingly mysterious. are in fact,
drug deaths.
Dr. HANLEY. This is all possible. I think we have to keep in mind
that one of the commonest causes of the sudden death in a previously
healthy young man is an aneurysm.
Mr. RErron. I would like to thank you. The Senator will be back
shortly and we will continue with the next witness.
[Dr. Hanley's prepared statement is as follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DANIEL F. HANLEY, M.D.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee; My name is Daniel F.

Hanley. I have been associated with the Medical Section of the U.S. Olympic
Teams since 1900. and a member of the Medical Conunission of the IOC since

1908, the first year of the "Control of Doping Programs" in the Olympic
Games.
I wish to thank the Committee for this invitation to help with its efforts
to investigate drugs in athletics.
Your invitation suggested five areas for discussion:
1. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE ['SE OF AMPHETAMINES AND STEROIDS
The question here iswhose ethics?
There is no place in sports for the use of stimulant drugs or steroids.
Down through the years. there must have been at least a thousand substances that have been "the answer" to improving the performance in sports.
The alchemists who searched for the substance (formula) which would
transmute all base metal into pure gold. have had their pharmacological
counterparts throughout the ages. Today. the number and variety of substances
ingested. injected. inhaled. and applied. confirms the fact that we are a
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medicated society, and the fact that there is no chemical answer to improved
performance in sports.
Unfortunately in recent years more and more special diets and substances
are being touted for personal profit motives, by some who are in a position
to influence athletes. almost every substance backed by a series of shoddy
"experiments" or "studies" which fail to stand the test of time. To the best
of our knowledge. there is no way to supercharge a normal cell. This statement is mit acceptable in the sporting world, but it is nonetheless truthere
is no known substance which consistently improves performance In a normal
healthy. well trained, well conditioned athlete.

As for amphetamines. there is some evidence to show many humans
develop an increased amount of insulin in their blood stream after taking
amphetamines and a resultant lowering of blood sugar with a concomitant
drop in performance. There is also, of course, the horrible possibility of
developing drug dependence and as one popular psychiatrist has put it,
"Joining the crowd is the commonest cause of acute psychoses in the young
adult." You have heard from Dr. Golding on this subject.
What about steroids? They really hold no magic and they do hold a lot
of potential harm. When used in the young athlete. they do tend to hasten
the closure of the epiphysis and stunt growth. They do tend to alter sexual
development. They do create liver problems. ulcers. personality change, etc.

But what do they do to a normal healthy young adult athlete? Here

again. one can find almost anything he wants to in the literature. But there
are a few well controlled studies involving a significant number of athletes
over a reasonable period of time. and they show an increase in weight, but
when this increase in weight has been measured in the light of several body
components. the increased weight is largely water. Even without that factor,
increased weight does not necessarily equal increased strength, and/or
increased performance. As a matter of fact. it may work the other way.
Again look at the record. If steroids, really did any good, then performances
would be increasing by leaps and bounds. There should be a head long rush
of athletes breaking records in sports where these are used. and this has Just
not happened.

From the early 1StiO's when the first cases of doping were recorded and

the drugs used were ether. nitroglycerine. strychnine and brandy, records have
been made by well motivated individuals who sharpened thir ability through

hard work and intelligent practice.

2. EXTENT OF USE

During the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. West Germany, approximately

3.000 dope control tests Were done and only 12 positives were recorded.
But these figures do not tell the whole story. The testing included some
portion of every sport competition and most finals. Had this effort been
concentrated on a few events. and everyone tested, the results might have
been different. For it is my opinion that most of the doping is confined to
the weight events and cycling. There is no practical test for detection of
steroid doping.
Amphetamines. ephedrine. barbiturates. strychnine, coramine, diazepam

and steroids, alone or in combination with vitamins. account for most of the
substances used in the current scene of :loping in sports. None of these has
any legitimate place in sports. but they are used. Do they do physiologic
good? Do they make winners out of losers?
All of the studies made have been of small numbers of athletes in varying
states of fitness and have used performance as the ultimate measuring stick,
ignoring completely the fact that performance is always variable. In some
studies. the amount of expected day-to-day variation in performance is
greater than the benefit ascribed to tae drug being tested. No drug shows
any consistent benefit to a well-trained, top-class athlete whose normal
performance varies within a narrow range.
3. DEFINITION OF DOPING

The definition of doping according to the Medical Commission of the IOC is:

"Doping is the administration of or the use by a competing athlete of any
substance foreign to the body or of any physiological substance taken in
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abnormal quantity or taken by an abnormal route of entry into the body,
with the Sole intention of increasing in an artificial and unfair manner his
performance in competition. When necessity demands medical treatment
with any substance which because of its nature, dosage, or application may
be able to boost the athlete's performance in competition in an artificial and
unfair manner, this is to be regarded as doping."
Unhappily. even this definition seems to hold out a hope that there is a
magic substance that makes winners, and dope control programs that check
only winners tend to fix in the minds of everyone that doping and winning
are connected. "But it ain't necessarily so."
"Doping" to improve performance has according to Dirix accounted for at
least 30 deaths in sports, and it is for this reason that dope control programs
were initiated.
Early atempts to control the practice of doping in sports involved
inspection of luggage. equipment and quarters, as well as physical examina-

tions just before the event. These were a total failure. New rules and
regulations were promulgated by several of the sports groups. and these also
failed dismally. Attempts at education failed, but these perhaps were
inadequate.

In 1910 a Russian chemita devised a means of testing the saliva of horses

for dope. This opened the door for the beginning of the first real dope

control program. In 1935, the Florida Racing Commission estimated that 30
to 50 percent of all race horses were doped. In 1969, the same source indicated
that less than I percent were_dopedproof that dope control works, at least
with horse races.
With human athletes. well-run dope control programs would decrease the
amount of doping. and this combined with a sensible education program

would go a lung way toward eliminating the problem entirely. But the

education component has to include some strong words about the pseudoscientific experimenters who test six athletes with steroids, special diet and
weight training programs. attach all benefits derived to the steroids, and then
send out 10,000 reprints describing the wonders of this medication. The facts
must be presented to physicians so they will accept them. and to coaches
and athletes so they will both understand and accept them. No one has yet
been able to accomplish this.
The negative side of the doping scene. that is, the administration of a
substance to slow down an athlete. or to make him ill, is largely a thing of
the past. But not too lung ago. top college football teams brought their own
water supplies with them when they traveled.
Current policy on duping control is variablealmost none in the USA
but most international events have some control program. Some nations
(France and Italy ) have federal laws prohibiting duping. Most federations
are following the 111C guide lines. Every Olympic program. both Summer
and Winter Gaines. has a strict control program.
GUIDELINI:S

DOPING CONTR0I. PROGRAM

The key ingredient is experience of the personnel that will be used in

each phase of the program selection. collection. laboratory and administration.
Urine is the biological fluid of choice with laboratory analysis by gas

liquid chromatography and mash spectroscopy to identify the metabolites of
doping substances. The laboratory must have had the experience of detecting
these in small quantities. Any laboratory can return a negative result.
-I. THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF CURRENT EFFORTS

Presented to you in Mr. Pritchard's testimony. I would only add two other
publications for your consideration.

A. Baseball vs Drugs: Office of the Commissioner. 650 Fifth Avenue.

New York, New York 10019.
B. Doping: The official booklet of the IOC Medical Commission. Chateau de
Vidy 1007, Lausanne. Switzerland.

C. A bibliography which I have compiled (copy attached).
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5. SUGGESTIONS AND REcomMENDATIoNs TO FACILITATE THE PROPER
USE OF DRUGS IN ATIILETIc COMPETITION

The solution of this problem, as with every other problem. depends on an
accurate definition of the incidence of doping and the identification of the
substances being used. This can be accomplished by a dope control (testing)
program which tests every individual involved in a particular event (National
Championships). When this information is available. a factual educational
program could be constructed. To be successful. the educational program
should be designed to be presented in the early educational years. but it
should also have components which could be used at those educational levels
that develop our teachers and coaches. Anything short of this will have only
limited chance for temporary success.

LIST OF DOPING SUBSTANCES

Moerman E. 11964). In Doping Proceedings of an International Seminar. editors
De Schaepdryver A. & Ilebbelinck M.. pp. 73-82, London, Pergamon.
Noirfalise A. (1965). J. Chromat, 20.61-77.
Noirfalise A. (1966 ) . Annls.
din., 24.934-956.
Ristic S. & Thomas A. (1962). Arch. Pharm., Berl., 295,524-525.
Wallin D. (19414 ). In New Biochemical Separations, editors James A. T. & Morris L. J.. P. 1$$. London : Van Nostrand.
%N'esley-IladZija B. To he published.

The IOC Medical Commission approved the following list of doping substances
at its meeting in Munich on 19th Nlay. 1971.
Psychomotor stimulant drugs. e.g.
Amphetamine.
Benzphetamine.
Cocaine.
Diethylpropion.
Dimethylamplietamine.
Ethylamphetamine.
Fencamfarnin.
NIethylamphetamine.
Methylphenidate.
Norpseudoepliedrine.
Phendimetrazine.
Plienmetnizine.
)

(

Sympathondmetic amines, e.g.

Prolintane an related compounds.
Ephedrine.
Methylephedrine.
Alethoxyphenamine and related
'compounds.

(c) Miscellaneous central nervous system stimulants, e.g.
Amiphenazole..
Bemigride.
Leptazol.
Nikethamide.

(d ) Narcotic Analgesics, e.g.

strychnine and related compounds.

Heroine.
Morphine.
Nlethadone.
Dextromoramide.
Dipipanone.
Bethidine and related compounds.
This list is not complete. Other substances may still be added.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON DRUGS

"The Effect of d-Amphetamine Sulfate on Physical Performance," by
Lawrence A. Golding and James R. Barnard, Journal of Sports Medicine and
Physical Fitness, December, 1963, No. 4, vol. 3.
"The Combined Effects of Ethanol and Amphetamine Sulfate on Performance of Human Subjects." by Lolita Wilson, M.A., Jack 1). Taylor, Ph.D.,
Charles W. Nash. Ph.D., and Donald F. Cameron, M.D., Canad. Med. Ass.
Jour., Mar. 5, 1966, vol 94.
"The Effects of Drugs and Familiarity on Performance in Continuous Visual
Search," by George A. Talland, Ph.D., and Gardner C. Quarton, M.D. The
Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, September 1966, vol. 143, No. 3.
"Enhancement of Human Performance by Caffeine and the Amphetamines,"

by Bernard Weiss and Victor G. Laties. For Stanford Research Institute
Project No. SU-3024, Life Sciences Division entitled "Drug Enhancement of
Performance" and prepared under contract Nonr-2993(00) for the Physiological Psychology Branch, Psychological Sciences Division, Office of Naval
Research.

"Effects of d-Amphetamine Sulfate. Caffeine and High Temperature on
Human Performance," by Lovingwood, Blythe, I'eacock, et al. Copy may be
obtained by sending $1.25 for photoprint to Chief, Photoduplication Service,
Library of Congress. Washington. D.C. 20540.

"Clinical Manifestations and Treatment of Amphetamine Type of Depen-

dence," by Philip H. Connel, M.D., JAMA, May 23, 1968, vol. 196, No. 8.
"Effects of Administering Anabolic Steroids in Weight Training," by

William M. Fowler, Jr., M.D., Assistant Professor, Department of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation, University of California, Los Angeles, Calif.
Paper presented at Track & Field Institute June 29-30, 1966, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

"Effect of Amphetamine Sulfate on Athletic Performance," by Peter V.
Karpovich, M.D.. Journal of the Amer. Med. Assn.. May 30, 1959, vol. 170,
pp. 558-561.

"Aims and Perspectives," Doping. By sir Arthur Porritt. Journal of Sports

Medicine, September 1985.

"The Hormone Hazard," Medicine Section, Newsweek Magazine, Sept. 27,

1965.

"Athletes Warned About Anabolic Steroids," by Wesley K. Ruff, the
Journal of the National Athletic Trainers Association, Winter 1965-66.
"Drugs, Society and Humaa Behavior," by Oakley S. Ray, Ph.D.
Dr. HANLEY. Yes.

Senator BATH. That is different.
Dr. HANLEY. That is the negative side of the picture.
The current policy on doping is variable. Almost no standardized
policy in the United States, most international events do have some
[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator BATH. Our next witnesses are A. 0. Duer, the executive

director and Donald Spencer, M.D., coordinator of the Medical

Aspects of Sports Committee, National Association of Intercollegiate

Athletes( NAIA) of Kansas City, Mo.

STATEMENT OF A, 0. DUER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AND DONALD
SPENCER, M.D., COORDINATOR OF THE MEDICAL ASPECTS OF
SPORTS COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF IIITERCOL
LEGIATE ATHLETICS (NAIA), KANSAS CITY, MO.

Senator BATH. Mr. Duer, is that the way you pronounce it?
Mr. DUER. That is right.
Senator BATH. I apologize gentlemen for the delay. Let's go off the
record.
[Discussion off the record.]
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Senator BATH. I do have some questions that I would like to put

to yon. There will, however, be some votes coming up very shortly and
in my absence counsel will carry on with your considerable testimony.
So d you would please proceed.

Mr. DEER. Yes, sir. I am A. 0. Duer, executive directorsecretary
of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics. I might add
third vice president. of the IT.S. Olympic Committee.

Our organization is one of 565 member colleges and universities
having
havino. established now 15 national championships each year. Our
two

promises are that athletics should be an integral part of
the total educational program of each institution and not a separate

promotional adjunct and that athletics should be for education,

health, citizenship, leadership, and character.
We're fully aware that athletics has become one of the two major
forces in international politics and thus the pressure that has been
placed upon them. Of course, our organization is not one of those
million dollar ones that have been referred to. The originator of the

NAIAB, now the NAI.A, said that our organization was built on

postage stamps and guts and that is literally true in that these

are colleges on a level of competition whose receipts do not begin to
pay for the programs, even in basketball, in many instances, where
they all have that sport. and consequently we do not. have the extreme
pressure.

Senator BATH. Let me suggest, if I may, Mr. Duer, that I for the
record recognize the significant contrast among the levels amateur
athletics. The NAIA has made a substantial contribution, and because
you are not as subjected to these kinds of pressures, we can accurately
call them commercial pressures, perhaps you can candidly advise us
as to where we should direct our attention.

Mr. DEER. I was going to lead into that.. Any athlete worth his

salt, the higher up on the ladder you get, the greater pressure lie himself exerts, develops within himself. We have many athletes who go
from our organization to our national championships and on to the
Olympic Games and naturally, regardless of the nature of that program and their institution, they are subject to these pressures.
I do not know where you could draw the line. Where the pressure
exerted makes the difference. I can say this though, that this is what
athletics is all about. It is in placing our future leaders under pressure

of athletics so that they will not break over that ethical and moral
line in order to win, so that you will have leaders in politics, in
every way of life which will have had this experience. They will
have been through the test, that is what athletics is, a test for future
leadership and I know of no rule you can impose but this is a reality
that we must place these people under pressure and with it teach
them morality, character, leadership, so that they. will know when;

so they can meet these tests in future areas of the community, national,
international leadership.
Now, we have practically no income from most of our events, even

in national competition. We have about 12 national championships
which the organization pays part of the cost.
Senator BATH. Excuse me, I just received word that I must go
over to the floor. I have gone over all of these questions. There are
several I would like asked to expand upon your prepared testimony.
Please proceed. I will read the hearing this evening.
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Mr. Du En. I will be very brief, because. I want Dr. Spencer to speak.
Senator BATH. I also want to hear Dr. Spencer.

Mr. Dunn. As I have sat here listening to the testimony of experts
and I consider Dr. Hanley one of the greatest experts in the United

States, I worked with him in the Olympics over long periods of
years. I know him to be both an expert and completely honest and
honorable man in his interpretations.

The NAIA considers the use of drugs and medications without

specific medical authorization to be unethical practice and you pointed
out to me, what is specific medical authorization. I think it has been

pretty well pointed out that can be anything from a chiropractor,
horse doctor, but speeitic medical authorization must be given by a
practicing physician who is so authorized to administer and give a
prescription for drugs. Anything over that would be unethical in our
interpretation.
The NAIA further believes that all drugs utilized in sports even
prescribed by a licensed physician with specific instruction for their

use niust be there. The NAIA, with the support of its member

institutions adopted the following policy in March, 1072 for controlling the Utie of alcoholic beverages, and non-therapeutic drugs and
tobacco at NAIA sponsored events. That goes much further of course

than just the drug problem. That goes to some moral and ethical
problems that we found are the real problem in athletics, having to
do with sale of beer and liquor in a stadium which of course has

caused violence instances which we feel we must control, so we tied
all of these together.
"Beer, wine, liquor, or any form of alcoholic beverages or any non-

therapeutic drugs shall be prohibited from having any part in the

district, area or national events sponsored by the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). This shall be interpreted to prohibit the sale or sponsorship of advertising programs in radio, tele-

vision or any other promotional medium. It shall also prohibit the
bringing of alcoholic beverages or non-therapeutic drugs into or at

the site of an NAIA sponsored meet or event."

We're aware of the very great difficulties in administering this
type of policy but we do .ask that they be prohibited 'from use in
programs. radio, television sponsorship or in any way used to promote
any NAIA sponsored events and all 565 of our member institutions

follow this policy while it is not mandatory. It is requested. There
has been much talk over the past year concerning the use of drugs
by athletes. Current factual information has not been available to
substantiate or refute such talk. Seeing the need for such a study, the
NAll approved a drug testing program in March of 1972 which
would screen all athletes participating in NAIA hitional events. The
Proposed drug testing program would encompass athletes throughout
the United States participating in the 15 national events held for our

)65 member institutions. This study is awaiting fuoding at the

present time. The proposed drug study has as its main objective the
determining to what extent drugs are being used in athletics. If the
results show a sufficient number of athletes are involved with drugs,

then a drug training program will be instituted within the NAIA
member institutions.
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The NAIA strongly believes that the detriment of drug usage in
sports must be emphasized at all levels, including coaches, trainers
and team physicians as well as the athletes themselves. We now have

what we call workshops in the various districts, we have 32 districts in
the United States. We would have to have posters and articles which

would inform athletes, and the faculty of just what the facts of life
are and see that they know what should be done. They would be
informed.

Now, I think that I shan't take more time, we have developed the
policies proposed in the NAIA drug program which I am going to
ask Dr. Spencer, our coordinator, who is also chairman of the Missouri State Committee on Medical Aspects and Sports. He is going
soon to Russia as one of the doctors of the World University games
and he is the one who has proposed our study and I am going to

ask Dr. Spencer to begin and tell you about it. If there are any
questions that you want to aske me about this I will be glad to
answer them for you.

Dr. SPE:CA-11R. We suggested the possibility or the needs of the drug

testing in the NAIA approximately 2 years ago. The subject was discussed with the executive council of the NAIA initially. The response
was that we don't really think we have a problem, let's put our heads
in the sand and subsequently We all thought about this, we discussed
the possibility that we do have a drug problem. There is no way of

finding this out unless we drug test. To date there have. been no

studies to determine the extent of drug usage in athletics. It is all pure
speculation. It comes from articles, books written by worn out professional athletes who have left with a bitter taste in their mouth.
Various athletes make comments which have no basis and so we have
decided the only way to determine this is to test our athletes for a

1-year period and find out if there is a drug problem. If there is

in our institute, we will institute a drug training program throughout,
the NAIA.
A preliminary test was run during the indoor tract meet in 1971.

We established physicians in the training room right off from the
arena and athletes could come in 30 minutes prior to competition.
I think, they run one trip around the track and then they come in
and urinate. So we had athletes coming in and this was at regular
intervals and the physician would ask for a sample of urine. This is
random sampling,, no pressure was placed on the athlete to give the
sample. if he said no. if he turned pale, if he went out the door we
don't clime him.

We had approximately 400 athletes participating that night; 41

samples were obtained and the samples were taken to the toxicology
center at Children's Hospital in Kansas City, frozen and analyzed by
the toxicologist. For the 41 samples, one sample contained glycol which
is a substance which is in the small cones that you see in urinals. We had

one fellow, he was apparently afraid of what we were testing and he
blew his test by putting glycol in this urine and after having set up
over the weekend in the deep freeze it still hadn't frozen, so we have
no idea what was in this urine. The remainder of the 40 urines were
tested. These were done by cooling 40 urines, leaving a portion of
each urine not cooled, and testiLi:: these for vaious drugs.
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In these urines four were positive for amphetamines, three were
positive for tranquilizers, eight were positive for solicilates, 10 were
positive for caffein, and this total, '25 out of 41 athletes having some
type of drug in their urines. I have no criticism of any type of drug
here. This was done purely to determine if we should pursue and
go ahead with planning a drug testing program.
After we received these results we met again and the NAIA executive committee went through the coaches and we sat down with an
attorney to determine the legality of the testing of athletes because
they can stand on their civil rights and various other claims and say
you can't test me.
The NAIA again with the full intent to determine the extent of
drug usage, not to disqualify the athlete, and not to identify the
athlete or his school after testing, agreed to make the NAIA eligibility
ruling change at which time the athlete would not only have to be
enrolled in NAIA, he would have to have his grades average and be
carrying so many hours, he would also have to submit to testing at
the national events. This I think was an extremely significant move
by the NAIA to show their interest in determining if we do have

a drug problem. This was carried out last year and then we met
with the chemist from the Midwest Research Institute in Kansas

City. They have been conducting tests on the fatal accidents for drug
detection in fatal accidents and they were quite interested in pursuing
this problem with us.
The grant waswe have applied for a grant with the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare and if we obtain this grant we

will test approximately 3,000 athletes in 15 national competitions dur-

ing 1974. This will consist of testing all of the athletes that participate. Each athlete will be marked with a stamp on his hand or some
other device, the technical aspects of checking the urine, we have
consulted with the persons dealing with this in the Olympics and
heard both pros and cons on collecting the urine following the competition or just prior to the competition. I am sure we're going to run
into problems in a technical aspect since this has never been done on
a full-scale basis. I am sure we will have to back up and redo some
of these things. However. no athlete will be allowed to go to the starting line without having stamped on his hand something saying that
lie has donated his urine to our testing program. We are not going to
disqualify nor are we going to identify the athlete. This is a purely
an educational purpose, purely to determine the extent of drug usage.
Mr. REcrop, I think you indicated that several years ago the Association was characterized as having a head in the sand attitude; that
there was a change with regard to the issue of drug abuse by athletes;
and that after this change in attitude you worked ont the details of the
preliminary study that you mentioned.
What occurred in this interim period? What factors contributed
to this shift in attitude?
Dr. SPENCER. I think this is purely a relationship between us and
sports that we were both reluctant to get involved in something that

we really didn't know. We did not want to promote a program

'and come up and say gee whiz, all of our basketball players pop bennys.

This we initially felt we might not want to become involved in.
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. After having discussed this our definite goals were brought out more
clearly, the executive council of coaches realized this problem and
became very enthusiastic over it. At the present time I feel that they

are somewhat more enthusiastic than I am. They are very much in
favor of doing this. I think this is something that occurred in sports
medicine that, this has been brought out this morning. the relationship to the athlete, the relationship between the athlete and the doctor

that theymy basic attitude toward sports. These are fine activities
and it is really a crying sin to think somebody has to get high to
participate in these kinds of activities. I have heard professional
athletes and I have talked to professional athletes that have told me,
gee Doc, I can't go out there without getting high. I personally don't
think I have to get high to go to the operating room, I think a professional athlete is basically the same as a professional doctor. We
operate at a certain level, we're not professionals if we don't operate
on that level. This is true of the professional athlete. But I think the
reason that the NAIA decided upon doing this testing, is that it is
just purely a matter that we have established, we want to establish
what our goals were and when it became quite clear none of us were
trying to make a dollar off of this. we weren't trying to find out anything other than is it a problem and should we establish an educational program for it ?
Mr.'"DUER. If I may say a word for the executive committee. We
came to the conclusion that we had a moral responsibility, that this
has generated a problem. It had been accentuated in the public eye,

it had been accentuated in professional athletics and that reaches
down each year lower in the scale of competition so that it was
becoming commonly known and used by all athletes and by more
and more citizens so that we had a moral responsibility to protect
athletes; not only ones who use it, but protect athletes from taking
such things and spending thousands of dollars on drugs that had
negative or no effect upon their participation. So we need no ax to
grind. We simply felt we must undertake this study as a part of the
educational processes of our organization.
Mr. RECTOR. I want to follow up on something the doctor mentioned regarding the conversations he had with professional athletes. You
indicated that they were popping bennies or some type of uppers or

stimulants to be able to perform. I imagine some of this occurs on
Sunday afternoons? In light of your experience with professional
athletes would you elaborate on the extent of these practices? Is this
kind of thing marginal or widespread?
Dr. SPENCER. I have taken care of professional athletes, both as
private patients and as a team physician. Both in soccer and football.
I know these athletes have taken drugs. I know that some of them
feel this is a necessity. This is a part of their means of playing foot-

ball. I think that this is something that you, as one professional
quarterback made comment on a symposium on drugs last year, he
said the local newspaper comes out and says our team needs the edge
to win this Sunday. And Sunday morning comes, and somebody
comes by with a handful of green pills and says here is the edge. They

say we're athletes, we're told when to practice, when to dress what
plays to call, what color of uniform we are going to wear that Sunday
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and when to go in the game and when to come out and when somebody comes by and hands you something says here is the edge, this

again is an order and you don't. ask any questions, you take it.
I don't think this is true that all drugs that are taken by professional

athletes are obtained by theobtained from the physieian. I think
that a good many of them are. as mentioned earlier this morning,
obtained by retail men who are around and think this needs to be
associated with professional athletes and this is just to get to know
him and this is not just a type of association. I think these drugs
are more and more difficult to obtain. I recall the medical school
when the detailed men would set up their displays and we would

walk by there and they would have their amphetamines, and a good
many classmates would get their amphetamines to take and this was
so they could stay up all night and take their tests the next morning
and these have been proven to be of no value. I think, too, I agree
entirely with the previous testimony. there are no drugs that show
that they increase or make the athlete a better athlete.

I think most are taken as props. substitution for. good training
programs and I don't feel that an athlete ever participates 100 percent or as a good many people will be quoted in a newspaper, 110
percent. I think that a good athlete puts out 90 percent and is talented
and IS going to be a winner.
Mr. Erron. I would like to follow up your comment about detail-

ed men. Our committee has jurisdiction over the laws that pertain
to the production and distribution of controlled substances. I would

be particularly interested in knowing as much as possible about these
alleged practices of the detailmen. particularly regarding amphetamines made available to professional athletes whose friendships or
other accommodation they are seeking.
Dr. SeExclat. I could not be very specific. I am an orthopedic surgeon and the work I have done in the past, I am no longer associated

with a professional team. the work I have done in the past is on a
consulting basis and I did not have day-to-day relationships with the
athletes. This is all hearsay from athletes as to how they obtain their
drugs.
Mr. IZE(°ron. That is a real problem in this whole area. The people

who are on the scene are not talking and there is often good reason.
The people who have not been there for a period of time, aren't really

current. Athletes. professional and amateur realize that such comments may jeopardize their career. We heard many comments that
detail men hang around locker rooms. Can you tie this down more
specifically?
I )r. SpExciat. Prior to the reclassifications of amphetamines as being

a drng requiring your IUD. number. I received a call from a pharmacist to refill this patient's amphetamines. Again being an orthopedist. I have no knowledge really of the dosage of the amphetamines
and I do not prescribe these. I received this call from a pharmacist
saying that amphetamines have been reclassified, would I like to
write a new prescription for this fellow?
I said, how did he get it. and this was a professional athlete, how
did he get the prescription originally. Well, it was called in from
your office. You could call in and say you were Dr. Spencer and prior
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to the reclassification of this drug this person was apparently obtaining amphetamines for at least 2 years on a phony called-in prescription. As to the evidence of actual usage and I say this really, I don't
know how significant this is. One afternoon following the football
game I saw a professional athlete. 30 minutes after the (Tame, he had
a rib injury, we X-rayed him, and down in the lower edge you could
see the white spots on the X-ray and we went ahead and shot KUB
and I believe there were seven pills going from his stomach to his
large bowel, and I don't know the resolugency of pills, I have never
seen pills under the X-ray machine, and I had never taken a picture
of them. I did not know what these were, I just know they were there.
Mr. RECTOR. With regard to the language in the NAIA policy on
drugs, would you elaborate on exactly what, "without specific medical
autriorization" means. I think you heard us touch on this earlier with
Dr. Hanley. Irrespective of the FDA regulations physicians can still
write amphetamine prescriptions, for something other than narcolepsy, hyperkinetic kids or short-term diet control. When you refer
to nontherapeutic uses is this within the FDA perameters or some
other standards?
Dr. SPENCER. There are three types of drugs used in sports. The

first are the essential drugs, they consist of tetanus protolacks,

possibly flu vaccine, and your international athlete, maybe the immunization for the country you have to be traveling to. There are
the drugs that treat a specific illness. Then there are what I term the
titration drugs, those that you take to try to get yourself at a certain
point. The latter two types of drugs have no place in sports. The
third type definitely should not even be considered. These are the
anabolic steroids, uppers, downers, any pill taken to increase the
efficiency. The only real study that has been or has shown anything
to improve an athletes efficiency is the highly trained distance runner
that will train in a high altitude, this allows his hemoglobin to increase from 14 to 16 grams to maybe 18 grams and this increases the
oxygen carrying capacity. You take a person to high altitude, bring
him back to normal altitude. and run him for 1 day, he will have an
increased ability until his hemoglobin drops.
Mr. RECTOR. What about the use of analgesic drugspain killers
such as novocaine or propoxyphene? La us say you have a star halfback who experiences some problem in the first half and without the
use of novocaine he wouldn't be able to perform in the second half.
Dr. SPENCER. No matter what level of sports you are talking about,

that same game is going to be played 1 year later. The quarterback
that has to play the second half, he may graduate this next year, he
may move out of the area. If he is a high school football player he
may be placed on a taxi-squad waiver, retired, or anything the next
year. I don't think the use of drugs should be an excuse for a poor
coach to lose a game and I think frequently this is utilized.
We have to have this man, anybody who has 40 football players
on his team and a long taxi-squad who uses this as an excuse to inject
something into the football players ribs or his shoulder or anything
to get him on the field. I think is an extremely poor coach and I think
the number of lawsuits against professional team physicians and professional football teams in the form of malpractice cases from this
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type of behavior. This is promoted in professional sports to get the
athlete on the field. If I dropped dead tomorrow the surgery that I
have scheduled this Monday will be done by somebody else. If the
star quarterback on any football team drops dead tomorrow there will
be a quarterback on the field next week. I think this is a poor excuse
to use injury as a means of saying this is why we lost. And I don't
think that any type of analgesics more than aspirin should be utilized.
Mr. RECTOR. That is particularly interesting. Dr. Cooper testified
on the 18th of June representing the AMA. He drew what appeared
to be some rather fine distinctions between the types of injuries and
the possibility of future permanent damage to an athlete which would
provide an individual practitioner on a case by case basis with the
discretion to allow an athlete to play with the assistance of an analgesic. I think he made reference to a high school wrestling match.
A fellow had apparently wrenched his shoulder and it was his considered judgment that the athlete could perform without any additional injury. Subsequent to being victorious in the wrestling match, the
X:ray revealed that he had a cracked clavicle, which can be a serious

injury. Had he known the nature of the injury he wouldn't have
allowed the young athlete to proceed. There seems to be difference of
opinion ?

Dr. SPENCER. I think a good guideline here is that any, athletic
doctor or jock or whatever you want to term it, is not the main thing,
there are lots of people who think it is, there are lot of doctors who
think it would be really neat to be one and actually just take care of
a group of people who have the same injuries as the housewife, the

little kid down the street or anybody. The quarterback breaks or
dislocates his hip playing football, this is really a big deal. We read
all about the treatment of dislocated hips, grandma breaks her hip
falling down, getting up to go to the bathroom in the night, this is
no big deal. I think if you use a guideline in treating athletes as they
are no different from anyone else, they might be doing something diffe-

rent when they sustain their injury, but if I will inject the knee Of a
blast furnace operator and put him back in front of that blast furnace
to work and the company who is responsible for his insurance will
do this, then I think maybe I could justify my injecting the knees of

a football player so that he can go out and play football. I don't
think there is any athlete of any type and any other patient that
comes into my office, they are all the same as I say. The game will be

played again next year and that athlete will be forgotten.
Mr. RECTOR. I think that Houston Ridge case, Ken Gray's lawsuit
in Missouri - -we have heard from other players in the NFLindicate
that perhaps the injuries are the same but the circumstances and pressures to which they are subjected are quite different than the case of the

grandmother who falls down and breaks her hip. Their livelihood
may depend on whether they can perform in the second half. I think
there are a number of additional ingredients involved in these sports

injuries.
Dr. SPENCER. I don't think this is true. Why should a person's reputation depend upon his future whether he is injured or not. These
injuries are part of athletics.
Mr. RECTOR. I don't mean to indicate that it should.
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Dr. SPENCER. And I think that probably this is instilled in a person

today and I think probably to a degree this is true but if a man
working on an assembly line falls under a car and is run over he

receives compensation insurance which covers him and he is a comp
case. If the professional, I am not sure just how a case in professional
sports comes under, whether it does come under workmen's compen-

sation, I know they do in New York, I don't think they do in Missouri. If a football 'player is injured, why not have the compensation

laws apply to this and it certainly would then the player would become
compensated if he is not able to work and able to return to work.

Mr. RECTOR. I think that is an interesting suggestion. But when
you put it in the context of a profit making endeavor, such as the 26
teams in the NFL. the fact that von can economically compensate
the particular athlete is often not adequateI believe that the primary
interest, is having a Larry Brown or an 0. J. Simpson in there in the
second half. Some players claim that they must play come hell or high

water; that contract renewal for the next season may depend on

whether you're willing to play in the second half.
Dr. SPENCER. One of the primary reasons why I do not deal with
professional athletes any more. I participated in sports in my school

and college and I think that is the great training as Mr. Duer
established this morning. However. I don't think that this is any

more than leisure time activity and in college it is an extracurricular
activity. I find it difficult to place this much emphasis on playing a

game. I'd like to play tennis every Thursday afternoon. This is

Thursday afternoon and the person I play tennis with is not going to
die and I don't think he will have a fit or anything else because I am

not there. If 0. J. Simpson is not on the football field on Sunday.
that is too bad. Maybe the national TV doesn't like it, maybe the
coaches don't like it, but this person is not capable of participating
in a sport. then he should not be allowed to participate in the sport.
Mr. RECTOR. I would like to explore your comments on the testing
of the track and field competitors. I believe you mentioned that there

were

Dr. SPENCER. Forty-one athletes were tested.
Mr. RECTOR. Forty-one athletes were selected on a what you call

a random basis, but actually on a voluntary basis.
Dr. SPENCER. Voluntary.

Mr. RECTOR. There are 50 athletes here and

Mr. DtER. They were not selected.
Dr. SPENCER. These were persons that we asked.

Mr. RECTOR. I believe you said. individuals came in and you men-

tioned the drug test and they had the option to split. You indicated
that 4 of the 41 indicated positive for amphetamines.
Dr. SPENCER. Yes.

Mr. RECTOR. And I believe you said 10 indicated positive for
caffein.
Dr. SPENCER. Caffein.

Mr. RECTOR. Nearly 10 percent indicated positive for amphetamines ?
Dr. SPENCER. Yes.

Mr. RECTOR. In a situation that was voluntary?
Dr. SPENCER. Yes.
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Mr. RECTOR. We're you able to assess whether the caffein detected
was consistent with ingestion of one or two cups of coffee?
Dr. SPENCER. The toxicologist just said there were 10 positive
for caffeine. which would be coffee. soft drinks, tea and I don't know

if gatorade has caffein in it or not.
Mr. RECTOR. So yon do not have an assessment of the amount of
caffeine used. It could have been used as a stimulant to improve
performance or evidence nothing more than a cup of coffee?

1)r. SPENCER. This was a test to determine the presence, not the

quality.

Mr. Dr En. This test was done primarily for an educational process,
it is living up to what we're doing now to get the coaches to he aware
.and the athletes to be aware of the need of this program.
Mr. RECTOR. I would think that these results would persuade you

to look a little further. Particularly since a voluntary test turned

up 10 percent indication of amphetamines. Was there any crosscheck
to determine whether individuals were taking legitimately prescribed
drugs?
Mr. DCER. No.
Dr. SPENCER. Again. this was a matter of being in the training

room with plastic cups and asking a person as he walked in if he
would give us a urine sample.
Mr. DrER.- I would like to make one more point, if I may, that
hasn't been mentioned here. We had an athlete who was an outstanding athlete who since has graduated and gone into the pro ranks of

one of the sports. He has become a world champion. I know the

history of this athlete as to his use of steroids. I know that his coach
knew he was using them and he thought it was helping him. I think

there is a real danger here of the following. the thinking because

he used steroids he became a world champion and I think that is lead-

ing many athletes into false traps for the use of these and wasting
money on these and that. is the reason I feel not only our organization

but all of the organizations including the pros should do a careful
study of what is the present situation. how badly are we being damaged by these drugs in amateur and professional sports. Of course
I am only concerned with the amateur.

Mr. RECTOR. I think if viewed from the perspective of a young
weightlifter, it seems as if there could be a real credibility problem
in assessing various opinions on amphetamines and steroids. If a
champion weightlifter says that without steroids and amphetamines

he would have never made it. and on the other hand the school
physician tells the youths to play it straight ; to put out a bit more

little extra commitmentand they can make it to the national

championship. relatively speaking you might be quite lucky, if many
youths listened to the physician.
Dr. SPENCER. I think today we have emphasis on certain sports
currently, it is a need to a football player, I don't think everybody is

physically designed to play football. I think there is a sports that
each of us can handle. even the handicapped individuals, but I don't
feel that everyone can he made into a great big person. I have had
patients come to my office, the mother and the father were both small

individuals and they had a son that was already a half of a head
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taller than the father, and they asked me is there some pill that I
can give him to make him big and strong and that is just strictly
we can't do anything about it.
Mr. REcTon. I recall Dr. Deo lev's testimony at the legislative hearings in California. before Assemblyman Campbell in 1969. Dooley
talked about prescribing steroids for youngsters who were in the
awkward stage-15 or 16 years old. 6 feet 1 inch, a little on the lean
side. He seemed to be implying that the practice of medicine involves
kind of an averaging attitude. That these fellows were a little leaner

than the others to make things even across the board you had to
improve their physiques.

Dr. SPENCER. You see where all this comes about. You see on a given

day each month 90 percent of the fertile females almost 90 percent,

all take their first. pill which will terminate 2S days later, this is
the attitude of the American society today. a pill for everything,

take something and regulate everything, regulate reproductive cycles,

you take a pill, you have two kinds of vitamins, one plain and
one iron for the amount of bleeding she does during her menstrual cycle. We're really hung up on drugs. I attended a meeting one
time and the first slide, this was on drugs, the first slide out was a
picture of a lazy suss n sitting on the average American breakfast
table fillN1 with different colored pills in each little tray and I don't
think it is too far from wrong. I think you can go out and drive and
stop a person from driving down the road and not only check him
for alcohol, but check him for the various drugs and see the extent

of drug nsage by the American population or ask a room of 100

people have you taken some type of pill since you came up here today.
Mr. Erma. In the last couple, of weeks several individuals have

allwed that some NFL players were supposedly involved in some

kind of drug traffic. Many responding to these charges apparenly hold
to the archaic distinction between so-called hard drugs and soft drugs.
The implication being that if someone is involved with so-called soft

drugsamphetamines, barbituates and similar drugsyou are not

really dealing with something that can lead to drug dependency. One
of the things that Senator Rash has attempted to do in the last couple
of years is to focus attention on the fact that the barbituates, and to a
lesser extent amphetamines. can involve a habit and dependency that. is
every bit as life-threatening and debilitating as the habit associated

with so-called hard drugs. Apparently hard drugsoft drug dichotomy is emerging in this area and in some respects by focusing on
the "hard drug" aspects of this drug controversy one can avoid the
real issues.

Dr. SPENCER. T think this is true, like the alcoholic, there. is not
one specific date that he becomes an alcoholic. When he drinks a
certain amount, if you go to the training room of a high school or
college professional teams and view today the training aids as compared to what they were 20 years ago when I was in college, it is an
entirely different thing. The majority of these, changes have been in a
pill form. Today you have wheat germ pills, vitamin pills, butterfly

pills. sugar tablets. vitamin C tablets, and they are all in a tablet

form. So you could (put chewing on a dextro tablet and start chewing
on a benny and what is the difference, probably just a little difference
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in taste and it is all a concept of putting something in and swallowing it before you can peak. Once you develop this attitude you are
going to take anything you can.
Mr. RECTOR. The thing I was trying to focus on was that when
several professional athletes were questioned about the use of drugs,
a statement was made about the "typical" housewife, who was popping pills. Indicating that is not a serious problem. There is need for
a reassessment of drug problems. Many individuals don't realize that
the kinds of problems associated with amphetamines and barbituates
can be very serious and dangerous.
Are team physicians required to supply the association with copies
of records indicating their prescription habits or the kinds of drugs
that they have available as a team physician?
Dr. SPENCER. Are you talking about professionals?
Mr. RECTOR. Within your organization.
Dr. SPENCER. Are they required to provide a list of the drugs that

the athletes would be on?
Mr.

RECTOR.

Provide a list of drugs that are administered or dis-

pensed to the athletes and provide a list of any drugs that are ordered
or available to the physicians.

Dr. Ser.wt.:a. No: I think this is true pretty much throughout
the United Stateswe have very little medical records on these

persons when they arrive in Kansas City. We assume that the college or the university that they attend has done their physical examinations on the persons. We had no communications with the
team physicians. These boys. and again we're dealing with a very
low-budget type project, these boys come in to Kansas City to the
track meets practically running in their track shoes because there are
financial problems with the schools they come from and they are not
bringing their team doctor and team trainer and arriving on a jet
airplane. They are traveling by a car a lot of the time. So there is
nonot anything that has been done along these lines. I know, however. also in professional football. at least up until 3 years ago, a good

many of these players did not have electrocardiograms and very
minimal physical examinations prior to competition and I think this
has been brought out and emphasized by some bad purchases of
college boys who have had bad knees and somebody paid a bundle for
them.

Mr. lirron. In light of your proposal to expand the urineanalysis
program have you considered requiring athletes to report to the team
or other responsible authorities the circumstances under which they
are receiving anv druos ? In this way the athletes would be protected
if they were using drugs properly.
Dr. SrExcEn. Again, we are not trying to detect drugs to eliminate
the athlete. We are going to do drug testing to see the extent of drug
usage.
Mr.

RECTOR. Well. I think properly prescribed drugs would show
up in urinanalsis.

Dr. SeExcEtt. This would mean nothing and they will be tested for
alcohol. there will be numerous drugs they are going to be tested for.
All we're doing is statistical studies to determine the extent of drugs
used in athletics. We don't care how they got them, whether they are
taking them for anything.
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Mr. RECTOR. So you're not focusing on drug abuse. but on drug
usage.
Dr. SPENCER. Everyone has speculated on do athletes take drugs,
how much do they take. here is a large group of athletes that we have

gotten consent from the MALI to test. No one else has even been
able to clear through their executive committee to drug test. We now
can do a statistical study.
Mr. RECTOR. I don't mean to imply criticism. 'What I am thinking
about is the Delaware State affair a few years ago where a urinanalysis test found 13 or 14 athletes positive for cocaine, heroin,
amphetamines. It was later revealed. however. that six or eight of
those athletes had been given phenobarbitol by a physician under

circumstances that were consistent with medical practice.
Dr. SPENCER. An athlete who takes phenobarbitol and has a seizure,
it is very questionable that you have 14 athletes attending one meet
that would have a seizure disorder. This I am sure deals with should
an athlete sleep before a football game.
Mr. RECTOR. I think these cases involved the use for sedation and
not as an anticonvulsant.
Dr. SPENCER. Well, bow necessary is a night's sleep. Maybe if this
athlete is concerned about what he is going to do the next day enough

that he can't sleep. he might really run great. I think all of the

psychological studies have been done on athletes of why you have a
good day and what can you make of your good game and why you

can't repeat this. and any person who has participated in sports
knows that at one time, some night. no regularity in sleep or anything. they go out on the field the next day and they couldn't miss

the basket. They couldn't do anything wrong. So they try to repeat
this with pills and you can't do this. you do not have to sedate somebody the night before a game. You're puffin°. him out, waking him

up. giving him something so he will not be hung over from his
sedative.

lfr. RECTOR. Many would agree with that medical point of view,
but I think you are aware that there are a number of practitioners

who have a different perspective and some athletes might be put in a
unfair position. The doctor could properly prescribe a sedative but
it could subject an athlete to charges of drug abuse.
Dr. SPENCER. It is. I have never seen a person die from lack of
sleep.
Mr.
Dr.

RECTOR. All right.
SPENCER. They just

don't do it. If you don't sleep tonight, you
are going; to sleep well tomorrow night.
Mr. RECTOR. I tend to agree with your opinion, but I just wanted
to get this clear for the record. We talked with numerous physicians
in P-the medical community. during our efforts to more strictly control
production and distribution of barbituates. who believe that there is a
great deal of efficacy to the hypnotic use. I would like to move on to
a hypothetical question. If a team physician is aware that an athlete
is using amphetamines, steroids, and other drugs in violation of association.policy. what action should the physician take. Secondly. under
what circumstances would the physician-patient relationship prohibit
reporting of drug abuse by a physician to a trainer, coach or anybody
else?
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Mr. Dv En. To this time no compulsion is made for him to report,
anything to anybody. We have this policy, we think it will have an
effect. What we will do in the future after we have done these tests,
we cannot predict. it depends upon the results of the tests what we
find out, but at the present time the only test we give that has any

real significance is that we do ask our officials for our football,
basketball, to send us in a phsieian's statement on that physical
what their health is.

The reason for that being we had an official drop dead in the

middle of a basketball game a few years ago so this is how this got
started. But this will depend on the results.
Mr. I?ETon. Suppose a physician from X college. brought to your
attention the fact that six players on Y kani are heavy into amphetamines and it turns out that the doctor obtained that information from
the patient - doctor relationship. Does this amount to a break of privilege?

Dr. SPENCER. I feel again that a team doctor also takes care of
patients and 1 don't think that this doctor would hold back the fact
that the athletes he was sending to compete in a national event had
a positive urology. I don't think he can hold back to the association
that this fellow was taking pennies. I think if it is required by the
association to know anything abnormal in a person's medical condition. then I don't think that the fact that the person would be taking
amphetamines would be breaking down in a confidential type, thing.

Mr. Dun:. I think we arc one step away from that at this point.
We have made the policy. our next step would be to ask the team
physician or the doctors if there were any violations of this policy.
Mr. RECTOR. One last question. Yon mentioned that you would
establish a drug training program.
Mr. 1)t-r.H. Yes.

Mr. TIErron. If the results of the surveys that you plan indicate a
"sufficient number of athletes are involved with drugs". Have you
laid out any standards as to what is meant by "sufficient numbers..?

Dr. Spxxc En. This is.a base line study. We have no-41 athletes
who have been tested. We know that these were tested in the Olympics. this was not a complete screen of all athletes. This again. we're
talking. we're going to have to sit down and the people that will be
doing our testing have computers. they deal in these type figures. we
have got three different types of persona involved in this. A group of
persons that are providing the athletes. we hare the physicians who
are interested in drugs and in athletes and we have the investigators
who are going to be doing the statistical analysis for us and I think
when this is all compiled and if we get the grant so that we can do
it and this is sent back in and then the article is published, we, can
make some derision. is there a higher instance than the drug use on
campus and what is the percentage of drugs. what is the percentage
of college students who are taking drugs on campus?
Mr. RECTOR. The pilot study that you conducted showed 4 or
approximately 10 percent positive for amphetamines. Tf you had
tested 3.000 and found 10 percent. how would you consider that?
Dr. Se ExcEit. That is pretty high.
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Mr. RECTOR. Tell percent is very high and that raises another question. On a lot of campuses in this country, the use of amphetamines
is a lot higher than 10 percent. The use by athletes. to enhance per-

formance. can be readily distinguishable from --1,cliat. might be called
subcultural or general recreational use. I don't know if you agree with

that or not. We have a bifurcated view of this thing. On the one

hand you have the psychologically dependent person that depends on
amphetamines and on the other hand the individual who on a week
by week basis takes a few amphetamines in hoping to enhance performance.

Dr. SPENCER. Again, the drug is being used and I think whether
this is an athlete or an obese female, it-is an improper drug, the MA

has taken a stand on this and I would certainly agree with their
standards and I think this drug probably only needs to be used in

epilepsy.
Mr. Drug. I ant not sure how much greater the instance is, whether
the pressures in college football are greater than they are on the businessmen out here who are fighting to keep their heads above water and

he is doing the same thing in taking this, maybe a different drug or

the housewife who is in trouble with family problems and taking these
drugs. I am not sure how much greater the pressures are. We're going
to concentrate, and we hope others will so. that we will pull this and
we will have not only the experiences of N.AIA but all groups as to
what is the instance of the use of drugs. which of them are detrimental,
are any of them at all helpful, and that seems to be the indication now,

so that this is the beginning of the process and we are proud to be a
part of the beginning of this. We think it is significant.
Mr. RECTOR. Are vou saying that with regard to athletics, you will
accept a lesser standard than that you would apply to the business
community?
Mr. Di-ER. From where I sit. the pressures are greater than when
I was playing college football.
Mr. RECTOR. I think what I am getting at, there is perhaps a different ethic in the business community.

Dr. Ser.xcmt. I think that the collegiate and high school sports

develop a person into being the type of person they are going to be.
I am in a competitive world and if I lose a game they put it 6 feet
under ground. That is personally to me, at least, a far greater stake
than anything that is played on Sunday afternoon. I don't have to
take an upper to operate and Mr. Duer doesn't have to take an upper

to run the NAIA and why should anyone have to take one at any

time? If youand Harry Truman had some saying like, if the

kitchen is too hot, get out. or you know, if you can't stand the pressure. don't play the game. You know. they give them butterfly pills
and I remember a fellow that I played along with in college, this
guy couldn't eat before a game, he would vomit. His mother thought
that he was going to die. Well, the fact is he would have to vomit
for a very long time and should she feed him before he goes on the
field. have him go out and vomit, or should she just let him alone and
let him at after the big game is over? It is just like if you can't
sleep before the game. after the game is over. you sure can afterwards.

There is really no reason to take a drug and play a sport.

0,-74', I,
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Mr. RECTOR. Well, thank you very much. If Senator Bayh was here
he would note that Dr. Spencer was originally scheduled for surgery
today and made. a considerable effort to be here. We thank you both
for your cooperation and your presentation today.
[Dr. I)uer's prepared statement is as follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF A. 0. DOER IN BEHALF Or THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF I NTERroLLEGIATE ATHLETICS (NAIA)

The NAIA considers the use of any drug or medication, without specific
medical authorization. to be an unethical practice. The NAIA further believes
that all drugs utilized in sports should be prescribed by a licensed physichm,
with specific instructions for their use.

The NAIA. with the support of its member institutions, has adopted the

following policy for controlling the use of alcoholic beverages, non-t: erapeutic
drugs and tobacco at any NAIA sponsored event:
"Beer, wine. liquor or any form of alcoholic beverage or any non-therapeutic

drug shall be prohibited from having any part in the district, area, or

national events sponsored by the National Association of Intercollegiate

Athletics (NATAL This shall be interpreted to prohibit the sale or sponsorship of advertising in programs. radio. television or any other promotional
medium. It shall also prohibit the bringing of alcoholic beverages or ,,ntherapeutic drugs into. or at the site of. an NAIA sponsored meet or event.
"The use of tobacco in advertising shall be prohibited from use in programs,

radio. television sponsorship or in an; way used to promote any NAIA

sponsored event. it is further strongly recommended that all NAIA member
institutions adopt this policy in the administration of their institutional sports
program events.While there has been much talk over the past year concerning the use of

drugs by athletes. current factual information has not been available to

substantiate or refute such talk. Seeing the need for such a studs, the NAIA
approved a drug testing program in March of 1972 which would screen all
athletes participating in NITA National Events. The proposed drug testing
program would encompass athletes throughout the United States participating
in the fifteen national events held for our :MI member institutions. This
study is awaiting funding at the present time. The proposed drug study has
as its main objective the determining to what extent drugs are being used in
athletics. If the results show a sufficient number of athletes are involved
with drugs. then n drub; training program will be instituted within the
NAIA member institutio,.s.

The NATI strongly believes that the detriment of drug useage in sports
must be emphasized at all levels, including coaches. trailers and team
physicians. as well as the athletes themselves.

Mr. 14:croa. The hearings are recessed until 2:30 p.m., tomorrow
afternoon, July 13. 1973.
[Whereupon. at 1:12 p.m. the hearing was recessed.]

PROPER AND IMPROPER USE OF DRUGS BY ATHLETES
FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1973
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Kennedy,
Burdick, Cook, Hruska, Fong, and Mathias) met, pursuant to notice,
at 3:15 p.m., in room 2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator
Birch Bayh (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Bayh.
Also present : Mathea Falco, staff director and chief counsel; John
M. Rector, deputy chief counsel; Mary K. Jolly, editorial director
and chief clerk; Nancy L. Smith, research director ; B. Elizabeth
Marten, secretary to the staff director; Lance Ringel, assistant clerk;
and Catherine van de Velde, secretary.
Senator Mori'. We will reconvene our hearings on the impact of
drug abuse on athletes with an official word of apology to our witnesses who have been subject to this delay, as well as those of you
who are here to observe. One of the most unpredictable things is
what is going on the floor of the Senate. As it so happens when we
originally planned these hearings, we had no idea a measure relative
to the Alaskan pipeline, of which I was a cosponsor and one of the
active participants, would be voted on this morning. Then this afternoon. another measure of which I was the author, which came out of
the subcommittee, was on the floor. We finished the two votes. You
may have heard the bells. There was nothing I could do about that
except, let me say, I recognize the significant inconvenience our witnesses have been put to and I must say to youI don't know whether
You were advisedbut when I found out late yesterday, what was to
happen today, we tried to reschedule the hearings, but by that time
some of you were already on route or had already come from as fir
away as California, so we thought the best part of wisdom would be
to go ahead and hold them today.
I am most appreciative of the efforts all of you have made to be
here. Our first witness today is Mr. George Killian. executive director
National .Junior College Athletic Association, Hutchinson, Kans.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. KILLIAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL JUNIOR COLLEGE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, HUTCHINSON, KANS.

Mr. KIYALIAN. Thank you, Senator.

Senator 13,vrii. We understand you have to catch a plane, so we will

get right to your statement.
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Mr. KILLIAN. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
My name is George E. Killian. and I am the executive director of
the National .Tunior College Athletic Association.
With your kind indnigence. I would like to briefly familiarize yon
with the organization I represent. While relatively new, the N.TCAA

represents the fastest growing segment of edneation in this coutry
the junior colleges. For the past 4 or 5 years junior colleges (or,

conummity convoys. as they are sometimes called) have been opening at the rate of approximately one a month. Predictions are that

tins rate will continue for at least another 5 years. Without going
into the philosophy of the junior college movement. suffice it to say

that this is (Ming a void that has long been present in our educational
system. It is from our ranks that conic the technicians and the paraprofessionals that this country so vitally needs.

The NJCAA represents more than 534 of these institutions

throughout the 'United States, which we have divided into 21 regions
for legislative purposes.
It wasn't until August 1. 1969. that we .opened a national office in

IIntehinson. Kans,. where we are still situated. It was at that time
that I was appointed its first executive director. For 15 years prior to
that. I was athletic director and basketball coach at Erie Community
College (forerly Erie County Technical Institute) at Buffalo. N.Y.
I will attempt to answer the questions that were posed to the
NJCAA by Senator Bayh when he first contacted our office to arrange
for my appearance here today.
1. Our organization does not consider the use of drugs to be ethical

or allowable save those prescribed by a physician in a course of

treatment. Local injuries, such as sprained ankles. bruised thighs. or

tennis elbow when treated with drugs by a competent. physician

would be considered permissible by the NJCAA. It has always been
the objective o fthe N.TCAA in its competition to pit the well athlete
against the well athlete.
2. The N.TCAA has no knowledge of any use of addictive or restorative druu by athletes under its jurisdiction. This is not to imply that

our athletes are 100 percent free of the drug problem. but merely to
point. out to you that this has not been a discernible problem for the
N.TCAA.

Gentlemen. the prime reason for this has not been apparent to any
degree is because of the type of program that our member institutions
are currently administering. Most of our programs are of the "dedi-

cated" or "low key" type. rather than the "pressure" or "high key"
type in which other intercollegiate organizations seem to be involved.

The money necessary to run the vast majority of oi.ir athletic programs conies either directly from students fees or from the general
operating budget. Our members are not caught up in the rat. race
for spectator dollars to finance their athletic programs.
Mr. Kermit Smith, chairman of the N.TCAA Committee on the
Medical Aspects of Sports. recently reported to our office that in the
countless State. regional, and national meetings he has attended over
the past 3 years in the pursuit of his duties. lie has never been aware
o fully problems with drugs as far as the NJCAA was concerned.
3. Currently the N.TCAA is in the process of revising its established
"Code of Conduct for Tournaments, Contests and Events Sponsored
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by the National Junior College Athletic Association," so that an appropriate section pertaining the use of drugs can be included. The
NJCAA Code of Conduct is an established documents that has been
in use for over twenty years, and is distributed individually to every
athlete who competes in any of our national tournaments or meets.
Furthermore. each athletic director in his own college has the responsibility of notifying his staff and athletes that this Code of Conduct
must be adhered to !n everyday NJCAA competition.
Another method we employ iu onr national tournaments and meets
is not to let an individual athlete or athletes compete without proper
faculty supervision. For example, in tennis, our handbook states:
No contestant shall be permitted to enter the NJCAA Championship
Tennis Tournament unless he is accompanied by a faculty member of his
college. or a designated proxy coach or faenIty member from another NJCAA
men 'r college us indieatA in writing and certified and mailed to the
Tournament Director.

This type of close supervision helps to greatly eliminate the prob-

lems we are discussing here today.

4. The NoICAA has for the past two years carried on a very active
program of education among its coaches and athletes. For this pro grain we are deeply indebted to the NCAA. All of the printed matebooklets, posters, etc., are supplied to us at no cost by the NCAA
and bear our name as a sponsoring agent of the program. We recently
distributed to our membership over 50,000 copies of the booklet entitled, "The Coach : Drugs. Ergogenic Aids and the Athlete."
We encourage our member institutions to display the Drug Posters
in prominent places, not only in the gymnasiums but in conspicuous
places throughout the campus.
Under the leadership of our 21 regional directors, we have attempted to set aside a part of every regional meeting to consider problems
that fall within the scope of the Committee on Afedical Aspects of
Sports, and certainly the use of drugs in athletics is well within this
realm.

It might be wise to point out here that no mention has been made
of the term "trainer" to this point. No mention has been made of it
because less than 1 percent of our member colleges employ full-time
trainers. The bulk of our trainers are usually "student trainers" or
the coach acts as his own trainer.
5. It is the expressed feeling of the NJCAA that the proper use of
drugs in athletic competition should originate from only one source,
that source being the medical doctor. To allow any one else who might
be connected with out, athletic programs to become involved in any
form, shape, or manner in the dispensing of drugs to onr athletes
would border on the criminal.
The NJCAA has for years required every athlete to have a physical
examination. This examination is a part of the total eligibility program each athlete must pass before he is allowed to compete in the
NJCAA. We feel this mandatory examination is a step in the right
direction in safeguarding our athletes.
After making this attempt to answer the questions posed by your
committee. and considering our replies, it became evident that perhaps
you might detect a "head in the sand" attitude.
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Gentlemen, it has been only 4 years since I left my position as

coach and athletic director in a metropolitan area. There, for 15 years,
I never encountered a drug problem. Now, because of the very nature
of our organization. I am in direct contact with our coaches and

athletic directors every day and still have not found drugs to be a
problem voiced by these people.

Perhaps the key difference, which has been mentioned previously,
should be emphasized once moremoney. Until the financing of
athletics becomes a product of our program, we do not feel the pressure of competition will become great enough to precipitate the use
of artificial stimulants instead of the natural stimulant provided by
competitive sports.

Senator BAYII. Thank you. Mr. Killian. That was a thoughtful

statement. Do you have time for some questions before that airplane?
Mr. K/LLIAN. Yes.

Senator BAYn. You indicated that You or the .N,ICAA have no
knowlede of any use of additive drugs by athletes attending your

institutions. Has the N.TCAA issued a policy statement on the use of
drugs or the abuse of drugs by your athletes?
Mr. KILLIAN. As T mentioned, we were in the process of revising
our code of conduct, which at that time did not contain an item pertaining to the use of drugs.
Sentor RA-rn. You do have a code of conduct, but as of now it does
not contain any reference to the problem of drugs?
Mr. Kir.t.TAx. That is right.

Senator Rmr. But you are in the process of revising it?
Mr. KILLIAN. Yes.

Senator BAYTI. Are your team coaches or physicians or trainers
under any orders or is there any criteria applied to them in the event
they do come across information that their athletes are abusing drugs?
Mr. KILLIAN. Yes and no. In the statement T made in our institutions we have less than 1 percent actually employed as a full-time
trainer. so that the bulkSenator T3AYIT. T mentioned conches and athletic directors as well
as physicians.
Mr. KIT,T.TAx. Correct. The only feedback we would get would be
from the athletic director or the immediate coach, and in most of our
institutions, the athletic director is the one who coaches one or more
the major activities within the institution.

-

Senator BAYIL Well. T am not sure where the yeas and nays came in.

:ire t1r,y under any orders. is there any standard operating procedures as far as your coaches and team physicians are concerned in
the event they conic across an athlete who is using drugs?
Mr. Kn.l.fAx. No: not from the national office anyway.
;Senator HAYTI. You indicate that only drugs prescribed by physi-

cians in the course of treatment are permitted to he used by your

athletes. Do yon ever conduct any testing to see -if this rule is being
adhered to?
Mr. KILLIAN. No: it. took us many years before we finally had the
association anTee to having a physical examination as part of the
.eligibility rules. and this has only been in' effect for the past 2 years.
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Senator BATH. Would you care to venture an opinion relative to
what the general reaction would be to applying spot-testing urinalysis and the sort of things that have been discussed here more
recently?

Mr. KuLtAx. Senator. I believe that in our committee on medical
aspects of sports. I believe we would cooperate very closely with
other college organizations and the high school federation. Our
actions in the future in that area depend on what the other groups

do and how they go about it. I would assume that we would probably
fall in line if urinalysis is the thing to do and it proves feasible,
then we would probably follow in their footsteps, or right along with
them. But until this point and as of this date, we have never given
any thought to this type of program.
Senator BAyn. Do you have any policy relative to a physician who
may prescrib.- steroids for athletes?
Mr. KILLIAN. No.

Senator BAyn. From a standpoint of treatment or growth acceleration, that is?
Mr. KILLIAN. Right. We assume that the physician is competent to
make his own decisio n.
Senator BATH. AMphetamines? Do you have the same policy with
them?
ltd
Mr. KILLIAN. The.t would be up to the physician.
Senator BATH. You mentioned that your Association and the junior
colleges' athletics, are more low key and don't have some of the pres-

sures that may exist in the so-called big team competition amateur
athletics. I am not familiar with the overall program of junior colleges. but I am led to believe that a number of our finer athletes have
reached the big time, the University of Sonth California and so on,
through the junior college system. Is that low pressure existent in
those junior colleges?
Mr. KILLIAN. Senator. the 90-odd colleges that constitute the junior
college system in the State of California do not belong to our organization. and therefore. I can't speak for California. I do know that in

the over 534and certainly in yonr State you probably have one of
the finest junior college basketball teams in all of America, and even

though they won our national championship three times, I still
consider their program to be of low key, because the bulk of our

programs are sponsored by student fees or the operating budget. We
are not in competition for the spectator dollar. if we were in competi-

tion for spectator dollars. we wouldn't have a program. We don't
have that many junior colleges that draw well in any intercollegiate
activity.

Senator BATH. What was the impetus for the distribution of the
50.000 copies of the booklet. entitled "The Coach : Drugs. Ergogenic
Aids and the Athlete"?
Mr. KILLIAN. We did this as an educational program; part of our
total educational program. We .felt at the time that this was the right
thing to no. We still believe this. As I said. the NCAA supplied these
to us. We have been in the poster program for a number of years, and
we distributed those to our members. We got good response to the
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booklet because many of our people wrote back for additional copies

of the booklet so that they could distribute it to each and every

athlete on the campus.
Senator II Avii. Suppose von received information from some source
that there was improper distribution of drugs by a coach or a physician. What would be the reaction of your organization?
Mr. KILLIAN. We would probably, Senator, become very alarmed
and we would take the necessary steps to come up with some kind of

a policy to prevent this in the future. but as of right now. we have
never run into this, and I mentioned before we do not have a policy
that I could state here today where we could come lip with an immediate answer.

Senator BA.vit. As far as sanctions and that kind of thing, you
really don't have the structure to apply it?
Mr. KILLIAN. That is right, pertaining to drugs we do not.
Senator BATH. Do you have an across-the-board policy relative to
recruitment and this sort of thing?
Mr. KILLIAN. Yes: we do.

Senator BAyir. And the scholarship type programs and this type
of thing?
Mr. KILLIAN. Yes; we do.

Senator BATH. But not for drug use
Mr. KILLIAN. No. sir. and I - d think. Senator. that probably

we don't because we have had over a period of years a lot more

trouble with recruiting and scholarships than we have ever had with
drugs.
Senator BATH. Well. I hope that continues to be the case. Not that

I am wishin!, you any problems in the former area. but I am also
heartened that yon do recognize the need to establish some sort of a
policy and procedure regarding drug use. I am sure the committee
will be very glad to see how you approach this problem.
Mr. KILLIAN. Right.

Senator BATH. Mr. Killian. 1 won't delay you further. I appreciate the contribution you have made. I hope you will feel free to
communicate with us. and I hope we can feel free to communicate
with you. And again, :l apologize for the great inconvenience to
which you have been subjected.
Mr. KILLIAN. Right. Thank you. Senator.
[Mm'. Killian's prepared statement is as follows:1
Par.e.HED STATEMENT of GEORGE E. KILLIAN. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SATIoNAL
AssociATIoN
CoLLEGE

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen. my name is George E. Killian. and I am
the Executive Direetor of the National Junior College Athletic Asosciation.
would like to hriefly famillariw you with
With your kind ImInIgence,
relatiely 111', the N.I('AA represents
the organization I represent.
the fastest growing segment of .1acation in this countrythe junior colleges.
For the past four or five years itinior eolleges (or, e11111111unity colleges. as
they are sometimes called) have neen opening at the rate of approximately
one a month. Pred lotions are Unit this rate will continue for at least another
five years. Without going into the philosophy of the junior college movement.
void that has long been present in our
suffice it to say that it is filling
educational system. It is from Our ranks that come the technicians and the
as

para-professionals that this country so vitally needs.
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The N.TC.k.k represents more than :134 of these institutions throughout
the United States. which we have divided into 21 regions for legislative
purposes. It wasn't until August 1. 1909. that we opened a National Office
in Hutchinson. Kansas, where we are still situated. It was at that time that
I was appointed its first Executive Director. For fifteen years prior to that,
I was .tthletic Director and Basketball Conch at
Erie Community College
(formerly Erie Comity Techilleal histitlitt.i at Buffalo. New York.
I will attempt to answer the questions that were posed to the X.TC.11 by
Senator Ilayli when he first e(ontact(d oar office to arrange for my appearance
here today.

1. Our organization does not consider the use of any drugs to be ethical
or allowable save those prescribed by a physician in n course of treatment.
Local injuries. such as sprained ankles. bruised thighs. or tennis elbow when
treated with drugs by a 1.111111)14 eta physieian would hr considered permissible
by the N.ICAA. It has always been the objective of the NJCAA in its
competition to pit the well atlilt.te against the well athlete.

t!. The N.IC.k.k has no knowledge of any use of addictive or restorative drugs

by athletes under its jurisdiethon. This is not to imply that our athletes are
lefr; free of the drug problem. but merely to point out to you that this has

not been a discerniloW problem for the NJCAA.
Gentlemen. the prime reason that this has not been apparent to any degree
is because of the type of program that our member institutions :ire currently

administering. Most of our programs are of the "dedicated" or "low key"
type. rather than the "pressure" or "high key" type in which other intercollegiate organizations seem to be involved. The money necessary to run the
vast majority of our athletic programs conies either directly from student
fees or from the general operating budget. Our members are not caught up in
the rut rave for spectator dollars to finance their athletic programs.
Mr. Kermit Smith. Chairman of the NJCAA Committee on the Medical
Aspeets of Sports. recently reported to our office that in the countless state.
regional and national meetings he liar attended over the past three years in
the pursuit of his duties he has never lawn aware of any problems with drugs
as far as the NJCAA was concerned.
:I. Currently the N.TC.11 is in the process of revising its established. "Code
of Conduct for Tonriminents, Contrstx and Events Sponsored by the National
Junior College Athletic Assoiation." so that an appropriate section pertaining to the use of drags can be included. The NJCIA Code of Conduct is an

established document that has been in use for over twenty years, and is
distributed individually to every a thlete who competes in any of our national
tournaments or meets. Furthermore. eneli athletic director in his own college

has the responsibility of notifying his staff and athletes that this Code of
Conduet must be adhered to in everyday NJCAA competition.
Another method we employ in onr national tournaments and meets is not
I let an individual athlete or athletes compete without proper faculty
supervision. For example. in tennis. our handbook states: "No contestant
shall be permitted to enter the N.ICAA Championship Tennis Tournament
unless Ile is accompanied by a faculty member of his college. or a designated
proxy coach or faculty member from another N.TCAA member college, as
indicated in writing and certified and mailed to the Tournament Director."

This type of close supervision Helps to greatly eliminate the problems we are
discussing here today.
4. The N.I(7.A has for the past two years carried on a very active program
of education among its Poaches and athletes. For this program we are deeply
indebted to the NCA.k. All of the printed material. booklets, posters. etc. are
supplied to us at no cost by the Ntl'AA, and bear our name as a sponsoring
agent of tin. program. We recently distrilmted to our membership over 50,000
copies Of the booklet entitled, "The Coach. Drugs, Ergogenic Aids and the
Athlete."

We encourage our member institutions to display the Drug Posters in

prominent places. not only hi the gymnasiums but in conspicuous places
throughout the campus.
Tinder the leadership of our twentytone regional directors we have attempted
to sot side a part of every regional meeting to consider problems that fall

within the scope of the Committee on the National Aspects of Sports, and
certainly the use of drugs in athletics is well within this realm.
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It might be wise to point out here that no mention has been made of the
term **trainer** to this point. No mention has been made of it because less
than 1% of our member colleges employ full-time traine^s. The bulk of our
trainers are usually "student trainers." or the coach acts as his own trainer.
5. It is the expressed feelings of the NJCAA that the proper use of drugs
in athletic competition should originate from only one source. that source
being the medical doctor. To allow ttny one else who might be connected
with our athletic programs to becone involved in any form, shape. or manner
in the dispensing of drugs to our athletes would border on the criminal.

The N.ICAA has for years required every athlete to have a physical

examination. This examination is a part of the total eligibility program
each athlete must pass before he is allowed to compete in the NJCAA. We
feel this mandatory examination is a step in the right direction in safeguarding our athletes.
After making this attempt to answer the questions posed by your
committee. and considering our replies. it became evident that perhaps you
might detect a "head in the sand" attitude.
Gentlemen. it has been only four years since I left my position as conch
and athletic director in a metropolitan area. There. for fifteen years, I never
encountered a drug problem. Now, because of the very nature of our
organization. I am in direct contact with our coaches and athletic directors
every day and still have not found drugs to be a problem voiced by these
people.

Perhaps the key difference. which has been mentioned previously, should
be emphasized once moremoney. Until the financing of athletics becomes a

product of our program. we do not feel the pressure of competition will
become great enough to precipitate the use of artificial stimulants instead of
the natural stimulant provided by competitive sports.

Senator BATH. Thank you.

Our next witness is Mr. Harold Connolly. former Olympic champion. and four-time Olympian. track and field coach and English
teacher at Santa Monica School. California.
WP appreciate your coming and again, it is a long way from Cali-

fornia to have to come and sit and wait. I apologize for the delay.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD CONNOLLY, FORMER OLYMPIC CHAMPIONFOUR-TIME OLYMPIAN: TRACK AND FIELD COACH AND
ENGLISH TEACHER AT SANTA MONICA HIGH SCHOOL, CALIFORNIA

Nfr. CONNOLLY. On July 9. 1972. I weighed 250 pounds. Today I
weigh 203. The difference in body weight. I am sure. is due in considerable measure to the fact that I stopped taking anabolic steroids.
From July 10. 1972. the day after the Olympic tryouts in the hammer
throw. I have not taken any drugs whatsoever. but for the 8 years
prior to that. I would have to refer to myself as a hooked athlete.
Like nearly all of my competitors. I was using anabolic steroids as
an integral part of my training for the hammer throw.
Over the years I tried every variety of anabolic steroid available
in the United States. In recent years T even tried European varieties
of steroids which were brought back by fellow American athletes
thinking that the Europeans might have something better than we
had. I was administered these drugs and given prescriptions for them
by American physicians and by doctors in Finland. where I taught
for 2 years. 1962 to 1964. on a Fulbright grant. During this whole
steroid drug experience, no one seemed to quite know what he was
doing. The doctors varied their recommended dosages, and nearly
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always the dosages I took exceeded what the doctors recommended
because my fellow athletes kept insisting I was taking far too little.
I never had any noticeable side effects except perhaps on a few
occasions an excessive retention of water. I was convinced they made
me stronger and heavier.

Just prior to the 1964 Olympic games in Tokyo all around me it
seemed that more and more athletes were using steroids for athletic
preparation, and one began to feel that he WAS placing himself in a
decided disadvantage if he did not also get on the sports medicine
bandwagon. I first became exposed to the use of drugs as a means to
improve athletic performance at the 1960 Olympic games in Rome.
I heard from s:jme American weight lifters that the Russians were
using some bodybuilding drug which increased their muscular proportion and their strength. When I came home, I asked a physician
I knew what it might be, and after a little research, he told me that

the only thing he .could find that would fit the description were
anabolic steroids. For a 4-week period I tried, under the doctor's

direction, the steroid Dianabol. I had no noticeable changes in body
weight or strength and I very quickly abandoned its use. I didn't use
these drugs again until 1964 for the Tokyo Olympic games.
The big question which remains in my mind is how much in actuality did the taking of these drugs improve my performance in the
hammer throw? To be sure, using them I gained weight and strength.
The difference between my world record while on drugs (233 ft., 91/2
inches) and my world record while completely free of drugs (231 ft.,
21/2 inches) was only 2 ft., 7 inches better, certainly not a significant
difference.

The first time I became aware that amphetamine stimulants were
also being used to increase athletic performance was likewise at the
1960 Olympic games. A teammate from another weight-throwing
event with whom I was rooming tried to convince me to use the same
dosage of amphetamine he used before each competition. Since I

never had tried these drugs, and didn't want to risk any unusual
responses, I declined. After the competition in which I did rather

poorly. a German athlete friend of mine in the same event remarked
that I had looked lethargic and he asked me if I had tak.,% anything
to get excited. When I told him I hadn't he was amazed and told me
I was a fool.
The following year I experimented on myself with the use of amphetamines for competition and found that they did me much more harm
than good. They caused me to become hypercxcited and lose control of
my coordination. For my particular metabolism and mental makeup,
they were of absolutely no help, and I ceased using them. I noticed,
however, how many other athletes in my event and other events were
using amphetamines, Lnd I was amazed.
In 1972, as I looked around I realized the world of international
track and field had undergone fundamental changes since my first
Olympic experience in 1956.1 am sure that in the Melbourne Olympic
games very few athletes used drugs to increase performance. There
were certainly no anabolic steroids being used to my. knowledge. By
1960 and 1964, it was mainly the weightmen and weight lifters who
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were using the steroids. But by 1968, athletes in every event were using
anabolic steroids and stimulants. The use of marihuana by a number

of athletes also became a favorite method of relaxing after a hard
workout or competition. Tranquilizers also came into wide use as a
means of coming down from an amphetamine high. Perhaps because
I dislike any form of smoking so much, I never had the slightest interest in marihuana. Moreover. I am also averse to the use of marihuana or alcohol because I feel they impair judgment.
The so-called restorative drugs which I had never heard of before
the 1964 games started to come into wide use. Enzymes, muscle relaxants. and anti- inflammatory drugs were being widely used. Many
athletes I knew strongly relied en the nse of anti-inflammatory drugs
after very strenuous weight training sessions to reduce the soreness
they would ordinarily feel the next day. Drugs were frequently used
in combinations. One world record holder I knew would combine
methamphetamine or Rita lin and Darvon. The amphetamine to get
him up and the Darron to reduce all skeletal pain and to keep him
from being, too agitated by the amphetamine. These drugs were used
both for training aud for competitions. It was not unusal in 1968 to
see athletes with their own medicine kits. practically doctor's bags,
in
they \V0 have syringes and all their various drugs.
recall one incident in 1964 which clearly points out the level of
awareness and concern of the medical staff which was assigned to look
after the Olympic athletes in Tokyo. A roommate of mine had brought
with him his drugs. the most potent had to be refrigerated. It consisted

of a mixture of an anabolic steroid and straight testosterone in a
large vial which was to last him through the period of the games.
Tie had n note from his doctor with instructions that he be given

injections of this concoction twice a week. He boldly presented it to
the medical staff of the team. they placed the drug in their refrigerator and the team nurse gave him the injections right on a schedule,
twice a week. In 1964. I don't believe the use of anabolic steroids had
been declared an illegal drug by the IOC. However. our Olympic
medical staff were really not very concerned with what. he was receiving.

In 1968 in the training camps prior to the Mexican trial games. the
situation had reached the state of openness where athletes in various
events were obligingly injectino. each other with their various vitamin
B12.. liver and steroid shots. I knew any number of athletes on the
1968 Olympic team who hod so much sear tissue, and so many puncNV(' boles in their backsides that it was difficult to find a fresh spot
to !dye them a new shot. I relate these incidents to emphasize my
contention that the overwhelming majority of the international track
and field athletes I have known would take anything and do anything
short of killing themselves to improve their athletic performance.
I would like to mention here some words about the use of drugs by
women in track and field. I think it must be all the more. frustrating
and discouraging for a young lady to rise in athletic achievement,

climb to the heights. only to find at the top that so many of her

competitors are using drugs to give themselves an unfair advantage
in competition. One of the primary reasons why the United States
does not have among its girls a world class discus thrower or shot-
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putter is the fact that their competitors abroad are using anabolic
steroids to give them that extra male power which they utilize so
well in their events. You must keep in mind that a great number of
Enropean countries have highly sophisticated sports medical programs where the use of drugs by their athletes is very carefully
supervised. This is particularly true in the case of the women from
the Eastern European countries. I know that our American girls are
just beginning to take steroids to compete with their sisters from
Europe. This is an unfortunate situation but all the more important
is that they do not have the careful medical supervision in their use
of drugs as do the European girls.
Women using these drugs run much greater risks than men, and
therefore., their use becomes a very dangerous practice. An interrup-

tion or total cessation of the menstrual cycle, the growth of excessive
facial and body hair. and the onset of personality changes sometimes
occur when taking steroids. After the athletic season and the removal
of the steroids and the application of estrogenic hormones is supposed
to reverse the unwanted side effects. There is a possibility of irreversible side effects.
At this point one might ask the question: if these drugs are being
so widely used by international athletes. are college and high school
athletes turning to them as well ? A few years ago. a friend of mine
who threw the javelin and was a place kicker on a leading California
university football team told me that every 2 weeks the entire team
lined up. pulled down their pants. and were given their shot by the,
doctor. Afy friend was certain from his track and field experience that
they were receiving anabolic steroids. but his teammates had no idea
what the shots were. just the other day a high school football coach

told me that one of the leading southern California high school

teams has a player that supplies amphetamines to all his teammates
before every game. The coaches are aware of what's going on but
they steer clear of this situation.
The 2 years I was coaching high school track and field in 1964 to

1997. I knew from the remarks of their teammates that 2 of my

athletes on a team of 110 were using amphetamines during competition. I never could catch them actually taking the drugs, but. I strong-

ly warned them against the risks they were running if they were
acting so foolishly. They simply smiled and continued to get high.

am sure the incidence of drug use to improve athletic performance
has grown considerably among high school athletes since 1967. And
other drugs which were not even mentioned in 1967 by high schoolers
are now much more prevalent. Just last fall 1was told by somehigh
school football players that a teammate of theirs was going to give it
a try in a game with mescaline. Thk would have been unheard of in
i
1967.

The International Olympic Committee has set down a series of strict

regulations in respect to the use of drugs in Olympic competition.
The International Amateur Athletic Federation, the governing body
for track and field, has also established strict rules in respect to drug
usage in competition. Both organizations have published an extensive

list of prohibited drugs. Where a man is suspected of having taken
a stimulant, urine tests arc given, and should they prove positive, he
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would be banned from competition. In respect to the use of steroids
the regulations against them are practically unenforceable because the
drug is so difficult to detect and the test is so elaborate. The California
Interscholastic Federation, the governing body for high school athletics in southern California, has no specific rules against the use of
drugs in sports but leaves it to their member schools to establish the
regulations for its athletes.
Rules regarding the use of drugs have been passed by sports organizations told schools and undoubtedly new regulations will follow. The
July 17, 1969, issue of Sports Illustrated expounded that sports is
.
designed to focus attention On the participants: to measure their

weakness. virtues. strengths. speed. agility. stamina. intelligence, instincts,
resistance to pain and pressure. and their self control. The mystery and drama
of sports fcr both particirmts and spectators has always been the unfolding
action that occurs when men match these intangible elements of their
characters

From my personal experience as nn athlete, I believe there is even
more to the mystery of sport. The traditionally accepted moral and
philosophical concepts regarding competition or competitive sports
are being openly challenged by man's instinctive desire to ascend to
untrodden levels of human accomplishment using any road which may
get him to his goal.

The cock of conduct among athletes in respect to adhering to the
extrinsic rules. by that I mean the on-the-field regulations governing
the competition. is among the most exemplary in the world. Would
that more of our political. military, and industrial leaders exercised
the same ethical consciousness. The intrinsic rules. however, are a
different matter. I think most adult athletes feel what they do to their
bodies is their business. What they eat and drink. what vitamins they
take. and what drugs they use to improve their athletic performance
should be left to them. They feel any other athlete in today's world
can seek out or be provided with similc. scientific resources,
From a practical point of view. it is impossible to equalize athletic
opportunity for n11 the athletes from every nation in respect to food,
equipment. facilities. financial subsidy. geographic locations, social
systems or the accessibility of scientific knowledge and modern pharmacology. Regulations against so-called "unfair athletic advantage"
as altruistic and they may seem. have failed.
Thus. far the most effective means to achieve the most balanced
advantage for athletes from diverse nations has been the situation

that has naturally evolved notwithstanding the strictures. That is:

eacik separate nation provides all the best it, possibly can for its own

promising athletes. everything from education and jobs to sports
medicine.

But what of the possible dangers associated with using drugs in
sports. particularly for youth ? Because so many young athletes
continue to use these potentially dangerous drugs, even faced with
the possibility of loss of reputation and expulsion from their sport,
we must confront the problem honestly. We know too little about the
actual effects of many chemical substances used by athletes. If we
accept the reality of how many youngsters are indiscriminately using
drugs for sports, 1 believe we have the obligation to ascertain the information which will help protect their physical and mental health.
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Of course, the righteous will say, "Those who violate the rules

must face all the consequences." I consider this an abrogation of responsibility. If we simply say the use of such and such a drug is prohibited in sports, we make it impossible to do what is most necessary
extensive research involving hundreds of competing athletes, ana it
must be immediately begun.

The Amateur Sports Act of 1973. which I pray is enacted into

law. can provide the authority and means to initiate truly meaningful
research into sports medicine, the kind that I know is being done in
Eastern Europe. But we need not cheat on the international rules.
The Amateur Sports Board could, I believe, secure a temporary dispensation from the drug rules for hundreds of volunteer American
nthletes in various Olympic sports to participate in blind tests of the
actual effects of various restorative and addictive drugs on athletes.
The honest and factual information that couM be derived from this
type of approach would do far more to stem the. severe dangers to our
young athletes we now face, under our present procedures.
Present and fiiture information on the effects and dangers of using
drugs in sports must be honestly presented to our high school and
college athletes. It is not sufficient to have an NCAA newsletter with
an unconvincing drug warning to coaches and athletes or some other
occasional periodical articles on drugs in sports lying in coaches desks
or hanging from the bulletin boards Informative, and authoritative
films on the subject must be produced for high school athletes. Symposia with experts and prominent athletes must be presented in our
schools to inform our youngsters. The best of these meetings could be
filmed. edited. and made available throughout the Nation on educational television or directly to schools.
I have requested the school board where I teach to allow me to work
with them to begin next fall n program dealing with the use of drugs
in sports. I hope Santa Monica. Calif.. will lead the way for other
communities to do the same.

As I look back at the S wars I experimentA
inyself, I feel
fortunate that the cautious doses I took did not .z.iit in the painful,

debilitating side effects n number of athletes I knew experienced from

overdosing on sports medicine. I was lucky. but what of today's
youngsters with the peer group pressures. the greater prevalence and

availability of all manner of drugs, and the increased demands of
athletic competition?

It is clear to me that sports organization-

efficiently implement restrictions on all

-.

H:

sin and more
a potentially,

serious threat to health. As ineffective as
may be it
protects some athletes. I also believe. beraiih;. of their enormous inlnindreds of thousands of American youngsters. our professional nthletes should he compelled to conform to strictly enforced
drug rules particularly in regard to the use of amphetamines. This
single step would do more in n very short time to reduce the use of
amphetamines by high school nthletes than anything else I can think
of.

Over the long haul. however. the tide of indiseriminate use of drugs

in sports can only be turned by n thorough nationwide educational

program based on extensive research. Soon my two sons will be entering high school athletics. I want. them and all other youngsters to be
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adequately informed and warned about the use and ithswe of drugs
in sports and I intend to do everything I can to achieve that objective.

Senator B.mr. 'a hank yon, Mr. Connolly. It is a privilege for the
committee that you. as an Olympic champion, would take too time
to let us have your first -hand experience.
Could you tell us a little bit more about how you initially became
involved with these drugs? You paint a rather frighteni, picture

here of experimentation and rumor and resort to trial and error in
an effort to achieve excellence in the United States as contrasted with
a calculated and scientific approach in some of the other countries.
Could you give us a little inure insight as to how one athlete started
using drugs?
Mr. Coxsor.r.y. Athletes are a very tight fraternity of individuals
particularly in associated events tike weight, throwers or sprinters or
middle distance runners. and sooner or later they communicate with

each other about their training. And they will here talk of other

athletes using certain substances that are supposed to enhance their
ability. When I began. it was things like vitamin B and wheat germ
oil and proteins. Then along comes someone and says, try this, and
he holds out a little pill and. as I tried to indicate. most athletes that
I have known on the top levels are so involvel about proving excellence for one reasoa or another. whether it is personal challenge or

a quest for the clamor art fame of victory, they are interested

enongh to try it. They will want to he assured that they will not drop
dead from it. of course. but they will try it even though there is some
warning about side effects.
That is pretty much how is begins. but, their motives are different
from the other population of youngsters who may be trying drugs for
other reasons. It is a very isolated thing. this use of drugs in sports;
it is for the specific reason of improving performance and therefore
it is narrow enough in its scope that it, car. be looked at for its results
rather than looking at the general drug problem among high school
students and the general population.
Senator BATH. Apparently there are some doctors that are administering this drug. You cited one example.
Mr. CONNOLLY. There are no Federal, as far as I know, prohibi-

tions. on a doctor administering steroids or amphetamines with prescription under his control and care and I have known some doctors

that get sort of a kick out of playing with the athletes and seeing
how much they can bring his performance around. It is a bit of a
game for them. You take a healthy, strapping individual who is
doing very well in sports, and the doctors will administer these sub-

stances to him and just see what the results will be and with the
breadth of drugs that are available in pharmacology, they can be

used for any number of the athletic associated situations.
Senator HAYTI. Apparently the experience you had with steroids
initially with normal dosages was nothing; is that correct?
Mr. CoNxoni.r. That is rerht. Takine; the dosage that was indicated
on the bottle resulted in nothing happening.
Senator BAvii. Would you care to tell uswe would like, it for our
recordjust how large a dosage you took ultimately?
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Mr. CoN NoLLY: I !WN

went as far as what I know athletes are

taking now. I was always a little reluctant, and maybe I thought too
much about the possible side effects and then of course you be; in to
imagine you are feeling them, so you cut down on the dosages. Pguess
I didn't have the courage some of the athletes have today, but the
dosages that have been used are S and 10 times what is recommended
by the pharmaceutical companies.
Senator BAYS. Eight and ten times?
Mr. CoN-NoLLy. Hight.

Senator liAyn. Do these athletes Ny110 take that kind of dosage have
side effects?
Mr. CONNOLLY. I think some do, but most don't because the doctors,

most doctors. are too frightened of the possible consequences. The
doctors who do work with the athletes who take these massive dosages
monitor them carefully with liver function tests when there begins to

appear some deviation that is alarming, they take them off the drug
and apparently the side effects are fairly quickly reversible with that
thug.
Senator Writ. You mentioned at the outset of your testimony you
are presently weighing 203 pounds?
Cox-NoLix. That is right.

Senator li.vrtr. That is a pretty good sized man, I would say, and

-when you were competing in 1972, you weighed 250..

Mr. CoxNoux. That is right, sir.
Senator ItArit. You have lost 47 pounds (hiring the period you have

come off steroids?

Mr. Coxxotxr. That is right.

Senator 1.1Avii. How mnch did you weigh when you set that record?
You mentioned the two records. I don't remember the specific dates,
but there were two.
Mr. CoNNot,ix. About 253 pounds. but the dilemma. for me is that
I don't have any question in my mind that it increases strength, sheer

strength and body mass. but from my personal reaction to those
drugs, I think it inhibited me in other ways like body flexibility. I
felt retention of fluid in my joints, and perhaps the advantage in

irreater strength and weight was counterbalanced by the loss of flexibility and the loss of mobility in my knees and so forth. And that is
why I feel research has to be done because maybe if I had never taken
them at all, I would have achieved the same results. I might not have

been as heavyI certainly wouldn't have beenor as strong, but I
might have even performed better in my particular event.
Senator BAYir. You mentioned that when you set the world record
of 033 feet. 91/-, inches, that you had been using anabolic steroids, and
when you set the previous record of 231 feet, 21/q inches, you Iwin't
been ?

Mr. CONNOLLY. That is right, and when I wasn't using the drags
and T broke the world record. I weighed about 227 pounds. and when

I broke it the next time.I don't think with a very significant im-

provement in performaticeI 'weighed 253 pounds.
Senator BAYIL During that period prior to your first record, you
had not used drugs?
Mr. CoNNot,i,v. No.
OD-740-7:1 -- I!,
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Senator I 3Ayti. And during the period between the first record and
the second, you had, and yon put on about 25 pounds?
Mr. CossohLY. That is correct.

Senator Writ. Over what period of time does a normal athlete
take these anabolic steroidsapproximately?
Mr. CONNOLLY. The rule of thumb now is you take them for 3
months, and then you go of for 2 weeks to a month, and then go back
on them, but 1 have known athletes that have been on them continuously for 2 or 3 years.
Senator BAYIL Does this have any mental effect or psychiatric
effect?
Mr. CONNOLLY. I didn't notice in my own case, but the person who

is takin:,. drugs never notices his own clwrges. I don't think they do,
because -'I didn't feel any psychological changes or any apprehensions

or any agitation or anything like that, but I have noticed in other
athletes who use all manner of drugs, including steroids, but particularly amphetamines in large (loses, that there appears to me to be
personality changes.

Those are the guys who use them in training and in competition,
and the tolerance of the drug grows so that they would take a dose of
such magnitude, that if I were to take. it, I would be right up on that
ceiling. They have to take that inneli to get the jolt from it, and that
I think is very dangerous.
Senator Starr(.
you suggested that you found no benefits
from amphetamines
Mr. Cossom.Y. No, sir.
Senator BAyn. Was this because of psychological negative reaction
you had. or just: because there was no physical effects?
Mr. Cox.yom.y. There probably welli a number of reasons. One, I

didn't like the feeling afterwards. I didn't like the withdrawal, or
whatever it was tl« headaches the next day. I didn't like being
awake in bed until 3 in the morning unable to sleep and I didn't
want to have to resort to barbituates or tranquilizers or alcohol to put
me to sleep. The whole thing was repugnant tome.
As far as improving my athletic performance, I was erratic when
I took amphetamines, but other athletes have used them in practice
and gotten used to them. I didn't want to go that far, but others have
gone that far.
Senator liAyir. What is the general dosage of amphetamines?
Mr. CON NOLLY. It really depends on the particular drug you take
butt somewhere between 10 and 20 milligrams, but when you develop

a tolerance to it, through using it in training, you got up to 40 and
50 milligrams.

Senator BAYa. in your experience, have you known any athletes
that have become dependent on amphetamines?
Mr. Coxsot.tx. Yes, psychologically in that they couldn't possibly

face a major competition without them. To that extent, they were
addicted.
Senator I3AYn. What about physically?

Mr, Coxxora.y. I am not a medical man, so I couldn't determine
that. I only can say how they felt, that was that they just couldn't
face a major competition because when we had the Olympic tryouts
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in Eugene, Oreg., last July and they knew every man was going to
go through urine tests, many of these athletes I knew were not about
to risk taking the amphetamines, and they were in serious trouble.
They had to go through a, period of withdrawal or whatever maybe.
psychological withdrawal, and they had to find other substitutes to
substitute that they felt wouldn't be detectable. Strong caffeine type
things was what they used. They just couldn't go in these without
taking something, and they risked detection. They reckoned that if
they are going to test them and they found caffeine, well, I can say I
had a cup of coffee, but they were taking caffeine Closages that were.
very high.
Senator amt. Now, so far we have talked about champion athletic
competition both national and international. What of the situation in

and around Santa Monica, the colleges, the universties, the high
schools there, where we are not talking about world champion events?
Mr. CONNOLLY. It. is difficult to ascertain. because you can talk to
coaches and they will say we don't have any discernible problem, but

how can they really tell unless they have direct information front
some, former member of a team they coached, or some present
member? They can't really know. You can't distinguish between the
natural excitement of a team after a gamethe hyperactivity they
demonstrate and so onfrom a person who is on amphetamines. I
know that, high school athletes use those things, Senator. You could
run perhaps some surveys, but I think that it is a waste of time
because T assume they are and I know there are high school athletes
using steroids and we all know in track and field of numerous high
school athletes, particularly weight men, who use steroids to achieve
the improved results that they appear to be achieving.
And I think that now that the, youngsters are going to learn that
their pro idols are using amphetamines to get through the NBA or

the basebril season, they begin to think well, if they can take it, I

can take it; I mean, whatever they can do, I will do because, Senator,.
they idolize these men so much that they will feel no restrictions in

their own minds about using these kinds of things for their own
championship games.

But this is all so unscientific. We don't really know for sure what
these drugs do and we don't really know what the side, effects are.
I read Dr. Hanley's testimony to this committee and he doesn't really
know if the so-called addictive drugs do contribute to improved performance or they don't. They only have a number of different tests
that have been run, which are inconclusive.

Senator T3Ayir. In your testimony you suggest that we ought to
test for drugs?
Mr. CONNOLLY. I am sure of it. I am sureof it. We may open a
Pandora's box in a way because it is possible we may find that they
do enhance athletic performance, particularly steroids, but at least
we will know what the dangerous dosages are, or we may find that
they in fact don't. Because I don't really know whether they do or
don't, but most athletes are convinced they do, and I was convinced
enough that they did something that I took them for 8 years. It is
only in retrospect now that I am beginning to question it, but the
fellows that are into it today are taking them in heavy dosages and
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they think they NV011i and they may injure themselves dangerously,
especially women.
Senator BAYIL Is testing a better policy than abstinence?
Mr. CONNOLLY. Excose me?

Senator BAYH. Abstinence, a, prohibition?
Mr. CoNsoilx. Yon can say that, yon can say don't take it, and you

can bring up the moral issue, but it hasn't worked. They do take it,
and those arc' the realities. You can frighten people by doing spot
checks and you can cut down the incidence, and that should be done,
but at the saute time, for the sake of those that will take it, I think
we have an obligation to find out what is happening with the human
organism when we are taking these substances. I mean, we say to
people, don't smoke, but they keep smoking. We say don't drink
alcohol, but they keep drinking alcohol. We are doing intensive research into those areas to let people know what they may do to themselves, but there is no intensive research in this country about what
these drugs may do to young men and women in sports; no really
effective research.'
Senator 13Ayit. How do von .londuct research since you admit there
may be some si,rnificant side effects? How do you draw a sample?
Mr. CoxNar.i.r. That is the problem. You either cheat, the way some

countries are doing, or, you give athletes the drugs without telling
them whether they were actually taking these drugs or they were
taking placebos, and you find out. You find out that way.

Senator BAYIT. You say that prohibition, abstinence, hasn't worked.
Now, only in certain kinds of competition have we really even sought
to examine for the use of drugs.
Mr. CONNOLLY. That is right.

Senator BAYII. Without getting moralistic about it, but as someone
who has competed yourself, is itt'a fair assessment that if we really
wanted to test sufficiently, we could test everybody? Is that a fair
statement?
Mr. CONNOLLY. From what I have read, I understand the tests are
somewhat difficult to run. They take so long and are so expensive that
they are not being administered anyway. They do spot testing instead
of testing everybody and they test them in some championship competitions but not in all competitions. You can't do it in all competitions.

I believe that until we know more about what they actually do,
these drugs, we have to have prohibitions, and we have to test and
we have to try to protect people from hurting themselves in sports.
Senator BAYIT. What is the policy at Santa Monica high school
relative to the use of drugs and the effort to try to ascertain what the
young men or women are using?
Mr. Coxxot.r.v. There is no way they can determine if a young man

is actually using them unless he is seen physically doing it by the
coach, and then he would be suspended from the team. That applies
to smokireT as well, or the use of alcohol and the use of these drugs
which are prohibited by organizations like the IOC and the IAA; if
they know the athlete is using these drugs and can catch him at it and
prove it, they suspend him from the team, but that is very difficult to

do. They don't run any unrinalysis as far as I know in any high
school competitions.
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But it seems that the idols of these athletes are ones to work

on more than on these kids, at least as far as testing right now.
Senator BATH. I think you are a unique specimen; and an exceptional witness, as far as being able to testify on both sides of this
coin. Here is a man who held the world's record without taking drugs,
and who holds the world record using drugs. You are a champion.

Is being the best in the field as a human being enough? Is that

what we are trying to accomplish athletically, or must we artificially
through medical stimulation increase the capacity percent in order to
really accomplish our goals? You know, what should our goal be?
Where do the moral and ethical concerns fit into the picture?
Mr. CON NOLLY. That is really a most difficult question to answer
and it is something that is within yourself. When I look at mankind
I believe all men in a spiritual sense are equal, but in a physiological
sense, men are not equal. We are all the same in that spiritual quality
that makes us men, whetbfq. we are 6 foot 6 or whether we are black
or whether we are white, or whether we are crippled or whether we
are deaf, and we will accept the fact that we are all equally men, but
when you start striving for some sot.of physical accomplishment, we
are not equal. There will always be someone a little bigger, a little

stronger, and I know that very well because I was born and had a
birth injury and I went through a whole athletic career with a disadvantage with a left arm that was 3 inches shorter than my right.
And I wanted to be the be in what I did, and fortunately I was
able to do it with my so-called natural qualities without any outside
assistance from any substances or Whatever. but when the time came

that I felt I was going to relinquish that position that I held within

my own mind as being the best in the world, to someone who is using

something that I had access to and that I could use too, I used it.
So there is something that drives a man to certain levels of accom-

plishment. certain heights, and as long as what he is doing to himself
is not injuring his fellow man, he will do it, and I did it, but when I

felt that I might destroy myself with amphetamines, I couldn't do
it, but I found no mental restrictions on my part in using steroids.
Senator BAYH. Unfortunately I can't look at this solely from the
standpoint of an Olympic championI have to try to look at this
front the perspective of national policy and it is awfully difficult.
None of us can really pass a moral judgment on others. We all ought
to play by the same set of rules. It seems to me to be unfair to say
the Russians can do something and the. Americans can't. That I
understand, but I am asking a more basic question. What should the
rules be? In fairness. we ought to all play with the same set of rules.
But in order to satisfy mankind's quest for excellence, is it necessary

that the human machine be revved up with all of the modern

additives, or should the goal be that we satisfy our.quest for excellence by saying, we are going to use what God has given us?
Mr. Coxxor.r.y. I don't think we can do that. I don't think we do
that now. or did it even before drugs. It may be a little simplistic,
but we don't come into this world with anywhere near equal machines.
Someone- whose vision is a little defective will need glasses. Someone

whose ankles are a little weak, he will need tape on his legs. And it
just goes on and on. You find something else that will bring you up
a little closer to the next guy. Someone may naturally produce more
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male hormones and so you find he has an advantage over youhis
muscles are bigger, strongerand if you find something to bring you
up to his level. you take it. the same as another athlete might wear
glasses in order to see the finish line.
It is a very difficult question to answer. I am more concerned about
the damage that can be done by indiscriminate application of these
things. I mean, by putting on the wrong lenses, you could ruin your
eyes for life but we have scientific men who have done research and
are not going to let you do that to your eyes, but here we are taking
drugs to enhance our physical abilities in sports, that could damage
us and we have no research. So I am very concerned about that.
I am not condoning it, because it is a question that needs much
further investigation, but I am not convinced that they actually do
all that they are purported to do, anyway, Senator. Dr. Hanley may
be right and research may prove that the detriment in taking these
drugs is far greater than the benefits, but we don't know that yet, and
at this time the youngsters are convinced the benefits outweigh the
risks.

Senator BAyft. You mentioned that you had no noticeable side
effects yourself. Have you in your association with some of your
competitors. your friends, become familiar with any side effects that
we should know about?
Mr. CoNNoux. I haven't seen any of the dramatic side effects they

tried to scare us with, but I have heard, after talking with a few
athletes who used them, their skin may break out or they may have
painful joints, which perhaps are a result of a high percentage of

uric acid in the system; which these steroids can cause, but I haven't
seen any. One athlete. told meand this is just a humorous anecdote
to point out the psychology of athleteshe said, maybe when I am
45' years old, my wife will turn to me while we are watching television some, night and I will shrivel up to a raisin and fall on the
floor, but I don't care. You see. Senator, he wanted that record, and
this is what vou are dealing with.
But I can't sit here and enumerate a list of cases where people
really felt they were damaged by taking anabolic steroids.
The ones that take. amphetamines, I personally feel they are hurting themselves gravely, but they keep doing it; professional and
amateur athletes alike.
Senator BAyit. Well, you .have been very kind and made a significant first-hand contribution to our record. I appreciate what you had
to say. I want to apologize again for the significant inconvenience to
which you have been subjected. I thank you very much for helping
115.

Mr. CoN:comx. It has been a pleasure to be here. Thank you,

Senator.
[Mr. Connolly's prepared statement is as follows:]

Pump...Run STATRMENT OF HAROLD CONNOLLY

fin Jnly 9. 1972 I weighed 250 lbs. Today I weigh 203. The difference in
body weight. I um snre. is dne in considerable measnre to the fact that I
slopped taking anabolic steroids. From July 10. 1972, the day after the
Olympic. tryouts in the Hammer Throw. I have not taken any drugs whatsoever, but for the eight years prior to that I would have to refer to myself as
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a hooked athlete. Like nearly all of my competitors I was using anabolic
steroids as an integral part of my training in the Hammer Throw.
Over the years I tried every variety of anabolic steroid available in the
United States. In recent years I even tried European varieties of steroids
which were brought back by fellow American athletes thinking that the
Europeans might have something better than we had. I was administered
these drugs and given prescriptions for them by American physicians and
by doctors in Finland, where I taught for two years, 1962 to 1964, on a
Fullbright grant. During this whole steroid drug experience no one seemed
to quite know what he was doing. The doctors varied in their recommended
dosages, and nearly always the dosages I took exceeded what the doctors
recommended because fellow athletes kept insisting I was taking far too
little. I never had any noticeable side effects except perhaps on a few
oecasions an excessive retention of water. I was convinced they made me
stronger and heavier.
Just prior to .the 1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo all around me it seemed
that more and more athletes were using steroids for athletic preparatiOn,
and one began to feel that he was placing himself In a decided disadvantage
if he did not also get on the sports medicine bandwagon. I first became
exposed to the use of drugs as a. means to improve athletic performance at
the 1961) Olympic Gaines in Rome. I heard from some American weight
lifters that the Russians were using sonic body-building drug which increased
their muscular proportions and their strength. When I came home I asked a
physician I knew what it might be. and after a little research he told me
that the only thing he could find that would fit the description were anabolic
steroids. For an 8-week period I tried, under the doctor's direction, the
steriod Dianabol. I had no noticeable changes in body weight or strength
and I very quickly abandoned its use. I didn't use these drugs again until
1904 for the Tokyo Olympic Games.
The big question which remains in my mind is how much in actuality did
the taking of these drugs improve my performance in the Hammer Throw?
To he sure, using them I gained weight and strength. The difference between
my world record while on drugs (233 ft., 9% inches) and my world record
while completely free of drugs (231 ft.. 2 inches) was only 2 ft., 7 ins.
better, certainly not a significant difference.
The first time I became aware that amphetamine stimulants were also
being used to increase athletic performance was likewise at the 1960 Olympic
Games. A teammate from another weight throwing event with whom I was
rooming tried to convince me to use the same dosage of amphetamine he
used before each competition. Since I had never tried these drugs before,
and didn't want to risk any unusual responses, I declined. After the
competition in which I did rather poorly a German athlete friend of mine
in the same event remarked that I had looked lethargic and he asked me
if I bad taken anything to get excited. When I told him I hadn't he was
amazed and told me .I was a fool.
The following year I experimented on myself with the use of amphetamines

for competition and found that they did me much more harm than good.
They caused me to become hyperexeited and lose control of my coordination.
For my particular metabolism and mental makeup, they were of absolutely
no help and I ceased using them. I noticed however how many other athletes
in my event and other events were using amphetamines and I was amazed.

In 1972, as I looked around I realized the world of international track

and field had undergone fundamental changes since my first Olympic
experience in 1950. I am sure that in the Melbourne Olympic Games very

few athletes used drugs to increase performance. There were certainly no
anabolic steroids being used to my knowledge. By 1960 and 1964 It was
mainly the weight men. the weight lifters, who were using the steroids.
But by 1068. athletes in every event were using anabolic steroids and
stimulants. The use of marijuana by a number of athletes also became a
favorite method of relaxing after a hard workout or competition. Tranquilizers
also came into wide use as a means of coming down from an amphetamine
high. Perhaps because I dislike any form of smoking so much, I never had
the slightest interest in marijuana. -Moreover. I am also averse to the use
of marijuana or alcohol because I feel they impair judgment.
The so-called restorative drugs which I had never heard of before the 1964
Games started to come into wide use. Enzymes, muscle relaxants, and
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antiinflamtnatory drugs were being; widely used. Many athletes I knew strongly

relied on the list' of antiinflanunatory drugs after very strenuous weight
training sessions to reduce the soreness they would ordinarily feel the next
day. Drugs were freqmntly used in combinations. One world record holder
I knew would combine methamphetamine or Rhalin and Darvon. The

amphetamine to get hint up and the Darvon to reduce all skeletal pain and to
keep him from becoming too agitated by the amphetamine. These drugs were
used both for training and for competitions. It was not unusual in 106S to see
athletes with their own medicine kits. 1m:tele:illy doctors' bags, in which they
would have syringes and till their various drugs.
I recall one incident in 1964 which clearly points out the level of awareness and concern of the medical staff which was assigned to look after the
Olympic athletes in Tokyo. A roommate of 'mine had brought With him his
drugs. the most potent Lad to be refrigerated. It. consisted of a mixture of

tut anabolic steroid and straight testosterone in a large vial which was to
last him through the period of the games. He had a note from his doctor
with instructions that he be given injections of this concoction twice a week.
He boldly presented it to the medical staff of the team they placed the drug
in their refrigerator and the team nurse gave him the injections right on
schedule. twice a week. In 1964 I don't believe the use of to
steroids had
been declared an illegal drug by the IOC. However. our Olympic Medical Staff
were really not very coneerned with what he was receiving.

Ry 1968 in the training vamp prior to the Mexican trial games. the situa-

tion had reached the state of openness where athletes in various events

were obligingly injeeting each other with their various vitamin TO 2. liver
and steroid shots. I knew any number of athletes on the 1968 Olympic team
who had so innell scar tissue and so many puncture holes in their backsides
that it was difficult to find a fresh spot to give them :t new shot. I relate
these incidents to emphasize my contention that the overwhelming majority
of the international track and field athletes I have known would take anything and do anything short of killing themselves to improve their athletic
performative.

T would like to mention here some words about the use of drugs by women
in track and field. I think it must he all the more discouraging for a young
lady to rise in athletic achievement. climb to the heights. only to find at the
top that so many of her competitors are using drugs to give themselves an
unfair advantage in competition. One of the primary reasons why the United
States does not have among its girls a world class discus thrower or shotputter is the fact that their competitors abroad are using anabolic steroids
to give them that extra male power which they utilize so well in their
events. You must keep in mind that a great number of European countries
have highly sophisticated sports medical programs where the use of drugs
by their athletes is very carefully supervised. This is particularly true in the
case of women from the. Eastern European countries. I know that our
American girls are just beginning to take steroids to compete with their
sisters from Europe. This is an unfortunate situation but all the more
important is that they do not have careful medical supervision in their use
of the drugs as do the European girls.
Women using these drugs run much greater risks than awn. and therefore,
their use beemnes a very dangerous practive. An interruption
total
cessation of the menstrual cycle and the growth of excessive facial and
body hair 'freqnently occur when taking steroids. After the athletie seakam
the removal of the steroids and the application of estrogenic hormones is
supposed to reverse the unwanted side effects. There is the possibility of
I %I.

irreversible side effects.

At this point one might ask the question: If these drugs are being so
widely used by international athletes. are college and high school athletes
turning to them as well? A few years ago. a friend of mine who threw the
javelin and was a place kicker on a leading California football team told
me that every two weeks the entire tea nn lined up, pulled down their pants.
and were given their shot by the doctor. My friend was certain from his track
and field experience that they were receiving almbolie steroids. but his
teammates had no idea what the shots were. Just the other day a high school
football coach told me that one of the leading Southern California high
school teams has a player that supplies amphetamines to all 11:A teammates
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before every game. The coaches are aware of what's going on but they steer
clear of this situation.
The two years I was coaching high school track and field in 1964 to 1967
I knew from the remarks of the teammates that two of my athletes on a
team of 110 were using amphetamines during competition. I never could
catch them actually taking the drugs, but I strongly warned them against
the risks they were running if they were acting so foolishly. They simply
smiled and continued to get high. I am sure the incidence of drug use to
improve athletic performance has grown considerably among high school
athletes since 1967. And other drugs which were not even mentioned in 1967
by high schoolers are now much more prevalent. Just last fall I was told by
some high sehool football players that a teammate of theirs was going to
give it a try in a game with mescaline. This would have been unheard of in
1967.

The International Olympic committee has set down a series of strict
regulations in respect to the use of drugs in Olympic competion. The international Amateur Athletic Federation, the governing body for tracks and
field. also has established strict rules in respect to drug usage in competition.
Both organizations have published an extensive list of prohibited drugs.
Where a mon is suspected of having taken a stimulant, urine tests are given;
and should they prove positive, he would he banned from competition. In
respect to the use of steroids the regulations against them are practically
unenforceable because the drug is so difficult to detect and the test is so
elaborate. The California 'Interscholastic Federation. the governing body for
high school athletics in Southern California, has no specific rules against
the use of drugs in sports but leaves it to their member schools to establb
the regulations for its athletes.
Rules regarding the use of drugs have been passed by sports organizationf)
and schools amd undoubtedly new regulations will follow. The July 17, 1969
issue of Sports Illustrated expounded that sports is "...designed to focus
attention on the participants: to ineasu7e their weaknesses. virtues, strengths,
speed. agility. stamina. intelligence. instincts. resistance to pain and pressure,
tn1 t heir sell' vont rid. The mystery and drama of sports for both participants
and spectators has always been the unfolding action that occurs when men
match these intangible elements of their characters." From my personal
experience as an athlete. I believe there is even more to the mystery of sport.
The traditionally accepted moral and philosophical concepts regarding
competitive sports are being openly challenged by man's instinctive desire
to ascend to untrodden levels of human accomplishment using any road
wide]) may get him to his goal.
The code of conduct among athletes in respect to adhering to the extrinsic
rules. by that T mean the on the field regulations governing the competition,
is among the most exemplary in the world. Would that more of our
military. and industrial leaders exercised the same ethical consciousness.
The intrinsic rules. however, are :t different matter. I think most adult
athletes feel what they do to their bodies is their business. What they eat and
drink. what vitamins they take. and what drugs they use to improve their
athletic performance should be left to them. They feel any other athlete in
today's world can seek out or be provided with similar scientific resources.
From a practical point, of view it is impossible to canalize athletic
opportunity for all the athletes from every nation in respect to food. equipment. facilities. financial subsidy. geographical location, social systems or
the aecessibility of scientific knowledge and modern pharmacology. Regulations against so-called "unfair athletic advantage" as altruistic as they
may be have failed.
Thus far. the most effective means to achieve the most balanced advantage
for athletes from diverse nations has been the situation that has naturally
evolved notwithstanding the strictures. That is: each separate nation provides
all the hest it possibly can for its own promising athletes, everything from
education and jobs to sports medicine.
But what of the possible dangers associated with using drugs in sports,
particularly for youth? Because so many young athletes continue to use these
potentially dangerous drugs. even faced with the possibility of loss of
reputation and expulsion from their sport, we must confront the problem
honestly. We know too little about the actual effects of many chemical
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substances used by athletes. If we accept the reality of how many youngsters
are indiscriminately using drugs for sports. I believe we have the obligation
to ascertain the information which will help protect their physical and
mental al hea It h.

tlf course. the righteous will say. "Those who violate the rules must face
all the consequences." I consider this an abrogation of responsibility. If we
shnply say the use of such and such a drug is prohibited in sports. we nmke
it impossible to 410 what is most necessary extensive research involving
hundreds of competing athletes, and it must be immediately begun.
The Amateur Sports Act of 1973. which I pray is enacted into law, can
provide the authority and means to initiate truly meaningful research into
sports medicine. the kind that. I know is being clone in Eastern Europe.
But we need not cheat on the international rules. The Amateur Sports
Board could. I believe. secure a temporary dispensation from the drug rules
for. hundreds of volunteer American athletes in various Olympic sports to

participate in blind tests of the actual effects of various restorative and
additive drugs on athletes. The honest and factual information that could

be derived from this type of approach would do far more to stem the severe
dangers to our young athletes we now face under our present procedures.
Present and future information on the effects and dangers of using drugs
in sports must be honestly presente:1 to our high school and college athletes.
It is not sntileent to have an NCAA newsletter with an unconvincing drug
warning to coaches and athletes or some other occasional periodical articles
on drugs in sports lying in coaches desks or hanging from the bulletin boards.
Informative and authoritative films on the subject must he produced for
high school athletes. Symposia with experts and prominent athletes must

be presented in our schools to inform our youngsters. The best of these
meetings could be filmed, edited and made available throughout the nation
On educational television or directly to schools.
I have requested the school board where I teach to allow me to work with
them to begin next fall n program dealing with the uuse of drugs in sports. I
hope Santa Monica, California will lead the way for other communities to
do the same.

As I look back at the eight. years I experimented on myself, I feel
fortunate that the cautious doses I took did not result in the painful. dibilitating side effects a number of athletes I knew experienced from overdosing

nu sports medicine. I was lucky, but what of today's youngsters with the
peer group pressure. the greater prevalence and availability of all manner
of drugs. the increased demands of athletic competition.
It is clear to me that sports organizations must retain and more
efficiently implement restrictions on all drugs which pose a potentially
serious threat to health. As ineffective as thi3 deterrent may be. it protects
some athletes. I also believe. because of their enormous influence over
hundreds of thousands of American youngsters. our professional athletes
should be compelled to conform to strictly enforced drug rules particularly
in regard to the use of amphetamines. This single step would do more in a
very short time to rednee the use of amphetamines by high school athletes
than anything else I can think of.
Over the long haul, however. the title of indiscriminate use of drugs in
sports can only be turned by a thorough nationwide educational program
based on extensive research. Soon my two sons will be entering high school
athletics. I want them and all Miter yoangstprs to be adequately informed
and warned about the use and misuses of drugs in sports, and I intend to do
everything I can to achieve that. objective.

Senator BATH. Our next witness is Mr. Eddie Hart, assistant
track coach, University of California at Berkeley, and one of our
(Treat sprinters in the United States and the world. He holds the
world's record in the 100 meters. I think it was 9.9 seconds; and was
one of the participants in the 400-meter relay team. As I mentioned

to Mr. Hart earlier, I felt like crying because of the unfortunate
incident with which he was confronted in the 100-meter competition

at Munich. My heart was in my throat when he and his three colleagues brought that gold medal home in the 400 meters.
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Mr. Hart, we appreciate very much your coming from across

country to be with us this afternoon. I know it has been a real sacrifice for you. I appreciate it very much and apologize to you for the
inconvenience to which you have been subjected.
STATEMENT OF EDDIE HART, ASSISTANT TRACK COACH, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY : OLYMPIC SPRINTER

Mr. H, RT. rninnic von.

From my talking with several athletes and from my own personal
experience in athletics, I have the following statement to make.
I feel that there are two types of drug problems in athletics. One
of course is the social problem because athletes are not immune to
society's ills.
The second one, and the one of course we are mainly dealing with,
is the use. of drugs in athletics to better an athlete's performance in
competition.

in my earlier years of competition, from my junior high school and
high school yeals, and from my own experiences in seeing what was
happening with athletes taking drugs. I don't feel athletes in junior
and high school competition are using drugs to better performance.

Senator BAya. Would you pull the microphone a little closer,

please?

Mr. HAir. Yes. I don't feel that they are using the drugs to better
their performance. I think in the particular t. wn that, I grew up,
that. it was merely a social problem. I feel that athletics can be a
tool or a weapon used to fight drugs. I feel it was the reason why I
did not go on to other drngs. As I stated earlier, the problem in the
town that I grew up in was one of a very high usage of drugs. I know

that many of the athletes that I felt were of the same caliber of

athletic ability as I went on into the drub..; bag, due, to the problems
that existed in our town. instead of contirning on in athletics. I felt
personally that athletics had something fin. me. I don't know what.
I guess I looked at the Olympics and competitions of this caliber and
felt that this could possibly be for me. and at that time decided to go
on and make, a strive for the Olympic team.
What I did. Senator. I interviewed three athletes that were taking
drugs, and devised questions that I felt could possibly he helpful in
finding out the whys and how to go about possibly getting rid of or
eliminating the drug problem as it now exists in athletics.
The first question. just to start with. l tried to deal with what percentage of athletes' se drugs. And o of the persons that I interviewed were athletes t i, rem iii rack, and two were shot paters.
One was also a weight lifter, anc. incidentally, lie had his own gym
and had access to many athletes that. did use anabolic steroids, and
he actually advised others as well to use steroids.

And in weight lifting. he indicated to me that there are four
classes of weight lifting: There are third, second. first, and the
master class. being the highest of the four classes. Class 1 and the
master class had to have more weight to be lifted. And he felt that
75 percent of the athletes in class 1 and the master class were using
anabolic steroids. He felt that the percentage of athletes using amphetamines was a much lesser percentage.
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One athlete that shot puts indicated to me that during his college
years, he also played football in college and that he did use ampheta-

.

mines and felt that they did work. It seems that athletes use amphetamines in football to help get them up for the game. I don't
know, but it is a very trying and difficult thing to do, coining back
play after play, and be felt that this did the job for him. So I think
there is a high usage of amphetamines in football. I think there is
a high usage of 'amphetamines in pro football as well as amateur.

This person also indicated to me that shortly after his playing
football in college, that he tried out for a pro team and right in the
middle of a doctor's lecture on drugs, an athlete got up and stated
that there was no way he was going to play football without some
"jelly beans," which is amphetamines.
My next concern was dealing with the amount of time that the
steroids or drugs the athletes use take to have an effect, on them? And
they indicated to me tbat, with the usage of steroids that the amount
of weight,. workload, and the amount of steroids tbat you take made

the greatest difference in the effect of the steroids. They explained
to me that body weight had a lot, to do with how steroids would
affect your body. It seems as though the more you weigh, the more
the steroids would affect, you in that it would cause your hormones
to reproduce more muscle fibers and. of course, in consequence you
would gain more weight. The lesser the weight, the lesser the effect
it would have on you.
The reason for athletes using the drugs was simply because their
competitors were using the drug, and in order to obtain an equal advantage. they would take the drug themselves.
Tbe three athletes that I interviewed felt that they really didn't

necessarily need the drug as far as bettering themselves or their
performance, but simply to have equal advantage, with their competitors. they felt compelled to take the drug.

There are various kinds of steroids that they brought up and there
is one in particular. Let's see, premabolin; they thought it was the
strongest, steroid used. It seemed to them to produce strength at a
much more, rapid rate. Halisterton is a drug used to arrest cancer in
the breasts of females. This is one particular type of steroid and this,
incidentally, was a steroid that was used by a shot putter in the 1972
Olympic team.
The athletes did not, feel that the steroids changed their personality
in any respect. One did indicate to me that he felt more competitive;
he fe.lt, more willing to compete well in competition.

For the amphetamines. they felt there was a direct effect upon

their personality. It caused nervousness, irritations, a sleeping problem. and also they felt a psychological and physical dependence as
well. They did not really think that they could recommend the usage
of steroids. The amphetamines they felt had no value to them what-

soever in shot putting. They felt it impaired their judgment and
slowed their reaction time. The weight lifters explained to me that
there are key things that are involved in the snatching of very large
amounts of weights and they. mnst be, in complete control of their
faculties at all times.

Another thing that I think has a great deal to do with the wide

usage of steroids is how the drugs are, obtained and the costs. They
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indkated to me in cir(kr to find out how to obtain steroids, they simply
asked someone that they know who was using steroids this guy will
either get an oversupply in order to supply him, or merely tell him

which doctor he is getting the drug from.
They indicated to me that 50 tablets of 2 milligrams each costs
in the United States $4.75. They also indicated to ine that this was
approximately the same cost of the drug in Europe while in South
America and Mexico, the same amount of drugs could be purchased
for about a nickle, and they explained to me that large vials of drugs
were brought back from the 1971 Pan American games in large
quantities and were distributed throughout the United States.
I also wanted to find out the amounts of the drugs, of the steroids,
that the athletes were using, and they explained to me that the more
you took, the lesser effect it had on you. As they explained to me,
if an athlete wanted to raise his hormone balance by 1 point, he must
consume 10 milligrams of steroids. After extended usage, it will take
twice as much to raise his normal hormone count up to this point
because, while he is taking the steroids, his normal hormonal count
would fall below normal and so he must double his dosage in order
to get it back up. He must double it in order to i4et it up to the normal balance. He is now immune to the 10 milligrams of the drug,
and he must now take 20 milligrams of the drug to activate an%
raise it just one point.
I listed here, several ways that I feel that could possibly help in
stopping- the widespread usage of steroids or drugs. One way is
through urinalysis testing in all major national and international
competitions. This is one way that we can go about stopping the
Usage of drugs. I know that the costs are great, and these testings
expensive, but I feel that they are necessary because the athletes are
using them and do not seem to have the willpower to stop themselves.

Senator BAytr. If I might just interrupt here a minute, Mr. Hart?
I am sure you have heard the response of the NFL Players Asso-

ciation

Mr. HART. Yes.

Senator BATH. (continuing). To the recommendation that urinalysis
testing be conducted or should be conducted. They feel very strongly
that this would be an invasion of their privacy. Relative to amateur
athletics how do you feel about this kind of testing?
Mr. HART. I think that it would take away a lot of the rumors and
innuendoes that are going; around as far as the drug taking is concerned. At Olympic trials recently, as well as pasCOlympics, they
gave random urine tests. I don't think that it has anything to do with
lessening a person by giving him a urinalysis test or an invasion of
privacy. T feel that it is one good way to get rid of the rumors and
to find out whether the athletes are taking the drugs.

Senator BATH. Where do you draw the line, sir? For example,
should they be conducted before Olympic trials, at the Olympics
themselves, or perhaps before. an NCAA championship in this country? What about in the University of California at Berkeley. should
they be conducted in the locker room before the game against UCLA
or before the Rosebowl? Where do you draw the line?

Mr. HART. I don't know that I can truthfully say I feel that it

should be given before every competition, but for the Rosebowl, for
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instance, I believe that it would be within the realm of possibility to
give a urine test there. I don't know where you can actually draw the

line. I think, you know, that there is usage of drugs in football as
well as track and in all of the major sports. I think that in particular
sports, track and football, there is a very wide usage of drugs and
there is a need for a checking system.
I think also that coaches should be made more responsible as far

as their athletes using drugs. This is on the high school and junior
high school levels. At these levels many of the coaches can't really
say whether or not the athletes are taking drugs. They don't have

the types of access to the athletes that is necessary to determine
whether or not they are taking drugs. Another way to stop drug
usage is in reorgani zing our thoughts and ideas so as not to stress the
winning at any cost, but to stress the importance of winning through
hard work and dedication. I think here is one other aspect we have
to look into because athletes get very involved with the idea of win-

ning at any cost. I think there is a line to be drawn there. I think

that these are pressures that athletes place upon themselves.

I know for myself personally at the Olympic trials in July that
I have never been that afraid in my ife. I can remember the firey
feeling that I felt in my chest and the anxiety that went into making
the. Olympic team. Here was 10 years boiling down to one race, and
I knew that all of these 10 years depended upon thiS one race. And
I feel that stresses like this cause athletes to take drugs.
Thank you.
Senator BATH. Thank you. I am impressed by your last summary.
Apparently you believe that how you play the game is equally important as winning?
Mr. HART. Yes, sir.

Senator BATH. And taking drugs in order to win at all costs is
really not necessary or prudent? Is that a fair assessment of what
you said there?
Mr. HART. Exactly.

Senator BAyn. Let me ask you and I don't want to embarrass
you, but you have been there, you have been right up on top with
all of the pressures and you have talked to the best athletes in the
world. We have been led to believe that the weight men, the people
that require muscular strength, are the ones that most frequently
use the anabolic steroids. In talking with those whom you competed
with and your. teanunates, the sprinters and the track men, in the
track competition, have you found that they use steroids? We heard
yesterday from Mr. Shiimick. who was at one time the world's long
jump record holder, and he said that after resisting over a long period

of time, he went through a 4-year period where he used steroids.
That is why I wonder what your experience has been?

Mr. HART. I personally have never used steroids. As I stated, there
is a social problem here, you know, a society problem as far as drugs
are concerned. In the particular event that I am involved in, I know
of no cases where athletes are usino. steroids. I do have knowledge of
cases where athletes have used such drugs as muscle relaxers or such

drugs as Noraflex. What Noraf lex does, it is a particular type of
muscle relaxant. From what I understand, it does not work on the,
nervous system at all. It more or less works directly on the muscle.
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For athletes, you know, the bulk of the time you do have a problem

of relaxing your muscles. For the sprinters, perhaps this in some
ways would be ideal for them.
Senator BAYII. Have you personally noticed athletes who have

used various types of drugs; whether they experienced any side
effects, any personality changes, or any type of thing like that?
Mr. HART. Not from my personal experience. I think that athletes
that are taking drugs, as I say, on a social level, don't tend to take
it as much as the average person does. I think that the athletes draw

a line in that particular case, but I have no knowledge of the side
effects.

Senator BATA. What is the source of these drugs the athletes use,
do they get it from a doctor or what?
Mr. HART. Well, if you are talking about the steroids, as I indicated, they are able to buy large quantities of the steroids for very
small amounts of money in South America and Mexico, and they can
obtain the drugs there. As I said, in Europe they can obtain the

drugs from doctors. From what I understand, many of the men

from the 1971 Pan American team brought back large quantities of
steroids from South America.
Senator BAYII. How about amphetamines? Where are those from?
Mr. BART. I am not knowledgeable about the sources of ampheta-

mines. I know as far as the situation where I am living, the
town, that there are I guess what yon would call drug pushers; there
are those who sell the drugs, the amphetamines. I don't know. I am
sure that there are some athletes that can get the amphetamines from

their doctors. These would be the ones they are probably getting
the. steroids from as well.
Senator 13Avn. What is the general attitude of the coaches, trainers,
team physicians, as far as the usage of the drugs are concerned?

Mr. HART. I think that the general attitude is one of not taking

drugs. However, I do have knowledge of physicians and trainers giving drug,s to athletes.

Senator BATA. You mentioned the trendthe football situation

where the athletes were given a lecture about all of the problems and
then they were told as an aside that you can't make the team unless
you use them.
Mr. HART. Yes.

Senator 13Arir. What is the general attitude, at Cal or other schools
of similar stature as far as admonishing the athletes and team mem-

bers about the use of drugs. What will happen from the standpoint
of discipline? Is there a general routine that is pretty well followed
of policing to see that the rules are adhered to?
Mr. HART. There are lecturesthings that are goino. on throughout
the country as far as drugs are concerned lectures, films, and stuff

like that. I do feel that as far as steroids are concerned, that you
can't scare people out of taking them. You can tell them that they
are harmful to your health, they cause side effects or whatever, but

as Harold Connolly stated, as long as the drugs won't kill them
dead on the spot, they aren't concerned about what is going to
happen 20 or 30 years from now. The same thing as he Indicated
with cigarette smoking. Cigarette smoking is hazardous to your
health but we have quite a few of those who are cigarette smokers.
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Senator 13AYiI. Do you feel that knowing that testing was going

to be administered at Munich was a deterrent? Did people stop.
using amphetamines?

Mr. HART. Yes, as Hal Connolly stated, they probably went
through withdrawal and whatever, and were going around tryingto use something that would help them through this time when
they were not taking the drugs. I do have knowledge of one particular case where with the random testing at the Olympic trials,.
that one fellow at least did come up with drugs in his test but was.
able to go on to the Olympics. They did not disqualify him.
Senator I3A-nr. I wonder why that was?
Mr. HART. I can't say.
Senator 13Ay11. Well. Mr. Hart, you have been very thoughtful'

and have made a significant contribution to our record. As I say,
I appreciate very much your being here. I am glad to make youracquaintance.

[Mr. Hart's prepared statement is as follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDDIE HART, ASSISTANT TRACK COACH, UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY: OLYMPIC SPRINTER

After being invited to speak before the Senate Sub-Committee on the topic.

of "Drugs in Athletics." I constructed a series of questions in order to
obtain a clearer understanding of the situation today.
Fortunately, I was able to find three subjects willing to confide in me
their experiences with drugs while competing in one form of athletics or
another. For this report. I would like to keep the subjects unknown and
refer to them as A. B. and C. While the three of them used a drug at one
time or another. their ideas differ.
A feels that the drugs are every bit as effective as everyone claims them,
to be and in order to keep up with the rest of the world, you simply have
to take them. He is presently operating his own gym and also has wide
knowledge of many other drug users whose primary concern is to improve
their athletic performance. Six of the nine weight lifters that were on the1972 Olympic team worked at his gym at one instance or another and two.
of theta worked there consistently. All of them used drugs. A is also a
weight lifter and used drugs while competing at San Francisco State.
B did not feel as strongly about the use of drugs as A. but did believe that

the drugs had some positive effect on his performance. B is a shot puter
very much concerned with overall body strength. While in college, he alsoplayed football and did use drugs to help get him up for the game.
C simply thinks that you can acquire the same effect of the drugs with
hard work over a longer period of time. He felt the risks were greater than
the improvements.
Questions:

1. What percentage of athletes use drugs?
2. How long does it take to have an effect?
3. Why did you start taking drugs?
4. The different kinds of drugs?
5. Was there any kind of noticeable change? (personality, etc.)
6. Was there any after-effects?
7. Would you recommend the use of drugs in athletics?
S. Do you think you should have used drugs sooner or never used themat all?

9. [Tow do you obtain the drugs and what is the cost?

10. How many milligrams were you consuming a day?
1.1Vhat percentage of athletes use drugs?

The most commonly used drug is Anabolic-Androgenic Steroids. AD three
men seem to agree that the largest percentage are Steroid users. They feel
that everyone that knows about them are using them. A explained that
there are four weight lifting classes (3rd. 2nd, 1st and' the master class.
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being the higher of the four), and he feels that 75% of the athletes in

Classes 1 and the master are Using Steroids. C competed in the Pacific-8
Conference last track season as a shot puter and felt (through conversations
with various other athletes) that all of the weight men in the Pacific-8 use
steroids.
Another drug not used as commonly is Amphetamines. which is used to
stimulate the central nervous system, increase blood pressure. reduce appetite
and reduce nasal congestion. C had a totally negative attitude toward this
drug and never used it or felt that it could be of aid to his performance.
On the other hand. B used this drug not for shot putting but in college
while playing football; and lie concluded that play for play, he just kept
coming back ready to do the job. As he indicated to me, it just seemed to
give him the lift that he needed to continue to get back on the line and hit.
B felt that at this time. other guys on the team were using amphetamines.
It was through a fellow athlete that he learned of the drug. Just past his
college football days, he was asked to try for a Pro football team. While
he was trying out for the team. there was a meeting on drugs. Right in the
middle of the doctor's lecture, an athlete got up and stated that there was
no way he was going to play football without some "jelly beans"
(amphetamines). B estimated that about 50% of Pro football players use
them.
How long does it take to hare an effect?
There are several factors that determine the effect of drugs: body weight,
amount taken, work ioad. and the type of drugs being used. The three
subjects felt that it takes about two weeks before the steroids begin to have
an effect on the individual. This would consist of a man that weighed about
200 pounds: the lesser the amount of weight, the lesser the time to have
an effect. Also given the fact that the subject would be taking 10 to 15
milligrams per day. A 100-pound variable would make a week's difference.
Amphetamines being an entirely different type of drug working on the
nervous system. works immediately after being taken. B feels that in order
to receive the maximum posisble result, you should hike concentrated forms
of protein with the Steroids. The reason being that steroids cause the
body to burn more protein. Also since it does not cause the body to produce
more protein, the protein content must be replaced for the steroids to utilize
it.
3. Why did you start taking drugs?
All three seem to have started for the same reason. Friends were telling
them about the drug and its effect on bettering their performance-.
4. The different kinds of drugs?
There are practically as many types of steroids as there are different
sports. Just to name a few: premabolin. testosterone, halisterton. and dianabolin. Premabolln is a type of steroid produced 'ay the Europeans. It was
designed to create a situation (In the body) to build muscle and body
strength at a more than average rate. But unlike the other steroids,
premabolin does not retain an abnormal amount of water in the body. This
drug was designed with the athlete in mind. Halisterton was designed to
arrest breast cancer in females. This is also a steroid used by athletes. This
drug was believed to make the athlete excell faster than the rest of the
competitors. This drug was used by a shot puter on the 1972 Olympic Team.
rhanaholin appears to have the most positive effect, causing the athletes
to gain weight and strength at a much more rapid rate. Steroids are also
used in the treatment of cancer and arthritis patients and also administered
in some cases before or after surgery.
5. Was there any kind of noticeable change? (personality, etc.)
None of the athletes noticed any change in their personality from usage
of steroids; however. B seemed to think that he felt a slightly bit more
competitive' The amphetamine had a direct effect, on his personality
(seemed to make him edgy and moody), but he had to confess that the
drug got him up for the games. But the come-down was a depressing feeling
which made him irritable and harder to get along with. A was in complete
agreement with B regarding the effect of the drug. C had never used the
drug.

O. Was there any after-effect?

B and C felt that there were no after-effects but they had only used the
drug (steroids) for a short period of time. They did feel that prolonged
99-749-73--20
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usage of stcrulds etodd possibly produce some had side effects. A felt that
there were no side effects aml also felt that even using drugs over a long
Peiod of time would not cause any side effects. He knows a weight lifting
Olympic champion who has been using the drug for more than 10 years and
has witnessed no side effects.
All three agreed completely that amphetamines cause a loss of weight,
changes in tiersmality tnervousness.
aml problems in sleeping.
Ampliet,,mines could cause a physical and psychological tendency.
7. Woo/a you rt commrnd the usage, of drags in athletics?
A said yes because he felt that there is no way you can keep up with the
athletes in the witrld today unless you use drugs as they do. B feels that it
is a personal derision; if you wish to use drugs. they are available. C did
not advise the use of drugs. He feels that through hard work and dedication,
an athlete can obtain the same effect as with drugs.
S. I/o you think you should hare used drays sooner or never used them
at all?
A was a finalist at the NCAA Championships is weight lifting and feels
that under a proper steroid program. he could possibly have been the NCAA
champion. 1 I's overall attitude was that everyone was using drugs to advance
themselves so why not. C felt it was a waste of time and money to use drugs.
How do you obtain the drags and what is the cost?
a. Through a doctor's prescription.
b. Prom a friend who has an over-supply,
c. In their travels in Lurie. Mexico and South America.
Cost

V.S.A. $4.75. 50 tablets (2 milligrams each) through a doctor's prescription,

Europe, $4.75, Same amount as above but you do not need a doctor's

prescription.

South America and Mexico, $2.00, Same amount as above but you do not
need a doctor's prescription,
10, flow many milligrams were you consuming a day?

A started with 5 milligrams per day and after 14 months had worked up
to 50 milligrams per day, This was due to the fact that after the effect of
the original 5 milligrams wore off, the body strength dropped below normal

and the athlete then had to increase the amount of milligrams in order to
get the same effect.

Exampl.t: :

a (20 mg)

(10 mg)

--.,----

.om

,..

b
Given that the dotted line is a person'7; normal hormone balance, if he

wishes to activate or raise it to point (a). he must consume 10 mg of steroids.
Extended use of the drug causes a person's gland to discontinue producing
hormones and thus his hormone count will decrease and fall below normal

to point (b). In order to obtain a normal 'nonionic balance, a person must
now consume 10 mg of steroids and his body at this point is 1101111111M to ilae
10 mg of the drug and he must now take 20 mg of the drug to activate and
raise it to point (a). This example is a problem that the athletes are aware
of so what they try to do is to stop taking the drug while the gland has
stopped producing Mammies and, hopefully, in this way they can prevent
the hormone count from falling below nornun. To do this the athlete might
take the drug for two weeks and stop for two weeks. but there is no definite
way of knowing what is exactly their bornuna, count.
For some, this method ilaS proven to he effective; and for others, they
simply take a larger dosage of the drug. The three subjects that I interviewed
had never dried the two weeks on awl two weeks off method. They had
simply 11(1v:owed to a larger dosage of the drug.
A also indicated that the dosage has a lot to do with how yon
informed of the drag. Ile said that some athletes who were on the drug
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told him that they NVollId never take as much as 50 tug of the drug per day,
while he had personal knowledge of other weight lifters consuming as much
as 100 mg per day. A also added that most of the weight lifters on the 1972
Olympic Team each averaged 50 tug per day and that one took as much as

80 tug per day. A attended several teenage National Championships and
thnoigh observation and conversations, be felt that 50% of these young
weight men wore using steroids.
It and C had never advanced to a larger dosage. B had only taken a
maximum anonnit of 25 mg per day while C had taken an even lesser
amount of 10 mg per day.
The three subjects also agreed that the use of drugs pertains totally to
males. even though A did have knowledge of one case where the Press Sisters
from Russia had been disqualified from international competition because of
the use of steroids.
In my observations and in my conversations with these athletes, I believe

that 9!) per cent of the athletes using drugs feel that this is not a true way
to obtain success. However. they are aware of the fact that their competition
is using the drug so consequently they feel compelled to take it also. The
three athletes also confessed that they wished there was some way to
insure the complete stoppage of drug use in athletics for all concerned.
lit this way only can we guarantee success in athletics through hard work

and dedication.
Some ways to secure this stoppage of drug use is:
1. Through urinalysis testing in all major and international competition.

2. Putting more pressure on doctors with regard to their involvement in
the wide use of drugs by athletes.

3. Making ('caches more responsible with regard to their athletes using

drugs (stressing the will to win through more positive measures).
4. Keeping the young informed as to the harmful effects to their body of
using drugs.
5. Ile-organizing our thoughts and ideas so as to stress the "winning at any
cost." but to stress the importance of "winning through hard work and dedication."

GENERAL STATEMENT ON "DREGS IN ATULETICS" By EDDIE HART

In talking with several athletes and in my own personal experience in
athletics. I have the following statement to make.

There are two types of drug problems in athletics:
1. The drug problem that society has because athletes are not immuned to

society's ills.

2. The use of drugs in athletics to better an athlete's performance In

competition.

In my earlier years of competition (junior high school and high school),
I felt, that due to the drug problem that existed in our town, many athletes
of the same caliber as I (lid not succeed in athletics because of their involvement with drugs. Athletics for some people is a defense against drug usage
because if you are truly dedicated in bettering yourself athletically, you have
no time to get involved in 'the drug svelte.

In my interviews with various athletes. I asked the following questions:
1. What percentage of athletes use drugs?
2. Ilow long does it take to have an effect?
:3. Why did you start. taking the drugs?
4. The different kinds of drugs?
5. Was there any kind of noticeable change? (personality, etc.)
0. Wis there any after-effects?
7. Would you recommend the usage of drugs in athletics?
S. Do you think you should have used drugs sooner or never used them
at all?
9. Bow do you obtain the drugs and what is the cost?
10. Ilow many milligrams were you consuming a day?
From their answers, I have found the following to be true:
1. A large percentage of athletes do use drugs to obtain a higher level of
success in competition.
2. Most athletes start the use of drugs because other athletes who use

them have found them to be of value. Also, they feel this gives theta a
psychological boost.
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h. The Steroid drug is the most commonly used in athletics because if
properly used, it can cause weight gain and overall body strength.

4. Amphetamines are also used but to a lesser degree. They are used

primarily for "psyching-up" purposes in team sports more than in individual
competition.

5. Other drugs used from time to time by athletes are:
a. Pain killers
b. Muscle relaxers
c. Norflex
d. Sleeping pills
Most athletes use these only when necessary.
.

6. The general consensus of drug users is divided. Some feel it is not in
any way harmful and others would not recommend its use at all.
For some athletes taking a drug would be the equivalent to running on a

Tartan track with technology being his basis of support. Taking drugs to
improve his performance in any form would certainly not be a crime by
these standards. Dealing with this situation. we must find ways to convince
or prosy= to the athletes that drugs pertain to the ill and not to the strong
of health.
I will have a more detailed report available.

Senator BATH. Onr next witnesses are officials for the AAU, the
Amateur Athletic Union. David G. Rivenes. president, AAU, and
Roy Goddard, M.D.. and chairman of the AAU's Sport Medicine
Committee.

Gentlemen. we appreciate your being here.

STATEMENT OF DAVID G. RIVENES, PRESIDENT, THE AMATEUR
ATHLETIC UNION (AAU), ACCOMPANIED BY ROY GODDARD, M.D..
CHAIRMAN, AAU SPORT MEDICINE COMMITTEE, INDIANAPOLIS,
IND., AND OLLAN CASSELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE AAU

Mr. Rivr.xxs. Mr. Chairman, I have with me Mr. 01 lan Cassell,
the executive director of the AAU. and I have asked him to come
becanse I think that he, can help answer some of your questions
better than T since he was a fairly recent athlete himself, if that
is O.K. with you?
Senator I3.vni. Fine.
Mr. Rims Es. Senator, I am David Rivenes, president, AAU, and
world like to say at the outset while Mr. Connolly painted a rather

frightening picturethose were your wordsof the drug picture, I
am very happy to report that, we see just the other kind of a piehire. .lust 2 weeks ago I came from a competition at Missoula,

Mont.. at the University of Montana. where I watched 1,100 wrestlers: the largest wrestling meet, I believe, in the history of wrestling any place in .the world. I watched 1,100 wrestlers all at one

meet, and I can guarantee yon that there were not only no drugs
used by any of these athletes. brit there was no liquor, no beer, no

alcoholic beverages of any kind used and no stimulants, no cigarettes,

and every athlete kept, hours and was in perfect condition at all
times during the 4 days of competition.
Senator BAYTI. How does one make such a broad, sweeping police-

keeping statement. if I may ask?
Mr. RIVENES. Very simply, the oldest athlete there was 14 years
of age, and the youngest was 6. [Laughter.]

Senator Bars. I am glad I asked that question.
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Mr. thy ExEs. And most of the parents were there, and
Senator Rarer. Did they have any cigarettes or alcohol or pills

with them?
Mr. RIvExES. They had nothing with them. I am quite certain.
These were all wrestlers.
And I am making this statement because of the fact that I think
it is extremely important right now when this is a serious problem,

I think this is the time at this stage when you can teach young
athletes the importance of not going into using drugs. I think this
is probably the most important thing; not to wait until they get into
college or at an older age. I think it is important to teach them
and to get them into the proper habits at a very tender age and
so I !hint: the changes of them roing in for drugs are much less
if von catch them at this age.
am sure that, some of these young athletes will eventually end
up by using drugs, but I think an extremely high percentage of

them will not because they are developing the good habits right now.
Senator I3AYn. Well, I hope you are right.
Let Inc go back 15 years ago, or 10 years ago, when some of the

athletes like Eddie Hart and Harold Connolly, Mr. Shinnick, and
others were growing up, like the group that you just referred to
in Montana. If you had that large group of young boys, including
these now famous athletes, couldn't you have made that same kind
of appraisal of the presence or absence of alcohol and cigarettes?
Mr. Ivt:Nr.s. I don't know. I can't say. But I repeat, the time
to (liteh them. if at all. is at a very tender age.
Now. this was in wrestling and not track and field. Now in discussing another sport, one that I have been closely associated with
and that is swimming, and other quiet sports, I feel certain that
in 1964. for example, in the Olympic games at Toyko that there
was no use of drugs of any kind by the swimmers. I just a few
minutes ago asked Donna
Senator Barn. Maybe we ought to ask Donna to come forth to
testify as au expert witness.
Mr. TirvExEs. And she said she would back me up. I asked her
if there was any usage of drugs by the swimmers, and she said
she never heard of any.
In 196T. I was one of the managers of the swimming team at
Winnipeg and was very closely associated with both the men's
and women's teams, and I am quite certain that there was no use
of any drugs amongst them. I have never seen such big eaters,

though. in my life. Instead of drugs, I think they had T-bone
steaks: one right after the other, as many as four or five T-bone
steaks nt one sitting. This is not an exaggeration. It is true. Maybe
this is something they substituted, but I am certain there was no
use of drugs by the swimmers there.
In 1908. I also am quite certain that this was the case in Mexico
City. I don' think I am being naive in making this statement. I
believe in 1972 at the Olympic games in Munich, I think as far as
the swimmers at least are concerned, this was also true. In other

words. I don't think swimmers used drugs. So to say that all

athletes, all world class athletes. use drugs, I don't believe that is
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quite accurate. I am not doubting Mr. Connolly's words. I am sure
lie is correct. 100-percent correct in the statements he made, but

I think his statements are referring to track and field. I may be
mist:II:en about that.

Senator 11.tyir. lie himself was a world champion prior to his

subsequent use of drugs.
Mr. Inv Exlis. That is correct. 811(1 a great champion too.
I have in my hand here all exeerpt, excerpts from various books,
the AAI- handlioolz, the code. the International Amateur Athletics

Ilandbool:. and various other international rules and rule books
that have to (10 with drugs. For the sake of time, I am not going
to read it. I will simply turn it into the secretary and ask that
it be included in the record.
Senator II Ayir. We will include it in the record.
['rite material referred to follows:]
.ecerding

to

paragraph -g-:

the

AA1.7

llandbook

and AAU Code,

section

454.10,

-Doping is the employment of drugs with the intention of increasing athletic
efficiency by their stinntlating action upon muscles or nerves or by paralizing
the sense of fatigue. Any athlete who uses drngt; as above defined shall be

snspmled lwrinantmtly trout active participation in amateur athletics."
Accoraing to the lit73-74 International Federation Handbook, Rule 144,
IA.%1. handbook:

"I. Doping before or during competition is forbidden.
"::!, Doping is the use by or distrilmtion to a competitor of certain substances which could ball. the effect of improving artificially the competitor's

tiiiysicnl 81111,'or mental condition and so augmenting his athletie performance.
-3, Doping S1111S1:11114's. for the purpose of this rule, include the following:
Psychonottor stimulant drugs, e.g. Amphetamine benzphetarnine, cocaine
dithylpropion ditnetitylanuthetamine. etlislamphetamine. fencionfamin. fenproDurex. methylamphemmine methyphenidate, not-1)8141(10 ephedrine. pemoline.

pitendimetralzitte. phonnetrazine. phentermine, idpradol, prolintane, and re-

lated emnpounds.
h. Sympatliontinefie amines: ephedrine. methylepttedrine methoxyphettruninc,
and related componnds.
(,. Miscellaneous central nervous system stimulants: Leptazol. tuniphenasole,

blmtigride. nikethamide. stryelmine. and related compounds.
cis Sareotic Analgesics. e.g. morphine, heroin. methadone, pethidine dextro-

moramide. dipipanone.
c. Anabolic steroids."
The above list is mot necessarily comprehensive. Cases of doubt as to other

umy be regarded as doping substances shall he referred to
the Medical Committee for decision. Before any penalties are imposed under
this rule. The actitral doping substance must lie identified beyond reasonable
substances

doubt.
4.

Anti doping controls shall be carried out under the supervision of a

1)oping Committee and trill take Wore only %viten ordered by the t....%.P. or
by the Area or national governing body responsible for organising or sanction-

ing the meeting. The l)opitn: Committee sholl inelinle a qualified medical

0111(1.1' 111111 MI 11111)1.11111'11111. 111111'1111 of the meeting (e.g. a Teelinical Delegate)."

llhere testing for doping is to be corired out. the method of selection of

the athletes to be controlled shall he decided
4
before the event by the 'Doping

t'ommittee. Additional controls or tests may be ordered after the event at

the discretion of the Doping ('ommittee.
-5. An athlete who takes part in a competition must. if so requested by
the responsible ollinial, submit to an anti-doping 1!1/111 Itcfnspi to 1111 50
Will result in
that. :11111 the 11t1111`11. 5111111 be reported to his national
governing body. who shall inform the
"0. Metlieation administered by :Illy route within :1 days of the start of the
eompelition or event. must be declared to the 1)oping Committee before the
competition or (.1.111t,

1/1'

1111V1lls of official forms.
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"7. A competitor found to have used or to be in possession of doping substances at an athletic meeting shall be disqualified from the competition and
reported to his national governing body."
Likewise any person assisting or inciting others to use doping substattees
shall be considered as having committed an offense against I.A.A.F rules,
and tints exposes himself to disciplinary action.
Any offenses under this rule shall be reported by the national governing
body to the I.A.A.F.
"S. The detailed proee(hnre for the conduct of tests, including the collection
of urine samples the method of analysis and the use of accredited laboratories
shall he determined by the Medical Committee of the I.A.A.F. Copies of the
current approved procedure shall be supplied on request by the I.A.A.F. to
responsible organising bodies for the information and guidance of the Doping
Committees, athletes and officials."
According to the 'USA Official AAU Track and Field Handbook, rule
XXXII. "Stimulants. Attendance and Transportation." Doping is the use of
any stimulant not normally employed to increase the power/Oction of athletic
competition above the average.
Any person knowingly acting or assisting as explained above shall be excluded from any place these rules are enforced or, if he is a competitor, be

suspended for a time or otherwise, from further participation in amateur

athletics tinder the jurisdiction of this Union.
The International Amateur Athletic Wrestling Federation (FILA) rules on
doping are as follows: "Article 13Doping" In application of the provisions
of article 9 of the statutes and in order to combat the possibility of the pinetire of doping, formally prohibited, the FILA reserves the right, in all competitions it snpervises. require that wrestlers undergo examinations or tests.
In no ease may competitors or officers oppose this verification without incurring penalties.
The medical commission of the VILA will decide on the time, the number or
the frequent.y of these test examinations, which will be carried out by means
which he considers effective.
Appropriate samples will be taken by a doctor certified by the PITA, in the
presence of a member of the executive bureau and of an officer of the wres-

tlers) to be tested.

The International Amateur Swimming Federation (FINA) rules on doping
are as follows:
In concurrenee with the instructions of the I.O.C. commission, adopted in
1972. the
International Sport Medicine Committee has formulated the
following regulAtions wide!' are applicable to the four disciplines, swimming,
diving. water pnlo and synchronized swimming.
1. These regulations are applicable nt all major international competitions
which are under the control of F.I.N.A.Olympic Games, World Championships and area Championships.
2. The doping control program at competitions, will he under the supervision
of a commissiim ennsisting of 5 physicians chaired by a member of the F.LN.A.

Sport Wahine Committee.
The members of this commission shall he selected by the F.T.N.A. Sport
Medicine Commitlee, and approved by the F.LN.A. Bureau. The Chairman of
the
Sport Medicine Committee will be responsible for making the
necessary arrangements with the Organizing Committee of the Games, for the
proper carrying out of the Doping procedures.
3. Procedures:
(a) Ally athlete may be selected by the commission to undergo a doping
test.
(hi Routine seleetion of the competitors who are to be tested, shall he made
by the (loping commission by a draw. before the start of each race or competition. or as otherwise indicated, according to the following method.
I. Swimming:
(a) Two swimmers from each preliminary and semi-final heat.
(b) Four swimmers from the final heat, including the winner and those
Owing. second and third.
II. Diving :
(a) Every fourth diver in the preliminary round and in the semi-final round
if such has been scheduled.

3O

(7) The divers placing first. second, and third in the competition.
III. Water Polo:
(a) Two competitors from each water polo team entered in every scheduled

match.
IV. Synchronized Swimming:
I

at Every fourth competitor in -Solo" competition. and the 1st. 2nd, and 3rd

finalists.

(h) The first. 2nd and 3rd finalist pair in "Duet" competitions.
(a) Three (3) members from each team finishing 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the

"Team" competition.

4. All competitors who have been selected to undergo the doping test, by
draw shall be handed a notification form by a member of the doping commission. prior to the start of the competition. The competitor is required to sign
this form.
Those competitors who are selected by virtue of finishing 1st, 2nd or 3rd will
be handed a form by a member of the doping commission, immediately after
the placings have been determined.
5. Immediately or as soon as practicable after the contest. the competitor
accompanied by an attendair shall report to the doping control station at the
swimming pool and provide a sample.
A member of the doping commission shall supervise the sample taking Procedure and shall properly register the sample.
The collected urine sample shall be divided into two 50 nun transparent
flasks which shall be properly sealed and both shall be marked with a code
number. No mime shall appear on the flasks. One of these flasks will be transported to the laboratory for analysis, the other will be kept in a special eontabier at the swimming pool.
(1. When a test is known to be positive, the director of doping control. deciphers the code number and transmits this information to the Chairman of
the (loping commission.

The chairman of the eommission will communicate in writing, the result. of

the test to the competitor. the head of his delegation and to the F.I.N.A.
Bureau.

7. Any athlete found gnilty of doping will be immediately disqualified from
further competition and the position he obtained in the competition will be

annulled.

If the competitor is a member of a team (relay, water polo or synchronized
swimming) the competition in question shall be forfeited by that team without
being granted the privilege of repenting the contest, the competitor(s) only,
whose test was positive, will be disqualified from all further competitions.
Rules of the International Weightlifting Federation (IWF) with respect to
doping are as follows: Article 7, paragraph 2.A medical committee consisting

of chairman, secretary and five members ...
"g" Supervise tests for doping of the first three winners in all categories at
world championships and Olympic games. Competitors whose doping tests
prove positive shall be disqualified and suspended for a period which will be
decided by the IWF Bureau. Competitors Nvho refuse to submit to a doping
test shall similarly he disqualified and suspended."
The IWF rules state in Article 23. paragraph 5(f) In addition. an athlete
can be suspended or expelled if he "is found guilty of using dope according to

the definition of the IWF medical committee. Any official concern in supplying
the dope shall also be suspended or expelled."
The international Olympic Committee (MC) rules on doping are as follows.

The athlete who in an individual sport has been shown to use dope is excluded from the Olympic games. In team sports: (a) The team of an athlete
who has been shown to have used dope is excluded if team can benefit from
this usage: (I)) In those sports (like gymnastics. modern pentathlon) where
the team an no lonzer partkipate because 14' disqualification for an athlete,
the remainder of the team will be able to take ;.art on nn individual basis.
The atIlletc who does not attend for the control will be disqualified."

Mr. IlivExEs. In any event. I talked to a young lady who is
not a top-notch athlete. but a high school girl, and I asked her

what she thon,ght of advertising on television and the commercials
that are on TV with warnings not to use drugs. I said. what effect
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does that have? And she said, I think that they are bad, and I

think they actually encourage young people to try them. She said,

I think they are bad and I think they should not be shown. I

mention this only because it has been suggested that there could be
drug education on .;:elevision. I happen to be the operator of a

television station myself; and I feel the same way as the young

lady, and we do not use the 60-second spots that come to us because

we feel that they do more harm than they do good. I think that
there are ways of using television and the newspapers and other
media for warnings against the use of drugs, but I think the particular commercials we get are not good.
Senator BATH. Which commercials?

Mr. Rix. ExEs. Oh. these are warnings on drug abuse and so on
where they play rock and roll music and flash a bunch of colors
and so oil
Senator Ba-rn. What about the use of professional athletes?
Mr. RIVENES. I :1111 not talking about these.

Senator Rtyn. We have seen them, I am sure, where during a

broadcast of a sports event. somebody runs far a touchdown something. and then says lie is high on sports and not on drugs.
Mr. RIVENES. This is a little different from the type I am referring

to. I ain not going to take
more of tifeammittee's time here
because we have an authority with us who really is an authority
in this area. He has had years and years of experience and research and actually in the control of the use of drugs, and that is
irany

Dr. Roy Godcbrd, who is a practicing pediatrician and chairman of
the Sport Medicine. Committee of the Amateur Athletic Union of

the United States. As I say. he has conducted many, many symposiums, worldwide symposiums and I would rather have him take
up your time than have me hke up your time.
So with that. I will ask Dr. Goddard to speak to you and I am
sure that Mr. Cassell will be glad to answer any of your questions
from the standpoint of an athlete or a former athlete, too.
Dr. GoopARn. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to
come and talk about this subject. which I think is a very serious
problem. I will submit, as Mr. Rivenes has here, for the record
my printed text. I would like to hit some high points in this.
Many people will say, Dr. Goddard, you are involved in so many
things here in the area of sports and other matters as a pediatrician,

primarily interested in pulmonary diseases, but actually we are
engaged in the treating of normalcy in our community and our
citizenry, and that is my major objective in life; to raise healthy
citizens and keep them that way. And if we come out of your
meetings with concept of what is normal, we will be going a long
way. Actually, we are really trying to achieve the raising of normal, healthy citizens and keeping them that way, and that is the
context I would like to talk about now.
Some years ago when I was asked to chair this committee, this
sport medicine committee, as a pediatrician I asked why. And they
said. Dr. Goddard. we want you to tell us when is an athlete physically and mentally ready to compete. There is a very easy answer
to that. He is ready when he is motivated, when he is physically in
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condition, and when be is properly supervised. Now, without going

further into all of thiswe have gone into it further in exhibit
Ainto the various functions of our sports medicine committee,

which get into that question and other areas, including the justified
use of drugs in sports. So I will just refer that to you.

Now, the justifiable use of drugs by those engaged in sports
activities is an area I want to take a little bit of time on. It is
also a symposium we had at the national meeting of the AAU last
November in Kansas City and we discussed the various justifications
and good points and bad points of usage and so on.

I would like to go hick just a moment and use an analogy to

sports that I have used in my talks to parents and others. I happen
to he primarily engaged in respiratory problems in children and
let's remember that all of us were kids before we become adults.
Now, if you buy a car, you expect this car is going to run without
any problems and then you probably are disappointed because it
has a lot of little, idiosyncrasies and things that go wrong with the
car. Perhaps the gas line gets plugged up. It gets a little sluggish,
so you add a few additives to it and you have to do that and you get
your mechanic to tell you how to unplug the gas line. Or if yon
are in all accident, then you have to repair the damage before it
will perform adequately. Now, let's take the human body that we
say should act much the same way as a car does. We are supplying
oxygen to our tissues, to the engine, which is their cardio- respiratory

system, and so to their pistonsand let's say our pistons are our
arms and legs and if we have some malfunctioniing of that body
system, we can't get the oxygen or the gas down. to those tissues
and then we are. functioning much the same way as a car whose
carburetor isn't functioning properly. And if we injure that body,
then perhaps we have to repair that body before we can expect it

to function perfectly normally. Well, with that as a little preamble,
I would like to say that the use of and justification and philosophy
of good medicine is to me to keep this body of ours functioning as
normally as possible and we believe that to achieve that, we should
certainly use very selectively and judiciously any medicine or treatment.

Therefore., I would like to state that there are three main areas

in which medicinal help is warranted.

First. if we have a deficiency, then I think we have to supply

this deficiency. That. is, if a body is lacking a proper substance, we

should provide it. The diabetic we have to provide with insulin.
In the case of cystic fibrosis of the pancreas, we have to provide

pancreatins.
The second instance is in the case of disease. Some of our people

inherit disease. You beard Mr. Connolly say one arm was shorter
than the other. and be overcame this deficiency by concentrating
on the other one and
Senator linyir. You will excuse me just for 60 seconds, and I will
be hack?
iBrief recess.]
Senator BATH. You may continue.

Dr. Goimmin, As I mentioned, I believe, the three areas that are
justifiable to use drugs in the practice of medicine are if you
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a.deficieney. That was the first. Now, if you have a disease, whether
you inherited this condition or subsequently contracted this condition, which lowers your normal functioning, then I believe you are
justified in correcting this abnormality by physical, psychological,
and other medicines.

Thirdly, if you have an injury and if a patient becomes in-

capacitated because of this injury, or a person, then I think you are
justified in correcting this deformity, or injury, if you have to, with
the use of drugs to get the patient back to functioning as normally
as possible.

Now I think these are the only justifications for the use of drugs

in our patients and I think we can talk of these in the use of
athletics also.

I understand and I have been a competitor myself, and I have
been a physician, I have been a patient, I have been a manager,
and I understand our American way of life. We have participation
at all ages and this is right on down to the grade school level. I

have mentioned that we have seen that kids can .participate at very

early ages. An S-year-old can get out and run 3 miles and do a
much better job than you or I if he is in physical condition and
is properly supervised and he has the proper mental approach to
this. So sometimes we are pushing our kids into this, and that's
O.K. if there are improper mental conditions and physical conditions.
The challenge beyond the usual physical education activities now

programed in our schools involves two main areas; intramural
sports programs and competitive athletics. Possibly we don't have
as much intramural programs as possibly we have too much highly
competitive programs.
:1 think again as a physician interested in helping human bodies,

that we should think in terms of teaching our kids to have those
healthy human bodies without the use of drugs, whether they are
patients or whether they are competitors, and build them up to
the level of what is considered normal without giving them an undue
advantage over any other competitors.

I would like to digress just a moment from my statement. Over
the years as Mr. Rivenes has indicated, we have studied the physiology of competition. We have studied altitude effects, we have
studied drug effects, we have studied the influence of sex, and so

on. I have come up with some criteria that we have used and I
want to mention these just a moment and then tell you why.
What makes a world champion? I think a world champion has
to have a little bit of ability or agility or coordination, whatever.
you wish to call it. I think he has to have a heck of a lot of motivation and drive and desire and initiative or whatever you wish
to call that. He has to have proper supervision or coaching. He
has to have proper conditioning and that has to be all year around,
and not just a 3-month period of the year type thing, and this includes his mental conditioning. He has to have adequate and proper
facilities all year around, which a lot of our athletes don't have.
What is more important, he has to compete at championship level.
You will never be a world champion if you don't compete against
world champions. After a lot of research studies, we have done in
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cardiopulmonary competence,and incidentally, that is an important consideration. What do we mean by this? We mean that one
athlete can stand at the starting block and the motor is running
at 180 pulse and another athlete's motor is running at 120. Now,
who has the advantage? Probably the person at 120 who hasn't
already got his motor running and who isn't performing off the
starting block before they are actually in the event itself. And by
studying the cardiopulmonary competence of this individualand
how cardiopulmonary competence is related to athleticswe think
we can even say to you of the persons at the starting blocks numbers three and five are limited material, and the others are going
to be good competitors, but they are not good Olympic material. I
don't think in spite of all of these you can become a champion
without factor number two, which is desire and motivation. And
whether it is Harold Connolly or Eddie Hart or who it is, if they
are not motivated to produce, then they are not going to produce
and they are not a world champion, and that is seen over and
over again for individuals and teams.
I haven't mentioned drugs in those seven criteria at all, and I
don't think drugs should be in them, and I think the only justification, at the risk of being repetitive, for the use of drugs is if
you have a disease, an injury, or a deficiency.

Now, you heard about the various drugs that are used, and I
will very briefly touch on them.

First, vitamins, stimulants. tranquilizers, androgenic-anabolic and
other steroids.

Now vitamins act primarily as catalytic agents and are not

metabolized. If you have a person who eats a balanced diet, you
receive all of the vitamins you need. No amount of vitamins has
ever been shown to increaseand we can give you or show you
statistics on this--increased athletic performance when you evaluate these in who are called double-blind studies, that is, athletes
that are on them and athletes that are not. There is the danger
of overdosage with fat-soluble vitamins like the old cod liver oil,
which are not easily absorbed. The water-soluble vitamins are simply

excreted in the mine. If you want to say it, Americans can be

said to have the most rich urine in the world because we pass through

our urine vitamins. It is loaded with vitamins. The absolutely only
justification for the use of vitamins again are for deficiency.
Let's talk for just a moment about stimulants. The amphetamines,
commonly called bennies, now these drugs are related a little bit
to epinephrine, which is produced in the adrenal gland and is the

so-called the fight or flight secretion. They also have a definite
effect on the subjectivity of the person. Now why does somebody
take it? Because they think they are going to do better because

somebody on the team told them so, and if you ask the people who

use these, they will say they feel bettor or are sure they will do

better, but a lot of this is psv,hie input. Now whom are we kidding?
A good athlete has the ahiliiy to psycho hinisolf up at- the proper
time. So-called scientific experiments unfortunately cannot; dupli-

cate the natural excitement and valid stimulation of real competition. We just can't do it. We have studied athletes and moni-
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toyed them in practice and so on, and it is not the same as real
competition; the result from the stimulant is not the same. So we
have to say a good athlete has the power to psyche himself up at
the proper time.
Now there has been a very good double blind study done in

France with horses over the past 5 years. They
studied every
single Wednesday all of the, drugs used in "doping" of horses, and
that study has demonstrated that in no way can any drug make a
horse rim faster or consistently improve his performance.
Amphetamines, as you probably know, have been used to help

athletes lose weightnot to gain weightlose weight so he can

make a lower weight. If you have a lot of kids on these drugs so
they can get into the next competition, now that is an unfair advantage for them to get down below their normal weight. You can
get into that discussion.
But the problem, as Mr. Connolly and others have just told you,
the real danger is addiction. If you get hooked on bennies, you are
hooked and it takes bigger and bigger and bigger dosages and
you also by taking them mask your fatigue. Now, if an individual
is able to compete past his performance capacity, if he gets into a
heat exchange situation. he can actually die and there have been
some athletes. who were bicyclists, cyclists from France and England
who have succumbed to the overuse of stimulants. I know a very fine
athlete. whose name %vas Dick Hollinder, who died by the overuse

of drugs. So to get a continued response, you have to go more and
more into increasing to larger and larger dosages and that leads

us to the growth of addiction. You just heard somebody say he
can't play unless he is up and in football you give your team them
to go in there, and murder the other team because they become

aggressive and lots of times they become paranoid.
Now if you are going to depend on subjective feelings, when the
athletes become dependent on their subjective feelings, and when

in reality their judgment is impaired, they are in more of an il-

lusory state than in a reality state. Obviously if you get them there,
you have to negate the amphetamines by giving them tranquilizers.
What do tranquilizers do then? They cut down on the nervousness
and shakiness, but your performance goes down. You are sleepy,
and so on.
Now, what about ephedrine as a stimulant? The main action of
ephedrine is to relieve bronchial spasm and deflate the bronchials.
It is frequently used in combination to relieve bronchial dilators to
potentiate this dilatory effect. A side reaction of ephedrine is stimulation of the central nervous system and, as many of our patients or
their patients and their kids will tell us, "Oh, yeah, I don't wheeze
any more, but I don't sleep at night and I go off into orbit." So what
do we do? We add another drug, a barbituate, or a tranquilizing drug
to counteract the central nervous stimulation of the amphetamine. As
Mr. Connolly mentioned, overuse of stimulants cause headache,
palpitation, nervousness, and insomnia; none of which a good athlete
needs.

Well, what about other tranquilizers? They are incorporated into a
lot of these preparations. Barbiturates not only produce sleepiness,
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but if you use them in large enough dosages, they will paralyze the
respiratory center at the base of the brain. Presumably ataraxics, like
Librium, Valium, and Vistaril, and this type of drug induces a calm-

ing effect in the anxious and tense individual without impairing

mental alertness. However, many side effects like drowsiness, potential
of action of central nervous system depressants, arterial spasm is very

high. Arterial spasm cuts down on your blood supply and causes
tremors and convulsions. We had kids go into convulsions on the
field. The possibility for liver damage and all of the others are to
exclude this use in anybody but particularly in an athlete.

I will wind up on the drugs just by taking a moment on the steroids.
We produce in our human body 18 varieties of steroids and we don't
even understand in medicine today the total interrelated actions of all
of those hormones, much less the use of synthetic steroids. The use
of synthetic steroids causes the biggest confusions in the checks and
balance of a normal state than we have any comprehension of.
If we are going to use steroids, we'd better know why we are using
them and judiciously use these for whatever ..the condition is.
I think that the use of the steroids in athletes should be restricted
and steroids are ustufaly used in athletes in orthopedic or muscularskeletal problems. The biggest danger here is that you override the
effect of the inflammation. It is relieved, but because the cause is not
relieved, you may have persistent use of the steroids and you may

wear away the joints and you are going to wind up limiting the
activity of the treated joint. So even though you may get some relief

you are going to get deterioration of the cartilage so you will not
have a functioning person after a certain age who is going to be able
to carry on as a useful citizen.
We also have to use some steroids in the control of skin conditions.
We have a lot of athletes with dermatitis in which local steroids are
helpful.

I am simply going to very briefly say that the anabolic steroids

you heard about, the Durabolin and Dianabol and the others mentioned are advocated usually in debilitated states like oseoporosis, arthritis. convalescence following fractures, surgery, burns, and in geriatric
states.
Now, there is not pure anabolic steroid. All of these preparations
marketed today have some androgenic or testosterone effects. What
does this result in ? If you use them in the female, as you heard today,
you have excess hair growth, disturbances in menses and other un-

desirable effects may occur. In addition, with increased synthetic
steroids administered to the body, more rapid and dangerous g,rowch
spurt may occur as well as a form of liver damage. In those adversely
affected by extra steroid hormones in the system, they may develop
premature closure of the epiphyseal plates of the long bones, result-

ing in stunting of growth.
Why then do over 50 percent of weight lifters, shot putters, discus,
and javelin throwers take these drugs? Presumably, as Mr. Connolly
i
said. to increase strength and build up their body to increase
physical
work capacity. In double-blind studies, there is no evidence to demon-

strate and increaseand these have been doneincreasein strength,

motor performance, vital capacity or physical work capacity. Yes, you
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do get some physical weight gain because you have an altered electro-

lytic balance and sodium retention, resulting in fluid retention and
this does not increase your muscle strength. It simply is a massive
phenomenon.
Senator BATH. If I may interrupt at this point? In the tests for
steroids, what dosage level was used?
Dr. GODDARD. There have been tests in the ranges that you have

been told here; anywhere from 2 up to 20 milligrams per day and
this will get to more and more and more.
Tests done right now in southern California, one of the articles we
refer to, showed that there was usually around 15 to 18 milligrams
per day.
Senator BATH.. What is the prescribed dosage?

Dr. Gomm's). What is the therapeutic dosage and what are the

adverse actions?
Senator BATH. Yes; in other words, one of the witnesses yesterday

felt that the tests were not valid to assess what steroids can do to
youas far as increased physical strength, weight and sizebecause

the dosages that were utilized in the tests were therapeutic doses and
not the rather large doses that were used by the athletes.
Dr. GODDARD. And you would have to also go in researching this,

conic up with results over a period of time and not just months or

2 years, but over a period of 10 or 20 years as to what are the adverse
effects that one gets from the therapeutic versus the effects of using
two times the therapeutic use or four times the therapeutic dosage.
Senator BATH. Now, I am not tryi;lg to belittle the side effects or

that kind of thing, but did the tests that you referred to involve
therapeutic dosage?
Dr. Gomm's). I would have to look these up, but my recollection is
it is 21/2 the therapeutic dosage. You have to again state what is the

normal dosage, and that you can look up in your physician's desk
reference, your PDR, as to whatever is called normal. For you it
might be normal, a normal dosage, but for John sitting next to you,
it might be twice what you need. So you can't say what is normal
for one individual is normal for another. My recollection is it was
about 21/2 the therapeutic dosage in the study; this one in southern
California.
In one of these so-called double-blind studies involved, as Mr.
Connolly says, it involved placeboes where the athlete is given something that is a sugar-coated pill, or he is given an injection of saline
or au injection of sugar water so that he thinks that he is getting

the actual steroid. And again you have some confusion here, Senator,
because you have to ask the question do you psyche him up by giving
him that tablet or injection ? He believes he is getting the same thing
as the fellow .eat to him. So these fellows don't know what they are
getting. You could take a group in which you just plain give them a
placebo and nothing else and psychological studies have shown in the

treatment of diseases, as in asthma and certain other diseases, that

actually people improve just by giving them a placebo so we are deal-

ing now in the realm of the psyche as well as the actual situation.
So it is very confusing, and I have to agree with you. I will comment
in a moment to tie fact I don't think we can answer all of these ques-
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tions right now. We have to do more research but anyway, I would
like to see the efforts we are talking about put into teaching normalcy,
teaching the function of the human body to the youngsters. and then
backing them up with studies which come up with conclusions that
can't be questioned. I don't know if we will ever reach this stage,
but we can sure try.

Well, that brings me right down to my next point and that is

motivation. We keep coining back to that. whether it is with or without drugs. What motivated Connolly to do his world record with or

without drugs? What made him think he could do it He did it because he felt that he could do it whether he was on drugs or not on
drugs, and I guess we can call this "psychological input." I don't
think you can sacrifice this most important trigger and desire in the
healthy athlete because by doing that you would take away from him
his ability for greatness and achievement.. To have him even consider
or become dependent on drugs to alter his subjective feelings of wellbeing and ego is to deprive him of mother nature's greatest contribution to him; normalcy and health. T think if you take those away from
!till% you are robbing him. and obviously if he begins to react to these
synthetic preparations. his body will deteriorate. What have you got?
A dredge of society and not the leader of society.
T can't ,-o into dub merits of disenssino. for you the future life of
Anabrican football players or any other professional enthusiast, as to
what his average not only life expectancy but what his average age
of being a useful citizen will be. T think that is open to discussion.
Finally. the drug monitoring problem. I should touch very briefly
on that just to tell you that. you heard it is considered one solution
to "doping" in athletics. T don't think everybody in this room under-

standsperhaps you have been briefed on this, Senatorbut it is a

complex program and in order to do this you have to develop a reliable scientific checking system. The only thing we now have is the
monitoring of the. urine. It is expensive, it is time consuming, to say
nothing of the psychological inequities and medico-legal problems
involved in such programs. You have to take two specimens, you have

to seal them, you have the time waiting for them and so on.
Now, T think if we are going to monitorand I disagree here with
Eddie Hart. we should monitor everybody in all major international
competitionsbut if we are going to monitor athletes, it should be

performed on all participants. Actually, many more instances of

losers being on medications can be shown than in winners. In the Pan
American plImes in Canada they did monitoring of all of the bicyclists

or cyclists. and they had more losers that were on medications than
winners. It Las been shown.
Now. what is the psychological impact of taking urine specimens

and having an athlete wait 2 to 4 hours for results after an event

I a, fore they can woduce enough urine to be monitored ?

I have told you of the situations that have happened in the past.
T don't think random sampling is the answer, or just testing the

person who is a winner and I think that I agree with Dr. 'Bennett in
England that microtesting has to be adequately developed. find to me
until our governing boards accept that testing should be for the good
of the participant, and not for the withholding illusory benefits of
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drug usage to an athlete, we should not encourage this unwieldly,
complicated and nonproductive monitoring of our athletes.
The position of the AAU on the recommendation of our Sport
Medicine Committee of the Amateur Athletic Union of the United
States has recommended that such monitoring not be carried on in
this country on a local, State, regional, or national level. Unfortunately. we cannot pass such legislation on an international level.
You will probably ask me, well, what do you suggest we can do!
I think there are a couple of things we can do, and I very much
enjoyed Mr. Hart's comments about things we can do. I think I agree
with some of his. I'll tell you what I think we should do. We can go
bark and start health education in our grade schools and teach the
kids how the body normally functions, what happens to the body with
participation and exercise. We can physically and mentally condition
our kids. We can get them into sports participation for the fun of it
to become lifetime sports men and women, and perhaps lessen this

idea a little bit that everybody has to be a world champion or an
Olympian.

We have to have proper education and training of our teachers to
accept this. 1 have to send letters to teachers, Senator, many times,
to allow a kid with asthma to participate at all in physical education
because they think he shouldn't be out there, and I want him out there
participating if lie possibly can.
We have to educate our teachers, we have to educate our coaches
and Mr. Hart said we got to get the doctors educated. But boy, we
have to get the coaches educated. If they think it is OK for them to
hand out drug to all these kids, this is something we have to talk

about.
We have to get our physical educators educated. We have next door

to Indiana in Wisconsinisn't that fairly close?Dr. Allen Brian,
former Chairman of the AMA Committee of Medical Aspects of

Sports. who is actually training team physicians, as to what is a good
team physician for professional sports so we have to talk about the
training of people in these areas to train our kids, our future citizens.
We have to train the individual physicians to understand the problem.
If parents will come to me and say, Dr. Goddard, would you write

a prescription for 60 amphetamines for my child, I will say why!
I have to understand why I am writing a drug. I think the first
gentleman, Mr. Killian, said we in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association accept the recommendation of a doctor. That is not good

enough for me. I think we have to educate our doctors as to why
these drugs are used, if at all. They have to understand what the
kid's problem is.

I have a lot of kids on bronchial dilator drugs, but if they are
going to compete internationally and are going to be tested for
ephedrine, it is my responsibility as an individual physician to put
the patient on a drug which will help him but not to stimulate him
or give them au unfair advantage. I think that belongs in the physician's understanding of the problems of his own patient or the competitor with a medical problem and he must be aware of the effects
and side effects of drugs in communicating with the parents, communicating with coaches, teachers, and so on.
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Finally, we have medical societies, the American Medical Associa-

tionand we have a whole list here of what I call contact groups,

we have set up. Every year we have 25 organizations that meet with
each other than get into the area of what are we doing and what are
the local mid State medical societies that are running sports medical
programs doing.
I think Mr. Connolly mentioned we are far behind Europe in sports
medicine. We are. We don't have to live up to what sports medicine
does in Europe, though. We have some of the finest athletes and we
don't have to follow what Europe is doing because they say they have
the best medicine in that area.
Now, what else can we do? Mr. Rivenes was talking about TV ads.
We have toinform the pharmaceutical houses to control pushing of
these medicines. You know. you look on television all the time and
see how good it is to take this medication or that medication. I think
the pharmaceutical houses ought to be taught how to re-evaluate
these pills and what the side. effects are.
Next, research. Sure we need research. We need supervised research.

Maybe we need throughout the country a network of research projects in which we all agree and we could farm these out to institutions

like the National Institutes of Health. The National Institutes of

Health have all kinds of grants they give; one is ft grant that you. as
an investigator. asked them to do and another kind of a grant is a
kind that they ask you to do because they think you are equipped and
qualified to do it.
under research is educational institutions; also medical and sports,
medicine groups and individuals.
The next item, the television media ; the television media I have
talked about. They certainly can be detrimental. Why don't we ask
television to promote some good series and attack the problem? I
would like to see television run a story about a kid that can compete
and do a beautiful job and be a world champion without the use of
drugs.
Mr. (7hirman, I guess we are here to discuss the merits and perhaps
the bad effects of using drugs. I would challenge Congress that you
could propose strong health education programs, you could support
research in drug usage, and you could support appropriations commensurate with these programs.
Senator Barn. T think we can do that, but do you think we can do
that without increasing inflation, Doctor?
Dr. Gomm>. I don't know. I have been b,. di- and forth to Washing-

ton for the past. 2 years on all kinds of Isrograms and money is

111011VV. 1t takes money to do these things, but I don't think we can

just withdraw from this area. The pharmaceutical houses can put

money into sonic of these programs. The foundations can put money
into some of these programs. I think we have to set up some recommendations and guidelines so that you in Congress can cone forth
with, and these recommendations
Senator BAYIE Doctor, I have to confess that my question was.jnst
a bit facetious. It seemed to me that in view of all the areas in which
we are spending money, we ought to be able to find enough money to
do what you suggest, without worrying about the inflationary affect
of better health for athletes and everybody else.
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Dr. Goon Aim. Well, I won't comment on the $2 million we just
put aside to investigate certain activities. I think it would be more
important to investigate sports medicine and some of the effects on
our kids.
So I thank you for the Opportunity to appear before you and will
be glad to answer any questions. I hope we covered what von were
interested in? I am sure. Mr. Rivenes and Mr. Cassell and I would be

glad to try and answer any further questions.
Sznator
If I understand correctly, the AAU does not have
any testing for drug use at all?
I )r. Gommn. No: it does not.
Senator IlY,11. What sort of position does that put your champions
in

Dr. Goonuz. Let me have Mr. Cassell tell you what we do and
what position it puts our athletes in. We are, under international
rules. We are not under any other rules other than international
con To it ion.

Mr. CAssm.,.. Well. the only competition that athletes are tested
right now is in the Olympic games in international competition or
certain designated wodd championships, the IAA, which is track and
tield.they only admin;ster their tests at the Olympic games and so on.
So the position that the .BAIT has, which is on the recommendation

o four Sports Medicine Committee, is that we don't have a testing
prorrain here in the United States for national championships or
State championships or local championships.
Senator
Do yon have anything to add to what has been said
here already in reference to the responsibility we have and the means
we can use to sock out information relevant to just what some of these

chemicals, particularly the steroids, do at high dosages? I mean, if
we are talking about a therapeutic usage, that is one thing, but when
its 21,:z times the therapeutic dosagew have reason to believe that
athletes are using eight times the therapeutic dosagehave we any
idea of %%lnt that do.s to the athletes? Do we have the responsibility
of testing
Dr. Gonomm. I think that you. as a legislative, body, could work

together with the American College of Sports Medicine, who just
had as big z..yposini on this, becanse those people have done research

in this. There has been a study up in the University of Oregon

medical school on this. I think that you could support some of these
studies that I think were well done. and possibly if you would want
to coma up to it. we hold an international symposium on the effects
of altitude on physical performance at the request of the Olympic
Committee because of Mexico City coming np, and this was a combined

and I think that this committee and others could all

come to...ether and have an international symposium on exactly the
effects of drugs on athletes and elmIltnge the people who say we have
double-blind studies to come up with some answers. We either accept.
those answers as bona fide or not. and if they are not, we ask them,
.wiitivinP11. What do on propose that could be done at once and for
zall determine what the effects are?
As I said, if von arc going to determine if these. is liver damage,
you don't determine this overnight. This may be 2, 4, (, 8 years hence,
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and so I am not quite sure t hat you could get your answer in one
ineetulg, nut I think yon can challenge the people who have been
working on this a ivathere are a lot of bona fide investigatorsto
ome birth. Possibly it could be a conference on not. only doping,
but the use of drugs. the judicious use and the injudicious use, and

come (mt. as we (lid in the altitude study, with some solid recommendations.
Mr. IttvEN ES. Senator, I would like to call your attention to Smilethong that AA1,7 has recently recommended. In the past 8 years we
have been concerned over the development program and the prepara-

tion of the progun for our teams going into Olympic competition

and we have had clinics in which we have brougth athletes of various
slowts to a central location and taught or tried to teach the athletes
something new and something better and try to get. them prepared
for international competition. Now. because this could only involve a

collide of hundred athletes at a timea very small percentage of
whom finally ended up on the Olympic teamwe are now urging the
United States Olympic Committee to conduct clinics not for athletes
but for teachers, coaches, trainers, doctors, and managers who could

then go back home and work to do a much better job with their
athletes because they are going to be around for a long, long time,
whereas the li fespan of an amateur athlete is maybe just a few years.
We feel, as Dr. Goddard has suggested, there must be a lot of education for doctors too, and we have seen examples of where do,:tors and
trainers have made mistakes in international teams and we feel very
strongly that we can do a very much bette job by training our doctors

and our trainers and so on in the way of international competition
and this could have a big effect on the use of drugs or the nonuse of
drugs. I should say.
Senator 1 1.mi. I understand the AAU policy is against the use of
those drugs?
Mr. ItivcxEs. The statement that. I will submit for the record here
states. according to the AAU handbook and AAU code, section 451.10:

the emPif .tnent of dens with the intention of increasing athletic
elliviem.y by their stimulating action aeon muscles or nerves or by paralyzing
the sense of fatigue. Any athlete who uses drugs as above defined shall be
suspended permanently from active 13articipation in amateur athletics.

Of course, this is the section from our handbook I was referring to,
and which has already been placed in the record.
Senator I3Artr. Yes, of course.
.I r. InExEs. When we compete internationally, we must follow
international rules in all sports, and each of the sports have similar
statements to make and various tests and, as I say, when we go in
the international area, then we must act accordingly.
light now I am going to ask Mr. Cassell to tell you about what is
goner on right now. We have a couple of hundred athletes over in
Europe right now competing against, the Russians and West Germans,
and so on. I'll ask him to tell you what tests if any would be given
these athletes and what is the rule there.
Mr. CAssmi... Well, we at the present time have 188 track and field
athletes in Germany to compete in Munich in a few days, a senior
team. and we also have a junior team to compete on the 14th and there
will not be any tests administered by the organizers of these competi-
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tions. We do have with those teams a competitions doctor that has
been involved with them for some time and the precaution that thiS
doctor takes is that he asks each athlete to bring with him the type of
medicine that he is taking and the drug that he is taking so that they
will be aware of any disorders and whatever that might happen. Tint
there will not be any tests administered by the Germans, the Italians,
the Polish people, or the Russians prior to or after the competition.
Mr. 1:rveNes. Is this good or bad, do you feel?
Mr. CAsser.L. Well, at the present time, I don't think that it is bad.
1 think that we have to accept the position that our Sports Medicine
Committee has advised us to accept in the AAU, and that is that we

don't

Senator BAY31. Why don't you just tell us what your position is as
an individual, not as a representative of the AAU?
Dr. Gonman. I can answer. He has never taken drugs, and he has
been in world competition.
Senator 11 Aytt. Pardon?
Dr. Guia
lie has never been on drugs, and he has been a world
champion.
Senator BAY 11. Yes; but I don't think that was the question that

was directed. I thought the question directed was to the wisdom of
testing; the policy, whether it, was good or bad.
Mr. lin-I:Nes. Yes; it was.
Senator liAyit. And I will say anion to your assessment of the non-

use of drugs, but I am just wondering why you don't answer that
quest ion ?

Mr. CAssta,i. My answer was that I don't, necessarily think it is bad
not to have a test. but, as I indicated, the Sports Medicine, Committee
of A11.7 has advise to the national body that we should not have any

type of tests for the reasons that were indicated by Dr. Goddard. I
don't think it necessarilydon't necessarily think it is bad not to have
test.

Senator 13.tc. Suppose in a State AAU meet or in a national

championship or some other AAU function you have information
that an athlete is using a drug which would violate the code. What
happens then
Mr. thveNes. 1)o yon want to answer that?
Mr. CAssebb. We don't have any method of proving that the athlete
would he or is taking drugs and it is rather difficult from a medical

and legal standpoint. as 1)r. Goddard indicated, to take any action
against a person unless you have definite proof. The only steps that
eould be taken at this point would be to report it to the manager of
the team or the coach of the team and the athlete could be kept under

observation to see if he continued, and possibly take him into a clinic
for medical observation.
Senator liAvir. The code covers a wide variety of drugs that, have a
specific inipaet on the human body and have specific and hard facts
about what happens if you take them. I am just wondering how you
reach the conclusion that an individual is taking drugs?
Is there any investigating procedure for that? Also, you talk about
the sanction o fdisqualification. Has that ever been imposed on -anyone for the use of these drugs that we are talking pl:out
Mr. CASSELL. No.
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Dr. GODDARD. I don't think we have had that instance to my know-

ledge, but if we had such an instance and we felt it was going to be
a detriment to the athlete or his whole team, his teammates, we would
probably recommend to the coach and manager that he submit urine
or whatever sampling would be involved voluntarily to a laboratory
that could run these tests. We are not set up, Senator, we have no
methodology set up for this. There has to be facilities set up to do
this. We would probably voluntarily recommend that the athlete
submit to this.
That could only be a remedy because medically and legally in our
code, while it says we do not adhere to this type usage, we cant't
throw that athlete off the team nor can Ave disqualify him because
legally somebody can say it is not in the rules and you can't do it.
All we could recommend, Senator, would be that we feel this is
detrimental to your athlete, to your team, to the overall conducting
of fin ssports event and, if this reoccurs, we give you warning that we
may restrict this athlete in the futurewell, I am not even quite sure
we could do this from a legal viewpoint.
Senator BATII. Particularly if the athlete said, sorry, I am in a
hurry to catch the bus. What would you do then?
Dr. Gomm. Well, it would be his word against ours. Supposing
he was on cocaine and he had dilated pupils, and we could feel an
enlarged liver and all of these things, we would still have to test him
for this and if he didn't do this voluntarily, we right now have no
legal way to submit him to this. We could say you will not be considered for future competition if in fact it proves to be the case that
he is taking drugs, but we at this point have no ruling. I am sure that
you would agree that we would not want to start a group testing all
over this country in any small community, or even at a State meet to
test athletes even at random and be again put to the expenseand we

are talking about expenseand put our teams and all of our kids
under this psychological situation. Believe me, if you pulled out of
the race on a random basis athletes a couple of times, that would

affect the psychological state of the athlete there at the starting
block, you know, what goes through your mind whether you are a

winner or a loser. He would be wondering, are they going to get me
again? I have already gone to the john. That was the very last thing
I did before I went to the race, and now I have to go back there and
stay 2 to 4 hours and be subject to this thing all over again.
Well, those are the various aspects of it.
Senator RAYII. I would like to see ItS beat the Russians, but by the

normal power given to us. I have an old Puritan ethic, I guess. I

would like to see the human body be able to function at its maximum
without all sorts of stimulants but I would also like to see the Russians
limited to the same rides.
[Dr. Roy F. Goddard's prepared statement is as follows
PIO.:FAiwn STATFMEN't OF ROY F. GODDARD, M.D.. DOIF.CTOR OF PEDIATRIC
Nt
RESEARCH. LOVEI.Arg FOUNDATIos. A LorgrER,QuE. N.F.X.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee. thank you for the
opportunity of appearing before you today to speak to you on a serious prob.
1,4a in athleticsflint of the iniudici(ms use of drugs by our competitors. I am
Dr. Hoy Goddard. a practicing pediatrician and Chairman of the Sports Medi-
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eine Committee of the Amateur Athletic Union of the United States. In addition. I am involved in ninny areas of growth and development, sickness and
disease. and recreation and physical fitness.
Many of my friends have asked me why I allow myself to be involved in so
many different activities. Gentlemen, I have but one major objective in life
to raise healthy citizens and keep them that way. This objective crosses and
involves many professions and philosophies of life. In ni profession as a
physician. I am involved in trying to see that tomorrow's generation is normal
and healthy. As a researcher. I have delved into the normal and Ibnormal
respiratory physiology of children and young adults with investigations of
causes. diagnosis and evaluation, and how to keep afflicted children as normal
as possible. Yes. unfi even to allow them to participate in physical activities,
inchaling competitive sports.
As a physician, a father of competitive children, and as n citizen, I am also
interested in the sports programs of this country, at all ages. This includes an
interest in
I. Physical and mental readiness for sports participation;
2. NA%nnen's participation in sports;

3. Sports injuries:
4. The medical and health aspects of World Olympics:
5. The effects of altitude on sports competition;
tt. Correlation of physiologic parameters with athletic performance;

7. Correlation of physical education. physical fitness. competitive sports. and
recreation programs with the health of the individual (with special emphasis
on school -age participants) ;

S. Ft.asibility study of a National Sports Medicine Institute; and
9. The justifiable use of drugs in those engaged in sports activities.

It is this last urea that I wish to discuss more fully with the Committee

today.

My professional field is primarily in the field of chronic respiratory disease
in children and young adults. Frequently. our patients are unable to tvansfer
the proper fuel (oxygen) to their engine (the cardio-respiratory system) and
so to the pistons (arms and legs) to propel or assist them in movement. One
could liken their sluggish performance. or as we call it"physical endurance"
and -exercise tolerance". to the plugged up gas line in a ear, or the calburetor
that does not feed the proper mixture info an engine. If this malfunctioning
occurs in one's ear, an attempt is made to correct it by mechanical means or
the use of additives to the fuel system. This is the same approach we physician` July^ is trying to correct obstructed airways in our patients.
If one has an accident and injures a part of his car, then this must be repaired or corrected before the automobile will function again at normal or

below normal level. This, likewise holds true ialairttilitinent of our patients
who sustain injuries, whether they he broken bones or more involved internal
dams ge.

Just as one assumes that his automobile will serve him usefully, providing
he services and maintains it. one can assume the human body, if taken care of

properly. will serve us well. liut if the individual, or car, does not function at
his or its optimal level, then we have to diagnose the illness or malfunction-

ing. and attempt to correct it. In medicine. we may be able to achieve success
with good medical indgment and McKiee without the use of any artificial aids
or medications. however. if such measures do not succeed. then we have to
turn 10 supplementing the human body and its resources and capabilities with
med leinal substitutes.

TILE USE, OF DRUGS IN THE PRACTICE OF IfEDICINE

The philosophy of all good medicine. to Inc. gentlemen, is to keep the human
body functioning as normally as possible. All of our treatment should be based
On achieving as closely as possible this normalcy. If we must turn to the use

of or! Mein] snbstit ales. then these must be selective and judicious for that
specific purpose. We consider three main areas ill whieli-Ruch medicinal help
is wa rra nted :
x.

Deficiency if the individual is lacking a vital body substance -- hormone,

secretion then we must supply this for him (e.g., insulin in diabetes, panereatin in cystic fibrosis of the pancreas) ;
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2. Diseaseif the individual inherits or subsequently el mtracts a eondition
which lowers his normal fintetioning, then we must do everything we can to
correct this almormal process by physical. psychological and medicinal means;

3. Injuryif the individual heonns incapacitated because of an injury,
then we attempt to correct this deformity or injury to get our patient us

closely back to normal functioning as possible.
These. gentlemen, are basis for good medicinal practice, and these are the
only justification for the use of drugs.
IT E PROPER l'SP. OP DIWOS Is ATRI.ETES

The American Was of life includes physical participationthis is at all ages.
We havo shown that eldldren can participate at early ages. provided their
bodies are in good physical and mental emulition and they have proper sneer- .
vision or guidance. Indeed, we would like to see our American populace lunch
more active at :ill ages. America is far behind many other countries in this
area.

Tito challenge beynnd the usual physical edneation activities now programmed in our solomls involves two main areasintramnral sports programs
and competitive athletics. I could enlarge considerably in this area, lint will
simply state that as a physician interested in good healthy human bodies, our
efforts ark. to enconrage our patients, or citizens as the ease may be. to participate actively at whatever level they choose. providing their physical and
mental conditions are prepared for that level of competition.

In the vas(' of a patient who is not at such a level of participation. we

attenqd to Imild him up to that level if we can do this without damage to his
body. In essence, we try to make him ns normal as we possibly elm, tint we do
not try to achieve super-norm:do.. nor do we intentionally nse any t Fen
physhTl. mental Or medicinal--that would albmv him any advantage over any
other participant.
This. then. is the justilleatbm that we physicians believe should be the guidelines for the use of drugs in those who wish to participate in any physical
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activitiesto reiterate: ti) the correction of a deficiency; (2) the treatment
of a disease process; or (3) the correction or care of an injury.
What Makes a Champion?
Over the years. many have offered their views on the prerequisites of
champion. After many studies. deliberations. discussions, conferences, and soul

searching. I have concluded that seven major items contribute to the malting
of a vhampion:
1. Ability, agility, coordination;
2. initiative. motiration, drive. desire;
3. Proper supervision or coaching;
4. Physical condition (all year mind) (incInding a proper mental attitude) ;
5. Adequate and proper facilities (all year round) ; and
0. Competition at championship level.
All of any many nn.dical and mulching colleagues will agree fairly well with
these six prerequisites. After several studies in cardiopulmonary competence
and the effects of altitude on physical performance, I would like to add
7. Cardio-pulmonary competence.

With all other fnetors being (spial, the athlete who is superior in cardiopulmonary competence will he championship material. One must go hack. however, to factor 2 (. . . desire or maturation) to really distinguish hot Weoll the

champion and the average sports participant. Over and over again, whether it
be individual or team sports. this one single factor is usually the difference in
the outcome of all highly competitive programs.
IRE DRUGS NENDED IN

?

Gentlemen. there is no reference to drugs in theso shove- listed prerequisites.
How eon one the justify any use of drugs in athletics? At the risk of being
redundant. except for correction of a defieieney. treatment of a disease process
or an injury. there is no justilleation for the use of drugs in athletics. And yet,

there are thousands of drugs today marketed to make one feel better to give
him a lift. to build his strength. etc.. ad infinitum. The major categories of
drugs used in athletics are vitamins, stimulants, tranquilizers, steroids and
androgenic-anabolic steroids. I will discuss each of these very briefly.
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VITAMINS

Vitamins act. primarily as catalytic agents and are not metabolized, If a person eats a balanced diet of fresh, well-prepared food, he receives all the vitamins his body needs. No amount of vitamins has even been shown to increase
athletic performanee in any way when evutuated in double-blind studies. There
is a danger of over-dosage with fat-soluble vitamins, while water-soluble vitamins are simple excreted in the urine. Many of our population, including ath-

letes, are the victims of vitamin "pushers". Americans excrete the most expensive urine in the work: because it is so loaded with vitamins. The absolute
only justifications for the rse of vitamins again are for deficiency (proven by
laboratory tests), helping to manage a disease process, or in proinoting healing
from an injury.
STIMULANTS

The major stimulants used in athletics today are amphetamines (commonly
called "bennies"). These thugs are related to epinephrine (the fight or flight
secretion) in some of their actions, and also have a definite effect on subjectivity. Those who use these drugs will invariably state they "feel better and
are sure they will do better". However, as we have previously emphasized,
most of what an individual does is controlled by 'his desire or "psychic input".
So-called -scientific experiments" unfortunately cannot duplicate the natural
excitement and valid stimulation of real competition. A good athlete has the
ability to "psych himself up" at the proper time. One of the best studies in
this area has been a double-blind study in France over the past five years in
race horses. They have studied, every Wednesday, all el the drugs used in
"doping" of horses and have measured all the parameters possible. They have
not been able to demonstrate in any way that any drug can make a horse run
faster or consistently improve his performance.
One of the real dangers in the use of such drugs in humans is not only addiction. lint the masking of fatigue. Likewise, If an individual is able to compete
past his normal capacity, when combined with heat build-up, he may be subject to heart failure. 'Studies show delays in pulse and respiratory recovery
times after amphetamine usage. Often, to get a continued response, the Individual has a tendency to take increasingly larger doses, which frequently leads
to varying degrees of agitated, aggressive, and sometimes paranoid, behavior.
When athletes become dependent on their subjective feelings, and when in
reality their judgment is impaired. they are in more of an illusory state than
in a reality state. Frequently, to negate the overstimulation from amphetamines,

barbiturates are used to alleviate the nervousness and shakiness which result
as side effects of the amphetamines. As to increased ability or efficiency, perform:mee is no better and in many instances the athlete actually performs
worse.

What about ephedrine as a stimulant? The main action of ephedrine is to

relieve bronchial spasm and dilate the bronchioles. This drug is frequently used

in low dosages in combination with other bronehodilators to potentiate this
dilatory effect. A side reaction of ephedrine is stimulation of the central nervous system and. as many of our patients or their parents tell us, causes the
user "to go off into orbit", "climb the walls" or "be hyperactive". Frequently,
when being, used for treatment. one must also give barbiturates or tranquilizing
drugs to counteract the central nervous system stimulation. Overuse of stimulants t'an, eanse headache, palpitation, nervousness, and insomnianone of
which a good athlete needs.
TRANQUILIZERS

Whit(' tranquilizers (sedatives and ataraxies) are not commonly used by
athletes, they nevertheless are incorporated into many combination preparations. to counteract undesirable side effects of other medicines. Such sedatives
as barbiturates may not only produce sleepiness, but if used in large enough
dosages can depress respiration. The ataraxics (atarax, compazine, Librium,
vistaril, et al) presumably induce a calming effect in the anxious and
tense individual without impairing mental alertness. However, many side
effectsdrowsiness. potentiation of action of central nervous system depressants. arterial spasm. tremor, convulsions, and liver damageshould exclude
their use in a healthy athlete.
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A NDROGEN IC--AISTABOLIC AND OTHER STEROIDS

The human body produces at least eighteen known steroids. The total interrelated fictions of all these hormones are not fully, understood. The use of
synthetic steroids causes confusion in the body's cheek and balances that exist
in the normal state. Therefore, it is most imperative that any steroid used
in any form of therapy should be most judiciously selected and administered.
Steroid use in athletes should be restricted find usually is for injuries or in
orthopedic (musculo-skeletal) problems. Judicious use does speed recovery
from injuries, and in many professionals allows participation at a normal or
somewhat below normal level. The only other justification for the use of steroids is perhaps for the alleviation and control of skin conditions, which may
interfere with athletic participation.
One type of steroid is the so-called anabolic steroid (durabolin, dianabol,
winstrol, et al), which has been advocated for use in debilitated

states, osteoporosis, arthritis, convalescence following fractures, surgery', burns,

and in geriatric states. Unfortunately, there is no pure anabolic steroid, all
preparations marketed today have some androgenic or testosterone effects,

which may result in testicular atrophy, loss of libido and occasionally prostatic
hypertrophy. In the female, hirsutism and other undesirable effects may occur.
In addition, with increased synthetic steroid administered to the body, more
rapid and dangerous growth spurt may occur as well as a form of liver damage.
In those adversely affected by extra steroid hormones in the system, there may
develop premature elnsUre of the epiphyseal plates of the long bones, resulting
in stunting of growth.
Why then, do over :i()% of weight lifters, shot-putters, discus and javelin
throwers, take these drugs? Presumably, to increase their strength and build
up their bodies to an increased physical work capacity. In double-blind studies,
there is no evidence to demonstrate any increased strength, motor performance, vital capacity, or physical work capacity. Some weight gain does occur
as n result of the altered electrolyte balance and sodium retention, resulting in
fluid retention (temporary and not true weight gain, or increase in muscle size
or strength).
Again. the most difficult factor to evaluate in competitive participation, with
or without the use of drugs is the "psychological input". To sacrifice this most
important trigger and desire in the healthy athlete. is to take away from him
his ability for greatness and achievement. To have him even consider or become dependent on drugs to alter his "subjective feelings of well being" and

to deprive him of Mother Nature's greatest contribution to him
normalcy and health. For, if he persists in addicting himself to the use of
synthetic preparations, his body will deteriorate and he will become a dreg
ego is

of society, not the leader of the future, which he aspires to anti which we as the
American public, hope for him.
DRUG MONITORING

Many believe that drug detection and monitoring is one solntion to "doping"

in athletics. What is not well understood are the complexities of such pro-

grams, including the development of a reliable scientific checking system, that
today is expensive and Him? consuming. to say nothing of the psychological
inequities and medico-legal problems involved in such programs.
First of all. if such monitoring is to be done, it should be performed on all

participants--actually, many more instances of losers being on medications
can be shown than in winners. The psychological impact of taking urine specimens and having an athlete await two to four hours for results after im event,
is depressing to oven the best, well-adjusted participant.
Until microtesting is adequately developed and until our governing boards
accept that testing should be for the benefit of the participant, and not for
the withholding illusory benefits of drug usage to an athlete, we should not
encourage this wieldy, complicated and non-productive monitoring of our
athletes.
The Sports Medicine Committee of the Amateur Athletic Union of the United

States has recommended that such monitoring not he carried out in this country on a local, state. regional or national level. Unfortunately, we cannot pass
spell legislation on an international level.
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RESPONsIDILITY

EDUCATION AND DRUG USAGE IN ATHLETICS

W11:11 avenues of approach exist to us today to tackle the problem of drug
usagt. iu athletics? As I see it, there are nine major areas where we can cone, nt rntc renewed efforts:

I. Ili :kith 1,.111("1 1 1011 to :III at till early age (from grade school on through
secondary schind levtds):
a. HMV I he body normally 'functions;
b. Physical mid mental eontlitioning

c. Sports pact jCipAi

Proper education and training of

Tenehers
b.

r. Physical educators
I'llt.
own physician
o. Understanding the problems
b. Communication with
1. The individual or patient
ii. Schools - teachers, coaches, principals. nurses
. Medical Societies
a. Anierienn Nledical Association
Academy of Pediatrics

.kalletity of Family Practice
d. American Academy of Orthopedics
c. "meal 014,1 Stan. Medical Societies
71. Sports-- Medicine and ittlated Groups and Societies
a. .1niericati College of Sports Medicine
c.

b. Alit rican Association of Ilealth, Physical Education and Recreation
c. Amateur .ltliletic Union of the Puffed Slates
d. National Colle.ciale .1thictic Association
e. National Iligh School Activities Association
f. 'Twenty other inter-related groups
11. Pharmaceutic:11 Houses

a. Control pushing of medicines for healthy states
b. lie-evaluate tin. benefits of drugs !atintottly tzsed by athletes as to beneficial and adverse effeets
7. Research
a. Medical Institutes and Schools
b. Educational institutions
(.. Medical and sports medicine groups and individuals
S. Television Media

it. Serious effort to monitor advertising of drugs which may he detrimental
or harmful to normal healthy individuals
b. Priainde Tv serios attacking the problem
9. t'ongress
a. Propose strong health education programs
b. Support research in drug usage
c. Support appropriations vommensurate with these programs
Thlink pm. gentlemen, for the opportunity of appearing before you in behalf
of the 130 million children and young adults and all of the others of us who
strive for n normal, healthy life--that we may achieve this and keep our bodies
physically lit, without the use of drugs. 11'e implore each of you to consider
carefully these matters and lend the country In some guidelines to Improve
the problems which love us all today iii this unhealthy and abnormal use of
d rugs.

[Exhibit A]
AmATEric Anto e T'NION or THE 'UNITED STATES
NATIONAL SPORTS MEDICINE COMNIEIThE

Authorization: Appointed by the President of the AAU, December, 1903,
approved by the Board of Governors of that organization.
Objedires:
1. Physical and mental readiness for sports participation

Women's partielpation in sports
3. spurts iti.jurtP.
-I. The tnedirai and health aspects of World Olympics
:I. Athlete's craluathai of the health aspects of competitive programs
6. correlation of physiologie purhtneters with athletic performance
7. Ctwreiatitm of physivaI education, physical fitness. emnpetitive sports,
and reereation programs with the lienI111 of the individual (with special emphasis on school age participants).
s. Feasibility study of a National Sports Medicine Institute
I. Effeets of Altittide on Physical Perfinmanee
In, The Use of Drugs by Athletes
Membership: The eononittee is composed of 25 members, appointed by the
President from a list of nominees representing the medical and health organizations invidveti in sports. These members include representatives of the
Ameriean College of Sports Mt-divine the American Mettles! _Association, the
American Association for Health. Physical Education and Recreation. Division
of (lirls and Wtouens Sports. National Association of Intertollegiato Athletics,
Athletie Institute. and the National Recreation Assoetation. In addition, the
eeminithe volts upon consultants from over 30 national organizations and represiTtatives of the sports vommittees of the Amateur Athletic Union.
Ictirifis: The committee functions as sub-committees in the areas listed
abuse. An ad hill' mmonittee is investigating the feasibility of establishing a
National Sports Medici tie Institute. All day forums are scheduled at the autotal nweting of the AAU each December.
Recent P.romplf s:
Ilympiva

Symposium on the Medical and Health Asp'. its of the 1964 Tokyo

941:):Symttosimn on the Effects of Altitude on Competitive Sports Partici-

pation

1906: International Symposium on the Effects of Altitude on Physical Perfornwnce (proceedings of the symposium published by Athletic. Institute).

1967: Annwil seientilie session inclutled; interval training effects on the
conlitivascitlar system of pre - pubescent swimmers; radintelemetry of world
(lass whollters; vigortms athletic activity in women. and gastrm.nteritis in
Olympian::

Pals: Annual scientifie sssion included: eontaet sports for growing coinpf-titnrs: physiological conditioning for athletes: pre-olymple preparation and
olympir perfimmonces at altitude: and what wu learned from the Mexit.o City
(fiympies.

19C9: Annual scientific session on: "Sports Injuries of the Amateur Athlete,"
including conditioning. and its Influence on museulmtontion injuries, medical
nspcels of boxing. and the healthful swimming pool situation.
1970: All-day Sports Medicine Forum including 5 sessions: (1) Conditioning
of atideles, (2) Medical problems in tithletes. (3) Injuries in Sports, (4)

I.unhnti forum on Drug I'se and

AlttiF.:.

in Athletics. (5 )Round table (ils-

cussions in conditioning, drug abuse, tra.,k and field, judo, swimming, boxing.
and basketball.
11x71: All day sports no-divine forum including; (I) Sex and Age. (2) A RonRiumble Approach to Physieal Fitness. t3) Physiological Effects of Exercise.
LI) Psychology' of Conditioning and Exercise, (5) Medical Problems Confronting the Competitive Athlete.
1972: All dny sports medicine fiallin including (1) Symposium on Drugs and

the Athlete. (2) Are Drugs Justified in Competition. and (3) Training and

Condit lotting.

[Exhibit Ill
SISS:TS MEDICINE Srmposirxt (Ix Darns & THE ATHLETE, Novi:sutra 27, 1972,
KANSAS Ctn.. Mo.
sr.ssms

Sympt)sitim On drugs and the athlete.
Should athletes lit' allowed to HSI. (1 rulgs?
Vitamins and diets.
.Anabolic steroids.
Injectable noisculn-skeletal drugs.
Drugs and the athlete.
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sEsmx II
Arc drugs justified in competition?

Current use of drugs in pulmonary problems in local, State. regional and
The Olympics. 1972 and the future.

national computitbm.

The conclws' viewpoint.
The umnager's viewpoint.
The Olympic team physician's viewpoint.
I nternat ional

Should the A.A.U. adopt a policy on use of drugs by athletes.
[Exhibit ('1
Cox.rAcr NIErrtsc OF NATIONAL einglANIzATIONs CoNERSED WITH HEALTH

AND

SAFE:rY SUPE10:11410N IN SPoitTS

Sponsored
ical .1ssoeint

c,

: Committee on The lirllicnl Aspects of Sports American MedORGANIZATIONS

A ma tem. A t hietic Union.

Anwrican Aeadenly of Family Practice.
American Aeadenly of rt3nopaedie Surgeons.
American Academy of Pediatrics.
American Assiwiation of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
American Oillge of ~ports Medicine.
American! College of Surgeons.
American I Willa 1 Association.

American National Red Cross.
American Society for Testing and Materials.
Canadian Academy of Sports Medicine.
National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics.
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletes.
National Association of Underwater Instructors.
National Athletic Trainers Association.
National Collegiate Athlete Association.
National Council of 'Young liens Christian Association.
National Junior College Athletic Association.
National Safety Council.
National Ski Patrol.
National Operating Committee for Standards on Athletic Equipment.

President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports.
Professional Football Physician Society.
U.S. Public health Services.
United States Olympic Committee.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON THE EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE ON PHYSICAL
PERFORMANCE
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I Published 1967 by Athletic Institute.

13

15
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Acclimatization to altitude

Host Jungmann, 4. Studies on the course and duration of acclimatization to an altitude of 2,000 meters
Wolf H. Weihe, 5. Time course of acclimatization to altitude
John P. Hannon, 6. High altitude acclimatization in women_
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[Exhibit E]
CURRICULUM VITAE, ROY F. GODDARD, M.D.

Practicing PediatricianLovelace Bataan Medical Center, Albuquerque,

N.M. Director of Pediatric Research. Head, Pediatric Pulmonary Department.
Medical Director, Southwestern Regional Pediatric Pulmonary Center. Medical
Director. New Mexico Cystic Fibrosis Center. Asst. Clinical Professor of Pediatrics, University of New Mexico School of Medicine.
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETIES

U.S. Representative of International Sports Medicine Committee of FINA
(Federation Internationale de Natation Amateur).
U.S. Representative of International Sports Medicine Committee of ASUA
(Association of Swimming Unions of the Americas).
NATIONAL SOCIETIES-SPORTS AND MEDICINE

Amateur Athletic Union
Chairman, Sports Medicine Committee.
Immediate Retiring Chairman, Junior Olympics Water Polo (founder of age
group water polo).
Consultant to Age Group and Masters Swimming Programs.
Board of Directors and Executive Committee.
American College of Sports Ifedicinc
Board of Trustees.
Past Vice-President for Medicine.
Chairman, Sports Medicine institute Feasibility Ad Hoc Committee.
NATIONAL MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

American College of Allergists
Board of Regents.
Co-Chairman, Bronchopulmonary Committee.
American College of Chest Physicians
Board of Governors.

fast Chairman, Committee on Pulmonary Diseases in Children.
Assn. of Convalescent Homes & Hospitals for Asthmatic Children
Board of Directors.
Association of Pediatric Pulmonary Centeno
President.
Chairman, Legislative Committee.
National Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation
Chairman, Legislative Committee.
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Editor, International Symposium on Effects of Altitude on Physical Per-

formance, Athletic Institute, 1967.
Author, 4 teaching manuals.
Author, 4 chapters in medical textbooks.
Author of 100 scientific articles.
Lecturer (approximately 60 scientific presentations per year).

Editorial Board, Journal of Asthma Research.
Inventor, Goddard-Bennett-Lovelace Infant Hand Resuscitator.
PAST SCIENTIFIC MEDICAL POSTS

Major, CWS-Associate Pathologist, Medical Research Division of Chemical
Warfare Service. Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland, 1942-43.

Instructor, Department of Pharmacology, College of Physicians and Sur-

geons. Columbia University, 1949-52.

Consultant, University of Chicago Toxicity Laboratories, Atomic Energy

Commission, 1950-51.
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AWARDS. GRANTS AND HONORS

Who's Who in the West. Who's Who in New Mexico.
Outstanding Civic Leaders of America.
Robins Award for Outstanding Community Service of Physician. 1962.
United States Junior Chamber of Commerce, One of America's 12 Physical
Pitiless Leaders Award. 1964.
Helm's Athletic Hall of Fume, April 1967.
Grantee: Pulmonary Function Studies in Infants and Children (NIH) 1955 70 Pediatric Pulmonary Center of the Regional Medical Program, 1968-73.

[Exhibit F]
A PARTIAL. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS BY ROY F. GODDARD, M.D.

"Bronehopuimonary Diseases in Infants and Children: The Physiologic,
Pathologic. and Clinical Relationships". Chapter 47, pp. 724-743. Clinical Cardiopulmonary Physiology. New York. Grune and Stratton (1960).
"Pre-Emphysema in Children. Its Recognition and Treatment", Ann. Allergy
19: 1125-1138 (1061).
"Infant Resuscitation". Chap. 4 in Advances in Cardiopulmonary Diseases,
Vol. 1. pp. 70-86. Yearbook Medical Publishers. Chicago (1963).
"Breathing Exercises for Children with Chronic Respiratory Diseases". Lovelorn Clinic Review 1: 159-164 (1963).
"Report on Medical Tests Conducted at the October 1965 Little Olympics",
Included as one of 31 reports to the United States Olympic Committee, (October. 1965).
"Respiratory Problems and Related Allergies in Children". Lovelace Foundation Manual 1: pp. 1-40 (1966).
"Chronic Respiratory Problems in Children", supplement to Lovelace Foundation Manual is pp. 41-49 (1966).
"Medical Observations on Swimming Competition at Mexico City", Swimming Technique 3: 37-38 (July, 1960).
"United States Olympic Committee Swimming Team Performance in International Sports Week. Mexico City. October 1965", Chapter 25. Proceedings on
the Effects of Altitude on Physical Performance, pp. 135-147, Athletic Institute. Chicago, Illinois (March, 1967).
Proceedings of the International Symposium on the Effects of Altitude on
Physical Performance (208 pages. 30 chapters, by multiple authors), Athletic
Institute. Chicago. Illinois; edited by Dr. Goddard (March, 1967).
"The Effects of Altitude on Physical Performance", Swimming Techniqte
4:42 (July. 1967).
"Inhalation Therapy for Infants and Children", Lovelace Foundation Manual 2. pp. 1-68 (1968).
Goddard, R. F.. and Luft. U. C.. "Pulmonary Function Tests for Infants and
Children'. Lovelace Foundation Manual 3. pp. 1-36 (1969).
"Objectives of Age Group Swimming (a report to National AAU. including
Advantages and Disadvantages of Age Group Swimming Programs, Proposed
Design of Age Group Programs and Recommendations) (December, 1970).

"Youth Has Emphysema, Too", an interview in Medical World News,

(April 3. 1970).

"Inhalation Therapy for Infants and Children", Modern Medicine, Vol. 38,

No. 9. pp. 90-95, (May 4. 1970).
"Sports 3Im lieine--A Panacea for Athletes?", Amateur Athlete, Vol. 41, No. 5,
pp. 24-27. (May, 1970).

"Pre-Surgical Evaluation of the Allergic Child Undergoing Surgery", in
surgery find the .Illergie Patient, Claude A Frazier, ed., Charles C. Thomas.
Springfield, Illinois (1971).

"Objectives and Goals for Masters Swimming Programs", (a report to the

National AAU) (October. 1971).

"The Physiological Effects of Exercise", (a report to the National AAU)

(October, 1971).

"Respiratory Diseases-Children with asthma and other respiratory problems should be treated today for 'tomorrow's life', says doctor", an interview
in The Houston Post. (November 12, 1971).
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"Pulmonary Diffusing Capacity in Healthy Children". Clinical

Rcsean'h,

Vol. 20. No. 2. February. 1972.
Instructions for Postural Drainage for the Home Care of Babies and Children Who Ilare Breathing Problems, Lovelace Foundation Manual 4. pp. 1-34
(1972).

OTHER REFERENCES CITED IN THIS TESTIMONY

-Drugs and the Athlete, Cooper. Donald L., JAMA, 221 : 1007-1011,

gust 28, 1972).

t Au-

"Drug Use & Abuse in Athletes", Boyer, John, Amat. Athlete, Vol. 42,

p. 20 (1971).

Senator 13Ar11. Gentlemen, you have been very kind. It is almost
6 o'clock, and I appreciate not only your contribution, but the rather
significant inconvenience you have been subject to, and I apologize
for putting you through that.
We will recess these hearings pending the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon. at 6 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to the call

of the Chair.]
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APPENDIX
(1Ldditional materials submitted for the Record)
(A) Dam] ABUSE AND SPORTSNATURE AND EXTENT OF THE
PROBLEM

APPENDIX 1
[From Sports Illustrated, June 23, 1969]
Dacus IN SPORTPRODLEMB IN A TURNED-ON WORLD

(By 13i1 Gilbert)

The pill, capsule. vial and needle have become fixtures of the
locker room as athletes increasingly turn to drugs in the hope of
improving performances. This trendone that poses a major threat
to U.S. sport even though the Establishment either ignores or hushes

up the issueis explored here in Part I of a series.
Among the less startling assertions one could make today would be that we
live in a drug culture. The vast majority of us gobble an aspirin here, gulp an
antibiotic there, whiff a decongestant now or a few milligrams of nicotine then.
We take a little opiate in our cough syrup, a jab of Novocain from the dentist,
caffeine to start the day, alcohol to mellow it and a sedative to blank it out at
bedtime. However, after it has been admitted that most citizens dope themselves
from time to time, there remain excellent grounds for claiming that in the matter
of drug usage, ahletes are different from the rest of us. In spite of beingfor the

most partyoung, healthy and active specimens, they take an extraordinary

variety and quantity of drugs (see cover). They take them for dubious purposes,
they take them in a situation of debatable morality, they take them under conditions that range from dangerously experimental to hazardous to fatal. The use

of drugslegal drugsby athletes is far from new, but the increase in drug
usage in the last 10 years is startling. It could, indeed, menace the tradition and
structure of sport itself.
To begin, consider some examples of the role drugs have come to play in sport :

"A few pillsI take all kinds and the pain's gone." says Dennis McLain of

the Detroit Tigers. McLain also takes shots, or at least took a shot of cortisone
and Xylocaine (antbinflammant and painkiller) in his throwing shoulder prior
to the sixth game of the 1965 World Seriesthe only game he won in three tries.
In the same Series, which at times seemed to he a matchup between Detroit and
St. Louis druggists, Cardinal Bob Gibson was gobbling muscle-relaxing pills,
trying chemically to keep his arm loose. The Tigers' Series hero, Mickey Lolich,
was on antibiotics.
We also
"We occasionally use Dexamyl and Dexedrine [amphetamines]
u .7. barbiturates, Seconal. Tuinal, Nembutal.. . . We also use some anti-depressants, Triavil, Tofranil, Valium. . . . But I don't think the use of drugs is as
prevalent in the Midwest as it is on the East and West coasts." said 1)1.. I. C.
Middleman. who, until his death last September, was team surgeon for the St.
Louts baseball Cardinals.
After suffering a shoulder injury during the second quarter of the 1969 Sugar
Bowl game, Arkansas Quarterback Bill Montgomery went to the sidelines, got a
(329)
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needleful of painkiller in the joint and came back to complete 11 passes and beat
Georgia. "The shot helped." said Montgomery.
shoulder didn't hurt had until
the shot began to wear off in the fourth quarter."
"(live me two sleeping pills." said LOS Angeles Laker star Jerry West to ids
trainer following the first game of the 19G9 NBA championships in which West
scored 5:3 points against the Boston Celtics.

On Oct. 24, 1968 in Grenoble, France, Jean-Louis Quadri, 18, a soccer player,
dribbled toward the opposing goal. However, before he could get off his idiot he

mllapsed on the field. He was dead ou arrival at the Grenoble hospital. An
autopsy indicated he was heavily drugged with amphetamines (pep pills). On
Nov. 3, 1968, also in Grenoble, 23-year-old Yves Mottin was the surprise winner

of a regional cross-country bicycle race. Two days later he died, and again

amphetamines were a contributory factor. On Feb. 5, 1969 two French cyclists,
Paul Barney and Michel Fayolle, were indicted in a Grenoble court where they
admitted having furnished Mottin with fatal drugs, which they had smuggled
into Fronde from Italy.
Amphetamines were among the drugs banned for use by athletes in the 1568
Olympic Gaines. and for which post-event testing was conducted. A 'U.S. weight
lifter, who admitted most of his colleagues took a few amphetamines Defore
eonmeting in order to get that extra little lift, was asked how the Olympic ban
affected performance. "What ban?" he asked blandly, "Everyone used a new one
froll West Germany. They couldn't pick it up in the test they were using. When
they get a test for that one, we'll find something else. It's like cops and robbers."
"Are anabolic steroids [a nude hormone derivative that supposedly makes
users bigger and stronger than they could otherwise he] widely used by Olympic
weight men?" rhetorically asks Dave Maggard, who finished fifth in the shotput
at Mexico and is now the University of California track coach. "Let me put it
this way. If they had come into the village the (lay before competition and said

we have just found a new test that will catch anyone who has used steroids,
you would have had an awful lot of people dropping out of events because of

instant muscle pulls."
Dr. H. Kay Dooley. director of the Wood lIemorial Clinic in Pomona. Calif.,
is well known among athletes ns one of the few physicians who openly endorse
use of anabolic steroids. "I don't think it is possible for a weight man to compete
internationally without using anabolic steroids." says Dr. Dooley. "All the weight
men on the Olympic team had to take steroids. Otherwise they would not have
been in the running." Dr. Dooley was ere of the physicians in charge of muiIical

services at South Lake Tahoe, the 1968 U.S. Olympic high-altitude training
camp. "I did not give steroids at Tahoe." says the Californin physician. "but I
also did not inquire what the boys were doing on their own. I did not want to be

forced into a position of having to report them for use of a banned drug. A

physician involved in sports must keep the respect and confidence of the athletes
with whom be is working.
On Sept. Is, 1968, Mike R. Breekon, manager of the Canadian national cycling
team then preparing to rave in Greece. gave team members a memo telling them

how and when to take two drugs that were supplied in a separi...te packet

Breckon closed his instructions with the remark, "You will no doubt note'that
very small amounts of strychnine are contained in both these preparitions.
Don't get the wrong iden that the substance is poisonous. . . . It is on the forbidden list of substances in the CCA [Canadian Cycling Association] rules concerning the use of stimulants, but as you will not be taking it during the race
and it is being administered to you under prescription by a doctor, there is no
problem."

"It is not unusual for an athlete to carry his own little kit with hypodermic
syringes. Athletes have learned to inject themselves," says Harold Connolly,
U.S. Olympic hammer thrower. "Some track athletes," says Russ Hodge, a U.S.
decathlon man, "spend $4-10 or $40 a month on pills, steroids and food supplements."
Four years ago George Richey, a tennis pro and father of tennis international-

ist Cliff Richey, withdrew his son (or got him fired) from the U.S. Davis Cup
team because, among other things. Cup Captain George MacCall had wanted to

treat young Cliff's sore thumb with a drug called DMSO. DMSO was at that

time widely used. It was believed to be a wonder cure for every athletic ailment

from cauliflower ear to tennis thumb. A wonder cure it wasn't In November
I:)65. the Food and Drug Administration restricted the use of DMSO to con-
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trolled clinical testing on the grounds that 1) its use had gotten out of hand,
21 its effectiveness was questionable and 3) its possible dangers had not been
determined.

Such a collection of pharmaceutical vignettes can be expanded at will, but

while the amount and kinds of drugs used in sports are impressive, the important
difference between athletic and nonathletic drug use comes down to a matter of
motive. An athlete takesor is given by his supervisors, medical and otherwise

many drugs that he would not take or be given if he were not an athlete. And
the rationale for much athletic drug use is unique, for the drugs are not taken
either with the intention or effect of improving or maintaining health, e? to
achieve a pleasurable sensation, but rather because the athlete or those around
hint !believe he will perform better drugged than undrugged.

for example. the family of honue..:al drugs, which are widely known in athletic circles as anabolic steroids, were developed as restorative aids for patients
seriously debilitated by age, accident, major surgery or other infirmities. As with

any drug. there are risks attendant with their usein this case, disruption of
certain glandular functions, particularly the sexual. However, a physician may
reasonably prescribe anabolic steroids to an emaciated 70-year-old man on the
assumption that if the drug helps add 10 pounds to his wasted body this advantage will outweigh the risk of decreased sperm production, testicular atrophy
or prostate discomfort. On the other hand, there is no conventional medical reason

for a healthy 23-year-old. 240-pound shotputter to use the drug. But many do,
because they believe the drug will make them biggr.e mid stronger than they are
and because they believe they cannot become national or world-class competitors
wit load it. It is their motivation that makes athletie anabolic steroid users unique.
Another example of the same general phenomenon occurs in the case of the
broken-legged hockey player. Mid-way through the sixth game of the 1904 Stanley

Cup finals against Detroit, Bobby Balm, then of the Toronto Maple Leafs, was
hit on the leg by the puck and earned from the rink on a stretcher. In the training
room he received an injection of Novocain. His leg was taped, he returned to
play, and he scored the winning goal in overtime. The next day it was determined
Baum had a cracked right fibula. Nonetheless, he was shot with painkiller and
willingly, probably eagerly, took his regular turn on the ice the following day.
Numbing a broken leg and sending the patient out to play hockey is not a treatment any physician would follow with a nonathiete. It may cause complications,

but the procedure has no known theral :eutic value. It is not conceived as a method
of speeding up or improving the knitting of bone. The only motive was to enable
a man to play a game that he could not otherwise have played.

There are abundant rumorsthe wildest of which circulate within rather
outside the sporting worldabout strungout quarterbacks, hopped-up

111;111

pitchers. slowed-down middleweights, convulsed half-milers and doped-to-death
wrestlers. Nevertheless. it is the question of motive and morality that constitutes
the crux of the athletic drug problem. Even if none of the gossip could be reduced
to provable fact. thers remains ample evidence that drug use constitutes a significant dilemma, not so 11111(.11 for individual athletes as for sport in general. One

reason is that the use of drugs in sport leads one directly to more serious and
complicated questions. Is athletic integrity (and, conversely, corruption) a matter of public interest? Does it matter, as appreciators of sport have so long and
claimed it does, that games be played in an atmosphere of virtue; even
righteousness? If not, what is the social utility of games - -why play them at all?
Drug usage. even more than speculation about bribery, college recruiting, spithalls or TV commercials. raises such sticky questions about the fundamentals of
sport that one can understand the instinctive reaction of the athletic Establishments : when it comes to drugs, they ignore, dismiss, deny.

-Somebody should speak out on this subject, and speak out strongly," says Dr.

Hobert Kerian, until recently the physician for the Los Angeles Dodgers as
%veil as for a number of individual athletes in all sports. "I'm not a therapeutic
nihilist." says Kerian. "Situations arise where there are valid medical reasons
tor prescribing drugs for athletes. There are special occupational health problems in some sports. However, the excessive and secretive use of drugs is likely
to become a major athletic scandal, one timt will shake public confidence in many
sports just as the gambling scandal tarnished the reputation of basketball. The
essence of sports is matching the natural ability of men. When you start using
drugs. money or anything else surreptitiously to gain an unnatural advantage,
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you have corrupted the purpose of sports fit: well as the individuals involved in
the practice."
The view of. Dr. Dooley is quite different from that of Dr. Kerlan. In fact,
the two men in many ways represent the opposite poles of medical and metaphysical opinion regarding drug use in sports. Nevertheless, both the Los Angeles
area physicians share the common belief that this is a serious matter and one
that should be aired thoroughly in public.
Dr. Dooley is a wiry, excitable, even pugnacious man, and also a very busy one.
His Wood Memorial Clinic is usually crowded with halt, lame and worried athletes who have come for treatment, information or reassurance. He treats professional, college, high school and even, grade school athletes. The majority come
from the Los Angeles area, but not a few from other parts of the country, Dooley
perhaps being better known among participants than physicians.
"I dont' pretend to be a researcher or a scientist," says Dooley. "I'm a practicing physician who is interested in athletes. A lot of physicians are stuffed shirts
when it conies to sports. Athletes do want to perform better, that is what it is all
about. If I know of something which may improve performance, a training or
rehabilitation technique, a drug that is legal and which I don't believe involves
any serious health risk, I see no reason not to make it available to an athlete.
I valet see any ethical difference between giving a drug to improve performance
and wrapping an ankle or handing out a salt pill for the same purpose. Athletes
hear about these things and they are going to get them one way or another."
Between the opopsed views of the two West Coast doctorsDr. Kerlan's that
drug abuse constitutes a growing athletic crisis and Dr. Dooley's that the use of
drugs is the sporting wave of the future--there are all shitcres of opinion and all
kinds of fancy hedging and dodging. But there is also one thing that is agreed
upon a greater quantity and variety of drugs are being used now than were used
a generation, a decade or even a year ago.
Setting aside ethical considerations for the moment, there are obvious reasons
why athletes should use so many drugs. The most obvious is that there are more
drugs available these days for everyone than ever before. Furthermore, we have

all been sold on the efficacy of drugs. We believe that the overflowing pharmaeopoeht is one of the unquestioned triumphs of the age. We have been sold on
drugs empirically because we have tried them and enjoy the results. We have been
sold by countless magazine and newspaper stories about wonder drugsmany
of which later turned out to be less than wondrous by massive pro-drug propa-

ganda eampaigas mounted by pharmaceutical manufacturers, by TV actors

dressed in doetors' mats and by real doctors, many of whom are very quick with
the prescription pad. Generally, we have accepted rather uncritically the central
message of this persuasive pitchdrugs are good for you. These days it is a cultural reflex to reach for a vial, an atomizer, a capsule or a needle if you suffer
from fever, ehills, aches. pains, nausea, nasal (-ingestion, irritability, the doldrums. sinirgisliness. hotly odor, obesity, emaciation, too many kids, not enough
kids. nagging backache or tired blood.

It would he surprising if athletes were not influeneed by the same needs and
tendencies that have the rest of us so high on drugs. A Pepper Martin, if plunked
in the ribs by a Schoolboy Howe fastball in 1934. would have trotted down to first
base without doing anything about his injury beeause (1) there was nothing he
or anyone else knew to do about it, and (2) lie would have thought it a little sissified to have taken medicine for a bruise. In 1909 when a hitter catelies one in the
side, the ;mine is likely to he stopped while he is sprayed with ethyl chloride to
freeze the area, takes an enzyme or (if his medical attendant has come by some
on the black market) has some DMSO slathered on the bruise. If he is a particularly sensitive jock he might even take a sedative or a painkilling pill. All this is
done, and even demanded, because suet) aids are available and the consensus is
that it is the smart, scientific., modern thing to use them.
lb the other hand, if you feli down the front steps and bruised your ribs. you
would not use ethyl chloride, an enzyme or DAM. Athletes do been use they have
far more neeess to drugs than most of us. They do not have to stand around in
waiting rooms, at pharmacy counters or on street (Timers for their fixes. nnizs
111r i)1)11011 to them and usually provided free of charge. The athlete gets free

professional advice from physielans and assisting trainers as to what dim to
take. and when nod how. Of all voentionai frt. nu 1),=. athletes are probably
the closest medical supervision. While physiei ans and trainers will often bridle
at the suggestion (drug has beeome n four-letter word for them as well as others).
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the general pattern seems fo be that the more closely one is associated with the
medical profession the larger one's drug consumption is likely to be. Increasingly
a major role of athletic medicine men is to keep the athletic Establishment informed about what drugs can be used to what advantage, and to serve as drug
dispensers. Most drugsgood and bad. safe and risky, effective and ineffeetiye,

legal and illegalused by athletes are supplied directly by physicians or indirectly by physicians through trainers. If drug usage in sport is a developing
scandal, then it is a scandal that involves the medical Establishment as well as

the sporting one.
. -Exuberance, our own exuberance, is something ap physicians in sports have to

guard against," says Dr, Iohn Finley, a team physician for the Detroit lied

Wings. "Most of us work will' teams as sort of a labor of love, because we are
faii.4. I know I am. I root hard for the Wings. I'm trying to think of what I can
do to help them win. Maybe there is a ding that will help. I try to watch myself,
not let my emotions influence lay medical judgment, but it is something to heel)
in mind."

-I obviously don't care to be quoted," says a New York physician close to the
sporting scene. "However, as a generality, team physicians tend to be men of
action, not scholarly, speculative types. They are interested in immediate problems: making somebody strong, relaxed, mean or quick and in getting a player
hack in the game as soon as possible. If somebody tells them there is a drug that
might do the trick, they are apt to try it. They are not likely to wait arouna for
a double-blind control study to find out if the drug is effective or what it will do
to the liver three years later. They are interested in today."
"Quackery. That is the bane of sports medicine," says Dr. Daniel F. Hanley
of Bowdoin College, Me., who has been a physician for three U.S. Olympic teams.

"We've rid ourselves of some of the worst, but there are still too many people
handing out get-good-quick pills, touting machines that send out blue sparks and
make big muscles or advising athletes to drink superduper seaweed extracts.
There is a time and place for certain drugs in sports, but each situation has to
be evaluated individually. For example, I was with the Pan American team in
1967, One of our wrestlers, Wayne Baughman, a middleweight, severely pulled
a muscle in his chest during a semifinal bout, which he won. He was in a lot of
pain, virtually incapacitated. Before the finals I injected Novocain and taped him,
and he won the gold medal. I am normally opposed to this type of treatment. I
would never use it in high school or college competition. But this was a special
case. The Injury did not involve a weight-bearing area, such as a knee or ankle.
There was little risk of aggravating the injury. And Baughman was a grown man
competing for an international gold medal, an opportunity he might never have
again. You balance risk against reward."
"Could he have wrestled without the shot?"
"No, Ile could hardly stand up," recalled Dr. Hanley.

-Sum you van d:fend that." says doe Kum), veteran had trainee of (1w

Washington Redskins and Georgetown University upon being told Of the Baughman incident. "You do things in the big game you might not do otherwise. But
the catch is that everything is getting to be a big game. The one you win or lose
in September is just as important as the one in November. A pro football training
camp used to be a fairly relaxed place. Now they are banging a week after they

get there. What goes on in July or August is real important to a rookie trying
to make the team or to an older fellow struggling to last one more year. The
coaches get worked up to the point that it is a life or death matter whether Joe
'Zilch is ready for a 'Tuesday practive," says Nuczo,
While his own exuberance or ignorance may cause a physician to recommend
or permit questionable drug practices, he is by and large immune from outside
pressures in the matter. An obvious reason is that most team physicians are not
financially dependent upon their sports medicine practice. Therefore, short of
withdrawing his complimentary passes, there is not much leverage a player, a
coach or even an owner can exert on a physician to give, say, Benzedrine if he
doesn't want to. But the situation with trainers is quite different. They are full time employees of the club and usually paid less than the lowest-snlaried player
or coach. They lack a physician's authority and status. They are with athletes
and (gatelles every day, all day, while physiehins are not. They have. or are
thought to have, the keys to the drug eupboard. For most physicians the problem
of ethical drug use is all academie I mv, like that of virtue in a nunnery. their
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principles 'Levier being seriously challenged. 'Trainers. on the other hand, work

in the athletic streets. and they are frequently tested.
-I know of a case." says Gene Donnelly. trainer for the Anaheim (Calif.)

High School athletic department. "where a coach came to his trainer with Novocain :lad a needle. Ile had this hotshot halfback, a high school kid, with a real
had ankle. The coach did not have gets enough to ask the doc to give the shot,

but he wanted the trainer to stick a needle in that ankle. The kid could really

have been hurt, it was that bad. He might have been finished for good in sports."
-And what did the trainer do?"
"In that case," says Donnelly, "he told the coach to go to hell. He said he didn't
need any job that bad."

Not so long ago a trainer for a large, athletically prestigious university quit
or was tired. depending upon who is telling the story of the record. The trainer's

version is that. a new football coach coming to the institution brought along
with assistants and playbooks a contraband supply of DMSO. The trainer was
not consulted or informed about the drug. The coach Simply administered it himself. By and by, the trainer was looking for a new job,
"I had this kook who coaches or does something with a girls' track club come
up to me." says a West Coast trainer. "He's got these kidsgrade school and high
school girlsrunning in little two-bit AAU meets. He wants to see if I can get
him Benzedrine. Can you believe it? I told him if I had a daughter I'd punch him
in the mouth. Maybe I should have anyway."

An example of how athletic pressure. ambition or maybe just ignorance at a
sub-medical level can result in what charitably can be called dubious drug practices ()marred a few years ago at the training camp of the San Diego Chargers.
The story was told by Dave Kocourek. now an offensive end for the Oakland
Raiders. but then a member of the Charger team.

"I guess this anabolic steroid business must have started on the Chargers

annual 1903 or right in there somewhere. One guy I can remember who got involved was Howard Kindig. He came to us as a highly touted center and linebacker from Los Angeles State. He was long and lean and very quick, and they
wanted to put weight on him. so in additiOn to using the weight program run by

our weight coach. Alvin Roy, they started pumping him full of Dianabol [a
popular anabolic steroid], a ml sure enough he gained about 30 pounds.
-'1'hey were also passing out the stuff to the rest of us. They called it just
'pink pills.' We started taking it as a matter of course, but I wasn't too keen on
the idea because I've never been much for this sort of thingeven the weight
program. But, since I was the player representative, one day I asked Alvin and

Sid Gillman, our coach. if the team physician had okayed these pills. They gave
the sort of a vague answer. I don't remember what the answer was, but I do remember that it didn't satisfy me. As it happened, I lived next door to a physician
and I asked him about anabolic steroids.
-The doctor told me, 'Listen. Dave, I don't think these things were intended for

people who do the kind of work you people do. I think they were made for
3Illquetoast-type guys. people who sit in elmIrs all day long and never get a
chance to build any healthy muscular tissue.'
"I told the other guys this and a lot of them quit taking them. Don't get. me
wrong. It wasn't ever any great tai:; deal, or any cause for rebellion or mutiny,
But a lot of the fellows just, started throwing them away."
Kindig says he was still a student. at Los Angeles State when the Chargers

gave him Dianabol. He took the pills until his own doctor advised him that they
Might be dangerous.
"I didn't take them regularly." says Kindig. "but some other Chargers were
taking them: Earl Faison and Ron Mix, I remember."
The hassle in the Chargers' camp might be viewed as an example of innocent
athletes re.4isting the advances of higher-up drug pushers, lint such situations
are rare. Generally. as Dr. Dooley says. modern athletes know a lot about drugs,
or at least have it lot of opinions about them, and are willing to experiment with
drugs about Which no one knows very much. There are probably as many cases

of athletes demanding drugs from trainers and physicians as physicians and
trainers ordering athletes to take them.
The whole matter has been succinctly smumarized by Hal Connolly, a veteran
of fon r

Olympic teams.

"My experience." says Connolly. "tells me that an athlete will use any aid

to improve his performance short of killing himself."
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Information about mew drugs for athletics, new athletic uses for old drugs

and where to get and how to use exotic pills and shots, flows into the sports world
from above, from medical meetings and publications, as a result of shoptalk between coaches, trainers and physicians and because drug men are actively pushing their preparations. However, it also wells up from below, because there is an
athletic communications network of sorts that connects the locker rooms of the
world.

While no sport has a monopoly on drug use or curiosity about drugs, in this
country weight lifters and trackmen seem to be natural, eager couriers for information about get big, well, fast or mean pills and shots. There are several
reasons for this. Trackmen and weight lifters compete in individual sports. They
are among the most introspective of athletes, figuratively spending a lot of time
watching their navals and literally watching their weight, muscle tone, respiration, pulse, bruises, strains aches and psyches. Therefore, they tend to be especially susceptible to any suggestion that there may he some secret aidanimal,
vegetable or mineralthat will jazz up their vital fnuctions. In addition, they are
cosmopolitan, competing all over the world, and thus able to trade more inside
dope, so to speak, than stay-at-home football and baseball players can.
The case history of the anabolic steroids, drugs that 10 years ago were almost
unknown to American athletes but now are used and/or gossiped about iu
virtually every sport. serves as a classic example of how drug fads spread. By
his own account, the anabolic steroid pioneer in the U.S. sports world was Dr.
Jelin Ziegler, an Olney, Md. physician, In 1060, after hearing that Russian
athletes were using hormone.. to "bulk up," Ziegler, in cooperation with the Cilia

Pharmaceutical Company (the maker of Dianabol) began giving these drugs
to weight lifters at the York (Pa.) Barbell Chili. 1)r. Ziegler eventually became
concerned about anabolic steroid tie. "The trouble was that the York men went
crazy about steroids," says the Maryland physician. "They figured if one pill
was good, three or four would be better, and they were eating them like candy.
I began seeing prostate trouble, and a couple of eases of atrophied testes."
The weight lifters themselves were quickly convinced that anabolic steroids

made them bigger and stronger and began to tout the drugs. (Some doctors

wereand arefar less sure about their strength-building characteristics.)

Track weight men were early converts. By the laid-1960s most of the top-ranking

weight men had tried anabolic steroids, including Randy Matson (who used
them while preparing for the 1964 Olympics), Dallas Long, Hal Connolly. Bill
Toomey and Russ Hodge. Footballers, many of whom are as interested in trying

to make themselves as big and strong as any weight lifter or shotputter, were
also obvious anabolic teroid candidates. Though the Chargers' experiment may
have been a bit abortive. the drug has since caught on in football. It is au assumption, based on reasonably good but unverifiable reiairts. that some players On almost every NFL and AFL team have used anabolic steroids. It is a fact. according to physicians or players, that, in addition to the Chargers, 111P1111101'S of
the Kansas City Chiefs, Atlanta Falcons and Cleveland Browns have taken the
drug. Ken Ferguson of Utah State University, who went on to play professional
football in Canada. has said that 90% of college linemen have used steroids.
"I'd say anybody who has graduated from college to professional football iu
the last four years has used them," said Ferguson in 1968. So widespread is the
faith in hormones that there are verified incidents where pro scouts have supplied the drug to college draftees, and college recruiters have given it to high
school players.

In this matter of how and why drug habits get started, the case of the anabolic
steroids is far from unique. There are many other drugsamphetamines. strychnine, cocaine, morphine, DM SO. tranquilizers, barbiturates, vasodilators, painkillers, anti-inflammants, enzymes, muscle relaxersthat have enjoyed sudden

athletic popularity and whose use has spread quickly through the sporting
world. despite oflleial dampening admonishments.

Medicine and science aside, an underlying reason for this is that athletes and

their attendants are flaming faddists. The sports world is full of fetishists,
gamesmen who swear by the efficacy of nuts, raisins, pancakes, dirty undershirts, voodoo ritnias, numbers, words, coins and medals. Ther2 is a rational
explanation for this irrational belief in magic. More than perhaps any other
group, the reputation and salary of an athlete depends on Welt, a puddle of
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water. a gust of %%nd, a bonne of a ball. It is therefore understandable that
athletes should be quick to experiment with any available imigie potions.
Vitamin 11-12 injections are an example of the athletes' craving to have magic
worked I in theuu. 1'rofessionaI football players are among the most devout 13 -12
believers, and there is many a Sunday hero who would no more go out to battle

without having his shut than he %you'd without his Meats. Athletes (football
players are not alone, B-12 shots being fanied by baseball. basketball, track.
swimming. hockey and weight lifting performers) believe that the shots prevent

cramps, ninsele pulls and general fatigue, mire hangovers and give you the jollies.
The opinion among medical professionals is almost unanimous that the only real,

therapeutic use of 11-12 is as a corrective for pernicious anemia. Otherwise it
has little if any effect since excess 11-12 is quickly eliminated from the system.
-Anierh.an athletes have the most expensive urine in the world," says Ray
Baldwin. trainer at Xavier University and formerly with the Cincinnati Royals.
By bringing together athletes from all over the world and dumping them into
the ,:oast formidable sporting pressure cooker yet devised, the quadrennial
()lymph. (lames have traditionally it took four iihysiehins to revive the marathon winner of the 1904 St. Louis (Ilympics, an American. Ti m II irks, who

proved to be loaded on stychinine and brandy) served as au exchange for
drugs and drug recill(N. This was particularly true iii 196S. when everyone's
att-ntion was forcibly fixed on drug usage by the new anti-doping regulations
and dope-detection test instituted by the International ()blind(' Committee.
Slow money and drugs were the two hottest conversational topics in the
Olympic Village. A West German super steroid was much discussed. Olympic
scuttlebutt also had it that African runners chewed kat, an Inciently used herb

frialt the fled Sea Host which supposedly masks fatigue, increases endurance and

turns on tile libido. An extract from the Tree of Life fa Korean bush) was
rum

wed as !wing used for the same purposes. Bill Toomey believes one of his
chief rivals in the dee:0104in bad shot of anti-infinalmant t illegal according to

nlympie drug rules) in his elbow prior to making a !nighty javelin heave.

"I

(lid not see it, but a British coach said he saw it," says Toomey. The Russians,
according to Americans. had at new wonder. anti-teusion. pro - concentration pill.
Some East Europeans were said to be taking a caffeine concentrate as a picknie-up before competition. This was done presumably because arnpih,towilles,
which :tnc traditionally used for this purpose, were illegal, and also presumably
bevair4e they 11:1(1 not found the undetectable amphetamine that eertain Areight
lifters koastd about having discovered.
An almost Ind versal article of athletic faith is that the other side (the Mundy1 tamps. the Russians. the .Tones Junior
is 1) using and 2) getting drugs
that are better than our drugs. The oftenVines bitter confrontation between the
United States and Communist teams has nmhbrstandably produced a lot of such
feelings. -We are usually a long way behind the Russians in drug use," says
U.S. Weight Lifter Bill Starr. -They make a scientific study of it. If they come
up with soinethint.t good, their teams all get it. Here it is hit or miss thing."
But East uriqu-ans believe the same thing about Americans. Foreign athletes
find it inconceivable that American athletes, coining from the land of towering
p i l l fa vt odes, are not the most thoroughly doped competitors in the world,
The notion that someplace there is a compound, a formula or a food that will
ant;:matically eonvert bronze medals into gold is a general one confined to no
one Withal. sport or class of competitors. This conviction that there is the athletic
eip !iv:dent of the philosopher's stun' sought by ancient alchemists, and the terrias

ble fear that somebody else may have already found it. is the rationaleor
irrationalebehin(1 many of the current athletic drug practices. It is used as
a justification by physicians and trainers for prescribing drugs tb: t cannot he
justified on conventional medical grounds. It. is the excuse used by coaches and

trainers (-There might be something in it") for pushing pills the effectiveness
and safety of which :ire unknown. It is the reason athletes carry their own little
blind: drug bags, endanger their health, risk their reputations and break oaths
and laws to get and use bizarre pharmaceuticals. It explains the ever-multiplying
rumors about records being set and games being won by doped competitors.
Filially. the belief in the existence of the ultimate pill, and the unrelenting search

for it, is why many doctors share Dr. Kerlan's fear that athletic drug practices

are leading to a sports scandal of major proportions.

1Nr.x.r WF.M.An analysis of sport's medicine chest: who takes what, the

results they seek and why the effects are suspect and the hazards great.]
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DRUGS IN SPORT : PART 2SOMETIII.NO EXTRA ON THE BALL

(By Dit Gilbert)
Ile it pia-me-ups or let-me-dorms. Wahl-Inc-ups or lie-one-diarns
thry (n on he found in Incilicine'bc little black hay for sportsmen. It
is into this bay--011it into the danycroux world of drugs thud ath1. h s pt/i//1/1'. Whet/ thry s, arch for

.

.

.

"Where's the Dexamyl, Dow" I yelled at the trainer miting alum! ill his leather
valise. pitcher-antloor Jim Ittosman quoted himself as saying in his celebrated
baseball book. Pennant Rum "'There's nothing in here but phenobarbital and
that kind of stuff.'
'1 Mat have any 'more.' said Doe HAM.. 'Gave out the last one yesterday.
(:et more when we get 1

"'peen a rough road trip, lnih, Doe? lIow'm I guilt' to get through the day

then': order SOHIV More. Doe. It looks Mx a bong season.'
"'.Pry In-,. of these,' lie said.
"'Geez, that's got opi lllll in it. Whaddya think I am, an addict or something?' "
An addict or something? It isn't the worst question in the world, though the
wIorti addict has tot old mu. cocaine, spewed, heroin whiff to it that is not normally

associated with the pills and shuts that :iii athlete uses to holster his physical
condition or morale in the name of victory, a payday, or both. The difference is
that addicts. in the normal usage of the word, take drugs because their systems
are dependent on them, while athletes take them for a more specific purpose.

Their goal is toerformance, tont their quest for performance has led them deep into
the omders of the pharmacy. What do your find if you dig into the medicine cab-

inet of sport? Who is taking what and why? The answer is that most athletes
are taking something, and probably not getting quite the restPts they think.
Essentially, the drugs used by athletes can be broken down into two categoriesrestorative and additive. Restorative drugs are those used by athletes who
for one reason or anotherillness, injury, pain, nervousness, sloth, gluttony, dissipationare ineapacitated. The drugs are given with the intent to restore, at
least. partly, the competitor's normal prowess. Painkillers, trammilizers, ba rbitnrates, anti-inflannuants, enzymes and muscle rehtxers are all restorative drugs
commonly used in sports.

Additive drugs a more controversial groupare used with the motive of stimulating perfomnane beyond the natural limits, e.g., in the hope of making a man
who has never run better than a four- minute mile cover the distance In 3:59 or
even 3,55. For obvious reasons, additive drugs raise more legal ethical and regulatory question's than au the restoratives. They are also physiologically controversial, since there is some scientific doubt as to whether there is such a thing as a
truly additive drlig. The athletic Establishment, however, is generally convinced
that additive drugs do exist and. in this belief, uses compamds that stimulate the
nervous system, affect muscle tissue and alter the personality.

Given the variety of drugs now available and the inclination of athletes to

experiment with them, it is all but impossible to compile a definitive list of drugs
that have been used in shorts for restorative or additive purposes. Also, because
of the moved with which drug information is passed among athletes, drug use cannot be neatly cataloged as Ili sport. e.y., alcohol for archery. Itew,cdrine for basketball, cocaine for crew, etc. Athletic pharnmeentical practices are, so to speak,
interdisciplinary, and perhaps the only orderly way to survey athletic drug usage
and the effects of drugs on sport is to examine half a dozen or so drug fa in ilk's
now popular.
A reasonable place to begin is with the additives, the hest- know' of
are
the amidustamines, a groom' of synthetic drugs that are chemically similar to
adrenalin and are often referred to as pep pills. On good evidencewhich incindes
volnntary admissions by physicians, trainers, coaches athletes testimony given in
court or before athletic regulatory bodies and autopsy reports-111111dieth Minos

have been used in auto racing basketball (at all levels down to children's
leagues'. boximt, canoeing, cycling. football, golf, monntain elimloing, Roller
Itcrhy. rodeo, Rugby. Ain

occer, squash, swimming. ternis (tooth lawn
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and table). track and field, weight lifting and wrestling. The amphetamines of
which Benzedrine, Dexedrine. Dexamyl (which has a barbiturate 21daPd I and
inethamphetamine (the notorious "speed" or "Meth"), are among the best-known,
affect the central nervous system and produce what might be called a triple
threat. They act Indirectly to suppress hunger spasms, and for this reason are
used as apiretite-killing pills by jockeys, boxers, wrestlers and anybody vise who
has to make a weight. The drug is a metabolic stimulant, speeding up the respiratory and circulatory systems and enabling users to remain hyperactive when
they would ordinarily slow down because of fatigue. Finally. the amphetamines
net direetiy on the brain. including a sense of excitement and euphoria, a sort
of I-can-lick-the-world high.
But the undesirable side effects of amphetamines are numerous. The drug is
feared to be physically addictivethere is some inedieal dispute about thisand
is certainly physchologically addictive. Overdoses or too frequent doses can
cause, among other things, cardiovascular collapse, cerebral hemorrhage, brain
lesions, paranoia, ulcers, nutritional problems, compulsive talkativeness, irritability, aggressive behavior and constipation. In addition, an amphetamine hangover, coming down from a high, is a wretched, depressing experience.
Though amphetamines were developed earlier, their use first became general
during 1Vorld War II, world war being a happening that creates an instant dewand for hyperactive, aggressive and even paranoid types. Returning veterans
brought the drug to the sports world, where its use has been widespread ever
since. As in the military, it was and is touted as a fatigue chaser and stimulant.
Therefore it is most heavily used in endurance sports. Not surprisingly, bicycle
racing, often cited :is the most grueling Of all athletic contests, is the most notorious for amphetamine use.

"I dope myself. Everyone [that is, everyone who is a competitive cyclist]
dopes himself. Those who claim they don't are liars," Jacques Anquetil, a fivetime winner of the Tour de France and a French sports figure of the stature of
a Jean-Claude Killy or a Michel .lazy. has said. "For 50 years bike racers have
been taking stimulants. Obviously, we can do without them in a race, but then
we will pedal 15 miles an hour [instead of 25). Since we are constantly asked to
go faster and to make even greater efforts, we are obliged to take stimulants."
Aminetil's remark was made in the summer of 1907 in the midst of what to
date has been sports' messiest piddle drug scandal. Anquetil himself was much
involved, both as a commentator and competitor. In May 1906, after winning a
race in Belgium by nearly five minutes, lie forfeited his victory and his check
rather than provide a urine sample, which was to be analyzed for amphetamines
or other banned drugs. In September 1907 a world speed record set by Anquetil
in Milan was disallowed for the same reason. In between these two incidents
there wore two cycling deaths attributed to amphetamines. a number of suspensions at the Amsterdam world championships and a slowdown strike by cyclists
protesting the fact that they were being forced to compete without the aid of
their accustomed drugs.
The furor did not arise because cyclists had suddenly begun using drugs but

because drug practices were so abusive that various European political and
sporting agencies eould no longer overlook them as they successfully had for
years. In Italy. where drug usage was once estimated at almost 100%, the late
Fasto Copp], a professional champion. had remarked, "One day I will take the
wrong pill and pedal backward." And Tom Simpson. the best English professional cyclist of his day, said in 1960 in defense of amphetamines. "When you
get. up in the morning do you need a cup of coffee to get started? Well, after
(Tiding 150 miles the day before, we might need three or four coffees."
A year later. in the Tour de France, Simpson's "coffee" caught up with him.

The 13th rim) of the rape was a brutal one, involving a 6.000foot climb up a
mountain in 90° heat. Simpson felt badly at the start, telling friends that he
had been too "nervous" to sieen. A mile from the fill111111it of the mountain he
began zigzagging across the road and finally collapsed in ennui. Ile was dead
on arrival at the nearest hospital. An autopsy showed that Simpson was heavily
arng.ged with methamphetamine, a vial of which had been found in his pocket
at the time of his death.

In 1965 Belgium and France passed tough anti-dope laws, but dangerous
though the amphetamines are, there has been no letup in their use by athletes
in the U.S. and not much abroad. Three weeks ago Belgian Cyclist Eddy Merckx,

who was leading the Tour of Italy, was disqualified from the race after a test
showed he had taken an amphetamine-type drug. The underground consensus
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is that amphetamines have been tried in most endurance events, and there is
enough evidence to make the rumor credible. Joseph Rouibaux, a Belgian marathoner, was deprived of his national title in September 196S after a positive
amphetinuihe test, and long-distance runnersafter vows of secrecy have been
swornsmanetimes admit to being big beuny men. Soccer players in England,
Italy and Brazil have been tested and found to have used the drug or else admitted using it. Wayne Le Bombard. an Olympic speed skater as well as an
Olympic cyclist) from West Allis, Wis., says, -The (pennies are generally frowned

on. but they're also pretty generally used. Not with a needle: I don't know of
any skater who goes that far. But there are a lot of pills." A British physician.

Dr. John Williams, Pallid tlmt amphetandnes were used by British cyclists. rowers. tennis and squash players. (A three-time British squash racquets champion
of the early '30. !ton Butcher, was affectionately known as the Benzedrine Kid.)
Among major American sports, amphetamine usage may be highest in football,
or again it may only be easier to verify in this sport. Among professional clubs,
players, physicians and trainers of the Steelers, Chargers, Cardinals, Lions and
Redskins la gave indicated 010 rheauicaI pep is or has been used. At least one

professional football team made the taking of pep pills part of its pregame
Nadine. -It usually seems to he the older players and Ismys who think they need

an extra lift to make it through a game that want them." says Joe Kuczo, the
Redskin trainer. "I personally am not convinced that they do much good, but
it's a menial thing with some of them. They've been used to the pills. In the

quantities they get here. at least, I doubt if they do much harm."
"It's like beating a dead horse," says Porky Morgan, Kansas State University
trainer, who confirms Kuczo's 1)pinion about amphetamine use. "All they do is
mask fatigue. they don't eliminate it."
t me old buss who had his fatigue well unasked this past season was a veteran

pro linebacker and amphetamine user who d(mes ma. wish to be identified for
his accomplishments in the latter field, lie recalls the game midway through

the pro,essiminal season when he took his usual pregame dose of bottle happiness.
then became preoccupied and took a second dose. "I was bouncing all over the

field." he said later. "I was running and jumping along the sidelines hollering,
I'm as supurplayer. they mit block me. No one (':.11 1110(1i 111(b. II was rcail.m
funny. I knew I was saying it. but I just didn't rare.'' Observers of the game reported that Mr. N's play was strong if not super.

"Sure I took them in college." says George Commnor of Notre Dame 111111 Chicago

Bear fame. Comomr is ma more wicked, merely inure frank than most. "I understand after you take them for awhile they don't do anything for you. And if
everybody is taking them. what do you gain?"
In some athlotie uinniiers there is as feeling that more pep pills are n.-meml by high

school players than any others, because teen-agers are more with the drug scene
than their elders and because high school coaches and trainers are less well
trained or less scrupulous. However. proof of such an assumption is very circumstantial. A high school basketball coach in Ohio was once fired for giving his
players amphetamines. The lockers of the Anaheim and Downey, Calif. football
teams were searched last fall for pep pills. A trainer at a Southern university
says. -You cannot quote 1111... aid I will not give you the name of the high school,
but there is one in Alabama that definitely uses pep pills. I know that this is quite
common because I have had freshman athletes come to me and ask for the pills
to pick them up for a game."

While a lot of athletes do use amphetamines, there are some who think they
have taken amphetamines but haven't. Instead they have received a placebo, a
sugar pill. an aspirin .or a vitamin. and been told it was as in.); pill. The plambo
ploy brings up a crucial question, with regard not only to the amphetamines but
to many drugs. That is, do they have the expected physiological effect, or is the
effect purely psychological? Do amphetamines make an athlete pedal, run, swim,
skate, volley, tackle or throw faster, longer or harder than he otherwise could?
Though many athletes have staked their reputations, health, and even their lives
on the assumption that amphetamines are truly additive, the issue remains in
some scientific doubt. There have been half a dozen studies aimed at determining
the effect of amphetamines on athletes, yet there are no conclusive results.
But even if the answer is yes, that amphetamines do produce a measurable
improvement in immediate performance, the drug may still be detrimental to
overall performance. The basis for this judgment is that amphetamines cause,
among other things, loss of sleep and appetite. They adversely affect an athlete's
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ability and willingness to train. Thus it is reasoned that the immediate stimulationif it occursmay be more than offset by detrimental long-term effects.
Bolt Lundy, trainer for the Miami Dolphins, says, "Amphetamines
do
much more harm than good. I've seen them [football players] in a dazecan
reporting for practice as late as Tuesday after Sunday's game. Otherswhen
take
them and lose their reactions without realizing it. They may know their assignments perfectly before the game. But when they get in there, they don't know
what they're. doing. So we don't use them."
Another trainer, one who declines to have his name used, says, "Some of the
pros need almost a full week to get over getting pepped up for Sunday. Afterward. they must either have tranquilizers or whiskey to bring them down. Sn
they move through a cycle: pepped up, drunk, hung over, depressed and then
pepped »p again."
It is probably fair to conclude that the majority of medical professionals do
mot believe amphetamines are beneficial to athletic performance. IIoweyer, a
Large ilinnber of athletes do believe in pep pills. This is not to say that most
athletes use )11111thetaininesor do not use them. That proposition is simply
und

tnenta hle.

i*or at least the past decade amphetamine has been the stimulant of choice
in sports. However. amphetamine is certainly not the only drug that has 140.11

1:,1`11 by athletes trying in beat fatigue. Among others that have been tried are:
try4-14nitte, cocaine ithe Incas tYlt first used such drugs called them the "herbs
%14i.4 in
one rini"). ephedrine, caffeine and iboyaine. a relatively new entry

derived from kat and, reportedly, also from the Korean Tree of Life. But the
itnation with all of these stimulants is similar to that of amphetamine. the
most closely studied of the group. The additive properties for athletic performative remain improved; the dangers have been proved. The stimulants: are
medically risky because. like every drng, they arc to some degree toxic. They
are parlitailaris dangerous for athletes because they artificially increase the
.4t ra in on vabais physiologic systems. ones that are already under special stress
because of exertion. The drugs also artificially prolong the period of stress by
masking fatigue.
Not being keen, high or sharp enough i. a fundamental condition that athletes

have always tried to compensate for. But there is another absolutely opposite
ocenpational problem that athletes and their handlers face: athletic competition
acts like excessive !teat On a tempered knife bladethe sharp cutting edge of the
instrilnient is destroyed. The resultant choking tip. pressing, nervous teIlSiO)11.
it what you will. is a common sporting ailment and one for which niti»erons drug
cures are now living! tried. Some of the names are common 4.11ottgli : Miltown,
Nembutal. Equanil. Librium : some not S:11 C0111111021: UW1'111111, TlifIH.

One Sunday noon in Pittsburgh in the dressing room of the visiting Washington
114.41.41:ins. Dr. George Resta panned in his work of injeeting vitamin B-12 into

t1)4. arms: of football players to listen to a 1441141 agonizing retelling smolt! 41114111g

from the eommode cubicle. "Tiarris." said Resta annoyedly. like a man %vim has
forgotten to turn off a light in the basement. "We forgot his tranquilizers. Hickle
Iiarris. a defensive 14:144k. ;viten red shortly, looking drawn after having lost his

trernlly plantaal breakfast. fiesta ()tamed his bag and handed Barris a tran-

quilizer. After Barris had stone MT ti deal with his pregame miseries as best he
cool Resta said. -There area few like I hat We give theta wallet Illtig !Drell y

just to take 1114. edge 4411. You 414)10 want them so sleepy they get beat on passes-

'rho use Of sedatives, babIttirates, tranquilizers and muscle rein xers (presumably to prevent cramps and tightness) is common in most sports from the college
level up. However. unlike the situation with amphetamines. the practice is itsmilly
not seeetive. Anytime sleeping 11i11`4. 1rangnilizers ur 11.1;1N:tuts are thought useful

v a physician or trainer they aro given. an41 no lames are made :about it. ()tie
1.4.1son for this is that these ;1 re restorative drugs. and the tiver-setford) ethic
of sport medicine is hazier with respect to such emnpom14144 than it is with an
additive 411.41g such as amphetamine. No one contends that the sedatives incronse
performance potential beyond normal limits. In fact. it is generally (.m141.414.41 that
they have the opposite effect that la.entise they 411111 the senses a man ruder their
influence probably doles II`SN well 111:111 11(' (11111.MiS. would if 1w were normally

free of tetision. Nevertheless. the ethical problem is there. as it is with all drugs.
The inability of fl !Ng) WRIT to deal alai pressure is as much a natural 111nrol!'

II inability of a eycli4 to pedal faster 114:111 ..1) midi. Tile ball-

player who takes Inumnilizers--many do and the cyclist who pops pep are
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both trying to get from a drug something that they do not think they naturally
have.
Golf Is a prime example of a sport in which the struggle against pressure is a
major part of the contest. Tension is to golf what the oxygen debt is to a miler,
muscle fatigue to a cyclist and pain to a hockey player. It is therefore meaningful
that this sport is one of the few in which sedative use is surreptitious and regarded as an underhanded Practice. When interviewed at a recent tournament,
a number of the touring pros were immediately suspicious of any mention

sedative use, quickly claiming that ifperish the thoughtdrugs were used,ofpublic

knowledge of this would be bad for the "image" of the game. However, it was
gingerly admitted that maybe a few golfers took a few Calm -down drugs, like
maybe Tommy Jacobs, Al Geiberger, Dave Hill. When queried, most gave an answer similar to what Doug Sanders, often on the list of the guys-who-do. had to
say -I have taken tranquilizers. And Alayo Clinic gave me something to help me
Sleep, but I seldom take it. I mean praetically never. This is not a motion game
like football. You've got to be mentally alert. You can't be leaning against a tree
that isn't there." What is suggested here applies to all athletic use of barbituratetype drugs; the trick is in the dosage. You want to feel casual enough to lean
against the tree, but you want the tree really to be there. The moral question is
something else again.
In addition to exhaustion and tension, all athletes are at some time in some degree challenged by a third physiological phenomenonpain. The relationship
between pain and sports is ancient and close. For some, pain is the prohibitive
price that makes games not worth playing: for others it is the secret but ultillOtte
iiponent. For most it is a necessary vocational byproduct. Though the image of
the athlete as a virile, courageous, unomplaining pain bearer has been asshlumisty promoted and popularly accepted, athletes in general fret, worry and e.noplain attire about pain than nonathletes. There are several good reasons for
this. Games are physical, Sometimes violent, and the chances of getting a broken
hone. bruise or cut are clearly greater in sports than in less active pastime!:. Also.
athletes tend to be more dediated body watchers than most. "They are not Just
exactly hypochondriacs. They are just exeeptionally cautious about their bodies,"
says Dr. Thomas Silva of the Boston Celtics. The normal athlete will immediately note and be concerned about small throbs, aches and twinges that a nona I Mete accepts stoically as just part of being alive. Because he is concerned with

physical performance, a very little pain CM) distract an athlete to a significant
degree. Au accountant with a sore toe is likely to accept the infirmity silently.
The same ailment in a baseball pitcher often will be headline news. The player,
in turn, will net as if he were threatened by advanced gangrene, and he Can
!tinily be blamed, since his livelihood may be involved in his sore toe.
Under these unnerving. cireurnstances, it IN not surprising that pain control Is
one of the most common reasons drags are used in sports. The anti-pain drugs
are of two kinds: those that provide a local anesthetic for aches and strains,
such as Novocain and Xylocaine, which are usually given by injection, and ethylchloride. which is sprayed on, and those that begin with aspirin and work up to
the opiates, which act on the central nervous system. Then there are the potent
anti-inannunants such as cortisone and rintazolidin, and the new-banned DM O.
There is probably not a single sports physician in the United States, including
GIP 1110,t conservative. who has not given a pain shot or pill at some time. and
there are precious few athletes who have not taken such remedies. The exolanation for the practice is the same in every sport. The sermon cues Iike this: "I give
Novocain tor drug X) injections. However, I never give a boy shot and send
Mtn bak to play if a weight-bearing joint is involved. Pain is nature's warn iir ;citing the body know something is wrong. If a boy (Initially:: to perform
lac

nn ankle or knee that has hen deadened to pain, he runs the risk of ag-

gravating the injary, disabling himself for a longer time, causing permanent injury or whaling up in his 40s with traumatic arthritis."

No physician of trainer says he has ever given a painkiller that created a

health risk for the receiver. However. most physieisins and trainers. if pres:,ed,

admit that some othersoften with opposing trams do inject in this way.

They will tell, off the record of course, stories about crippled halfbacks, distance
runners hooked on Demerol (a synthetic morphine), pitchers whose elbows have
degenerated because of too much cortisone. Obviously there is a mathematical
if not a moral. paradox here. Just as obviously, there is no way to collect testi-

mony that will resolve the paradoxnobody is going to say, "Sure, we ruined
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Slug's knee, but we pot three good games out of him before it went." Perhaps
all that can be said is that what is plod and what is bad painkilling practice is
a matter of opinion, often firmly stated ophi:ion. Some diletors feel that shooting
so am elo as a sprained thumb is dangerous and unethical, while others see nothing
wrong with freezing as broken leg.
With one exception. the major :athletic drugs, whether restorative or additive

are used to achieve temporary results. They are taken before, during or after a
contest. to get ready for it, to hello during it (or to repair damage done to the
nand or holy by the game. The exception is the drug gnaw known as the anabolic
steroids, The purpose for which these drugs are used by athletes is exclusively
additive. The intention is not to change momentarily a mood. sensation or bodily
process, /out to alter the bisly of the user on a relatively long -term !oasis, to artificially create a better athletic instrument.
:steroids are a group of complex comiammis naturally produced by many plants

and animals. The steroids are hiormones, and aiming these are the androgens,
male hormones protium(' by the testes and the cortex of the :adrenal glands. Anaboli steroids used by both male mid female athletes are derived from 111111e
h..ru:,ues. (Among the most commonly used are Dianabol. Duraholin and DeesAnavar, Nilevar and Winstrol.)
andrszens have
nunly liffeets on the body. They intiminee the development of male reloroduetive
organs and secondary sexual eharacteristies, beard growth. thickness of skin,
depth of vilify, and they stimulate the libido (sex drive). .\ second inajon. effect
of the androgens is analmlie, i.e., Issly building. They improve the assimilation of
protein and thins pronuote increased weight. :TO nmsele mass. Presumably this
.11:MIVteri 014' evolved Imealise it served the six4;ies-to have males bigger than
females, lbowever, if given in excess to youngsters, they may 'Stunt .growth.)
The term :anabolic Stlraid a literally. body-lmilding horuunueI is both euphe.
mistie and misleading, since it implies that the principal etTect of sue!) drugs is

body building and that the androgenic (sex influencing) properties have ,I)ine11..w been removed or greatly inhibited. Actually as even the drug manufacturers

alai' in the small promotional print. there is no such thing as a strictly an;thigh, steroid, All of these drugs do affeet sexual processes and characteristies.
Athletes take analsdie steroids in hopes that the drug will artificially make

them bigger and stronger, lbov4.ver, more sophisticated ethletcs re now aware
that the anabolic steroids may valise potent glandular reactions, The nature of
these effects. benign or malignant. temporary or permanent, are a mystery and a
worry not only to athletes but to physirians and physiologists as well. since there
have been no serhms, controlled. inclusive investigations of what the drugs do
for or to young healthy Nunes. Several of the so- called studies that have been
made have been dio-it-ponrself affairs that produced name rumors than facts.
In the early ltlials a high school team physician. working in cooperation with a

pharmaceutical eompany, gave anabolic steroids to members of the football
team. The program was clandestine. It apparently violated state interscholastie
regutatiials and came to an ahrtipt halt when other football coaches heard about

it and complabwil. Supposedly a report On the effects of the hormones on the high
tmy, was mach.. hod tin.
ranwentical emnpany will not release it and
the doctor will not discuss it
Ion hi, Kay Dooley, of Footprint, Calif., now perhaps the physician who most

openly advocates the use of anabolic steroidsthough under a doctor's supers
vlsionoversaw a study in intro testing three different conauereial brands of the
drug on 14th- and 11 th-grade football players in Bloomington, Calif. Dooley
believes the drugs (lid increase muscle size and improve performance, and he
says there were no undesirable side effects. Ilowever, he says his procedures
were not sufficiently controlled to provide hard evidenc supporting the efficacy
of the
would like to see "a good scientilie study" done.
Perhatos the hest existing document on the subject was published in 1966 by
Williom Al. Fowler Jr.. then of the UCLA Medical School. Summarized. the
Fowler report found that the hormonal drugs do increase weight. However, said
Fowler. "To equate increases in weight with a possible increase in strength can
he erroneous, slime considerable evidence exists that much of the increase in
weight is due to water retention." Fowler concluded that the relationship between

anabolic steroids and strength increase in athletes is improved, and may be
improvable because it does not exist. As to the dangers connected with the drugs,
Fowler lists as major ones: testicular atrophy, change in the libido, liver damage
and edema.
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In preparing his rood, Fowler queried 38 "well-known weight lifters or fieldevent men." Ile found "50% had taken or were taking one or more of the anabolic

steroids. Of the users. 47% had received the drug from physicians, and 47%
were taking a dosage that was two to four times greater than the therapeutic
amount recommended. All of the 19 men on the drugs expressed the belief that
their performance had improved. Only five denied any side effects. Most of the
19 men had been taking anabolic drugs on and off for at least one year."
Considering the debatable effectiveness. the potential dangers and the abusive
use. Fowler arrived at a strong conclusion : "The use of androgens In athletes is
unethical and 'Item!, and those using or administering them should be banned

from further competition or professional activity."
Another concern is the suspicion of many physicians that the anabolic steroids
etas increase the chances of premature cancer of the prostate. Says Dr. Allan J.

Ryan of the University of Wisconsin "We won't be truly able to evaluate the
damage this fad may have caused for 10 or 15 years."
All in all, the anabolic steroid scene is not a happy one. There is a lot of clandestine gossip that the drug is effective and safeor that it is useless and dangerousbut no one has convincing proof either way. Many anabolic steroid users
feel guilty about the practice and suspect they are doing something sneaky, but
no sporting body in the U.S. has specifically declared the drug illegal, or for
that matter even plainly said that its use is unethical or dangerous,
Among many who are perplexed by the anabolic steroid problem and the general confusion surrounding the athletic medicine chest is Dave Maggard, the
young University of California track coach who was a shotputter on the 1968
Glympie tenni. Maggard's problem is simple: he is uncertain how he should
advise the young men he is coaching.

-What I wish," says Maggard, "is that some reputable scientific group would
really study certain drugs and tell us yes or no as to whether they are effective,
and ye,: or no as to whether they are dangerous. Then I'd like to see the NCAA,
the .%AU. the U.S. Olympic Committee and all the conferences go ahead and put
us str:.ighttell all of us to either use the drugs, or don't. I think if most drugs

were bannedthings like amphetamines. barbiturates, anabolic steroidsmoat
athletes would stop using them. It's this halfway stuff, the rumors, the idea
maybe you have to use them to be competitive that has made it such a mess."

That there is not now sufficient information to give firm answers on the

safety and effectiveness of the many drugs and athletes use does not diminish
the importanee of Maggard's question, nor provide an excuse for ignoring it.
"Soinellay." says Dr. Ryan. "somebody will find a drug that measurably improves performance, is expensive, and is not available to everyone or known by
everyone. That is the day when we are all going to have to stand up and be
counted on what is right and wrongwe will have to decide then what sport is all

about."
Unlike the conservative Dr. Ryan, a good many athletes. coaches, trainers and
physicians believe that we already hare found the alchemist's stone; it is anabolic

steroids, amphetamines. stryehnlne, ihoyaine, muscle relaxers, B-12, cortisone,
etc.. etc. Whether it is true or not, the belief and the practices that follow
the belief are enough to suggest. as they have to Dave Maggard, that the standup-and-be-counted time has already arrived for the athletic Establishment.
['NEXT WEEK.No U.S. sporthorse racing asideenforces rules against drugs.
Bit Gilbert explains how this shocking see-no-evil policy endangers not only the

competitorsbut sport itself.]

[From Sports Illustrated, July 7, 19691
DRI*OS TX SPORT: PART 3-111011 TIME. TO MAKE SOME RULES
With the help of his doctor and Ms conscience, the average citizens
makes most of his own decisions about drugs. But the athlete, a par-

ticipant in organized games. cannot be permitted this luxury. If the
pleasures of competition and joys of victory are worth keeping, sport

mast realize that U is . .

.

(By Bil Gilbert)
Drugs can kill sport. That, one assumes, reflecting upon the filled ball parks,
the Jammed arenas and the sorry-no-standing-room reports from events such as
the Masters, ought to be an exaggeration. But it is far from excessive to conclude

99-749-73-23
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that the increasing use of drugs by athletes poses a significant menace to sport.
one that the athletic Establishment is assiduously trying to ignore. While commissioners, owners, managers, coaches and trainers pretend that the situation in
1969 is no different than it was 30 years ago when the most stimulating thing
you got at a drugstore was a soda, the truth is that today's athletes are popping
more pills for more purposes than are dreamt of in almost anybody's philosdphy
or pharmacy.
In spite of this, only one major American sport has any drug regulations. That
is horse racing, and though the subject of its attention is not human but animal,

it provides au instructive example of how to face up to the drug problem in
sport.

It can be claimed that horse racing is the sport with the worst reputation for
doping. In a technical sense the reputation is deserved, since nowhere else in
U.S. sports do any drug regulations exist that can be broken. In 1967 the National Association of State Racing Commissioners reported 65 cases in which
illegal drugs had been used on horses and fines or suspensions were ordered.
There followed in 1968 the notable Dancer's Image incident in the Kentucky
Derby. The drug involved was Butazolidin, which was used prior to the race to
relieve soreness in the colt's ankle. At about the same time the drag NV:1S being

prescribed to ease the pain in the throbbing shoulder of Boston Pitcher Jim
Lonborg and was being taken by numerous other athletes in distress. But this is
not surprising, for almost all of the drugs used by human athletes have been
tried on horses. Among, those that racing officials consider Mega/ within a spe-

cified time before a race are: painkillers. such as Novocain and the opiates;
anti-inflammants, such as Butazolidin and cortleosteroids; stimulants, such as
amphetamine. strychnine and caffeine; sedatives, such as tranquilizers and barbiturates; anabolic steroids; antibiotics; and iodine (injected to slow down a
horse).
But instead of implying that racing is a dirty sport, racing's drug rules suggest that, in this regard, at least, it is one of our least hypocritical. Racing has
admitted that drugs can affect athletic performanec, defined what doping is and

established an apparatus to detect the practice and inunisli offenders. other
members of the athletic Establishment could worse than study racing's regulatory drug procedures and philosophy.

One thing that makes the racing situation particularly instructive is that
since the competition is between animals, the issues are not obscured by real
or phony sentimentality. There is little pretense that anti-doping regulations
exist for the good of the horses. The rules are for what racing potentates consider
the good of the sport.

Most other sports have found it very difficult to deal with even this simple
distinction. In the few sports (European cycling and soccer, and the Olympics)
that do have meaningful anti-doping codes, the basis for establishing or defendhug them has been to protect the health and safety of the athlete. Paradoxically,
the same grounds are often cited in other sports to explain why they have no
doping rules: since there is no danger to life and 11mb because of drugs, there
is no need to regulate drug use. "These young men are like sons to us." intone flue
men who run sport. "We are concerned with their well-being. We would never give

them or let them take harmful drugs. There Is no need to stir up a lot of rumors
by passing unnecessary rules."
Assuming, just for the sake of argument, that some of this may be true, it is
still not relevant. The cold, objective point is that drugs do not kill or corrupt
enough athletes to constitute anything but a very minor public-health problem
so far. To use the protection-of-the-players argument to explain why drug regulations either are or are not necessary is intentionally or unintentionally misleading.
The substantive problem is that drugs can corrupt a sport.
This is the key premise that has been accepted by racing. Without becoming
embroiled in humane or metaphysical debates. racing has defined what sport is
or at least should be. Sport is a matching of two or more peers to determine who
can best perform certain physical feats. For sport to be of interest, to have emotional impact, to be an artistic or a commercial success, the contestants must lie
as equal as possible. None should be allowed an artificial advantage over the
others and, just as important, all suspicion of such advantage should be eliminated. Racing is most dogmatic on this point and has carried it to its logical
conclusion. IIorses are matched according to age, sex and past performances.
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Furthermore, in an attempt to make them all equal at the post, swifter animals
are handicapped with extra weight. Racing has also unequivocally banned a long
list of drugs on the grounds that if used they might give one horse an artificial
edge.
Other sports at least implicitly accept this definition of sport. Every sport has
rules, the basic purpose of which is to equalize competition. Like horses, many

athletes are segregated for competition according to sex, age, size and skill. There
are regulations governing equipment (the number of spikes in a shoe, for examPiet, when one may practice (scholastic sports), Where practices may be held (the
1968 .Olympics). Without such discipline there is no sport. The rules, even such
basic ones as how many shall compete for how long on what size field, court or
course, are designed to focus attention on the men performing; to measure their
weaknesses, virtues, speed, strength, agility, stamina, intelligence, instincts. resistance to pain and pressure and their self-control. The mystery and drama of
sport for both participants and spectators, has always been the unfolding action
that occurs when men match these intangible elements Of their characters. It is
the thing that elevates sport to an art form, perhaps our oldest. However. the
motive for using drugs is to remove both the drama and the mystery by literally
fixing the outcome in the most subtle of till ways, by changing the character of
the performers. Any use of drugs, no matter how benign they may be, is an at-

tempt to destroy what is sporting about spurt, to reduce sport to the status of
an entertainment, a demonstration, a spectacle.
Acting on this assumption, that doping, or even the hint of it, is a sure way to

despoil a sport, the racing Establishment, again avoiding hairsplitting, defined
doping. Doping is giving a horse any of a number of compounds that a racing
commission suspects might possibly make the animal run faster or slower than
he otherwise would. The rules of the Illinois Racing Board are fairly typical :
"Whoever administers or conspires to administer to any horse a drug or stimulant or depressant, internally, externally or by hypodermic method . . or whoever knowingly enters uny horse in any race within a period of 24 hours after any
hypnotic or narcotic or stimulant or depressent has been administered . . . for
the purpo:.e of increasing or retarding the speed of such horse, is guilty of a
felony and punishable by a fine of not more than $5,000, or by imprisonment in
a state prison or a county jail for not less than one nor more than two years or
both such fine and imprisonment."
There follows a listing of whet kinds of drugs are considered hypnotic, depres-

sant, stimulatory, narcoticalmost all fall Into one category or another. The
rules. and the drugs banned, vary slightly from state to state. For example, if
the Kentucky Derby was the Colorado Derby, there would have been no Dancer's
Ininge scandal, Iintazolidin being legal in Colorado. However, the list of illegal

drugs is, by and large, much the same everywhere. It is a long one, ns racing
commissions have also avoided trying to make fine technical distinctions between restorative and additive drugs. If, for example, a horse has a sore leg and
is given n drug such as Butazolidin, most racing commissions assume the motive
was to remove the soreness, thus enabling the horse to run faster than he otherwise might. Therefore, giving Butazolidin is dopingtampering with performance.
Nor have racing commissions entered into arguments about the effectiveness
of various drugs: does Butazolidin, a tranquilizer or an amphetamine actually
make n horse run faster? Horesemen have better information on the subject
than medicine men in other sports. The position of racing commissions is simply
thnt if something is used with the intent of altering performance, the assumption will be that it does. "Butazolidin or almost anything elseis dope because
we say it is dope" is the essence of the regulations. This is an arbitrary, unscientific approach, but n practical one. Few other sports have been able to agree

on this fundamental issue of what Is dope, though enough formal definitions have
been offered from nine to time to fill a medium -sizod rule book. Some of these
ineinde:
The intake of substances aiming to artificially increase during a competition
the performance of the competitor with detriment to the morale of the competitor

and to his physical and psychic integrity must be considered doping."Italinn
Federation of Sports Medicine.

The use of any drugeffective or notgiven with the intent to increase the
performanee in competition, must be considered as doping."The German
League of Sports Physicians.
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-Doping is the administration to, or the use by, a healthy individual of an
agent foreign to the organism by whatsoever route introduced, or of physiological substances in abnormal quantities or introduced by an abnormal route with
the sole object of increasing artificially and in an unfair manner the performance
of that subject while participating in a competition. Certain psychological procedures designed to increase the performance of the subject may be regarded
as doping."Council of Europe Committee for Out-of-School Education.
Ail such definitions can be quickly attacked, and usually reduced to absurdity.
"What. argues :tr. II. Kay Dooley, of Pomona. Calif., is the ethical difference
between giving analaolic steroids and wrapping an ankle? Both are done in an
attempt to help the athlete perform better."
In May 1964 a conference on doping sponsored by UNESCO was convened in
Belgium. The three -day affair. which drew 0 of the world's leading sports physicians and physiologists. foundered on its first questionwhat is doping? After
listening to one particularly weighty. academic definition. Professor Ernst jokl,
licad (of the first German institute on sports medicine and now at physiologist at

the University of Kentucky. snorted "Medieval Seholasthisni." Ile then suggested that three steaks eaten by a hammer thrtmer might be a physiological subst iitua in abnormal quantity and therefore dope.
( one possible way out of the definition morass was suggested by Professor E. J.
Hen,. a lunch ploysieittn. IIe would. by flat. declare that there is no such thing
;Is
let anyone take anything he wants so hug as he gets it front a licensed

physician. Said Ariens at the INESCO conference: "We live in a time when

,tiortsnam are s,,141 from one league or club to another. There is :t gliding scale
from pure forttlessionalism in sport via setniprofessiona lista and quasi-nonprofessbuialista to true uncomplicated sportive competition by amateurs. Rigid train-

ing s.lteditles of eight hours and more :t day are accepted and considered

'natural.' Nlaybe for eertain forms of prtfessionnlistit in spell. the acceptance Of
expert - controlled conditioning by drugs would be less detriment:11 than today's
clandestine and backward use of these means. which brings about unnecessary
risks for the health of many of our favorite sport sintm."

Ariens' appr(oaeli has the obvimis advantage of doing away with litiocriy,
which in itself is one of the most corrupting features of drug usage. !however.
the proposal has several serious drawbacks, the most important of which has
already been noted: the use of drugs strikes at the fundomentaI nature of .sport,
namely. competition between equals, Given their head. most athletes and their
attendants could be expected to start a and scramble. a sort of sports equivalent
of the arms race. as they tried to find flitI, secret drugs that would giro them at
least a temporary advantage over the opposition. The winners in such a sitnation
might well not he the best athletes lout the richest. those with the hest tech-

nologien I resources at their disposal.
-We are already reaching the point. In the chlyrapics. for example. where coalpet Rims from am uent. developed nations have a real advantage." says Dr. Allan
J. Ryan of the University Of Wisconsin. "If we don't do something tI control drug

use. this cold bring about the same situation in many sports. Suppose. though I
don't think it is the ease. that $150 worth of anabolic steroids would improve the
performance of a high school football player by 105. The boys who can spend

$150. or the teams that can pay $3,000 or so for the drugs, are theoretically
going to have a 10% advantage over those that can't."

Given the diffieultyor impossibilityof finding a rational definition for dope,
the alternative to Professor Ariens' suggestion of adopting a hands-off policy
seems to he settling on n practical. if arbitrary. definition. as has been done by
horse racing. In the process you let the logical chips fall where they may. Thus
while both aspirin and Novocain are drugs, a sporting body may say, in a regulatory way : "Aspirinyes (it is
'neap. universally available.
but Novacainno (it is more pitent, more difficult to obtain and administer)."
Such a ruling is indisputably authoritarian, but so. fundamentally. is the restrietion requiring that a football team have only 11 men on the field at the same
time. It amounts to simply saying this is one rule of the gameand if you play.
you play by the rules.

Such an approach has been used by certain athletic bodiesthe International
Olympic Committee, for onewhich have fried to control drag usage. The IOC
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announced, in essence, that though there were a lot of drugs being used, if in the
19es Games you were caught using alcohol (in excess), amphetamines, ephedrine,
cocaine, vasodilators, opiates, certain analgesics or hashish, you would be regarded as a cheat and punished. That was the rule.
Horse racing also has openly recognized another sporting phenomenon that

others often attempt to ignore. To put it politely, it is in the nature of com-

petitors to seek whatever advantage they can get. To put it bluntly, the compulsion to cheat is strong in athletes. The rules of the artificial world of sport correspond to the physical laws of the real worldthey delineate the areas within
which we can perform. The desire to circumvent these restrictions is a sort of
Faustian impulse that in many ways can heighten sporting suspense. Take, as an

obvious example, the rolling start in track. This is an attempt to be on the
move a split second before the gun is fired and is an illegal technique. How-

ever, it is one which all sprinters know, many of them because they have been
taught to roll by their coaches. It is the responsibility of the starter to catch the
rolling sprinter and penalize him. The duel between the runner and rule enforcer can be a high moment in a track meet. However, unless the starter wins
the argument most of the time, there is no suspenseand no sport.
So it is, sag racing officials, with drugs. It is not enough to say thou shalt not
(lope. No matter what is said, the assumption is that veterinarians, trainers,
I iwners, jockeys and hangers-on are going to try now and then to drug horses.
Therefore. if drugging is regarded as a serious offense, there must be an apparatus for detecting cheaters, a code by which they will be punished.
All racing commissions have such an apparatus and code, though the efficiency,

vigor and sincerity of enforcement varies from place to place. Also, noL''iy
claims that the methods currently used are foolproof, that all drugged horses
are discovered or that all drug givers are punished. However, the fact remains
that a serious effort toward this end is made. Furthermore, with a few exceptions. the trend in American racing is to improve the detection system and to
tighten drug restrictions.
By contrast. not a single major U.S. sporting organization, amateur or pro-

fessional. governing human competitors has specific anti-doping regulations with

an enforcement apparatus. In the way of negative examples, the following are
among the statements or documents of some big U.S. sports regarding their drug
policies.

Warren Giles. president of tile National Baseball League, says that there is

nothing in the rules about prohibition of drug use. "Nothing has ever come to my
attention that would require a special ruling. It never has come up, and I don't
think it ever will." (He would do well to check the locker rooms of a few of his
teams before a game and watch who swallows what).
-The American League has no rules regarding pep pills, painkillers, etc. Base-

ball players don't use those types of things," says the league's executive as-

sistant, Bob Holbrook.
Professional football : "We have rules on gambling, etc., but none on medical
matters," says NFL-AFL Publicity Director Don Weiss. "These are left to the
club physicians and the club trainers in both league:2"
Says the American Basketball Association : "A player should not do anything
which is detrimental to the best interests of the club, of the ABA or of pro sports.
He must always remain in good condition."
"We have no written rules on the subject of drugs," says Haskell Cohen. for
17 years the National Basketball Association publicity director. "The league does
not interfere with individual club trainers."
National Hockey League officials say they do not recall ever issuing any statement or laying down rules about the use of drugs. Ken McKenzienow publisher
of The Hockey Noes and longtime N1 publicity directorsays. "/ can honestly
say that in my 17 years with the NHL, 7 never heard any talk about drugs."
"Responding to your request for verbatim rules and policies of the NCAA and
NATA on the use of pep pills, weight builders, painkillers, etc., neither organization has any formal rules or stated policy on this matter. The NCAA says it relies
on trainers and team physicians to protect the welfare of its athletes. The NATA
says no need has arisen for formal rules or policy statements," reports a Kansas
City correspondent.
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Howard Grubbs, executive secretary of the Southwest Conference: "We don't
have any regulations on drugs, alcoholic beverages or anything.
That's up to the
individual schools."
William E. (Pinky) Newell, trainer at Purdue University and for 10 years the
executive secretary of the National Athletic Trainers Association : "All trainers
are very lunch opposed to the use of drugs, but as an association no policies have
bee% made or initiated or directed to anyone at all because this is a medical
pt e dilent."

From the minutes of the May 20, 1967 meeting of the team physicians of the
PaeK: Eight Conference : We recommend that the conferenece adopt a policy endorsilz:i. the American Medical Association Committee on the Medical Aspects of
Sports' suggestions on drug usage in athletics, particularly with reference to banning the use of pep pills. anabolic steroids and any other artificial aids which
hopefully and supposedly improve performance." The resolution was not acted

upon.

A letter dated Dee. 71. 11107 from Edwin J. Holman. director of the AMA's Depart meta of Medival Ethics to a San Francisco physician :
have your letter of
November 29 asking if it is legal and ethical for you 'to prescribe moderate doses
of anabolic agents to weight lifters for two or three weeks prior to competition,
followed by intervals of three months or more without these agents.' No categorieel answer can be made to your inquiry inasmueh as this is basically a medical
1110,st bin. Tice physician must exercise sound medical judgment in prescribing any
drug. Sound medical judgment is not determined by the courts, but rather by fellow physicians . . ."
A variety of reasons are given for the absence of
drug regulations. The most
cointinal is that then. is no problem. that doping is any
something that is done only by
depraved European bicycle racers"therefore there
is no need for rules in our
sport."
Snell remarks made made about almost any sport are at the very least nonsense.
and at worst deliberate lies. In almost any American sport athletes are using
drugs which, if they were horses. European cyclists or soccer players or Olympians. %Ninth' .tzet them suspended, tined or even imprisoned.

If a no-drugging code were suddenly implemented at midseason in pro football.
it is doubtful that a single loam could field an offense or defense. Indeed, if such
a code is ever passed in pro football, careers are certain to be affected and there
will he a difficult period of adjustment.
A somewhat more subtle anti-regulation argument is that most drugs used

by athletes to improve performances may not do so. Since, it is argued, they
are ineffeetivei.c., they don't change the outcome of a gamewhy legislate
against them? Tf this is valid. it suggests a practical course of action that the
stunts Establishment might follow, one that might clear up much of the drug
mess. As things stand now, very few serious efforts have been made to find out
what many of the commonly used drugs do or do not do for athletes. However,
getting such information is not a technical impossibility, as is sometimes hinted.
-My own feeling," says Dr. Harold Upjohn. an ex-athlete from Yale who is
now- research head of The Upjohn Company, "is that there probably will he and
perhaps already are drugs that will affect human performance. For example,
there is a suggestion that oxygen may be used to influence intelligence. I think
the drug industry will start moving toward finding and marketing potentiating
drugs. ones that allow people to do things they alight not otherwise he elde to
do. insofar as sport is concerned. it might cost a little money and take some time,
lint it would not he difficult to test some, say, amphetamines, to determine how
tunelt they alter performance. Whether they should or should not be used
vomid then be a matter for sports organizations to doide."
To their present state of relative affluence, it seems that the athletic ruling
bodies should, if they could pull themselves together, be able to pay for the
hind of studies Upjohn suggests, studies that would he conducted by an lodependeat research organization. If some drugs did prove to have a measurable
effect on performance. then the sports organizations would be in a position to
deehi.e. on the basis of *actual evidenee. whether they should he used by all
eompetitors, or by none. The matter would at least be out in the open.
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But the very suggestion of enforcing drug regulations chills many athletes
and administrators. The indignity of the practice, of treating American boys
like Thoroughbred horses, is frequently cited as a deterrent. However, athletes
customarily take physical examinations, swear to their amateur status, have
inspected to see that it conforms to rules, are declared ineligible in
many sports if they gamble, beat up referees or fail Basket Weaving II. In coatoarison to these matters, submitting to a drug test should not amount to cruel
or unusual punishment.

Drug tests are impractical, time-consuming and too expensive, runs another
rebuttal that does not bear close examination. In Mexico City in 1968 a thousand
Olympic athletes were tested for drugs during a two-week period. Horses, larger
and more fractious than athletes, are routinely tested. Furthermore, no drug test
depends for its effect on examining all participants. A random selection is made.
The possibility of being among the group tested acts as something of a deterrent
for all. As an example, one testing team that would show up unannounced each

Sunday in a professional football locker room would do more to halt the use
of drugs than a lifetime of proclamations and warnings by commissioners,

physicians. trainers, etc.
Another frequently heard objection is that tests cannot eliminate drug cheating. because athletes will find ways to beat them. No system is perfect. Sonic
sprinters do get rolling starts no matter how vigilant the starter, but not nearly
so many do as would if starters did not police the procedure. Logic alone indicates

that the threat of being caught would deter many dope users. Evidence from
the few sports where control has been tried support logic. The International
Olympic Committee, in announcing the 1968 drug-testing procedures, said, "It
is interesting to cite the fact that in October of 1967, during the Third International Sports Competition held in Mexico [the Little Olympics], the medical commission established the basis for the special tests that were effected on
the participating a thletem. A total of 234 tests were made, all of them turning out
negatively. Without a doubt. a prior publication of the fact that tests were to be

made caused those who might have thought of using drugs to abstain from
doing so. It is hoped that the sante results will be apparent in the Games of
the XIX Olympiad." The same results were apparent ; only one athlete among
the 1.000 tested was found to be doped. His drugalcohol.

The arguments against defining what is dope, writing anti-dope regulations
and enforcing them are usualy convincing in only one respect. They make it
dear that many people in sport are afraid that such ro!.. would either force
them to change their current drug practices or have thin exposed. In the final
analysis, this fear and the guilt feelings it engenders are more shocking than the
drug practices themselves. Rationallyand legallythere is no reason for the
guilt. particularly in America where there are no laws prohibiting the use of any
legally obtained drug. A shotputter who takes prescribed anabolic steroids is
breaking no law. He risks no punishment. Yet most such athletes feel guilty,
as do many physicians who inject Novocain and hand out pep pills. Each "off
the record," "no comment," "I don't know anything about it," eachlet's say
ittic adds another thread to the fabric of guilt. It gives further evidence that
unless controls are established the present practices inevitably will lead to a
sports scandal and humiliation.
This pervasive feeling of guilt among those involved sets forth better than any
amount of expert testimony at least two important facts. Those responsible for
the administration of athletics are not happy with the present drug policies.
They are unhappy because they believe the policies are self-corrupting, and if
what theyas members of the sports Establishmentare doing becomes public
knowledge, they will be regarded as corrupt, and as corrupters.
There are other factors tending to destroy sport : too much money, too much
pressure, too much exposure. The total influence of them all is to fix games, to
remove the fundamental drama, the mystery and the art of sport by dehumanizing it. Short of slipping ringer robots into the lineup, the use of drugs, so far as
Intent goes, is the most dehumanizing practice of the lot.
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APPENDIX 2
(From the New York Times Magazine, Oct. 17. 19711

IT'S NOT How YOU PLAY THE GAME, BUT WHAT PILL YOU TARE

(By Jack Set AI)
From little-league teams all the war up to college and professional
ranks, the breakfast of champions these days is likely to be some
drugupper, downer, painkiller muscle-builder. The genie of the
pill bottle threatens both athl:;ces and athletics.
Drug usage is quickly becoming as common among athletes as the wearing of
white sweat socks. Tom Eckel., a former college track coach who has written six
books on sports, believes "it's a great rarity today for someone to achieve athletic
success who doesn't take drugs." My own experience as an athlete, coach and
journalist would tend to corroborate Ecker's claim.
At the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico City athletes and coaches were not in-

volved in debating the morality or propriety of taking drugs. The only debate was
over which drugs were most effective and what kinds of amphetamines could go
undetected in the tests Olympic officials were requiring athletes to take at the
conclusion of their competition.
Bill Toomey, gold medalist in the decathlon at the 1968 Olympics and winner
of the Amateur Athletic Union's prestigious Sullivan award, had admitted that
he was using drugs to aid his athletic performance at the Mexico City Olympics.
Toomey was not using drugs to take an unfair advantage over his opponents. In

fact, he claims to have sworn off drugs before the Olympics only to return to
them when he arrived in Mexico City and discovered his fellow competitors were
using them.

Toomey was by no means the only member of the 1968 United States Olympic
track and field team using drugs. According to Dr. Tom Waddell, a physician
as well as active decathlon performer who himself placed sixth in the Mexico
City Olympics decathlon, more than a third of the United States track and field
team was using anabolic steroids during the pre-Olympic high-altitude training
camp at Smith Lake Tahoe in 1968. Most of the athletes were taking the steroidsa drug that is believed to make athletes bigger and strongerorally, but
some athletes had their own hypodermic syringes and were giving themselves
injections.
The one-third incidence rate on the 1968 Olympic track and field team is some-

what deceiving, for there are ninny track events where an athlete would have
nothing to gain by taking steroids. Consequently, if one-third of the team was
using steroids, this meant that nearly ail the hammer-throwers, discus-throwers,
shot-putters and other athletes involved in heavy strength events must have
been using them. This seems to be the case, for most of our top weight men in
track and field have either publicly or privately admitted to using steroids; the
list, according to Sports Illustrated. includes Randy Metcson. the 1968 Olympic
champion and world record holder in the shot-put ; Dallas Long, the 1964
Olympic shot-put champion ; and Hal Connolly, the 19: d Olympic champion in
the hammer-throw.
Steroids are by no means the only drugs used by atlil des, and neither is track
and field the only sport where drug usage is prevalent. 'Though the kind of drugs
taken and the quantity of the drug used may vary fry in sport to sport, there is
probably no type of athletic activity of a highly competitive nature where athletes (10 not use drugs.

At the 1970 world weight-lifting championships in Columbus. Ohio, nine of the
first 12 medalists were disqualified when urine tests h ping used at the champion

ships for the first timerevealed they had taken amplwtamines. Ken Patera. an
.Tack Scott is director of the Institute for the Study of Sport and Society in Oakland,
Calif., and author of "The Athletic Revolution."
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American competing in the championships who admitted to using stimulant:,
called the disqualification -ridiculous," according to a story in The St. Petersburg
Times. Patera--quite honestlypointed out that weight-lifters routinely bad
lst using amphetamines for years. And just this past summer. after winning
a gold medal at the Pan Am games in Cali, Colombia, Patera talked about how
he is looking forward to competing against the Russian champion, Aler-tyer, at
the 1972 Olympics in Munich. "Last year the only difference between me and
him \as that I couldn't afford his drag bill," said Patera. "Now I can. When I
hit Munich next year, I'll weigh in at about 340, maybe 350. Then we'll see which
a n, Im terhis steroids or mine."
The first major-league baseball player to expose the use of amphetamines in
baseball was Jim Brosnan. In "The Long Season," a diary of his 1959 season as
a major-league 'Mater, 13rosnan revealed how amphetamines were used by players to help them make it through the seemingly endless baseball schedule. Jim
Bunton and Leonard Shecter talked about the nse of "greenies" (amphetamines)

in their best-selling book, "Ball Four." And this past winter Chuck Dobson, a
pitcher fur the 0akland Athletics, publicly admitted he used greenies. according
to a story in The San Francisco Chronicle. "When you've got the flu and you've

got to pitch, what are you going to do?" Dobson rhetorically asked a sports writer.
'17(td that Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn was thinking of prohibiting the
use of greenies. Dobson said. "I'd like to see him put on a uniform for 162 games
in 1st, Clays, and then see what he says."
The use of stimulants in bicycle racing is almost as old as the sport itself, and

on numerous occasions this practice has been linked to the deaths of cyclists.
Jaeques Anquetil, a French cyclist as well known in his country as skier Jean
Claude Killy. openly admits to doping himself. "Everyone in cycling dopes himself." according to Anquetil. "Those who claim they don't are liars," European
cyclists became so infuriated a few years ago when officials attempted to prevent them from using drugs that they staged a slowdown strike.

In addition to steroids and amphe: amines, pain-killing drugs are regularly

used by athletes in the violent body-contact sports. Writing in Sports Illustrated,
Ili' Gilbert described an incident from the 1964 Stanley Cup finals in professional
hockey. "Midway through the sixth game against Detroit. Bobby Bann, then of
the Toronto Maple Leafs, was hit on the leg by the puck and carried from the
rink on a stretcher. In the training room he received an injection of Novocain.

His leg was taped, he returned to the play, and lie scored the winning goal in
overtime. The next day it was determined Baun had a cracked right fibula.
Nonetheless, lie was shot with painkiller and willingly, probably eagerly, took
his regular turn on the ice the following day." And just a few months ago, an
A.P. story quoted Bill Staley. a defensive tackle for the Chicago Bears. as saying
Bobby Joe Green. the Bears' punter, got 17 shots of a painkiller before one game
Iasi season.

Almost needless to say, the sensation when the painkilling drug wears off is
not a pleasant oneeven if you don't have a broken leg like Balm. Gus Johnson,
a star player for a Baltimore Bullets of the National Basketball Association, was
repeatedly injected with a painkiller this past season so he could play on an
injured knee. The pain when the drug wore of finally got so intense Johnson
stopped getting the injections even though he was forced to miss some crucial
play-off games. "For two and a half days after the last game I felt Illw I
could've cut my leg off." Johnson commented at the time. "When the Xyloeaine
wears off it's not just a downer, its a flip -ant."

The sport where the greatest variety as well as the greatest quantity of drugs
are used is footballparticularly professional football. although the use of drugs
in football often extends all the way down to the Pop Warner Leagite::. I recently
had an irate aml disgusted Parent tell me how the star quarterback on him son's
Pop Warner League team was given three injeetions of a painkiller so he could
Play in the "championship" game. AS startling as this may seem it is not really
surprising, for, from the players im the field to the coaches on the sidelines, Pop
Warner League participants dress and behave as miniature replicas of their
heroes in the college and professional ranks,
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Johnny Unitas, the great Baltimore Colt quarterback, was interviewed on
television in the jubilant Colts' locker room after the 1971 Super Bowl in which
the Colts defeated the Dallas Cowboys on Jim O'Brian's last-second field goal.
I nitas had left the game in the first half with an injury and had not played at
all in the second half. Quite innocently, the interviewer asked Unitas if he
would have been able to play in the second half had the team needed him. In
a comment that is rumored to have caused attacks of apoplexy in the National

Football League front office, Unitas, the hero of millions, blurted out that
Unitas' admission before 15 million television viewers caused quite a stir
among N.F.L. administrators, for during the previous four mouths the N.F.L.
publicity department had been quietly but actively denying rumors and allegathey had given him a shot at half-time and he couldn't feel a thing.

tions that the use of drugs was rampant in professional football. Houston Ridge,
a defensive tackle for the San Diego Chargers, had filed a $1.25-million law suit

charging conspiracy and malpractice in the use of drugs on the part of the

N.F.L. and various coaches. physicians, trainers and team offieials of the Chargers. Ridge claimed he was given steroids, amphetamines and barldt orates -not for

the purpose of treatment and care but for the purpose of stimulating his mind
and body so lie would perform more violently as a professional football player."
Although the issue 6f liability in the Ridge case is still to be determined by

the courts, it has been claimed that the San Diego Chargers freely dispensed
both amphetamines and steroids. In testimony before a California legislative
subcommittee inquiring into drug abuse in sport. Paul Lowe, a former all-pro
running back for the Chargers, claimed pink steroid pills were placed next to
each player's plate on the dining table in the Charger training camp. According
to Lowe, there was a clear implication that players who refused to take the
pills would be fined. Additionally. Lowe and other Charger players claim they
were not even informed in advance that the pink pills were steroids.

Just as the publicity surrounding the Ridge suit began to die down. Dave
Meggyesy, a seven-year veteran linebacker for the St, Louis Cardinals, published his hard-hitting autobiography. "Out of Their League." Meggyesy told
how lie was "shot up" with Novocain as early as his sophomore year in high
school so lie could play in an -important- game despite a severe neck injury.
"When the numbness wore off after the game." 'Meggyesy wrote, "my head felt
like it was on backwards." But he saved his most biting attack for professional
football, claiming most N.F.L. trainers do more dealing in drugs than the average
junkie, and that Jack Rockwell, the Cardinal trainer, had a "veritable drugstore"
in his training room.
Because of his bearded, long-haired appearance and admitted radical political

viewsas well as his own use of psychedelic drugsMeggyesy was attacked ad

kominem by the conservative sports establishment and his allegations were often

ignored. However. shortly after "Out of Their League" was published. Ken

Gray. long-time captain of the St. Louis Cardinals, five -time veteran of the Pro
Bowl, and a pillar in the St. Louis community, filed a $1.79- million law suit
against the Cardinals charging, among other things, that "potent, harmful,
illegal and dangerous" drugs were administered to him by the Cardinals without
his consent. Though it is somewhat difficult to imagine a 260-pound all-pro
fOotball player being given drugs without his consent, Gray's suit did at least
indicate that other players besides long-haired radicals felt drug abuse existed
in the N.F.L.
The use of drugs to help one's althletic performance is by no means restricted
to male athletes. A major scandal almost surfaced a few years ago when a
prominent West Coast trainer became infuriated after the conch of a young
girls' track chub approached him asking for some "bennies" (amphetamines)
for the girls on his team. This coach had been having some phenomenal success,
and there was much speculation over the role stimulants had played in this
success. And the use of amphetamines by 13- and 14-year-old female swimmers
often competing in the Olympics at this ageis not unheard of.
Still. the most serious and dangerous use of drugs by females is the taking of
male hormones. In fact, the "sex test"a hormonal test accompanied by a gyne-
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exatehmtionhas becinie a standard reeuir :!,ent r,r

at the Olympic Gaines and other major international athletic events.
Ono of the first international competitions to use the sex test a, the lOtld
Emopean track and field ehanniionships. Five women, ineluding
Press sisters from the Soviet 1 7nbna. withdrew from the competithin rather than
submit to the test. And areording to press reports. the women's refusal to lake
the test was not based on a principled stand against the indignity of the test, lint
on a fear of not passing it. This was probably the ease, for given the ',res.:we the
Sot Jet
puts on its athletes. it is extremely nniihely the Press sisters would
have been allowed to withdraw (Nun the competitilin if they had been able t, pass
the test.
The drugs used by athletes are often divided into two categories: those that are
1.timatl retf,r(itirc
those that a iv priwarily
"primarily- to indicate that this classitien tbin is really arbitrary. for there is
usually
overlapping between Iltegories. Restorative drugs are given with
the intent of restoring an athlete's skill to what is -normally" would be if it were
not for matters melt as illness, injury, dissipation or nervousness. Drugs in this
Oa ti.cniry include: barbiturates. painkillers, unisele-relaxers, enzymes. tranquilizers and a nt i-intlammata tits. These drugs are usually not conside; d (quit roversial,
and with the possible exception of painkillers, there is seldom any secrecy associ-

ated with their use.

'1'114, planing of tranquilizers in the restorative category does, however. point out

the somewhat arbitrary nature of the restorative category does, however. point

out the somewhat arbitrary nature of the restorative-additive clossitieation

scheme. The justificathin for calling tranquilizers restorative is that they simply
help to relax an edgy, extremely nervous athlete and allow him to ,perform np
to his full potential. On the other hand. the argument could tie made that tranquilizers are additive, for overcoming, tension anti anxiety is au integral part of
the sport experience. If an athlete cannot perform under pressure without the use
of tranquilizers, t he tranquilizers are not simply restodug him to his normal level
s! ;ill, bat allowing tarot to perform at a level lieyond his normal
Golf is a spirt %%here the ability to perform under extreme tension is perhaps

the most crucial skill neededit certainly isn't physical conditioningand, not
surprisingly. some r$111/011N prtlfPNNI0/1;11 ,SP):ferS ItSe tranquilizers.

Dave Meggyesy was such a -superpsyehe" when he played football for the St.
Louis Cardinals that the ctiaches had him take tranquilizers before the games,
While most of the other Cardinals were using pennies to psyche np for the game,
AregYesY was taking tranquilizers to calm down. Still. after a few games. Meggypsy stopped taking the tranquilizers, for, as lie points out In his book. "I- felt
that part of the challenge of the sport was to be able to control myself without
using artificial aids,"
Additive drugs are used with the intent of stimulating an athlete to perform
beyond his "normal" capability--for example. in the hope of enabling n poorly
conditioned player to operate at top speed for the entire game or with the hope
of enabling a .17- second quarter-miler to rim 411 seconds. The use of these drugs

is usually cloaked in secrecy, for they are extremely controversial from a legal
and ethical, as well as medical, standpoint.
The most %%4,11-known of the drugs thought to be addictive are amphetamines,

ineluding methamathetamines (commonly known as "speed'' or "meth "). and
anabolic steroids. These drugs are controversial from a medical standpoint because of their potentially dangerous side effects, and also bemuse there is lunch
speenlation over whether they or any other drug cant really help an athlete per-

form beyond his "normal" capability.
ltil Gilbert, in a series on drug usage in athletics for Sports Illustrated. pointed

out how amphetamine's have what he termed a triple-threat effect. They work
indirectly to suppress hunger, and, consequently, are often used by athletes such
as Jockeys, boxers and wrestlers when they have to lose weight quickly in order
to make a specific weight limit. They also speed up the user's respiratory and
circulatory system, enabling him to remain hyperactive when lie might otherwise have been overcome with fatigne. And finally, they net directly on the
brain, producing a sense of euphoria and an "I-cam-lick-the-world" feeling,
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Quite aside from the debate over whether amphetamines actually do help au
athlete perform beyond his "normal" capability. there is no question that the
side effects of amphetamine use are numerous and dangerous. They can be at
least psychologicallyif not physiologicallyaddictive, and overdoses, or even
regular use of amphetamines, have been known to cause, among other things,
ulcers. cerebral loam wrliage, paranoia. cardiovascular collapse. nutritional problems. aggressive behavior and irritability.
One of the star defewive players for the New York .lets (luring the mid-sixties
used to get so high on Winties for the games on Sunday that he was still unable

to sleep two nights later before the team reported for Tuesday's practice. The

hying hell an amphetamine user goes through when the drug begins to wear off is
usually proportionate to the quantity and quality of the anipliettilllille 11:441 II)

get high. The larger the (lse and the higher the quality, the more tense and
irritable the user gets, Most amphetamine users take some form of barbiturate
to help tlam eotne down from an anadiet:Ittlitte high. and some athletes quickly
get lopkol into a symine:,e %viten* they have to USP :111111110:1111iIIPS

1,11111)er:0

to

up for tinietiee er a ga Mt', :du! hall& !wales ( downers) to help them come

niidiral researchers and even a few athletes feel amphetamines do not
really help an athlete perform hecond his normal capability. In fact, sonic nthletes feel amphetamines might even detract from top performance since they
.,1 au athlete the feeling he is doing well when he actually is not. "I've taken
gryotiies
Jim Minton writes in -Itall Four.'"*The trouble with them is that
they make you 0.1,1 so great- that you think you're really smoking when you're
not.
The result is you get gay. tlina.v it down the middle and get clobbered."
.

.

.

,

nipbct: minis inay not 11(.11) athletes involved in actin ities demanding complex

skills. but many athletes competing is simple (aithiranee events swear by them.
French cyclist .1notietil has no doubts that amphetamines improve endurance.
We could do without them in a nice." Le says. -but then we would pedal I;
miles an hoar instead of 25."

Amphetamines. though the most commonly used Stimulant, are by no means

the only drug athletes have used in the attempt to ineren,e their enditrance.

Strychnine, cocaine ephedrine and caffeine are a few of the other stimulants used

to mask fatigue.
Athletes in the violent contact sports regularly use amphetamines not so
much to inereas(. their endurance its to help psyche themselves up for the physival combat they have to engage in. A.mpliet amines are regularly used by football
players on the specialty foams. usually referred to as "suicide squads" or -bomb
sqtteds." These are the lick -off and pant-return teams whose players. sometimes

weighing as nitwh as 300 pounds, Nlani into each other while running at full

speed.

Some (Thies of football b(dieve the game (amid not be played at the level of
violence it is todaythe N.P.L. had already spent more than $2-million on the
treatment of injuries half-way through last season if it were not for the use of

amphetamines. The possible truth of 0118 claim was brought home to toe recently
when I Ii' a rd a report on the news that Japanew kamikaze pilots (luring World
NVar II regularly used heavy 11111,41.S of amphetamines to psyche themselves tip

ben.). missions. Like a hyped-up bomb-squader running down the field on a
kick-off. the pilots would yet so high they Mt. italestruetible,
Most drugs used by athletes have a tettniorary effect. and. not surprisingly,
they are usually taken Duly l.fore. (luring or shortly after practice or rompedThy chief iixeig.t ions to this are the :embolic steroids, drugs classified as
beim; additive. Steroids appear to have three positive effects on athletes using
in primer dosage. They improve the assimilation of protein, and this is
why athletes using thou have sometimes reported 10 and 50 per vent increases in
strength. They promote ealciiiin retention, and some doctors have reported height
increases even in adults. And lastly, they promote cell growth which. along with
the tirst two effects. also increases body and musetilar growth. Athletes normally

take steroids in conjunction with a weight-training program, and besides in-
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creases in strength, many athletes have gained as much as 50 or 60 pounds in a
few months.
However, since the steroids are male hormones, they also influence sexual
development, affecting the reproductive organs and secondary sex characteristics.
Athletes using steroids have experienced changes in beard growth, depth of voice,
sex drive and have had other glandular reactions. There have been nu serious
medical studies on the long-term effect of steroids, but too heavy a dosage has
caused testicular atrophy, liver damage and edema, and some physicians fear
their use increases the chance of cancer of the prostate.
The clandestine circumstances surrounding the use of additive drugs such as
amphetamines and steroids frequently result in athletes using dosages of these
drugs far beyond what even the most gung-ho team physician would reeommend.
The normally recommended daily dosage of steroids is 2 to 10 milligrams, but
a few years ago a national (tampion high-school shot-putter was taking as much
as 30 and 40 milligrams per day. As is often the case, the athlete was getting the
steroids, not from a doctor, but from a friendly pharmacist, and he simply assumed that if 10 milligrams per day were helpful, 40 milligrams would be four
times as helpful.
Because of the increasing public exposure about the use of additive drugs, most
athletes now have to secure them on what could be termed the athletic black market. However this was not always the case. These drugs were first widely introduced into tl:e American athletic scene by coaches, trainers and team physicians
in the high-school. college and professional ranks. Rick Sortun, a college football
star at the University of Washington in the early sixties and a six-year veteran
of the N.F.L., has told me about how an assistant coach at Washington used to
slip the players pennies surreptitiously before each game.

Most college coaches are not slipping their players bennies today, but
they are turning their heads while the players use amphetamines secured
from the campus drug scene. A survey, done by a football player at the
University of California for a (-lass I was teaching there two years ago.

showed that more than 50 per cent of the players on the Cal football team were
regularly 11.ing inphetanlincs for both pates an :I practice. At Stanford, a starting player on their 1971 Rose Bowl championship team has talked about how
he and many of his teammates were using amphetamines not only for games.
but also for daily practice sessions. And a former middle-linebacker for the University of Southern California, Steve McConnell, told me that the use of amphetamines for games and practice was at least as common at U.S.C. as at Stanford
and Cal.
Cal is an excellent example of how coaches and team physicians first introduced

the regular use of additive drugs into the athletic program. Jim Calkins. the
co- captain of the 1969 Cal football team, came to Berkeley. from a San Diego
area junior college. The Cal coaching staff liked his potential, but felt he needed
to put on some weight to play tight end. A coach sent Calkins to the team physieian, who put him on steroids with the promise that he would grow bigger and

stronger.
Calkins gained the weight and strength the team physician told him he would,
but after a month or two on steroids he began to experience some side effects he
is still hesitant to discuss. "I told the doctor what was happening and lie, for the
first time, told me about the possible side effects of using them. He took me off

the steroids, but looking back, I can see that moment was the beginning of my
disillusionment with big-time athletics."
The use of drugs in sports is not without its humorous moments. Gary Power.
a nationally ranked high-hurdler, recently told me about an incident in which a

top American track and field athlete mistakenly took a heavy dose of downers
instead of uppers. The athlete kept waiting for the euphoric amphetamine high
to come on but instead he kept growing increasingly tranquil. Too relaxed to get
motivated even to warm up, the athlete withdrew from the competition.
As this incident makes clear. the kind of athietie performance a fan sees is
increasingly becoming dependent on what type of pills his athletic hero has been
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taking. Author-coach Tom Ecker, not without some justification, believes that be-

fore long the champion athlete will not necessarily be the one who trains the
hardest or competes the best, but the one who has the best pharmacist. And,
because of the spiraling use of drags more and more athletessuch as Bill Toomey
during the 1968 Olympicsare having to resort to drugs simply to compete on
equal terms with their opponents.
Dr. H. Kay Dooley, director of the Wood Memorial Clinic in Pomona, Calif.,
has worked closely with athletes for more than 10 years, and he openly supports
the use of drugs to aid an athletes performance. "A lot of physicians are stuffed
shirts when it comes to sports," says Dr. Dooley, who believes that medically
supervised drug usage by athletes presents no danger to either athletes or sport
itself. "Athletes do want to perform better," says Dr. Dooley, "that is what it is
all about. If I know of something which may improve performance, a training
or rehabilitation technique, a drug that is legal and which I don't believe involves any serious risk, I see no reason not to make it available to an athlete."
Since most of the drugs used by athletes can be obtained legally only with a prescription. Dr. Dooley is a much sought-after individual in sports circles, and
athletes from as far away as the East Coast frequently show up at his California-

based clinic.
Dr. Dooley is not being quite fair, however, when he attempts to portray physiMaus who have a more conservative position on drug usage by athletes as stuffed
shirts who do not understand the realities of the sports world. Dr. Robert Kerlan.

now the team physician for the Los Angeles Lakers but a man who is perhaps
best known for his efforts to keep Sandy Koufax's arthritic arm healthy during
the last few years of Konfax's career, sees the situation in a much more ominous
light than Dr. Dooley. "Somebody should speak out on this subject, and speak
out strongly" says Dr. Kerlan. "Situations arise where there are valid medical
reasons for prescribing drugs for athletes. There are special occupational health
problems in some sports," according to Dr. Kerlan, who himself gave injections of
cortisone to Koufax. "However, the excessive and secretive use of drugs is likely
to become a major athletic seandal, one that will shake public confidence in many

sports just as the gambling scandal tarnished the reputation of basketball. The
essence of sports is matching the natural abin;:r of men. When you start using
drugs, money or anything else surreptitiously to gain an unnatural advantage.
you have corrupted the purpose of sports as well as the individuals involved in
the practice."
But even Drs. Kerlan and Dooley, despite their philosophical differences on
the use of drugs in sport, would agree that the rampant and usually medically
unsupervised use of drugs by athletes today poses a severe threat to the athletes' health. This problem is more frightening than one may think, for drug
usage is on the increase all the way down to the Little League and Pop Warner
teams where, as I pointed out earlier, the coaches and kids use us models their
heroes in the college and professional ranks.

Along with the fact that we live in a culture where drugs of all kinds are
readily available, the main reason for the increasing use of drugs in athletics

in the incredible pressure on coaches and athletes to win. As the late and already
nearly deified Vince Lombardi pointed out time and again, "Winning is not everything. It is the only thing."

Drug usage indicates that the product (the winning) is more important than
the process (the actual competing). The benefits to be gained by the athlete
from the man-to-man struggle, or from the battle of man against himself which
were once the essence of most popular American sports, are in no way enhanced
by the use of drugs. Drug usage does not heighten the benefits to be gained from
competitive athletics ; it simply walla that actual performance will sometimes
be at a level beyond what it otherwise might have been. For example, due to the

use of steroids, most of the top shot-putters today all throw about 68 feet,

whereas, without steroids, they would probably be throwing about 65 or 66 feet.
If sport were to return to the old-fashioned but still relevant philosophy that
"Ws not important if you win or lose, but how you play the game," drug usage
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would certainly be attenuated. if not eliminated. With the prime emphasis on the

actual competition the competingrather than the outcomethe winningathletes would realize that there %vas really nothing to be gained by using drugs,
except isissibly to facilitate recovery from an injury.
however. the Lombardi philosophy that "winning is the only
thing" is likely to c/a:I-inie as the dimlinant one in American athletics.
And
as long :is there is an inordinate emphasis om winning, atheietes will continue
using drugs or any other aid they believe will contribute to the likelih000d of
victory.

[From the Nee York 'flws. Nov. 14, 10711
LETTERS

DRUGS AND SPORTS SHOULDN'T MIX

To the Editor:
As a former college athlete, I read Jack Scott's article on drug usage among
athletes with great sadness ("It's Not How You Play the Game, But What
Pill You Take." Oct. 17). I was saddened and angered for I know the factual
kisis of Mr. Scott's charges, and I cannot help but wonder what our society
has done to such a potentially beautiful and fulfilling human activity as sport
is and ought to be. Perhaps little can be done to alter the situation in professional athletics. but it's time educators took a stand on what is happening under
our very own noses on high school and college campuses throughout the country.
JOHN HURST,

Associate Professor,
University of California, Berkeley.

2't the Editor:
am writing in response to JAck Scott's article on the use of drugs in American sports. My event being the decathlon. I have had numerous opportunities to
compete against. William Toomey, finishing fifth behind him in the National
Championships in 1907. I am currently training in Santa Barbara with
a number of America's top hopes for the decathlon in the 1972 Olympic Games
at Munich, Germany.

I am confronted on a daily basis by the reality of the drug problem. As a
:natter of fact. there exists among us the common notion that "no decathlete
could win an Olympic medal without the aid of steroids and/or amphetamines."
The same idea exists, but to a slightly lesser degree, as far as securing a berth
on our American Olympic Team is concerned.

Perhaps now that the truth is out, and if it continues to be exposed, it may
be possible for a nondrug-using decathlete to be on our American Olympic

Tea DL
SAM GOLDBERG.

Oakland, Calif.
APPENDIX '3
Sandy Podwe. Newsday]

Dimas IN SPORTSNOT BY TAPE ALONE DO ATHLETES SURVIVE

There was no questioning the man's courage. And that is how it is remembered
even now : A tense, dramatic night' with a limping Willis Reed dragging his injured leg up and down the court long enough to help the Knicks win the 1970
World's Championship against the Lakers.
lie was able to play because he had received shots of carbocaine to deaden the
pain in the injured area. When questions were asked why Reed had been al-

lowed on the court, there were replies that Reed was a grown man, with a
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chance to play on a world championship team. Furthermore, the Knicks said
they had checked and the risk of additional injury wasn't that gtmit.
But should Reed have allowed it? Or had he been so conditioned by the winat-any-cost system that he did not question even when his health was involved?
In contrast, John Havlicek and Boston Celtic's physician Dr. Thomas Silva,
rejected the idea of numbing injections last week and Hav lieek played against
the Knicks in the fifth playoff game with a painful shoulder injury. Havlicek
said be didn't believe in injections because when be was in high school, be had
been given a knee injection which led to adverse effects the next day. "You
could take 10 different players, 10 different teams," Dr. Silva said, "and come
up with 10 different ways to handle something like this . All John took were
the standard anti-inflammatory pills we give for muscle or sprained ankles...."
The concept of sport as we know it is supposed to he an uplifting experience,
one which promotes the idea of sound mind, sound body. But over the last few
years a number of professional and amateur athletes hare detailed several
cases involving the use of drugs as an aid to performance.

Have their revelations led to change in athletics? Just how widespread is the
use of stimulant, pain-killing and muscle-building drugs in sports two to three
years after the exposes? What types of drugs are still used? By whom? And
why?
Beginning today, 'Newsday, examines the subject of drugs in professional football, professional basketball, college and amateur athletics.

(By Sandy Padwe)

First of a Series
There have been official warnings from the National Football League and from

law enforcement ottiials. There have been law suits against the San Diego
Chargers and St. Louis football Cardinals for dispensing "dangerous drugs."
There also has been a television eampaign by the NFL to pnt football on the
right side in society's tight acainst drug abase.
But with a!I this. drugs remain as much a part of professional football as the

goalposts. Stimulants still are used by many players to get them up for games
and depressants are used to bring them down. Others use steroids in hopes of
increasing strength. And at some time during his career, nearly every player will
have to use some form of analgesic to control the pain from an injury.

From conversations with trainers, players, congressional investigators, law
enforcement personnel. physicians and pushers close to sports, a pattern of drug

usage in professional football becomes clear. Regarding the stimulant drugs,
there is a different pattern of usage compared to several years ago.

thiblat Smith, the defensive end of the Baltimore Colts, says, "When I need
them. I get them from a private source . . . 111 only talk about myself. I use
them [amphetamines] when I feel I need them . . . That's mostly when I have
to play when Im hurtin. and I feel I need some help."
"It's more of ar. underground arrangement now," said center George Burman,
who has played seven years in the National Football League for the Bears.
Rams and Redskins. Burman, a candidate for a Ph.D. in Economics from the
University of Chicago, said, "During my career. I've seen a change. It used to
be that you could get them [amphetamines and combination amphetamine and
barbiturate pills] from the doctor or trainer or from another player. Now you
can't get them from the doctor or trainer. At least not from what I can see . . .
But the players get them. They have sources. They don't mind paying."
Burman said he began to notice a change about three or four years ago when
exposes by several former players documented the use of drugs in football. At
the same time, Houston Ridge filed suit against the Chargers and Ken Gray
against the Cardinals, challenging the teams' methods of dispensing drugs.
"It's hard to estimate how many guys use them [amphetamines]," Burman
said. ". . . Off the top of my head. I'd say that during my career it's varied at
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times. I think 33 per cent would be a safe figure, maybe a little higher at times."
Adrian Young, a sixth-year linebacker who played for the Eagles until last
season and now is with the New Orleans Saints, has another viewpoint : "When
I was with the Eagles . . . maybe 10 guys were regu.ar users on game days.

The stuff wasn't given by management . . . But they were available. It's a
situation kind of like society in general. It went on. they were available, but
nobody discussed it in the open."

. . You always bear players talking about what it's like for guys on their
club," added Cowboys running back Calvin Hill. '1 think the problem varies
from team to team, trainer to trainer. We have )guys who use them . . . I guess
they got them from private sources. In writing, of course. the club's policy is
against any kind of drug . . . It boils down, I think, to the integrity of the
trainer. I think there are some trainers afraid for their jobs and they would do

anything to please the coach."
Bobby Gunn, the trainer for the Houston Oilers and President of the National
Athletic Trainers Association, says trainers who illegally dispense amphetamines
face more than loss of standing in the NATA. They could face felony charges.

However, several local narcotics officials around the nation said they did not

have the manpower to investigate athletic teams.
Gunn said the volume of amphetamine usage is down from five years ago, but
adds, ". . . It's still enough of a concern for us. We'll do anything to try to control

it. If it means scare tactics we'll use them." Gunn also said that older players

were more likely to use stimulant drugs. "A guy who has been in the league nine
or ten years doesn't have the same body he had when he was 20. He's got arthritic
joints, muscle problems. I can't sit in judgment. I can only warn."
Supply procedures around the league differ. "I've never made it a point to ask
how guys get them," said defensive tackle Gary Pettigrew of the Eagles, "because
it might seem like sticking my nose into something I shouldn't have . . . When

I first came to the Eagles, it [amphetamine usage] was sort of an accepted
thing . . . Now its not out in the open anymore. The team certainly doesn't give
them out

But players have their ways."

Chris Fletcher. a fourth year safetyman for the Chargers says, "Football
players are so well known . . . they can easily get a prescription from a doctor
not connected with the team."

Linebacker Tim Rossovich, Fletcher's teammate at San Diego, agrees, but
adds, ". . People get so wrapped up in the whole drug situation that they hear
about a player popping a pill and they equate it right away with someone shooting
heroin in a back room . . . They should ask themselves the last time they took
a sleeping pill or a tranquilizer or something like that."
Bill Bates, now the trainer for the Milwaukee Bucks of the National Basketball Association, was trainer for the New England Patriots until last spring. He
was there 11 years. "The use -- amphetamines," he said, "used to be rampant.
They were all over like Good 'N' Plenty. Then a couple of years ago, the commissioner decided to get tough about it and things changed a little. I don't think
usage is as rampant as before. But it's still a problem." Bates said the Patriots'
players obtained their amphetamines from private sources. He also said, "At one
time I was pretty sure one of the players was acting as a supplier."
Bates, who worked in a drug education program sponsored by the Massachusetts Attorney General's office, said most football players do not have a basic
understanding of the drugs they use. "The tragic part of the whole thing is the
ignorance level, how the use of amphetamines and other drugs can affect a player
physically, what it can do internally..."
There are other risks. "When we have to operate for any reason after a game,"
said Dr. James Nicholao, the physician for the Jets, "we make each player sign
a paper, stating whether he has been using amphetamines . . . or any brain energizers . . . If we didn't know, it could affect the operation , , . We haven't had
much problem in this area, but they come clean when we confront them with what
could happen."

99-749-73-24
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The reasoning behind amphetamine usage is another variable. Burman said,
. The players who take them believe it does improve performance and that's
something they may feel they need, for a lot of different reasons. On a certain
day a guy may be playing against an allPro and in his mind, he thinks he needs
something extra.
"Another guy might be worried about his age and preserving his career . . .
".

They also believe that the way they use them will minimize any harmful
effects .

. . The feeling is that limited usage during game days [exhibition and
regular] in a season, and without using them at other times, they can beat any
physical problems that arise."
Several players maintain, however, that the use of amphetamines isn't simply
limited to game days. They are used for preseason scrimmages and there are

reports of use during practice sessions.
And what is the reaction of the coaches to amphetamine usage? "Coaches sort
of look the other way on this thing. The coaches figure if a guy needs them and
getting them isn't connected with the team, then go ahead," Burman said.
Itossovich said, "I've had several coaches. One announced that it was.forbidden. Another didn't say anything and there was another who said he didn't care."
I r. Lawrence Golding, a Kent State University physiologist who has done extensive research on amphetamine usage in sports, said, "Many individuals using

amplietamiues need a 'downer' in order to sleep at night and so a cyclic pattern
develops between 'uppers' to enable the person to perform and 'downers' to enable
the individual to obtain the needed sleep."
Dr. Golding also said, "in athletic performance studies, the weight of evidence

indicates that amphetamine does not improve physical performance . , . The
athlete on amphetamine becomes keyed up for his event, which is desirable for
optimal performance . . . Mental attitude certainly can affect performance and
being mentally prepared for an activity or an event is desirable. Increased psychological preparedness appears to be the only rational justification for the

continued use of amphetamine."
"I've heard all the disputes about whether uppers help or don't," Burman said.
"I just wish the doctors would make a definitive study some time. It seems all the
information they have now is confusing. Some claim it helps, then somebody else
says you can't believe it because the testing methods are scientifically suspect"

The analgesicsanti-pain medicationsare another problem. The analgesics
are used in pill form or injections. "The rule of thumb we always used," Bates
said, "was that we never injected them if there was a chance of further harm ...
but the whole question is not as simple as that. A lot of players feel they are being
Paid to play football, that their jobs depend on their playing even when they're
hurt. I don't know what things are like on every team. I prided myself on not
throwing anyone to the wolves. Many times, this didn't meet the approval of the
coaches. They don't understand physiology that well, but they do understand
winning.

"A lot of players accept injuries as part of their job . . . But there were times
when injections were given under the club's ground rules that I asked myself
what I was doing, what it was all about, what the people in the game were all
ahout . . . I suppose my conservatism in medical matters like this was one of
the reasons I left the Patriots. I had an argument with an assistant coach about
injecting players for practice . . . I just wasn't going to prostitute my morals,"
John 3lazur, now an assistant coach with the Eagles, was the head coach of
the Patriots when Bates' incident with the assistant occurred. Mazur said he
had no knowledge of the dispute. "If it happened," Mazur said, "the assistant
never talked to me about it and he never bad any authorization to do something
like that . . ."
Adrian Young said, "when you're in an injury situation, the outlook around
the team is that you'll get yourself ready to play. It's an outlook of almost going
to war. That's the kind of emotion they're trying to build up . . ."
"There's very much a psychology involved when you're talking about pain killers." Burman said. "Probably the biggest thing is that a player fears loss of his
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job if he doesn't play. lie's afraid some other guy will come from nowhere and
take his job. Then he's afraid. too, that the coach's attitude may change toward
him if he doesn't play ... A feeling builds up that you're letting the team down.

It holds for practice as well as games . . ."
The deeper philosophical implications that pill popping and pain-killers present
for pro foothill'. bother several players, including Mike Reid, a defensive tackle
for the Cincinnati Boma Is.

"Then things [amphetamines and pain killers] are used,' Reed said, "and I'm
disturbed at the reasons. I think that some of the other things that go on collies
down to the misplaced values in football . . . If a player feels psychologically
that the usage of drugs improves performance, he's going to use them ... There
are a lot of external pressures involved in football like the Lombardi attitude of
winning and producing .
its easy to lose sight of the ,cal reason for participating . . because of the pressure to win and succeed, the game becomes like
the rest of society where anything goes to win . . ."
Ti anlirrior : Drags and professional basketball.;

AMPHETAMINE DOSAGE VARIES

AffilthetillhilW is a central nervous system stimulant, and the psychological
effects can produce alertness. euphoria and elation, plus a sense of greater concentrations and self eonfidenee. Unregulated amphetamine usage also can produce
restlessness. dizziness. talkativeness. tenseness, irritabi:ty, insomnia, confusion,
anxiety. delirium, panic states, circulatory collapse, vomiting, diarrhea and abdominal cramps.
Benzedrine. Dex4;ine, Dexamyl and Daprisal are the most common amphetamines used by football players. Dexamyl and Daprisal are emnbination amphetamine and barbiturate. :,,lost of the commonly used capsules and tablets contain between 5 and 15 milligrams. Physicians have reported that dosage as small
as two mg, can produce adverse effects in certain individuals. Severe reactions
also have been reported at 30 nag.

Dosage among athletes varies. Adrian Young, now a linebacker for New Orleans admits using as much as 25 tug. per game at different times in his career.
1ashington venter George Burman estimates dosage at "higher than 10 nag."
per game.

PADWC

Ex-PLAYERS CHALLENGE USAGE AS LEAGUE PRESENTS AN IMAGE

Two court cases, one settled April 10, have challenged the use of drugs in professf-nal football.
Ilouston Ridge, a former defensive end for the San Diego Chargers, will receive $200,000 in settlement of his suit. He had charged the team with administering him "dangerous drugs . . . without a legitimate purpose."
Ken Gray, a former offensive lineman for the St. Louis Cardinals, has filed a
similar suit, scheduled to be heard in late May. The Cardinals released Gray in
1970.

The attorney for Ridge contended his client had been disabled in a game Oct.
11. 19(19 against Miami. "At the time he received this [hip] injury," Attorney
Robert Baxley said. "be had taken three Amber 2 tablets [combination amphetamine and barbiturate], which were given to him by the team trainer who had
obtained the drugs from the team physician.
"Over the course of the years that Mr. Ridge played with the Chargers. they
bought h.:ge quantities of pep pills, sleeping tablets, tranquilizers and weight
liv
investigation leads to the congaining drugs to mention a few
clusion that these drugs were provided in large quantities to these professional
athletes . . ."
Martin Green, the attorney for Gray, said at least five of Gray's former teammates, including cornerback Pat Fischer will testify at the trial.
. . What I
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will try to show." Green said. "is the psychology involved in administering V 2 'lions drugs to these players."
Two years ago. the National Football League. working with the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. introduced a number of public service promotional
advertisements during NFL, telecasts.
The TV Spots featured Mayers delivering anti -drug messages. The NFL denies

that the advertisements were used to counter charges by ex-players that drug
abuse was common in professional football. "The purpose was drug education."

said Don Weiss, the league's director of public relations.
The league's piddle image regarding drug usage has proVoked debate among
some players. including the Cowboy's wide receiver Billy Parks.... "That's all
part of the league's PR. giving the image for the youth....." Parks said. "I understand the objective. trying to tell kids not to get involved with drugs. But I think
the kids are smarter than they're given credit for. Personally, I don't take those
ads serbatsly. . Ilow con I? Most definitely. worth, in twit-INN use drags. Yet.
we prlanote the image we should be good clean cut kids who Mat get involve)!
with that stuff.
.

.

Football isn't notch different from other levels in society when it ta»es to

. The
drug useage. What's going on in corporations and other business places?.
only difference is that businessmen and teachers don't go on television and pre-

tend things aren't like they are.-

PAnwE

IN PRO BASKETBALL, DRUG USAGE LEADS TO WARNINGS AND WORRIES

(By Sandy Padwe)
Second of a series
The warning, primarily by phone, went to all the player representatives in the
National Basketball Association. ". . . I told them." said Larry Fleisher, attorney
for the NBA Players Association. "that there was too much at stake, that we've
worked too hard, too long, to suffer any scandal."

That was amid-season, a difficult time for people like Fleisher, who had been

hearing rumors about the level of drug usageboth for performance and in
private life among professional basketball players.
In one West Coast city. the narcotics bureau of the police department had

been investigating an NBA. player suspected of dealing cocaine. The investigation hasn't ended. Also there were two cases on Fleisher's desk. The Milwaukee

Bucks had dropped Wall Jones and his healthy contract, claiming that Jones
had lost weight and stamina and therefore could not physically play in the
NBA any longer.
That immediately was translated around the league to mean that Wall Jones
had a serious drug problem. The matter went to arbitration within the NBA.
Fleisher also had another case on his desk. Harold Fox, a rookie guard for the

Buffalo Braves, and teammate Dick Garrett had been arrested in suburban
Buffalo. They were in an apartment where marijuana was found. The authorities
later dropped the case due to insufficient evidence. Garrett remained with the
Braves but Fox was dropped and did not play again for any professional team

even though Braves' coach. Jack Ramsay, last spring described him as an "outstanding prospect." The Fox case also went to arbitration in the NBA since the
Braves. according to Herb Rudoy of Chicago, Fox' lawyer, stopped payment on
the player's contract.
Drug usage in basketball appears to be of a different character than in football. Much of it results from the gruelling schedule in both professional basketball
leagues.

. A lot of guys." said Nate Archibald of the Kansas City Kings, the leading
scorer in the NBA, "feel if they can get high it will relax them . . . I don't say
there's a problem with hard drugs among basketball players. But there's a lot
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of smoking [marijuana] going on and I think it's getting out a hand . .. You
can't be at your best if you're doin' that before a game."

Archibald said the players are aware of the same rumors that had reached
Fleisher's office. "The players," he said, "know there have been investigations.
Things got pretty tight for a couple of weeks after those guys [Fox and Garrett]
got arrested in Buffalo . . . There's a pretty good network of communication
between the players and there are guys in and out of basketball you can buy
stuff from . . For basketball players its easy because they have the money to
get what they want .. You get into a certain city and it's available."
Denver% Warren Jabal', who had played five seasons in the ABA, said there has

been a change in drug usage patterns since he caine into the league. ". . .
When I first started," he said, "you could get uppers from trainers. Now you

can't anymore. Maybe it's all the warnings . . They bring in FBI guys, police
and tell you that they're going to be checking ... I knew a couple of people who
used to be in the league who dealt cocaine. But I guess they got scared off by
someone or someone found out about them. Anyway, they're not around anymore
and they're better players than some of the guys still hanging on today. But I
just can't imagine anyone taking cocaine and trying to play on it.
-What happens in a guy's social life after a game or before . . . I don't know
for sure. There's a lot of guys around. all kinds of people. The climate of the
whole nation is more open and objective . . . We're getting to the point where
the whole thing I legislation of marijuana] is pretty strong.
. But you start- talkin' cocaine or the real bard drugs and I don't think a
basketball player. takin' the stuff in his private life. is gala' to stay around the
league very lung."

l'ite Nets' !till Aleichionni saes amphetamine and marijuana usage in professio::al hashethall as an answer. basically. to the scheduling problems. ". .
pills. he said. -seem to be more prevalent nov than when I lirst broke in 1.1.1iila'!vibbi:I.

I know when I first came into pro basketball. the trainers had

Ilion. Then I missed one season (19(18-69) and I (aunty that when I came back it
was really a shuck to me to see hew things had changed with the rills . . . Now
it's different. Von can't get them from trainers.
-Marijuana is more prevalent now. too. It's sort of like wine used to be aroma)
some playground games. You know. the guys would take some wine add got nice

and relaxed. Well, you can't play a pro basketball game with wine sloshing

around your stomach. So ;t (smith. of boars before a game. a guy might take some

marijuana and get relaxed. This is a tense job and the s:hedule doesn't make
t)oe coach in the
a former professional player. is so worried about ImS-

t hi ugs easier."

:11)1e 11 Mg' usage on his team that he admitted having the team's trainer check
be players' luggage without their knowledge.
Indite Guerin is the general manager of the Atitutta Hawks. He was a player
for many years and coached the Hawks until the vial of last season. "Basically.
at Ow hirer stage of my playing career," lie Said,
tool: dexedins sometimes
. . . Not very often. Maybe about 15 times in all . . . I talked to a lot of doc-

nirs &gut it and I was told that used sparingly they could nit be harmful. At
one time it was my responsibility to be in charge of giving them out on our team.
Timt way I could regulate it. But I don't think the players are 118i1.: them much
today..ktal I think I know my players pretty well."

lir. Lawrence Golding. feat State exercise physiologist who has studied the
effect of amphetamine Osage ou atitietoS said several sports people, stiell as
Guerin. have been misled about amphetamine danger. "Smite physicians." Dr.
Golding' said. "seem to tsicourage the use of amphetamines by telling athletes
that they are harmless in- normal doses .
.
But the danger with athletes

Wbother tio,.%"1e tgking live, 10 i 15 tit :., is what happens to t1L.In under cL.cumsi amps of high performance a11(1 beat stress . . . Given under normal conditions
amphetamines increase pulse rates and blood pressure. But playing :1 hard sport-

ing event isn't a normal circumstance. That's why there's a ilan:..;er involved that
we lust don't know tlint much about yet."
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Larry Costello, coach of the 31ilwankee B111:1:S. said ponying amphetamine or

any type of drug usage is extoutely difficult. "

Front everything that's

happened this year, I guess you'd have to assume there's a problem .
do you cheek it?". Costello asked.

.

.

But how

-Our players don't. get anything from our trainer. Who do you watch? The

people in the lobbies? Have you Over seen tlw number (:1' people who hang around
a basketball team in the hotel iolobies? Dow do von know who they all nre':" This
has been a very difficult year for me. My most difficult."
In the exhibit ion season, the Bucks' Luclus Allen. %vim had two previous arrests
on marijuana charges. and Kareeni Abduklabbar were arrested in I/envoi.. Police

said they foam! small substances of marijuana. amphetamines and LSD in the
ear in which Jabber and Allen were passengers. The charges against jabber were
dropped immediately lint the case against Allen lingered a few months before the
121111 m1.'4 were dropped.

Ent Bryant retired after the 10T2 season. having played eight years in the NBA.
Ile claim:: that most drug usage ill professional basketball is "noire of an individual thing related to inuries." But he claims the athletes are careful about using
any type of pain killers or amphetamines. "It behooves it pro athlete to know to
what extant 111., 1%1 II abase his tasty." Bryant said.

Both professional linignes hose security forces able to check any dug-related
problems. Jaeli Joyce. a former FM agent, is the NBA's director of speaity. The
league has a network of security men usually retired FBI men or retired politic
officershi each NBA city. "They ;Iry paid by US." Joyce said, "and handle any
matter in.rtaining to security, Ito it drugs, gambling. anything like that." The AIlA
uses Fidelifacts, lac.. :t security 11 1011 with offices in most ABA cities. Fidelifacts
also is staffed mostly by ex FBI agents and handles ABA work on request of the
league or individual teams.
The trainers and team physicians in professional basketball dolly administering
any' king but prescribed drugs. "We give out pills to (100(1011 pain." said Leo 31arty.

trainer for the Portland Trail Blazers and president of the NBA Traint.rs Association. "But that's on preseription . . . Our team doctors control all this . ."
.

Marty denies that NBA trainers dispense arapitetandnes. ". . . If someone (lid
and %ye found out we would take action against him. cancel his certification . .
But many of us have no means of milking tbiugs outside our own training rooms
and teams."
Dr. titan Lorber. physician for the Philadelphia 71Iers. said NBA physicians have
strong emit rot over the dispensing of all tirugs including pain killers. steeping pills
and medication for I reatment of colds. ". . . I'm not blind to the world we live in."
Lorber said. "En professional basketball, were dealing with a etamannity or
young, people. Young people smoke marijuana and take other drugs. Basketball
.

players aro people. no different from anyone else in society. So some of them smoke
marijuana. We know that. We've also had players who were drunks. We also know
that players can get drugs from other sources."

Apparently some players do. "There are always a lot of strange people around

teams." said Billy Cunningham. formerly of the Tilers aniI the Jlost Valuable
Player this year in the American Basketball Assoeiation. "Y°.1 hear an awful lot
of things about what. the drug situation is today ill sports . . . A lot of It isn't
exaggerated . . . Fin concerned about it. What scares me is that I hope S01111' of
these guys don't ruin their lives . . "

(Tomorrow: Drugs in amateur sports.)

Svssos DISAPPEA111 1) rue Joscs, Fox
It was all very vague. And the vagueness led to 0 lot of damaging innut.ndo
and rumor. The Nlilwatikee Bucks of the National Basketball Association suspended guard Wall Jones without pay. The Bucks contended :Tows lind lost
weight and stamina.
Technically it; was a medical suspension. After the club physician reportedly

determined he Co Want. find a valise for the loss of weight and stamina. I he mroli-
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eal suspension was lifted. Then Richard
Jul bs Philadelphia attorney.
said on Jan. 9 that the Burks had Id iced his clknit on disciplinary susp4 asion
for "alleged curfew violations and other conduct detrimental to hask,.iisdi.Jones remained On suspension, Phillips said, willumt pay, for the rel.t of the
seas' 011. Meanwhile the CaSl. was 111111er
Within the NBA (Wh.
But rumors do not wait fur arbitration and the vagueness and ihe innuendo
were damaging the eredil,dlity of an athlete who had worked long and hard with

ghetto youngvsters in Philadelphia 11101 Milwaukee, Nvarning them about the haz-

ards or drugs. (The lineks, meanwhile. were refusing al! mint:lent n be
Oddly, Jones. ,nu' of the better guards in basketball for several years. could
out that employment with any utter
in tither league. POD Miner, general
manager of the Dallas Chaparrals. the ABA team with the negotiating rights
to Jones said, "... we couldn't agree on contract terms." lint he also (ohnitted,
. . there were Subtle cIonments
innuendo
about a dug-related problem . . tut we didn't really know . . there was a elond over hint . .
Jones felt it. too. "I have to tight my own battle." he said. ". . There have
hi`011

all sorts of rumors about me .

.

there have been ever since I get in-

volved in the programs with the kids . . . I think a lot of this is political. Why
would I Nvant to ruin my own life,'
Jones wasn't the only NBA player who spent 11110.11 of the past season in it

strange form of limbo. Last fall. Harold Fox. a rookie. and Dick Garrett. a

fourth -year intia. were arrested in soburban Buffalo. Pollee in Amherst. N.Y..
said the two Buffalo Braves Mayers were in an apartment where marijuana was
fOlintl. The charges were (toadied against the two players. Garrett remained
on the Braves roster. But FOX f01111(1 himselt ent from the team, his four-year
contract suspended.
His attorney. Herb Itmloy of Chicago. said last week that NBA eonunissiimer

Walter Kennedy had ruled the Braves had the right to suspend Fox but they
hire to renew payments on his contract next October. Itudoy says he will appeal
the ruling within the league. -I'm sure we will win." he
. . Tin re's no

proof at all that Fox used it

I marl junnn 1. . .
Tf the team feels Harold is
of bad moral (diameter. . . . then why wasn't Garrett suspended, too? Maybe
they thought Garrett was more valuable."
Garrett isn't Try sure of his future, either. "My contract's up . . . and the
way they're doing Harold. I don't know .. I don't know what will happen ...
I don't know if the team is trying to make an example of him or trying to
get rid of a big contract... , Ever since I was arrested. I'm trying to stay out
of trouble . . . Stay away froth places that are suspect . . . But drugs are
of trouble . . Stay away from places that are suspect ... But drugs are everywhere .. . they're all over in society ..."SANDY PADWE

'From Newsday. Monday, Apr, 30, 1073]
GET HIGH ON SPORTS, NOT DRUGSCONCERN GROWING OVER MOMS IN
COLLEGE. SPORTS

(By Sandy Padwe)
Third of a Series
The National Collegiate Athletic Association, endeavoring to show its good
citizenship, has been promoting a series of television advertisements which urge

young people to "Get High on Sports, Not Drugs."
In Ithaca, N.Y., Herb Broadwell, the golf coach at Ithaca College, acknowledged

that the NCAA's objective seemed noble but he had a question: "I couldn't quite
figure out who they [NCAA officials] were talking to in the ads," Broadwell said.

"Were they telling kids to stay off heroin and other drugs? Certainly that's a
good message. But were they telling their own athletes to stay off steroids and
amphetamines?"
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Broadwell had a suggestion. Tie ured the NCAA to seek a signed statement
from the appropriate athletic official at member schools stating that, "We as
teachers, coaches and trainers will not supply, encourage or condone the use of
any drug by any person except when it is prescribed for the treatment of an
existing pathological state . . . Under no circumstances will we tolerate the use
of medication for the purpose of stimulating performance or preventing fatigue."

The NCAA didn't adopt Broadwell's idea but has admitted there is enough

concern within the intercollegiate athletic community over drug usage to provoke
some action. So. possibly as early as June, the NCAA will begin testing athletes
for drug use at selected championship events.
"We hope to be able to start at the track and field and baseball championships,"

said Bob Pritchard, athletic director at. Worcester Tech and chairman of the

NCAA's drug education committee. Pritchard said the NCAA will use urinalysis

for its testing.
"We don't know if we have a problem," said Jim Wilkinson. who has handled
much of the drug-related work for the NCAA office. ". . This testing will he a
way of finding out. We're not being naive about drugs in sports, we don't have
our head in the sand. We want to see what's what ... right now we don't have a

specific program regarding punitive action if some of the testing proves positive."

In 1969, Pritchard, concerned over the stories and reports circulating about

drug usage by college athletes. wrote to the NCAA suggesting an investigation into
the problem. The NCAA made Pritchard the head of its committee on drug educa-

tion. Pritchard has struggled since to develop the mechanism to determine how

widespread amphetamin,., barbiturate, steroid and analgesic usage is on the
college level.

The committee also hopes to determine the source for the drugs and the exact
effect drugs have on pertwmance. It has been a difficult project. Much of the
scientific data on the use of amphetamines and steroids is old and inconclnsive,
and Pritchard said he isn't certain the definitive report will be written for years.
"We're going to try and find out exactly what is happening," Pritchard said.
"I don't know how successful on plan will be but we're going to send out 22.000
que4ionnaires to athletes asking them if they use any performance drug and the
estimation of the drugs in helping them. It will be strictly an anonymous thing.

They. don't have to use their names. I know something like this might take years.

At least it will be a start. Then we can move from that point."
Testing at championship events may not Provide mach of an answer for the
NCAA, Dr. Donald Cooper, physician for the Oklahoma State University athletic
teams and the 1968 U.S. Olympic team. s:tid :

I don't think there's that much of a problem with drugs when you're talking about quality athletes and the more successful teams. I'm not saying there
isn't usage at that level but I think where you really find problems Is with the
tennis and individuals that aren't doing that well.
. . I don't honestly feel anyone knows for sure how much the drug scene
has gotten into athletics. Usually where there is smoke there is fire, so I do feel
we ha ve a problem and one which is probably going on in a 'black market' style
or an 'under the counter' type problem."

T.ast February, Cass .Tackson, an assistant football coach at San Jose State
Cullogr. resigned to become the head coach at Oberlin College in Ohio. Jackson
said be was tired of the pressure and atmosphere of major college. football. Drugs,
be said, were part of the "a tmosy,Mere."

". . . There are co:idles amniad who condone shots and painkillers," Jackson
said. "Maybe all that, works on the football player to a degree. I also think that
a lot of the players are frustrated.

"Taking an upper gives him a good feeling. a nice feeling. He can go to practice.

then and sort of laugh to himself about all the screaming and yelling from the
coaches . . . Maybe the players feel they need something extra to get through
some of those practices. And maybe they think they need them for games because

a lot of these kids will do anything to impress the pro scouts. Pace It, there are
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a lot of football players who only use college football as a possible ticket to the

pros.

"It's not only San Jose. I know too many other guys playing at other schools,
kids I came in contact with through recruiting. They tell me the same kind of
stories about what goes on at their schools. Maybe the amphetamines don't come
from the trainers or team doctors but we all know what the situation is like
regarding drugs in college these days. Kids can find what they want. If not from
ri[dit on campus, then the areas near the campus."

The situation regarding drugs on and near the campus bothers other coaches
besides Jackson. When Harry Litwack announced his retirement after 20 years
as basketball coach at Philadelphia's Temple University, be said, "... In the '50s,
it was the dumping of games that worried you. Now kids are getting into drugs.
You have to keep on the move, make sure there's no problems like that ...
"... I'm not saying there was any type of drug problem with my players. But
it would be silly to just say it didn't exist in sports ... You read about things,
bear about them from other coaches .. You have to be careful."
Last winter, the Texas Christian University athletic department and football
office expressed "shock" when a current TCU player and two players from the
1971 team were arrested and charged with the possession of cocaine. Later, the
trio was re-arrested along with 10 othersnon-football playersafter an investigation by the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. The investigation resulted in a six-count indictment charging a conspiracy to traffic in cocaine in
Texas and Kansas. The ease is in the courts now.

A BNDI) agent in Dallas who worked on the ease said he didn't think the.

football players were selling cocaine to other athletes so the drug cook! he used
as a performance factor. Cocaine is a stimulant and an anesthetic and medical
opinion varies about its use in athletics. Some doctors say it would be a good

drug for an athlete to use if he were eompeting with minor injuries. Other
physicians say an

:? using cocaine wouldn't have the body control he needs.

Drug usage among college athletes follows the same pattern found in pro
football and pro basketball. There is usage for performance and usage in a
social context away f111/11 t he livid.

Cyril Baptiste was a talented basketball player :It Creighton University in
Omaha. While a college student, he became a heroin addiet, managed to play

well enough despite his I ohysietd problems and joined the (golden State Warriors
two years ago through the 'Hardship' draft.
But by the time he arrived in San Francisco his condition lvol so deteriorated

that he couldn't pass the Warriors' physical and his professional c areer never
began. "It Ivas a sad thing to see," said Al :Wks. the Warriors watch. -Here
was this kid who had all the talent in the world ... just wastt:d."
Today. Baptiste, with the help of his family, reportedly has compicred his
habit and has had a try out with the Philadelphia itiers. Ile may play professional basketball again next year.
"I don't think Cyril's problem started on the campus." said Eddie Sutton,
the Creighton conch. "I think it started because of the people he associated with
in Omaha . . . Ali I know is that it happened. A coact likes to think that
things like this owt happen to one of his players . . . We take precautions ...
we have rap sessions . . . the NCAA sends out all sorts of literature . . . we
have doctors. trainers . . . And then it (limes down to the filet that you may
never know what is really happening. no matter how hard you look."

The Baptiste case NV:1S not related to performance but there are several schools
whirl' have had problems involving athletes using drugs to seek a playing edge.
Two years ago. 13 members of the football team at Deia,ware State College
were suspended after urinalysis revealed traces of morphine. amphetamine and
phenobarbital in their systems. Five players who bad prescriptions for the phenobarbital later were reinstated.
At the University of California. Jim Calkins. the football captain. polled rift
members of th 171111 team on their drug usage habits pertaining 10 I iP1101111:1114.0

during games and practice. Ile learned that 4S per cent used amphetamines.
tl..! per cent used varying forms 44* depressants and 2S per cent used steroids

for body building. Starting players at Stanhord and I*SC later publicly supported
Calkins' findings about usage for games and practice with similar descriptions
of :amphetamine usage at their schools.
Ily Parks. who played IOIll.Z.;e r0,014111 at Long Peach State. and is a third

year wide receiver for the Dallas CO whtoys. said,
. . [amphetamine] usage
anti pain killers have been an accepted thing sinee I was in college."

lot of coaches," Dr. Cooper said. "ran seem very concerned about this
problem but maybe they don't really want to know what goes on . . But you
can't indict all the coaches. In some ways they are almost men of desperation.
It conics back to society. to the :Omani. to the pressure put on the teams to Will.
that worries me about amphetamines is that players might start
using just live milligrams and then because they gradually start building a
tolerance. they wind up in a few months using :10
.
.
-It just isn't a college thing. I do a lot of speaking, get around the country
quite a hit. I talk to al lot Of athletes, college and professional. Baseball players
tell me that when they have to play 162 games a year there (limes a time when
they have to reach back for the adrenal glands and they find they need something extra. I've had major league baseball players tell me they need an mullt:twine ...onto lines just to get out of bed in the hotel so they ran go to the ballpark.
. . I personally do not believe amphetamines or the amphetmine-loarbiturate

etonitinatital` V:111 make any athlete perform Not ter than he could drug free

.

. .

There are playsicians who say they believe drags do increase performance and
are all unfair advantage. The studies are inconsistent and they have yet to show

me a series of studies that confirm it.
". . . Now there are some athletes who may think that a drug is helping them
and tiat,y may actually think they're playing better just because of the psychologi-

cal *4(14 of taking something. That factor has to be considered in this whole
pr. d dent."

Steroids. hormones taken to increase strength and muscular growth, present
nawdier potential problem for athletes. Normally, they are used W1111 athletes
training programs. Athletes who use steroids in heavy dosage or
for proltaaged time periods have heel subject. to testicular atrophy, enlargement
of the pr,::- fate. liver problems and decrease in sperm count.
Football Iinttmen. wrestlers. weightlifters, basketball players and varied track
:and field athletes have been known to use steroids. Olympic champions such as
shut- putters Dallas Long and Randy Matson and Hal Connolly, hammer throw,
reportedly used steroids and enjoyed considerable success. But several physicians. ineluding Dr. Dan Handley. elmirman of the Olympic medical and training services committee, claim the steroids don't help and are harmful.
.
The claim that steroids enhalln0 performance is unDr. Hanley said,
proved : the companion fable that increased weight means increased strength also
is unproved . . . Steroids do increase weight in normal young adults but the
weight gain probably represents mostly Maid retention."
oesipte tlat. Ilelnito over the pros and eons of steroids its a performance factor.
usage continues. nut only among American athletes but Etirtawan competitors as
wl. Pelle Svensson. to member of the Swedish Greco-Ettnian wrestling team at
the last ()lymph's. chaged in an "Open Letter to Swedish Sports Bosses," that
Kjell Isoksson. the excellent Swedish lade vaulter. and several other Swedish
athletes did not perform well in Muniell due to steriod overdoses. Svensson's
charges weren't isolated. Protests and controversy over drug usage se. ailed almost
a daily ritual in Munich for weightlifters, wrestlers and swimmers.
eau drug usage be controlled in in :it Idoties? Dr. Lawrence Golding. a Kent

Stat.. University physiologist who has intervied hundreds of athletes for

several studies on amphetamine and steroid usage. said. . . . Athletes are undam,ted by fears and threats. The results of interviews . . . show that the desire to Will is greater thou either the fear of exposure or the possible harmful
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side effects .

. . Too many athletes witness excellent performances by peers who
take [amphetamines and steroids] and often credit the drug for these perform-

ances."

And when an athlete's peers are achieving success with the aid of drugs, it is
hard to convince others that the scientific data concerning performance is. at
best. inc.( inclusive.

Tomorrow: : Government action ).
[From Newsday, Tuesday, May 1, 1973J
DRUGS LN SPORTSCONGRESS STEPS UP DRUG PROBES

(By Sandy Padwe)
At first. the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee seems an unlikely
place for an investigation into drugs and sports.
So does the Congress of the United States. But there are two congressional
subcommittees working on the subject and the office of a third congressman has
become involved through a study of injuries in athletics.
Sen. Birch Bayh's (D-Ind.) Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee hopes to begin bearings by early June. The session will be a follow-up to general hearings
held about the drug problem and American teenagers.
Bayh's subcommittee received a lot of mail when the general hearings were

held. John Rector, Deputy Chief Counsel, said the senator was surprised to
learn that some parents felt a drug problem existed in sports. too.

one of the parents, Mrs. Lucy Santos of San Leandro, Calif., charged that
drugs had been administered to Pop Warner League football players (ages 11
to 14) for weight control. She asked for an investigation. (See letter.)
Meanwhile, the subcommittee staff was aware that several name athletes had
been arrested and convicted on drug charges and that books had been written
detailing the use of drugs in various sports. "Professionals have a big influence
on kids and that's important to remember," Rector said. "The senator's intention

in this area is to inform people of what is happening.

-In our view . . . this particular area [drugs and sports] is important to look
at because it part of something we don't normally associate with drug abuse.
So often. people isolate freaky kids when it comes to drugs but using drugs in
sports is tint just something so-called freaky kids do. What the letter [by Mrs,
Santos] asks can be a starting point but once the hearings start, they won't he
limited in scope to kids' sports."
tln the House side of the Congress, the Subcommittee on Investigations,
chaired by Rep. Harley Staggers (1)- W.Va.).. has been researching the subject
for nearly a year, Last fall, it sent investigators. including retired FBI agents,
to delve into drug use in professional football. It also has investigated basketball, baseball, hockey and amateur sports.
" We haven't come to a final decision on what direction we'll eventually take,"
Rep. Staggers said. "We've been in constant touch with the sports world. I've
been alarmed about the problem. We know it's growing.

"What I'd like to see is the league offices try to police their own sports and
do something about our findings. If that doesn't succeed, maybe then we'll have
to :ro to full blown hearings. But. I'd prefer not to see that at this point."
Rep. Staggers' subcommittee began its investigation after preliminary reports
defined the problem for him, "I am not referring to restorative drugs or legitimate medical treatment," he said. "I am talking about drugs which have highly
questionable clinical use and which have been described as dangerous.
"They include amphetamines . . . and anabolic steroids taken to increase
weight. and improve strength. Medical authorities are in general agreement that
the use of drugs such as these in althletics may produce serious physiological
side effects and even death."
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Another congressman, Rep. Ronald Delimits (D-Calf.), also has been active in
the field of athletics, specifically athlete injuries. Delimits worked with a group
called -Sports for People," an organization which began investigating athletic
safety procedures af,ier the W71 dealth of Billy Arnold. a football player for the
University of North Carolina. Arnold died two weeks after collapsing during a
pre-season practice session.
Del tutus introducedan amendment to the Occupational Health and Safety Act
titled, -Athletic Safety Act." "Sports For People," meanwhile, sent out a questionnaire to more than 400 athletes, couches, writers and administrators trying
to define for De limns' office the main areas of concern regarding safety in sports.
There wore 110 respondents to the questionnaire and 75 per cent listed the
major problem as drug usage. specifically, the use of drugs such as anabolic
steroids and amphetamines to improve perforznance or to be competitive and the
use of 11:1 in killers to get players back into the games,"

"Injuries." lieeording In the "Sports For People" survey, "are not felt to be the
primary problem in contemporary athletics. Injuries are merely 83 niptomatic of
a lunch larger eloncern, an index of the extent to which we have allowed primarily the major sports to become more toncerned with winning than the health.
welfare and needs of each individual player. The areas of greatest interest and
concern to those responding emphasized
t the rallies and priorities existent

within our societywinning in particularare magnified In the sports p'zena
through a high-pressure system. resulting in an increasing number of abuses and
injuries.
TIIE PILL

There's a little bag of tricks
And in that little bag of tricks
Is a little yellow bottle
There are red ones and blue ones

and multicolored ones . . .
_Fortner NBA player Tom Mesehery in his book, ''Over the Rim." 1370
A NloritEn's VIEW

The following remarks were contained In a letter front Mrs. Lucy Santos of
Sun Leandro. Calif.. to the Senute .Tuvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, chaired
by Sen. Bice!' Bit yil (I)Ind.) :
Senators. All Coneerned :
I am a mother of two pluing boys writing iu deep concern of the drug problem
among our youth . . I would like to point out that in our A1l-.1mrleatt sports

we haven lot of drug. abusers . .
on the increase as sports like booth:01
become more physical. tense (along withl the attitude of "winning at all costs."
Nly real eoncern Iles in the so-called Pop 1Varner Football . . . 11 to 14 . . .
Drugs, pepper - uppers, speed, pills to keep n.eight down o boys 14 can not weigh
over 140 pootulsl are heing provided to these boys . . Both my Nuys played last
year (10711. My (oldest (14) had ::
7oroblem . . . Information has loked
out that before ea eh game Busy [the players1 were given pills . . . how can :1
parent be sun. what kind of pills or medication it really is . . : the coaches will
never tell,
go: I health as well as provide
Sports are supposed to lonild good Ouinet
fun in a gnaw. All this is gone. 'rite pressure to %vitt fu so great that the (latches
not only bawl them !the players! nut if they lose butt insult them. use abusive
language and tear them
The emlowg will do anything or go to any extent

to male

I441111 wtn, lven drug, young children 6: keep them going . . The
boys are also told to elober them [the optsisition I. kill them, punish them. They
claim that when they are fl rnagod . they don't feel anything anyway ,
T say
thormuth investigtvi.,,:t is dme now before this gets out of hand.
tIod
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COLLEGE ATHLETES StIZES

VEGAS RAH,

Las VegasA nacrotics raid on the Las Vegas campus of the University of
Nevada yesterday resulted in the arrests of 22 persons including five varsity
athletes, one of whom was charged with sale of heroin and marijuana and pos-

session of ntarijnana and a hypodermic device.

The athletes were Dan Cunningham of Salinas. Calif., a basketball player

charged with the sale of heroin and marijuana ; Larry Spickert, a baseball player. charged with possession of marijuana and dangerous drugs; Eddie Taylor,
a basketball player. charged with possession of marijuana ; James Starkes, a
fisdball player. charged with possession and sale of marijuana ; Donald Weimer,
a basketball player. charged with sale of marijuana and possession of amphetamines.

According to Patrick Stevens. supervising agent for the state division of
narooles. a vehicle was seized during the raid, along with weapons which included as rifle. nmehettes. hunting knives, a tomalutwk and a bullwhip. Stevens
said agents found substances believed to be hashish. marijuana. dangerous drugs,
1,S1i and "all kinds of paraphernalia."
Stevens said there had been many reports of drug use on the campus. After the
raid Stevens said. "I've never seen anything like it. The thing that impressed me
was the openness of it. The stuff was just lying around in jars and bags."
APPENDIX 4
[From the Si. Loafs. Mo., PostDkpateh. June 11), 1973]

lbw TEAMS Russiso SCARED Os DRUGS

"lIope springs eternal that someone will find something that will make the
weak stronger, the slow faster and the dull brighter. But . . . a normal, well-fed

human being can never be improved upon by a drug."Dr. Donald Cooper, United
States Olympic team physician. 196a and one of the nation's foremost research
spect.91ists in the area cf lr::gs and the athlete.

First of A Series
(By Bill Beck. of the Post-Dispatch Staff)
The use of drugs by big-time athletes doesn't make the mind-bending story

bodily that it (lid a couple of years or so ago.
Disclosures of the late 1960q alerted fans. eonehes, owners and. most important,
the players themselves to the dangers of drugs.

Now. drugs that once were available and. in a few cases. netually urged on
athletes are no longer to be had In the training rooms. although they still are

available on the street.
Apparently, drug abuse among athletes in the St. Louis area existed a few year
agohut not to the degree that it flourished elsewhere.
Dave Meggysey, former football Cardinals linebacker, applied the lash to the

Big Red management unsparingly in some areas in his book "Out of Their

League." But about drugs, he said, "I rarely used them as a pro
meet this challenge on my own without the help of any drugs."

.

.

.

I wanted to

More pointed statements about drug abuse in pro sports came in a book,
"They Call It a Oalue." . by former Cleveland Browns defensive back Bernie
Parrish and to a certain extent in another book, "Over the
by pro baskethalls Tom Meschery.

The incidents they recounted did not involve St. Louis teams, though the

reader could not be blamed for inferring that such abuses were general.
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Indicative of the present tendency to embellish findings on drug abuse in sports
were the news service accounts of the revolt reports by a congressional subcommittee that had investigated drugs in athletics over the last year under the direction of Representative Harley 0. Staggers (Dem.). West Virginia.
The news service stories said that Staggers found "widespread and rampant
use and abuse of drugs" among professional athletes,
"We didn't say that at all," protested Mark Raabe. an investigative lawyer on

Staggers staff. "It was pretty astonishing to us what that story built into. We
said that drug use in some areas was alarming."

Raabe v.ould not say whether instawes of drug abuse were turned up in St.

Louis or even whether any St. Louisans were interviewed. Nor would he disclose
the number of Interviews conducted.
"Could you say whether the number of witnesses was nearer 20, 100 or 5003"
Rattlie was asked.
"We aren't saying." he answered.
His response to questioning about drug abuse was not really surprising. It's a
touchy topic, although not everyone finds it touchy for the same reason.

The Staggers subcommittee held closed hearings and subsequently reported
only in generalizations because it felt that public hearings might have peal to
wider drug use. "Aspiring young athletes emulate the actions, habits and even
superstitions of their sports heroes." Staggers said.
Later, though, the subcommittee made several specific recommendations. including one that the National Football League use urine analysis to determine if
its players are using drugs.

Parrish. whose book described a belief in drugs that rivaled superstition.
agrees with the Staggers philosophy and has had second thoughts about ' is
bon WA vivid chapter on drugs.

"I've got a tl-year-old son," said the former Cleveland pro, who now is a Team-

s-ter employe at the unions reely. Mo.. reereation complex. "When he's old
enough to read my book, I don't want him to say, 'I can take pep pills. Dad
did it.' "
Smile team owners may rut.] that ihvre
even more compelling re:worts to
avoid i:11 topic.

A recent out -of -court settlement of $21;0,000 was won by Houston Rich-e.
former San I deg° Chargers defensive linemen who allegedly suffered bodily dam-

age when playing with the help of drugs given him by the team
And former Big Red offensive guard Ken Gray is suing the Cardinals for
$3.000.00 on the ground that they gave him illegal and dangerous drugs without
telling him of their danger. A jury trial in the case has been set for Nov. 5. Codefendants in the suit are team physician Dr. Fred Reynolds and former trainer
Jack Rockwell.
It is not surprising that the Big Red official family is hesitant about giving
anything other than name, rank and serial number when questioned about drug
abuses. In this. they are typical of officials throughout sports.
llowever. some general facts do come into focus:
(1) Four families of drugs are involved. They are amphetamines (pep pills or

"uppers"), anabolic-androgenic steroids (growth pills, powders or shots), barbiturates (depressants or "downers") and novocain or similar "freezing" agents.

( 2) "Abuse" implies the use of drugs to get a player ready to play rather

than the use of drugs to treat any injury that he might have suffered.

(3) Team physicians now think not only twice but many times before pre-

scribing drugs for athletes.
(d) Amphetamines and barbiturates were available. seemingly for the asking.
in some pro training rooms as recently as three years ago.
(5) The.ge substances are not freely handed out or even available in training
rooms now. Yet, they are easily available on the street.

The term "use of drugs" is far different from "abuse of drugs," but recent
furors have made them one in the minds of the publicand even In the minds

of some players.

This eonfusion is increased by the great number of drugs that are available,
the wedding of drugs (an natihistamine mated to an amphetamine, for example)
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and the conflict between the e llllll molly used and the commonly abused varieties
of steroids.
Cortisone is a steroid produced by the body. but not in sufficient quantities to
bring about the rate of healing required by athletes. However, It eau be derived

front the adrenal glands of sheep and given in the form of shots or pills. It is
ttsil both in aml 0111 athletics and, when used as directed by a qualified physician. is conidered helpful rather than harmful.
Growth steroids are synthetic male hor lllll nes that bring :Mout a temporary
increase in weight and muscular development in adults that disappears when
treatment stops. Mlist experts say that they have no place in athletics.
If taken over :1 long lieriod. a griovtli steroid eould cause. more rapid develop melt of an incipient cancer. liver damage and atrophy of the testicles, the National Collegiate Alla:lie Association has reported. There is evidence also that a
nentlY St lint his growth by .using the substance.
younger athL.1 e (411011 I
of the grating plates in long bones could occur.
Premature tit
Dianahol is one such steroid. and it figured prominently in the Ridge case.
formerly a safety with the Chargers, accused Sid Gilman, then
am'? couch. of instituting floes for players who refused to take the sub,

T!!is was not linked. however, to the bone chips in Ridge's hip that caused

his di:4:11100 .

I 'annuals interviewed, none said that he had seen Dianabol
let 111one had it thrust on them as part of a training program.
Tight Imd Jackie Smith reacted sharply It, the suggestion.
could appeal to anybody. What di:
-That's asinine.- he saki with a snort.
they think we are, a bunch of cattle': We don't have' to take anything we don't

Among football

want. I'd tell t hem %%here to stick it."
Smith. a mere :2:17:-1111111111er when he first Irfwl to make the Cardinals' roster
11 dears ago. won't' have been a good candidate for Dionabol, hail the Big Red

been interested in using it. Ile is 11oW a strapping240-pounder.
Preii Wappel, trainer for University of Missouri athletic teams at Coltnnlbig,
remembers one incident involving a growth steroid and the MU football team.

specialist from our medical school was treating Norm Beal will Nileva,

which was 1111 analoilie agent." said 1Vappel. "It bad no effect on hint."

The little running back from Normandy tried out with the Cardinals in Eat?,
after his graduation. Mien he was with the Big Red, be was no longer using
the steroid, Rockwell said.

Wappel, chairman of the Big Eight Conference committee on the medical

aspects of sports, said that there was inereasing eoucern about the use of Di:matrack teams.
to:I and similar substances by weight men
1111

"Why else do they look like blown-up inn:Tint:es?" asked Wrapped, who said that
the case of a idiot putter known to be using such drugs value under discussion at

a recent Big Eight seminar.
"But they (the steroids) are being given to Dint by his father, who is a physician in California," said Wappel. "What call we do about that?"

Sprinters in both college and professional trite]: often use Butozolidin, the
synthetic steroid that caused Dancer's Image to be set down after apparently
Ivinning the Kentueky Derby in 11)(18.

lint Butozolidin is a legitimate analgesic agent for humans used to soothe arthritic and rheumatic pains..Toe Pollack. Post-Dispatch movie and restaurant reviewer, takes it for the gout, for instance.

From this, at least one thing is clear: If Pollack ever wins the Kentucky

Derby, he probably will have to forfeit the parse.
:Next : Amphetamines. )

[From the St. Louts, Mo., PostDtspateh, June 20, 19731
PEP P11.1.8 AND PERFOILNIANcES:

ALL

MIND

"I wish I'd never taken the first pep pill. But if I were a cornerback today and
knew the receiver I had to cover was on pills, I might take them again so I could
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cover him."Bernie Parrish. author of "They Call It a Game" and former
cornerback for the Cleveland Browns.

Second in a Series

Ity Rill Beek, of the Post-Dispatch Staff)
Sports fans. disturbed by a recent burst of news stories suggesting that their
favorite athletes might be drug addicts. would be mistaken if they concluded
that in most eases--drugs were !wing usod by athletes for the pleasure that
they might

Most of the players who do use drugs apparently do so in the vain hope that

their performances will be enhatuasi.

Dr. Donald Cooper. team physician for Oklahoma State University and a
nationally recognized authority on drugs and the athlete, has concluded after
research that amphetamines Imp pills) tally make an athlete think that his

performance is sti;:erior. Actually, it may he routine or below par.
Bob Ilitunian, trainer for the baseball Cardinals and St. Louis University, with
46 years of experience behind him, thinks that amphetamines may have got into
sports by way of baseball.

"They were sometimes recommended to a player with weight problems," he
said. "Maybe they didn't help hint reduce. but he got the idea they gave him
more pep. So he b)141 a thin guy about them."

But Dr. J. G. Probstein says that he never heard of amphetamines in the

distant days when he was ministering to the aches and pains of the old St. Deals

Browns, even though amphetamines apparently were present in sports long

before thou.
A pamphlet retleeting the views of Cooper and published by the National Collegiate Athletic Association places the first drug - connected sports death in the
late 1890s. when it British cyclist died from misuse of Ephedrine.

Pep pills probably are more common in sports than any other potentially
harmful drug. Baseball, football, track, basketball, boxing, tennis and hockey
are all spitrts in which super energy is a plus.

Officials of the football Cardinals are reluctant to discuss the use of amphetamines or any other drugs because Ken Gray, a former offensive lineman for
the Big lied. is suing them for $3,000,000, alleging that he was caused to take
ha maul I !rims.
flowerer. Cardinals players did discuss pep pills guardedly.

Johnny Roland, a running back with the team since 1966, said, "You used to
he able to get Dexadrine or any kind of upper. They weren't sitting out, but you
could get one.
never took one because. as an offensive back, I had to remember the plays,
listen to the aullibles. know the snap count and all those things.

"In college (the L ,tiversity of Missouri), I took a bonnie once so I could
study all night. I got it from a medical stmlent. But you go too fast. I know if
you're speeding on an upper. you can't concentrate. You'd never pick up an
audible."
Roland said that the Cardinals had cracked down and that pep pills bad been
!tanned for the last three years.
.Tackie Smith, 240-pound tight end for the Big Red, said that he also remembered taking a pep pill as a study aid in college but had taken none as a member
of the Cardinals.
"I'd be scared to take one on the field because I'm excitable anyhow. I'd be
afraid of what might happen. I'd pop.
"Sure, some guys took 'emmostly guys who were here one year and gone
the next. Those pep pills put you out of touch. Most guys run away from drugs.
"Most of us don't need to take pills to get ready to play. We don't stand around
before a game and throw up for nothing. If you can't get yourself ready, you
shouldn't be playing."
Ernie McMillan, Big Red offensive tackle, said, "The Cardinals have taken
the position that you just don't get any pills. I can't even tell you what they
look like. The only time I ever heard very much talk about pills was in college
(at the University of Illinois)."
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Ciantnenting on a recent investigation bs Inigressi ma I subcommittee headed
by Representative Harley O. Staggers t Dem.1, West Virginia, the veteran tackle
said. -Those eats are about five years bite."
Defensive hack Rater
Who joined the Cardinals in DM and is there1..re a comparative newcomer. said that he had never seen an amphetamine and
that !miller Joan:ay omohundro -even keeps the
ha-ked up."
DeMareil, dismissed by the Big Red in
said that pills maid be had
when he was with the Cardinals, lint only an request.
"I never used 'mu." said the renter, who went on to play first string with the

Miami Dolphins and last year with the ('le-''land Browns. -That's because I
tool: one in udlege and thought it was going to kill me. M heart was jumpiug

out: of lay chest on the flight haute.

"It's a new era now. They had pills at Miami but not from the trainer. At

Cleveland, there is alsolittely nothing."
Mal Hammack, who played both offensive and defense for the Big Red la-fore

retiring in 100. said that pills were avahable in the Cardinal's training room

and that he took one once.
-I didn't get in the game. but i danced 1111 night." Hanntmek joked.
Actually, he aid play on that occasion.
-I book the pill in the hots- it would improve my performance, but it didn't aml
I never took another," be said.
Pep pills are not in the official picture for the baseball Cardinals, according to
Dr. Stag Lhadon, the team physician since 1963.
"When they have appendicitis, we operate. When they have sore throats, we

give au ainlibiotic," London said. "We treat them as we would treat any other
person.

"But we don't write prescriptions.. and our trainer doesn't carry the kind of

drugs you're talking about."
Prohstein, physician for the _ -key Blues for the last si years, said the same
thing about amphetamines not in supply.
Blues trainer Tommy Woodc.,ck says that the Canadian athletes who make up
the National Hockey League's tennis are less
to take pep pills than Americans because they have more self-discipline.
"There is no drag problem with self-disciplk:," said Woodcock, who is a New

Er.glander. "It's all a matter of which you'd rather takea pill or a five-minute

walk. With us (Americans), it's too often the pill."
The :Valliant! Clint-elate Athletic As:010110mi hits reported that amphetamines
can II mask dangerous fatigue, constrict blood vessels, cause aggressive bei:atrior
and produce nervousness, acute anxiety and insomnia.
Amphetamines figured in a $260.000 out-of-court settlement won by former
San i tiego Chargers tackle Houston Ridge, a large part of which value from team
physician Dr. E. Paul Woodward. Ile had been accused of malpractice in Ridge's
suit.
Before a 1969 game with Miami. Ridge allegedly took three beanies, a muscle
relaxer and pain pillsall handed out in the San Diego training room. He did not
feel a hip fracture when it occurred late in ow game. And he walked about with
the fracture for 10 days Afterward until the hip was X-rayed.

After Ridge's settlement, it is little wonder that amphetamines have disap-

peared from most, possibly all, Nr1, training rooms.
Omohundro, who succeeded Jack Rockwell as Big Red trainer before the 1971

season, still remembers a veteran player who was picked up by the Cardinals.
Immediately, the player demanded his ration of pills from the "candyman."
"When I told him we didn't keep 'eta, he couldn't believe it," said Otnohundro.
'Finally, he said, 'Well, what good is a candyman who ain't got no candyr
(Next Pain-killers.)
[rom the tit. Louis, Mo.. Post-Dispatch. June 21, 19731
Mika: SUIT MADE. NFL MORE WARY OF DRUM;

"There is a notion in this country and all over the world that there are 'super'
drugs that can do things for people that they can't do for themselves. One thing

siptufli be made elver : There is no drug that can safely make Anybody better than
normal."The National Collegiate Athletic Association, 1972.
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(By Bill Beck, of the Post-Dispatch Staff )

Third in a Series
The National Football League is so conscious of its image that it banned beer
in locker rooms and even stamped out post-game champagne celebrations.
Tint despite its concern about what effect even innocent acts might have on

youthful sports worshippers, it did not react to spreading drug use. This was
called to public attention in books by athletes that apparently made better reading than scholarly reports by medical authorities who had raised the issue earlier.

The books seemed to run drugs out of sight in the NFL, if not out of use. The
league was made even more sensitive on the subject by the case of Houston
Ridge, a former San Diego Chargers defensive lineman whose $1,500,000 lawsuit against the Chargers was settled out of court recently for $200,000.
Testimony offered in court in the Ridge case and later before the California
Board of Medical Examiners disclosed that the Chargers were supplying as many
as 10,000 pills a year to players.

These were provided through a bulk delivery system involving a San Diego
pharmacist, Chargers trainer James Van Densen and team physician Dr. E. Paul
Woodward, according to the testimony.
Testifying in his on defense, Dr. Woodward said that the system was in effect
before he joined the team but that he did not change it.
Van Densen testified that he knew which players wanted what pills and slipped
the pills into envelopes, which were placed in the recipients lockers.
For the sake of the records, the huge supplies of drugs were directed to members of the team's administrative staff under prescription from Dr. Woodward.
Ken Graham, former Chargers safety. testified that Sid Gillman, then the head
coah, instituted 21 system of tines for players who would not take Dianabol, a
potentially dangerous growth steroid. This charge was denied by receiver Lance
Alworth, who said that there were no fines or threats but that players were encouraged to take the pills.
Ridge, who played with a hip fracture in a game against the Miami Dolphine
in October 1060, is still on crutches.
Aside from a terse announcement of the settlement, the story of the incident
might never have come out if it had not been for Jack Murphy, San Diego Union
sports editor. Murphy doggedly searched out the testimony and the depositions
and, with "a heavy heart," made the facts public.
Before the testimony was generally known, it had seemed likely to many observers that Rid.4e, who was suffering from a hip injury, had had injections of
Novocain to deaden the pain and did not realize that he was in no condition to

play whenby Ridge's testimonyGillman asked, "Where is that damn Ridge?
Can he run at all?"
Ridge testified that Gillman was concerned about the Chargers' pass rush at
that point because the Dolphins were on the San Diego 20-yard line and driving.
Ridge went into the game.

Although Ridge was on crutches the next week, he was not X-rayed until 10

days after the game. Then, it was discovered that die had suffered serious

damage to the MP.
Aetually, Novocain was not involved. According to the testimony, Ridge had
taken three powerful amphetamines and an assortment of other drugs before the
game and was virtually insensible to his injury.
The use of Novocain itself remains hi what might he called a gray area in any
black- and -white discussion of drugs in athletics.
For example. Novocain is used by most Big Eight Conference football teams,

including the University of Missouri. It is used also by the football Cardinals,

although not by the baseball Cardinals or the Blues.
However, Dr. Stan London, physician for the baseball Cardinals, doesn't rule
out its use.

"If it was the seventh game of the World Series and Lou Brock had a sore
hand and I was sure there was no danger, then, yes, we might do it," London

said.
But Mike Shannon, former Cardinals outfielder and third baseman who now is

a broadeaster for the club's games, said, "I can remember begging for Novocain
in my sore hand, but they wouldn't give it to me."

The pain-killer apparently is used much more frequently in football.
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Asked whether he had ever received Novocain, Larry Wilson, former star
safety of the football Cardinals and now a scout for the team, snapped, "Hell,
yes !" But he said that it was administered only where there was no possibility
of aggravating the injury and then only on request.

Jackie Smith, Big Red tight end, also said that he was no stranger to Novocain. and he also pointed out that it was never used to deaden pain from a

structural injury one that could he aggravated.
Because of the frequent cuts and other injuries suffered by National Hockey
League players, it would seem that Novocain might be in frequent use in paving
the way for all those stitches. Dr. J. G. Probstei -I had somewhat the same idea
when he became physician of the Blues six year.= ago, but he found out other
wise.

-If there is a differe:we between Canadians and Americans," he said, "it's that

Canadians have a higher threshold for pain. They (the Blues) always refuse
Novocain.

-Usually, less than a minute elapses between the time they are hurt and the

time we get them. The injury probably is still numb."

With the heat on the drtig problem hi big-time sports, even normal medica-

tionlet along Novocainis subject to suspicion. Team physicians are faced
with the possibility of over - reacting denying to an athlete a drag that they
would readily prescribe for, say, an insurance salesman of the same age and
heal th.

Even steeping pills are suspect, though there are restless players who sometimes require them to sleep the night before a big game or to relax after a key
contest. Many golfers on the professional tour use muscle relaxants before they
play.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association is concerned even when harmless
pills are used as a psyehological crutch.

The trainer of a Midwest college team scheduled to play at Colorado University sensed the concern of players and coaches about playing in the high altitude
of Boulder and filled some capsules with brown sugar.
-I'd sidle up to the players . . . and whisper, "Take cne of these, it'll give
you a lift." lie recounted.
On the flight home after a victory, he said, he had trouble convincing the players that they'd taken only brown sugar.

But .

.

.

"The fact that they would take the capsules without knowing what was in them
scares me." complained an NCAA officer after hearing the anecdote.
(Next : Safeguards.)
[From the St. Louis, Mo., Post-Dispatch, June 22, 11173]
CONGRESS MAY PRESSURE SPORTS INTO DRUG TESTING

"I would be for spot cheeks or any other infallible tests that would stop the

use of drugs from the street or any other source in the National Football League.
I'm for anything that would put our team and our league in the highest repute."
Jim Bakken, Big Red placekicker and former player representative.
i By Bill Beck. of the Post-Dispatch staff)

Last of a Series
Under the watchful eyes of state racing officials and wisecracking fans, grooms
on hands and knees armed with cups pursue frisky 'greyhoundi3 until urine samples are obtained after races at dog tracks.
This is an effective means of discouraging the use of stimulants that migh4.
alter performances and is not unlike the system used for the same purpose at the
1972 Olympic Games in Munich.

It also might be only foolproof method by which professional sports teams can

protect themselves against drugsespecially so-called uppers and downers

which athletes, in search of the ultimate performance, bring in off the streets.
Now that such drugs are not available in training rooms as they obviously once
were, why doesn't the sports establishment invoke such controls before Congress
does it for them?
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Such a procedure would

demeaning, especially to the vast majority of ath-

letes to \\ '110111 drug use is repugnant. ven ill()Se. tll at
\\'110
Vol' tests
as the IeSS(.1 r of two t evils wonder if this might not be all 1111010gt MIAMI:11 invasion

of privacy.
Although Olympic officials were able to annomp
the Munich (lames that
more losers than \riniters were detected in III(' drag tests. adding to the mounting

Weight of evidence that drugs can't supply performance I hat natie didn't pot
the` in the first place. there were drawbacks.
Hick neminit, an American swimmer. was obliged to return his gold medal
because traces of a drug palled epinephrine turned up in his test. The wedding
of drugsone to dry up a sinus or asthma Lie problem and ephedrine to ward Off
the drowsiness the first might inducedid not enhance DeMont's performance at
1'2 parts to 1.000,000. lint a rule wits a ride.

Representative Harley ll, Staggers (Dem.), West Virginia, chairman of the

House Counneree Committee aml its investigation subcommittee, headed a year I mg inquiry Into drug use by athletes. Ile concluded. "The subcommittee intends
to follow closely the efforts which will now be made by sports organizations (to
combat drug abuse and if any action on the part of Congress appears necessary.
(be) assured that it will he initiated without delay."

Thus. both the sports establishment and players organizations, which fancy

neither enforced testing by teams or leagues nor federal intrusion, may be forced
to make a choice. III this case, it would probably be a self-administered testing
program.

Bill Bidwill, managing general partner of the football Cardinals, said that spot
ehecks or blanket tests couthicted under team or league auspices "certainly is a

possibility, or one of the possibilities,"

Bidwill wondered, though, about the constitutionality of such tests and abOut
the reaction of the players' organization. So (lid Ski Salomon III, vice president

of the hockey Blues.

"We don't have a drug problem iu hockey," said Salomon, "but if a spot check
by the league's security force were recommended, I would be in favor of it.
Bing Devine. general manager of the baseball Cardinals, said; "Baseball has
been alerted. We've made efforts to be on guard. I see no need to do anything
beyond what we've already done."
Joe Torre, the Redbirds' player representative, was adamant in opposition to
spot checks or any other kind of tests.
"It would irritate me to quite a degree to come in after hitting a home rim or
winning a tough game and be asked to take a urinalysis," Torre said. on reminds
me of that gun control bill. If somebody wants something, he'll get it.
"He (a drug almsee) wouldn't last very long in baseball, which is night-afternight, not once a week like other sports."
Dan Dierdof, Big Red lineman and player rep, had mach the same thing to say.
"In a nutshell, we've got to protect the image of football," he said. "The game
mast be beyond reproach. I don't know what the answer is, but tests would be
an invasion of privacy."
Barclay Plager, captain of the Blues, thought otherwise about. testing.
"How else could they really de it?" he asked. "If they had a few checks and
found nothing. they \\*0111(111't check too often. Nobody in hockey would be scared

(of tests) unless he bad an illness (like DeNfont)."
Solomon's reference to the National Hockey League's "security force" meant
the office headed by former P.tdcral Bureau of Investigation wan Frank Torpey,
whose minions are known as "Torpey's raiders.- Torpey is charged with investigating anything "detrimental to the game," a blanket responsibility that would
include drugs.
Football (the NFL) has two investigators whose original prime responsibility
was to look into the possibiliy of gambling. but who would also be expected to

take care of drugs. They are Jack Danahy, formerly of the FBI, and Bernie

Jackson. formerly of the Justice Department.

Baseball has Henry Fitzgibbon, a former St, Louis policeman, who has the

same -detrimental-to-the-game" responsibility.
When Devine said baseball's safeguards were already adequate, he meant the

educational program and individual efforts each team makes to protect itself

from drug users.
Although Devine denied the suggestion made by one insider that the Redbirds
had rejected deals that would appear to have been advontageons, except for the
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suspicion Hutt the princif ia Is were drug users, he remembered examples of
Cardinal honsekeeping at the minor league level.
-I may have my head hi the sand, but 1 know of no problem previously or now
With our hall club, Devine said.

-There have been instanees-1 would say no more than six and limy'se fewer
than fourin which we have given minor league players their releases in the last
co,ple of years. or since this drug situation became so widely discussed.

-In one rase, it was hard drug with the needle. The others involved marijuana
and we didn't just release the players. We consulted the 1(1(111 doctor and discussed it with the player himself first.
-We were thinking mainly of not letting it spread. We think we owe it to the
parents of our (other) young players not to put them into situations where they
would he exposed to marijuana.
The NFL reacted defensively to the ease of Ihmstim Ridge. the San Diego
Chargers lineman who recently received a $200,000 out-of-court settlement of a
$1.500.000 lawsuit invldring drugs made available by the management. So the

football league will have this drug guide posted in its training rooms next
autumn :

'It is league policy that the use by NFL players of any drugs which have not
been 'speeilleally prescribed. recommended or approved by your team doctor or

personal ithysiehni is not in your interests, the interest of your team or the

interest I If the NFL.
-The use or distribution of pep pills.' or *diet pills' by members of this team is

not condoned by the league or by the management of this club. The taking of
these drugs, regardless of amount. has never been shown to improve performance

on the athletic field. Furthermore, their use should be viewed as a matter with
medical consequence,

Significant side effects can occur to the heart, pulse and blood pressure,
as well as in connection with withdrawal or coming down' from the drug, especially with Topeated or prolonged usage. Added medical risks can he encountered
if One is injured and MI piireg anaesthesia for surgery.
"Should there be questions about this policy or about the use of drugs of any
character. either on or off the playing field, the team doctor will be happy to discuss them in private with individual players,"
The football Cardinals are going a step beyond. New coach Don Colwell has
included a page in his 'daybook promising serious penalties for drug users.
Trainer John 0010hundro has been preparing a lengthy treatise on drug use,
copies of which will be supplied the players.
The 20 NFL owners are to meet in New York next week, and will receive commissioner Pete Rozelle's new proposals on drugs.
Rozelle said that under the old NFL drug program, "We set up a program in
*which ea eh club got the best possible local doctor and put all use of drugs under
his jurisdiction. Our drug Program put the doctor on the hook and made him
.

responsible."

It was believed that Rozelle would ask for tighter control by the league office,
which would include the filing of comprehensive reports by each team on what
drugs were hying prescribed and the reasons for their use. Another possibility is
that the NFL might establish a medical director to keep a watch on the drug
situation.
In a story June 12. the New York Times charged that four star NFL players
were under surveillance for traffic in illegal drugs. But the Times did not name
the players and the NFL said it had no knowledge of the charges.
'17110 NFL has 1)0(.11 under pressure to take action because of comments from the

House subeommittee headed by Rep. Staggers. This group reeommended that
NFL teams submit to the league office copies of bills for all prescribed drugs.
The NFL Mayers' Association has gone on record as vigorously opposing the
idea of urinalysis. Et: Garvey, executive director of the association, insisted that

the league's drug problem was "greatly exaggerated" and said that a massive
drug control program that would affect all players "would be like going after a
Mosquito with a shotgun."
If a player is detected as having used drugs, what happens then? What is the
penalty? Should the team be penalized with forfeiture of the game?
St. Louis athletes did not. accept the latter pointloss of the game.

"That's not fair to the 39 other guys." said the Big Red's Dierdorf. "What if
you have one lame duck in the Super Bowl? You didn't take away Mark Spitz's
medals (at the Olympics) just because DeMont didn't pass."
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"It should be up to each individual," said baseball's Torre.
"Don't penalize the whole outfit," said football's Bakken. "There must be consequences for drug use. No hand ships. It should be something like the penalty for
gambling, which is darn severe. The absence of Paul Hornung (who was suspended for the 1963 NFL season) penalized the Green Bay Packers enough."
APPENDIX 5
[Front the Washington Post, Sunday, May 27, 197:11
USF. OF DRUGS BY CHARGERS UNDER PROBE

(By Mark Asher, Washington Post stuff writer)
S. Dmoo.California medical authorities and the San Diego County district
attorney's office are investigating allegations of promiscuous and indiscriminate
use of drugs by the San Diego Chargers professional football team.
The state's hoards of medical examiners and pharmacy are investigating
whether the California medical practices act was violated in the late 1960s
when as many as half the Chargers' 40-man squad may have obtained amphetamines (pep pills) and sleeping pills by merely requesting them from the team

trainer, a system approved by the team doctor.
The disclosures leading to these investigations came in sworn depositions in a
civil clitaage snit brought by former Charger defensive lineman Houston Ridge,
who claimed he was under the influence of drugs when he suffered It hip injury
in a game on Oct. 11, 1969, that left him permanently disabled.
The depositions were priu(ipally concerned with the period from 1560 to 1969,
when llidge played with the Chargers, William Kennedy, assistant district attor-

ney from San Diego County, said the statute of limitationsthree yearshad
run out for criminal prosecutions in this period.
But Kennedy said his office was now going through later pharmaceutical records
to see "whether there were valid prescriptions and, if not, did certain individuals
violate laws in distributing dangerous drugs and narcotics."

Upon conviction, such violations carry five-years-tolife sentences under the
provisions of the California Business and Profession Code and the California
Health and Safety Code.

The depositions and other sworn statements in the Ridge case revealed that
drugsamphetamines and sleeping pills as well as tranquilizers, muscle relaxants. anabolic steroids and path pillswere ordered in lots of as many as 10.000
pillls per season, and that some players thought similar use of drugs was widespread throughout the National Footfall League.

The depositions slinwe'd the drugs were ordered in bulk throng]) an arrangement
between the team doctor, the team trainer and a San Diego pharmacist, Names of
five persons in the Chargers' front office, including head coach and general manager Sid Gillman, were used on the group prescriptions.
According to court records, each 'Charger player could get two 15-milligram
tablets or Desbutal just before a game phis anothher 15-mg. tablet at halftime.
Desbutal. an amphetamine, increases alertness and blood pressure. although it has
no effect on athletic performance as such.
The Physicians' Desk Reference says the normal adult dosage of Desbutal Is
15 mg. daily for use in weight-reduction programs and that "treatment should
not exceed a few weeks in duration."
Dr, E. Paul Woodward, the Chargers' team physician, said in his deposition
that when he became team doctor in 1966, he did not attempt to end drug usage
but merely to control it.
Gilman testified that he had handed out Dianabol, an anabolic steroid used for

gaining weight, in the 1963 training camp. The Chargers won the American
Football League championship that season.

But Gillman denied any later use of Dianabol, a drug the Physicians' Desk

Reference says can cause impotence and shrinkage of the testicles. Gillman also
denied knowing what an amphetamine was. That sworn statement was contradicted in a deposition given by former Charger defensive tackle Ron Mix, now
that team's executive counsel.
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Jim Heffernan, a spokesman for NFL commissioner Pete Rozelle, said the
league would "have no comment right now" on the California investigations.
Heffernan said the league had not initiated any investigations of individual
drug abuse but that the league office "followed" several criminal cases involving
current or former pro football players. He would not elaborate.
After Ridge filed his suit in April, 1970, the National Football League posted
signs in team locker rooms that any drugs not "specifically prescribed, recommended, or approved by your team doctor or personal physician is not in your

interest. the interest of your team, or the interest of the National Football

League." The NFL also banned the dispensing of prescription drugs by trainers,
according to the depositions.

Mix, who testified that drug use was "extensive" among the Chargers from

1986-69, was traded to the Oakland Raiders in 1970. From his observation there,
he concluded that the use of stimulant drugs "has dropped off a great deal."
He also said that as far as he knew amphetamines could not be obtained from

the Oakland trainer. He credited the decrease to the NFL's educational program in drugs, including the locker-room policy statement, which first appeared

in the 1971 training campsat least 14 months after the litigation was started

by Ridge.
In the first case to be litigated this heavily on the use of drugs in sports, Ridge

sued Dr. Woodward, the Charger's team physician ; Gillman ; trainer Jimmy
Van Deusen : and the National and American football leagues among others,
for $1`25 million.

Ridge claimed malpractice, battery by drugs and conspiracy. Last month's

settlement was for $260,000, according to published reports. Ridge also received
a $35.000 settlement in workmen's compensation benefits, according to his lawyer. Robert Baxley of San Diego.
Woodward still is the team physician. Gillman now is general manager of the
Houston Oilers. Van Deusen, who left the Chargers in 1971, is now working for
a sporting goods firm, according to a Chargers' spokesman.

Harland Svare, the current coach of the Chargers, and Ric McDonald, who
replaced Van Deusen as trainer, have both said publicly that the Chargers have
not used amphetamines since the two were hired.
Ridge's suit arose out of a broken left hip he sustained in an Oct 11, 1969. game

against the Miami Dolphins. Ridge testified he had taken nine pillsincludine.
three Desbutal and three muscle relaxantseither before the game or at halftime.

Ridge, who has undergone two operations on the hip, is permanently disabled
mid must use a crutch. Ridge said he has been advised he may need additional
surgery. including the insertion of an artificial hip joint.
Ridge suffered the injury in the second half of the Oct. 11 game and claimed
the drugs dulled his awareness of pain. Ridge %vas able to walk following the
game but when he awoke the next morning was unable to put any weight on
the leg. he testified.
Court reeerds showed that Woodward, an orthopedic surgeon, did not X-ray
the leg until Oct. 20, after the team returned to San Diego following an Oct. 19
game at Boston.
In a report that was accepted by defense attorneys and became part of the
eteirt record. an anonymous medical reviewer concluded that the Chargers were
responsible for two actions:
"The promiscuous and indiscriminate use of dangerous drugs' by professional
football players.
"Frank abuse in the dispensing of dangerous drugs" by Van Deusen.
The medical reviewer labeled the Chargers' training room "Drugsville USA"
and concluded that the trainer "was practicing medicine without a licetwe."
Various depositions indicated that Van Deusen administered injections (an
illegal practice for a registered physical therapist. which Van Deusen is) : that
he kept personal medical records about which Dr. Woodward knew nothing;
and that he sometimes exceeded Dr. Woodward's orders by giving additional
therapy and treatment.
"He is a registered physical therapist, although he should also probably be a
registered nurse and a general practitioner, if not an orthopedic surgeon," the
medical reviewer observed.

Some prescriptions received by the pharmacist, according to the medical reviewer. were typed and did not bear Dr. Woodward's signature or registry mum-

her. Dr. Woodward testified that he could ant remember ordering some drugs
for
there were prescriptions.
Can Deuseft denied he ever signed Dr. Nimilwards name to any document
that \\':a' sett to any pharmacy for preseript ion medicine.

Dr. Wmaiwad justified vlutt one I'DA ()tibial termed -a (Tinton:: molival
praetive as "The most risisonable way of handling this situation.The tmon physician outlined itat he called "a complicated problem.saying
that he had reached his decision to try to control rather than to eliminate drug
Ilse after conferring with Van Densen about the Chargers' use of drugs prior
to ltlt;ii.
. . I was apprised of a problem with amphetamine drugs.
and was told that
in lite past. because of the ready availability of amphetamines. the :viten market.
el cetera. that pobh-nts had arisen With ballplayers taking amphetamines
out any control or knouledge as to quantity or wind partieula drug, Dr. oodward said itt his deposition,
-The policy hail been established that It known aniphelinitte would he available only for those who requested this medication. that its Ilse would be discouraged wherever possible:. but that those vho retpiested it vould be allowed to
take a given quantity. in an effort to try and have some type of control
over
the usage of antpliplantines
so Mr. Can Deinwit was lust tattled that he
might give Dehinal to those players %vim speeifirally requested this.Van Denson testified he could remember only one day as Charger trainer between lnitu-nn when nobody got a pill.
he said in his deposition.
remember the particular date. hut.
I was oat of town on a given day. so-1don't
was spouting a hall game out of town
one time. so i know that 11-**If you were nit there. nobody got a pill? Ridge's attorney interrupted.
-That's right." Van Inmsen replied.
Iir. Woodward said the amphetamines problem had been dismissed by the
society of professional fooduill team physicians.
in relatoin to diagnosing head
injuries. One physician told of having hospitalized a player, believing he had a
serious head injury : it turned out that the player had. unknown to anyone. taken

a large dose of amphetamines.

According to the Physicians' Desk Reference, adverse reactions from Desbutal. at reeumniended dosages. can include elevation of blood pressure. over stimulation of the central nervous system, restlessness. dizziness, tremor. headache, impotence, change in libido, dryness of the mouth and, rarley, psychotic
episodes.

A number of teams had gone on record that they didn't use amphetamines,
but lir. Voodward testified those teams were frequently using the stimulants.
Nevertheless, the society of team physicians had never recommended the -absolute cessation" of the use of amphetamines for professional football players,
NVoodwartl testified.

The nse of sit/mil:int drugs in sports "is something, we're strongly opposed
to." said Dr. Barrett Scoville, acting chief of the Fotal and Drug Administration's division of nettropharmacological drug products, in an interview.
-We (In not approve of or condone artificial stimulation or sedation for purposes like athletic performance," said Dr. Thomas Elmendorf of Davis, Calif.,

president of the California AIedical Association.
1 /r. \oodward disagreed with these doctors in ills deposition.
..Many of these professional ball players have taken amphetamines in college

days. and if you did not have some type of control this way. we felt that they
would obtain their own supplies, since they are available, :Ind we would not

know how to control it.
-%Ve also felt that if we provided ... one of the safer ones, and had some way
of routroliiug the dosagr, they would be less likely to gut nut WI their own :111i1
get their own supply. and we would at least. feel that they would tell us ;timid
taking the medication, rather than trying to votive:II this.
.

. This would in turn give us better control over this particular problem

It NV:IS somewhat common kintwledge that this drug (amphetamine) was
being used withthroughout professional sports."
lint in sworn answers to interrogatories. the NFL and AFL said no one had
ever investigated the matter of drug WAe by any NFL or AFL player.
Lawyers for the NFL also contended that as long as the drugs were prescribed
.

.

.

by doctors the NFL constitution did not give. the NFL "the power or duty to
control such drug usage on the club level."
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Other testimony from the depositions revealed that Alvin Roy, the Charger
strength coach. sent Ridge and two other players to Dr. Charles Franklin for
shots of Deca-Durabolin, an anabolic steroid. in 11)6G.

Dr. Franklin, who died about a year ago, was an obstetrician/gynecologist

and a close friend of Gillman.

Roth Gillman and Dr. Franklin denied they h d discussed the use of Dianabol.
Dr. Franklin testified he had talked about it with Roy, who Dr. Franklin said
had told hint that Russian Olympic weightlifters were using it.
Dr. Franklin testified that he also issued prescriptions for 30 Dianabol tablets
to Ridge and the two other players Roy sent to him. lle did not charge for in-

jecting the Dem-) nimbi) lin, Litt. only for the cost of the medicine. he said.
Asked why he did not charge for his services. Dr. Franklin replied, "Well, the

Chargers had given me so mach fon in the time they had been in town, 1 felt
I owed them that, any little service I could give them."
Ile also testified he treated many Chargers' wives "with reduced and frequently no fees" and the reason "is that 1 feel we do owe the Chargers something in the community and this is the way I handle it."
The Physicians' Desk Reference curies the following %Yarning on
anabolic steroids do not etichatwo atltletic ability."

Dianabol

Itr. Franklin also admitted he did give Ridge a physical examination before
injecting hint with an anabolic steroid. Ile said he had taken the word of Roy,
the strength coach. and 1107(41 01;11
Charger doctor on entrance to camp."

**R1(11.41,

11;1(1 been given a physical by tlw

According to a deposition given by Mix. who was the Chargers' player rep-

resentative in 1ht13. Gillman had personally handed out Dianabol vii the Chargers'
1913 training camp.
Gillman admitted handing out the Dianabol at that titne and testified : "According to Dr. Franklin. it was a high-protein pill used to encourage the mainte-

nance of weight and used to gain weight by any human being."
Gillman also testified that the Dianabol pills prescribed by Dr. Franklin "were
lint on the training table. ns was a salt pill. as were vitamin pills. This was the
recommendation of Dr. Charles Franklin and this was the way it was handled."
Gillman said he handed out the pills because he wanted to get the leant's
weight- gaining Program started. lle testified he did not know if the Chargers
ever stopped using Dianahol.
Gillman's denials that the team was using amphetamines. and that some players had pointed out to him the dangers of using Dianabol, were contradicted
by the Mix deposition.

What the California boards of medical examiners and pharmacy will be investigating primarily is whether Dr. Woodward violated the medical practices
act. by prescribing drugs in bulk and not prescribing them in the names of the
individual players who used them.
The Division of Investigation of the California Board of Consumer Affairs
is handling I lie investigation. Its findings will be presented to (lie state attorney general's office. which will determine whether there is grounds for a
hearing to consider revocation of licenses.

Ray Reid. executive secretary of the board of medical examiners. said in an
interview that there is no statute of lituitations in licensing board actions. Ile
said any action tinder the medical practives act probably would be withheld,

pending criminal prosecution,

Dr. Paul Dugan of Roseville. president of the board of medical examiners.

said the penalty could rim from "scolding the person to revoking the license outright and anywhere in between,"
It an interview. Dr. Dugan said the goal of his board was "rehabilito tbin."
He added that the board of medical examiners still could discipline any doctor.
even if the courts did not.
"The emtrts determine did they break the civil law," Dr. Dugan said. "We look
at it as 'Will they harm the public?'"

Dr. Flmendorf, the state medical association president. said mass prescriptions are "awful medicine . . . People respond differently to drugs. Each person will react in a different way to a different drug. This makes it obvious why
a doctor could not do this in good conscience."

Dr. Woodward and Van Densen both testified that a system existed by which
Woodward prescribed dnigs for the Chargers as a group and by which Van
Densen dispensed them under "a standing verbal order" from the doctor, without
written orders or individual prescriptions.
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Amphetamines, muscle relaxants and sleeping pills were among the prescription drugs dispensed under this system.

Van Deusen testified that Ambar, another amphetamine, was available but
could not be given without specific orders from Dr. Woodward. But the team
physician said he could not recall ever prescribing tiny amphetamine other than
Desbutal.

Van Deusen testified he had "little knowledge" of pharmacology and that he
did not know what the "synergystic effect" is (how one drug will react when it
is taken with another).
At one point, Dr. Woodward could not say which of three muscle relaxants he
ordered given to Ridge. The doctor testified the three muscle relaxants used by
the dub had similar effects and that lie left it up to Van Deusen to use whichever
was available.

He testified Van Deusen carried prescription drugs as "a matter of con-

venience."

Woodward also testified that he kept no record of Charger prescriptions; that

Van Deusen had a key to the training room medical cabinet but that he did
not : and that no record was kept to indicate who got which pills.
"A system where a doctor would turn over his prescribing power to a football

trainer is terribly illegal and morally depressing," said Dr. Donald Hoisten,

executive director of the California State Board of Pharmacy.

According to 'mother letter in the court record, the pharmacy board was

consulted by David M. Harney of Los Angeles, one of Ridge's attorneys, concerning the practice of group prescriptions.

". . . Please be advised that prescriptions can only be written for an individual. Group prescriptions are not legal," said the letter, signed by Fred A.

Willyerd. assistant executive secretary,
The pharmacist who filled most of the Chargers' prescriptions at /sane in the

Ridge case was Edward Whalen, whose pharmacy is in the same building as
Dr. Woodward's office.

Whalen testified that when Dr. Woodward became team physician in 1966
they agreed that the pharmacist would furnish all prescription drugs and arrange to have them delivered to the doctor personally or to the Chargers'
office.

Whalen added that the disposition of the drugs was "to be under his (Woodward's) personal direction." Whalen testified Woodward would not dispense all
the prescription drugs personally, but rather "oversee, he would take care of
control of the medications."
Whalen said Dr. Woodward had supplied the names of those to whom the
prescriptions could be made out. They included Gilthan, Van Deusen, assistant
coach Tom Miller, former business-manager John Gaugh and current business
manager Iry Raze.
"Do you know why the prescriptions Just weren't made out to the Chargers?"
Ridge's attorney. Robert Baxley of San Diego, asked Whalen?
"Yes," Whalen replied.
"Why?"

"It is illegal."
Van Deusen testified he had supplied the five names to Woodward. But he
added that, of the five, only he picked up the drugs and that this was the intended plan all along.
One prescription made out to Gaugh was for 500 15-mg. tablets of Desbutal.
It was refilled four timesfor an additional 2,000 tabletsin one year.
"Do you know why John Gaugh. or whatever his name is, for example, the
prescription is made out to him?" Baxley asked Whalen.
"I didn't question Dr. Woodward on this point," Whalen replied.
"Did you feel there was anything unusual about filling a prescription for
2,500 Desbutals in one year to Mr. Gaugh?" Baxleyasked.

"Object to the form of the question as being ambiguous and vague and irrelevant. Don't answer it," San Diego lawyer John Rhoades advised his client. Whalen
didn't.

Whalen said he asked Dr. Woodward each time at the time of a refill and

"told him of the quantity and he said it was okay to refill."

Approximately half those 2,500 Desbutal are unaccounted for, since by the
doctor's limit of three per game, only about. 1.200 would be needed for at complete season. That figure covers half the roster (20 players) taking three each
for 20 regular-season and exhibition Baines.
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What could have happened to the other 1,300 is suggested in Ridge's deposition.

Ridge said assistant trainer Jim Hammond told him both Van Dense'', and
Hammond took pep pills. (Van Deusen denies this). Ridge also testified he had
seen Van Deusen give pills to at least two other players, Bob Wells and Ken

Graham, at the end of seasons other than 1966.
Ridge testified teammate Russ Washington had a bottle of Desbutal in his room

in either the 1967 or 1968 training camp. Ridge -testified that Washington told
him he had gotten the bottle of pills from Vain Deusen, Washington once gave
Ridge one of his Desbutal, but refused to give his teammate one on another occasion, Ridge testified.
Wells told Ridge the pills the trainer had given him were "water pills," to help
him lose weight, Ridge testified. He also said he saw Van Deusen give Graham

pep pills, "greenblue-green on one side, and yellow on the other."

The tablet Ridge identified is the common commercial form of Desbutal, 15 mg.

Mix said that although he did not actually see the trainer or and other

Charger personnel dispense amphetamines, he knew the source was the trainer.
"How do you know that?" Mix was asked.

"Well," replied Mix, "there are some things that are just common knowledge
when one is playing football. andI recall one particiular incident when a rookie
ballplayer had, I guess you could say, carried logic to the extreme and felt that
if one beanie would be good for him, maybe 10 would he better.

"I don't know the exact numbers, but the result was that he was in some

kind of discomfort after the game."
Beyond saying that the rookie was not Ridge, Mix refused to disclose the name
of the player at the time.

". . . I don't know what kind of sanctions would fall upon particular athletes
by the league if they were named," Mix said. "Further, I don't know what effects
public knowledge of who took pills would have on them securing employment in
other places, if they had that kind of reputation ..."
Mix's example of the rookie pointed out how uniformed some of the Chargers
were about the drugs they were using. It wos a major point in Ridge's complaint :
"The administration of these drugs to the plaintiff involved a systematic risk
of harm to the palintiff which was known to the defendants and which the defendants negligently failed to communicate to or warn the plaintiff of the risk
inherent in the use and administration of those drugs."
At one point in his examination of Ridge, a defense lawyer asked, "Did any

player discuss with you that it was just a calculated risk of playing football,

that you took these pills and you might get hurt? Did you ever discuss that before
you were injured?"
-No," Ridge replied.
Ridge also testified that a Dr. Jones first told him that pep pills were dangerous in 1970, or a year after he had been injured. Ridge said he took two muscle
relaxants and two "bennics" before each game in 1967, 1968 and 1969. He said
he could not remember if he took those drugs in the 1966 season.

In written answers to written interrogatories posed by NFL lawyers, Ridge
gave the following answers as to what effect the pills had on him and whether
he was forced to take the pills :

". . . I was very excited. tense, insensitive to pain, elated, my mouth was dry
and I was not thinking clearly.
"I took the pills that were given to me, a;nd although no one exercised physical

violence to force me to take such pills, I felt that I was required to take such
pills and under the economic and psychological aspects appertaining."
During the taking of Ridge's deposition, a defense lawyer tride to limit the
scope of how many Chargers were using drugs.

"You knew there were a great number of players that never took any pep

pills, did you not ?" a defense lawyer asked.
"A great number?" Ridge replied.
"Yes." replied the lawyer.

"No, I didn't know a great number that didn't take them," Ridge replied.
Ridge testified that Paul Lowe, a Charger who was traded to the Kansas City

Chiefs. told him the Chiefs used a different kind of pep pill. But Ridge said
Lowe did not say how many Kansas City players were using them.

Harry Johnston. who was a Charger assistant coach for the 1906417 seasons,
testified that if he were a head coach, he would overrule a physician who would
allow the use of amphetamines.
Gillman testified that he would not have.
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"I want you to assume, Mr. Gillman," as Baxley posed the question, "that

amphetamines were being purchased and dispensed during the period of 1960 to
1966. If the doctor prescribed these pills, would you have objected to it."
"No," Gillman replied.
Johnston said why he would have objected :
".

.

.

It l'in the bend emell. ria responsible. No kid is going to do it.

Period . . Even if a doctor prescribes it."
Gillmen said there were no budgetary problems in buying drugs when he was
with the Chargers.
-Did you see to it that the budget was met?" Gillman was asked.

"I football budget is notis merely a starting point, it doesn'tisn't run like

any other business," Gillman replied. "We just say it is our starting point, if we
need more of this or less of that, we just go."

Johnston testified that two of his linebackers apeared to be using amphetamines, that their play was adversely affected. and that he was able to get them
off the drug before the next game by personally talking to them.

"What is your general knowledge of the use of drugs in professional football
in 1966 and 1907 by players as far as using them as a stimulant?" Baxley asked
Johnston.
-My opinion?"
"Your general knowledge."
General knowledge? Specific knowledge is very little. General knowledge is
it's part of I be game."
(0111(Tiblaillg to this story was Washington Post special correspondent Robert
Meyers).

ClIAIRERS. TESTIMONY DISPUTES GILLM AN OS PLAYERS' DRUG USE.

SAN DIEGO.Testimony in sworn depositions by other witnesses in the Houston Ridge ease contradicted some answers of Sid Gillman. then coach and gen-

eral manager of the San Diego Chargers, about his knowleda& Jf the use of

amphetamines by his players.
Gillman. top administrator in the Chargers organization. maintained that "The
doctor ran the whole show" in the dealing of drugs to players.

ruder penalty of perjury, Gillman said lie did not know what all amphetamine was, that nobody ever connected with the Chargers told him about drug
use by the players, and that the players did not question his handing out of
Dianabol. an anabolic steroid, when their personal doctors said it was a bad
practice.
Following :tee excerpts from the sworn deposition of Gillman. former player
Ron Mix and former coach Harry Johnston
Q. Ever heard of a drug called an amphetamine?
GILLIIAN. No.

Q. But you heard a rumor that he (an unidentified Charger rookie) had taken
quite a few (amphetaMines)?

Mix. Well. it wasn't rumored. itshortly thereafter Sid Gillman umde an
might be possibly taking an unsafe amount, and in the future that theI believe be said in the future the trainer would give a maximum of two to any
announcement to the team that some players were taking more than usual, and
player who desired them.
Q. You' up until Oct. 11, 1969, had anybody ronnected with the leant ever
told you about any (lilt ti

vise

by (ray of the players?

Gu.r.mAs. No.

Q. That matter was never discussed on a policy basis?
GILLM AN. Never discussed on a polii.y basis.
Q.

Hos the matte (Ter

been di.1/4cum.d when. you were present?

GILLMAN. No AV you're talking about what date?
Q. ('p until net. 11, 1969,
Gim.mAN. No.
3I. SrLi.nvAX (11 defense a tt onto- I. Commencing ill 1966?
GILLMA N. No.
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Q. Did you (Johnston) on this one occasion where you were under the impression that one of your linebackers wax ander the influence of smell, or
amphetamine, ar something
JoussToN. Yes, sir.
Q. Were you concerned about that
.lonNSTON. Yes.

Q. And did you attempt to discuss this matter with Mr. Gillman!
louNsTox. Yes.
And would you tell us how that occurred and what happened?
301INSTON. Wei had a linebacker who blew every coiverage. I tried to talk to

hint at the ludf, and to we lie was nicoticritia, and I had the impression that he
had taken something, or been affected some way. I talked to Mr. Gillman after
the ball gauge and got no response.

1). Did he just notdid you tell him what /Inn had obserredf
.lonNsTos. Yes.
Q..lnd what slid he do its response to this!

Jonssos. Absolutely malting.

Q. Did he just ignore what you said?
.loussTos. Yes.
y. Did Mr. Gillman ever make the statement to you that the most important
thing he wanted to do Was win the ball game?
.lonssTos. Oh. I'm sure he did. I*Iti sure that, I can't remember specifically,
but I'm sure 11J:it's a common statement by any coach.

Q. Ito you reran will incident where theany utenther.s of the Players ARROeiatimt were vonverned about haring to take Dianabol because of the potential
harmful effects f
(1.1.m.ts.
Q. Did !ow hare any diseuxsio118 leith RO 311..1* me the subject?

ta.NiAs.

Q. Did any cmplows. of the (*burgers or any player ever approach you con-

cerning Dionabol!
(;ru.m.vs.

neforr it (Dianahat) was made urnilalde to the players at the training rainy
that summer (l:/rid). was there a team meeting at which its usc was discussed?
Mix. No. the closest that there ea me to being a team meeting wrs we had been
taking the pillfirst of all. it was presented to lei IN a pill whn± would help us
assimilate protein. and with this assimilation of protein, we would become
stronger, combined with the training that was taking place.
N ow I don't knowI (hail- know what period of time passed, lint it was still
during the training camp when one of the players, Dave Kocourek, mentioned to
me. aml
couple of oilier players . . . that he had mentioned to his personal
physician that lie. was taking Dianabol. and his personal physician said that this
was a potentially dangerims drug. and probably should not he used by those who
are healthy : it's generally given to those who suffered some form of grievous
injury . . . even those should not take it for any extended period.
And Dave brought alerng a brochure that apparently accompanied the medicine, his thwtor gave to him. and he said this period of time that will be the
maximum amount of time 011V Shoutd take it would lie approximately six weeks.

and it listed the dangerous side effects that could take place. As I recall they
were shrinkage of the testicles: some form of liver damage . .
Well. at any rate, after (Hive had alerted its to this, I don't know who was
with me at the time. I think it was Dave. I Just don't recall. but we brought it
to the attention of Mr. Gillman, andhowever, the practice continued.
APPENDIX 6
[From Pro Football Weekly, July 1973]
HOUSTON RIDGE CASE A REAL SORRY AFFAIR

Illy Jerry Magee)
The National Football League also has its Watergate. In the tiles at 410 Park

Ave., New York City, N.Y., it likely is In a vanilla folder labeled "the Ridge ease."
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The reference is to Houston Ridge and probably you have not heard of him.
Well, Ehrlichman and Dean and McCord and Vesco were not exactly household
words, either, until those Cubans ran that end-around play on that office building
in Washington, D.C.
Watergate is a scandal, ugly, unsavory and that sort of thing and so in a way
which does not affect the nation's highest office is l'affaire Ridge. But before
examining the case's particulars, let me tell you something about lihn.
Once, when he did not as he does now require the assistance of a cane to get

around, Ridge was a physical phenomenon. At San Diego State, at which he

matriculated out of Reed ley College in Northern California, lie threw the discus
with either hand and also got pretty good distance with rival offensive linemen.
Lifting weights, he once said, was something he did for fun and he could lift
the building. After he came to the San Diego Chargers in 1966, he tore an isometric device loose from its cement moorings. At 6-4 and 270, he seemed the
most indestructible of men.
Then in 1909 in a game in Miami he came to the sidelines complaining he had
injured a hip. His usefulness as a player ended that night in the Orange Bowl.
Ridge underwent surgery in time. On April 17, 1970, he filed suit in Superior
Court in San Diego for $1.25 million, naming the Charger team physician, the
trainer, then coach Sid Gillman, the team's owners and the American and National Football Leagues.

In his action Ridge alleged he had been made vulnerable to injury by drugs
.administered tc him by the team phySician. He said this involved a systematic
risk of harm to him which the defendents knew and that they had failed to tell
of the inherent risk involved.
It was believed a landmark suit. Only the extremely naive believe athletes
live outside the drug culture and the Ridge suit, should he win it, would document in court what Dave Meggyesy, Skip Oliver, Jim Bouton and other famous
men of literature had pointed to.
For three years, Ridge's action remained hi the courts. Recently, it was settled,
Ridge receiving $260,000, plus medical expenses, a total of $325,000.

The settlement was handled quietly. The monies to go to Ridge were an-

nounced, nothing more. But depositions given in the case, and there were page
after page of them, were obtained by Jack Murphy, the writing star of the San
Diego Union, and in a copyright story and others which followed Murphy has

detailed the content of the depositions.

In sum, they suggest the San Diego athletes of the late 60s were devouring
amphetamines (known on the street as "speed") like jelly beans. There is testimony the Chargers one year placed an order for 10,000 of these pills.

"Maybe," Harland Svare has said, "they got a deal." Svare, of course, was
not employed by the San Diego team at the time to which the depositions refer.
Out of the Ridge matter is apt to come legislation aimed at making it more
difficult for NFL performers to be pepped up pharmaceutically. Urine tests similar to the ones given race horses Would be one method to accomplish this.

It's like they say around the tracks : "If you can't run on hay and oats, you

shouldn't be running."
Or scoring touchdowns.

APPENDIX 7
[From Socio- Cultural, June 1973]
DOPING: A STASH LITERATURE REVIEW

(Prepared by the staff of the Student Association for the Study of Hallucinogens)
INTRODUCTION

Until recently most people thought that sports activities were isolated from
contemporary social problems. Unfortunately, this belief has been discredited by
recent events at both national and international sports competitions. One problem

in particular has been the increasing and pervasive use of drugs by athletes.

Two scholars from.the Institute for the Study of Sport and Society writing about
the use of drugs in sports noted that the traditional ethic "it is not important if
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you win or lose; what matters is how you play the game" has been replaced by
an attitude similar to Vince Lombardi's philosophy, "Winning isn't everything;
it's the only thing." These authors go on to suggest that as long as this latter
attitude remain^ dominant in sports activities, athletes will do anything, Including using and abusing drugs, to help them be winners.

However, the search for and the use of ergogenic aids (i.e., agents which increase physical performance) do not originate in our contemporary drug oriented
culture. Boje claims that performance increasing substances were first used by

legendary "Berserkers" who, according to Nordic mythology, increased their
fighting strength twelvefold by eating Antandat muscaria, a type of psychoactive mushroom. Similarly, the Romans tried to increase the speed and staying
power of horses during cart races by giving them hydroniel, a mixture of honey
and water. In his brief history of ergogenic aids, Dr. Prokop describes how the
participants in the famous 1879 "Six Day Races" prepared for the contest; the
French racers used a mixture made from a caffeine base, while the Belgians
allegedly ate sugar cubes dipped in ether, others drank alcohol cordials, and the
sprinters used nitroglycerine.
"Doping" first appeared in an English language dictionary In 1889, meaning
the use of a mixture of opium and other narcotics on horses. Originally, the
root "Dop" was part of the Kafir Dialect, which is spoken in southeast Africa.
"Dop" was a strong liquor used as a stimulant during religious ceremonies. Since
the late 19th and early 20th century, the definition of doping has expanded
considerably.

DEFINITI ON6

Exactly what constitutes doping is a matter of considerable debate. Clearly
drug use, in and of itself, is not inherently synonymous with drug misuse in the
sports world. For example, sports participants may receive drugs for specific ail-

ments through legal medical channels. In this particular situation, the use of

such drugs does not generate concern unless the prescription contains chemicals
which have the side effect of artificially improving performance. Another type of
drug misuse, which is beyond the scope of this paper, is the use of such illegal
drugs as marijuana and hallucinogens. Again, this type of drug usage is not generally regulated by definitions of doping, unless the drug illegally obtained affects
the user's physical performance.
Definitions of doping vary from sport to sport and country to country. Bil Gilbert, writing in Sports Illustrated, attempted to secure definitions of doping from
different athletic associations. Some of these responses are recorded below:
"The intake of substances aiming to artificially increase during a competition
the performance of the competitor with detriment to the morale of the competitor
and his physical and psychic integrity must be considered doping." (Italian Federation of Sports Medicine). .

"The use of any drugeffective or notgiven with the intent to increase the

performance in competition must lie considered as doping." (The German League
of Sports Physicians).

"[Doping is] the administration to, or use by, a healthy individual while taking part in a sport competition of (a) any chemical agent or substance not normally present in the body . . . and/or (b) any chemical or substance . . .
[which] forms a normal part of the bio-chemical environment when introduced in
abnormal quantities and/or by an abnormal route. [It Is also] the administration
to, or use by nn individual temporarily disabled by disease or injury who takes
part in a sportin;,; competition' of (c) any chemical agent or substance regardless
of nature, dosage, preparation or route of administration . . which by its secondary effects improves artificially the performance of the individual during
competition" (The British Association of Sports and Medicine).
Some organizations avoid such lengthy definitions by simply prohibiting the
use of certain agents by participants in sports activities. For example, the International Olympic Committee ruled that if you were caught using alcohol (in
excess), amphetamines, ephedrine, cocaine, vasodilators, opiates, certain analgesics. or hashish you would be punished. In this way any discussion about
whether these agents actually improve performance or whether they are being
used for valid medical reasons is avoided. The drug list was a rule of the Olympic
(lames, just es there are rules governing practicing procedures.
CilbeIt's efforts to uncover rules regarding the use of thugs in major sporting leagues were largely unsuccessful. After writing to a number of different
sports officials he received these kinds of replies:
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"The American League has no rules regarding pep pills, painkillers. etc. Baseball -players don't use those type of things" (American League Executive Assistant Bob Holbrook).
"We have rules on gambling. etc. but none on medical matters. These are left
to the club physicians and the club trainers in both leagues- (NFL-AFL Publicity
Director Don Weiss).
"A player should not do anything %vhich is detrimental to the best interest of
the club, of the ABA or of pro sports. He must always remain in good condition"
(American Basketball Association).
"All trainers are very much opliosed to the use of drugs, but as an association
no policies have been made or initiated or directed to anyone at all because this
is a medical problem- (National Athletic Trainers Association).
While these comments suggest that there are few %vritten rules governing the
appropriate use of drugs by athletes, it should be mentioned that several athletic
unions such as the International Amateur Athletic Federation, the Amateur Athletic Union and the United States Olympic Association have ruled that the use of
any drug to improve athletic performance is grounds for disqualification because
it is contrary to the highest ideal of sportsmanship.
Part of the difficulty faced by those trying to define legitimate and illegitimate
use of drugs is that oftentimes there is a hazy line between justified therapeutic

administration of agents and irresponsible prescription of drugs for the sole
purpose of improving performance. For example, during the 1972 Olympics a
gold medal swimmer was disqualified because traces of ephedrine were found

in his urine. Although the drag had been prescribed for the treatment of asthma,

the Olympic officials apparently felt that this constituted (lolling in that the
drug had a slight stimulating effect on the central nervous system.
AGENTS THAT ASK COMMONLY US!) AS ERGOGENIC AIDS

Dr. Ariens. at the Department of Pharmacology at the University of Nijmegen,

the Netherlands. developed a classification system for the different allegedly
ergogenic agents. The first class consists of drugs related to metabolites such
as vitamins and minerals as u.ell as specific metabolic intermediates such as
aspartic acid. As long as these agents are used in normal doses through the
normal oral route, they are considered legitimate food suprilements. If they are
injected directly prior to the competition, this constitutes doping. Particularly
popular in recent years have been vitamins B and C. A September issue of
the Journal of the American Medical Association (1972) dealing almost exclusively ulth the 1972 Olympics quoted one Olympic %%ight lifter, "We take so
many vitamins and food supplements, it's a hypochondriac's dream in technicolor." Diets rich in bases have been fed to athletes in training in the hopes
that this will help retard the development of fatigue symptoms. which stem
from changes in the pH of the blood to the acidic side (luring strenuous exercises. Another technique to achieve the smile goal is augmenting the organism's
oxygen supply. This method is most effective %then an athlete inhales oxygen
to shorten the time needed to recuperate between events.
Different types of hormones and hormonids are another class of agents frequently ingested by athletes. Androgens and male hormones build body mass
and are consequently popular in sports such as football. wrestling and weightlifting. However, a broad range of often intolerable side effects make these
drugs medically undesirable. These include possible development of masculine
characteristics such as a beard and hoarse voice, possible reduced libido in
adult males as well as potential arrested hone growth if the drugs are used on
prepubertal boys. Anabolic steroids are often used instead because, although
they are closely related compounds, they do not produce the masculinization
ullich the male hormones do. Dr. Ariens notes, "It is to be feared that this
type of (lolling which will be very difficult to detect will gain in importance
in the next few years."
The AMA Committee on Medical Aspects of Sports issued an unpublished
statement in September 1965 on the use of androgenic anabolic steroids in
sports:
"In conclusion there is no excuse for giving these drugs (androgenic anabolic
steroids) to healthy athletes of any age. The ill effectsdecrease in ultimate
height, virilization. precocious puberty, decreased testicular size and libido and
changes in liver functionare insidious and not immediately apparent. The
delay in appearance of these effects can easily lead to misdiagnosis and inappro-
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Priate treatment. If these considerations are not convincing, the legal (tlicrr
sold without medical prescription) and the ethical (the use of prescription
drugs for healthy persons in the quest for advantage in sport) implications
cannot lie disregarded."
Progesterone and estrogen type hormones are used by women athletes to alter

the menstrual cycle. According to an article in a late August issue of the

Sunday Times (London), three-quarters of the United Kingdom's girl athletes
ussd these drugs so that they would be in peak form at the 1972 Olympic games.
Other hormones such as corticoid hormones, ACTH, thyroxine, insulin and
adrenaline have allegedly been used on athletes during pre-training period. The
first two, cortocoid hormones, and ACTH, help athletes overcome exhaustion.
In addition, they may reduce the symptoms of inflammation such as swelling and
pain. However, because pain is a signal which should lead to a reduction in activity, any attempt to suppress this warning is potentially dangerous to the
athlete. Thyroxine, the hormone of the thyroid gland, is used for weight loss. The
more natural way of achieving the same goal in a healthy individual is dieting.
Insulin enhances the uptake of glucose and potassium by the tissue, while adrenaline stimulates glucose metabolism in the cell. These drugs are used to regulate
metabolism, although in healthy individuals they tend to disturb the metabolic
harmony of the body.

A third class of drugs is those acting on the cardiovascular and respiratory
system. Vasodilating drugs such as ronicol, nicotinic acid and nitrates bring
about a dilation especially of the vessels in the skin, which is accompanied by a
decrease in blood pressure. 13y doing this they increase the blood flow to the muscular system and accordingly increase the supply of oxygen which carries off the

carbonic acid, thereby reducing fatigue symptoms. However, there is evidence
that the use of drugs for this purpose will result in a highly uneconomic and
dangerous overloading of the heart. During the Olympics of 1960, a cyclist col
lapsed after using a vasodilating drug probably because of overburdening of the
heart. Cardio-stimulating drugs often have a general stimulating effect on the
central nervous system and therefore also stimulate the circulatory and respiratory functions. Respiratory stimulants are used to assist in the intake of oxygen
necessary for energy production and the elimination of the carbon dioxide formed.
by the metabolic process.
The. fourth classification is psychopharmaca, which include the psychostimulants and psychosedatives. The exact effect of amphetamines on competitive per-

formance is difficult to measure in a laboratory situation. In the first place, the
intense competitive spirit which characterizes most sports events is difficult to
replicate in a controlled situation. In addition, variables such as the expertise of
subjects in their sports, the length of time between injection and performance, and

the ways used to measure performance have caused different investigators to
reach different conclusions about the effects of amphetamines in sports.

Concern about the impact of amphetamines on performance was generated during and after World War H when rumors circulated that the Germans were using

stimulants on their troops. Seashore and Ivy (1953) undertook experiments
which tried to replicate field situations with a series of war games involving such
strenuous tasks as an eighteen-mile hike followed by guard duty for nine hours.
At the completion of these exercises, the subjects were asked to take performance

tests. At different intervals during the games, participants were administered
orally either caffeine sodium benzoate (450 milligrams), amphetamine sulfate.
(10 mg), methamphetamine hydrochloride (5 mg), or a lactose placebo. Because
of the extensive nature of the project, the findings cannot be summarized in this
brief review. However, the drugs used were generally superior to the placebo in
reducing sleepiness and enhancing motor coordination and physical endurance.
Smith and Beecher have conducted a large number of studes on athletes in an
effort to measure the effect of stimulants on performance. An early study (1959)
was done on college swimmers. Each participant was asked to swim his prefer
red event two times, fifteen minutes apart on twelve consecutive days. On four of
the days, the swimmer was given a dose of amphetamine sulfate equal to 14 milli-

grams per 70 kilograms body weight (14mg/70kg) ; on four other days he received a dose of secobarbital (100mg/70kg) ; and on the remaining days he received a placebo. Two to three hours elapsed betwen the administration of the
amphetamine and the swim, while only fifty-five minutes were allowed to pass
between the ingestion of the secobarbital and the swim. All but one of the 15
subjects swam better with amphetamine than without the aid of any drug (i.e.,.
with the placebo).

99-749-73--26
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Although the mean difference between the two swim times was small (1.6 %),
small Improvements for a competing athlete can mean the difference between
world championship and oblivion. For example, the old 1905 World Record in the

220-yard free style was 2 minutes, 1.1 seconds. The new record cited by Weis
(1909) was 1 minute, 59.7 seconds, which is only a 1.2% improvement over the
old record.

Shortly thereafter, Karpovich (1959) did a series of experiments which seemingly negated the findings of Smith and Beecher. However, the different conclusions might be attributed to Karpoviclis use of different time periods between
ingestion and testing. He only allowed one hour for 10 mg of amphetamine and
30 minutes, for 20 mg. Midi and Wynn (1M) also failed to detect any effect of
amphetamines on swimmer performance. However, they relied on untrained
swimmers for their subjects. In a later study 'Smith, Weitzner and Beecher
(19(13) demonstrated that the use of swimmers who were not trained introduced
considerably more variability in studies than use of trained athletes in the same
type of experiments.
The stimulants do seem to have an improving effect on performance, although

information about how much and under what condition has not been clearly
outlined. Sedatives should be included in the discussion on psychopharmaca as
they are often used to help over-anxious athletes relax. The use of muscle-relaxants might be considered restorative because they permit the nervous athlete to

compete at a "normal" level.

The AMA ad hoc Committee on Amphetamines and Athletics has issued the

following statement on the use of amphetamines in athletics:

"Since the use of any drug to improve athletic performance has already been
made grounds for disqualification by the International Amateur Athletic Federation, the Amateur Athletic Union and the United States Olympic Association
as being contrary to the highest ideals of sportsmanship, and since the use of
amphetamines even in moderately small doses is known in many instances to
result in habitation and harmful effects, the Committee has recommended that
the use of amphetamines for this purpose be condemned. Because these drugs
can be obtained legally only on prescription, a serious obligation devolves on
physicians to help prevent such usage by prescribing them only for well recognized medical indications."
EPIDEMIOLOGY

Most of the information about the extent of doping has filtered down in assorted
publications as comments by professional athletes or as reports from a few urine
tests done at competitions. While vocal sports participants describe drug usage
.as rampant, the few urine analyses tend to suggest the opposite.
Amphetamines have traditionally been the most frequently abused drugs. According to researchers from the Institute for the Study of Sport and Society, these
drugs are most widely used in football. Many players rely on amphetamines to
get themselves "up" for the rugged physical contact the game requires. Bill Gilbert. has expanded the list to include such sports as auto-racing, basketball, baseball, boxing, canoeing, cycling, golf, mountain climbing, Roller Derby, rodeo,
rugby, skating, skiing, soccer, squash, swimming, tennis, track and field, weight
lifting, and wrestling. In addition, combinations of amphetamines and barbiturates are often used. Jim Bouton in his Book Ball Four estimates that as many

as 40% of the major league players use "bennies" (benzedrine) or "greenies"

(amphetamine-barbiturate mixture). The New York Times, October 1971, referred

to a well-known French cyclist who said, "Everyone in cycling dopes himself,
those who claim they don't are liars."

Additional statements issued to the press by athletes indicate that the use of

anabolic steroids is widespread. In the London Times of August 24, 1972. a world

record holder for discus throwing stated that he believed that all the throwers
or weight lifters of any ability in the 1972 Olympics had taken or do take anabolic
steroids. Another decathlon performer claimed that over one-third of the United

States track and field teams used steroids during the pre-Olympic (1908) training. (The New York Tittles, October 1971).

These impressionistic statements. though, are not substantiated by the few

studies that have burn done. However, foreknowledge that tests were going to be
taken might have discouraged athletes who would normally use ergogenic aids
from using anything that might be detected in the urine analysis. Consequently
the few reported tests may not be any more reliable than the athletes' personal
estimations.
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In 1967 In Winnipeg all the cyclists at a competition were testa.:. No evidence
of amphetamine use was found in the first six contestants, although at least six
losers had positive tests. At the IX British Commonwealth Games tests were
carried out on 115 urine specimens taken at random. In one sample phenylpropanolamine was detected, although this was judged to be legitimate as Eskoinade
had been prescribed for nasal congestion a few days earlier. None of the other
samples contained any amphetamines or narcotic analgesics,
CONTROLS

Tests are available which car detect some but not all the commonly abused

drugs. For the most part by analyzing the urine of competing athletes, chemists can
judge if substances such as amphetamines or narcotic analgesics have been used
(Beckett, Tucker, Moffatt, 1967). The IX British Commonwealth Games in Edinburgh 1970 were the site of strictly controlled tests of athletes. Before participat-

ing in the Games, a competitor was required to sign on his or her entry form a
declaration that he or she agreed to submit to any tests or examination by qualified medical personnel appointed by the Federation sponsoring the events.
Although no information was given about the range of drugs to be covered in the
analytical procedures, definitions of doping as well as a listing of illegal substances were provided. These banned agents were : sympathomimetic amines such

as amphetamine, inethylamphetamine and ephedrine ; stimulants of the central

nervous system such as strychnine, cocaine and bemigride ; and narcotic analgesics
such as morphine, methadone and dipipanoue and anabolic steroids.
Because athletes were accompanied by their own attending physicians, provi-

sions were made to permit the use of drugs for therapeutic reasons. A doctor
treating an athlete had to notify the Medical Commission in writing if a prescription contained any ingredient which might be regarded as dope.

Competitors were selected at random from the heats and finals of athletics,

badminton, boxing, cycling, fencing, swimming, weight lifting and wrestling. In
addition, medal winners in cycling events were taken routinely. Immediately after
the competitor had finished the event, he or she was taken to the Medical Commission offices and asked to pass a urine specimen. To avert the chance that athletes
might try to substitute specimens, this was done under the supervision of a nurse.
The pH was measured at the time of collection, and then the specimen was divided
between two bottles which were coded and sealed in the presence of the competitor. One bottle went immediately to the laboratory, while the other was stored in

a refrigerator until the results were known. If there was a positive report that

was contested by a Gaines participant, the second identical sample was available
for analysis by different chemists. In this way, 115 specimens were collected from
a sample population of the 1289 competitors.
Three unmarked control samples accompanied the specimens to the laboratory,
where tests were done which could identify the presence of all the drugs listed
except the anabolic steroids. The first step in the analysis was the determination
of the pH content of the urine, as this affects the rate of excretion of ninny drugs.
Normally after physical exercise the (Wle is acidic, but sodimn bicarbonate may
sometimes be used to counteract the fatigue associated with acidosis. In larger
doses it may produce an alkaline urine of about pla 8 which considerably reduces
the elimination of a drug such as amphetamine.

In the actual analysis, gas-liquid chromatography was used for the initial

screening. Definite identification is achieved through two methods : gas

chromatography of derivatives and mass spectrometry. These techniques can
usually detect a drug and its metabolites in urine for up to 4S hours after its
ingestion. Although thin layer chromatography was included as an additional
check, it is not as good a test as the other techniques. It is necessary to use a
process which will detect both the drug mid its metabolites because the presence
of the latter suggests that the drug has been ingested, but not added directly to
the urine.
With these methods, the three control Samples were identified as positive. In
addition. one other sample was identified as containing phenylpropanolamine.
These efforts have been duplicated to a certain extent in other competitions. For

example, at the 19(13 and the 1972 Olympics, tests were conducted on competitors.

For the most part these attempts at control have been welcomed by athletes.
DISCUSSION

Various athletes and sports writers have vocalized their feelings that drug use

-among athletes is extensive :
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"I guess it wasn't too good for my elbow. though. When I got through pitching.
it felt like somebody had set fire to it.
treat it with aspirin, a couple every
four hours or so.

-I've tried a lot of other things through the years like Imtazo lidin, which is

what they give to horses. And DAISO. dimethylsulfoxide. Whitey Ford used that
for a while. You rub it on with a plastic glove and as soon as it gets on your arm
you can taste it in your mouth. It's not available anymore though. Word is it can

blind You. I've also taken shotsnovacaine, oprtisone and xyhwaine. Baseball
players will take anything. If you had a pill that would guarantee a pitcher :20
wins. but might take live years of his life, he'd take it." (Jim Donlon. pitcher for
the Neu. York Yankees and the Houston :10nm
A sportswriter in the Nei( York Times wrote:

"At the 10S Olyinpie (lames in Mexico City athletes and coaches were not
involved in debating the morality or 'propriety of taking drugs. The only debate
was over which drugs were most effective and what kinds of amphetamines could
go undetected in the tests Olympic Officials were requiring athletes to take at the
(.01)41m:ion of their competition." 4 Jock ;Scott, author of The Athletic Rerolution)

There are numerous ethical questions surrounding the use of drugs in sports.
Exactly what is legitimate and what is illegitimate is subject to discussion. For
example, a mach in an interview replied to a question concerning the use of
cortisone on the famous Sandy Koufax' elbow ( Koufax, a star pitcher with the
Los Angeles Dodgers, had an arthritic elbow that required constant treatment
and which eventually forced his retirement at the height of his career.) :
"This [cortisone] is a legitimate treatment. it is often given nonathletes for
such things as bursitis and arthritis. These drugs can break the pain cycle and
enable II player to perform, but he should never play while still under the immdiate intInence of the drug. I recommend its use many hours prior to the contest.
I see nothing wrong with that at all." (7'ont ifonforti, health instructor and
trouser of athletic teams at Loyola Aeadamp, assistant trainer for the Clamgo
Cardinals and the Chicago Packers)

However. other writers. condemn the use of any drugs which mask pain or

fatigue. For example, in describing the use of corticoid hormones and A(.7T1 I. one
prominent pharmacologist writes:

"Furthermore they may serve to reduce the symptoms of inflation inelnding
such reactions as local swelling and pain, which may cause discomfort to the
sportsman. However, pain has the physiological funetion of a warning signal
resulting in a .reduetion of activity. especially of movement in the extremities
involved. A suppression of these symptoms for the purpose of being able to take
part "in a more effective way" in sporting competition is highly objeetionable
from the medical point of view especially if physical effort is required. The same

obtains in the use of analgesics and local anesthetics for this purpose." (E. .1.
Ariens, Department of Pharmacology at the Unirersity of Nijmegen, the
Netherlands)

Finally there are objections to doping on the grounds that the use of drugs is
out compatible with the goals and purposes of sporting activities:
"Sport is a matching of two or more peers to determine who can best perform
certain physieal feats. For sport to be of interest, to have emotional impact, to
he an artistic or a commercial success. the contestants must be as equal as possible. None should he allowed an artificial advantage over the others and just as
important all suspieion of such advantage should be eliminated." (Bill Gilbert,
writer in Spoilt Ilhmtrated)
real objeetion to doping is not based on the question whether it is harmless or not Or whether it is effective or not. The point is that the sportsman hint801f should decide with his competitors not to use artificial means which might
increase their performance, because they want to compete on a basis of natural
capacities. If they decided to do so, then there is tt clear definition of what will be
called doping under these circumstances. I think this is the only fair way to trent,
the situation because the sportsman is not a plat rmaeologist and be should look at

it frown a .sportsmanlike point of view. It is not the question whether the drug
damages or not which determines whether he will reject it. If sportsmen agree to
compete without using unnatural means it should be stated at the beginning of

the match. But if they do not want to agree upon it, they are perfectly free to
do so." (J. AricaR)

Another author at the Society for the Study of Drug Addiction (London, 1958)
wrote:
"If drugs can be selected with a stimulating or inhibitory effect of advantage
to athletes. with the guarantee that no immediate or ultimate harm is suffered
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and fulfilling the requirement that they be free from secrecy and universally
available, what objection would there be to their employment?" (A. Abrahams)
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APPENDIX 8
RESOLUTIONS APPROVED FOR TILE YEAR 1972 BY TIIE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE
AMERICAN SCHOOL IIEALTII ASSOCIATION, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER, 1972

aEsof.rrio:s: NO. 1- SCHOOL NURSE PRACTITIONER

The American School Health Association has noted in resolutions in previous
years the need for study and review of current utilization of health manpower
in terms of function and preparation, and also the need for new and innovative
approaches to provision of health services for children and youth in the school
and in the community.
In 1970, the Association recognized the shortage of school physicians as a
primary factor in making it increasingly difficult to arrange school health examinations and to meet the health service problems of youth. In keeping with such
resolutions adopted earlier, the ASHA recognizes the emerging role of the sehool
nurse practitioner as being a school nurse with additional appropriate education
to enable her to conduct health appraisals of children attending school, preferably in a child - nurse- parent health conference.
Accordingly, the Association believes it is desirable for concerned school health

leadership to plan jointly with local medical societies and institutions of nursing
and medical education for the development of appropriate educational programs
for qualified school nurses. Also, emphasis needs to be given to interpretation to
boards of education of the value of the school nurse in this extended role and
the need to provide assistance to the nurse with respect to non-professional tasks
to enable her to implement properly her funetions as a school coarse practitioner.
RESOLUTION NO. 2-DRUG USE IN SPORTS

Recently there has been much reference made to the use of pharmaceutiefil sub-

stances as an aid to performance by professional athletes. It is well known that
junior high school and senior high school athletes are inelined to emulate the
professional.

Unfortunately, drugs are frvailable to such young athletes through a variety

of channels. Also, mItny people are misinformed as to the physiological effects of
various drug substances upon athletic performance. III addition, the exact effect
of some remained to be demonstrated.
Therefore. the American School Health Association condemns the use of substances such as hormones. stimulants. and nfircoties for the purpose of enhancing
performance in sports and further recommends that qualified personnel make a
special effort to inform all roaches and athletes particularly those in junior and
senior high schools of the unpredictable effects and potential hazards involved
in the use of such substances.
RESOLFTWN NO. 3-- SCIIOOL MEDICAL A PPRA ISA LS

It is important that schools have an adequate health evaluation of all pupils
at. or soon after, their enrollment to plan their best educational program. However. some physical and emotional conditions may develop during their school
years that would be benefitted by further testing and medical evaluation.
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The American School Health Association, therefore, strongly urges school
health and educational leaders to give priority to obtaining an adequate medical
appraisal at or near enrollment and thereafter when health manpower is in short
supply.

The American School Health Association also urges all state departments of
education and state departments of health to encourage and promote private,

clinic, or school physician medical evaluations on all pupils at or near enrollment
and thereafter give priority to such appraisals when health problems or school
situations arise that indicate that medical evaluation of a child is warranted.
Periodic medical appraisals, at appropriate grade levels, can have value but are
less significant than those made at entrance to school or done to meet an apparent
need.

RESOLUTION NO. 4-PRE- AND IN-SERVICE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS TOR SCHOOL
HEALTH PERSONNEL

The American School Health Association recognizes the need for specific
attention to pre-service and in-service education programs for school nurses,
health educators and other school health personnel in order to provide effective
school health programs.

The American School Health Association therefore urges each chief state

school officer to request appropriate certification personnel to take prompt action

to develop and promote improved pre-service education standards for school
health personnel in each state.
The American School Health Association also urges each chief state education

official to encourage each superintendent of a local school district to take an
active part in planning inservice education programs, for all school personnel,
that will reflect the health and developmental needs of the school-age child.
The American School Health Association further urges that each state department of education make qualified school health personnel available to assist
local school districts in the development of such in-service education programs.
RESOLUTION NO. 5-SICKLE CELL DISEASE

Sickle cell anemia is an inherited disease passed from parent to child through
a gene called the "sickle cell trait," and sickle cell anemia is often a fatal disease,

terminating in death by the age of twenty in approximately half of those afflicted.

Approximately ter, percent of our black population as well as a lesser number
of our population with Mediterranean ancestry carry the sickle cell trait. Despite these facts, public education concerning this condition is very limited, and
it is extremely important for all black Americans to find out if they carry the
trait.
Therefore, the American School Health Association encourages efforts on the
part of all of its members as well as affiliated professional groups pertaining to
sickle cell disease. The ASHA also urges state, county, and local health departments to promote sickle cell programs and disseminate information concerning
the disease through health courses in all schools, especially those with a sizable
susceptible population.

RESOLUTION NO. 8-CERTIFICATION OF HEALTH EDUCATORS

Health education has a body of knowledge unique unto itself. This body of
knowledge must include a basic understanding of health as well as teaching
techniques and procedures. Therefore, a health educator who is properly prepared
in both health and teaching methods is essential.
Accordingly, the American School Health Association urges state departments

of education to develop certification requirements relating to health education
for secondary schools that demand either a major or minor in health education.
The Association also recommends that these requirements for certification be
vigorously enforced so that all health teachers in secondary schools will be in

compliance with them.
To assure high quality, effective leadership in health education, the American
School Health Association urges state departments of education to develop sepa-

rate standards for the certification of health educators who will be working in
schools. The American School Health Association also recommends that such
Standards for certification be enforced.
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RES OLU T ION NO. 7--ANTL-HALTH BEHAVIOR

Many of the ailments suffered by the American people, including children and

youth, are to a large extent self-inflicted by anti-health behavior. Such anti -

health behavior, including smoking, overeating, underexercising, drug (alcohol)
abase, are known to be detrimental to individual wellness and welfare.
Scluads have an opportunity to !day a major role in combatting these antihealth practiees through comprehensive health education programs during the
formative yea rs,

The American School health Association, therefore, recommends that schools
take advantage of this great opportunity in the health curriculum to emphasize
tabulation and motivation with respect to these anti-health prac'tic'es.
RESOLVT/oN NO. 8-11 EALT

EDITATION RELATED TO

itt:Arrit emir:

At the time a person receives preventive or remedial health care, a "teachable
moment" obviously exists. At such moments the individual is potentially reeeptire to health education and more easily motivated than otherwise. This presents

au unusual opportunity for involved school health personnel to inform and
motivate the child or youth concerned.

Accordingly, the American Schou)! Health Association recommends that invialved health larsonnel, wherever possible. utilize episodes of health care as
opportunities for rd nfilreing health teaching. To realize the greatest potential in
this sphere. a professionally- prepared health educator should lie utilized as a
member of the health team in the planning for various forms of health care
services.
EMERGEN C Y RES oLUT Y [SION SC REEN I NG

torrlions

FOR SCHOOLS

Determination of the most efficient, adequate, and economical method of vision

screening for use in schools has been a subject of national interest for many
years. There area number of test procedures available today, but school authorities have no current guidelines for their evaluation. This situation demands a
major research project designed to objectively compare the various testing procedures in terms of their relative ateeuracies and values and to identify those
that might be recommended for use in schools. Therefore, the American School
Health Association urges the National Society for Prevention of Blindness, along
with other apptapriate organizations, to initiate sue% a study patterned in general after the one carried out in St. Louis in 1948. The American School Health
Association offers its full cooperation in pluming and conducting such a study,
Fataa V. HEIN, Pit. D.,

Chairman of Resolutions Committee, 1971-72.

APPENDIX 9
(From the gall Franviso Chronhle. Mar. 1, 197'2
ATHLETICS AND

DaucsA

GROWING 'MENACE

(By Dave Reznick)

(Staff Writer)
The Cameo of a Stoned Age All - American :

All week in practice he is as louse as a pup, frolicking through the patterns.
with only an occasionall yip to compliment a Mocker for wiping out a ladder.
Come Saturday he shows np in the Ilwl:vr taann as taut as wire, his eyes diluted. chat tering compulsively. his heart racing like iuI (iffy engine.
In the game he goes berserk, outrunning his !dockers, slaming the ball to the
ground as he crosses the goal, then circling hack toward the bench with leaping
yells of -Nobody eau stop me Nobody can stop me !"
Sound far fetched? It shouldn't. The symptoms are those of an amphetamine

high. Upon rising ma game day our hero had "dropped" a couple of "eaps" of,
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say, Dexedrine, fascinated, as he held the celluloid by the tiny orange and brown
beads within.
The -breakfast of champions" for countless pros is already a pep pill or two.
High school teams have been known to take them en masse and it is a spreading
threat at the college level.

Although conclusive data on the use and effect of drugs Often is difficult to
come liy. most doctors in the field of sports medicine will grant that doldng is
a proliferating jungle Which must be checked before it buries the athletic arena.
Such concern was evident in the symposium, -The Physician sad Athletics."
conducted this weekend at the 'University of California Medical Center. It was
sponsored by Student Health Services of Cowell Ilmpital in Berkeley, in omiteration with the program of Continuing Education in Health Sciences,
Medical Center. San Francisco.
Dr. Jerome 11. Pat moat of Berkeley, the University of California's team physician. discussed. "Drug Use and Abase in Athletics."

Dr. Potmont, a tall bouncy native of Berkeley, told the Examiner that while
actual drug taking was a minor problem using college athletes. even on such
a "far our vamp's as Cal, the continuous pressure to win and the growing emphasis on pnifessionalism conspired to escalate interest in stimulants,
"In the last few years we've had only a couple of eases--a linebacker and an
offensive center - -who took something to get up for a game," Dr. Panama. said.
-Usually the known violators are marginal kids who barely made the elub.
"Most of our kids are blue chip all the way. They're highly motivated, they
want to excell. They do it by conditioning and perfecting skills rather than by
swallowing pills."
The doctor praised ('ouch Ras Willsey's attitude for making his job easy.
"Willsey is a man of iron. 1/r. Patmont said. "Ile's not like some coaches who'll
ciane around to the team doctor and ask, 'Can you get. this guy ready by Saturday? Ile simply asks, 'Who's available?' and builds his game plan accordingly."
Cal doesn't countenance the making of injury by shunting novocaine.
The problem of pep pills. 1/r. Palmitin said, extends also to such athletes as
swimmers or runners who want to improve their performanees. There have been
studies, such as those at Harvard, indieating that individual standards can he
iaproted by therealientie doses of ampheti
e, the physician said.
A far more serious concern at college level, he said, because of growing world-

wide popularity of the habit is the use of anabolic steroidsliterally, bodybuilding hormones.

Steroidsa favorite, for example. is Dianabol, a pink pill wide!' a few yea-.'s
ago was dispensed as freely as salt tablets by the San Diego Chargersand
weight and, supposedly. strength.

The hormones are also big with weight lifters and the
scle guys am, dolh
of track and
"You can imagine the temptation to use this stuff by a college kid who, say,
is B-feet, 4 inches and 21:i pounds and gets a letter from a pro club saying they
would be interested in him if he could put on 20 or more pounds," Dr. Patmont
said.

While a recent surrey indicated that about half of the top track weightmen
in the eountry were on steroids, they have many drawbacks, just as amphetamines have. An overdose of pep pills can be final and a "comedown" is always
depressing. With steroids, undesirable side effects include possible atrophying
of the testes and blunting of the sex drive.

The whole question is rendered more complex. Dr. Patmont added, by the
current drug culture. A lot of kid athletes take dope because it is so readily

available.

Dr. Potation mentioned Cal track coach Dave Maggard, himself a competitor
in the recent Olympics, as hieing especially converned about the competitive
aspect of the questionwhat do you tell a kid who wants to he straight, but
resents a rival gaining ra advantage from drugs,

"I say 'Well Dave, maybe we can't be competitive."' Dr. Patmont said. But
he realizes this doesn't satisfy Maggard. The former shotputter has gone on

"record as saying that he wished some respectable scientific group would really
study certain drugs and "tell us yes or no whether they are effective and yes
or no whether they are dangerous. Then I'd like to see the XCAA, the AAII, and

the U.S. Olympic Committee tell the conferences to go ahead and put us
straighttell all of DS to either use the drugs or don't,"
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APPENDIX 10
From the New York Times, Jan. 24. 1971)
COLLEGE COACHES WARNED To BE ALERT TO DRUG USE

(By Gordon S. White, Jr.)
Two medical authorities in the field of sports have warned coaches and athletic
directors of the serious implications of stimulants and other drugs on the lives
of athletes who seek "an easy ride to victory."

Dr Donald L. Cooper of Oklahoma State University and Dr. Hardin Jones of
the University of California spoke to track, baseball and football coaches and
athletic directors at the recent National Collegiate Athletic Association convention in Houston, telling them that there is sufficient indication of the use of drugs
by athletes to warrant constant vigilance.
220-POUNDER GOES TO 280

Dr. Cooper. director of health services at Oklahoma State and the United
States Olympic team physician in 1968, said, "We know that drugs are being
used by athletes more than anyone officially has knowledge of."

Dr. Cooper and Dr. Jones, professor of medical physics at Berkeley, Calif.,

referred not only to stimulant drugs or pep pills but also to weight-building drugs
known as anabolic steroids.
Dr. Cooper said: "When you see a freshman athlete come into college weighing
220 pounds, and three years later you see him out therm as a senior weighing 280
pounds, you suspect seriously that this guy has been :;aking anabolic steroids. I
have suspected the use of pep pills or beanies even by some of my own athletes
at Oklahoma State."
Dr. Cooper said, "Maybe coaches and trainers aren't giving drugs to athletes
overtly, but I imagine some are turning their backs where they have knowledge
that their kids are using them."
He Said these drugs were obviously coming from the same sources that supply
the nonathletic drug users on campus.

"The trouble is." Dr. Cooper said, "we're notoriously on the prowl for a
gimmickan easy ride to victory. That's human nature. But there is no short
cut to better athletics. And it's like playing Russian roulettethere comes a
time when you must pay the piper."

SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES

Both physicians warned athletes about such future consequences as sterility
and the inability to concentrate on a job. after three or four years on drugs.
Dr. Jones said, "More and more evidence is coming in to show it is, in reality,

the losers who are involved with drugs."
Dr. Cooper said that tests were taken "only on the winners" at the 1968 Olympics. "They should have tested the losers as well, and then they might have found
many drug users at Mexico City."

One of the world's outstanding weightmen in the 1960's told Dr. Cooper he
took anabolic steroids to increase his weight and improve his performance.
"But he told me he gave them up because he found he didn't do better weighing 285 pounds than he did weighing 265 pounds. In fact, he said he did worse."
The Oklahoma physician said, "Paradoxically, the user of stimulant think, at
the time. he is doing better while in fact he is doing poorly on the field."

He said: "In the problem sports such as football, basketball and baseball,
where a man must react to quick change, he can't react fast enough under the
influence of stimulants. In the non-problem sports, such as swimming and track,
he starts his flow of adrenalin too early when he takes a pill in the dressing
room. He may tire quickly."
The doctor concluded : "If you're going to have sports, let them be normal

sports. We're taking the point that clean competition should he based on the
results of a man's ability and his own efforts to develop himself unimpaired and
unhelped by artificial means."
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APPENDIX 11
THE QUEST FOR ERGOGENIC AIDS

,(By William M. Fowler, Jr., M.D.,* From the Division of Rehabilitation,
Department of Medicine, School of Medicine, University of California at Los
Angeles)
ABSTRACT

The use of ergogenic aids in an attempt to improve performance in sports has
plagued coaches, trainers and physicians for many years. Whether nutritional,

physical or pharmacological, there is little evidence that these aids have a

significant beneficial effect on physical performance. Furthermore, the use of
many of these substances, such as drugs, results in undesirable and often dangerous side effects, and the legal and ethical implications of healthy individuals
using a drug in the quest for advantage in sports cannot be disregarded.
Ergogenic is defined as increasing the capacity of bodily and mental effort,
especially by eliminating fatigue symptoms.' Ergogenic aids, therefore, would
include nutritional, physical and pharmacological agents, In addition to the
ethical and legal implications of using aids to increase physical performance in
normal individuals, several principles should be considered in evaluating the
effectiveness of an ergogenic agent.

First, is there any physiological need for a particular substance. An example
of this is the use of vitamins to supplement a normal well balanced diet. Since
exercise does not increase vitamin requirements and it is impossible to supercharge the cells by providing an excess of vitamins, there is no logical reason to
use them. On the other hand, salt and water replacement has a sound physiological basis. since profuse sweating can result in a depletion of sodium chloride.
Second, is the methodology used in evaluating an ergogenic aid objective, valid
and reliable. There are many variables involved in sports such a.s skill, training
and motivation, and it is impossible to subjectively evaluate the effect of a
substance upon team or individual performance. Any study should be viewed
with caution if it dues not utilize controls and quantitative measurements.
Third. were the changes reported in a study pertinent to the topic under investigatioa. For example, the reasons for evaluating anabolic drugs would be
to determine their effect on strength and physical performance. The fact that
weight might increase is interesting but innuaterial. Indeed. to equate increases
in weight with a possible increase in strength could he erroneous, since there is

considerable evidence that much of the increase in weight is due to water
retention.

Fourth, are the known side effects of an ergogenic aid severe and frequent
enough to outweigh any potential benefits. There should be little doubt that the
marked physiological effects of anabolic drugs in women and prepubertal males
precludes their use in young boys as well as in females of any age. In the post-

pubertal athlete, the possibility of testicular atrophy, change in libido, liver
damage and edema would also appear to outweigh any possible increase in
Strength.

NUTRITIONAL IMGOGENIC AIDS

Nutritional ergogenic aids are specific foods, vitamins and inorganic substances added as supplements to a normal well balanced diet in healthy individuals. Although there is a sound nutritional basis for optimal performance,
there is no evidence that any special food or vitamin can improve athletic
ability.

Protein and Carbohydrate
Protein or amino acid supplements to the training diet have been traditional
for many years, although several studies have shown that protein is not metabolized in significant amounts during exercise in well nourished individuals 2. 3.
Assistant Professor. Department of Medlcine/(Rebabilitation) and Pediatrics.
Tips on Athletic Training. VII: American Medical Ass'n.. Chicago. 1965. pp. R-10,
2Van 'Bailie. T. B.. Sinisterra. L, and Stare. F. J.: "Nutrition and Athletic PerformScicnee and Medicine in Exerciee and Specie, New York,
ance." in Johnson. W.
Harrier and Brothers. MG, chap. 15, pp. 285-300.
Nagf1111111P. S.: EYcperimental Studies on Protein MetabolisM in Relation to Physical
Exercise, II. Japan J. Nutrition 9 :5,1951.
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Gelatin, an incontldele protein rich in the amino acid glyeinv, or glycine itself are
still frequently advertised as sources of instant energy. The increased work output and decreased fatigue reported in preliminary studies
has subsequently
been shown to be due to training
Use of protein .supplements to increase
strength is also doubtful, Both Nelson" and Basch have shown that additional

protein added to the diet of either football players or normal males receiving
resistive exercises failed to improve performance on motor tests or to increase

weight. girth and strength.
It is Immo logical 10 ullapl'staild why increased performance has been attributed
to the use of sugar as an ergogenie aid, since there is an increased utilization of
carbohydrates daring strenuous aetivity. The capacity to endure prolonged innsNMIr work is enhanced if carbohydrate stores are repleted prior to the exercise.
There is no evidence. however, that. sugar as 21 pre-event supplement increases

a:Illeti performance. Both Pantile" and Karpovich 12 were unable to find any
effect from the ingestion of sugar on tests of Allot duration, and Haldi and oworkers la, showed that performance in swimming 100 yards was the same re-

gardless of a high or low carbohydrate meal taken three hours before the event.
During brief periods of very strenuous exercise. muscular efficiency is dependent
maw energy reserves and training and not on the composition and size of any

pre-exercise supplement.
1'i en silly

Vitamins are essential for the maintenance of normal metabolic functions and
must be furnished from exogenous sources since they are not synthesized by the
body. A healthy individual ingesting ;t well balanced diet receives adequate

amounts of all vitamins. Therefore. the use of vitamins in normal individuals
without a specific deficiency represents nothing more than expensive placebos.
A vitamin deficiency may result from inadequate intake. disturbance in absorption. faulty utilization or increased tissue requirements in terms of growth.
When vilanthi are used in such exigencies. they are considered as drugs:" The
rationale for vitamin supplements apparently involves the assumption that vitamin requirements are increased during exercise, or that it is possible to supercharge the cells of the body by providing an excess of vitamins. It is. of course.
impossible to "over supply" the tissues since most vitamins cannot be stored. and

any excess amount is rapidly excreted. In addition. vitamin requirements are
not increased before or during strenuous exercise.'
The effects of vitamins C. nicotinic acid B. and E on physical performance
have been extensively studied. Supplements of C and B. separately or in combination, have failed to produce increased endurance, nniseula r efficiency or motor

performance in well controlled 5T udies.". '''' Vitamin E. wheat gerin oil, and

octacosanol are probably the most popular ergogenic aids in this country, and are
advertised as "cure -alts" for improving mental and physical fatigue.
tt'ilder. It. M.: (:lysine in Nlyastlienia Gray's. Prot:. Staff Moot.. Mayo Clinic. 9:000.

1934.

R11,, (1. TI., Johnson, T. It., and Taylor. N1, M.: Etrper of golatine on 'Alimetilar Fatigue.

Proc. Sur, Exeee, 11)01. and Med.. 40 *157, 1930,

vaczentrek, It M.

Effect. 0f Gelatin on the Work Gutput of Male Athletes and Non-

ni), ,P 'IN nod on Girl Suble(+4, Res, Quart.. 11 :109, 1940,

llf.P1.1)ra Till t. F. A.. Bork, U. and Tin:don. E. : EtTect: or ufelatia on Power of Women
to Porloctil Maximal Auto:rabic Work, Proc, Soc, Exton% Biol. and Med., 43:029, 1940.

g Karoorioll. P. V. and Postreco, K.: Etrect of Gelatin Upon Muscular Work In Man.

API, J. Physiol., 134 :300, 1941.
"Nel son,
ffoots of Food Supplement on the Performative of Selected Gross Motor
Quart., 35:027, 1000.
iuo.h. P. .7. and Pler,on. W. ff.: EtToot of 9 PrOtPill DIPhITV S1111111(11IPTI I 000 Muscular

Strength and IlynerIropily. Am. .T. Clinical Nutrition. 11 :530. 1902.
10 ()maim. W.: Ityneralyklitnic and Kareernctie A rhert. Arboltsphysiol.. 5:342, 1932.
1.! Knr0()yiell, I', V.: rh qiiI0/0.4m of .1111.seuhtt: etefirity.
cols, Philadelphia, W. It.
Samulors 1965, on. 201-270.
as 11:11(11..T. and WYnn, W.: EtToot of Low and Dinh Carboliyarnh Meals on Blood Sonar
f.mel nerd Work Performanee in Strenuous Exereise of Short Duration, Amer. J. Physiol..
145 :402 1940.

as Goodman. 1,.

5. and r!'lloan,

7"e Phar,arnInniral linvfn of 7'herapritfleft, 2 ed.,

Now Vorl:. MaOlillan. 1905. pp. 1, 27-25. 251-311. 1500-1075. 1(049.
'7- Rost:. K. P., Mathew', S.. and Sullivan. (1.: Vitamin 1102 in A11111'1)194: A Negative
Ilehopt. Ulintildishod
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Seven related compounds exert. vitamin E activity. Of these, alpha tocopherol
is the most potent. Quantities are present in a wide variety of foods, although
the richest sources are some types of vegetable oils. Tocophero ls are natural
antioxidants of foods and are believed to be effective in preventing oxidation of
fats. Vitamin E deficiency states have been induced in many species. although
no pathological counterpart to the muscular dystrophy of vitamin E deficient
animals has been found in humans. Deficiencies have been induced in humans
through the feeding of polyunsaturated fatty acids from whi:11 inost of the tocophends have been removed."' A disturbance in absorption or utilization of tocopherol is also found in children with steal orrhea due to cystic fibrosis, portal
cirrhosis and biliary a tresia. Serum tocopherol concentrations in these children
ranged front 50 to 75% of normal. Although the administration of vitamin E increased tocopherol levels, there was no changein muscle strength." It is difficult,
therefore, to imagine how the administration)of vitamin E to healthy athletes
with a normal diet could possibly improve their strength, endurance and performance when the administration of vitamin E /failed to improve strength in patients with a severe deficiency.

Many experiments have been carried out/in both humans mid animals concerning the value of wheat germ oil as an ergogenic aid. Cnret.on and his associates." presented data showing that subje&k.taking a wheat germ oil supplement made greater gains in physical fitness measurements than did subjects
ta [dug vitamin E, 0 Placebo. Or exercise alone. Studies on athletic teams. however, failed to produce any conclusive evidence in favor of wheat germ oil.
Percival'- reported it decrease in the recovery pulses of men after a step test
or following a 440 yard run. Ershoff and Levin found that diets containing
wheat germ oil prolonged the time it took guinea pigs to swim to exhaustion.
Rats fed wheat germ oil did not, however, increase their swimming time when
compared to a group fed corn oil. Consolazio and associates 'I also found that
the performance of rats receiving vitamin N or wheat 'germ oil or oetaeosanol
did not differ from that of control groups. The failure of wheat germ oil to produce significant results with athletic teams in competition or with rats in swimming tests casts considerable doubton its usefulness,
Other Nutritional Suppleents
Potassium, calcium, magnesium, phosphorus and sodium chloride supplements
have also been nsed as ergogenic aids. Even with minimal dietary conditions,
humans are rarely subject to any deficiency in these elements, and excess amounts

are rapidly excreted from the body when renal function is adequate. However,
excessive sweating in hot weather may bring about a sodium chloride deficiency
resulting in heat cramps and hyperpyrexia, and work capacity iu a hot environment is markedly reduced when salt is restricted from the diet.' The addition
of salt as a supplement in hot weather is only a precautionary measure. of course,
to prevent heat cramps and hyperpyrexiri. Under normal conditions iit is not a
sonree for extra energy and endurance.
Lecithin, a phosphatide, was orginally thought to be associated with increases
in strength,' but controlled studies have showed no beneficial effects.' Phosphates

have been used as ergogenic aids with conflicting .results, As is the case with

most ergogenic supplements, beneficial results reported in early subjective studies
Alkalinizing prowere not confirmed by subsequent objective experiments
1,.110rwitt, M. K.: Vitamin E and Lipid Metabolism in Man, Amer.
'S :451. 1960.

.1.

Can. Nutr.,

Lo Levin. S. et al. : S Dillies of 'foeoplurol Deficiency in Infants and Children. VI. Evaluation of Muscle strength and Effect of Tocopherol Administration In Children with Cystic
Fibrosis, Pediatrics, 27 :578, 1961.
-1 Condon, T. K., and ruitiffiorf. R. : Influence of Wheat Germ 011 as a Dietary Supplement In a program of conditioning Exercises with Middle Aged Subjects, Research Quart..
26 :391, 1955.
2' Pere!...al. L.. ()noted by Consolazio, C. It.. et at. : Effect of Octacosanoi. Wheat Germ
Oil and Vitamin E on Performance of Swimming Rats, J. A ppl. Physiol. 10 :285, 1964.
' Ershoff. B. II. and Levin, E.: Beneficial Effect of tin I7n1(len titled ctor In Wheat
Germ Gil on the Swimming Performanee of- Guinea l'igs. Federation Proc.. 14 :431, 1955.
Effect of Getacosanol, Wheat Germ Oil, and Vitamin B on
Ceased:Wu. C. E. et
Performance of Swimming Rats, J. Appl. Physiol., 19 :265, 1964.
21,, See footnote 12.
nc A tzler. E. and Lelimnim. G. : Die Wirintng von Lecithin auf Arbettsstoffweeliset and
Lehaungsfiihigkeit, Arbeitsphysiol.. 9 :76. 1936.
ax Stat011, W. M. : The Influence of Soya Lecithin on Muscular Strength, lies. Quart..
22 -201. 1951.
SO, ori. 31.: Deem. dir Wirkung des Recresals auf cite Kiirperliche nod Getstige Leistungsf7illigkeit, Manch. Nint. Welinsehr., 79 :371, 1932.
31urbe, K. : Usher der Vert:tett:Mete Leistangssteigerung Parch RN:resat and Minium
Dicarhonictun, Arch. F. Exper, Path. U. Pharmalcol., 167 :404, 1932.
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cedures with sodium citrate and bicarbonate as well as fruit juices have alsobeen used in an attempt to prevent the lactacidemia and ketonemia of exercise..
Although reports in the early literature indicated increased performance and
endurance, subsequent studies concluded that any changes produced in the
"alkaline reserve" by dietary manipulation would have little influence on the
ability of normal individuals to perform muscular work.'
Other substances have been tried in various eondoinations. the latest being the
potassium and magnesium salts of aspartic acid. its use is apparently based on

the observation that exercise causes an elevation of blood ammonia, that this in -crease contributes to fatigue, and that the mixed salts of aspartic acid, aspartic
acid alone. or ammonium carbonate would prevent the rise of blood ammonia 31.
Conflicting results have been found in both animals and humans. In animals.
Barnes 31 and Laborit" found that the mixed potassium and magnesium salts of
aspartic acid prolonged the time required for rats to reach physical exhaustion
due to foreed swimming. Similar experiments reported by Rosen were equivocal.
and Matonsh found that asparde acid salts had no effect upon the swimming
performance of rats and dogs. In Inimans, beneficial reports have been mostly
based on subjective relief from fatigue'. In well controlled objective studies,
the potassium and magnesium salts of aspartic acid produced no significant

changes in fatigue. strength or physical performance'''.

PI/ rSWAL AND MECHANICAL ERGOGENIC AIDS

Physical ergogenic aids include breathing oxygen. or the use of massage,.

meehaliedI deviees and ultraviolet light. Most of these aids fall into tile category
of fads in that they represent exaggerated claims for some technique that might
be beneficial if used in moderation. An example of this is isometric exercise

which is a convenient and effective way of increasing muscular strength. Its
limitations. however, must. be recognized since isometric exercises do not assist
range of motion or cardiovascular pulmonary enduranee."
All objective experiments regarding the effect. of vibrating cushions. belts
and tither mecluinkal aids have shown that these machines have no influence
on performance, weight or metabolic fitness.' Several studies have indicated'
a beneficial effect from ultraviolet irradiation on physical performance in runners. swiminers. Oarsmen and stationary 'bicycle riders. The explanation for
this is not clear, and is probably due to a psychological effect in most cases Mb'
Hettinger.' however, feels that ultraviolet light affects muscle by mediation
through the adrenal gland and subsequent mobilization of the sex hormones..
Oxygen

Since one of the main limiting factors in physical performance is the amount
of oxygen which the organism can take up, it would appear logical to assume
that breathing pure oxygen might. increase the capacity for exertion and recovery. Unfortunately. it is impossible to store oxygen.'
During the early ligfirs. several investigators reported that the adininistratbm of oxygen before and after athletic events increased speed and endurance
in running', reduced lactic acid accumulation, and quickened recovery from
: Comparison of Effects of Certain Blood Alitallnizers
;I. Johnson, W. IL and Black. D.
upon Competitive Endurance Performance .1. Appl. Physiol.. 5:577. 195:1.
Hi !wards. H. T. and Talbott. J. H.: Alkalosis and the Capacity for stork,
:,,11111.
J. Biol. Chem., 97 Aril!. 1952.
: Effects of Exercise and Administration of ASpartle Acid 13/1 Blood
a, Barnes. B. II. et
Ammonia In the Rat, Am. .1. Physiol.. 207 :1242. 1904.
Lattorlt. 11.. it al. Inthience Ile In composition Ionique du Millen ExtracellulaIre et
Influence Comparee de L'acide Aspartique. de L'Aspartate de Potassium et du Glucose.
151 :1352, 1957.
sur L'epreuve de Nage du Rat, Blanc. Compt, Rend. Soc. Biol.,
of the Potassium and'
Rosen. IL, Blumenthal. A., and Agersborg. II. 1', K. : Effects
Magnesium Salts of Aspartic Acid on Metabolism Exhaustion, J. Pharin. Set., Si :592.
1902.
Ia Matonsh. L. (1, et al.: Effects of Aspartic Acid Salts (mg and K) on Swimming Per.
forouuuw of Rats and Dogs, J. Appl. Psysiol.. 19 :262. 1964.
gfIrsbOrg, IL P. K. and Shaw. la. L.: Physiologic Approach to the Problem of Fatigue,
J. Snorts Med. and Phsieal Fitness. 2 :217. 1902.
.1 Nagle. F. J., Baike. B.. and Gansien. R. tit.: Mitigation of Physical Fatigue Through
1903.
spartiisp, rend before the American College Sports Medicine. Minneapolis, April 30.
ar consolazio. C. I', et al.: Effects of AspartIe Acid Salts (mg and K) on Physleaf
Perforrunnet: of Men. .T. A pp/. Physfol., 19 :257, 19134.
:IN see rootnot.. 1.
01 See footnote 12.
: Physiology of Strength, Springfield. C. C. Thomas. 1961, pp. 44-13.
3b Hettinger. T.
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fatigue."' '° The remarkable success of the Japanese swimmers in the 1932 Olympuntil today.
Karpovich a explained the reason for the apparent beneficial effect of pre-

liminary oxygen inhalation when he demonstrated that swimmers increased
their speed because they were able to hold their breath longer and, therefore,
immobilize the chest. He also reported that it was impossible for prolonged
breathing of oxygen to be more effective than the traditional three preliminary
deep inhalations, since only 20% of the oxygen remained in the expired air
two minutes later." Other studies have also shown that oxygen inhalation prior
to exercise does not have any effect on work performance, speed of running or
rate of recovery." " Workloads can be maintained for longer periods of time,
however, if oxygen is administered during the exercise period."
Massage
Muller and associates " have shown that massage allows quicker recovery from
fatigue in the rest pauses following a period of work. Under conditions in which
exhaustion was reached after one hour without massage, the maximal working

time was tripled by the use of massage during the rest pauses. This was only
temporary, however, for several work-rest cycles, and the subject had to pay
for it later with a subsequent slow recovery. Asinussen" and Hale " were also
unable to show that massage had any beneficial effect as an ergogenic
PlIARMACOLOGICAL ERGOGENIC AIDS

Pharmacological ergogenic aids are drugs.and a drug is broadly defined as any
chemical agent which affects living protoplasm."' To both layman and physician,

the use of drugs implies the prevention or cure of a specific disease. While a
physical or nutritional supplement may be dismissed as a useless but harmless
fad, it is difficult to find any legal or ethical basis for the utilization of drugs in
the quest for advantage in sports. Unfortunately, the use of an ergogenic aid
seems to depend on whether or not the substance is a stimulant or is habitforming. If the drag is not a stimulant, its use apparently does not contravene
the rules on doping of the Amateur Athletic Union or the International Amateur.
Athletic Federation, at least as interpreted by many athletes.
This interpretation is, of course, open to question. Stimulant is defined as
"producing stimulation by causing tension on muscle fiber through the nervous
tissue " '°. In addition, drugs only stimulate or depress cellular activity since they
cannot impart new functions to cells or tissue. It would Disc appear that habitforming is being confused with addiction. Habituation usually refers to the
psychic and emotional dependence on a drug, while addiction signifies a more
basic physiological dependence and tolerance.'" Few, if any, drugs are non habitforming, and most drugs produce undesirable and often dangerous side effects
depending on dose, tolerance, cumulative action, and individual idiosyncrasy or
hypersensitivity.
39
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° Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary, 23d ed., W. B. Saunders, Philadelphia, MI,.
p. 1305.
4

°. .See footnote 14,
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ecntral Nerrous System Depressants and Stimulants
The major central nervous system dellressalit is alc4111111. Although seldom used
by athletes as an erglazenie aid. it is important to del-crudity its effect on perfOrIa-

:Wee duce it IS tliStOlaary in mane countries to drink wine or beer with meals.
The apparent initial stimulation fr4on alcohol results frq nu the unrestrained ac-

tivity of the lower centers of the brain which are freed by the depression of

higher inhibibmy control inerhanisms. It increases neither mental tom physical
ability. all hough familiar aud habitual nwehanical tasks are less affected than
work requiring skill and attention. There is only a minor direct effect on respiration. circulathm and skeletal muscle activity but the total amount of work accomplished may be increased due to lessetird appreciation of fatigue. Karimvivh 'I% in a review of the literature, notes that alcohol has a deleterious effect
upon speed in swimming or running shirt diStanees, hat that work output May be
increased or oxygen debt reduced depending ou the n1111111111 vonsunied.

rentral nervous system stimulants that have been used its erggigenic aids inehnle caffeine. camphor, eovaine, coramilw, strychnine. and metrazorth.

Caffeine is A lamella! (viand nervous system stimulant which produees a
keener appreciation of sensory stimuli. increases motor activity, decreases reactin time. and allays fatigue. It is the least active of the xalahlnes in its effect
on respiratory and cardiovascular function. With large doses. however, pulse
rate, blood pressure. cardiac volume. respiratory rate, iieripheral vascular resistance, and .A -t' oxygen difference decrease While cardiac output. stroke volume.
left ventricular work, metabolic rate and respiratory volume inerease. Its ventral
and peripheral actions are antagonistic on the blood vessels, but a peripheral
vaslalilatory action predominates with thermion-iv doses resulting iu increased
1110m1 /ho. Central stimulatbm is responsible for increased capacity for work
by preventing the perception of fatigue although there is also a direct action on
skeletal muscles. Several studies. reviewed by Karpovieh.' showed that caffeine
increases work output Ind does 1144 affect speed in running short distanves,
The increased vapacity for muscular work With (.0(11111P is also primarily due
to a lessened sen4e of fatigue. Action on the medulla results in an early increa Fe
in respiratory rate, lint this soon diminislabs. Heart rate is inerecs-d after moderate doses due to an increased central and peripheral sympathetic stimulation.
Vasovonstrictilm neelITS due to central vasomotor StillialatiOn and results in all
iniII I rise in blood pressure. There is no direct action of skeletal nms,le so the
ability to relieve fatigue results from central stimulation. Several studies have
shown that cocaine increases endurance and the speed of recovery after bicycle
Coramlne is primarily a respiratory center stimulant through its retie, action
on the carotid body chemoreceptors. It also causes peripheral vasoconstriction by

central vasomotor stimulation. but increases coronary Mood flow and cardiac
output in large doses. Metrazol nets at all levels of the cerebrospinal axis. Early.
there is an increase in respiratory minute volume through stimulation of the
medulla. The vasomotor and vagal centers are also stimulated, and reflex activity

of the spinal cord is increased. Its activity also extends to the neuromuscular
junction producing an increase in tension and duration of the twitch response.
114,01111er:11 :lethal on the eirenlatlon and heart is negligible although splanehnie

and (preliml vasodilatation occur due to its action on the medulla. There have
been no controlled. objective work studies using coramine or metrazol.
Drugs Acting on Autonomic Effector Cells
'Mese drugs mantic the effect of nerve stimulation on muscle or glands. Their
action van be afferent mid central as well as efferent and peripheral. They may
stimulate or bloel; structures innervated by adrenergie nerves. stimulate or block
structures innervated by eholinergie nerves, or inhibit skeletal muscle and auto'tomb. ganglir. Amphetamine. benzedrine and epinephrine are examples of drugs

used as ergo..'nic aids which stimulate structures innervated by adrenergic

nerves. Amphetamine differs front epinephrine in that it is also a potent central
nervous system stimulant.
Amphetamine stimulates the respiratory center in the medulla, causes excitation
of the brain stem reticular activating and arousal mechanisms, and facilitates
mono- and polysynaptie transmission in the spinal cord. More work can be accom191. Sip footnote 1 2.
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plished but the number of errors are not decreased, and it does not enable subjects
doing exhansing work to perform longer or recover more quickly. It increases the
rate and depth of respiration through its action On the respiratory center plus a

dilating action on the bronchioles. Cardiac output is increased by direct myomrdial action and peripheral constriction of arterioles. There is also an increase
in systolic and diastolic blood pressure. although these changes are inconsistent
as is the heart rate. Reports on its effect on physieni performance are ctoitlicting
:1111i apparently depend on factors such as fatigue, motivation and mistained
attention!" Smith anti Beecher °' reported that amphetamine improved Iterfonn:ince in a variety of athletic events and tests of strength, psychomotor and mental
performative. Others "2.
found no effect on performance in essentially the
same tests anti athletic events. In some of these studies, it was noted that heart
rate and blood pressure were increased hi the resting state, and that the recovery
of both were retarded after exercise.
Epinephrine also acts directly on effector cells. Some autonomic structures are
stimulated while others are inhibited, and it has very little effect on the central

nervous system in therapeutic doses. It has a markeil vasopressor action on
blood pressure. aeeelerates the heart rate and increases cardiac output. The
arterioles of the skin, hands and feet are constricted, resulting in a decreased
blood flow in these areas, although overall peripheral blood flow is increased.
Oxygen consumption is increased, blood sugar and lactic acid levels are elevated,

and the glycogen content of liver and muscle decreased. In both animals and
humans, the use of epinephrine has failed to produce an increase in work capacity. although it may make the subjects feel more energetic'"
Nicotine inhibits skeletal muscle and autonomic ganglis but exhibits complex:
and often nupredietahle changes. It is a central nervous system stimnlant for the
respiratory, vasomotor and emetic centers. bat a primary transient stinmlant and
secondary persistent depressant of all sympathetic and parasympathetic ganglia.
It also manifests a cuvaiform action on skeletal muscle in the secondary stage.
Nicotine apparently has no effect on a variety of neuromuscular.and cardiovascular performance tests. although Karpovich felt that performance was better
in non-smokers after a two year study.

rardiorancular Drags
Cardiovascular drugs as well as other pharmacological substances causing
perlpheml vascular vasodilatation have been widely used as ergogenic aids especially in eycli,ts!'' There have been few controlled studies regarding their effect
on work rorornmne in normal subjects. In patients with muscular dystrophy,
however. the cardiac glycoside, digitoxin failed to increase strength, reaction
lime. or working catewity."

Many drugs cause vasodilatation including choline esters and adrenergic or

ganglionic blocking agents. There is also a miscellaneous group including nitrites,

thioeyanate, veratum alkaloids, rauwolfia, hydralazhie and Ithe Ben. Most of
these drugs are extremely potent, and the deaths of several athletes have been
attributed to their use.'
Androgenic-anabolic Siert) id8

Thyroid, adrenal cortical drugs and insulin have also been evaluated as ergo-

genie aids,' but the most popular drugs used at present by athletes are the

androgenic-anabolic steroids. Thus far, no nonsteroid androgen has been discovered, although many derivatives of testosterone have been prepared and tested
74, Tall:Intl, G. A. and Quarton, O. C.: The Effects of Drugs and Familiarity on Performroc0 In ("optimums Visual Searelt, J. Nervous and Mental Disease. 141:206. 1966.
(;. M. and Beecher, II. Amphetamine Sulfate and Athletic Performance. I. Objective Effects, J, A. M. A 1970 :542, 1959.
Golding, 1.. rural narnard. .T. It.: The Effect of (I-Amphetamine Sulfate on Physical
Perfo*ma nee, J. Snots Med, and Phys. Fitee.:s, ..?21. 191;:,
Karpoviell, P. V.: Effect of Amphetamine Sulfate on Athletic Performance, J. A. M. A.
ittao,
1To
54 Foltz. E. 11., Ivy. A. r. and Rarborka C. J.: The Tnfluence of Amphetamine Sulfate,
tl-Desoxreolielllav Itvilraehloride rind Caffeine Upon Work Output and Recovery when
Iinnidly Exhausting Work is done by Trained Subic...N. J. Lab, and elm. Med.. 25 :663. 1943.
Margarin. R., Acheron, P. and Rovelli. E.: The Effect of Some Drugs on the Maximal
Capacity of Athletic Performance in Man, Int. Z. Angew. Physiol., 20:281, 1064.
Nits See footnote 12.
m Soft-Pedaling the Vicious Cycle, Medical World News, Aug. 12. 1966. p. 51-53.
Fowler. Jr., W. M. et al.: Ineffective Treatment of Muscular Dystrophy with an
Anabolic Steroid and Other Measures. New Eng. J. Med., 272 :575, 1965.
". See footnote 12.
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in the search tor compounds that might promote gidiefdi body growth without

Inas:idinizing effect s. sorb compounds are often called "anabolic steroids.- a term
which is somewhat premature since a complete dissociation I:Mr:veil androgenic
anti anbolie effects has not yet been achieved 676

The Talmud function of testosterone at puberty is well known. and affects the
skeleton. skin. muscles, schaeetuts glands, suttentaneons fat. and speech as well
as t he sex organs. The rul of androgens in developing muscle size and Strength
is based primarily on laboratory smiths in animals and clinical observations in
humans. In animals, skeletal mosle mass decreases following the removal of the
testes or hypopbysis, is restored by replacement therapy. and con be increased by

excesses of androgen.' Dogs, trained on a treadmill, compared with those receiving testosterone showed no difference between the effect of muscle training
and the androgen in histological and chemical analysis.'" When compared to

control animals. both groups had an ihwntaso in total muscle weight, oross Neel ion

of muscle fiber. number of 'nude' and protein content. In humans. it is pesuillahly the presence of androgens in increased quantities in the male that is responsible for the greater muscle mass of men. During adolescence, muscle groups

stud' as the nip flexors, rotators and extensors and the gluteus merlins attain
maximal strength in the male, while performance in the female remains at it
lower level."

Several %veil controlled studies investigating the effect of androgens on strength
and performance have protium] conflicting results. Simonson, Kearns and Enzer
used methyl testosterone in males over 4S years of age with complaints of exces-

sive fatigue and found that endurance, flicker frequency, and Intel: muscle
strength were increased. Hettinger "' administered testosterone to older male

subjects between 65 and 70 years of age and also reported increases in strength
and physical working capacity. A combination of isometric exercises and testos-

terone produced even greater increases in strength. Samuels, Henschel and
Keys,' in a study of young men between 21 and 30 years of age, reported that
methyl testosterone failed to increase strength. Fowler, Gardner. and Egstom
also were unable to show any increases In strength, motor performance, vital
capacity, anthropometric measurements and physical working capacity after the
use of an anabolic steroid, androstenolone, in young men. A combination of a

training program and the drug also failed to change these measurements. Fowler
and assoeintes63 also studied the effect of twelve months of androstenolone treatment, with or without therapeutic exercise, on children and adults with muscular
dystrophy. There was no improvement, subjective or objective, in muscle strength
and other measurements.
The difference between subjective observations and objective studies and even

between well controlled experiments may be due to several factors. The type

and degree of response to androgen is age dependent. Increased muscle strength

occurs to a greater extent when androgen is given before puberty than when
given at or after puberty. After 50, increases in strength in response to androgenic drugs again appears to occur. Before puberty, testosterone production has
not yet reached a maximal peak. Although not as well documented, androgenic
steroids may be more effective in increasing strength In men after 50 because
testosterone levels might again he reduced. The response to androgen is also dose

and time dependent. This may explain the difference between subjective stntefootnote 11.
Foehakinn. C. D. : Meelianisms of Androgen Actiong. Lab. Invest.,
:,3 si.t. footnote 3R,

195o.

No Da now4,1, T. S. Effect of Adrenal and Oonndol Steroids on Skeletal Muscles. .1rch.
Pbvs. Med_ 47 :132. 19011,

..Sheon on. K. Kearns. W. M. and Enzer. N.: Effect of NIetlivItestosterom Treatment on
Musenkir Perform:thee and the Central Nervous System of Older Men, d. Can. Endorrinol,
and iiletah.. 4 dl2R 1944.
" Ste footnote 38.
ni salaam.. L T., Henschel. A. P. and Keys. A. influence of Nietbyltestosterone on
tfuscular Work and ereatine Metabolism In Norinal Young Men. .1, Can. Endnerinol. and
Aietak. 2 :049, 1942,
and 1:Instrom, G, IT.: Effect of an Anabolic Steroid
62 Fowler. Jr.. W. M., Gardner, G.
on I'llysien1 Performance of Young Men, J. Appl. Physiol., 20 :10:18. 1965.
tcl See footnote 57.
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month of increases in strength and the lack of confirmation by objective studies.
In the reports in the literature, only therapeutically recommended doses were
used. The amounts used by athletes is usually much greater. For example, the
maximum recommended dosage of Namibia is :20 mg. a day for three months.
Yet, it is not uncommon to find athletes on two to three times this amount for

as long as one year.
There is little doubt that many athlete: are currently taking these anabolic
weight lifters or field event men in the Southern California
drugs. In 1966,
area were surveyed, Fifty percent had taken or were receiving one or more of
the anabolic steroids. Forty -seven percent of these had received the drug from
physicians, and 47 percent were on a dose that was two to four times greater
than the recommended therapeutic amount. All of the men expressed the belief

that their performance had improved. Only five denied any side effects. Most of
those on the drugs had been taking them for at least one year.
It must be remembered that the anabolic- androgenic steroids can also produce
serious side effects. Large doses of testosterone suppress the secretion of gonadotropin. and may cause atrophy of the tubules and interstitial tissue of the testes.
The growth promoting effects of androgens may also be seen in the prostate, and
prostatic hypertrophy is an occasional side effect.
Methyltestosterone, inethandrostenolone, nortestosterone, oxymetholone, stanozolol and norethandrolone have been reported to cause cholestatic hepatitis.
Frank jaundice does not always occur, but there is usually some increase in billrubin and transaminase with reduced elimination of bromsulphalein. The re-

sponse is dose dependent and becomes a frequent complication when large
amounts of androgen are taken. raven small doses of many androgens, such as

methyltestosterone, are metabolized with difficulty by the liver. Large doses prob-

ably have a cumulative effect and may result in the accumulation of large

amounts of the substance or its metabolite in the body. Large doses of androgens
can also cause excessive erythropoiesis leading to moderate polycythemia and
ret irnlocytosis.

Hypertrophy of the musculature in response to testosterone requires retention
of nitrogen. There is also retention of potassium, sodium, phosphorus, sulfur and
chloride associated with a gain in weight. which can partially be accounted for

by the water held in association with the retained salts and protein. Indeed,

edema is often a troublesome side effect when large doses of androgen are used.
Androgens accelerate growth In preadolescent children but may decrease the
height which they would ultimately attain. The bone age increases more rapidly

th5,a the height age, since androgens accelerate the ossification and eventual
fusion of epiphyseal cartilages. All of the anabolic drugs share this property.
The result of such a developmental pattern will be that the ultimate height
attained will not be increased and may even he decreased.
SUMMARY

Of the nutritional and physical ergogenic aids, only carbohydrates have any
physiological effect on performance. Sodium chloride, of course, is a necessary
supplement during vigorous physical activity in hot weather. Contrary to popular belief, there is no evidence that the requirement for vitamins may be increased (luring work or that it is possibie to super-charge the cells of the body
by providing an excess. There is also no evidence that breathing oxygen hastens
recovery from fatigue or improves performance.

There are no pharmacological ergogenic aids which ern be safely used. The
undesirable and often dangerous side effects of using dr.:Ts far outweighs any
questionable benefit. If these considerations are not conv,ncing, the legal and
ethical implications of healthy persons using a prescription drug in the quest

for advantage in sport cannot be disregarded. Whether done unknowingly,
tacitly, secretly, or openly, the use of ergogenic aids in sports should be unequivocally condemned."
" See footnote 1.
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APPENDIX 12
I'SE of AMPHETAMINES AND BAIIIIITIMATES AS ERGDGENIC AIDS
( By Donald L. Cooper, M.D.')
Amphetamines: and their cousins are known as peppills, bennies, wake ups, eyeopeners. lid poppers, co-pilots, truck drivers, peaches, roses, hearts, cartwheels,
whites, coast to coast. L.A. turnabouts, browns, footballs, greenies, bombidos, ora nges. denies, jelly-beans, A's. jellie babies, sweets, beans and uppers.
Barbiturates and near relatives are known as goof-balls, sleepers, downers, reds,
red-devils, yellow jackets, rainbows, blue angels:. barbs and zonks. These are the
various street 1111P1vS used by those who may experiment with these substances.
The paradoxical nature of man and athletes continues to plague us and if his-

tory teaches us anything it seems to be that man doesn't learn Mitch from history. The repeated attempts by numerous individuals to try to discover or locate
the "magic or something extra" for some susbtance outside of their own natural
abilities is ever present. The tragedy of it is that many of our fine young athletes
have ended up damaged and on rare occasions even killed from these worthless
foray's into the world of supposed chemical help. As early as the late 1890's a
British cyclist died from au apparent usage of drugs. Unfortunately this has been
repeated off and on since. In 1960 at the Route Olympics a cyclist (lied from taking
a vasodilat lag drug. In 1907 two well recognized cyclists died, one French and one
British front using amphetamines. In 1908 a French soccer player died from using
amphetamines. This should tell us something. 1 ant afraid what it tells us is that

even though these few deaths have occurred ther3 may be a fair number of
athletes using the substances and are more or less getting away with no serious
observable medical complications.
I

feel we may need to under some theory on why people seem to more

a.,;(1 more Ican to something outside of themselves for a so-called additional boost.
There are some interesting new theories out and some of these are certainly worth
our time to explore. As you all should realize our total society has really become a

drug abusing and a drug using group of people. We are constantly bombarded
from the T.V., the magazines, the radio, the newspapers and the detail men that
here are chemicals that can solve our problems. These chemicals substances can
quiet our stomach, calm our nerves, relieve our headaches, clear our complexions,
empty our bowels, flush our kidneys, clean our sinuses. stop our halitosis and on
it goes. As we listen to this day in and day out something happens to us as well as
to our children, the automatic or subconscious leaning that takes place indicates
to IN that whenever we face a challenge, or a problem or an area we may not be
very comfortable in. we should start looking for some outside chemical support.
This has eroded over to athletes I aan afraid. and it is here that we see so much
jastitlahle hue and cry for purification. Whether we like it or not to some extent
the athletes in their ideal form have been looked up to as that great body for fair
play. fair rules, and the group that are supposedly like ivory soap-00 44/100%
pore, whatever that Incans. Even lit-hind all of this philosophy there is also /Inollwr very difficult problem to deal with and that is the one of what is actually
taking place when people do use these mind altering or chemically stimulating
subst acres. As most of you know, man has numerous fascinating pleasure centers
within his central nervous system and it seems we love to have these pleasure
centers stimulated or tithated. It could be safely said that man is very basically
a pleasure seeking animal and will go to many lengths to satisfy this multifaceted
fundamental drive for pleasure.
When we eat a good steak, this gives us pleasure, but it has to register as
pleasure somewhere within our central nervous system. When we see a beautiful
sunset this registers as pleasure in our ceniral nervous system. When we hear
beautiful music this also registers as pleasure in our central nervous system.
Of course one of the greatest pleasures most humans can experience is In the area
of sexual pleasure. It is here where we get to some interesting theories on how
the amphetamines actually work. Dr. Ilardin Jones of the University of Calia Presented at tie' Atr.erican M.A1eal Association's 11171 annual conference on tile
Iiireotor, Okialuona State TTliversity liosoital and Clinic. Team Physician. (minimum
State university. stilhvater, Oklahoma, U.S, Olympic Team Physician for XIX Olympiad,
1!ee1:11 AstweN of SI!!orts at New 4)rloant4, Louisiana.
Mexico City, 11108.
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fornia and Dr. Thaddens Mann of t he University of Canihrid,:ze in England have

independently conic to a fairly e:ntsistent view of the very else relationship
between recreational and puasure using drugs act natty titillating the various
pleasure centers of the brain for their primary action. What happens when an
athlete takes amphetamines? As yon know from the rations him:honk:1i and
physi"legical studies, the amphetamines are elesely related to adrenalia, whieh
certainly does speed np the heart ti at. raise the libral pressure, bwrease the
rate of respiration and muds -:asks for ;lethal in :t chemical state' of stress. Of
1.1mrso the amphetamines are having (alter effects also. They in some way are
fluting in a pleasure center
the brain that does make the person feel better
and to smile extent may mask the normal fatigue symptoms that nature is sending to the brain. 'I his probably explains the ieW tragie deaths that occur from
its
tile brain is so Veasured by the effect of the drug tont it doesn't feel
the signals I elm; stiit Id severe 1:11ysi(ological stress and circulatory collapse
and death occurs. 'rho podlit is poade take drags liecauso they like the feeling
they get. 1 tidal; this is a fairly sound theory for any of oar reercatienaliy used
drinks. It is )(nil:ably certainly I rue for alcohol, borause most people drink for the
een +sal nervous system et'..ert and nest for the taste. In fact 1 would be willing

to bet that if you could reinlie the central nervous system effects or the mind
altering and titillating (greets. you would have a hard time selling much gin,
ram. bourbon. vodka. scotch or any other form of aleohol.

That isn't why we :ire here today, but we need to try to locate some common
denominators as to why at lilett,s and pe(ople do use drugs. One of the consistent

(reets of amphetamines is a titillation of these pleasure renters that Dr. Jones
describes as the "pre-orgasmic" areas of pleasure. Apparently the ego pleasure
center must he fairly close by. If you ask most of the people who do use ampheta-

mines how they feel. they will tell you "great". They usually have a very unrealistic Ovumr of themselves. ahmost the feeling that they can "leap tall buildings", "stop a speeding Ithsonnaive", "fly faster than a bullet" or the "superman
complex. Actually as e(intrldled test sit nal hats they usually do very little better,
and in many eases do worse where emwentrated thought-problem solving is involv(s1. But even when it is pliinted oat to them later that their actual problem
solving ability vv as impaired, they still relate that they actually felt mach more
capable. This is the paradoxical effect tIntt is so hard to combat .It would seem

that these individual.: who do use drugs regularly do so because they enjoy

the titillation of these pleasure venters.
In regards this "pre-orgnsmie" type pleasure associated with amphetamines,
most humans feel pretty ego soling at this phase of their activity and Dr. Jones

describes a group of people who tug un113* carry themselves along this "preorgasmic" pleasure tine With amphetamines for 10 to 12 hours then shoot
heroin for the "orgasmic" sensation. There is the ultimate in sexual perversion,
it totally non-genital sex.
Another long time use if anildietamines has been in helping people lose weight.

It is interesting to mac that most resell rehers in the field feel that most overweifht peor.le are eating for pleasure of psychological need. or as it were. the
eating
s" their pleasure centets. N:ow if you give amphetamines and the
thus; nail titillate
milters. they don't have the trued to eat to get their
tileasure and you have a fairly reasonable exilanailm of how the chemical helps.
The danger Is fairly evident here. if the person continues to enjoy the pleasure
of the drag at a elinsistent small (losa!te level it isn't too long until that low
dosage di wsn't give as itinell pleasure or the individual finds he has to increase

the Mose lo innliltnit thz, titillation effect. It is a fairly well known vita racterist ie
of aim het: unities that they rapidly deve!on thi!: dosage tolerative and effort prob-

lem. It is here that an athlete with other adju:t wont problems or a fairly rapid
building tolera twe to the firIP-T sin get into :.erions trouble. The history of the
mildew cases many times starts fairly inntently lint the progressive philosophy
now beelmws: if one is good. five will be five tinge: as good. This is certainly a
grave arel of emicern in the way some allifete have used the rather massive
will unpredictable doses of androgenie-analaffic steroids.
Unfortunately for Many people (awe the drmr. rtmle is taken to any consistent
or persistent f!t'griP, It seems to Ia..0111(' a way of life. Wheb this does (went. and
when eXperimentidion or repeated usage lasts long enetigh it appears to be very
difficult to reverse the avenue toeing 1.(111()Wed. Tern!: nt the very poor port.entage
re-overie z beim: seAired in the drug users Inman; our Vietnam soldiers as well

as ha our federal ftwiliths at Iandsville and Ft. Worth. Dr. Hardin Jones also
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This second anent it.iu,sl grain', of chemicals are those known as the
seihit ives or central nervous system depressants. Many Ileople who get high or

stiniehated with amphetamines use the barbiturates to come down Or to help

the ifulividual get to steel, after he comes down fro on the amphetamine "jag'. It Is

ma, too unusual to see the same person the next time around use the amphetamins to counlerw-t the barbiturate "bandolier- and away you go on a chemieal

merry-go-round. In athletics He of the fairly common used types of pills combines
I oth drugs together. These have been used in combination medically for many

years to help treat depressed and anxious people. Dexamyl was it widely used
substance fer many years and it is this combination drug of amphetamine and
barbiturate that Jim Wanton is referring to in his hook when lie talks about the
"greenies". These are apparently used by some professional athletes to help them
"get tip- or get ready for a contest. This combination again has the "moodelevating" or litihttiGn effect in those areas of pleasure in the central nervous
system that eau lead the persoa to feel more callable and at the same time reduce
mania? of the jitters associated with the amphetamines alone.
le spite of the repent :1 rti(l( ill I,00k .Nlagazine making !Mine 'Ivry neenstitz
remarks about Stamford University and the Pacific S College Teams, despite what
Met:gas:1y, Scott and other disgruntled athletes are saying. I don't honestly

feel anyone knows for sure how much the drug scene has gotten into athleties.
l'sually where there is smoke there is tire. so I do feel we have a problem and one
whirl' is probably going on in it -black-inarket- style or an "under the vomiter"
type proffilem. As far as I ant able to determine from talking with literally dozens
and al.azetis of trainers. team physirians and comities. there are none of the amplaitamines or the amphetamine-barbiturate eombinations being gi Veil through
any official agent of any team. At least at the collegiate level I feel this to be very
true: tilt re are possibly some questionable areas in professional athleties. but
even here front those few I have visited with. if it is a problem it is also from the
-under the eminter- iron.
There is honest debate yet in the area of the use of a sedative on the night
lieflire a ganoi when eertaln athletes do get tense. nervous. unable to sleep and
would prefer a tillid novena of sedation. Very few people use ligniiitOT:1 teS. although I have heard Of the short acting drugs cansint; very little problem when
used earefully and well controlled. Many people have used such sedatives as
Itlarialy1 and Daltuane or even tluose
as Balladry] anti Menergo it that 410 list ye a mild sedation effect.

I personally have always felt the ideal situation for the athlete or for that

matter any person was to be able to go tG bed and in a fairly reasonable length of
time drop off to a restful sleep. I would consider any time up to 45 minutes to an
hour fairly reasonable. The opposite of this where the individual goes to bed and
sifter two to four hours of tossing and turning finally falls into a fitful and restless type of sleep where there may he periods of wakefulness following later on
to he most uneomfortable and really downright miserable. This is not an ideal-

way to spend the night before an athletic event and fortunately not too mar.y

atidoeq hove this nanelt trouble. When they do I personally see nothing so wrong
with I trying to help to get this person a fairly restful night. I would do the same
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:Nog for any patient whether he be an athlete or net. As in all situations of this
1 notail be I:ling In explore the possibility of personal ur entotiunal lore le

tents with the person and certainly keep the anemia and dosage used at the
alillithatic of riteallea! or drug needed to remind the problem. This is really an
area of :Joy
iliere may be these who feel this is not proper usage of drugs,
ion t stale,,,-0 caul' has t.1 practiV. Medi lne as lie zees it from his own experience.

There is per terribly import:oft point in regards the use of the amphetamines
:ind the amphetamine-barbiturate combinations. That is as far as the seientilic
literature is caneernial there is very little evidence to indicate any reap help
as far as tal'ferinattee is cimeerned. There is eVidellvt! ill snore well dune studies
that when all of the particitatnis in Certain events art. tested, II)sers are Uwe
prem. to dabble. in the area of drug gimmicks than the winners. In Winnepeg
in Inet7 all of the eyeliats were tested and it %vasn't until they got to 7, 11, 14. 16,
ao and :land place finishers that they halm! the drugs being used. The same type

of results occurred in both France and Italy in more nava testing. I feel this
may be spun as strong eridenee that far more lesers do use drugs than winners.
Even in the lads t Ilympies the spot checks were only dime on the winners and this

immediately creates a wrong impression. That is that somehow there is a relationship lie drugs and winning. In reality there may well be a greater correlation between drug use and losing. Delaware State was certainly not setting the
leetball world im tire this year. I personally do not believe the amphetamines
er the aniplietamine-barbiturate combinations can make any athlete perform
better than he could drug-free. In fact, in many instances the drugs may very
well be detrimental to an athletes performance.
The horse raring people have quite a merry old time with this and to the satisfaction of the general 7.1ublie they may have established the belief that all is well
with their testing prcgrams and all is under control. I have found very meager
evidence in the literature that a horse is solving any particular problem or even
in fact that horses can appreciably ruu faster on drugs. It is difficult to validate in
the horse how lintel' inure complicated it all becomes in the ease of the human
being in an athletic centest. There are physicians who say they believe drugs 410
inerease performance and are an unfair advantage. The studies are inconsistent
and they have yet to show me tt consistent series of reduplicated, well controlled.
double-blind studies that confirm it. The dilemma is real and one that organized
spirt irs going to have to come to tighter grips with in the not too distant future.
I if course one of the very basic fundamental probiems is that we do not have nil
the answers. Anyone gets up and starts telling you exactly what drugs will and
will not do and how they do it you better be careful in accepting the presentation.
All illustration of what I mean is best shown by aspirin. How many years has
aspirin been under study and even to this day no one knows how an aspirin really
works. There was a theory a few years ago that it worked by binding the copper
ion in returning it from the extracellular space to the intracellular space in the
ventral nervous systems cells. More recently it is felt by some to be related to the
pnistaglamlins and their function within the body.
The truth is no one really knows for sure. The sante thing could be said of digitalis: we know more or less what it can do for ninny decompensated hearts, but
we don't know exactly how it does it. There is much to be learned, but I feel from
the observation of these who have gotten heavily into the drug scene that It is
certainly a dangerous route to follow. Frocv a health standpoint and from an

ethienl standpoint there is nothing to recommend It. In this day and age of
and serious concern with internal pollution of our !Halit; as well as for the
ecological concern, it is evident that maybe our society needs to show as much real

external pnllution of our water, air, and land. To attempt to time so-called super
drugs to try to create super people is first of all not likely to give a positive result
and secondly can be a very dangerous course to follow.
:.toneeltow we U1551 to return to the concept of normalcy. Most of us were taught

in medical ;aimed that our main job was to return our patients to as near normal
as we collie,. There are no drugs that can safely make any norm] person better
than ?vitual. Drugs can be lifesaving and a necessary tool in the practice of medicine hut should only he used in diseased, deficient or injured states.
We may ?Wed tit heed the advice of a famous physiologist when he gave the
pattern to follow regarding our body and its functions: "Fill what is empty, empty
what is fell and Seratch what itches."
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JOINT STATEMENT OF COI' NCIT. ON 111:11S AND THE ('OM NIITTEE ON THE "iliaticm.

.1-1:c.c.s or Seours os Usi; or .A.NTIr.VritiUE I /DUD:: IN

.11.11

LETES

1. AIM [ETA M INES

The following statement on the use of the amphetamines in athletes was made
several years ago by the MA ad law Committee ou Amplutainines and Athletics:
"S zee the use Of any drug to improve athletic performance has already been

made ;;round; for disqualineation by the International Ain:gear Athletic Fed-

eration. the Amateur Anklet iv Union. aml the United States tilympie Asstagation
as ping contrary to the highest ideals of sportsmanship, and sine:' the use of
amphetamines even in mederately small doses is known in immy instances to
result in habituation and harmful effects. the Committee has recommended that
tin' use of amphetamines for this purnose be condemned. Because these drugs
van he obtained legally only on prescription. a serious obligation devolves on
physicians to help prevent such usage by prescribing them only for well recog-

nized medical indications.'

porAssiclit Aso NIAGNESium NPAVTATES (SPANTANEJ

The available evidence on the alleged antifatigue effects of potassium and
magnesium aspartates has been evaluated by the Council on Drugs.
The summary of the Council's opinion on this agent rends as follows:
"A pilloaratIon containing potassium amt magnesium aspartates is claimed
to be useful in the management of the fatigue syndrome. However, since there is
no precise experimental model analogous to fatigue in limn, laboratory evidence

of Its actions cannot he directly transposed to human situation. The clinical

trials do not convincingly demonstrate efficacy." =
A report by Lasagan, et al., substantiated the opinion of the Council on Prugs.
In a %veil-controlled, double-blind study, these investigators were unable to demonstrate any beneficial effect: of the aspartates on the muscular performance or
subjective well-being of a group of athletes?
It is unlikely that an athlete casing this mixture of aspartates would experieace
harmful effects: however. nausea, abdominal discomfort, and diarrhea have been
toned occasionally after its use.
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One of the most diflieult problems that eon face an athletic trainer is to

re::poad effectively to an athlete who is various about drugs.. frazik disclaSsil
on 11t,' Tiros and con,: of drugs will give the athlete the opportunity to develop
ail:Pm:es that will help him understand the proper role of drugs in sports and

variety of dYfinitions and sointions exist In the literature coneerning
%Olaf is -doping" and %%hat i-: good use of drags. 'Though he is neither lawyer.

pharnmeoh,gist, nor plzyshian, the athletic trainer Can SI.I.V0 the athlete very
we!I by providing the essentials of a drug' control perspefive.
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PURPOSES OF DRUGS

To use a drug, there must be justifiable purpose based on sound medical
.judgment. 'fl. overall justification for use of a drug is its benefit in the treatment of a ciinical condition. There must be a competent decision as to the
nature of the comfit hon and then a judgment as to whether the nitimate effect
I of a particular drug will be beneficial.

The clinical benefits of drug administration can be categorized as cure, control. or c4 on fort. The use of penicillin after a diagnosis of a strop infection is an
illustration of curing. The use of insulin to keep a diabetie athlete healthy is an

illustratIon of controlling. The use of aspirins and liniments ifinstratcs com-

forting.
A fourth purls We! can be categorized as improvement. The use of vitamins and

tonics, amphetamines an.1 anabolic steroids are illustrations. To put this in perspective. a medical diagnosis of a clinical deficiency must precede treatment if
the purpose of improvement is to have clinical justification.
EFFECTS OF nacos

Talking about purposes of drugs is one thing: their effects are another. Drugs
are potent I./wink:its that to be effective must markedly alter the body's processes.
Tbe degree of alternation 81111 the particular tasty process which is altered are
highly variable. Many factor's eon alter the behavior of it taitieular drug in it
particular 1111111:111 body. The dosage. timing. frequency. and interaction with other

drugs (such as alcohol I are examples. The medical decision to use a drug must
take into consideration the potentially harmful as well as the beneficial effects
on the consumer. The athlete should respect the fact that if he chooses to dabble
with a drug through the black um ket, he may be accepting unknown serious hazards along with some dubious benefits.

CONTROLS

Laws, ethics. and education must be relied upon for the protection of the consumer from inadvertent as well as frank misuse of drags.

Any new drugs developed for human use must first undergo a bug period of
testing tinder tightly controlled conditions. Its purpose must be declared : its
effects carefully noted. Animal testing precedes human testing if a question of
safety exists. Only physicians who are registered In one of the approved controlled studies can use the drug until it is released by the Food and Drug Administration as either an over-the-counter or prescription drug.
OVER-THE-COUNTER DRUGS

If a drug proves safe without the supervision of a physician, then it becomes
an over-the-counter drug and can be sold without prescription. Vitamins and
aspirins are in this category. Labels for over -the- counter drugs are required to list

adequate warnings, however for safe use where particular hazards are known,
Directions may include "Do not exceed recommended dosage. . . Do not apply
to broken skin . . . Do not drive after taking medication."
The use of over-the-counter drugs should he limited to minor problems and
then primarily for the purpose of comfort in the sense of giving relief from nuisance aches and pains. The prime hazard of over-the-counter drugs is not from
the drugs but from the consumer's diagnosis. Used according to directions, the
drugs are usually safe. But by indiscriminate reliance on these drugs every time something seems wrong, effective treatment for a significant problem may be

delayed. A minor hazard is the vast amount of money wasted on unnecessary
over-the-counter drugs

PRESCRIPTION IIRUOS

Other drugs are found through testing not to be safe for self-medication be(mist, they are habit-homing or because their potential adverse effects require
earefal medial management. If beneficial effects have been demonstrated with
appropriate controls. they are introduced for use as prescription drugs. These
can be dispensed only after a physician prescribes them for his patients and for
clinical purposes. The law and the ethics of the medical and pharmaceutical professions are quite specific on this point.
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DOPING

The athletic trainer and team physician are expected to have a number or items
at their disposal, respectively. that would qualify as drugs. The use and influence
of such drugs are frequently discussed in the debate on doping.
Although doping lirst emerged as a drugging procedure to impair performan
of a horse). it is now understood to Inca a the :It tempt to enhance pPrforDinDN'
iwyond 41P'S noninl
If 11(18 net to be pro red that any drugs reliably
NUN). On effect. However. as long as the athlete feels that his opponent has
an advantage by taking a drag. he is tempted to partake as Weil. The problem of
doping can be approached la,:t by reducing its essentials to a reasonahle definition of conduct : Doping 1.s the use of a prescription drug for other than Oinirallyjust 'fled purpoueu.
By limiting' his discussion of doping to prescription drugs. the athletic trainer

does not have to confuse the less potent drugs with those allegedly giving unfair
advantage. Further. the athletic trainer defines his and the athlete's role clearly :
only a physician can provide such a drug to the athletes. Finally. by limiting the
use of drugs to clinically-justified purposes, the ethics of both sports and medicine
are upheld.
AMPITI.:TAMINES

The most common drags associated with doping in sports are the amphetamines

(pep pills). Their :talon is as a stimulant to the central nervous system : their
potential effects include decreased appetite and prolonged alertness, Similes and
analysis have indicated the action of amphetamines is not a decrease of fatigue
but an improvement of sustained attention. In order to improve performance
reliably, three elements were found to be required :

An existing sustained attention to the task.
Ilabitimtion to the task.
Habituation to the drug.
Consequently, to arrive at any benefit with any reliability. the hazards of

habituation must be added to the obvious concern about eYtending oneself beyond

a normal level of fatigue, while under the effect of the drug. Habituation to

amphetamines can lead to problems of isomnia, headache, acute anxiety states.
and circulatory collapse.
Further research on the amphetamines also indicates that a person's judgment
can be impaired. in the sense that lie overestimates significantly the beneficial
effect of the drug on his performance. This fact underlies the common impression
among amphetamine users that the drug is helpful, an impression that interferes
with educational programs against such use.
ANDROGENIC-ANADOLIC STEROIDS

The androgenic steroids, so named because they resemble chemically and fuw.tionally the male sex hormones, are being taken by some athletes with the intent
of gaining weight for sports in which weight is considered an advantage. These
drugs are categorically condemned for the athlete. Their hazardsalthough more

subtle than those associated with pep pillsare as serious.
Male (androgenic) hormones are produced primarily by the testes: testosterone
is the principal androgen. The androgenic-anabolic steroids may lead to increased

weight ; such is the anabolic effect. However, this is usually due to increased

appetite or water retention in the normal male.
Anabolism being the conversion of food within the cell. the clinical purpose of

these steroids is in the treatment of some anemias, osteoporosis of hone. and
chronic debilitating illness as well as male hormone deficiences. Small doses are

claimed to bring about weight increases in underweight children and to accelerate
growth in some children with growth retardation. However, even under clinically
justified conditions and close medical -management, these drugs are Ilse(' only
under highly selective circumstances. For example, prolonged administration of
all the oral androgenic-anabolic steroids impairs liver function.

While the college-age athlete is the focus of the debate on experimentation
with these drugs. it must he understood that there would he differences in the
effects and hazards of the drugs on prepubertal. pubertal. and postpubertal males.
This is a serious fact because the young athlete is noted for trying to emulate his
older counterpart.
Puberty is generally considered to correspond with the onset of spermatogenesis

and a sudden spurt in linear growth, usually at the junior high or early high
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school level. Prepubertal boys receiving the steroids, therefore, definitely risk
decreased ultimate height because of premature stopping of a long bone growth.
In addition, virilizatien of the boy in this age group occurs frequently even at recommended dosages in clinical justified use.

In the pubertal male where the growth spurt is spontaneous and essentially
maximal, the administration of these drugs has a doubtful effect on growth. lint
steroid-produced suppression of testosterone production by the developing testes
is a disturbing finding.
For the adult or postpubertal athlete, the growth and development factors no
longer apply. This population may consider the side effect of the drugs to which

they are vulnerablea decreased libidosufficiently inhibitory. Testicular size
and function evidently reverts to the prepubertal stage during extended administration of these steroids.
For those who arc not impressed even by these effects, a recently completed controlled st nay revealed no significant differences bet :cum subjects who rcceir;:d tut
anabolic steroid and those who receive a placebo, with respect to strength, motor
perform a»er, tem.!' capacity, and other measurements taken. Consequently, all the

risks are taken for nothing.
It should be noted that the above warnings are based on evidence compiled
from the use of the drugs under medically supervised conditions and where clinical deficiencies had been diagnosed, giving purpose to the use of the drugs. It
should be obvious then that where the consumer is a healthy male without deficiencies significant new problems are posed by taking the drug.
WEIGH THE 'RISES BEFORE EXPERIMENTING

There are many reasons for individuals abusing drugs: for peer acceptance,
desire to experiment, attempt to feel mature, to rebel against authority, to escape
from reality, because of need to rely on something other than self. It is difficult
to rationalize any of these reasons as legitimate.
An additional reason for drug abuse by athletes is to improve performance. It
starts with this purpose but soon the athlete develops psychological dependenee
on the drug. He cannot play without it.
Apart from the physical, legal and good sportsmanship considerations that
such abuse leads to, poor behavior patterns are established that may circa the
future course of the athlete's life. He will then go to the next state of abuse by
reasoning that he will stop once his athletic career is finished. However, he has
already established behavior patterns that will be very difficult to alter. When
he feels pressure during adult years there will always he a psychological crutch
within easy reachjust one to relax him before delivering a speech or entertaining guests.
An athlete takes up a sport because he wants the challenge of matching his
talent against that of an opponent or the satisfaction in performing a difficult
skill well. When a player takes drugs he is admitting that his own innate talent
is not enough. Drugs do not benefit the athlete in the short run of his athletic
career and in the long run he has developed a losing attitude. Playing and performing with pride of natural abilities seems to be the proper attitude to instil'
an attitude the athletic trainer is able to reinforce during his personal contact
with athletes.
NOTE.For further information on drugs, students can write for the following
pamphlet : The Crutch that CripplesDrug Dependence, American Medical Association. Department of Health Education. 535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60010. Students can also phone (527-1500) or write The Department of
Health Education of the American Medical Association for answers to specific

questions.

APPENDIX 15
Tut-: USE AND Mist sr: or Dacos IN SPORTSSTATEMENT OF' THE :NATIONAL ATHLETIC

Tit.tINKas AssociATtoN

(Issued January 20, 1071)
'Under authority of. and by direction of, the Board of Directors of the National
Athletic Trainers Association (NATA), the following statement of policy is
issued:
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'rite questital of use and misuse of drugs in spurts has received and tuelonleedly
will 0111111Ille to receive considerable public attention and jourtudieti treatment.

Since the rile of the Athletic Trainer falls within this question, the National

Ateletie Treiners Association desires to emphasize its complete cotultennothon
of the ii se of erengeni aidsparticularly stimulants, depressents, aud anabalic
etereiti----in et tempt s to gain ;111ra ag' in SIMMS
The nestle and abase of drugs by till athlete net only Presents to him potentially

s1 ttI!icnnt letzerde. for dubious gainsit also raises n (emu] of controversy over
legit imato :aid (.4)netruct ive use of medic:111(ms and drugs in athletics. It further
peeltices, eseecially among the emulating public, miscnncelaions instead of in-

s int (: sport tletn(oo,tr;:toil principles of healthful livieg. There is no place
in ;tilde:ice for the substitution of drugs for hard work and the healthy habits
terepr rest and proper diet.

The N.eT.e reaffirm!: its sintel that it will temperate with all ageneiee, and
organizet ions who are attempting, through research. to develop techniques of
innit:e.ing athletes in competition. Itopetilly this will not beeenie a necessity.
(k feel that accurate, ineatiingful (eine:Men of athletes and their leaders, rely.
ing on ethical instead of legal conduct for controls:, is a much better olrieetive
anti mere reelistic soletion to the problem. To teis end, the NATA has utilized
veriene means available to it as nil orgailizatien :
In tette, N.11..1 endersed the AMA's Bill of Rights for the Athlete, which is
a /whored on responsible health supervision of athletics. The NATA maintains
:Heire represent:die:I on the Joint Commission on Competitive Safeguards and
Medical .%spects of Sports. which reetenniends rule changes and additions eonventing the Imeith and safety of the high school mid collegiate ethiele.
The NATA currently is co-stionsoring with the ARIA and the Athletic 'Institute
in 111n/111411 on the fundamentals of athletic training, which is designed to help
personnel In schools presently nimble to obtain the services of a Certified Athletic!
Trainer.
The NATA Committee on Ethies has the function and duty to investigate any
reported violation of ethical practices by cur athletie trainer. which includes provision li nee of 0.7ittz: other than those required for therapeutic treatment and

administered by or under the setpervisb ill of a physician. Any athletic trainer
found guilty of violating these edified practices will be subject to ,expulsion from
the NATA and whatever further action the law provides.
The athletic trainer has been commended by the American efedleal Association
Molise of Delegates Resolution, 1067) for his strategic professional role in protecting and promoting the health of active youth. The NATA re- pleges its ongoing professional preparation, continuing education, and cooperative liaison

programs for serving this role effectively, with particular attention to drug
eduen don.
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THE -SALIVA TEST'

(By Theodore Irwin)
It happened shortly sifter a football game last fell. In the dressing room,
htig:. lieenem, be fuddled ;eel jittery. wits ininebling incoherent!;'. irritably
piteelee :a tie his teennentee as he medial to his tacker. No, he had not been
injunel. lie lard !ale n swie pep pills before the ;tame and then a few more durine half-time. A reporter who tried to interview the player had to give rip. "That

011 1,1.111.1'K," the sportswriter said later, "he was practically
;tits
lliped out of his Seilsys."

This was a professional athlete, But signs point to drugs in high- school and

college spells. It's well known by now that the general school population is
exposed to both the "soft" 1psyelrologically habituating) end the "hard" (1)Itssic;i1)Y addie! ivy) dregs. Now even the young sports world appears to be victimeel be I he erne. inelince. Permits who feel thankful that their athletic oiTsping
lee. -not smolene.

worse" have cause for convert'. Casual and promiscuous
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"doping- of athletes is turning into one of the hottest controversies in sports
today. The impact On youth is especially disturbing.
Traditionally, high-school athletes are inclined to emulate the pros. They

tate baseball stances of the big-leaguers and ask for their idol's jersey number.

When they hear that a celebrated sports figure relies on a drug to boost

performance. younger athletes are tempted. If a certain drug is good enough for
their idol, the; believe, shouldn't it be good enough for them?
Testinamy on the phenomenon emerges from a variety of reliable sources cloe
to school sports.

"To ine," says Dr. Martin Illazine. University of California (Los Angeles)
team physician. "the high-school athlete is our greatest concern. Drug abuse
has spread to athletes as young as 14 and 171."

Al Silverman. the editor of sport. remarks: "We get reports that 'turning on

with In

Benzedrine. an amphetamine) is common among high - school ath-

letes. It's more far-reaching than most people realize, eSpeCialty in Tezas and
Pennsylvania. where high-svhool. spirts are big."

Iilmrt .1. Murphy, Ohio State team physician, has received a number of calls
from schoolboys, and their parents. inquiring about the safety of "diet pills"
(really atophetantiaes, which suppress appetite) fur athletes. -The biggest problem." Doctor Murphy told TonAv's IFALvit, "are the kids who hear about drugs
that illipnIVI? performance. If one superb athlete takes a drug, word of it often
brusblires through the world of sports,'
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley. director of health services at Bowdoin College in Maine

and chief physielan at three recent. Olympics. similarly tells of letters from
parents of high-school athletes asking if their son should take pills recommended by Ilse coach.

in California, the state superintendent of public instruetio..., has been getting
-distressing reports about athletes being popped up or calmed down by drugs."
For a research project. a California college football player questioned his
teammates about. drugs. He learned that 4S percent of the players acknewledged

having taken pep pills at one time or another.

Just how prevalent are cloonieal crutches among amateur and professional
athletes? Since the drugs are generally bootlegged, and athletes usually take
them surreptitiously, players are unlikely to brag about it. However, candid observations by prominent athletes, sports authorities, and team doctors point up
the troubling trend.
Consider the eye-witness statements by 0. J. Simpson, Heisman Trophy winner
al- tile I'lliN.erAty of Southern California and now star back of the Buffalo
: "I don't care what anybody says. in football there are players on just
about everything. I've seen them taking bennies and stuff like that to get up
for a game.''
On one occasion. Dr. .Tames A. Nicholas, veteran team physician for the New

York .Tets, was called to treat a rookie: "lie had taken six beanies. "lie was
in :t coma and suffering from C01114.11:4011R, and his blood pressure had snared to
it dangerous level."
he adds. are a problem all over the canntry. "We've stopped distrI

pensing them -under any eircumstanees, but I've seen them used in many parts of
the country."
Besides football, hi - league baseball also seems to have been invaded by the
amplogamine phenomenon. Listen to Jim Bonton. former Yankee pitcher, as he
sounds off in his bestseller, Ball Four :

"A lot of players need greenies just to get their hearts to start beating.

Greenies are pep pillsdext roamphetamine sulfate. These players couldn't funeiou without I heat." Bunton suggests that more than half of major league ballplayers lake amphetamines. One player received a supply of 500 pills that was
evinwled to last about :1 month. If n curb's policy is opposed to the practice,
players get the pep pills from other teams or from friends who know of a source.
If big-league baseball players use pep pills "they are doing it on their own,"
says Dr. Jamb Sillier. a Northwestern University Medical School professor who
donhles as physician to the Chicago Cubs.

"I don't think drugs are a problem to our ball club," says Dm-tor Silken "I
doubt if there's any trainer in the league who would dispense them."
Apparently sources are readily accessible. This has bean pointed out by
Kenneth S. Clarke, Ph.D., former staff coordinator of the AMA Committee on
the Medical Aspects of Sports:
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"A black market availability of doping drugs unquestionably exists. A market
does not exist where there are no consumers."
An officer of the National Institute of Mental Health, testifying before a Con-

gressional SubcouattCee, said that about eight billion pep pills a year were
manufacturedenough to give every man, woman, and child in the nation 35
substantial doses.
At the iznnnal convention of the AMA last June, Doctor Murphy, the Ohio
State team physician, categorized the most frequently used drugs in sports according to their value and potential harm. Heading his list of "Not Recommended" drugs in sports are the amphetamines.
When prescribed by a doctor for legitimate reasons, amphetamines act to
stimulate the central nervous system, lessening the sense of fatigue, constricting blood vessels, and curbing appetite. It's doubtful whether the drug is effective as a "magic potion" to help athletes win.
Amphetamines can be highly toxic if enough pills are consumed. The drug is
particularly dangerous for athletes because it artifieally heightens the strain on
various physiologic systems, those that are already under special stress because
of exertion.
The harm can be serious, especially if an athlete's feeling of exhaustion is
masked, so dulled by the drug that he overextends himself, prolonging the period
of strain. Th hnimened three years ago to a British cyclist who literally rode
himself to death during a race. The following year, an 18-year-old French soccer
player who died after a game was found on autopsy to have been heavily doped
with pep pills. In other sports fatalities, amphetamines have been considered a
contributory factor.
At the Harvard Medical School, experiments involving athletes by Drs. Gene
M. Smith and Henry K. Beecher showed that amphetamines made them "cocky
and self-confident." Further, statistically the drugs seemed to reinforce their
abilities. Such tests, however, are hard to assess, since motivation and varying
day-to-day performance must be considered.
Later research at Kent State University failed to find any enhancement of
performance in either trained or untrained athletes on pep pills. A few years
ago. ether researchers at Harvard concluded that amphetamines "appear to
improve sustained attention rather than merely to mitigate fatigue effects"
and they "do not speet7 up receptor nr motor processes."

Pep pills are but one class of dubious chemical props for wold-be winners.
They are part of a group called "additive" or ergogenic aids. Another set of

drugs which the AMA has found "creeping into the sports setting" are anabolic
steroids. prestunably used by athletes to develop muscle and add weight.
Chemically and in function, anabolic steroids are similar to male sex hormones. When prescribed by a doctor for justifiable reasons, they are useful in
treating certain anemic conditions, chronic debilitating illnesses, male hormone
deficiencies, and osteoporosis (abnormal porousness of hone). They are also often
valuable to weakened elderly patients and patients recovering after surgery.
Surprisingly, this drug is appealing to healthy young athletes. When 38 trackand-field athletes and weight lifters at UCLA were surveyed, it was discovered
that fully half of them had taken, or were taking, one or more of the anabolic
steroid pills. Many of them took doses two to four times greater than the therapeutic amount that would normally be prescribed by a physician.

Doctor Nicholas of the New York Jets, who has never prescribed them.

contends that anabolic steroids have been endorsed by several couches in swimming and track- and -field events. The practice has taken hold particularly on
the West Coast.

Iligb-school basketball players have been reported to use these steroids in

attenn;:s to gain height.
Veteran athletes. too. go for the alleged body-builders. One American discus
champion has bluntly stated that at Olympic Games so many competitors take
anabolic steroids that younger men "have no choice if they want to stay on top."

Do these drugs actually boost athletic ability? Dr. William J. Fowler and
colleagues at UCLA measured the performance of a group of athletes, about
half on :111/1hOlie steroids, the rest on placebos. After four months, the investi-

gators concluded there was "no evidence that the anabolic steroid increased
strength. motor performance, or physical working capacity in young men."
Any drug potent enough to alter the body's metabolism is sufficiently powerful
to have undesirable effects. When a healthy young athlete takes the steroids
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for a long pelod, he runs the risk of liver damage, edema (water retention),
and a change in sex drive. If young boys take the drug, premature virdization

can occur and long bone growth may stop prematurely. They can end up with a

height lower than they would normally have attained.

"There is no excuse," the Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports declares,
fur giving these drugs to healthy athletes of any rage."

Vitamines are also misused. Large doses are regarded by many athletes as

bodybuilders and as a means of preventing muscle pulls, cramps, and general exhaustion. These are highly questionable notions.
Prdessional football players are among the most devout believers in the miraculous merits of 13 -12 and other vitamins. Jerry Kramer, formerly a Green Bay

Packer guard, tells a teammates running into the training room and -grabbing

handfuls of vitamin pills and wheat germ pills .
Vitamin injections are 1:0111111011. Mickey Mantle once received a vitamin shot

from an unsterile needle that resulted in ableeding abscess on his hip. As a
result 1w almost missed a World Series.

Unfortunately, the vitamin craze is mounting in colleges and high schools,
according to Doctor Hanley, the team physician at Bowdoin College. They are
considered as a kind of replenishing fluid," he says, "and it makes no sense."
.0 least one U.S. team doctor at the 1968 Olympics was shocked at the drug
scene he ttitnessed there. "I saw athletes," Dr. Thomas F. Waddell relates, -consuming as many as 10.000 milligrams of vitamin C in one day. An hour before
they were to compete, others were getting injections u1 1000 milligrams of
vitamin B-12."
Evidently it's all in vain. As Doctor Waddell points out, the beneficial effects
of vitamins have not been proved with doses above the minimal daily requirements. Studies at the U.S. Army Nutrition Laboratory in Deliver suggest that
vitamin surplentimts above the normal requirements do not improve muscular
endurance. The AMA also cautions that vitamins can cause harm in some cases
and that they cannot improve athletic performance in any way.
Claims have been made that wheat germ oil produces "astonishing" improvement in runners. swimmers. and wrestlers. But when researchers in Palo Alto,
California. tested cross-country runners with wheat germ oil, the effect was -not
statistically significant or associated with any systematic change in physical per fa
me."
Arming the latest ergegenle aids is caffeine, for its stimulating impact. Athletes
have taken as much as 250 milligrams. by mouth or injection. Thus far, eaffedne
In not been banned as a form of "dupe." Still other drugs turned up at the
Olympics in Mexico. As Prof. L. l'rokop, vice president of the International Federation of Sports Medicine, observes:
"The trend is to somewhat less harmful substancesephedrine and certain
analeptics (restoratives). They are, however, administered in such huge quantities that they could cause real medical problems."
Just who are the athletes tempted by dope? Doctor Murphy of Ohio State believes they are the. "kooks," particularly in individual sports like running,
cycling. and s%vimming, where athletes work against the cluck. Amphetamines and
vitamins are used more or less in virtually every sport, from boxing to auto
roving. The body-building hormones generally attract football players, wrestlers,
shot - patter's, discus-throwers, and others anxious for bulk and power.

Behind the doping trend are several contributing

One is the Met
that we are to n ;sill - popping society where taking elements.
medications has become

mat t cr of coarse. little wonder. Nit only is this the era of wonder drngs. bit the
praises Of patent: intqliines are rammed down our throats by countless wilitecoo ted hucksters on Tv.
..1.nother major factor is the winning-isn't-everything-it's-the-only-thing
ophy that dominates sports today. In professional sports, 0. J. Simpson philosputs it
this way : "'The owners are paying you so much money, if you don't produce
they

just don't need you." So athletes are tempted to try any kind of shortcut. Awl
often coaches who know better are intimidated by the popularity of sports
figures.

A group of drugs called "restoratives" is also apt to be rk sorted to as chemical
crutches. These often-controversial drugs are intended, after an injury, to provide immediate relief and to restore a player, at least partly, to his normal prowess. Among them are painkillers, muscle relaxants, and anti-inflammatory compounds.

Quite frequently an injured football player is injected with cortisone or a local anesthetic. then sent back into the game. This happened, for example, in the
P.1G9 Sugar Bowl when Arkansas quarterback Bill Montgomery was .given a
nedleful of painkiller for a shoulder injury and returned to complete 11 passes
and boat Georgia. Pitcher Denny McLain of the Detroit Tigers received an antiinflammatory drug in his throwing shoulder during the 14JUS World Series and
went :)11 to Will lids only game of the series.

These athletes take serious risks. Alluding to the hazards in the promiscuous
use of restorative drugs, Dr. Gary Buterbaugh of the University of Maryland
School of Pharmacy comments:

"Continuous use of procaine hydrochloride (a painkiller), for example, can
produce side effects ranging from excitation to coma to convulsions, as well as
allergic reactions. Use of anti-inflammatory compounds such as cortisone and
plicnylbutazone is also not without danger. The inflammation is relieved but
not the cause. 17se of a joint may accelerate cartilage deterioration. Cortisone
can lead to the gradual degeneration of bone Structure.
-Thus the continued use of cortisone to relieve pain and swelling in a pitcher's
elbow while he continues to pitch may lead to degeneration of the elbow with
crippling results. The same applies to the fullback's knee."

When the damage is aggravated, an athlete may wind up with traumatic
arthritis in Inter years. Joe Namath was allowed to play in college despite his
bad knees and today he is already afflicted with arthritis in both knee:. Sandy
Konfax could not have continued pitching without an anti-inflammatory drug.
"1 had to drag my arm out of bed like a log," lie recalls. An arthritic change
took place. and despite crash treatment with cortisone and various pills he filially
had to quit.

Athletes also ask for antispasmodics and tranquilizers to control pre-game

nausea and jitters. Many of these drugs. particularly the antispasmodics, contain
ingredients that may cause blurred vision, which can be dangerous in such sports
as baseball and football.
What it all comes down to is the judicious use of medications in sports. Doctor

Hanky, the Olympics physician. maintains that an athlete with asthma, for
instance. is entitled tlw bronchial dilator. although such drugs are banned in
international competition. A runner suffering from leg cramps could benefit
from quinine sulfate. also prohibited in the Olympics without speeial permission.
As for ergogenic aids, Doctor Hanley firmly declares: "There is nothing known

that really consistently improves performance over a period of time. It ain't
neeessarily so that winning is connected with doping."

With restorative drugs. Dr. Andrew Patterson, who doctors the New York
Knicks basketball team, holds that each injury has to be evaluated on its own.
"The phr-ician," he says, "must decide whether removing the pain factor might
lead to serious additional injury."
Virtually all team doctors will assure yon that the health of the athlete must
come ahead of winning. But its difficult to determine how often this precept is
breeched under pressure from a star player, prestigious coach, or club owner.
"If the injury is serious enough to warrant the use of drugs," Doctor Dater!numb stresses, "the athlete should not be allowed to compete until the problem
is solved."

Pi his "judicious" policy for the pros, the Jets' Doctor Nicholas sees the problems this way: Paid for their work, pros want to play despite acute pain. If a
sahstit
emt do as well as a intrt player, the injured man should be kept out.
"A r.r mil healthy replacemeut is better than a player whose leg is gimpy."
Pi school sports. the team doctor has a responsibility to the athlete, his parents,

and the team. "A physician," says Doctor Nicholas, "has a duty to the boy to
nItow hint to tleelOp to maximnmu ability in his sport. So it's a disservice to
blanket him out when be can play. Yet the 'doctor must protect the child from
injury. This is a matter of medical judgment."
What can be done to combat or control doping in sports? France, Austria, and

Itlly have passed laws against it. Urine tests have been conducted at several
Olympic Ca1110. But the provethires are complex and very expensive. Proving
the presence of anabolic steroids is a formidable job, as it is to distinguish between normal and exeessive use of cffeine. And athletes have been known to
outwit the testers by submit-U/4 a bottled urine specimen taken before popping
their pills.
The .American Athletic T7nion. U.S. Olympic Association. and the International
Amateur Athletic Federation have already outlawed amphetamines or any other
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"doping" drug in sports. But perhaps because it's hard to define "doping," and
enforcement
tun out to l a huge headache, none of the professional
leagues in this country has yet taken an official stand.

What is needed, all medical sports authorities agree, is mass education on the
perils of drug abase mid misuse. Vir school athletes particularly, the AMA Commit tee on the Medical Aspects of Sports advises :

"For top performance in sports, there's no artificial substitute for good coachlog. thorough conditioning, many hours of practice, and general good heultii.
These can't be obtained from a bottle or a box."

APPENDIX 17
[rom Maryland State Medical Journal, August 19701

TIM USE OF pliFt7S IN ATI/1.t:TICS,

By William J. Kinnard, Jr., l'h. I).. I)ean, University of Marxland, Selena of
Pharmacy)
.1 major problem today is drug abuse among young people. It athteth.s, many different drugs have been used in. the past and are nor

being used If; enhance an athlete's perfm.m.me and to hasten his
recovery. We. as (Willi V, Mist hiip them develop the respect for

drugs sleep eon only come from their judicious use. Let's be sure that
ire are working with the -militia- athlete and not one mho. throuoh
r.retit;r1 IINO of drugs, is forced to perform at a Iced far past his
normal limitations.

We have gone through the stone age and the iron age, and through ages of

conquest. and war. IV hiic today's tunes can be given many hthels. one which cer.
Utility applies is "the drug age". It began approximately in 1950 and has lasted
'20 years. While it is true that many drags were ay.tilahle for centuries labfoe

this age, it wasn't until the Eras that such a east fillinher of drug prod tels became available. These included new. more specific therapies and older products
made nmr: effective and less: toxic. A professional and public eontidete in the
erfl_boi i1`/IVSS of these (1 nIKS SIP:M developed. a mnfitlenee based on the idea that

these drugs were almost tat:illy specitie and nontoxic in their action,.
We nufiltunalely developed uu overcoNtidence its the 11.0 ur these agents and.
toil It tltis.:ut 4).11.11 linliserintilni to und intoun',

:Inp4nie11 14) 1 he prescribing anti

laic :wz of drugs. This led to drug misuse and the problem of drug abuse that WO
'AV t
y. The -asual use of drugs by often weli-meaning; toittl! lots helped to set

the proper conditions that trigger the widespread drug abate problem. One can

at:empt lu p aye the libitum for our problems on many peo,.'.e. and resat uu
society ;IS
But the time is I.:1st where tar ran afford to continue looldng
f or ,:oillopini
blatn. tthou insirad ate Silifilid begin to tight 'Ai
manner in
IN)' drm.?;s.
whieh

Th; does not

y increased legislation and longer laid sentences. This is
1111,70
erninz use of these inonts.
could

m,t au :iaer.

elast 1117'11 to 71

and shouted tura n that fewer drugs will be taken.
of is 1111171- tat :' a greater responsibility is otn. own use of drugs. earls of
its as 0 pat it ill -- -whether WV 111V7Wriill
oltl1.1v7:
toe ic'eseribett
by :1 pbys: :111 or 41,11;st._.,,:1,h of IN involved in the emitrol of draz dish rroof
each of us a- a parent or neighbor. This re.Thons'bility becomes eel remely hupor.

tatty

+1..11111111'H:11 young. peno!e. not on' beonse or the prohioms that

inve!ve drug abase. but also because of the fact that drugs may elicit unwanted or
ad ver,,,,

j.71, in young', doccloWne.';1414)lesecntS.

Idatc oan o-o owe drugs more Pulleionsiv? The fir,t I l'ing 1, to epee-laze that
nroty "" :4 re loXi, not only in
doses, hut earn in ,::es used therapenti-

eally. 'funnel vkion in the use of drugs eanno be allowed to eontione. hears
sIsmtd only be used when :t dear therapentie indication eNi-ts. and not to unnee4:sa rily alter the nornall physiological paasses.

)Ends- WITerent drugs have been uqed to (what-tee an athlete's perform:tore find
bast en 11;: rgbVIIVOry. Spirty 111n8trilled recently diseased some of the less than
1)9-71 -71

--
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ethical praetices used by a few physicians. Dminers. or coaches. Why is it wrong

to use some of these drags as these people did or are still doing? The lack of
morality is argument enough against this, but the adverse reactions that way
oecnr are also a strong reason not to follow this line of misguided therapy. What
are mane of these reactions?

amphetatnines have been used to enhance athletic ability and reduce
fatigue. but ceut rat uervetts system stimulation is not the only toharnmeologic
effect caused by these drugs. They will also increase the heart rate, raise blood
la:es:sure. suppress alatetite. slow intestinal eontractility, etc. The initial stimulatory effect is followed all to often by depression and a heightened sense of fatigue. They have a high potential for abuse and one of the derivatives, methamphetamine t speed.), will soon be singled out for strict control under the new
federal laws.

The use if anabolic steroids to hasten recovery of muscle damage or to en-

hance muscular develepnient has no place in at Welke. These drugs are chemical
derivatives of testosterone, the male sex hormone and, while they do tic it have as
potent nit androgenic effect as the parent drug, they can still exert a similar effect.
High doses of these drugs actually suppress testicular activity, and may reduce
the final height achieved by the boy.
Tile use III pretolytic enzymes to treat inflammation or reduce edema in traumath! injurivs can be dangerous. These enzymes are nonspecific and will also)
I, reak &w it the mirmal barrier the body builds around an infection and allow it
to spread.

Vitamin 11,2 has little rationale for use in athletics unless the athlete has
perniciens anemia. In a well balanced diet that most trainin gtaldes are sup-

posed to provide..tiehre is no need for supplemental vitamins of any kind.
Pahies are a necessary part of our society. They are even more important in
dealing with competitive events involving athletes that are developing in mind
as well as bedy. It lweetnes important to restrict the use of drugs to only clearly

indivated cenditiens, This will hopefully foster a respect for drugs by these
athletes. who are quite often school leaders. To aid in the restriction of the use of

these drugs. each group involved in the coaching, eonditioning. or treating of
athletes should have a Nvell-detined policy concerning their use of drugs. The
policy that follows, adopted by the Santa Clara Medical Society in California, is
an example of such an ethical code.

The following policy statement regarding the use of potentially hazardous
drugs by athletes to artificially improve their performance, was unanimously
aibMtetl by the 4'01111(11 of the Santa Clara County Medical Society at their
3Iarch

1969 meeting

In the words of the International Amateur Athletic Federation : "no
agent which stimulates muscle and nerves, or paralyzes the sense of fa1.

tigue er is habit forming should be used by any athlete".
2. To be more specific, as stated by the National Federation of State Ifigh

Selmel Athletic Associatiens. and the Committee on Medical Aspeets of
SmaIs of the American Medical Association. "whether done unknowingly.
tacitly, secretly or openly, the use of unwarranted ergogenic aids in sports

is to be uneenovically condemned". The definition of ergogenic aids is "those
drugs used tf I mbrease the capacity of lit till and mental effort especially by

rtiam, symptoms". l7nder this broad category especially the
analadie-oedrogenie steroids and amphetamines should be singled (nit for

condemnation.
mere is no excuse for giving an:11,1410-n ndrOgeffie S.:tend& to juslIthy
athletes of any age and especially adolescents. Tile ill effects of the anabolic-

andregenie steroids such us decreasing ultimate height. virilizatiom preeuoions puberty. testicular atrophy. decreased libido and liver function

eleinges :Ire insidious and are not immediately apparent.
4. Speaking on the amphetamines, these are the most ,widely abused nonteireolie drugs antI when used to push the athlete beyond his normaI ender:Ince level can be harmful and even fatal, uet to mention the prehlem of de-

pendence and ultimate psychOSis that is all too prevalent a complication
lately. There is also uuO place for the use of amphetamines in a well conditioned a fit ato under the gnise of being an appetite suppressant No person
in clentalitive athletics should be tatting any amphetamines for therapy of
any rondo-Jun while he is competing. If the condition is such as to warrant
their use then this condition should disqualify the participant from the athletic program.
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5. There is no conclusive evidence that nutritional ergogenic aids such as
food and vitamin supplements or oxygen have a place in a training program
for normally nourished, well conditioned, healthy athletes.

6. The available evidence indicates that the usefulness of oral or intra-

muscular enzymes has not been established.

APPENDIX 18

[From the Christian Century, Apr. 5, 19721
THE I:0E OF DRUGS IN SPORTS: Ax ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE

(Interview conducted by Robert J. Bueter)
Tom. Hanforti is a health instructor and trainer of athletic teams at Loyola
Academil (Wilmette, Ill.). A graduate of DePaul Academy and Delia', ()Weersity.he served his apprenticeship as a trainer at these schools before becoming
their head trainer in 1950, a post he held until 1969. He also worked as an assistant trainer for the Chicago Cardinals of the National Football League and as
head trainer for the Chicago Packers of the National Basketball Association.
Tout Powers, a graduate of Notre Dame University, is director of the physical education program of Loyola Academy where he has coached football since
1964. Before coming to Loyola Academy, he coached at Notre Dame under Frank
Leahy and Terry Brennan and at two other high schools in the Chicago area. Toni
has screed three times as president of the Chicago Catholic League Couches Association. which named him its "Han of the Year" in 1971.

Fr. John J. O'Callaghan, S.J., is professor of moral theology at Bellarmine

Srhool of Theology in Chicago, Besides publishing in such journals as Theology

Digest and Chicago Studies, Fr. O'Callaghan has taught and lectured widely,
conducting institutes in moral theology in places ranging from Jamaica, West
Indies, to Corington, Kentucky.
Interviewer : So many drugs are talked about these days, Tom, that I hardly
know where to begin this discussion of drug abuse in sports. Can we group these
drugs and then raise concrete issues about the clinical use of the drugs in each

group?

Tom llonforti : We could agree on two groups of drugs: first, those we could

call restorative: that is. those that restore the use of a part of the body that

would otherwise be incapacitated. Second, those we could call additive; that is,
drugs that add au extra dimension of performance over and above the individual's native abilities. The key ethical issues would arise in the first group with
the use of pain killers and in the second group with the use of amphetamines and
anabolic sl;erolds.

Int.: What are the ethical issues with regard to pain killers?
T.NI.: Pain killers can lie abused in a situation where a football player, say,
has au injured elbow or ankle. A shot of novocain or procain or zylocain would

be used to prevent his feeling pain, the limb in question would be taped, and
the player would participate in the game as if nothing were the matter. I have
heard of instances in professional football where an individual, playing in subzero weather. hurt his hand badly ; but his hand was injected, and since he
eolildn't feel the cold he sustained severe frostbite and almost lost the fingers.
I think such practices are very hazardous and should not be allowed. I have
never heard or such a thing's happening in high school games, aml only occasionally in college. but I think it should be condemned wherever it occurs.

I
I» t.: Are there any circumstances under which you would think it right to use
a pain killer?
T.M.: Yes. I would approve of the therapeutic use of these drugs. Let us say
that a person has a stiff knee or a stiff hand, and we know that by anesthetizing
it and then having him use it under strict therapeutic conditions, we can shorten

the titre of recovery. This is proper. But it should never be done to allow the
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victim to participate in a game or /wad lee srssiuu, because there is always danger that the knee or hand will be irreparably doinogiql. There is real danger here.
Fr. O'Callaghan: I have no personal experience in this aria at all. Ina 1 have
of ahns.es like those Tom has meld bumf. so I
read chapter and verse ac:on
have no doubt that this sort of thing does go ell. even in high school and celiege.
The onestion at issue is tin; set of %%dues which will determine %viwther you can

de this el* nut.

T.M.: Well. I have been with high school. v.:lege and ino athletics for

years.

and I can tell you that I for tone have never injected -nor have I ever seen a
doetor injecta brplayer with a pain killer to let him carry tin in the game.
hit.: Asa ease in point. how would you evaluate the shots given to the famous
t4ar.tly Konfax (dho? iKonfax. a star plieher with the Los Angeles Dodgers.
had ail arthritic et hew that required constant treatment and eventually ftoreed
his retirement at the height of his career.]

T.M.; t'ortisone was the drug used there. and its commonly used with mocoenin
or a similar drug. This is a legitimate treatment. and it is often given ittamthletes

for such things as bursitis and arthritis. These drugs can break the pan cycle
and enable a player to performhut lie should never play while still under the
immediate inlbutne of the firm:. I recommend its use mans hours prior to the
contest I see nothing wrong with that at all.
hit.: lu point of fact. then. Konfax was receiving the shots in advance of

participating. nut just before the gzmie or between innings or something like that.
T.V.: Exactly.

RR.; t what you are saying. Tom. is that you see no difficulty with the

strictly therapelit le use of drugs.

T.M.: Definitely. This is a standard treatment. say of bursitis of the shoulder
or elbow, and it is used not only to mask pain lint actually to heal the individual.
II

Int.: Fr. O'Callaghan. do you see any broad principles beyond Tom's rather

personal statement ?
I'M.: \\*cll. I think the principle conies out of what Toni was just saying:
namely. that such treatment is therapeutic. We have a moral obligation to lake

carp of our hod its and preserve our health. and treatments which accomplish
Herat purpose are right and good. Bat Toni has raised a seeond point ; namely.
flail: the me of these drugs in situations such as lie has described may e:!use
further harm to the individual. I think the principle of proportionate reason
applies !tore. IVo just ean't subjeet our bodies to tiny drug without weighing its
possible bad effects against the good ones we are trying to achieve. We must
have proportionate reasons for running such risks. For example. we tolw aspirip
hr get rid of a headache: bat if aspirin were proved to have long-term had
to be vatlipr.prorliwingwell. then. you etaildn't take aspirin to
sto:t yon
In that ease. the had effects outweigh the good ones,
Tool 'hovers; Doesn't- this get ns into the question of dealing with :Plaits who.
being vv.-el-P.410e for themselves. have the right to request or refiwe any kind
of treatment oortling to whether they consider it necessary or not neees ary?
li's
l'ro athlete re!!liosts au injection of !invite:1M in an injured limb to
enh,o liini II, particiate in a given game. What are the moral and ethical
of 11,1,
poes:n; it (litrer from the ease of high ,cliool athletes. win
:I Miller, :110 it,.t respensiiiie for t helleIelVeS? We're wi talking ;1111111f
adult
%vhi)!;.ee:Sille I`ros and cons of %chat he is doing.
'I' tl : Not relly. Toni. I just. (ain't condone such practiees in any situation.
fio (1,i1.1 vel an individual should jeotardiztt himself in that way. Ile thoiddn't
shouldn't make that decision. Just because lie is nn adult does
nerileipi
not opaio that lie knows exactly what may or will haten:
dee111 lave the
/:, r.711xm till flit' possible ra milieu timis of
:let
thInking in terms of soioty's structure today. Our youth under 1 St or
:21 :1 net eth.wtol to me alcoholic beverages. and we feel that there is 'pro:oiling
behjinl that--- -that these youngsters don't have a suffivient fra ow of reference to
mak such decisions for themselves. Ent what are we talking about hero? About
the keoctedee of Ow runifications, or :abort the responsibility for deeigions in
forbid aleuli.d? Anyway. tea we keep people from using aleolpilie beverages?
IN'e tried it with prohibition. Now are we going to pass a law that says it is unlawful for a professional athlete to have an injection? There (mild he a lot at
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stake for an individualthe perpetuation of his career, a championship game and
the mialetary reward that is involved, and so on.

F.0.: Well, I do think it is important to separate the legal and enforeeable

from the ethical or moral. in the case of liquor, while we don't want prohibition
again. we still say that people have a moral obligation to regulate their use of
alcohol. I think Tom is saying here that the individual has a moral obligation ;
ho can't :.:10.1.,ct his body to just anything for any reason. Itut I w.muld tend to
agree t hat there is a difference between au adult athlete whose livelihood is bound

imp with his sport and a boy who is subject to adult supervision. Again, the
key is prfas tribal:no reason. I think there are proportionate reasons which
would allow a professional athlete to risk some danger to himself if this is the
way he earns his money. Steelworkers run more risk of injury than does a man
who sus behind a desk in an office. It's where you draw the line that is difficult.

T.I'.: That's my point. There are so many generalizations today regarding
these areas that 1 think it is neeessary to differentiate. We have to get down to
the various situations and what is intolved in each. If you are building a young

DUI 11 for he fit tare and you es pees him Ill make valid ethical and moral decisions,
you have to show him the positive and negative aspects of decision-making while
1w is still young, so that when he is confronted years later with a hard situation
he %Oil he equipped to decide rightly. I just don't think you can pass out absolute
statements in this particular field of drug use in athletics. Individuals are going
o have ve to make pragmatic decisionsand maybe in some situations, after weighing the good and had effects, the decision to use a drug :-.Ley lie the best me.

III
Int.: Well. let's take the case of an older player in a Super Bowl game where
the winner's share would enable lihn to complete an investment that would
guarantee his tinaneial security in retirement. What if such a player needed a
pain killer to keep him going in a crucial part of the game? Would you let him
have it?
T.M.: No. Perhaps its just my makeup, but I can't see it at all. I certainly
couldn't do it myself. I have to give a blanket No.
: Tom. when you give a blanket No, are you saying from your point of view

as a trainer that you wouldn't do this to someone else? Or are you saying that
you don't think any individual should do this to himself?

: I don't feel that anyone at any level of athletics should ever inject an
individual with a pain killer in order to let him participate. As I said, injections for therapeutic exercises are a different story, but never for participation

or practice.
Int.: You feel that the risk of injury would ontweigh any possible gains?
T.M.: Yes.

F.O.: You %vouldn't oppose such practices for a reason others advance: that
the essence of sport is to pit body against body without any artificial supports?
'P.M.: Well, I agree with that second principle: but my real point here is the

first onethe risk of injury is just too important a consideration. I recall an
instance I read about that illustrates my point. An individual prior to a game got
shots iii both his tinkles that enabled him to participate when he really should
not have. (if rourse. when the shot wore off he was in terrible pain, but chances
are that in Inter yeas he will have serious arthritis in those ankles and may even
lie crippled. I just can't condone lids.
T.I'. : Th.. question Is, Was that forced on him or was it his choice?
: wen. at any level of ding you have the freedom to choose. But the real
question P. Should we allow him to?

:P.P.: But its hard to be clear cut. You're saying that in later years he may
have arthritis. Can pin say that from that one set of injections in one ball game
this individual will definitely have an arthritic condition in later life? Isn't it
possible that there will be no negative reactions from this one instance?
T.M. : But what if be has injections every week?
T.P. : NVell t hat definitely is a different situation.

lint who is to delerinino how often this individual should be injected?
Are arc going to set up a rule that each college athlete will be allowed a total of
10 or 2(1 or whatever number of novoenin injections ill his three or four years of
eligibility? Who's going to say? Anyway, if you start to do this, it's just going
to get out of hand amid we'll end up with a bunch of individuals who are under
the intlinowe of all kinds of drugs.
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Int.: So besides the danger of injury, your opposition to any drug use for
participation would be that you can only see the situation spiraling out of
ontr..1 once you tolerate a beginning to this practice.
T.M.: That is %vital 1 feel.

T.I'.: Well. do you think a construction worker who asks a doctor for some
drug treatment to enable him to workthey get paid by the Mar and
are seaso,:;! evorkers besides. and he knows it near the end of the season and
he is ;loom to be laid

he wrong to ask fur this?

: Ye, Ile slaiald Wit be allowed to evi,rk under the intineme Of novoain

or s,111t 1111ilar drug.

F.Q.: I want to say again that it is a question of proportionate reason. If a

construction worker's whole livelihood and family depend on this, I could see

how that aught justify hint in running the risk of au arthritic condition.
because when you talk proportionate reason. you're always cuthard to
ting through pulleypin can't set a policy any more. I suspect that from your
vantage point, involved as you are in setting policy and being in charge. you
almost have to come to some absolute awl deliaite positionesnecialy when you
are dealing with kids whose judgment on proportionate reason is ma so good.
Sip in the practices order, I wimld tend to think you're right; but in the theoretical order, I would want to hold out for the judgment on an individual basis that
Ike real ri-de is offset by the gains the individual sees for himself.

Iv
Int.: Let's move now to the second typo of drugs you mentioned. Tomthose
of twrforumnve to the
:14'111 :111 extra
that ;ire additive,
normal abilities. These are the so-called uppers or amphetamines and anabolic
steroids. Pr. 11. Kay Mobley of the Wood Memorial Clinic in IAN Angelus once
stated in Sporbi Mu8tralot that he saw no difference between giving an amphetamine to a player to improve his performance and giving him a tape jolt or ankle
wrap or salt tablet for the same purpose. Ilow do you feel about that?
T.M.: There's where you rim into a great problem. If you take one, you can
take two or more to do even better. And if you continue to allow this in your
athletes. many of them will be on drugs every time they play, and them they may
start using drugs to 'tractive betterand you'll have a society of athletes who
are under the influence of drugs. I don't see how you can allow that. What is the
purpose of sports is it a battle between a bunch of dope addicts? And I don't
see how you can equate a tape job with drug usage. We tape athletes to support
a given limb and prevent further injury. If I felt that taping someone and letting
him play would aggravate his Injury, I model not tape him nor allow him to
participate. Drugs on the other hand do not prevent further injury in fact.
under drugs a person may be more liable to injury.
Int.: So a tape job falls in the category of the therapeutic?
T.M.: Correct. You are just restoring and therapeutically healing the athlete
so he can give his normal performance. But with drugs like amphetamines you
are artificially stimulating him to a performance beyond his normal capabilities.
F.0.: I think anabolic steroids are a good ease in point. [Anabolic steroids are
body-building male hormones which some claim have dangerous side effects such

as cancer of the prostate, testicular atrophy. liver damage and edema.) Tlwre
you are really dealing with a direct change of the body tissueespecially when
you get into some of the horror stories of female athletes' taking steroids in an
attempt to approach male standards of athletic performance. This is just annether example of artificially changing performance. The amphetamine is short
ram7o. the steroid is long range, but both build a pepson lip to a performance
which isn't his natural one.
T.P.: But 7 have seen precise statements on this very topic to the effect that
there is no visible proof of any kind that these things do cilf111:ZI. performance.

One study by a national agency indicated that there Is absolutely no concrete
proof that anabolic steroids iii partienlar and drugs in general increase the performance of athletes. Somewhere along the line a misconcention in this regard
got startedperhaps in connection with the Olympics after World War IT. where
certain athletes from certain countries were discovered to have been using these
drugs. nail their performances were credited to these drags. There is no evidence
I !rnow of t hat these drugs do improve the performance of athletesexcept that
they think that they are performing better.
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T.M.: Don't you realize that researchers couldn't possibly come out and say
that drugs enhance performance? Because if they made a study it would reveal

say. in the case of a swimmerthat there are drugs that mare a tendency to
mask fatigue and therefore to increase endurance. They could not state that
these drugs augment performance and then indicate which drugs have what
effects, because in so doing they would be providing everyone with :t catalogue
as to what drugs to use in his particular situation.
F.O.: There are other studies that support Tom 'Mmiforti's effluent bm hero
that drags do what they are ehtimed to do. Andrew Malcolm of Inc Addiction
nese:mit Foundation quotes studies made by Beecher and Smith. who conducted
male. I he ,e,.nd
rescuch involving throe groups. One groin) was given a I);)
amphetamine. the control group a nomdrug placebo. 'Phone who were given the
piacelmand ho asamned it was some kind of drugstill scored lower in performance limn those who 11:1(1 been given the amphetamines. Those who took the

barbiturates, on the other hand, thought they were I:effort:dog bettor, but in
act

lity they wore not.

cited: t

the resnit of this study was contrary to the one you

:I /111/11(.1:indlieS did iliereaSi.

T.M. : I am inclined to agree with that conclusion. Front my reading about the
oat ore of these drugs and the reasons they are developed. I think they do increase
performance. do produce the claimed effects.
Int.: is this culltradkl i011 in findings similar to that concerning; the effects of
marijuana? 1 refer to the fart that official government studies tend to discouragib
of marijuana. but independent study give more credence to views that would
permit it.
T.M.: That's a very good point.
Int.: If these drugs do have the effects you say they do, why would you oppose
their use?

T.M. : I think that the situationas with the pain killers we discussed earlier

would soon get ont of liand. and that there would be a mounding spiral of drug use.
V

Int.: W(mld you oppose use of drugs because it violates the theory 14 emnpet
thin namely. that ono individual or team eon fronts :mother individual Or team
without :1»y artificial supports, relying only on inmate ability? After all, we do
try to use the best possible equipment. the first possible coachingand all of these
seem to be artificial
sense and pare nothing to do with an athlete's »mate
ski 11.

T.M.: But tho do. All of those things aid the athlete in giving the performance
that is his to give. Further, they don't bring in the added risk of Injury. In fact,
improved equipment, nullities and enaching cut down the risk of injury. Dr»gs.
on the other hand, violate the ethic of competition by artifleially stimulating an
athlete. They also entail the risk of injury and undesirable side effects.
: At one time it was considered part of the eintelCs job to motivate athletes
to perform to the best of their abilities. But it seems that in the past decade or so,
use of words 1() motivate people has more and more von' to be considered unsophistioated and passe. It may be that, i» the absence of the ofd - fashioned pep talk.

some of the kids who need to be motivated are turning to other forms of -pep."
I wonder if this is part of our affluent and sophist-leafed society. When I played
high school football and college balland even when I was in the navyI never
saw any type of drug used or even heard it suggested. But in the past 1:i years all
that has changed. Players seem to he substituting pills for the motivation that the
coach's words used to provide.

F.O.: That's an interesting point. and T think it is part of a larger picture.

What you say about the absence of drugs in your athletic experience can also be
said about Ameriean society over the same period. What we are seeing In the effect
of an increasingly drugoriented society on one aspect of that society: namely.
sports. We have to raise the question of whether it is desirable to have a ettltur(b
in which drugs or other artificial props significantly affect the human personality.
That's a big problem.
VI

Int.: We've talked a lot about potential harm to the body as a key issue in
the use of drugs in sport. But this issue comes up in a general way with certain
critics of sports. especially football. The charge has been made by Dave Meggyesy, Chip Oliver and other former football players that, in the long run, to

VA)

part ivipate. in football is to ruin your hotly. John AlcAlurtry, writing in Maclean's,

has sahl that -body shattering is the very point of football." Do you agree with

such c ha r::es ?
T.M. No. Most people who have participated in football and sports have better

physical and mental health as a resnit ; hail they not ttarticipated, their bodies
would tea. be in as good a shape as they aro palay--except in rare instances involving nit injury that has required surgery. And probably less than 4 per tent
:o II football participants ever require surgery. That figure is extremely low
in view of the number of people playing the gamefrom grammar school on up
to the professional level.
Int.: on the basis of the principle of proportionate reason, would you say that

parents should permit their child's participation in sports, inelmling football?

F.O.: Yes. I think so. The key quest bon is where and with %yhonl they are par-

ticitquting. 1 would judge the situation in terms of the caliber and moral char-

acter of the people in eharge. If winning at all costsand 1 mean all costsis

Ho. coaching' sta Ws sole philosophy, then I would I e hesit tnt to earust my child
tut such men. The winning entithasis is one of the problems that is tittering down
to all levels of athletins. It's no longer how you play the game. lout whether you
win or hose. Vino. Londoardi is quoted as saying that "winning is not everything;
it's the on /y thing." Well if you go with that as far as you can, tlom you can say

that any means to the end of Vim

is legitimate, just and right. I would be

afraid to turn over toy kids to someone like (lint.
T.P.: Abstoluttly. But I'd like to point out that on two occasions Bart Starr has
refuted that part button statement attributed to Lombardi, terming it a serious mis-

quotathm. Lombardi never made exactly that statement: he did make a similar
one, but the idea he tried to get across was totally different. Wlmt. he did say
the value of defeat and flue lessens to be learned from defeat.
made mention

I have always felt that there is no intrinsic evil in athletics per se; rather, it
is the maladministration of athletics that produces problems. The danger in

football is far less than the danger in driving one's own VII'. 'We don't have much

control over the conditions we face behind the wheel; but by and large in

atideties thero are decent people in positions to exert tremendous control over
the situation. Competitimu is as old as the Bible, and %viten properly supervised
it can be a beautiful thing.
VII
Int.: Another question that is raised in connection with pro football is the
high level of violence. Some peopleespecially National Football League Propagandistssay that the violence on the field is a good release not only for the
participants but also for the fans. Others say that pro football fosters violence in
both players and spectators. Does the game increase the level of violence in their
lives?

T.P.: First of all, I don't know of too many professional football players who
are violent off the livid; apparently at least the players gain release and don't
build up violence in their personal lives. As far as the fans are concerned, many
say that some obtain release from watching. Perhaps they do; they may he
releasing tensions that intensify during toe week with their job and home. The
nature of lite sitort is violent, there is no question about thatand there is a cerbeings that has to be released somehow.
tain amount of violence in all Ii hum
The charge that football-watching increases violent impulses is difficult to prove
or disprove. I don't see where there is any evidence of proof one way or the other.
how do you substantiate such charges?
T.NL: You also) have to take into account Individual differences: what will
motivate one per' to violate eondnet. may have the opposite effect on another,
may serve It relax his aggressive tendencies. It's really an individual thing, and
making general statements about it is dangerous indeed. For entomb., televisbin
vio'onee may stimulate one person 10 emulate what lie sees, lout. the effect on
another way be just the opposite.
F.o.: There could Ito :u moral issue here if increases in people's violent impulses 'solid by traced to their watching or pa rticiapting in competitive sports,
VSpecially football. But thy questitm 15 whether such connections can in fact he
made. Any Imostl judgment would have to wait until such frets are in. We need

more la ,rd data on the effects of sportson both particiutants and speculators
before we can make Inorat judgments as to whether they are humanizing or
dehumanizing.
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T.P.: Interestingly, most of the Green Bay Packers who played during the
Lombardi era do not share the negative opinions being put forward by Meggyesy and others. Not many of those men feel they were brutalized or dehumanized
by Lombardi's determination to win and to produce winners. When the Packers
appeared on television, they talked about love rather than violence. We shouldn't
he maudlin or sentimental about it, but there's no denying that sports can gen-

erate love among the competitors and teams can and dopromote love and
better understanding among people. It's just not fair to focus on one aspect of
the question.
Int.: Is there anything more we can say about the level of violence in football?

: There is a concern for the safety of the individual in football. The National Collegiate Athletic Association makes a study every year of football,
related fatalities from the Sandlot level on np. At the year's national convention
it was reported that fatalitieS have decreased even though more young people
are taking part in the game. This certainly indicates that the people in charge are
trying to protect those who engage in this violent. sport.

Inr.: Would you say that, short of fatalities. it is possible for a midi, by an
overemphasibe on winning at all costs ,to damage the boys in his charge?
T.P.: It is entirely possildo. At the NCAA convention a plea was :node to the
assembled coaches to change their language in their dealings with kids. I've
Been attending these conventions for 18 years. and to ins recollection this was the
first lime such a plea ball been made. The speaker said that the change in langauge is neeessay since ninny of the terms can be misleading. Ile noted that
nit
and more women are becoming interested in the game, and they are objeeting to such phrases as "kill," "spear," "go for the jiignlar," and so on; such
phrases exaggerate and overemphasize the violence that is i DV( dyed. Though
such terms are common in football, they do not imban what the hearer could
interpret them as meaning. When a coach yells "Kill the quarterback." he doesn't
mean it literally.

KO.: Don't you think too that the money involved in sports adds a whole
diniension? This is where you get something different in pro hail. lint it has a
way of filtering down.

T.P.: In regard to any of these charges and reports. we must differentiate hetween the pro athlete who is playing for pay and the amateur who is playing for

any number of reasonsto learn more ahout himself, to try his hand at a combative activity, to exert his growing sense of masculinity. The money factor in
pro ball may motivate men to compete more violently, especially when the big
bonuses of playoffs Snell as the Super Bowl are at stake.

F.O.: I think that is why, at these other levels of football and sports in general. it is important to have a coach and staff with straight sets of values. If the

coach is totally geared toward winning and getting a good reputationwith a
view to a better jobhe can pervert the true ends of amateur competition.
T.P.: That was may earlier point. The nature of the game is not the problem.
Football need not be overly violent, but it can be if it is poorly administered.
APPENDIX 19
THE USE AND ABUSE OF DETISS IN ATHLETICS

(By Robert J. Murphy, M.D.)

In May 106S, a race horse named "Dancers Image" won the Kentucky Derby,

fulfilling a lifelong ambition of its owner and trainer. Several days later, the
Kentucky Racing Commission reversed the decision, declaring that traces of
Butazolidin were found in samples taken after the race.' It is morally wrong and
illegal to "dope" race horses but no such rules regarding humans exist in American sports.
How prevalent is the use of drugs in athletics? Many believe that it is greater
than most physicians are willing to admit. In spite of a ban on the use of drugs in
Olympic competition, except tinder the careful supervision of a physician. several
Olympic athletes have died in competition, and drugs have been indicted. In the
11,60 Olympic (lames, two Danish bicyclists died of probable heat stroke after
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uslut: n vasoolilater I Roniavol 1. In the 1I1CoS Olympics. a French basketball player
died during :1 game and it %vas Inter 1(11111(1 that he was using amphetamines.
one physician has been quoted as saying: A eig:tt lifter aillt,Jt compete
wit lent
ster,;(1s. A recent article in a national sports magazine

stated: mr American athlete. after sustaining an injury, is sprayed with ethyl
chloride. giv, n an enzyme and pain killer to pop in his month. injected with a
local anesthetic. and has some 1431St) slathered in the first few minutes."'
Many feel that drug use in the United States is a sandal. Most drugs. gond
or bad. safe or risky. effective (or imfl,.ctive, legal or
which :ire used by
athletes. are supplied directly by physicians or through trainers. If there is a
scandal. it certainly involves the medical profession, Drug use, among college
students in general as well as athletes. mast he the e(mcern of all pity:40:111S,
whet her these users are our players, our patients. or our children.

In my experience around the country. the use of drugs is far less preValent
ha II
k led in boliewe. Most 11.7:1111 OP:HMIS are treating their athletes in
the same manner that they treat their own private patients. As more athletic
teams engage a team physician as a member of their staff, you will find in re
responsible medicine and less %viteheraft, which will be to the best interests of
all concerned.
This paper is an attempt to classify therapentie agents according to their
effectiveness. Tine entegories to lie employed are
Agents of Proved Value
Agents of Probable Value
Agents: of Possible Value
Agents of No Value
Agents Not Recommended

Our group at the Athletic Department of The Ohin State University has at-

tempted on several occasions to no a ;nod double blind study nn drugs in athleties
and has found it nearly impossible to An, because the same injury is so variable

in different individuals. Almost all the evaluation is subjective rather than

object ive.

One mist keep in mind that the athlete as a person is constantly striving to
improve his performance and will follow almost any hint or suggestion that a
fellow athlete will make. Whenever an athlete achieves a great performance, all
wish to know how he trained, what he eats, or what drugs he might he taking.
le :1 world record is made by 1111 individual who stands on his head 30 minutes a

day and drinks beet juke three times a day, you can be sure that hundreds of
others will be trying it soon.
Athletes are constantly advocating products, which implies that their performance is related to that product. Athletes in individual sports (eg. track, swimming. and weight lifting) seem more susceptible to fads than are those engaged
in team sports. There ontinues to be lin substitute for athletic ability, superb
conditioning. and excellence in coaching to produce a great athletic performance.
AGENTS OF PROVED VALVE

Agents of proved value in medicine will not differ from those used in the
ordinary practice of medicine. You can rest assured that if there were a drug
whielt would hasten healing. prevent eomplicathms. or change the course of an
injury. all physicians would he using it regularly.
Trionn5 To.roid: All athletes should lia ye tetanus immunization. Several years

ago it WOS oar practice to immunize yearly lot recent evidence suggests that
harm may conic from ton frequent use of tetanus. so we have lengthened this

requirement 14, three years.
Polio Corrine: Tile number of college athletes who have somehow failed to be

immunized is astounding. The proximity of these youngsters during a season

make,: this imperative.
In flue»::o Cardiff': There is doubt in some medical circles about the effective-

ness of Ili, vaccine. We have used it routinely for the past seven years.
AGENTS OF PROILABLE VALVE

Multur(miditR,.: This enzyme is injected directly into an area of obvious heznor-

rlingl.' If there is a local heznatonm, it is our practice first to aspirate the blood

.
tootil ply irinn who
hIelt I will lnentinit one pLue them in
-Ifutitiv different entetrorfe4. My asiinrintos lit (Min State and I are lint in 100 noroont flerer,
men( Ott thi 17,t.
we were never more Orin one witegory different. If wo flnd n whin
divergonoe of opinion, then we :el that one of as Is wrong.
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with a gauge 18 needle after infiltrating tae skin with Xylocaine. After the blood
is aspirated. from 3t)0 to 1500 units of hyaluronidase is injected and pressure is
applied for 24 to 36 hours. Cold is applied with ice bag for 10 to 15 minutes four
to six times a day.

lIlid .seilaiires: Extensive use of sedatives in athletes is to be condemned.

however, there is an occasional athlete whe becomes so keyed up on the day of a
game that lie is simply unable to equal his practice standards. The use of meprollama te 400 lug or phombarbital 30 mg 4;0 minutes before the ga Mt! (1111 be helpful.

If there is gastrointestinal upset associated with this, Donnatal or Combid may
be substituted.
steroid8: The discovery of cortisone and its derivatives over 20 years ago has

added a new dimension to the treatment of athletic injuries. The dangers involved in using steroids by mouth are too grave to risk in short term injuries.
Except fig* an occasional asthmatic or a man with severe dermatitis, we have
not found the use of parenteral steroids necessary or wise.
The local use of the injectable steroids does seem to have some value in injury
situations. We use them in chi-untie inflammation. ie. bursitis, tendouitis, periarthritis of the shoulder, and tenosynavitis. Wz. will at times combine them with

a local anesthetic. Generally, they are not used until 48 hours after an acute
injury. Whenever excess fluid is present (ie. knee or elbow), this is aspirated
and an appropriate amount of steroid is injected. 'Phis is repeated in three days
tool then seven days later it' needed. Rarely will the use of more than three
injections he helpful. We feel that the body produces excessive inflammatory
reaction around an injury and the steroids actually dindaish thiS body reaction.
If sterile precautions are observed. infection is rarely a problem. Such treatment is never used within 24 hours before athletic participation. It is used as
treatment only, not to block nerve impulses in order to permit participation.
AGENTS OF POSSIBLE VALUE

Anti-In !laminator,/ nrilf1S: Rheumatologists have been using the anti-inflama-

tory drugs for years with great success. Many athletic injuries are of the same
intiamnmtory category as rheumatic diseases. Tendonitis and syuovitis are

especially likely to respond.
$aticYtateN: The desired anti-inflammatory effect of these compounds can be
realized only if a salicylate blood level over 20 mg per 100 ml is obtained. Aspirin
has it certain analgesic effect at lower blood levels, but if one can attain a blood
level over 20 mg per 100 ml. the desired anti-inflammatory effect can be attained.

This will require 8 to 14 five-grain aspirin tablets or their equivalent for several days, In order to do this, one must always be alert to the gastrointestinal

and auditory complications of the drug.
hatazglidin and Tandearil: These two drugs can be quite helpful in inflamma-

tory disease. Our preference is to use rather large initial doses with rapid withdrawal. We usually give 800 mg the first day and gradually decrease to 100 mg
twice a day at the rate of withdrawing one tablet a day. We never use it over
14 days. Bone marrow depression has been reported with the use of these drugs,
so one must be quite alert to this problem.

Indgin: In our hands. this drug has not been as effective as Tandearil or

Butazolidin, but some athletes will respond to this drug where the other drugs
fail. The initial dosage is generally 7 mg a day, gradually increased to 150 mg
a day if tolerated. These should be taken with meals. Gastrointestinal complaints
and headache must be carefully watched.
lfusele Relaxant Drugs: I have generally not been impressed with use of the
muscle relaxant drugs in athletes. If given in large enough doses actually to
effect relief of muscle spasm, the resultant weakness will adversely affect performance. They are not as effective as Darvon or codeine for relief of pain'
Enzymes: This brood group of drugs comes from three sources: animal bacterial. and plant. They are purported to enhance the absortpion of blood products.
which always accompany injury. In our hands. the use of these drugs has proved
disappointing. No harm has resulted from them, and we continue to use them
periodically, lett we have never been convinced that they alter the basic course
of healing. If these drugs were of proved value, certainly every surgeon in the
country would be using them post-operatively, but this is not the case.'
AGENTS OF NO VALUE

Fads in foods and drugs have plagued athletes for all times. There are many
drugs and treatments now being used which, although probably of no harm,
have little if any value.' To list a few :
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1:4./.1m.eno et spin/ions: Nitwit publicity has recently been given to the sagarsalt sointion as a beuelieial supplement i'o athletes. 3lost of tiles.. prdnets are
excellent 11111.1 replacement prediwts, and their use to replace lo s: IVIi!ri!I Is /110),1
:W1'1%1'1'131".

1 1.4wever. thev :lire not absorbed faster than w ater. as adverlise4i.

and in our experience. they are not as good as water for preventien of ball
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fluid into an athlete by adding 444.1(cr sele-

sratrrs III the water.' Tin. most important factor in prevention of heat problems
is Iluid replacement. \Valet' is still the best and cheapest fluid ava
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AGENTN NUT RECOM MENDED

There is a distinet difference betu'eeit those drugs which we outsider to be of

nn :thw but ilt441eillly not Itarinfill and those which are not recommended and
which eau probably bring harm to our athletes.
.1.4,cat .1 tics( heficx: The
of injections of local :thesillttics to remove pain

from an litiired part is condemned. if this is for the purpose of returititm the

1 lw athlete to participation.
is the only way 1haf our bodies have to proivet
its against further injury. l'ttin lullaby-es tensile spasm. %Odell splints the part
and prevents !tuition. If v..44 remove that barrier. we deprive the athlete of his
defenses against further 1111(1 more serious injury. Partial ligantnt tears may
bee"Ille 441111111e7e. and it poorly- protected joint may lead to :t fracture. I,04:11 aes-

thetic is of leo valuable for relief of pain and muscle spasm. but it should always
be follovved by application of cell and immobilization.

ix: We will oreasionally use 1)arvim, or codeine for relief of pain awl
still !moult an athlete to play, but the use of other narcotic drttgs should be re.r.vell for pain ill Jet As treatment for an injury not fur the purpose of pemittiog
hint to participate.
teoh44/: A small bottle of whiskey used to he an important part of a trainer's
list 51) years ago. lint it is neither revoniniended our stig.gest ed. Alany of its feel
Wo perform batter wit II a little alcohol. but lusts have repeatedly sli(ova no
effect f rota its we. and there are (111%-ions hariatil effects.
1'amobiator..4: 1's( of several of the vasodilators for athletes has been tit teamed
in a theoretical :Meting to inrtease the Mood 511pItly and di xytrot available to the
low:ale cells. These drug's have never been slam") to 1111111'1/ye tawbormane. but
several dent
hove loom reported with their use.
.1 tophcfamineN: The 44(allnion use of the amphetamines as appetite depressants
has 111:11it these proditts readily available. NIethatophelatnitie ("speed") is 11(IW

II prominent addition to the drugs used by

1 ynnIhi ,

I :ace shown 111:1(

then' is a slight statistical improvement in performance by some al idotp.... on 111eSe

etft.t.f are tbesu of stimulation and increased alertness with relief
of depression. They superimpose exeitabilily over feelings cf fatigue. 'I'!u produce an elevation of mood and feeling of well being, lints ea ruing the name "pep
Alt hwigli physial iletialeiu.e is rare willt 1 hese drags, psyehologi al depotdell,. is common and often leads to exossive osc both in dose anal Tr.vtnuney
and has potential harmful applientiens.". "
In the VAN Itlympi(44. a lorctiell basketball player (lied (luring a game. lie was
on large doses of atilphetomittes.'` in my opinion, we of these drugs is totally
inconsistent with the praelive of ideals and :.portstwoiship. The mechanism of
deaths from these drugs is pohnhiy by way of cardiac a rrhyllindas (n4 heat
stroke from overextending I he

of Ilia athlete.

j)liso; I >iuntcihyl soiroxide is an alai. well -known industrial .solvent closely
relaled to acetone. The 144411(411t initially all ribizted to I1\0:-al by its sopporters is

the relief of pain. l'ain is a sylaplotti of I rouble, and relief front a symptom tila3'
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not cure the trouble. With some chronic conditions. pain relief is undoubtedly a
benefit. But in sports. pain is a respected safeguard against the premature return
of the athlete to eompetition. By masking the pain. one can overlook, if not dis-

regard. a significant injury or health problem and thus put the athlete in unwarranted jeopardy of further abuse. The use of painkillers for this purpose

has long been vondenined by ciatspientilIIIS Sorts tiersonnel."

The effects attributed to DAIS° are explained on the basis that it is a potent
solvent and penetrating agent, even a carrier of other agents through the skin.
Thus. for example. a football player treated with HMSO could be absorbing
toxic "external use only" ingredients of commonly used medicinal products; also,
to treat an actively engaged football player with DI NO may permit insecticides
and other chemicals sprayed on the turf to enter the bloodstream and to cause
serious side-effects.

Any drug powerful enough to alter the body process for n beneficial purpose
also is sufficiently powerful to pose signitieant hazards even in relined form and
prescribed use under close supervision. As a recent J.1 31.4. editorial warned,
there is a lack of well controlled studies to evaluate DAISO's effects. Its deadful
odor precludes placebo-blind controls. and the sensational publicity has created
an aura of eager acceptance smacking of suggestible receptiveness. However,
early reports caution the uncritical that if relief is provided by HMSO, it may
be of sloe duration requiring repeated applieations to be effective. Aloreover,
even well controlld studies require years to reveal the more subtle side effects

and to reflect long term expeienees. There have not been Null/dent studies to
date to determine whether serious toxicity might result from the repeated applications of 1 tAISI I. Finally. corroboration of a number of investigators is necessary to determine safe and effective dosages.

several deaths from acute yellow atrophy of the liver were attributed to this
dnig when it N:IN under inveAigation several years ago. It is. in Our opinion, a
very dangerous drug and should not be used until much further research is done.
ANABOLIC STEROIDS

An a»abol le aid may be broadly defined as a food or chemical preparation
taken orally or by injection in an effort to increase the rate of growth. The term
Ntcroid is used to define a lari,Te group of substances chemically related to fats.
An androgen is a substance that produces male characteristics.
These have recently come on the sports Keene, particularly in the individual
sports, where weight gain seems to be advanta goats.

In clinb.al use, these substances will stimulate growth and will accelerate
bone maturation and virilization. They have been used in some anemias, in
osteoporosis. and in chromic debilitating diseases where a negative nitrogen
balance is present. These substanues are necessary for protein anabolism. It is
true that they do increasv weight of athletes taking them, but the.questinn remains. -what effect do these drugs have on normal healthy nialesr'
In prepubertal boys, they will decrease the ultimate height by premature

cessation of bone growth. Virilization of boys will occur prematurely, decreased
testicle size may result. and liver dysfunction has been reported. This liver invtarcinent is of the cholestatie tyite, similar to that produced by chlorpromazine."
In the adult. as in the youth, liver involvement is n major problem, but it has

also been suggested that there is a decrease in libido and increased incidence
of earcinonm of the prostate."
SUM ARV

In summary. drugs of any kind are no substitute for good conditioning, excellent coaching. and proper mental attitude. In certain instances, drugs may be

helpful. but in normal healthy athletes, it is not possible to "super charge" a
cell and most of the drugs we give are simply thrown off by our bodies.
The only modality which has proved itself to be of value in the healing of
athletes is the "Tincture of time."

GENERIC AND TRADE NAMES OF DRUGS

PhenylbutazoneButazolidin (Geigy Pharmaceuticals).
Nicotinyl alcoholRoniacol (Roche Laboratories).
LidocaineXylocalne (Astra Pharmaceutical).
Belladona alkaloids and phenobarbitalDonnatal (A. II. Robins Co.).
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Proehloperazine ondid (Smith liline & Frneli I.
Phormacentiellsi.
(ixyplethittnzotte--T:uoloaril

Dxi

ppoxypliene hydrochloride--11arvfoi Eli Lilly & Co.).
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PRontEms ANo IttscussioNs
TIIE STRUGGLE AGAINST DOPING AND ITS IIISTOIIY

(By L. Prokop MD.)
The history of mankind is a history of man's endeavor to improve his performance and thereby his chances in combat and sports. Thus there is a long
story of administrations that would today be called Doping and as well of endr :i ors to eliminate such methods. Boje 1 claims that properly stimulating subsiances cfnaparahle to modern doping, means were first used by legendary "Ber-

socket's" ill Nordic mythology. who are said to have increased their lighting

strength twelvefold using Bufotein. a tlrug won from the fungus Amanitia muskaria. It is also reported that the athletes of Ancient Greece tried to improve their
Irerformainv at the Olympic Games (nd of the 3rd century B.C.) by all possilde
mea

Detailed reports have come from the Latin and South American areas. where
different stimulants. from harmless 11111t, tea. coffee up to strychnin-like
lam '05 and cocaine were used to increase performance nod to deaden a feeling
of hunger during long marelies.' Hummel reports that West Africans have used

Coln :o.tiltiltatta and Cola Wilda since antiquity during marches and running
competitions. Europe only learnt the use of caffeine-containing drugs towards
the end of the Nth century. A doping case with the canal swimmers of Amsterdam is reported by MI in 186:5.' When the famous ''Six Days" races .began
ill 1h79. starters of all nations already had all kinds of wonderons prescriptions
to enable them to render these extreme performances. Prowl] racers preferred
mixtures on a caffeine bases, the Belgians preferred sugar cubes dipped in ether
other used alcohol-containing cordials, while the sprinters specialized in the use
of nitroglycerine.° This was the time when trainers dabbled in poisoning for the
first time. producing all kinds of wonder drugs from heroine and cocaine.° The
first fatality due to doping is reported in 1886, caused by an excessive dose of
tri-methyl.
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Linton, an Etigiisit racing cyclist, died during the race between Paris and

Bordeaux over a distance of 61K) kills.' Boxing is the next time. use is made of
strychnine tablets, mixtures of brandy and cocaine. "Doping to loose- adds to
the problem for the 1st time, cases where performance-weakening substances are
administeied to opponents. This type of manipulation, also known nowadays as
liaadoping or antidiqiing, has become the favorite excuse for flitindiatt dopem.
The exi,ression -Doping" appears for the first time in an English dictionary in
lssit and is referred to as a mixture of opt
and narcotics used with horses.
The root of this often used word stems back to a Kafir dialect spoken iu Si uthEast Attica, from which the word was adopted into Africans, the language of
tlw Boers. -flop" meant a kind of strong liquor used by the Kafir:4 as a stimulant
during religious ren'1114111105. Through its spread and iinsequeut application in
horse and dog racing doping became eligible for further use in sports. Already
the Ancient Romans punished manipulation of race horses before the race, it

being said that culprits were subject to crucification. Ancient horse herders,
like the Scythians in Southern Russia gave their horses stimulants before going
into battle? Doping of horses became so prevalent in England during the 2nd
half of the 16th century. that a decree was issued forbidding the use of stimulating agents at horseraces in Worksop.'
First scientific proof of doping was obtained in Austria in 1910. The Austrian

Jockey OA, disquietened by a number of unexpected racing results, asked the
Russian chemist Itukowski to come to Vienna and he was indeed to obtain proof
of alkaloids from horse's saliva. Prof. Sigmund Frankel of Vienna University
developed his own method of alkaloid determination in eqtdue saliva. Iu 1910
this was used to test 50 saliva samples, in 1911 already 168 and relevant measures
were taken against the grooms.'
The years between the wars saw a growing interest iu performance promoting
drugs on the part of human medicine. Large test series were undertaken. Emden

1919)" investigated the performance promoting effect of phosphorus compounds, many others "" studied the pharmacological effects of beuzedrine and

the first clinical observations 4)11 benzedrine effect were made in 1934. Hauschild

in Germany discovered pervitine and, like methedrine iu tnglaud, it was used
for night flying, long marches and other endurance tests during the war years
1939-1915,

By 1933 the word "Doping" had become so accepted in normal language as to
be included in specialised dictionaries (e.g. Beckmanns Sportlexikon). Its definitions are proposed by Schonholzer," I)enrole,1° Knoll 15 and others, underlining
not only the medical, but also the moral-ethical aspect. Beginning with 1950 there
is a sudden upsurge of doping. Cycling competitions are found to be special hotbeds of doping. The FMSS takes 25 urine samples during a cyeliug competition
in April 1955 and 5 are found to be positive." A racer is committed to the psychiatric clinic of Minden° in a state of mental derangement after administration
of amphetamines ( Veuerando 10), There is never a cycling championship without
a scandal.
Many first measures remain without success, for instance the spot checks of
athletes' food and clothing at the 1952 Olympic Gaines in Helsinki. Sonic lethal
cases were necessary to alarm the public as to the urgency of the problem. An
overdose of doping substances causes the death of a 25-year old cyclist. He had

taken 15 tablets of amphetamine and 8 tablets of phenyl isoproylauline in a

bottle of coffee.' The case of Kind Enemark Jensen during the Olympic Summer
Games in Rome 1960 is better known." The Ameriean College of Sports Medicine
reported in 1955 of an investigation of 441 trainers, conches and assistants, 35%
had their own experiences %with benzedrine.1'

Doping with amphetamines is also a fixed habit with many footballers. No
punishment is meted out in a large number of these cases, because the culprits
always elaim procedural deficiencies or doubtful decrees or sabotage as the cage
may be. In many countries the responsible authorities do not possess sufficient
power or they shrink from hard measures against popular athletes because they
do not want to he unpopular. An inquiry of the Italian football association revealed the alarming situation that 17% of all players used psychotonics during
the match." Boxing also has its doping scandals. The welter weight Billy Bello
dies from heroine intoxication in 1963.

The bantam weight Edmund() Esparso goes into the ring doped and is disqualified for three months.' Denunciations concerning doping were raised e.g.

against Olympic champion Livio Berutti (Italy 1960)' the Russian runner

Whoolinoir

uz." The British racing cyclist Simpson died of &min., like the

German boxer .lutop lze. It shoodd loco noted that some of the international

associations most affected still behave very passively in the struggle against
tholoinz. for instance the CI. Important (officials frustrate sufficient doping con-

Ind.. pa:tic:I/aty where their own willow:ifs are co/teethed. so (luring the

()lymph. c -ring; competitions in Tokyo 191. The ANEI' founded the first commission in 1:159. the same year sees: the dooldng pooldent treated as a pr-emlm
ernatio.nal sports medical congresses in l'aris and in Evian, where
proolchoon at

effict iv- nova, lures are cAlltol for. Earlier sports medical congresses and inquiries
o Znricio atal Weimar I 1155. Illanolotirg 19;x7) load treated doping as a more or less

illtee,titott Phenomenon withot true topically, A doping itemise is organised
by the i t a l i a t o .kssociation of sports l'hysicians t 1."\l I ) iu 1I1(i'.! and the IOC

takes doci ion against doping in its session in NIoscow of the same year.
The Am:trio:I government is the first to introduce specific measures against
doping. A doping comonlision is formed Loy the Federal Alinistry for 1:lineation
and the mia:stry threatens sellouts sanctions against all doped athletes and their

A decisive initiative against doping is initiated by the Council of
lozfe;her an export eminnissinu in .lannary of Ito4t4, 'Phis: comrtronc.
mission sees its task to Work Out a definition of doping because Mel; of :1 satnfa...iory (1tillitioon has bum shown in the past to be the greatest hindrance to
satisfactory act ion against doping.
The detiool.hon is confirmd in the some year by the 1st Europtoan Colloquim

friage ;nod at the Congress of Sports l'hysicians in Barcelona. One of the

greatest prelolcomo: hi practice loving the difficulty of the delineation of a indieally

indicate,; treat na ut with stimulating, sulistanes from a clear ease of doping,
decided the next session( of Experts for the European Council a IteefSS:11"

cof substmzeps included with this definition comprises narcotics,
eortain
siteli as strychnine anti ephedrine and as a matter
certain howof princip'e all auatcptics. tospirmonies, psi.clooionie agents
'mows. Congri. soos or UNESCIt 1944 at. Client stud Itrussel, the World Congress
against (lopit:g deroim: the I'dynopit. Games in Tokyo 1:0'1 the Ser01:41 National
c' ,!ogres for Sports Medicine in 1111ile, numerous tuitional symposia in Germany,

Austria. 'Italy. Switzerland. England and finally also a furtliof. ingress of the
Council or Europa at sira,,,hoorg iii :4( ptendoer 1!I;5 demand energetic art ion

by the rospoonsilole abtlooritics in sports ami hy the go:rerun:el:1.s to !lop injury
is subto the health :mil the ethics of sportsman cow cod by doping.,"
and finds ithaninions moceptanee
mit
to the 'rcaoll Stnate in Nowttodo(or
1:1 I that the Law :1:::111:zt ;toping italics into four ill 1!)1:5. Po.1:;11111 follow', On
rases pas:, welt a
own I
Law. Many
19115

last htoanse of eonstitutioonal reasons or they reject its jaissage. ehtioning that
nuantlooriY.cd possession. sale or use of drugs (hat lead to addiction are already
nototeit.i'oh 'oy ho.b.s against aticlictiom drugs.

ag'tin physichals handling

o all

:01

lwayS

u-nbAlances with an astonishing liberality,

administering doping- substances for commercial reasons or from falsely 1111(lerreasons. Other physicians try to dilute the
for
concept of thopin._,. naivety or from lack of practical experience, referring to

,"0

pernik.silde and unlawful agents or trying to introduce a eontoem et' "sports
plocremokiticols Il iselitooch"i. The strong limo taken by some overIanents
anoi iobnonatiomal sports as-oiolions in Me course of the lull 5 years has
doping
prootionotot important roult. Many as:tool:dhotis now have their of
commission.

It is intootosting II) WC' 111:11 the decrease in the number of thwitivo eases is
;lite tog. professionals than among amateurs. The trend has moved away

loo1.13

Prone a no lotion:Ines to soomeNvilat less harmful substances. According to an Italian

report hy Yoolocrando' the intmloer of doping eases among the cyclists controlled
decreased between ItI58 and EIGS from :31.I.9.1% to 2.70%. The strong line taken

and the canop.zign of instruction among footballers in Italy has also brought

results.
In 1U117 the IOC torah the important and highly significant step of founding a
Medico:of Commisdoon. chaired by the Pinee lie NIerode. consisting of 5 physicians
and a chpinist. It till.t; lull iris Worli with routine inl-estigations during. the Olymy difficulties arouse in connecpic. 11'intior (::15:50 1!1l8 at (II1,114)1)1P. In :11(Niel)

tion with the alivity of this commission during the Games :owl it was aunnein its scope, because the president of the IOC. Mr. Brundage, shifted
responsibility for doping comtrod to the competency of the international sports
tchnt
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associations only three months before the Games began. Interpretation of the
doping problem also differed and was most liberal in the International Cycling
Union (ICU), it allows the use of ephedrine, a classical doping agent.
There are of course still unsolved borderline problems on the fringe of the
doping complex. No uniform attitude has so far been developed toward the use
of anabolic hormones. Thus there is also a lack of generally accepted rules. As
doping controls in Mexico have shown it is to be expected that some new substances. so far unknown, will turn up at times and being unknown, they will not
be included in the doping codes for a while.

A certain amount of unification of doping rules by international associations
has been going (m. some of them as e.g. the International Rowing Federation
(PISA I and the International Amateur Athletic Federation tIAAF) have fully
adopted the basic IOC rules. Lately improved procedures of urine sampling and
of determination by means of thin layer and gas ehromatography are valuable
aids in the struggle. How far any such appeal can be effective in the professional
sector is partly dependent on whether the seemingly convincing argument that
professional health risks are a matter for purely individual decision. can be
invalidated. If this motivation were to gain ground and lead to a dilution of antithping rules in professional sports. it would finally lead to dangerous manipulation of athletes by officials and physicians purely for financial gain. Our struggle
against doping must. however, remain in the hands of the most suited and knowledgeable people. We must not hand over to the police and let them control the

sports grounds or allow them to act on their discretion as Is their wont in the
regulation of road traffic.

The main load in the anti-doping campaign must needs continue to rest on

the shoulders of responsible physicans. They will continue not only as guardians
of the health of the individual athlete, but also as guardians of the magnificent
idea of sport in itself.
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APPENDIX 21
ADDICTIONS

DRUGS IN MODERN SPORTS

(By Andrew I. Malcolm)
Every aspect of our culture today is being examined, criticized, and subjected

to change. It is as though a thousand years of evolution are now expected to
occur in the course of half a lifetime, and any advance more ieisurely than this
engenders our lashing impatience.
Sports, no less than any other area of human activity has engaged in the head-

!ling rush into modernity. Sports has become cunning and sophisticated, and it
has participated in the universal trend towards specialization. Two quite distinct groups of people have been identified, and their roles have been defined
with increasing certainty.
Though it is true that there have always been spectators and players wherever
games have been played, we must recognize that today the roles of these two
groups of specialists are far more rigidly defined than they have ever been before. Today we have passive watchers and active gladiators, and both groups
know precisely what they must do. The watchers must exhort the gladiators to
exceed the very limits of physiology. The gladiators must oblige or be ignominiously discharged and reduced to the status of passive watchers. There is no place
for human frailty, spontaneity. or joy. Sports has become, in our time, a deadily
serious business.
Now perhaps all this is an absurd and misleading exaggeration. Perhaps it is
the sort of ignorant oversimplification that one would expect from a person who
has not himself participated in sports for many years and who, in fact, is not
even a very learned or impassioned watcher. Under these circumstances I will
have to construct my argument with care.
"The name of the game fa Win"

First of all, then, we must agree that the two groups of specialists I have

identified do indeed exist today. This certainly seems to be the case at the level

of professional athletics at any rate; and there is much evidence to suggest

that in the colleges and high schools a similar development has occurred. Moreover it must be granted that a primary object of the game is to win. And winning
depends on the nicest integration of skill, physical fitness, good fortune, courage,
and an intense desire to excel.

Now if all this is true, then it must follow that any tendency that would in-

fluence in any way these several variables would be enthusiastically adopted by
the players and encouraged by the watchers. Thus over the past few decades an
immense amount of knowledge has been gained in such diverse areas as recruitment, role assignment. strategy. nutrition and physical conditioning. Graphs that
illustrate the records of succeeding Olympic Games are altogether astonishing.
In a number of events the women, who have proceeded along a curve identical

to that of the men, have already passed the best achievements of the men of
forty years ago.
It must be that sports has been presistently receptive to the knowledge that

has been gained in many other fields. Sports has not been an isolated element in
our culture. Rather, it has been au integral part of it in the sense that it has influenced the rest of the culture and has in turn been influenced.
We have lived for some time now in a culture that has been relentlessly scientific. Though there have been extraordinary advances in a thousand directions,
no advance has been more successful than that of chemistry. The athletes have
not been receptive to every other source of knowledge while steadfastly refusing
to be influenced by the chemists. On the contrary, they have been fascinated and
very much assisted : and. presumably, they have been grateful.
There has been very little resistance to the introduction of drugs to athletics.

After all. in our eltentophilic society the easy use of drugs is condoned. encouraged, and imperfectly controlled. And the athletes and coaches live in the
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same society as tin the people who consume both athletes and drugs. It follows
front this that if pains, both mental and physical, are freely treated outside the
stadium then this same therapeutic attitude must prevail within. .Consequently,
athletics has very much participated in the general trend towards the increasing
reliance on drugs in the performance of its work.

Kinds of drugs used

Three groups of drugs may be considered in this regard. These are the restora-

tive drugs, the body-builders, and the stimulants. The restorative drugs are
used primarily to treat medical or psychological conditions so that the athlete

may be able to compete unhindered by bruises or anxiety. Thus. athletes tray be
inclineoi to use the tranquillizers, the sedatives :tad the muscle relaxants as
uncritically as anyome in the general population.

similarly, the use of such local anesthetics as novocaine and ethyl chloride

and any aaf t he systemic pain killers seems unexcepthumble. By very logienl
extension, it is quite easy to conclude that such anti-inflannuants as phenylbutatone and cortisone slomld reasonably be used. And having accepted these drugs.

it is not very difficult to accept the use of what have been vow the ahnludie
steroids. It is all a very insidious progression that eventuates in r. Nitration
that challenges the basic ethics of sports.

Slfroiils build ainselcx
The anabolic steroids are hormones that are derived from various plant and

animal sources. Andrligen, the male hormone, is an anabolic steroid. Now when
an athlete. male or female, takes such a drug as It:imam!, Dia.:01(11in or Nilevar
there will follow au accentuation of male secondary sexual characteristics, Thus
the %Mee will deepen, the beard will grow. am l the muscles will develop in a
typically masculine fashion. The assimilation of protein is facilitated, and thus
there is increased muscle mass and body weight. It is by no means established
that these anabolic step rids actually improve performance, because muscle mass
does not necessarily correlate with strength. Nevertheless, a large number of
athletes have apparently concluded that the mere possibility of such improve-

ment justifies the risk and inconvenience of taking these drugs.
The body - building drugs occupy an intermediate point between aspirin mid
ineprobaniate on the one hand and the stimulant drugs on tile other. With all

three groups, of course. the goal is the production of a more efficient competitive
instrument. The athlete may be restored to good health with the analgesics, and
complain. it is medical and therefore sanctioned by society. Ile may
no Ink'
be given greater power through the use of the male hormones, and again no one

will complain. It is 0 radiantl application of modern technology. and every

athlete. presumably. longs to be a supermale. lie may he exhilarated and given
greater endurance by the stimulants, and again, it would seem that hardly anyone complains.

This process, if projected into the future, will finally he very injurious to

sports: therefore a re-examinatbm of the matter is very much in order. The question is whether the drugs do improve performance. whether such improvement

justifies the risk, and whether the very creation of drugassisted athletes enhances the value and prestige of the sporting arts.

Of the many studies designed to measure the actual effect on physical per-

formance of the amphetamines, the most convincing have been done in the area

of sports. Smith and Beecher carried out a series of studies on the effects of
drugs on athletic performance. In one of these studies they observed 15.eollege
sw
s, its mid-season condition, swim 360 time trials after receiving 100 mg.
of secobarbItal. or 14 lug. of amphetamine, or a placebo, After the trial, the swimmer estimated his time Had the quality of his performance.
The barbiturate significantly impaired performance and caused the swimmer
to judge his performance as excellent when in fact it was unasually bad. The
amphetamine significantly improved performance and had no conlusive effect
on indgment, The difference between the anuthetamine and the placebo in terms

of performance was smalla mean of 1.10 per centlint it must be noted that

athletes eommonly train for months to gain just such small hnprovements.
Amphetamines improve performance
In another study, nine track men ran various distances in competitive groups
of three. Eight out of the nine ran faster with the amphetamine than with the
placebo. The most remarkable improvement with the drug occurred in the case
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of shot-putters. The mean distance was improved by 4 per centa strikingly large
increment.

In studies on motor co-ordination and control, caffeine had little effect on

reaction time but the amphetamines definitely lowered it, especially in fatigued
subjects. Caffeine had no Wept in co- ordination. but amphetamine improved
this factor as well. Caffeine impaired hand steadiness, whereas amphetamine
improved it. In fact, hi every test from running the mile to passively monitoring
a screen. amphetamine improved performance over the placebo, caffeine had little

effect. and the barbiturates and alcohol diminished the quality of the performance.
Not a placebo effect

Nor can it be held that such improvement is caused by the mere inducement of

lighter spirits and therefore more favorable attitudes towards the work. It is
much more likely that the stimulants caused both attitude changes and per-

formance changes. and that these factors are at least initially independent ilfone
another. Nor can it even be said that only ilerformances degraded by fatigue can
be improved by the stimulants, Athletes in conditions of rest exceed the best
efforts that they can make on other occasions on placebos. Moreover, athletes

engaged in such tests of static strength as weight lifting and operating grip
measuring dynamometers also show definite improvement in performance.

course there are at least a few studies that report no change in athletic

performance. Karpovich, for example. gave 20 mg. of amphetamine to 54 male
athletes either one -half hour or one hour before the test. He found no significant
improvement in operating treadmills to exhaustion, or in track events or swim-

ming. It may be of some importance that this investigator ran his tests well

before the known peak effects of the drug might be expected. Moreover, he used
decidedly lower doses than were used in other studies.
Significant improvement

The consensus, then, is that sedatives diminish performance and the stimulants--especially the amphetaminesimprove it. The improvement, it is true, is
very slight but it is significant all the same. And today the tense and serious
state of athletics is such that any slight advantage is highly valued.
It is a very interesting thing that it is horse-racing that has been generally
awarded the reputation as the one sport in which 'Hegel doping occurs. The
reason for this is curious in the extreme: in the United States, horse-racing is
the only sport in which there are written regulations controlling the use of drugs.
Dancer's Image was involved in a great scandal after winning the Kentucky
Derby because phenylbutazone was found in a urine sample. No professionals

playing football, basketball, hockey or baseball were similarly examined in 1968.
These sports, it could be correctly assumed, could not be charged with such outrageous ilegalities as had occurred in Louisville. Yet phenylbutazone was widely

used by men playing all of these stoat s in 1968. The National and American
Baseball Leagues have no rules regarding the use of drugs. The professional
football leagues, the American Basketball Association and the National Hockey
League have no written rules relating to the use of drugs.
Birycle racing bans drugs
It is of further interest that international bicycle racing has achieved an

especially bad reputation for drug use. The European cyclists, it would seem.
rely heavily on the use of stitunlants. Again, the real reason why cycling has this
reputation is because it is one of the few sports that specifically bans the use
of drugs. The International Olympics Committee, of course. has made every
effort to control the use of drugs. The committee specifically bans amphetamines.
cocaine, the opiates, hashish, the more potent analgesics, and the excessive use
of alcohol.

From time to time, amateur sports organizations in Canada and in the United
States express some concern about the use of drugs among young athletes. They

publicly deplore the state of affairs that obtains in professional athletics, and
they threaten to discipline any of their own coaches and athletes who are found
to be using. supplying. or even advocating the use of drugs. Yet these very
governing bodies are, at least, to sonic extent, responsible for the problem. The
spirit of competition is no doubt crucial in sports: but today this spirit has
become very intense, and the element of enjoyment has been virtually excluded
in the process. The athlete who establishes a record or wins a race is honored out
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of all proportion to the significance of his achievement, and in this way the end
has insidiously come to be justified by the means.
"Win at all costs"

In sports, it would seem, anything that will increase endurance or improve
the excellence of the perfromance is readily accepted. The apparently remote
consequences of drug use seem to be outweighed in importance by the immediate
and entirely measurable advantages.
Thus we now have our gladiators; and these remarkable people are technical
and physical specialists. They cannot do many things, perhaps, but they can do
at least one thing more efficiently than anyone else. It may even be that the
emergence of the gladiator is a benign and agreeable characteristic of our time.
The watchers would certainly agree with this. The real significance of the matter
is that the gladiatorial impulse has not been confined to the relatively small

number of professionals. Today we may observe this phenomenon in progressively
more minor and juvenile fields. And to whatever level it permeates we see a con-

comitant interest in the restorative, body-building, and stimulant drugs.
Two questions

Two questions, then, are worthy of our attention. Should the gladiatorial in

be allowed to invade and establish its supremacy over amateur and

especially juvenile athletics? and. finally, should we be pleased and comidacent
on observing that sports has advanced into the modern world and has become

more breathtakingmore downright entertainingthrough the use of a dazzling
array of chemicals?

APPENDIX 22
The special health hazards inherent in athletics often lead to valid

medical reasons for administering a drug or drugs to an athlete.
Drugs used in these instances are often called "restorative" drugs,
or drugs that provide immediate physical relief to an injured athlete

and hasten his recovery. It must be emphasized that restorative
drugs are not intended to be administered to an injured athlete

for the purpose of allowing him to continue competition in spite of
the injury. In all but the professional athlete. this represents a grave
example of drug abuse.
THE USE OF DRUGS IN ATHLETICS

(By Gary G. Buterbaugh, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacology.

University of Maryland Sehool of Pharmacy)
Many drugs have little or no rationale behind their use in the normal, healthy
athlete. These drugs have often been referred to as "additive" drugs, or drugs
used with the sole purpose of stimulating the athlete or increasing his performance beyond natural limitations. Many of these additive drugs are particularly dangerous because they further strain physiological systems already

strained by physical exertion and. furthermore mask the symptoms of developing
fatigue or exhaustion.
One of the most common occupational hazards of athletic competition is, of

course, pain, and includes not only the pain of serious injury but also the
continuous small (wiles and pains. An athlete is often distracted by even the

smallest pain, probably because he is aware that he has access to drugs that will
provide relief. Thus, it is not so unusu.11 that pain represents one of the most
common reasons drugs are used in sports.
There are two general kinds of anti-pain drugs: the local anesthetics such as
Novocain, Xylocaine. and ethyl chloride spray ; and those that suppress pain
by acting On the central nervous system. including morphine, Demerol. codeine,

and pentazoenine (Taltrin). While these drugs will relieve pain, it should be
remembered that the cause of the pain must be determined and eliminated
rather than masked by drugs, No competent trainer or physician ever administers a pain-killer and sends the athlete back into competition if the injury
involves a weight-bearing structure. If a boy continues to play with an injured
knee or ankle. it is obvious that the injury can be aggravated. One cannot help
but wonder how many athletes suffer serious injury later in their career because
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they played with injuries masked by pain-killers. Ts the immediate victory
really worth the possible permanent crippling injury to the athlete and the

prevention of a possible professional career?
There are, of course. other problems associated with the use of pain-killers.
Xybwaine often causes sedation. and the continuous use of Novocain, depending
up:m the individual. call produce side effects ranging fr(an excitation to omit' to
convulsions, as well as many allergic-type reactions. The potent narcotic agents
present the added danger of developing 0 tolerance to the pain relieving properties of t'oese compounds. If the athlete manages to escape aggravation of the

injury. larger and larger doses are needed to suppress the pain. Aside from
rod psychological addiction, a real problem is that he does
possible pi.
not develop tolerance to (other effects of these (411111)01111(iS. These effects include

luminary constriction with possible interference with vision, contraction of
bronchial smooth muscle ,.hick would contribute to respiratory difficulties and.

finally. severe constipation. All of these will impair the athlete's capability

to compete satisfactorily.
A. special category of Hain- relieving drugs includes the anti-infinnunatory
compounds such as cortisone, hydrocortisone. and Butazolidin. These compounds

are often injected into the synovial space of injured joints to relieve swelling
and inflammation. Contrary to popular belief, the use of these compounds can be
extremely dangerous. even toxic. especially when used over extended periods
of tint.. as they are often used in sports. The biggest danger is that although the
inflammation is relieved. the cause of the inflammation is not. Therefore. the
athlete must he cautioned to limit activity of the treated joint even though
there is distinct symptomatic relief. as the inflammation remains active and
use of the .joint may aceelerate cartilage deterioration. Cortisone can lead to the
gradual tlet..w) Ieration of bone structure. Thus, the c(mtinued use of cortisone to

relieve pain and swelling in a piteher's elbow while he continues to pitch may
lead to degeneration of the el how with crippling results. The same applies to a
fullback's knee. lintazolidin produces toxic reactions in about Si percent of
those persons treated with It. These range from peptic ulcer to bone marrow
depression to fatal blood disorders. It should be obvious that the promiscuous
use of these drugs in order to keep an athlete in competition is to be avoided
and condemned.

In addition to pain, a frequent problem encountered in athletic competition is
the ever-present tension and continued pressure placed upon the athlete to win.
Many athletes may need and even demand antispasmodic and tranquilizing drugs
to control pregame jitters and nausea. Considerable variation in opinion exists
among coaches and trainers as to the use of these drugs, since the problems encountered are ethical. rather than medical. The natural limitations brought about
by an athlete's inability to deal with pressure should not automatically make
him eligible for a tranquilizer. The same principle applies to those athletes as
applies to those taking pep pills: They are attempting to derive something from
the use of drugs which they do not think they naturally have.
Another problems arises front the fact that any of these tranquilizing drugs

Miltown, Nembutal, Equanil, Librium, Thorazine, etc.cause some degree of
sedation. Since these drugs are often given to athletes participating in action
or motion sports, the trainer or team physician who administers them is often
walking a tightrope between calming the athlete and sedating him to such a degree that his athletic ability is impaired. The high-strung and jittery cor;..rhack may be calmed before the big game but may be so sleepy during the game
that he is beaten on a pass pattern.
Many of .the preparations. especially the antispasmodics, contain ingredients
which affect the innervation of the eye, causing blurred vision. This could be

especially disastrous to a baseball or basketball player. Ti) addition, an important
consideration is the development of potentially hazardous drug interactions involving the central nervous system resulting when more than one of these cont.'
pounds is administered simultaneously.
In spite of the specific instances where the "restorative" drugs may benefit the
injured athlete, we must remember that drugs are meant only for the treatment
of injury or disease. They are not meant to be used as a "chemical-crutch" to
substitute for the natural physical or psychological athletic prowess of the sports
competitor. I think it is justified to again stress that no drug should be used for
the sole purpose of keeping an athlete in competition. If the injury or emotional
disorder is st .;,"-us enough to warrant the use of drugs, the athlete should not be
allowed to compete until the problem has been solved.
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And finally, you are again charged with the responsibility of setting the example of intelligent drug use to the young people of our society. They, in turn, can
develop a respect for drugs and will, hopefully, avoid the indiscriminate and uncautions approach to drug use which so often leads to drug abuse.
APPENDIX 23
HOW ''SPEED" KILLS ATHLETIC CAREERS

(Today's Health, Feb. 1971)

(By William Barry Furlong)
The face was pinched. The eyes were sullen. The lips were thin and embittered.

He was 19 now and his athletic careerhis "life"was over. The reason: He
had too much "speed."
Not the physical kind. The pharmaceutical kinddextrose amphetamine sulfate. He needed it for footballto get "np" for the game. He learned to use it
from older boys on the team but soon 1w was using it solely for its own sake. "I
use speed becauselike it makes you feel powerful." he said. "Like you've got
something great locked inside you."
The thing he had Inched inside of him was an illusion. It was the pathetic
dream of modern man : If he could feel great, he might be great. He bought the
dream packaged in pills and in powder. He found in the dream nothing but a lie.
IIis skills in football brought lihn a certain celebrity in high school and a scholarship to college. But the pills had paid the way. And they were to exact their cost.

"The practices were worse than the games." he said of his freshman year in
college. Practicing against the varsity daily. the freshmen were put through the
meatgrinder. So he began taking speed to get up for the practices. And then he
began taking it again after practice in order to get up again for his night-time

tutoring hours. Suddenly. he realized be was on more than he was off. He
couldn't drop off to sleep at night and his appetite began failing. His weight

began dropping. His grades began dropping. His performance on the field began
dropping. His coach wanted to know whyand the boy didn't dare tell him. He
was afraid that if he told the truth he'd 1w dropped from the squad and his
scholarship cut off. He was afraid that if he lied. they'd find out about his habit.
co be dropped oat out of school. out of his scholarship. out of sports. "I would
have been out anyway. no matter what I did." he says. "Bat um this way I
didn't have to tell anybody la y."
For generations. the idea was that sports were an antidote for the erratic
spirits and combustible energies of the young man. It was a sanctuary of the
spirit where at boy could prove himself to himselfand to his peers. It was taken
for granted that sports would he a counter to the drug-culture of the current
crop of teen-agers : Sports de:minded a fitness of mind and body that the habituating drugs destroyed. Now a profound doubt has been cast on this theory.
11w unhappy fact is that drug-infiltration is moving faster into sports than
the ability of the coaches to counter it.

"Kids today are exposed to marijuana in junior high school." says Murray
Lazier. football coach at Evanston (Illinois) High School. "They know ahent it
before we ever see them."

co what does heas a successful coachdo about it?

"1 think it's unfair to penalize a sophomore who's caught smoking pot or drinking on his first or second offense. A sophomore doesn't know what the total situation in life is all about yet.
"A coach can't stop a boy from smoking marijuana." snid Lazier. "Frankly. we

don't worry about him on the football fieldwe know he won't he able to cut it
if be continues the habit." That gets rid of the boybut the boy doesn't get rid of
his habit. It does. howeyer. prevent a young drug-taker from rising to a local
celebrity as a sports star as he gets older : thus it prevents him from becoming a
model in drug-usage for younger boys.
Murray Lazier recognized the problem and was willing to talk ahout it. Most

conches do not. Some of them are like Parents. They prefer to avert their eyes
from painful reality. For drug - taking among their teen-age charges implies a
Whire in themand in sports. Andlike certain parentsthey don't want to get
hung. and hung no. with a guilt for what their teen-agers are doing.
They are not alone. The athletes themselves are reluctant to talk about it. Their
motives are mixed. Some are apprehensive about retaliation at school. "They have
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a way of finding out who's informed." I was toldand the implication was that
the school administration was as concerned as anybody else about keeping discussion of drug-taking out of public view. Others feared the rigid dogma within
sports that nothing critical can be said about sports.
Some athletes are going on to college and they might be stigmatized by their
coachesor by their fellow athletesfor talking candidly about drag- taking.
Others simply (bola want to be identified. however innocently, with the drug scene,

for gossip is easily distortedand swiftly passed from mouth to mouthwhen it
relate to drugs.
Some time ago. Rick Mount, then a superb basketball player for Purdue. was
observed taking a pill before a basketball game. The rumor spread, in a small,
furious circle of gossip. that he was on some kind of drugs. Anyone who knew

Mount found it hard to believe. He is so scrupulous about his physical condition
that tie sent his sweat socks Mane to his mother to be laundered because he didn't
trust the tiniversity laundry to get them clean, (He's suffered a severe foot infection while in high school that might have been aggravated by dirty sweat socks.)
It turned out that the pills he was taking were salt pills, provided under a physician's direction, to relieve the severe leg cramps that he sometimes suffered.
The reluctance of people in sports to talk of their drug problems inhibits a
solution to those problems. It also demands a certain discretion : The athletes
and drug-usersmust remain anonymous. But by examining a few. personal
experiences of athletes, we can gain some insight into the motives and pressures
behind their drug use.
Case .4: A young man just out of college, who won five varsity letters in high

school, was all-state in wrestling, and who went on to play varsity football,
track, and vestling at Tulane. "I never took drugs when I was in high school,"
he says. -Drugs weren't the big thing then. It was booze and broads."
The reason he first tried amphetamines was a mixture of pressuresacademic
and athletic. "I think that a lot of jocks start taking them the same way everybody else doesthey take them the night before an exam so they can stay up
studying. I mean, you don't do all the studying you should domaybe because
you've been at tiractieeand the night before the exam you try to stay up and
make up for everything."

He saw a correlation. He took pep pills when he was academically out of
shape. Perhaps he should take them when he was athletically out of shape,
"This is what happens to a lot of jocks. They aren't much in shape at the start

of a season and suddenly the competition for a place on the team looks pretty hot
and so they start taking 'speed' to get themselves jacked-up for a workout," he

says. The interesting thing is that the amphetamines helped improve a performance only if the athlete was out Of condition.

"If you're in good shape and can run a hundred in 9.4," one sprinter told me,
"speed won't help you do it in 9.3 or 9.2. But if you're out of condition and running it in 10.1. speed'll help you do it in 9.9 or 9.8." Otherwise, the amphetamines
gave the athlete no more than a psychological boost.
"I'd go to a workout with a feeling well, that I had a real aggressive look on
my face," the youth from Tulane told me. "Anduhwell, my body felt aggresIle knew that the speed had a somewhat distorting effect. "You had the feel-

ing in track that you were running in two different lanesI don't know if I

really was.- he says. In football he was a kickoff -return specialist and he found it

hard to "concentrate on what my Mockers were doing' e'en though he thought
he saw openings with "greater clarity."
He felt that the speed made hint more inward-looking, without the awareness
of what was going on outside of his own being. He remembers that he "wasn't
aware that there were people in the stands" and that he wasn't much affected
by the score of the game, particularly a disastrous score.
"You'd finish the game with this pleasant little smile on your face, even though
you had the hell kicked out of you." he says.

It was this curious detachment that prompted him to refrain from taking
amphetamines before wrestling matches. "I'd used dextrose and sucrose for
quick energ.y." he says. "I was afraid of amphetamines. Your mind isn't sharp
well. maybe it's sharp but you're not concentrating well on successive small
details. And I felt that in a physical contact sport like wrestling, this would he
mistakeit could Let quite dangerous."

He started out taking only small doses of speed for track and football. It

wasn't hard to get as much as he wanted. "My father was a doctor and I'd bring
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some from home every tithe I came back to school," he says. But it was never

difficult for any of the athletes to get all the drugsand all kinds of drugs
that they wanted. Tulane is in New Orleans, a port city. "You could get almost
anything you wanted there." he says.

He took his biggest (lose when he was about to run his biggest race. He was
entered in a mile run against Jim Ryun, one of the finest distance runners in the
world. He'd never run a mile because he was a sprinter. "But the coach wanted

me to draw him out to a fast 220"in an effort to exhaust Ryun's best effort

at the start of the race. "So I took a big dose, a very big dose, before this race,"

he says. It worked. He got revved up astonishinglyfor a brief exhilarating

time. "I hit that first turn and I had dilusions of grandeur," he says. "I
thought. 'I'm gonna be able to keep this up. I'm gonna beat this guy!' "

Reality set in after a few more strides. "Eighty, a hundred yards farther on I

thought my tongue would drop out of my head." He staggered and wobbled for a
whole lap and then dropped out of the rave. Not even his basic mission had been
performed.

In thisin all of thisthere was an ultimate futility. "The pills never helped

me lower my times." he says. Greater difficulty came after the race. "I couldn't
get my body to slow down." Normally the process is predictable. Homeostasis sets

inthe temperature lowers, the blood vessels dilate to accommodate the demand
for more blood and the oxygen it carries, and the physiological system comes
back to equilibrium. But one of the effects of the amphetamines is to contract

the blood vessels, so the heart must keep pumping hard to meet the body's
demand for bloodand oxygen. "It takes you a lot longer to come down," he
says. "And when you get down, you really get down. I mean, you feel so low
that you want to take a pill or two, just to make yourself feel better." And that,
of course, is one of the cycles that leads to a drag dependency.

For this young man, it stopped short of that. He was too aware of what was
happening. He planned to study medicine. And so he went off speed when he got
out of sports. As it happened, it was made as for him. He was severely injured
one day, enough to sideline him for all sports for the rest of the academic year.
"And I never went back after that," he says.
Cage B: This involves a teen-age boy who is a swimmer on one of the finer
high-school tank teams in the nation.

Swimming is a most demanding sport. It pits the swimmer against himself
and against time even more than against another swimmer. Thus the pressure
is always on the swimmer to be up. He can't count on victory because another
competitor is down. He's basically racing against time, which is immutable.
At first. this boywhom well call Marktook speed before a swim meet. His
coach didn't seem to know it, at least Ile never said anything about it, but his
parents did. And they approved. The reason? They were intensely competitive
and they wanted to get their vicarious experience by having their boy excel in,
not merely enjoy, swimming. They wanted him not only to win but to set records.

His mother, in particular. was anxious for him to succeed at swimming. It
wasn't just that she didn't object to his taking amphetamines. It was that she
encouraged him in an indirect manner.
"Well. it isn't as if they hurt you," she'd say. "They're not really a drug." But

they arc really a drug. They are just not addictive in the same way that heroin
is addictive. Heroin is physically addictive while the amphetamines are psychologically addictive. The users can develop a strong dependency on the amphet-

amines but getting off them involves an effort of the will, not a torment of the

body. In any case, Mark felt that he had considerably more than the tacit
approval of his parents in taking speedas well as the approval of his peer
group and no opposition from his coach.
SO he increased his use of them. His weekly dosesbefore swim meets was

increased to a daily dosage, before practice. Then he found his need increasing

sharply.
"You use up a lot of calories in swimming and so you usually work un a pretty

good appetite." he says. But amphetamines reduce the appetite. Indeed, they

are sometimes prescribed 'or persons who must lose weight. This boy began losing

his appetite. So his weight began dropping and he tended to feel sluggish. His
swimming time, in practice and competition, began falling off. His solution was
to take more and more uppers in an effort to get up to his former performance.
But he was an aware young man. even a sensitive one. He began questioning
himself and his reliance on the pills. "Where were these things taking me?
Was I going to depend on them for the rest of my life?" The answers frightened
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him. Ile wanted a way out but the most obvious source of helpin the old mythic
traditions of sportwas his coach and coaches don't want to meet drug problems
head-on.

Curiously, it wasn't sports but a drug-contact in the student body at large who

gave him a chance to break out. That student was himself trying to break a
drug habit and he ment bawd to Mark that Maybe his doctor ciluid help him.
Mark thought it over and decided to try it"n doctor was better than doing
nothing."
His hopes were not high. The doctor interviewed him. reviewed his habit. and
came candidly to the conclusion that Mark had progressed far enough along the
route to drug-dependency so that he "did not feel comfortable in society without

them." Mark had to face a hard fact : He did not need speed for swimming.
He needed it just to go on living. How to break his dependency? The doctor
urged him to go off speed cold-cock. No gradual decreasejust stop.
That shook the boy up. He thought first of the impact on his swimming. -Won't

my times go up?" Yesvery likely. "Then the coach will ask why and maybe
have to tell him I was all strung out on speed." The doctor admitted that
might be the case, but it didn't mean the coach would drop him from the team.
"After a week or two, your times may come down to normal again." he said
But still the boy was not sure. He aidn't know if lie could go off drugs cold(wk. So the doctor agreed to accept him for a long-term treatment which would,
hopefully, free him of drugs.
The tale has not yet wound down to its finish. The boy is still in treatment,
and he's still in swimming. But his influence is spreading. Several other members

of the same swim team all of them hung up with a drug habithave come

under treatment of the same doctor. And the moment of success with the boy

will no longer be a 8111111 record. It will be when lie realizes that lie can stay off

speed and "still feel comfortable with himself in his place in society and in
athletics."

Cow C: involves an athlete of extraordinary hockey skills. Jerry had been a
champion in the Silver Skates. In his teens, lie grew into a swift. broad-shoulderm-yonth with a magniflcant slap shot"a miniature Bobby Hull." In high
school, he was the finest player on his team, fast enough to outskate everybody,
strong enough to put in twice as much playing time on the ice as any other
Player. He was so good that he was one of the very few teen-age hockey players
in the United States to be offered a contract by a National Hockey League team.
Jerry took speed on occasion to get up for a game, But his basic problem was
in barbituratesand the basic cause was at home. He lived in an upper middle
class suburb but his life was far from serene. His father was an alcoholic and
frequently beat. his mother. Jerry hated everything about his home life and to
escape he began using barbiturates. "You really feel loose," lie said. "I feel I was
morelike I was more me."
Of course the barbiturates affected his hockey. His reaction time became far
slower. They also affected his need : Ile sought more and more of them. "It's
harder to stay away from R.D.'s [Red Devils, one of the nicknames for barbiturates] than heroin because the Reds are so available." The R.D.'s slowly
came to replace hockey as the motivating force of his life. The result was inevitable. They overcame him. He was hospitalized for "Oh- fleeing it"taking au
overdose. His case was referred to Dr. Alex Poulos. clinical director of the Near
North Clinic in Chicago, a man who specializes in the care of young people
caught hi a drug habit.
Doctor Panios began working with the boy but it was slow going. The youth
was in an out of the hospital on several occasions. sometimes for complications.
Once be came down with serum hepatitis at a time that he'd taken an overdose of
barbiturates. But he had enormous recuperative powers and every time he Went
off drugs, in the hospital. he wanted to go out and prove himself in hockey. "He
got out of the hospital one Thursday night and he was 1 7 pounds underweight
from all he'd been through," says Doctor Poulos. "But he insisted on playing
hockey the next Sunday night." it was better to let him play hockey than to see
him retreat to drug-dependency. All lie did that night was score three goals, the
"hat trick" in hockey, though he caught a blow in the face that !woke his wise
and the orbital bone around his eye. "Ile went on playing for seven minutes after

it happened." says Doctor Pantos.
These were moments of hope and determination for .Jerry. He had the kind of
personality that demanded a complete commitment. He threw himself into every-

thing he did, whether it was hockey or the drug-culture. With the help of treat-
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meat under Doctor Pathos, he began to straighten out. He got a job and begun
saving his money so that he could have something to live on when he went west
to work out with the pros. It helped to have the active interest of the pros to look
forward to. It gave Jerry a sense of self-esteem that he'd never enjoyed at home.
But the home situation was still deteriorating. His father and mother refused to
come in to see Doctor Pantos and perhaps get help for their problems. They separated and deliberately maintained a distance from Jerry. It was his unclenot

his father or motherwho kept Doctor Pathos alert to changes in the youth

when Jerry wasn't under observation at the clinic. And not even he was able to
keep up with the boy. At one point last summer, for instance. Jerry was supposed
to go to a summer hockey camp for a few weekshopefully to get in shape for
the autumn workout with his professional team. "But he dropped out," says Doctor Panios. He doesn't know how or where or why. "He just never showed up any-

place he was supposed to be." One Sunday night in August, Doctor Pantos got
a call front the boy's uncle. Jerry was hack in the hospital. Doctor Pathos immediately went to the hospital and got the unhappy report. Jerry had indications of an
overdose of barbiturates and heroin.
The boy had just passed his 19th birthday. What will happen to him?
"We've got two alternatives," says Doctor Panios. One is to urge the boy to
enter a resident treatment center. such as Gateway House in Chicago. In that way,
he can, hopefully. piece his life together and re-enter the world on his own terms.
"Or we can send him to Lexington"the federal drug-correction center in Kentucky.
What is to be learned from these cases?

That sports failed as a "sanctuary of the spirit" for these boys. Sports provided
an impetus, not an alternative, to drug-taking. They suggest also that even fine
athletes can be lured into drug taking. Can it only be a matter of time before
the hero-athletes on drugs become models for drug-taking among younger children?

To he sure.- there also appeared to be some room for hope and perhaps for

tYwrective notion. Mtr it can be !mid that :

Drug-taking is by no means universal among athletes. In one small liberal
arts college where football is not vilein' to the life-style of the studentsI was

told that only four or five football players are on speed. In a larger school, where
football is it high-pressure activity confined to scholarship-athletes. I was told
that 35 or 40 percent of the kids are on speed. That would be 25 to 28 athletes.
It would also seem to be lower than the most commonly cited percentages for
drug-ex:wrintenta t ion among the student body at large.

It was not the spurt itself that stimulated the athletes into the taking of
drugs. It was the conflict and pressures that surround the gamethe need to
get. tip nerve to face the game, the belief that certain drugs make you play
better, even the need to overcome the uncertainties of how to behave when
playing au the road ("you always think maybe you're going to do something
/crony"). These pressures aggravate the abundant self-doubts of adolescence.
They wipe out the exhilaration of playing the game. Adolescence is a difficult
period tinder any circumstances. The teen-age boy has terrible doubts about his
social status. his biological drives, his relationship with girls, with his parents,
with his peer group, ~ports played under intense pressure expands these selfdoubts. Zits failure in a sports situation can be painfully public and desperately
self - destructive. To protect himselfhis feelingshe may resort to drugs, either
to improve his performance or at least not suffer damage to his personal feelings
if he doesn't improve his performance. These pressures also are within the contrill of the wadi and the athletic environment of the school.
Most athletes themselves are very aware of drugs and the dangers of taking
them. There was no indication that athletes on speed or red-devils escalated to
heroin. Their needs are not quite the same as in the drug-escalating group at
large. On the other hand. it %vas quite difficult for them to go off of drugs volun-

tarilyor to avoid getting started on them. "You can tell an athlete that for

every day he uses speed. he loses two or three days off his athletic career and
he'll still go ahead and use it." says Randy Webber, n college student (and
psychology major) who developts1 a telephone-for-help drug-rescue service for
the North Shore of Chicago. "They're thinking of todayhow they play today
and not how it's going to affect them in the future."

The significant thing in all these cases is that it was medical helpnot their
coacheswhich led these athletes to counter their drug-habit. Even the boy at
Tulane quit for what were essentially medical reasons. He'd been hurt too
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seriously to continue in sports and without sports he did not feel a need for
drugs. Obviously doctors can provide immense help to youngsters already in-

volved in drug-use. But if sports are not to become a marketing device for pushing drugs, the coacheslong before the doctorswill have to take action against
the drugs. Preventative action, not curative. That means the coaches will have
to come out forcefully on the issue. And that, many of them will have to resolve

the pertinent question : Is winning"the only thing"more important than the
health of their players?
It is a matter not simply of coming out against habituating drugs but avoiding indiscriminate use of pain-killing drugs in the top players, simply to get
them in the game. For the coach who urges use of the pain-killers in order to
win a gamewhile preaching against player-use of other drugsis likely to make
cynics. and cripples, of the young men in his charge. It is that attitude that

persuades young athletes that the value system of their coaches and their
coaches' generation is corrupt. That is what inspires alienation of the young
and, in some cases, their readiness to drop ant through drugs.
Thus the act of denial in sports is not solely the denial of drugs by the young.

It is the denial of a reasoned hypocrisy by all those who coach the young. In
that way, sports might once again become the activity tha it once was : A
sanctuary of the spirit where the young man can find the best that is within him.
And prove himself to himself.

APPENDIX 24
Ax ADMINISTRATOR'S VIEW OF USE AND MIStYBE OF DltriS AMONG ATHLETES

(Journal of School Health, March, 1972)
(By JAMES C. SMITH, M.A., Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Kanawha
Count ii. Charleston, 1V. Va.)
The use and misuse of drugs among athletes could be compared to the illusive
dream, "Mission Impossible" or the Braxton County Monster. Most people out-

side West Virginia have not heard of the Braxton County Monster. He is an
unknown something that has stalked the hills of our State for years. No one

has ever seen him (or her)just tracks and evidence of evil doings. It's a
mythI hope!

Kanawha County Schools' encounter with the drug problem has been similar
in nature to those experienced in other school systems. However, the percentage
of abuse has been lower than in systems of similar size. Although the magnitude
of our problem has not been great, the tragedy of each case is heart breaking.
These problems have led our school system to develop a policy on rugs.
1. The schools should be given discretionary powers to work with students involved in drug abuse and usage.
2. The schools should design a committee of school personnel such as social
workers, nurses, counselors, administrators, concerned teachers and parents, who
through training become acquainted with techniques used in working with young
people with drug problems.

3. That schools develop guidelines to refer pupils with problems immediately

to the school committee.

4. That a central office referral committee be established composed of the
health and psychological services directors, the pupil services and secondary
school assistant superintendents, and a representative of the school committee.
The referral committee will offer Kanawha County Schools services and advise
to parents on treatment centers and will communicate with family doctors and
other personnel. This committee would. when necessary, take more drastic action,
such as informing the police department, or dropping a student from school.
Kanawha County is a county unit school System composed of both rural and
urban areas. Charleston has a population of 89.000 and is our largest urban area.
It also is known as the "Chemical Center of the World" and has an impressive
portion.of wealth. The rural sections once were one of the largest coal-producing
areas in the east. However, with automation many rural areas are now "ghost
towns" inhabited he the very poor. The school system serves an area of many
extremes. About 50,000 students attend 11 high schools. 22 Junior high schools and

93 elementary schools. Throughout this rather complex system, one encounters
almost every problem known in contemporary society.
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The community has also Mme to grips with the drug problem and organized the
very active Charleston Drug Counsel. Several steps were taken to determine the
extent of drug abuse among athletes. Some of them were:
1, During the spring of the 1970-71 school term, our coaches were asked four
questions. (1) Have any of the athletes in your program taken drugs? (2) If so,
what action was taken? (3) Do you know of a coach who may have encouraged
the use of drugs? (4) What is your opinion of drugs and athletes?
2. A group of high school guidance counselors was asked the same questions.
3. A sampling of students was asked a variation of the same questions.
At the beginning of 1971-72 school term, the same procedure was followed in
an attempt to double check the information. The research is not considered one of
high validityjust a technique used for the Purpose of obtaining information
to develop this paper.
Significantly, only two cases were located where drugs were being misused.
Two young men had taken amphetamines as a stimulant. These cases are interwith the school counesting in that the young men had shared their experiences
selor. Their coach, however, was not aware of the misuse of drugs. No bad affects
on the players were obvious and both are now playing college football. In both
cases the source of the amphetamines was a mother's medicine cabinet. It seems
that one player's mother was overweight and a prescription was readily available.
All other coaches and counselors who were interviewed emphatically stated
that no misuse of drugs existed among their athletes. Coaches felt that teen-age
athletes are endowed with so much physical and emotional energy, that a pep
talk by the coach and high school spirit is enough to stimulate peak performance.
An outstanding football player who suffered from a form of epilepsy needed
drugs to control his hyperactivity. This is an example of proper drug use. The
medicine was administered, of course, at the direction of the player's physician.

High pressure on the coaches is another aspect of the high school athletic

program. Some coaches use tranquilizers to help them cope with these pressures.
Student's comments were of great interest. The so-called "straight kids" said

drug misuse among school heroes didn't exist. They seemed surprised that

anyone would ask.
Comments from young people known to misuse drugs were of a different nature.
another student if he
A frequent statement was . . I wouldn't say anything to of
and not
did use drugs. Another was : The athletes are a group "squares"who
said,
"with it !" One more philosophical comment came from a young man
"The number you think of as drug users can be multiplied by 10 and you still

won't be too close to an actual count," And with this statement the mystery
of how many, how much and what kind goes on ...
It was with pleasure that very little tangible evidence of drug misuse could

he found among the approximately 3,000 athletes in Kanawha County Schools.
This low degree of abuse can be attributed to many things: (1) A fine coaching staff, (2) A prevailing attitude that athletes don't misuse drugs. Most West
Virginians do not accept the misuse (with the exception of alcohol). Perhaps
this is behind the times, as West Virginia is so often accused. Then for once
"being behind" is a blessing. (3) Athletes do not seem to socially fit into the drug
culture of Charleston, and (4) Active involvement of an athlete may reduce the
need for drug usage.
In conclusion, the school administrator is faced with a problem of a multitude
of unknowns. The most difficult is that of why a young student turns to drugs
and what programs can be offered to fill the void in life. Perhaps the athletic
program is a good example. On the other hand, the athletic program may simply
exclude the student who is a potential misuser of drugs.
The lack of hard facts is another problem. During the research for this paper
only two who had misused drugs could be absolutely identified. Thus, the problem
is similar to that of the Braxton County Monster and will continue to present
a challenge to school administrators for years to come.

APPENDIX 25
DRUG USE AND ABUSE IN ATHLETICS

(Amateur Athlete, May, 1971)

(By Dr. John Boyer)
This is a very important and a very timely subject as we all know, particularly
in a culture such as ours in which drugs seem to be playing an increasingly im-
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portant role. Much of the present concern with drugs in athletics stems from

the increasing use of ergttgellic steroids, antifatigne, and stimulant drugs, and the
use of both psychic energizers and tranquilizers. This is called sports doping and
can he defined as the medically unsupervised use of prescription drugs by ath-

letes. I do not consider the excessive use of vitamins the same as doping even
though there is a isttential hazard with overuse of certain of the oil soluble
vitamins. The real danger in spans doping is with the prescription drugs that
chemically alter manna) Itotly processes. The first recorded instance of (bolting
was in the 15fi4l's when a Danish cyclist was found to have used ether sprinkled
on a sugar cube.
The intense competition of the athelete. which often leads!to a lucrative career
in prtdesslonal sports, has understandably made him turn to any and all modali-

ties which %%mild help to improve his performance. brug use is one of these
It is our purpose to review the use of drugs where the agent is both
indicated and rdmtraindiented. We will also attempt to determine where the
responsibility lies in the (nutting of drugs in the athletic world and what the solutions are to this problem.
To begin with let us examine briefly the normal and usual Indic:Ohms for drug
use ill the athletic world. Let us remind ourselves at the outset that the vast
bulk of drugs used in sports is both honorable and defensible. They are used
to support a sound spurts !migrant. 1/rugs have basically three purposes: (1) to
cure: 4 2 ) to control: and 13) to comfort. The use of penicillin after the established diagnosis of a streptoteopeie pharyngitis is an illustration of the first purpose. to cure. The use of insulin for the diabetic athlete is an illustration of the
second category, to control. The use of aspirin or other analgesics for pain is
an example of the third category. to comfort. These three purposes have clinical
justifleathm. i.e.. the drug is given in an effort to prodnee a particular benefit
in the treatment of :t particular clineiaI condition. They provide relief to the ill
or injured athlete and aid his recovery. If they are used to allow the athlete to
continue competition in spite of the illness or injury, this represents a grave ex:mole of abuse of drugs.
With the role of competitive athletics so firmly established in our country, how
can the medical profession best control drugs used in athletics in a meaningful
way? Perhaps more basic to this whole problem is how best can everyone involved with the athlete exert meaningful control throughout all of athletic performance. Above all, there must be no deviation from two all important basic
principles that must underlie each and every medical decision regarding an athlete. The first principle is that no athlete can be permitted to risk permanent disability by masking a symptom with drugs. The second principle is that drugs
should be used only where a clear therapeutic indication exists, and not to alter
the normal physiologic processes. This is worth repeating: Drugs should not be
used to ,mask a symptom such as pain and leave the underlying cause of the
symptom Ignored. And drugs should not be used to alter normal body functions.
To employ these principles honestly and universally, without modification. must
he the constant objective for all those concerned with the health of the athlete.
This includes the team physician, the tniiner, the coach and the athlete himself.
Let us now review some of the drugs that are used for the maintenance of
health and see if there are any effects that are significantly in the performance of
athletic endeavor. Acute mettles' problems, such as infectious mononucleosis,
pneumonia, acute nephritis, etc will probably prevent the candidate from reporting for training. Such illnesses may he difficult to detect once they have run their
course. Homer. accurate appraisal of recent acute medical illness is an absolute
necessity because such a weakened candidate cannot hope to equal his healthier
compatriots and must suffer injury sooner or later. Thus post-infectious fatigue
and lethargy are often present in the post-infectious state, In these Instances supplemental oral vitamin therapy may aid in the recovery from a debilitating illness. However, massive vitamin therapy sometimes given by injection does not
appreciably speed up the convalescent period and is not without potential harm.
These same symptoms of fatigue are often improved by the ingestion of large
amounts of caffeine. The athlete who takes large amounts of cola drink may be
doing so because of the lift he obtains from the 55 mg. of caffeine which are present in the average bottle of cola.
Large coffee consumption will also do the saute thing, for there are about VW
nog. ctf caffeine in the average cup of coffee. The appeal of these beverages lies
primarily in their central stimulating effect and their tendency to counteract
feelings of fatigue. By circumstance, the athlete recovering from all acute,
no
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infectious illness with post-infectious fatigue and lethargy way feel he is

stimulated enough to perform well in athletic endeavors if he has several cups of
coffee or two or three bottles of coke before practice time. The lift that is felt by
the use of these caffeine-containing beverages may become an habitual thing.
Large amounts of these can produce symptoms of caffeine overstimulation manifested by headache, cardiac arrythmias. and distressing digestive symptoms. It
is important then to recognize that these agents which are part of our dietary
culture can actually become health hazards when used to excess. This does not

constitute doping in the true sense of the definition but it is abuse of nonprescription stimulants.
Vitamins are other agents which are used to maintain health, but which can

become potential health hazards when wed in excess by the athlete. The gross
abuse of vitamins and minerals is now quite common in the athletic field. Excessive use of these agents is often encouraged by trainers and coaches. Although
there is a general lack of danger with large amounts of vitamin therapy, it is
not without risk. This is particularly true when parenteral injectione of large
amounts of vitamins. particularly thiamin, is being used. Deaths have been
attributed to excess vitamin intake by the intravenous route. It is of interest in
this regard and it has been reported that in the Mexico City Olympics athletes
were getting injections of 1,000 micrograms of vitamin 1312 an hour before their
events. This would be enough to maintain an individual with pernicious anemia
In complete remission for a month. Prolonged ingestion of excessive amounts of
vitamin A and 1) are capable of potentiating serious bone and liver disturbances.
The combination of large amounts of vitamin D, plus prolonged exposure to ultraviolet light, markedly Increases the hazard of vitamin D intoxication. Phosphate
compounds or oral calcium in excessive amounts can lead to the development of
renal calculi in the susceptible athlete. Inorganic phosphates, massive amounts
of vitamin C (up to 10.00) mg. a day) and various "Gatorade" type solutions are
passed out by coaches and trainers without knowledge of the chemistry and
pharmacology of these substances. The excessive use of vitamins and minerals is
not justified, and studies of performance improvement as a consequence of increased vitamin intake alone are very difficult studies to control and very difficult studies to accept. Again, this shows the abuse of drugs normally used for
health maintenance.
One of the commonest occupational hazards of athletic competition is pain.
Two general kinds of anti-pain drugs are available: local anesthetics such as
procaine and ethyl chloride spray, and those that act on the central nervous system such as codeine. Problems can be associated with use of them all: continuous
use of procaine hydrochloride, for example, can produce side effects ranging from

excitation to coma to convulsions, as well as allergic reactions. With potent
nareotie agents. there Is danger of developing tolerance to their pain-relieving
properties, so that larger and larger quantities are required to suppress pain.
They also have side effects such as pupillary constriction with possible interference of vision, contraction of bronchial smooth muscle with possible respiratory difficulties, and finally constipation.

The use of anti-inflannnatory compounds such as cortisone, hydro-cortisone
and phenylbutazone is not without danger. These drugs are often injected into the

synovial space of all injured joint to relieve swelling, inflammation and pain.
The biggest danger arises because the inflammation is relieved but the cause
of the inflammation is not. Thus, the athlete must be cautioned to limit activity
of the treated joint even though there is distinct symptomatic relief, as the inflammation remains active and use of the joint may accelerate cartilage deterioration. Cortisone can lead to the gradual degeneration of bone structure.
Thus, the continued use of cortisone to relieve pain and swelling in a pitcher's
elbow while he continues to pitch, may lead to degeneration of the elbow with
(Tippling results. The same applies to the fullback's knee.
There is a high Incidence of toxic reactions to phenylbutazone and promiscuous
use of any of these compounds to keep an athlete in competition is sports doping.

Many athletes desire anti-spasmodic and tranquilizing drugs to control pregame jitters and nausea. The inability of the athlete to deal with pressure should

not automatically make him eligible for a tranquilizer. The same principle
applies to those athletes taking pep pills: they are attempting to derive something from the use of drugs which they do not think they naurally have.
Oversedation daring competition is a hazard of the tranquilizing drugs, with
impairment of athletic ability. Many preparations, particularly the anti-spasmodics, contain ingredients that may cause blurred vision. In addition, poten-
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tially dangerous drug interactions involving the central nervous system may

develop when more than one of these compounds is administered simultaneously.
The use of these drugs is gross sports doping.

The use of anorexics to help an athlete lose weight to make a lower weight
class should be mentioned only to be condemned. In spite of the fact that these
drugs are widely used in private medicine (the Physician's Desk Reference lists
over 60 anorectic agents) they have no place in the health maintenance of the
athlete. The common constituent of all of these drugs is either an amphetamine
or a sympathomimetic amine. These are incompatible with good medical care of
the athlete.
The most common drug associated with doping in sports is the amphetamine
or "pep pill" that is supposed to enhance performance by delaying fatigue. It
is a powerful central nervous t4ystem stimulant. It takes only 5 to 10 mg. to
achieve this. There is now ample evidence that it does not improve athletic performance. The side effects of these drugs tend to decrease performance. They
cause vasoconstriction, increased blood pressure and heart rate at rest, increased
muscle tension and changes in the pupillary reflex. All of these are the opposite
of what the athlete needs for top performance. Why then, are the amphetamines
used?

Research on the amphetamines has shown that a person's judgment can he

impaired, in the sense that he over-estimates significantly the beneficial effect of

the drug on his performance. This finding underlies the common impression
among amphetamine users that the drug is helpful, an impression that interferes

with educational programs against such use.
While considerable attention has been given to amphetamines, interest in the
androgenic-anabolic steroids (synthetic male sex hormones) has been increasing
in the athletic setting. They are being taken by some athletes with the intent of
gaining weight for sports where weight is considered an advantage. As brought
out in a statement from the AMA Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports

back in 1965, these drugs are categorically condemned for the athlete, their
effects being far more subtle and insidious than those associated with pep pills.
Even under clinically justified conditions and close medical management, these
drugs are so potent and have demonstrated such undersirable side effects that
their use is advised only after special consultation. Yet the muscular heachboys
started dabbling with these drugs in the early 1960's and it eventually spread
to athletes. first to weight men in field events and then to some football linemen
and basketball players. From grade school through the junior high school level,

athletes receiving the steroids definitely risk stunted growth because of premature closing of long bone growth centers. They also may experience a markedly
supressed male hormone production by the developing testes.

For the adult or postpubertal athlete, the growth and development factors no
longer apply. One of the drugs' side effects to which they are vulnerable is a
decreased libido. The size and function of the testicles are known to revert to
the prepubertal stage during extended administration of these steroids.
Finally. for those who are not impressed even by these effects, a controlled
study in Southern California between subjects who received an anabolic steroid
and those who received a placebo, revealed no signifieant differenees with respect to strength. motor performanee, work eapaeity, and other such measurements taken. Some elinieinns are attributing any increased weight in the normal
male from steroid use to increased appetite or water retention or both.
All known and unknown hazards from amphetamine or anabolic steroid use.
eonsequently. are apparently being risked for nothing. There are less heroic and
more honorable means of trying to inerease one's performance.

In eonelusion. it is important to tell it the way it really is to athletes. The
drug dabbling, even with those agents which are used for the maintenance of
health, are far more apt to erode than to enhance the normal capabilities of the
athlete. Drugs should be discussed frankly, honestly and completely open with
all athletes. It should be part of the same counseling that is given athletes on
alcohol, tobaceo, snortsmanship and other practices, during the young athletes
formative years. Certainly to ignore the problem is not the solution. The edlication of the athlete and all those directly involved with his training is the only
possihle solution. To turn to the law for the regulation and control of drugs in
sports is a hazard in itself and seems out of keeping with the high standards
of athletic endeavor. What is needed in sports doping is not more laws but more
understanding, more education and better dissemination of knowledge.
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APPENDIX 26
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES,

Kansas City, Mo., June 15, 1973.
Mr. JOHN RECTOR,

Senate Annex,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR JOHN :

It was a pleasure speaking with you on the phone today. We cer-

tainly are available to be of any assistance possible in the area of drugs and

athletics.
I a menelosing eopies of the February and March 1972 issues of the Christian
Athlete, official publication of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. I call your

attention to the two part series on "drugs in sports". page one in the February

issue and page sixteen in the March issue. These could be of assistance.
Also encolsed is an article by Dr. Donald L. Cooper from Oklahoma State University. Our people consider him tops in the field. He has attended our National
Conference program.

We will stay alert for other resources for the Senate Committee and we are

also personally available, should the need arise.
Very sincerely,

JOHN ERICKSON.

FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETESBOARD OF TRUSTEES, MAX 1973

Alan Ameche, Vice President, Community Relations and Sec.. Gino's, Inc.,
King of Prussia, Pa.
Paul Anderson, Paul Anderson Youth Home, Vidalia. Ga.

Rev. Richard Armstrong. Director of Development, Princeton Theological

Seminary. Princeton,
Thomas E. Bruce. President. Phillips University, Enid. Okla.
Coach Frank Broyles, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark.
Dr. Gary Demarest. LaCanada Presbyterian Church, LaCanada, Calif.
Richard S. is(bnach, General Agent, Aetna Insurance Co., Detroit. Mich.
Robert Fanning. Attorney at Law. Dallas, Tex.
John B. Francis. Chairman of the Board, Puritan-Bennett Corp., Kansas City,
Mo.

Coach Jake Gaither (Retired). Florida A & M University, Tallahassee, Fla.
Coach Prentice Gantt. University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Rodney Hill. President. Linwood State Bank, Kansas City, Mo.
John Hoermann. Vice President. Beatrice Foods Co.. Chicago, Ill.
Father Keith Hosey. John XXIII Center, Hartford City, Ind.

Durand Holladay, Chairman/Chief Ex. Officer, Continental Advisers, Coral

Gables, Fla.
Lamar Hunt. Kansas City Chiefs. Dallas. Tex.
Coach Tom Landry. Board Chairman. Dallas Cowboys, Dallas, Tex.
Leonard LeSourd, Executive Editor. Guideposts, New York, N.Y.
Mike Lude, Director -Inter-Collegiate Athletics, Kent State University, Kent,
Ohio.

C. James McCormick. President, Jaime Corp.. Vincennes. Tnd.
.Toe McMullen. Athletic Director, Marshall University. Huntington. W.Va.
Rev. Donn Moomaw, liei Air Presbyterian Church. Los Angeles, Calif.
Charles Motz, General Agent, Massachusetts Mutual Insurance Co., Atlanta,

Ga.

Robert I. Pettit. Jr.. President. Jefferson Bank and Trust Co., Metairie, La.
Robert Pirom (Retired President), New Castle Products Co.. New Castle, Ind.
Lloyd L. Reaves, President, Iselman Corp., Sioux Falls. S. Dak.
James E. Redman, President. Redman Industries. Dallas. Tex.
Clayton Smith. President. C. E. Smith and Associates. Carthage, Mo.
Rev. Dan Towler, Ecumenical Campus Movement, Los Angeles, Calif.
Davos AND THE ATHLETE

(By Donald L. Cooper, 111,a)
"Normal" is the best there is. Drugs of any type should only be
used in disease, deficiency, or injury states. Any other use of drugs
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is only a form of Internal pollution, and there is no valid evidence
that any drug ever improved any athlete's performance. The real
difficulty is that many drugs make people Levi they are better, but
it is an illusion. This myth is perpetuated by the limited testing
occasionally done in only the winners. When all of the contestants
have been tested, it has been found that more of the losers dabble in
the drug area.
"Normal" is the best there is. Somewhere in the educational process our Youn
people and our Young athletes have received a very limo- background in health
education. We have allowed this important part of education to be forced further and further out of the mainstream of te:«1iing until we now have many
people with little or 1111 appreciation of what is a truly wonderful creation,
namely. the normal 11111111111 1/104. In :I sense we S1.011 to have lost our appreciation of normalcy when in reality. normal is the best. As physicians we should

concentrate our efforts toward returning our ic..11s to normal. There seems
to be a tuition that the commonly used terms surfing "miracle drugs." "wonder
drugs." or -super drugs" can improve upon normal. if we had lietter health
education. this false concept and myth would not be so prevalent.

There are only three basic areas where drugs should be used. whether the
patient is an athlete or not. These are diseaso, detICIelley, or injury, in which
conditions drugs may be lifesaving as well as comforting and reassuring to both
the patient and the physician. The general area of therapeutic drug usage will
not be dketissed hi this article.
As in most areas of medicine. what is considnrecitherapentie and what is

not can be debated. but this article will deal mainly with the situations

where a disease, deficiency, or injury does not eNist. The toottlieraillIltir use
of drugs is unwise and has ninny of the problems of "recreational" drugs. Part
of this almost total preoccuptiOon with drugs in recent years may be attributed
to many of us in the older generation as well as to the influence of television.
By the time our children have reached the age of 211 years, it is estimated they
have watched approximately 15A)110 hours of tel
During this time they
will have Nell numerous commercials telling them that drugs can stop their
headaches, relieve their joint pains, ealm their stomach, improve their bowel
function. quiet their nerves. clear their complexions, and improve their ability
to perform work. They grow up believing drugs can provide the answers to
most of life's problems. In a sense, society has (Tented this culture.
This is no easy problem to solve, but I am firmly convinced that some of the
drug problems seen in athletes are only a reflection of the drug problems of
our society. In trying to approach this !indolent I
as well as
.n
I
tf
in our general population. there are some important eoneepts to teach. Everyone
today is justifiably concerned with pollution and eeology. This is commendable
WIMP our lakes. streams. air. and land are seriously threatened and In some
areas many have already given up -the ghost." If young people can be made
to realize that the ingestion of any nontherapeutie drug other than for a disease

deficiency state, or injury is a form of "internal pollution," they might get
the idea.

The use of drugs in sports is nornew. It has been stated that the first

recorded death from drug usage in sports occurred in the 1S:10s in a British
cyclist who was using ephedrine to improve his performance. It seems that we
are always "reaching out" for a "gimmick" or "an easy way" or that "speelal
something extra." There are no shortcuts to an excellent performance. but
apparently it is man's nature to keep striving for the possibility of securing

some help outside himself.
The number and variety of drugs experimented with by athletes over the years
is staggering. The frequency of deaths associated with some of these chemicals

does not seem to deter the curious and the gimmick seekers. A partial list of

some of the drugs experimented with would include caffeine, camphor, cocaine,
tranquilizers, nikethamide, stryelmine, pentylenetetrazol, ether. digitalis, nicotinylalcohol tartrate. ephedrine, nicotine nitroglycerin, alcohol, amphetamine sulfate. epinephrine. nitrates, cytochrome C. thiocyanate veratrum alkaloids. raitwolfla serpentine. hydralazine, potassium, calcium. magnesium. phosphorus,
lecithin. phosphates, citrates. bicarbonates, a spa rtic acid. gelatin, methylphenida to
hydrochloride. barbiturates, amphetamines and androgenic-anabolic steroids. The

latter two drug families are the ones causing most concern in athletics. The
chemistry laboratories and the drug developers are bringing to the market new
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substances almost daily. It can be expected that there will be other "quests"

with newer substances as we struggle to help the aspiring young athlete learn to
depend only upon himself for his performance and his development. One real
problem is that to my knowledge, in all of the literature there is no good scientific evidence that any of these substances really helps the athletic performance
of anyone.
Smith and Beecher' claimed that amphetamines were able to provide a slight
increase of 1% to 4% on certain endeavors. However, they had poorly controlled
standards of timing and measurement. They did use a double-blind technique as
far as medications were concerned, but some of the runners in the study timed
themselves, and all of the shotput distances were based on eye estimations only
and no exact measurements were actually taken. Foltz et al,' Golding and Bar-

nard.' Karporich et al.4 Margaria et al,' and Haidi and ynn." all using much

better controls on measurements and timing, were not able to show Improvement
in the performance of athletes from the same drugs.

Amphetamines are related to epinephrine in some of their actions and can

-

in fact also have a definite effect on subjectivity. Almost invariably, if you ask a
person who has used them. lie states that he felt better and felt sure he would
probably do better. However, so much of what a person does is controlled by his
"psychic input." One problem was all so-called "scientific experiments" is that
they cannot duplicate the natural excitation and valid stimulation of real competition. A good athlete has the remarkable ability to "psyCh himself up" at the
proper time. One real problem with using drugs to psych yourself up is that you
do not have the control and timing over yourself that you r-qy need. If we just
stop to think for one minute. we realize what a great influence our mind can have
on our body in an excited state. For instance, I imagine many have read about
the 98-lb woman who ran out of her house to discover a car had fallen off some
cinder blocks and her son was being crushed beneath the car. She reached down
and lifted the 4.000-lb car off her sen so that some friends could drag 3iiin out.
She did have several compression fractures of her vertebrae, but I can assure

you she was not using any artificial drugs to get the psychic input necessary
to do what she realized had to be done to save her son. Stories of farmers lifting
tractors by themselves off their loved ones have also occurred under similar
stress situations. In all of athletics, this is a difficult measure to take. I had
the pleasure of watching Bob Beaman psych himself up at the 1968 Olympics
and see him leap 29 feet 2% inches in the long jump. No man had even made a
long Jump of 28 feet. In fact it W218 such a super-human effort you would have

to say it could not happen. but it did! There were many factors involved. but
the most Important factor was still the emotional concentration brought to bear
at that specific moment. Beaman had not conic close to this jump before, or
sinee. A !aok at the problem of running a sub-four-minute mile that had eluded
man for centuries can he seen to be related to this same psychological effect.
After Roger Bannister accomplished the feat, it became almost commonplace
and today is not looked upon as any great achievement.
Throughout athletic records we can see this almost never-ending spiral of
bette and better performances. Without a doubt many factors are involved, but
certainly the psychological one is always present. Nevertheless, it remains elusive to quantitate or measure.

One of the most interesting studies that is closely related to the area we are
discussing is reported to be going on in France at the present time and has been

in progress for approximately the past five years. It seems the horse racing

people are attempting to determine just what, if any. influence drugs can have on
thoroughbred rave horses. For the past five years. every Wednesday, they have
tried almost all of the drugs previouSly accused of being used in the doping of

horses. They have been using at least ten thoroughbred nice horses that have
been run in every imaginable waywith drugs, without drugs, rested, fatigued,
warmed up. not warmed up. They have tried to measure every parameter possible. They hay., not 'Well able to demonstrate in any way that any drug can make
a horse run faster or consistently improve a horse's performance. This does touch

on the area o; dope tasting in horse racing. It appears that a great deal of what
is passed Off os good sel,,ntific control is many times only a move to soothe the
gambling piddle and to attempt to give some scientific credibility to the testing
of mop horses ! It seems to be a paradoxical situation in that there is no good
scientific evidence anywhere that drugs rail make a horse or human perform
any better. but because of the myth that has groc'n up around the concept, people
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believe they have to make a gesture at controlling something that may not even

exist. The danger in this area is that drugs can mask fatigue, and a person
or a horse may run past normal capacity, which, when combined with heat
buildup, may cause circulatory failnre. This does not mean the person or the

horse, for that matter, can go any faster.
All of the studies have shown delays in pulse and respiratory recovery times
after amphetamine usage. If indulged in regularly, these drugs can become addictive. Amphetamines also have the capacity for a fairly rapid tachyphyla xis. Often.
to get a continued response, the person has a tendency to take increasingly larger
doses. This type of regimen has been followed by varying degrees of agitated,
aggressive, sometimes paranoid beim vior. In very sensitive people this type of
reaction can also occur with fairly low doses. One former professional football
player stated lie had used "bennies" only in two games and that in both of these
games he had been thrown out for overaggressive and overzealous rough play. Ile

thought at the time that lie was the greatest defensive linebacker ever, but on
grading the films it was mostly a subjectiv? feeling on his part because lie Was
not playing that well ! In fact. part of his aggression may have been trying to
make up a little late what he would normally have been reacting to earlier if he
had not been taking the drugs. Ile stated after these experiences that he wanted
no part of the so-called "pep pill" business. Jim Beaton in his book. Bull Pour.
made the statement that he felt as many as 40% of major league ball players
used beanies or -greenies." lie also relates the story of a pitcher who, when
approached by the manger coining to the monad, stated that lie never felt better
and was throwing as %yell as anyone had ever thrown. Subjectively he felt he was

"king of the :maintain." The manager informed him his last three pitches had

been hit for Mime rims, so he was on his way to the showers! I suppose this is the
main reason it is so difficult to control his problem in some :treas. The athletes are
depending on the way they feel subjectively about themselves and their abilities

so they actually do believe that they are better, when in reality their judgment
is impaired to some extent and they are in more of an illusory state than in a
reality state. Most drugs do in fact work on our pleasure centers and certainly
the drugs that would titillate or stimulate Our ego area would subjectively cause
a pleasurable feeling.

Who does not like to have his ego boosted? An interesting new theory regarding

the action of this type of drug was expounded by Dr. Hardin Jones, Professor
of Physiology at the University of California in Berkeley. The main thrust of
Dr. Jones' concept is that most of the drugs used reereationally by human beings
act on some of the various sensual or pleasure centers of the central nervous
systems.' It has been estimated by various nenrophysiologists that humans have
at least 3.5 different pleasure areas and that when drugs are taken, they give a
titillation or stimulus to these areas. In talking about amphetamines it is stilted
that they seem to act on the pleasure areas associated with "preorgasmie" pleasure and obviously make the person feel good. This also could explain to some
extent. why this family of drugs is used in diet control. Most people eat for psychological reasons and to titillate their pleasure centers with food and oral activity. If you give a drug that titillates these same or closely related pleasure
centers, then you do not feel the "need to eat" as you did without the drug. Dr.
Thaddeus Mann of the University of Cambridge, England. evolved the same general concept at about the same time as Dr. Jones developed his ideas.

The combination of amphetamines with barbiturates has also enjoyed a certain amount of popularity among some athletes and is often referred to as a
greenie. The combination apparently gets the amphetamine titillation to the
pleasure and ego support centers, but the presence of barbiturates alleviates
sonic of the nervousness and shakiness felt as side effects of the amphetamines
alone. As far as any increased ability or efficiency is concerned, the performance

is no better ar.d in ninny instances the athlete actually performs worse. Sub-

jectively lie will tell you lie feels his performance is better.
One of the most detailed studies of the effects of amphetamines on the central
nervous system was done in 19611 by Tolland and Quarton." They were able to
demonstrate that for any benefit to result from drug usage. however slight, the

task had to be very simple, and the subject had to be habituated to the sin:ple
task and to some extent to the drug. We can see that no complicated athletic
contest can be reduced to simple task. Also. it is almost impossihle to have
habituation to most contests since they change with almost unique play or play
situation. I am sure no One wants addicted or habituated players on any athletic

squad.
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In spite of some adverse statements by former disgruntled athletes, I do not
think the problem of amphetamine usage is as widespread in high t!chools and
colleges as these athletes may lead you to believe. The amount of drug usage
in professional ranks is probably exaggerated. It may be the unsound last-ditch
effort of certain fading players to try to recharge themselves artificially before
they are cut or released. but if so. it is only a sad illusion they are creating for
themselves.

Many people honestly believe that a drug detect-bon and monitoring program
should be instAtuted to all athletic events as is supposedly done in horse racing.

They must realize that a reliable scientific checking system is still expensive
and time e011811 ming. For instance. dealing only with the problem of urine collec-

tion where urine is the biological fluid of choice for monitoring, facilities and
stuff must be available to collect two samples and to label. seal. and code them
properly. One sample should be given to the athlete. and absolute control should
be kept over the stiuly sample until tested in a laboratory capable of determining minute amounts of the various drugs. Most laboratories are geared only for
determination of fairly large amounts of drugs. as in poisonings or suicides. Gas
ehromatograidlY, electrophoresis, and crystallography can be used for analysis.
but these must be well controlled. If positive results are found. the person whose
urine tested positive must he informed so that he can take his half of the specimen to a laboratory of his choice.
A laboratory eau easily report normal findings, but as a result some interesting

and troublesome medico-legal problems may arise. Whenever testing is to be
clInsidered or done, it should b done on all participants. Fur, when only winners
are tested, the implication arises that there is some relationship between winning
and doping, while in reality the opposite has been found to be true. In Winnipeg
in 1967. all (.f the cyclists were tested at a cost of about $50.000. This was a
scientifically controlled procedure as described above, and it was not until they
tested the later finishers that they began to find any evidence of drug usage.
None of the first six finishers had apparently been taking drugs, but at least six
losers showed evidence of drug usage. At Delaware State during the fall of
1971, the football team was tested, and 13 members of the squad were removed
because evidence of drug usage was found in their urine. The week before the
testing was dime Delaware State lost 52 to 0! Their record this past fall was
also poor. In France and Italy, I have been told, a similar testing was done on
races in 1 9(iS and 1900. The same conclusions were reached as those in Winnipeg.

Sone of the winners had used drugs, but several of the later finishers or losers
had been apparently dabbling in drugs. This is certainly some criticism that
could be leveled at the Olympic policy of testing only random selected winners.
It would be preferable to test all participants in random selected events or better
yet to test ad participants in all events. Needless to say, this would be expensive
if done properly.

Let us hope that as sophisticated techniques in automated mlerotesting are
developed in the next few years, they will be applied In this arca, if those on

the governing boards believe they are worthwhile. Again, we have the paradoxieal
problem that we should be testing for the benefit of the person and not to withhold the illusory benefits of drug usage to any athlete.

Another gnaw of drugs misused and abused by many athletes today in the

weigth lifters, shotundroi:enie-analudie steroids. It has been stated that. SO%
putters. discus throwers. and .,javelin throwers are using these substances. This

is difficult to validate. but usually where there is smoke, there is fire! This is a
complicated problem to deal with. The human holy has at least 18 known steroids, and the total interrelated actions of all these hormones is not fully understIood. When a person takes a synthetic steroid of any type into his normal body.
some confusion is certain to be created in the checks and balanee that exist
when these hormones (operate in a normal state with each other. The problem
is further compounded by the fact that many of these people, in their zeal, will
take 5. 10, or 15 times the normal doses recommended by the intintlfactilrers; or
the pharmacologists. No one. to my knowledge, has done research using these
massive (loses. and they certainly cannot he blamed considering the possible
medieo-legal problem of such research. Fowler et al ° hi their study at UCLA in
1995, were unable to demonstrate any incresned strength, motor performance
vital capacity. and physical work capacity in a good, scientifir, double-blind,
There was some weight gain eorrelated with use of the active drug, but most of
this was beliyed to lac due to the fluid retention that Is a common finding with
the use of steroids in humans ,and is a result of the altered electrolyte balance
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and sodium retention. Son/I' SI
SeeMell to show growth in strength and size
but they were, in general. not doable-blind and made it very difficult to evaluate

the -psychological input." (Inc vommon denominator in Fowler's study for increased strength was in direct relationship to how hard the man worked hi the
weight room. No one will question the observed fact that a muscle will hypertrophy in direct proportion to how much it is overloaded.
'Tore are some potential dangers to certain people who may be adversely

affected by these extra steroid 1111r1111111eS in their systems. Boys may develop

prenirmire closure of the epiphyseal plates in their long bones. In other words,
the 1:10.5-cm Ili foot 3 inch 1 high school sophomore who weighs 81.30 kg (ISO lb I

and wants to weigh 99..1 kg (220 11:1 may think he is going to help himself by
raking these androgenic-anabolic steroids. In fact, he may shut down his epiphyseal growth plates prematurely and never bibemnib the 19S.1-ern ill foot ti
113-kg i2:1011): size he would have been if "mother nature- had not been interfered with. Also, usury of these young men conthine to grow to the age of 20 or
21. and almost always. with :1 good %%Tight program. they eon till out and gain

the muscular weight that makes them more effective athletes. According to
Fowler's') excellent resume on almost all of the supposed ergogenie substances,
to :late there is no pure anabolic steroid available, All of the so-called anabolic
steroid lunones have some androgenic or testosterone effects. These have been
associated with testicular atrophy, loss of libido, and on rare occasions, prostatic

hypertrophy. If a young person might have a hormone-sensitive tumor. the

increased amount of steroid may spur it on to more rapid and dangerous growth.
Some people have been reported to have had a form of eller:field hepatitis as the
liver apparently eannot metabolize all the extra steroid hormone in the system.
The one fact that young people and physicians should not forget is that no one
knows what the long-term effects of these steroids can be. We in the medical
and scientifie pnifessions have a tendeney to create the impression with the lay
puddle that we know more than we really do. There are so many unknown factors
and possible serious consequences that to use these powerful substances in apparently normal healthy boys ,:e4.111:4 almost horrendous.

We need to be more honest with ourseles and with our patients and to

overcome our reluctance to point out the potential dangers and unknowns for
this type of (abiding in drugs. As an example of how little we know, we could
point out that to this day all of the scientific research has not been able to show
how aspirin works! Several years ago. one theory postulated that in some way
aspirin hound the copper ion and returned it to the Cell from the extracellular
space. by which MeellanISIII pain Was relieved and elevated temperatures lowered. Recently we have heard the theory that aspirin is related to the prostaglandins and works through them. These are only theories: the fact is that no
one knows. The problem can be illustrated to some extent by the story of the
1:1-watt light bulb in :1 dark auditorium, Let the light emitted by this 15-watt
bulb represent the known information about a subject and the circumference of
darkness around this small "ball of light" represent what is not known. Sow,
if by research and hard work your increase your knowlec:;,'e and replace the
lri-watt tinily with a 150-watt bulb, your "ball of light" has ontainly increased,
bnt look what has happened to the circumference of darkness and look at the
size of that which is not known now. We see here one of the paradoxical effects
which is probably one of the basic truths recurring in all human endeavors.
These paradoxical situations are true of so notch of life.
Even thong)) they are not considered (frogs in the sense of stimulants or central
nervous system titIllators, vitamins need to be mentioned as another subject of

the "great drug myths." We mast reznemlabr that vitamins act primarily as
catalytic agents and are not metabolized. If a person eats a balaneed diet of
fresh. well-prepared food, he is getting all the vitamins his body tan use. If
there is some question on the diet. I am sure a one-a-day type multiple vitamin

.

and mineral tablet will not do any harm.
On the other hand, the use of any amount of vitamins has never been shown
to ilierea,rb athletic cerformance in any way when evaluated in a double-blind
study. With fat-solnhle vitamins. there is a danger of overdose, especially in the
younger age groups, The water-soluble vitamins are simply excreted in the urine.
and it is primarily the 11-complex vit.mOns that account for the bright yellow
color in the urine of those who take excess vitaznins There are !natty salesmen
in t h i s eountrr acd loony cullibne twoole who are victimized financially by vita-

min "pushers." Americans excrete the most expensive urine in the world be-

cause it is loaded with so many vitamins! Presently, some interesting studies on
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vitamin E are being carried out that will need review and analysis. Statements in
European studies seem to show that vitamin E does help in oxygenation at the

cellular level. Research in certain centers in the United States indicates that

vitamin E seems to act as a "cellular lubricant" and possibly in this way reduces
wear anal tear lietween iells and plissilily facilitates oxygen exchange. This is
difficult to validate or to relate to athletic performance.
Let us keep in mind that knowledge does not necessarily cause a change in
behavior. This seems to be one of the big problems encountered in iducation On
drug abuse. One expellent example is cigarette smoking. The evidence of its detrimental effects on health is overwhelming and most people are fully aware of it :
yet. cigarette sales seem to show that knowledge has not had a great effect on
changing behavior. As stated earlier, it may be that we need to improve health
education programs in our grade schools during the formative years rather than
try to educate teen-agers and adults. It is tragic that health education has continued to receive low priority in the educational process.
Let ns hope that all who come in contact with young athletes will do everything in their power to influence these young people to remember that hard work,

self-discipline. practice. and sacrafiee are necessary for success in athletics.
Chemical "shortcuts" are not a substitute, and many possible adverse results
await those trying to improve chemically that which cannot be improved, namely.
normalcy.
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TnE C II RISTI A N ATIILETErT11 E JOCK AND THE JUNKIE
DRUGS IN SPORTS

It all may have started years aim when a trainer surreptitiously jabbed a
needle into his horse and during the race discovered presto! the horse ran
faster. Sales of hypodermic needles increased markedly.

Drugs %very once primarily associated with horse racing or deranged bullfighters but not mainstream athletics. Today racing is several furlongs ahead of
most other sports in curbing drug abuse. In fact. if a nag is even a drug suspect
it is kept stalled while across the playing fields of America run men and boys
who have popped and stuck their bodies full of painkillers. "uppers" and harder
drugs.
And whoever heard of a thoroughbred at a pot party? We wish the same could
be said for athletes at even the junior high level.

The fact of drug abuse in athletics is not debatable. The extent of the drug

abuse is.
Bil Gilbert wrote in Sports Illustrated. "Athletes today take an extraordinary
variety and quantity of drugs, They take them for dubious purposes ; they take
them in a situation of iielmtahle morality : they take them muter clInditions that

range from experimental to hazardous to fatal. Such use of drugs is far from
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new, but the increase over tile lost fen years is likely to liecome a major athletic
scandal- -one 111:11 could shake piddle confidence in many sports . . . There are

other factors tending to destroy spurt: too much money, too much pressure. too
much emphasis. The total influenee of thew all is to fix games. to remove the
fungi:Imelda' drama of sports by dehumanizing it. Short of slipping robots into
the lineup. the use of drugs is the most dehumanizing practice of them all."
AI the other extreme, if you 1:1 1k with smite Itt111thtit. partirip:.1115. coaches or

administrators about the drug problem for athletic or social use---you receive

either a vacant stare or an incredulous look :is if this might be true on the

moon or farther out in the galaxy but certainly not in the good 01.' USA.
There is a drug problem in sports. To help determine its proportions it seemed
the best source Minkd he the jiartii.ipailts themselves. So we surveyed '200 high
school aud college athletes representing a ;zeta:rapine spread of states and a wide
range of sports. WI/ 111/1 not include the "play for pay" boys because the subject

of drugs in imp spirts tins already been the center of ample discussion and

vont roversy.

Any survey is subject to scrutiny and question. Some of if the forms were hur-

riedly and minimally filled nit. But this overview should provide additional
information with which to combat a problem that everyone in sports must begin
to grapple with much more realist iv:illy.

Ilalf I /f the surey follows. The second half will appear in the :March Christian

200 HIGH SCHOOL .ND COLLEGE ATHLETES REPORT ON MHO USAGE IN THETA WORLD

Question. Are drugs a real problem in your community?
"Yes" was the indleation of 110 athletes (55 percent) while Si said "110" and

9 gave such replies as "getting to be"; "to some extent"; 'don't think so": "a
little problem": and "slight."

A number responded "no" because of the "real" qualification. They indicated
drugs were a problem lint nut of serious proportions. Conversely, some affirmative

statements were undoubtedly based on hearsay. One athlete said. "Drugs are a
definite problem from what I've heard, lint I haven't any firsthand knowledge of
it." 110w lunch of the "yes" answer that was based on fact or rumor is difficult
to ascertain.
The athletes manifested fluctuating degrees of interest in the /MIR issue. A college gridder commented: "I don't concern myself with the problem," Millie a high
school football player said, "A 114, of people are on drugs but I wouldn't say its

a problem.' The situation was taken much on drugs lint I wouldn't say it's a

pi-4)14(4n." The situation was taken much more seriously by others. A collegiate
soarer competitor stated. "Even seventh graders to our town are on drugs." An
Arkansas high school football stated, "It's a serious matter if only one person is
taking drugs."
Question. Hare you ever taken pep pills or stimulants before a game? If so.
what was the result?

Of the 200 athletes surveyed. 191 would refute the premise that drugs are any
sort of personal problem within the athletic envimment. Only nine indicated that
they had used "restorative" (painkiller) or "additive" (to stimulate performance
beyond natural limits) drugs.
Of the nine. however. only one indicated a bad experience. A Kansas high school
,performer said. "The pills got me all stiff and bent Out of shape."
The other eight claimed they benefited from the pills or stimulants. The comments included : "I didn't tire out as fast in the game. but I was tired later when
it wore off": "Great": "The pills gave me a big lift" (college baseball player).
A collegiate gridder stated. "It was a big psychological boost. It kept the :Wrennlin flowing: I never got ti red."
Most of the "no" response was without qualification. Several athletes added
comments: "God gave us ability that cannot be increased by drugs" (prep eager) ;
"No. I don't believe in false gods": "I was high enough on Jesus": "No, although
sometimes I wished I had more energy" (high school football players in Oregon

and Iowa).
One young man lamented. "Noand we lost."
Question. Have you erer taken drugs of any kind? What were they and what
was your reason for using them?

Social use of drugs was double the utilization for athletic purposes. However,
while 55 percent Hahn a drug problem in their community, the athlete is appal'.
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ently not a major part of it. Ten percent (19 to 200 athletes) said they had used
drugs.

Several used drugs to kill pain, another to stay awake studying for tests. For
most the reasons weren't as noble. Curiosity prompted several to try marijuana.
One said. "I wasn't trying to escape anything. I just wanted to try some grass."
A California prep gridder said he'd broken up with his girl and "smoked sonic
grass with another girl just to see what it was like."

Peer group pressure made a number cave in"Everyone else was smoking

pot." From survey results this is apparently an inaccuracy if the "everyone else"
is athletes.
Others succumbed to a search for kicks. A college wrestler from Massaclmsetts
simply wanted to "get high." A water polo player from California ate brownies
spiked with marijuana for the same purpose. One of two who admitted to LSD,
however. claimed it was "snack in on me."

Unlike the vase with using restoratives or additives for competition, no one
commented positivily on the aftereffects. One said pot "wasn't much." Another
who tried grass. "reds" awl "whites" termed it "a waste of money."
Among the 9 percent plus on the "no"side of the ledger, one athlete reported,
"I'm trusting in the Lord and don't. feel I'll have a big urge to try drugs."
Question. Are drugs used by your teammates?

In a sense curious. but in a way predictable, the reported incidence of drug
almse rose drmatically when the monkey was placed on the other guy's back. A
third of the athletes (67) said "yes" while 133 answered "no." And among the

"no's" were added these qualifications: "Not that I'm aware of"; "I have no
idea"; "I don't know"; "I'm unsure"; "Not to my knowledge."
Here are responses from those answering affirmatively :
"Three of my teammates use pep pills and about a dozen are on pot" (Santa
Barbara. Calif., pr..:
;Mill player).
"Yes, but only the losers" (another California gridder).
"our catcher is on grass" (high school baseball player).
;

"A lot."
"About ten percent."

"At parties to a great extent" (Colorado high school athlete).
"Two of my teammates were convicted for possession of grass" (Pennsylvania

high schooler).
"Pot is the real thing to do" (college athlete).
"Over 50 percent of my teammates have tried drugs and 10 percent are on them
regularly" ( college athlete).
"Several are on 'speed'."
"They use drugs to rejoice over a victory or nurse a defeat."

Among those saying "no" the statements included, "Most athletes are smart
enough not to use drugs" and "We're trained not to use what we don't need."

One high school athlete scribbled what may be a foreboding prophecy, "Nonot
yet."

Question. Do your coaches advocate the use of drugs or stimulants?
The (quiches eon be proud of a superior won-loss reeord on this one. Only
five percent advocated such usage, and this was primarily in the area of painkillers. Of the 200 athletes. 190 answered "no" and 10 said "yes." One Iowa
gridder commented. "They (coaches) have recommended stimulants to help us
play better."
One California baseball player sounded a note which might he indicative of a
larger percentage of coaches : "The coaches are aware of pill usage, tell us not
to do it lint take no steps to prevent it."
Ilere n re comments from those giving their (quiches ii high score:
"My coaches believe drugs are merely a false confidence and power."
"They belbe .. we should win on our own ability."
"Coaches ft no game is important enough to risk a life for it" (college
gridder
"Ile is more concerned with the welfare of the players than a football season"
( Cali f( aid a prep a thlete ).

"Both my conches are Christian men and wouldn't think of it."
"Clutches discourage
airage dr»gs and my if we (het have inner stimulation to compete. drugs won't help" ( New Jersey high school football player).
"They say drugs only ;mike you think you're playing better" (Virginia prep).
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"My coach says the best way to prepare for a game is a good night's rest and
the proper food- t Iowa prep).
My coaches diet talk alsalt drugs. Guess they figure we have !lame sense"
( Arkansas high school athlete 1.

"Nly vomit says Jesus Christ is the only stimulant we need" (high school

swimmer in California I.

ARTIFICIAL. ATHLETES

( By Gary Warner)
"Before long the champion athlete will not necessarily he the one who trains

the hardest or competes the best. but the one who has the best pharmacist."
Author-coach Tom Erher might he nearer 11w truth than the atbletie community

would like to believe. Drug usage in pro sports is no small problem. Too many

playersand not all of them with axes to grindhave indicated that the use of
stimulants and painkillers is idespribad.
Just as Paris fashions determine U.S. hemlines, the trends in pro sports are
eventually imitated by i.olteges am' high schools. Drug abuse nn and off the
fieldwill undoubtedly increase :it all leveis of a thleties. «though from our drug
survey and ether sources we're (.11(.011r:100 that athletes are less hung-up nn drags

than other segments of the youth culture.
Drug IISP by prep and college athletes in their soeial life can be attributed to the
typical actions of ;voting people caught up in the particular peer groups. From the
in-sport standpoint. titere may be two key factors which have contributed significantly to rising drag usage.
The Advantage: Athleties are meant to be competitive. But when the stress goes
from healthy competithol to the win -at- all -cost syndrome (again, seeping from the
pro wars to the business-like conduct of Iti(l's leagues) the emphasis is on finding

the advantage.

As in big is twer missile-anti-missile escalation. an athletic defense soon combats

the new offense. improved training methods produee bigger, faster. stronger
bodies. Better equipment (such as the fiberglass pole) is treated and records are
demolished.

And when men and boys find that a pill or a shot masks pain or makes them
quicker. stronger and more durable (if only psychologically) they'll take them.
The .t rtithial : .t rtificial turf seems emblematic of the larger synthetizing of
athletics. The "'thistle society" includes the athletic world. Games are tailored hot-

televimitm. Expansion has. in certain instances. denuded major league professionalism.

And some athletesfrom all thishave found the freedom and enjoyment of

athletic expression replayed by a void, sober liturgy. AS the contest is delnitnaniztbd. so are its part ieitiant s.
every advantage is exploited. as the games and its

performers become artificial and dehumanized. the reactions of athletics will
range from being bored to feeling betrayed. And they will turn elsewhere for
satisfaetion.
If the joy is drained from games. we must realize that it takes more than win-

ning to till the vacuum.
If eve try to purge ourselves of drugs and other debilitating experiences. we'd
better come lip with something solid to fill the gap. Sports can play a role. But
worshipping a ball only (.011IS disaster. We need to inhale that which meets our
deeper needs.
The Bible records a meeting at a well in Samaria between Jesus Chtist anti a
WOI111111. Her immoral life had dehumanized her. Hers was an artificial existence.

She might have wished to fxbale all her patterns of existence. but what was there
to inhale?
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Jesus said the answer was himselfhis life style we know as Christianity:

. whoever drinks the water that I will give him will never be thirsty again.
For the water that I will give him will become in him a spring which will provide
him with living water. and give him eternal life." (John 4 :14).

An oversimplified solution to the drug problen0 Some might think so. It's
certainly not foolproof because our humanness always gives us fits. One thing
thousands of Christian athletes have proven, howeverit beats whatever might
be the second-best solution hands down.
And the fringe benefits of stripping of artificiality to become a real person in
Christ are fantastic.
DRUGS IN SPORTSPART 2

Last month's Christian Athlete featured the first half of a candid drug survey.
Two Inindreil high school and college athletes. representing a cross section of

sports and states reported on the drug usage in their world.
A synopsis of the key responses:

Fifty-live percent indicated that drugs welt. a "real problem" in their community. Many of the dissenting 45 percent found the word "real" unacceptable
and explained that drugs were a problem lout not of serious proportion.
(Inly 9 of the 21)0 had ever taken pep pills or st' hints prior to a game. One
of the nine had Nuffered ill effects; the other eight claimed to have benefited.

Ten percent admitted to using drugs on occasionmainly marijuana and

prompted mostly by curiosity. thrill seeking or peer pressure. No one commented
positively on the aftereffects.

A third of the athletes claimed that teammates use drugs.
happily. 190 noted that their coaches did not advocate the use of drugs or

stimulants. And the few mentors who did confined their recommendations to the
area Of painkillers.
Ilt.re is the concluding half of the questionnaire.

Question. Is the drug problem more smoke than Are in athletics or is there

real reason to be concerned?

'Twenty -three percent (lid not know. But the other 77 percent had strong

opinions.

Forty percent insisted there was definite cause for concern. "There's a lot of
blowup but underneath it's a hot problem." said a prep gridder from Minnesota.
l'litintt.d a California football player, "I've heard of too canny eases where athletes
have 01 Yd :Overdosed ) on the field and in sonic cases even (lied.'
-The drug problem in athletics is comparable to a raging forest fire with no
signs of vont nor stated a college thin(.lad from North Carolina.
-The drug scene is notch greater on the college campus than at the high school
contended one fellow.

"I've Styli our trainer offer mysterious little pills to star players before a bowl

game." (.ontitlt.d a footballer.

several professed concern. although the drug problem was either minimal or

!nonexistent on their campus.
Thirty-seven percent smelled smoke. "The harmful effects have become so real

to the majority of guys that they've turned away from them," said a Texas

gridder.

Among other comments : "Wise athletes know there's no future in drugs";

"The athletes I've talked with realize the dangers involved"; "Real athletes don't
need drugs."

Question. are drugs more or less a problem for athletes than alcohol and

Cigarettes? Why?

The overwhelming majority (137) affirmed drugs as the lesser of three evils.
"Because booze and cigarettes are more accepted and accessible" emerged as the
recurring and overriding reason.
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"Yeah. we got a lot of smokers and beer hounds loll our team- :t prep eager
noted dryly. "Nlany athletes are afraid of drugs but think it's okay to smoke

and drink." observed a three-9 Hirt letterman from Michigan.
"An athlete can ciant, tiff alcohol and cigarettes much easier than he can drugs."
said a New York prep soreer player.
Twenty-three voted aleohol as the overall chief culprit and listed "flit' '- mess,..
"less f' salty." and -easier to get" as the Whys of its popularity.
Twelve athletes lumped drugs. smokes and liquor in the same long : -All have

a killing effect": "All affect your body in on unnatural way."
Seventeen were ()pinion less,

The 34 who underlined drugs as more of a hangup were more prolifie and
speeitic

"Athletes lose more if they use drugs."
in greater trouble."
If you're caught with drugs
trugs are easier to get hooked on and far more dangerous."
"They give an athlete a false sense of his abilities."
"Athletes brlitive drugs will help their performanee."
-Certain drugs can damage faster than alcohol and cigarettes ever could."
but if they take drugs
"Athletes are more susceptible to booze and

t iley're shot !"

Questhm. Is there ever a time or mituatirm in whieh mot ?could defend drug
usage by an athlete!
Nine percent I 181 opted for an "I don't know" or "I doubt it" answer.
Fifty-one percent (1031 would never defend drugs under any eiremastances.
The 411 perilint 179) who would defend its "situation ethics" use invariably
qualified their response :
-Only as a painkiller for an injury" (44 1.
"Only if prescribed by a doctor or with his approval" (131.
Other single Just Meat ions and st ipulations included :
"Before a big gunny you've worked so long and hard for" I track/football player
in California 1.
"Only on the professional level since it's their livelihood."

"To settle a nervous condition a player has before it game" (prep eager from

Virginia
"Only to help you. Maybe like when Willis Reed on the Knicks used them" (high
school basketball player).
"Not unless it would help the person to heal."
"Surgery is the only ()evasion" (cross- country collegian ).
If it would benefit the team" (Texas high school gridder).

"If it's absolutely essential that a guy play" (prep football player from

Maine).

Question. 1)o you think roaches you're played for feel tntwallll responsible
alemt drugs, xtimulants. Mr., or is their action primarily motivated by the desire
to min?

If this query were posed in the shape of a pie, the final servings would consist

of four irregular- sired pieces.

Thirty-eight stated that their coaches derived incentive from winning but de-

clined to elaborate.
Eighteen felt their conches combined both elements lint did not mention if the
outcome was sat isfaetory or successful.
Forty - seven took a vow of silence.

Ninety-seven affirmed their mentors as morally and et hi rally responsible and
frequently inserted a plug for then) :
"My coaches love to win but not to the point where an athlete will be hurt."

"Most of any coaches feel responsible for its as human beings."

"'They care about us."
"I don't think they're so entered on winning that they'd risk a guy's life."
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"Our coaches have threatened to turn in the names of any athletes they find

using drugs, including their own sons."
"My coaches aLhor the use of drugs."

"My conches are more concerned with an athlete as an individual rather than

as a machine to win games."

"Sure they want to win, but they feel they eau do it without drugs."
One prep athlete from Iowa who selected the "desire to win" category pushed

the lever with extreme caution : "I think if we were in a championship gimp- and
a player was injured who taeant the difference between winning and losingmy
coach might consider a painkiller."
Question. What would be your solution as to how athletes and coaches deal

with the drug problem both within and outside of athletics?
At first glance. chanees of licking the drug demon seem as remote as Willie
Shoemaker ontrebonnding Artis Gilmore. Generally the athletes' answers ware
nehulons ("stay away from it") or ridiculous ("ban everything concerned with
drugs").
Ten flatly said there was no solution.
Nineteen favored expelling any offender from the team.
Nineteen admitted they couldn't think of any remedies.
A dozen asserted Christ or God as the sole panacea.

Not everyone copped out or wistfully spirtualized, Although the final scoresheet. didn't promise any spectacular win streaks, some note-tinily workable
solutions poked their heads through the ominous drug cloud hovering above the
not-so-innocent-world of the latter-day jock.
Personal communication between Mayers It ad coaches.
Show the effects of drugs on the body . It ex-addicts tell their story.

Have groups such as }'CA and the YMCA sponsor seminars that give teams

the scoop on the drawbacks of drugs.
Stop stories exposing pro at hletes and drugs . .. they implant too many ideas.
Tougher rules and enforcement of them by the coach.
Personally refrain from using or experimenting with drugs of any kind.
Use athletics as an outlet for a withdrawing addict's time and energy.
Prove, as a Christian athlete. that drugs are neither wise nor beneficial.

Better utilize the athlete's influence to share and show that there's a better
way and more to life than drugs. Like Jesus Christ.
Always remember that Christ said your body is his dwelling place.
As one fellow realistically concluded. **It will take the time and dedication of
ti1011KIIIS Of athletes to solve the problem."
But it can be done and God can use you to make it happen. If you're willing.
APPENDIX 27
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE,
ASSEMBLY CON! ITTEE ON HEALTH,

March 22, 1972.

Mr. JoliN REcrion.

Deputy Chief Counsel. Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee. Senate Annex,
Washington. DJ'.
DEAR MR. REcroit: As you requested, I am enclosing a copy of the Assembly
hearing transcript concerning Drug Alinse in Athletics. I hope it will be of some
value to you.
The other Washington request for this document came from the office of Congressman Staggers. I don't kionv what committee he is connected with but
assume you will
I Will he interested in your progress on this subject and I would appreciate
it if you would Janke whatever information you might develop available to me.
Sincerely.
DAVID A. WINSTON, Consultant.

Enclosure.
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ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL. CHAIRMAN:
This meeting will come
to order.
Will the Secretary please call the roll: Assemblyman
Duffy. Assemblyman Stacey. Assemblyman Townsend. Assemblyman
Waxman, Assemblyman Wilson.
Today the Aesembly Health and
Welfare Subcommittee on Drug Abuse and Alcoholism intends to
explore the extent to which drugs play a part in athletic competition.

I'm sure those of you present today are aware of the
publicity surrounding this issue. This publicity, if well founded.
points to a potentially disasterous situation in athletics today.
wherein the athlete - for real or imagined reasons - will feel the
necessity to add drugs to his training regimen.
The fact that we are a drug-oriented society is a well
established cliche; the fact that sports are now included within
the context of a "turned on society" only confirms the extent to
which chemicals are in inseparable aspect of American life.
Society's mass use of drugs in order to cope with the
problems of living is serious indeed; the'iMPact on athletics is
even more alarming. for inappropriate drug use bears the seeds of
destroying the notion of competition as we know it and as it has
existed since the first Olympic Games.
There is no doubt that drugs have a definite role to play
when required for the treatment of injury--and injury is an
inevitable consequence of physical competition. When drugs assume
a position of competitive importance beyond this role, however, the
nature of competition and the role of sports in general becomes a
perversion of its original purpose.
We have endeavored successfully to define distinctions
regarding the use of drugs when horses compete against one another.
I optimistically believe horse racing policies protect both the
nature of competition and the health of the horse. I feel it is
incumbent upon us, at this hearing today, to attempt to do no
Ico' for human competitors.
We at this hearing are sports fans, otherwise none of
us probably would have expressed the obvious concern that is
Working together with constructive
apparent by today's attendance.
suggestions we can p-event sports from becoming the testing battleThe
medical laboratory, not the
ground for chemical research.
playing field, is the proper proving ground for testing drugs; and
medical treatment of the ill, not the healthy athlete, is the proper role for the fruits of such research.
We would like to open the hearing today by hearing from
Doctor Way Dooley, from the Wood Memorial Clinic in Pamona. Doctor
Dooley.

For those of you in the back, if you would like to move
up. we don't have a P.A. System here in the building itself. We
for recording
do have the microphones you see in front of us here
the hearing All the testimony will be recorded and transcribed at
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a later date.
So if you have difficulty hearing and would like
to move up. I think you might have a better chance of hearing.
ArA I would request that all those who are going to testify to
speak in a loud enough voice to be heard, not only by the members
of the committee, but by those in the audienc...

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Mr. Campbell, before he gets
started, does he have a prepared text that we all may have a
copy of?
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: Do you have copies cf that text,
Dr. Dooley. or do you just have one copy?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

I just have the one copy.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: Fine. Go ahead Dr.Dooley. Do
you have an opening statement that you'd like to make into this
whole area?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:
I have a letter from Steve Thompson,
outlining the general theme of the hearing of this committee.
Questions to be discussed or the use of drugs among athletes.
For instance the first topic to be discussed is "to what extent
are drugs used among athletes", the pattern of use--impairing
of skills arA abilities, loss as a result of injuries or for
added perfcrmance. As far as my experience, I normally take
care of the high school and Jr, College athletes and the only
drugs that these young people -se is given to them by a team
physician or a family physicis- or doctor in charge rf their
care as a result of injury. You might as well kick off with the
use of the anabolic steroids hich are the protein at the muscle
Thus building muscle
level, thought to increase the metabolism.
faster than the athlete was formerly able to do. We see at the
high school level ages 16, 18, 19 years of qe boys who have reached
a plateau in their metabolism, in their development in bone growth
and muscular development and no matter what they do, seemingly,
they develop no further. In other words, a boy 5 feet 10 or 11
inches, 6 feet who weighs 145 to 150 pounds noti:es the lacking
in the muscles around the shoulder girdle, pectoral, etc., that
The minimal
needs some help in the protein metabolism line.
dosage, 10 milligrams a day for 30 days, rest for two weeks, on for
two weeks more, a diet of increased protein, a pattern of ,esistive
First chest,
exercises stressing the area of needeJ development.
shoulder muscles, secondly, thigh muscles seem to be the need for
the athlete in preparing him against the rigors of contact sports.
Not while the athlete is engaged in the ,,port, but before he takes
part in it, thus giving the athlete an even break as far as
his defense in the sporting event, as far as injury is concerned
to that particular athlete because

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: Let me interrupt here, Dr. Dooley.
Are you saying that you use anabolic steroids not during the season,
but prior to the big season?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Right.
-2-

99.749 0 - 79 - 31
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ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
steroids during the season?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

You don't prescribe anabolic

None whatsoever.

Do you notice any side effects
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
from the anabolic steroids among high school or Junior College
athletes?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: The side effects I ha,a noticed have
all been favorable.
The athlete seems to gain in his confidence,
he seems to gain in ability to get along with his fellow man.
His grades increase, he seems to advance in his ability to get
along with his fellow man, really.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: How long have you been prescribing
anabolic steroids to high school athletes?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: We first ran an experiment, I talked to
the Association of Southern California Football coaches in 1964,
presenting an outline of the history and the results of anabolic
steroid use and we ran experimental work the following year. And
we were in experimental work at that time.
We Jsked the question,
serious questions, whether they thought that the use of such a drug
was within the realm of ethical use as far as the athlete was concerned and we proceeded then to handle the experiment with 200 athletes
ages 18 to 22 years of age, I believe.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

What year was this again?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: Nineteen sixty-five. Controlled experiments with the drug being doled out to the athletes, the athletes
taking the drug in the presence of either myself or the coaches
assisting me in the experiment. And :since then these boys have
been followed and we found no ill result of a minimal dosage for
the athlete. We needed just enough to stimulate this boy to
develop and fill in.

Dr. Dooley will you give us a little
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
Graduate of what school?
of your medical background, please?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Graduate of California College of Medicine,
I took
internship, residency of the Los Angeles General Hospital.
a surgical residency there and I was a senior resident when I left
I've been in practice in Pamona California since
the hospital.
I've been physician at Mount San Antonio College, this is my
1946.
25th year for the football team.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
of what Board?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

And you are a Diplomata, therefore,

I am a Fellow of American College Sports

Medicine.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
have you had?

I see.
-3-

And what research background
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DOCTOR DOOLEY: I have done research in the anti-inflamatory drugs.
I've done research for three different companies,
Merck, Sharp & Dohme, Parke Davis, and Wallace Laboratories.
with?
with?

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: What University was this associated
What University or school of medicine was this associated

DOCTOR DOOLEY: This was associated only with the companies
outlined, because I had a great number of athletes passing through
my clinic. The number and type of injuries were the ones needed
to help show the effect and result of certain types of drugs
commonly used to treat athletic injuries.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Now let me ask you this.
This type
of drug that you're giving, the anabolic steroids, is a form of
hormone. Is that correct?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Its been known for a long time that the
androids which are the male hormones, and the estrogens which are
the female hormones will help build bones.
The chemist and the
experimental researchers have put away the male hormone effect of
these drugs and come out with the .anabolic steroids.
They are
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Now let me ask you this.
a form of hormone drugs, and I don't need to know the name, the
But its put out by certain companies, is that correct?
trade name.
Now is there a warning of side effects on these drugs?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

And what are the potential side

effects?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: The potential side effects, mainly the
The possibility of a male
warnings, are for the use of females.
In other words a deeper voice, hair on their face,
hormone effect.
the reflection in the size of the breast, the various reactions
There is
that you have when you get heavy doses of male hormones.
an outside chance that this could be caused by the use of the
Those very, very small anabolic steroids are
anabolic steroids.
measured by their nitrogen retaining effect in the body, or their
anticatobolic effect.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: And there are no dangerous side
effects for males that are pointed out by the manufacturers of
these drugs, is that correct?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Only if taken in massive doses.

I see. There have been no reports
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
in the literature that there's any danger in the disruption of
sexual function at all for a male?

-.4-
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DOCTOR DOOLEY: There have been reports in lay literature that the possibility exists. But I have seen no actual demonOf course,
stration by legitimate research that this can happen.
reaction to drugs for any person is individualistic.
Your
reaction and mine would be different. And this has to be observed
if the athlete is under care and observation, this is what he goes
And if there's abnormal reaction, I don't care what drug
through.
you're. using with a patient, you withdraw the drug.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
on anaoblic steroids?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

And how many patients do you have now

I have one, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
is that correct?

Oh,

I see.

So you do it very rarely,

DOCTOR DOOLEY: When the indication is present, I feel I
can use it.
But not indiscriminately.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

You don't use it on all of the patients?

But if he thinks
DOCTOR DOOLEY: No. I don't give it out.
he should gain weight, he's 6 feet 2 inches, weighs 255 not an
ounce of fat on him. I'm not trying to give that boy an, advantage
over a like competitor who weighs the same, so forth and so on.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: Is the reason you only have one
on now because of football season?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

No, this is a basketball player.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

So this year you only have one on.

I had none for football either this year.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: When you ran the two you started
with 200 young men in 1965 in the age of 22 category.
Now you say
you followed those 200; did you check them every year, or how did
you do...
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Yes, we get together, we've gotten together
approximately three times since the original work was done and we've
gone over and kept track cf where these boys went to college, if they
did go to college. A great many of them played ball at different
college levels and, of course, since then have graduated from college.
There are a few of them in pro ball at the present time.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

And none have noticed any side effects

from it?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: No. And there have been no great regresWhen they stop the drug they did not go back to their
original weight or abilities. They kept the level which they had
attained.
sions.

-5-
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: You then would be an advocate of
the utilization of anabolic steroids?
Only when indication occurs. The same
DOCTOR DOOLEY:
with any drug. You have an indication to use it you should use it.
I feel that you should use any drug within your armamentarium to
help the athlete.
Its just the same as if you would use the whirlpool or ice or tape an ankle or support a shoulder.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: You're comparing anabolic steroids
then with utilization of whirlpools and tape?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Well your end result is the same.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

How is that?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: Increased action of the athlete to a
plateau where you had started beneath this plateau to re-increase
the injured players ability back up to the pre-injury level.

But you're rot re-increasing with
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
steroids are you? This is the kind of an added drug that you're
putting something there that wasn't there before.
Is that correct?
The whirlpool doesn't do that nor does the tape.
DOCTOR DOOLEY: They all act in bringing the athlete's
performance to a certain level, to a certain norm.
In other words.
a boy that is 5 feet 11 inches, weighs 140 pounds playing the line
opposite a man who is 5 feet 11 inches, weighing 210 pounds, all
Nc.w this boy in the line with the height and weight has a t/
muscle.
definite advantage over the boy on this side, right?
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: What's the most weight you put on
any individual through the use of steroids, and in what period
of time? Let me digress first of all. How long did you conduct
this experiment with the 200 people?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

It was taken over a 21/2 year period.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: And over that 21/2 year period, say
from 1965 to 1967 you gave these young athletes anabolic steroids- all of them?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: On the drug for 30 days, rest for two
weeks and on for two weeks more. This is all the drug they got.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

They would go 30 days and then what,

rest?

DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Rest, for 2 weeks.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCTOR DOOLEY:
the drug.

And then

Two weeks more - fourteen days more on
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the drug?

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: So then they only had 45.days on
Is that a daily dosage?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: Yes, ten milligrams, that's the top
dosage.
Some drugs came in two milligram size--we would use 3 of
those (two, four, six).
Some came in five milligram size--we'd use
2 of those.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

So some were not taking ten milli-

grams?

DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Right, ten was the top dosage.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: What, in your judgement is the maximum
dosage to use that could cause side effects when you say massive
dosage?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:
I nave no facts to present to you on this.
I have only a guess--it would only be an educated guess as to how
much they can take, but I have seen athletes take drugs such as
these, like they were taking peanuts at breakfast and

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Take steroids like they were eating

peanuts?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: Well, I would assume that steroids were
within the drugs they were taking.
They would have a whole pile to
take each day and this is going to build them up, at least by and
large more weight than on field and track teams.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Then let me ask you to reiterate
the question Mr. Duffy asked. To your knowledge you've never seen
any athlete nor have you read in any medical journal where any
athlete has had serious side effects from the utilization of anabolic
steroids?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

None to my immediate memory, no.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Do you believe that it's competitive to use steroids--these kinds of anabolic steroids that are
additive kinds of drugs as opposed to restorative types of drugs?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: I believe that if we follow a different
formula and pattern or normal or average. That is, we can bring
an athlete up to a normal average. Were doing a service and if
we let this boy expose himself to a sport without doing this, we
are taking a chance on this athlete.
Unfortunately, we don't try
to put a boy to a sport. Football is here and every boy wants
to go out for football and be a football hero.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Let me ask you this, Doctor. What
if every youngster playing in sports took the steroids no matter
what his size at any one given time.
Then you don't neutralize the
impact of the steroids, so why take. them in the first place?
-7-
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DOCTOR DOOLEY: Every boy doesn't need the steroids.
Every boy has the power to metabolize enough protein and build
up to a certain level. I'm saying the ones that don't have the
power to metabolize these proteins and build muscle has reached a
plateau in muscular development and needs a little help once in a
while.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
But you just said you've seen
athletes sit down and take a series of pills at any one given time.
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

But I didn't say I gave these athletes

the pills.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
I understand that, but isn't it
possible that the athlete that is 6 feet 2 inches and 230 pounds
might be taking steroids also and so if that's the case, what's the
effectiveness, if he'i going to add 30 pounds to him. The guy at
150 pounds is going to go to 180. They're still going to have the
same ratio of difference, right?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: This is true, but we have no control
over the athlete that is doing this on his own on the side and not
under a ptysician's supervision.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Do you find a lot of drugs available
to athletes? In your judgment are there a lot of drugs available
to them?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

I've had athletes offer to get the drugs

for me.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

From what source?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: Well, one would be the DMSO (Dimethylsulfaoxide) that we've all heard about and maybe some of us used
DMSO
when it was available. It has been taken off the market.
Its a powerful absorber and it was first
is a drug that you rub on.
developed as a bi-product of paper pulp, developed by the Crown
Zellerbach Corporation along with the University of Oregon.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Is that still available?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: No, it has been taken off the market by
the food and drug administration.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Its still available,

though?

No, you can't get it--legally.

I understand that you don't, but in
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
your knowledge, is it used?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Well I've had athletes offer--say, "Doc,
I'm going to Germany, I'll bring you back some DMSO. We can get
all we want over there." And it used to be that some of the boys
would go to Mexico and where they could get the drug or they'd
But as far as I'm concerned
bootleg it back to the United States.
-8-
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its not legal. It is not a drug that is recommended, it hasn't
been researched adequately--until it is, I will not use it in my
armamentarium of taking care of athletes.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
steroids?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

But you would use and you do use anabolic

I have, yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
question at this time?

If the indication is there.

Mr. Campbell, may I ask him one

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Yes, but before we do this let me
introduce Assemblyman Henry Waxman of the Los Angeles area who
just got here.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Doctor, did I understand you to
correctly say that the athletes have no trouble getting these drugs
that they need--that they want?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Well, let me answer your question this way.
Its been my experience that the world class competitive athlete
has no trouble in getting these drugs. The professional player
has no trouble getting these drugs. But as far as
care?

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Whether or not they're under a doctor's
Where do they get them? From trainers?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: No, the trainer reflects the use of drugs
to the team physician and the trainers are great men. They are the
ones that help we physicians that take care of athletic injuries.
And I've worked with one trainer for 25 years, we've developed a
working ability. Say, for instance, you go out on a football field
to take care of an injury and we never have to say words to each
other because we automatically know what the other fellow's going
But my trainer gives only
to do. We've worked this long together.
He does not give any drug that is a preaspirin once in a while.
scription drug.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: So the only place they can get
these drugs which they have nc problem getting is by smuggling
them in and out of the country. Is that what you're telling me
doctor?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Yes, and the teams that are--the athletes that
are world class athletes and travel all over the world to compete
and the professional ball players, professional athletes that
travel all over to different parts of the United States and
sometimes Europe have the opportunity to obtain these drugs legally
in that country which they visit.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Well let's take a team that doesn't
get out of the country. The Los Angeles Rams, for example.
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Not if they play San Diego.
-9-
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ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Then you say that they go across
the border and smuggle the stuff in?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Very easy to go across to get their
bennies in Tijuana or whatever else they might want.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Maybe we better notify the Border
Patrol from now on, everytime a team crosses the border we ought to
doable check them.
Because I do
DOCTOR DOOLEY: This might be a good idea.
know that this has happened in the past with these athletes.
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Well, Doctor, this amazes me that
men of this caliber will smuggle this stuff across the border in
the quantity that they have.
It really is amazing to me.
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Well the affect of a pro ball player using
a bennie or using this or that to give him a little added advantage
over his competitor is a very bad thing.
Because your high school
and your college ball player or athlete will mimic the professional
athlete.
They'll mimic them in the shoes they wear; they'll mimic
them in the type of quarter back that this man is, his way of passing; they'll mimic the way of running. Like for instance basketball,
I've seen many boys try the same shuffle back down
Wilt the Stilt.
the court as Wilt Chamberlain uses. They mimic these men who are
Lech athlete puts up a man kind of like a "god" for
their heroes.
If he finds out that this athlete's
him and he will mimic the action.
taking amphetamines, he will want to take amphetamines.
I know that you were at Lake Tahoe
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
with the Olympic Team and the weight lifters up there I imagine- Do they take them during the....
I understood took the steroids.
DOCTOR DOOLEY:
Lake Tahoe.

Weight lifters weren't present at South

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
time who were taking steroids?

Would you know anybody at that

DOCTOR DOOLEY: The weight men--we consider the shotputters, the discus throwers, javelin throwers and the hammer
throwers. Many of these weight men told me that they took anabolic
steroids. Not by my prescription, but in our off-the-record
discussion they said they had to take these or not be in competition
with the other men in the sameevent.
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Do you believe that, Doctor?

Do I believe what?

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
in order to compete?

That you have to take steroids
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DOCTOR DOOLEY: No, I don't believe that.
a statementtold me by the world class athletes.
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
time, is that correct?

I'm repeating

But they were being used at that

DOCTOR DOOLEY: This is what was told to me.
It is not
an actual fact, but a relay of a message that was given to me.
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:

Thank you, Mr. Campbell.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: Doctor, let's go talk about some
of the rest of these drugs.
Say the use of a pain killer on a
joint that has been injured so the athlete can go back in to play.
Do you have some personal medical feeling about what the impact
would be say--pain is essentially natures way of warning an individual that something is wrong.
But when you--whether its novocaine
or morphine or whatever is given to the individual or demethysulfaoxide, is that it?
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Dimethylsulfaoxide.

DmSO.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Okay, whatever's given, what are
the chances say of this individual--if he uses that, sustaining a
more severe injury, sustaining a permanent injury or ending with
dramatic arthrit s in his early fourties?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: In the first place, I willnot use a
pain killing drug on an athlete to return to the contest. This is
beyond my philosophy in the care of an athlete and I will not use
novocaine to block pain impulses during a contest. I will not use
it, period.

I will use it afterw,..rds, possibly to help the

athlete avoid this pain after a diagnosis has been made--x-rays or
whatever he needs has been taken to assure us what the diagnosis
is on the injured athlete.
I see nothing wrong in giving the
athlete a mild pain killer so that he can rest during the night.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Are you talking about barbiturates

here?

DOCTOR DOOLEY: No I don't mean barbiturates.
analgesics and muscle relaxers.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Doctor Dooley? Mr. Stacey.

I mean

Are there any more questions for

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: I just have a couple of questions.
Doctor isn't it true though that oftentimes the athlete himself- now we talk about getting some of these drugs through illicit sources,
for instance from foreign countries which we know are readily
available--but is it true, particularly in the weight building
area that any of the athletes and particularly in the sports like
football or the weight events in track and field, that they're usually
looking to overly develop themselves in a sense because they do
And that even when
feel that they'll. get this added advantage.
some of these are not available from outside the area that they
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oftentimes turnparticularly young people - -to over- the-counter
medication that is available that they're supposedly going to put
weight on?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Yes, this is true. Like protein pills and
various types of vitamins that you see and things that they can
obtain by legal methods, but they've always got their ears open for
something that will be a crystal ball and do this job for them.
Now,
unfortunately, nothing takes the place of talent and nothing takes
the place of hard work and a lot of the athletes are dedicated and
they work hard to build their bodies--and especially the area in
which they excel.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Don't Ybu also feel that in many
cases that you can control the end result of what is going to happen
to this person's body through the use of something like anabolic
steroids rather than many of these, so to speak, rapid weight
builders on the outside that are available over-the-counter?
DOCTOR DOOLEY: Well, we know that a great many of the so
called weight builders do very little to help the athlete in gaining
weight.
It's like the use of protein, any type of protein--goes
back to the age of the gladiators. They figure i they wanted to
develop muscles they would eat muscle to develop muscle.
And we've
pre-game
carried this right up to the present day--even withou
Whereby we should be using a carbohydrate rather than the
meal.
protein for a pre-game meal.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: How would you rate the anabolic
steroids in comparison with a body building program--a weight
program,

say?

In
DOCTOR DOOLEY: They catalyze the weight problem.
you can gain the weight faster if you're taking
other wor
anabolic steroids on this particular weight program and the
weight program designed to build one area of the body.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: One other question. Wouldn't you
say that oftentimes one of the legitimate sources for many of these
fellows in particular to obtain these drugs would be just by going
to their own physician who is really not well acquainted with what
some of the results of a few of these steroids are and doesn't
particularly keep himself on top of it like you would in an athletic
program and being a team physician?

But the generalization of
DOCTOR DOOLEY: This is true.
99 percent of the physicians would be not to use or not to give a
They
prescription for this drug if they don't know much about it.
would bend over backwards the other way--this has been what I find
and the physicians--we have a tendency to criticize the use of
something we don't know about. No, I wouldn't ever use that.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY:
because I lust can't

Give me a couple of trade names
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DOCTOR DOOLEY: Dianabol, listerol, anabolic steroids
are just a very, very small compartment in the care of the injured
athlete or the athlete that needs to be helped up to
a normal level--as there are many, many different ways. Then
just common sense training rules that we use, anabolic steroids
are an infinite part of this, and used only when you have a definite
indication. This is the thing I'd like to get across that, there's
only.a very, very small part in our over-all picture or philosophy
of treating sports injuries or preventing sports injuries.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY:
difficulty putting on weight.
DOCTOR DOOLEY:

Doctor, I never knew people had

Wouldn't it be wonderful to have to.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: We thank you for your testimony
Our next witness this morning will be--is Doctor Blazina
here yet? We'll go to Doctor Kerlan. Doctor Kerlan is the team
physician to the Los Angeles Lakers. And, if things go well this
year, the World Champion Los Angeles Lakers.
Doctor Kerlan do
you have an opening statement that you would like to make--some
comments you'd like to make?
today.

DOCTOR KERLAN: I did receive this letter from your committee and I'm most happy to appear.
I tried to respond to some of
the questions that were asked. I think perhaps first of all it is
important to define the word drugs. The dictionary states the
preferred definition is any substance used as a medicine or in
making medicine. Another definition is a narcotic substance or
preparation. In my opinion there is no known usage of narcotics
by athletes in order to improve their performance. I do not believe
that the public is being exposed to drugged athletes or doping athletes
in the
by trainers or doctors. Naturally, medications are used
treatment of illness or injury as deemed necessary by attending
physicians or trainers acting under the immediate supervision of
physicians.
In my opinion, medications are substances used for
additive performance reasons--would be more psychologically reactive rather than having specific affects on the tissues of the
body.
That is my original statement. The rest of it is confined
to the questions that were asked.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Why don't we get into some of those
questions then? I think the thing that concerns most of us today is
that the real essence of sports is matching the natural ab: .ity of
one individual against another--a group of individuals against
I think the concern we have is when
another group of individuals,.
you deviate from that natural ability through the use of additive
kinds of drugs or even when you use restorative drugs to the extent
that it might cause permanent damage to the individual--have you
In other words,
not perverted the whole concept of sports itself.
do you believe in the utilization say of anabolic steroids or any
other type of additive drugs? I understand that the use of
amphetamines is a common practice in a number of cases.
-13utlillr
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DOCTOR KERLAN: No, I do not subscribe to the usage of
medications of this type.
I think perhaps hormones in very carefully selected cases may have a role to play. But in general I
believe a drug of this nature should not be used by the athletes.
I think that the kind.of drugs or medications used by athletes
would roughly fall into three categories.
I think there are substances that are relatively helpless, relatively harmless.
These
would include the vitamins either oral or injectible, fluids which
are aimed to replace chemical loss through perspiration. And I
think this group is basically beneficial from a psychological
aspect. There may be some indications to using oil soluble vitamins in large amounts that the body can store and could cause some
side effects, even an innocent thing as a vitamin.
However, most
of the water soluble vitamins are eliminated if they're taken to
an excess. As a rule the dietary needs of an athlete who's
eating anywhere near the average diet does not have to be supplemented
by vitamins. The second major category of medications are substances that are very helpful and usually harmless when administered under a doctor's supervision. This is the'vast group of
medications that are used for the treatment of illness and injury.
These would include the anti-bacterial group of oral and injectable
mycins, penicillin and other chemotherapeutic agents for treatment
of specific infections. The anti-inflamatory group which would
include cortisone, hydro-cortisone, butazolidin, endocin to mention
those most prominently recognized, also the analgesics, such as
aspirin and associated medications consisting mostly of aspirin.
And injectible analgesics such as novocaine or procain, xylocain,
or longer acting local anesthetics. Also frequently used are
medications such as enzymes to reduce swelling, muscle relaxing
medication for muscle spasms, local sprays for mucus membrane and
skin application.
And there are a great number of medications
used for healing of the skin, such as liniment.
The third classification I think is the group that you're mostly interested in,
and those are the ones which offer little, if any, real help and
can be quite harmful. And these include stimulants, depressants,
The
hormones and specifically to increase weight or strength.
common used stimulants are amphetamines and combinations of
amphetamines and barbiturates, known as .spansules or tablets or
greenies. These medications have certain specific pharmaceutical
actions and are considered important parts of a doctor's armamentarium.
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
I, Mr. Campbell?
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Doctor, excuse me a moment.

May

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
to a game, for an example?

Are stimulants given right prior

DOCTOR KERLAN: Well, first I want to talk, if I may, of
a thing that I'm most familiar with and these are the teams that I
It is
take care of. And have taken care of for a number of years.
difficult for me to speak for other doctors or to represent their
I have taken care--did take care of the Los Angeles
feelings.
I am intimately associated with
Dodgers for a period of ten years.
the care of the Los Angeles Lakers and Kings, basketball and hockey
team, San Diego Padres baseball team, consult with the Los Angeles
or California Angela team.
-14.-
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And, of course, irdividual athlete in various sports, including
Now we--I do not
track and swimming and sports of this nature.
allow stimulants as a direct order by me and the trainer that I'm
working with understands this. We do not allow the use, knowlingly.
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
for any any time at all?

Is that just for the game day or

DOCTOR KERLAN: For any time.
I believe that anathlete
should be able to--despite the travel schedule which can be quite
wearing and the number of contests that they're exposed to--should
be able to conduct themselves in a natural manner and develop the
natural way of caring for his body so he can participate.
I think
adding unnatural situations such as stimulants which then often
may lead to depressants in order to counteract the stimulant
effect, does not represent the true purpose for athletic competition.
I think that they should be--the usage should be--very
limited and in general should be condemned. I believe P1 we get
into some of the other questions as to what has been done you'll
fine that certain groups have already taken action in this particular area.
DOCTOR KERLAN:

Mr. Duffy has a question.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Dr. Kerlan, you say you do not
believe that it would be proper for athletes, and I assume you
mean all athletes, to take drugs to stimulate their activity
before a game, is that correct?
DOCTOR KERLAN:

Yes, that is correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Why do you feel this? Do you feel
that this is bad physically or do you feel that this is bad from
the standpoint of not representing the athlete at his normal?
I think both viewpoints are important.
DOCTOR KERLAN:
I think, of course, philosophically I have already stated that I
don't believe that this falls into the true nature of athletic
competition.
Is it your opinion--does the state
ASSEM BLYMAN DUFFY:
then have a responsibility to be sure that none of these types of
drugs are being used for athletic competition.
DOCTOR KERLAN: Well, that's a very interesting question
and I don't even know if I can answer or if I am in a position to
Naturally, we would prefer I think--all of us would prefer- answer.
There may be indications
to have less direct control of situations.
I do think
on rare occasions to use medications of this type.
that if it cannot be controlled in an other manner then the state
does have the role to play to protect the public, but I do think
that it can be controlled and is being controlled and I don't
I believe that an inquiry
believe that there isa major problem.
I think it is
such as this is very important at this point.
extremely important and I compliment you individuals for having it
because I think if there is a potential problem, and I believe only
-15-
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that it is a potential problem, that the time to nip it is in the
bud, not after this serious situation or serious type of situation
has developed.
I think this is very important. However, I do not
think that at this point the state needs to make certain rules
bocause these rules are being made at a lower level--at a level
more closely associated with the sport.
ASSEMBLYMAN DuFFY: Will you be explaining these later
in your testimony as to what is being done?
DOCTOR KERLAN:

Yes,

I hope to.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: And, also you say not at this point
is stato law necessary. Will you be directing yourself later as
to at what point we should step in?
DOCTOR KERLAN:

If you remind me I will try.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Okay.

Mr. Stacey.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Dr. Kerlan, you separated these
d:uge into three different areas. Now, do I take it by this comment
:not in area number two where you talk about anti-bacterial, anti,
inflamatories and the analgesics and local anesthetics that under
a doctor's care and under his response that these would be alright
drugs to use for instance in the case of Elgin Baylor if his knee's
really bugging him to shoot him with novocain or something like
this would be proper.
No, I don't hold with that exactly.
DOCTOR KERLAN:
I indicate that there are a vast group of drugs or medications
which are extremely important and are helpful in their usage.
This does not mean that because novocain is included in this group
or xylocain that you would risk more serious injury, risk difficulties to the individual later in his career or after his career is
over in order to make him function at this moment. I think first
of all we must understand that there is a sub-specialization
occuring at this time and that the treatment of athletic injury is
being looked into and entered into by individuals at this time
,:pecifically interested in this aspect. There are sections of -there is a section of the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgery
sports injury section which is very active and presents seminars
throughout the country throughout the year that are attended by
faculty which is very interested in this subject
and has been
doinG this sort of thing for a long time.
These would include
men like Nicholas of New York, O'Donohue of klahoma, Alman of
Atlanta and many others who are very interested in the program and
do present the proper, at least what is considered to be the proper,
ideas in care of athletic injuries. I think this subject has been
neglected in the past and often times has not been closely supervised which has led to difficulties.
However, getting back again
specifically to your question on the usage of novocain, xylocain
or other local anesthetic agents in the treatment of injury should
specifically up to doctors that have trained in this area.
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Naturally, no injury should be masked and do not give medication
just to allow an individual to perform even at the professional level.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Now let me ask you, if I remember
the news article at the time you were Sandy Koufax's doctor--attendant
physician. As I remember after practically every game he would
have to come out and soak in ice his arm to keep him in fairly
decent shape.
Being a Giant fan, every once in a while we hate to
see him come back every third day, but did he take medication in
conjunction with it? For instance, like Butazolidin or analgesics
along these lines continually to keep the inflamation and the pain
down during the interim period or was the i7e packing sufficient
to do it?
DOCTOR KERLAN: No it wasn't.
SandyKoufax was bothered
with traumatic arthritis in the elbow. His desire was to pitch
and we tried to outline a program which was mostly physical treatments such as the ice after the game. Usage ofanti-inflamatory
material by mouth such as Butazolidin, this is not an analgesic per
se, by reducing the inflamed area, reducing the swelling, then the
part would function better. Naturally, there are side effects to
Butazolidin and during its administration he had frequent blood
counts to make sure he was not developing any side effects. That's
what I mean by proper supervision of medications that are used.
However, at no time was his elbow injected with novocain or xylocain
to make it painless so that he could pitch and at no time was his
future usage of the arm jeopardized.
In fact, that's what led to
his retirement. We were trying to judge the time at which he would
have to stop pitching in order to insure the fact that he would be
able to use his arm properly when he was through with baseball.
I think this type of judgment is necessary in treatment of athletes.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Now let me ask you this.
On the
anti-inflamatories could it be said that he was continually using
them right into the game so to speak?
DOCTOR KERLAN: He used them intermittently. He would
use them for a day or two before the game and or a day before the
game and the day of the game and the day after he pitched.
He
would be off the medication not for any reason except that he didn't
desire to take it. There are many people with arthritis that take
medication of this type and take them continuously and have for
many years and it is very beneficial treatment.
It falls into a
category somewhat like aspirin although its a much more powerful
drug with more potential side effects, but it is that type of mediTherefore, it was considered a proper treatment for his
cation.
problem.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Let me parallel it into another
field just to get a judgment. If I remember right, and I am going
to have to recall back three or four years ago, and I forgot the
horse's name. I keep thinking of Native Dancer but I'm not sure,
but anyway he won the derby and then it was shown that they had
injected him with Butazolidin prior to the race, of course, which
would relieve the inflamations and of course they disqualified him.
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In one case were saying that the human can go ahead and use it
but the horse can't.
Now I don't happen to agree with the decision
on it.
Being a pharmacist and being acquainted with Butazolidin and
many of these other drugs, I think that they are useful and that
they really do not set up the body to a point where its going to
further degenerate it afterwards. But when you get into something
like stimulants and that stuff, I agree with you physicians.
DOCTOR KERLAN: Well, I think the Dancers Image case,
I believe that's the name of the horse, offers some differences
for certain reasons.
I happen to be very interested in horses and
have been closely associated with racing and have talked to many
veterinarians and I think I know some of their problems also with
their athletes--their animal athletes. Butazolidin happens to be
an illegal drug to be used on a horse for other reasons than besides
its being a stimulant.
As a matter of fact they are allowed to use
the medication in training a horse as long as they stop 48 hOurs
before the race, Now the question here, it wasn't injected of
course its an oral medication, but for the most part it was--the
question was whether or not it was used. At least it showed up in
the urine test.
Now certain problems are encountered because of
the rules for urine and saliva samples with horses.
Some drugs
aren't specifically-- youcannot identify them.
There are states
which have ok'd the use of Butazolidin.
Illinois did for years.
I believe they discontinued that, but the reasons for it are
unknown, Right now there is a battle going on between veterinarians,
horse owners and people interested in racing in order to try and
You can't even give a horse
get drugs like Butazolidin and aspirin.
an aspirin within 48 hours because they don't want any medication
given because it then makes it too dificult to control. We don't
I agree with you
particularly have that problem with athletes.
entirely that anything that stimulates performance should not be
used I think if they are not dangerous to his health and I believe
thats really a critical question here when you're talking about
medications and drugs. I think the medications and drugs that are
beneficial and allow an individual to perform so that the public is
allowed to see this individual under normal circumstances is proper
but anything else stimulated or depressed either area is bad.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Doctor, on some of the other questions...

DOCTOR KERLAN: I think Dr. Dooley addressed himself to
the question of use of hormones. There happens to be some philosophical difference between doctors and usage of this medication.
I have not reached the point where I feel that medications such as
this are at this point in time specifically beneficial or free of
side reactions enough to warrant the usage. I think perhaps
further experimentation, clinical testing and laboratory testing
may be necessary before it may become a valuable medication for
usage in the future, but at this point I believe that we are not
ready for it. At least it is included in the group that I would
classify as stimulants, depressants, hormones mostly to gain weight
and strength. There are side effects as there are with every drug...
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I note someone asked, is there a message on the di
labcd,
r
circular that comes with it indicating sloe effects?
Mc:.;
every medication. There isn't a medication that's used from a.irin
on where certain side effects have not been recorded and recogl. ced.
It is important for the doctor to understand what these are and
keep these under control. Thal is another key word, that's control.
A patient must be controlled, the medications used by the supeivising doctor should be well controlled.
I know there are cther questions probably that you want
to ask.
I just wanted to address myself to question 8. Well, I
also brought up--I said I would tell yon about_ question 5, wi.t. has

been the response to drug use among athletes by those organizations
with the responsibility for regulating sports at the various participatory levels? That question, that is question 5, suggests
the National Football League, Pacific Eiqht Conference and
forth.
I believe all people--all of the administrators at every 1,,%.e1.-are interested in this problem and have had either form. or informal meeting,; about it.
I believe that formal actin ha. _:cart
for instance, by the Pacific Eight. I believe they have outlawe6
the usage of amphetamines, anabolic steroids, marijuana, LSD and
other drugs of that nature, naturally. But the amyhetamines and
the ar.:ibclic steroids would fail more in she classification of
medication -- medicine= and they at least at this point have discourage.: the usage or indicated they do not want them.
Do you know cf any team tlui would
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Use novocain or something of this form for the treatment cif an
:nury, permit them to go back to the field or court?

I know--I've done it under very
DOCTOR KERLAN: Oh, yes.
selective circumstances. For instance, youtake a sprained ankle
.n basketball. It happens frequently, and there are various
.iegrees of strain and sprain. Say that we've had a sprain, tLate've inves*gated it, we've taken x-rays and we find that there is
nn fracture. We've also taken stress x-rays to make sure that then;
no actual stretching of the ligaments that it does not allow the
Oftentimes to take these x-rays we dc inject novocain
bones to move.
up to time to take them so that we can push them to their extremes.
Therefore, have a way to judge as to whether the ligamentous injury
is really severe. Now, if an individual is having pain which pt.vents normal performance, the ankle can be protected by taping and
you can reduce the pain, for instance, by injection of a long-acting
analgesic such as xylocain. You're there to observe the way he
acts, what he does, and you have the ability to see if he is fun,tic:ling properly with it, then I think it has a role to play. This
becomes a matter of judgment by the doctor that's treating the pat lent.
Again, not aimed, of course, at causing more s..!rious injury or
causing difficulties in the future as you brought up before, such
It
as traumatic arthritis, and I think it has a role to play.
was carried to its extreme I believe, when, in the recent NBA
playoffs where certain medications were given to the center of the
Knickerbockers....
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Willis Recd.
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DOCTOR KERLAN: Yes, Willis Reed. And that was the
philosophy of the doctor that was taking care of him.
Obviously,
there was no irrepaiable damage.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

What kind of medication was that?

DOCTOR KERLAN: They used some type of longer acting
local anesthetic. I was in New York at the time with the Lakers,
but I don't know exactly what medication they used.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: With that kind of a policy, though,
and a situation where no x-ray was taken, nobody knew the extent
to which the injury was, doesn't that raise questions about what
kind of a policy one would have at that given time because you don't
know whether its a severe sprain, or a small sprain, or maybe
some sort of break.
DOCTOR KERLAN: I think again, it's up to the judgment of
the doctor involved.
It is very difficult to make rules in this
regard. For instance, if in a team, in a sport where you have
violent body contact, let's say hockey.
If we took an x-ray every
time a patient had a severe contusion, or complained of severe pain
or difficulty in moving a part, if we took an x-ray every time that
occurred, we would have four or five x-rays to take out of every
practice. We would have ten x-rays to take out of every game.
Well, we've proven by experience in clinical judgment that this is
not necessary. There's certain signs.
X-ray is an adjunct as
all other laboratory tests are. They're an adjunct to the most
important thing, and that's the doctor's clinical judgment. That
has to be considered. We are not yet at a point where we allow
laboratory results to tell us exactly what to do. For instance,
in x-rays, there are x-rays that are interpreted on patients on
occasions that have been injured as showing a fracture.
A man
with experience might look at the x-ray and say this isn't a fracture, its an old fracture, it's calcification from a previous
injury.
This again gets back to the judgment of the doctor. And
I think that has to reign supreme at this time.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Now to question number eight.

Doctor
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Pardon me, Mr. Cnairman.
Kerlan, you mentioned that the Pacific Eight Conference, has made
some determinations. Have the--like the NBA- -the football leagues
or anything, set any rules and guidelines on these drugs?

Butnot in a way of making
DOCTOR KERLAN: Yes, they have.
a directive from above. I talked to Walter Kennedy yesterday about
this in the NBA, and they have instructed all of the team physicians
to assume the responsibility and to be personally responsible for
Even though we can't control
their club, and I think that's fine.
every medication that all individual may acquire, because he may
take some medicine that his wife has on the shelf or may get it
from outside sources, but of course, I believe that this is the
proper way for it to be handled. Cooperation from above with an
understanding of the people in charge of what the doctor is expected
to do and is trying to do and cooperation together.
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And, this does lead to an answer to number eight, which is, I believe,
the key to the situation--education of the individual athlete.
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Doctor, before you leave that, what
would you do if you found a player violating that rule?
DOCTOR KERLAN: I believe you have many, many recourses.
I think suspension is one. It depends upon the way it has been
violated, and how long this violation has occurred and just exactly
what the situation is. I think a warning,to begin with, if it's a
minor situation and give the player a chance to stop taking this
medication, all the way to suspension--indefinite suspension, and
perhaps complete suspension from further activity.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
Association or to the coach?

Would you report it to the

DOCTOR KERLAN: I would tend to report'him to the general
manager or owner, probably. I think I'd discuss it, of course, with
the coach.
And I'd make sure that everyone in the organi;:ation
understocd.
I don't believe that, you know, you tell the coach that
this has occurred and then sort of hope that something is done about
it.
I think if its serious enough to require some punitive action,
then, I think that everyone should know about it that's involved with
the club. And a decision should be made as to the seriousness of
it.
You may make your recommendations. I certainly can't, of course,
suspend any athlete. But I may make recommendations to those that
do have that power.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: What I'm trying to determine, doctor,
is since you have the responsibility now, if I understood your testimony correct, at what point will you notify the Association of these
abuses? Or will you ever notify the Association?
DOCTOR YMMLAN:

Now, you're talking about the governing body?

ASSEMLYMAN TOWNSEND:

Right.

DOCTOR KERLAN: For instance, with the Lakers NBA or with
the National Hockey League?

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: I understand that's where you got
your directive from, is that correct? The NBA?
The directive is an informal one. One that's
DOCTOR KERLAN:
understood without - -I don't believe any outline at this time of any
I do believe
action except at the discretion of the team involved.
that they would be notified. I think that if you were going to
punish a player, suspend him, naturally to suspend a player the League
has to be advised of the reason. And, therefore, that would be
automatically done.
So in the more serious cases where suspension
would be necessary, and I don't know of any cases of this type, as
There has to be some
yet I think that would be the course to follow.
way.
I don't believe that we have reached a point where we have to,
of course, do urine tests and sputum analysis on players, but I
think that some supervision is necessary.
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I believe, in responsee to question eight, that the key
to the situation is education of the individual athlete, and des+ru,tion of the myth surrounding the usage of such medication as amphetamines or other stimulants, then reaffirmation of the basic
principles relating to conditioning and the true meaning of athletic
competition in its purist sense.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Are there any further questions?
Doctor Kerlan, thank you very much for your testimony today.
Is Doctor Blazina here yet?
DOCTOR KERLAN: I believe he's in surgery, and I don't
know if he's going to be able to make it.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCTOR KERLAN:

We wish the Lakers a very good year.

Don't forget the Kings.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Dr. Rasinski. Is Doctor Rasinski here?
Dr. Rasinski is the team physician for the California Angels.
Doctor
Rasinski, do you have an opening statement?
DOCTOR J. V. RASINSKI:

No.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: I think then maybe we'd like to get
right to some of the questions and ask you to respond to some of them.
Basically, what we probably want to know more than anything else is
What
what is the policy that you follow with the California Angels.
kind of drugs do you find used by the Angels, and toyour knowledge is
there any illicit use of drugs, or use of illicit drugs?
DOCTOR RASINSKI: I think the drug we used the most this
(laughter and inaudible
previous year was Malox for Bill Rigney.
conversation)
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Malox would be the kind of drug that
would settle a very upset stomach.
DOCTOR RASINSKI: We have had no real drug
California's Angels. We have no use of amphetamines
We don't prescribe them. And I don't prescribe them
So I have
practice--any amphetamines or diet pills.
all with baseball players.

problem with
whatsoever.
in private
no problem at

You do use the same sort of drugs
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
that Doctor Kerlan spoke about?
DOCTOR RASINSKI: Anti-inflammatory agents, the muscle
relaxants, but amphetamines are not used whatsoever.
You don't then. To your knowledge
Okay.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
are they used by individuals on their own--to your knowledge?
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DOCTOR RASENSKI: I'm sure there probably arc some who do
use them, because they know my feelings on it, however, I've never
been asked for a prescription for them.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Yes. We're going to ask you to speak
up a little more.
We don't have a PA system, and some of the people
are having a little difficulty hearing.

what is the policy of the Angels as it relates to drug use
per se? If somebody is injured, do you use restorative drugs to a
great degree, or what?
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Restorative drugs, do you mean cortisone?

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Yes.

Yes, we do, for a shoulder, elbow problem.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
if any?

What are the side effects of cortisone,

DOCTOR RASINSKI: Over a long term VGO, the features that
would tend to diminish the use of a patient's own adrenal gland.
Some of the medical terms are difficult to explain here. Fluid retention would be one. Weight gain. They're more susceptible to
infections.
This is someone that's on it for a long term and using it
daily, usually by mouth, by pill.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCTOR RASINSKI:
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Used by pill rather than injection?
No, we don't use by pill.

You don't use by pill at all.
No.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: What would be the policy that you
would follow then? Are the guidelines set down by the National
American League as it related to drug use?
DOCTOR RASINSKI: We've never received any formal statement
at all about this -- formal or informal--from the American League.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Do you, as team physician to the Angels,
are you team physician to any other sports team?

DOCTOR RASINSKI:
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCT')R RASINSKI:

Yes, I am.

What others?
Los Angeles Rams.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
The Rams? You know, I would assume
that there is the same policy existing for the Rams as exists for the
Angels?
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DOCTOR RASINSKI: No, not from a single use or over a period
of even using weekly.
Somebody is using something daily, every day,
for say, through a whole season, certainly there could be problems.
But this does not seem to be the case.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: So, you say, in the football area,
you do have established medical policies that you use that are set
down by the NFL basically or do the team physicians just get together?
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

No.

We get nothing directly from NFL.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: So you kind of operate on your won, but
you informally work together on
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Well, Mr. Campbell

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Why don't you have rules dealing
with medical matters out of the NFL?
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

I was told before not to bring..,..

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Yes.
Let me at this point introduce
a letter from the National Football League to the committee and we'll
enter tNis into the record. It will be a part of the record.* But
the National Football League is now involved in a law suit and does
not want to get involved in questions to the specific policy of the
NFL per se.
ASSEMBLYMANTOWNSEND:
the doctors?

Maybe I can ask him as a member of

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Well, I think at this point, out of
courtesy to the NFL we will skip that. If we can circumvent that,
I would appreciate it.
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: May I ask you another question, doctor?
Why doesn't the - -is it the ABA--how about the baseball association?
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Yes, sir, the American League.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
directives about

Why don't they have any medical

I'm not familiar with their governing
DOCTOR RASINSKI:
boards or with their policy set-up.
I can't speak for the organization.
I'm employed by the California Angels.
It seems ridiculous since they have
ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
rules governing almost every other aspect of the profession, they
must be concerned about drug usage amongst the players.
-24-
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DOCTOR RASINSKI: Something new is starting this year in
baseball. Were forming a professional team physicians association.
It's going to be meeting for the first time this year in Los Angeles
at the winter league meetings in November. We have the same organization in football. We met for the past three years, I believe.
yearly meetings.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Let me ask you this. I think drug
use or even--would be a little different between football and baseIn baseball you have a 100 plus games scheduled, where in football you have a very small, ten to twelve games. So an individual
if he misses one game, he misses one-twelfth of his fees or one-tenth
of his fees or something like that. So his ability to participate
becomes much greater, say, between basketball and baseball as it is
related to football. Do you treat the football player any differently
if he has an injury? Would he take a greater chance with an injury
on a clinical observation?

ball.

DOCTOR RASINSKI: Different type of injuries in football
like you pointed out. It's more of course a violent sport, with more
contusions, ligament strains, than you get in baseball. These are
treated like you would treat a patient, for instance, with cortisone.
and xylocaine at the time of injury.
Not--well the day following
injury. Nothing is ever given at the time of a game.
Tike Doctor
Kerlan brought out, we've never used xylocaine to numb an area so a
player could make plays.

So you don't use any deadener-type of

CHAIRMAN CAMPBF...1.:

drugs.

DOCTOR RASINSKI:

No.

Do you ever use novocain?

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
use morphine?
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Do you

Xylocaine, which is a form of

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

But morphine.

DOCTOR RASINSKI: no.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Do you see any danger or potential
danger in the use of drugs by a coach?
DOCTOR RASINSKI: Well, in proper use, if they're not
Instructed properly in the side effects of medication, I think
However, we've never
they're certainly a possible hazard.
had that protlem in baseball.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Are there, to you knowledge, any studies
that would go into, say, the long range effects of the use of something
like cortisone or even anti-inflammatory kinds of drugs? You know,
you use one time. Are there long range side effects that occur as a
result of that?
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DOCTOR RASINSKI: Well, they feel if the physician is an
ethical physician, this will not be a problem.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Well, you put in a word there that
kind of throws me off. You said "if". Do you think that all physicians are ethical? Well, you don't have to answer.
Your hesitation
answered for me.
DOCTOR RASINSKII

Pardon me?

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: You don't have to proceed.
hesitation answered that question.
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Well, it was sort .of a general question.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
How specific do you want it?
ethical.

your

I thought it was specific, doctor.

DOCTOR RASINSKI: All right. I believe all physicians are
Politicians are ethical.
It's general.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Mr. Stacey, you had a question.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Well, my question along that same
line is, do you feel then that by the physicians getting together,
you really can trust one another to maintain the rules and everything
that you basically set out. I've had an indication from all the
individuals that testified so far that work with professional teams
that they run a pretty ethical place where you could trust the fellows
that you're competing with.
DOCTOR RASINSKI: I work very
you mentioned. I have taken players to
quite often over the phone over injured
in having someone of his calibre in the
consultation.

closely with Doctor Kerlan, as
his office and we converse
players.
I'm very fortunate
area that I can use for

doctor. The real
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Let me ask you this
essence of sports is matching essentially the natural ability of
individuals.
Do you or to your knowledge, any of the team use any
kind of drugs that would give an unnatural advantage to any one team
or individuals?
,

DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Not to my knowledge.

You'retalking about

baseball?

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL.
Assemblyman Duffy?

Yes.

Are there any further questions?

Did you testify that you feel this
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
problem can be solved by the physicians themselves policing their own
teams?
DOCTOR RASINSKI: This is a very good way to do it. I think
that any education program for the players is very beneficial.
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ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
But now what if soreone else
Okay.
is using--an athlete is using the drugs--a drug or stimulant, for
example, not that you prescribed. I'm not impugning your motives
at all, or your ethical background. But it was obtained somewhere
else, either legally or illegally. What would you do then?
DOCTOR RASINSKI:
I would first tell the coach, and of course
tell the leneral manager also. We're employed by the general manager.
And we ha.re an understanding at the Angels that we will not use anything like this. If it comes to my knowledge that this is being
used, thin I'm supposed to tell him.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
would you do?
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Now, if they did nothing, then what
I don't know what ,:se I could do.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
Now, isn't that the heart of the
problem that were facing before this hearing? What do you as a
reputable physician do to protect the public in the professional
sport when you have information that someone is using drugs which
Are frowned upon by your particular organization and nothing happens.
DOCTOR RASINSKI: I think if you pursue it any further, if you
notIfy tho press, then you're breaking your doctor-patient relationship.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
Naturally. And so, therefore, there is
re.Illy In the final result--now I can picture a penant drive, and I
(-In picture an athlete who is in his last year of competition who
perb.ips needed the money, perhaps needs the ego-building effect--I
can see where it would happen to an individual.
I can see where it would
very difficult for an owner of a professional team to blow the
whistle on this individual. Can't you?
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

Yes.

As a human being.
So in effect, aren't
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
you saying it would be possible for nothing to happen. Now, do you
feel in view of that that the state should be setting up some
standards to be followed by professional athletes?

I don't know if the state can do this. I
DOCTOR RASINSKI:
think the best way to do would be to--I think a large governing body
like the AAU, the Olympic Committee, the NCAA.
You feel someone should rather than
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
dust the team itself or the League itself.
DOCTOR RASINSKI:

I think it has to come from a body of this

sort.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Well, of course, the state could do it.
I'm not saying that they couldn't. But you feel that something should
be done on a larger basis than simply the League or the team.
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Any further questions? If not, doctor,
thank you very much. Doctor Sider:
Doctor Siler is the team physician
for the San Francisco Giants. Thank you for traveling down here today,
Doctor Siler. Have you heard most of the testimony here this morning?
DOCTOR ELDOR SILER:
fifteen minutes ago.

No, I have not.

I just came in about

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Do you recall the questions that
Okay.
we submitted to you for your perusal? I think what we would like
to ask you, what is the policy of the San Francisco Giants as it
related to the use of drugs. What kind of drugs do you mostly
prescribe for your team members and the follow-up on the recent
question--what do yr% do if you find an individual on the San Francisco
Giants who utilizes -- surreptitiously utilizes say, morphine; amphetamines, barbiturates?
DOCTOR SILER: You're asking me what drugs we generally use,
not in the use of category of drugs?

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Yes.

Right.

Just the general use.

DOCTOR SILER:
Well, I think that its much the same as we
would use in private practice. That's my policy. To treat the
athlete as I would treat a private patient. We do not use drugs or
prescribe drugs or prepare the patient or the athlete who is injured
or who is ill so that he will be able to go on the field and play.
We use cortisone under selective situation, again, not as an immediate corrective measure so he can participate that day or get back
sooner. Use the ordinary pain pills--we use Darvon, we don't use
codeine. We don't inject novocain to get the player back on the field.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

You do not use novocain.

Not to inject the injury or joint to get the
DOCTOR SILER:
player back on the field so he can continue to participate that day
or even the next day if it looks like this would be a longer interval
required.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

All right.

You don't use amphetamines?

DOCTOR SILER: We do not. We do not have them available.
do not prescribe them. As far as I know, the trainer does not have
I'm very mxh opposed to the use of stimulants in sports.
them.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
use them at all?
DOCTOR SILER:

How about anabolic steroids?

Do you

No, not at all.

Do you know of any of the
Not at all.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
players that might be using amphetamines of some kind?
If you are asking me if I feel specifically
DOCTOR SILER:
that any player is on--I would have to say no. I would have to say
that I have been told there are some whotake one now and again, and
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particularly this would happen the day after a night game. Other
than that, I've only had one experience wher^ a player has used
them abusively.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

And what did you do in that case?

DOCTOR SILER: When he was confronted with it and was approached on it, with admission there was clarification, and I would
say that probably he was not using them now, not grossly, anyway.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
sure?

DOCTOR SILER:

You're not really

He's not on the team.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
DOCTOR SILER:

You say probably.

Is he on any other team?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Did you notify the team, the other
team at the time of the trade, were they notified of the fact that
this individual had a problem with amphetamines?
DOCTOR SILER: I would have to go back a little bit further
and qualify this by saying that in this particular individual there
were extenuating circumstances.
There was a great problem mentally
and businesswise, and I think this probably was the contributing
factor, the main factor in his doing this. He's a very fine person.
I think that he, as well as I knew him, would probably have, since
his problems are solved, have resolved this, too.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: That's possible. However, don't you
develop a physical dependency with amphetamines?
DOCTOR SILER: Yes, very considerably, but person to person
that certainly does happen.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
withdraw from amphetamines?

And wouldn't it be very difficult to

DOCTCR SILER: Again, it would be a very individual situation.
This is one of the problems with amphetamines is that you can't predict the tolerance of an individual.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
My question is--my concern would be -knowing of the problems that existed there, the fact that you would
make known to the other team that this problem was there so that they
could maybe help the athlete out, in trying to overcome the problem.
DOCTOR SILER: I think that's a very good point. We haven't
done that.
I think this will be evolved and developed. I think that
one of the other doctors that spoke here a little bit ago brought up
the point of team physicians now having an organization which will
help tremendously in communications amongst the doctors and set up
some principles and guidelines to follow.
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
There's nothing from League headquarters
to control the utilization of drugs, illegal or abuse of drugs or the
use of illegal drugs?
DOCTOR SILER:

Not to my knowledge.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Nothing at all.

Assemblyman Duffy.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Doctor Siler, you say that you oppose
the use, for example, of amphetamines for athletes. Is this on the
basis of the physical effects only, or because of the bad effects
for the sport itself?
DOCTOR SILER:
with the individual.

I would have to say that my concern would be

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: I see.
You aren't concerned then at
all with the fact that you might be having some athletes who are
performing potentially at a higher level than they would be.
This is
not your concern?
DOCTOR SILER:
I don't quite understand what you mean by
Am I worried because somebody else's athlete's going to perform
better because he's taking the drug?
that.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Well, are you concerned at all with
the concept of sports, that what you're measuring in sports is an
individual or a team's ability to perform, and aa you concerned with
the fact that by use of some of these stimulants and other drugs it
might be possible to have someone nerforming not at their normal
level? Does this concern you at all?
DOCTOR SILER:
not performing?

That as a result of taking the drugs, he's

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
DOCTOR SILER:

Certainly it does.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
sport in general then?
DOCTOR SILER:

Yes.

All right.

So you are concerned with the

Yes, Certainly.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Well, do you feel that it is possible
for you as an ethical team physician--did you hear my questions to the
previous physician, Doctor Rasinski?
DOCTOR SILER:

I heard only some of it.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Well, let me ask you the same question.
All right, now if you found that there was some athlete on your team
who was using--you believed they were using amphetamines, for example,
what would you do?
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DOCTOR SILER: Well, I guess, it's been answered by--what
was said a minute ago. I would report it.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
You would report him. Now, what if
they did nothing? The athlete did nothing and the management
of the
team did nothing? What would you do then?
DOCTOR SILER:

Well, I don't really know where I'd go.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

There's nothing you could do, is there?

DOCTOR SILER: I would report it to the Narcotics Bureau. I
don't think so. I don't know where you really would go. That's right.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: It would be difficult. Perhaps even
impossible for you as a reputable physician visualizing the doctorpatient relationship, it would be very difficult for you to report it.
DOCTOR SILER:

Its a matter of anfidential information, too.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: And yet at the same time, it could be
hurting the sports, couldn't it?
DOCTOR SILER:

That's right.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: All right. Now with that in mind, do
you feel that it would be--that there is a need for some overall
standards by someone, prohibiting the use of drugs?
DOCTOR SILER: Well, I would guess so. There are standards
for using narcotics.
I think it would come under the same sort of
regulation, perhaps.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

You say the state ought to do it?

DOCTOR SILER: I am not in a position to answer that. Again,
I think in this state, barbiturates, for instance, come under the
Narcotics Act.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
Let me take another example. Now, it
would be entirely possible there are some physicians, and I think
you will agree with me, who have in the past, at least, been quite
indiscriminate on their prescriptions of amphetamine, correct?
DOCTOR SILER; I would have to say it is true. We all know
that to be true, not wise, but there have been unwise physicians
and unwise politicaisn.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: It would be possible for a person
performing in baseball with a legal prescription wouldn't it?
DOCTOR SILEF.: This is possible.
I don't think this is a
very large percentage of the availability of the drug, and I think that
this is in part being solved right this month by the FBI who has
issued a directive that physicians can write amphetamines only to
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three categories of disease:
one is narcolepsy, that is catapulsIve
sleepers; the other one is hyperkinetic behavioral patterns in
children: and the other one is short-range use of amphetamines for
obesity.
So this in itself is going to, by law, take care of this
big segment of drugs.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
Let me ask the Committee Consultant a
question. Will the FDA regulations prhibit the legal use of these
medications for any other categories than these three?

MR. STEVE THOMPSON: There's none contemplated at the
present time. They have the authority to provide guidelines usually
in the experimental drug category which can define a particular drug
use. To date that has not been done.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: But if they did have such a
then the drug could not be used by physicians except for those
categories, such as
MR. THOMPSON:
enforcing it.

Then the question, of course, comes to

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

Yes, I understand that.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Are there any other questions?
Doctor Siler did you have anything else you would like to add?
DOCTOR SILER:
The only thing I would like to add, that we
have done is one thing which I think is very good from an educational
standpoint. This spring we invoked the idea of going to spring
training and giving a talk to the team on the use and abuse of drugs.
We extended that a little bit further and weat to Casa Grande where
all of the Giants', minor team leagues meet and practice, and the
same thing was repeated there. I might say that the players were
very interested in it. It was stimulating and I think the educational
approach for this thing probably will do more than a lot of others.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Thank you very much, we appreciate your
coming down today. Has Dr. Balzina arrived yet?
If not, the
hour has apprcached 12 o'clock.
This committee will recess until the
hour of 1:30 p.m.

This afternoon the lead-off witness will be Mr. Dave Maggard
from Berkeley, followed on the list here by Paul Lowe, Robert Baxley,
Gene Donnelly, Jack Scott, and Dave Meggysey.
This meeting will stay in recess until the hour of 1:30 p.m.
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AFTERNOON SESSION
1:30 P.M.

MR. DAVE MAGGARD:
thing about the questions.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

I assume you would like to know someThat's right.

MR. MAGGARD:
I really haven't made detailed answers on
all of these ten questions, but I have looked them over and prepared to answer questions that anyone might have.
I see this first
question here.
Personally, I do not feel that the drug problem is a
tremendous problem, at least from the standpoint of the amateur,
the amateur athlete, in track specifically.
I don't think its
a tremendous problem today, but I think because of the fact that
athletes are not immune to the ills of society. I think it is a
real concern because of the problems that we are involved with
today.
Its rather obvious, statistically and so forth, that we
do have a drug problem in our overall society.
I don't feel that
the problem as far as drug usage, is as great a problem as some
might suspect. Now I am not speaking for the professional athletes
nor for any sports other than track and field. Although I did
compete in football at the University of California, track as well,
I am speaking primarily from the track and field aspect of it.

I think that we would probably be concerned with two,
basically two drugs, and that would be the amphetamines and the
anabolic steroids. To my knowledge I have never seen a track
athlete, as far as I know, on amphetamines. Now I saw one at one
time during my competition days who I thought was on amphetamines,
but because of the fact that we have at the University of California
one of the finest team physicians I think in the country, we have
an outstanding trainer, and one of the things that's always :een
very impressive to me, even my playing days and competition days
at the University of California, is the team physician and the
In other words, if an athlete
trainer regulate this type of thing.
is injured it is up to the team physician and trainer to determine
whether or not this boy competes.

As far as medication is concerned, none of this comes
under the coach's jurisdiction, nor the athlete, nor the trainer,
for this matter, this is all - -any type of medication--would have
to be prescribed by the team physician and, of course, this has
been a very impressive thing to me, as I said, during my competition
days, also as a coach at the University. So I think, as far as
I'm concerned, I have seen, in fact I attended a meeting for the
athletic director about a month ago up in Portland, Oregon, and
this was pertaining to drug abuse and how we might attack this
problem. A lot of things are being done in Pac Eight right now,
I think that perhaps someone
pertaining to this great problem.
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might be able to come up with some statistics.
I don't know what
type of studies have been done on this.
I think the concern more
than anything else is just the population at large, and I don't
think athletes, if they are involved with drug usage, are getting
drugs from team physicians and trainers; this is something they
are picking up someplace else.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Let me interrupt at this point.
I think it has been suggested that there are quite a few athletes
who are their own pharmacists, i.e., that they have their own
little superstitions and rumors run very rampant through locker
rooms that if you use this kind of a pill or that, such and such
is going to happen, and I think the comment is that almost every
athlete has a certain belief that a certain kind of pill is going
to do something for him. Many of these pills are picked up mot
through the team physician, through maybe ancther physician.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: As a former competitor what incidence,
what amount of uie of this kind have you seen?
MR. MAGGARD:
I don't think it would be great among
track athletes, I really don't.
One of the drugs that has been
very controversial in the last few years has been anabolic steroids,
This is something which you say is very true.
I think
cf course.
that those who have been involved with anabolic steroids may not
get their supply from one physician. For example, physicians
recommended the usage cf anabolic steroids in athletics some years
I think that doctors and physicians have backed off on this
ago.
I think that this is very correct,
in the last two or three years.
what you say, and that is the source may be something other than
Right now I don't think its
the team physician and the trainer.
considerable, particularly the amphetamine part cf it. Now, at the
Olympic games, they checked the urine samples in the top six finishers in Mexico City, and from those samples, I don't know if they
found anyone who was on "drugs"--amphetamines or whatever. Now
testing for anabolic stercids is very difficult. This is something that would have to be, from my understanding, from talking
with doctors and etc., this would have to be done over a period
of time, in order to check the level of testosterone. So, this would
be something that would be very difficult to do, and I think that
as yet, there just isn't enough information on this type of drug
at this particular time, and this is something I would like to see.
I would like to see some long -range studies done on the use cf
anabolic steroids.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Do you think that anybody has had
any adverse side effects from anabolic steroids?
In fact, I would wonder how
MR. MAGGARD: No, I don't.
many people in this room would know what the adverse effects would
The adverse effects supposedly are liver damage, perhaps
be.
long usage sterility, and suspected hardening of the arteries at
a later date because there is an increase in blood pressure.
But I think that looking into something like this, you have to
have information as to what anabolic stercids are supposed to do
for the athlete. I understand that Dr. Dooley talked a little bit
about this this morning, but I don't think it's been established
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as of yet just exactly what the harmful effects are for the anabolic
steroids.
I think now that the athlete would stay away from this
in most cases because of the unknown effects in later years.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Does this drug vary from sport to
sport, say from track and field to football?
MR. MAGGARD:
I'm sure it does.
Now, I do riot have any
statistics to back this up, but I would guess that it would.
Going back to this other thing, I think that you would be as apt
to find someone taking drugs who finished in last place.
I think
that by and large the outstanding athletes in track and field are
those who would not rely on this type of thing, but I would guess
that this would vary from sport to sport, and I would imagine it
varies from level to level.
In other words, the athlete who is
out of college and away from the team position, I would guess that
this would have its effect as well.
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
I can see that there is a difference
between sports and between amateur and professional athletics.
Let me ask you--do you kn w of any track coach that if he found
that someone was using amphetamines would not insist that they
desist?
MR. MAGGARD:

I can't think of anyone offhand, no.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Can you imagine this occurring in
football--where the rewards for the coach and the player himself
:an be measured directly in dollars?
MR. MAGGARD:
I think this is going to be an individual
I don't think you can make a generalization like this.
I think you would
know the situation pretty well.
I don't
think I would be prepared to answer on that part of it because I
don't know what goes on in the football world.
The only thing that
I would be doing would be guessing, and my guess is this:
because
of the fact that maybe there have not been guidelines, professional
athletics may be a little bit different than amateur athletics,
without a doubt.
thing.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Do you think that we should prohibit the use of steroids particularly in the athletic field?
MR. MAGGARD:
I would answer yes to this.
I would say
this--that were talking about restriction from thestate level.
I think that it has to be broader than this.
I think the NCAA
must be involved in this. I think the International Olympic
Committee must be involved in this. I think the AAU--someone mentioned that they wanted the AAU to be involved in this.
I think
that there was a doctor before I spoke.
Obviously, AAU has no
jurisdiction on professional athletics.
I think this would have
to come from the league or whatever.
I definitely think that this
should be very restricted until a time in which there is further
evidence as to what the long-range effects are on the usage of
steroids.
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ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Have you noticed any of the high
school kids coming up, have you noticed whether they've been on one
of these drugs or not?
MR. MAGGARD: I have never noticed this in a high school
I coached at the high school level as well. And, I think
the high school athlete is very curious.
I think all athletes are.
I think that if an athlete goes to the Olympic Games and suspects
that or if there is talk about using drugs, I think that obviously
they are very curious about this and they want to know what the
athletes are doing.
I think that the high school athletes are very
curious, and I am sure that they are to some extend influenced by
people at the college level and even on up to pro level, so I do
not know of any situation in which - -I have never seen any--it may
take place.
I do not know of it personally.
athlete.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
aware of anyway.

It would be a rare case that you're

MR. MAGGARD: I would say that it would be, yes; I really
This would be my guess. Now I would guess that the athlete
wo is not so well endowed or someone who is playing third string
or fourth string would be as apt to do something like this as anyone else.
I think that the athlete who is looking for a crutch
I
is the athlete who might be involved in this type of thing.
personally think that your real top notch--now I'm speaking here
again track and field--I don't think that the top notch athlete
is involved in this to a great extent.
would.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: We've read some newspaper articles
which indicate that a scout, for example, after he signed up a
potential player for his college would give him some steroids to
take because they're good players, they just want to pick up 15
or 20 pounds.
I think
MR. MAGGARD: I've heard of this as well.
without a doubt that some of the outstanding weight men all over
the world have been on steroids. I think this is common knowledge,
but I think it would be very difficult to know just exactly who.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Weren't some of the weight men recently disqualified for the use of steroids?
MR. MAGGARD: They were weight lifters, and supposedly
the usage of anabolic steroids came from the Fflropean countries
from primarily weight men. Now this is not just weight men who
Runners have been supposedly
were involved in this type of thing.
using anabolic steroids, and I think that some of the articles in
magazines, etc., have pointed out that perhaps some of the pro
football players which here again I don't think that there is a
I think that much of this
lot of substantial evidence for this.
But, I can only speak from the track standpoint.
is guesswork.
And particularly the amateur aspect of it.

-
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: So your comment there is (in regard
to track) you know of no real abuses of amphetamines.
MR. MAGGARD:
I know of no abuse in amphetamines. Now
this doesn't mean that its not there, but I know of none and perhaps I know of none because of the type of situation I feel we
have, which I think is a very good situation with the team
position and the trainer. The "Pac Eight" is very much aware of
dealing with this type of problem.
In fact, I think that probably
what they will be doing is having some spot checks throughout the
year.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: What's the policy of the Pao Eight
if they find that an athlete is using, say, amphetamines?
MR. MAGGARD: Well, I think this would have to be
something that would be a future policy, but I think right now
there is talk and we talked about this at the athletic eirectnrs'
meeting.
I represented Mr. Breckler: The trainer would be dismissed and if the coach were advocating drug usage that he would
also be dismissed, that it would be up to the Athletic Director to
enforce this, and perhaps the boy dismissed from the team.
These
are things that have been talked about.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: This is just in the talking stage.
You don't have a set policy at this time?
MR. MAGGARD: At this particular time we do not, but
were forming guidelines at this very moment, and all of the Pac
Eight doctors are involved in this talk right now.
They met this
past suomer, in fact, last spring. So the awareness is very much
there, and I think a real desire to cut the problem off before it
really becomes a problem.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Any more questions? They thank you
very much for appearing here today. We'd like at this time, going
a little bit out of order, and call Mr. Gene Donnelly, trainer of
the Anaheim high school.
GENE DONNELLY: Originally, I thought that when I received the letter and also the phone call from Steven Thompson
that I would probably thank you for inviting me to appear before
this group.
I walked in today and took a look around to see all
It shook me up just a
thcse important names, TV cameras, etc.,
little bit, and then one of the gentlemen from the TV stations
said, "I think I'll go get my shotgun."
I knew damn well that I
made a mistake then.
I'm going to try to speak in terms of the use of drugs
in high school athletics. I think the first thing we have to do
It does exist, its
is to establish that the problem does exist.
here with us.
However, we have to talk about degree.
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Before you go any further,
Mr. Donnelly, let me suggest this.
I think this committee has
studied pretty well in depth the increase of use of drugs by
young people.
I think that one of the things that concerns us is
directly with the increase of uppers and downers, halucinogens
and things of this nature by the teenage category.
It's come to
our attention that you also had an increase in the ust of uppers
or amphetamines by athletes because it's there in that age group
L.-anyway. The use is there, and thus it has fallen over into the high
school athletics.
So, I think we'd like to, if we can, get your
thinking on that.
To your knowledge, has there been an increase in
the use of amphetamines by high school athletes?
And the other
side of the coin is, do you or are you aware of high school athletes
using anabolic steroids? Are you aware of any adverse effects or
anything of this nature?
MR. DONNELLY: Well, I'll say it.
I think this has to
go along sometimes with the incident of exposure.
I checked with
our local police department.
We work very closely, that is, through
administrators, with the local APD.
I have some figures I'd like
you people to take a look at, and then you'll understand what I
mean by incident exposure.
In 1961, for example, there were two
young adults, that is, teenage type, arrested in the city of
Anaheim for drug abuse or drug use or exposure. In 1969, there
were 843. Now, this is fairly standard throughout the country,
so what I mean by this is, the incident of exposure is certainly
greater among the campus, normal campus student; therefore, the
incident among the athlete is going to be greater. Now, have I
or do I know of instances whereby an athlete has been exposed to ----uppers, the whites? Yes. We have had in the last two years two
cases whereby we knew about it. The kids themselves, we try to
put it on a basis whereby the athletes themselves fairly well
regulate this, and you talk to the kids, and they will tell you
its anywhere from zero to 50 percent of the kids have played with
it.
You talk to the administration, the coaches, etc., and you'll
find out that maybe they'll say that there are one to two percent
of the athletes. Now, we're talking about all types of athletes.
The gentlemen before me, Dave, talked about the difference in one
sport or another.
There is definitely a difference. I think
football, being a game of hard knocks -- I agree with what he said
regarding the numbers or the type of individual that would take
this, and that would be because its the third-stringer, the secondSomebody's done a hell
stringer that's trying to improve himself.
of a job at selling these kids on the idea that drugs will not
hurt you or drugs will help you, marijuana, for example. If you
want to sit down sometime and have a heart-to-heart talk with some
of the kids, try to defend, as a teacher, as a coach, as an administrator, try to defend or convince the kids that the use of
marijuana is bad. You have people nationally, on a state level,
that have come out in favor of the use of marijuana, legalization.
I think a couple of years ago--I could be wrong on this, but I'm
sure you people would be informed on it--in the National Food and
Drug Administration, or somebody, made the statement that the use
of marijuana was not particularly bad, and these kids will tl,row
it up in your face.
'
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
said, but, continue anyway.

That wasn't quite what Dr. Goddard

MR. DONNELLY: Well, but he said that there was no adverse affect or that there was no knowledge of adverse affect.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: I don't think that was what he said,
but, anyway that was the way it was interpreted.
I'll stipulate
to that.
MR. DONNELLY: I think the one thing we need along this
line then would be for people in a position of responsibility
whereby certain rules and regulations can be made is a means to
test the kids. Dave mentioned it. Give us a test. Give us something that you know he knows. All of these people that appeared
on this panel before know that there are kids, people, athletes
playing with this stuff. Its extremely difficult to find out who
they are. You will know who they are, but try to prove it.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: What's the policy of the CIF if they
find a youngster using drugs in competing, say, amphetamines?

MR. DONNELLY: The policy here would fall under the
scholastic and citizenship eligibility. There is, to my knowledge,
no direct statement in the blue book that says:
for drug abuse,
period.
Wo have. for example, in our league just recently put in
a rule where if a kid is ineligible in one school in the league, he
will be ineligible in another school in the league.
This was done
for a variety of reasons, one of the reasons being that if a kid
was caught using drugs in athletics, he could not transfer from
one school to another and be immediately eligible.
I don't know
if it would stand up in a court of law if somebody tried to force
it or not, but its a shame that more of the league--(don't enforce
it)--Dave mentioned again that the Pac Eight is now working on it.
Its a rough question. Where do you go? What do you do?
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Do you have a policy in the CIF?

Do we have a policy?
MR. DONNELLY:
scholastic and citizenship eligibility.

Only under the

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: But you don't have a policy that
directly directs itself to the use of drugs per se?
MR. DONNELLY:

Not to my knowledge, no.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
it under discussion at all?

Are you working on one at all?

Is

MR. DOnnelly: There's a gentleman here from the CIF.
Perhaps you should ask him that question and he could tell you.
I do not--Tom?
No, that's all right. We'll get to
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
On the two cases, what did you do in your school disyou later.
trict on the two cases of individuals who were, you found, using in
this case. amphetamines, is that correct?
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MR. DONNELLY:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

What policy did you institute at that

time?

AR. DONNELLY: The thing that we did--and, right, wrong
or otherwise, there are certain policies that our school district
has--and if you're interested in that, I'll tell you about it later.
But, in both cases we called the kids in with the parents.
One
of the students was found in practice, and the other one was found
in a ball game.
We suspected him, and we went in and shook down
the lockers.
In both cases we found a roll of whites. We called
the parents, had the parents come down, confronted the students.
They admitted the use, and we turned them over to the parents with
the idea that if they could show by performance--and we informed
certain members of the team of this so that the kids would know
about it--and if they could live by the rules from there on in,
nothing would happen. One of the kids at the present time is playing
in a college, in the state of California and, I understand, doing
a whale of a job.
Our philosophy has been:
probably the easiest
thing to do is to flush the kid, dump him, forget him; the hardest
thing to do is to keep him around and try to straighten him out a
little Lit.
We've tried to sell our kids, our team members, on the
idea that they run the discipline. They'll know a lot sooner than
their coaches who is and who is not playing around with any type of
drug.
And if we can continue to institute--and I say "we"; I'm
talking high school, but every school in the league, I think every
school in the county is trying the same thing--that if the kids
can learn to handle their own discipline, this is going to be a
big step in the right direction.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Mr. Townsend.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Mr. Donnelly, did you open--did
you check all of the lockers at the time you
MR. DONNELLY: No, definitely not.
kid, went in, opened up, and there it was.

We suspected the one

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Well, we have an article here xeere
they allege that the lockers of the Anaheim, California football
team were searched last fall.
MR. DONNELLY:

Not all lockers, no, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
that right?
MR. DONNELLY:

Wel), there was more than one, is

Oh, on occasion we have gone in and looked,

yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
that you found?

-

But these are the only two kids

4C,
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MR. DONNELLY:
I'll tell you, though, I doubt seriously,
I could be wrong, but I doubt seriously if either one of these
kids ever told any of the rest of them because they knew what the
repercussion would be with their team members. Now, I'm sure that
there were other kids on the team probably that knew about it, you
know, maybe one or two of their buddies, but as a total situation
with a team -- those kind of kids will hang together.
You seldom
see one that you suspect running around with kids you do not suspect.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Are there any other questions?
there anything else you'd like to add, Mr. Donnelly?
ASSEMBLYMAN KENT STACEY:
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

MR. DONNELLY:

Is

I have a question, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Stacey has a question for you.

Yes, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Mr. Donnelly, since generally the
outcome of some of these committee hearings is legislation in the
field, do you feel that, for instance, the CIF is adequately
handling this problem with the young people, or would we be smart
in developing legislation that would develop some type of controls
in this area and set certain standards?
MR. DONNELLY: Well, gentlemen, I think without proper
legislation and the proper means by which school people, law enforcement people can enforce the legislation, your hands are tied.
As to is the CIF properly handling this, I think in that respect
it
got to be handled in the local locker room. Kenny Bacons (?)
can sit in his office and tell us how it ought to be done, bat
unless its being done in the individual locker rooms by individual
coaches, by individual trainers, its just so much paperwork.
I think one of the steps that could be taken is to insure that there
are trainers in every high school in the country, or in every high
school in the state, period. The number of high schools that employ
Its very
trainers is something like one and a half, two percent.
Yet, these people--the coaches are busy on the field; win
low.
and loss records mean something--can't spend their time checking
This is one of the responsibilities of the
kids all the time.
trainer. And if we had a trainer in each high school, if it was
mandatory--moneywise, we can hire a trainer: I teach, for example,
four periods of adaptive PE; I make $600 additional per year for
training.. It figures out to be about seventeen cents an hour.
But you don't get into the business for money. If you do, you're
not going to stick around too long.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
much an hour?

How do I get a job that pays that

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Well, then actually there is what- insufficient staff, the coaches aren't particularly interested,
would you say this?
Well, no, I don't say the coaches aren't
MR. DONNELLY:
I would say this--they are inadequately prepared
interested.
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recognitionwise. There are just not enough hours in the day for
them to carry on the duties, the functions of coaching. You have
to realize that this is really an added burden.
We have had a
number of extra hour meetings--and I'm not talking about an hour
here, an hour there--I'm talking about probably 25-30 hours among
our own staff. There are 22 coaches, for example, and we have tried
and tried to come up with solutions to the problems, situations
that we've tried to iron out. Our local Anaheim Police Department
has a group that they will--or, rather, they will bring a group
of people in and put on a drug seminar--which is outstanding. The
police officers are right there. They go through the whole thing- recognition, from what type of pills, the method by which the kids
take them, what to look for, where they hide them, how they use them- extremely beneficial for us. We took the whole staff and went
down.
And we have a couple of kids, one of the kids that we talked
about earlier, that we've spent hours trying to figure cut what to
do with this rascal. Again, the easiest thing to do is dump him.
We kept him around just to try to see if we could straighten him
out a little bit.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Thank you very much.
MR. DONNELLY:

Are there any other questions?

Thank you, gentlemen.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: The next witness will be Mr. Paul
Lowe and Mr. Robert Baxley. Mr. Lowe is one of the all-time great
running backs in the American Football League. Mr. Baxley is an
attorney for many athletes in San Diego, I understand--among others,
Mr. Houston Ridge. And these two witnesses have been subpoenaed
to appear before us. Which one of you would like to lead off?
MR. ROBERT BAXLEY: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make a
statement on behalf of Paul Lowe. I'm also his personal attorney.
Mr. LoWe is prepared to candidly discuss his observation of drug
I would request, however, that you
use in professional football.
not ask for any specific names of any individuals that might be
involved.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

All right. Fair enough.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:

What's the purpose of that, may

I ask?

MR. BAXLEY:
close at this time.
MR. THOMPSON:

We have reasons that we'd rather not disThere's a potential for litigation, I

believe.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Well. I don't know why the attorney
Okay, go ahead.
can't tell me that.
MR. BAXLEY:

Well, there are members still playing ball....
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ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Well, why didn't you just say
that you had a lawsuit pending and you didn't want to testify in
that area? That's all you had to say.
MR. BAXLEY:
I don't choose to argue with you, sir.
ask my explanation--I'll be happy to tell you.

You

ASSEMBLYMAN 1WONSEND: I haven't got a straight answer
out of you yet.
I don't think I'm going to start now.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Why don't we start with Mr. Lowe,
and we won't ask for names.
Mr. Lowe, the allegation has been made
that there is use of drugs that are not issued by the trainer or
by the team physician in professional football. Have you ever
observed this--and were talking now about amphetamines and maybe
even barbiturates in some cases, anabolic steroids, and things
of this nature--what
of use have you seen?
MR. PAUL LOWE:

Well, I've seen the type

just mentioned.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Do you see an awful lot of--do a lot
of players use amphetamines, to your knowledge?
MR. LOWE:

To my knowledge, quite a few.

I've used

them.

Do you find that they are helpful?
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Do you think, I mean, is there feeling that these kind of pills
would help an individual or what?
Well, when I'm using them, I think so;
MR. LOWE:
think I'm being helped.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

I

Do you use them during a game?

I take a couple before the game, an hour
MR. LOWE:
and a half; and at the half-time I'll take another one.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
players take amphetamines?
MR. LOWE:
few of them.

Is your personal observation that most

I can't say most--quite a few--well, quite a

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Would you say the majority in the
areas in which you've participated have taken them?
MR. LOWE:

The majority, yes.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
MR. LOWE:

The majority of the players have.

On the team I played for.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Are these the kind of pills that you
would have prescribed to you by a doctor or do you get them--where
do you get the amphetamines?
-43-
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MR. LOWE:

From the coach.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

The coach gives them to you?

MR. LOWE: Well, he gave - -he started us out on these- we call them the little pink pills. We had to take them.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
The coach asked you to take them to
help you, is that what you're saying?
MR. LOWE: We had to take them at lunch time when we
have our lunch.
He would put them on a little saucer and prescribed for us to take them and if not he would suggest that
there might be a fine.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
the amphetamines?
MR. LOWE:

You mean a fine for not taking

He said they would help us build strong bodies..

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: I see. So these are furnished by the
coach, not by the trainercr by the physician?
MR. LOWE: The trainer would put them out, and the coach
,,ould tell us to take our pills.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Has the team physician ever talked
to you about the use of these? Has he ever suggested that they
might be harmful or anything of that nature? To your knowledge,
has any team physician prescribed them, not the trainer or the coach
now?

MR. LOWE: Well, once I think we heard one of the fellows
mention that they weren't good for us. It was mentioned about some
other doctor--he had taken ones that some other doctor--he said
he wouldn't prescribe them for us--but we just ignored it.
The
coach said, well, he's not our doctor so go ahead and lake them
anyway.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Did you take these regularly when
you played? When you say, maybe two or four during a game, did
you take them....
MR. LOWE: Take them during spring practice, spring
training, and the other ones

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Did you take them during the week, I
mean, in season, or just during on the days of the ball games?
MR. LOWE: Taken them every day in training camp for a
certain period of time.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
MR. LOWE:

I see.

They were just put out, and
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Do you knew of anybody who kept on
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
even after they were cut out because they could get them elsewhere- I mean, that continued to take them regularly?
MR. LOWE:

No, I don't know of any.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Do you know of anybody on any team on
which you've played who ever really became totally dependent upon
amphetamines--I mean, had to use them all the time to really get
through the day or anything like that?
MR. LOWE: Not from anything I could see, but really I
wasn't around them so I wouldn't know.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Dk: ,:ou know of anybody having a
problem getting rid of not taking them--I mean, you know, ,ince
they got used to them, acquiring the habit of taking them and then
found it difficult to put the habit down?
MR. LOWE:

I can't answer that one its illegal, I don't

know
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Okay, Mr. Duffy.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Mr. Lowe, I want to make this real
clear. You say that you were given these pills by your coach,
is that correct?
MR. LOWE:

He instructed us to take the pills at noontime.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
MR. 'OWE:

Right.

We had a vitamin pill and the little pink pill.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: All right now, are you sure--do you
know what the little pink pill was, because it doesn't mean anything
to me? Do you know that the pink pill was an amphetamine? You do,
okay, I won't ask
MR. LOWE:

I know it now, but I didn't know it

MR. DUFFY: Didn't know it at the time, right. And
clarify this--you were, at least it was implied--you let me know if
I'm giving any
MR. BAXLEY:

May I?

It was implied to you,
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Surely. Okay?
although--at least it was implied that if you didn't take these
pills, you would be fined or in some way censured by the club, is
that correct?

MR. LOWE:

Yes, we had to take them.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: You had to take them. That was part
of the obligation as a professional player? Fine, thank you.
-45-
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Mr. Townsend.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Mr. Lowe, I'd like to ask you a
question.
I hope it's allowed. Have you ever been injured during
the course of a game, Mr. Lowe, and given a pain killer or anything like that?
MR. LOWE:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
Was it a pill or a shot?.
MR. LOWE:

What kind of pain killer was it?

Cortisone and novacaine.

ASSEMBLYMAN TWONSEND:

Cortisone and novacaine.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

May I follow on that?

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Yes, Mr. Duffy.

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY: Have there been any instances that you
know of in which the use of any of these pain killers have resulted
in long-term injuries to you or another professional athlete?
What I'm saying is, in the case of a pain killer and being sent
back into the game, do you know of any instances in which this has
resulted in any injuries to you or any other player?
MR. LOWE:

No, not a

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
MR. LOWE:

You don't know of any?

Not a permanent injury, but

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

Okay, fine, thank you.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Mr. Lowe, do you know if this is a
practice that other teams also followed, the utilization of amphetamines and things of this nature?
MR. LOWE: I don't think I really understand the term of
"amphetamines"--I'm thinking of something
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
MR. LOWE:

Oh,

a pep pill.

Would you phrase the question again?

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Do you know of other--you understand
the pep pills now are amphetamines?
MR. LOWE:

The pep pills, that's what I'm speaking of, the

pep pills.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
you were given.
MR. LOWE:

You were talking about the pep pills

These weren't the pep
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

The pink pill was a pep pill.

MR. LOWE: The pink pill was not the
pep pill I was
speaking of at first.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
MR. LOWE:

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
MR. LOWE:
day.

steroids?

Was that the anabolic steroid?

This was the

Right.

The one that builds you up.
This is the one we had to take every

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: In training you took the anabolic
But in game time you took the pep pills?
MR. LOWE:

Pep pills, right.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: I see. Do you knew if this was the
practice of other professional
foctball teams to use--now, you
also played for Buffalo for a while, didn't you?
MR. LOWE:

No, Kansas City.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
thing there?
MR. LOWE:

Kansas City.

Did they do the same

There's quite a difference, too.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Yes, I stipulate to being a difference
in--did they, did Kansas City also use the same kind of drug
procedures? I mean, did they give you the
steroids in
training camp and did they give you the pepanabolic
pills?
MR. LOWE:

(inaudible) to attorney

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Did the coach give you the pep pills
at game time, or did you have to get those yourself?
MR. LOWE:

Got them from the trainer.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
MR. LOWE:

You got them from the trainer.

And the doctor.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: The doctor. Did you have--I mean,
you just asked them for them and they gave them to you or did they
just give them out to you?
MR. LOWE:

to you?

I asked for them.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
MR. LOWE:

You asked for them and they gave them

Right.
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ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
he not, Mr. Campbell?
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

He did say,

Yes.

and the doctor", did

He said the trainer and the team

doctor.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:

Okay.

Is it your feeling, Mr. Lowe, that the
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
use of pep pills gave you a significant advantage on the football
field? Do you feel it helped you on the field? Could you have
played well without amphetamines, without the pep pills?
MR. LOWE: Yes. I played before without using them.
But I thought that was the thing to do--I used them.
I thought I
performed better with them.

You did think you performed better

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
with them?
MR. LOWE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
But the reason you used them was
because everybody else was using them?
MR. LOWE:

I learned about it when I got into pro ball.

CHAIUMAN CAMPBELL: You didn't take them in high school
or college?
I see, just in pro ball.
Okay.
In your own mind,
does this in any way--do you think this jeopardizes the concept of
competitive sports to, you know, take a drug that's going to
supposedly stimulate you to hopefully play better than you would
normally play?

I can't answer--I used it, and I shouldn't
MR. LOWE:
have--I don't know what to say.
All right. Do you find--you're
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
not in pro football any more, you're retired, is that correct?

MR. LOWE:

Right.

Do you still ever have any
Okay.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
need to use pep pills for your own--you were able to put them down
without any trouble at all?
,

MR. LOWE:

I use liquor (inaudible).... laughter

Do you personally feel there should
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Do
be any kind of guidelines for the use of drugs by athletes?
you or do you think they should just be given out to whomever wants
them?
MR. LOWE: Well, I feel this way--I'm a law-abiding
citizen - -I mean, it's against the law, isn't it? So I would figure
It shouldn't be that easy to get for a
it should be the same way.
professional athlete I would think, because it hurts you although
you think it might be helping you.
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: All right. Are there any other
questions of Mr. Lowe? Mr. Baxley, did you have anything you
wished to state at this tilt*?
MR. BAXLEY: Yes.
I represent Houston Ridge, who was a
former member of the San Diego Chargers who has files a lawsuit
in San Diego.
I am prepared to tell you about that lawsuit. I
will decline to answer any questions that might infringe upon the
attorney-client privilege or jeopardize his rights in the lawsuit.
Basically, Mr. Ridge has alleged--this is a matter of public record
in his complaint--that he was injured on October 11, 1969, while
performing as a professional football player in a game between the
Miami Dolphins and the San Diego Chargers.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Mr. Chairman, let's let these
people solve their lawsuits in the courts, would you please? I
don't want to hear it here.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
All right. But I think the statement
that he's making now is a matter of public record, and I think we
should entor at least that aspect of it into

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND: Well, we can get it out of record.
I don't see any need for disclosing it at this hearing.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Well, I think well ask Mr. Baxley
to be just as brief as he possibly can.
MR. BAXLEY: The complaint is essentially for malpractice.
One aspect of the complaint is for battery, for the administration
of what are termed "dangerous drugs" under the Business and
Professions Code, and the third cause of action is for conspiracy
involving the American Football League and the National Football
League for their participation in the use of the drug.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
Okay.
On the dangerous drugs category,
you're talking essentially about amphetamines, is that correct?
MR. BAXLEY: All drugs that would come within that definition of the Business and Professions Code Section 4811 which
were administrered to my client.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Are there any questions? Mr. Baxley,
thank you very much.
Mr. Lowe, thank you very much for appearing
before the committee. Our next witness will be Mr. Jack Scott of
the Institute for the Study of Sport in Society. And if you'll
explain to us what this is, Mr. Soctt, we'd appreciate that.

MR. JACK SCOTT: Keeping with the nature of what my
comments will be today, I think it would help if I just briefly
state a little bit of my background so you'll understand where I'm
coming from.
I was a high school and college football player and
track man.
I attended Stanford University on a track scholarship,
participated there, and at Syracuse University.
Since then, I've
been an AAU track coach.
I'm the president and coach of an
officially sanctioned AM.! track club.
I'm athletic director and
teacher at a public high school in Berkeley.
Last year I taught
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at the University of California at Berkeley where I taught the
first course that examined the role of intercollegiate athletics
in higher education.
I have also been a writer.
I've covered the
Olympic Games as a sports writer. And primarily my involvement has
been both personally as a participant and as a writer and as a
researcher in the areas of football and track and field.
And I'm
now serving as Director of the Institute for the Study of Sport in
Society.
Its an organization that was formed approximately four
months ago. The prime purpose of the organization is to facilitate
the humanization of sports in American society. Were primarily
interested in the role sports will play in our schools, high schools
and colleges. Is that enough about the institute?
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Right.

MR. SCOTT: What I'd like to speak to you today is about,
I think, one of our mutual concerns, concerns that we've had at the
institute as one of our top priorities when the institute was
founded, what we felt was the crisis in drug usage in sports.. And
I think that now both popular literature and research indicate that
there's a very real problem in this area.
I'm not going to speak
to that problem particularly.
I think most of us here will accept
that the problem exists. The first thing

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
I'm sorry, Mr. Scott-excuse me,
Mr. Chairman--did you say this is a top priority item with the
institute?
MR. SCOTT: That's correct. As soon as the funds are
available, the first in our research projects by theinstitute will
be into the use of drugs in sports.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:
pretty prevalent?
MR. SCOTT:

So that in your opinion its

That's correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN TOWNSEND:

Thank you.

MR, SCOTT: The first question, I think, that we at the
institute have and that you people have is the question of the
When I was
reliability of data in the whole area of drug usage.
teaching at Berkeley last year, the team physician for the University of California at a medical conference in San Francisco
mentioned that if any members of the University of California team
were involved in the use of amphetamines, that at most, it was
one or two players, it was very isolated, and that it was not at
all widespread. A student who was a football player at the
University of California, a young man by the name of Mike Moeller,
did a research paper for my course for which he interviewed practically every varsity football player at the University of California.
It
The results of this were published in the San Francisco papers.
found that approximately, according to his data, 48 percent, half the
team regularly used amphetamines. I spoke with him personally.
His brother is a participant in football at the University of
Southern California, and according to his brother's personal
observation, the use at these schools, in other Pac 8 schools was
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even much more common than at the University
California.
Now, I'm not particularly saying which of these two sources i:i
the most reliable, but I certainly think perhaps somewhere in the
middle ground, between the two--between the team physician that
claims that there is no usage or very isolated and very rare and the
young man who is a member of the team who did a very scholarly
report that finds approximately 50 percent of the team.
When it
was published in the papers, there was no objection.
The press
attempted to talk to as many players as they could to see if this
was erroneous information that he reported, and at that tune, no
players spoke out or were particularly upset. They seemed to feel
that it was reliable data. Many of the players thanked him, in
fact, for reporting it because they felt it was something that
should be brought before the public.
In the area of the steroids
in the particular school that I was familiar with, the University
of California, a football coach mentioned that they had never been
involved in aidingai.hletes in getting steroids or in using steroids.
Last year, the co-captain of the University of California football
team, James Cawkins(?), at the conclusion of the season spoke out
and revealed that while he was a student athlete at the University
,),f California, on advice of both a football coach and the team
physician, he was put on steroids for 30 days in the hope that it
would make him bigger and stronger. And it did, but when he began
to develop peculiar side effects, he went to the team physician.
The team physician somewhat reluctantly acknowledged that this
sometimes does ha,:poi., and he was taken off the steroids. Since
then, the team physician has acknowledged that he no longer puts
people on steroids. So that's one of the problems with reliability.
Now, what sources
are going to use
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
football as for track?
MR. SCOTT:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

Mr. Duffy has a question.

Are team physicians the same for
They have one team physician.
Thank you.

MR. SCOTT: And the whole question with regard to the
rules and the concerns - -I think that if coaches, in particular,
based on my personal experience, were as concerned with the usage
of drugs that seemed to be facilitating performance as they are
about other kinds of drug usage that I think the problem would he
certainly attenuated, if not eliminated. And I think that my
personal observation is that there is a tremendous amount of hypocrisy in this area, of coaches and athletic administrators being
concerned about one kind of drug usage but not others, drugs
that facilitate performance.
Okay.
I think that its a reality- anyone who has done a sociological rundown of the models that high
school or college coaches use for their behavior, for their approach

to sport, that its well established that the model is professional
football in most cases, a college coach or a high school coach
usually does not perceive himself as an educator similar to, say,
an English teacher or a biology teacher. Time and again, you know,
the statements by football coaches, particularly, would acknowledge
I'm sure that most of them would readily admit it, that a
this.
Vince Lombardi type individual would be the model that they would
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use.
I think--now Paul Lowe or someone who will testify after me
may have seen others who will speak to the widespread use in
professional sports. Since that is the mod.al that both colleges and
high schools are using, it already exists it that level, and in
the future its only going to increase.
Okay.
There was some

question - -one of the early witnesses talked about, seeming to --

at least to me--imply that somehow the individuals who were involved
in drug usage are the athletes who need a crutch, those who really
aren't at the top. My experience in Mexico City talking with
Olympic Gol4 Medal winners from all countries
including the
United States, was that the discussions around drugs did not
involve whether or not they were taking drugs but what kind of drugs
they were taking, which kind of anabolic steroid was best, which
kind of amphetamine could not be now found by the test that they
were using in Mexico City. And I certainly, now, could not speak
for every single Gold Medal winner in track and field in Mexico
City.
In my discussions with numerous individuals, again, it was
not an issue of whether or not they were taking them but which
drugs were best. It was widely accepted now that it was simply
impossible to get to the top, especially in weight events, events
such as the decathlon, without the use of these drugs.
I personally
know one individual, I believe he certainly would not mind my
mentioning his name -- Captain Phil Shinnick --who was a member of
the 1964 :)lympic team in the broad jump and an alternate in 1968,
who has excellent potential in the decathlon but he feels in order
tc compete against those individuals who are the top in the decathlon
And given his attitude
he would have to use anabolic steroids.
towards sports, he feels that would empathetical to his approach
to sports--he has refused to do this. Okay, but what is the atmosphere that might be created for young men to involve themselves in
Something which they aren't really sure of the
using amphetamines.
We have to talk about
potential dangers and drugs like steroids.
the milieu that a high school or college athlete finds himself in.
I think when we have individuals that talk about football as
analogous to war--I was very pleased to recently hear that the
State Superintendent of Public Schools, Max Rafferty, expressed
his alarming concern about the use of pep pills in high school
football. At the same time, when Dr. Rafferty gives speeches as
he did to the State Athletic Directors Association last year,
he is talking about two great national institutions which simply
cannot tolerate either internal dissention or external interference- Both are
our Armed Forces and our Interscholastic Sports Program.
by necessity benevolent dictatorships because by their very nature
So I think
they cannot be otherwise. He goes on in this vein.
when high school players and college players get out there and are
performing in this atmosphere, a game often to the athlete comes
Now, its
down to being the final contest between good and evil.
entirely reasonable to me as a psychologist, that in this atmosphere
a drug can help your performance, even if there are minor damages,
certainly if it is war that's not something that is going to be
given any consideration.
,

You're
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: Let me interject here.
suggesting, then, that what occurred at the Olympics was the fact
that people were by-and-large using drugs and the discussions down
there were not the fact that they were using drugs, but what kind of
drugs to use, what would be the best, and what would esf:ape detection.
Is that correct?
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MR. SCOTT:

That's correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: And you're suggesting that because
the high school player tends to look up to the Olympic athlete or
professional athlete where drug abuse is very common, that he
tends to mimic these kinds of activities--using amphetamines,
steroids, etc.

5

MR. SCOTT: That's correct.
I would like to make it
that I'm not taking necessarily an anti-drug or pro-drug
stand.
I think that it certainly would be too simple-minded that
you are against or for drug usage in sports.
I think there are
some kinds of drugs, that if they perhaps
had no damaging
effects, an athlete would get the muscle pull shortly before the
Olympic games, if he can take a drug, and they now do have drugs- enzymes- -which will facilitate his recovery without injuring his
condition so he could go on and before in a manner that he has
been training for many years.
If sports medicine can determine
that there are no detrimental effects, I think it's entirely reasonable that an athlete should have the right to use these kinds
cf drugs.
It certainly would be analogous to if someone had
penicillin. There are some individuals that would be against
any kind of drug usage and that is unreasonable. So, if it could
be determined that some kinds of drugs such as this could aid an
athlete who had sacrificed and worked for many years, it's entirely
reasonable that that kind of drug could be used. However, if that
is going to happen, I think it is imperative to those individuals
One of the problems that exists right now in
who can afford them.
track and field that I'm very familiar with is individuals who have
independent financial resources, individuals who attend wealthy
colleges, have these drugs made available to them where Other athletes
who are attempting to compete against these individuals do not have
I think, again, if sport medicine can determine that these
them.
drugs have no serious effects, its not unreasonable to expect
athletes to use them. It is only fair that these drugs be made
available on some kind of basis so that individuals because of
their social-economic status in oar society are not discriminated
against in their participation in sports.
clear

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: There's a couple of questions at
Do you feel that some people are discriminated againyt
this point.
in getting these drugs?

M. SCOTT: Unquestionably. An individual who I happen
to know. In 1967 he placed fifth in the National AAU Decathlon
Championship, and has continued participating since then, but now
he's competing against individuals in many cases, that are using
steroids, are using other drugs, and he simply does not have the
financial resources to buy these drugs. He is not attending a
college; he is not competing for a wealthy'trac3c organization that
can buy them for him. This certainly extends well beyond drugs- it extends into equipment and facilities, too.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: You mentioned steroids. I happen
to know for a fact that the majority of the steroids are available
How do you mean that he is
at a very, very inexpensive price.
kept from'getting these, or is it other drugs that we are talking
about?
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MR. scam: well, one--I think that you will acknowledge.
ertainly would acknowledge--that to this young man, if steroids
are available, he might take them.
I might myself not too many
years ago.
I'm in co:tlling and I w s curious to see the effects,
and did attempt to got steroids. I went to three different physicians and drug store:1 and was unable to purchase them. I had
whatever financial ronouires were necessary.
The physicians I
went to either retuscd to make them available or the drug stores
refused to make them available. They're not that widely known.
I

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY:
I think maybe if we went back to
1q59 we'd be talking about expensive steroids, but I don't think
we're talking
nut very expensive steroids in this stage--not
oartisone, or any of these-they're very inexpensive.
MR. SCOTT: My understanding i that most of these drugs
are made available through physicians, on a prescription basis.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY:

Well, okay.

MR. SCOTT: That becomes a problem for some individuals
in our society who don't have the money to search out a physician
who is willing to proscribe steroids, because there are many physioians who arc unwilling to do it. To individuals of limited
resources, that does become a problem.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY:
program like Medi-Cal.

Maybe we could have a "Medi-Sport"

MR. SCOTT: My final point. and I'd be happy to answer
any questions,is that I think that as most sports historians might
agree, the record book, the rule book or any sporting activity
expands, it is oftentimes an indication of a deterioration of a
I think the NCA rule book is a good example
kind of that sport.
of this. The rule book continues to expand because they have an
uncontrollable situation. In an effort of this committee, one of
the questions that was put to me, what can this committee best do
I
in inhibiting control over the use of dangerous drugs in sport.
think it would be a mistake to take a purely legalistic apprcach.
I think that drug usage is only a symptom of the dehumanization
that exists in American Athletics. There is a problem that must
be attacked as t.7.1 the way the coach perceives himself. If the coach
is out there to produce a winning team at all costs? Or, is he out
there to be an educator, to hopefully develop qualities that will
facilitate the development of responsible, democratic citizens.
I think, although I'm sure there will have to be some kind of legal
approach, it would be a mistake that would only be attacking the
I hope something the institute is doing and perhaps
symptom.
the committee can do, is to look into the philosophy that dominates
sports, the philosophy that has allowed this kind of development
to occur, the kind of individuals who do control and who have
allowed this to take place. I think we know, any of us--whether it
be drug abuse in sports or in other areas of society--a legalistic
So I do
It can't control the situation.
approach is not enough.
hope that in our attempts, attempts are made in regard to athletics
in schools to facilitate the coach in perceiving himself as an
Something can be
educator rather than as a professional coach.
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done to replace the model for high school and college coaches
with that of a professional coach. We replace that with a model of
educator and I think if that is done with the drug problem that,
the anything goes philosophy, would he eliminated and we would not
have to be concerned with legality.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: You're saying then, that the usage
of drugs is higher among athletes than it is among the general
public whether it be at the high school level, college level, or
professional level?
MR. SCOTT: You have to be more specific about what
kind of drugs. I would certainly say with zteroids when the
young man at the University of California did the report found
that twenty-eight percent of the football players at Cal were using
steroids, I am quite confident that twenty-eight percent of the
University of California students at Berkeley are not using steroids.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

What percentage are using amphe-

tamines?

MR. SCOTT: Forty-eight percent 1.mong athletes) and that
was on a regular basis.
I have no knowledge what the use of
amphetamines would be of Berkeley students.

Is forty-eight percent the same as

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
the student population?
MR. SCOTT:
Mr. Soctt.

I'm not sure.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
Mr. Stacey

I don't think....

You don't have to respond to that,

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Well, I get quite concerned when I
hear this, really, and I mean this seriously, we show among our
athletic programs less of some of these--if you'll pardon the
expression--social problems among these people that are participants
I
In them, and the social problems usually lead to drug abuse.
don't know, maybe you're recommending that the coach go out and have
a losing year every year and be proud of that fact rather than
have the spirit of competition and sportsmanship that develop
winning years.
MR. SCOTT: I think that anyone who has been involved
in sports, or most anyone who has been involved in sports, certainly
understands the need for competition and the healthy role that
athletics and competition can play in education, but there must be
distinction between the competition that exists in professional
a
athletics when these individuals are hired to produce a winning
team at almost any cost versus the role that athletics should play
in our high schools and universities. I think if these high school
and college coaches perceive themselves first as educators rather
than as coaches, modeling themselves aTeUT professional coaches,
the rampant and widespread use of drugs primarily referring to
amphetamines and steroids would not exist.
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ASSLMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: Mr. Scott, thank you very much.
We appreciate your being here today.
Next witness will be Dave
Meggysey, Former linebacker for the St. Louis Cardinals.
MR. DAVE MEGGYSEY:
That's right.
What I would like to
talk about, probably just to give you some background initially on
myself, I played fourteen years of football in this country; seven
years with the football Cardinals; four years at Syracuse University;
and three years at Solon High School, a little suburb of Cleveland,
Ohio.

At the end of last season in 1969, I retired from football and I've written a book describing my experiences, somehwat
critically, of my participation in football, entitled, "Out of
Their League." What I would like to talk to you about is what
I consider the main problem that hasn't been touched on today in
my listening to the various witnesses talk and that has to do with
the pressure on the various athletes to use drugs.
Now, Jack
Scott touched a little bit on that problem and a person who has
not played in sports, particularly big-time sport such as professional football, the sport that involves the greatest amount of
pressure to the individual athlete, cannot realize what the factors
are that will force the ballplayer to demand that he use amphetamines, demand that he use steroids, demand that he be shot up for
a game and so forth. He will attempt in any way possible to get an
edge on his opponent and make himself bigger, tougher, stronger,
meaner so that he can do his job.
I think at the high school level, this was my first
introduction into the use of drugs, when I was injured in a game
and it was diagnosed as a wry neck.
It was a muscle spasm in my
neck and I went to the team physician, our high school team physician, the night of the game - we play our games at night - and was
shot up with I assumed, something to be novocain or xylocain
substance which kept the pain from bothering me and I was able to
I remember very clearly at that time if there was some way
play.
that I had knowledge of being shot up, I was asking for it, but I
didn't have the knowledge at the time, I didn't know, and it was
the choach's decision and the team physician's decision to shoot me
I had no idea what they were doing. He stuck a needle in my
up.
neck and shot something in there and the pain disappeared and I
was able to go out and play.

Now, in my experiences at Syracuse, and you have to
remember this was eight years ago, and it is my understanding that
drug abuse in this country, in athletics particularly, has grown
I was unfamiliar with the use
geometrically since that time.
of amphetamines, pep pills, bennies, dexies, whatever you want to
call them, at Syracuse but there was some rumor that other guys
I was introduced to amphetamines in football, inciused them.
dentally, when I came out to play in the Shrine game here on the
Coast, and it was my senior year at Syracuse. There was a guy there
from one of the Southeastern Conference schools who in talking with
him, some other guy and myself, he was somewhat amazed and sur7
prised that we had not been using amphetamines and he said in his
particular school they had been using them by the gallons. He
went on to say that he had spent three years down there perfecting
and trying to find what he called the perfect bbe_n_rly and he said,
incidentally, I have two extra ones and just pr r to the bus
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leaving for Kezar Stadium we went up to his room, this other guy
and myself, who had also been unfamiliar with bennies, we each
popped a pill and went on to play the game.
Since I hadn't been using them, hadn't built up any
toleration for them, it really hit me like a sledge hammer.
I was
frantic when I played.
I was racing around and doing incredible
things but the effect after the game was somewhat....
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

How do you mean incredible things?

MR. MEGGYSEY: I remember playing in the game and having
this feeling that everybody was moving approximately half my speed,
you know, the tackle. I played a tremendous ball game but the
feeling of highness was only met by an equal feeling of lowness
after the game.
I didn't sleep at all that night. I stayed awake
and by the next morning I was in terrible shape.
That night I went
out and tried to find a sleeping pill to get myself calmed down.
By
the next morning I ]:ad a very acute feeling of depression, being
completely burned out, being shot out.
Now, when I went with the Cardinals to training camp, I
very rarely used amphetamines and the amphetamines that were used
on the Cardinals were dexamils and we used them before scrimmages;
the older guys would use them during training camp because some of
the older guys felt that they needed them.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Were these just noramlly used there?

MR. MEGGYSEY: Yes, it was fairly normally used. Well,
the trainer of the Cardinals had what amounted to a drug store down
in his training room there. The drug cabinets were open and could
I used to go down in the off-season and get dexedrine,
be used.
15 milligrams and 10 milligram capsules that I used to ke-e-pme
awake when I was studying late at night from graduate school, when
I was going to graduate school in Phoenix.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
these pills?

Was the team physician aware of

MR. MEGGYSEY: The team physician was completely aware
of them.
He would have to be. He was there every Sunday and saw
the cabinet full of drugs. Now we had complete access to them and

they just passed them out, they didn't demand that we use them, but
One of the
they were certainly available if we asked for them.
things that we used was B-12 shot. A lot of guys would get B-12.
One of the ballplayers had a feedstore down in Texas and he had
some experience with shooting cows and he would regularly give the
shots to the players and they felt he was much better at it than our
trainer.

They used extensively, cortisone, xylocain, and novocain,
to shoot ballplayers up before the game, the guys who were injured.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Cortisone and what else?
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MR. MEGGYSEY: Cortisone, novocain, and xylocain.
I
never was shot except in high school, as I told you.
In 1969 when
I had torn up my ankle pretty badly in an exhibition came, it
wasn't coming around and I was at the point of pleading with the
trainer to shoot me up and his only reason for not shooting me up
was that the injury was so disfused that he would have to bit
me about ten times with the needle to effectively deaden the pain.
There was some concern that with a weight-bearing joint deadened
this much would result in serious injury if I did go out and play.

There's no doubt in my mind that certainly from personal
experience, first-hand experience, of seeing guys shot up and taking
pep pills myself, but very rarely, and also taking tranquilizers,
!
taking those very rarely also, that certainly in professional
football drug use is very widespread. The tremendous emphasis on
winning; the tremendous pressure on the competitive value, physical
violence in football, certainly justifies their use to most people
who are in the administrative position and professional football
team organizations.
I will have to say also, in adding to what Jack Scott
said, that the use of amphetamines in colleges I would guess is
fairly widespread, not only because professional teams serve as
models but professional trainers regularly hold clinics and also serve as models for college trainers. In talking with various
athletes who have come into the league after I was in the league,
they told me that they had made extensive use cf drugs.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: Let me ask you - a pep pill can
only mask fatigue, it really can't eliminate it. The effect is as
much psychological after you start, because you develop a tolerance
to them, I'm sure, if you use them regularly.
MR. MEGGYSEY:

Well, I don't know.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Do you think you have a competitive

advantage?
MR. MEGGYSEY: There's one trainer, as a matter of fact,
the Detroit Lions, instead of handing out pep pills, he regularly
hands out Placebos when guys request pep pills and his feeling is _
I
that it is as you say, psychological, that you have in this.
think it can probably be medically demonstrated, I don't know this,
there is a biological effect fromamphetamines, from speed, and I
felt when I did use them it did give me somewhat of a mental
I was sharper:
advantage that made my thinking so much clearer.
I was able to discern and define things much more sharply than I
was when I wasn't using them. I think it is true that a lot of
guys take them to mask fa;:igue when they aren't in as good as shape
as they can be, particularly a lot of older ball players that use
them regularly at practice because they are getting old and not
able to stand the pace anymore.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

Any other requests?
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MR. MEGGYSEY: I would like to talk a little bit more
about one thing that I did overlook and this again gets back to
the pressure I got off because of the descrir.:ions of the use of
drugs.

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY:
MR. MEGGYSEY:

What was this about?

Excuse me,

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:
use of drugs.

I didn't hear the question.

Give him the description of the

MR. MEGGYSEY: Particularly on the college level, one has
to understand the curious relationship between the player and the
coach, and the tremendous pressure to exhibit courage, physical
courage, when playing and also when injured. The late Vincent
Lombardi once said, "there was no such thing as a football injury,"
and some reports of documented cases where guys have been badly
beaten up but yet felt the need that they could not afford to back
off and let their injury heal and come back to play, that they had
to remain in competition and they would ostensibly do anything to
do that.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: At this point then, is it the player
himself though who is really asking for the chance to be shot with
something that will allow him to go back and play? Or using the
drugs that will pep him up and go? Or is it the coach forcing?
DAVE MEGGYSEY: Well, Mr. Stacey , you made a comment
before which I wrote down. You said, "the social problems lead to
aug use in sports," and I think this is entirely true.
I think
when you take the game of football, for example, and even on the
peewee level, the Pop Warner level, and the high school level at
the lowest form, and you emphasize winning to the extent that it is,
you emphasize the relationship between violent courage and winning
when you take the fun out of it, if you will, when you de-emphasize
the learning experience in the process and emphasize the product
which is winning, then I think the ballplayer who gets locked into
the psychology, if you will, someone is demanding of anything that
he can use to keep his level of competition at the highest point and
not only a level of competition but a level of violence that is
demanded of him from the coaches. My only point is, this escalates
It escalates in college and certainly in
as you go up the ladder.
the pros. One of the justifications for the pros use of drugs is
that indeed it is a sport, rather it is entertainment, and these
men are professionals and should be able to make the judgment
whether to use drugs or not. Certainly on the college level and on
the high school level and peewee level when ostensibly sport is
supposed to be an education experience, it seems to me that the
emphasis we put on sports in this society, which I see as a social
problem, certainly eliminates the process and emphasizes in this
particular day, the use of drugs.

I didn't want to interrupt but I had
ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:
to smile while you were talking about the emphasis upon winning the
You have some people who play one game every two years and
game.
our game comes up two weeks from now so with the exception of
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winning and the importance whereof were a little akin.
MR. MEGGYSEY: To give you an example--and its a personal experience--I mentioned this to other ballplayers interested
and gotten a feeling of the same. As I told you. I tore up my
ankle pretty badly at the last exhibition game in 1969. and was on
crutches and had to go to the radiologist to get my ankle x-rayed,
and I remember getting out of the car and hobbling up the stairs
and thinking, I hope its broken.
Now that's a kind of weird attitude to have and why would I think that? For one, if it was broken
I could at least take the x-ray picture into the coach and say.
look. I'm not loafing, I'm not faking. I am courageous, but see.
I have a broken bone and here's the picture.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Who asked you to play? I mean, isn't
it your decision? When you signed a contract with the Cardinals
didn't you make that decision?
I think that's true and I can't say that
MR. MEGGYSEY:
my level of thinking at that point was anything laudable in that
sense, and could be countered with an argument that you just
One thing I think you will have to understand and
demonstrated.
which I think I faithfully documented in the book, is the process
in which an athlete gets locked i to psychological dependency with
the coach and into a system of values which in many cases makes
for pretty irrational thinking.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Maybe in a sense we make the
irrational things because were out again on that competition
every two years.
MR. MEGGYSEY: Well, I think without a doubt, in my mind,
that football in this country is a spectator sport, its not for
the participants, and I think that guys getting out to play really
serve some very specific needs in this society and those needs are
values of competition, values of violence, and values of military
organization. People like yourselves whogo see football games and
support football at all levels are certainly part and parcel to the
problematic nature of football and then seeing the problem that you
have now, we have a lot of young guys having to use drugs and
certainly it is not on thelevel of a conscious decision but its
more or less a subconscious motivation of the need to do because
they feel it would so enhance their ability to perform.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: What I think I'm trying to say;
that's part of all of us when you get right down to it, whether it
be on this side of the table or you as a professional athlete or
professional in any field is the desire and the demand. and
MR. MEGGYSEY: Then I should ask you, what is the concern
of this committee? Why do you see drugs as a problem? Why don't
you give your kids speed. why don't you give your kids dexedrine to
stay up all night to study?
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ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: I happen to be a pharmacist and I
happen to know that drugs are dangerous.
MR. MEGGYSEY: Then using your argument back on yourself,
is to say then drugs aru probably sport and anything should be used
to get ahead and compete.
ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: I didn't say that.
I just said that's
part of the competition not the drug use because most
MR. MEGGYSEY:
But don't you see the relationship of the
emphasis of the competition.
The emphasis on exhibiting a certain
amount of physical courage that will compel, in part, a player to
demand, or to want to, or to ask for, a substance, a chemical
substance, which will one; eliminate the pain so that he won't
look bad in the eyes of the coach so he can compete.
Will take
speed so it will enhance his ability to play whether it's true or
not.
The question is, whether he believes it or not, and most guys
do believe it.
I believe it in part myself. and that, as I see it,
is the crucial issue here.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

The pressure.

MR. MEGGYSEY: Well, I think its kind of the value that
we place on our sport and you can't take the issue of drug use in
sports and legislate it out without being cognizant of the fact
that there's certain values in society, and values in sports.
which lead to a greater and greater use of drugs in sports.
One
can make the same case for abunch of bank presidents that they are
all on speed and you would have to at least ask the question why a
particular population, makes such extensive use of drugs.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: If everybody uses pep pills, don't
they neutralize their impact?
MR. MEGGYSEY:
Its probably true. So I don't know,
maybe they could eliminate it that way. Very specifically, I don't
think everybody uses them because people use them to get an advantage and it is questionable. The underlying approach of why we
are concerned, it seems to me, why you all are concerned now is that
the use of drugs somehow perverts the nature of sports, the nature
of competition, that it gives the person not an unfair advantage
but he is in some sense a synthetic person when he is demonstrating
his competence in the sport.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL:

An unnatural advantage.

MR. MEGGYSEY: An unnatural advantage, however, you want
to term it, and I am saying if that's your only underlying assumption,
then you should ask the greater question as to, why, in the given
population of athletes in this country, football players, trackman,
why there is such an extensive use of drugs, and why is there this
compulsion for athletes to use drugs. Why is there a compulsion
of coaches to, in some cases, demand players use drugs, and in
other cases make it available for players to use them?
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CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Do you find, or did you find, that
almost every athlete is his own pharmacist and there are all sorts
of superstitions going around about specific drugs and things of
this nature?
MR. MEGGYSEY: The only superstition that I found, and this
is somewhat documented by Sports Illustrated, was two pieces of drugs.
It is the vitamin B-12 getting in, and pretty much everybody uses
to get shot up the day before the game on B-12.
No, its just, at
least with the football Cardinals, as I said, the trainer had a
veritable drugstore down there from muscle relaxers, to vitamins,
to various kinds of speed, amphetamines.
To my knowledge I don't
know of any use of steroids, but tranquilizers, novocain, xylocain,
etc., these are made available.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

Yours for the asking?

MR. MEGGYSEY: Of course. Nobody had to go out on the
black market And try to buy their own stuff, it was completely
made available.
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: So your thesis then is that you have
to look at the pressure that causes the use of drugs.
MR. MEGGYSEY: Oh, for sure, I think it would be a gross
mistake to look at this as a isolated problem and attempt to solve
it by some form of legislative action which would
CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

So you way we can't control it?

MR. MEGGYSEY: Which would impose tremendous penalties
As was pointed out
on the users and the dispensers of the chemical.
in the Sports Illustrated series, is that its a cops and robbers
game and once you initiate tests and so forth to find out the
existence of certain chemicals, that somebody is goingto come along
and develop one that is not detectable and people are going to go tO
There's a reason for this, this is what I am saying, and I
that.
think that reason should be understood.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Are there any more questions?
you very much, I appreciate your being down here today.
MR. MEGGYSEY:

All right.

Thank

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: Now, we would like to hear very
briefly from the man representing the CIF. What is the policy of
the CIF? As it relates to
MR. TOM *ORGAN:

Mr. Chairman, if I mignt just be brief..

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
identify yourself?

Do you want to come up here and

MR. MORGAN: Mr. Chairman, I am Tom Morgan, Administrative
Assistant from the CIF, Southern Section Office, and I really
don't want to take too much of your time because I can't add a lot
I can just say, that CIF is as
to what Mr. Donnelly has told you.
vitally interested in this problem as you are, and I am here as an
observer to just sort of
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Do you have a policy as it relates

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY:
to the use of drugs?

MR. MORGAN: No, sir, not a definite one at this time.
Our
two biggest problems are smog and drugs.
Smog we took a stand on,
but drugs, at this time, we do not have a definite policy. we leave
that to the individual schools when they encounter the problem to
ascertain the degree and impose the penalty.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:
in smog and

I was going to ask what you fellows do

ASSEMBLYMAN STACEY: Well, no, I want to digress for a
Are the kids out stirring up the smog, or something?
So you took a stand on that, you don't worry about drugs?

moment.

ASSEMBLYMAN DUFFY:

You do have a policy on smog?

Certain

level?

MR. MORGAN: For the first time in our blue book, which is
our book of bylaws for the Southern Section this year, we established
a rule whereby if the ozone count reaches 0.35, the local prinicpal
of the school involved has an alternative to cancel or postpone the
competition.

ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: I understand our representatives
from the Central Valley haven't faced this problem yet.
to

Well, that's the reason we 'lent/Anaheim, if
MR. MORGAN:
he's still around, to Bakersfield last year to play an exhibition
game against Foothill, if I remember right?

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL: So what you are saying, you don't
have a policy as it relates to drugs.
MR. MORGAN:

No, sir.

CHAIRMAN CAMPBELL:

We are interested in

Are you working on one?

MR. MORGAN: Yes, sir. This is part of our research right
here to just try and determine what
Thank you, very much.
ASSEMBLYMAN CAMPBELL: All right.
Is there a Mr. Haskell Brown? Is there anybody that wishes to
If not, the meeting stands
testify before this committee?
adjourned.
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October 16, 1970

Sub-committee on Alcoholism Wand Drug Abuse
As

California Legislature
c/o California Museum of Science and Industry
700 State Drive
Exposition Park
Los Angeles, California
Attention:

Mr. William Campbell
Chairman

Gentlemen:

This office represents the National Football League,
including the California member teams of said league,
the Los Angeles Rams Football Company, the San Diego
Chargers Football Club, the San Francisco FortyNiners Football Team and the Oakland Raiders
Professional Club. The league has been named as a
defendant in an action presently pending in the
San Diego Superior Court in which a former player
for the San Diego Chargers Football Club alleges that
an extremely serious football injury which he sustained was contributed to by his ingestion of drugs,
and that such ingestion was permitted by the league
and its members. The subject matter of the lawsuit
overlaps to a great extent the area of inquiry of
your sub-committee.
The league and the San Diego
Chargers Football Club vigorously deny the aforesaid
allegations, but since the civil action is presently
pending, we deem it inappropriate at this time for
any representative of the four California member teams
of the National Football League to discuss with your
sub-committee matters which are relevant to, and will
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be thoroughly aired in, the discovery and trial stages of
the aforementioned litigation. At such time as the
pending litigation is concluded, representatives of each
of the member teams will be pleased to testify before
your sub-committee.
Please feel free to make this letter a fart of the record
in your hearings and contact us if you need any further
information. Thank you for your cooperation.
Very truly yours,
6.

CLF:mz

/ Z.,

Charles L. Fonarow
of WYMAN, BAUTZER, FINELL, ROTHMAN 6 KUCHEL
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BASEBALL'S
DRUG EDUCATION AND

PREVENTION PROGRAM
MESSAGE FROM BASEBALL

COMMISSIONER BOWIE K. KUHN

I ...loom.. this opportunity to present to oath of you in
11..1.all information vonirning Baseball's Drug Fa location
and Prevention Progratn. Div rising tole of drag abuse
particillarlv among Ow youth of sir country zs of great convrn to officials ..1 government, industry. and to all of us in Basoha II Beeognging that drug Ala.. grants no
mamma,. 1.. r,av
family. Industry or :port. IL practical program i13., been initiated to first of all
tram Baseball pooplo to la alert to prevent inroads being made by this infootasus &SPAM' into 011r game and

.soundly to involve Baseball IKTN.111141 111.1.e fully in community action 11114:1311113 1111.1101.111 lhr 13141111.!, am!
tbn. .trot tin ,i111111,1tIllg I hi. L:r.LWILILI 113.tsIirt of drug :dose.

Phylcums constderod the 1.13t of drugs by athIn Decotoner 197. th Assort:its. of Profess...nal
ltes and I.suod
statimient voislomning thole.. of drug. to immolate prformance in an athletic contest In
of three sonunars a,. held Al Which Ole I drug Education Mill P13.3,1111011 liriigrion wits
on !Melt

:1111111111II-311,

And piAyor ropros.entatoos

SpLIIILL.

laamisl %%'allonsttin. Ihreetor of rh,

..f tie ril1013/1,

N11114.1.3 .34.1N personnel. field managers. earths. physicians. trainer,.
Wert V13'314011 of the Physicians Asso,:ation
('..nu
hug

ILL

Dr lout LaNlott. Baseball's Ihretor rd Soeurity Ilenry Fitzgibbon,

and ms wit

Briof ly tho following are Ow el..at. of this program
Die WWII 1413...WIWI, kW'
trmner, w holt are to
Piltutveol 10. rue!, club
Das, gutdehnos all! be roovaluatod periodically f, fort bet rofirienint and improvement

plograin :ipphos to both %J.,. and tutor 13L;114 elt111, and has tho full support of the Mpg leagues
ssoelal lon
Profossional Itaseliall League,
ruse 0.'143311
gel' ..1 moth 4.1111, 1111 dsignated
duislor in charge of tarrying
111347I1111 On II
t.oth 11 ao.1 and %Imor league. personnel
mumnng 1.3`,

:OA National

.tllemploNoo, and plovers have been briefed eonoorning Ow 31111S 11114 011.J,11,11.3 of LLI 111.g nor on.1 10 Lake

ILI .,11111111e the program of edileation and provontion on a day-liyalu y. work-by-a#..4, itiontlyby-month.
iti I..' sear hams

to each club for distribution to its porsonnl and opus. inar
1113,1 MI Isis Iron 111:1.11.
terial a dl la mad available prnalivally to implement the program
loolils important apt
lb.' program r, the partimpation of cool. einb III 1.11111,111111 metros
pit yr :inn and all 1010.N.."
mil, tiriilfranis, as a filmdom of ballplayers have
',wee,. these pliiNer has, Inal Iwo, that this pilaw 11.1" our program 11111 MAC
boon doing for sonie tom.
.3,1,111111I1.11
the nation. of filet in fighting drug
31110111:, iinr youth

In,
Baseball

roust

input mg that the clubs report to my office all instances of illegal drug I.. 01.
insist that its personnel live within the fislral and state drug law,: Discipline mill be VOW
In33.13,,I'M m .hogs. It is not possible to sot forth hard and fast nude, regarding
solqoet Ain bo 341,1110/13I MI

IrIeLIS OS 55 t. go along.

%V. has.. had no, .,non. drug ;Ibils pr.11141. ;LL Baseball and tho ohjoelives of one program MIL Is ki3Ili
Poi,Isill fro, from any drug LilOblol,1
LW,
113.01.11
1.1.014.1.1 the
honots and lut,grif
;M.! to Lor.113'l
our
and sal".itN
11.r ....vera(kito mot asistarlis in oinking this program ..11,0 is, I. rnrmrslly 801,L3Led,
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TO:

PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL COMMUNITY

In an effort to provide the best possible medical care for Professional Baseball Players, the
team doctors of the Major league Clubs met in December 1970 in Los Angeles at Baseball's
Winter Meetings and formed the Association of Professional Baseball Physicians tAPIth. It is
also the purpose of the organization to act in an advisory capacity to the Commissioner and
Baseball numa gement on matters pertaining to the health of the ',layers.
Among the topics discussed there during the two days of meetings were:
1. Responsibilities and limitations of the club trainers.
2. rse ,,f drugs by Professional Baseball Players.
3. Preventive medical programs for all Baseball clubs.
The officers of this orgaMzation for 1971 are;
Leonard Wallenstein. M.D.
President
Baltimore Orioles
Peter LaMotte M.D.
Vice President
New York Melts
Joseph Finegold
Secretary- Treasurer
Pittsburgh Pirates
The Association expressed its firm opposition to the use of narcotics or other types of nonnarcotic drugs, such as barbiturates and amphetamines. as a means to enhance the performance of a ballplayer.
As a result of the discussions held and subsequent conferences with the Commissioner.

"Guidelines for Trainers were distributed to the trainers of the 24 Major League Clubs. It
was also decided to initiate a drug - education program as a preventive measure. With this
purpose in mind and the enthusiastic support of the Commissioner. we enlisted Garrett
O'Connor. M.D., Director of The Johns Hopkins Hospital Drug Abuse Center. to conduct a
series of seminars during :1Iarch 1971 Spring Training season at the inanagement
It is to be emphasized that the Baseball Drug Education and Prevention Program will be a

continuing program and meetings will be held with the players during the regular season to
enlighten all concerned. Through dissemination of information. interchange of ideas. and queries
we lame to reach our goals.
Sincerely.

te5CI'Qg
1/r. Leonard Wallenstein President
ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL
BASEL ALL PHYSICIANS
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The average addict we treat started at 13

or 14 and dropped out of school by tWe
10th grade
that Is the real tragedy of
the drug scene today_
Or Davod 1 Myerson
Dtrector Boston'Stote Hovitel
Drug RehulatIttotton Center
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Drugs of Abuse
The Problem

The Penalties

There is widespread abuse and. illegal trafficking in
narcotic, depressant. stimulant, and hallucinogenic/101gs.
hives are tieing shack Lsl in chernwal chains berause the

users do nut recognize the potential dangers of these
drugs. The users ran become jthysically or emotionally
dependent upon these drugs, but the us of some
these drugs does not have the same social stigma that
astasnated with use of the narcotic drugs.

Possession of controlled substances is punishable by a

term not to exceed one year. la misdemeanor) except
where the possession is for the purpose of distribution
to others. In the case of a first offense of simple Ios
session. the couurt may place the offender on probation.

is

The Abusers
The chronic alaise of drugs is generally considered it
symptom of mental or emotional illness. Drug abusers
may come from any occupational. educational. religious
and socioeconomic group. Regardless of how or why
people start taking drugs they soon come to depend on
them
chemical crutch to solve the everyday problems of life.
Drug abuser. ..Morn find it poSSIbta in ilvt. SlItT.,1111

lives. The drugs become their master and they lose in-

terest in sl.d. job, and family They generally drift
away from normal social contacts and seek the company
of other drug users.

The Federal taw
The Federal statute controlling these drugs is the
newly enacted "Comprehensive Drug Abuse 17evention

and Control Act of 1970" (Signed IA the President on
October 27. 1970).

For the purposes of control the U.S. Government
classifies the controlled substances in the following
schedules:

I. the substance has a high poteraioi for abuse; has no

accepted medical use; lack of safety even under
medical supervision. (e.g.. opiates such as morphine
and heroin. hallucinogens such as LSD, marihuana
and peyote.)

II. the substance has a high potential for abuse; has
accepted medical use; may Iced so severe psychologi-

cal and physical dependence. (e.g.. methadone and
cocaine.)

the substance has potential for abuse: has accepted
medical use: and may lead to moderate or low physical or psychological dependence. le.g., some stirrob
tants or depressants containing nun-narcotic active
medicinal qualities. such as in some cough preparations with low codeine tlualitiesi

IV. the substance has low potential for abuse; has accepted medical use; may lead to limited dependence.
le.g.. some mild depressants such as meprobamate
and phenobarbital.)

and if at the end of the period of probation the offender
has not violated the conditions of probation the proceedings against him may be dismissed without a court ad.
judieation of guilt. A second offense for possession is
treated as a two year felony.

If the offender is Is:low the age of 21 when the offense occurs, he may obtain a court under expunging
from all official records all recordation relating to his
arrest. indictment. trial, and finding of guilt. The procedure described above for first offenders may only be
utilized once by an individual.

Manufacture or distribution of illicit drugs is punishable by all to 15 years in prison in the case of schedule
1 or II narcotic drugs. and by up to 5 years in the ease
of nornarcotic schedule I or 11 drugs or any other con
milled drugs in schedule dal. Illegal sales or manufacture
of schedule IV drugs (generally minor tranquilizeas)would

carry as Spear sentence. A first offense of schedule V
drugs would carry a 1.year sentence. The transfer of
marihuana, not for remuneration. would also carry a
1-year sentence.

Where a person over IS sells drugs to a perain below
21, the first offense punishment is twice that otherwise
Prescribed.

V. the substance has low potential for abuse; has accepted medical use; may lead to limited dependence

relative to the drugs in schedule IV. te.g.. stimulants or depressants containing nun-narcotic active
medicinal qualities, such as in some coach preparations with low codeine qualities.)

State laws vary greatly, some being more stringent
and others more liberal than the new Federal law. Many

states will be revising their minutes to parallel the
Federal lay. The penalty provisatas of this new Federal
law become effective on May I. 1971.
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Identification of Narcotics
Morphine has generally been diverted from
legitimate stocks in white powder. tablet or liquid
form. and infrequently in cubes. Brick morphine
base seldom reaches this country. Heroin comes in
fine powder ranging from off-white to dark brown.
and occasionally purple. It is packaged and sold in
capsules or wax paper and foil "decks- depending
on the quantity. The loose drug or pre-packaged
heroin is often carried in balloons or other plastic
containers to facilitate concealment. Codeine has
been diverted and appears in white powder. hypodermic tablet or solution form.
Man has used drugs since the beginning of time.
He also abused these powerful drugs to escape
from life and betrayed their medicinal value. Today,
drug abuse remains a problem to society. To solve

arcotics

the problem. man must educate himself to the
potent nature of the drugs of abuse.
The opium poppy

a beguilingly beautiful flower

grows in sections of Mexico. the Near and Far
East. Cultivators process poppy juices into crude
opium to prepare smoking opium or. most often.
morphine base. identified with "999- or other trademarks. Clandestine laboratory operators then process the base drug to make morphine. codeine. or
heroin for the United States market.
Abusers usually inject narcotics. }fence, tbeaddict's
equipment, the "works.- is a strong indication of
narcotic abuse. Because they use and share contaminated needles. addicts often contract hepatitis,
tetanus. tissue infections and abscesses of the skin
and various organs.
Heroin is the most popular narcotic drug of

abuse. because of its intense euphoria and long
lasting effect. It is synthesized from morphine and
nearly 10 times as potent, but has no legitimate
use in the 1.7.S. Traffickers "cut- or dilute pure
heroin so it normally ranges between :V.. and lift;

FORMS OF HEROIN

pure when sold to the addict.

Doctors prescribe morphine to relieve pain. but
addicts rank it second to heroin. They may abuse
morphine when heroin is scarce.
Codeine is most frequently abused when in cough

syrups. but occasionally the pure drug is abused.
Its effects are milder when compared to heroin and
morphine.

'

Identification of Cocaine: n crystalline structure.
Resembling epsom salts or snowflakes Inickname

"snow") it reflects light.
The coca bush grows in the Andes Mountains of
South America. Farmers process its leaves into
coca paste, then cocaine. Federal law classifies it
as a narcotic. but pharmacologically it stimulates
the central nervous system. People in some parts
of the world chew coca leaves, but abusers in the
COCA LEAVES & ILLICIT FORMS OF COCAINE
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U.S. generally inhale i"snort") or inject it into the

body after mixing the crystalline powder with
heroin.

Hydromophone, a semi-synthetic drug and opium
derivative, is made from an mourn extract or

through a chemical process or a combination of
both procedures. Meperidine was the first synthetic
narcotic created. Methadone, another synthetic narcotic. is currently used in research as clinical treatment for heroin addiction. These drugs and all S1
semi-synthetic and true synthetic drugs have prop-

erties similar to opium derivatives. F:ach is considered a dangerous narcotic.

Exempt narcotics contain small amounts of narcotic

drugs in combination with other drugs. They include codeine cough syrups and preparations of
camphorated tincture of opium such as paregoric.
When used as directed, they are reasonably safe
and free of addiction potential. But young people
frequently abuse exempt narcotics and addicts may
substitute them when more potent drugs are not
available.

DOSAGE CORMS OF METHADONE

..010.1f0L
MARIHUANA LEAF

Identification of Marihuana
Marihuana leaves have an odd number (5. 7. 9,

etc.) of serrated leaflets. A preparation of marihuana resins, Hashish, is a light green-brown or
black oblong, flat cake from 1,4 to 3.4 inches thick.
These cakes, sometimes called "loaves" or "soles".
are broken into small irregular "cubes" or "chunks"

for retail sale. In brick form. large pieces of marihuana twigs, stalks, leaves and seeds have been
compressed into blocks, called "kilobricks" measuring about 5 x
x 12 inches. Sometimes a finely
processed veneer covers the coarse brick core.

and sold by the gram. Manicured marihuana is a

Cigarettes, generally shorter and smalier in diameter
than the commercial type, contain manicured mari-

finely ground green substance that looks much like
coarsely ground oregano or, when less finely processed. thyme. It is generally packaged in match
boxes. plastic bottles, tins and other small containers

huana Both ends are "crimped" or "twisted." Occasionally tobacco in regular filter-tipcigarettes has
been removed and marihuana inserted, but unless
the end is "crimped" the fine marihuana will fall out.
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Abusers usually smoke marihuana in cigarettes.
hookahs or pipes with small howls Some smokers
make removable tin foil howls to hold the mari-

huana. They also use wire -roach holders- or
paper clips to smoke the whole cigarette.
Marihuana use in other countries and current sci
entific information indicate it is a dangerous drug.
At the same time researchert in this country are
carefully exploring the drug' short and long term
effects.

Marihuana was discovered 5.1slia years ago. The
plant. Cannabis saliva I... grow. in mild climates
throughout the world especially Mexico.

'Mint
and the Middle East. The strength of the drug differs from place to place. depending on where and
how it is grown. how it is prepared and how it is
stored.

Traffickers frequently include all parts of the
plant including seeds and stalks

sometimes grass.

alfalfa. other drugs or diluents

in marihuana

preparat ions. S. 1phistwated abusers insist in and pity

high premium, for Ow more potent preparations of
cannabis resin or the female flowering top of the
plant. In 1.9t4l. tguenttst synthesized the active ingredient of marihuana. tetrahydrocannabinol.

Identification of Controlled Drugs
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Why Taken
The stimulants act directly on the central 'ternnos S stem. They produce a feeling of excitation
which manifests itself in appetite loss incr. AMA ac-

Stimulants

tivity with a feeling of energy and the ability to
go without sleep for prolonged periods. I luring these

priiNiti the victim's body uses up its reserve of en-

ergy which may eventually cause the mind to
"black out.- Highway accidents may be the result
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of drivers using these drugs. The stimulants are
often relied on by criminals toincrease their nerve.

They may be the cause of reckless hehavior in
juveniles. The body develops a tolerance to these
drugs and abusers increase their dosage. exaggerating the normal effects.

Look For
The abuser may exhibit restlessness or nervousness, with tremor of hands, dilated pupils, dryness
of mouth, and heavy perspiration. He may be talkative and have delusions and hallucinations if he

has used a large quantity. In the serious cases,
amphetamines cause a psychosis which may resemble paranoid schizophrenia, In short, the person
abusing stimulants may exhibit dangerous, aggressive behavior with antisocial effects. Thestimulants

are usually taken orally: however, the mainlining
of these drugs is also encountered.
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Depressants
Depressants
Why Taken
The barbiturates and tranquilizers depress the
central nervous system to relieve tension or produce
sleep. They are abused for the alcohollike euphoria
they give. Barbiturates and alcohol taken together
can. arid have caused accidental death. Tranquilizers
are sometimes used to "come down" from hallucinogens or stimulants. Depressants are both physically
and psychologically addicting. Withdrawal from

Referred to as "downs." "Barbs," "Redbirds,-yellow jackets." "goolballs." "blue heavens." etc.

iiroa

addiction to barbiturates can be more dangerous
than withdrawal from the opiates.

Look For
The abuser of depressants will exhibit the emir
num symptoms of drunkenness but there is no oilor
of alcohol unless both have been taken. A ....mall

amount of the drug makes him believe he is re.

w

&J.

PENTOBARBITAL CAPSULES

lazed. sociable and good-humored. The drug makes
him less alert and slower to react. Increased doses
cause .auggishness. depression and for some users a
quarrelsome disposition. The tongue thickens and
speech heroines slurred and indistinct. There is a
loss of physical coordination which may be accom-

panied by mental and emotional instability. The
user may slump into a deep sleep or a coma depending on how much of the drug has been taken.
Overdosage m common because the abuser may for.

get how much of the drug he has already consumed. Barbiturates are frequently the cause of
intentional and accidental suicides.
SECOBARBITAL CAPSULES

The habit fortnina drugs 11111,1? gelltra 1 1 y nerd arc

opinni. morphine, heroin and scaim% In addition,
Marijuana. which in Ilned !opera!! y in tnakiny
a reties and also, the barb/iterates. lehish a IT taken
usually for the relief eY. pain, 1.11141n111,1 h. II:11;MS.

111111 i1ISOM II is a, possibly habit j;1Inilly,

Morphine:

Morphine. a derivative of opium. is light brown
in color and is dispensed in powder, pill, capsule.
cube or small package form. That which conies in
capsule form is known as a "ear and that which

comes in package form is known as a "deck."

ir

41:11'

two

AMOBARBITAL CAPSULES

When sold illegally. the price of a "deck" is about
c15.rio to $111.011 and that of a "cap." which contains
about
grains. is MOO to $5,00. depending upon

the quality.
Heroin:

Heroin is a derivative of opium,. is white in
color and resenthles powdered sugar. It is illegally
sold to addicts in the same kind of containers as

(IL
AMOBARBITAL WITH SECOBARBITAL
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morphine. and costs from ..M.00 to :55.00 per cap-

sule: decks are sold from $3.00 to WAX) per package. The method of taking heroin is the same as
morphine. It has the same kind but a more severe
effect on the human system as morphine. It is an
outlawed drug and is not allowed to be legally
sold or possessed in the United
States. As with morphine, prices may vary in
manufactured.

different areas.
Cocaine:

Cocaine is produced from the Cocos Erxthroxylan
leaf. It is white. a flaky-like substance which resembles camphor, epsom salts or snow. It is usually
purchased by addicts in the same type of containers

as morphine or heroin. The price is much higher
due to the shortage of cocaine at the present time.
It is taken usually by sniffing up into the nostrils.
Cocaine has a different effect on the human system
than opium or its derivatives. I t produces imaginary

powers, jovial feeling. light Leartedness, laughter
anal a superiority complex.

Barbiturates - Alias "Goof Balls":
The four most common types of barbiturates are:
Seconal
Alias, "Red
Tuinal Alias.
"Bullets or Blue Heaven"; Nembutal Alias.

"Yellow. Jackets": and Amytal

Alias, "Blue

Heaven...

The misuses of barbiturates has become one of
the biggest problems among our youth today. These

barbiturates are very valuable for legitimate mediz..d purposes. but can to very harmful if used improperly.
The symptoms of a barbiturate user are similar
to those of a person under the influence of alcohol.
1Vhenever a person acts us if he is under the influ-

.MISCELLANEOUS BARBITURATE TABLETS

ence of alcohol. yet no odor can iw detected. we
should immediately become suspicious of the use
of barbiturates. Sometimes u person combines alcohol and barbiturates.

Thesymptoms to look for include: Confusion,
difficulty in thinking. impairment of judgment,
marked swings in mood with alteration between
elation and depression. increased irritability and
decreased ego control (fighting, weeping. etc.).
MarPed regression in behavior is usually the rule,
such as neglect of person and living quarters. His
tongue becomes sluggish and he often fall.: into a
deep sleep or even coma. If that happens, he may
die if niedical help is not obtained immediately.
Barbiturates are more dangerous than alcohol at
this point because the person will not vomit and his

stomach must be pumped or al'. but has been
taken will be absorbed into his sy,
Even when
there is no sign of life. a doctor si. rold be called
,

at once. because some cases have heen revived.
OTHER DEPRESSANT DRUGS
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Hallucinogens

Why Taken

The hallucinogenic drugs have been irresponsibly
promoted as a means of expanding consciousness.
Some promoters who openly urge .ouch have adopted

the slogan "Turn onTune Inand Drop Out."
The abuse of hallucinogenic drugs has also been
part of a more subtle promotional theme invoking
-rock and roll" music. psychedelic books. magazines. and newspapers. Unfortunately, use of these
drugs is considered the "in" thing to do by many.
Youth are especially susceptible to the current

glamorization of drug-taking by noncomformist
groups. Since adolescence is a Ante of experimen-

tation and "finding one's way- in life, youngsters
may find the urge to "try" drugs attractive.

Look For
When the user takes hallucinogeac drugs, he
experiences distortion and intensifiention of sensory
perception with lessened ability to discriminate between fact and fantasy. These users often speak of
seeing sounds, tasting colors, etc, There is a dilation of the pupils and dark glasses are often worn,

even at night. The user may be restless with an
inability to sleep until the drug wears off. He may.
however, exhibit no noticeable physical signs of drug

intoxication. The mental effects are quite unpredictable. but may include illusions, punk. psychotic
or antisocial behavior, and sometimes impulses
toward violence and self-destruction.
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This nation is dearly kicks-oriented. Some
of the substances used such as banana scrap-

ings, provideIf anything 4 mild PeYchedelic experience. Others, such as gasoline or
glue, codeine cough syrups and marijuana,
have limited though clearly present dangers.

Still others, such as LSD, heroin, cocaine
and amphetamines are capable of causing
serious or permanent psychic or physical
damage.
If we are to minimise the prevalence of
drug abuse, we must involve our children
early in constructive activity and .1n the
Problems of our society, for those who are
so committed tend not to use drugs. For
those who are susceptible, the prevention
of drug abuse will depend en a judicious
mixture of education, reduced supply and
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A Guide to Some Drugs which are Subject to Abuse° IPM1111MEMIMIll
ILLICIT (PROHIBITED) DRUGS
(Manufacture and distribution prohibited except for approved research purposes.)

HALLUCINOGENS

Siang names

What they are

LSD, Acid

LSD 25 is

lysergic acid deny.

Mescaline is chemical taken
from peyote cactus.
Psilocybin it synthesized from

How taken

In tablet, capsule, ampul (hy

podermic) form or in saturated
sugar cubes.

Mexican mushroom%
HEROIN

Snow. Stuff, H, Junk and
Others

Heroin is diacetylmorphine. an
alkaloid derived from morphine. it does not occur in

opium A white. off white. or
brown crystalline powder, it

May be -taken by any route,
usually
jection

by

intravenous

m-

has long been the drug of

choice among opiate adthcts.
Its possession ss illegal.
MARIJUANA
(Cannabis)

Joints.

Sticks.

Reale,.

Weed Grass. Pot. Wiggles.
Mooters. Indian hay. Loco
weed.

Mu. Giggle smoke,
Mohasky. Mary Jane

Marijuana is the dried flower
mg or fruiting top of the plant
Cannabis Sat.. L, commonly

called Indian Hemp Usually

looks like fine, green tobacco.
Its possession is illegal
Hashish

is a preparation of

cannabis. taken orally in many
forms

Marijuana smoked in pipes or
cigarettes

Hashish is infrequently made

into cndy, sniffed in powder
form. mixed with honey for

drinking or with butter
spread on bread.

to

LEGITIMATE (PERMISSIVE) DRUGS (Essential to the practice of medicine; legitimate manufacture
and distribution are confined to ethical drug channels.)
AMPHETAMINE

Bennie', Cc plots. Foot.
baits. Hearts, Pep pHs

Amphetamines are stimulants.
prescribed by physicians chief

ly to reduce appetite and to

Orally as a tablet or capsule.

Abusers may resort to intro
venous injection.

relieve minor cases of mental
depression Often used to pro.
mote wakefulness and/or increase energy.

BARBITURATES

Red birds, Yellow iackets.
Blue heavens, Goof ball%

Barbiturates are sedatives, pre-

scribed to induce steep or, in

smaller doses, to provide a

calming effect. All are legally
restricted to prescription use

Orally as a tablet or capsule.
Sometimes intravenously by
drug abusers.

only Dependence .producing,
both psychic and physical, with
variable tolerance. Signs ol
physical dependence appear

with doses well above there
peutic level.
COCAINE

The Leaf. Snow, Speedalis
(when mixed with herOin)

Extracted from the leaves of
the coca bush. It is a white.
odorless,

fluffy powder that

looks like crystalline snow

A surface &Lt.ve anesthetic. by
abusers, taken orally or. most

commonly, intravenously
alone, combined with or alter

nating with heroin The coca
leaves are chewed with lime,

producing the effects of the
contained cocaine
CODEINE

A component of opium and a
derivative of morphine, in most
respects a tenth or less as el.

Schoolboy

!active as morphine, dose-wise

METHAMPHETAMINE

Speed, Crystal

MORPHINE

M,

Dreartr, and many

others
H1111h Assoc...

Usually tal,en orally, in tablets.
for pain. or in a liquid prepare

Lion. of variable alcohol con

tent, forcough Can be injected.

Stimulant, closely related to

Orally, as tablets or in an choir,
or intravenously.

The principal active component

May be taken by any route; Its
abusive use is mostly by Intra.
venous injection.

amphetamine and ephedrine.

of opium. Morphine sulphate:
white crystalline powder, light
porous cubes or small white
tablets.
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Pr

y effect

All produce hallucinations, cinder,
lion, or depression, and can lead to
serious mental changes. pSychotrc
manifestations, suicidal or homrc dal
tendencies

How to spot abuser

Oangers

Abusers may undergo complete
personality changes. -See"
smells, -hear" colors. They

Very small quantities of LSD may cause hallucinations

may try to fly or brush uncial
ary insects from their bodies.
etc
Behavior is irrational.
Marked

-.

Like morphine in all respects. faster
and shorter acting

age to chromosomes, and hence potentially to offspring,
has been demonstrated

depersonalization.

Like morphine, dependence usually develops more

Morphine like

rapidly. Dependence liability is high.

..... . _...---..--......-....
A feeling of great perceptiveness and
Abusers may feel riThrrarated or
Pleasure can accompany even small
relaxed, stare off into space.
doses Erratic benavior, loss of mern
be hilarious without apparent
cause. have exaggerated sense
orY eistnrtiun of time and spatial

percept.ons and hilarity without ap.
parent cause occur Marked unpre

lasting for days or repetitive psychotoxrc episodes.
which may recur months after imectron. Permanence
of mental derangement rt still a moot question. Dam.

of ability

dictahrlity of effect

Because of the vivid visions and exhilaration which re

soli from use of marque.. abusers may lose all re

strarnt and act in manner dangerous to themselves
andior tithe's Accident prone because of time and
space sense disturbance Dependence (psychic but not
physical) leads to anti social behavior and could be
forerunner of use of other drugs

.taLda

Normal doses produce wakefulness,
increased alertness and a feeling
of
reased initiative Intravenous
c.
Produce cocaine like psycho.
toxic effects

An almost abnormal cheerful.
ness and unusual inc r
in

activity, lumpiness and mita

['arty; hallucinations and pars
nerd tendencies after intraven
ous use

ere.

Smarr amounts make the user relax

ed, sociable, good humored Heavy
doses make him sluggish. gloomy,
sometimes quarrelsome His speech

is thick and he staggers Sedation

The appearance of drunken
ness with no odor of alcohol

characterizes heavy dose. Se
datron with variable ataxia.

and incoordination progressive with
dose, and at least additive with
alcohol and/or other sedatives and
tranquilizers

Amphetamines can cause high blood pressure. abnormal heart rhythms and even heart attacks Teen age's
often take them to Increase their "nerve." As a result,
they may behave dangerously. Excess or prolonged
usage can cause hallucinations. loss of weight, wake
fulness, lumpiness and dangerous aggressiveness.
Tolerance to large doses is acquired by abusers: psychic
dependence develops but physical dependence don
not. and there It no [hem ter !Mx withdrawal syndrome.

Sedation. coma and death from respiratory failure.
Inattentiveness may cause unintentional repetitious ad.

ministration to a toxic level. Many deaths each year
from intentional and unintentional overdose. POtentia
tion with alcohol particularly hazardous. The drug is

addictive, causing physical as well as psychic dependency, and withdrawal phenomena are charactepshcally
different from withdrawal of opiates.

Dilated pupils. hyperactive. es.
Imarated paranoic.

Convulsions and death may Occur from overdose.
Paranoic activity Very strong psychic but no physical

Anargesic and cough si.0p ,,,,, nt
with very little sedation or exn.iarant
(euphoric) action Dependence can
be produced or partially supported,

Unless

Occasionally taken (liquid preparations) for kicks, but
large amount required Contribution of the alcohol con
tent to the effect may be sagnekant. Degree and risk

Effects resernb e amphetamine but

Extreme restlessness and inn
tability violence and paranoid
reaction possible.

Excessive psycholcuoc effects. sometimes with fatal

Constricted pupils. Calm. inat

Man is very sensitive to the respiratory depressant
effect until tolerance develops. Psychic and physical
dependence and tolerance develop readily, with It

Oral use A said to relieve hunger and

fatigue, and produce some degree
of exhilaration. Intravenous use pro

dependence and no tolerance

duces marked psycholoroc effects.
hallucinations with paranoid lenders
cies Repetitive doses lead to many
acal excitation, muscular twitching.
convulsive movements.

taken

mtrevencroMY,

very little evidence of general

effect. large doses are mor.
phine like.

but large doses are required and risk
is minor
are more marked and toxicity greater.
Nina

Generally

sedative

and analgesic

(rarely excitatory). The initial reac
tion is unpleasant to most people,
but coloring supersedes and, depend
ing on dose, may progress to coma

and death from respiratory failure.

74, i)

73 -

tentive. "on the nod," wrth
slow pulse and respiration.

of abuse very minor. Occasionally resorted to by opiate
dependent persons to tide them over with inadequate
result
outcome.

characteristic withdrawal syndrome.
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DRUG ABUSE
AND

WHERE IT'S AT
Facts That Baseball Players Should Know

Dangerous. mirsbaltering drugs are abused in
society
every corner
including your,. The
term "drug culture- evokes images of Maws and
vonitnunes and pictures of places like the Haight
Ashbury in San Francisco and Greenwich Village
in New York Rut how many of us realize in thinking about the ..drug culture.' that we are part of
it too" For most pimple in the straight world. drug
abuse means aril. or hash. or grass, or greenies.

is a price on each extra hour of wakefulness. Mood

or goollialls. Rut how about aspirin, and tranquilizers. and booze. and cigarettes. A drugm.dity
atwd everything else
away.
keeps the doctor
We think.

by the variety of drugs available for every eon.

And

if Yeti wake up in the nd'irmi.it with a

hangover. or Just feeling rotten and unable to face
the day. What will it be? ('offer? Aspirin? A
broils." A hair-of-the-dog-thabbit-you?
iii may.
be 3 greens" What's the difference
all of them
have the same effect. They pick you up and make
you feel better. For a few hours.
Rut w' at then? What about tomorrow and the
next day, and the day after that?
It is probably safe to say that everybody reading this booklet us or has been a drug user of

may be elevated. but performance is reduced.
Strength may be increased. but coonlination is
diminished. The mind may feel alert. but reality is
distorted. And when the effect wears off depression
sets in.

Rapid tehnologieal advances in the field of
medicine have led to the development of enormous
numbers of new drugs. Even doctors are confused
ceiyablv purpose. To avoid such confusion they often

limit themselves to the prescription of only a few
drugs with which they 313.' very familiar.

This is not the case with the general public.
Reports of cures by "miracle drugs- are quite
common. The announcement of a new drug on tele-

vision creates a sort of Klondike rush to the

doctor's office. Furthermore, many people medicate
themselves with patent preparations readily avail-

able across the counter in every drug store. The
bathroom cabinet of many homes resembles a well
stocked pharmacy.

Abuse of mind altering drugs is 3 form of selfmedieation, Unfortunately, these drugs, unlike cold

some kind. For the majority. alcohol, cigarettes.

tablets and skin creams. are invariably harmful

anfilnotics, antihistamines, tranquilizers. and painkillers are part of everyday living. Strangely enough.

and dangerous.

adults who refuse to take drugs in any form are
regarded as peculiar. and teenagers who don't
smoke marijuana run the risk of being called freaks

by their friends who do. And who wants to lie
left out?

The power of mind-altering drugs. like that of
atomic weapons. can be used for constructive and
destructive purposes. A few examples. Barbiturates
are effective for sleeplessness in doses of one or
two capsules taken before bedtime. They are also
effective for suicide in doses of one hundred taken
all at once. Small amounts of amphetamines can
keep a person awake for hours on end. But there

Did you ever wonder why drug abuse seems to
lye on the increase despite the fact that society has
declared war on the problem? Widespread moral
degeneracy coupled with Communist infiltration are
popular but hopelessly inadequate explanations. A
more practical but less well accepted view is that
the illicit drug industry operates with relative free-

dom in our society and that it

is

in large part

maintained and supported by the general public.

What is the evidence for this view? Research
carried out in Baltimore during 1971). indicates
that the illicit narcotics industry derives its revenues

land profits) from the sale of merchandise stolen
by addicts to non-addicted citizens.
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Here are the facts. It is estimated that Baltimore City contains 12.000 heroin addict.. Each
one spends an average of 513.000 a year for his
drugs if.:15.00 u day). Moist of this amount is obtained by stealing merchandise from stores. warehouses. cars and private homes, and later selling
it as "hut goods" on the street, or to pawn shops
and second-hand stores. The usual re-sale price is
about one-third of retail value. Therefore, each
addict must steal about $40.000 worth of goods
annually to realize his required income of $12.00.
In Baltimore. $314 million dollars worth of merchandise is stolen by addicts every year. This is

sold on the streets to ordinary citizens for $84
million dollars
every penny qi tehich ii a direct
contribution to the narcotics imiastry. Therefore it
can be concluded that the illicit narcotics industry
in Baltimore City is maintained and supported by
the general public to the tune of $84 million dollars
in annual contributions.

of deception and the practice of crime. they slide
into a sub-culture of unspeakabledcgradation where

the principal values are those which determine the
availability of the next fix. Often, their capacity to
relate maturely to another human being is crushed
before it has had a chance to develop. Episodes of
incarceration entrench their anti-social tendencies.
Alienated and bitter. they wage relentless guerilla
warfare on the society which has produced them.
But Society is well-versed in the art of making

profit out of pain. Accordingly. the addict-victim
has been put to work as a middle-man in an enterprise which principally benefits the nun-addicted
population. The maintenance of the economic equi-

librium is therefore in the "best" interests of all
concerned.

Public acceptance of the economic underpinnings

of drug abuse is essential if the situation is to be
brought un,:er control. Empty moralizing and the
use of scare tactics can only make matters worse.

Problem: The population of Baltimore City is
1 million. 12,000 heroin addicts live there. Each one

steals $40.000 of merchandise a year and sells it
for $13,000 which is the amount required to support

his heroin habit. Using these figures

take a

pencil and calculate the cost for al your town, and
1)1

the United States. Remember. your answer

pertains only to heroin abuse and does not include
"soft drugs" such as marijuana, barbiturates. amphetamines. etc.
Surprised?

The phenomenal growth and stability of the
illicit narcotics industry can be in part attributed
to the fact that many classes of people derive material profits from its presence.

The executives and workers in the industry

DRUG ABUSE FACTS:
Did you know:
that the illicit narcotics industry grosses over
2,2 billion dollars alone in the United States?
that there are t. ,-e than 200,000 heroin addicts
in America?
that children as young as 9 can and do become
addicted to heroin?
that addiction means physical dependence on
a drug?
that addicts feel competi.d to continue use of
the drug because it temporar solves their

problems and keeps withdrawal symptoms

make profits unprecedented in industrial history.
The addicts "benefit" because drugs are readily

away?

available. The non-addicted population benefits because valuable and desirable merchandise is available at vastly reduced prices. Those who have

from marijuana to heroin? For the remainder,
"hard" narcotics, such as heroin, is the first
drug used.

property stolen from their homes can benefit by

that the profit margins from the illegal sale

lodging inflated claims against the insurance companies who, in turn, raise the cost of premiums to

of narcotics are in the neighborhood of 1,000%?

cover their losses. The government benefits in-

excess?

that only 45% of heroin addicts "graduate"

that all drugs are dangerous when taken in

directly because the poor people are provided with
merchandise which otherwise might have to be sup-

that most mind-altering drugs are at least
twice as powerful, and therefore twice as

plied by the authorities. Small appliance manufacte era rejoice in the knowledge that for each

dangerous, when used in combination with

article stolen a replacement is purchased at retail
price. Burglar alarm manufacturers and security
agencies have never had it so good. Department
stores, who budget for "shrinkage" due to shoplifting, manage to sidestep disaster by passing on
their losses to the customer, Second-hand stores
and pawnbrokers would undoubtedly feel the pinch
if their supplies of stolen goods were suddenly reduced. Medical institutions everywhere are frantically applying for monies made available by the
Federal Government for drug abuse programs.
And then there are the addicts. Sixty-seven of
them died from overdoses in Baltimore during 1970.

Beyond that, many of them are emotionally
cripkd at the age of 25. Skilled only in the art

alcohol?

that deaths have occurred from even small
doses of drugs?

that at least three racing cyclists have died in
recent years from over-exertion under the influence of amphetamines?

that more than 12 billion amphetamine tablets

were produced in the United States during
1970?

that most doctors agree there is no essential
medical use for amphetamines?

that brain, heart, and liver damage can occur

from excessive use of amphetamines and
"speed" (methamphetaminel?

that an individual under the influence of
"speed" may become homicidal and suicidal?
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that LSD

tacidi

psychosis?

can produce permanent

that individuals under the influence of LSD
have leaped to their deaths believing that.
like Superman. they could fly?

that drag dealers often spike LSD and marijuana with rat poison Istrychninel to give it

Who? shmdd gou do if goo believe it friend or rifo.
,s

I. Gently confront him with your concern.
2. Expect him to be angry and to deny that any
problem exists.

:1.

extra strength?

that the profit margins from the illegal sale
of dangerous drugs like amphetamines and
barbiturates range up to 1.0151":.?

that barbiturates and other potentially lethal
drugs come in brightly colored capsules which
children easily mistake for candy?

that more than :051 small children died last
year from accidental overdoses of drugs found
lying around at home?
that 381 tons of barbiturates were legally
mind aettit'ed in this country during It3i9?
that a person can become addicted to or dependent upon drugs without knowing it?

that a person can be hooked on demerol or
heroin after only a few days of use?
that 'Went on, to a drug means that a person

1.

finding help; e.g.. family doctor, drug abuse

clinic, etc.
S. Bring him there if necessary.
Ii. Don't abandon hint if he refuses treatment or if
he starts and fails.

7. keep in touch with him while he is receiving
treatment.

What should you do if ym, think you arc abusing

drops?

I. Accept the fact that not giving up the drug will
mean misery for yourself and your family, and
probably failure in your work. not to mention
prosecution by law enforcement agents.

requims larger and larger doses to produce
the same effect?
that all mind-altering drugs reduce sexual
performance?
that many eliminate sexual desire?

that some. such as amphetamines and marijuana increase sexual desire, but redact' performance leading to extreme frustration?

Don't allow yourself to be tornol off. keep talking to him.
If your belief was correct, assist the person in

If you are booked, accept the fact that giving
up the habit will require discipline, hard work.
and courage.

3. Talk to the person closest to you.
4. See a physician.
What should you do if you believe a fellow player is
abusing drugs?
1.

Talk to him about your concern. Remember you
lire doing him a favor by confronting him.

Expect him to be angry and frightened. but
keep talking io him.
3. Try to persuade him to see the team physician.
-I. If he refuses. and you know he has n problem.
then tell the team physician yourself privately.

Also, let your friend know that you are sufficiently concerned about him to communicate the
mutter to the team physician whether he wishes

it or not.

Has' can you be of help in the fight against drug
abuse?

Professional baseball players arc symbols of
success and excellence. You can use that public
image to good advantage by engaging yourself

with young people. wherever you live or work.
Everywhere, there are youngsters who will listen
to you even after they have refused to hear others
who speak to them. Everywhere, there are youngsters just waiting for somebody they respect and
admire to tell them what is right and what is

wrong.
By equipping yourself with the hard facts about
drug abuse and by learning how to use them effec-

tively in publ',. you can tip the balance for many
young people so that they abandon drug abuse ns

a way of life and instead channel their energies

and talents into constructive and healthy directions.
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Community Action Program
Baseball vs. Drug Abuse
One of the primary liiijulliVCS of MU:01311'A Drug

Parker and Lefebvre attended a cram course on

IAle:Rion and Prevention Program is to involve

drugs and learned the bask. facts concerning effects

Baseball more (ally in community action programs
to combat the growing menace of drug abuse and
narcotics use in our country. particularly as it

of marijuana. amphetamines, LSD, heroin and all
the conunonly used drugs of abuse, Since then,
they have made talks and engaged in rap sessions

applies to the young people.
The Commissioner's Office Notice No. 12 dated
April 5. 11171. which outlines the Drug Education
and Prevention Program requested that each base-

with thousands of young people at schools. musical

ball club See:: Wily,: in its City and community hi

have used drugs :a few times. The objective of the

increase its participation in CO mmunity action drug
abuse programs. In every major city, there are
pros runs designed ti) 1,1111113t drug those. Each
baseball 111111 was requested by the Commissioner
in Notice NI). 12 to initiate inquiries in its commu-

nity to identify people and organizations who are
sponsoring reputable programs for combating drug
abuse and narcotics 1101 :lid to thereafter seek to
cooperate with these programs. It was urged particularly that interested players be encouraged to
volunteer to take an active and
wherever possible.

visible

'wle

Studies dealing with the gt.-at increase in drug
:Muse being experienced in this country state drugs
themselves are not really the problem; the use of

drugs often reflects the difficulties some people
have in coping with the Complexities of life. An
important part of the solution to this Problem is
community action programs that will present alter.
native:, to chemically induced escape from what
they may consider overwhelming personal problems
and handicaps. Medical advisors state that profes-

sional athletes can make a definite contribution
since they command the respect and admiration of

the overwhelming majority of the youth of this
country. The youth particularly will listen and heed
the advice of a successful athlete. This is borne out
by programs already in existence being conducted

by same of our ball players. For example. Aim
lefelivre and M'es Parker of the Los Angeles
Dodgers and II Los Angeles radio station lion
jockey have been making public appearances for
over a year In preparation for these appearances.

PrOgraMS, amateur athletic events :mil on radio

and television. They try to reach the kids who
might be thinking of trying drugs or who may
ball players is to try to strengthen a youngster's
outlook on life, to encourag.:p him to work hard for

worthwhile goals in sports or whatever may be
their interests. These ball players receive many
more requests for appearances than they can
handle. Many other baseball players are partioipat-

ing in similar programs. In the Boston area, Carl
Yastrzemski and Reggie Sndtli, along with athletes
from other professional sports, have been active in
a popular and well received program. The Philadel-

phia Phillics club has activated a program with
the cooperation of Philadelphia District Attorney
Arlen Specter and players Byron Browne and
Larry Bowa have been publicly complimented for
the effectiveness of

their working with youth

groups in fighting drug abuse. Ernie Banks has
long been active in drug abuse programs. Space
limitations preclude listing other players who are
already actively engaged in community notion drug
abuse programs.

Authorities who have viewed the results of
these programs unanimously report that the image
of a professional baseball player who has reached
the goals of physical fitness and athletic ability to

enable him to play at tile top of his sport exerts
a pimerful influence on young people when he
cautions them not to "cop cult- through use of
drugs and ruin any chance they have to succeed
at the sport or profession of their choke. The
authorities state that players and others in Baseball can make an effective contribution in the fight
against drug abuse and narcotic:, addiction that
has reached dimensions of a national emergency,
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the Commissioner on Plait 5. 1971. in a bulletin to all Major and Minor League Clubs, requested that all Baseball clubs endeavor to assist in local Community Action Programs. A pertinent
part of that bulletin is set forth hereafter for the information of all Baseball clubs personnel:
'Com inanity Action IYogro Pox
It is requested that each club seek ways in its City and Community to increase its participation in Community Action drug-abuse programs. In every major city
there are programs designed to combat drug abuse. The sponsors of these programs can be identified by contact with. among ahem, the following authorities:
Department of Health Education & Welfare
Regional Office

Federal Bureau of Narcotics & Dangerous
Drugs Regional Office
State Bureau of Narcotics& Dangerous Drugs
Regional Office
Mayor's Office
Police Department

Prosecutor's Office

City and State Correction Offices
News Media Representatives
United Fund-Community Chest. etc.

Educational Organizations such as Junior
Highs. High Schools, and Colleges

Amateur Athletic Organizations

Each club should initiate inquiries in its community to identify reputable programs for combating
drug abuse oral narcotics use, and thereafter, to cooperate with these programs. It is urged particularly that interested players be encouraged to volunteer to take an active and visible role
wherever possible. The information presented at the seminars by the guest speakers and particularly by players who have been participating in such programs indicated clearly that our Baseball
players. hr taking an active rule in the crusade against drug abuse, contribute in a most effective
way towards reducing the incidence of this insidious menace particularly with respect to the young
where inroads have been the greatest.-

***
Law Enforcement and Rehabilitation
Aspects of The Drug Abuse Problem
All authorities on the subject of illegal use of
narcotics and dangerous drugs are in agreement

that in this country in recent years the use of
these substances has been spreading with lightning

swiftness, particularly among our young people.
The use of hard narcotics has become commonplace among high school and college students and
occurs even at grade school level. It is estimated

that "mallow:" of Americans each year illegally
use "billions of capsules" of the amphetamine and
barbiturate drugs.
On June IS, 1971, President Nixon stated drug
abuse hail assumed the dimensions of a national

emergency. Ile announced a stepped -up Government

program that places priority on (1) Rehabilitation
and treatment of persons addicted to narcotics and
dangerous drugs: (2) EAucation towards the prevention of drug abuse: ,.1) An increased enforce-

ment effort with respect to illegal traffic in narcotics and dangerous drugs.

State and Federal authorities dealing with this
problem generally take the position that users of
narcotics and dangerous drugs are sick (empty in
need of treatment and rehabilitation. There are
treatment and rehabilitation facilities available in
all states and in the major cities.
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I Lie

to the tremendous increase in the illegal

dont. Mill liquid
better
known as .Spvt41... Also the amphetamines and
beanies
barbiturates. better known as gretinies
and other such names. While
Yellow jaclutts
these drugs have aerept,vl medical use. they also
bane a high toitential for psychological dependence
and psychological harm. The above is a brief and
incomplete list of items included in the Federal law.

use of drugs and
in this countity. this has
IiiVellie the number one enforcement problem of today. In addition too the Federal Narcotics Enforcement .Ngentims. nearly every city out state tndar
department now ha,. a "Van'.' Siuml. as a IS
ral'd. working on 'narcotics matters.

There are Federal laws governing drug :Muse
and nartutics use There are also state lays and
city t--liminces. The
km is know II as The
Comprehensive Drug Alituo Preven'
and Controt Act and was passed in I hittilw,, 1:17o. This
law provides for tight control of il.mgerous substances awl it classif
drugs into fr.... schedules.
The schiololcs are bawl on the degree of abuse

The lint provide. penalties for the unlawful
n :umiacl ores ,hsU'Ibution. or po,,,SeSSiOn of any of
the controlled substances described in the schedules.
including all of those mentioned above. Forexample.

I

it itrovides that illegal possession of controlled substance,: such as In iimphetamine or marijuana by
a first oil:ender, for his own use be treated as an
offense under the law punishable by a prison term

lists substances with a high potential for :Muse

and or a fine. l'bum wm, vominiii.ity submit to

and no accepted medical use. and Melnik, hernia.
noirittiana, 1,141/. mescaline. and peyote, Schedule
II lists substances with a high potential for abuse
and a restrieted Inedieal use
it Melnik, Meth&

rehabilitation are seldom prosecuted. However. with
remml to the pushers. they Van eXpeel eiV1,11111:,

potential. the known effect. harinfulneAs. and level
of accepted medical use. For eXantlile, :4011.4111k

prosecution wall heavy fines and imprisonment if
corivieted.

**

A bulletin, providing information amd instructions concerniim Baseball's Drug Education and
Prevestion Program. was distributed on April J. 11171 by the liaseball Commissioner to the ail"ffi,Jals of all Nlaji». and Minor lxiigue linll Clubs. Doe In it's length it is not being
reprtoltwed in full herein. however; Items 7 awl 11 of this bulletin are set forth below for the in.

formation and goidance of all Baseball dohs personnel:

flirt/qt /Null t o
It is being- made a retItiiremeat that all insigne:is of
-7. i:ri""I'."1/
illegal drug use or involvement. whether known or 51151leeted, hy Manor' League club personnel be
promptly reported by the General Nlanager to the Commissioner's Dine, hist:into, of illegal drug
use er ITIVIol,etnent. Whether known nr SitSpeeted. by Minor lAnigue per:mime! :ire to be repiOdeil to
tin' Dffice of the President of the National Association of lyr,,,ion.i ita,vimii I Aagues.
11.
Our emphasis is on education, prevention, and rehabilitation where
necessary. . \t the same time, the program mmt have diseiplinary structure if it is to be effective.
/bviiitisly. Itaseliall must insist its personnel comply with the federal awl state drug laws. It is
your obligation to Ile familiar with these drug law's. For your information, the unpiescribed posseslm or distribution of amphetamines and barbiturates (including 'gr....tiles) is a violation of federal
and slate laws. Discipline will lo considered by the Commissioner's Office in eases of illegal inviih enient. Such Mattel, Wili he handled on It elISObyease basis. The rotillniSSiOner Will Seek In
odtalil all a%:iila1.11. farts relatiYe to each case, secure whir. of the team physician. consider what
:gom the dub has taken. out thereafter make a joilmilent M the natter.'.
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APPENDIX 29
MAKIJCAts:A USE AMONG ATHLETES

( By Lee D. Foreman)
(Stanford Law School. May 1971)
During the sprtng semester. 1971. r, survey was taken among the members of

the football team of a large weste.m
ersity and their dose associates to
determine their attitudes toward, :tad HAP of. marijuana and other drugs. The
purpose a the survey was to determine the relationship. if any. between a students use of marijuana and his participation and success in a rigorous intercollegiate athletic program. It is sometimes alleged that tfie pattern of drug use
within a university' eommunity is not uniform. that here exist pockets of students
within the undergraduate popnlace who use marijuana and other drugs significantly less than does the rust It the (aumunity. If this were true. it might be
that varsity ahletes would comprise one such group. The nniversity where the
study was done offered the opportunity for oinpaison between a relatively
sophisticated undergraduate Isamlace and a highly competitive football team.
and it was hoped that this survey Would test the -pock t4- theory in the ease of
varsity football players.
The survey was given to athletes who participated in the varsity football program during autumn, 107(1, a season during which the football program was
unusually successful. A roster of all those participating in the program was
obtained from the university A.thletie Ifepartment. and an effort was made to
contact all those persons whose names appeared on Ow list. Not all were available, but It sizeable sample was reached.

In addition. the questionnaire was also submitted to a number of people who,
although they were not foot hall players themselves, lived with, or were otherwise iu close association with. t he athletes contacted.

For the purpose of trying to determine if there was any relationship between
marijuana nst, and individual success within the intercollegiate football program. the athletes were
Tilllse who were successful to the extent
of Waking the first or second tValIl (as listed on a mid-season game program)
%veile grouped together. .1.11(.11. were thirty-five in this sample. which may be
subsequently referred to as Group I. ThOSI. athletes %vim were either red-shirted

during the season (ineligible for play ) or who otherwise failed to make the
first or second team comprise a second group (twenty in the sample. Group IL)
A. third group is clattprised Of those coutleted Who were not participants in the
varsity football program I twenty in the sample. Group III.) Finally, there is
It group of individuals who had been a part of the football program previously,
but who had discontinued their association with varsity athletics (nine in the
sample. Groin)
Thong), this 1:151. groin) IS fora S///an to give any assurance
of reliability, the data is presented anyway.

In addition to measuring actual usage, the questionnaire was designed to

Imole the attitudes of tlols(' interviewed toward certain social issues, including
the marijuana laws now in force. The question designed to probe these attitudes
are also analyzed through cross-tabulations with such factors as C11185 in school.
grade point average. political outlook. and average alcohol oonsinnption.
As far as use of marijuana is concerned, there do not seem to he any significant
differences among the four groups. as evidenced on page . In all of the groups,

at least 70% hall tried marijuana. and the hest athletes (Group I) revealed a
slightly higher usage percentage than either Group II or Group III. Further-

nom.. the percentage of football players who have tried marijuana is in keeping
with the undergraduate average as revealed by previous studies on the same eampos. (the such study. "Marijuana l'so 1111 a t'ainpusSpring 65-69." by Nlielmel
L. Boreing and Emily Garfield I herethafter referred to fri the Boreing-Garfield
report I. revealed that 7'2/, of all undergraduate males tested. and approximately.
77% of those males tested who were not freslitnen, had at least tried marijuana.
When compared to this latter figure (there were no freshmen included within
the present survey), it would appear that only It slightly lower percentage of
the football players have tried marijuana (74% of Group I and Group II taken
together.) With regard to the use of other drugs, Group I also showed a some-

what higher use than did the other groups of amphetamines, mesealline. and
LSD as well. When amphetamine usage alone is examined. the athletes in all
groups amiear to use them more than do the non-football players (Group III).
with the most successful athletes showing almost twice as high it percentage of
use as the non-athletes. This result obviously lends a ccrtain amount of support
to the often heard allegation that modern athletes sometimes use amphetamines

to improve their athletic. performance.

Group I: 1st and 2d teams
Group II: Other players
Group III: Nonfootball
Group IV: Former athletes

Codes

Group I: 1st and 2d teams
Group If: Other players.
Group III: Nonfootball
Group IV: Former athletes

Codes

77
70
75
100

marihuana

Have tried

0
10
0
0

25
44

10

0

0

31
5

(In percent/

9

11

15

30
0

5
10

3

0
0
0

3

0

0
0
0

5

0
0

0
0

10

0
0

0

0

-

0

Z
3
5
10
11

O

26
35
30
33

C

26
15
20
44

mescaline

Have tried

C

11

0

5
5

2

49
65
70
33

N, answer

phetamines

AVERAGE USAGE

43
30
25
67

mines

Have tried Have never
tried amampheta-

How often is alcohol used

0
0
0
0

No answer

14

23
30
25
0

Have never
tried
marihuana

tin percent

SUBSTANCES TRIED

0
0

3
5

44

15

10

11

56

80
80

71

mescaline

tried

Have never

17
5
5
11

LSO

33

15
5

20

O
3

0

5
0

5

9

0
15

17

22

15

30

0

9

0

10

10
0

0

6

80
90
95
89

tried LSD

Have tried Have never

How often is marihuana used

3
5
0
0

No answer

23

0

30
25

0
0

0

0

C

0
0

3
5

No answer

Vr

Cr!
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Though very high percentages of all groups reported having tried marijuana,
a much smaller proportion appear to he regular users. Though it is difficult and
somewhat arbitrary to decide where the cut-off line for "regular usage" should
be drawn, to draw it at a minimum usage of twice a month suggests a certain

regularity of use and presents a definite pattern. 43% of Group I, 33% of
Group II, and 35% of Group III use marijuana at least twice a month. It is
also cieur that marijuana is not as popular a drug as alcohol is with any of
these Groups isee page 01. Each evidences around SO% alcohol usage at least
twice a month. The 35-10% regular marijuana usage figure is once again
similar, if a bit lower, than that which mflht be expected from a survey of
the undergraduate populace as a whole. The Boreing-Garfield report indicated
that 1H% of those interviewed used marijuana at least twice weekly. The present
survey reveals that 14% of Group I. 20% of Group II (16% of the athletes taken
together'. and 13% of Group III use marijuana this often. The former football
players, Group IV, reveal high drug use generally. SS% of this Group drink,
and 77% Smoke marijuana on a regular basis. it must be noted again, however.
that the size of the sample makes this result no Inure than suggestive.
Athletic activity and success also do not seem to be affected by how often
marijuana has been smoked or by how much is smoked each time. The figures
on page R show that in every group tested one-fifth to one-fourth had smoked
marijuana more than One hundred times. with the rest of the responses being
quite spread out. MI groups also reported smoking roughly the same amount
n1 each °erasion. Signicantly more people in each group suggested that one ur
two joints were smoked by them on an average Iveasion than suggested ally other
amount. It is interesting to note that the use of large amounts of marijuana 011
11 given 11(111S1011 is very rare. Only one person out of all the groups reported
smoking more than flair jaduts on an average 01.casi4in.

'nose interviewed for this survey seem very aware. or at least of the belief.
that a sizable proportion of otliirr undergraduates at the university smoke marijuana. Alalut 10-15% of each Group estimated this proportion to be under 60%.
and these responses may fairly be described as had or aberrant estimates. On
the whole. each group showed an (slimily high awareness that many of those
around them at the university smoke marijuana.
Perhaps most interesting of all the results obtained by this survey are those.

fully listed on page U. pertaining to the percentage of those who have used
marijuana w),) have told their parents that they have done so. Group III. the
non-athletes. indicate that twite as many of them have told their parents than
have not. while at the other extreme, Group I. the hest football players. reveal

that nearly two-thirds of the smokers in that group have never told their parents
that they smoke marijuana. The Boreing-Garfield report suggests that within
the undergraduate populace as a whole about 46% of the marijuana smokers
eau be expected to have told their parents. As they filled out the questionnaire.
several of the better athletes expressed their fear that the football program
tvonld not benefit from publicity that many of the players were "heads." This
kind of self- consciousness and 14meern with image seems very likely to be related to the low percentage of the better players who have informed their
parents that they smoke marijuana. There does appear a greater reluctance
among the athletes to be identified as drug users,

Group I: 1st and 2d items
Group II: Other players
Group III Nonfootball
Group 1Y: former athletes

Codes

Group IY: Former athletes

Group 11: Other players
Group 111: Nonfootball

Group I: lot and 2d teams

Codes

21 to 30

11 to 20

1 to 10

5

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

11

15

20

9

6 to 16

11

0

.5

11

11 to 20

[In percent'

44

10

14
15

20 to 100

22

26
25
20

More
than 100

11

0
0

5

10

0
0

0

10

5

0

31 to 40

0
0

5

0

41 to 50

11

0

0

9

51 to 60

10
22

20

20

61 to 70

6

No Less than
answer
1 joint

44

35
35

29

71 to 80

II

26
25
40

81 to 90

What percent of Stanford undergrads do you think have tried marihuana?

11

0

10

0

9
10
15

3 to 5

9

twice

How many times have used marijuana

23
30
25
0

Never

Once or

'In percent'

II

0

5

17

Over 90

40
50
56

51

Ito 2

0

5

0

0

No
answer

33

S

9
20

3 to 4

0

0

35
0

29
30

use it
0
0

Never

More

than 6

0

0

5

3

No
answer

50
33

35

26

Yes

25
56

30

49

No

20
25
20
0

used it

Have
never

II

5

tO

5

answer

No

If ,ou have used marihuana, do your parents
know you have?

0

0

3
0

5 to 6

Average number of joints smoked

I 8 in sample.
+6 in sample.

Group Ill: Nonlootball
Group IV: Former athletes

Group I: 1st and 2d teams
Group II: Other players

Codes

Group II 1st and 2d teams
Group II: Other players
Group III: Nonfootball
Group IV: Former athletes

Codes

on on

nonusers

on

users

44

25
35

26
35
35
0

effect

effect

37

No

0

No

0

5

22

10

o

23
34
25
30
33

fortable Hesitated
about
using it
the 1st
breaking
a law
time

mom-

Always

administeted

Law is

33

15

20
35

get
caught

Far too

Laws
have

20
11

0
o

21
5

19

0

0
5

Yes

use

vented

34
40

44

S5

89

79
80

81

No

o
0

o

0

answer

No

56

I 62
r 50

I 12
217
360
(4)

(4)

3 40

No
Yes

(r)

le

+26

1 26

No
answer

0

10

10

0

No answer

Would nonusers try it if
it were legal

0

5
5

14

No

__ ___--_--_

39

45

51

Yes, with
restrictions
on use

if it were legal

3
o

No one
get
busted

0
0

Yes

Should marihuana be legalized

Would users use it more often

o

o
0

3

No answer

0
0

lienient

5 in sample.
No. nonusers.

56

15

5

40

won't unequally

YOU

carelul

are

If you

Have the laws affected your use of marijuana

(In percent(

EFFECTS OF LAWS

3
0
5

14

14

30
35
33

65
55
67

Lenient

66

About right

Harsh

Far too harsh

Description of present laws as:

-.wwww.wroadirjr(In percent(

ATTITUEITOWARD LAWS

563
As far as attitudes toward existing marijuana laws are concerned, there was
considerable unanimity Of opinion exhibited by the various groups tested. As
evidenced by the chart on page 11. 80% of Group I, 95% of Group II, and 90%
of Group III would describe the present marijuana laws either as harsh or as
far too harsh. No reason is suggested to explain why the figure for Group I.
the best fiattball players. lags below that of the other two Groups. It seems Of
doubtful significance. All three Groups showed that 85% of those interviewed
favor the legalization of marijuana (though a plurality of both groups of football players wcAdd insist on a restricted form of legalization.) As a matter of
comparison. the Boreing-Garfield report showed that 03% of those tested described the marijuana laws as too harsh. and that 77%, of those tested favored
the legalization of marijuana (including a restricted form of legalization.) It is
interesting to note that the football players who enjoyed the greatest athletic
success. while evidencing the highest figures for use and regular use of the three
Groups. show the lowest percentage favoring an unrestrieted legalization of
marijuana.
Another interesting question is the extent to which the existing marijuana
laws have actually affected the use of the drug by those in the sample. Question
30 on the form (see Appendix A following) was designed to allow a person to
select many ways in which the laws had affected his use, and the figures are
found on page 13. 6384 of Group I, 60% of Group II, and Mk of Group III positively indicated that their decision whether or not to smoke marijuana was
made independently of any consideration of the present laws. Though a onsistantly high percentage of each group indicated their awareness of the laws
through their statement of hesitation before using it the first time, the failure
of the laws as a deterrent force flu these men is well illustrated by the fact that
only one person among the total of 84' responding indicated that the laws had
prevented his use of marijnana. Other frequent responses were that the laws
were unequally administered. and that if a person is careful he will not get
caught. Both of these latter responses may reflect an awareness, or a belief,
that the university campus is a very safe place to smoke marijuana.
The ineffectiveness of the present laws is further illustrated on page 13 by
the showing that only one of five persons in each group who use the drug would
use it more often were it legal. Similarly. small pereentages of the non-users
indicate that were marijuana legal, they would be more inclined to smoke it
(though these samples are so small that irregularities such as that shown for
Group III may be expected.) Overall, these figures may fairly be taken to further show the relatively minor effect of the laws upon usage even to the extent
of failing to curb the level of usage of those who presently use it illegally.
Finally. the figures for the buying. selling, mid possessing of marijuana are
shown on page 15. The figures di) not seem to vary much from group to group,
though the percentage of Group I (best players) having sold marijuana appears
to be slightly higher than tine for the other two Gnws. III general, the percentages of people who have bought or given marijuana to others are much
higher than the figures for sales ( though the percentage of Group III having
bought marijuana seems low.)
In conclusion. several things may be suggested from the results of this survey.
In the first place. though there may be pockets within the university where
marijuana is ant used, varsity football players do not appear to constitute such
a pocket. Neither these players nor their immediate associates (Group III)
appear to differ significantly in incidence of use, or ill regular use, from the
undergraduate populace as a whole. though they may be slightly lower in many
respects.

There similarly aloes not Rem to be any adverse relationship between marijuana and other drug usage and athletic sarePSS. On the whole, the most successful athletes appeared to have 11 higher incidence of drug usage than did the
other groups. In actual fact there may be other variables involved wide!) could
account for this difference. Group I is 1111 Oil ler group of individuals than are
the other Groups. and age (perhaps allowing a greater familiarity with drug
usage) may account for a higher usage by the players themselves. The BureingGarfield report also suggests that usage generally may be expected to be higher
among older student gnaws being tested. This paper will yet examine the data
gathered by this survey according to other variables to investigate ether relationships to drug Ike.

Sophomores (22)
Juniors (33)
Seniors and unclassified (29)

Group I: 1st and 2d terms
Group II: Other players
Group Ill: Nonfootball
Group IV: Former athletes

Codes

60
33

Have

55
50
33

57

so

never
done

Far

too
harsh
59
48
76

No

answer

0
0
0

No

68
64
42

32
36
58

0
0

0

23
36

7

77
64
93

44

15
15

23

huana

Have

56

85
85

77

never
sold

23
33
24

Harsh

0

15

9

right

About

0
0

5

Lenient

0

5
3

No
answer

0
0
0
0

answer

No

Would describe present laws as

Yes

LI-

No

Yes

Have
sold

mail-

110 percent'

0

5

0
0

answer

No

No

regularly (twice a
month or more)

Use marihuana

43
45
45
67

manhuana to
another

Have
given

swer

0

0

0

10

55

answer

never

60

No

Have

Have tried marihuana

40
45
30
67

bought
maxihuana

Have

[In percent'

POSSESSION ANO SALES

45
33
42

Yes

56

10

15

20

cost

it at

Have
sold

15
11

20

45
48
48

with
restriclion

Yes

3

5
15

No

Think marihuana
should be legalized

70
70
33

6

answer

never
74

No

Have

Have

No

5
3
7

answer

0

5
10

11

sold it
for a
profit

`lave

23
36
59

Yes

41

61

73

No

-

No

0

4

answat

No

- ---

11

15

3
15

answer

Have tried
amphetamines

89

75

86
80

never

82
82
59

tE

Leftists (20)
Liberals (25)
Moderates (23)
Right-of-center (14).

Code

90
76
83
50

Leftists (20)
Liberals (25)
Moderates (23)
Right of center (14)

24
17
50

10

No

7

50
16
17

Yes

50
80
83
86

No

21

0

30
60
69
79

7

0
4
0

7

25
4
9

75
94
91
86

0
4
0
7

answer

No

29

4

4

5

About
right

30
52
74
86

70
48
22
14

No

Yes

No

14

0

No

0

0

0

No
answer

4

0
0

Lenient

0
3
0

0
0
4
0

answer

75
48
35
14

Yes

0

3

0

30
56
65
29

tions

resir ic-

with

Yes

0
4
36

5

No

86

0

25
52
61

4
0

0

answer

No

No

Think marihuana
should be legalized

50
58
48

Have given it to another

60
40
26
29

Yes

50
39
52

answer

Yes

answer

Have bought marihuana

21

20
28
39

Harsh

lin percent(

75
68
52
36

answer

0
0
0
0

No

Have tried LSO

Yes

70
40
31

0

0
0

too
harsh

answer

answer
No

59
70
45

No

No

Would describe present laws as

Far

Yes

55

tin percent/

27

0

41

Yes

have amen it to another
No

Have bought marihuana

0
6

No

Use mar".uana
regularly (twice a
month or more)

95
85
83

No

Have tried mescaline

Yes

9

5

17

No

0
6
0

No

answer

Yes

answer

Have tried marihuana

12
41

No

Yes

Code

Sophomores (22)
Juniors (33)
Seniors and unclassified (29)

Code

No

Have Wed LSD

No

Have tried mescaline

fin percent)

No

4
7

4

5

answer

21

65
28
43

Yes

71

35
64
57

No

7

35
20
13

Yes

65
80
87
93

No

0
0
0
0

No
answer

7

8

an.
swer

No

12

0

No
answer

Have tried
amphetamines

76
62

91

No

Have sold marihuana

38

12

9

Yes

Have said marihuana

566
Finally, a few words should be said about Croup IV. The few individuals in
this Group (Min,:istently evidened noire drug use, often by a wide margin, than
did any of the other Groups. have again, 1 ever, the very small size of the
sample suggests that it would
foolhardy to try and predict anything about
the behavior and attitudes of former athletes from the re:gm:uses of these few.
When the same data is cross-tabulated according to year in school, amither
pattern is inolieated. Though the full pattern is best revealed by an eXaminathat
of loages 1N-19, it is :dear that there is some relationship between year in seined

and drug usage and attitudes. Those in the survey Who are seniors and in
classified students in every ease someone who was in his fifth year :is an
undergraduate:. exhibit a very high incidence :if drug usage. a very negative
attitude toward the present laws, and a very strong feeling that marijuana
should be legalized. Itey:ond this point. this part of the data is less clear. In
many instances. the sopinamires evidence higher drug usage than do the juniors,
and they evidence a much more isisitive attitude brward
If the preSent
Wit riinalla laws thou 1111 the juni:ws. Whether this reflects a particularly -drug:oriented- g:.:41111 of 5.:phiale:res iterlinils :life to experlenee with drugs in high
schools or a particularly -hhti-drug.. group of juniors, it is impossible to state.
Next the data WAS talMlatee aevording to self - described political position. the
full results of which are shown on page'''. 211-21. The entire sanude was broken

into four grours for this tabulation: Leftists iv:insisting of seventeen persons
nho described tlo.InselVes as Left - liberals. one Radical, and two Militants).
1.11:erals. Moiler:des.
Rittlitsif-Celiter I consisting of people who described
themselves :is Al
il.-f niservathl, aml f'onservati yes, I Though surveys aucording to political persuasion have been :lone before, perhaps a few sentenees
describing the pattern which emerged from this tabulation would nut be unll.4.11*1 .1111., The survey definitely showed that those persons at the left of the
political siirtruti: are more inelined to use drugs. and to favor the legalization
if marijuana. than are those people who see themselves 11S Plain:11 conserv11131

I

atives. The II iSt 11111 Ms 1441%1441 t he

middle gnaws. the I.iberals and the

31J/der:des. were harder to draw. lu snn11' areas, Ilfotahly use of amphetamines.
the 'Moderates appeared to be noire "liberal" than did the Lilerals themselves.
\VI:at is suggested is that the differenees between these two groups are more in

name than in terms of real differenees in attitudes toward issues. With regard
to the polar groups. however, the results are more striking. 907( of the Leftists
have tried marijuana as compared to :10,;', of the conservative group. TOE /,r use

it regularly as compared to 21,', of the eouservative grialp, and so on in ever:ill:stance. It should be pointed nut however, that it is imptissible to claim that
attitudes toward drugs. especially nmrijualia. are unrelated to a person's self-
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desribed political outlook In the firsi film

Indeed, it seems very likely that a

permit' who has smoked marijuana will think :feat a "Hiker:DI" thing to do, and so

will subslinently deserill himself as frantically more leftward than he otherwise

These 11 dugs are so inter-related that the results of this part of the

sD.:vey are pr.mps not as interesting as they first seemed to he.
Next an attemPt %%Its made to ascertain whether or not there was a relation-

ship between attitudes toward nmriilana laws ai drug usage generally and
academic lierfia-ranes as measured by grades. The results of this tabulation

are included I In pages 24-25. tin the whole. 1111 relationship to academic accomplishment was diswrilible.

Finally. the data was esiss-htbulated in an eo'ort to determine if there was .8
relationship between alcohol clinsinniqi(Du and the use of other drugs. For the
ptinsises I if this tabula tbm. the Dminple was lliVidd into three groups: those who
use alcohol 1111Dre often than once a week (IalDeled as frequent alcohol users,
those who use aleoled 411ee a week .,u the average (labeled as moderate alcohol
users). and finally those who use 211enhOl 1C15 often than once a week (labeled
71A infrequent alcohol users., Even a cursory examination of the figures for
carious drug use on pages 26-27 will reveal what appears to be a definite relationship between

use of :0(4)1nd and the use of other substanees. Those persons

who use alcohol frequently also show a clearly higher rate of use of marijuana,
regular use (DP marijuana. and use of amphetamines than do (Dither of the other
gnaIlDS. Similarly. those who are infrequent users if alcohol also appear to be
much less likely to use other drugs.
The figures are less dramatic for the hallucinogenic drugs. although the frequent alc(de-I users still show the highest Ineidenee of use. It would appear from
all talmlati,dis )lone with this survey that the tuzi, of mescaline and LSD, always
used only by a relatively small percentage, is more unpredictable than the use

of any other substallee. 011 the WI .11e. t11(.!-:tnnig implication behind the results of

ttDis en1ss tabulation is that the .mile. and perhaps people in general, can be
separated into -drug-users" and "non-drug-users." Those who are inclined to use
any one drug. suck as aleolt(Di. ail)ear to be more likely to use other drugs, such
an umrijnatut and amphetamines. as well.

As far as attitudes toward the marijuana laws are concerned, this pattern

does not continue tt) be as pronounced. however Though those people who use
alcohol infrlfuently are slightly less critical ut .:.fisting laws, and slightly less
in favor of legalizatilm, the figures for all three groups are very high. It would

appear that regardless of whether a person to generally a "drug-user", he is
extremely likely to emaionn the 'present legal restriethals on and penalties. for
the use of marijuana.
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- 73 - 37

Frequent alcohol users (31)
Moderate alcohol users (25)
Infrequent alcohol users (28)

Code

Grades (14) above 3.24
Grades (22) 3 to 3.24
Grades (30) 2.75 to 2.99
Grades (18) below 2.75

Code

Grades (30) 235 to 2.99
Grades (18) below 2.75

Grades (14) above 3.24
Grades (22) 3 to 3.24

Codes

0

22

0

97
80
54

Yes

0

0

0

3

20
46

No

answer

No

11

0

0

60
77

86

answer

86

No

Have tried marihuana

17

40

14
14

Yes

No

0

0
0

swer

30

21
14

No

Have tried mescaline

79
86
70
78

Yes

an-

No

Have tried marihuana

65
63
54
50

86
91
83
89

64
40
26

Yes

36
60
70

No

4

0
0

No
answer

Use marihuana
regularly (twice a
month or more)

0

17

9

14

No

56

60

lIn percent)

11

0
5
13

right

0

3

0

0

Lenient

43
56

36

21

Yes

64
57
44

71

No

61
60
61

Far
too
harsh

18

35
28

Harsh

4
18

3

About
right

0

4

0

Lenient

4

0
4

35
44
39

Yes

56

50

21

Yes

0

No
answer

Think marihuana

56

0
0

0

8

answer

56
48,
39

Lions

restric-

use

with

Yes,

14

8

3

No

Think marihuana
should be legalized

44

50
53

71

No

No

II

7

0
14

36
40

No

57

Lion

with
restric-

Yes- -

should be legalized

Have given it to another

53
22

36
45

Yes

47

0

T

0
0

swer

No
an-

0

0

8

No
answer

Have bought marihuana

33

21
41
17

Harsh

About

Would describe present laws as

lln percent!

11.

0

0

0

No
answer

0
0

79
54

harsh

0
0

swer

Have tried LSD
Yes

35
37
46
50

Yes

No

Far
too

Would describe present laws as

No
an-

Use marihuana'
regularly (twice a
month or more)

)In percent/

No

7

6
0

answer

No

11

0

5

7

answer

64
50
39

23
33

9

14

Yes

65
28
25

Yes

71

33
68

No

11

3

0

No
answer

4

2
4

answer

No

0
11

0

0

No
answer

amphetamines

Have tried

86
91
77
56

No

Have sold marihuana

79

36
47
50

No
21

Yes

Have tried
amphetamines

Codes

Frequent alcohol users (31)
Moderate alcohol users (25)
Infrequent alcohol users (28)

Codes

Code

No

88
75

61

No

Yes

No

84
88
89

No

answer

Yes

answar

Un percent/

0

3
4

No

Have tried LSD

13
8
11

No

0

3
4

No

answer

Yes

right

About
Lement

75

42
60

No

Yes

No

39
64

58
36
39

No

16
14

0

No

No
Yes

answer
No

answer
Yes

answer

Have sold marihuana

3

68
84
86
29
3

0

No

answer
No

Yes

answer

answer

No

Have given it to another

61

No

Yes

No

Have sold marihuana

Yss

Have tried
amphetamines

No

0

0

3

No

answer

No

rehurls

Have given it to another

Yes

stric-

use

with

Yes,

Think marihuana
should be legalized

No

Have bought marihuana

55
40
25

Yes

No
an
swer

No
answer

Have bought marihuana

Harsh

lin percent]

answer

Have tried mescaline

35
8
25

Yes

Have tried LSD

Do

too
harsh

Far

No

Yes

No

answer

No

Would describe present laws as

No

Have tried mescaline

Yes

Use marihuana

regularly (twice a
month or more)

answer

Have tried marihuana

[In percent/
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PUBLIC' SCIWOLS 01"I'llE DISTRICT OF ('OLFMRIA.
1)EP.1RTMENT OF Ill.:At:PH. I'll YSICAl. l'1111-CATION.
.\TIII.ETICS AND SAFETY.

Withingtml. 1).('., July 16,1973.

Senator BIRCH I3.tY11.
Chez irma

.1

inque nry t:lwwpr al Mo..
vliir y. 11'041,19ton 111`

nun i lc I

Sena tr Offirc hr

DEAR SEN .vroit II .Y

:

I ht Tlinstlay. July 12. 1973 the Athletic Director for

the J'. luterhigh. and I attended a hearing of the Subcommittee to Investigate
Juvenile Delinquency with respect tu drug abuse by athletes.

Some of the testimony at this session seem strnctured primarily for those

athletes in the seventeen year age grim!, and ainiVP. Tilt` gPttotal indictment of
prof essicatal athlete', awl professional football players in particular needs some
defense front those
us who labor in the %.lueyttil I If till' 11:11
youth.
The article by Mike Roberts in the Sunday Star 7/1:1/73 with aceompatiying
cartoon really prompted this immediate reaction.
I have no statistics on the list, of drugs by professional athletes but I do have
considerable hinwledge of lin. results of their commercials against drug use and
abuse by our city youth.
l'afortinnitely much of the testimony I heard at the July 12 Subcommittee
Hearing and the follov.up article by Roberts omits the little fellow age 7 to 12,

trio really relates to the effort by professional pl:iyers to combat the drug

problem.

I hove been actively engaged in the Drug Etlitcation effort since 19437. and am
pleased to report that the efforts by professional football players who lend their
names and pictures in the battle to obliterate drug abuse has been received with
more enthusiasm by "inner city youngsters" than perhaps any other educational
told.

To 11111111 all players in the sante "bag" as 31r. Roberts has done is not only a

disservice to the athletes, hut to thousands of those forgotten little kids who

see in the Larry Browns'. (liliners'..Sistrutilis*. Natuntlis*. and hundreds of others
like them. a hero-image Mow can. a mud often do shape their lives for the better.

As an educator whose disciplines encompass athletic activities and health
pert:Only hope that Nu :.:p testimony and irresponsible efforts by
reporters will not destroy for those still unsophisticated youth. an image of
ethic:111cm.

1

someone wnrtlityldle and of someone to momr they can relate.

Drug alms:, is on the decline in the cities and among youth of school age.
here in our omit tiatio:Cs capitol the Redskins have certainly played a significant role. Thousands of the attached posters lin ve been distributed to school
children and are eagerly stright after by hand rells.of kids.

I am also ;at:letting for your records a circular distributed to our interhigh

coaches almost a year ago eoneerning ilrug use. The present Itoard of Edurat ion
has now separated Atlileties trout the general supervision of this office. and has
so decimated the school department your father helped to structure, and umld.
as to nothe it almost unrecognizable. Strong supervision and leadership of staff
instructional departments seems to be a "frill" in Hitt new (.(111N1111)11;11 POIll'eptS

supported by our present Board.

:Way I take thi, opportunity to commend you for your interest in this very
vital problem. All youth ate affected by this insidious threat of drugs. What
happens at the top with the drug cult affects those at the bottom and vita. versa.
Efforts such as yours. when carried to an ultimate end will certainly help in the

elimination or the drug valleyr from our soeiety.
Sincerely,

FRANK P. Bot.nms. Director.
DEPARTMENT OF D.tl.Tit, PHYSICAL 1 :Prr.vrios..),THLETIs, ANp SAFETY.
11'm./hit/9ton. 1).C.. August 21. 11172.

)lemoranthint to: All High and Vocational High School ('niches. All high and
Vocational Digit School Principals.

Subject : Use of Steroids or other Drugs for Improvement of Athletic Performatives,

puler no circuttistanees are coaches or teachers of any sport to issue, prescribe. ur make available to students on their school teams any of the Attabofit
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Stcroitht. or other magic pins alleg141 to be used Iiy professional and some Olym-

pic .1thletes. for the purposes of adding weight, strength, and agility

Alediations containing drugs are prescribed thtnigh the family physician

lady. kith Ilse advice and el )11$1.11! of the 11/11ellt.
TI111111 Y1111 for your cooperation in this matter.

FRANK P. BOLDEN, Director.

Vrotil the Sunday Star sad Rally N.ws (Wash.. D.C.) July 1:i. 19731

311AansEY. Scorr: WELL, TUX) 'faits
I By Mike Roberts,
The legitimization 1 if the drugs-in-sport issue tool: place on the evening of
.tutu. ls. 1!i7:2. in Birmingham. .kla. This turning point was clearly denoted by
the fulminations of Spiro T. Agnew.
In an address to the .1.1111111111)%V11 C1111) of Birmingham. the Vice President
Scott and Da
reviled
Meggysey, Wile Were trying to tell the country

that. among other afflictions. sport had a monkey 1)11 its back.
.kg111)W chose his audience purposefully. Since the event was an elleiSallee to
the f111111):111 011(1j11 t I )1'S of .kialianni and Auburn universities. the vituperation

of the pair it Jocks -turned-iiippie %vas guaranteed to stir lusty approval.

But the Veep's very zeal to shoot down his targets ended the pretense that
establishment society had no genuine Worries about the changes that athletes
were involved in drugs.
In the sear and a half since then. there has been a lot less ridicule of feggysi.y. who dropped out I It pr"
write his brief against the game. and
Scott. %vito founded the Institute for the Study of Sports in Society.
Their vindication has been growing foil. Milers have been coining forward
regularly to support the claims that medicinal aid in athletics %%-as getting out
of hand.
Even more telling. the issue has liven getting a 'lively puhlicized airing by a
star-oinalit,v senator. Birch Itayll it Indianaa presidential hopeful. no less.
entertaining tales if doped-up ocks to a Senate hearing remit.
Its interesting." Meggsses mused from his Berkeley. Calif.. home, "how
over the period of the !tist three years the things l've been saying have been
proving' to he tiw. The drug thing is 11111).-

1.1.S. the drug thing certainly is one, and leggysey doesn't want to see two
foothall get away without any scars now that the battle bus heen joined.

ally. Scott. carried the tight Weil last week.

Scott kept telling, Hayti things he didn't %rant to hear. The senator couldn't
nialerstand %vliy his witness refused to acknowledge that the National Foot hall
Leagilebs ;tali -drug commercials are a laudable service to the public.
"The Nrf, coverup," Scott called it. "It's coverup plain and simple. There's
malting %%r1/111:: with trying to keep people off drugs. hnt a responsible person
deals with his own area, too. Rozelle should he more concerned with the drug
prohleill in font ball.

Scott's puha is a persuasive one. The NFL, as well as the NrAA and the

baseball leagues, uses its hirelings to lecture the public on the evils of heroin and
the like, With nary a %vord about the magic potions the Jocks use to prop themselves np.
"Their drug program is a piddle relations program." he said "It's calculated to
take the attention tiff themselves, to give the impression that drug-taking is restricted to hippies and ghetto dwellers.

"Vining people are much too sophisticated and wise for such nonsense: Get

high on sports. not drugs. People are supposed to believe if they get Johnny to cot

his hair and try nit for the football team they'll have the problem licked.
"And another thingthey're so hypoeritical. They say nothing about the social
conditions that create drug abuse. Just to tell someone not to Ilse drugs doesn't
say a nyt

No. as slick as those ads are. they just won't do the job. now that the public

knows what it does ahout athletes and their chemical courage.

Scott once again has slimvii a grasp of the realities. Neither a PR campaign
nor an .\...znew treatment can linish aside the truths he's telling.
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(B) DRUGS ABUSED BY ATHLETESAMPHETAMINES, STEROIDS AND
OTHERS
APPENDIX 1

[Reprinted with permission from the Spring 1973 issue of Contemporary Drug Problems.
Copyright by Federal Legal Publications. Inc., 95 Morton St., New York, N.Y. 10014]
A RATIONAL APPROACH TO DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION

(B Samuel Irwin, Ph.D.)
In 1968 there were estimated to be some five to six million alcoholics in the
United States and three to four million heavy alcohol users, increasing at a rate
of 200,0()0 persons annnally. In late 1971. the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare reported alcoholism to be increasing at the incredible rate of 500,000
persons annually'. Use of other drugs such as marijuana, heroin, LSD, and the
amphetamines has risen in popularity from a relatively minor number of users
to adherents on a major national scale, estimated at nearly '24 million for marijuana use aloneteenagers and young adults predominating.
It has been easy to attribute such an extraordinary increase in drug use and
;liaise to a breakdown of moral fiber, citing excessive permissiveness as a prime
cause. meanwhile depending on heavy law enforcement and a crackdown on all
drug use to diminish the problem. But such measures are not working, and we

must look further for root causes, with a needed reappraisal of our attitudes
toward drug use. Instead of worrying constantly about where to put the blame,

we might better study the societal context from which drug use springs and work
to alleviate the conditions that generate drug abuse.
As a beginning we can try to grasp the plight of an individual completely over-

whelmed by frustration. alienation and a powerlessness to otherwise control
the intense feelings of depression, anxiety and anger that flow from it. We can
recognize and view with compassion his need for a "way out." choosing drugs as
the easiest and most satisfying escape. We can demystify and defuse the emotional
connotations of such terms as "drug," "drug abuse," "psychologic or physical dependence" and come to understand them in their broader meaning. We can understand the impact of widespread drug use on the goals, values and functioning of
a society. We can admit that the major contributing forces to drug abuse are the
pressures and inequities of society itself, with our drug laws and enforcement

practices taking the lead in irrationality.
The environment is the principal architect of human behavior. Any real hope

for drug abuse prevention must therefore begin with the individual, his family and
his community. Drug abuse is only a symptom of a disturbance, the most available coping mechanism for a person in distress. As indicated by Alvin Toffier in
his hook Future Shock, we are at a major transition point in human history where
a metamorphosis of our society is in progress. As our institutions and social mores
rapidly change, some of the resulting deteriorations and upheavals in daily living

are affecting all of ms and will increasingly do so. There will he further stress
and strain until the change to a totally new and viable social structure is complete. The drug abuse problem is caught up in this transition phase; we therefore
must recognize how the state of society influences the state of the individual, how
the state of the individual influences his relationship and response to drugs, and
how all three interact and influence one another.
(573)
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There has been no time in history that was free frInn man's constant search for
substances finti his environment that he :night use to alter his perceptions and
feelings. The drugs lie used altered his behavior. thus changing his functioning
in society. Accordingly. society and remain cultures a ml subcultures have tended
salletin't the Sori;11 Se of drugs whose effects were most in accord with their
values. goals :I IDI Deeds. The major ellillige in recent years has been in the greater

variety and availability of new drags for use. rather than in the extent of drugs

Ilse by an population.
It is not by accident that Western man has embraced a whiskey culture. Alcohol

relieves the tensbms and anxieties that result from a competitive society and
makes the passive. timid or withdrawn person more outgoing and aggressive. In
the Far and Middle East where the ideal has been the contemplative or spiritual
state with escape from worldly cra vings. the use of opium and cannabis have been
favored. The same selective
a't
can be seen in gang subculhires in America
where the "loughs" resort primarily to aletdod use and the "cools" to cannabis use.
Even the pattern of drug use in response to personal need and societal demands

chang:,s with aging. There is a preference for stimulants to increase drive by
young adults : tranquilizers to reduce anxiety in middle age, and sedative-byl/not ies to promote sleep in old age.

A recent article in the International Journal of the Addictions' noted that the
psychedelic drugs elicited quiet. mystical, introspective and nonviolent behavior :

the amphetamines. gregarious, talkative and hyperactive behavior leading to
paranoia and violence with increasing abuse: the barbiturates, lethargic. withdrawn and dulled behavior with abuse; and heroin, peaceful. relaxed and with-

drawn behavior. hie :night also add that alcohol abuse elicits sociopathic. aggressive and depressive behavior.

Sociologists have been observing a counterculture revolution taking place in
the United States which seeks a inure contemplative. spiritual and nonviolent
existence for its followers. It as they say. cannabis reinforces these values, then
ill our emerging society it may well become the most favored drug. It may be
that experience with marijuana (the most widely-used of the eannabinoids) and
LSD has provoked the young users into considering this alternative way of life.
encountering through drug action and modified perceptions a glimpse of a more
spiritual. gentle relationship and attitude toward the environment and their fellow man.
In my judgment, drugs are not neutral in their effects on social functioning.
attitudes and goals; they profoundly modify these. For those that choose an
aggressive-competitive style of life and social organization, an alcohollike drug
is their choice. For those that feel that such behavior no longer serves a useful
purpose. the use of cannabislike drugs will be preferred. Our normal behavior
varies with our mood and perceptions these are modified by drug use. Our attitudes toward ourselves and the world today have in no small measure been shaped
by the use of alcohol. Now they are also being shaped and modified by the use of

cannabis (marijuanai and other drugs, perhaps in a new direction. Where a diversity of drugs is available for late, one can expect a diversity of effects perhaps
inure in keeping with the needs of a pluralistic society.
TILE MODERN ROLE OF DRUGS

A Pandora's box is opened by the suggestion that one's view of "reality," attitudes. beliefs and functioning is shaped and molded by the social drugs we 'Ise.
For one concerned about dealing with the "real" world. this can be frightening
for we must now confess to be operating from partial "unreality." The nondrug
user in our society is indeed a highly deviant minority ; we are primarily a nation
of drug users. Should the goal then he abstinence from all drugs? Does Iran really
need drugs? At this point we should better define what it drug is and examine
why the relationship between man and drugs may be a necessary one.
Footnotes at end of article.
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A. drug by definition is any chemical substance that modifies the structure or
function of the tissues of the hotly. For convenience, pharmacologists distinguish
between drugs and food because they are concerned with the medical or toxic uses
of chemical substances. But these distinctions are of operational value only and

do not truly exist. Food as conglomerate of chemical substances that provide
energy for Maly Amyl-liming) does modify tissue function and certain foods are
associated with the development of yttrium: disease states. Certain vitamins
(drugs) are essential to body functioning, as are certain trace metals, air and
water. All of these. taken in excess, can lead to disease and death; all are potentially -dangerous" suhstanees.
Fluorides in drinking water, varying with the quantity ingested. can improve
dentition (small amounts) or promote tooth decay (large amounts) and produce
fittrosis. Lithium concentration in the drinking water in various areas of Texas
has been slit
to be inversely correlated with the incidence of mental illness
requiring Inadtalization.' Chemical pollutants in the air can cause discomfort.
irritability and death.
A human is made up of chemicals and is greatly influenced by his chemical
composition and environmentpositively or negatively. Ile needs chemicals to
survive. but there is a tender balance that sustains viability and health, and we
may never know the extent to which our aggressive-warlike tendencies, religious
views. perception of the environment. or mode of relationships is influenced by
the food and liquids we ingest and the air we breathe or the additional beverages
and chemicals we eonscionsly and unconsciously ingest. Our sense of "reality" is
the endim millet. in part. Of all of these. It is dependent on our state of mood and
pereeptions. The question, therefore. is not whether man needs drugs (chemicals)
to survive, but rather one of how he would like to feel, perceive mid function and
to what extent these goals can be enhanced by chemical use.
There seems nothing intrinsically paid or evil about drug taking; what makes
it so depends only timm
;lit of view. Fel* c xample. are you distil ,bod when
a psychoactive drug is used correctly and in moderation to enhance human performance. learning, lifespan or enjoyment? Or only when the use of drugs by a
minority is immoderate and uneontr(illed, impairing human function and pronnit-

ing social deterioration or disease?
There is reason to believe that the human organism evolved more than 500.000
years ago, may be outmoded. According to Dr. I., Levi,' a great number of studies
during the last three decades suggest that -man's p!tylogenetically old adaptive
patterns. preparing the organism for fight and flight, have become inadequate
and even harmful in response ti) the predominantly psychological or Si cio-economic stessors prevalent in modern society." It was suggested that the disorders
that result ( ulcers, hypertension. ulcerative colitis. astImm, cardiac infarct, mental illness or silciopathy. to name a few ) can be prevented, at least partly, by a
sensible restructuring of our society and institutions. They also can be reduced.
I feel. by the appropriate use of drugs, similar to their therapeutic use by physicians. Changing the -human factor" which was genetically derived will not be
easy : changing the -inhuman factor" through environmental control and the use
of drugs may be the only available solution.
A distinction should be made at this point between the selective use of drugs
that protect Against stress and disturbances of tumid and those that protect or
prodnee the eh:mt.:es sought. only by grossly altering the mood and perceptions of
the individual. In the tirst instanee, it is don; covertly, where one can keep the

"lid" on one's feelings and respond without the sense of having been drugged
(as with lithinin and certain major trallimilizers). In the second instance, it is
done erectly, ta 'that one is aware of being drugged. It is perham-; with the latter
only that there is societal concern, for it is only when the effects of a drug are
deemed pleasurable that the possibility for compulsive drug abuse exists. An
added concern is the possibility for so distorting perceptions or cognitive perform-

ance as to impair Innaan functioningns with most of the drugs of abuse today
when taken in excessive anounits.
Footnotes at end of article.
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-Overt- drugs with abuse potential may be defined as having mild, moderate
Or marked observable effects as clumnonly used : or low, moderate or high hazard
potential to the individual and society when misused or abused. Fur example. the
caffeine in coffee and the nicotine in tobacco produce a moderate and high level
of psyehoh)gieal dependence respectively and. because of this, are used by a large
population with high daily frequency of intake. Because their effects are mild as
mast C1 Immonly used and tend to enhance rather than impair mood and performance, they offer no special hazard to the individual or society from psychotoxic

effects except when taken in excess. With excessive use or in Pertain disease con-

ditions. caffeine can activate psychoses and make body disorders worse while
nicotine and the tars in cigarettes pnahice in time irreversible tissue damage,
coneer and redueed longevity. Were it not for this hazard potential with chronic

use. there would lie little basis for concern over the use of cigarettes.
Consequently, the presence of even strong psych)higic dependence to a drug
with rapid loss of an individnal's eontrol) need not be of enneern. so long as
the effects of the drug are mild and the hazard potential with chronic use is
lowwhere the "benefits" to the individual outweigh the risks involved. The
(only real area for societal concern over drug use, therefore, is with drugs with
more profound effects on behavior and functioning and greater hazard potential
under the conditions of CI /1111110/1 use.

Drugs are merely 11 /11)tlwr object in the environment with which a person can
heroine involved and. in the process, can change how he feels and functions.
That relationship can be constructive. benign or destructive. no less so than
human relatbmships involving marriage. fa nfily. jobs. educational institutions

or welfare. As with all other objects. at drug only has certain well identified
properties or actions that are reasonably predictable. The outcome depends

on

the relationship and manner in which those properties are used, either to

advantage or disadvantage.
Most people use alrnhol because they know the extent to which it can soothe

when they are troubled, enable them to sleep when sleep evades them, or to
relax and give them courage when both the spirit and flesh are weak. There is
nothing had about feeling good or desiring to feel one's best. just as there is
nothing wrong about sex only for pleasure. But problems can come from relating
ineptly to drugs, and from not developing a variety af alternative ways for dealing with uncomfortable feelings and distress. A time out for pleasure and relaxation is a human need : a perpetual or almost continuous time lint regardless of
the object or relationship, can lie a dead end street. preventing personal growth.
self-esteem and as sense of identity from developing.

One can conceive of cultures or of individuals that do not need drugs and
there is ample evidence of those who for personal or religious reasons choose
not to use drugs. One who has a positive outlook on life. is In tune with the forces
about him and is personally content and hapi y. can approach his life activities

and pursuits with a spirit of acceptance and relaxation, and without worry
about the ability to aehieve goals or fulfill desiressuch an individual (or rill-

hire) has no need for drugs and most. certainly would not abuse drugs. But where
large numbers of people find themselves frustrated. powerless and ridden with
feelings of alienation. depression, anger and anxiety, yet called upon to function
and compete. the need is great for drugs to enhance performance and soften the
intensity of emotional feelings 111111 anger. Without their availability, far more
suieide. psychotic and neurotic reactions, and crimes of violence would be seen
today.

So long as we remain unschooled in the skills and techniques needed to better
relax, function and cope with environmental and personal needs and demands.
drugs will play a very important role and will be used whether we like it or not :
they are here to stay.
If they had no value. they would not he used, The issue is not do we or do we
not need drugs. lint how can we best use them and minimize the hazard. Drug
education that seeks to discourage the use of drugs altogether is doomed to fail-

ure. Its proper role is to reach both the positives and negatives of drug use,
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and to teach how drugs eau be most safely and positively used by those that seek
to use them. However. it can also be used to teach alternatives to drug use for
achieving desired gals.
Honest education ( with lesser expectations than the complete denial- of drug

use) will at least provide a !oasis for informed decision-making and the more
appropriate selection and use of drugs: that tendency should be encouraged
rather than discouraged. What should be discouraged. fur the young as well as
the old. is the use of drugs as a substitute for pr(oblem.solving. Busy physicians
and psychiatrists. unfortunately, often do the same for their patients, using
drugs to ameliorate symptoms rather than trying to correct the root causes.
DRUG USE AND ABUSE

There is a distinction among drug use,. misuse and abuse. Drug use results
when the sought for effects of a drug are realized with minimal hazard, whether
or not used therapeutically. legally or prescribed by a physician. Drug misuse
oveurs when a drug is taken or administered under circumstances and at doses
that significantly increase the hazard to the individual or to others. Drug abuse
follows when a drug is taken (sporadically. repeatedly or compulsively) to such
degree as to greatly increase the hazard or to impair the ability of the individual
to adequately function or cope with his circumstances.
Most illicit drug use seems at a "use" level not at an "abuse" level. We should
distinguish between the two. because drug use is not a problem to the individual
or to soeiety : drug abuse is the problem. as is excessive misuse (though the
olemareation between use. misuse and abuse is not always a clear one).

In further analyzing the use of a drug, one must (listing-nisi' among occasional, frequent and daily umo. and the frequency with which daily doses are
taken also, how excessive and compulsive the drug-taking may be. For most
of the psyehoactive drugs. a single (lost daily under appropriate circumstances
to achieve the purpose intended Nathl be t onsidered drug use. An exception would
he with the psychedelic drugs such as LSD or mesqaline where even single doses
weekly would constitute misuse or abuse. Rut themore frequently a drug is taken

daily and the higher the doses taken, the greater the hazard potential. This is
ttw whether drugs are prescribed by a physician or not.
Iirugs mainly produce their effects by interfering with an enzyme system or

some substrate of enzyme or cellular activity. In principle, orie increases the
probability for harmful tisue effects the more one keeps the tissues of the body
saturated with drugs. The some may he tow when one ingests the same foods
(laity. Much remains mil:mown ;timid the potential hazard to the body from
chronic drug adminstration. Because of this. repeated daily use of any drug
fond should be avoided where possible to allow a drug- or even food-free
period for return of the holly tissues to normal. If this principle %vas adhered
to. the individual enald retain this level of control, there would be fewer problems with physical dependence or compulsive drug use. The use of cigarettes
illustrates this: the average smoker takes 15 cigarettes a day or smokes about
one every hour. This level is one of drug abuse, for it represents use with n
high probability for tissue dainage if condoned over a period of years. In this
instance. the damage is primarily to the individual. A "use" level of cigarettes
would be less than tive ioer day. preferably not daily a similar level of alcohol
probably would he about two to filar ounces of 90 proof liquor daily.
In general. the frequency Of alool.ol or other drug use by a population has been
found distributed on a -log normal" basis. This means that there are many light

users, fewer moderate users. and even fewer heavy users (drug abusers). The
curve is continuous. with no vicar differentiation into users and abusers. One
tinds the :Masers always are some predictable small percentage of the total population of drug users. regardless of how many drugs might he available legally.

This means that there are only three possible ways to reduce the incidence of
drug abuse: by an overall reduction of the per omits consumption of drugs and
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alcohol by a meter : by devidotoing social attitudes and peer pressures that would
discourage gross intoxication or inebriation, and by creating a social and family
environment moor(b supportive and less destructive to individuals susceptible to
drug abuse. a ml more rehabilitative when patterns of drug abuse appear.
. !wrier') of administration or reliance on psychoactive drugs can be seen as
originating
dill; ill lila /13. cases with the prescribing physician. Such drugs are usually
prescribed several tunes daily over extended periods of time, and the patient
requested to I:Ihe the drug whether or not the !4yinlito(ts for which it was prescribed are present. Ln most eases of this kind. it might be wiser for the patient

to take the drug only when needed. or at least take an oecasional ( weekend)
drug holiday.

Another form of misuse. if not :liaise, is multipreseriloing ipolypharmacy 1.
%vliere the patient is instructed to take several drugs on a chronic daily basis.
This cane be potentially hazardous because little or nothing is known for most
drugs about the dangers with chronic use of two in combination. let alone three
or ten. Too often. also. physicians prescribe drfigs.vithotit asking what else the
patient is taking prescribed by other physicians,. The result of such practice
has lawn a high incidencw of adverse reactions to drugs. requiring treatmenf.
The problem of drug misuse and abuse. thus, is not just with the lay public.
To reduce the dangers of such practices, guidelines could be made available
through medical societies and taught in our medical schools to envourage the
(nom appropriate. less potentially destructive prescribing practices by physicians.
If necessary.
sysfpw of checks and balances could he developed against the
aims,. of drugs by physicians by better informing the public, alerting them to the
possibilities for neglect or ineptness in prescribing.

psyHOLOGIVAL AND PHYSICAL DEPENDENCE

Pharmacohogists have been overly prenc.enpiNI with the psychological and
physical (hopendence liability of drugs as though these features of drug action
alone were the problems: they are not. The terms have been used so often in a
(armless. loose way, they (an benefit from a fresh definition before going further.
Psychological dependence means a craving for the repeated or conipillsive use,
of a substamp (or activity because its effects are eonsidered pleasurable or satisfying (Printirily (lependeneei. Or. as with drugs that produce physical dependence, it nubans a era ving for a drug to prevent the aversive effects of withdrawal
symptoms Iseeondary dependence). It is a pattern of behavior which varies
from trivial reliance on a generally harmless substance or practice (such as the
morning paper and coffee) to an intensive need for a drug which dominates
virtually every facet of one's life (as Is possible with food. TV watching, skiing,
or a relationship to another person I. A further distinetion ens be made between
mere gratification dependence., where disturbing withdrawal symptoms after :lb.
stinenre would be absent or minor, and emotional dependence. where treatment
problems and withdrawal symptoms of emotional origin upon abstinenee would
be major 4as with grief reaction upon lows of it loved one).

To quote Dr. M. IL Seevers of the 'nicer:Hy of Michigan.' "Having once
experienced (psychoactive) drug effects, a large majority of the world population will inevitably heroine drug dependent." But even strong psychological dependence is not necessarily harmful. as with coffee, tobacco
ftiod, where

no psychotoxic effects occur. It loeeomes of concern only

IIPTI the frequency and

quantity of intake, coupled with the intrinsie..1(rotterties of the drug, lead to

effects which disrupt functioning or produce social deterioration or disease.
Physieal dependenee is a physiological state of adaptation to continuous use

of a drug which results in a characteristic set of disturbing or lifethreatelling
withdrawal symptoms when use of the ilrng is stopped. Its presence is unknown
so long as the drug continues to he taken and is of no adverse consequence under
such eonditions.
In an exaggerated sense, man ean be considered to have both psychological
and physical dependence on air and food. withdrawal of whirl) Is life-threatening.
Footnote., at Prid of arthlp.
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The mere presence of psychological and physical dependence. thus, is of no
necessary concern to the individual or society ill the absence of drug-induced

111110 vior or toxicity that can be deemed harmful.

ICEIATIVE II AZAR!) POTENTIALS OF DRUGS

Public discussion of drugs. and our drug laws have failed to distinguish
among the relative hazard laitential of drugs. They are merely discussed as

-dangerous drugs" without reference to which Inie is the !mist dangermis, the
next most dangerous, anal why. Clearly. some drugs are more dangerous than
others. and whether drugs produce psychological or physical dependence (except
as it may affect the offspring of physically dependent, mothers) are relatively
minor criteria for judgment until it can he shown that major hazard results from
their :douse.

More important criteria in judging a drug are the possibilities for death from
an overdose or during %vithdrawal : irreversible tissue damage: physical deterioration : mental deterbirat
( as with all organdy brain syndrome or psychosis) :
social deterioration pnuluetion of violence or passivity (amotivation) ; rapid
loss of control : Itsycholmttor impairment (coordination. memory, judgment, vigilance and perception) : psychotic reactions: easy overdose at use levels; and
special hazards when taken intraVV111)11Ay or in combination with other drugs.

It is only when these factors indicate major hazard that the presence of psychological and physical dependence ( which reinforce drug taking) take on signide:Ince. For example. the high psychological dependence liability of tobacco
wtalld la, of no convern. to the individual or to s(alet. if it were not for the
t issue damage produced by long exposure.

In table 1 is a list of the Reins considered of most eoncern for rating the hazard

potential of a drug. shown separately for the individual and society, and the

relative weighted hazard moires for each of the major categories.
For hazard to the individual. death was given a score of 100 points and seven
physicians or scientists were asked to assign point scores to each of the other
. items to reflect their judgment on the hazard of each in relation to sudden acute
death. The same was done for the items representing hazard to society. In this
ease violence was given 100 points and the other items were assigned points
relative to it. The items representing hazard to the individual showed a range
of variation of 20 potints analog the various raters: that for hazard to society.
of as inueh as 50 points. The median scores for each item were then determined.
Shown in table 1 are their relative adjusted values for as maximum total score of
12'2 points for individual and 116 paints for social hazard whenadded.
Shown also are additional subcategory items of imikortance in rating these,

and ratings on a 0 to ++++ scale of the hazard potential of food excess and
21 drugs representative of central nervous system ( CNS depressants, cannabimiids. psyeliedelics. opiates. stimulants and tobacco. In these ratings. 0
and
retiresents the absolve of on effect or impairment : and ±. -1-.
-4- -F--4- varying intensities of effect from very slight to slight. moderate, marked
and extreme respectively. The letter R denotes rapid development of the hazard
and f,. its occurrence with very low doses of drug (as with the occurrence of
physical dependence with the opiates). By then assigning an appropriate frac-

tion of the weighted hazard score shown to the 0 to +++4- hazard rating for
each item. and totalling these. one can derive a total hazard potential score
(expressed as a percent of the maximum possible score) for each drug under
the conditions statedma XiI111101 011'011k' 1111Ose (shown at the bottom of the
table). for the individual and soeiety ( I/S).
In my judgment. any drug with an I/S hazard score of about 35% to 40% or

less would be of sufficiently low hazard potential to qualify for legalization
providing that it did ant produce tissue damage. lead to a rapid loss of control.
or produce significant physical dependence at low ("soelal") dose levels of use.

Most interesting is the intermediate hazard score for heroin (48/47). considering
present national eoneerns over its use. Even that score decreases to 6/6 (a level
of considerable safety) as tolerance develops to its depressant effects. The same
is true for methadone. and it is precisely for this reason that the methadone for
other narcotic) maintenance therapy for heroin addicts is feasible.
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In this analysis. ont: may note that the weighted hazard score for psychologic
dependence varies from 0 to s points in accord with the actual hazard potential
of the drug present. c.y.. 0 for drugs with total hazard scores below 20 points:
1 when between 20 ;11111 34: 2 when between 35 and 49 (or lower when tissue
damage is present t : 4 when between 50 and 64: ands when 65 points or more.
This adjustment was made because psychologie dependence alone. as noted. is
not a problem: it becomes of si.gnilieanee and contributes to the problem only
in proportion to the hazard potential of a drug. The social score for -rapid loss
of control" is applied only for substances taken to psychotoxic (lose levels of
effect---not where tissue damage alone is the consequence (as with cigarettes).

It is inevitable that experts in the field will differ with me on some of the

rating scores assigned. lint I doubt that these will he gre:::.

In table 2 the hazard scores per drug are arranged by drug class for easier
comparison. As may be noted. not all drugs of the gime class are equally dangerous. NVithin each chemical (lass are safer options for use. Some additional
qualifiers for interpreting the data are needed. lio%vever. In the ease of I,51)-25.
almost complete toleranee to its effects develops after three to four daily doses.
This is a safety feature %Odell temporarily reduces its hazard potential to zero.
Also. tolerance development to the opiates results in a gradual reduction of the
I/S hazard scores with use of 6/6 or less. ix.. to a point of negligible hazard.
(111e can emit rast this with the greater hazard score (9/16) that one obtains even

front the intitlerate. intermittent use of alcohol. as emnputed by me.

'rattle 3 shows a rank ordering of the drugs from highest to lowest hazard potential to the individual or society. These have been grouped into agents with very
high. high. intermediate. low and very low hazard potential respectively under
conditions of noi.rinitint chronic abitxr. NVIlen taken in moderation. the hazard

potential of virtually every drug is low and not it problem to the individual or
society except possibly with the psychedelics 1 which are commonly taken for

a more pronounced effect ). As may he seen in the table, alcohol and the barbit-

urates appear the most potentially hazardous or nil the drugs. with the amphetamines. menine. f(11/(1 excess, tIll'

1111)11' potent l'111111/11)11101(1S

111111

(11:1%(.1/11111

next. The opiates. niethylphenidate among the stimulants. LSI)-25. cigarettes.
and
beer are of intermediate hazard: of low hazard potential. are chlordiazeplixide. itur...ijnana and caffeine. Of very low hazard are coffee and cigars.
The scores for cigarettes (37/0) and food (53/16) need a qualifier, however.
for they primarily reflect serious tissue datnage which conies only with prolonged chronic. chose (these substances are much safer with short-term Maisel.
Conversely. agents such as L'S) and the opiates become much safer with continuous abuse because of rapid and almost complete tolerance development to
their effects.
NVIienever tal:en in c.i.cc.v.v. the most socially 1111(1 criminally dangerous drugs
are clearly alcohol. the barbiturates. the amphetamines and cocaine. Alcohol and
the barbiturates markedly impair judgment and coordination. and unmask surly

or homicidal behavior: the amphetamines and cocaine increase paranoia and
violence and can produce a paranoid sellizoplireniclilce state. 1.51) and maijuana-

like drugs can impair .judginott and produce paranoia but are more prone to
reduce violence than to increase it : the opiates or heroin are the least socially
dangerous. they promote tranquility and decrease agressiveness.. (The crime
associated with heroin springs from its unavailability to the physically dependent person and did not exist prior to our drug laws. The cost of pure heroin
obtained legally in England is slightly over two cents per tablet. Au equal amount
of impure heroin obtained illegally in the riffled States costs about $5.(10.)

.\ 'collo! accounts for about one-third of all deaths reported as suicide and

to 1111'.; of all crimes of violence: about 20(7, of all people in state mental
hospitals: over 511 % or all automobile fatalities. injuries and accidents: about
two million arrests for public drunkenness yearly and several hundred thousand
arrest:: for driving while intoxicated hill at an estimated cost of alcoholism lit
50';',

the piddle annually of $17, billion ).

Twelve billion nine hundred million dollars are spent annually on alcoholic

beverages in the I'llit(.11 Mates. not vomiting wines and beer. and another $8.4
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billion on cigarettes and $5 billion on caffeine and coffeea total of $25.3 billion
annual expenditure on legally available physchoactive drugs. The total prescrip-

tion market for drugs is $4.2 billion. of which only $435 million is for psychoI if potential abuse. Alcohol advertising alone. costs $250 million

net i VA' drugs

annually and 'last toliacco advertising costs were $215) million annually for '117
networks alone. Obviously. the non-medical use of drugs by the public is ex-

tremel prevalent. It is partially encouraged by advertisements in the media :

TV. radio. 01:Igil MM.!: and newspapers. The removal of this reinforcement of drug

using behavior can help reduce the drive in this direction which at present is
being actively stimulated a 011 promoted by advertising. I feel that the media
might be better used to publicize realistic information on the relative hazard

potential of the drugs available. eniatraging preferential use of the safest

among them.

The challenge of modern drug use is how to minimize the abuse of drugs.
reduce their hazards to the user and society. and still not eliminate their constructive use The majority of our society use drng.A. and of these only a minority

misuses and aliases them. Whether a person uses a drug constructively or
destruetively depends more on his personality and emotional state than on the
drug itself. In all areas of public consumption, we attempt to develop safer

products for consumer use except in the area of social drug use. Why not here
also? Drug laws that shift the pattern of drug use and abuse from potentially
safer drugs to aleoilol (ally make the problem worse and increase the hazard
for the user. The only 11113* to reduce the hazards of drug abuse is to provide
safer options for.drug use where the hazards art' less. Present approaches to
curbing drug abuse actually deter the most innocent forms of drug use. leaving
drug abuse aim( ist untouched if not more prevalent.
A "safe- drug, in my Judgment. would LH' 0110 (1) with only moderate psycho-

logic dependence liability:
fur which tolerance and physical dependence
development is minimal or absent ; (3 1 where large increases in dosage are
required to obtain substantial increases in biologic effect : (4) which does not
produce-tissue damage or significant mental or social deterioration: (5) which
is unlikely to produce death from overdosage: (6) and which does not significantly impair judgmeat, coordination or increase aggressiveness in the doses
1

)/11111Mily taken. Under these conditions. the user would he protected regardless

if his reasons fur taking the drug.
Based on these criteria. not all drugs of the smile class are equally dangerous.

As shown in table 2. safer options for use 8 re available among all types of

psychoactive drugsthe stimulants, depressants. narcotics. cannabinoids or psychedelics. A name rational approach 1(1 drug abuse control would he to out -

ompete the more dangerous drugs now in use (legal or illegal) with safer
options. A requisite would be that they produce the effects sought without

unusual hazard and are of 811r11 safety that even with abuse. the hazards would
be significantly less. Physicians. in prescribing drugs for treatment, would better
serve the pnblie if they too selected for use the safer of the drugs of each drug

type now aailable.
(lenerally. drugs are safer Nr111.11 taken orally or by smoking than when
injected : easier in control for dose effects when smoked Ifor rapidly acting
agents) : and safer usually in organic plant final' than as the pure active substiwe. For example obtaining coenine by chewing the coca leaf is far less
of a hazard than taking cocaine intravenously; the same is true for opium
smoking versus morphine or heroin taken intravenously: or methamphetamine
(speed) taken orally versus intmetninsly. The reason is not only because larger
dose effects are achieved !mire quickly intravenously. but that new drug effects
emerge from the iutra1taans 11 nate that may he regarded noire pleasurable and
more rapidly and predictably obtained. In consequence, the tendency for escalat,
ing dosage into drug abuse is greater by the intravenous than oral or inhalation
routes. There also is greater danger with the use of a pure active chemical than
the use of a natural plant product such as marijuana. opium or coca leaf where
the anetive principals are present in more dilute form.
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TABLE 2.DRUGS IN ORDER OF DIMINISHING HAZARD (WITH MAXIMUM CHRONIC ABUSE)
Drugs

I/SI

Alcohol:3
Distilled spirits (45 percent)
Wines (12 percent)
Secobarbital
Methamphetamine'

Hazard

81/79
77/79
65/83
63/69
61/69

Cocaine
Food 2

Ver-yhigh.
WO

3 53/16

Diazepam (valium)
.19THC

42/69 'Hiatt
Hag h.
40/55
39/50

Hashish
Heroin

2 48/47

Methylphenidate (ritalin)

37/48

Methadone
Cigarettes 2

(40/44

LSD25

1 31/41
4 29/41

237/0

Codeine
Opium

4 28/40
27/42
21/37
25/29

Beer (6 percent)
Chlordiazepoxide (tibrium)
Marihuana (1.2 percent)
Caffeine

Intermediate.

Low.

23/22

Cigars'

3 13/0

Coffee

10/9

ye

rylo°

Percent of maximum possible score (103 percent).
'Significant tissue damage.
2 High individual hazard scores only with prolonged abuse.
4 Much lower hazard with continuous use because of tolerance development (6/6).

TABLE 3.INTRINSIC HAZARD POTENTIAL TO SOCIETY
IRelative percent ratio or rankl
Law

Drug

Barbiturates
Alcohol
Methamphetamine
Glue sniffing
Heroin
LSD-25
Marihuana
Cigarettes.

Irwin
(percent
ratio)

enforcement
personnel
(percent

Federal

rank)a

law

100
98
86
72
58

26

Illegal.

11

Legal.

85
34

Illegal.
Legal.

Illegal.

51

100
56

36

16

0

2

Do.
Do.

Legal.

I Based on a ranked order scale of hazard.

)lost. of the pills. capsules and powders prepared and sold illicitly are (hale
so with little regard for human safety. Fraud in the illicit market is rampant. as
is the lack of quality control over composition. dosage and potential toxicity Of
twist of the drugs mold. In VI 4i1N(44142(411414. one :18:;21111(4S efInSill(4141i hie risk ingesting

or injecting illicit material. All too often the drugs are not what they are claimed
to be. contain too high a dose for safe use. or are cut with chemicals intended to
mimic a drug's actionchetnicals which may he more dangerous than the drug
purported to he in the pill. For instance. the -heroin" sold is (an with additives
that lutve caused as very high Ittri(tonce of sudden death follo%%-ing injection. It
is claimed that about 2:1c/c of the quantity of barbiturate and amphetamine pills
manufactured legitimately are siphoned otT into the illicit market. If one is concerned about the public safety. one can be thankful for thisfor these drugs at
least ore miality-controlled for composition. dosage and safety. A criminal law
only forees users to obtain their drugs illegally without the protection of quality
control. thereby serving to increase the hazard for the consumer.
Among the eNS depressants. a safer substitute for alcohol distilled spirits
Ilto proof I would he (VA beer or wine: an alternative but insufficiently safer
substitute %%mid he diazepam 1 Valium). (!hlordiazepoxide I Librium), the safest
of all I feel. is unlikely to priaInce effects deemed sufficiently acceptable .for use.
Deelopment of an acceptable. safer ('NS depressant is needed.
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Among the cannabinoids. marijuana (1.2% THC content) alone fulfills the
criteria of safety for public sale and use. Recent reports by The Canadian Government Commission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical Use of Drugs; the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse" and the second annual report
to Congress by the National Institute of Mental Health. entitled Marihuana and
Health' note that marijuana does rot eventually lead to heroin use; cause crime;
or cause significant toler:.nee. physical or psychological dependence; and that
with moderate use it is relatively safe to physical health and does not cause
chonic psychoses.

The psychedelics possess too nitwit potential hazard for public sale and use.
but could be made available on a selected. supervised basis for those who would
seek tins experience until such time as a potentially safer agents i;ecomes available. Among the (opiates, the safest option would be oldom (9% morphine con:eat) smoked : it can produce physical dependence. but its hazard potential
diminishes with continued use and the former can be easily managed medically.
Accordingly. it seems an optimal treatment for the maintenance therapy of heroin
addicts.
Methylphenidate I Ritalin ) is significantly safer than the amphetamines, but
insuflieiently so for public sale and use. Caffeine has the level of safety needed for

public sale and use (mid is legally available). but insufficiently produces the

quality of stimulation sought by the drug abuser.
A safer substitute for tobacco is neededone that does not produce tissue damage will- chronic use. For the present. greater safety can be realized from the
preferential use of cigars 211111 pipe tobacco. as these are less prone to he inhaled
into the lungs.
DRUG Alti'SN AND THE LAW

Until the turn of the century there were essentially no restrictions on the
manufaet ore. sale and use of drugs by the publie. One could freely buy any

medicine. including an reoties. in the general store or pharmacy. Except for some
incongruities. such as a mandatory death penalty for smoking tobacco in Turkey

and Russia in the 17th century. severe punishment for coffee users in areas
of 15- century Germany. and severe sanctions against the use of alcohol in

Moslem countries. mankind bud relatively free access to any drug of its choosing.
In the United States. the first prohibition by the Government against free access
and abuse of drugs, was the Harrison Act of 1!11.1. which attempted to restrict

the use of opiates alld coca by the public. The second was the prohibition of
alcohol in 1919, later reversed in 1933. The third. under the Revised Federal
Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1!135. required a prescription from a licensed
praetitioner for the citizen to obtain drugs judged unsafe for lay use. More
recent laws. including the Durhani-Humphrey law of 1952. have alined at further delimiting access to drugs by the lay pidle, This vintage from complete
freed(an of access to very stringent control took place in the short span of 57
years.

Before the federal drug laws, beginning with the Harrison Act, women out-

ranked men about 2 to 1 in the use of opium or morphine containing substances.'
Sine(' these federal and state laws. male use has predominated. The women.

generally more law abiding. simply switched to alcohol and a heavy use of
barbiturates. Although the invitlenve of narcotic abuse in proportion to the
population may be half today what it %%tis before the federal laws, it is about
the same for males today as it was then ! From a purely method and social
hazard point of view. the change from opium smoking and morphine use to the
use of alcohol and barbiturates was an unfortunate one.

KNFORCENMST OF' Till.: DRO ABUSE LAWS

There seems no (dearer instance in which punishment for the infraction of a
law is more harmful than the crime, Or of laws more detrimental to the needs
of a society. than our present drug abuse control laws:
They label otherwise Mw-abiding citizens as criminals for possibly hurting no
one but themselves.
They invade the rights of privacy.
They alienate many from society.
They promote widespread disrespect and flaunting of the laws.
Footnotes at taut of artlelo.
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They undermine the Bill of Rights and promote such police-state practices as
"no knock" search and seizure, informers and entrapment.
They create discrimination in the enforcement of the laws and marked variance
in penalties assigned by judges.

They are used as an instrument for harassment of unpopular elements ,*;n

society.

They create the possibility for an illicit drug market with high tax-free profits

and encourage corruption of police and local officials.
They nurture and sustain organized crime.
They shape and encourage the most dangerous kinds of drug intake.

They increase the hazard for the user by eliminating quality control of

the drugs for composition and safety.
They force addicts into larceny or prostitution to get their drugs.
They tie up the courts.
They slow the process of justice.

They distract the police from the problems of most eritieal concerncrimes of
violence and against property.

They create a continuing need to increase expenditures to deal with the

mounting problems created by the laws themselves.

They support a bureaucracy with a vested interest in maintaining the laws.
They create a great deal of personal tragedy and social waste, concealed in the

word "processing" of drug offenders.
As noted in a recent article in The Saturday Review,9 the most severe problems

of crime and injustice stem directly from the nature of our laws and legal
practices:
"The Presidential [Crime] Commission's choice of placing the blame for these
problems on social imbalances becaniz., a way of absolving legislators and legal

authorities from responsibility for theta own failures to create and administer

practicable and just laws and legal procedures. We do not absolve them. We hold
them most culpable, collectively and personally for our most urgent problems of
crime and injustice."
In the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, being
offered as a "model" law to the states, the basis for "scheduling" drugs bears no

relationship to their actual hazard potential (e.g., marijuana and heroin were
listed together in Schedule I with the highest penalties), and no effort was made
even to adhere to the criteria listed for scheduling the drugs. If there was, the
amphetamines (since then corrected) and babiturates would have been classified

in Schedule II instead of Schedule III. To demand, also, that a drug be in accepted
medical use as a basis for scheduling and assigning penalties bears no relevance to
the social use of drugs or their relative hazard potential. Penalties, to be effective
should be assigned in proportion to the actual hazard potential of the drugs; our
drug laws make no such distinction.
To quote the philosopher Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677) :

"We always strive toward what is forbidden and desire the things we are not
allowed to have. Men of leisure are never deficient in the ingenuity needed to
enable them to outwit laws framed to regulate things which cannot be entirely
forbidden. He who tries to determine everything by law will foment crime rather
than lessen it."
Drug using behavior will not be abolished by legislative means. Present attempts
at drug abuse control cannot succeed. regardless of the amount of money, energy,
and resources our country is willing to expend. With the technology and skills
available to illegal activities today, it is a physical impossibility for law enforcement personnel to significantly supress the supplies, use and abuse of illicit drugs.
Totally destroying marijuana supplies can only encourage the smuggling and

distribution of synthetic marijuanalike substances, which would make matters
worse, just as the prohibition of opium smoking encouraged the smuggling. distribution and use of heroin. Even if the supplies of heroin miraculously could be
eiiminnted (present illicit U.S. market requirements for about 300,000 addicts are
about 30 pounds per day), there are available for distribution and use synthetic
drugs with similar narcotic properties that are 10.000 times more potent than
heroin of which only 1 gram per day would be sufficient for the entire market!
How utterly futile are our present efforts to reduce the cultivation of opium in
Turkey, or any subsequent attempts to encourage this elsewhere. Operation Intercept, a successful attempt by the federal government in 1969 to cut off marijuana
Footnotes at end of article.
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supplies from Mexico, led to an upsurge in amphetamine use by youth with far
more disastrous consequences, it was followed by an increase in heroin use (proving that marijuana. when available. significantly reduced the use of other, more
dangerous drugs.)
Our national approach to drug abuse prevention and control, I feel, has been
misoniceied. It has not reduced the incidenee Of drug ;anise, it deepens the problems associated with drug use and abuse, and produces many secondary problems
far more dangerous and undermining to our country than when we had no drug
laws. Tliey also discriminate against a minority for behavior no more unprincipled, degrading or dangerous for the most part, than what the public now accepts
from alcohol use.

INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM AND THE LAW

The thesis for individual freedom first stated by John Stuart Mill in his essay
On Liberty, was that the criminal law should be reserved only for conduct which

dearly causes harm to third persons or to scviety generally, and should not he
used to prevent an adult individual from causing harm to himself.. The inconvenience. he felt. was one that society conid afford to bear for the sake of the
greater good of human freedom.
An opposing position has been that the state has a paternalistic function, and
has the responsibility to restrict the availability of harmful substances to the
public, where there is unusual hazard involved. In the Interim Report of the
Canadian Government Comntission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical Use of Drugsl°

it was noted that while they were in accord with a paternalistic role of government, the appropriateness or utility of such an application must be evaluated in
the light of the relative costs and benefits. The st ; ;te cannot "attempt to restrict
the availability Of any and all substances which may have a potential for harm.
In many cases it must be satisfied with assuring adequate information [to the
public]." They were not convinced of any necessary relationship between the
offense of simple possession of drugs and trafficking, or of the necessity of such
an offense in criminal law for effective law enforcement against trafficking. The
commission further stated that "unless convinced otherwise, we will recommend
total elimination of the offense of simple possession of all non-medical drug uses.
Its impact on the individual must be reduced as much as possible . . . no one
should be liable to imprisonment for simple possession." The commission recommended that the definition of trafficking be, amended so as to exclude the giving,
without exchange of value, by cap user to another, of a quantity of drug which
could reasonably lee consumed on one occasion.
This same position against penalties for simple possession and use of psycho-

nfie

taken by the San Francisco Committee on Crime
(1971). and for marijuana possesion by the American Bar Association Committee on Alcoholism and Drug Reform (1971) and American Bar Association Section
of Criminal Law committees have concluded from the evidence that marijuana
should be legalized and its sale regulated in accord with aleohol. The San Francisco Committee on Crime report stated in part "in a free society there ought
always to be a presto mtion against illegalizing conduct until evidence is produced to warrant eriminalization . . . if evidence would not warrant enactment
of the law now. on&. cannot justify its retention. The dmnonstrahle harm associated with marijuana clops not justify the voracious demands on the resources of
criminal justice made by the marijuana laws." Earlier, the National Commission
on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws reported:
"the social cost of criminalizing a substantial segment of otherwise law abid-

ing citizenry is not justified by the. as yet, undemonstrated harm of mari
!mann use: and that jail penalties for use of marihuana jeopardize the credibility and therefore the deterrent value of our drug laws with respect to other,
demonstrably harmful drugs." "
The San Francisco Committee on Crime In their July 1971 report listed seven

principles to guide the appropriate application and use of the criminal law
process:

1. A law cannot make criminal that which the public does not want made

criminal.

2. Not all the ills or aberrancies of society are the concern of government

other institutions can handle them.
Footnotes nt end of nrtleip.
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3. Every person should be left free of coercion of criminal law unless his conduct impinges on others, or if it danmges society.

4. When the government acts, it is not inevitably necessary that it do so by

means of er
I processes.
5. Criminal law cannot lag far behind a strong sense of public outrage.
6. Society has an obligation to protect the young.
7. Even when conduct may properly be condemned as criminal under the first
six principles, it may be that the energies and resources of criminal law enforcement are better spent by concentrating on more serious things. This is a matter
of priorities.
What seems most lacking in the criminal law process is a failure to establish

suitable standards of rationality, justice and validity as an a priori basis for
accept:ogee of a lawit is not enough that it be constitutional. This failure profoundly affects those accused of drug offenses. The criteria for acceptance of a
drug control law, or any law. I feel, should be as follows:
1. Thai a social problem of major concern exists.

2. That the provisions of the law deal effectively with that problem,

3. That the law is enforceable.
4. That punishment be commensurate with the seriousness of the offense.

5. That it does not discriminate against a minority or give special privilege.
6. That the sum total of its effects be sufficiently constructive to justify the
cost of enforcement and restrictions on personal freedom.
7. That it does not create problems that outweigh its advantages or make
matters worse.

The prohibition model upon which our drug laws are based provides no

satisfactory alternative; it merely seeks to prevent people from doing or getting
what they want. It thus comes into conflict with the realities of life, human needs,
individual differences and personal desires for self-determination. It creates the
potential for a profitable illicit market and encourages underground activity. the
cultivation of evasive skills, alternative life styles and value systems, and an
aggravation of what it seeks to prevent in an effort to surmount failure, controls
are tightened and the consequences of failures are used to justify further inroads
on personal freedom in the guise of "protecting" society. A vicious cycle thus is
set in motion.

GUIDELINES FOR MANGE

Short of abolishing or drastically revising our drug laws altogether, and unless
unusual new hazards are found. I feel that the legalization of marijuana with
regulation akin to wine and beer (which are more potentially dangerous) would
do more to reduce the hazards and destructiveness of drug and alcohol abuse
in America than any other single act. In addition, it would reduce involvement of
our young people with illegal drugs and dealers, reduce violence and profits by
organized crime, increase respect for the law, and improve the prospects for
effective drug education, It seems a necessary first step in any strategy to
ameliorate the problem. Enough is now known about the pharmacology and rela-

tive safety of marijuana to justify action. Even if combined with alcohol by
some. that combination would be safer than the equivalent amount of alcohol

taken alone. If the number of chronic drug users were to become equally divided
between users of marijuana and of alcohol, that alone would be a great social
gain. With marijuana legalized the young would no longer have to deal with a
subculture of drug users where they become exposed to more dangerous drugs.

Fnder consideration by the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug
Abuse, and the Canadian Government Commission of Inquiry into the NonNfedical Use of Drugs is an alternative approach which would decriminalize
marijuana possession for personal use in limited amounts. but not to make it
legally available. Purchasing small quantities for personal use, thus would not
he a crime; nor would growing one's own supply for personal use. Only selling
marijuana would he a crime. The value of this as an initial approach is that it
no longer penalizes an individual for crimes without victims and acknowledges
the known greater safety of marijuana relative to alcohol while not giving official endorsement of its sale until more complete research information on possible hazards becomes available. Also, in this way the social consequences of
more widespread marijuana use could be discerned before the floodgates were
opened, and politically more feasible and aecentidile legislation than full legalization could he presented to the public at this time.
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However, there is no rational basis in a free society for denying the public
access to a substance with no established health hazard. It would still require
young people to get their supplies from illegal sources with more dangerous
drugs to sell, thus retaining the risks of such contacts.

It is my recommendation that all penalties for the possession of small quan-

tities of any illegal drug foi personal use be removed. It is cruel and unusual pun-

ishment to legislate otherwise lawabiding citizens into criminal status and to

victimize them for so minor an offense as drug use. To jail them and deprive them
of their rights dehumanizes them ; and the burden of cost for imprisonment falls.
on the public. as does the burden of supporting that person's spouse and children
during the period of imprisonment.

I further recommend that we reduce the penalties for illicit drug sales to a
scale more in keeping with the crime, with increasing penalties in accord with
the real hazard potential a drug, e.g., three months of drugs (..f 45% to 50%
hazard, six months for those of 50% to 60%, and one year for those of 60%
or more for the first offense (table 3). Also. that additional penalties be assigned
for fraud, sale to minors, and the sale of junk drugs without quality control far
composition and dosage. These latter, in my mind, are far more serious offenses
than the sale of drugs per se.

Manufacturing quotas should be assigned to the manufacture of the most
dangerous drugs of a drug type only, not to its less dangerous members that
might be acceptable substitutes. for example, to the amphetamines but not to
methylphenidate (Rita lin). The entry of safer drug options into the illicit
market reduces the hazard. One can also reduce the hazard from Rita lin by

removing the talc present :n its tableted form, as this drug is now being injected
intravenously on an illicit basis and the talc found to be deposited and accumulate on the retina of the eyes.
The Government, which has developed a vested interest in the promotion and
sale of alcoholic beverages and cigarettes as a source of revenue, might better
use taxation as an instrument to shape drug using behavior, and only secondarily
as a source of revenue. To be effective it should lie applied most heavily to the
most dangerous drugs, e.g., wine and distilled spirits, and to a lesser degree or
not at all to the safer options, e.g., beer and coffee. so that the preferential use
of the latter would be encouraged. Since the heavy drug user and abuser also

pays a disproportionate share of the taxes, is it not appropriate that a major
portion of this revenue be used for the treatment of those who lose control and
become addicts? In all fairness, should the taxes not be considered as a form of
medical insurance against such a disability?
ATTAINABLE GOALS

By broadly defining drug use as the problem instead of concentrating our

efforts on drug abuse prevention. we have met with failure. Drug use as a whole
cannot and need not be eliminated through prohibition and the criminal process:
such measures have only made the situation worse. As long as we adhere to this
unattainable goal, the problem is insoluble.
The real problem is drug abuse, affecting about 10% of our population, and

even there only with the abuse of drugs that are truly dangerous. It is better
treated by noncriminal means that do not deprive or undermine the freedom

of the remaining 90% who do not abuse drugs. and by being more responsive to
the needs of those who do.

The pressure for drug abuse stems from peer pressures to conform and from
societal and familial failures that promote frustration and diminish self-worth
and esteem, e.g.. an identity crisis, inept family communication, lack of neighborhood in one's living area as a support system, and a school system that too
often blocks communication and effective one-to-one education. Reducing such
pressure requires changing the situation that breeds and sustains it. It is the
only important means by which drug abuse and other maladaptive or sociopathic
behaviors can be significantly prevented. If we pile the weight of recrimination
and criminal penalties on the drug abuser or addict, as we have been doing,
it only handicaps him further and solves nothing. Such measures are an exercise
in problem-sustaining and augmenting. not problem-solving.
There is no ideal solution. no solution that will satisfy all the persons concernedonly a best solution that one might rationally and realistically achieve.
With modern drug use we have two main concerns: how to minimize the abuse
of drugs and how to reduce their hazards to the user and society, There will
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always be drug abusers and there will always be drugs available for them to
abuse: it matters not how many. But I believe that we can greatly minimize
and reduce the drug problem and virtually eliminate the secondary problems that
have emerged from our handling of it until now, if we define soluble goals.
Here are the goals that I feel can be achieved :
Reduce :

1. The incidence of drug abuse and addiction.
2. The hazards from drug abuse or addiction.
3. The crime and violence associated with drug abuse and addiction.
4. The consumer market for illicit drugs.
5. The hazards for the illicit drug user.
R. The requirements for police enforcement.
Minimize :

7. The bureaucary associated with drug abuse control.

S. The invasion of privacy and restriction of freedom imposed by efforts at

drug abuse control.
9. The association of youth and the public with dealers in illicit drugs.
10. The use of the more dangerous drugs.
Increase :

11. Opportunities for the treatment, maintenance or rehahilitation of drug
abusers and addicts.
12. The possibility for informed decision-making by those who seek to use
drugs.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

rriminal Lam:
Drug use can las "successfully" prohibited and controlled only where safer.
acceptable substitutes are allowed to be sold.

There should be no restrictions on public access to drugs of 20% or less

hazard, as with coffee. tea or antillistamittics.

There should be an age restriction (18 and under) on public access to drugs
of 21% to 40% hazard onlythose that do not produce tissue damage, rapid loss
of control or significant physical dependence, such as codeine, marijuana (1,2%
delta-9-THC content), chlordinzepoxide or caffeine. Their distribution and sale
should be no more regulated than wine or beer, which possess greater hazard.
For the psychedelic drugs such as LSD or mescaline (33/44 hazard) where
particular hazards exist, special centers should he established at which trained
personnel can safely guide adults through the unique :.SD experienceto minimize the hazard and maximize any potential gains from it.

All other drugs of 41% to 80% or more hazard (and drugs with lower scores
that produce tissue damage or significant physical dependence at "social" dose
levels of use) should be prohibited from public access without a doctor's pre-

scription, except where they are a safer substitute for dangerous drugs now
legally available, as with alcohol and cigarettes.
The sale of cigarettes and distilled spirts should be prohibited when the public

is prepared to permit thisallowing the public sale only of cigars, pipe tobacco,
weak (45-1 wines and beer as safer substitutes,
Penalties for the illicit sale of the prohibited drugs should increase with their
hazard potential, to favor preferential sale of the least hazardous drugs and
those quality-controlled for composition. dosage and safetyindependent of

whether or not the drugs are in medical use.

There should be no penalties for the possession of small quantities of pro-

hibited drugs for personal use or for passing them on to others where there is no
profit involved.
There should be no restriction on access to small quantities of the more dangerous drugs for research. Present restrictions serve primarily to deter and inhibit
research and do not significantly deter illicit distribution.

The pharmaceutical industry should he encouraged to develop safer drug
options for all drug types in Ilse. New drug types should be allowed only if
greater. not equal safety can he demonstrated for the agent.

Quotas should be assigned only to the manufacture of the most dangerous
drugs in a given class (e.g., the amphetamines among the stimulants). limiting
their production to amounts that meet medical needs only. thereby !Mowing the
safest miality-controlled agents to preferentially diffuse into the illicit market.
All advertising of psychoactive drugs should lie prohibited, Drug education
should point out the safest options for use.
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The Drug Abuser

Develop facilities as needed for the detoxification and withdrawal of addicts
from their drugs, on a voluntary basis. This will reduce the hazard for the abuser
and offer him a greater degree of contra! over his addiction (and rehabilitative
assistance should he seek it).
A drug addict should have a right to his addiction, as well as a right to be
prosecuted for any criminal acts for which he is responsiblewhether or not
under the influent.* of a drug.

Every effort should be made to help the compulsive drug abuser deal with the
life problems and conflicts that have led him to the abuse of drugs, i.e., to help
Lim function in a less self-destructive manner.
Persistent alcohol or barbiturate addicts should he encouraged to use mari-

juana or, at present, a drug such as diazepam (Valium) as a safer substitute.
Chlordiazepoxide (Librim) would be a still safer option but it is unlikely to 'oe
considered an acceptable substitute. Where the alcohol abuser is also a repeat
traffic offender, be ultimately should be forced to subwit to antiabuse treatment

as protection for the public.
Heroin addicts should have a choice of access to heroin or methadone and to
take it intravenously if they wish. They should be encouraged to smoke opium
instead as a safer option. Narcotic antagonists such as cyclazocine or naloxone

can be made available to those addicts that wish to withdraw from the use of
all narcotics and who seek this additional means for controlling their behavior.
The narcotic antagonists also might be successfully used with juveniles who
have become addicted to narcotics and have lost control, as part of an overall
attempt to enable them to rehabilitate and better cope and deal with their life
problems.

The amphetamines are too impairing and too prone to produce paranoia and
violence to be made available for intravenous use. "Mainline" amphetamine
addicts should be encouraged to use a safer option such as heroin or a safer

stimulant drug. such as Rita lin (see table 2).
Research
Research should focus on establishing the hazard potential of drugs with more

consideration than at present of their use and abuse under social conditions.
Continuing research should be maintained on the pattern and consequences of

drug use by the public, particularly with any new drugs made available, to establish the presence of any unusual hazards not foreseen.

Rigorous standards and adequate field testing for safety must precede the

widespread public sale of any new drug.
Research must also concentrate on the mechanisms of tolerance to aud the
development of physical dependence on drugs. on new treatment modalities for
the drug abuser or addict, and on antagonists of the drugs in use (to deal with,
problems of overdose or control).

More research must be undertaken on the effects and potential hazards of

drugs when taken in combination.

nose watch should be kept on the extent of Illicit drug sales and the use of

prohibited dangerous substances. with adequate testing of these for composition,
dosage and safety (for public information).

Research should assess the extent to which legal drugs modify individual
functioning, attitudes and goals, with an eye toward their total societal impact
and their special dangers when taken by adolescents.

Information and Education
There can be no substitute for honest education about drugs, presenting the
whole truth as it is known regarding a drug's "positive" effects as well ns potential hazards.
Drug education should include guidelines to the safe and constructive use of
drugs by those who elect. to use them, and information on the special problems
that can arise from misuse or abuse.
Education of thc? young 8hould focus on their special problems of self-esteem

and identity. and on why involvement with drugs at their particular age (especially as a substitute for problem-solving) can he detrimental to them. seriously
impair their development. and lead to loss of control.

Education should include analysis of the special problems of drug abuse and
addiction for the individual and society, and of the impact on society of one's
own decisions affecting the nse and sale of the more dangerous drugs.
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Education of the young also should deal with the ethical problem of purchasing

the more dangerous prohibited drugs, and of the role they might play in prevention of drug abuse by not tolerating sales of the more dangerous substances
to their twer group.

The media should be used to educate the public and to disseminate information on any special ha za rds uith illicitly sold drugs, not to contribute to the
problem by overemphasis, distortion or scare tactics.

The widespread availability to the public of safer drugs of all types could
greatly diminish the Whit traffic hi drugs and the necessity, as at present, to
deal with and support a criminal drug subculture. It would also enable the drug
abuser and addict to obtain a legal. safer option for his drug of addiction if he

chooses, at greatly lowered cost. Alternatively, lie could obtain his drug of addiction by prescription from a physician. who could then supervise his health status.
minimize the hazards from drug use. and encourage treatment or rehabilitation.

This would eliminate the need for present-day heroin addicts to engage in
criminal activity to support their addiction. and eliminate the need for young
people to deal with criminal elements or a drug-using subculture to obtain the
safer drugs they usually seek I however illegal 1. For those wishing the more
dangerous, prohibited drugs. an illicit market would continue to flourish, but
surely a less profitable and far less extensive one than we now have. Using a
rational system for the prohibition of drugs based on actual hazard, those
engaged in illicit sale of the more dangerous drugs would be less tolerated than
today and more likely to be reported to thganolice.

Admittedly, even with the safer drugs sold legally, the drug abuser could still
abuse drugsbut lie would have to work harder to get the effect desired and the
hazards to the individual and society would he less. The net result would be
fewer persons willing to Yxpend the effort needed to purchase illicit drugs at
greater cost drugs that are not quality controlled for composition and safety.
Thus even the drug ahuser wound be better protected.

ALTERNATIVES TO nitro VSE

A discussion of the problems of drug abuse would not be complete without the
admission that drugs have positive usesfor recreation. for a unique experience.

to enhance perfortnance, to produce a change to some desired state. for controlling

feelings of anger or distress, or as an alternative to suicide. If drug abusers did
not gain in ..one way, they would not chance the 'adverse reactions, possible
addiction, the suffering of withdrawal and the possible need for large sums of
money to support a habit. But drugs are nor the only means available for producing an altered state of being or of consciousness, to make one feel good, or

to escape from distress.

To prevent drug abuse. education In our schools must provide children and
their parents (through special Masses, counseling and educational programs)
with the skills and techniques needed to increase perceptual awareness; to communicate and relate more effectively alone and in groups; to solve interpersonal
problems; to relax, enjoy and heighten or "make something" of the ordinary
day-to-day activities of living that engage us for a lifetime; and to control feelings of anger. depression or anxiety. If this was done, there would he a greater
tendency to use drugs as tools for new learning and experiences or for recreation than as agents for escape or self-destruction. To engender greater optimism,
also, education at home and in the schools should teach the value of adversity
and suffering. Unpleasant as they are. the crises in our lives force 118 to discover
new ways to cope with how we feel. and to explore and create alternative solu-

tions and ways of responding or doing things. In the process. the important
growth takes place and a greater sense of identity, esteem and strength usually
emerges from meeting the challenge.
With such enlightened education. the
would he more certain to learn
how to function and cope effectively. and thereby to grow in self-realization and

actualization. Without it. as at present. he seems more ;crone to escape through
drugs or social withdrawal, thus preventing this possibility for personal growth
and transcendence.
Under controlled conditions. I think it evident that certain drugs such as marijuana and LSD can be important tools in learning what it is humanly possible to
achieve in awareness. relationships and spiritual growth. But once this has been
discovered and its value understood, the real work of personal development he-
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gins: learning to go it alone without drugs to achieve that which is possible in
no other waythe gradual unfolding, emergence, self-actualizaiion and fulfillment of the individual and his capacity to enjoy life and living.
THE RATIONAL APPROACH

Drug use is no problem to the individual or society ; only drug abuse is the
problem. Alcohol when abused is the most dangerous of all the social drugs in
use, second to none (including heroin) ; it is our most pressing and serious drug
abuse problem, dwarfing all others. My recommendations for dealing with the
drug issue will not eliminate the problem of drug abuse and drug addiction, but
they can reduce and ameliorate their most harmful consequences to the young.
the abuser and to society in general. There is no escaping the fact that we are

already a nation of drug users and will continue to be so. Drug use is not a

moral issue and we should not respond to it as one. It should be dealt with in a
pragmatic, realistic and rational waynot with our emotions.

Recommended are three main approaches to drug abuse prevention or

amelioration :
Legislative: Provide and encourage the use by the public of safer drug options,
to be sold without restriction, save for quality control over composition, dosage

and safety and nn age limit on use; encourage the preferential use of these

agents by a system of escalation taxes on the agents now in use in accord with
their actual hazard potential; assign production quotas to the manufacture of
the most dangerous prescription drugs used, but not to the safer alternatives
that might find their ray into the illicit market ; assign escalating penalties for

the illicit sale of drugs in accord with their actual hazard potential to favor
sale of the least hazardous drugs: and eliminate all penalties for the mere
possession of "dangerous drugs" in small quantities for personal use.
Educational: Basic education, now mainly confined to academic subjects,

should be enlarged to include the teaching of skills and techniques needed for
problem-solving and meaningful communications, for dealing more effectively
with crisis situations and for controlling feelings of anxiety, depression or
angeras an alternative to drug use and possible loss of control. Adult education in schools, twin:may service organizations and church study groups should
provide the same opportunity.

In.9titutional-Nocial: Work toward transforming our society into one that provides a meaningful role for young people and the aged. and one that recognizes
the needs and potential of such marginal persons as the mentally retarded and
mentally Ill. And eliminate those features in our communities, schools or institutions of welfare that are most destructive to the individualcausing alienation,
impairment of self-esteem. creating problems and blocking personal growth.
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AMPHETAMINES : A DANGEROUS ILLUSION

(By George IL Edison, M.D., Salt Lake City, Utah)

Amphetamines are among the most dangerous of currently abused
psychoactive drugs. They cause dependence, behavioral toxicity,
and physical damage. Despite their extensive medical use, the evidence suggests they are ineffective or minimally effective in most
of the conditions for which they are prescribed. Their widespread
use in medical practice is more likely the result of the euphoria and
the dependence they induce than of any significant clinical results.
This paradox. presented by the legality of amphetamine use, compounds the difficulty of treating youthful drug abusers and educating potential abusers. The following recommendations are urged:
prescription of these drugs should, with few exceptions, cease; and
production should be sharply curtailed and probably be limited to
one or two pharmaceutical companies.
The rapidly increasing abuse of amphetamines among the young makes it important to revaluate the status of this group of agents in medical practice. Are
they valuable drugs. and in what conditions? What results can be expected from
their use? What is their mode of action? To what extent are they indispensable?
What are their hazards? How often do these hazards occur? Does their medical
use have any influence on their illegal use? This article briefly reviews evidence
suggesting that the amphetamines are both ineffective and unsafe, offers speculations about why we continue to use them, and recommends changes in the way
we use them.
HISTORY

Amphetamine, a close relative of epinephrine, ephedrine, and other sympathominietic amines, was synthesized in 1927. Shortly thereafter, descriptions of
its effects on blood pressure and nasal congestion began to appear. Within 5 years

it was found to act as a bronchodilator and a respiratory stimulant and also to
have remarkable effects on the central nervous system, specifically cerebral
stinuilation and reduction in appetite. Because of these central effects, several
authors warned of the possibility of dependence and tolerance as early as 1937.
These warning's are well reviewed by Connell (1).
Despite the warnings. the amphetamines and their uses have proliferated to an
amazing degree. The list of "accepted" medical indications for their use now hichides obesity. mild depressive reactions, epilepsy. parkinsonism, central nervous
system depression caused by barbiturates and other sedative-hypnotics. narcolepsy, and hyperkinetic reactions of children. They have also been used widely
to maintain alertness and to increase physical performance.
The 1970 edition of the Physieions' Desk Reference (21 lists 05 amphetamine
and amphetamine -like preparations produced by 40 companies. These are avail.
able either as single-drug preparations or in ombination with salicylates.
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rates, tranquilizers, and other substances. One can obtain a choice of vitamins or
hormones along with an amphetamine in 15 preparations from 14 companies. This
listing does not, of course, exhaust the preparations available from pharmaceutical companies.
In four cases companies describe in the Physician.? Desk Reference the amphetamine they produce and only one other, vroduct. In four other cases the amphetamine is the company's sole listed product.
What amount of amphetamines is legally manufactured? No one knows ex-

actly. Estimates range from 5 billion to 8 billion doses a year, The Food and
Drug Administration estimated. for example. that over 100,000 lb. were available in the United States in 1062enough to supply each man, woman and child
with 250 mg (3). About one half of this supply is thought to be diverted into
illegal channels. (4).
EFFECTIVENESS OF AMPHETAMINES

While productior, has flourished. the fist of indications has gradually withered.

for three reasons: [1] For such condithms as parkinsonism, epilepsy, and depressive reactions newer kinds of treatment have simply proved more effective:
[2] for severe central nervous system depression from drug intoxication it is
now accepted that no drug is as effective as other treatment such as artificial
ventilation ; support of the circulation, and hemodialysis (5) ; [3] for obesity
control, now the commonest reason for use, it has slowly become obvious that
although appetite-suppressants may have some temporary utility, they are ineffective in tong -term treatment.

Naroilepsy and hyperkinetic reaction of children remain the two conditions
for which amphetamines are still said to have effect. For narcolepsy, however,
methylphenidate is "the present drug of first choice." according to the Cecil-hoc?,
Textbook of Medicine I(i) : for hyperkinetic reactions preliminary evidence suggests that if any drug is indicated. imipramine may be more effective than amphetamines (7), so that even here good alternatives may be available.
The two commonest reasons for prescribing amphetamines are depression and
obesity, and it is for these conditions that we must examine most carefully the
evidence for amphetamine effectiveness.

NONEFFECTIVENESS IN MILD DEPRESSIVE. REACTIONS

Depressive reactions include a variety of syndromes with a wide range of

severity and a strong natural tendency toward spontaneous remission. Their very
diversity makes evaluation of any treatment extraordinarily difficult. Iet com-

mon to many depressed persons are conflicts around oral-dependent needs.
which suggests that drugs such as alcohol. barbiturates, and amphetamines be
used with caution because of their ability to produce dependence. Indeed, depression is the underlying mood in many, if not most. high-dose amphetamine abusers
or "speed freaks" (8).
But ninny doctors ask if amphetamines. although theoretically dangerous. are

nonetheless a useful and practical measure for treating mild depressions. Tradition grants them a position of sorts in the treatment of mild cases. although
recommendations for their use are becoming increasingly rare (for example. the
19GS edition of :Vows' Modern Clinical Psychiatry ignores them). Occasionally
one finds a favorable mention, as in Alendelson's article (9) in Freedman and
Kaplan's textbool: of puchiatry : The amphetamines are often useful and sometimes gratifyingly efficacious in lifting the Spirits in a mild depression. When
antidepressive medication is resorted to, the amphetamines should probably be
tried before prescribing the newer antidepressive drugs.

Virtually no authority. however. supports their use far more than au immediate euplioriant lift. and most believe that they have no place at all in the
treatment of depression. According to Jarvik. ill Goodman and Gilman's text.
I10). no well- controlled long-term study has been able to demonstrate their

effeotiveness: The sympothoniimetic amines. such as amphetamine and phenniptrazine, and similarly acting central nervous system stimulants. such as methyl-

phenidate and pipradrol, were tried in the treatment of depression and found
wanting except in certain mild cases, in which a drug-induced acute euphoric
state would suffice.

.

.

.

The report of an ASIA committee states (3) : Published studies have indicated
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that, in general. dextroamphetamine is only slightly more effective than a placebo in ameliorating depressive symptoms.
Cole and Davis 1111, also writing in Freedman and Kap la 11.N textbook. review

the evidence thus: Amphetamine was found to be less effective than placebo in
the treatment of depressed outpatients by British general practitioners. . . . In
still another British study, amphetamine also proved less effective than jthpnpizhie, and no better than plao.ho. in the treatment of depression. In a Veterans'
Administration study, dextroamphetamine was no more effective than placebo
in treating hospitalized depressed patients.
In a recent review of the pharmacologic treatment of depressions Schildkraut
(12) states: The psychomotor stimulants (for example, amphetamine, methamphetamine and methylphenidate) cause mood elevation, increased alertness and
enhanced performance in normal subjects. These drugs may alleviate some of
the symptoms of depression in certain depressed patients, but such beneficial
effects are often transient and may be accompanied by a number of unwanted
side- effects.. . . It is fairly generally agreed that the psychomotor stimulants
have relatively little to offer in the treatment of major depressive disorders.
NONEFFECTIVENESS IN CONTROLLING OBESITY

Obesity is usually regarded as a complex, long-term problem with major social
and psychological determinants. Frequently recognized psychological factors are
chronic tension and depression, unusually strong oral dependent needs, inability
to tolerate frustration, and substitution of food for other forms of gratification.
These psychological characteristics may lead to dependence on many kinds of
drugs as well as on food. As in the case of depressive reactions, it, may he illogical
to include in the treatment of such a condition drugs that have a strong potential

for causing dependence. "In fact, the use of amphetamine-type drugs is contraindicated for alcoholic persons and other dependence-prone persons" (3).
Short-Term Effect.It is granted by most that amphetamines can induce a

period of appetite suppression and increased weight loss for a few weeks. Whether
this is of lasting value is questionable, however, since in most cases obesity continues to be a problem over a period of years. Very few short-term gains in treatment of obesity have been translated into long-term successes. More importantly,
it is likely that short-term effectiveness is caused more by a stimulant effect than
by any direct effect on the appetite control center of the brain. Thorn and Bondy

(13), in their textbook article. state: AS a result of stimulation, or a "lift," the
patient's drive toward overeating may be significantly modified and as far as
he is concerned, the over-all effect of the drug is "appetite-depressing." Obviously, drugs which create such a state of euphoria may lead to habituation in
certain individuals.
Modell (14) pointed out in his 1960 report : Central stimulation, not a specific
central depressant effect on appetite, is then the common mechanism through
which these drugs act : it is clear, therefore, why undesirable central stimulant
effects, which have constituted their chief clinical limitation, have thus far
appeared to be indivisible from anorexigenic action.

In other words, obese patients may use the drugs in the same way the "speed
freak" doesto obtain a "high."
There is also some doubt whether amphetamines are effective in the short

term. Again from Modell's report (14) : The amphetamines present special proble:as in the evaluation of their effectiveness. Patients often promptly recognize

the drug by one or another of the central stimulant effects (usually the "lift").
Thus, they can distinguish between drug and placebo when these are used in
what theoretically appears to he a well-designed clinical evaluation with a
double-blind control. In patients with emotional disturbances particularly, who
include most compulsive overeaters, the ability to distinguish medication from
placebo by any effect other than the one under examination (in this case weight
loss) makes it exceedingly difficult to prevent bias and psychological factors
from shaping the apparent effects of the drug.

Long -Terns Effect. Thorn and Bondy (13) evaluate pharmacological treat-

ment of obesity as follows : Depression of appetite by a pharmacologic agent can
facilitate weight loss. although it is apparent that as soon as the pharmacologic

effect wears off, or the medication is diSe011111111ed. appetite will return and
weight gain will recur unless the patient's inherent capacity to control his food
intake has heen altered fundamentally. That the pharmacologic agent used for
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theme purposes be devoid of serious toxic side effects is axiomatic [emphasis

added].

Unfortunately there is no pharmacologic agent available at this time which

acts primarily by depressing the **appetite center."

In her textbook article Albrink (15) devotes 3,600 words to the treatment of
obesity. This is her discussion of amphetamines: Drugs. Appetite-suppressant
drugs of the amphetamine group are effective for only a few weeks. Dependence
on their stimulatory effect occasionally makes withdrawal a problem. Such drugs
have no demonstrated role in the long-term management of obesity.
Reinforcing this opinion is the report of the AMA Committee on Alcoholism
and Addiction and Council on Mental Health (3) : In long-terra (more than a
few weeks) programs of weight reduction, the superiority of these substances to
placebo has not been demonstrated.

In 1959 Stunkard and McLaren-Hume (16) reviewed the literature on the
treatment of obesity. Their summary states: A review of the literature on outpatient treatment for obesity reveals that the ambiguity of reported results has
obscured the relative ineffectiveness of such treatment. When the per cent of
patients losing 20 and 41) pounds is used as a criterion of success, the reports of
the last thirty years show remarkably similar results. Although the subjets

of these reports are grossly overweight person, only 25% were able to lose as much
as 20 pounds and only 5r,; lost 40 pounds.
In 1900 (flennon (17-) reported a follow-up : Review of the literature since 1958

did not reveal a successful long-term study using a diet regimen by itself or in

combination with drugs, psychologic treatment, or an exercise program.
Astwood (1S) is even more negative in his evaluation of all methods of treat-

ment. including the pharmacologic: All of us know that we can't get fat people
to become slim by suggesting a diet, so we conclude, for the time being at least,
that obesity is incurable.
Modell (14) reemphasizes the point in the summary of his report : New and
logical pharmacotherapy for persons who overeat will more likely come with
understanding of the processes involved than through the current practice of developing more vari:v.ions on old themes which have already been well exploited
and have not satisfied the need. There is really nothing new on the scene. There
are no "anorexiants" to fit speeific disturbances in eating patterns, and there

are no useful depressants of the appetite center, wherever it may be. . . .
Current pharmacotherapy for persons who overeat has limited use. Insofar as
drugs are concerned. at the very best. their potential is secondary to the elimination of the cause of the hyperphagia. Drugs which give assistance along the lints
now available provide short-lived symptomatic relief only.
Despite 30 years of extensive use, then, the place of amphetamines in clinical

practice is far from established. They represent the treatment of choice for only
a small number of those patients for whom they are prescribed. Their effectiveness in treating obesity and depressive reactions is minimal and controversial.

Interestingly, the pharmaceutical industry tells us indirectly that the amphetamines and related drugs offer only a low order of effectiveness by constantly introducing new congeners and combinations. For example, in the 1970
Physicians' Desk Reference sight companies have listed nine "new" amphetamine products not listed in the 1068 edition. The industry sends the same message in another more encouraging way ; within the last 2 years four companies
have voluntarily discontinued their production of amphetamines (Methedrine ®.

Burroughs Wellcome : Phetobese®. Cole : T.V.D. Formula®. Lambda : Ad-Nil®.
Medics).
HAZARDS OF AMPHETAMINES

The irony of the amphetamine situation is that whereas we have been slow
to admit the negligible utility of these agents, we have also been slow to recognize their dangers. Their illegal and casual use as stimulants of the central
nervous system has grown tremendously. They have become perhaps the most
serious drug of abuse in the United States (as in several other countries), except
in the large cities, where heroin addiction is widespread. Most physicians are
not yet sufficiently familiar with these hazards, which are well documented elsewhere (1. 3. R. 19-22). Briefly, they fall into all three major areas of concern in
psychoactive drugs.

1. Amphetamines are associated with tolerance and with an intense psychological dependence, which makes it difficult to withdraw from the drug without
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11(.11). High-dose use may begin in a pattern of illegal experimentation. but it
may also begin wit!. a physician's well-intended prescription. The nature of the
drug's effects lead: easily to progressively increasing dosage in susceptible per sons. Predietion yet "suseeptibles" cainnit 1w made with onlidemp. but patients
for .11Pin anildwtamim.s are prescribed are probably liy the very nature of their
illee *":s.:a!uurl; those 1114):41 likely to increa54, the 11141Se and belane dependent.

Then begins a prolonged straggle to discontinue drug use. an effort usually attended by intense lethargy and depressive symptoms. The period of depression
during the withdrawal (or -crash") is frequently associated with suicidal feelings and actions. The absence of physical dependence in amphetamine abuse
may give the impression that it is easier to withdraw from than heroin. This
has not generally been the case: in fact, the reverse may be true, although data
on this point are lacking.
2. The behavioral toxicity of high doses is usually such that the user cannot
maintain work, school, or family relationships. With high doses of typical psychosis often develops, characterized by hyperactivity, distortions of reality,
impaired judgment, paranoid ideation, and hallucinations. Despite this disturbance, the senesorium is clear, and the individual may appear superficially normal (19).
3. The physical toxic effects on the autonomic nervous system and cardiovascular syntern include sympathetic gastrointestinal and urinary symptoms,
occasional systolic and diastolic hypertension, sometimes cardiac arrhythmias
(S. 21). and possible necrotizing angiitis (22). In addition, malnutrion, hepatitis,
and other serious infections are associated with the intravenous use of these
drugs.
These are the major toxic manifestations of illegal, high-dose amphetamine use.

But damage also results from the less spectacular adverse reactions to small,
legally prescribed amounts and may cause disability for greater numbers of

people. These ease examples are familiar to most practicing physicians:
Case 1.A 23-year-old male first-year medical student asked his physician for
stimulants to help him overcome classroom drownsiness, difficulty in studying.

and mild depression. lie did not have narcolepsy. Dextroamphetamine, 5 mg.
daily, was prescribed. He was asked to return out did not. When next seen, he
had flunked out of school. Although not the sole factor in this patient's failure,
the amphetamine obviously did not help his studying and may have been a
critical deteriment in his avoiding early, appropriate counseling.

Case 2.To control her appetitte a 47-year-old woman had used various

amphetamines almost daily for 10 years. Despite this, she was grossly obese, She
realized that she had continued to take the medication largely to avoid lel.iargy
and to get through each day. She was now attempting to withdraw but was finding herself depressed, gaining weigh, unable to mobilize enough energy to keep
her house clt.an, fighting with her husband, and blaming herself for all her children's personal problems because she had worked while they were growing up.

Her use of amphetamines had allowed her to manage her personal and family
problems in ways she no longer considered appropriate and had provided a com-

fortable alternative to counseling (which she had tried unsuccessfully). With
the children grown, menopause reached, and husband alienated, she was now
decompensating without the drug.

Case 3.A 20-year-old female student was well-adjusted but occasionally depressed in the fitec of religious conflicts between strict parents and a more relaxed finance. With marriage and a job 0 months away, she felt the need to lose
some weight even though she was not obese. She approached her physician for
diet pills. He reluctantly,' prescribed 30 Desbutal Gradumet® tablets, each containing 10 mg of methamphetamine hydrochloride and 60 mg sodium pentobarbital. She lost 7 lb in the next 30 days. She also engaged in first coitus during
this period, experiencing deep guilt. After finishing the prescribed amount she

felt lethargic and depressed. Four days after taking the last tablet she had
fights with her finance and her sister, became very upset and depressed, and

impulsively ingested 30 tablets of a sedative-analgesic (Fiorinal®), each containing 50 mg of an intermediate-acting barbiturate (butalbital). She was hospitalized moderately intoxicated, and recovered. For this girl the combination of
major emotional conflicts and the depression caused by amphetamine withdrawal led to a suicide attempt.
It is important to recognize that these patients were giving their physicians a
common message: they needed help with an emotional problem. The physician's
response to the overt request for a pill prevented him from providing help for
the real problem.
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WET ABE AMPHETAMINES STILL BEING PRESCRIBED?

Why are drugs of such dangerous potential and so little objective advantage
still in wide use? Amphetamines are, after all, not life-saving agents. Several
explanations are possible:
1. Most physicians have not had an opportunity to observe a seriously affected
high-dose amphetamine abuser or "speed freak."
2. Most physicians feel a need to offer something to the patient trying to lose
weight, both physician and patient often sensing, but not verbalizing, that they

are dealing with a problem nearly untreatable in traditional terms.
3. The economic value of amphetamine sales is substantial, judging from the
industry's enthusiastic promotion of these agents despite the serious questions
about their utility.
4. Tens of thousands of respectable adults are to some extent dependent on
them and exert suasion on their physicians to continue prescribing them.
7i. Physicians themselves use and abuse psychoactive drugs more often than
the general population (23). This suggests that sometimes they may also have
difficulty objectively evaluating the use of these drugs for their patients.
G. It is possible that amphetamine popularity reflects American culture. As
Fiddle (24) has observed, the amphetamine user is a caricature of many widely
admired American traits: intense activity, efficiency, persistence and drive, and
the desire to excel, to break records, and to move with ever greater speed. These
are admirable behavoir patterns that are not easily relinquished, even when a
drug may be required to achieve them.
The result is the perpetuation of the legal use of dangerous agents of little
therapeutic advantage. This is not the first description of the hazards or of the
minimal effectiveness of these drugs, nor is it the first effort to suggest that their
medical use be curtailed (25-27). But the problem grows.
To some extent the current drug-abuse epidemic may relate to the way we as
physicians have handled the amphetamine problem. Our use of the drug may
be providing a poor model for children and adolescents to emulate. By treating
with drugs a eondition such as obesity, which probably most often has Its roots
in social custom and psychological conflict, are we giving license by example to
youngsters who would treat their own social and psychological diseomforts
pharmacologically?
The time to face the unplea.iant facts is long overdue. Amphetamines are fasci-

nating substances with a wide range of effectssome good, some bad. Their use
represents a sincere effort to treat major causes of human suffering. At present,
however, we are not in a position to handle them safely. The situation raises

uncomfortable questions : If amphetamine use of all typeslegal and illegal
were to cease completely tomorrow, would we be better or worse off with regard
to health than we are today? Do we really need these drugs?

We must begin taking steps now to end the epidemic overuse and misuse of

amphetamines. Few of us would welcome more restrietive legislation in the drug
field or more extensive activity by the Food and Drug Administration. Yet this

is the prospect if we avoid taking immediate remedial action.
This action should begin with the physician's voluntary cessation or sharp reduction of prescriptions for amphetamines and their coltgeners. Exception might
be granted in individual cases for the treatment of nareoiepsy and hyperkinetic
reactions of children but rarely in other conditions. It is difficult, if not impossible, to justify their continued use in obesity and depression. Physicians
may need a buffer against pressures for continued preseriptiens from some patients. If so. a medical committee or board could be established to authorize
these exceptions, as in Sweden (28). To circumvent the weariness most of us feel
toward more committee work and the suspicion that an endless list of drugs may
later come under such scrutiny, let me suggest that it is no more than we would
do if heroin were made legal. Amphetamines are no less a menace.
Severe curtaihnent of production is essential. Less than 1% of the current
volume would probably be an adequate supply for the exceptional case. No more
than two pharmaceutical houses are needed to provide this amount. The industry's voluntary action toward this goal would provide refreshing evidence that
it puts the public welfare first and that legislation is not required on every
urgent health matter. Finally, advertising of these products in medical journals
is inappropriate.
We need not delude ourselves that these measures will end amphetamine
abuse: they will not. It is not certain they will even reduce it measurably for
several years. Black-market production will doubtlessly expand. The diagnosis
99- 749 -73 -39
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of narcolepsy may suddenly become more popular. These measures are, however,
a step in the direction of removing one major inconsistency in our approach to

drugs and of establishing a climate that does not so vigorously promote drug

abuse.
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APPENDIX 3

SPEED KILLSME A MPUETA MIN E ABUSE PROBLEM

(By the staff of the Amphetamine Research Project. Department of Pharmacology of the University of California Medical Center. San Francisco, published
by Americau Social Health Association, August 1969)
FOREWORD

This pamphlet was prepared by the stuff of the Amphetamine Research Project. a National Institute of Mental Health sponsored program being conduted
in San Francisco by the Department of Pharmacology of the University of California Medical Center, San Francisco. The project, working in dose cooperation
with the Haight-Ashbury Medical Clinic, has had contact with hundreds of
individuals using a variety of amphetamine drugs. In almost every instance,
staff members have been struck by patients' lack of information about the amphetamines and the possible eomsegnences of extended use. Non-users and even
former users are often uninformed.

The phamphlet is divided into two parts. While both parts derive from the
same source, they are edited for separate audiences. The first part was written
for junior and senior high school students and the second was prepared for
parents, teachers. physicians and others concerned with youth.
John Luce, public information director of the Haight-Ashbury Medical Clinic,
drafted the text under the supervision of Roger Smith. project director of the
Amphetamine Research Project. Other contributing authors include:
David Smith, M.D., medical director, Haight-Ashintry Medical Clinic.
Ernest Dernburg, M.D., psychiatric director, Haight-Ashbury Medical Clinic.
Frederick Meyers, M.D., professor of pharmacology, University of California
Medical Center, San Francisco.
Arthur Wiener, research assistant. Amphetamine Research Project.

CintrIrm Winick, Ph. D., director of the drug dependence and abuse program
of the American Social Health Association, edited the text. Jonathan North pre-

pared the cover. The Greenwich (Connecticut) Health Association financed
publication.
The pamphlet is published and distributed by the American Social Health
Association as part of its program in drug dependence and abuse.
SPEED KILLS
A DECLARATION

"Let's issue a general declaration to n11 the underground community,
contra speedamos ex cathedra. Speed is antisocial, paranoid tanking, it's
a drag, bad for your body, bad for your mind, generally speaking, in the
long run uncreative."
ALL. N GINSBERG

(In an interview with The Electric Newspaper of Salt Lake City, Utah)
As poet Allan Ginsberg suggests, among those who use drugs like marijuana.
LSD, and other drugs that have come to be associated with "turning on." one
drug recognized even by them as a real problem and a definite -bummer" is
".peed," a common designation for the amphetamine family of drugs. This family
of drugs is n "drag'' for many reasons. One of the reasons is that the peolde who
use it are unable to remain cool about speed. it's well known in drug clreles that

only "speed freaks" can stand other speed freaksand even then, not for too
long.

Yet. many people use speed. and many of their friends or former friends
worb.r if they know what they're doing, what they're getting themselves into,

and what happens to people who shoot speed for any length of time.
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In a recent survey of a an Francisco Bay Area high scut.lol, some students
said. "I wouldn't touch that garbage if you paid me! I would rather die than
try speed or any other drug." But others wanted to know what speed was all
about. Some were just curious and asked, Is it really that dangerous, more

dangerous than 'Hit and Ls1) r'
When young iteeple were asked how to inform others about speed, a 17-yearold boy user said : -Stane organization should find scientific facts about all drugs

used today and distribute them throughout the country and city in mailboxes

or doors."
lie believed his suggestion should be used to let unknowing people in on "what

Ws ail about." This is what the following text does with respect to the amphetamine family of drugs, including speed.
people of all ages and from many walks of life have become involved with
these drugs, and their high abuse potential constitutes an alarming medical

and S1)(1:11 problem. This pamphlet replaces myth and folklore with the most
valid information available. It distinguishes between amphetamines used under
medical supervision and those substances sold as speed on the black market. It
describes the physical and psychological effects of these drugs and some of the
possible consequenct.,s of their abuse.

WHAT IC SPEED?

Speed is a street name for any number of substances that produce the same
central effect as pharmaceutical amphetamines.
The name Speer derives from the drugs' fast stimulative action on the central
nervous system. The name can be extended to cover any chemical compound that
produces an euphoric "high" when taken. (Speed is used in this pamphlet to cover
substances described in this paragraph, as well as the intravenous use of amphetamines and nmphetamine-like agents.) Today, the word is used to describe
fanny drugs that bring a person "up," through stimulation of the central nervous
system. jusr as "downer" is applied to barbiturates and other depressants. The
vagueness of these words sterns from their prevalance on the black market,
where hearsay and slang are often substituted for scientific precision.
In the black market or underground vocabulary. speed is also called "splash."
"crank." "rhythm." "meth," or "crystal," the latter term applying particularly
to the powdered form of methamphetamine hydrochloride.
HOW SPEED IS MANUFACTURE°,

Speed generally finds its way to the black market in two ways. It may be
pharmaceutical methamphetamine hydrochloride, dextroamphetamine sulfate,
phentnetrazine or another stimulant obtained from a forged doctor's prescription
or acquired through robbery of a drugstore or pharmaceutical company. Very
often however, it is a facsimile produced by persons with the requisite knowledge
of chemistry.
These underground chemists, often called "cooks," may affix counterfeit labels
or stamp trade names on the products they sell in bulk or tablet form. They sometimes say that the drugs are legitimate pharmaceutical products or insist they
are of comparative purity, but buyers have no way of determining either their
quality or origin.
Street speed is often found to contain either. which is added to the liquid speed
to hasten the crystallization process, or mixed with other impurities. What is
advertised as "U.S.P." (official standard) methamphetamine hydrochloride by
some illegal chemists may turn out to be methamphetamine sulfate, baking !towder, monosodium glutamate (e.g., Accent), or, in one reported case, insecticide.
HOW SPEED IS ABUSED?

Sometimes, speed is used in a quasimedical fashion by individuals who are
depressed. fatigued, or overly sedated by barbiturates, opiates or other "downers." However, speed is more often abused. It is generally taken in large doses to
produce a characteristic high. Some persons take speed once or twice for "kicks,"
and then abandon the drug; others continue abusing it over longer periods.
Users interviewed by the Amphetamine Research Project and the Haight-Ashbury Medical Clinic indicated their long-term abuse was motivated by a desire
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for euphoria, escape front tensions and suppression of psychic difficulties and
physical needs. A few of their observations are:

-My boy friend got messed up with speedand his best friend went to the
state mental hospital for it," said one 17-year-old girl.
A 1t;- year -old girl defended her use of speed: "Oral speed is good for fat girls
and makes working easier," she said.

One mini-skirter reported : "For me, personally, it helped to get along with
other people and not be so tensed up. But when you stop speedman, you get
nerves."

From a girl cheerleader : "The advantages of losing weightof having a good

mood while upof pleasing physical conditionsnone of these is worth the'
breakdown of general physical health. Mentally, you don't function well; the

more you use speed, the worse the condition becomes."
An 1S-year-old boy reworked: "I use speed orally. It provides insight on your
problems. But not an escape. Excessive use is psychologically bad if a person is
trying to block something within himself."

One speed user described his trips up and down : -I make lots of plans, but
I don't ever carry any of them out. I get in this megalomaniac bag, about five
days into it, and 1'dd build these mountainous castles in my mind, all the far out
things I'm going to do, and all the money I'm going to make. I'll be driving a
Rolls Royce and have two speed labs going at once, a heroin refining plant. my
own private two-engine airplane. I'll be running the Mafia, and then when I start
to come down I realize that none of this stuff is existing and that none of it is
going to exist and it's like you pull the bottom out of your brain. I feel empty and
suicidal in about four or five hours."
WHAT IS THE SPEED HIGH?

Persons who inject speed in high doses usually experience a pleasurable "rush!'

or "flash" as the drug reaches their central nervous system. They remain high
for several hours. The high is characterized by feelings of self-confidence and
mastery, and by greatly increased motor and psychic activity. Persons in this
state often "rap" or talk rapidly and may become agitated or violent. They are
likely to do or say things not expected by others or themselves.
The high is usually followed by a reaction phase or depression when the effects
of the drug wear off. The depression may be so acute that users "shoot" more
speed to get high again. Many repeat this cycle until they launch into speed "runs"

lasting as long as seven or eight days. During this time they rarely sleep or eat.
As their bodies develop tolerance for the drug, they use increasingly higher doses

at more frequent intervals. By the end of a run, they may be injecting several
hundred milligrams of speed 10 or more times a day. The Haight- Ashbury
Medical Clinic has reported cases in which 15,000 milligrams per day were
injected.

IIOW ARE ADVERSE REACTIONS TREATED?

Persons with acute anxiety reactions should !)e treated in a supportive environment. Anti-anxiety agents such as chlorproniaz/ne can be applied effectively, but
physicians are advised against aggravating the situation by threatening attiudes,
and over-medicating patients with sedatives. The anxiety reaction is often followed by depression.
The paranoid-sehizophenic reactions are much more difficult to treat. After prolonged usage, abusers experience auditory and visual hallucinations; they may
become convinced of elaborate plots directed against them. They can become
violent and require restraint ; often they must be hospitalized. Physicians should
administer anti-psychotic agents, such as phenothiaz:nes, and isolate patients In
supportive environments. Such isolation is necessary because of the phenomenon

of group toxicity associated with speed. Studies conducted on laboratory rats
at the rniversity of California Medical Center indicated that grouping the animals and injecting them with amphetamines increases the toxicity of the drug
four times. Significantly, it lowers their lethal dose effects.

See also : Carey. James T. & Mandel. Jerry. A San Francium Bay Aren Speed Scene.
Journal of licvdth and Roelof Behavior. 9 (21.164-1174, June 19(IS, Kramer. John C. Pl.ehman, Viterslar S., & Littlefield. Don C. Amphetamine Abuse, Pattern and Effects of nigh
Doses Taken Intravenously, Journal of American Medical Asnociation, 201 (5), 305-309,
July 31,1907.
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Persons who take speed in group settings show a marked increase in their
psyetic responses and are much more likely to become violent than when they
take the drug by themselves.'
WHAT ARE THE PlITSICAL EFFECTS?

The risk of these many forms of psychic distress from spe4d is directly proportionate to the frequency and size of doses involved. So is the risk of serious
physical damage.
Since speed masks the true Physical state, abuses may overexert themselves
awl fail to recognize the bodily harm incurred, Not eating, they become undernourished, and eonsequently more vulnerable to disease.

Habitual speed abusers rarely observe proper dental hygiene or nutritional
standards. Tooth decay and gum infections may develop. Abscesses of et-411111ns
often 'wenr because of using contaminated ROP(1105, missing the vein when injecting the drug, or using speed Which contains impurities. Blown or ruptured
veins are common among persons who use poor quality substances which do not
completely dissolve in water and may be difficult to force through a needle. Their
lips beeome cracked due to the drugs' constricting effect on nmeosal surfaces.
They often injure their facial tissue by picking at "crank bugs," imaginary black
bugs which seem to be crawling under the skin. Rut there are no bogs. It's a
hallucination. This reaction is common among intravenous speed abusers.
The destructive liver disease known as serum hepatitis is not a speffie nocompaniment of amphetamine abuse, but is a risk incurred by any drug abuser
using the intravenous route. Although many persons recover from heptatit is infection. there remains the possibility of severe complications and the development
of acute or chronic liver damage.
HOW IS HEPATITIS RECOGNIZED AND TREATED?

The principal symptoms of hepatitis are nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite and
stomach pains with cramps.
less severe eases, weakness and a tired feeling
may be the only symptiuns. If the liver is damaged sufficiently, it can no longer
remove toxic substatwes from the bloodstream and a material called billrublu
may back up in the system, giving a yellow color to the skin and eyes. In more
severe cases of hepatitis, the whites of the eyes and the skin may become jaun-

diced : the urine becomes dark brown, and the tools turn gray.
When these symptoms are evident. one should seek medical aid immediately.
Patients usually require hospitalization during the acute phase, when they re-

quire bed rest, cannot eat, and lutist be nourished by intravenous fluids. Other
cases can be treated on an out-patient basis, but should be followed in order to
determine any complications that may arise.

Serum hepatitis ordinarily is transmitted only by penetration of the skin

by a needle, or by an object that has been in contact with a carrier of the virus.
Serum hepatitis has a long carrier state; persons may remain carriers for five
yearsi some cases, for life. The sp»ptoins of serum hepatitis usually manifest
themselves from two to five months after the virus enters the body.
Serum hepatitis spread by unclean needles is very prevalent among speed
abusers. Many persons living in a high abuse population, such as that in San
Francisco's Haight-Ashlmry district, have had the disease. Physicians working
at the Ilaight-Ashbury Medical Clink see. severe forms of liver disease in that
community. They believe that high doses of speed may prodltee an additional toxic
effect in those persons whose liver is already damaged by hepatitis.
If you think you have hepatitis. see a doctor or go to a clinic or hospital. Plenty
of bed rest will be prescribed because inactivity lowers the amount of stress placed
on the liver. A high protein. high carbohydrate diet will be advocated, consisting
of meat. fish. eggs, bread. potatoes.
If you think you have hepatitis, do not :
1. Donate blood.

". Share a needle with anyone else.
3. Drink alcohol.
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4. I'se heroin, morphine or other opiates which are particularly toxic to the

diseased liver.

To avoid serum hepatitis: Don't share needles. If you suspect that you are in-

fected. a shot of gamma globulin from your doctor or clinic will modify and reduce
the severity of your possible case of hepatitis.

Infectious Hepatitis b4 a separate viral disease spread in unhygienic sur-

roundings by contaminated water, food or eating utensils.

WHAT ARE THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPEEL?

Some people say that speed acts as an aphrodisiac. Others report that it impairs sexual potency. Usually there is a slackening of sexual interest in speed
abusers. As their abuse steps up, their interest in members of the opposite sex
often decreases proportionately.

Their interest in social relationships and intellectual or physical pursuits of
any kind also declines proportionately to their involvement with speed. Habituated persons usually live solitary lives distinguish&I only by alternating

cycles of depression and euphoria. It is difficult to tell whether speed abuse leads
to, or reinforces an already-existing readiness for, such behavior.
WHO ABUSES SPEED?

11114 speed abusers are immature. They try to make up for the limitations of
their lives by chemical
Many become involved with speed when they are

about 16 years old. an age when adolescents are likely to be facing up to the
challenges of maturity. Many suffer from personality disturbances so severe
they try to block out reality and its commitments and decisions.
Mast of the young people interviewed by the Amphetamine Research Project
came from emotionally inconsistent backgr is, fatherless homes in which
the mothers were often depressed and resented supporting their unwanted

children. At an early age. many of these potential speed abusers found it difficult

to tolerate the "down" atmosphere of their homes and sought any kind of ae-

tivity, however aimless and compulsive, to get "up" again. Their early lives were
barren of affection. They were almost literally starved and needed to till themselves up in any way they could. They felt great emptiness, overwhelming oral
longings. They a:so felt cheated by the world and wanted others to help them get
their "due."
Many speed abusers resemble abusers of other substances in being unable to
tolerate frustration. Feeling themselves cheated, they expect immediate gratification for their desires. Speed can make them think they are supermen who can
do or have anything they want. The speed dash, which many abusers compare
to a sexual orgasm, often becomes a substitute for sexual gratification with another human being. Speed abusers do not have to risk being refused sexual relations with others. Even if they do have intercourse, it is usually just a form of
teal masturbation. with little shared tenderness or love.
After the flash, speed abusers float on fantasies of conquest, totally divorced

from the reality of their actual lives. They feel none of the depression and
anxiety that usually overwhelm them. When they start coming down from the
drug. they must shoot up again to ward off despair.

High dose speed abusers often brag about how much of the drug they can

take in a single injection. Sometimes, they compete with one another to see who

can sustain the longest speed runs. Such activity constitutes a form of status
in some areas. It is possible that many speed abusers are psychotics who require
such competition amid danger. The drug helps them to project their inner confusion into the external world and create chaos in their daily lives in order to
feel they are actually mastering their confusion.
Whatever psychic needs speed satisfies, its abuse has become increasingly
widespread in this country over the past several years. Many persons who once

abused marijuana, narcotics. and cocaine have switched to speed. A sizeable
number of long-time narcotics addicts must be counted in the national speed
abuser population. More and more persons are varying their consumption of speed
with barbiturates and other downers in a cyclical pattern.
Many school students without previous drug experience are becoming involved

with speed and pharmaceutical amphetaznines. A recent survey conducted at a
suburban high school in the San Francisco Bay Area revealed that 22 per cent
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of the 11th and 12th graders had used one or more of these drugs orally one or
more times. Three-fourths of the 22 per cent had taken these substances three
or more times. Since oral use generally pre-dates intravenous abuse, it is safe to
conclude that a number of these students may eventually become habituated to
speed.

Although the specific experiences of the speed freak vary, depending on the
person and the area in which he lives. all tend to have certain thalgs in common.
They are eventually likely to be excluded from such normal activities as jobs,
school. family life, meaningful friendships or love relationships. Speed is a total
"ego trip." and the speed freak has little time for anything or anybody other than
his love affair with speed.
RESF.ARCH IS URGENTLY NEEDED

Recomdzing the alarming spread of speed and amphetamine abuse in America today. young people. as well as their physicians. teachers. counselors. public
officials. parents and law enforcement agencies should familiarize themselves
with the patterns of abuse of these substanees. More research is urgently needed
to determine the social and psychological factors prompting, the spread of drug
abuse. Treatment facilities must be established to deal with these drug problems.
At the same time. permit's eurions about speed and amphetamines and wishing
to experience their effects should seriously consider the probable psychic and
physical danger from such experimentation.

-SpeN1 Kills" is neither an idle threat nor an unsubstantiated warning. In-

discriminate use c.f these drugs can only lead to harm.

THE AMPHETAMINE ABUSE PROBLI.:IGWHAT ARE AMPHETAMINES?

Amphetamines are related chemically and pharmacologically to a large group

of compounds. generally known as sympatlioniimetic amines, that act like

adrenaline on the body. They have a pronounced stimulating effect on the central

nervous system. as well as certain peripheral effects, and are classified under
the broad category of central nervous system stimulants.
Amphetamine equivalents have the same approxiMitte pharmacological properties. They are often erroneously called amphetamines, although they may or
may not be properly classified as sympathomimetic amines.
Amphetamines are prepared for pharmaceutical purposes in many forms, the

most common of which are amplietani`ne sulfate, dextroamphetamine sulfate,
and methamphetamine hydrochloride. They are manufactured by several large
pharmaceutical companies awl marketed under such brand names as Benzedrine
(amphetamine sulfate). Dexedrine (dextroamphetamine sulfate), and Methedrine and Desoxyn (methamplietamine hydrochloride). Methedrine, a term often
used synonymously with amphetamine, is a brand name for one particular form
of an amphetamine 'methamphetamine hydrochloride).
The eombination of methamphetamine hydrochloride and the barbiturate,
phenobarbital sodium, is marketed under the brand name Desbutal. A combination of dextroamphetamine sulfate and the barbiturate ainobarbital is marketed
under the brand name Dexamyl. Two amphetamine equivalents. phenmetrazine
and methylphenidate hydrochloride, are marketed under the brand names PreMinn ,and Rita lin. These drugs are usually sold In tablet form on a prescription
basis.

HOW ARE THEY 'USED?

The peripheral effects of amphetamine's include an increase in blood pressure as

a result of a step-up in heart rate and vascular tone: dilation of the pupils: relaxation of the smooth muscle of the gastrointestinal tract and urinary bladder;
and secretion of sparse. thick saliva'
The drugs also have a constricting effect on blood vessels when applied to such

surfaces as the lining of the nose and the bronchial passages. Because of this
effect, amphetamine inhalers were once used to treat fever, but widespread abuse
of the inhaler's led to their withdrawal from the market.
Today. amphetamines are employed therapeutically for their profound stimu-

lative effect on the central nervous system rather than for their peripheral
action. The most marked and consistent effect is the production of a state of
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arousal and wakefulness which may be accompanied by a feeling of increased
psychic and motor activity. It is much more often a feeling than a measurable
increase. This effect is used medically in the treatment of narcolepsy, a disease
characterized by an uncontrollable desire to sleep.
Amphetamines are also used occasionally for the improvement of performance

and endurance. Doctors have been known to prescribe amphetamine sulfate or
dextroamphetamine sulfate, for example, to students wishing to stay awake
while studying for examinations or to truck drivers who must travel long distances late at night. When used as prescribed, these drugs are usually taken
orally in 5 to 15 milligram doses once every eight hours. They have a high
abuse potential. however, and many physicians now prescribe other stimulants or
rem llllll end the caffeine available in coffee or various over-the-counter products.

Another prominent central effect of amphetamines is the inhibition of appetite. This effect is the basis of the drugs' most common medical use. the treatment of obesity. Doctors may prescribe methamphetamine hydrochloride in
tablet form for weight control and advise that it be taken in single 5 to 15 milligram doses daily. Methamphetamine ampules were once prescribed for the
same purposes. Informed physicians now rarely resort to the amphetamines for
weight reduction because their side effects are disadvantageous, and their abuse
potential high.

The central stimulative effects of amphetamines are usually perceived sub-

jectively as a sense of increased energy and self-confidence, and of faster thought
and decision making. Users of the drugs often experience feelings of well-being

and eves euphoria. These effects are employed in the psychiatric treatment of
some forms of depression.

HOW ARE AMPHETAMINES ABUSED?

Drugs are considered to 14. misused and abused when their persistent or

sporadic use is excessive, inconsistent with, or unrelated to acceptable medical
practice. Such use interferes with the physical, psychological and social wellbeing of an individual. With amphetamines, such abuse steins from the drugs'
stimulative and psychic effects and is complieated by the fact that as the body
develops it tolerance to the amphetamines, higher doses are required to maintain the drugs' effect.
Amphetamine abuse may evolve from therapeutic use. Some housewives who
initially try amphetamines to hold down their weight become psychologically
dependent on the drug to lift up their spirits. As their bodies develop a tolerance, they increase their doses and/or frequency of ingestion. Eventually, they
may become dependent upon the drug and abuse it in a cyclical fashion, alternating between psychic depression and chemically-induced euphoria.
College students and truck drivers can become dependent in a shnilar manner.
They may originally take amphetamine sulfate or dextroamphetamine sulfate to
stay awake for a single night and then employ these drugs to deny their need

for sleep over a longer period of time. Sonic also try to deny their need for

nourishment or mask their true physical condition. Others employ amphetamines

to suppress their anxieties as well as their appetites, and become abusers in a
cyclical pattern.
Abuse of amphetamines can lead to erratic behavior and serious mental disturbance. Prolonged high dose consumption usually causes auditory and visual
hallucinations and severely impairs judgment. Medical records reveal cases of
truck drivers. for example, who have swerved off highways to avoid imaginary
obstacles in their baths.
Going the same route, students have reported similar states of confusion or

overconfidence. induced by amphetamines, that actually impair their performances

on tests. Some have taken high doses of amphetamines to help study and discovered. during the examination. they have forgotten all they have learned. One
young man who stayed awake for several days with dextroamphetamine sulfate
wrote a long and largely incoherent book in response to a simple examination

question.
High dose amphetamine consumption can also produce toxic psychoses and pre-

cipitate or aggravate chronic neurotic and psychotic behavior. Housewives who
use amphetamines occasionally for intoxication may become disoriented and
Kalant, Orinna. The 1 mphetamines, Toxicity and Addiction, Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, Springfield, Ill., 1966, 151.
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require hospitalization. Others who take the drugs compulsively over extended
time periods can become severely disturbed. There is a greater prevalence and
severity of psychotoxic effects when the amphetamines are taken intravenously.
DOES ABUSE LEAD TO PERSON3IITY CHANGE?

Some physicians believe that extended abuSe can lead to pronounced personality change. Persons who become dependent upon amphetamines usually exhibit
increased restlessness and irritability and often become aggressive and violent.
When not stimulated by the drags, they can become withdrawn, depressed and
even suicidal.

Others have argued that such persons are predisposed to such behavior patterns and. that amphetamine consumption only reinforces already existing per-

sonality defects. Although little research has been conducted to determine
whether amphetamine abuse causes or reinforces personality change, it can

be stated that most abusers do have certain personality traits in common. Those
housewives who abase the drugs are often passive, unhappy persons. They employ the drugs to deal with their personal problems or to make up for deficiencies in their personalities. Students who become dependent on amphetamines are
usually withdrawn individuals who do poorly in their studies and cannot tolerate the tensions of a highly competitive aeadamic atmosphere.
The possibility of personality change from abuse of amphetamines is alarming.
More tragic is the possibility that excessive amphetamine consumption can lead
to permanent organic damage to the brain. Studies of methainphetamine hydrochloride abusers in Japan and animnal studies conducted in this country suggest
that irreversible brain damage can he caused by the drugs, and research is now
under way to explore the likelihood of this effect.2
Because of these dangers, amphetamines should be prescribed only under the

strictest medical supervision. In fact, many doctors urge that amphetamines
should be removed from the commercial market and replaced by other stimulants
with comparable therapeutic effects and significantly lower abuse potential.

Their position is supported by physicians familiar with widespread abuse of
amphetamines and amphetamine equivalents in other countries. The rise in
methamphetainine hydrochloride abuse in Japan since the Second World War
and the recent wave of phenmetrazinc abuse in Sweden have convinced many
doctors that amphetamine abuse is a most serious international, as well as American, problem.
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APPENDIX 4

Senator BAYH. I will ask our next witness, John, to come forward and sit

in the left-hand chair.
And, Mark, will you sit in the second one?

And, Clyde, who does not want to be photographed, if you could, turn your

chair and look to the wall.
Would that make it possible for us to respect your wishes?
mr. ANDREWS. Yes.

STATEMENT OF JOHN PATEROS, MARK WILLIAMS, AND CLYDE ANDREWS ( ASSUMED NAME) , A PANEL COMPOSED OF FORMER AMPHETAMINE ABUSERS 1

Senator BAYU. Gentlemen, the ball is in your court, so to speak, so why don't
you proceed with your testimony and your thoughts on the subject that we are

discussing?
Mr. PATEROS. My name is John Pateros, and I am 27 years old. I have been drug-

free the last 9 months, and I am a resident of Rap House in the District. Before
that. I lived .in Montgomery County, Md. I have spent 4 years heavily involved
in drugs, especially in amphetamines. I am deeply concerned about the epidemic
of drug abuse, and I am grateful for the opportunity to come before this subcommittee and share with you my experiences of both being addicted and trying
to lead a drug-free life.
Senator BAYir. Thank you. You can make whatever opening statements you
would like to make, and then I will ask some questions. I imagine Senator Eagleton will also have some questions.
Mr. WitaaAms. My name is Mark Williams, and I am currently working with
an Arlington County drug abuse progr... qt. I spent about a year in a psychiatric

hospital after about 4 years of steady drug use. My experience with amphetamines is somewhat limited, but I have friends and other acquaintances who have
used them, so I know a little about what is going on with them.
Senator BAym Clyde?
Mr. ANDREWS. My name is Clyde Andrews, and I am 19 years old. I am a uni-

versity student. My experience is with amphetamines, all occurring during my
freshman year of college. I originally used them as strictly a study guide, when
I would have to write a paper or something and stay up all night. I have also
used crystal methadrene. I have not injected it. I took it; I snorted it, and I
have used, at other times, speed, and speed is when it has been used as at base
for LSD of mescaline. I have not used speed for probably 6 months. I do not
intend to use it again.
Senator BATH. Could you tell us how old the three of you were when you started
using the various drugs?
stir. PATEROS. Well, I was 22 when I started. This was out in California. I grew

up here in Montgomery County. but I went out to California after I graduated
from high school. I was in the real estate business for a while, and then I started
working for IBM as a salesman. I got into the drug culture sort of accidentally.

It was rather romantic to see sort of the other side of life, because all I was

dealing with was street people like myself and businessmen.

I started out with using marijuana and LSD, and then I got interested in
amphetamines. I noticed that I was a lot more alert and awake at my job and,
being a salesman, this is a tremendous advantage. So, I was able to think faster,
11Flearings before the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency on
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and so On. So. then. I started using the illicit street amphetamine which came in
a crystalline form, and this was taken by stun-film it, putting it in your nose and
sort of inhaling. Then. another way it is used is to dissolve it in water and ::hoot
it or inject intravenously. but I was not doing that at the time.
Senator BArn. You sniffed it up your nose?
Mr. P.Inatos. Right. It is called snorting.
Senater Barn. Have you shot it in your veins?
Mr. PATEnos. Yes. I have: lent it was later when I actually got into shooting it.
What happened was that I got interested in amphetamines. so I went to the library
and lot died in the Physicians' Dest Lessons. the UDR. and found out the synaitoms
of amphetamines %yore prescribed for. One was narcolepsy. So. I %vent in to at
darter with those sympttalls. aml I got a proscription for C.exedrine.

started taking it heavily then. beeause T bad a relatively cheap supply. I
started abusing it at that time. taking it excessively.
After a while. I got a little crazy, which happens with amphetamines after
prolonged use. You lose touch with normal reality.
Senator BAYn. While yon are piing through this. could you give us an idea of
what sort of high. what, sort of stimulus there is, when yon sniff it or you shoot it?
Mr. P.vrtmos. Yes. Well. it is the .same thing as when you drop it, or you know,
take it by numtheven more so.
Senator BATH. Maybe you could tell us about, that, too.
Mr. P.vrnuos. Right. OK. And at this time was a regular. ethical drug, yon know,
frt an a (1(04 tr. all legitimate. ;Mere was nothing illegal about what I was doing.

I was dropping them. What would happen is that I would get a tremendous feelhut% a tremendous feeling of alertness and awarenes, and a go-get-them-tiger type

of feeling, a sense of eontidence. That was another big thing. Yon feel that no
matter what happens you will be able to deal with it. you will be able to handle it.
I guess this is because of the extra awareness. You see a lot of possibilities that
you do not ordinarily see.
Senator 11A-In. Are these real possibilities or imagined possibilities?
Mr. PATEROS, Roth: hOth.

Senator B.trrr. Did you have the ability to distinguish one from another?

Mr. PArEatos. No. Net at that time. Only later can you go back and see what was

realistic and what was not. I was a salesman. and seeing a possibility is a
valuable tool for a salesman. I was involved with what I got front speed. That
is. how it could help me to do my joband selling is a creative thing and it
requires a lot of thinking and plotting and scheming, if you will, and the drug
enhances this ability.
Anyway, there is a line that you cross, and I crossed it. I began to get crazy
in subtle ways.
Senator 111.v tr. Pardon me. Is this still while you were dropping?
Mr. PATtatos. While I was dropping.
Senator Bayer. You mean, orally?

Mr. PATtos. Right. I was taking around 40 or li() milligrams a day after about
a month which is about four or five times the normal weight control dosage.
Senator BANn. Forty or 50 milligrams?
Dow many tablets is that?
Mr. l'Amuos. Well. that would be four or five 10-milligram tablets. or eight or

10 5-milligram tablets. I started out with the 5-milligram tablets and when I
got my next prescription it went to 10 because I informed him of my higher
dosages that. I was taking. and he approved it and said it was all right, because
as far as he was eoncerned I was nareoleptic.
So. what happened was that I got caught up in my thinking and scheming and
planning. and I enjoyed doing that. especially with the added ability I thought

I had for it. So. I told my boss at IBM. that I did not want to be a salesman

anymore and have to deal with running around and servicing amounts. and so on.

thorezlit I just wanted to think for a living. and that they should give me a

jolt where I could think for a living, because that is what I thought I ought to be
doing.

My boss suggested that T see a doctor, and the doctor suggested that I see a
psychiatrist. and the psychiatrist said. "Yes. you need help." So. they put me
on sick leave. $S50 a mouth. In fact. and I had to go to a psychiatrist, once a
week. So. T did that. and after about 3 months the psychiatrist told me or convined me that I should stop taking amphetamimes. I was also taking LSD at that
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tale. He said I should just stop taking drugs, and I did, and I got severely
depressed. The doctor did not know what to do, because usually the tool they use
is amphetamines to cure this type of depression. So, he did not want to do that.
Senator Baru. Did he know you were using drugs?
Mr. PArkaos. Yes. 1 confided in him.

Senate[ BATH. Is this the same doctor that put you on them in the first place?
Mr. l'Armtos. No, no. This is a psychiatrist. 1 went to a regular internist the

first time.

Anyway, he suggested shock treatment. I said, "OK," because that was the
only thing he had to offer. This way my first experience with a mental hospital. They did it on an inpatient basis.

After the shock treatment, I was mentally depressed, but confused, and I

could not remember half of what had happened the year before. So, I went back

in the hospital. 1 was kind of bitter about a lot of things, but I started feeling
better when I decided that 1 should just stop doing what I had been doing and
try to succeed in the straight world than become and bum and a speed freak,
and this indicates like a change of value that happens to people on drugs of all
kinds, 1 would say, especially the hallucinogens and the amphetamines.
Experience is the most important thing. and everything else becomes secondary. I wanted the experience of that kind of life.

So. when I got out of the hospital, I started shooting drugs, injecting them,
and what i used was the pharmaceuticals again, mainly because I could get
them Very cheap because I had connections with wholesalers.
But I will get into that in a second.

But the thing is that the major, the big change was really with me, as far as
the effects of the drugs. when I stopplA dropping and started shooting. It was
just a decision that I made. It became a complete obsession. It became a complete obsession to see how many or how much amphetamine I could take. And
what happens, especially when you shoot, you build up a tolerance, and I was
up there at one period where I was slanging about GOO milligrams a day.
Senator Mu. Six hundred milligrams?
Mr. PATERos. Yeah, and, you know. if I had not n tolerance for it. it probably
would have killed me, But, on the average, it is 300 to 400 milligrams a day, Now,
a day is a 24-hour period for a speed freak, which was what I was. And this
would go on for maybe a week or 2 weeks.
Mr. BATH. How long did you shoot those?

Mr. l'Arkaos I would shoot four times in the 24-hour period on the average.

or three to five.
Senator BATH. Did you buy this in tablet form and dilute it?
Mr. PATEROS. Occasionally, when you could not get the real thing, which was

a commercially manufactured injectible amphetamine, and it conies the most
popular in the 30 cubic centimeter multiple-use vial. with 20 milligrams per
cubic centimeter, and this is all, you know, good dope, as they would say.
Senator DATIL You were using prescriptions?
Mr. l'ATEaos. Yes, but I was obtaining it even at that time I was obtaining
it legally, because I was getting it from a doctor who was also involved in the
drug smile, and he had a license. and he could get it. There are some of them.
and some of that going on, lmt not a whole lot. I just happened to be associated
with one. When I lost contact with them, I Went directly myself to wholesalers,
and what I would do was justwell, coil on the phone to them and pretend I was

a doctor and act like a doctor would act, you know. and get "tasseled" it someone would doubt my authenticity, or whatever. Anyway, just on the phone. I
would order drugs, and have them send them to a place I had where someone
else would sign for them.

The first drugs I got illegally or sort of superlegally world be, I guess, when I
got an order from one of the eastern (ham order houses in New Jersey, mail order
drug houses. and I just filled out the form, and. yon know, put M.D. after any
name and my address. and they sent me a thousand tablets for $1.35, and they go
for about $100 on the street.
But a lot of the people that I was with and was into my life stylewe were
living on the streets more or lesswere shooting crystal meths which. usually,

you know, is the raw material before they actually whatever brand name they
are going to call the amphetamines. It is usually mixed with strychnine, or
something like this, to give it an added kick.
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Speed freaks, you know. that shootand I think you have to be shooting it to

be a speed freakget a kick

senator Will. Tell us, if you would, just what is the definition of a speed

freak':

You hear about speed runs; what does this mean? How long do you take it,

and what. intervals?
Mr. PATEaos. Well, a speed run is how long you go without sleeping. That is

the !twill of the run, and I would say the average with a speed freak at the

beginning would he 5 days up to about a week and a half to 2 weeks. This is how
long you go without sleeping, and as long as you have the drug there is no ap-

parent need for sleep. You do not feel sleepy. You feel wide awake and alert.
Something immens when you run out of drugs, after about 8 or 1() hours, let us
say, awl you have been up for 2 weeks, and, well, again, you start feeling like
you have been awake for 2 weeks, and that is hell. It is really bad. And this is
what speed freaks try to avoid, and how they do it is by just constantly going
out and getting more drugs.

Senator Birn. I ani advised by some that heroin is sometimes used as a
that

vehicle to come down off of a speed high. Have you had any experience with
Mr. PATRaos. Not with heroin, itself, because at that time I guess I was still
negative about heroin, because I could see myself getting caught up with that.
But 1 used Seconal, a barbiturate. I would shoot them, take the to off and dissolve it in water, and sift it through cotton, and inject it. That is tho problem;
how to solve the problem of what to do when there is no speed and your are still
awake. This is helpful. It is almost unthinkable to have speed without having
something to come down off of it, because it is really bad.

Senator BAyff. Is there a distinction between one type and the other?
Mr. PATEsos. Yes, I would distinguish. Methamphetamines, you know, commonly called methadrine or meth or crystal is the king of amphetamines. It has
got fewer side effects, as far as nervousness and drawing out, and these things.
The next in line would be the dextro-amphetamine, sulphate or "dexedrine,"

and below that would be the benzedrine or "bennies" that you hear so much
about.
senator BAYN. Have you had any experience with Rita lin or Preludin?
Mr. PATEaos. Not Pre ludin, but I have had some Rita lin, and it is to me just

milder than the amphetamines per dosage. But I agree with what you said
earlier aboutyou know, it is even probable the definite abuse that would happen with Rita lin, and with what I know about Preludin, too. If you restrict it
to just the amphetamines and did Dot deal with these as well, because-- Senator BAYII. In other words, from what you know and have experienced

personally, living with and associating with those in the drug culture, the speed
culture, that if you restrict dexedrine, benzedrine, and similar types of drugs,
that then there would be an obvious movement towards some of these that are
not included in Section H?
Mr. I'ATEROS. Right, and there are probably some drugs, you know, likewhat

you should check on is the drugs that are not popular now, because Rita lin and
Pre ludin are !similar and have a lot of notoriety, but there are probably a couple
of other substances hanging around that, you know, will get abused if these are
restricted.

Yes; because if you could not get methadrene, you have got dexedrine, and If
you do not have dexedrine. you have benzedrine, amt. if you could not get benzPdrine. then you have got Rita lin.
Senator 11,rtu. How about !Niteroi?
Mr. PATEaos. Well, yes. I heard about Smith, Kline & French asking to have

that accepted, and that is a joke.
First of all, like the Senator that was testifying said, the amphetamines can
be extracted, but besides that, before Eskatrol, another Smith, Kline & French
product which was pretty popular was Dexamyl, and this was a combination of
dexedrine and sodiumphenolairbital, I think which was a downer, and this was
popular on the street. because of the reason it was Popular with the housewife
or anybody else and that is that the tranquilizer tended to eliminate a lot of the
side effects that you get, you know, from the amphetamine. It was a lot harder
to stay awake for longer periods of time with the Dexamyl, and this would also
he true with the Eskatrol, but as far as daily abuse, it was very popular on the
street. Probably the most popular amphetamine pill or capsule is Biphetamine,
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which is called "Black Beauties." And that also struck me as funny that they
wanted to except that drug.

Senator BAvu. Now, you became familiar with the use of speed on the west

coast. You are now living here. Is that accurate?
Mr. P.moos. That is right.
Senator BAYII. What recommendation would you make to this committee for

the control of the traffic of this type of commodity in the Nation's Capital?
Mr. PATEROS. Well, I do not see where this area is any different than any other
area of the country, metropolitan area. On the east coast here, how I got my
amphetamines when I continued using them, when I got back here, was I would
just call up the pharmacy and say that I was an doctor, and, well. you know how
your doctor calls in prescriptions over the phone andwell, how are they going
to know? You knowhow are they going to know if you are or are not a doctor?
They really have no procedures to check. They have a lot of business over the
phone, and if they took the time, you know, to really do a thorough check on
people calling. they would not he able to handle the volume of business. But what
the procedure generally is, is to call a doctor that is somewhat removed from the

area of the pharmacy.. Find out, make sure that he is not available by trying
to reach Ili/11 yourself. and then using that doctor's name and telephone number
and address, calling the pharmacy and placing the order for whatever it is you
want. Then, you know, you have yourself --or someone else. %Odell is bettergo

by and pick it up if that were the patient picking up the prescription, and that
is getting very popular now.
It is :t little hard to do in the District, because they have some drugsand I am
not sure whichthat they doublecheek on, the pharmacies, and I do not know
why this is. It is just a policy, but in Montgomery County, it is no problem at all.
Senator Baru. How did you get off of this?
Mr. PATF.z:os. How did I get off?

Senator Baru. LI you areor maybe you are still on speed?

Mr. PATE nos. No; I have not had any amphetamines for 9 months. I have not
had any drugs of any kind for that long.
Senator BAYii. "%not happened?
Mr. I'ATEROs. OK. What was going on was that I was constantly getting com-

mitted to mental hospitals. I have had nine mental hospital admissions, and I
would get out of the hospital, go for a while, not liking living down here in the
role that everyone lives in. and I would want to get high again. So, I would start

taking speed again, :and I would become psychotic. Well, I would get to the point
where 1 eould not cin lllllll nicatc normally. and I would get committed to a mental

hospital ,and it was really a had experience, ending up in the back ward of a
mental hospital, along with a lot of other fellowspeed freaks, by the way.
But what happened was I just snapped. It was not getting it, you know, really,

this constant in-and-out of the mental hospitals, and, so, what happened with me

is that I had a friend that works up in the Montgomery County Drug Abuse

elinie where I was going occasionally. one night a week, and she sent me &mit
to an organizathm called Rapp, Inc. And I have been living here at. Rapp now for
about 41A namths. And, as far as I am concerned, it is the solution to my problem.

What happens at Rapp iswell, it is it 24-hour live-in environment, totally

drug free, and we are at lama of people that have one particular thing in common, and that is the drug problem. And. you know, we are open and relating to
each other, and a lot of tools are provided by the environment that enables us
to deal and to enjoy and live in the normal world, without having to go someplace
else in your mind to escape your hassles and the everyday ups and downs that
everyone experiences. And it is also a reeducation, In that you get a lot of information about some things that, you know. we have all missed and passed
over as far as what is going on socially and politically as well as psychological
thing's and these types of areas.

What we are doing isor what I am doing and most of us are doingis form-

ing new values. As I said before, like the experience, it was a far -out experience,
and that was the most important value. Now. it is a matter of finding some purpose and something to di) eonstructively, and potting that, you know, as a high

value. as well as just being able to relate and communicate with the 60 other
people.

Senator BATH. After what you have gone through, would you support our

efforts to restrict these commodities?
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Mr. IATEROs. Yes. I do not think you are going to do a whole lot with the bill,
but I think it is the first step in this area.
Senator Baru. Well, let us be the judge as to what we accomplish.
Mr. PATEROS. Yes.

Senator ItAvit. It is rather obvious from what you have described that some
of the laws are not being enforced and those that dispense these drugs are not
follwing the present law. but, at least, it would be your judgment that this is
not tia type of experience that a young man or woman in this country, or any

human being, ought to go through?
Mr. 1'Am:1ms. No. I do not think, in the long run, it is valuable, living like, you
know, living for the moment now. Well, I would say that at the time you would

say "This is out of sight. and fine." And while you are taking the drags, "Yes,"
you do say, "Yes, this is worthwhile; I should be doing it." But, see, you know.
the effects of what it has mu your life as a whole, and, you know, I have suffered

a lot more because of drugs, and. you know, I have felt good because of drug,
Senator IIAYit. Fine. Well, perhaps, we should let Mr. Williams and Mr. An-

drews join us in the dialog here.

Mr. Williams, why don't you give us your thoughts about this?

How old were you when you got started, and what was your experience that
you went through?

What was the impact of the amphetamine or tte speed on your system?
How did you get it, and what is your general opinion, now that you have

been through it?
Mr. WILLIANts. I guess I was about 16 or 17 at the time. I was in high school.
Senator BAY11. flow old are you now, may I ask?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Nineteen. At the time I did it, it was over aboutI had all
My amphetamine experience when I waswell, it was within about a 12-month
period. and I only did it alsmt 20 times in all.
The first time was crystal methadrene which was injected into the vein, and
on a number of other occasions I used the pills and Dexedrine, Dexamyl. and
this cart of thing. Sometimes I used some just for the purpose of staying awake.
like driving late at night. studying, and this sort of thing. Other times, I used
them just to get high. I used Methadrene twice, injected it twice, for the purpose

of getting high. The first time. it was pleasant and coming off of it was not
extremely impleasant all the way through.

The injection. right after the injerlion. it was hallucinations of all kinds of

things. and it lasted like for 2 days. more than 2 days. and the depression afterards.- A. similar experience occurred with biphetamine, which John mentioned.
which is a combination drug.
But my experience. niy personal experience. with amphetamines was limited.
I became a heroin addict later, and spent some time in a mental hospital. There
were a lot of speed freaks, as John said. in the mental hospital, and most of the
experiences they related to me are similar to his.
Sena tor IlAv it. How did you get these drugs?

Mr. WILLIAMS. With use, I got them from people selling them, like the other

drugs. I was doing a lot of acid at the time. but all of mine was just street
contacts. I did not have any kind of "in" like John had with the distributors.
Senator BAy it. IIId you have to have a prescription to get thou?

Mr. Wtt.t.tAms. No. I never did that for amphetamines. I did that for Methadrene when '! was a heroin addict. but I never did for amphetamines. They are
XII readily available on eollege campuses. and I have not seen it to much of It
or i and in the Iasi year or two, hot !melt when I was doing it, you know, it was
jast easy to get. just like anything you wanted. like anything else.
Senator HAYTI. 11:d on start with speed and then move to heroin. Was there
some relationship there?
Mr. NViti.TANts. No. I do not think that there have been any relationships
between any of the drugs I have taken. The first thing I did was smoke mari-

huana, and there was not any kind of a progression from one to another- you knO. At the time I ns using speed. I was using a of of arid and a lot

of pot. and then later I got into barbiturates. and then eventually narcotics. and.
her(Din. and morjthimb. and stuff.

Senator BArit. There is no relationship. yet the progression occurred.
Mr. Wit.i.LNis. I guess the urogresQion occurred. if you want to look at it that
way. hut. you know. I used different things at different times.
Senator IlAvit. I am not trying to (Toss-examine you. because I do not keo
what goes through a person's mind. But yon did start by smoking marihuana.
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and then you did shoot speed, and then you did shoot heroin. At least, in the

one individual, you have had all of these experiences.
Mr. WILLIAMS. OK. I do not know if one led to another. necessarily, though.

Senator BLYU. Have you been able to break the heroin habit? Are you on

methadone now?

Mr. Wn.u.kms. No; I was in a psychiatric hospital for almost a year. And

I %as 11011XiiiPti there and just did not go back to it when I god out.
Senator BAYII. 110 long has that been?
Mr. ituAms. I have been out about IA years.
Senator liAvn. Very good; very good. Congratulations.
Mr. WILLIAMS. No; it has been 21/2 years since I got off. I was in the hospital
one of those years.
Senator BAYII. And in your experience, these pills which you used, the speed,
are readily available about anyplace?
Mr. WILLIANtS. I (ID not kllO :111011t it 110W. I 1111V0 not Seen tiff) 1111.101, because

I have not been involved in that group, in that society, as much, but I know that
at college campuses you get it very easy, especially the pills. I do not know about
the crystal mow.

Senator 11Avii. Well, Clyde, can you give us your experiences. please?
Mr. ANDREWS. 11y experiene all oecnrred on the uniersity campus.
As Mark said, it is definitely the pills and this definitely is easily available.
Senator BAY11. IltiW
you go about getting them?
Suppose you are on campus ; how do you go about getting them?
Mr. ANDREWS. I buy them from somebody else. I never got them from a drug-

store tor stole any of them or anything like that. I am not even sure how the
people %im originally got them got them, but the fact is that they are manufactured pills. I have never seen pills that were inade: I have never seen
amphetamine pills that were made in a basement or underground laboratory.
They all. you know. many of them have company letters stamped on them. There
are numerous types of pills, different types. you know. and they look different.

I am not sure what the actual difference is between the pills, but I guess it is
just a difference of strength.

1 originallymy first experience was with ,dexadrene, or that is what I was
told it was. I used it just to clay up all night long. which is :111 it did for aw,
:actually. the only effect it had on me was to keep one alert
night. That is the
only effect I notieed.

Later. I had stronger things including crystal methadrene. I never injected it.
I snorted it in my nose. Though that was a much more intense thing. With that

well. if you want to hear about my experiene with that

Senator BAYtt. If that is not embarrassing, yes; we would like to have a better
idea about jnst what impact this had on you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well. an example: I would snort it. and I am not sure exactly

how much in terms of milligrams. but it was brown erystal unothadrene, and
nmylw half an hour later I would start feeling it. I would start building up, and
you sort of start feeling nervous. shaky, and then I do not know. It is sort of
hard to describe the feeling. It is sort of a tingling all over for like 14 hours it
lasts. and your mind is racing. You cannot really keep your thoughts on one
thing. Yon feel really good like. I think. probably better than I have ever at any
other time. but at the end when this starts wearing off. it wears off really suddenly. and you start feeling nauseous. and then you cannotI (lid not sleep for
maybe 2a days. My body was sore. Aly teeth were so sore that I eould not eat
anything. It also kind of makes your mouth dry and gives you a bad taste in
your month until it has warn off completely. And just the aftereffects from it
were so devastating that they did not make the original effect mirth it at all.
I think I have also had speed in the Dorm of when it has been used as D IDISD
for LSD. In other words. LSO is just a small. tiny dot of liquid. and they have
to pat it on something. so the most common thing to use is some sort of ampheta-

mine. and it is sort ofit is not always that easy to distinguish between the

effects of the LSD and the amphetamine. But you know. you earn tell that there
is speed.
SPIMItOr BAYII. How long a period of time did you use this type of drug?

Axmo:s. I have only used erystal methadrene maybe four or five times.
The whole thing took place over a period of about 5 or 6 months, and ended up
maybe 6 months ago.
Senator BAYII. Have you ever used heroin?
Mr. Axnusws. No.

99-749-73-40
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Senator BAytt. Again, you had no problem getting access to it?
Mr. ANusEws. No problem. On the college campus, people, you know, no one
seems to be worried at all about using them, just as a study guide. People who

would never consider, probably would not even outsider smoking marihuana,
yo] know, would take a dexedrine to keep them up all night to write a paper or
swnething, and it is just easily available. There is never any Problem getting it.

Senator Baru. Senator. 1%,01 you like to ask some questions?
Senator EAGLETON. Mr. Chairman, if I could I would like to ask a couple of
questions of John. Let me say if all of these drugs were moved up to schedule II,
phone-in prescriptions to druggists and pharmacists would be prohibited. It does
not mean that there would not be any violations, but, at least, it would be per se

prohibited. You would have to have a written prescription from the doctor, a
noaretillable written prescription.
John, you said in your earlier testimony that in the early stages of your use of

speed you went to wholesalers. Just to clarify the record, I take it those were
-legitimate drug wholesalers" or "wholesale distributors" and not illicit, illegal,
back-alley wholesalers? Is that correct.

Mr. PATtams. That is true.
Senator EAGLETON. You went to the legitimate wholesalers that would readily

sell you a substantial quantity of speed pills; right?
Mt. PATEnos. Xov, the first contact I had with wholesalers was a mail order
company. There are several, but I would say there are three big ones, and every
oneall the doctors and every onethey do a tremendous volume.
Senator EAGLETON. Can you recall the names?

Mr. PAnaos. Darby is the onethe other twoI cannot remember the other

two, but Darby is the one I used.
Senator I.:Acuff:71m Is that the one in New Jersey?

Mr. PAatos. Yes ; they, you know, just as a matter of course, fill, you know,

probably thousands of orders a day.
Senator Ema.pros. Well, you wrote in with an M.D. after your name and you
got a thousand pills for a $1.35?

Mr. PATEaos. Right ; right. Now, you know as far asI would say that probably through the mail order companies is where your drugs could be rechanneled
from, you know, ethical professional use, into the streets.
Senator EAct.r.voN. Last October when this same amendment that is now in
hill form was cast in the Senate, Smith Kline, & French and other purveyors of
these drugs made much of the fact that the conference moved liquid amphetamines to schedule II leaving the impression that would eliminate the problem.
How difficult is It to dilute amphetamine tablets and capsules into a liquid form
for injection purposes?
Mr. P.vriatos. Depending on the !.roduct, it varies. A big favorite on the west

Nm" was obetrol. which to the west coast would be what biphetamine would
east coast. You just crush it up and it dlsolves completely, the base
he to
and everything, and then you inject that.
There are several products that are put out in nondigestible tablet. plastic
bases. told these. you know, you cannot crush them or anything, but what you
do is you just soak them overnight in water. You see, an amphetamine is really
water soluble, a lot more than most things.
Senator EAGLETON. You do not have to be a trained biochemist to do this?
Mr. PATEROS, Oh. no; no.

Senator EAct.F.vos. It is realtively simple, if you put your mind to it?
Mr. PATEROS. Yes.

Senator Emn.rroN. How simple is it with eskatrol to separate ont.the amphetamine ingredient of eskatrol and thus inject it?

Mr. PATtatos. It is not too difficult. What happens is that the amphetamine
dissolves and the barbiturate does not. It just stays in a sort of suspension
type of form. and then you just draw out the liquid. Whatever you put into
water with an amphetamine. amphetallthIP goes right into the water.
Senator Emn.EvoN. Finally, do yon agree with what has been stated by both

Clyde and Mark. namely. amphetamines and amphetamine type and related
substances are readily available if one puts his mind to seeking them out?
Mr. PATFROS, Yes. and in n lot of cases even if one does not put one's mind

to seeking them out. The big thing. you knowand this goes for all drags is

that it is an net of friendship in the youth generation to tarn someone onto drugs,

to give someone drugs, and this happens a lot. It is an attitude and part of the
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values that are going en. I think a big cause of this is with the media, and I do
not know. bat if you watch your television and if your mother-in-law bothers
you. you take Alka-Seltzer ; so if you are a kid, you know, you get into this
thing and say. "Well, the way to solve these problems, if you are having trouble
sleeping, if you are haying trouble staying alert, losing weightall of these
things. the way to solve these problems is by swallowing something." And, you
knil, it is only reasonable that this would go on, MI know, beyond that staying
awake to study, for instance. or whatever. So, it is a thing. I think, that the
media is creating about drugs, you know. It is just this whole thing ofwell,
this is the solution. If you do not feel good, you take this or that or the other
thing. so, this is the attitude that
prevails with people. When you first think
about taking drugs, it is not really a big decision, you know; it is just a natural
thing to do.
Senator EAGLETON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

Senator Baru. Let me just pose a question to the three of you. What in your
various experiences has been the cost of a daily habit?
Mr. PATF.ROS. Well, with me, because of most of the time getting them very
cheaply from, you know, the pharmacy or the wholesaler, it was not too much,

and my cost. I would say, on the average, would beoh $4 or $5 a day.

Senator Barn. You may have gotten them cheaply, but you were using a pretty
good shot, too.
Mr. PATERDS. Right ; and I did not always get them at $1.35 a thousand. But
the liquid, which is the king of the amphetamines, so far as the speed freak is
concerned, liquid methamphetannine, on the street 30-cc, vials, will go for $40
to $50. and now with them stopping production, it probably will just be unbelievably expensive to get that.
As far as speed freaks go, the crystal form, which is not gotten from regular
professional sources, but rather gotten from the street dealer who In turn gets

the raw material that the manufacturer would use to make the amphetamine,
this is the crystal meth, and it runs, if you have a tolerance, around $10 a shot

and it would cost you $30, $40, or $50 a day.

Senator Barn. Mark, what was your experience with the daily habit cost?
Mr. WILLiams. Well, I was not doing it that much to have a daily habit or
doing it on a daily, habitual basis.
Senator Barn. When you were doing it what did it cost?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The pills cost like 10 cents or 25 cents apiece and the crystal

uwthadrene, they usually sold it by the spoonful, and it cost from $1 to $5 a spoon,
depending on how good the guy said it was. So, it varied. There was no real way
to tell on the black market the cost of something, you know, because it was up to
the individual who was selling it, really, to put the price tag on it.

Senator Baru. Clyde, what was your cost?
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, I would not have any idea what actually a daily habit
would cost, but just for individual pills, the dexedrine, and all the things like
that, that usually costs about 25 cents to 50 cents each, and as far as crystal
ulethadrene went, I never bought it by the spoonful, but individual doses could
P maybe $1 or $2 each.
S.nator BAWL In other words, I guess we can say from what you three gentlemen have said that these drugs are readily accessible, and the expense is not

prohibitive.

Thank you, gentlemen. You have been very kind to let us have the benefit

of your experiences.

APPENDIX 5

Senator DAVIT. Our next testimony will be presented by four individuals who

have had personal experience with the abuse of the amphetaminediet pills

we are studying. Mr. Richard Hartig, director of Topic House in Prince Georges
County, Mary Godo, Gary Doby, and Steven Sharp. If you would come forward
now, please.

Mr. Hartig, are you ready? We appreciate very much all of you taking the time
to share your thoughts and experiences with us.
STATEMENT OF MR. RICHARD IIARTIG, DIRECTOR, TOPIC HOUSE, PRINCE GEoRREB
CotNTY, SID., ACCOMPANIED BY MARY GODO, GARY DORY AND STEVEN Sitasp

Hearings before the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate juvenile Delinquency on

"Diet Pill (Amphetamines) Traffic. Abuse and Regulation," Feb, 7,1972, pp. 111 -21.
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Mr. HAnric. I am Itie 1121rd Mirth:. the director of the Topic House. It is a
drug center in Suit land, Temple Hills, Md. Do yoe want we to give a brief summary of the house?
Senator RAY!!. Please.

Mr. HAirrio. The Topic House iwans talking over problems in confidence. and

it was established about 6 months ago by a group of churches to resolve the
drug abuse problem and the addiction problem in the area. It is backed by :dung
eight churches of various denominations and contributions they make to the
place.

We have a house. an old house, that we have converted into a drug center. It is
not a halfway house. It is a place where we have rap sessions, therapy groups,
and speakers. et cetera.
We are connected with the Prince Georges Comity drug program in that we
have a group of young people who are called roving leaders. Mary Godo on my
right is one of them. These roving leaders go out into the shopping centers and out
into pimps where they meet the people their same age in resolving the drug situ-

ation today. 2110 by rapping. and by referring them to services. et cetera. We
have five of these young people who are paid a minimal salary by the county for
3 hours a day, and they are doing about three to twice as much time, giving time
into this problem es really is required of them.
We receiviK1 about 40 calls a day into the house relating anywhere from suicides to wanting jobs et velem, and giving family relationships and background
and everything. \V find that most of these problems are drug related.
The two gentlemen on my left hare been smile of the young men who have been

helped by (Inning to the plat. and I think they can give you a little bit of information on drug use and abuses from their own experiences, et cetera.
I might say that we have two hot lines and we are located at 4911 St. Barnabas
Road. and we are open from 1 p.m. till 9 p.m. Every 31onday and Thursday night.

through the auspices of Dr. Wonder lick's guide group, we have psychologists
eonduct therapy sessions for these young people. They are interviewed on a
personal basis, and with the Juveniles who are tinder 18, their parents most
consent and take part in these sessions also. If a person is in a bad enough state
where they need detoxification or methadone treatment, we can refer them to
the eomity drug treatment center. Most of them. however, have problems that are

related. and trips that are not strung out, or they are original users. and we
try to get them into an atmosphere where drags are not allowed and drugs are

not used. and through an educational way. through speakers and et cetera. and
particularly through this group therapy get at some of the causes of drug problems today. I understand that the focus today is diet pill or amphetamine abuse.

We will be very glad to answer any questions that you might have.
Senator RAYTI. Yes. How many people do you treat or counsel at Topic House?
Mr. 'Immo. Well. when they first collie in. we give them a form. It is anonymous. and no names are required, and they give us a brief history of their background, not only of home and edacational background, but of their drug Wage.

:Aid then these arts generally young people that live in the area. and we get to
place and get
know them quite well. We encourage them then to come into
into the therapy groups, or schedule drug speakers. and we have a program with
movies every Tuesday night. At other times, it is an informal grouping and we
have rap sessions and we discuss the problems. We have a doctor, and we are
connected with doctors in the conummity who refer people to us. We are emineted with the juvenile services who have young people into the group therapy
sessions, and we are connected well. we are connected with different organizations in the mental health &Hutment who, when they have people who have drug
problems basically they refer them to us.
Senator It Arm Could you tell me. please, how many young people you are
treating. or eolinseling. or rapping with?
Mr. ilmorto. As I mentioned. we receive about 40 calls on the hot line during
the any. We have this for approximately 400 fnee-tofoice, one-10-one personal
contacts that we have made and dealt with. Anytime daring the (lay. when it is
open anti] (losing. you will find from a dozen to two dozen young people in the
Wave, in the house.
Setintor ISAVit. you have had almut 400 in therapy?

Mr. Marto. Yes. in the therapy groans. The therapy. group therapy. is on

Momliy oTLT,,t for people nod'. 1S. and there are two ::corps
emalueied
by this guide. Dr. Wonder lick's guide therapy group, and they ;ire NIL There
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are about eight people in each group meeting from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. and 8:30 to
lo p.m. Their parents meet on a separate night. Adult groups meet on a Thursday

evening at 6:30 p.m. for an hoar and a half, and then another hour and a half,
and they have about In in each group. Now, these are people who have requested,

who have been interviewed personally and I think we are having some good
results. These two gentlemen on my left are in these gnws, and right now.
Senator II Alen. Could you gentlemen identify yourselves for the record here,
please?
Mr. SHARP. Yes. My name is Steve Sharp.
Senator RAVI). Steve Sharp?
Mr. SIIAUP, Yes.

Mr. Douv. I am Gary Doby,

Senator BAvu. Mary. why don't you start by telling us exactly how you got
involved with Topic, and what you generally try to do. Give us what experience
you may have observed relative to the amphetamine diet pill problem we are dismissing here.
Miss Goon. Well. I got started in the Topic House by an accident.
Spatula. BAY n. Could you pall the microphone up closer to you
Miss (;0110. I got started in the Topic llonse by an accident. I was walking down

the road and one of the fellews that works there picked toe up hitchhiking. lie
told ate alanit the place. 1 had been dealing with drugs for about S years. I went
there. I ...lama say that I was very enthused when I first went there.
Senator liAvn. Could you pull that up closer? My battery in my hearing aid
is run down a little [Laughter.]
Miss Goof). I wasn' t very enthused with the program when I first went there
because. you know, I kind of just went there to find out what it was like.
Then. after a week or so, I got very (1.ply involved. I started calling places to
find out where you could get help for things like drugs, where you could take
people that :,re nn drugs that want to get off drugs, to send them where they will
not have any police record. This is the main thing, the reason why most kids
will conic into the Topic House and other organizations like this, because they
do not want a police record.

1 started drugs with using um rilmana, and I went and used speed, and I-

Senator IlAYit. Do not be nervous. This is very helpful to us. Take your time
and tell as yon see it, as it is.

Miss Gina). Well. I will give you what I feel about it. I think it is doing a
really great thing. Myself. I have had lots of girls come to me and talk to me
about their proildeins, and it does seem to me that a lot of people, I mean, a lot

of teenagers and adults ought to understand each other, and this is very necessary
ov.

I will get back. O.K. I started speed, and the kind of speed I did was black
be: nties,1 and what was called Mine cross. I was into this for 6 months, and I

was r.r. 'wands. and I went down to 90 pounds. And it is not 11S easy stoppiim, as,
you know. like e...erybotly says, well, you can take speed, and you know, you are
not addicted.
Senator HAvit. I am not certain I follow what you said. You say you started
with marihuana. and then you moved to speed?
Miss (low). Yell. I moved to speed through a friend.
Senator ltat a. Pardon 11W?

Miss 1:0110. I got on speed through a friend. There was a very heavy set lady
who lives around the corner from me, and she used to go to three different doctors and get preseriptions for all three different types of speed.
Senator liAvit, When you talk about speed, are you talking about diet pills?
Miss Goom Yes.

Senator BAN. IL I wnot to make sure we get our lingos straightened out. To
some people speed suggests that you have to shoot it. You were taking these pills
orally?
Miss Gono. Yes, I was. She asked me one day if I would like some. I was feeling real down in the dumps, and I did not have like all the sense I guess I should

have had. and she said, well, this will perk you up, and I had not had much

sleep, so I took one of them and I felt really great. So, I kept coming back to her
until slip stopped giving them to me, and then a friend that lived next door to
me gave me some. and I just went on from there. And they) I used to go with an
addict who used to sell speed, and that's what introduced me to white cross.
1 Bipbetamtne,3) see Appendix B, 5(a-e).
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Senator BAyn. Yon said white cross? What is white cross?
Miss Gouo. I am not sure. I just know that it is a diet pill.
Senator BAyu. It is another kind of diet pill?
Miss Gono. Yes.
Senator BAY it. Did you take them?
Miss Goon. Yes : I did.

Senator IlAyu. How many pills were you taking a day?
Miss Gouo. Anywhere front three to four. It would depend on how ninny I could
get.
Senator BAYM Three to four?
And how long did you take these diet pills?
Miss Gono. About (I months.
Senator ItAv n. ,About t; months? Then what happened?

Miss Gouo. 1 just, I just gave up on them. I was losing weight, and I looked

terrible. I looked just like a ghost, and so I just gave them up. When you come
down off of thou, it is very hard to stop taking them. It is very hard to stop
doing them after a while, because you get thisit is like you were all up, and
you have all of this energy, and all of a sudden, it hits yon in the back of the

neck, and you have no energy any more, and you are really tired, and your whole
body is aching with pain from taking these.
Senator 13AY77. Did you use anything to help you off the high?

Miss Goon. No: I did not. I just did it with myself, and I told myself that it

was not good.

Senator IlAyit. You did not take any barbiturates to try and balance the

st Iced ?

Miss Gouo. No. I did go into barbs, though, but I could not take barbs. They
were too much for me. I used to get sickAso I tried a couple of times, but it did
not work and I could not take them.

Senator BAyrr. You got these amphetamines without going to a doctor or

without having to present to prescription?
Miss Goon, Yes; I did.

Senator

Did you buy these pills from the lady not door, or did she

give them to yon?
Miss Gono. It did not start out that way, but it ended up that way.
Senator BAYII. What does a pill cost?

Miss Gono. Well, you can getwell, the black beauties did not cost we any-

thing,
Senator BATH. The black beauties? Bilthetaild he® ?

Misr Gono. I did not pay for them. They gave them to me. The white crosses
were four for a dollar.
Senator 11.mr. Do you live with your parents, Mary?
Miss Goon. Yes; I did, My mother.

Senator It.clut. Was your mother at all concerned when you went from 130

to 90 pounds?

Miss Gono. Well, I was kind of like hatted around, and I did riot live at home,
you know, all of the time, And I guess, you know, it was just like. gradually,
and I did not lose it all at once, and it was just, you know, I started getting
very weak. and so I just quit myself, you know. I told her I was using drugs,
and I did not tell herwell, it Is kind of when you get into it after a while, you
kind of want somebody to say, look, I know you are doing drugs and I will
help you, I used to leave little hints around, and I knew she knew, beeause
used to get parsley and put it into a jar and put it up in my closet to look like
marihuana, so i would put it up in my eloret and she used to find it. And i h o

would think that it was marihuana, hat it wasn't, just to leave little hints
a round. But then, when I found out that I had to do it on my own. I did It on

my own.

Senator TiArtt. Could you relate any experiences you may have had talking to
other young women such as yourself that may have hind similar experiences, or

more severe experienees then you, with speed?

Miss (Moo. Well, a couple of years ago. my girlfriend got almost a eomplete
breakdown from them because her system was just, you know. was built tip to
taking all r,f this speed. and then all of a sudden you 3onld not get any and she
just. you know, had a complete nervons breakdown.
Senator MI tt. Ilow much speed was she taking a day?
Miss Gots), About eight.
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Senator IlAyit. How did she get those pills?
Miss Goon. She bought them in the street.
Senator 11 Am. On the-street?

Miss Gouo. Yes.

Senator It Avit. In your community, it is readily available?
Miss (lotto. Yes.
Senator Barn. Where do you generally buy?
Miss Gam). I would rather not say.

Senator BAxn. I will ask the question and you do not have to answer it. Did
you hove a drug store or somebody on the corner. or was there a regular dealer?

Miss (tom You can get drugs anywhere you want to if you are looking for

them. You can get them. You eau find them.
Senator BAYII. Is that the case now?
Miss (;ono. Yes; it is.
Senator BAYIL Today?
Miss Goon. Yes: it is. You know. I would like to put one thing on that I know

about. and that is a policeman told me that a man was going to 1111 elementary
school giving heroin out to the youngsters. free. I think that this has got to be
stopped. I mean. you know. elementary school children.
Senator Alit. A poliveman told you that?

Miss (tono. lie said that he was going to make an arrest on this guy that was
distributing the heroin through the :ichools.
Senator 11.tvit. Well, I would hope that he did.
Miss (tom. Well. I do not know if he did or not. I mean, I have not heard from
him since th.
Senator BAYit. All right. Gentlemen, why (mill you tell us what your experience
has been. Steve. do you want to start?

Mr. Simi,. Is there anything basically you want to know about it?
Senator Barn. Von might pull the microphone closer. I would
like to know basically what your experience with drugs has been.
How you got started ? What specifically your experience with speed
has been ?

Mr. SHARP. Well. I basically got started on it by buying it off the
street because. like, basically, you can get any kind of drug
want
just down at the street corner, the shopping center, almost'.any place,
and like amphetamines, you know, are just as easy to obtain as barbiturates or anythino. else.
Senator BA Yir. Well, did you take the diet pills?
Mr. SHARI% Yes; I have.

Senator BATH. Could you tell us how you got started with them?
Mr. SHARP. I happened to be in school one day, and a friend of

urine had some. I popped a couple. I got them in the street, and I
started getting into them.

Senator 13Arit. How long did you take speed ?

Mr. SHARP. I was not really into speed, you know, except for a
couple of months. and then I got out of speed and started going on
to other drugs. But, I took like Dexedrine® and barbs and things like
that.
Senator BAYIr. Are you taking barbs as well as speed?
Mr. SnArtr. Well, you know, barbiturates came later on.
Senator BATH. Pardon ?

Mr. SHAM'. Barbiturates came later on, and I started getting the

downs after the speed.
Senator Barb. You took the speed for a couple of months?
Mr. SHARP. 1311-111111.

Senator BATH. How many pills did you take a day when you were
taking speed?

Or)

Mr. Sumip. It really varied. If I had them. I was not really addicted
to them.
Senator BATH. 'What was the most you ever took in 1 day?
Mr. SHARP. About six or seven.
Senator 11Avi1. About six or seven ?
Is it possible to take six or seven and then not take any at all ?

Mr. SHARP. It is possible to take it, but you cannot keep it up for

quite a few days.

Senator llAyir. Did you switch to barbs after the speed?
Mr. SHARP. Yes.

Senator BATH. How did all that happen ? What was your experience
with barbs?
Mr. Suo>. Well, like, you know, I just happened to he at a friend's
house, and like, you know, they just happened to throw me on to it, and
I started getting into that.
Sentaor 13Artc. How many barbs did you take in a day?
Mr. SuAnr. I was taking quite a few of them. I was taking an average of 12 or 15 at times.
Senator BAyII. Twelve or 15 at one time?
Uh-huh.
Mr.

Senator liAyir. How regular and how often did you take those?
Mr. Si rAne. I basically take them in the morning, and in the afternoon and evening.
Senatoor BATH. Twelve or 15 each time?
Mr. Sumw. No, not each time. Through the whole day.

Senator liAm. Over how long a period of time did you follow that course,
Steve?
Mr. SHARP. For about 2 or 3 months.

Two or three months? Could you contrast the different effects
Senator
of speed aml the barbs?
Mr. SHARP. Well, like basically, speed is more or less like a stimulant, where,

you know, where it picks your body up and it speeds up the proocess and stuff
like that. The baths is more or less something that gives you, you know, a drunk
feeling. if that makes any sense. It is really hard to explain what it's like. You
really have to experience it to find out.
Senator BATH. Have you ever been in a position where you were taking 15
barbs a day, and then you could not get any?
Mr. SHARP. Yeah. That is basically how I am off them, because this doctor I
was getting them from cut me off from my prescriptions.
Senator BATH. You were getting both tl.e speed and the barbs from the doctor?

Mr. SHARP. No, I never got a prescription for speed from the doctor, just

barbitura Les.

Senator BArtr. How did you get them? Did you go to the doctor and say that

you were sick?
Mr. SHARP. Well. the thing is I would go into him for heroin. For the heroin,

I was getting methadone. and after the methadone was cut out, I started getting
the Imrbiturntes, and he finally cut me off of them.
Senator BAY IT. How long were you on heroin?
Mr. Swum. Off and on for about 2 years.

Senator 11.tytt. Was that before or after-

M. StrAne. This was after I got into the speed.
Senator BAYti. You got into speed, and then heroin, and then barbiturates, is
that the way it went?
Mr. Sumte. Uh-huh.
Senator 11.txu. Did you ever shoot either the speed or the barb?
Mr. SHARP. I shot speed and barbs both. I have eaten them both too.
Senator BATH. Are you using any drugs now or have you got it licked?
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Mr. SHARP. No, I still use them every now and then.

Mr. HARTIG. I might say that Steve is in a lot better shape, however, than
when we first met him a few months ago. I think he has cut down a great
amount. One thing we do not allow in the center is the use of drugs or the distribution of them. We try to get at the problems of these young people. I think
Gary can explain a little more on that. But I can clarify that statement, that
he is a lot better shape than we had known hint a few months ago.
Senator BAYH. is it possible to get barbs now without prescription?
Mr. SHARP. You can get barbs in the street almost any time.
Senator BAYH. What do they cost?

Mr. SHARP. Usually about 50 cents now because they are a little harder to
acquire now that the doctors have stopped giving out the prescriptions.
Senator BAYIL Is it the same for amphetamines and speed?

Mr. SHARP. Basically the same, but I can acquire them on the streets with no

problem.
Senator BAYH. On the street?
Mr. SHARP. But you can acquire them on the streets.
Senator 13.4.vit. Do you know who's pushing them?
Mr. SHARP. Well, 1 know where to get it if I want it.
Senator BAYII. What kind of barbs are generally available?
SIIARP. Desbutolsa large variety of them.
Senator BAY n. Gary, what has been your experience with drugs?
Mr. DORY. Well, my first introduction to speed was through a physician. I was

a little overweight and had high blood pressure. I went to a physician and he
prescribed some diet tablets for me, and after taking them for a short time, I
started (aulding my dosage, and felt much better. Mt quite energetic, so I
started taking them, abusing them, rather, by taking the larger amount than
was prescribed for me. That is how 1 first was introduced to speed.

And then after that I net a nurse that had prescription pads, and she used to
write out prescriptions and sign physician's names, and then I would take those

to the drug store and get them tilled for amphetamines. And I probablywe
would get maybe at prescription for 60 pills, and then ia 1 weekend, between

about three and four people. they would all be gone. So we used them quite Often
for a period of about 6 months. and after that time, it got to were coining down
from the speed was a real hassle. You were real dragged out and just dull, and

achy all over. So I started doing some downs to start alleviating that and help
to sleep and so no, and ended up getting strung out on heroin.
Senator BAYII. You started with amphetamines, with speed?
Mr. DORY. Right.

Senator BAYII. And then you tried to get down off the speed and got involved
with downs?
Mr. DORY. Opiates and heroin and stuff like that.
Senator BAYII. Could you get up a little bit closer to the mike, please?

Mr. 'May. After coming down off the speed to get away front the speed, I

started into heroin and delota.
Senator BAYII. And dewhat?
3IP. DORY. Delota. It is a derivative of morphine, I think. I was also doing
morphine. just downs in general. But I was addicted to delota and heroin for a
period of time.
Senator BAYII. Where did the barbs fit into the picture then?
Mr. Dour. Barks I really harp not gotten into barbs too much, only on occasion I have had a few barbs, and not particularly liked the high that comes from
barbs. I never really got into it enough that I was addicted or had a need for it.
Senator BAYII. Do you feel you were addicted on the speed?
Mr, DORY. I think I was because it was. you know, like I said. I needed some-

thing to help me get away from It. and the heroin and the delota and things
like that will take away the pain of anything, you know. So, that is how I got
into those, by trying to milt the speed, because I hat a particularly had experience with speed bemuse a friend of mine had been doing crystal methadrine,
shooting it. and we were at the pop festival in Atlanta a couple of years ago.
and he really flipped out. He was really completely paranoid to everyone around
hint except a couple of particular friends of his. and the last I heard of him he

was in the hospital. I rapped with him about 6 or S hours trying to help him
straighten his head out, and that's when I really realized that I needed to get
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away from speed because I might end up just like him. So, I started getting in
the heroin and the downs.
Senator ItAvit. You got the speed through prescriptions.

Mr. Dom-. Yes. that is how I was first introduced to it, and then I used prescripthms for about 1; to S mouths. mid after that, I started getting speed, you
lc now. through other people. They would rime (bowl) there through a channel
where they would be diverted at a warehouse, and shipments would he diverted
or stolen. aml then they would come through other people that I would know,
large quantities. and so I woo id acquire them there.
Senator BAYtt. Were the pills stolen?
Mr. Doer. Souse were stolen. some were. Well in a sense they were all stolen.

but some of themthey were actually stolen where somebody would go up to a
truck and take them. steal them off of a dock or something. or they might be,
ylat know. rerouted in the shipment to another particular place.
Senator It Axil. What is your situation now relative to heroin?

Mr. Dom Right now I am out addicted to anything. I ant not doing :my hard

drugs at all. 1 have not for several months now.

Senator It:

What does one experience when you are addicted to amphet-

amines like you suggest you were. and then you cannot get them?

Mr. pour. It is quite frustrating.
Senator Itaru. What happens. how do you feel?
Mr. Don's You become quite irritable, and upset, and violent, when you cannot
acquire them.
Senator IlArit. Have you or any of your friends committed any type of violent
act while high on speed?
Mr. Dotty. I have not actually done any physical violence. but T have become
quite hostile and fearful. you know. hollering and arguing and so forth, but
*.-:,cause I was among friends it did not actually come down to anything.
Senator Avii. Have you seen this type of thing happen with others though?
Mr. pony. Yes I have.
Senator BAY) I. Having had experience with both speed and heroin. which is

worse as far as the withdrawal effect, on the way you think and your physical
action?

Mr. Dorm T think probably the amphetamines because they arethey drain

your body. the fluid, when you are coming down, you are mentally dull. I mean.

you are really dull and like pin cannot understand some of the most simple
things that might be said to you. You know, you are just completely tired men-

tally and physieally. It is almost like a complete breakdown of your whole
system, especially if you have been up on the amphetamines for several days,
a week or something like that. It is really a bard thing to crack, and usually
to avoid the crashing. you go out and get some more.
Senator ItAvit. If you wanted to get some amphetamines this afternoon, would

you have any trouble getting them?
Mr. Pony. it might take me a couple of hours.
Senator TiAvir. A couple of hours? Rarbituates the same thing?

Mr. Dom liarbituates would not take that long. All you have to do is see

a particular doctor or something like that.
Sena tor BAYTT. See a what?

Mr. Dotty. Just go and see certain doctors. I understand now that there are

certain doctors-that give out speed that war too.

Mr. Marro. T wonder. Senator Rnyh. fi T just might give a little brief comment on Gary. As you have readily seen and beard. lie has sort of gone the
gambit in the drug usage and ahnsage, from the hard narcotics all the way
down to soft drugs. I think it was about 2 months ago Gary first came into the
Topic House. lie was in bad shape. flipped out right there. and crashed. and
he was in the house. and we just have an old home. furnished like a living room

and so forth. sort of like a home away from home. and we waited for him

to wake up. And then we talked with him and counseled him. T wonder. Gary,
if you cou'd take it tin from there. how you came in. and then since then. what
you have done and so forth?
?fr. Doily. Like T said. when I first went to the Topic. Rouse. T was taken
there by some friends because T was really messed up on barbiturates. T was
really high. or T was down on barbiturates when T first went to the Topic. House

and friends of mine took me there, and immediately on arriving, and sitting
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down. I passed out. And several hours later when I came to. one of the roving
leaders there talked with me, and he told me that if I needed help or wanted
help. that I could come back there and talk to one of the roving leaders, or
Mr. Honig. So, a few days later I came back and talked with them, and I de-

cided that I, you Ima, w. would like to have some help from them and immediately
they showed that they were interested, so that I was very enthused with coming
there and talking with them.

And at the time, I was out of a job, and they helped me to acquire a job.

And also. I atm going to be able to go to college very shortly, this fall, and also
to help straighten my head out, to help me get away from the drugs. I associate
with people who are straight now, and who do not use drugs, and through the
therapy sessions with the guide program, they are helping quite a bit. And as
of now. I have no desires to do any of the hard drugs at all. Well, I have not been

in a situation where it was done around me and offered to me, and I have no
desire to do it, and it has completely left me with the desire to not accept these
drugs or to get high on them.

There are periods that do (lane occasionally ashen there is a desire. It is a
mental thing.-and that is the thing I am trying to get away from now, completely
get away from the mental desire to do drugs. And I think I ant accomplishing
that because it is more seldom, aind comes less often, the desire to do them, and
I also have the will power now to put them aside and not to accept them.
Senator It Ayn. Well, I congratulate you for that.
I appreciate, Mr. Hartig, your coining and what you are doing in the Topic
Ibmse. and Mary and Steve iind Gary, I appreciate your candor. Some of us
who ha mat been there cannot understand. I suppose, fully, but you can help by
sharing your personal experiences, and I do appreciate that. I hope we can continue to keep the door open and you can communicate with us.
Thank you very much for what you are all doing.
Mr. !Immo. Thank you.
Am, Exam 6
A MPHETA MINE PSYCHOSIS : DESCRIPTION OF THE INDIVIDUALS
AND PROCESS

(By E. II. Ellinwood, Jr.. M.D.)
a. Journal of Psychedelic Drugs, pp. 42-51, Vol. 2, No. 2, Spring 1969)

The existence of "amphetamine psychosis" is well documented. Although there
is conflicting evidence as to the relative importance of drug effects vs. underlying
personality factors in the precipitation of this psychotic state, Beataisit & Knott,'
Hampton.' and Young & Scoville'" believe that it is produced primarily in per-

sons who already manifest at personality disorder or predeliction for paranoid
reaction. Connell.' however. suggests that the phenomenon is primarily precipitated by the effects of the drug itself. There has, unfortunately, been at singular
lack of data for eomparison of amphetamine abusers who develop psychosis with
those who do not. Another equally important and equally uninvestigated problem
is whether certain individuals prefer the use of amphetamines over other available drugs. The author believes that these neglected areas must be studied if the
phenomenon of amphetamine psychosis is to be fully understood.
The ;aims of this study, therefore. were threefold : (1) to afford a detailed
description of individnal reactions to the use of large doses of amphetamines;
(21 to investigate and evaluate differences in reaction patterns within the amphetamine addict population and to explore reasons for these differences: and,
(:1) to differentiate between the types of individuals who are consistently drawn
to the use of amphetamines and those addicts who prefer other drugs.
METHODOLOGY

Subjects for this study were selected from the admission wards of the United
States Public Health Service Narcotic Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky. The only
criterion for selection was the use of large daily doses of amphetamine (exceeding 30 mg.) continued over a three-month period within the past two years. These
subjects constituted the amphetamine group or "abusers."
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TABLE 1.TOTAL AMPHETAMINE AND GENERAL ADMISSION' GROUPS COMPARED

Characteristic
Age range
Mean age:
Men
Women

Total
amphetamine
group

admission
group

18-41

18-63

30
26

31

60
93

60
60

20

27
43

General

30

Caucasian:

Men (percent)
Women (percent)
Married:
Men (percent)
Women (percent)

13

1 From a previous study.

The primary source of data was the patient's responses to a standard struc-

tured interview, administered after at least two weeks complete withdrawal from

all drugs. The same psychiatrist conducted and evaluated in a similar fashion
all interviews, which focused upon : (1) patient's recollection of psychological
and physiological reactions during the period of heavy amphetamine abuse, (2)
tmtjor potter».1 of perception and thinking while off drug*, (3) assessment of
personality and, () developmental history. An attempt was also made to identify specific behavioral sequences stimulated by amphetamines. The first half of
the interview consisted of it series of non leading questions designed to establish
the presence (Table 1), which had proved siguilleant in previous work with
aollobetamitte addicts. Many helms used by Connell' were included for purposes
of comparison. The latter part of the interview was open-ended to facilitate discussion of unique reactions to the amphetamines. Most patients were well aware
of the amphetamine psychosis either in themselves or others, and except in two
paranoid patients, there was little or no hesitancy to discuss the psychosis. One
noteworthy feature of the interview was the acute memory patients had of the
psychotic experience. including lamps, time and extraneous details. This hypermimesis facilitated obtaining a detailed description of the psychosis. At least
twoand-one-half hours were usually required for each interview.
Psychiatric evaluations and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(MMPI) testing at the Lexington Narcotic Hospital are routinely carried out
approximately one week after withdrawal from all drugs. All the post-drug
diagnoses discussed in this study are taken from this evaluation. The evaluations from both this and a previous comparison study 17 were made by the same
group of psychiatrists. The results of individual routine MMPI testing are
always compared with a standardized Lexington addict profile. This standardized
profile is used in this study as a control with which to compare the amphetamine
addict profiles.
Following the interview, patients were categerized as amphetamine psychotic
or nonpsyehotie according to the preserve e or absence of all Hiree of tlioso
S3'111140111 Clusters: (1) fully formed visual hallucinations, (2) hallucinations of
voices which were perceived as :Teal:lug directly to the patient ; and. (3) mod-

erately well organized delusions of persecution or gross paranoid reactions. If
iPss time all of these three symptom criteria were present, the patient was assigned to the nonpsychotie group. It is necessary to emphasize that the terms
"psychotic" and "nonpsychotic" as used in this paper refer to the status of subjects while on amp/toff:n(1nm not to the diagnosis made after withdrawal from
all drugs. Ten of the 25 amphetamine addicts wore considered psychotic, eight,
nonpsychotic. Of the seven addicts who fell into neither group, four exhibited
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only one or two of the above symptoms, and three exhibited psychotic symptomatology when not taking amphetamines though they were free of major psychotic

episodes when taking the drug regularly. While the latter two groups present
themselves, they shall, for the sake of clarity, be omitted from the following diseussion, although they are included in the accompanying tables and figures.
To test symptom differences between the psychotic and notipsychotic groups,
the data were east into two-by-two contingency tables. Significance levels were
then determined using the Fisher exact probability test.
SA PLES

To discover any outstanding differences between the amphetamine addicts and

the general addict, the present data were compared with those of a previous
investigation' concerned with characteristic's of the general addict population
of I.eNington Narcotics Hospital. The sample of general addicts included amphetamine abusers.
The total amphetamine group comprised 25 subjectsten men and 15 women.

The general Lexington admission population sample included 81 Men and 30
women. (See Table 1 for a demographic comparison of the two groups). It was
noted in the previous study and confirmed by the present sample that amphetamine users were more withdrawn, sociopathic, resentful of authority and had a
higher incidence of nondrug psychiatric hospitalizations than the usual addi!..t.
Their incidence of previous juvenile delinquency was higher, and they had been
nowt frequently admitted to reform schools.
RESULTS

ymptomatology.Many symptoms of amphetamine abuse were common to
booth psychotic and nonpsyclanie states (Table 2) and showed no continuum of
severity toward psychosis. Hand-face touching and picking, gritting or gnashing teeth, an acute sense of novelty, distortion of time sense, and depression upon
withdrawal were reported by both psychotic and nompsychotie groups. Many
physiological symptom; (e.g., insomnia, alertness, lack of appetite, difficulties in
micturition. thirst, diaphoresis and increased energy, were also 'looted by both
groups. Most addicts noticed loquaciousness, decreased ambivalence, a sense of
cleverness and "crystal clear thinking" and an -invigorating aggressiveness,"
especially during initial amphetamine use. Both psychotics and nonpsychotics
appeared to have had a hyPeracute memory during the period of abuse both
for relevant and extraneous material. Several symptoms that were specifically
sought, but which were found to be rare, were synesthesia, mieropsia, maeropsia,
visual perserveration, gross confusion, disorientation, aphasias, and calculating
difficult ies.
Some characteristics were present in both psychotics and nonpsychotics but
became progressively more severe as the psychosis developed. Fear, suspiciousness, awareness of being watched, and visual hallucinations in the peripheral
fields were quite definitely progressive. Practically all patients at some time
became suspicions. Awareness of being watched was prominent when the patient
was in crowds, alone, or in the dark and was not infrequently a ubiquitous feeling
that someone was watching from behind or from the side. This symptom, not
unlike -a presence" (symptom noted in parietal lobe lesions), became organized
in the more serious psychoses. Repeatedly, reports were given of heightened
awareness and over-reaction to slight movements in the peripheral vision which
became a stimulus for inital illusions.
Recause of administrative conveniences, the selection

was begun earlier for
women than men, thus accounting for the over-representation process
of women.
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TABLE 2. PSYCHOTIC SYMPTOMS AND BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS IN THE NONPSYCHOTIC VERSUS THE
PSYCHOTIC GROUP

Iln Percent]
Non-psychotic

Psychotic symptom or behavioral characteristic
Psychotic symptoms:
Suspicious and aware of being watched (a presence)
Organized paranoid behavior'
Gross all prevailing paranoia
Ideas of reference
Auditory hallucinations (noises)

Auditory hallucinations (voices speaking to patient)'
Auditory hallucinations (conversations with voices)
Visual hallucinations (peiipheial vision fleeting)
Visual hallucinations (fully formed and stable),
Tactile hallucinations
Olfactory hallucinations
Change or distortion in body schema
Persistence of hallucinations beyond 2 weeks of withdrawal
Felt some of the bizarre experiences were real
itahavioral characteristics:

(N=8)

5

I

3

I
I

Psychotic

(N=10)

Total amphetamine

(N=25),

3100
100
70
4 100
100
100
a 50
3 100
100
2

70

70
80
70

80

Libido same or decrease__
Libido increase
Polymorphous sexual activity
Concern with eyes, faces and their distortion
False recognition of faces.
Attracted to shiny objects and shadows
Philosophical concerns
Increased deja vu
Estrangement
Curiosity, examinatimi and dismantling of objects
Acute sense of novelty

8

Attachment to Hamann' objects
Depression on amphetamine
Depression on withdrawal
Terror and fear
Hand-face touching and picking
Gritting and gnashing teeth
Increased activity Omit specific)
Inactive diffuse Pattern (daydreamer)
Dominant and aggressive pattern
Passive pattern

I

1

I
I
2
1

3

I
2
3

10

90
80
2 100
80
4 90
80
3 70
3 60
a go
70
30

I

30

3
3

50
70
50
70
20

5

6
7

'60
6

30

3

70

80
56
28
52
56
48
20
60
44
44
36
44
36
32

52
48
-48

56
52
44
52
44

32
60
60
24
28
52
60
56

68
40
36
52
48

1 Included in total amphetamine group are 7 patients who fit into neither the nonpsychotic nor the psychotic road.
2 Psychotic criterion symptom.
p less than 0.05.
4 p less than 001.
I p less tnan 0,001,

Over half of the patients developed well formed delusions of persecution which

appeared to be an extension of this suspiciousness and awareness of being

watched. The contents of these delusions were often in keeping with the characteristic objective ciretunstances of the addict group, such as federal agents and
incarceration. Of the few patients that were found to have been paranoid before
starting on amphetamines, the drug appeared to have either little effect on the
psychosis or to accentuate it. Among these patients, more common delusions were
found (e.g.. they were persecuted by communists, "Martians, civil spirits, racial
prejudice, and specific people). They were more often deluded that they were
being affected by poisoned gas, or poisoned fruit.
Fear and terror were major symp10111S utenti fined Mainly by psychotics. Fre-

quently, the fear was asstreiated with delusions or lialluclurthms, Ind others desribed a diffuse anxiety, especially over losing control. Occasionally the fear
Waded to abate as the delusional reasons for the fear were organized. Periods of
acute terrlir were deseribed in which the patient reacted to the slightest stimuli.
It was not onvonsnom for patients to hide alone for weeks front their t(irmentors_
t me attempted suicide in a state of acute terror.
Philosophical concerns increased as patients beeatne progressively psychotic.
Snell concerns were usually unsophisticated dealing with "beginnings, meanings.,
and essences." Revelations of siguilkant insights were frequently experienced.
pm..rielices on( II ushered in prolonged periods of thinking about
"the meaning of life.- one patient's description was "everything became relative

to some truth. a light ray would prove unity, a light ray breaking up would
prove why then break tits ... smblenly dispovered how the world begat." Another patient said,
began to pot details together front the past and present.
Now I think I imow what is going to happen 1. this world.- Intense religiosity

and involvement with Zodiac systems were also noted. Later, philosophical involventents degenerated Inv; delusional systems. Two processes that were com-
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mon to both philosophical and delusional concerns were sudden insights and
compulsions to analyze a variety of details to find meaning and explanations.
Hallucinations occurred in over half of the total amphetamine group. Fourteen
patients developed auditory hallucinations; 15 developed visual hallucinations;
all but three who bad auditory hallucinations also had visual hallucinations.
Visual hallucinations started with fleeting glimpses of just recognizable images
in the peripheral vision. The hallucinations later became more individualistic:
some saw God, people involved in sexual activity, tormentors, buildings crumble,

animals, Martians, angels and cities in the sky. Auditory hallucinations began
with the patient's perception of simple noises or voices which whispered or called
his name. The identity of the voices was usually unknown, but this appeared to
be unimportant to the patient. Often psychotic patients perceived voices as either
friendly or evil, and they devised elaborate methods to distinguish between them.
III the more advanced psychoses, the patient conversed with them. Tactile hallueinations presented in seven patients, but all were incorporated in visual hallucinations. For example. patients reported infestations of microanituals and the
presence of vermiform and encysted skin lesions which they felt as well as saw.
Three patients had punctate sears incurred when they attempted to dig out these
eneYsted parasites. The hallucinations became integrated into delusional material as the patient became more psychotic.
Gross distortions of bodily image were also highly correlated with psychosis.

Such changes varied in degree from slight alterations in size, consistency. or
color of the whole person. Some patients alleged that the right and left sides
appeared separated at times or that the action of one side was antagonistic to
the other. Vivid antoseopic experiences were reported by live patients. Many
patients also experienced a vague loss of body boundaries and described their
bodies as ethereal or transparent. Thu felt that others could see their feelings
and read their minds. overemphasis of visual cues mid selective disregard of
simisthetic sensation was apparent in the descriptions. interestingly enough.
these same patients felt themselves capable of projecting themselves to dist:tut
locales and of controlling by thought people and objects which might in turn
control them.
The majority of amphetamine patients exhibited a heightened awareness and
concern with faces and eyes. Such concern appeared early in amphetamine abuse

deepened as the psychosis progressed. and gradually degenerated to gross distortions of finial expressions and physiognomy. An evil east to faces was described by half the patients. but some stated that faces were simultaneously evil
and kind. Ten patients reported marked distortions: Faces melted, faded, and
appeared with stockings or masks over them; blmal and bone appeared; eyes
changed slant and shone. faces became hairy, developed creep crevices and lines,
glowed and were transformed to witches and monsters.
Both psychotics and nonpsyehotics commonly reported the symptom of false
recognition. These patients often falsely identified strangers as family or friends.
Many ;orsted strangers on the street and began intimate conversations. When
this symptom becana more florid, everyone looked like an inthnate acquaintance.
Recognition in situations other than facial recognition was heightened linil
distorted. Deja vu experiences on amphetamines were difficult to evaluate because most. patients had noted such experiences both on and off amphetamines.
However. 11 patients stated they had an increase in deja vu, and eight reported
experienees of estrangement and/or depersonalization. Deja vu experiences were
recalled in dela il.

Personal reference and significance revealed a biphasic response to amphetamines. Initially, the drug relieved any acute sensitivity to what others thought
or felt. The emu:taint reference to one's self seen in ninny sensitive people was
relieved. They felt confident and aggressive. Later, they became suspicious. selfeouseime. and self-referent. In some patients, self - reference and the constant
searching for signifiennee and meaning in the environment appeased to have a
isdentiating interatbm that often subsequently develop) (1 into delusional systems. Ideas of reference developed fully in 13 patients. In the beginning stages,
patients over-identified with characters on television, or would hear a reference
made to himself or associates. Gradually. the messages became personally directed; finally the news media and others "knew too much. The more psychotic
patients moved to talking directly to the television or radio, Television. radio,
and electrical equipment were often viewed as vehicles of control and manipulation.

An leafy sense of novelty fora en riosity presented early in }/11171i1P11/1»hlt.

Novelty Was less prononneed than curiosity and was related to the heightened
awareness of objects especially in the peripheral vision. Curiosity was not re-
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lated to peripheral vision and did not need an immediate external stimulus for its
evocatien. Not only was it directed toward people, but also to inanimate objects
which were frequently anthropomorphised.
Concurrent with the changes in awareness and curiosity, objects, took on new
emotional significance; many became "overcatheeted." As with most paranoid
Illness, this signitieance and meaning was eventually referred to the self. Five
Ilatints became greatly attached to childhood transithm objects. such as small
stuffed animals. For others, neutral objects (windows, chairs, pencils) took on
an evil east. The more paranoid patients concretized the experience to poisoned

mould (especially fruit) and drink. Altered object evaluation was manifest in
other ways too. Fifteen patients described a compulsion to take objects apart,
to analyze, to sort, anti on rare occasion, to put back together. These patients

"analyzed" details in :t very eenerete aml repetitive manner. More allst ruct visuucoustrnetive trends were noted, such as reading blue prints, analysis of material

in terms of color, pattern and weave. The more paranoid patients tended to
searelt intensively for signs and meaning. One patient stated, "I looked everywhere for clues Hader rugs, behind picturesand took things apart. I read
magazines looking at periods with a jeweler's glass for codes... they were to

help me solve the mystery."
Changes in libido were found to vary extensively, corroborating the findings
of other investigators (Bell & Trethowan' and Fox & Lippert"). However, an increase in libido and pelymoplems sexual activity most often preceded the psyHewes, The noupsychotie group reported that amphetamine use either decreased
libido or had no effect. The increase in libido was described as a driven state, in
which orgasm was either absent or prolonged for hours. Till' I Ilyinonthms sexual activity was mainly It traked increase in orogenital activity but also included
extreme masechism and other sexual deviations. These ehanges in sexuality were
most striking in those females who were frigid when abstaining from amphetamines.

Different patterns of physical activity while on amphetamine were reported :
(11 active (characterized by obsessions with a specific immediate task), and,
(2) relatively inactive (daydreaming, withdrawal or diffuse activity). The non-

psyelest ie group fit the active eategory, and the psychotic group the relatively inactive category. While on amphetamines, the no»psychotics were found to be
relatively aggressive and dominant, and the psychotic passive.
licrelopmital and Personal Characteristies.A detailed developmental history of parent-child relationships and the patient's preadolescent reaction pattern
to his parents was recorded, categorized and rated on a five-point scale. Few
differences were found between the psychotic and nonpsychotic groups, although
nonp.sychoties appeared to rely more heavily on manipulation of parents and
tended to become identified with the more aggressive parent.
Female patients were noted to have a high incidence (73 per cent) of first
memories involving their father or his surrogate. In several females, these
memories, along with reported dreams, seemed related to sexual conflict, The
psychotic females were more prone to have first memories about their fathers
time the nonpsychotic group (70 vs. 25 per cent). In contrast, (0 per cent of the
males tall I if whom were in the psychotic group) reported first memories dealing
with feelings of helplessness, ineptness, or shame. Only one of the developmental

chaacteristics used by Connell was found to he associated with psychosis in

this study, i.e.. "No friends at school" ('fable 3). The jorldenve of,SevernI versmmi
traits was rated to be high in both groups (Table 4) but, except for patterns of
thinking, did not serve to differentiate between the two. In the the nonpsychotic

group, there was a greater tendency toward verbal thinking with little visual
imagery (Table 4). They did not daydream frequently. but when they did, often
daydreams consisted of carrying on conversations with themselves. They also
appeared more often to remember in sequences and by details. Two of these
patients siwntaneously mentioned a compulsion to count when anxious, or when
others might ordinarily daydream. These compulsions had been present since
childhood. A precise and articulate memory was also noted. though to a noel(
lesser extent. in the psychotic patients. Three patients In the psychotic group
had strong verbal recall and little, if any daydreaming, except in the verbal
mode. One even had marginal facial agnosia and lack of revisnalizing ability.
The psychotic group in general had less precise memories, whieh were more
visual, intuitive, emotionally colored, less sequential and detailed. Memory of
childhood events, however, was more accessible * in the psychotic group (Table
4).
AcceNsibility was evaluated on the basis of age of first memory and fullness
of memory for both pleasant and unpleasant events.
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TABLE 3.CHILDHOOD TRAITS

n pmentl
Nonpsychotic

Trait

(N =8)

Psychotic

(N=10)

Tantrums
Nail-biting
Severely afraid of dark
Severe nightmares
Sleepwalking

25
50
38
25
13

30
40
40
20
10

Encuresis

13

Truant
Antisocial activity before age 15
No school friends
Not keen on games

50
38

10
70

Total
amphetamine

(N=25)
24
48
36
20

62

50

12
16
68
56
52
56

Nonpsychotic

Psychotic

Total
amphetamine

60

13

1 80

1 p less than 0.05.

TABLE (PERSONAL TRAITS
pn percent)

(N 8)

Trait
Poor work record
Ennui.
Late sleeper
Alcoholism
Delerium tremens

50

Daydreamer
Prolonged homosexual relationship
Childhood memory repressed
Childhood memory average

25
25
38
50

Childhood memory full
Predominantly verbal memory
Predominantly visual memory

13
75

(N=10)

25
38
38
0

60
60
60
40
10
53
10

64
48

0

24
40
36
48

30
1 70

30
70

25

(N =25)

52
32
8

44
16

52

p less than 0.05.

Length and Tolerance of Amphetamine habit. Eighteen patients had abused
amphetamines for at least one -:toil- one -half years. The notipsyrhoric gnat!, had
taken amphetamines longer, but at lower doses (Table :1). There was tio prefof amphetamine in either group. l'ive patients I'll/Ill
erene for a particular

mill group had at times used either harbititrates of nacoties with the amplietamines. The dose relation4114)s raise the question or NvIly the psychotic group

motioned to increase their amphetamine level in the fare of progressive
psychosis.

Pspehintrie Diagnosis.Among the post-willidraNval dittgarosis. antisocial reation was the most frequent diagnosis in the monpsychotic group Table 11 1.
However. hysteria was noted as a comlorm factor in the four perstonality trait

disturbances in this group. In contrast, the psychotic group received no less than
flair diagnoses of a schizophrenic reaction : three patients were diagnosed as
personality trait disturbances, two as schizoid personalities and one as a innate
depressive reaeti4m. manic type. The six patients With a pryliotie diagnosis had
persistent halliteinat ions W11(.11 interviewed. Earlt also had previously either withdrawn from drugs or hail had a prolonged hospitalization with continued hallucinations. Five of these were still emtvitired that some of their bizzarre experireal. Climposile AINIPI profiles for the psychotic, and nonpsyehotic
ences
groups revealed rentarlmitly shah:1r patterns and peaks (Figure 1). !loth showed
peaks on the psychopathic deviance. psyvhastlienin. hypocliondrinsis. and sellizoplirenic scales in a pattern consistent with a disturbed borderline personality.
TABLE 5.DOSE LEVEL AND DURATION OF AMPHETAMINE ABUSE
Nonpsychotic

Psychotic

(N =8)

(N =10)

Average maximum daily dose for at least 3 months 1 _ 170 mg. (rage 60 -300 mg.)..._
3.1 yr. (range 4 mos.-6 yr.)
Average duration of abuse

310 mg. (range 120 500 mg).
2.2 yr. (range 5 mos. 6 yrs).

1 The difference between the psychotic and the nonpsychotic groups is significant at p less than 0.05.

119-749-7:;-4
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TABLE 6.DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIES
(In percent]

Nonpsychotic

Diagnosis

(N=8

Schizophrelic reaction
Manic depressive reaction
Antisocial reaction
Schizoid personality
Paranoid personality
Personality trait disturbance
Adolescent adjustment reaction

Psychotic

(N=10)

0

40

0
50

10

0
0
50
0

20
0
30
0

Total
amphetamine

(N=25)

10

ip less than 0.05.

FIGURE 1
M.M.P.I. COMPOSITE OP AMPHETAMINE
PSYCHOSIS AND NONPSYCHOSIS
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Psychiatric diagnoses of patients in both the amphetamine abusers and in the
general addict sample" shown in Table 7 were made by the same examiners.
Because the incidence of psychosis, schizoid and sociopathic psrsonality diagnosis

had been high in amphetamine users in a former study," these diagnoses were
compared between these two samples. In this sample of amphetamine abusers
there is again noted the high incidence of these diagnoses except for an unexplainable lack of the sociopathic label among males.

There are differences in the amphetamine vs. the general Lexington addict

MAIPI profiles on psychopathic deviance, schizophrenia, psychasthenia, and hypo-

chondriasis scales (Figure 2). Two-tailed t-tests were calculated for the differences between these peak scores and the average Lexington addict for each sex
separately. The hypoeliondeiasis scale was significant at p less than 0.05, and all
other peak score differences were significant at p less than 0.005. Thus, from
both diagnostic and psychological test data there is evidence that amphetamine
abusers are different from other addicts. Patients drawn to use amphetamines
are more sociopathic, and exhibit more eccentric and bizarre behavior.
DISCUSSION

From the above data. it is clear that many differences exist between amphetamine addicts and a general addict population. as well as between amphetamine
psychotics and nonpsychoties. The most notable difference, and the one which
provides the most significant clue to the solution to the questions posed in the
introduction to this paper, lies in the psychiatric diagnosis of the individuals in
the addict groups. It has been shown that antisocial and schizoid personalities,
as well as sellizophrenie reactions, constitute 60 per cent of the diagnosis of the
patients addicted to amphetamines, a far higher percentage than was found in
the general addict population.
Why should these individuals be drawn to amphetamines? There are several
lines of evidence which suggest reasons why psychopaths prefer to use amphetamines rather than other drugs. Clinicians have reported some success with the
administration of amphetamines in the treatment of psychopathic states and
behavioral disorders. particularly those involving aggression, hyperactivity, and
hypersexuality (Bradley & Bowen.a

11,11 and Hi 11 & Watterson"). This success

may he due to the initial calming effect described by the patients in this study.
The paradoxical question of why a stimulant drug should produce a calming
effect remains unanswered.
TABLE 7.DIAGNOSTIC COMPARISON OF AMPHETAMINE ABUSERS AND GENERAL ADDICT SAMPLE

tin percent)
Amphetamine abusers

General addict admission

Diagnosis

male

Female

Male

Female

Schizoid personality
Sociopathic personality
Psychotic diagnosis

40
0
n 20

13
40
26

14
17

3
3

0

7

p less than 0.01.

Psychopaths have been found to have an almost childlike capacity for novel

stimulation. They seek it out. In fact, Quay 'd has explained psychopathic behavior
in terms of the need for varied sensory input which leads to an extreme stimulusseeking behavior. This continued search for new stimuli may stem from insufficiently internalized objects, schema and categories. Because he fails to internalize
his experiences, the ssichopath's ability to form a self-Image is limited. He conditions poorly " and ,filows little anticipation of coming events either psychophysi-

°logically or cognitively.1 His poor conditioning performance applies to both
avoidance and approach tasks, and he conditions best under partial reinforcement.' Fox and Lipper ° found that psychopaths have significantly fewer spontaneous galvanic skin responses, which may be indicative of internal arousal.
Mundy-Castle and McKiever" had already shown that subjects with few endogenous galvanic skin responses habituate rapidly to repetitive stimuli, In Pavlovian terminology this could be stated as a predominance of external inhibition
and a relative lack of internal inhibition. Thus, the psychopath appears to have
reduced internal mechanisms for nonspecific arousal and for retaining the emotional or conditioned significance of stimuli.
See footnotes at end of article.
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Amphetamines may produce their paradoxical calming effect In these individuals by stimulating internal arousal mechanisms and, thereby, reducing the need

for novel environmental stimuli. These arousal mechanisms become grossly
hyperactive in the pychotic amphetamine abusers. The initial "organizing and
energizing effect of amphetamines described by schizoid and schizophrenic patients may also be due to increased internal arousal, but this needs study. Whether

certain schizophrenics and psychopaths have similar defects in their internal
arousal and attention methanisms is unclear, but such a finding would account

for the preference for amphetamine noted in both the-psychotic and nonpsychotic
gnaws.. between whom there are certain common feat tires. Ariel i and others have
noted that reactive schizophrenics often reconstitute at the psychopatht,! level.

Histories of the schizoid and schizophrenic patients in his sudy cerainly were
often remarkably similar to the patients diagnosed as pseudopsychopathic schizophrenics by Dunalf and Hoch .°

FIGURE Z
M.M.P.I. COMPOSITES OF AMPHETAMINE
ABUSERS COMPARED WITH

GENERAL LEXINGTON ADDICTS
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The separation between the psychotic group and nonpsychotic group of amphet-

amine addicts also rests primarily, though not entirely, on their psychiatric
diagnoses upon their withdrawal from drugs. Patients who had developed the
amphetamine psychosis were more often designated as schizoid or schizophrenic,
while those who had not were found more often to be psychopathic. Other char-

acteristics appeared to fit this pattern as well Nonpsychotics tended to be

more manipulative. identified with the aggressive parent and had more articulate
mmeries. Psychotics were more passive, sensitive, fearful, felt inadequate and
lethargic. were daydreamers and had visual memories. They tended to have been
"loners" as children. Sinee live of the amphetamine psychotic patients continued
to experience psychotic symptems long after amphetamine withdrawal, an underlying psychotic process is indicated. It is unknown whether amphetamine contributed permanent effects to this psychotic process. Based upon the past histories of these five patients. it is the opinion of this investigator that amphetamine abuse N:1S only a moderate contributing factor to this underlying psychotic
process. It certainly was, however, the active catalyst in initiating the acute
episode.

The amphetamine psychosis that was superimposed on the psychotic process
that persisted heyeud amphetamine withdrawal vas qualitatively different from
psychosis seen only with the drugs. As described previously, the amphetamine

psychosis Ir the patients who were mentally dear after withdrawal was less
bizarre than those of patients with an underlying psychotic process: their dC
slims and hailiwinations were more reality-oriented. In these relatively mire
stable patients. the amphetamine psychosis was contiguous with the amphetamine use.

SUMMARY

A detailed behavioral description of amphetamine psychosis is presented. The
IlAtIni paranoid psycliasiS is noted aml some of the behavioral sequences leading
to the psychosis are presented. Vision is the primary sensory mode in hallneinations. thinking disorders and hndy schema distortinns. Visinu is also prominent
in an affinity for visnneonstructive tasks and in the ubiquitous feeling of being
s and events take on heightened emotional signifieanee. There is a
concern witli inner workings and analysis of details, clues and signs, Philosophical excursions are minted often along with a general attempt to add up details in
order to see the larger picture. Disorders of recognition are frequent. especially

false recognition of faces. Faces are quite often distorted both on others and
the patient, P.ody schema distortions were also frequent. Fear and terror are
more prominent that depression. Sexual fantacies become elaborate. and there
is a marked increase in libido and polymorphens sexual activity in many.
It was noted that amphetamine addicts differ frail' their fellow addicts on
several variables: (1) they have a higher incidence of antisocial, schizoid and
paranoid personalities: (2) they also have proportionately more schizophrenic
reactions: and. (3) their Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory profiles
are significantly different. Psyhnsis, triggered by amphetamine abuse. appeared
more often in the schizoid group than in the antisocial group. The mean amphetamine (Inse level W:1 s greater in the group of patients who developed psychosis
than the sunup which did not.
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APPENDIX 7

Am PHETAMINE PSYCHOSIS: THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

(By E. H. Ellinwood, Jr., M.D.)
(Journal of Psychedelic Drugs, pp. 2-59, Volume 2, No. 2, Spring, 1969)

Ina previous paper," a detailed description was presented of the amphetamine
psychosis based upon the histories of amphetamine addicts who were questioned
extensively about manifested symptoms when taking large amounts of amphetamine. Several symptoms and behavioral antecedents of the amphetamine psychosis were intriguing, but have not been given emphasis in the literature. The
Present paper will attempt to explore the possible mechanisms in this psychosis,
bearing ill mind certain symptom complexes. Three groups of symptoms of that
present ill the amphetamine psychosis appear related to hyperexeitability of :
(1) the limbic system including the temporal lobe (e.g., polymorphous hypersexuality, deja vu, fear and defense responses, olfactory hallucinations, extreme
curiosity and examination gild contralateral touching and picking habits), (2)

minor hemispheric temporoparietal areas (e.g., false facial recognition, facial
distortions and persistent concern with visuocoustructive activities), (3) unilateral or eontraversive attention mechanisms that mediate reaction to peripheral
stimuli (e.g., overreaction to auditory and visual stimuli in the lateral periphery,
defense and fear reactions evoked by these peripheral stimuli and constant dread
or vague awareness that someone or something is present just outside the border
of their peripheral vision).
At this point the author would like to present a brief theoretical framework
that will attempt to explain the presence of all three symptom complexes in the
amphetamine psychosis. Later a more detailed discussion of the amphetamine
psychosis symptomatology and of the theoretical framework will be taken up.
This hypothesis is based upon the action of unilateral attention mechanisms
governed by visuopostural reflexes that course up and down the central nervous
system. These visuovestibular mechanisms, especially the tonic neck and conjugate eye reflexes, direct attention contralaterally when an unknown auditory
or visual stinmlus appears in the periphery and are part of systems reguletii.;
orienting and rapid recognition responses. Tonic neck reflexes which are closely
associated with the limbic system, and, with conjugate eye movements, are stimulated in many areas of the limbic system especially the amygdala, hippocampus
and eingulate gyros. Tile limbic component of unilateral attention may regulate
the emotional coloring of recognition. Fear and defense reactions are commonly

evoked by a higher voltage from the same stimulation points that evoke unilateral attention. Limbic appetative mechanisms such as curiosity and sexual
exploration also may be related to these systems.

In the cortex there are also visuovestibular representations, especially at the
temporoparietal junction. Contralateral head and eye turning is stimulated in
several cortical areas that are closely associated with the limbic system, thus
See footn tes at end of article.
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the cortex appears to have representation in this unilateral attention system.

Attention to one side is mainly subserved by the contralateral cortex. From split
brain studies in lower animals it appears that both hemispheres have independ-

ent and equal attentive and emotive mechanisms. It can be assumed that the
unilateral attention systems not only direct attention in the enviroument, but
also take part in regulating attention between the two hemispheres. In man the
gradient of attention appears overbalanced in favor of the dominant cortex, but
is probably still dependent on the neutral substrates of the tonie neck systems
for mutual regulation of attention. The amphetamine psychosis presents certain
symptoms referable to the minor hemisphere. Many schizophrenics show disorders of visuopostural mechanisms, and it has beerf noted that borderline
schizophrenics and schizoids develop the amphetamine psychosis. Amphetamines

stimulate postural reflexes and may thereby amplify any disorder already present. A shift in the gradient of attention to the minor side could be taking place in
for amphetamine psychosis and could be cansually related to the psychosis.
Using this theoretical framework, one can explain the simultaneous production of the three symptom complexes presented earlier. Although totally untested, this framework may be useful to the reader in ordering the amphetamine
psychosis symptoms discussed below.
DISCUSSION

The symptomatology of the amphetamine psychosis has been found to be strik-

ingly similar to that of the psychosis associated with temporal lobe epilepsy.
Complex visual hallucinations, olfactory hallucinations, depersonalization, estrangement, deja vim, "ideas of a presence" and gritting of the teeth are presented in both syndromes. Temporal lobe symptoms, however, are not present in
amphetamine addicts after drug withdrawal. This is similar to the depersonalization syndrome recently described by Roth," Davison,' and others," which also
presents with the above temporal lobe symptoms, though no organic signs can be
demonstrated.
Several authors (including Hill Pond," Slater and Beard," and Goldstone ")
have described the paranoid psychosis associated with temporal lobe epilepsy,
although others 8° report that the psychosis is found with equal frequency in other

forms of epilepsy. This syndrome includes paranoid ideas, ideas of influence,
auditory hallucinations and thought disorders. Deterioration is less common than
in schizophrenia, the affect tends to remain warm and appropriate, and paranoid
ideas are often colored with religiosity. Small et al.' however, have presented
evidence that these symptoms are also noted in other forms of epilepsy. The
most extensive description of the symptomatology of the epileptic psychoses
(mainly temporal lobe) was made by Slater and Beard in 190." Several vignettes drawn from their 67 patients illustrate the religiosity, primary delusional
experience and revelations which were also found in the amphetamine psychosis.
One patient stilted, "I had two thoughts side by side," and then he realized the
untruth of Christianity. Apocalyptic visionary experiences were reported as that
instant coining when everything made sense. The special significance attached to
signs and objects was also noted. There were statements, such as "it all falls
into a pattern," "things have some kind of connection," "people's Christian names
have a significance," "everything has a double meaningit's very difficult." The
heightened significance of thought, insight, the meaning of signs, along with an
intense philosophical concern (including cosmic consciousness, mystical and
"eureka experiences") reported by amphetamine abusers is almost identical to
the above excerpts:11 In the amphetamine psychosis philosophical concern appeared to evolve out of a heightened awareness and significance of common objects in the environment. Objects would be noted in minute detail, would suddenly represent the meaning of everything, or they would have an evil, strange,
sexual or familiar appearance. It is currently thought that the emotional elaboration of images is a function of temporal lobe areas. Irritative lesions of the temporal lobe and certain psychotomimetics would appear to distort these functions
The Slater and Beard report," in relating derealization experiences, presents
several statements about faces"her father was not her father, had lines on his
face, her mother was wearing a mask, her clothes were not her own." The doctor
is not the doctor but the devil, people in the street look like foreigners, everybody
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dressing up in pantomime." Roth' also presents descriptions of distorted faces
reported by patients with the depersonalization syndrome which are not unlike
those noted in the amphetamine psychosis. False recognition of faces as seen in
the amphetamine psychosis is not reported as a common symptom in temporal
lobe epilepsy or the depersonalization syndrome. However, Milner" reported
right temporal lobeetomy patients are defective in facial recognition. Agnosia
for faces (prosopagnosia) is usually found with a lesion of the minor occipital
lobe (Hecaen and Angelergues,"). These patients cannot recognize family,
friends or themselves by physiognomy. Even pictures of persons present are frequently not recognized. The impairment in recognition may extend to animals,
and frequently revisualization is disturbed. There is a paroxysmal form of the
disease (migraine and epilepsy) in which faces are warped, torn, distorted. The
systems ablated in facial agnosia may well be the same that are over stimulated
in the amphetamine psychosis. Bodamer,` considering recognition of faces to be
a quite primitive ability which preceded the recognition of objects, pointed out
that iu imsomplete presopagnosia attentilm was levied on the "oculat.- Athrens
noted increased cathexis of eye area by infants. Ilypercathexis of faces, especially
of eyes, the primary area of individual recognition, was noted in the amphetamine psychosis.

Depersonalization and estrangement experience are basic symptoms in temporal lobe epilepsy. Mnllan and Penfield' elicited both these experiences and
also deja vu with stimulation of the temporal areas mainly on the right side.
Estrangement experiences were usually described by amphetamine abusers as
events that swmed strange. uncanny. peculiar and queer, and that things, events
and people appeared different or foreign. An increase in deja vn was also noted
in the early stages of the amphetamine psychosis. The sense of familiarity in
deja vu is like the emotional counterpart of recognition and the assimilation of
present experiences into past categories. .lanais vu emotive experiences may
occur when one is unable for various reasons to find a framework for the present
experience. Thus, deja vu and jamais vu may be associated with orienting and
recognition.
The orienting response is succeeded by recognition of the new but familiar and

assimilation of this perception into variously significant categories or by nonrecognition of the strange, different or uncanny. The unplaceable object may stim-

ulate avoidance and fear. It may also stimulate enriosity and a search for new
eategories and significance, or attempts to expand. change and distort the categories or unknown object for mutual reconciliation. In the amphetamine psychosis, there was an incessant attempt to add up all the details past and present,
a search for signiticanw. :Ind a striving for universals to explain the uncanny
"mystery." Heightened awareness is readily notable in this syndrome. but the
most notable theme is recognition and/or search. Recognition attributes stand
out in false facial recognition. deja vn, estrangement and the frequent attempts
to recognize objects in the peripheral vision. There were (summon recognition
images in the amphetamine psychosis that are noted as illusions or hallucinations
in toxic organic states. Snakes. mieroanimals. spiders. figures and faces presumably are in horn recognition images in man. They are not unlike the so- called innate fear release mechanism in naive !monkeys toward snakes. It can be argued
that these images are but elaborations of more basic visual perceptual units std'
as spirals, (lots. radiating lines and ovals. but it is the snake and micromlammals
that Obit recognition with emotional significance. It is not tl contingent of
reeognition, the emotional interpretation of the present experience contrasted
against past analysis. that is so hyperative in the amphetamine psychosis. Distortions follow the hyperactivity normally bland experiences bee:lute fearful,
and neutral objects take on an evil (list,
The disturb:1nm may also reflect an inability to recover the pa .L categories or
standards. Goldstone' states. "Sul-1(4s influenced by lysergic and diethyhouide
have difficulty in locating convents. Their judgments of conceptual standards are

characterized by increased variability and their judgment prom, es are aeemnpanied by long pauses during which time subjects report an intense search for
the appropriate standard. This would appear to reflect a disruption in concept
availability involving., oscillating losses of the appropriate frame of referenee."
The development of a eonerete attitnde in the amphetamine psychosis is paradoxical since the comparison apparatus appears to be so stimulated. The oscillatory state of this comparison system is probably the cause or this. The realistic
perceptual present. quite blind and binding. is interspersed with sudden intuitive
and most incorrect abstractions and insights. In this connection, animals with
See footnotes at end of article.
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amygdala lesions react even to familiar objects with curiosity and oral exploration. Past standards for aggression, as well as for food and sexual objects, appear
unrecoverable and consumption of bizarre objects is noted. For example the
classical temporal lobe ablated Kluver-Busy monkeys were tame, curious, constantly searching, hypersexual and polymorphous perverts.
The critical lesion of the medical temporal lobe region apparently is in the
amygdala or pyriform cortex (Green of al." and MacLean 8'). MacLean has proposed that the amygdala and its projections subserve preservation of the indi-

vidual since stimulation elicits patterns of behavior that are Mated to ali-

mentary functions or fighting und defense. IIe further points out that the evocation of bizarre hypersexuality in the Kluver-Busy syndrome apparently is due to

release of the hippocampus and septal region from restraint.' Stimulation in
these latter areas is freonentl followed by enhanced pleasure, grooming reactions, and sometimes penile erection. This curiosity and hypersexuality are two

of the most notable features in the amphetamine psychosis." Curiosity and hypersexuality, as well as oral behavior, may be part of approach and exploration sys-

tems tlmt are under :::'taint of tbe amygdala and frontotemporal area. The

interesting automatism of contralateral searching in temporal lobe epilepsy has

yet to be explained. Similar to this is the hand-face touching and picking in
amphetamine psychosis. The hand searching the contralateral side of the body is
not. searching clothesone would doubt that a primitive automatism would be
dealing with such a civilized item as clothesbut must be searching on the body.

Could this be a partial grooming reaction which is primarily directed toward
hair matting and inieroanimals as in lower primates? Patterns similar to grooming reactions, such as picking at microanimals, digging at encysted ones and incessant facial picking, are common in the amphetamine psychosis.
What is the nature of the polymorphous hypersexuality in the amphetamine
psychosis? MacLean 32 has drawn attention to the pr' tive nature of the limbic
system which interprets experience largely in terms of feeling. He suggests
. . . that the crudity of the analyzing mechanism and the overlapping incoming impressions from the nose, mouth, viscera, sex organs eye ear and body wall
might account for the Often seemingly paradoxical overlapping of affective reactions such as those associated with orality and sexuality ..." An alternate expla-

nation of the polymorphous hypersexuality may be that those alienated from
their past experience and object categories might frequently seek initimate relationships with even sexually undifferentiated objects (regression) "to fill tl.e
void." This would fit in with reports of "desire jest to physically be close to
someone for hours," which was not unlike oceanic feelings. Thus, in the ampheta-

mine psychosis, the undifferentiated sexual object was more noticeable than a

well-defined homosexual object.
If the sexual object is undifferentiated, why should many perseeution delusions

in males of this study involve explicit homosexual accusations? Many paranoid
individuals have difficulty with dominance-submission relationships. Visual sexual signs play a preeminent role in the assertion of primate dominance. MacLean speaks of this in describing how vision is all-important to monkeys espe-

cially when considering sexual and aggressive display. Penile display is the
expression for both and has the same order of dominative in certain monkeys as
Decking ordl,r in chiekens. 3lacLean says, "There are other considerations that
lead one to wonder if penile display does not generalize to the eye so that the
mere act of one animal's looking into the eyes of another becomes hi itself nu
aggressive act. Some monkeys, such :Is the inneaque, seen' in general to try to
avoid looking each other in the eye or indeed people. in the 'y'. If one looks the
macaque in the eye, he will charge. In this emmection it in interesting to recall
that looking in the eye spells Nude to some patients and particularly some schizophrenic patients." The amphetamine psychotics described eye avoidance; the
critieal feature being to see others without being seem 3Ien were especially prone
to spy on others while hidden. Even at the time of the interview, these patients

had no elear eta idea of their motivation for spying. They would allude first to
the seoptophillie, voyettristie aspect and then to the secret aggressiveness. It was,
conversely, quite common for Tull-lents to describe their body image only in visite/

terms and to state their belief that people could look right throng!' them, especially with eye contact. They felt weak. impotent. and ineffeetnal when others
were looking and were afraid that others would see homosexual traits in them.
fin other occasions. however. sexual promenade and display apparently is evoked
in the amphetamine psychosis.
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The visual mode was predominant in the amphetamine psychosis. Visual

imagery teas heightened and there was a pictorial quality to thought. One visual
pattern was the patients' proclivity for visucconstructive tasks, whiell took the
form of dismantling watches, radios, etc., reading blueprints, and analyzing objects and space for their makeup pattern, and "3I) characteristics." Even their
Language retlected the vistmconstrnetive attitude (e.g., "putting things together
to get the large picture," "placing the details in their place"). Visnospatial and

visuoconstructive defects are prominent symptoms of lesions involving the
temporoparietal junction of the minor hemisphere (Heerlen et al.,2° Hernen.21
Me Fie & Zangwill," and Patterson & Zangill l"'). This would lend one to seek
further symptoms of amphetamine psychosis that might be functions of the lesser
hemisphere. As mentioned earlier, the false facial recognition is probably dne to

stimulation of the same areas that are related to the facial agnosia in minor

hemisophere lesions. Reviews by Milner" and Piercy " summarized the effects on
intellectual function of temporoparietal lesions in the nondominant hemisphere.
Unilateral neglect of body :end sjmee, h oneitlepersonn lization, visnoconstriactive
agnosia, apraxia for dressing, and loss of topographic memory are the primary
symptoms. i-:.recitie tests that are performed inadequately by patients with these

lesions are lmrteus maze, map drawing and block design, as well as the Metil
Picture Anomaly and the IVechsler arrangement both of which involve complex
picture material dealing with everyday social situations." The McGill Picture
Anomaly test is specific for right temporal lobe lesions and tests the ability to
see the pieture as a meaningful whole scene in which the separate objects are
only parts. the task being to pick out the one incongruous objeet. Milner" states.
"It seems that the deficit appears when attention has to be given to many aspects
of a complex picture or when different pictures have to be arranged in a meaningful order on the basis of slight differences III detail "Statements by patients
in this study (e.g., "I could see everything at mice when reading blueprints"
and "I looked for days for elusive elves or signs") sound mud' like an amplification of the quality described by Milner.

Several investigators (Ilecaen." Mullen & Penfield," and Tneber et al.")
predominantly in the right occipital or temreport that visual flts are to
poral lobes. These seizures commence either with visual manifestations (e.g..

hallucinations) or are entirely confined to the visual sphere. Milian and Penfield
noted visual illusions not only with epileptic auras from right-sided foci, but also
from stlinalation of the right cortex. These were visual illusions of speed, dimension and perceptual intenSity. Auditory illusions were produced from bilateral
stimulation. Deja vn is reported to have been observed namely in right temporal
lobe lesions (Cole & Zangwill.7 Ihbeaen." and Mullan & Penfield a''). Difficulties in

appreciating time, particularly with a shotrening of time, also are described as a
rightside function (Hecaen." and Mullan & Penfield''''). These symptoms are
also prominent in amphetamine psychosis." however hemidepersonalization, a
frequent symptom of right side lesions, was noted in only four of the amphetamine psychotics.

Negative findings are also reported. Slater and Beard" found no lateralization
prominent either in psychosis or symptoms in their epilepsy study. Hecaen"
insists that, from their large collection of patients in disturbances of activities

of synthesis (such as the personality disturbances derived from cerebral lesions)
no differences were found between right and left. side lesions. They could find no
differences of frequency or quality in the psychical disorders according to lesion
site except for a significantly greater percentage of euphoric, indifferent or denial

reactions on the right side and eatastropic reactions on the left. Others" have
reported similar findings following Amytal injections into the right and left
carotid arteries. Indifference and denial are. of course, the qualities seen in
hemiasomalognosia, anosognosia and and neglect of one-half extracorporeal
space.

A question can he raised as to the nature of this organic denial, namely whether

it presents elementary Paradigms of cerebral programming. and whether it
offers any further explanation of the amphetamine psychosis. Denny-Brown "
has demonstrated in both man and monkey that temporoparietal lesions regularly

present release symptoms, namely the postural changes he calls avoiding and
labyrinthine symptoms. The avoiding represents an adversive Owning from the
side of the lesions. or, conversely, a turning to the contralateral side. Avoiding

probably has its basis hi postural reflexes similar to the tonic neck reflex.
Gessel16 has repeatedly pointed out that the tonic neck reflex (T.N.R.) is the first
reflex or complex movement to show laterality preference and apparently was
See footnotes at end of article.
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the scaffolding around which prehension and cerebral dominance developed.
Postural control of head and eyes is :In important feature of these patterns.
Unilateral regard' or attending must be viewed against a background of the
euntralateral neglect, inattention, inhibition or adverse turning. Concurrently,
attention is primarily focused in one hemisphere and moderately inhibited in the
other. The T.N.R. is also similar in several respects to the orienting reflex in
which, among its many manifestations is noted the turning toward a novel
stimulus, with the orientation of eyes, head and body. The T.N.R. is but one of
postural reflexes on which orienting responses and Attention are oragnized and
is especially concerned with unilateral attention.
As was noted in the introduction, unilateral attention mechanisms were hyper-

excitable in patients taking large amounts of amphetamine. They were hyperalert to peripheral stimuli which frequently evoked a gross fear reaction.
vitiations anti illusions initially appeared only in the peripheral vision. One of
the roost ubiquitous s'iliptoins was the constant notion that something was beside
them as 'presence). Although it is generally agreed that disorders of attention
and awareness are involed in hallucinatory states, little is known of the varietis of attention or the systems subserving them. Since manifestations of unilateral attention were so pronounced in the amphetamine psychosis, the author
would like to pursue the attention mechanisms represented by the T.N.R. further.
T.N.R. sets up a unilateral regard especially in vistionpoto attention. A.
sixweek-old infant regards movement in the peripheral lipid of the extensor
side. but takes no not ire of similar stimuli on the flexor side." Although at this
age the T.N.It. and contralateral attention are probably represented anatomically
11(p higher than the pallithon. the cortex later manifests considerable control of
movunints associated %vitt' vont ralateral attention." At sixteen weeks :u1
is bidt.xt roils. tends to move his a 1.11IS in 1111iS011 and
Illlai approaches,
and regards stimuli in 1101 11 ViSllai fields. The 'patterns Of unilateral and bilateral attention appear from behavioral observation to be refined at successive
stages of development. In animals. tiest met ive lesions and stimulation at succes-

sive levels in the central nervous system also demonstrate evolving unilateral
attentive invehanisms." in contrast to the genernliz(ad alerting from midline
retieula and thalamic systems. Contravrsive turning is evoked by stimulation
of extra - pyramidal. limbic
& Dna.' Bender & Sin/fixer! Gabor & Peele."
1:.;tada.' anti 1:tel.t.:111'''') and certain cortical auras (Anand &
and Crosby
(

Cl a/.

CM the basis of stimulathm of wide cerebral areas in the cat, Flangel and
Ranch'' suggested that alertness and eontralateral head turning are parts of a
behavioral attention response. They not that many eotleal areas (especially

respons(s are related to the limitrophic type of assoeiational eotex. 11 is also notable that the oitanting reflex has been linked to the
hippodifepos and IOSiiilY other 1.411S of the areltivortex. Together with characteristi aroused electro-encephalographie patterns, the orienting reaction is
assoeiated with head and eye deviation. At the cortical level. other
mechanisms may be also involved in regulating unilateral and bilateral attention processes. By varying the frequeney of stimulation across the corpus calbison!. :lung achieved both facilitation and inhibition of the opposite cortex.
A eritial un answered questhm is whether both hemispheres are simultaneously
attending. alternating attention or whether one hemisphere controls the bilateral
approach. The early :4(.n (1)1 di I 1g of attention has a direct bearing on the later
complfaN vicissitudes of attention. Sind. at present the attentional relationships
between the two Immisalheres in the hild. as well :1 in the adult, are essentially
area 2.1 1 presenting the

unknown. the author would like to propose a hypothetical model.

The um in control of attention at any moment in time probably resides in one
hemisphere. With development. the major hemisphere increases its gradient of
control, although the non-leading hemisphere may maintain a background attention and at times take a partial lead. This would involve a simultaneous attending to the sequential details and the verbal articulate program while at the
smile time nmintainizu a dim awareness of more global lint necescary backgroutui -'anal :1/1(1 emotional material in the minor hemisphere. With reeognition and visnoconstruetive problems. the minor hemisphere lesions, the attending
process is farther overbalanced to the major side with a concurrent avoiding of
the side eon; ralateral to the lesion. or. in Denny-Brown's terms." the postural
reflex ('I' \.R.1 has been released. The preponderance of indifference, denial and
avoidance in the somatognosia and anosognosia syndromes may offer insight into
these psychological processes.
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With unilateral loss of sensation or motor function due to lesions in the right
hemisphere, there may be a perceptual flooding of the centers in the left hemisphere that conserve bilateral body schema. Ti' is rush of perceptual information
concerning the loss of function is in overt conflict nith the hotly hema. Cognitive or perceptual dissonance possibly also potentiates the attentional shift to the
left hemisphere and resolves the conflict by denying the left side. Thus, the
bilateral body schema is preserved. This eoneept that "discrepant sets of associ-

ates do not neutralize each other or mix and make a blur" is expressed in

James"' "Law of Figured Consciousness." Hemispheric inhibition may also be
one of the ways repression and denial function under ordinary circumstances.
Thus, the minor hemisphere complements, alternates with and enlarges upon
major hemisphere function. except at moments of cognitive dissonance or conflict %viten repression or denial resolves the conflict. In this eonnetion it could be
noted that conversion reaction is the par excellence example of denial and indifference. Nenrophysiologicl substrates must underlie the attentional patterns
Present in this disorder. Unilateral attention mechanisms and the gradient to
the left hemisphere may relate to many hysterictil disturb:imps of sensibility,
since as Schiller'? pointed out. most of these lie on the left side of t)ie body.
How does one explain the amphetamine psychosis and its tendency toward
hyperactivity of minor hemisphere functions'? Righting and postural reflexes are
facilitated by nmplietinaine (Macht.' and Maling & Acheson "'). If the tonic
reflex systems are stimulated by amphetamines. one would expect either that the
gradient of attention will he directed even notre to the left hemisphere or that an
indiscriminant stimulation of both hemispheres will result. With initial low
doses, amphetamine users noted clarity and preciseness in their thinking. and
they bee/1111e nitteli more loquacious. In the psychotics, both major and minor
temporal lobes may be ttimulated for longer intervals without the clearent dominative of the major lobe or %vith frequent alternation between the two. 'Therefore,

there are many symptoms referable to the minor hemisphere and its prolonged
stimulation without counterreferenee from the major hemisphere. Another possibility is that in psychosis-prone individuals amphetamine stimulates an already
defeetive cortical attention regulating mechanism.

It was reported previously that many of the patients who developed the
amphetamine psychosis were either schizoid or schizophrenic." 'Why should
these individuals be susceptible? Bender' has emphasized that schizophrenic
children frequently show lack of integration or repression of the tonic neck
reflex even as late as seven years of age. There is much evidence that vistiopotural reflexes are disturbed in many schizophrenics and that this is accompanied
by abnormal ocular deviation responses; there is also much evidence that similar
disturbances are noted in temporoparietal lesions. Lowenbach" repeatedly observed caloric nystagnms responses in thirty of Gjessing's cases of periodic
catatonia and found that shortly before and during periods of stupor the vestibular reactivity diminished and sometimes only slow deviations were elicited.
Fitzgerald and Stengel' 2 studying a composite of schizophrenics minted the diminished response in some and also directional preponderance (mainly to the
left). Direction preponderance is usually seen in unilateral temporal and parietal
lobe disease. Both these caloric studies found ocular deviation in the direction
of the slow phase. It was further noted by Fitzgerald and Stengel that such
deviation secondary to enloric stimulation occurs in unconsciousness and semiconsciousness and is thought due to cortical depression.

Other visimpostural disturbances found in both parietal lesions and in certain

schizophrenics nre spontaneous turning around the longitudinal axis 2' and
difficulty in aligning a rod to the vertical while seated in a tilted chair." As
previously presented these visnoposturol systems take part in regulating unilateral attention and are often mutually inhibitory. With stimulation by amphetamine in large amounts. any disturbance in the ant al regulations of right and

left attention systems may result in a shift in the gradient of attention of the
minor hemisphere.

Stimulation of the unilateral attention systems would help also in explaining
why patients when addicted to amphetamine were so hyperalert and reactive to
stimuli in their peripheral vision." These nnilateral attention systems are probably used for fast recognition in the peripheral visual fields. An animal or person turns milekly and %vitliont conscious effort to unknown auditory or visual
stimuli. Danger especially requires fast recognition. and thus these controversive

visimpostural systems are not only associated with orientation but also with
fear and defense reactions as Flangel and Ramie" have demonstrated so well in
soe footnotes nt end of artirle.
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animals. The fear component is extremely prominent in the amphetamine psychosis and most patients report t repeated incidences of terror in response to
peripheral stimuli."
It should be reiterated that the above model of unilateral attention is a possible explanation for but omit of the specific s3'stems that are set into action at
N.ariottm level:: of arousal. There is a need for further dissection of the varieties
of aftetil fiat and levels of arousal. espt.rially as they relate to psychotic states. It
would he productive to take a fresh look at our psychiatric syndromes by detailed
description either frian plit.iiunenological basis or with an 4' e. Sharpened by
our present knowledge of nenrophysiology. Nature and society perform certain
experiments that we t.annot. In the vase of amphetamine abusers, it was previously demonstrated that specific types of persons are drawn to use amphetamines. ul that only certain persons develop a psychosis:" The development of
this hertibl psychosim occurs over tittle and is in ft laboratory set dependent. A
focus on behaviffral antecedents and sequences can also afford some insight into
this paranoid psychosis.
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APPENDIX 8
IsmootrcTtoN TO AtamttzrAmtsF; AnrsE

(By John C. Kramer, M.D.)
(Journal of Psychedelic Drugs, pp. S-13, Vol. 2 No. 2. Spring 1909)

Stimulants have been used for centuries if not millenia. Xanthine bearing

plants are used by a majority of mankind, and produce a dependency which does
not usually interfere, and may, in fact, enhance the efileiency of the users.
In a separate category, the juices of coca leaves have provided a sense of wellbeing and endurance to Andean Indians since before the Conquistadors. Less well
known, the fresh leaves of the Khat plant have been chewed in East Africa and

the Near East for centuries. If the followers of Al liasan used any drug to
enhance their appetite for assassination and battle. one might speculate that
they used Mutt rather than Cannabis. When taken ill the leafy form, though

Itoth coca and Khat may produce a dependency clearly detrimental to the user. it
often does not. Extracted froiu tile plant. cocaine is mach more likely to create a
damaging dependeney, as are phenethylainines (amphetamines in this report),
the synthetic equivalents of Kind.
Among the synthetic stimulants. amphetamine itself was first prepared in 1SST
by Edeleano and methanipheta mine in 1919 by Ogata.2 but it was not until 1927
that the psychopharmacological etTects of amphetamine were first described by
Alles, From the 1930's through the 1950's, medical use of amphetamine became
extensive and it was looked upon as a useful and relatively safe agent though
S411110 toxic effects and some tendencies to produce dependence were described.'
As recently as 1963' the AMA Council 011 Drugs. while recognizing the great potential for abuse of amphetamines, stated that "at this time. compulsive ;those of
the amphetamines [constitutes] a small problem [in the United States]." By 1tlet0
concern was greater. In that year the AMA Committee on Aleoludisin and Adoliethin and the AMA Council on Mental health' took note of the information that
sudicient amphetamine products were available in the United States to supply 25
to i0 (loses to every man, woman and child in the country. In 1981t Corilliih and
Lemere' further warned of the extent and II:Ingers of amplwtandne use and in
1907 Kramer' described the pattern and.effects of high dose intravenous use,
PATTERN OF USE

Though regular, oral use of amphetamines may cause difTleulties. including
paranoid psychosis and a disabling dependence. it is less likely to lead to these

effects than intravenous use. Colonies of intravenous stimulant users have
gathered in such areas as San Franoisco. New York, Los Angeles, and elsewhere.

At present the developnlent history of the intravenous ainilbetataine user is
typical enough to warrant a general deseript ion.
lie has tried amphetamines orally. he may have lilted them or tint. ile has used
other drugs perhaps 111c/der:It ely, perhaps extensively, sad he has been moving
either in inarijuana-psychedelic drug -using circles or in heroic - addict circles. ills

first intravenous use of amphetamine is an ecstatic experience and his first
the effects of oral amphetamines not only quantitatively but also qualitatively.
Early his use of the drug is intermittent, doses probably equivalent to twenty
thought is "where has this seem all my life." The experience somehow differs fr(un

to forty milligrams per injection may lie taken olive or a very few tittles over a
day or two. Days or weeks may intervene between sprees. Gradually the sprees
----become longer and the intervening periods shorter; doses become high Auld
injection's more frequent.

After a period of several months. the ihml pattern is ronehod In which the
user (now called a specd-f mak) injects the drug many times a day, each dose
in the handrods of milligrams, and remains awake continuously for three to
six dap: gutting gradually more tense, tretanbots and ioratulitl as the "runSou

fo..tnotes at end of article.
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progresses. The runs are interrupted by bouts of very profound sleep (called
"crashing"1 which last a day or two. Shortly after waking after crashing, the
drug is again injected and a new run starts. The periods of continuous wakefulness may he prolonged to weeks if the user attempts to sleep even as little
as an hour a day.
Though amphetamine used intravenously is a powerful reinforcer, there are
individuals who have tried it once or several times and have chosen not to
continue. Nevertheless, like heroin or cocaine, it is a form of drug use which
may overwhelm even a casual dabbler.

It is interesting to note that in experiments" in which rats had the oppor-

tunity for self - injection of amphetamines intravenously, the drug proved to be
strongly reinforcing and the self-administration was characterized by periods
of intake and abstinence entirely analogous to that seen in human amphetamine
users.

EFFECTS

The intravenous use of amphetamines produces a syndrome with a variety of

behavioral and physical effects some of which, particularly insomnia and
anorexia, may themselves produce symptoms or alter the effects specifically
attributable to the drug. The high dose user thus is not merely responding
to a drug, but also to altered sleep patterns, to undernourishment, to malnourishwent, and often to infection. And amphetamines are sel hno. if ever, used exclosi vely abovners"opiates. phew a Ilia sines and soda vex :use rpgittarly
used, as is cannabis and occasionally psyehedelics. A surprising miscellany of
other substances may be used experimentally and the "speed" itself is seldom
pure and probably contains by-products not extrm.ted during illicit manufacture. as well as those added afterward to "cut" the product.
The Flash and the Enphoria.A few seconds following the injection, the user

eNi.riem.es a stahlial, intense genendized sensation shiob !MN both physiological

and psychological characteristics. It is ineffable and ecstatic yet may differ in
intensity and quality of flash and bee:lose the pure, commercially produced products do not give a good flash, it seems likely that the flash may to a great extent depend upon substances other than the methamphetamine.
The euphoria can be viewed as having both primary an :4'4'01111;10' characteristies. Part of the sense of wolf -being seems purely internal and part stems
from the feelings of ability and of invulnerability %Odell are 'maimed. Suddenly,
.

magirally, volubility aml gregariousness appear and boreman nit aids.
These desired effects are PXtromely vulnerable to the iffipillgVillellt Of

It takes ever more drugs to re-create this chentiettI nirvana. It is the 41e,:vs. to
re-experience the Ilash and the desire to remain euphoric, and to avoid the fatigue
and the depression of the "(salting down" which drives the users to persist and

necessarily to increase their dose and frequency of injection. And it is this
persistence of use and these large doses which bring on all the other effects of
Anore,ria.One of the medical uses of amphetamines is to induce anorexia
to aid in weight reduction. In doses ordinarily prescribed. five to thirty milligrams per day, the anorexia produced is moderate and some have questioned
1 hese drugs.

%vhether a placeho effect k responsible rather than a drug effect, With the large

doses taken during abusive use, there is nu question but that anorexia is pro-

duced. Users uniformly lose weight during periods of abuse. Appetite stippreAshm
may be so profound that users may find the very act 44 swallowing diffieult. Some
users diligently force themselves to take small nifiontifs of highly nutritious foods
or inject themselves with vitamins aml other dietary supplements.
Upon arising front the profound sleep which follows a run, either immediately
or perhaps a few hours later, the user becomes voraciously hungry. Though he has
eaten little or nothing for SeV(.1'01 drays. bulimia like this spouts to he related to

release from the drug effects in large measure, because in. the instance of non.
drug assisted starvation, appetite is diminished after several days starvation.
Uudernutritiou and malnutrition result and undoubtedly complicate all the other
effects of high dose amphetamine use.
In an unpublished study' Sewers. Gantt and Deneau foam! in monkeys given
high doses choulally that as the dose was raised past 32 tag./kg. per day the
animals became polyphagic rather than anorexie, but continued to lose %veight
though eating more than three tittles their usual daily ration.

tiomutio, ven early in this pattern of drag abuse the users remain awake

for a day or two at a time. These yeriods gradually heeente loyczer so that the
runs tend to last throe to six days. Though longer runs have been rep4Irted, they
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are generally isolated events. Some users will force themselves to lie down. close

their eyes and drift into a half-sleep for perhaps an hour or two. With this the
user May be able to persist ie a run for several weeks before crashing.
There is no question but that sleep deprivation (or perhaps dream deprivation)

alone can produce deterioration in performance, misperceptions, hallneinatiims
and other phenomena. All these occnrred in one sleep deprivation experiment."
but it. was the impression of Pasnau et al., that withholding all stimulants from
their subjects during the eight-and-one-half days of wakefulness, permitted the
subjects to cope better with these effects.
It is likely that both the insomnia and the drug contribute to the syndrome.
and as with other aspects of this phenomenon, are inextricably intertwined. The
observation that many of the physical and psychological symptoms are largely
dissipated after sleeping for a day or two suggests that the insomnia alone is a
major contributor to the syndrome. The fact that some symptoms persist after
weeks or months of abstinence indicates that sleep deprivation is not alone responsible.

Considering that the usual pattern seen during %veil established high dose abuse
is of three to six days of wakefulness followed by one to two days of sleep. then
users spend about one-fourth of their time in sleep, about the same proportion
as non -users only distributed differently. Whether the REM time is different has
been investigated and may be of consequence even if the total sleeping time of
users equals that of non-users.
Toleranee develops to many of the effects of amphetamine. including that of
producing wakefulness. When drug use is well developed very large doses will be
necessary to keep the user awake, At times when tremulousness develops after
several days of wakefulness, users describe taking a moderate dose of their drug
to calm them sufficiently so that they can relax and sleep. A "moderate" dose in
this instance may be as much as several score milligrams.
Paranoia .A paranoid psychosis can be precipitated by either a single large
dose or by chronic moderate doses of amphetamines. Two surveys of patients entering psychiatric units have suggested that amphetamines may be causal or at
least a precipitating event in the psychiatric hospitalization of patients not otherwise identified as users of amphetamines"" The presenting symptoms are those
of paranoid psychosis.
High dose intravenous users of amphetamines generally accept that they will
this, they are usually able to dissooner or later experience paranoia. Aware of
count for it. Moderate persecutory ideas and visual illusions will seldom be acted
on because of their intellectual awareness of their nnture and origin. However,
when drug use has becinne very intense or toward the end of a long run, even a
well practiced intellectual awareness may fail and the user may respond to his
delusional system.
Lake" has suggested in the past and Ellinwood "" more recently, that the
effect of amidieta mine is to release nielerlying psychotic trends. Griffith. Cavanaugh and Oates' however. precipitated a paranois psychosis in all four subjects
given del endues mine (120-2241 nag. per day for 24-120 hours) inciting psychosis.
All had previously been diagnosed as having a moderate personality disorder.
Though there may be inieblual differenees iin sensitivity to the psyehotogenie
effects of amphetamines, it appears that anyone given a large enough dose for a
long enough time will become psychotic. Though this hypothesis may be untestable. given the experiences of a large number of high dose amphetandee users, it
seems likely, more so than the view that psychosis is precipitated only in those
already so inclined.

As mentioned earlier, the paranoia does not usually start during the first few
nn wths of high dose intravenous use. When it does finally begin, it is mild, easily
controlled and is largely dissipated upon waking after crashing and it usually
does not start again until after two or three days on a new run. As time goes on,
it may start earlier in a rim an may persist to some extent even after crashing.

In sonic instances, the first injection after a period of sleep will bring about a
return of the paranoia. Once an individual has experienced amphetamine paranoia. it will rather readily return even after a prolonged period of abstinence.
Violcere.---Puhlie concern over use of psychoactive drugs often centers on the
assumption that among the effects of a specific drug is its tendency to 'mince unwarranted violence. Clearly, opiates do net possess this characteristic pharmacologically. Though an opiate user could. fir instanee, tsemnit an net of violence
during a robbery, there is nothing in the drug effect which would so incline hint.
See footnotes at end of article.
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If anything, opiates are more likely to inhibit any tendency toward violent
behavior.
From all evidence, amphetamines tend to set up conditions in which violent

behavior is more likely to occur than would be the ease had an indivival not used
it. Suspiciousness and hyperactivity may combine to induse precipitous and unwarranted ussaultive behavior. Under the influence of amphetamines liability of
mood is commonthe user abruptly shifting front warmly congenial to furiously
hostile moods for the most trivial of reasons.
Most high dose amphetamine users describe involvement, either as aggressor
or victim. in episodes in which murder or mayhem was avoided by the slimmest
of margins. There are, of course, instances in which violence actually occurred.

From descriptions of a number of the events, it is clear that they would not

have taken place had it not been for the use of amphetamines.
The role of barbiturates in this is difficult to assess. Paradoxically. when barbit-

urate use is not followed by sleep they often induce considerable irritability
( though (Oates. cannabis and pheznahiazines are calming). Users of amphetamines often use barbiturates for sedation and may tints anknimingly add to,
rather than diminish. a tendency toward anger or perhaps violent behavior.
Compuixivily.Perhaps the most curious effect of amphetamine is its capacity

to induce behavior which is persisted in or repeated for prolonged periods. If the
user is not too disorganized the activity may, on the surface at least. be useful.
IIwellittgs may be cleaned. automobiles Wished or items arranged to an inhuman
degree of perfeetimi. Or these activities may be partially completed when another compulsively pursued task intervenes. The behavior may be bizarre as in

the elaborate but nonfunctional reconstruction of mechanical or electrical devices, or it may take on a destructive character as in skin picking which may

produce extensive ulcerations.
Analogous to this c(onpulsive behavior in man is what has been termed stereo-

type in animals. Rats. Mee, guinea pigs, cats and squirrel monkeys" almost
without exception performs! repetitive acts. which though not unique low the
species. were dm nog erist lc for each anima I.

Over-autping.The term "over - mapping" was probably derived during the year
when commercially produced ampules of methantidietamine were widely used.
Users prefer this word to the word "overdose" which carries the connotation of
an overdose of heroin. a condition which produves an entirely different set of
symptoms. A variety I if events may (teem when the dose of amphetamine taken
far exceeds the tolerance of the user. Descriptions have been too few in number
for a clear pattern to emerge. One or several symptoms may occur, inchiding
chest pain which lasts minutes or hours. Unconseimsnesg, again lasting minutes
or hours, may occur, the user waking and occasionally finding himself sphasic
or paralyzed for hours or days in a manner suggestive of the pattern seen following a eerebralvascular aecident. More frequent is the sitna that in which the
user remains conscious, his mind racing with 11 myriad of thoughts, often 111 1111
eeNtaltfV8

001 Ina 111111111e, or perhaps unwilling to move.

Under these circumstances the user's friends attempt to nurse him and may
use opiates or sedatives in an attempt to counteract the effects of over-a taping.
Deetth.The motto Speed Kills is cute, short enough to fit a button. and carries
a message of concern. It is not alhurether a emirate. Very few deaths have been

recorded 111 which overdose of andthetataine has been causal.
Though viral hepatitis 111111 other Infections are eommon and persistent among

intravenous amphetamine users. again, only a few deaths related to infection
have been recorded. Death by violence might add still a few more names, and
the fan Eranciseo Comity Coroner revealed that only one or two deaths per year
ea eh county could be attributed to overdose and a like number to other events
wide!' might be related to amphetamine use.

The rarity of death zany be due to the tolerance produced by these drugs and
smith of
the relatively high ratio of effective dose to fatal dose. Dr. David
the Ilaighl-Ashitry Clink and Amphetamine Research Project indicates that the
two deaths he has seen were relative novices in amphetamine use.

Chlorpromazine land probably other phenothiazines) have been shown to be
effective in suppressing amphetamine effects both clinically 2° and in animals'
while barbiturates. though not without effect, are less valuable and introduce
the hazard of In rhit(irate toxicity. These Mailings have been confirmed by acute.
intravenous Injection of inethazdn.tamine, (1-n1)4)1)M/inane and i1,1-ntaphetangue.

Ea oh produced rapid death in toxic does (usually within 2-3 minutes, though 10
minutes was allotted for experimental purposes). Those animals which did not

cos
suecumb promptly usually survived for at least six hours. Because of the rapidity
Of death, such conditions as grouping, room temperature. or activity did ma enter

into consideration. Several finding's of interest emerged: unlike the results
found with i.p. injection of amphetamine the I.D.--50 curves were sharp and
consistent ; in addition, the lethality of each of the three substances was approximately the same; and chlorpromazine tCPZ) effectively raised the 1.1).-710 to

about 55 mg /kg (with 5 ing/kg of C1'Z), from the usual 11D-50 of about 35

nig/kg.
Besides confirming the usefulnes of chlorpromazine in antagonizing the effects

of phenethylamines, these experiments also suggest that the antagonism is not
merely based on the tendooT of CM to diminish hyperactivity ( though this
may be one mechanism of action), but also by altering biochemical events within
the tissues.
Pathology.Though human deaths due to amphetamines are not common, some
clinical and pathological deseriptions have been pubtishtrl. in a recent report"
Cravey and Baselt desclibe a young man who swallowed two packets of metha nitibetamine when ctmfronted by police. Within a 11:11f-hour he appeared delusional and was responding to hallucinations. When hospitalized he was cyanotic,
with a temperature of 104 °, pulse of 102 and blood pressure of 74/50. Ile was in

severe acidosis. Ile (lied 51,.( hours front the time of ingestion. This and other
reports and unpublished ease histories indicate that marked hyperpyrexia and
shock are usually noted prior to death from amphetamines. In experiments with
mice given amphetamine, I lardings and Peterson° found that those \hose temperatures rose above 42.4`C liquidly died while those whose temperatures remained below 41.7`C usually sorvived. Zalis et al' found that dogs given amphetamines developed fevers proportional to dose. Ile found that pulse rose at
tivst but dropped rapidly in the terminal stage, and acidosis occurred due to the
formation of lactic acid and acetic acid.

Pathologic findings in both man and animals are generally nonspecific and
show pulmonary congestion and often sourest of other organs including the
brain. Petechial hemorrhages in various organs including the brain are frequently but not uniformly described. Only rarely'" is massive hemorrhage noted.
Histologic examinations of the brain tissues of monkeys, dogs, and other animals' has oceasionally shown some cellular deterioration, but usually does not
Zalis et al reported mild to moderate deterioration in the cerebral cortex of all
24 of their animals and suggest it was due to a hypermetabolic state associated
with hyperpyrexis.
I have found no first-hand reports in the Western medical literature deseribing
a histological picture of damage to human brain cells, though Lemere7 refers to
an article by Tatetsu° citing histopathological evidence (lobotomy and Postmortem) of permanent organic brain damage. In two of six deaths due to amphetamine overdose reported by the San Francisco Coroner, peteehial hemorrhages were noted in brain tissue.
Other Complieation8.As in any situation in which hypodermic equipment
is shared without proper sterilization, viral hepatitis is CO111111011. Evidenee of
hepatie damage is so common that consideration has been given to the possibility

that part of the damage may be due to a direct toxic effect of amphetamines on

liver.

Other forms of infection are emotion', Often the skin beeomes shiny and delicate: small injuries may produce nleeration and healing is slow.

Jaw grinding is often described, and like tremors due to lesions of the basal
ganglia, can he stopped briefly by emiseions control. :Mattson and Calverley'
report other dyskinesias in some individuals on therapeutic doses of d-amphetamine.

at:cow:tor

Though a .Japanese report' suggests that some high (lose amphetamine users
may beemne chronleally psyehotie, what has been most striking in 011r experience has been the slow but rather complete recovery of users who, according to
their own descriptions and that of others. had hcome rather thoroughly disorganized and fiaranoill prior to their detention. TlItiogh most of the 'lurid symp10111S are dissipated within a few days or wicks. s.nnt confnAfin, some memory
loss, and some delusional ideas may remain for pvImps six to twelve months.
After that time, though there may be somc r.hinal symptom s. they are slight
and not disabling and are noticed priolw.ily i v the (no abqt inent ) leer himself. Most commonly, ex-users reprat slightly
ditlienity in remembering.
See footnotes at end of article.
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As a group they describe being more open and talkative than they bad been
prior to their use of amphetamines. They like the result and declare with certainty that it is due to their experience with amphetamines.

Anyone concerned with the welfare of amphetamine users, and the users
themselves, should recognize that most, if not all, can recover from even the
most profound intellectual disorganization and psychosis given six months or a
year of abstinence.
TREATMENT

The care of amphetamine users poses some special problems. In them are com-

bined the problems of management of the hooked drug user and the paranoid
personality. Though suffering with severe medical and psychiatric symptoms,
they are generally fearful of hospitalization.
S.oine crises may yield to phenothiazine tranquilizers or first aid, but abstinenee is probably the most important therapeutic device, and this result may be
difficult to attain. Many users who attempt abstinence find it difficult because
of the fatigue which results, extreme at first, graduaily diminishing but persistent. perhaps for months.
Abstinence for many is forced by a stay in prison or jail or commitment to
a psychiatric hospital or civil addict program. No data have yet been collected
to indicate the long term value of such enforced abstinence. Certainly, many
who have been incarcerated have returned to their drug use upon release. A concerned person is in a bind. Users do not readily volunteer for care, but commitment programs offer little besides enforced abstinence. Should the user lie
permitted. to live in the limbo of his drug or forced into the limbo of an institution? Can voluntary programs be devised which are sufficiently useful and
at t raetive that users will seek them out and persist in their program? Can commitment prograuns be devised which do not resemble slightly benign prisons?
(in do we just let the user seek heaven or hell on his own terms while tliat coinnimaity offers help only on its own terms?
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APPENDIX 'a
THE TRUE SPEED TRIP

SenizottnittsrA

(By Solomon H. Snyder)
(Psychology Today, pages 42-46 and 74-75. January, 1972)
GIVE T11E eAr FIN

10 M (In-GRAMS OF DErrnama PHETA NI I NE EVERY 1101'11, DAY AND

NMI rr, AND THE RELIABLE RESULTS IS PSICHOSIS--"A UNIQUE FEATURE OF
A M PHETAMINE PSYCHOSIS IS COMPULSIVE, STEREOTYPED BEHAVIOR THAT THE

must REPEATS HOUR AFTER IIOUR"

The patient has just been admitted to the hospital emergency room, so violent
that it took three strong Men to bring him in.

From relatives and from bits of the patient's incoherent ramblings, the admitting psychiatrist begins piecing together an account. Yesterday John felt
that others were looking at hint in a peculiar way. He had walked the streets
all night and spent this morning looking for gold in the gravel paths of the
city park. This afternoon lie heard voices talking about him. Hostile, secretive
persons were looking at him; he was sure they were planning to kill him.
In an interview, the psychiatrist concludes that John suffers from auditory
hallucinations and that lie has delusions of persecution, and volatile, inappropriate emotions. The diagnosis is simple; an obvious case of paranoid schizophrenia.

But there is a hooker. John is not schizophrenic at all. After a few hours
his wife arrives at the hospital and tells the psychiatrist that John has been
injecting methamplietamine into his veins for the mist three months. John
is a speed-freak, an amphetamine addict, and is suffering the principal hazard
of the habit..
Key

For years researchers have been trying to find a chemical key to schizophrenia. The first (west is for a drug that will make normal persons net.
temporarily. hi the peculiar ways that schizophrenic patients act. Such a drug
email provide an important lead to the causes of schizophrenia. And if the

drug also will make animals behave schizophrenically, investigators will be
Mlle to manipulate schizophrenia in their laboratories. They eau explore how
environmental, chemical and genetic factors influence schizophrenic behavior,
and they can investigate a wealth of possible cures. A growing number of
scientists believe that this approach is likely to pity off in the search for a
cure of schizophrenia.
Amphetamine offers promise to be this key drug, because it produces patients like .701111 who can trick even experienced clinicians into erroneous
diagnosis of schizoiMrenb. But other chemicals also :ire tinder serious study
in the searph. LSE) is the best known psychotomimetic-----losychosinimit'king
drug : 1,S1), mescaline. psilocybin and other drugs produce effects similar to
psychosis. Ale0hol is another: an alcoholic in withdrawal undergoes delirium
treinens---d.t.s---an agitate() state fraught with frequent, frightening hallmcieations. And many drunks have heard nonexistent voices and seen occasional
elephants of unusual colors. Marijuana and its concentrate, hashish. taken in
sufficient quantity. can produce hallucinations. And the United States Army.

with somewhat different motives, 11:1 S investigated several highly secret them-
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icals related to atropine, minute doses of which produce a delirious, psychoticlike state.
Daze

Most of these drugs yield only imperfect approxiMations of schizophrenia:

disoriented and confusedoften they cannot say who they are, where they
are, or what time of day it is, or what month. The true schizophrenic patient,
on the other hand, is likely to be well oriented as to person, place and time.
3lost drug-produced disorientation resembles the symptoms of brain damage
frem ambient, st;,..ike, brain tumor, vitamin deficiency, or hormonal imbalancemore than it resembles schizophrenia, Amphetamines provide a much
better chemical analog to schizophreniaspeed-freaks are invariably well oriented, perhaps even more when they are under the Influence than when they
are not drugged.

After recovering from a psychotic episode, an amphetamine user usually
retains a detailed memory of the whole experience, as do most patients recovering from schizophrenia. By contrast, the other drugspossibly excepting
the psychedelic: deaden the mental faculties so that a patient may have partial
or total inneesia that covers the episode.
See

Another important difference is that in drug-induced psychosis hallucinations or perceptual distortions are primarily visual; in true schizophrenia they
are almost always auditory.
When a schizophernic patient does report visual hallucinations, it is usually

during the early stages, after an acute onset. This was true in the cases of

amphetamine psychosis reported by Phillip H. Connell in Loudon : visual halIneinations occurred primarily in patients whose psychoses developed acutely
after a few large doses of amphetamine. The patients who had escalated dosage
gradually over several months tended to have mostly auditory hallucinations.
Another telling link is that the drug therapy most effective for schizophernia

is the one that is most effective for amphetamine psychosis. A barbiturate

er sedative may he helpful for a number of drug states, but phenothiazine tranquilizers are uniquely effective in amphetamine phychosis and schizophrenia.

For 'all of these reasons, it appears that amphetamine psychosis is the best

chemical model of true schizophrenia, at least of the paranoid type.
Pills

The average patient with amphetamine psychosis started taking the drug
in pill form. Most pills on the market contain five or 10 milligrams of active
drug, and are called pep pills or diet pills, depending on the user's purpose.
Tolerance for amphetamine builds up rapidly ; the pill-popping addict must
take more and more pills at shorter and shorter intervals to reach the same
highsometimes more than 100 pills a day. But the typical amphetamine addiet tires of pills quickly and begins mainlining: he injects the drug directly into
his veins. with perhaps 100 or 200 milligrams of methamphetaminecrystal
in each injection, or hit.

Even before he withdraws the needle he feels an intense buzzing euphoria,
culled a rush, that users sometimes liken to an orgasm of the whole body.
After this, the addict will be elated and ityperactiVe for several hours, with
no desire for food. He may eventually shoot up every three or four hours, on
a five- or six-day run, until he crashes, exhausted, to sleep for two to four
days. He awakens with a ravenous hunger; after lie has eaten as much as he
can hold, he goes into profound depression he seeks the only known cure;
more amphetamine.
F.B.I.

Signs of amphetamine psychosis first develop while the speed-freak is under
the influence of the drug (they are thus unlike delirium tremens, a withdrawal
lIsSellosis). The harbinger is vague fear and suspicion What was that? I heard
irmicthinq. I8 somebody trying to get we? Soon the paranoia renters around a
specific delusionfor example. that the FBI is out to get him. An amphetamine
Marty may begin with everyone very elated and talkative, and many end with
each person stationed silently at a window, peeking through the curtains for
signs of the pollee.

Acting on his delusions. the speed-freak may become violentto get theta
before they get me. It Is in this sense that the slogan speed kills is most ac-
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curate: more persons (lie from senseless and brutal violence associated with
amphetamine delusions than from overdoses of the drug itself.
Bag

Another unique feature of amphetamine-psychosis is compulsive, stereotyped
behavior that the victim repeats Inuir after hour, apparently without fatigue .9r
boredom. A woman sorted out her handbag over and over for several hours. A
titan at the table constantly rearranged his knife and spoon. A teen-ager counted
cornflakes all evening. While a user is busy at this major repetitive behavior. lie
may also grind his teeth, lick his lips, or constantly shift his eyes from side to side.

Drugged laboratory animals behave similarly. Under malt (loses of amphetamine, they become hyperactive and vigilant ; with greater doses, they develop
repetitive. stereotyped behavior. And Roy Pickins and his colleagues have found
that when laboratory rats can (lose themselves with amphet. mines by pressing

a bar, they follow a pattern of intake and abstinence, run and crash, that is
similar to the pattern of the Innuan amphetamine user.
Why

Some theorists believe that lack of sleep may pause amphetamine phyellosis.

not any ingredient of the drug itself. We know that often persons who go

without sleep for long periods develop bizarre, psychotielike behavior. Others
speculate that amphetamine's oN.erstininlation of the senses brings on the psyehosis. Still others argue that the intense emotional arousal in the antpliettimiue
exierience simply triggers a latent psychosis that any stress could lucre provoked.
The best way to resolve these questions was to produce amphetan,;ne psy-

chosis in human beingsdeliberately drive people crazyand carefully follow

the sequemp of events.
The first person to essay such an experiment Nvas a physician. .Tohn Griffith

at Vanderbilt University. Ile recruited four men in their late 20's and early
:ffis, %rho already were amphetamine addicts but who had never shown sign:
of ainphetamine psychosis. or any tendencies toward schizophrenia. They were
all mildly to moderately psychopathic,. a condition that is readily disting,nisllable
from schizophrenia. Griffith relentlessly dosed each man with dextroantplietamine-1 0 milligrams. orally. every hour of the day and night until he developed
signs of amphetamine psyellosis. Griffith earefully monitored each man's physiologien' and psychological symptoms throughout the experiment.
Cling

Each man exhibited iniequivoeal psyeliosis within two to flue days and
the psychotic symptoms followed the same sequence in each. After the iirst
(loses of amphetamine lie showed the usual enphoria. excitement and hyperactivity. Thiring this time lie was lucid. in good contact with his fiurroundings.
normally boyish and warm. Rut by the fifth or sixth (lose, he had changed:
lie beemne quiet. depressed. uninterested in amusement a hypochondriac who
CI 1111.7. dependently to Griffith.
This pattern was not ordinary amphetamine behavior; r..-.)bably because
the subjects were tested in solitude In a controlled hospital (-avironment. On
his own, an amphetamine addict would probably increase his dosage before
suet] symptoms developed. and social variables undoubtedly would color the
experience. For example, his interactions with other amphetamine users probably would keep him hyperactive longer than Griffith's subjects were.
,Signs

The first patient developed psychotic signs after about 24 hours; the last
after 120 hours (five (lays). In each case the Subject began peculiar behavior
about eight hours before the explicit psychotic symptoms appeared. He became
taeiturn. and refused to talk about his thoughts or feelings. He asked guarded
questions about the room. the experiment. or unusual noises, but backed off
if anyone asked why he wanted the information. In retrospect, the patients
recalled that it was at about this time that paranoid ideas first entered
their minds. For a while they eould reeogniae that the ideas were unfounded,

chemical delusionsfamiliar and expected side - effects of the drug. Later
the ideas were not so easy to dismiss.

"One mon believed he 11,(1)2 the target of ray$ from a 'giant otteillator'
Another maintained that ki8 wife planned to kill him"

The florid psychosis commenced abruptly in each man. After being stony-

faced and silent for abont eight hours, he began discussing his thoughts
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openly and sharply. though he remained cold and aloof. His paranoid ideas
became more elaborate aid organized, and he believed them. One man believed

he was the target of rays from a "giant oscillator." Another maintained that
his wife planned to kill WM. Strikingly unlike patients with other forms of
drug- psychosis, tb.,se subjects could not be comforted easily and they were
not at all suggestible. The psychosis dissipated within eight hours of the drug
cut-off in three of the subjects; the fourth remained somewhat paranoid for

another three days.
Out
Griffith's experiment answers some questions about possible alternative ex-

planations of drug-induced psychosis. Fist of all, the psychosis can not be
attributed simply to sleep deprivation, because two of the men became psychotie after losing only one night's sleep, which alone is not long enough
to produce psychotic symptoms.
Nor can the psychosis be attributed to intense stimulation and arousal
the men never appeared to be overstimulatedin fact, after the first few hours
they all appeared to be depressed.
Griffith also was careful to rule out pre -drag personality as a significant
factor : he selected subjects who had never shown schizophrenic tendencies
either in a drugged state or undrugged.
Order

The amphetamine psychosis that Griffith observed is a good imitation of
schizophrenia. probably the best of the druginduced states. But it isn't per-

fect; there are differences, the most salient being that Griflith's subjects showed
no signs of fiwnial, schizophrenic thought disorder. This is the bizarre mental
process that. produees crazy associations and meandering contradictory, hardto-follow speech (see "Schizophrenia : Carnival Mirror of Cohernee," by I)(mald
Bannister, P.T,. January 1971). Other researchers confirin Griffith's fiinding:
amphetamine addicts rarely display thought disorder.
The lack would seem to destroy any systematic analogy between amphetamine
psychosis and shiziophrenia. for ninny psychiatrists consider thought disorder to
be the vital element of schizophrenia (see "The Shattered Language of Schizophrenia." by Brendan A. Maloq., P.T., November 1968). But that. issue is not so
simple. Doctrinare diagnosis aside. thought disorder does not invariably acminpally sellizoplienia. AeuI e schizophrenics show much less thought disorder than
chronic seltiziqffirenics do; and paranoid schizophrenics, with their tight and
ordered 'delusional systems, may show no thought disorder at all. In this connection it is enpouraging to note that the Uniphetainine psychosis usually is both
acute and paranoid, and thus resembles the types of schizoL.hrenia with least
thought disorder.
"Amphetamine-induced psychosis seems to be the best available chemical

imitation of SaiZtphr(Ilia"
Brain
From Griffith's research and from clinical experience, it seems safe to say

that large doses of amphetamines will almost invariably produce psychosis
similar to acute, paranoid schizophrenia. The clinical picture is not identical
to seldzimlienia, however, perhaps because amphetamine's grabbag Of sideeffects (a rousal. sleeplessness, loss of appetite, stereotyped behavior, etc.) may

complicate nmtters. To find out which comiponents of the ampheta illille l'XIlerienee are most responsible for the psychosis, we must study the brain to find how
nerves, tissues and brain chemicals respond when amphetamine is added to the
system.

An obvious clue is that the chemical structure of amphetamine closely resembles the structures of dopamine and norepinephrine, two chemicals that
occur naturally in the brain. Ifopainine and norepinephrine are found at the
brain's synapses, the points at which branches of one neuron come close to
but do not quite touch, the sensitive portions of another neuron.

Fire
When a nerve impulse in a neuron readies a synapse, it triggers the release
of chemicalsdopamine or norepriuephrine, among othersout of the nerve
endings. These wash up against the next neuron and trigger it to renew the
nerve impulse and send it on its way to the next neuron link in the chain.
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It is through these brain chemicals that one neuron thus eonnutudeates with
the next, and this neur(ointl conversation underlies all informati(m-processing,
thoughts, plans. and perceptions in the brain. Whether the neti(mtratismitter is
dopamine, noreiiitlephine or some other chemical, it must be inactivated alter
it has (haw its job. Otherwise it e(11114 continue to stimulate the second Intern!'
and make it continue tiring. Stone transmitters are inact ivaled by ether chemicals
that neutralize them. Dopamine and tioepinephritte are inaetiviatts1 by lwing
transported bark into the nerve endings that released them. Julius Axelrod, who
discovered this mechanism, called it -rentiluke," and Avon a Nobel Prize in 1970
for his discovery.
(tile of the ways amphetamine enters the picture is by inhibiting the renpHp
take mechanism: small pools of used dopamine or tiorepinephrine
at the synapses thereby causing nerves that are sensitive io dopamine and
net:epinephrine

t It

lire erratically, repeatedly, and without simulation from

ither neurons. The resitting behavior depends on whether the stimulated nerves
are iti dopamine pathways 01 Ilariilaplirita. pal 1INVayS.

Illirfor
Willett pathways are responsibl bit* which symptoms? Wi' get help in nnsAvering this imestion because amphetamine can be broken down into Iwo mirrorimage forms that have different effects tilt behavior :tad on the brains transmitter elasuicals. (Me type rotates ilidaims1 light to the right. and is vaned
doxt roamphota mine the lettliandect form is levoattiphetamine, borrowing Iletro
front 1,:it ill to ind 14:1

t

/() In indicate

It has Ping hon !blown that dextronniphetainine is by far the more potent of
the two forms in stimulating the central nervous system. Smith Kline & Prench
pin form of dextroamphetatnine, miller the trade name Dexedrine.
pills not
Joseph Coyle, Kenneth Taylor and I Ila that IlleN1111:111111114.111 Mill(' Is
In
amino in inhibiting the renptake mechaS 111,11'V powerful than
anism in norepinephine nerves. NVIwit dextruamplielamine is present in a system,

there will lie norepinephine at brain synapses, Ihr nerves triggered by nonepincphrine will tire more often than usital, and the behaviors that are governed
by these norepinephine tracts will be exaggerated. And all of these effets will
he drantativally more pronounced with dextroamphetamine than they are with
levon mphel a tn

In dopamine tracts, 011 1111. (Mier hand, dex(roamplietamine and 'fern:tun-diet-

amine tend to he umnilly effective: dextrominplietamine produees tt slightly
arcate pileup of dopamine at the synapses than levoamplietatnine does, hill the
difference is nowhere near the order of 10 to one. This suggests that if a given
symptom at' amphetamine intake appears about as often with dextroanihetarnine
as willt levoamplielainine, that behavior is probably mediated by the dopamine

iitirons. If a bettaviur oenrs nitwit MOW readily with dextroamplielamine than
with levoamplietti mine, the behavio probably is governed by tracts of not:epinephrine tienons.
Mr,*
1:(sittet 11 'Taylor and T recently studied two typical amphetamine effects

motor netivity and stereotyped behaviorin laboratory rats. With relatively

small doses the animals appeared to lie excited, running about their (-ages furiously. and this effeet Was exactly 10 times more protiontwell nndrr dextoamplielatitine than it was under levontmilteltimine. 'rids perfectly parallels the
1n-fold advantage that dextrnattiplietamine has in prodning excess norepitte

phrine. and it strongly suggests that the eentra1-stinnilant and heightened;toil vii y effects are probably lit:minced when amphetamine (limes iu contact
wit It till. noropitivilhrine men .(11),-: of the brain.

IVith sonwAvliat larger dose's of amphetamine. animals begin stereotyped
behavior similar to Ilw compldsive, repetilivr behavior of speed-frea
Ttals
tenil to stay in one corner of the rase, lo sniff and link repeatedly. and to

guru 111tvsSa Id Ty on any avaiiable object. such as the liars of' the cage. We
found that the two forms (if amphetamine were fairly (lose in their ability
to preillice slet:Nil flied gnawing in nits, This suggests that the brain's &ipronine taels are responsible for repetitions. stereotyped behavior in atimlief indite users, 011wr investigators have reached the same eonelusions by showitig
that, whop dollatiiine a no:I, 4)f. 11m ra I brain are rut mil, amphetamine
does not linable,. stereotyped bell:IA:1(w as readily as it usually does.

.liter hearing about ()li successful experiments with animals. Iturf(in A rigrist and Samuel Grslum at New York Pniversity asked Ihr next logical
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question: how do dextroamphetamine and levoamphetamine compare in producing amphetamine psychosis in human beings? They studied three former
amphetamine addicts, volunteers, putting them through the 10-milligram-perhour regimen that Griffith followed. Each subject went through three separate sessions; once with dextroamphetamine, once with levoamphetamine, and
once with a mixture of the two.

Both drugs and the mix produced psychosis in each man and none was
markedly more powerful than any other. (Dextroamphetamine was slightly
faster than the other preparations, levoamphetamine was the slowest, and
the mixture, as might be expected, was intermediate.)
Maps

This finding suggests that amphetamine psychosis is produeed by excessive
activity in the dopamine tracts of the brain, while such other amphetamine
effects as hyperactivity and euphoria originate in the norepinephrine tracts.
With a chemical stain developed by a group of Swedish researchers, it has
recently become possible to map dopamine and norepinephrine pathways
through the brain. We have learned, fur example, that some prominent dopamine tracts end in areas of the brain's limbic system that regulate a variety
if emotional behaviors. The largest dopamine tract has become famous in its
own right: it leads to an area that coordinates body movements, and if the
tract is damaged so that there is :t deficieney of dopamine, the patient is
likely to suffer from Parkinson's disease. L-dopa, the drug that is converted
to dopamine in the brain, has been hailed as a miraculous treatment for
Parkinson's disease.
The major norepinephrine tracts start in the brain stem and ascend through
the medical forebrain Imallethe pleasure center. Animals will work very
hard to get electrical stimulation in this am', which likely has an important
of amphetamine use. The norepinephrine tracts also
role in the euphoric
extend into other part, a the hyinothalainus. perhaps into the so-called satiety
center which. when stimulated. makes a fond- deprived anima! stop seating.
Several pharumtlilogists have found that phenothiazine tranquilizers produce improvements in schimphreale patients by blocking the dopamine reeeptors
in the brain. This fits nicely with our idea that amphetamine poduees psychosis
increasing the amount Of dopamine annual dopamine-sensitive cells. Photo-

thiazine alleviate8 symptone4 by working in the opposite direction: it makes

the dopamine-sensitive neurons less sensitive.
Systems

Amphetamine- induced psychosis seems to be at best available chemical imitation of schizophrenia. But there remains one nagging difficulty : the ampheta-

mine illness resembles paranoid schizophrenia, nut catatonic schizophrenia.
undifferentiated schizophrenia, or other forms of the disorder. I don't think this
means that paranoid schizophrenia is a different disease from other types. I
think that if amphetamine were to act solely on dopamine neurons and had
no effect on norepinephrine neurons, the result might be the classic. undifferentiated form of schizophrenia, or a form with characteristics determined
only by the personality of the patient. But norepinephrine stimulation adds
another st.t of symptoms to the clinical picturehyperactivity, sleeplessness,
:111(1 loss of appetite. Tlw alerting effort may make the patient try to thud an

intellectual framework for the strange feelings that come over him. He

searches for explanations and meanings, and this leads to the elaborate system

of delusions that is the essence of paranoid. In short, the basic at

psychosis may arise through the brain's dopamine mechanisms, but the specific
paranoid solution conies from the contribution of norepinephrine systems.

Investigators are nun trying to improve upon amphetamine, to find a drug
that will stimnlaie dopamine systems but not norepinephrine systems. If my
reasoning is acen ..Ate, such ;t drug would produce a pure schizophrenia indistingnishable fro:t the disorder that is observed in mental-hospital wards.
The drug would be a boon. It would give specific direction to the search for
the cause of natural schizophrenia, and would allow investigators to manipulate schizophrenic symptoms in the laboratory and .study, in animals, a vast
range of possible cures.

-

AMPHETAMINEA SKETCH

Chemists first synthesized amphetamine in 1887, but no one evaluated it

systematically until 1927, when experimenters reported that laboratory animals
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dosed with the drug became hyperactive and lost all interest in eating or sleeping.

Five years later a pharmaceutical house introduced the drug into clinical
medicine under the name Benzedrine.

Scientists isolated two different forms of the drug. One of them rotated polarized light to the rightclockwise: the other rotated it to the left. Gordon /tiles
found that the right-handed dextro form was a much more potent central stimulant than the left-handed, /cvo form. Soon dextrouniphetamine (Dexedrine) was
with us.

Dexedrine and iltbnzedrIne, both marketed 1:: Smith Kline & French Laboratories, were the primary commercial amphetamines until 1945, when Burroughs
Wellcome S. Co. joined the market with metharaphetamine (Idethedrine), now
notorious under the name speed.
The number of amphetamine-related agents proliferated. Some deemphasized
the stimulation effects and deereased appetite--phenmetrazine (Preltulin) and
diethylpropion (Tenuate) are examples. Methyiphenidate (Rita lin), on the other

hand, made its debut as a potent central stimulant with little or no appetitesuppressing properties. (The researchers discoved that, in a seemingly paradoxical way, it tranquilized hyperactive children; physicians prescribe it widely
for this purpose.) Despite their subtle ditTereeces, all these drugs are powerful,
all lend themselves readily to abuse, and all can lead to amphetamine psychosis.
Astir
Amphetamines have other effects than hyperactivity, sleeplessness, and loss of
PPI'Mms tinder amphetamine :t re talkative, restless, always in motion,
often with repetitive and stereotyped movements. They take on monumental

Projects and assignments with little sense of fatigue or boredom. They may
show improved scores on reaction -time tasks, though this is probably clue to
increased alertness and scanning of the environment rather than to increased
resi tense speed per se.

The effect of amphetamines on sexual behavior Is not clear -cut. Costa Rylantler, a Swedish physician, thinks amphetamine is the most powerful aphrotlishie known. Ile quotes a patient win said that nil injeetinn of ottlidwfamine
-goes straight front the head to the scrotum . . . This wonderful drug is a
I always need a couple of girls at the same time." But others report
Munn .
iith'equal convit.tbal that amphetamine dulls sexual sensitivity. Ritgene Se !menfeta. M.D.. who writes "IIIPpoerates." an unorthodox medical-tidy-lee column
that appears in ninny underground papers, has noted that -amphetamines commonly make sexual a rteisai and fulfillment more difficult to achieve."
Amphetamine also dilates the bronchial to n's anti it was first used in inhalers
for asthma patients. Each inhaler contained the equivalent of 500 milligrams of
I texedrint --alsoit 50 times the average dose for appetite suppression. Ina the '30s,

inhaler containing these massive amounts of amphetamine were sold widely,

and the drug could be removed easily from the inhaler.
Doze

Although there were a few cases of amphetamine psychosis in persons who
consumed the Contents of inhalers, the first reported incidence of amphetamine
psyelloSIS IV:1N among prisons being treated with n inphet 21111111P for nareolepsY,

:In titatomn iiiii (!ontlit ion in wide]) the individual goes to sleep at unpredictable
limos - -he (.:111 (Iotse off while he is walking, or when he is in the midst. of a
heated discussion.
Benzedrine proved most ntiefill in keeping these patients awake. Tn 1938 three
an 1.4)1(101e patients were reported to have developed temporary pa ranc4 psy-

choses after they had escalated their taily Benzedrine doses two- or threefold --against l wtor.' orders, The patients had the major symptoms of fullfledged amphetamine psychosis.
The tirst epidemic of amplietataine psychosis occurred in .Tapan. During World

War II the IIIrutati Luftwaffe used 111111thrl:11111111.8 to keep 111101N 1111.11 on long

bombing missions. (k.ritiony's allies, the Japanese. soon began producing large
quantities of amplabtatiiimbs. Toward the end of the war, JapIIIIPSe munitions-

factory workers used these drugs almost compulsively to keep up their spirit
and efficiency. and drug companies built lip enormous stooks of them. Willi the
war's end, time companies (leaned out their huge stoeltpiles by advertising
-amphetamine for elimination of drowsiness and repletion of the spirit." The

all Campaign at f)inirmItly appealed to runny young. Japanese who suffered from
frustration and loss of SPlf-confitlyneohpentiso by the mid-1050s

abuse had reached epidemic proportions. More than 500,000 Japanese were
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amphetamine addicts, and there were at least fs5,000 reports of amphetamine
psychosis, in 1954 the government imposed six-month jail sentences for simple
illegal possession of the drug, and in three years the epidemic was over.
ippies

The most massive and systematic intravenous dosing of amphetamines, however, began in the United States in the late 19G0s. It started with the hippies in
san Francisco. To heighten the intensity of the psychedelic experience, some
bold experimenters added Methedrinc to preparations of LSD. Drug users I interviewed said that Methedrine is the favored amphetamine because it produces
more euphoria than the others. (It also is the amphetamine most easily synthesized by underground chemists.) In any event, a new class of hippe, the speedfreak, soon emerged. He often could not tolerate overwhelming self-revelation
induced by LSD. and preferred instead to be high, pure and simple. He injected
astronomical doses of amphetamine into his reins, and amphetamine psychosis
:talked the liaight-Ashbury neighborh000d. Most speed-freaks, aware of the
effect, expect sooner or later to experience severe paranoid psychosis.
Words

smart, flip, in-group terminology gathers around a new forbidden fruit the way
insects do, and the amphetamines have a considerable collection. Some terms
refer descriptively to the uses and effects of amphetamine : crank, pep pills,
uppers, lid-poppers, wake-ups, eye-openers, truck drivers, copilots, coast-toco;:sts. Other terms identify specific pills by their chemistry and appearance:
bcr:nics, de.ries, meth, whites, black beauties, purple hearts, preemies, footballs.
lint it is the ultimate frequent effect of amphetamine that has inspired the
simplest and most telling catch-phrase of all: Speed Kills.

APPENDIX 10
THE PHARMACOLOGICAL BASIS OF THERAPEUTICS

(Fourth Edition, The MacMillan Co., first printing 1970, Chapter 24,
pages 501-523)
AMPHETAMINE

Amphetamine, racemic p-phenylisopropylamine (Table 24-1), has powerful
CNS stimulant actions in addition to the peripheral a and IS actions common
to sympathomimetic drugs. Its pressor effects were first described by Piness
and associates (1930). Alles (1933) observed its bronchodilator, respiratory
stimulant, and anleptic actions and, comparing it with epinephrine, foand its
caridovascular effects to be of much longer duration but its potency to be only
about 0.5 to 1.0%. The central stimulant effects of amphetamine were first
used clinically by Prinzmetal and Bloomberg (1935) to treat narcolepsy and
have since been employed in a variety of conditions, including obesity fatigue,
parkinsonism, and poisoning by CNS depressants. Unlike epinephrine, it is
effective after oral administration and its effects last for several hours.
Pharmacological properties
Cardiovascular Responses. In man and animals, amphetamine given orally
raises both systolic and diastolic blood pressures. The pulse pressure is usually
as well as a-receptor activity. Heart rate
increased, since amphetamine has
is often reflexly slewed; with large doses, cardiac arrhythmias may occur.
cardiac output is not enhanced by therapeutic doses, and cerebral Hood flow is
little changed. The t isomer is slightly mote potent than the d isomer in its
ca rdiovaseula r actions.

Other Smooth Muscles. In general, smooth muscles respond to amphetamine

as they do to other sympatlennimetics. Bronchial muscle is relaxed, but the

effect is not sufficiently marked to be of therapeutic value. The contractile effect

on the urinary bladder sphincter is particularly marked, and has been used
in treating enuresis and Incontinence. Pain and difficulty in micturition occa..ionally occur. The gastrointestinal effects of amphetamine are unpredictable.
If enteric activity is pronounced, amphetamine may cause relaxation and delay
the movement of intestinal contents; if the gut is already relaxed, the opposite
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effect may he seen. The response of the human uterus varies, but usually there
is an increase in fillip. cilltnictioll or the spleen probably act:01111N for the
transient erythremift observed hi some species but not in man.
f'entral Nervous System. Amphetamine is one of the most potent SyMat110711inletir :11111/145 With respect to stimulation of the CNS. Many experimental
and clinical studies of its ventral excitatory and on:depth, properties have 1,,n
made. comparing its potency with its congeners and with such other drugs as
strychnine, pierotxin. pentylenetetraztil. niket hatable. methylphenitlate, and caffein. The results vary with the investigator. the species, the doses employed,
the index of recovery selected. and the depressants against which the analeptic
is tovastired. Ileuever. there is little question that amphetamine is an effective
agent for stimulating the medullary respiratory center. lessening the degree
of central depression valise(' by various drugs. and stimulating the normal
cerebrospinal axis. Animals given sufficient doses of amphetamine show tremor.
restlessness. increased motor activity. agitation. and sleeplessness; these effects
are thole:lit to be due to cortical stimulation and possibly to stinuflation of
the reticular net it ating system. In contrast. the drug can obtund the maximal
electroshock seizure discharge and probing the ensuing period of depression:
thlqte properties may he related to the usefultieqr of amphetamine in eeTtaiti
eastN of epilepsy. in elicitation of eNS excitator. effects. the d isomer fdextromplietamine 1 is three to four times ;Ls potent as the 1 isomer.

ln man, the m :( flied atoticittie action is exemplified by the fact that atiestle ,in
prfidlied Ivy 0,:f of amottarbital sodium given intravenously can be greatly
lessened by 10 to 30 mug of ainplietaillin injected intravenemsly. The ilsgtchip
1.:

('thuds depend on the dose and the mental state and personality of the
VI, main results (If an oral dose of to to :VI mg :trolls follows: IVakefulite,s. alertness. and a decreased sense of fatigue: elevation of moot], with
i ?Wry:, t4ell
and
VP :
to concentrate: often elation and
euphoria increase in motor and speech activity. Performative of only .4itoillo
111(911:11 task, is 111111'0Vol : :111(1. although more work may be accomplished. the
number of erra rs. is not necessarily decreased. Physical performance. for example, in athletes. is improved. These effects are not invariable. and may be
reversed by overthisage or repeated usage. Prolonged use of large doses a re
nearly always followed by mental depression and fatigue. Many individeals

given amphetamine experience head:relit% palpitation, dizziness. vasomotor disturbances. agitation. confusion. tlysphoria. apprehension, delirium, or fatigue.
(Rev revival- by Weiss and ladies. 194;2.1

etifete. Prevention and reversal of fatigue by amphetamine have been studied

extensively in the laboratory. in military field studies. and in fithleties. In
general, the titivation of atleemite performance is prolonged before fatigue
appears and the vireos of fatigue are :at least partly reversed. The most striking improvement due to amphetamine appears to (won when performance has
Leen refliwed by fatigue and leek of sleep,
improvement may he partly
due to alteration of unfavorable attitudes toward the task. However, amphetamine reduces the oeenrrence of mierosleeps. ::.0 brief losses of vigilance that

impair perform:met, after prolonged sleep dela ivat ion. and thus improves exeention of t:e4S roolitiring su <tained attention. The drug is effective in postponing'
sleep and prfanoting wakefulness. 1 1:11dd-eye-movement (REM) sleep is reduced to ;thorn tit;, less ho 11 half the normal proportion of total sleeping time.

The need for sleep may be postponed. but it cannot be indefinitely avoided.
When the drag is diseontitmed after lime Ilse, total sleep inreases. and rar.tt
sleep appears more rapidly than usual and is unduly prolonged. The pattern
of sleep takes as long as '2 months to return to norMal. 'Because the beneficial
effects of the drier have to be repaid in the coin of fatigue and often depression.

and because of the variable renetions in patients amphetamine should not be

Used italiserimiteitely. (Se reviews by 1Vpiss and Laties. 1902; Oswald. 1 0(1c.1
lnnlgrsifr. Amphetamine and certain other sympothomimetie amines, such as

pauses a shift of the resting EEC: toward the higher freqnencies in man, hilt to
pain threshold in dogs ticiessig and )1`%1`1,1111Wt41:i. 1911). Analgesia also occurs
in man and amphetamine enhances the analgesia cads((' by morphine and mepyridine and may decrease their sedative effects. It largely eliminates the analgesic action of nitrous ox ide. .1mplietamine has been !melt in eonjunction with
antiiiyrotie analgesics, bin a therah t.tifie advantage in the use of ampheta-

mine for analgesia, either alone or given with other drugs has not 14441

established.
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EEG. In general, amphetamine accelerates t ad desynchronizes the EEG. It
causes a shift of the resting EEG toward the in,ther frequencies in man, but to
a smaller degree than that occurring during attention. It reduces the amplitude
and the duration of the large delta waves that are present during sleep after
prolonged insomnia and in narcolepsy. The postconvulsive confusion and slowwave EEG observed after electroshock seizures in 'monkeys are counteracted
by amphetamine. In some children with petit mal and typical 3-per-second spikeand-dome dysrhythmia, amphetamine may abolish both the seizures and the
abnormal EEG discharges; this may be due, in part, to an effect on alertness and
activity. In children with behavioral disorders and abnormal EEG (6-cycle-persecond rhythm), amphetamine may improve behavior with or without altering
the EEG. The EEG cannot be fully relied on as a criterion for the effects of
amphetamine since the drug can cause behavioral arousal even when desynchronized by the EEG is prevented by atropine (Bradley, 1958). (See review by Tomlin
and Davis, 1949.)
Spina/ Cord, Recticular Formation, and Respiratory Center. Amphetamine facilitates monosynaptic and polysynaptic transmission in the spinal cord. In com-

mon with ephedrine, it enhances excitatory activity, promotes righting movements and postural activity, and speeds the recovery of responses in spinal,
deeerebratte, and decorticate animals. Amphetamine can reverse the depressant
effect of barbiturates on the reticular formation, and it lowers the threshold for
arensal by electrical stimulation of this region (Bradley and Key, 1958).
The respiratory center is stimulated by amphetamine in animals, and the rate
and 6epth of respiration are increased. In normal nutn, usual doses of the drug
do not appreciably increase respiratory rate or minute volume. Nevertheless,
when respiration is depressed by centrally acting drugs, amphetamine may stimulate respiration, an action that has been uses in the treatment of poisoning by
anesthetics and hypnotics.
Depression of Appetite. Amphetamine and similar drugs are widely used in the
treatment of amphetamine, first reported by Nathanson (1939), was investigated
by Harris and associates (1947), who demonstrated loss of weight in dogs and
in normal and obese humans treated with amphetamine. The weight loss was
:almost entirely due to reduced food intake and only in small measure to increased
metabolism. It was concluded that the site of action was in the brain, since the
drug did not reduce food intake in a small number of patients with frontal lobotomy and since sensory loss by denervation of the gastrointestinal tract in animals
did not prevent the anorexigenic action. The precise central site of this action of
amphetamine has not yet been established, but it may be in the lateral hypothal-

amic feeding area since the drug reduces food intake of rate with the ventromedial satiety area destroyed (Stowe and Miller, 1957). In man, some drug-

induced loss of acuity of smell and taste has been described, and increased physical activity may also contribute to the loss of weight. In dogs, the effect is powerful and may lead to complete starvation if amphetamine is given each day 1 hour
before the daily meal: food is refused even if offered for 45 minutes. Man, however, develops tolerance to the drag with continued administration. The degree
of appetite suppression is not enough to reduce weight continuously in obese individuals without additional dietary restriction. Amphetamine has little effect of
reducing food intake in those persons whose overeating is impelled by psychological factors.
Mechanisms of the CNS Effects. Several mechanisms for the CNN effects of
sympathominetic amines have been suggested, each based on an analogy with
known effects of these drugs on tissues other than the brain. Amphetamine de-

polarizes and then blocks cells in autonomic ganglia, and Reinert (1960) has
suggested that a similar nicotine-like action may account for its central effects.
This is unlikely, since ephedrine, which has similar although less marked central effects, does not share the depolarizing action of amphetamine. An indirect
action by the local release of norepinephrine, as in peripheral tissue, has been
suggested. However, ampiotamine still exerts its central stimulant effects in

animals and patients treated with resemble, n drug that depletes the brain

eatecholamines. The possibility that amphetamine acts centrally by inhibiting
MAO and thus enhancing the arlions of twain norelanejamme has already lawn
mentioned. There are many reasons to reject this hypothesis, among them the
fact OW amphetamine still stimulates subjects who have previously received
MAO inhibitors. With amphetamine, as with other drugs. here is no advantage
in postulating an indirect meebanism of action until a direct action on the yells
has been disproved, The possibility that amphetamine may net on 5-11T re-
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ceptors in the brain, as it does on several varieties of smooth muscle (Inner.
1963), has been discussed by Vane (1960). The central effects do not depend
on changes in blood pressure and occur without an increase in total cerebral
blood flow.

Metabolic Effects. Although large doses of amphetamine markedly increase
oxygen consumption in animals, con7entional therapeutic doses cause either no

change, a small fall, nr a modest rise (10 to 15%) in the metabolic rate in
man. When an increase dots occur, it is neither as constant nor as significant

as that caused by epinephrone, but it is more sustained. Some patients show a
slight increase in body temperature. The apparent ealorigenic action may be
due to restlessness eansed by the drug. Amphetamine increases the plasma
concentration of free fatty acids but, in contrast to epinephrine, does not modify
carbohydrate utilization or increase blood glucose or Iaetate, and the respiratory quotient is unaltered.
Preparations. Administration, and Dosage. Amphetamine gulfate, N.F., is it
white, water-soluble powder, available in 5- and 10-mg tablets. The d isomer is
available as Dextroamphetamine Phosphate, NF., in 5-mg tablets; and as Flextroataphetamine Sulfate, U.S.P. (nExaoRINE), in 5-. 10-, and 15-mg capsules,
in 5-mg tablets, in an elixir (1 mg /ml), and as an official injection (20 nig/nil 1.
Amphetamine bane is a volatile liquid that changes to the carbonate when exposed to air ; it was formerly used in inhalers to treat nasal congestion. For
this purpose it has been replaced by various sympathominetic amines that have
considerably less central stimulant action. Amphetamine is marketed under a
variety of trade names, perhaps the best known of which is SENSEtanNE.

With the usual oral dose of 2.5 to 5.0 nig of dextrotimphetamine, the effects
appear within V,3 to 1 hour. The patient's sensitivity should first be tested with
a dose of 2,5 mg. For chronic medication the usual dosage is . mg. two or three
times daily. The last dose is generally given not later than 4 p.m. to avoid insomnia. For parental injection of amphetamine, the subcutaneous rouse is preferred. Vascular effects appear within 5 minutes. The usual dose of amphetamine is 10 nig, but larger doses are often given in treating poisoning by central
depressants. Intravenous injection is not recommended. For local application,
a 1% aqueous solution of amphetamine sulfate may be used as a mydriatic or
as a nasal decongestant
Toxicity and Side Effects. The acute toxic effects of amphetamine are usually extensions of its therapeutic actions and, as a rule, result from overdosage.
The central effects commonly include restlessness, dizziness, tremor, hyperactive
reflexes, talkativeness, tenseness, irritability, weakness, insomnia, fever, and
Sometimes euphoria. Confusion, assaultiveness, increased libido, anxiety, delirium, hallucinations, panic states, and suicidal or homicidal tendencies occur,
especially in mentally ill patients. Fatigue and depression usually follow the
central stimulation. Cardiovascular effects are common and include headache.

chilliness, pallor or flushing, palpitation. cardiac arrhythmias, anginal pain,
hypertension or hypotension and circulatory collapse. Excessive sweating occurs, and symptoms referable to the gastrointestinal system include (lit mouth,
metallic taste, anorexia, nausia, vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal cramps.
Fatal poisoning usually terminates in convulsions and coma, and cerebral
hemorrhages are the main pathological finding.

The toxic dose of amphetamines varies widely, Toxic manifestations occa-

sionally occur as an idiosyncrasy after as little as a mg, but are rare with

doses of less than 15 mg. Severe reactions have occurred with 30 mg, Net doses
of 400 to 500 mg have been survived. Death has followed rapid injection of 120
mg. Larger doses can be tolerated after chronic use of the drug.
Treatment of acute amphetamine intoxication should include acidification of
the urine by azhninistration of ammonium chloride. Excretion of amphetamine

is negligible in alkaline urine, and is vastly increased in acid urine. Sedation
with barbiturates and especially with chlorpromazine (Espelin and Done, 19(18)

is usually indicated, and a nitrite or a rapidly actng a-receptor blocking agent

should be given if hypertension is marked.
Chrwiie amphetamine into:Het:Hon causes Symptom; similar to those of acute
overdosage, but abnormal mental conditions are more common. Weight loss may
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he marked, and occasionally dermatitis occurs. A psychotic reaction with vivid
hallucinations and paranoid delusions, often mistaken for schizophrenia, is the
most common serious effect. Recovery is usually rapid after withdrawal of the
drug, but occasionally the condition becomes chronic. In these persons ampheta-

mine may act us a precipitating factor hastening the onset of an incipient

schizophrenia.

Precautions and Contraindications. Abuse of amphetamine by the laity as a
means of overcoming sleepiness and of increasing energy and alertness should
he discouragisl. The drug should be used only under medical supervision. The

additional contraindications and precautions in the use of amphetamine are
generally similar to those described above for epinephrine. The drug should be
usts1 with care in patients with anorexia, insomnia. asthenia, psychopathic personality, or a history of homicidal or suicidal tendencies.

Addiction and Tolerance. .4 ddiction often occurs to amphetamine and dextroamphetamine, as discussed in Chapter 16. Tolerance almost invariably develops to the anorexigenie effect of amphetamines, and it often seen also in the
need for increasing (loses to maintain improvement of mood in psychiatric pa-

tients. A period without the drug usually restores the patient's sensitivity.

To'$erance is s, rikiug in addicts, and a daily intake of 1700 mg without apparent

ill efr.ts has been reported. Development of tolerance is not. invariable, and
cases of narcolepsy have been treated for years without an increase in the

initially effective dose.
'Therapeutic Uses. Amphetamine and dextronmphetamine are used chiefly for
their CNS effects. They have been largely supplanted by other sympathomitnetie
agents for their peripheral (greets. Dextratimphetamine, with greater CNS action

and less peripheral action, is generally preferred to amphetamine; it is used in
obesity, narolepsy, parkinsonism, depressive syndromes, behavior disorders,
and petit mid epilepsy, and in conjunction with supportive therapy for ecntral
depressant drug intoxication. These uses are discussed later in this chapter.
METHAMPIIETAMINE

Metliampitetamine is closely related chemically to amphetamine and ephedrine (Table 2-1-.1). Its pharmacological actions are similar to those of amphetamine, but it exhibits a different ratio between central and peripheral actions.
Small doses have prominent central stimulant effects without significant peripheral actions; somewhat larger doses produce a sustained rise in blood pressure due in main mainly to cardiac stimulation. Cardiac output is increased,
although the heart rate may be reflexly slowed. The drug has considerable
a-receptor activity, and increases blood flow in skeletal muscle. Peripheral venous

pressure is increased and venous constriction occurs. These factors tend to increase the venous return and therefore, the cardiac output. Pulmonary arterial
Pressure is raised probably secondary to increased cardiac output. Renal blood
flow is also enhanced. Although moderate doses stimulate cardiac contraelion,
excessive doses depress the myocardimn. The cardiovascular effects of methamphetamine are eon pared with those of several other pressor amines in Table
24-3 (ace Aviado. 1959; Hkestein and Abboud, 1962.)

Preparations and Dosage. Methamphetamine Hydrochloride. U.S.P., is the d
isomer; it is marketed under a confusing number of trade names, including
Desoxyn, Efroxine. Methedrine, Norodin, and Syndrox. It is available in tablets
emitaining 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 8 mg. of drug; in sustained-release tablets containing
5. 10. and 15 mg: as an elixir (0.66 and 1 mg/m1) ; and in sterile solution (20
ttig/tal). The usual oral dose for central effects varies from 2.5 mg. daily to 5

nag three times daily. For the pressor effect, it (lose of 10 to 30 lug is given
intramuscularly.
Therapeutic Uses. Methamphetamine is principally used for its central effcota
which are more pronounced than those of amphetamine and are accompanied

by less prominent peripheral actions. It is also employed to maintain blood
pressure in certain hypertensive states (e.g., in spinal anesthesia). These uses
are discussed below in the therapeutic section of this chapter.
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Ephedrine occurs naturally in various plants. It was used in Chins for over
51:::0 years before being introduced into Western medicine in 1024 (8ec Chen
anti awidt, 1930. Prepared synthetically in 1927, it has since been used extensively for clinical conditions in which either peripheral or CNS actions of
sympathomietie drugs are desired. Its central actions r re less pronounced than
those of the amphetamines, which have therefore snot z..eiled ephedrine for all
except peripheral effects. Ephedrine stimulates both t and pi receptors and has
clinical uses related to both types of action. The drug owes part of its peripheral

:lethal to release of norepinephrine, but it also has direct effects on receptors and
exhibits substantial effects in reserpine-treated aniwals and man (Krogsgaard,

1956), Tachyphylaxis develops to its peripheral actions, and rapidly repeated
doses become less effective, probably as a result of the depletion of norepinePhrene stores. Small doses of ephedrine increase and large doses reduce the
excitatory effects of catecholamines and sympathetic nerve stimulation; the

mechanisms involved, although much studied, are as yet Incompletely understood.
Since ephedrine contains two asymmetrical carbon atoms, six compounds are
possible. Only 1- ephedrine and racemic ephedrine are commonly used clinically;

their pharmacological properties and uses are essentially situilr. The structure

of ephedrine is depicted in Table 24-1.

Pharmacological Actions. Ephedrine differs from epinephrine mainly In its
efficacy after oral administration, its much longer fluration ;if action, its more
pronounced central actions, and its much lower potency. Cardiovascular effects
of ephedrine nre in ninny ways similar to those of epinephrine, but they persist
seven to ten Wales as long. The drug elevates the systolic mid usually also the
diastolic pressure in man, and pulse pressure increases. Pressor responses are
due partly to vasoconstriction but mainly to cardiac stimulation, provided venous return is adequate. The heart te may not be altered, but it increases if

vagal reflexes are blocked. The Pa, of myocardial contract, ti and cardiac
output are augrzented by the drug; the renal and splanchnie blood flows are

4!ecreased whereas the coronary. ceriltral, and muscle blood fikuvs are increased.

The pressor responses to ephedrine are blocked by a-blocking agents, but reversal, if it occurs, is slight. The cardiovascular effects of ephedrine are compared with those of oCter sympathoznietic maim In Table 24-3. Bronchial
,relaxation is less prominent but more sustained with ephedrine than
with epinephrine. Consequently. ephedrine is of value only in milder cases of
acute asthma and in chronic cases that need continued medication. Mydriasis
occurs after local application of the drug to the eye. Reflexes to light are not
abolished, accommodation 1:4 unaffected, and intraocular pressure is unchanged,

Ephedrine and other sympathomimetics are of little use as mydri tics in the
presence of Inflammation. The drug Is less effective in individuals who have
heavily pigmented Irides than in those in whom the iris is light colored, n
difference attributed by Angenent and Koelle (1953) to a greater content of
dopa oxidase and other enzymes Ni heavily pigmenter irides. Other smooth
muscles are generally affected by ephedrine in the wime manner as by epinephrine

nephrine. However, the activity of the human uterus is usually reduced by
ephedrine, regardless of the effect of epinephrine, and thus the agent has been
used to relieve the pain of dytimenorrhea. Ephedrine is less effective than epinephrine in elevating the level of blood sugar. The central In...root:8 Potent
effects of ephedrine are similar to of amphetamine but are considerably less
marked.

Preparations, Administration and Dosage. Ephedrine Sulfate, U.S.P., is the I
Isomer. It is available in 25-mg tablets and in 25- and 50-mg capsules: the oral
dose varies from 15 to 50 mg. For continued medication small doses are given
at 3- to 4-hour intervals. Sterile solutions (25 and 50 ing/m1) are available; in

hypotensive states. 15 to 50 ing may be given stibentaneously or, if a rapid
response is necessary, 20 mg van be injected intravenously. Solutions of 1 and
3',7c in water and
In jelly are available for nasal inneosal decongestion, and
aqueous solutions Of 3 to 5';'n are applied to the eye to ;:roduce mydrinsis.

'toxic Reactions. These are similar to the untoward reactions observed after
epinepliHne, with additional reactions referable to the CNS effects of ephedrine.
Insomnia is coninem with efali1111101 medication, but it is readi),,-. cnu
by barbiturates. Pref.(' lithos* in the use (If ephedrine are similar to those outlined for
10.1)11 rine and lw innhetaniines,
Therapeuti fees, The main clluicnl applications of ephedrine are in bron^hospasm, ill stokes-Adams syndrome. as a 110:40r oterongestort, as a mydriatie, and
in certain .affergie disorders. The drug has also been employed as a pressor agent,

Partiti larlY during spinal anesthesia, and for its central stUntilant action in
asirrolepsy. These uses are discussed below in the therapeutic section of this
(liapter.

Mephentermine is N-inethylphenyl-tertiary-hutylamine (Table 24-1 1. It is
one of several pressor agents currently used in various hypotensive condithois.
Its duration of action is prolonged. pressor effects lasting :to and 1111 minutes
after subcutaneous doses and up to 4 hours after infroninscular doses. Its peipheral actions and effects appear to be very similar to those of inethamplieta-

mine. hilt its central aetions are relatively feeble and of no clinical use. Nlephentermine increases blood pressure in mon mainly by eardiae stimulation.
Cardiac contraction is enhaneed and cardiac output inceased. The change in
heart rate is variable. depending oil the degree of vagal tone. a-lleeeptor activit of the drug nimears to be relatively 11) -a k, and its c(mtribution to the
Pressor effect is as yet unclear. Peripheral resistance increases in normal subjects, but may be unchanged as lessened in patients with hypotension. In such
Patients the blood pressure may not increase in spite of a greater cardiac out-

put. indicating a vasodilator effect tillioji and \Veil, 1905). Cerebral and

coronary Mood flows are increased. forearm ii mat flow is reduced, and venous
tone is increased. In dogs. coronary and splanchnic blood flows increase, there
may be some reduction in renal blood flow. and blood flow to the foreleg is decreased: excessive doses depress the inyOeadium. Tachyphylaxis oc,ics readily
with repeated large doses in dogs, but it has not been reported in man. Enough
ff.-receptor activity (vasoconstriction) is present for the drug to be used by itihalatiou 10 (*WISP nasal nincosal decongestion. (.*NS effects may (wenn With large
(loses of mephentermine. These inetude drowsiness. weeping, incoherenee. and

convulsions, and rapidly disappear on withdrawal of the drug. Iii Table 24-3
the cardiovascula ()creels of mephentermine are compared with those of some
ether pressor amines. ( For references, see Aviado. l959; Eckstein and Abboud,
1962; Zahnis. 196S. I

Pretiaations and Dosage. Mephenterntime Sulfate, P.S.P. (IVYAMINE), is
;111d 30 air /nil) for parenteral injection. (liven
available in sterile solution
subs, anenusly or Woo usculart y the dose is usually 10 to 30 mg, Slow intravenous infusions are also given. the rate being varied to produce the desired
pressor effect. Oral tablets 112:i to 2'i tug) nre also marketed.

Mephentermine is mainly used as a pressor agent in variTheapeutie
ous hypotensive strifes, as dismissed below in the therapeutic section of this
chapter.

If YDROX roe NIP It ETA M 1 NE

Ifydoxyampliptainine. synthesized in Germany In 1913, came into clinical use

only after reinvestigation 2 decades later (Alles, 1:133: ales and l'rinzintal.
1 1133 1. Its chemical structure differs from that of amplietaminif only by the
addition of it 4.1)11 group 1 sec Table 24-1 ).

Pharmacological Actions. In ninny respects the actions of hydroxyamplietaresenild() those of ephedrine. with the exception that the drug almost
entirely lacks ('NS stimulant activity. The (titration of action after oral or Kubota:metals administration is from 90 to 720 minutes; after intravenous injecmin()

tion. 20 to 31) minutes.

.1etions, In man. as in other special. the drug elevates systolic :Intl diastolic pressures: Die increase is apparently tine more to cardiac
stimulation than to enhanced peripheral resistance, although the latter does
occur. Heart rat() is often reflexly slowed at the height of the pressor response.
and cardiac irregillariti,...-4. prollahly due to reflex vagal activity, have been reported. The cardiac stimulant action of Dm drug has been used to in:tint:lin an
adequate ventricular rah. in Stales .(darns syndrome. liellex vagal activity does;
not. of course, alter the effects of hydoxyamplietainine or other synipallio'aloud ic drugs on the ventricle when complete heart block is present. du dogs.
cardiac output and coronary blood flow increase. while cutaneous. splanchnic.
and renal blood flows decrease. Pulmonary vessels are not constricted by the
drag. The effects of bytiroxyaniplietamine art eaioto; vascular beds in man have
not Loch established. Responses of cutaneous blood vessels do man are :inflowloos in that. they are not effectively constricted by the drug. and systemic (loses
(10 not lower skin temperature. The duration of Meal anesthesia is not prolonged

when the drug is injected with local anesthetics. 1-Iowever, hydroyamphetamine constricts the vessels of the nasal mucosa, and this property has been
used clinically, Venous constriction may play a role in causing the pressor
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effects of
response (Stead and Kunkel. 1939), In Table 24-3 the cardiovascular
hydroxyamphetamine are compared with those of other pressor amines. (Sec
Abbott and Henry, 1937: Iglaner and Molle, 1943; review by Aviado, 1959.)
Smnoll Muscle. Hydroxyamphetinnine exerts both a and # activity on smooth
muscle. Actions on a receptors are put to effective clinical use for mydriasis, by
instillation of the drug in the eye, and for nasal decongestion, by application
of the compound is reflected
of nasal drops or it spray. The fi-receptor activity
in relaxation of bronchial muscle, but this is too feeble to be of value.
U.S.P. (rAPreparations and Dosage. Hydroxyamphetamine Hydrobromide,
1%
oplitalmic
is
available
in
20-mg
tablets
al
4
as.
a
asiiixs
solution. The oral dose in Stokes-Adams syndrome var.-s from 20 to GO mg,
three to five times daily.
Therapeutic Uses. The clinical applications, mainly hi hypotensive states, in

Stokes-Adams syndrome. as a mydriatie, and as a nasal decongestant, are discussed below hi the therapeutic section of this chapter.
METARAM1NOL

Metarnininol, 3-hydroxyphenylisopropanolamine (Table 24-1). is used almost
exclusively for the treatment of hypotensive states. Its action is mainly direct
and, therefore, does not depend on release of norepinephrine. It is primarily a
pressor agent with n lolls similar to those of norepinephrine. but it is much
less potent and has a more prolonged action. It lacks CNS stimulant effects.
Metaraminol is absorbed after oral administration : however, for equal effects,
oral doses must he live or six times greater than doses given intramuscularly or
intravenously. The pressor effect of an intramuscular dose of 5 Dig lasts fur
about 11/. hours.

Pharmacological Actions. The cardiovascular actions in man are reflected in

n sustained rise in systolic and diastolic pressures, almost entirely due to
vasoconstriction and usually accompanied by a marked reflex bradyeardia.
Occasionally slims arrhythmia also occurs. In normoteusive subjects, cardiac
output it unchanged or may decrease slightly, but the force of Myocardial

contraction is enhanced. Cardiac output increases strikingly when slowing of
the heart is prevented by atropine. Increased cardiac output may play a larger
role in patients with hypotension and shock, in which conditions the drug
increases cardiac output as well as peripheral resistance. Metaraminol increases
venous tone and decreases renal and cerebral blood flows. the latter even when
Nin] pressure is raised as much as 40%. In dogs, limb and splanchnic blood
flows are also decreased and coronary blood flow is increased, but these effects
have not yet been confirmed in man. Pulmonary vasoconstriction occurs in man,
and' the pulmonary blood pressure is elevated by the drug even when cardiac
output in reduced. Systemic pressor responses to metaraminol appear to be
mainly due to peripheral vasoconstriction, but cardiac stimulation can also be
demonstrated and may play a small role in the pressor effect. In Table 24-3
the cardiovascular effects of metaraminol are compared with those of other
sympathomimetic amines. (For references, see Aviado, 1959; Eckstein and
Abboud, 1902: Zaimis, 1969.)

(Aramine BiterPreparations and Dosage. Metaraininol Bitartratc.
trate), is available in 1-ml ampuls and 10-ml vials as a sterile solution (10
mg/ml) for intramuscular injection, usually in a dose of to 10 mg. or, after
suitable dilution. for intravenous infusion. The rate of administration is regulated according to the individual's response to the drug. Subcntaneoes 'Weetio»s should be avoided since tissue sloughing may occur.
Therapeutic Uses. The principal use of metaraminol is as a pressor agent in
certain hypotensive slates. the treatment of which is discussed below in the
therapeutic section of this chapter.

PIIKNYLEPIIRINE

Phenylephrine differs chemically from epinephrine only In lucking mu OH in
the 4 position on the benzene ring (Table 24-1). It was first studied by Barger

and Dale (1910), but wits not used clinically until years later %then it was
found to have greater potent** than other monohydroxyl derivatives. Phenylephrine is it powerful a-receptor stimulant with little effect on the # receptors
of the heart. A direct action on receptor accounts fur the greater part of its
effets. only a small part (wing due to Its ability to release norepinephrine.
Central Stimulant action is minimal, and the elinieal applications of the drug
depend on a-receptor activity.
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Pharmacological Actions. The predominant actions of phenylephrine are on
the eardovascular system. (see Table 24-3). Intravenous, subcutaneous, or oral

administration causes a rise in systolic and diastolic pressures in man and

other species. Responses are more sustained than those to epinephrine, lasting
20 minutes after intravenous and as long as 50 minutes after subcutaneous
injection. Accompanying the pressor response to phenylephrine is a marked reflex bradycardia that can be blocked by atropine; after artopin.e, large doses
of the drug increase the heart rate only slightly. In man, cardiac output is slightly
decreased .and peripheral resistance is considerably increased. Renal and cutaneous blood flows are reduced. Circulation time is slightly prolonged, and venous
pressure is slightly increased; venous constriction is not marked. In experimental animals, most vascular beds are constricted, and cerebral, splanchnic, and
limb blood flows are reduced but coronary blood flow is increased. Pulmonary
vessels are constricted, and pulmonary arterial pressure is raised. Not all the
effects of phenylephrine on the various vascular beds observed in experimental
animals have yet been confirmed in man, but it is clear that the drug is a powerful vasoconstrictor, with properties very similar to those of norepinephrine but
almost completely lacking the chronotropic and inotropic actions on the heart.
Cardiac irregularities are seen only very rarely even with large doses, and the
reflex slowing is sufficient to permit use of the drug to end attacks of paraoxysmal

atrial tachycardia. (For references, see Aviado, 1959: Eckstein and Abboud,
1962.)

Preparations, Administration, and Dosage, Phenylephrinc Hydrochloride,

U.S.P. (isophirin, neosynephrine)

is the l isomer. It is available as sterle

solutons (2 and 10 mg/m1) for parenteral use, 10- and 25-mg oral capsules, an

elixit (1 mg/m1), various nasal (0.125, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0%) and ophthalmic
(0.125, 2.5, and 10%) solutions, and an ophthalmic emulsion (10%). Roughly
equipressor doses are 0.8 mg intravenously, 5 mg subcutaneously or intramuscularly, and 250 mg orally. However, absorption after oral administration is
unreliable. For treatment of hypotension during spinal anesthesia, the usual
dose is 5 to 10 mg, administered intramucularly. The rate of intravenous infusion in hypotcntive states should be regulated according to the patient's
response.

Therapeutic Uses. Pplienylephrine is used mainly as a nasal decongestant, a
pressor agent in hypotensive 'states a mydriatic, a local vasoconstrictor (0.05%)

in solutions of 'Meal anesthetics, and in the relief of paroxysmal atrial tachycardia. These uses are discussed below in the therapeutic section of this chapter.
METHOXAMINE

Methoxamine is p-hydroxy-p-(2,5-dimethoxyplienyl) isopropylamine (Table
24-1). Its pharmacological properties are almost exclusively those characteristic
of a receptor stimulation. The outstanding effect is an increase in blood pressure
due entirely to vasoconstriction. The drug has virtually no stimulant action on
the heart and lacks 13-receptor action on smooth muscle. It causes little or no
central nervous system stimulation.
Pharmacological Actions. Methoxamine, given intravenously or intramuscularly in man, causes a rise in systolic and diastolic blood pressures that persists
for 60 to 90 minutes. The pressor effect is due almost exclusively to an increase
in peripheral resistance. Cardiac output is decreased or unchanged. Renal bloOd

flow is reduced in man to a greater extent than after equipressor doses of

norepinephrine or metaraminol. Cerebral, splanchnic, and limb blood flows are
reduced in dogs, and coronary blood flow is unchanged; whether the effects are

similar in man is not yet known. In man, the venous pressure increases, but
the constrictor action on forearm veins is feeble. Methoxamine has no significant stimulant action on the heart, and does not increase the ventricular rate
in patients with heart block. Reflex bradycardia is prominent, and, therefore,
the drug is used clinically to relieve attacks of paroxysmal atrial tachycardia.
When the vagal effects are blocked by atropine, methoxamine often slows the
heart slightly. This residual slowing may be due to the p-receptor blocking
Property of methoxamine, as shown in dogs by Imai and associates (1961) ;
this blockade would antagonize any direct cardioaccelerator effect of the drug.
Methoxamine does not appear to precipate cardiac arrhythmias and can even
improve rhythm in patients with certain ventricular arrhythemias due to myocardial infarction or digitalis toxicity (Brill et al., 1959). In contrast to
epinephrine, methoxamine prolongs ventricular muscle action potentials and
refractory period and slows A-V conduction (Gilbert et al., 1958). In Table
24-3 the cardiovascular effects of methoxamine are compared with those of
other drug pressor amines. Tachyphylaxis to the drug occurs in experimental
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animals, but has not been reported in man. (Sec reviews by Avia.do, 1959;
Eckstein and Abboud, 1962; Zaiinis, 19G8.)

In man, pressor doses of methoxamine cause pilomotor stimulation and often

a desire to micturate. Occasionally tingling of the extremities and a feeling
of coldness follow intravenous injection of the drug.
Preparations. Administration, and Dosage. Methoxamine Hydrochloride,
U.S.P. (Vasoxyl), is available in 1 -ml ampuls (10 or 20 ing/m1) as a solution
for intramuscular injection. The dose varies from 10 to 80 mg. Intravenous injections of 5 to 10 mg may also be given with the precautions properly accorded

to intravenous injections of sympathotnimetic amines. The drug is also marketed as a nasal solution (0.5%).

Therapeutic Uses. Methoxamine is almost solely used as a pressor agent in
hypotensive states and to end attacks of paroxysmal atrial tachycardia. It is

also employed as a nasal mucosal decongestant. These conditions are discussed
below in the therapeutic section of this chapter.

mrritoxrrn EN AN1 1 NE

3letho::yphenamine. /3-(,r-methoxyphenyl) isopropylmethylamine, differs from

methainplietamine. Only in having :t inethoxy substitnent in the 2 position on
the benzene ring (Table 24-1), but its pharmacological properties differ greatly.
Its main sympathonlimetic action is on # receptors of smooth muscle. By this
action. the drug causes bronehmlitotolion, its usual clinical use. Its bronchodilator effect is greater than that of ephedrine, and the accompanying cardiovas:attar effects are considerably less. The a-receptor Mid Central stimulant
actions of the drug are minimal. Methoxyphenamine also exhibits weak antihista ntinie properties.
Preparations and Dosage. Melho.ryphenumine kydrochloride (ORTI1OXTNE HYDROCHLORIDE )

is iniirketed in 100-mg tablets and in a syrup (10 mg/nil). The

usual oral dose is 50 to 100 mg, repeated every 3 Or 4 hours if necessary.
Therapeutic Uses. Alethoxyphenamine is used mainly in mild cases of asthma
and other fa/cryie conditions, as discussed below in the therapeutic section of
this clnipter.
Ny/idrin and iso.rsnprine

These two sympathomimetic agents are the outcome of a search for long-

acting. highly selective. 13-receptor 811112111:111N that would dilate blood vessels

supplying skeletal muscles and exert a minimum of other typical sympathomimetic ations. Both drugs have large stibstitnents on the amino group (conferring [I-receptor activity) and a methyl substituent on the side chain (permitting oral absorption and long action). Their chemical structures are shown
in Table 21-1. The pharmacological actions of nylidrin and isoxsuprine'are similar and typical of /3-receptor sthnulants. The main actions are dilation of blood
vessels in skeletal muscle and stimulation of the heart. In normal subjects, the

mean arterial pre.ssure is little changed; systolic pressure is usually slightly
raised, while diastolic pressure falls. Heart rate and cardiac output increase.
Blood flow in muscle increases, and peripheral resistanee falls. Nylidrin has
also been reported to increase cerebral blood flow in man (Eisenberg, 19(10).
Both drugs relax smooth muscle in most organs, but this effect is insufficient
for clinical use. The uterine relaxant action of isoxsuprine has been advocated
for dysmenorrhca and threatened premature labor, but the value of the drug
for these purposes has nut been established. Disturbing side effects occasionally
occur, including nervousness. trembling, IITaliness, dizziness. palpitration, nausea, and vomiting. Both drugs have been proposed for the treatment of a variety

of periplierat rose/ dal. disorders. (See Freedman, 1955; Caliva ct at., 1959;
Hyman and Winsor, 1969.)
Preparations, Administration. and Dosage. Nylidrin Hydrochloride, N.F.

(ArtLIDIN). is available in 6-mg oral tablets. Isoniprine Hydr;chloride. N.F.
(vAsontLAN) is marketed as 10-mg oral tablets. Both are well absorbed after
oral administration. The usual doses are 6 mg. three to six times daily, for
nylidrin: and 5 to 10 mg, three or four times dolly, for isoxsuprine. Both drugs
are available in sterile solutions (5 mg /nil) for intramuscular injection; the
dose is 2.5 to 5 mg for nylidrin and 5 to 10 nig for isoxsnprine.
Miscellaneous sympathomimetic drugs

Several sympathomimetic drugs are used primarily as vasoconstrictors for
local application to the nasal mucous membrane or the eye. Their structures
are depicted in Tables 24-1 and 24-4. They vary from simple aliphatic amines
to 'complex imidazoline derivatives. Their nonproprietary and trade names as
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well as available )treita rations are as follows; Propyttsca,cdrinco
nasal inhaler t2:10 it
; Tuandaulteptanc Sulfate. N.F.
ttANt vs; c),
nasal solution; Naphazoline Ilydrorh loride,
ettivINE), 0.05% nasal jelly,
nebullzer, or nasal solution and 0.11% tt.plithalinic solution : Tctrohydrozotinc
Hydrochloride., N. F. (ryziNEc), 0.0i% nasal solution and 0.1% ophthalmic solution; 0.rinactaznline .11 jjtsoeIs bride N. F. (AFRIN), 0.05% nasal solution ;
X ulometazoline Hydrochloride,
(ottuvis), and 0.05 and 0.1% nasal solution.
TABLE 24-4.Imidazoline derivatives used as nasal decongestants

,NHCH2
R=

s**NCH,

Naphazoline

Tetrahydrozoline

CH3

CH3

Oxymetazotine

\
CH3C-CH..

CH 3

/.

-CH3

CHiR
.

CH3

Xytometazoline
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N. F'. ( elopane), is available as a 0.5 or 10%
nasal solution. it has been used as a pressor agent and causes little central

excitement. The intramuscular dose is 25 lag.
Ph e lip/propanomminc 1100,chlori1lc,

shares the pharmacological properties ()f ephedrine and is approximately equal in potency except

that it causes less ('NS stimulation. The drug is marketed as such, and it is
also the ingredient of litunerolls proprietary mixtures that are marketed for the
oral tivalineut of nasal and sinus nntgestion, usually in ronibination with an

tint ihistand 'tic drug.

.111:taproteren0l and protokti/ot are long-acting derivatives of isoproterenol.
Like the mirent compound they Sleet ively stimulate /-receptors and are used
US bronchodilators ill the treatment of bronchial asthma. Compared with isoprotermil, they are more stable ill the body. a property permitting oral administration. and have a longer duration of action. Side effects are similar to those
isoproterenol. (riven orally they in :1_v reduce the Invieney and the severity
if asthmatic attacks but (141 not abort an acute attack. Inhaled 85 an aerosol,
inemproterenol acts as promptly and efficiently as isoproterenol. and remains
ore,: ive for rt to 0 hours (Holmes and llorgan. ?..1)(tri). Itchtprotercao/ (Ord1.11upent I I. is marketed ill Europe as a 20-ing oral tablet, a
prc»alitic,
syrup (2 ing/ml), a metered aerosol (0.75 lug per (l)se). a V/, inhalant solufor it parental 11SP. but it is not yet available
tion. and it solution I 11.7i
for general use in North America. /troto/..y/ol ((aytine) is vaiI;thult lii 2-lug
oral niblets, 8 S01111 hill for injection I (1.5 ing/Iii1). and a 1% inhalant. solution.
Usual oral doses, given four tilia.s daily, are 20 mg for metaproterenol and 2
to 4 mg for protokylol. Intramuscular doses ate 0.5 lug for metaproterenol,
I

repealed after :to minutes if necessary, and up to 0.5 lug 1*.or protokylol.
flopmainc (.1,4-11ilimIro.rpalicityl(lhylaininc) is the immediate precursor in
the synthesis of noreilinephrine in the body. It increases blood pressure ill nom,
mainly Ity enhancing cardiac elan ration. l'eriplieral resistance is not increased.

cardiac output. renal blood llmv, and sodium excretion increase in normal
subjects and in patients with congestive heart failure. The renal vasodilatation,
which is unusual in that it is not blocked by either a- or 3-blocking agents,

presents possible :lily:1111a ges in the treatment of hypotension alai shock, 1111(1

rite drug is being used experimentally for these eonditions. (.ree MacCannell
el al., 11100.) Its possible role in basal ganglia function is discussed elsewhere
(see /pacir).
Tfl

1781.:S OP SY NI PATH° MINI Elle 'MUGS

As 0 restilt of the ubbinitions distribution or sympathetic nerves and adrenergie receptor systems in the body and their involvement in a variety of clinical disorders. and because sympathomimetic agents not only exhibit a- and f3receptor activity but also exyrt. in several instances, prominent (INS excitatory
effects. It is not surprising that drugs in this class have a large number of importo I1T therapeutic uses. These clinical applications are considered in the following
pages. tinder aminpriat4.! hearings related both to the disease states and to the
locus and mechanism of (lethal of syinpathoinimetic drugs.
vasoconstrictor action
I's'. or Vascular Effects. Control of Ileinorrhage.
of epinephrine may control superficial hemorrhage from skin and mucous membranes %via!' the drug is applied toically as It spray Or on cotton or gauze pledgels. It is effective only against bleeding fn an arterioles and capillaries and does
not control venoms oozing or hemorrhage from larger vessels. Obviously there is
nil rationale for systonie use or the drug in internal hemorrhage. Given orally in
gastric hemorrhage, it is of questionable value and can aet only locally by eonstricting small intivostal vessels. Sympationnimetics other than epinephrine are
seldom applied to bleeding surfaces.

Decongcstioa of Marcus Mcialiranes. Sympatlannimetie amines with a-receptor. aetion cause marked vasoconstriction and blanching when applied to
nasal and pharyngeal mucosal still:Ices. They are therefore .useful in the treatment of nincltsul congestion aucompanying hap fever, allergia rhialiN, acute
roraza. ninumitim, and other respiratory conditions. The short duration of action
of many of the amines. such as epinephrine, limits their value in shrinking the
nasal mucosa. and longenaeting congeners are more commonly used in these
eonditions. Si out' (if the sympathominuttic amines more widely used for nasal
decongestion are indicated in Table 24-4 and as AT in Table 24-1. All have the

disadvantage that their use may be followed by "aftercongestion" and that
prolonged use often results in chronic rhinitis. Some (e.g., naphazoline) also
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irritate the nasal nitig,-4t, causing a brief but sharp stinging sensation wl:en
first applied. Naphezoline and tetrahydrozoline should not be administered to
children. since CNS depression leading to coma and marked reduction in body
temperature may occur. especially in infant. CNS depression has not been re-

ported with oxymetazoliue or xylommazolien, which have the imidazoline group
common in the two above-mentioned nasal decongestants but lack the naplithyl

group. The :Structural similarity suggests that these drugs should not be used
in children. Amphetamine was formerly nsed widely es a nasal decongestant, Ilut inhalers containing this drug were withdrawn from
use, since they provided a ready supply of the drug for abuse of its euphoric
effect. Some
deeongestants and their usual oncentratoins as nasal drops
or spray are as follow: amphatemine, 1%; ephedrine, 1%, hydroxyamphet aMlle,
; mephentermine, 0.5%; inethoxamine,
naphazolinc, i1.1i :
oxymetazoline,

phenylephrine. 0.:25% : tetrahydrozoline, 0.1%; and xylometazoline. 0.1%. Propylliexedine and tuminolleptane are marketed in inhalers
containing the volatile base.

Epinephrine is used in malty surgical procedures on the nose, throat. and

larynx to shrink the nmcosa and improve visualization by limiting hemorrhage.
Since epinephrine is relatively nonirritating. it is especially suitable for use in
treatment of congestion of the conjunctiva.
The efficacy of locally applied sympathornimetic vasoconstriction in shrinking
the nasal mucosa has led to the use of amines that may have this effect when

given orally. Since the vessels of the nasal mucosa have not been shown to
be more sensitive than most other vessels to sympathomimetie drugs. doses of
orally administered sympathomimeties large enough to afford relief from nasal

congestion will be expected to constrict other vascular beds and to raise the
blood pressure. Ephedrine and psendoephedrine have been given orally as nasal
decongestants; their effects on nasal congestion due to colds are not of much
consequence but allergic rhinitis often responds well. While they do not raise

blood pressure to any marked extent in doses that have this decongestant

effect, they redistribute blood 110w and cause cardiac stimulation. Several oral
preparations promoted for the relief of colds and other upper respiratory con-

ditions contain a sympathoinimetie amine in combination with a variety of
other agents (e.g., antihistamines, antimusenrinie drugs, antipyreticanalgesies,
caffeine, antitussives). Benefit from these blunderbuss preparations depends
largely on the effects of the other drugs. In addition, the placebo effect in improving the patient's feeling of well-being should not be underestimated. No
convincing evidence of benefit from oral use of sympathomimetics to relieve
nasal congestion in colds has yet been presented.
17sc with, Local Anc8tlictics. Epinephrine is widely used in concentrations of

1:100,000 to 1 :20,000 in solutions of local anesthetics. It slows absorption of
the local anesthetic by local vasconstriction and thus prolongs the duration of
anesthesia. decreases the amount of anesthetic needed, and lessims the danger
of systemic toxicity. Furthermore, hemorrhage from surgical procedures in the
area of infiltration is decreased. However, careful surgical hemostatis is more
necessary than ever because small vessels,. which have been cut but are constricted by epinephrine, may escape detection. Stronger concentrations may
cause tissue damage from ischemia. The total amount of epinephrine injected
with a local anesthetic solution should not exceed 1 mg. Small amounts of
epinephrine can also be added to the local anesthetic solution injected intimthecally for spinal anesthesia. Here also it delays absorption of the local anesthesia. Since epinephrine is the most potent a- receptor stimulant, smaller concentrations of epinephrine than of any other sympathomimetic have been added
to local anesthetic solutions in the past. but only nodefrine and phenylephrine
are now used as alternative to epinephrine. The combined use of epinephrine and
local anesthetics is further discussed in Chapter 20.
Hypotension. The use of sympatliontimetie amines to relieve hypotension oc-

curing during spinal anesthesia and after sympathectomy, or from overdosage
of ganglionic blocking agents antiadrenergic agents, or veratrum alkaloids has
a rational basis in temporarily constricting resistance vessels relaxed by release
from adrenergic vasconstriction. Snell use has given satisfactory results. Agents
with predominantly a-receptor action are clearly the most suitable for this
purpose, but levarterenol is not frequently used because its intravenous administration demands attention that is not necessary with sympathomimetics that
can be given intromuscularly.
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(liven before :pima ant8thc:tia, intramuscular injections of ephedrine, by-

dtoxyamphetamine, mephentermine, nietaraminol, methamplietamine, mthoxamine, 0.. plienylephrine are often effective in preventing a substantial fall iu

blood t);essure 1,.)(cq Avia(Io, 1 151)). Where hypotension is marked in spite of the

initial prophylactic injection, a second intramuscular dose may be required to
restore blood pressure. However, if the operative conditions permit, the blood
pressure may usually be restored to an acceptable level without drugs by tilting the operating table to elevate the legs and thereby improve the venous
return to the heart. l'ersistent hypotension (luring operation usually indicates
hypovolemia and should be treated by replacement of the circulating blood
volume with blood or Idasina volume expanders. Treatment with sympathoiniantie is unwise in eases of hypotension occurring in patients under general
an05thcsi0 with cyclopropane, halothane, and other drugs that sensitive the
heart I() the arrhythmic ;Letitia. Even the feeble
Of
Illienyleplune may then be enough to precipitate ventricular arrhythatias. It

administration of a pressor drug appears to be imperative, the choice of a
sympatlionlitnetie should be limited to one with minimal cardiac excitatory
actions, 511011 as phenylephine or inetlioxamine. Methoxantine has been reported

to Midi& the development of cardiac arrhythinias, perhaps by its ti-receptor
blocking action.

Administration of sympa bondirdie upsrents for their pressor effect may be a

useful emergency measure 1111111 0(her therapy can be instituted ill certain hypo-

e.g., in acute hemorrhage). Sympailiontimetics may be used to
raise the blood pressure and sustain the coronary and cerebral circulation until
incosr,res ('nn be taken to restore an adequate circulating blood volume. However. ibis therapy must be regarded as only at temporary expedient thot can
t ellsiVe stole.:

C,:scitre the ex:cot or 1)11,1(11 voionip rppiappowlIt. rrcluiicd :111(1 can in itself cause

loss of fluid from the vascular compartment. Vasoprevsor therapy call thus
increase tile risk of further circulatory deterioration.
The release (l t large amount.: of valet:hot:twines during operation on patients
with plictichrmnocylfann can lend to a eousiderahh decrease ;11 the circulating
blood. volume. :nal the blood prequa may drop precipitously as $001), 0$ the

tumor has been removed. I evart.,Ftnol infusion ha.. been lisp(' to sustain the
blood presre postoperatively, but adequate Ilubl-voitinte replacement appears
to be more rational therapy. A.lieNtatively, the loss of circulating volmile eau
l)e largely presented and the postoperative 1%111 ill pressur. lintel' reduced or
eliminated by inhibiting (lie vasoconstriction due to releas.A ealccholamines
with an a-a drenergic blocking agent (are Chu pt or 2(1 1.

The blood pressure of patients with orthostatie typotengion due to varbms
factors. incholing neurological diseases stud'
syrinzotnyelia and tubes dorsalis, may be supported by treatment orally with ephedrine. amphetamine, or
other long-acting pressor sympathomintetie agents. ITOWeVer, response,: it re
highly vuriable and eontrol of the blood pressure in these conditions remains
a very difficult problem.

Shock. Intravenous infusions of levarterenol or of other sympathomimetics
have been widely used in the treatment of shock associated with trauma, hemorrhage, speticentia, or myocardial infarction. This treatment is directed toward

raising the blood pressure on the assumption that this will improve nutrition
of vital organs. The rationale, however. is questionable. Shock of other than
eardiogenie etiology is usually characterized by a relative deficiency in circulating blood volume, and compensatory mechanisms will have already in'tiated intense peripheral vasoconstriction. Renal and splanchnic blood flows are already
much reduced. and further vasoconstriction in these regions by the action of a
sympathomimetic can seriously impair the blood supply to the kidney, liver, and
other vital organs. In addition, it is probably of importance that sympathomimetic
vasoconstriction can itself reduce circulating blood volume. Continuous infusion
of levarterenol in animals can (muse lethal shook, and the injudicious use of this

drug or other sympathominietic agents in man can produce the same effect.
(Spoerel of al., 1964). The first consideration in the treatment of most types of
Shock should be adequate replacement of blood volume; this tends to reduce
sympathetic tone and restore adequate circulation to vital areas. Administration
of an a-adrenergic blocking agent may supplement fluid therapy in some cases by
further reducing adrenergic vasoconstriction. This aspect of shock therapy is dis-

cussed in Chapter 26. Successful results in treating shock with levarterenol or
other vasopressor agents are the subject of many reports; however, assessment
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of such results is notoriously difficult, and it is seldom clear whether survival was
due to or in spite of this treatment. (Sec Nickerson, 1962).
Shock following 'myocardial infarction differs in that reduced cardiac output is

Probably primary aml not, as in other types of shock. secondary to inadequate
venous return. A suitable vasopressor agent can raise the blood pressure although
the latter point has not been proved unequivocably. The elevated blood in most
eases of myocardial shock and may somewhat improve survival. pressure increases coronary flow and presumable the nutrition of uninvolved myocardium
and areas of marginal viability. However, it also increases the myocardial work
required for any given level of cardiac ontinit, and the effect of sympathominletic
vasfmressor agents on the balance between those two opposing agents on the halant.e between these two opposing factors doubtless varies with patients. Syinpathominietic agents that stimulate the heart are generally agreed to he the most
appropriate therapeutic agents. but myocardial infarction predisposes to the
arrhythmic action of these drugs. It is undecided whether sympa tbomimetics that
eanse peripheral emistiction in addition to myocardial stimulation are more
effective. Isoproterenol and mephentermine stimulate the heart without causing
peripheral vasoconstrictitm levarterenol and metaaminol have both aetillflti.
130111 types of agent have strong advocates. but the fact that other agents,
dopamine. are being tested reflects the inadequaey of the presently used drugs.

Metabolic acidosis due to poor tissue Perfusion adds to the cardiac depression
and sloothl be corrected. It also inhibits the cardiac response to norepinephrine
but not to isoprolerenol (Silberschmid ct al.. 1965). Isopoterenol may therefore
be a !letter Owlet, if severe acidosis is present. Additional measures may include
the use of a-blocking agents if vasoconstriction is severe. These may aggravate
the hypotension. leaving the indication for myocardial stimulation unchanged.
For patients with inadequate Ve11011:: return. a plasma volume expander may also
be used. mitt due care to avoid circulatory overload leading to acute heart failure.
Despite all measures, therapy of myocardial shock has only Ihnited success and
the mortality rate remains very high. (Nee Kuhn. 1967.)

Pcriphcrat l'axcular 10scame. Nylidrin and isoxiiprinc. long-acting, orally
efft,ctive sympathomilnelie amines with pre.haninant (-1- receptor action, have
been used in the treatment of intermittent clandieation doe to peripheral vasillar disease. Although both drugs increase the resting flow of skeletal muscle
in normal persons. clinical results have been disappointing. probably due to
the fact that control of the blood flow in skeletal muscle normally depends
largely on inhibition of the blood vessels hy locally produced metabolites. Snell
niptalmlites maximally dilate the blood vessels before symptoms of dandle:II ion
:110,11r. There is no evidence that blood vessels maximally dilated by local
factors can be further dilated by sYmpathomimeties. In addition, only thosi,
vessels least affected by the pathological changes in diseases such as arteriosclerosis obliterans can be expected to dilate, and benefit can be obtained only
when there is an element of arteriolar spasm. This view is supported by a study
made by Caliva and associates 11959) on the effects of nylidrin in normal persons and in patients with peripheral vascular disease. Doses of nylidrin that
normally inereased blood flow in the calf by :13% had no effeet on the blood
flow in eight patients with arterimiclerosis obliterans: in patients with venous
disease and segmental atherosclerosis, the flow at rest was increased but there
WON no improvement in tolerance to walking. There is no rational basis for
the use of these drugs in eonditions where the blood supply to the skin is reduced. since their effects on cutaneous blood flow :are negligible.
The use of nylidin has been proposed to increase cerebral blood flow in
cerehroascular disease. however. it is not likely that severely sclerotie cerebral
vessels are capable of dilatation. In addition, the degree of dilatation of (Tyebrat vessels depends largely on local factors that will already have induced
the greatest. dilatation of which these vessels are capable. No evidence of improvement due to nylidrin Fins been found in patients With long-standing hemiplegia : the value of this type of therapy has not been assessed in recent eerebrat infarction (Eisenberg. 1969).
I'se of Reflex Cardiac Effects of Pressor Drugs. Attacks of paroxysmal aerial
or nodal tachycardia may be ended by reflex vagal discharge caused by pressor
responses to phenylephrine or methoxamine. drugs without significant cardiac
excitatory action. The (lose, given slowly Intravenously, should not raise the
blood pressure above 160 mm Hg: for phenylephrine, the dose may he 0.15 to
08 mg: for methoxamine. 3 to 5 mg. These drugs have the advantage over
parasympathomimetic agents in that they produce fewer unpleasant effects.
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I7se of Cardiac Effects. Cardiac Arrest and Heart Block with, Syncopal

?N. Syncope in Stoke. -.l
sydrome, generally occurring at the transition from partial to complete A.-1" block. may be due to ventricular standstill

St

or to prelitnillatory rhythm leading to ventricular fibrillation. Epinephrine
and isoprtnerenol are of value in prophylaxis and symptomatic treatment of
the anaeks, hut physical measures should be applied first in the acute attack.
circulation may sometimes be . restored by a premrdial blow followed by
cardiac

aiupression or. if readily at hand. by an elechica I pacemaker

or defibrillator. Next. eardiac puncture with or without intracardiae injection

of epinephrine may he effective and, as a last resort, thoracotomy and manual

cardiac massage may rarely be required. External cardiac massage by compession of the chest can maintain circulation for considerable periods. To
retore the intrinsic eardiae rhythm once some circulation has been reestablished. intavemons infusion of epinephrine or isopoterenol may be
necessary. These eatecholamines are likely to precipitate ventricular fibrillation

if injudiciously used in patients with prelibrillatoy rhythm, and therefore,

extreme care should be taken in their intro/Tao/is administration. When the
indications are less urgent, repeated subcutaneous injections of epinephrine,
intramuscular injections of epinephrine in oil, or sublingual doses of isoprotereitol may give the desired results. Epinephrine has been used to maintain
tot adequate ventricular rale 130 to -II) beats Or more per minute) for as long

as a week. but other sympathomimetrie amines are more suitable for prolonged
and prophylactic treatment. Isoproterenol can la. given sublingually or in sustained-net-ion oral tablets, but absorption. especially after its oral administration.
is unreliable. Ephedrine and hydroxyamphetamine are tooth orally effective and
louver acting. Either etui prevent recurrence of syncopal attneks. However. drug
therapy is now regarded as a temporary measure only to be used until till electrical
pacemaker can be lilted to supply optimal and reliable ventricular regulation.
The problem of reviving patients apparently dead from drowning. eleetroen-

liort. and onethestin rowidents is not substantially different from that of the

syncope ill Stokes-Adams syndtune. and the same principles apply. In all eases

cardiac arrest, hypoxia is an important additional factor necessitating
adequate artificial ventilation. Anesthetic cardiac accidents may be due either
1,1'

io asystole or to ventricular fibrillation. Since the heart is sensitized to the

arrhythmic :teflon of epinephrine by many anesthetics. the drug may convert
asystole to ventricular fibrillation. Physical measures, especially the use of an
electrical pacemaker. which should be available in the operating room, are
obviously more appropriate. Electrical countershock followed by mechanical
compression of the heart is indicated iu ventieular fibrillation. Although the
use of epinephrine in anesthetic accidents is theoretically inadvisable in cardiac
arrest or after defibrillation. many patients have recovered when the drug
has been administered. It is impossible to decide whether recovery is due to
the drug. to mechanical stimulation of the myocardiunt by the needle prick,
or to other procedures simultaneously applied. Recovery from such anesthetic
accidents is achieved in less than 25% of eases: in patients who do not respond
to other measures. it is not nor.,asonable to resort to the cardiac excitatory
',lesion of epinephrine. (See Bullet, 1960; Zoll and Linent hal, 11113; and many
others.)
Aente Cardiac Failure. The treatment of matte cardiac failure does not include

the use of epinephrine or other sympathomimetie drugs. The drug treatment
of the acute attack of left-heart failure characterized by "eardian asthma" or
paime,nary edema is primarily with morphine, ilininophyllille, and oxygen.
Entergeney treatment with epinef divine to stimulate the heart should be avoided,

since this procedure increases the demand of the heart for oxygen. A more

eeetIve and rational emergency measure is the applitation of venous tourniquets

to the limbs. thereby reducing venous return and decreasing the load on the
heart. A mistaken diagnosis of tlyspnea dne to bronehial asthma has sometimes led to treatment of cardiac asthma (dyspnea due to left ventricular failure)
with epinephrine, in some eases with benefit. This can be expected only when
there is a degree of bronehospasm superimposed on the basic pulmonary vasenlar

congestion due to the eardine failure and cannot be relied on as a basis for
routine treatment of acute cardiac failure with epinephrine.

('St's in Allergic Disorders. Brom.'h fat Asthma. Epinephrine and isoproterenol,

drugs with a powerful action on ft receptors, are the mainstay of the symptomatic treitnient of respiratory distress due to bronchospasm. Acute asthmatic
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attacks are usually relieved within

to 5 minutes after subcutaneous injection in

0.2 to 0.5 mg of epinephrine. The decrease in vital capacity and increase in
residual air eharacteristie of these attacks are rapidly corrected. Vital capacity,
maximum breathing capacity, and velocity of air movement, especially in the

expiratory phase, increase equally well after peroral inhalation of a lcio solution
of the drug from a nebulizer. and many clinicians now use this method of administration, often with an intermittent positive-pressure breathing maeltine.

in preference to parenteal injection. Although airway obstruction is relieved
the lowered Po: is generally not increased, indicating that the ventilation-perfusion disturbance is not remedied (Palmer and Diament, 1967). Relief with
epinephrine is due to the ft-receptor action. which relaxes bronchial smooth
muscle, and to the a-recepto action. which constricts bronchial inueosal vessels
and thereby mimes congestion and edema. Sinee epinephrine inhalation shows
no obvious superiority to isoproterenol inhalation in relieving the acute attack,
the major part of the benefit is probably due to their cmanion relaxant action
on bronehial muscle. Although isoproterenol is the more potent cardiac stimulant.

palpitation after inhalation of isoproterenol alqicas to be less disturbing than
after epinephrine.

Whatever the drug or route of administration. the smallest dose affording

relief should he used. Smaller doses given early in an attack are more effective
than larger (4).SOS given later. Inhalations of isThlroterenol or epinephrine may
have to he repeated at intervals of 2 or i minutes., and subcutaneous injections
of epinephrine may have to be given at 15- to 20-minute intervals until relief
occurs. If symptoms recur, massage of the site of injection may give relief by
enhaneing absorption of the drug. l'ery 4oto intrerettoo* in juxion, of epinephrine
has boon used in patients who failed to respond to subentaneons injection, but
this procedure ix Iwzortlollm and presents no advantage over the simpler and
much safer method of aerosol inhalation, which applies the drug in the greatest
concentration where its actions are desired. provided mucus plugs do not eOlil-

plet ly block eonstricted regions and proper technics of administration are
used. Tolerance to epinephrine may occur after repeated use, and larger doses are
then needed.

Epinephrine refractoriness is not uncommon in protracted severe cases and
in status astlimaticns. In stall cases bronchospasni is often secondary to or
assuriated With the presence of viscid mums pillgg in the bronchi, and the
action of epinephrine in reducing bronchial secretion may have an adverse
effect by making these plugs more viscid and ditheult to dislodge. Measures
to faeilitate removal of imams plugs are important in those eases and include
expectorants and increased hydration of the patient to liquefy the plugs. and
meehanical removal of retained secretion by bronchosopic suction. Suitable
chemotherapy is used to combat respiratory 'infection when this common procipitating ea use is present. The element of broncinispasm secondary to the hiresenee of plugs may often be relieved by inhalation of epinephrine or isoprotermad
as an aerosol, even in patients in whom subcutaneous epinephrine has failed.
Prebootrized nernhols containing- isoproterenol or epinephrine have been avail-

able for several years and are widely accepted as an effective and convenient
theraii. In several countries the mortality from asthma has recently increased.

/111 illlVIISO that coincides with the growing use of pressurized aerosols (Speizer

of of.. 10135). Although the use of sympatlimnimeties has not been established
as the basis of the increased mortality, these drugs can cause several kinds of
cardiac toxicity, as already discussed. Development of compounds such as
(t-btayhunino) inethy11-4-hydroxy-m-xylenc-o'.2411o1 (sttnunt MOO , which ap-

pear to net primarily on i512 receptors and thus are powerful brouchodilators
with little action on the heart, may obviate the problem of cardiac toxicity :
however. a drug of this type is not as yet available for general use Excessive use
of the aerosols should be discouraged. and therapy should be snpplemented by
the other procedures outlined.
In eases of ref raotnry asthma. intravenous injection of mninophylline is some-

times useful, but intravenous injections of adrenocoticosteoids is often required to break into the severe asthmatic Cycle. Because of the serious side
effects of prolonged use of sack steroids (sec Chapter 72), their administration should be discontinued as early as practicable; fortunately, such discontinuation is possible in virtually all cases. Withdrawal from steroids becomes
exceptionally difficult if delayed. Susceptibility to small doses of epinephrine
and other sympathoinimetrie amines is usually restored once repented and pro-
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gressive bronehial rid:ix:11km has been achieved. For prolonged relief from lironeh, istiasnt, Us1121
Uslillint. epinephrine in oil is sometimes used, and
;1 dose of 1 1111 may permit a night's sleep free from attackS.'The longer-acting

oral sympathomimeties with prominent 3reeeptor action are commonly used

to prevent attacks. Ephedrine. 21) to rio ing given at -1-hour intervals, is an effective prophylactie. Methoxypilenn mine, wetaproterenol, and potokytol are effec-

tive but more expensive substitutes. The CNS stimulant action of ephedrine
tends to cause wakefulness and irritability. and a barbiturate is commonly given
ill :1dh1i1iutl. Many drug mixtures have been )(noised for the treatment of asthma: they have the obvious disadvantage of all mixtures ill that the do i-e of
each ingredient cannot be individually regulated to the patient's specific and
changing requirements.
Mixt:that/cons .4//coic DiNorder..t. EpinephritIV is the drug of first choke to
relieve the symptoms of acute hypersensivity reactions to drugs (e.g., penicillin)

and of the other acute reactions to sera and other allergens. A subcutaneous
injection of epinephrine rapidly relieves itching, mile:Ida. and swelling of
lips, eyelids, and tongue, and the drug may be lifesaving when edema of the
glottis threatens suffocation. Only epinephrine is administered to relieve these
acute reactions since it acts particularly rapid ; however, .ephedriue, having a
noire prolonged action, can he used for the continued treatment of allergic disorders, such as hay fever. Epinephrine may also give symptomatic relief in

certain forms of eczematoid dermatitis. When skin tests are performed for

hypersensitivity to various foods, drugs, pollens. or other allergens, epinephrine
should always be at hand to control acute untoward reactions. If chronic medi-

NVitll ephedrine is being given for at least 12 hours before sensitivity
tests are made ; otherWise, positive reactions may be prevented. When conjunctival tests for serum or drug hypersensitivity are made, epinephrine solution instilled into the eye readily controls the local discomfort of positive

cation

reactions.

Ophthalmic Uses. Local application of various sympathomimetic amines to
the conjunctiva is used to dilate the pupil, mainly to permit adequate examina-

tion of the fundus. The mydriatic effect of these drugs, notably ephendrine
33 to 5%), amphetamine (1%), hydroxyamphetamine (1 to 3%), and phenylephrine ( 1 to 2%), lasts for only a few hours, in contrast to the long duration
of action of the belladonna alkaloids, The sympathominmetics have the addi-

tional advantage that they do not cause eyeloplegla and usually do not increase
introcular pressure. Sympathoutimetic mydiatics are also used to reduce the
incidence Of posterior synechiae in uveitis, and epinephrine (1 to 2%) or phenyl-

ephrine (10%) is used to treat openangle glaucoma, reducing the introcular
pressure by their local vasoconstrictor action, which decreases production of

aqueous humor.
Uses of Central Effects. Apart from a series of drugs used only as anorectics
(sue below), the main sympathomitneties used for central effects are ephendrine,
amphetamine, dextroamphetamine, methamphetamine, and mephaentermine. Of

these, dextroamphetamine and methamphetamlne are most widely employed.
The peripheral actions of ephedrine, mephentermine, and, to a lesser extent,
amphetamine are disproportionately great, and central effects cannot be ob-

i:II:R.(1 without side effects from the peripheral actions.
Xi/I-co/easy. Ephedrine, amphetamine, and dextroamphentamine have been used

to treat narcoleptic patients. The amphetamines largely prevent attacks of sleep
in nearly all patients, and cataplexy is often much improved. The usual dose
of dextroamphetamine varies from 39 to 50 mg daily, in divided portions, the last
dose being taken not later than 4 P.M. so that that nocntrnal sleep is not prevented. Tolerance does not appear to develop to these agents in the treatment of
nareolepsy.

PoRtenrcphalitio Parkinsonism. Dextroamphetamine is of considerable value
in relieving the symptoms of parkinsonism. It has little effect on tremor, but
decreases rigidity in many patients and frequently relieves oenlogyic erise:t.
The drug brings about a better sleep cycle, a subjective improvement in muscle
strength and rigidity. and elevates the mend, a most important objective in
the treatment of these patients. Dextroamphetamine is especially -valuable
when given in conjunction with a belladonna alkaloid or with certain of the
synthetic antiparkinsonism drugs. There is little improvement when organic
defects are marked and in arteriosclerotic parkinsonism, and accompanying
personality changes and psychotic states are not always helped. The total
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daily dose vftrier. from 10 to 50 mg or more. In certain other diseases of the
extapyrawidal system. such as spasmodic toticollis and spasmodic movements
of a limb, dextroannffietamine may relieve symptoms.

Obesity and. Weight Reduction. Whatever the etiology of obesity, a factor

common to all cases is necessarily an intake of food that supplies more

energy than the body uses. Of the two possible measures to correct this imbalance, attempts to reduce food intake have been more popular in Western
civilization. Persistent dietary restraint has proven both essenital and difficult
to aeheive, and various sympathomimetie and related drugs that depress
appetite have been used to make a low-calorie diet more tolerable. These
appetite depressants are of no value without an acemnpanying stringent dietary
regimen, and it has been regularly demonstrated that, without consistent
supervision, no prescribed regimen of drug or diet is predictably successful.
Several factors have a part in determining this unsatisfactory situation. In
many patients the etiology of obesity is psychological, and compulsive overeating is difficult to eradicate even with psychiatric help: The central effects
of anorexia and wakefulness have proven inseparable in all currently available
anorectic drugs. This prevents their use in the latter part of the day: given
after 4 P.M., they interfere with sleep at night. Since 11111(.11 of the overeating

takes place in the evening, their value is obviously limited. The anoretic
agents are often given with a barbiturate to overcome this dithealty, but

without conspicuous success. In addition. tolerance develops with a few weeks

and increased dosage is limited both by the peripheral actions that these

drugs exert and by such symptoms of central stimulation as nervousness and
irritability. Even during the early period of administration, peripheral effects.
although seldom pronounced, are rarely completely absent. However, the use
of an anorectic by obese individuals who are well motivated to reduce their
food intake may ease the discomfort of adherence to a restricted diet. and may

be of help in the earlier part of a regimen while new dietary patterns are

being established. Drugs used in obesity are listed ill Table 24-5: none has as
yet proven to he superior to dextroamphetamine or methamphetamine, either
in effectiveness or ill lack of side effects. In contrast to other amphetamine
derivatives, fenfluramine (Table 24-1) causes drowsiness and does not inter-

fere with REM sleep. This drug is used in Europe and may prove more
acceptable for evening use, but it is not yet available ill North America.
(See Modell, 19(10.)

Depressant Drug Poisoning. The value of amphetamines and other analeptie
agents in treating poisoning by central depressant drugs has been the subject
of much debate. The central stimulant sympathomimeties can lessen the degree
of depression caused by moderate doses of anethestics and hypnoties, but it is
questionable whether they have any significant effect ill persons poisoned
with large doses of depressants. There-is little need for their use in patients
with adequate respiration and active reflexes. In patients in whom central depression is greater. maintenance of adequate ventilation and general measures
to simple the circulation should be the primary objective. There is little evidence
that this objective is better attained when, a sympathomimetic or other analeptic
is added to supportive measures. However, if a Central stimulant is to he used, an
agent Such ac dextroamphetamine is probably easier to control and poses less
hazard to the patient than do most other types. This subject is further discussed

elsewhere (ec Index).
Psychogenic Disorders. A large and controversial literature has accumulated
coneerning the use and value of amphetamine and dextroamphetamine in a
variety of mental diseases. These drugs have been used in mild mental disorders
such as mood disturbances, chronic nervous exhaustion. and psychoneuroses.
as well as in major psychoses such as schizophrenia and the depressed phase
of manic- depressive psyehosis. Children with behavior problems generally become

more easily managed. This is pa rticnlarly time in certain cases of hyperkincsis
in ehildren : the basis for improvement is not understood. and the phenomenon
is often referred to as the "paradoxical effect" of amphetamines. The immediate
results may be quite satisfactory in cases of simple depression and ehronie exhaustion : in some instances improvement may he spectacular. Some patients with
the depressed type of manic-depressive psychosis may be improved, but endogenous depression is not relieved and may be aggravate& Anxiety states may be

worsened. mid patients with involutional melancholia do not respond well.

Apathy in some cases of Schizophrenia may be favorably influenced,' but these
drugs cannot be regarded as an effective treatment for Schizophrenia. Further
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investigation is required before the value and dangers of the centrally acting
sympathomimetics in psychogenic disorders cal be fully assessed. Their indiseliminate use in patients with mental disorders should be avoided (also see
Chapter 12).

The amphetamines are sometimes used in conditions in which Habile is a
psysiological as troll as a psychic component. Nocturnal enuresis is sometimes
successfully treated with these drugs, and dextroamphetamino may he helpful
in relieving premenstrual tension, nausea and vomiting of pregnancy, and menopausal symptoms.

17:pilepsy. 111 grant mill, (ION:trim/millet:Indite is a valuable adjunct to phenobarbital. counteracting the ataxia and drowsiness produced by the barbiturate
and thus allowing effective amounts to be given. It is also useful in petit mai
to counteract Ille sedative effect of timethadione if this is troublesome. In some
cases of petit mai, dextroamphetamine, either alone or in conjunction with 2111
oxazolidinedione or suceinhuide, may prevent the attacks and restore the EEt1

to normal.

Aleohotisin. The amphetamines often benefit patients with hangover or depression after drinking, They may also shorten the period of recovery in acute
alcoholic stupor. Their %Tine in chronic alcoholism is not established, but they
may be of use as an adjuvant to psychotherapy.

l'Ani. . 2-5, Chemical structures and dosages of some drugs
NOTH.NOt included in this table are dextroamphetamine, methamplieta mine.

hlorphentermine, and fenfluramine, the structure of which appear in Table
24-1.
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Fatigue. The effects and limitations of amphetamines in preventing and alleviating fatigue and sleepiness have already been discussed. The drugs should
be used for such purposes only sparingly and with medical, advice.
Miscellaneous Uses. E diedine and amphetamine have been reported to prevent syncopal reactions of the vagal or vasodepressor type (Inc to abnormal
sensitivity of the carotid sinuses. Ephedrine, amphetamine, and other sympathometics have been used with variable success to treat urinary incontinence and

nocturnal enuresis. The benefit may be due partly to central effects of the
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drugs and partly to contraction of the vesical sphincter. Ephedrine and amhetamine, although quite unreliable as uterine relaxants and often excitatory,
have been reported to relieve the pain of dystnenorritea. Both these drugs have
an inconstant and unreliable relaxant action on the alimentary canal; they
have I lOtql useci itt spastic colitis and to assist X-ray diagnosis, but are of little
situations. In severe hypoglycemia, due to hyperinsulinism or
overdosage )vith iusalin, epinephrine may, as an emergency measure, raise blood

value in the

sugar pending administration of glucose; little reliance should be placed on
this procedure since the drug Is effective only if the liver contains adequate
glycogen ; u subcutaneous dose of 0.5 mg, if ineffective, should not be repeated.
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APPENDIX 11
The following two papers report studies done at the request of the

Committee on Amphetamine Drugs and Athletes of the Board of
Trustees of the American Medical Association. These studies represent a part of the Committee's efforts to help determine the effects of
such drugs on athletic performance and the extent, If any, of their
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use in sports. Other findings and the recommendations of the Com-

mittee have been submitted to the Board of Trustees and will

subsequently be reported to the profession and to the public..
IMPIIETAMINII SULFATE AND ATIII.F7FIC PERFORMANCE
I. OBJECTIVE EFFECTS

(By Gene M. Smith, Ph.D. and Henry K. Beecher, M.D., Boston)
(J.A.M.A., Vol. 170, No. 5, May 30, 1959)

The study presented here was designed to answer the question of whether or
not amphetamine sulfate (-pep pills") improves athletic performance in trained
athletes.
(By Gene M. Smith, Ph.D. and (J.A.M.A., Vol. 170, No. 5, May 30, 1959)
Henry K. Beecher, M.D., Boston)
Controlling Factors in Planning.We knew at the outset that many variables
might influence the effect of amphetamine on athletic performance; dose level ;
time after medication at which event was performed ; whether the subject was
rested, slightly fatigued, or severely fatigued; type of athletic event performed
(brief intense effort versus prolonged, less intense effort, or event where performance is largely dependent on form versus event where performance is largely
dependent on strength) ; whether the subject performed the event competing wth
with the clock or competing with another athlete; whether the athlete knew he
was receiving a drug (and his expectations concerning its effect) ; whether or
not the subject was in top form ; mood ; and motivation.

An initial exploratory phase of the investigation yielded data which did not
demonstrate conclusively that amphetamine either did or did not help athletic
performance, on the average. However, both the measured performance data
and the subjective data obtained by interviewing the athletes indicated that at
least some athletes could obtain consistent and repeatable improvements in performance by taking amphetamine sulfate in the dose of 14 mg. per 70 kg. of body
weight two to three hours before a race.
This suggestion of an improved performance encouraged us to undertake the
second, and much more extensive, phase of the investigation. The present report
will deal primarily with the second phase. Six separate experiments comprised
this phase of the investigation. Almost 800 measured performances of swimmers,
runners, and weight throwers were obtained. Since each experiment was different
from the others in important characteristics, each will be described separately
and the results reported separately.
Subjects.--In the first and last experiments swimmers were used as subjects.
In the second, third, and fourth runners were used. In the fifth weight throwers
and shot putters were used. Except for the subjects in experiment four, all were
members of the varsity or freshman teams of large Eastern colleges and universities. All college athletes were tested either during or immediately after their
athletic season and so were in competitive physical condition. No experimental
trials were run on days when the athletes were competing with athletes from
other colleges.

Medicaments.All subjects in all six experiments received, orally, both a placebo and 14 mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg. of body weight, administered on the
double-blind basis. The other necessary controls ' were also used. As will be shown
below, the subjects in five of the experiments received one or more other medica-

ments (50 and 100 mg. of secobarbital and 7 and 21 mg. of amphetamine) in
addition to a placebo and 14 mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg. of body weight. On
the first day of the first experiment the medicaments were given in elixir form.
Some of the subjects objected to the taste of the elixir. Therefore on the remaining 11 days of that experiment and in all subsequent experiments the medicaments were taken in capsule form. The weight of each capsule was accurate to
0.5 mg. In all experiments except the third, the subjects were given an envelope
containing the medicament a day or two before each experimental session. The
time at which each capsule was to be taken was written on the envelope contain-

ing the capsule. On arriving for the experimental session the subject was asked to
inform the experimenter if he had taken the medicament as much as five minutes

early or late. In all studies the subjects began their experimental session from
two to three hours after taking amphetamine. The time interval was shorter
See footnotes at end of article.
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(15, 55. and 60 minutes) for those who took secobarbital. These and other details
concerning each of the six experiments are presented below. In describing the
various experiments an explanation will be given as to why the experiments were
carried out as they were.
Each day before taking the medicament the subject completed a questionnaire
giving information about the following items: last night's rest., today's energy
level, physical impairments, and degree of eargerness for today's workout. Each
day the subject completed an Sl-item adjective check list describing his mood and
physical condition. The check list was completed once before taking medicament
and twice afterward. In addition, after his performance, each subject completed

a questionnaire designed to help him evaluate his performance. The results

obtained with the questionnaires and check lists will be presented in two subsequent papers.
METHOD

Experinknt 1.Fifteen collegiate swimmers served as subjects in the first

experiment. Each man swam his event twice on each of 12 consecutive experimental days. The second swim began 15 minutes after the beginning of the first
and therefore was performed under conditions of fatigue. Three men swam the
100-yd. butterfly, three the 100-yd. free style, three the 200-yd. free style, three the
200-yd. breast stroke, and three the 200-yd. back stroke.
On 4 of the 12 days a subject received 14 mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg. of body
weight. On four he received placebo, and on four he received 100 mg. of secobarbi-

tal per 70 kg. of body weight. The exploratory phase of our investigation had
indicated that a few subjects were able consistently to distinguish the effect of 7
mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg. of body weight from those of a placebo. Since the
subjects knew the investigation was one dealing with "pep pills," the possibility
existed that a "suggestion effect" was produced whenever the subject noticed any
unusual feelings or sensations. In other words, it was possible for the performance
to be better on "amphetamine days" than on "placebo days" not because the "pep

pills" invigorated the athlete or heightened his motivation but simply because
he noticed unusual feelings and sensations and assumed this meant he had been
given the "pep pill," expected help from it, and so performed better than usual.
The reason for using secobarabital with amphetamine and placebo in five of the
six experiments of the second phase of the investigation was to prevent the subject from correctly assuming he had received amphetamine whenever he noticed
any unusual feelings or sensations. It was also used in an attempt ,to clarify the
question of whether an amphetamine improvement. when it occurs, is due largely
to changes in attitude and psychic state. The added advantage of the two drugs
chosen is that earlier work 2 had indicated that both have euphoric power while
one is a so-called stimulant and the other a depressant. (The subjects were told
only that "pep pills" and Placebos were being used.)
The design of this experiment required that each subject receive amphetamine
on four days, placebo on four. and secobarbital on four. An attempt was made to
control for crder-effects which could be produced by progressive changes in level
of performance. progressive changes in attitude toward the experiment, and other
factors. To control for such effects, the drug sequence WAR set up so that any
given subject would receive one dose of amphetamine, one of placebo, and one
of smobarbital during each of the four quarters of his 12 trials. There are six
possible ways of ordering three drugs: 123. 132. 231. 213, 312. 321. Each subject
was assigned four such sequences, each involving three drugs, giving a total of
12 medicaments. The experimenter collecting the data did not know which drug
any particular subject had on any given day. This same general procedure was
followed to control for order-effects in the remaining studies.

The 12 experimental days were grouped into 6 competitive days (where the
three men in n group raced against each other) and 6 individual days (where
each man swam alone. racing against the clock). There were two competitive
days and two individual days for each of the three types of medicationamphetaSee footnotes at end of artlele.
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mine. secobarbital. and placebo. On one of the individual amphetamine days and
on one of the etamoetitive amphetamine days the subject took amphetamine two
hours before the beginning of the first swim. On the two remaining amphetamine

(lays he took the medicament three hours before beginning the first swim.
Preliminary studies led us to believe the peak subjective and behavioral effects
of 14 nag. of amphetamine 11(1111.1.yd between two and three Innirs after medica-

tion, whereas that for 100 mg. of secobarbital was approximately one hour. Consequently the exeriment was designed so that the interval between the taking of
the active inedieament and the beginning of the first swim would be two hours

for half of the amphetamine sessions, three hours for the other half, and 55
minutes for all the secobarbital sessions.

On all days a subject took two capsules. The first was taken at either two

hours or three hours before the first swim. (Twice under each of the three drugs
it was two hours : twice under each it was three.) The second capsule was taken
55 minutes before the first swim on all 12 occasions. On amphetamine days the
first capsule contained the amphetamine and the second was a placebo. On placebo
days both were placebos. On secobarbital days the first capsule was a placebo and
the second contained secobarbital. On placebo days and on secobarbital days the
first capsule (which was always a placebo) was taken two hours before the first
swim on half of the occasions and three hours before it on the other half.
Each experimental day was organized around six events which were strictly
tinted. 1. At. a specified time (either two or three hours before the first swim) the
subject took his first capsule. 2. Fifty-five minutes before the first swim he took
his second capsule. 3. Twenty-five minutes before his first swim the subject reported to one :1 the experiment2rs and told him if he had failed to take either of
the two capsules within five minutes of the time specified. (In no instance did
the interval between reported medication time and beginning of first swim deviate
from the scheduled interval by more than 15 minutes. The decision was made,
without knowledge of drug orderer, not to discard the data which were slightly-

5 to 15 minutesoff schedule.) 4. Fifteen minutes later the subject began his

warm-up ,-zwitn, which was timed by a second experimenter to last three to five
minutes. 5. The swimmer rested approximately five minutes after warming up
and began his first swim exactly 10 minutes after the beginning of the warm-up.
6. Fifteen minutes (plus or minus one minute) after the beginning of his first

swim the subject began his second swim.
Each swimmer was timed by two or more clocks. Always one was an ordinary
stop watch and one was a 0.01-second electric clock which started automatically

at the sound of the gun. (The electric timing device is an invention of Mr. David
('ollander of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.) One or more additional
stop watches were used on approximately half of the races.
Because the electric timing device eliminated the reaction time of starting the
stop watch, the electric times were longer (an average of 0.18 second) than the
manual times. In coordinating the manual and electric data this difference was

taken into account. All time information for each race was examined (without
knowledge of which medicament had been given) and the median was accepted
as accurate. This same procedure was used in experiment 6. In experiments 2,
3. and 4 only one clock (a manual stop watch) was used for each runner.
The subjects were scheduled in staggered fashion, the first reporting at 4
p.m. and the last reporting at 5:30 p.m. There were a few deviations from this
plan due to scheduling problems. However no subject ever reported earlier than 3
or later than 6 p.m.
The cooperation on the part of the subjects in this experiment was exceptionally good. They usually reported for the experiment about five minutes before
they were scheduled to arrive. In the total 180 sessions no more than five began
late, and in these instances the lateness was usually between 5 and 15 minutes.
Experiment 2.Nine collegiate track-men served as subjects in experiment 2.
Three ran 600 yd., three ran 1,000 yd., and three ran one mile. Each man ran
these distanees only once each experimental day. The sessions were separated
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by at least one day. Experimental sessions were never carried out either on

the day of a meet with another school or on the day preceding such a meet. The
runs occurred on an indoor track with a cinder surface. The men ran in coin,petitive groups of three, except on two occasions when scheduling problems renced the size of a group to two. All races occurred between 4:30 and 5:15 p.m.
The experimental design called for nine runs from each subject. three sessions
in which the subject would be medicated with 14 mg. of amphetamine per 70
kg. of body weight. awl three with 50 mg. of see(timrbital per 70 kg., and three
with placebo, Due to illness one N!thiPrt completed only three runs and so contributed only one rum under each of the three medication conditions. Following
t'w procedure outlined in experiment 1. the secobarbital was taken one hour
before running and the amphetamine %vas taken two hours before running.

In this experiment and in the subsequent ones the barbiturate dosage was
only half that used in experiment 1. As mentioned above. the barbiturate was
used to p. revent the subject from correctly assuming he had received amphetamine whenever he thought he perceived drug-effects. The 100-mg. dosage. used
in experiment 1. was so potent that subjects occasionally said such things as the
following to the experimenter: "I feel sort of dopey. I think I got a sleeping pill
today." To reduce the obviousness of its effects, the secobarbital dosage was
changed to :Al mg. per 70 kg. in the present experiment and in the three subsequent ones where secobarbital was used.

Analysis of the data of experiment 2 was complicated by the fact that on the
day of session 8 the track was filled with holes. Session 8 occurred after the
track season %vas over and the baseball players ha begun practicing in the
indoor track "cage." Due to an oversight the track had not been rolled before
the beginning of this session, and baseball practice had left it in bad condition.
The amount of impairment prodm7ed by the poor track conditions was assessed by

obtaining for each subject the difference between his time on session 8 and his
mean time on the other two session:4 when he ran under the same type of medication as that given him on session 8. In all instances the time for session 8 was
greater. The average difference for the group was 12.6 seconds. The average
percent difference was 6.7. The "t" value for the mean difference of 0.7 was
3.41, which is beyond the 0.02 level of significance. The results of experiment
are reported both including and excluding the data obtained on session 8.
Experiment 3.In experiment 3 eight collegiate track men ran once on each
of six experimental days. They ran in competitive groups of two or three on an
outdoor wooden track. Three men ran a mile. Three ran ltti9 sd. Two ran 440 yd.
The subjects were given 14 mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg. on two occasions,
with 50 mg. of secobarbital per 70 kg. on two and with placebo on two. Each
day the subject took two capsules. The first capsule was taken two hours and the
second one hour before running. On amphetamine days the first capsule contained amphetamine and the second was a placebo. On the secobarbital days the
second capsule contained the active agent. Both capsules were inactive on the
placeho days. MI runs took place between 2 and 4:30 p.m.

The original design of this experiment called for 12 runs from each subject.
However only six were completed by the time the wooden track was removed
for spring baseball practice. Our aim had been to have an interval of at least
one day between experimental sessions. However in about one-third of the cases
this was not possible because of scheduling problems. The cooperation of these

subjects was poorer than that of the other groups studied. Their races were
frequently 10 to 20 minutes off schedule. There were numerous cancellations

and changes of schedule. Interpretation of the results %vas fnrther complicated
by the fact that the subjects ran on an outdoor track during winter. The temperature and wind velocity varied considerably and influenced running times.
Experiment 4.The nine subjects participating in experiment 4 were marathon
runners preparing for the Boston Athletic Association Marathon and other longdistance races. They were tested during the two months preceding the marathon.
which occurred on April 20.

These subjects were different from those in the other five experiments primarily by virtue of age. The age range was 22 to 41 years, with a median of
33 years. Four of these men had attended college. All of them were experienced
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runners. Most had been running for several years. Seven had won Amateur
Athletic Union-sponsored long-distance races on one or more occasions. The other
two had been among the first five to finish in one or more such races.

The original design called for 12 rum, from each man, three times after the

placebo had been given, three times with ,74) mg. of secobarbital per 70 kg., twice
with 7 mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg., and twice with 14 mg. and twice with 21

lag. amphetamine per 70 kg. Because of weather difficulties and injuries only
three of the runners completed all 12 runs. Two completed 8, one 10, one 9, one

6, and one 5 runs.

Any given subject in this experiment ran the same distance and the same

course each day. However, the various subjects ran different courses. The short
est course was approximately 4.5 miles and the longest approximately 12.7 miles.
Each subject timed himself.
Each (lay a subject took two capsules. He took the first capsule two hours and
the second 15 minutes before beginning the race. As in the preceding experiments amphetamine medicaments were put in the first capsule, secobarbital in
the second, and placebos in both. The various subjects ran for different lengths
of time, depending on the length of their course and their running speed. The
shortest running time occurred on a 4.7-mile course (24 minutes and 10.5 seconds)
and the longest running time occurred on the 12.7-mile course (92 minutes and 20
seconds). The time interval between taking the second capsule and starting the
race was shorter 115 minutes) in this experiment than in the others. This was
done primarily for reasons of safety. ( Several of the subjects drove automobiles
to the starting point of their courses. We did not want subjects who were unprepared for the possible effects of mental clouding and sedation to begin experiencing these effects while driving to their courses.)
Befwe beginning the experiment a subject was told the reason for the study
and was told that extraneous factors such as weather conditions and his physical
condition could influence the results of his time-trials. He was asked to control

as well as possible all such tactors and, in particular. not to take the medicament when the weather was bad. The subject tilled in a questionnaire after each
race, indicating all factors which might have influenced his running time that
day.

In all experiments we pointed out to the subject that his role was that of
experimenter as well as subject. An attempt was made to inspire all subjects
to be meticulously careful and honest in carrying out their responsibilities, An
especially strong effort was made in this respect in the present experiment because all measured performances of the marathon runners were carried out in
the absence of the experimenter. The subject was given 12 packages, each containing the medicament and performance-analysis materials for one trial. He
Was asked to run the same course every session. not to run when the weather
was bad, and not to run when his physical condition was impaired to an extene
which might affect his running time. In the entire 82 runs of this experiment

only 3 were discarded because of violation of these controls. One session was dis-

carded uecause subject 4 altered his course on that day. (Snow began to fall

after subject had begun his run. In an attempt to compensate for this, he

shortened his course.) Or another occasion subject 5 (whose 0.8-mile course
was an approximately straight line between his home and his place of work)
discovered on beginning his race that he had to face a 30-mile per hour headwind
the entire distance. On this occasion his time was 49.30 (49 minutes and 30 seconds). In his remaining 11 trials there was a 2.75-minute range (from 40:30 to
43:15). The wind caused his time to fall 6.21 minutes outside that range. On the
third discarded occasion a still different runner (subject 7) ran an experimental
session the day after he had competed in a 30-km. (18.64-mile) Amateur Athletic
Union race. He began the race reporting sore feet as a physical impairment. He

ran his 4.7-mile course that day in :i3 minutes and 52 seconds. As in the case
of the man running against the headwind, the time just reported was grossly
nut of line with the remaining ones. On this man's remaining eight trials his
best time was 24:10.5 and his worst was 27 :15 (a range of 3 minutes and 4.5
seconds). His "sore feet" time of 33 ::52 was over six minutes outside the range
of his other eight races.
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Experiment 5.Thirteen collegiate weight-throwers and shot-putters served as
subjects in experiment 5. Nine threw the 35-lb. weight. Four put the 16-lb. shot.
All were members of varsity or freshmen teams. (Although shot-putters are sometimes called weight-throwers, the present report will distinguish between the two
groups by calling the nine who threw the 35-lb. weight weight-throwers and calling the four who put the 15-lb. shot shotputters.) All experimental sessions were
carried out in a heated indoor track cage.
Both weight-throwers and shot-putters threw 15 to 25 times each day. (The subjects were told that their first three throws would be considered warm-up throws
and would not be counted. In analyzing the data the decision was made to eliminate the first five rather than the first three because the fourth and fifth throws
were in general below the mean of the remaining throws. This decision was made
without knowledge of the drug administered to a given subject on a given day.)
Chalk lines were drawn every 5 ft. within the throwing range. An experimenter
was stationed about 30 ft. from the point at which the weight was expected to

fall. When it landed, the experimenter estimated its distance by relating the
indentation made in the ground at the point of contact to the system of chalk
lines. (Time limitations prevented tape measurement.) After each throw the
subject walked to the point where his throw had landed and then gave his own
distance-estimate to the experimenter. In general the discrepancies between estimates made by the experimenter and those made by subjects were less than one
foot. The average for all subjects for all sessions was 0.41 ft.
The design called for 12 sessions, four with 14 mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg.
of body weight, four with 50 nig. secobarbital per 70 kg., and four with placebo.
Only 7 of the 13 men completed all 12 sessions. Two were there for 10, one for 6,
one for 5, and two for 4 sessions. The two subjects contributing only four sessions (subjects 7 and 8) (tables 8 and 9) were 35-1b. weight-throwers who were
somewhat uninterested in the experiment. In general their cooperation was poor.
Five of their eight sessions were ones on which they either reported late or failed
to take their medicament on time. The subject contributing five sessions (subject
9) was a freshman who changed his style after the third session, adding another

body turn. The data contributed by the three men just mentioned are suspect
as well as sparse. Consequently the weight-throwing analyses have been done both

including and excluding these three subjects. As in the earlier experiments the
subjects took two capsules each day, one or both of which contained pacebos.
Amphetamine was taken two hours and secobarbital one hour before the session
began.

Although no subject contributed more than 12 sessions the study lasted a total
of 15 days bemuse of missed sessions and make-ups. The experimental sessions
began at 4:30 p.m. on each of the first nine days of the study. Because of unavailability of space they began at 7:30 p.m. on the final six days. During the

hitter sessions the subjects were instructed to take their first capsule lit 5:45
p.m.. at dinner at 6:15. take their second capsule at 6:45, and report for the

experiment at 7:30. (The effect of amphetamine on performance was found to be

sonittwhat similar in the afternoon (mean improvement=4.84%) and in the
evening ( mean improvement=6.29%.)

Experiment 6.Sixteen swimmers served in this experiment. Thirteen of

them had previously been subjects in experiment I. Three were new. There were
several ways in which this experiment differed from the first one. There were
ti sessioiN rather than 12. On three days a subject received 14 nig. of ampheta-
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mine; on three he received a placebo. No secobarbital was used. The drug order
was random with the two restrictions that (1) no subject would receive the same
medicament three times consecutively and (2) no subject won:d receive the same

medicament on either the first and second or the fifth and sixth sessions. all

capsules were taken two hours before the race. With a few exceptions an interval
of one day intervened between adjacent. experimental sessions. Experiment 1,
on the other hand, had been razz on consecutive days. Experiment 6 was begun

two days after the final competitive meet of the year. Experiment 1 had been
carried out in the early part of the season. In the preseat experiment each subject swam only once each day rather than twice, This was done to encourage
the subjects to give an "all out" effort. They did not have to save themselves
for a second race.

The major difference between experiments 1 and 6 was that in the sixth we
tried to guarantee maximum effort from each subject on all swims. (We had
asked for maximum effort in all experiments. However, in experiments 1, 2, and 3

we compared the experimental times with those achieved in meets with other
schools and found the experimental times to be slower for most subjects than the
meet mimes. Interestingly, this was not the ease with the weight-throwers and
shot-putters of experiment 5. The longest experimental throws were, in general.
as far as the longest meet throws.) To achieve an experimental situation which
would stimulate maximum effort and approximate the psychological atmosphere
of a competition with another college the following steps wefe taken. First, the
subjects were called together for a meeting before the experiment. began. At this
. meeting it was explained that the sole purpose of the experiment was to test the
pep pits under conditions which stimulated the school competition situation, We
explained that our investigation could not be considered complete until we knew
whether the pep pills were effective under conditions of maximum motivation
and 100% effort. (No information was given concerning the results of the previous experiments.)
Second, the race times each swimmer bad achieved in the final three to five com-

petition swims of the season were collected from the coach and the median of
these times was computed for each subject. At the preexperimental meeting each
subject was given his median competition time and was told that this was the
goal he was to attempt to match in the experimental swims. a, be subjects were
told that each man whose median experimental time equaled or beat his median
competition time wtrild be treated Ito a steak dinner, where he could order anything be wanted up to $7,50, Furthermore, they were told the whole group would
win the dinner if as many as half of the men won.
Third, the swimmers were asked to cheer on their teammates just as they
customarily did during competition with other schools. Throughout the experiment the swimmers did this. Indeed, several observers remarked that on some
experimental sessions the enthusiasm and excitement were greater than that seen
at meets with other schools.
Several of the swimmers made their "steak" times on both the first and second
experimental days. This raised the possibility that certain of the subjects might
win their steaks on the first four swims and then relax on the last two. To avoid
this a new element was added to the experiment at the beginning of the third day.
The subjects were told that any swimmer who made his "steak" time on five out of
six occasions would be treated to an extra steak dinner on some evening subsequent to the first,
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In general, the attempt to obtain maximum performance was successful. Nine
of the 16 swimmers broke their "steak" times on at least three out of six occasions. Two broke their lifetime records. Five more came within 0.3 second of their
lifetime records. Forty -seven of the 93 swims reached the "steak" time criterion.

One might wonder why the "steak" time incentive was so effective with these
subjects. This incentive was chosen because we discovered in talking with the
subjects after the first experiment that winning a steak dinner appeared to have
symbolic significance for the boys. On various past occasions certain ones of them

had been given steak dinner incentives by their coaches. In these instances the
steak dinner had meant much more than its monetary equivalent. Our experimental "steak" time arrangement was selected in an effort to tap this previously
established symbolic reward system.
Fifteen of the 16 swimmers completed their six scheduled swims. One (subject

13) became ill and was able to complete only three (table 11). Another (subject
14) had a series of misfortunes. He missed four regularly scheduled sessions,
which he subsequently made up. Once he caught the "flu." Once he received a
third degree burn on his arm. In addition to missing four regular sessions he performed four of his swims under handicapped conditions. Once he swam still
feeling weak from the "flu." Twice he swam with a bandage covering the burn
vu his arm and reported that the water caused pain at the point of the burn.
On still another occasion he received an allergy shot before swimming and reported that this had produced swelling, stiffness, and pain in his arm. The range
between his best and worst time was 11.2 seconds. This is more than five times
as great as the mean range for the remaining 15 subjects. The swimming analyses reported in the next section were performed both including and excluding
these two swimmers.
Four of the 16 subjects swan] the 200-yd. breast stroke, 3 swam the 200-yd. back
stroke. 3 the 26 0-yd. free style. 3 the 100-yd. butterfly, and 3 the 100-yd. free style.

All races occurred between 4 :30 and 6:30 p.m. Eleven of the subjects swam in
groups of two or three. Five swam alone. All 16 subjects were combined into a
single group in the analyses because examination of the compaKative swimming
time!: under the effects of amphetamine and placebo indicated that the 5 men
who swam alone were not affected differently by anmhetamine than were the 11
w'ao swam in groups. Presumably this was because the subjects swam with maximum or near maximum motivation whether swimming alone or in groups. The
results of this experient are reported in table 11.

As in experiment 1, the cooperation of subjects in this experiment was remarkable. In the entire 96 occasions, subjects reported more than five minutes
late only three times. On two occasions subjects reported taking medicaments
late : one subject took one of his medicaments 10 minutes late and another
was 15 minutes late in taking one of his.

Data Collected in Phase I.Our investigation of the effects of pep pills on
athletes was carried out in two phases. The first provided a broad exploratory
coverage of the problem. We studied several different dose levels using various
time intervals between medication and peformance. One dose level (7 mg. per
70 kg.) was studied in a sufficient number of subjects (20) to warrant inclusion
in this report. Those data are presented in the section on results, after presentation of the more substantial and extensive results obtained in phase 2.
The work done in the first phase was exploratory. Different subjects were
studied differently. In presenting the results obtained with each subject a tabular
summary of the more important methodological details will be given.
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TABLE 4.- STATISTICAL EVALUATIONS IN EXPERIMENT I, OF COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PLACEBO ANO SECOBARBITAL ON SWIMMING TIMES OF MEN SWIMMING INDIVIDUALLY ANO IN COMPETITION WITH EACH OTHER
UNDER RESTED AND FATIGUED CONDITIONS 55 MINUTES AFTER MEDICATION. t
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I Symbols are defined in earlier tables. The Md scores are based on the-15-S and --, percent scores presented in table I.

RESULTS

Experiment 1.-Experiment 1 was the most extensive and intricate of the six
experiments described in the preceding section. It provides 360 measured per-

formances by 100-yd. and 200-yd. swimmers. The results obtained with each of the
15 ewimmers in the first experiment are presented in table 1. Each subject, swam

four times und.r each of three drug conditions: placebo, amphetamine (14 mg.
per 70 kg. of body weight), and secobarbital (100 nag. per 70 kg.). Each subject's mean time for the first (rested condition) swim on the four placebo sessions
and his corresponding mean time for amphetamine and secobarbital sessions are

shown ; times for the second (fatigued) swims under influence of placebo.

amphetamine, and secobarbital, respectively, are also shown. (The results of the
statistical analyses of the data presented in table 1 are shown in tables 2 and 4Table 1 shows the difference between each subject's mean placebo time and h'.,s
mean amphetamine time for the first swim. Of the 15 subjects, all but one have
plus scores, indicating that they swam faster under influence of amphetamine
than of placebo. The mean improvement for the 15 subjects taken as a group
was 1.26 seconds. As shown in table 2, this improvement is very significant, statistically. When evaluated with the "t" test for correlated means it yields a "t"
value of 4.17, which is beyond the 0.001 level of significance using a two-tailed
test.
Column 5 of table 1 presents the comparative performance under influence of
amphetamine and placebo on the first swim in a different way. Here the difference
between a subject's mean placebo score and his mean amphetamine score is expressed as a percentage of his mean placebo score. Table 2 shows that the 15
swimmers taken as a group obtained a mean improvement of 1.16% under amphetamine. This average improvement yields a "t" of 3.82, which is beyond the 0.01
level of significance.

Column 6 of table 1 shows the comparative swimming time under influence of
placebo and secobarbital. Fourteen of the 15 subjects were impaired by secobarbital. The group had an average impairment of 2.18 seconds. The corresponding
percentage of impairment for the group was 1.9%. The "t" values for these mean
differences are shown in table 4.
Column 11 of table 1 presents the comparative effects of amphetamine and
placebo on the second swim. The performance of 10 of the 15 subjects was improved by amphetamine. However, the average improvement for the group was
only 0.29 second. The corresponding average percentage improvement was 0.59%

(table 2).
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Column 13 shows that 13 of the 15 subjects were impaired by secobarhital on the
seeund swim. The average impairment for the group was 1.55 seconds "t"=3.80 :

("r=3.16; p<0 011

p<0.01) . The corresponding impairment was 1.49%
( table 4).

Table 1 presents the results of the statistical comparisons of placebo versus

amphetamine (14 mg. per 70 kg.) for each of three groups : the six 100-yd. men,

the nine 200-yd. men, and the 15 swimmers combined. The results shown in
table 2 were arrived at using the "t" test for correlated means. The "t" test
values and their associated two-tailed probability values are reported both for
magnitude of difference (mean placebo minum mean amphetamine) and for
percentage of difference ( mean placebo minus mean amphetamine/mean placebo).
In these comparisons there is no breakdown for the competitive versus individual

conditions or for the 2-hour versus 3-hour conditions. (Such a breakdown is
given. however, in table 3).
As shown in table 2, amphetamine produced statistically significant improvement for both the 100-yd. swimmers and the 200-yd. swimmers during the firGt
swim (rested condition) but produced significant improvement for only the 100 yd. men on the second swim (fatigued condition).

Table 3 shows the comparative effects of placebo and amphetamine (14 mg./
70 kg.) on swimming times when the subjects swam alone (racing against the
clock) and when they swam in competition (racing against each other). This
table presents a further breakdown (within the individual condition and within
the competition condition) of the effects of amphetamine when taken two hours
before the first swim and when taken three hours before the first swim. The
amphetamine versus placebo comparisons in table 3 give some indication that
the amphetamine effects may have been slightly greater at three hours than at
two hours after medication, especially on the second swim comparisons. However
this tendency is not consistent enough to be more than suggestive. Consequently

the description of results in the next two paragraphs will be limited to the
comparisons combining the data obtained at the two time points.

TABLES. - COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE, SECOBARBITAL, AND PLACEBO ON PERFORMANCE

TIMES OF 5 GROUPS OF SUBJECTS SWIMMING UNDER RESTED AND FATIGUED CONDITIONS'
1st swim, rested condition

=s

F-W

100-yd tree style swimmers (n =3)
100-yd butterfly (n=3)
200-yd tree style (n =3)
200-yd back stroke (n=3)
200-yd breast stroke (n -3)

F-x

r%

7-3

+1.60

+2.15
+1.03

-1.38

+. 59

+.94
+1.65
+1.49

+.70
+.96
+.97

-.84

-4.59
-1.12
-2.96

P,%
-2.17
-L 45
-3.34

-.64

-1.88

2d swim, fatigued condition
100-yd free style (n 1 3)
100-yd butterfly (n=3)
200-yd tree style (n=3)
200-yd back stroke (n=3)
200-yd breast stroke (n=3)

+1.70
+1.31
+1.30

-2.77

-3.80

+1.86

-1.85

-.71

-.35

-2.65
-1.26

-.65

+1.25

+.78

-1.74

-1.02

-. 37

-.64
-.74
-.41

Symbols defined in table 2; scores based on those In table 1.

For the first swim (rested condition) amphetamine produced improvement in
both 100-yd. and 200-yd. men, both when the men swam individually and when
they swam in competition. Swimming individually, the mean improvement scores
were 1.24 seconds, 1.95 seconds, and 1.67 seconds for the 100-yd., 200-yd., and
combined groups respectively. All three improvements were beyond the 0.10
level of significance. The corresponding improvement scores were 1.81%, 1.19%,
and 1.44% (all beyond the 0.10 level of significance). Wheo the subjects swam

competitively the amphetamine improvement was not as great as that found
when the subjects swam individually. The 100-yd. men obtained an improvement

33-749 0 - 73 - 45
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of 0.96 seconds. The 200-yd. men improved 0.77 seconds. The combined group

improved 0.84 seconds. The corresponding improvement scores were 1.37%. 0.54%.

and 0.87%. (See table 3 for "t" values and significance levels.) Although the 13
subjects obtained a greater mean difference between amphetamine and placebo
when swimming individually than when swimming competitively, this difference
did not reach the 0.20 level of significance.

On the second swim ( fatigued condition) there was an interesting difference
between the 100-yd. and 200-yd. swimmers under the competition condition.

Whereas the 100-yd. men swam 0.66 seconds faster under the influence of amphetamine than under placebo ("p9=4.01; p<0.02) the 200-yd. men swam 2.17 seconds

slower under influence of amphetamine ("t"=3.23; p<0.02). On the other hand.
both groups of swimmers obtained an amphetamine improvement when swimming individually, although the improvement for the 200-yd. men was slight.
Table 4 presents information concerning the comparative effects of secobarbital
and placebo, under rested and fatigued conditions, with a breakdown for individuai and competitive conditions. On the first swim the 200-yd. men showed
about the same impairment when swimming individually (2.87 seconds and
1.99%) as when swimming competitively (2.90 seconds and 1.92%). The 100-yd.
men showed more impairment when swimming individually (1.41 seconds and
2.30%) than when swimming competitively (0.81 seconds and 1.32%).
On the second swim the 100-yd. and 200-yd. men Showed an interesting difference in secobarbital effect. The 100-yd. men were impaired more than twice as
much when swimming individually than when swimming competitively (2.20
seconds as opposed to 0.96 seconds), whereas the 200-yd. men showed just the
reverse. They were impaired 0.97 seconds when swimming individually and 2.07
seconds when swimming competitively. Both with respect to magnitude and
percent effect, table 4 shows that on the second swim 100-yd. men were impaired
to a statistically significant extent when swimming Individually (but not when
swmiming competitively) while the 200-yd. men were impaired significantly
when swimming competitively but not when swimming individually.
The 15 swimmers comprised five groups of three men each : 100-yd. free style,
100-yd. butterfly. 20-yd. free gfyle, 200.yd. hack stroke, avid 200-yd. breast stroke.

Table 5 shows that all five groups swam faster under influence of amphetamine
than under pacebo on the first swim. On the second swim the two groups of 100 yd. men and the 200-yd. free style group swam faster under influence of amphetamine than pacebo but the 200-yd. breast stroke and 200-yd. back stroke groups
swam slower under influence of amphetamine than placebo. On both first and
second swims all five groups showed impairment under secobarbitai (table 5).

Experiment 2.-Table 6 presents the results obtained with the nine runners
who performed on an indoor track. The mean performance times under the influence of placebo, amphetamine (14 mg. per 70 kg.), and secobarbital (50 mg.
per 70 kg.) are shown in columns 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Column 4 shows the
difference between each subject's mean placebo time and his mean amphetamine
time. Column 5 expresses that difference as a percent of the mean placebo time.
Columns 6 and 7 show the corresponding magnitude and per cent comparisons for

placebo versus secobarbital. The results of the statistical evaluations of theSe

scores appear at the bottom of the table.
Column 4 shows that eight of the nine runners performed faster under influence

amphetamine than under placebo. The mean difference for the amphetamineplacebo scores is 4,24 seconds. The mean difference is 2.21%. These two mean
differences yield " t " values of 1.30 And 1.91 respectively. Subject 9 increased the

variability of the group greatly. Consequently the "t" values are low in spite
of the fact that eight of the nine subjects improved during use of amphetamine.
As mentioned before. session 8 was carried out under atypical conditions. The
statistical analyses were performed both including and excluding that session.
The right hslf of table 6 presents the results obtained excluding session 8. The
average improvement under amphetamine was 6.37 seconds ("t"=2.23; p<0.10).
The corresponding improvement was 3.1T% ("t"=2.46; p(0.05).

I Symbols defined in earlier tables,

Mailed egotist:My values

't" values

Mean difference for 9 runners

I mile

Loop yd

600 yd

Distance run

8
9

7

5
6

4

3

2

1

No.

Subject

29 L 90

175.03
296.80
315.46

84.03
86 03
90.07
159.40
182.53

314.47
306.43

287.10

NS

+4. 24
1.30

-4.75

+2.14
+4.80
+6.13
+8.95
+16.80
+14.98
-16.77

180.15
166.07

+.65

+.60
+.56

81.80
87.00
89.60
156.90

83.43
85.47
87.93
154.60
176.40
166.08
280.00
300.53
308.67

.56

NS

.10

+1.30

+2.21
1.91

+2.38
+3.01
+2.36
+5.11
+5.66
+4.73

-9.7

+2.23

+.47
+2.50
+2.38
+8.96
+9.70
+.99
-14.53

+. 71

P-A

S

P

lr A

A

lime in seconds

All sessions

NS

1.00

+. 96

-4.98

+1.57
+1.30
+5.12
+3.27
+.31

-1.13
+.52

%

91.90

175.03
296.80
312.32

82.85
85.45
90.07
159.40
182.53

83.43
85.47
87.92
153.55
161.80
160.30
280.00
300.53
299.90

A

Time in seconds

+6. 37

306. 43

180.15
166.07
287.10
314.47

156.'93

87.00
98.10

.81.80

. 10

+3. 17
2.23

-8.00

2. 46
. 05

-.70
-.02
+2.38
+3.67
+8.01
+8.42
+5.66
+3.75
-2. 74
+. 80

-.58
-.02
+2.14
+5.85
+14.13
+14.73
+16.80
+11.70

P -A

Session 8 excluded

NS

. 70

+.60
. 24
NS

+1.08
+1.57
+1.30
+5.12
+3.27
-. 72
-4.987

-1. 81

+1.27

P-S

-14.50

14. 53

-2.24

+2.50
+7.38
+8.96
+9.10

-1.55
+.97

+1.05

P-S

AND PLACEBO ON PERFORMANCE TIMES OF NINE RUNNERS

+2.65

Ira
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Both the analyses including session 8 and those excluding it show that the
subjects ran slightly faster under secobarbital (50 mg. per 70 kg.) than under
placebo. However, none of those comparisons reached the 0.20 level of significance.

Experiment 3.Five of the eight subjects in experiment 3 ran faster under influence of amphetamine than placeto ; three ran slower. Considered as a group,
the subjects had an average amphetamine time which was 1.08 seconds faster
than that for placebo. The corresponding percentage difference was 0.89%. However, neither of these comparisons reached the 0.20 level of significance. We
believe this lack of significance was due partly to uncontrolled weather variables.
(As mentioned before, this experiment was carried out during the winter on an
outdoor track. The temperature varied from 25 to 69 F. The wind velocity varied
from 8 to 23 miles per hour. To assess the effect of variations in temperature on
running time, each subject's score on the warmest amphetamine day was subtracted from his score on the coldest amphetamine day ; then the same was done
for his two placebo days and two secobarbital days. The mean of these three
difference scores was then obtained. The resulting score showed the effect of

temperature with the drug-effect controlled. Seven of the eight subjects ran
faster on the warm days than on the cold days. The mean difference for the
group was 2.89 seconds. A comparable analysis was performed to evaluate the
effect of variations in wind velocity. Seven of the eight subjects ran faster on the
less windy days. The mean difference for the group was 2.20 seconds.)

Experient 4.Table 7 presents the results obtai:itd with the nine marathon
runners performing under placebo, secobarbital (50 mg. per 70 kg.), and three
different dosages of amphetamine (7, 14, and 21 mg. per 70 kg. of body weight).
Data obtained under the three dosage levels of amphetamine were combined in
the comparisons shown in table 7. Six of the subjects ran faster under influence
of amphetamine than placebo: three tan slower. Considered as a group the
subjects ran an average of 24.12 seconds faster under influence of amphetamine
than placebo ("t"=2.13; p<0.10). The mean difference was 1.07% ("t"=1.72;
p<0.20).
As in experiment 3, the Performances of experiment 4 occurred out of doors
during late winter. Weather variable added to the variability of the date and
tended to reduce the statistical significance of the improvement shown under
amphetamine by the group.
There were reasons for questioning the validity of the data contributed by all
three of the subjects who ran faster under influen' of placebo than amphetadata. Subject 6 had only
mine; however. the decision was made to retain ti
one placebo session. Subject 4 indicated on his performance analyses that 9 of
his 12 performances (75%) were not "all-out" efforts. The corresponding average
for the remaining eight subjects was 15%. All subjects had been asked to make
each effort an "all -out" one. In general, subject 4 did not appear to grasp the
concept of a controlled experiment. He was the subject who altered his course on
one occasion. The result of one of his races was recorded in the requirements
of the experiment were also found in his data.
Both the fastest time and slowest time for subject 2 occurred under the 21 mg.
per 70 kg. (lose of amphetamine. That slow amphetamine race occurred the day

after the subject had "run himself into the ground" in a hard 15-mile race
wearing 10 lb. of clothing. The runner's written comments made after the race
follow ;

"First I would like to say that I was wearing 10 pounds of clothing (my

boots alone weighing 3I.:2 lb.) in my 15 miles workout last night in which "I ran

myself into the ground.' This was the hardest work-out I'd had in months.

Needless to say, I was very tired today. I feel therefore that had I done 6 miles
(not too hard) instead of 15 miles last night, a time equal to or better than my
best time of 33 :25 would not have been unreasonable. I was thinking in terms of
a 35 minutes-something, work-out before my first medication. And yet, after a
1/2 hr. sleep between capsules and just after my second, my mood and outlook
changed substantially, so I estimated 34 :40. However, while running my first 100

yards I wished I'd estimated even something around 36:00 minutesmy legs

just wouldn't go and I felt very tired. But since I feel it a responsibility to do my
very best in order to make these experiments worth while, I pushed myself hard
and worked my arms harder than usual. I soon established a better racing pace
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hit It was just one loll of a grind all the way. My time' was 34:(1$,7. I was
amazed that
could force myself so in
today. My legs felt light and loose
afterwards and I enj wed aS mite jog_ I have had a tingling and chilled sensation of my w shy since the rim. As a summary. I feel this was t he most substantial
inent a I and physical dm nge I have ever experienced in such a short period of
TABLE 7.-COMPARATIVE EFFECTS, IN EXPERIMENT 4. OF AMPHETAMINE SECOBARBITAL, AND PLACEBO ON
PERFORMANCE OF 9 MARATHON RUNNERS I

Comparative times in seconds
Time in minutes and seconds

r-g

Distance

Subject No.

(miles)

2

7.0
5.8

3

12.7

1

4

5.
6
7

8
9

Mean difference for 9 runners

"t- values__
2tailed probability values

6.0
6.8
4.5
4.7
7.25
4.7

P

48:39.00
32:39.35
87:35.67
31:20.00
42:20.00
26:04.00
26:44.00
43:21.00
25:40.00

A

48:00.00
32:45.30
87:18.00
31:42.00
41:18.00
26:28.00
25:45.63
42:39.58
24:49.43

S

T3-4

49:07.50
33:47.00
92:05.00
31:20.67
41:38.33
27:02.00
26:20.50
42:54.33
25:34.65

+39.00

+1.34

+17.67

+. 34

-28.50
-67.65
-269.33

-0.98
-3.45
-5.12

+2.44

+41.67

+1.64

+3.64
+1.59
+3.28
+1.07

+23.50
'+26.67
+5.35

+1.47
+1.03
+. 35

2.13

1.72

1.15

1.17

. 10

.20

NS

NS

-5.95

P

-.30

-22.00

-1.17

-24.00

-I.53

+62.00
+58.37
+41.42
+50.57
+24.12

-.67

-58.00

-36.33

-.04

-3.71

-.98

I Dosages of 7,14, and 21 mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg. of body weight and 50 mg. of secobarbital per 70 kg. of body
weight were given.
3 The three amphetamine dose levels were combined in obtaining the A values.

To compare different dose levels, it was planned that each subject would run
twice under each of three dose levels of amphetamine. Due to illness and adverse weather, only three subjects completed all sessions. Of the sessions run,
three were discarded as mentioned under -method." Four of the nine subjects
made only one run under the 7-mg. dose, five made only one run under the 14mg. dose, and five made only one run tinder the 21-mg. dose. Furthermore, 10
of the sessions retained were performed under conditions of moderate physical
Impairment or weather adversity. These considerations require cautious interpretation of the data. The subjects ran faster on the average under 14-mg. doses
of amphetamine than under 7-mg. doses, and still faster under the 21 -mg. dose,
but the factors mentioned cast doubt on the accuracy of the differences observed in results after use of the three dose levels. The subjects ran 0,00%
slower. 0.30% faster, and 2.54% faster tinder the 1-mg., 14-mg., and 2I-mg. doses,

respectively, than after taking the placebo. The first two comparisons were not
significant at the 0.20 level. The third was significant beyond the 0.10 level. Because of the uncontrolled factors mentioned and because half the subjects had a
given dose level only once, the comparisons at the three separate dose levels
were less stable than the comparison combining all three. The standard error
for the combined analysis was 0.62%, while those for the comparisons based on
7-mg., 14-mg., and 21-mg. dose performances considered separately were 0.89%,

0.83%, and 1.21% respectively.
Experiment., 2, 3, and 4 Combined. -In all three experiments using runners as

subjects, the groups ran faster under the influence of amphetamine than under

placebo. The man improvement scores were 2.21%, 0.89%. and 1.07% for expert-

ments 2, 3, and 4 respectively. This is slightly higher than the mean improvement found with the swimmers of experiment I. In spite of this the statistical

evaluations of the data obtained with the runners were in no case as convincing as those based on the data obtained with the swimmers. This was due in
part to factors already mentioned which increased the instability of the data.

The data are stabilized somewhat by combining the three experiments. (The
standard error for the anlysis combining the percentage scores of experiments
2, 3, and 4 is only 0.(10%; t hose for experiments 2, 3, and 4, considered individually,
are 1.34%, 1.23%, and 0.62% respectively.) Since the various subjects ran various
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distances (440 yards.to 12.7 miles) the combined analysis was performed on the
percent scores (P-5./f'(7 ) only. Combining the three groups yields a mean improvement under amphetamine of 1.40%. The "t" value for this combined analysis
is 2.42. which almost readies the 0.02 level of significance. A further combined
analysis was carried out excluding session 8 in experiment 2. This produced
mean difference of L74% 1 "t"=2.75 ; p<0.02).
Experiment 5.The nine 35-lb. weight-throwers and the four 164b. shot - butters

contributed data which have been evaluated in terms of maximum distances

thrown and mean distances thrown under each medication.
Each man threw approximately 15 to 25 times each day. Each day a subject's
maximum and mean throws were determined. 'rte mean of each subject's maximum throws under each drug condition appears in table 8. Column 1 presents the
mean of each subject's maximum throws for his placebo days. Columns 2 and 3
show the means of the maximum throws for the amphetamine and secobarbital
dais respectively. Celunin 4 shows the emnparison of each subject's maximum
score under influence of amphetamine with his maximum score under placebo.
Column 5 expresses the amphetamine--placelto difference as a percentage of the
placebo score.

Table 9 presents similar informatitra comerning the effects of amphetamine

and NP(.0i larbital on the mean distances thrown. Table 10 presents the results of
stat istical analysis of the data reitorted in tables S and A.
Under "Method" we mentioned that the weight-throwing analyses were carried
out both including and excluding the results obtained with three subjects whose
data were sparse and in our judgment unreliable. Table 10 gives the results of
four separate vV71111111i1)11S of each type of .4( Ire : the first is based on the data of

the six 35-lb. weight-throwers who contributed six or more sessions: the second is
based on the data of the four 16-1b. shot-putters; the third combines these two

groups; the fourth is based on the data of all 13 subjects, including the three
subjects whose data are questionable.

TAW 10 shows that all amphetamine versus placebo analyses based on the
total group of 13 are signitleant beyond the 0.10 level. The analyses which exelude the three subjects mentioned above yield even clearer demonstrations of an
amphetamine effect. ( All are significant beyond the 0.01 level.)
With regard to the maximum distance scores, the six weight-throwers and four
shot-putters obtained average improvement scores of 2.50 ft. and 1.48 ft. respectively, under influence of amphetamine. The average improvement for the group
of 10 was 2.09 ft. This group effect yields a "t" of 5.84. which is significant beyond
the 0.001 level. The corresponding improvement scores for these three groups
were :L41cic. 3.30%. and 4.56%.

The results obtained with the evaluation of mean distance scores are very

similar to those obtained when the comparisons were made on the basis of maxi-

mum distance scores. l'nder amphetamine (14 mg. per 70 kg.) the 6 weightthrowers obtained an average improvement of 1.01) ft.. the 4 shot-putters innproved 1.7S ft., and the total group of 10 improved 1.91 ft. This average improvement 44 1.91 ft. yields a "t" of 4.10, which is beyond the 0.01 level of significance.
The corresponding average improvement scores are 4.53%. 4.19%. and 4.39%
for the weight-throwers. shot-putters and combined groups respectively. Roth
with respect to maximum genres and mean scores the six 35 -lb. weight-throwers
obtained statistically significant improvement (p<0.10) under influence of Recoil:1041M. The four 16-11). shot-putters obtained impairment. The total group of
10 showed improvement for both maximum and mean scores hot neither comparison reached the 0.20 level of significance.

Experiment 6.Table 11 shows the average swimming time of each of the 16
swimmers under influence of amphetamine and placebo. It also shows each subjeers goal ("steak time"). the difference between his mean time under placebo
and his mean time under amphetamine, and the percent improvement or impairment produced by amphetamine. Eleven of the 16 subjects swam faster under influence of amphetamine than placebo. Table 12 presents average magnitude and
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average percentage effects for the 6 100-yd. swimmers, for the 10 200-yd. swimmers, and for the 16 swimmers taken as a group. It also presents the results of the
statistical evaluation of these comparisons. The average amphetamine improvement for the 16 100-yd. swimmers was 0.56 second : that for the 10 200-yd. swimmers was 0.68 second : that for the 16 men considered as a single group was 0.63
second. The total grop "t" yields a mean difference of 0.63 second, of 2.14 which is
significant beyond the 0.0.1 level. The mean improvement scores for the 6 100-yd.
men, toe 10 200-yd. men and the total group of 16 were 0.95%, 0.45%, and 0.64%
respectively. The "t" value for the 0.64% improvement shown by the total group
was 2.49. with a corresponding two-tailed probability values of <0.10, beyond
the 0.05 level.

TABLE/I.-COMPARATIVE EFFECTS. IN EXPERIMENT 5, OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE,SECOBARBITAL, AND PLACEBO

ON MAXIMUM DISTANCES THROWN BY 9 35-LB WEIGHT THROWERS AND 4 16-LB SHOT PUTTERS'

Distance. feet'

Subject, No.'

A

46.9
51.9
41.3
45.3
59.8
49.1
48.6

WT 1
WT 2
WT 3

WT 4
WT 5
WT 6
SP 1

40.0
34.7

SP 2
SP 3
SP 4
WT 7 4

WT 84
WT 9 4

42.0
47.5
61.0
48.0

50.1

54.8
45.0
49.6
60.5
49.3
51.8
40.4
35.0
44.0
45.5
59.0
49.0

A-P
S

49.6
53.1
42.8
47_1

59.8
48.6
47.8
39.0
34.1
42.6
45.0
60.0
43_8

A-P

+3.2
+2.9
+3.7
+4.3

+.7
+.2
+3.2
+.4
+.3
+2.0
-2.0
-.2.0

+1.0

P%
+6.82
+5.59
+8.96
+9.49
+1.17

+.41

+6.58
+1.00

+.86

+4.76

-4.21
-3.28

+2.08

S-P

+2.7
+1.2
+1.5
+1.8
C

-.5
-.8

-1.0
-.E
+.6
-2.5
-1.0
-4.2

T '96
+5.76
+2.31
+3.63
+3.97
0

-1.02
-1.65
-2.50
-1.73
+1.43
-5.26
-1.64
-8.75

A-S

+0.5
+1.7
+2.2

+Z. 5

+. 7
+. 7

+4.0
+1.4
+. 9

+1.4

+.3
-1.0

+5.2

I Dosage of 14 mg amphetamine sulfate per 70 kg of body weight and 50 mg of secobarbital per 70 kg of body weight
was given.
2 35 lb. weight throwers are marked WT; 16-lb shot putters are marked SP.
Symbols are defined in preceding tables.

Weight throwers whose data we lodged to be unreliable, before determining which drugs were given on which days

(see text).
TABLE 9.-COMPARA1 'YE EFFECTS, IN EXPERIMENT 5, OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE, SECOBARBITAL, AND
PLACEBO ON MEAN DISTANCES THROWN BY 9 35LB WEIGHT THROWERS AND 4 16-LB SHOT PUTTERS

A-P

Distance in feet'
Subject No.'
WT 1
WT 2
WT 3
WT 4
WT 5
WT 6
SP 1

SP 2
SP 3
SP 4
:NT 7A

WT 8'
WT 9'

42.91
47.99

39.20
42.41
55.69
45.87
45.63
38.33
33.28
40.06
44.14
59.02
42.99

A

S

A-P

7,

S-P

42.98
49.71
42.44
46.44
57.19
47.23
49.93
39.44
33.53
41.53
43.16
55.00
45.67

44.93
49.11

+0.07
+1.72
+3.24
+4.03
+1.50
+1.36
+4.30
+1.11

+0.16

+2.02
+1.12

+1.47

+3.67

40. 12

44.90
50.16
46.47
45.84
35.28
32.80
30. 58

41.50
57.10
39.72

+.25

-.98

-4.02

+2.68

1.3.58

+8.27
+9.50
+2.69
+2.96
+9.42
+2.90

+.75

-2.22
-6.81

+6.23

+.92

+2.49

+.47
+.60
+.21
-3.05

-.48

+.51:

-2.64
-1.92
-3.27

-.96
's
+4.71
2.33
+2.35
+5.87

+.84

+1.31

+.46
-7.96
-1.44
+1.30
-5.98
-3.25
-7.61

A-S

-1.95

+.60

+2.32
+1.54
+1.03

+.76

+4.09
+4.16

+.73
+.95

+1.66

-2.10

+5.95

351b weight throwers are marked WT; 16-lb shot putters are marked SP.
I Symbols are defined in earlier tables.
Weight throwers whose data we judged to be unreliable, before determining Which drugs were given on which days
(see text).

based

on

mean

.10

.01

4.10
2.10

+1.91

+1.29

.02
.20

.05

.001

0.02
.20

3.42
2.03

5.84
2.43

3.68
2.13

p

+1.99
+1.78

+'.38

+2.09

+2.50
+1.48

"r

-.23

+.48

-.70

+1.27

-.22

+.49

-.45

+1.12

S vs. P

-.44

1.01

3.84

-.86

-.43

1.22

2.32

-1.25

NS
NS

+1.42
+1.52
2 52
2.42

1.21

2.62

+. 27

+2.48

4.72
3.55

3.91
2.75

NS

+1.60
+1.59

+1.38
+1.93

Avs.S

.02

NS
NS

NS

0.10

p

Average magnitude of effect r

IN vs. is, Tvs.rs, and Kvs.§values are mean difference values based on scores presented in tables 8 and 9.

All 13 subjects

puttIrs

throws:
6 weight-throwers
4 shot-putters
6 weight-throwers plus 4 shot-

Comparisons

putters
All 13 subjects

6 weight-throwers plus 4 shot-

Comparisons based on maximum
throws:
6 weight-throwers
4 shot-putters

A vs.

.05
.05

.10

NS

.01
.01

0.02
.10

p

+4.39
+3.16

+4.53
+4.19

+4.56
+3.09

+5.41
+3.30

-A vs. F

4.05
2.46

3.09
2.26

4.14
2.57

3.44
2.33

.01

.05

. 05

.01

0.02

p

--111

+-1..Z?

-.42

+1.02

11

+-/.. 44

S vs. P

Average percent of effect

'Comparisons are given both in terms of average magnitude of effect and average percent of effect for both maximum scores and mean scores]

-.44

.82

3.60

-.91

-.38

1.14

2.34

-1.28

"t"

NS
NS

NS

.02

NS

hS

NS

0.10

TABLE 10.-STATISTICAL EVALUATIONS, IN EXPERIMENT 5, OF THE COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE, SECOBARBITAL AND PLACEBO ON PERFORMANCE OF 9 35-LB WEIGHT.
THROWERS AND 4 16-LB SHOT-PUTTERS

CD
isD

.4
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As mentioned before, two of the swimmers contributed data which we judged
(before the drugs administered were known in the given cases) to be less reliable than that of the other 14 subjects. Eliminating these two subjects raised
the mean improvement from 0.63 second to 0.71 second and changed the "t"
value from 2.14 to 2.13. The mean improvement was raised from 0.64% to 0.72%
and the "t" value changed from 2.49 to 2.50.

Table 13 presents the average magnitude and average percentage effects for
each of the five subgroups of subjects. One man in each subgroup swam faster
under the influence of placebo than of amphetamine. However each of the five
subgroups considered as a unit. swam faster under influence of amphetamine.
The sixth session was one in which the motivation and attitude of certain of
the subjects may have been different from that of earlier sessions. Whether the
whole group won steak dinners depended on the final performance of two of the
subjects. On the other hand, rive of the subjects had reached the "steak time"
criterion on each of their first five performances and came to the sixth session
knowing they had won their two steak dinners and could win no more. A final
analysis was performed eliminating session 6. The results were very similar to
those obtained including session 8. The total group of 16 subjects swam an average of 0.67 second faster under influence of amphetamine than placebo ("t"=1.86:

p<0.10). The corresponding improvement was 0.53% ("t"=1.89 ; 6<0.10).
Data from Phase 1.-Fourteen swimmers and six runners were studied in
phase 1 while medicated with placebo or 7 mg. of amphetamine per 70 kg. body
weight. The results obtained with each subject are presently in table 14. That
table also indicates the event perfprmed by each subject, the number of placebo
and amphetamine medicaments used, the time interval between taking the medicament and beginning the performance, and whether the event was performed
individually or competitively. Since a wide range of distances is represented
among these subjects (50 yd. to 440 yd. for the swimmers, and 440 yd. to two miles

for the runners) we carried out statistical tests only on the percentage improvement or impairment scores shown in the last column on the right. Eleven of the 14
swimmers swam faster under influence of amphetamine than placebo. The mean

improvement for the swimmers taken as a group was 0.53%. This group improvement yields a "t" value of 2.04, which is beyond the 0.10 level of significance using a two tailed test. The nine subjects who swam individually contributed considerably more to the gtoap improvement than did those five
who swam in competition.

Two of the six runners ran faster under Influence of amphetamine than

Placebo. Four ran slower. The average impairment was 0.40% and did not reach

the 0.20 level of signifleance.

TABLE 11.-COMPARATIVE EFFECTS, IN EXPERIMENT 6, OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE AND PLACEBO ON PERFORM
ANCE TIMES OF 16 SUBJECTS SWIMMING UNDER RESTED CONDITIONS 2 HOURS AFTER MEDICATION.

-

Time in seconds

"Steak
Subject No.

time"
goal

P

Free style, 100 yd:
1

2

31

55.20
58.20
55.50

55.68
58.31
56.83

54.58
57.30
57.00

+1.10
+1.01

}1.98

62.50
66.20
75.80

63.46
66.23
77.18

62.67
65.11
77.70

+.79

+1.24
+1.69

136.20
136.20
136.10

130.59
136.28
137.80

130.21
137.55
136.33

+.38
-1.27
+1.47

}1.07

158.20
165.20
142.00

157.39
166.89
145.03

154.98
167.79

+2.41

}1.53

141.71

+3.32

+2.29

158.20
171.20
175.90
171.20

156.13
176.74
174.31
171,47

155. 54

x-.59

+. 38

177.09
173.37
171.28

+.94
+.19

+.54

Butterfly, 100 yd:
41
5

6.
Free style, 200 yd :
7

8
9

Back stroke, 200 yd;
10
11

121

-.17

+1.12

-.52

-.90

Breast stroke, 200 yd:
131
141
15
16

,.0

-.35

+1.73

-.30

-.67
}.29
-.93

-.54

-.20
x-.11

1 subjects 3, 4, 12, 13, and 14 were the 5 who swam alone. The others swam in competition, groups of 2 or 3 men.
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TABLE 12.-STATISTICAL EVALUATIONS IN EXPERIMENT 6, OF THE COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINE
SULFATE AND PLACEBO ON PERFORMANCE TIMES OF SIXTEEN SUBJECTS SWIMMING UNDER RESTED CONDITIONS 2 HOURS AFTER MEDICATION

P -A

100 yd swimmers (n=6)
200-yd swimmers (n=10)
Combined groups (n=16)
Analysis eliminating 2 subjects (n=14).

+0.56

1.90

+.68
+.63
+.71

I, 50
2.14
2. 13

0.20
.20
. 05
. 10

+0.95

+.45
-}.64
+. 72

2.03
1.49
2.49
2.50

0. 10

.20
. 05

.05

1-7-A-=mean difference values based on the 54 scores presented in table II.
7

% = mean difference values based on the -, % scores presonted in table II.

TABLE 13.-COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE AND PLACEBO ON PERFORMANCE TIMES OF
5 GROUPS OF SUBJECTS, SWIMMING UNDER RESTED CONDITIONS 2 HR AFTER MEDICATION

P-AP,

+0.65
+0.46

100-yd tree style swimmers (n-3)
100 -yd butterfly swimmers (n -3)
200-yd tree style swimmers (n- )
200-yd backstroke swimmers (n-3)
200-yd breast stroke swimmers (n4)

+0. 19
+1.61

+0.34

11,---A-= mean difference values based on the PA scores presented in table 11.
15-Tt

TA

% = mean difference values Irsed on the -- -, % scores presented in table II.
11

%2

+1.14
+0.75
+0.14
+1.09
+0.21

Distance of

do

_do

50
50
75
75
75
75
200
100
100
440
75

4
5

Butterfly (wedge)__.

Free style

Butterfly (dolphin)._

do

do
do

Free style
do

Butterfly (dolphin)._

I
1.75
1.75
1.75
I

1
1

I
I

7
10
3

9

3

6

3
3
3
3
3

4

3

5
3

49:70

4

5

3

6

3
3
3

3

3

3

3

49:10

41.15
39.63
38.57
2:10.77
61.56
71.28
5:24.34

47 . 00

5:18.75
5:02.9
38.50
22.87
25.23

50.95
54.70
2:24.50
2:11.42

4

5:9.23

3
3
3
3

10:28.13

3

3

*A

5:14.13
5:01.6
38.63
23.1
25.47
47.80
41.17
39.70
39.25
2:12.50
£1.02
71.59
5:28.52

10:01.55
5:20.27
50.38
55.09
2:24.32
2:09.85

P

-1.21

.54

+.60

+4.18

-.31

-4.62
-1.30
+.13
+.23
+.24
+.80
+.02
+.07
+.68
..+1.73

+1.27
+1.21

+.43

-.88

+1.73
+1.31

+.05
+.18

+1.00
+.94
+1.67

-1.47
-. 43
+.34

-.12
-1.57

-.18

+.71

1.13

4.07

+3.45
-. 57
+.39

+11.04

-24.58

-

#P and OA indicate the number of placebo and amphetamine sessions, respectively. The other symbols are defined in earlier tables. The Fend Atimes are expressed in minutes and seconds. See
text for report on statistical analysis of above data.

12
13
14

II

10

9

8

7

6

do

do

75

3

4

3
3
3
3

3

P

3

2.5 C
2.5 C
2.5 C
2.5 C
2.5 C

Competitive
or individual

440
440
880
880

2

1

Hours after
medication

3.520
1.760

Freestyle...

performance Type of
(yards) performance

440
440

Swimmers:

6

3
4
5

2

1

Runners:

Subject No.

TABLE 14.-COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE ANO PLACEBO ON PERFORMANCE TIMES OF 6 RUNNERS ANO 14 SWIMMERS
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COMMENT

Problems of Control.Detailed and perhaps tedious descriptions have beeo

given of the attempts made in the various experiments to control all factors which
might influence the comparisons of amphetamine and placebo. Where weather
variables, lack of interest, or cooperation on the part of subjects or other factors

appeared to influence the results, we have so indicated. The reader has been
burdened with these details because we believe they are essential to evaluation of

the results presented. A perfectly "controlled" experiment on the behavior of
human subjects iy an ideal rarely if ever achieved. In the experiments presented
above, three things were done to maximize control over extraneous factors. First.
the cooperation of the subject was sought by explaining the general purpose of
the investigation and by stressing the fact that l was more than just the subject.
We tried to inspire all subjects to meet the responsibilities imposed by the experiment. An overwhelming majority of the subjects did so.
Second, devices were developed to enable the subject to report his subjective

reactions before, during and after each performance. This material will be reported subsequently.

Third, the experiments were designed so that each subject would he studied
several times under each drug, the aim being to minimize the erects of inevitable
chance factors which might influence any single performance.
Recapitulation of Findings.The experiments presented above indicated that
14 mg, of amphetamine per 70 kg. of body weight taken two to three hours before
running, swimming, or weight throwing improved the performance of the athletes.
considered as groups. (Some individuals in each group showed impairment rather
than improvement). In the first experiment, 14 of the 15 swimmers (93%1 were
helped by amphetamine when swimming under rested conditions and 67% were
helped when swimming under fatigued conditions. In experiment 6, swimming
under rested conditions at maximum or near maximum motivation. 69% were
helped. Of the 26 runners tested under rested conditions in experiments 2, 3. and

4, 73% were helped. Eighty-five percent of the weight-throwers tested under
rested conditions were helped. The improvement shown by all three groups of
athletes was statistically significant. The levels are indicated above.

In terms of the amount of improvement shown by the three classes of subjects,
the weight-throwers were first. As a group they showed an improvement of from
3 to 4%. The 26 runners had a mean improvement of approximately 1.5%. The
swimmers showed varying degrees of improvement in the various test situations

(from 0.59 to 1.16%1. The amount of improvement shown has practical im-

portance as well as statistical significance. The subjects of this study were highly
trained athletes. Such individuals may spend months working for an improvement

of 1 or 2%.

The 100 mg. per 70 kg. dose of secoharbital produced a significant impairment
in the performance of the subjects (15 swimmers in experiment 1) receiving it.
The 50 mg./70 kg, dose produced effects which were in general not significant.
Two groups of runners showed slight impairment, and one group showed slight
improvement of performance. The weight-throwers obtained a slight improvement. One subgroup of subjects in the latter study obtained an improvement in
performance under rio mg. of secoharbital which was statistically significant.
(The secobarbital was used primarily to prevent the subject from correctly assuming he had received a "pep pill" whenever he thought he perceived drugeffects, It was also included to permit a study of the relationship between mond
change and change in performance. Both amphetamine and secobarbital are
thought to have enphoretic power. Data concerning these questions will he presented later.)
Considered as groups, the 15 swimmers of experiment 1 and the 17 runners of
experiments 2 and 3 performed poorer (nnder placebo) during the experimental
sessions than during meets with other schools. No such comparison was possible
with the 9 marathon runners because they did not run enmpetitive distances for
the experiment. Considered as a group, the 13 weight-throwers threw as far in the
placebo experimental sessions as in meets. The 16 swimmers of experiment 6. who
performed under the special motivation described above, achieved experimental
times which were, in general, equal to their meet times.
Generalization Concerning Intercollegiate Competition.The findings presented

,zbove do not prove that athletes performing in intercollegiate meets would be
helped by amphetamine. Practical consWerations prevented our testing the drug
under conditions of official school competition. However, experiments 5 and 6 RUC'
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ceeded in obtaining "all out" efforts from the subjects and thus provided pertinent
information which should be stressed. Experiment 6 was designed specifically to
stimulate maximum effort and to approximate the psychological atmosphere of
a competition with another college. The 16 subjects. considered as a group, swam
as fast during the experimental sesnns as they had during meets with other
schools. Under these circumstances amphetamine produced an improvement in
performance which was significant beyond the 0.05 level.
In experiment 5 the 13 weight-throwers achieved experimental performances
which were as good as those they achieved in intercollegiate meets. Here, also,
amphetamine produced an improvement for the group which had both practical
and statistical significance. The average improvement was from 3 to 4%.

Both the subjective data to be reported subsequently and the measured performance data reported above, indicate that amphetamine sulfate, in the 14
mg. per 70 kg. of body weight dose, taken two to three hours before an intercollegiate meet will improve the performance of the majority of runners, swimmers, and weight-throwers.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Six experiments were carried out on swimmers, runners, and weight-throwers
to determine whether amphetamine sulfate in the dose of 14 rug. per 70 kg. of
body weight improves the measured performance of such athletes. The experiments employed the double-blind procedure, placebos, and additional comparison

medications (50 and 100 mg. per 70 kg. of secobarbital). Eighteen swimmers
were studied a total of 453 times, 26 runners gave 205 performances, and 13
weight-throwers gave 123. The medicaments were given orally, and the performances were measured from two to three hours after the subjects had taken
either amphetamine or placebo. The experimental conditions maintained and
the methods used to evaluate performance were described In detail. The results
of each experiment were evaluated statistically. Data obtained in an exploratory
investigation using a smaller dose level of amphetamine (7 lug. per 70 kg.)
were also reported.
In all three classes of athletes, the majority of subjects performed better under
influence of amphetamine (14 mg. per 70 kg.) than placebo. The improvement
was statistically significant for all three classes of athletes. Eighty-five per cent

of the weight-throwers, 73% of the runners and from 67 to 93% of the swimmers performed better under influence of amphetamine than placebo. The weight-

throwers obtained the greatest amount of improvement from amphetamine

(from 3% to 4%) ; the runners obtained an improvement of approximately 1.5%;
the swimmers showed varying degrees of improvement in the various test situa-

tions (from 0.59 to 1.16%). The relationship of the data obtained to the use
of amphetamine in intercollegiate competition was discussed.

This study has shown that the performance of highly trained athletes, of the
classes studied, can be significantly improved in the majority of cases (about
75% 1 by the administration of amphetamine.
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APPENDIX 12
AMPHETAMINE, gECOBARBITAL, AND ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE
II. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS OF PERFORMANCES, MOOD STATES, AND PHYSICAL
STATES

(By Gene M. Smith, Ph. D., and Henry K. Beecher, M.D., Boston)
(J.A.M.A., Vol. 172, No. 14, April 2, 1960)

An earlier paper' presented data showing that, in comparison with placebo,

amphetamine sulfate, 14 mg., improved the performance of athletes; secobarbital
sodium, 100 mg., impaired it ; and secobarbital sodium. 50 mg., neither improved
nor impaired athletic performance. The present paper deals with the subjective
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responses given by these same subjects (swimmers, runners, and weightthrowers) before and after they performed their athletic events. It presents

quantitative data dealing with the drug effects reported by the athletes concerning specific aspects of performance, mood, and physical states.
META

The earlier paper concerning objective performance gave detailed descriptions of the characteristics of the experiments carried out with athletes. Table 1
summarizes the member and type of subjects used in end) experiment, the number and types of medicaments used, the time intervals between medication and
performance, and other methodological details essential to an understanding of
the subjective data reported below.
Subjects.--Eighteen swimmers were studied 453 times, 26 runners gave 205
performances, and 13 weight-throwers gave 123 performances. All subjects except nine runners were members of college varsity or freshman teams. These
nine were marathon runners. most of whom were beyond college age. All of these
athletes were highly trained and in middle nr late season condition. Six separate
experiments were carried out with these 57 subjects (see table 1).

Amphetamine and secobarbital were compared with a placebo as to their

effects on 57 college athletes. Performance was measured objectively. Subjective
estimates of performance and mood were also obtained. Performance was significantly improved by 14 mg, of amphetamine sulfate, significantly impaired
by 100 mg. of sr.cnharbital, and not significantly influenced by 50 mg. of secobarbital. Subjects reported that amphetamine stimulated them, improve coordi-

nation aria forra, increased strength and endurance. and increased fedings of
mental and physical activation. boldness, elation. and fr'eniliness. The 100-mg.
(lose of secnbarbital produced intoxication, elation, "deactivation," and distortion in judgment the 53-mg. dose produced elation and activation.

Ifcrlientina Proredures.All subjects in all experiments tank placebos. In
addition. those in experiment 1 took amphetamine sulfate (14 mg.) and seenbarbital sodium (100 n(g.) on different occasions: those in experiments 2, 3, and

took 14 mg. of amphetamine but 50 mg. of secobarbital. The subjects in experiment 4 took 50 nig. of secobarbital and took amphetamine in three different dos-

ages (7. 14, and 21 nat.) : the results obtained with the three dose levels of

amphetamine are combined in the present paper. The subjects of the sixth experiment took 14 mg. of amphetamine but no secobarbital. The medicaments were

given on a body weight basis, the doses just mentioned being those given to a
subject who weighed 70 kg. (154 lb.).
All medicaments were taken orally. Most subjects took each type several times
I three on the average). In each study the drugs were given in a counter-balanced

order which was unknown to the investigator collecting the data and unknown
to the subjects. The athletes were told this was a study of the effect of "pep
pins" r.n iwrformance and that they would sometimes get blank pills instead of
"pep pills." Seeobarbital was not mentioned.

Preliminary studies (unpublished) indicated that the peak subjective effects
of amphetamine occurred between two and four hours after administration.

whereas those for secobarbital oceurred between 30 minutes and two hours after
administration. To obtain data during the period of maximum effect of each drug
it was necessary. in the five experiments in which both active drugs were used,
for the subjects to take two capsules each day. When a subject was scheduled to
get secnbarbital. his first capsule was a placebo: When '',e was scheduled to get
amphettuaine, the second was a placebo. Both capsules were placebos on placebo

days. Table 1 shows the intervals maintained between the taking of active
medicaments and the beginning of performance in each experiment.

data (`ntleeted.Once before taking each medicament. and twice afterward,

each subject indicated his mood and physical states by responding to an 81 item
check list The subject checked each of the S1 items. in relation to his then present state. as either not applying. slightly applying, nr definitely applying.'
In addition, after completing each performance, the subject responded to a
questionnaire containing 15 to 20 questions which were designed to help him
evaluate his performance in a detailed way. Most of these questions were constructed in such a way as to have the subject indicate whether, with respect to

a particular characteristic, his performance on any given day was better than
usual. usual, or worse than usual. In all experiments two of the questions were:
1)n you think the effects of the drug helped nr hurt your performance today and
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if so. how much and in what ways? Do you think these effects would help or hurt
you in actual competition and if so, how? These two questions will be referred

to as "general questions." The remaining questions, which dealt with' more

specific aspects of performance, ivill be termed "detail questions." The questionnaire used by the runners is reproduced below. The questionnaires used by the

swimmers and weight-throwers were similar in general nature and intent but
different in specific content.

Please check each of the following items to indicate whether it applies more
or less than is usual for you. Use the center box if you do not differ from your
usual state on that item.
1. Was this effort : an all-out one?[ ] less than all-out? [
2. Was this run: easier? [ j usual? [ ] harder? [ ]
3. Before the run were you "revved up" and eager to run all-out: more?' ]
usual? [ ] less? [
4. Did your legs feel : strong? [ ] usual? [ [ weak? [
5. Was this: paced, controlled effort? 7 ] usual? [ j just run, almost automatically? [
6. Did you feel you were going: faster? [ ] usual? [
slower? [
7. Did your running fee:. tight? [ ] usual? [ ] loose? I.
S. Did your running feel : ragged and fighting? [ ] usual? [ ] smooth and
rhythmic? 1

)

1). Was your tiredness point: earlier? [ ] usual? [ ] later? [
10. Was your body responsive to your will : bettnr? [
usual? [

11. After getting tired were you able to drive yourself : better? [
worse? [ I

If either better or worse, please give details:

12. Was your form: better than usual? [ ] usual? [
I

] usual? [

worse than usual?

1

If better or worse, please explain :
13. Was your recovery : faster? [ j usual? [
If faster or slower, please explain :

14. Do you have any pains: yes? [ ] no? [
[

] worse?

slower? [

I

] Is this usual? yes? [ ] no?

Please explain, telling where and when :

15. Do you believe there were any effects produced by the medication that

either helped or hurt your performance: yes? [
How much and in what ways:

] no? [

16. Do you think these effects would help or hurt you in actual competition
use: yes? [ ] no? [
How much and in what ways:

17. Can you think of anything you have not already mentioned (things you
noticed either before, during, or after running) which might help us learn about
the effect the medication you had today has on athletic performance:

Treatment of Data.The same general methods of scoring and statistical
evaluation were used with all the data reported in this paper. The data in

table 6 (obtained with the check list dealing with mood and physical states) will
he used to exemplify and describe these methods. A subject was given a score
of one on an item on the check list if he checked it as not applying, a score of
two if he checked it as slightly applying, and a score of three if he checked it
as definitely applying. Since most subjects received each medicament several

times. each subject's mean score for each item was computed for each drug

condition. Each comparison reported in table 6 indicates the number of subjects
in a given experiment having higher mean scores on a given item on amphetamine days than on placebo days, the number having equal mean scores under

the two "drug" conditions and the number having higher means scores on
placebo than on amphetamine days. Each probability value indicates the significance of the difference between the number of subjects having higher mean
scores on amphetamine than on placebo days and the number having higher

mean scores on placebo than on amphetamine days. If the number of subjects
with higher amphetamine scores on a given item is significantly greater than
the number with higher placebo scores on that item. it is stated that the group
checked that item more on Amphetamine than on placebo days; if the number
of subjects with higher amphetamine scores is significantly lower than the number with higher placebo scores, it is stated that the group checked the item
less on amphetamine than on placebo days. Comparisons failing to reach the
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0.10 level of significance, with a two-tailed test, are called nonsignificant in this
paper ; those reaching the 0.10, 0.05, or 0.01 levels are said to be significant. The

level of significance is specified in each case in the tables. The statistical test
used to evaluate the comparisons just referred to is the binomial sign test.' The
sign test is much faster than the 1 test, although le-s sensitive. Since the subjective comparisons were numerous. the speed afforded by the sign test was advantageous.

TABLE 1.SUMMARY OF METHODS USED IN STUDYING THE EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE

AND SECOBARBITAL SODIUM ON ATHLES

No.

Number
of
subjects

..;wirnmer

1

15

Medium-distance runner .....

2

Medium-distance runner
Marathon runner

3

Weight-thrower
Swimmer

5

Experiment

Type of subject

4

66

Number of sessions
scheduled for each
type of medication 3

Minutes between
medication and
performance

Dosage, nig per 70

kg of body
weight

A

S

A

S

A

1

4

4

14

100

120 and
180

55

8
8
9

3
2

3

3

2

2

14
14

6

3

(7.14,
and 21)

50
50
50

60
60

3

120
120
120

13
15

4

4
3

4

14
14

50

120
120

60

P

3

0

S

15

P= placebo; A = amphetamine sulfate; S=secobarbital sodium.
The subject in experiment I swam once each day under rested and once under fatigued conditions. The subjects in
all other experiments performed only once each day, under rested conditions. Medium-distance runners means, in this
report, men who ran between 440 yd and 1 mil. Marathon runners ran between 4.5 and 12.7 mi. There were 9 subjects
in experiment 2, but the subjective data of I were discarded because he completed only 3 of the 9 scheduled sessions. The
medium distance runners of experiment 3 ran outdoors during winter; those in experiment 2 ran indoors. The marathon
runners also ran outdoors during winter. The marathon runners ranged in age from 22 to 41 yrs; the subjects in ali other
experiments were between 18 and 24 yrs of age. 9 weight-throwers threw the 35-lb weight and 4 put the 16-lb shot.
3 Not all subjects completed all scheduled sessions; details concerning this are given in the earlier paper.
16 subjects participated in experiment 6, but the subjective data of 1 subject were discarded because he completed
only 3 sessions, 12 of the subjects in experiment 6 were also used in experiment 1. The subjects in experiment 6 swam
under conditions of high motivation, as described in the earlier paper.

TABLE 2.SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS OF ETTECTS OF AMPHETAMINE, PLACEBO, AND
SECOBARBITAL ON ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE'
Group of athletes

A>P

A=P

9
6

10

5

4

0
0

(9)
(10)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(2)

13

2
19

3

P>A

p

S>P

0.05
.05

7
4

. 10

1

S =P

S=P

5

1

Do you think the meditation you had today

helped or hurt your performance? If so, how
much and in what ways?
Weight-throwers (n=13)
Runners (n.16), medium distance
Runners (n=9), marathon distance
Swimmers (n=15), experiment 1
Swimmers (n=15), experiment 6
Swimmers (n=18), both groups combined
Total (A vs. P, n=56; S vs. P, n=38)
Percent

3

1

11
7

1
1

(5)

(4)

.05

(6)
(I)
(3)

(9

12

(a)
23
60

(9

.01

(NS)

(.05)

33
59

34

4
7

9
4

II

4

0

.01

7

1

NS

5

4

0

5
3

(2)
(3)

(5)
(2)

.10
(NS)

10

5

3

28

24
43

4

.

32

(3)
3

0. 10
NS
NS

(NS)

S
.0

8

Do you think the medication you had today
would help or hurt you in actual competition?
If so, how much and in what ways?

Weight-throwers (n.13)
Runners (n=16), medium distance
Runners (n=9), marathon distance
Swimmers (n=15), experiment 1
Swimmers (n=15), experiment 6
Swimmers (n=18), both groups combined

Total (A vs. P, n=4; S vs. P, n=38)
Percent

(8)
(10)
50

7

(.05)

(5)

3

II

5

(3)
(3)
(3)

.10
.01

3
0
1

(7)

(9

(94
39

50

II

NS

.10
NS

(NS)
(2?

. (0_

I A amphetamine sulfate; P= placebo; S-secobarlMal sodium; see table 1 for dosages. A>P number of subjects
reporting more help from amphetamine than placebo. p=probability based on 2-tailed binomial sign test of the difference
between A> P and P> A or the difference between S>P and P>S. 12 swimmers participated in both swimming experi-

ments; there were 18 different swimmers altogether. The swimmers of experiment I received a different dosage of
secobarbitel from that given the remaining subjects and therefore aid not included in the total Mures for the secobarbitalplacebo comparisons.

I No data collected.
3 Nr: combined analysis performed.
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RESULTS

The results are given in two parts. The first presents the performance evaluations reported by the athletes on amphetamine and secobarbital days in eomparison with those reported on placebo days. The second presents results obtained
with the 81item check list and deals with the effects of amphetamine and secobarbital, in comparison with placebo, on subjective responses concerning mood
and physical states. In examining the results reported in both sections it should
be borne in mind that all groups of athletes actually performed better after taking
amphetamine than after taking placebo, and that the performance of the swimmers was significantly impaired by 100 mg. of secobarbital, while the performance
of runners and weight - throwers, considered as groups, was neither improved nor
impaired, Significantly, by 50 mg. of secobarbital.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ATULETES

Amphetamine and Ttco "General Questions."Table 2 deals with the two

"general questions" and reports comparisons for each experiment considered
separately and for all experiments combined. The data reported in table 2 for the
swimmers of experiment 1 are based on four different experimental conditions
combined : swimming alone when rested, alone when fatigued, in groups of three

when rested, and in groups when fatigued. Table 3 gives results concerning
responses to the two -general questions:' with a breakdown of the four experi-

mental conditions. When the subjects from all experiments were combined into a
single group, it was found that 33 subjects (50%) reported receiving more help
on amphetamine than on placebo days, 19 subjects (34%) reported no difference,
and 4 subjects (7% ) reported receiving more help on placebo than on amphetamine days ; 28 subjeets (50 %) reported amphetamine would be better than placebo
for competition, 24 subjects (43%) reported no difference, and 4 subjects (7%)
reported placebo would he better than amphetamine for competition. Concerning
blab questions the number of subjects favoring amphetamine tvas significantly

greater (p<0.01) than the number favoring placebo. The actual fact was that
77(7, of the snippets performed better after taking amphetamine than after
placebo, and 23c', performed worse.
Amphetamine and the "Detail Questions. " Table 4 presents the amphetamine

placebo comparisons based on the -detail questions" concerning performance.
Eight "detail questions" showed significant differences in the answers of the 25
runners ,to the questionnaire on amphetamine and on placebo days. The runners
reported that. they felt more "revved up" before the race, their legs felt stronger,
their running felt faster and easier, they tired later", their bodies responded
better to their will. their running was more smooth and rhythile, and their effort
was less "all-out" on amphetamine than on placebo days. All of thz-se items except

the last definitely indicated that the subjects reported better effects on ampretamint, than on placebo days (table 4).

(bin-m
The responses of the 13 weight-throwers yielded nine significant differences be-

tween amphetamine and placebo, all nine of which were in the direction of better performance on amphetamine than on placebo days (table 4). The weightthrowers reported better coordination, easier throwing, greater smoothness of
motion, greater strength, greater endurance. throwing more "all-out," better balance and footwork, feet. down more
after turns, and more snap and explosion at the release on amphetamine'than on placebo days.
The reports of the 15 swimmers of experiment 6 yielded four significant differences between amphetamine and -placebo, all in the direction of better performance on amphetamine days. They reported that they were more "revved up"
before the race, swain faster, felt looser, and made their turns better on amphetamines than on placebo days. The effects shown by the 15 swimmers of experiment
1 were much less definite than those shown by the other groups and were not internally consistent (table 4).
Secobabital and the Two "General Quottion.s."Thirty-eight stibjects (run
ners and weight-throwers) received 50 mg. of secobarbital. Table 2 shows that 12
of these 38 subjects (32%) reported receiving more help on secobarbital titan on
placebo days, 23 subjects (CO%) reported no difference, and 3 subjects (R%) reported more help on placebo than on secobarbital days: 15 subjects (39%) reported that secobarital would be better than placebo for Competition, 19 subjects (50%) reported no difference, and 4 subjects (11%) reported placebo would
99-749
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be better than secobarbital for competition. Concerning both "general questions,"
the number of subjects favoring secobarbital was significantly greater (p=0.05)
than the number favoring placebo. The actual fact was that 53% of the subjects
performed better on secobarbital days than on placebo days, and 47% performed
worse.

Table 3 shows that the 15 swimmers in experiment 1 who were given the 100 mg. dose of secobarbital did not yield significant secobarbital-placebo differences
with respect to the two "general questions" under any of the four experimental
conditions. although there was a tendency for the subjects to favor secobarbital
when swimming alone find a tendency to favor placebo when swimming in groups.

In actuality 93% of the subjects were impaired under the group-rested condition. 93% under the group-fatigued, 87% under the alone-rested, and 67% under
the alone-fatigued condition.
Seeobarbital and the "Detail Quextions."Although the runners and weightthrowers attriliuted more advantageous effects to 50 nig. of secobarbital than to
placebo when asked the two "general questions," their responses to the "detail
questiens" nn the performance- evaluation questionnaire failed to indicate any

significant differences between secobarbital and placebo (table 5). This is in
to the many significant amphetamine-placebo differences found with

.011tritst

the **detail questions" (table 4).
Table 5 shows that the answers to the "detail questions" given by the 15 swimmers who look the 100-mg. dose of secobarbital indicated that, when swimming
alone, they definitely evaluated the effects of that medicament favorably; when
swimming in groups, there was a tendency to attribute favorable effects to the

drug, bat only one comparison was statistically signifieant. The attribution of
favorable effects to 100 mg, of secobarbital was in conflict with the fact, just
mentioned. that secobarbital impaired the performance of the subjects under all
four experimental conditions.
MOOD AND PHYSICAL STATES

Reported EffeetR of .4 mplictanifite.The results of the comparisons between
the way the subjects checked the 81-item check list on amphetamine days and
the way they checked it on placebo days are presented in table 6. The left-hand
side of the table deals with response obtained 10 to 30 minutes before beginning
the tierformance (front one and one-half to two and one-half hours after administration) and the right-hand side deals with responses obtained 10 to 30 minutes
after completing the performance (from two and one-half to three and one-half
hours after administration).
In addition to the data reported In tables 6 and 7 and In the figure, data were
also collected cocerning mood and physical states before each medicament was
administered. This was done to determine whether chance sampling factors
might he (.ontributiatt bias to the drug comparisons. A bias of this sort was
found in experiment 1 and will be discussed later.
TABLE 3.SUBJECTIVE EVAIUATIONS OF EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINE, PLACEBO, AND SECOBARBITAL REPORTED
BY 15 SWIMMERS UNDER 4 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

AqP

A =P

A

p

S(.1,P

S=P

9

4
5
10
8

2
4

0.10

8

5
3

2

NS
NS

5

2

7

6

2

NS
NS
NS

4

NS

2

6

7

NS

6
4
5

7
4
7
5

2

NS
NS
NS
NS

Do you think the medication you had today
helped or hurt your performance? If so, how
much mid in what ways:
Rested, alone
Rested, Rroups
Fatigued, alone
Fatigued, groups

6
3
3

1

Do you think the medication you had today
would help or hurt you in actual competition?
If so, how much and in what ways:
Rested, atone
Rested, groups
Fatigued, alone
Fatigued, groups

9

0

0.05

5

5

5

3

10
8

2

NS
NS
NS

6

3

4

3

7

3
7
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TABLE 4.-COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINE AND PLACEBO ON SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS OF
PERFORMANCE

Group of athletes and questionnaire item l

A>P 2

A -P

P>A

17

Runners (n=25):
"Revved up" before race

6

2

Legs felt strong
Running felt fast
Running seemed easy

19

1

5

17
17

4

4

4

4

Good endurance

18
12

14
2

2
9
6
14

5

Body responsive to will
Running with smoothness and :Mythm

11

2

0

12

0
0
0

1

11
11

9

3

1

Throwing "all-out"

7

9

6
2

0

Good balance and footwork
Feet down solidly after turns 3
Release with explosion or snap

7

1

1

9

2

2

.05
.05
.05
.05
.10
.10
.10

11
12

3
0

1

.01

9

1

7

5
7

1

.05
.05
.10

9

4

2

.10

0

7

8

.01

2

4
6

9

.10
.05

Effort "all-out"
Weight-throwers (n =13)
Good coordination in throwing
Throwing with ease
Smoothness of motion
Good strength
Good endurance

Swimmers (n=15), experiment 6:
"Revved up" before race
Swimming felt fast.
Swimming felt loose
Made turns well
Swimmers (n =15), experiment 1:
1st swim, swimming alone:
"Revved up" before race
1st swim, swimming in groups:
No significant effects
2d swim, swimming alone:
Recovery was fast

2d swim, swimming in groups:
Swimming felt easy
Start was fast

1

.01
.01
.01
.01

.05
.10
.10
.10

4
5
9

.01
.01

2

2
2

3

8

Onto, those items yielding a significant difference between A>P and P>A are fisted in this table.
2 On all items the number of athletes who reported more favorable effects on amphetamine than on placebo days is

listed under A>P
This question did not apply to the 4 shotputters.
TABLE 5.-COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF SECOBARBITAL AND PLACEBO ON SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS OF
PERFORMANCE I

Swimming in groups

Swimming alone
Groups of athletes and questionnaire item

Swimmers (n=15), experiment 1:
1st swim, rested:
Stroke tell good
Swimming felt loose
Start seemed fast

Recovery was fast
S.-Mmrang telt fast
Swimming left smooth.
Swimming seemed easy
Made turns well
Did not have to drive sell hard toward
finish
2d swim, fatigued:
Swimming felt smooth
Start seemed fast
Made turns well
Swimming felt fast

Runners (n -25)..
Weight-throwers (n -13).
Swimmers (ii :15), experiment 6

5)P

S=P

PsS

p

S)P

11

4
5
7
5

0
0

0.01
.01
.01

9

3

3

5

6
6

4

3

6

NS

5

NS

10

4

1

0.05

3
3
5

2
2

9

1

7

4

10
6

1

NS
NS
NS
NS

10
8
5
10
10
9
8

0

S =P

Pt'S

NS
NS

6

1

.05
.05
.05
.05

4

5
4
4
5

9

4

2

.10

8

4

3

NS

8
9

7

0

.01

6

3

5

1

. 05

4

8

9

5

.05

HS

1

5
6

G

11

1
3

6
3
4

6

3

NS

1

. 10

NS
NS

no significant effects
no significant effects
secobarbital not given

l The dose of secobarbital sodium given to the swimmers of experiment 1 was 100 mg. per 70 kg. of body might. That
given to the runners and weight throwers was 50 mg. per 70 kg. of body weight.
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The 729 comparisons in table 6 do not readily point up the major conclusions
suggested by the data. The figure presents, in a manner facilitating quick comprehension, the effects of amphetamine on mood and physical states in experiments 2 through 6, combined. Twelve of the subjects in experiment 6 had also
participated in experiment 1. To prevent those 12 subjects from contributing
twice to the total comparisons (based on all subjects combined to form a single
group), the decision was made to exclude one of these two experiments from the
total comparisons. The mood and physical effects found in experiment 6 were
like those found in experiments 2-5, but those found in experiment 1 w& re differ-

ent. Possible reasons for this will be suggested. Because the results in experiment 6 received confirmation from those in experiments 2-5, whereas those of
experiment 1 did not, the deelgian was made to include experiment 6 rather than
experiment 1 in the overall total.
The figure summarizes the results based on the data of experiments 2 through

6. combined. and shows that the four major subjective states produced by amphetamine both before and after performance were (1) mental and physical
activation, (2) elation. (3) boldness. and (4) friendliness. The "clustering" of
items in the figure is based on what we believe to be psychological and semantic
similarities. The significance levels are reported for each item separately, for
the convenience of the reader who does not agree with this grouping.
The increased feeling of mental and physical activation was the most delltae,
amphetamine effeet revealed by responses to the 81-item cheek list, both before
and after performance. At one or both points there was inure checking of active,
vigorous. and energetic on amphetamine than on placebo days; less checking
of sluggish, weak, drowsy, and tired inure checking of alert. and clearheaded;
lt.ss (gawking of mentally slow: more (gawking of efficient, ambitious, industrious,
and effective; and more checking of excited. on edge. anticipative, tense, jittery,

and restless on amphetamine than on placebo days. The second most definite
amphetamine effect revealed by responses to the cheek list was increased elation.
Titer(' was more checking of elated, exhilarated, happy. cheerful, anti overjoyea
and less checking of depressed and moody on amphetamine days than on placebo
days. A third positive effect. was increased boldness. The subjects checked bold,
boastful, cocky, self-confident, playful, and domineering more, and insecure less,

on amphetamine than on placebo clays. The fourth definite effect was greater
friendliness, as indicated by more checking of friendly, talkative, good-natured,
obliging,. and trustful and less checking of grouchy, unsociable, and sarcastic. In
addition to the four major effects just mentioned, there was also greater checking of impulsive and drunk on amphetamine than on placebo days, both before
and after performance; and there was greater checking of satisfied after performance on amphetamine than on placebo days.

Reported Effects of Sccobarbital on Mood and Physical States.The 100mg.
dose of secobarbital was used in the first experiment only. The subjects checked
the 81-item !1st 30 minutes after taking seeobarbital (25 minutes before beginning
the first swim) and again about SO minutes after administration (after completing the second swim). The major effect at both time points was one of intoxication, as indicated by greater checking of dopey. light-headed, and drunk after
secobarbital than after placebo (table 7). At the al-minute point there was also
more checking of dizzy and muddled and less checking of elear-headed on secobarbital than on placebo days. The remaining effects produced by 100 mg. of
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secobarbital were less definite than the intoxication, and those present before per-

formance differed from those present afterward (table 7). Before performance
there was a "deactivation" effect, as indicated by less checking of industrious and
active on secobarbital than on placebo days ; there was also less checking of goody

natured, cautious, and hungry. After performance, there was an increase in chitlins, as hul:Itod by more checking of cheerful. elated. and happy on sec obarbital
thorn on placebo days ; there was also noire checking of nonchalant and less cheek511;; of insecure, lens checking of sarcastic. less checking of self-controlled, and
more checking of industrious on seelibarbital than on placebo days.
The 50-mg. dose of secobarbital given to runners and weight-throwers produced
less definite effects on mood and physicaI states than did the ltf0 mg. disse given
to swimmers (table 7). Before the performance there was snore elation on secobarbital than on placebo days, as indicated by more checking of elated, overjoyed,
and exhilarated ; more mental and physical activation. surprisingly, as indicated
more checking of vigorous. efficient, and ambitious, and less checking of weak;
amid. in addition, a suggestion of intoxication. as Andicated by more checking of
light-beaded en secobarbital than on placebo days. The effects of 51) mg. of seen -

barbital, found after 1 he performance, did not fall into coherent groups and
tended to differ from rt.:pet:jun.1A to experiment (table 7).
Before performance (N 44)

Activation (physical and men-

After performance (N 53)

Les:,

More

Less

More

xx

Weak

xxx Active

xxx Sluggish

xxx Active.

xx

Tired

xxx Vigorous
xxx Energetic

xx Weak

xxx Vigorous.
xxx Energetic.

tat).

xx

Alert

xx

Drowsy.

xxx Mentally slow... xxx Alert.
xx

Effective
xxx Tense
Excited

xxx Effective.

x

xxx Bored
xx

Indifferent__ xx

x
x

Bored

Indifferent__

xxx Excited.
xxx On edge.

xxx Anticipative.
x
Tense.
x
Jittery.
x

Elation

xxx Moody

'mix Elated

Depressed

xxx Elated.

Moody

xxx Bold
xxx Boastful
xxx Cocky
xx Self-confident
xx Domineering

xx

Insecure

xxx Exhilarated.
xxx Happy.
xxx Cheerful.
xx Overjoyed.
xxx Bold.
xxx Boastful.
xxx Cocky.

xxx Obliging
xx Trustful

xxx Grouchy
xxx Unsociable
xxx Sarcastic

x
x

Friendliness

xx

Grouchy

Restless.

xx
xx

xxx Exhilarated
xxx Oeerjoyed

Boldness

Clearheaded.

xxx Efficient.
xxx Ambitious.
xxx Industrious.

xxx Efficient
xxx Ambitious
xx Industrious

xx
xx

Happy
Cheerful

Impulsive
Drunk

xxx Self - confident,

xxx Playful.
xx Domineering.
xxx Friendly.
xxx Talkative.
xx
xx
xx

Good natured.

Impulsive.
Drunk.
xxx Satisfied.

Note: Effects of amphetamine on mood and physical states; xx.:: significant at 0.01 level, by 2-tailed binomial signtest;

xx: significant at 0.05 levet; x: significant at 0.01 level.

8
4

Energetic

Industrious

Peaceful

Indifferent
Shaky
Domineering
Active
Blurry-eyed

Bored
Dizzy

Timid
Anticipative
Angry
Playful
Insecure

7

10
6

6

4
2
3

5

4

2

4
5

1

5

2

1
1

4

3
6
4

6

10
5
6

7

7
1

3

3
2

4

0

0.10

2

2
5
3
3

10

4
5

1

9
8

P.

2

4

4
3

0
6

7

4
3

2

3
3

1

3

2

4

4

4

3

6

1

6

1

10

11

4

12

8

11

8

7

9

7

7
7

7

8

7

.05

.05

.10

. 10

.05

0

6
10
15
4

7

2

5

8
4

3
3
3
5

6
8
5

8

5

1

4

5
8

6
8
10
7

3
4
3

4

1

8

6
3
9

6

5
5

9

5

7

4

7
7

8
7
10

2

5
7

1

2
5

2
7

5

1

6

1

10

5

6
4

5

3

3
6

6

2

10

6

8

7

9

4

(n-13)

7

5

4
2
3

.01

.10

0.01

3
2
2

6

4

6

0

5
8

2

4
4

4

4-

8

11

9

7

11

8

4

9

7

9

6

8
10
5
9
8

1

2

8

2

2
5

7

6

5

3

3
2

5

5
5

5

6

10

11

7
7
7

0

5

7

15
6
10

6

8

8
4
5

5

2

4

6

3

2

5

9

2

3

2

3

7

10

8

6

8

2

10

0

2

2
10

2

5
3
3

5
7
0

3
5
3

Mentally cloudy
Cheerful
Impatient

Nonchalant
Efficient
Skeptical
Self-confident..- _____
Erotic
Good-natured

1

1

5

5
13

5

Drunk

7

4
3

5

7

3

6
5

3

7

5

7

5

2
3

2
4

3
5

On edge
Vigorous
Pensive

3
5

7

3
9

6

3
8

2 end 3 (n=16)

7

6

6
3

7

1

2

1

3

1

5
4

1

9

1

7

7
5
7
4

2
7
3

7

3
2

2

9

2

.10

.05

.05

5

4

9

2

2

0

2

4

2

2

2

3

2

3
4

2

2
2

4
r 3
3

2

4

1

2

0

4

1

1

3

4

4

2

8.___ -_____

2

5

0

0.05

3
4
3

8

4-

1

3

4
3

1

3

Amphetamine versus placebo, per experiment number (before performance)

5

Thirsty

Friend4

Bold
Sluggish

4

4
9

3

7

11

1

Talkative
Chilly

3

Unsociable
Hungry
Dreamy

Alert

Item

1 (n=15)

TABLE 6.SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF AMPHETAMINETABULATION OF RESPONSES
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A

3

7
7

13
5
10

11

8
9
8

10

9

11

1

2

3

3

1

2

6
3
6

1

1

3

2

1

2

6

4
5

1

3

4

1

5

0

3

1

4
4

1

4

1

2

1

4
2

3

0

5

15)

4
5

11

5
6
: 13
4

t

,

5

9

7

7
6
5
10
12
8

7
5

12

11

9

7
9
7
10

6 (n

.10

.10

.10

.05

.05

0.01
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COMMENT

The data presented above, dealing with the drug effects reported by the athletes
concerning performunce, mood, and physical states, shed light on several specific questions which in some eases are not closely related to each other. In
discussing the results, each of these questions will be treated separately.
.1 orphetainit. ^ Seen as an .4 id to Performance.Seventy-seven per cent of the
subjects performed better after taking amphetamine (14 ing.) than after taking
plaeebo. The results obtained with the two "general questions" (tables 2 and 3)
indicate that the subjects, considered as a group, did attribute more favorable
effects to amphetamine than to placebo, but that the number of subjects (59%)
who reported being helped more by amphetamine than by placebo was smaller
than the number who actually performed better on amphetamine than on placebo
days. It is possible that some of the 19 subjects (34%) whose answers to the
"general questions" indicated no difference between the amount of aid given by
amphetamine and placebo, actually did notice an improvement on amphetamine
days but (lid not believe it was due to the drug. The data in table 4 bear on this
F.xamination of the "detail questions" showing the most definite amphetamine-placebo differences reveals that (with the exclusion of the swimmers
of the first experiment, whose atypicality will be discussed) the percentage of
subjects reporting improvement on amphetamine days, with respect to at least
some (four to seven) detailed aspects of performance, .was about the same as
the percentage actually exhibiting improvement.
Amphetamine Seen as Aiding a Variety of Factors.Since the runners, swhnmers. and weight-throwers were not, for the most part, asked the same "detail
questions" on their questionnaires. it is difficult to give summarizing statements
about the effects reported by all athletes considered as a single group. An over-all
examination of table 4 does suggest, however, that amphetamine might aid

athletie performance by influencing a variety of factors. The runners and

swimmers (the weight-throwers were not asked this question) reported feeling
more "revved up." or stimulated, before performance on amphetamine than on
placebo days : the runners and weight-throwers reported having more strength
and endurance on amphetamine days: and all three types of athletes reported
having better coordination and form on amphetamine than on placebo days.
Ampl«qamine and the Question of "All-out" Performance.The results obtained with the "detail question" pertaining to whether the subjects gave an "allout" performance were surprising. The weight-throwers, considered as a group,
reported throwing more "all-out" on amphetamine than on placebo days. but the
runners reported that their performances were less all-out on amphetamine days;
neither group of swimmers reported a significant difference between amphetamine
and placebo days with respect to this question. All three groups of athletes per-

formed better on amphetamine than on placebo days, and yet only the weightthrowers: riqmrted giving more all -out iierfornianees on the amphetamine days.
If the runners and swimmers did give more all-out performances on amphetamine
than on pla echo days. they (lid not appear to recognize it.
sprain/HMO Mistakenly Rem as an. Aid.--The responses to the "detail questions" made by the 3S runners and weight-throwers who were given 50 nig. of
secobarbital did not yield any significant differences between secoloarbital and
placebo effeets. but the answers to the "general questionN" indicated that these
3S subjects. considered as a single group, did attribute more beneficial effects to
seeobarbital than to placebo. This was surprising. in view of the fact that secobarbital neither improved nor impaired the performance of this group of subjects
to a signitieant degree. Even more surprising was the fact that the answers to the
"detail questions" given by the 15 swimmers who took the 100-mg. dose of sec0barbital indicated that they attributed highly beneficial effects to that medicament
(when swimming alone). whereas the fact of the matter was that it produced
a great impairment in performance. This latter finding indicates that the 100-mg.
dose of secbarbital can. under certain cireirostanees, produce a marked distortion in judgment. In addition to the data presented pbove. other data providing
a more precise and detailed analysis of this distortion were collected. A quantitative assessment of the amount of judgment distortion produced under various
conditions by 100 mg. of secobarhital is presented, and the implications of these
results aro discussed. in a coneurrently published paper.'
l'oRNi/dc Influences of Mood and Physical States on Performance.The major
effects of amphetamine on mood and physical states were increased physieal and
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mental activation, elation, boldness, and friendliness. These effects, which were
present both before and after performance, could reasonably be expected to favor
good performance. This does not, of course, rule out the possibility that amphetamine aids performance by changing respiratory, cardiac, metabolic, or other

physiological functions. Our data do not deal with these factors. In the third
paragraph of this section, evidence was adduced to indicate that amphetamine
might aid athletic performance by altering a variety of factorg. The effects of
amphetamine on mood and physical states give further support to that eonclusion.
The major effects of 100 mg. of secobarbital on mood and physical states before

performance were intoxication and "deactivation." These effects would seem
definitely disadvantageous to performance. The major effects of 50 mg, of secobarbital before performance were mental and physical activation and elation.

These effects are similar to some of those produced by 14 mg. of amphetamine and
might be expected to contribute to an improvement in performance. Whether these
effects did contribute to an improved performance but were counterbalanced by
detrimental effects, or whether they actually did not influence performance, are
questions which cannot be answered on the basis of the present dada. All that can

be said is that secobarbital (50 mg.) and amphetamine (14 mg.) were similar in
certain of their effects on mood and physical states but that amphetamine significantly improved performance whereas secobarbital did nut.
Differences ire Results Obtained in the Various Experiments.In general, the

six experiments reported above were similar to each other with respect to the
subjective effects produced by amphetamine and secobarbital. Two exceptions
will he discussed. Table 6 indicates that, after performance, the weight-thowers
of experiment 5 obtained 30 significant amphetamine-placebo differences on
the check list dealing with mood and physical states, about four times as many as

any other group of subjects. The weight-throwers obtained a greater improvement
in performance from amphetamine than did the runners or swimmers ( the weight-

throwers improved from 3 to 4%, the ?miners improved about 1.5%, and the
swimmers improved from about 0.0 to about 1.2%), and they were probably
aware of this rather extensive improvement on amphetamine days because they
were able to observe the distance of each throw. Mu awareness of the success of
their immediately preceding performance might have contributed to their especially high degree of activation, elation, boldness, and friendliness after
performing on amphetamine dayS.
The swimmers of experiment 1 were different from the remaining groups with
respect to the effect of amphetamine on subjective responses .pertaining to performance and with respect to subjective responses concerning mood and physical

states. In spite of the fact that amphetamine significantly improved their performance, those 15 subjects did not evaluate it as having dune so ; they also did
not report the effects on mood and physical states (increased activation, elation,
boldness, and friendliness) which were reported by the other groups of subjects.
The exact cause of this difference is not known ; however. two factors which may

be related to it will be mentioned. First. the subjects of that experiment were
studied on consecutive days. It is possible that the drug comparisons were to
some extent contaminated by "carry-over" effects. Second, chance sampling factors caused a bias in the amphetamine-placebo comparisons. The responses to
the check list obtained each day before° medicaments were taken indicated that
the subjects, considered as a group, began their amphetamine sessions feeling
less Industrious. efficient, and clear-headed and more mnhilly cloudy than when
they began their placebo SP8S(011:4. They also felt more insecure, inhibited, skeptical. self-eonscious, and pensive and less cheerful, good-natured. and self-controlled

before taking amphetamine than before taking placebo. The comparison for
"insecure" was significant at the 0.01 level with a two-tailed sign test, that fur
"cheerful" at 0.05, and those for "industrious" and "inhibited" at 0.10, The
others just mentioned were at the 0.25 level of significance. Comparisons which
reach the 0.25 level are not considered to be statistically significant in this report

but are mentioned in the present context in an attempt to clarify the nature of
the sampling bias.
Amphetamine and Antisocial Beliaviar.Recently there has been considerable

interest in the question of whether amphetamine produces "temporary alterations in personality" (changes in mood and behavioral predispositions) which
might facilitate antisoical behavior. In a government reports the opinion was
expressed that improper rise of amphetamine is associated with problems of
juvenile delinquency and crime. It as stated. "Investigation by authorities lifts
determined that many lawbreakers have consumed 'thrill pills' to bolster their

-courage for commission of crimes." Viewed in this context. the fact that a mphet-

??4

aniline is reported to lie In widespread use by students. businessmen. and other

noncriminal citizens becomes a matter of signitiortnee. The question arises

whether amphetamine produces "temporary changes in personality" which might
lead tiondelinquent persons, such as athletes or students, to engage in antisocial
behavior. The present study was not designed to answer that question, but the
g the mood effects produced in athletes by
quantitative information conce
amphetamine is relevant.
In the present investigation. increased feelings of mental and physical activation. elation. boldness, aml friendlint.ss were the main effects of amphetamine
oil intood and physical states. lnerensed checking of drunk, impulsive, and satisfied was also found. The increase in effects classith.d as boldness and friendliness
perhaps the increased checking of
is pert went to the issue of

drunk and impulsive is also, since increases in these two effects may imply a
rednetion in :.:elf-ctmtrol.

We eannot. of course, say that a person Who reports feeling an increase in
friendliness will always exhibit, simultaneously, an increase in friendly be-

havior or that one who reports an increase in unfriendly feelings Will 8i111111talil9111siy l'xhihit an increase in antisocial behavior. It dues seem reasonable,
however, to assume that an increase in friendly feelings will increase the likelilit It )111 of friendly behavior on the average and, contrariwise, that an increase in

antisocial feelings will increase the likelihood of antisocial behavior. It also
seems reasonable to assume that in a group of cooperative subjects who are
interested in the study etaiducted (such as the athletes of the present investigation appeared to be). reports concerning mood states would correspond to true
feelings, in general. We must mention. however, that when thugs are given: which

might intbientv judgment laud in the present study secobarbital, 100 mg.. was
fonial b. be sae!' a drug) it is possible for behavior and reported feelings to be
(mite discrepant.
As shown in the figure. the athletes checked bold. boastful, cocky. self-confident,
playful, stud domineering more and insecure less on 111111)110 a Min(' tlinu 1/11 1/1:1(1'110

days. Those mood changes might. under certain circumstances. facilitate antisocial behavior, particubirly the changes in feelings which :wound for the increased chocking of reeky :Ind domineering. However, the increased btfltitiess was
accompanied by greater friend:mess, as indicated by more checking of friendly,
talkative, good-natured, obliging. and trustful and less checking of grouchy'. un-

social, anti sarcastic. The psychological meaning and behavioral consequences
of simultanetonsly ittCreaSing friendliness and boldness are not known. Furthermore. it is almost certain that such behavioral consequences would be strongly
ilithienced by social and environmental eircitnisNnees. Additional work is needed
to determine the fretmem.y of the coexistence of friendliness and bgildness. the

circumstances in which it leads to antisocial behavior, the eiremitstanees in
which it leads to socially constuetive behavior. and, ill
the role of
liersonality fa..tors in such reactions. The data of the present investigation indicate that moat notidelinquent persons who take amphetamine in a moderate dose,

I/1 which
surds ns than used in the present study. and who do so in a
social force., tend to inhibit rather than promote antisocial behavior, are likely
to experience mood effects which contain both socially positive and socially
negative elements.
SUMEMARY

Fifty-seven athletes (runners, swimmers, and weight-throwers) who were in
middle or late season condition were given amphetamine (14 mg.), seeobarbital
(100 mg. or 50 mg.), or placebo on different occasions. The medicaments were
given On a body weight basis, the doses just mentioned being those given to a

subject who weighed 70 kg. (154 lb.). The subjects were given each type of
medicament, orally, several times (three on the average). The medicaments
were given in a counter-balanced order which was unknown to the investigator
collecting the data and unknown to the subjects. After taking each medicament
the subject performed his regular athletic event and afterward evaluated his
performance, on a questionnaire containing 15 to tj) questions. In addition, each
subject. gave information alsait his mood and physical states by responding to
an 81-item check list once before taking each medicament and twice afterward.
The 57 subjects were studied 781 times in the above manner. Comparisons between amphettunine and placebo and between secobarbital and placebo were

made with respect to answers to questions about the performances and with
respect to responses to the cheek list dealing with mood and physicnI states.

The subjective responses of the athletes indicated that 14 mg. or amphetamine
sulfate might improve athletic performance by influencing a variety of factors:

the beneficial effects reported were increased stimulation (feeling "revved up")
before the performance, improved coordination and form, increased strength and
endurance, and increased mental and physical activation. Most athletes did not
report that performances on amphetamine (lays were more "all-out" than those
on placebo days. Amphetamine increased feelings of boldness, elation, and friendliness; these mood changes contained both socially positive and socially negative
elements. The 100-mg. dose of seeobarbital sodium produced intoxication. elation,
"deactivation," and distortion in judgment. The 50-mg. dose produced elation
and activation.
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APPENDIX 13
AMPHETAMINE, SECOUARBITAL, AND ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE

III. QUANTITATIVE EFFECTS ON JUDGMENT

(Gene M. Smith, Ph. D. and Henry K. Beecher, M.D., Boston)
(J.A.M.A., Vol. 172, No. 15, April 9, 1900)

Numerous laboratory investigations have shown that barbiturates and other
drugs alter performance on psychomotor and mental tests.' The present investigation provided a rarely available opportunity to study a complex mental function in a situation allowing quantitative precision and laboratory controls to be
combined with "real life" conditions which avoided the artificiality of a !.'oratory experiment. By comparing an athlete's actual performance with his estimate of his performance, it was possible to examine a complex process of judgment in a situation in which the factors studied, performance and judgment,
appeared to be matters of personal importance to the subject. An additional advantage was that each subject was a highly trained athlete In midseasou form
who was skilled in estimating his performance time.
The investigation reported here was designed, primarily, to determine whether
amplietatIlae sulfate improved the performance of trained athletes and to determine the subjective effects of amphetamine on such athletes. Data pertaining to
these two questions l:,.Lve been reported elsewhere' The data reported in the
present paper concern the effects of amphetamine and sccobarbital on judgment.
METHOD

Fifteen members of a college swimming team swain twice each day on 12 con-

secutive days during the middle of their swimming season. Three of the men
swam the 100-yd. butterfly, three the 100-yd. free style, three the 200-yd. breast
stroke, three the 200-yd. free style, and three the 200-yd. backstroke. On six days
each man swam alone ("solo" trials) and on six he swam in a group of three
("group" trials). When swimming in groups a subject competed with two other
members of the team whose usual speeds, in comparison with his own, he knew.
The second swim of each day began 15 minutes after the beginning of the first
and so was performed under conditions of fatigue. All trials occurred during
the late afternoon. Each swimmer was tinted by two or more clocks (standard
stop watches and an electric tinter) on all trials.
Fifteen college swimmers, in inidseason condition, swam 300 time trial after
receiving 100 tng. of secobarbital, 14 mg. of amphetamine, or placebo on different
occasions, After each trial a swimmer estimated his performance time and gave

a deta,ied evaluation of his performance. Secobarbital significantly impaired
performance, and amphetamine significantly improved it. The subjective data
showed that secobarbital produced distortion in judgment: after taking seenbarbital the swimmers thought their performances were unusually good, whereas
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in fact they were unusually bad. The effects of amphetamine on judgment were
not conclusive.

Each subject performed six times under each of four swimming conditions:

rested-solo, fatigued-solo, rested-group, and fatigued-group. He performed under

each of these conditions twice after taking amphetamine, twice after taking
secobarbital, and twice after taking placebo. The medication procedures will be
described later.
After each performance the swimmer was asked to give a time-judgment for
that trial. The actual performance times of the first (rested) and second
(fatigued) swims were revealed to the subject after obtaining his time-judgment
for the second swim. Two measures of judgment were derived from the relation-

ship between performance time and the swimmer's time-judgment. The first,
called judgment-error, is the unsigned, or absolute, difference between a subject's swimming time and his judgment of his swimming time The second, called
judgment- tendency, is the signed difference (algebraic sum) between swimming

time and time-judgment and thus indicates whether a subject overvalued or
undervalued his performance. A subject obtained a judgment-tendency score
and a judgment-error score for each swim. A subject swain twice under each
specific experimental condition (e.g., twice in groups, when fatigued, after taking
secobarbital). The mean of a subject's two judgment-error scores for fatiguedgroup performances on placebo days was compared with the mean of his two
judgment-error scores for that same swimming condition on secobarbital days
to determine whether his judgment-error, under the fatigued-group condition.
was greater after administration of secobarbital or placebo. This same general
procedure was used in obtaining all comparisons reported below.
In addition to giving time-judgments a subject evaluated each performance
by responding to it performance evaluation questionnaire containing 10 questions
set up in this form : Ilid your legs feel: strong [ ], usual [ J, weak [ J? The
effects of the drugs on answers to these questions (subjective data) were examined in relation to the erects of the drugs on actual performance times (objective
data) to obtain additional information regarding the influence of the drugs on
judgment.
MEAN JUDGEMENT-ERROR MADE BY IS SWIMMERS

AFTER RECEIVING AMPHETAMINE E3 PLACEBO al
AND SECOBARSITAL
SWIMMING ALONE

SWIMMING IN GROurS

FIRST SWIM I SECOND SWIM
I (FATIGUED)
(RESTED)

FIRST SWIM
(RESTED)

SECOND SWIM
t

(FATIGUED)

7

P-S .01
P-A

NS

P -S

P-A

.01
NS

P-S .05
P-A

NS

P-S
P-A

NS
NS.

novae 1.Judgment-error, based on unsigned difference between swimming time
and jralgment of swimming time. Probability values reported for comparisons
bet,,:een placebo and two active drugs were obtained by two-tailed correlated
t test. N$ means not significant at 0.10 level. Direct tests of difference between
solo and group conditions are not reported in fig. 1, but they were carried out ;
results indicated that on secobarbital days difference was significant at 0.01
level for first swim and at 0.10 level for second. On amphetamine days difference was not significant for either swim.
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The t test was used to evaluate the data concerning judgment-error, judgmenttendency, performance time, and judgment time, as shown in fig. 1-4. The binomial sign test was used to evaluate the questionnaire data in the table.
Throughout the text and figures of this report, and in the table, comparisons are
said to be not significant if they fail to reach the 0.10 level as determined by a
two-tailed test.
On two solo days each subject took secobarbital, 100 mg. per 70 kg. of body
weight, on two he took amphetamine, 14 mg. per 70 kg., of body weight, and on
two he took placebo. Similarly, on two group days each man took secobarbital,
on two amphetamine, and on two placebo. Secobarbital sodium was used as a
control medicament to prevent a subject from correctly assuming he had received
a "pep pill" whenever he noticed unusual sensations. The drugs were administered
orally and in a counterbalanced order which was unknown to the subjects or to
the experimenter collecting the data

Each day a subject took two capsules. The first was taken two hours before
the first swimming trial on six days and three hours before it on the other six.
The second capsule was always taken 55 minutes before the first trial. On "secobarbital days" the first capsule was always a placebo and the second contained
secobarbital ; on "amphetamine days" the first was amphetamine and the second a
placebo; and on "placebo days" both were placebos. The double capsule technique

was used so that a subject would have his first trial 55 minutes after taking the
active medicament on secobarbital days and either two or three hours after it on
amphetamine days; these were the periods of peak subjective effects found in
our preliminary unpublished studies of the drugs. The difference between the
MILAN FUDGEMENT-TENDENCT (OVER-VALUATION ORUNDER-VALUATIC0).

OF IS SWIMMERS AFTER RECEIVING AMPKTAIIIINE
PLACEBO

e3

AND SITCOBARBITAL 0
SWIMMING IN GROUPS

11511111151 ALONE

5-

FIRST SWIM j
(RESTED)
1

SECOND SWIM

IFATIGUED1

FIRST SWIM 1 SECOND SWIM
(RESTED)
(FATIGUED)
1

001

501

3-

.:,..

3.01

O
ti

NS

-

02

1

III

.51.
.::

MS

NI

J
JO

P- 3..001

P-A .03

P-5

.01

'1:10 -A

.10

P-S

P-A

.10

PS NS

-1 WS

norm 2.Judgment-tendency, based on signed difference (algebraic sum)

between swimming time and judgment of swimming time. Each level of significance was obtained with two-tailed correlated t test. Those appearing immed-

iately above or below bars refer to differences between zero and mean

judgment-tendency under given drug and given swimming condition. Those
appearing at bottom of figure refer to dlIP.rences between mean placebo tendency and mean tendency under one of two active drugs. NS means not significant 0.10 level. Direct tests of difference between solo and group conditions
are not reported in fig. 2, but they were carried out ; results indicated that on
secobarbital days difference was significant at 0.001 level for first swim and
at 0.02 level for second. On amphetamine days difference was not significant
for first but was signficant at 0.05 level for second swim.
99-749 0 - 79 - 47
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two-hour and three-hour conditions probably had no meaning on placebo days
(since both capsules were placebos) or on secobarbital days (since secobarbital
was always taken in the second capsule). The difference might have been meaningful on amphetamine days. because amphetamine was always taken in the
first capsule. However. analyses failed to reveal any clear-cut differences between the two-hour and the three-hour amphetamine days, with respect to either
performance or judgment. Hence, in the analyses reported in this paper, the twohour and three-hour data obtained from a subject under a given swimming condition and a given medicament were averaged.

The subjects were told this was a study of the effect of pep pills on performance. They were told they would sometimes get placebos, or blank pills, instead
of the pep pills. No mention was made. of the fact that secobarbital would sometimes be given. The subjects were told that the assignment of medicaments was
random and that members of a particular group might, but might not, receive
the same medicament on a given day.
MEAN PERFORMANCE° AND MEAN JUDGEMENT CI TIMES
OF IS SUBJECTS SWIMMING ALONE
F-AST SWIM

SECOND SWIM

121

e

5

A

FIGURE 3.--A=amphetamlne sulfate; P=placebo; S=secobarhital sodium. Two-

tailed probability values for effects of drugs on mean performance times are
first swim, P-A=0.01, P-S=0.01: second swim. P-A=0.10, P-S=0.05. Twotailed probability values for effects of drugs on mean judgment times are first
swim, P-A=NS, P-S=0.10; second swim, P-A=NS. P-S=0.10.
RESULTS

Since the styles and distances of the various subjects differed, their swimming
times differed, ranging from about one minute to about three. The group means,
with respect to performance and judgment times, were more strongly influenced
by subjects swimming three minutes than by subjects swimming one. Analyses

additional to those reported below were performed expressing each subject's

judgment-error and judgement-tendency scores as percentages of his mean placebo
performance score, thus eliminating the differential contribution to mean effects

due to differences in swimming time. These analyses yielded the same conclusions as did those based on the simpler and more direct measures reported in this
paper.
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MEAN PEPPONMANCEra AND MEAN JUDGEMENT Q TINES
Of IS SUBJECTS SW magma IN GROUPS
PINST SWIM

SECOND SWIM

124

124

122

120

Its

114

A

P

5

A

P

5

Fraraz 4.A-=amphetamine sulfate; P=placebo; S=secobarbital sodium. Twotailed probability values for effects of drugs on mean performance times are
first swim, P-A=0.10, P-S=0.001 ; second swim. P-A=0.10, P-S=0.01.
tailed probability values for effects of drugs on mean judgment times are first
swim, P -A =NS, P-S=0.05; second swim,, P-A=NS, P-S=NS.

Judgment-Error.Fig. 1 shows the mean judgment-error made by the 15

swimmers after taking amphetamine, secobarbital, and placebowhen swimming
alone and rested, alone and fatigued, in groups when rested, and in groups when
fatigued. The significance levels refer to differences between the mean placebo
error (made under a specific swimming condition) and the mean error made after
taking on of the two active drugs (under that same swimming condition).
Fig. 1 shows that the greatest judgment-error occurred when the subjects swam
alone and rested after taking secobarbital. Under that condition the mean error
was about four and one-half seconds, about three times that made by the subjects
when they swam alone and rested after taking placebo. Under all four swimming
conditions the mean judgment-error was greater after taking secobarbital than
after taking plurebo. The difference reached the 0.01 level of significance for both
swim 1 and swim 2, wi.en the subjects swam alone. When they swam in groups
the difference reached the 0.05 level for swim 1 but was not significant fce swim
2. The mean judgment-error due to secobarbital was significantly greater on solo
days than on group days. The differences reached the 0.01 and 0.10 levels for the
first and second swims respectively.) None of the four differences between mean
judgment-error after amphetamine and mean judgment-error after placebo was
statistically significant.

.Judgment-Tcsdeney (Overratualion and Undervaluation).Fig. 2 shows the

mean tendency of the 15 swimmers to overvalue or undervalue performance after
administration of amphetamine. placebo, and secobitrbital. A subject overvalued

his performance if he thought he swain faster than was the actual case. Bars

rising above the horizontal line indicate that the error of the subjects. considered
as a group, was in the direction of overvaluation. Bars going below the line indicate undervaluation. significance levels appearing immediately above or below
the bars refer to the difference's between zero and the mean judgment-tendency
under a given drug and given swimming condition. Those appearing at the bottom
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of the figure refer to differences between mean placebo tendency and mean tendency under one of the two active drugs.

The subjects, considered as a group, overvalued after taking placebo. overvalued still more after secobarbital, and undervalued (in .three of the four comparisons) after taking amphetamine. When the subjects swam alone the difference between the placebo mean judgment-tendency and the secobarbital mean
judgment-tendency reached the 0.001 level of significance for swim 1 and the 0.01

level for swim 2; when they swam in groups, the difference reached the 0.10

level of significance for swim 1 but was not significant for swim 2. The difference

between the placebo and amphetamine judgment-tendencies was significant at
the 0.05 level for swim 1 and the (1.10 level for swim 2. when the subjects swam

alone; but when they swam in groups, neither comparison was significant.
The overvaluation due to secobarbital was significantly greater when the subjects swam alone than when they swam in groups (1)=0.001 for swim 1 and 0.02
for swim 2). Also. the difference between the amphetamine mean judgment-tend-

eney and the placebo mean judgment tendency was greater when the subjects
swam alone than when they swam in groups. The difference was not significant
for swim 1 but reached the 0.05 level for swim 2.
Performance and Judgment.Since the judgment-error data (fig. 1) and judgmenttendeney data (fig. 2) are based on and derived from the relationship between performance time and judgment of time, it is of interest to examine the
effects of the medicaments on each of these primary factors. Fig. 3 presents mean
performance time and mean judgment time for the first and second swims under
the solo condition. The subjects swam significantly slower after secobarbital than
after placebo 11)=0.01 for swim 1 and 0.05 for swim 2). Contrary to the actual
impairment effect of secobarbital. the subjects, considered as a group, thought
their performances were significantly faster after secobarbital than after placebo,
on both swim 1 (p=0.10) and swim 2 (p=01(1).
When the subjects swam alone (fig. 3). amphetamine produced marked improvement on hoth swims (p=0.01 and 0.10 for first and second swims ). but the
subjects, considered as a group, thought that there was a slight impairment on
the second swim and that the improvement on the first swim was much less than
it actually was. Of the 15 swimmers. 13 performed better on amphetamine than
on placebo days when swimming alone under rested conditions. Five of these 13
subjects judged their amphetamine performances to be poorer (instead of better)
than their placebo performances and 0 undtiCalued the superiori0 of the amphetamine performances while only 2 overvalued it. When swimming alone under
fatigued conditions 12 of the subjects performed better with amphetamine than
with placebo. Seven of these subjects judged their amphetamine performances
to be poorer (instead of better ) than their placebo performances and three undervalued the extent of the superiority of the amphetamine performances while two
overvalued it. Thus, under the solo condition, most of the subjects either failed
to recognize the improvement in performance produced by amphetamine or, if
they did recognize it, underestimated its extent.

Fig. 4 gives the mean performance time and mean judgment time when the
subjects swam in groups of three. The effects of the drugs on mean judgment
time parallel the effects of the drugs on mean performance time As mean performance time goes up. mean judgment time goes up. Observe. however, that on
both swims the differences among the mean judgment times were smaller than the

differences among the mean performance times, indicating that although the
subjects. considered as a group. correctly judged the direction of effect of both
drugs, they underestimated the extent of effect of each drug.
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Additional Subjective Data.Responses to a 16-item questionnaire (designed
to enable a subject to evaluate his performance) yielded results which are consistent, in general, with those reported above. Secobarbital significantly impaired
performance (under both solo and group conditions), but the responses to the
questionnaire indicated that most of the subjects failed to recognize the impairment produced by secobarbital under the group condition and thought secobarbital improved performance under the solo condition (see table).
Only four differences between amphetamine and placebo with respect to the
16-item questionnaire were statistically significant. The subjects reported feeling
more "revved up" before the swim on amphetamine days but reported the start
was slower, the swimming less easy, and the recovery slower on amphetamine
than on placebo days (see table). These results indicate that the subjects failed
to recognize the performance improvement produced by amphetamine; but the
type of clear-cut and positive opposition between objective and subjective effects,
observed with secobarbital under the solo condition, was not found with amphetamine.
COMMENT

The alterations in judgment due to secobarbital require little elaboration or
explanation. The judgment -error data, judgment-tendency data, and perform.
ance-evaination data all clearly demonstrate that a profound impairment of
judgment was produced under the solo condition; most of the data suggest that
a moderate impairment of judgment was produced when the subjects swam in
groups Of three.

The data concerning the effect of amphetamine on judgment are less clear in
meaning. The judgment-error data revealed no greater error after amphetamine
than after placebo (fig. 1). The judgment-tendency data showed significant differences between amphetamine and placebo under the solo condition, but these
differences were due as much to the occurrence of overvaluation after placebo as
to the occurrence of undervaluation after amphetamine (fig. 2). Both the performance-evaluation data (see table) and the mean judgment time data (fig. 3)
indicated that, when swimming alone, the subjects thought their performances
were about the same after amphetamine as after placebo ; the fact, however, was
that amphetamine significantly improved performance under the solo condition.
Additional evidence which would further clarify the meaning of the amphetamine data is sparse. Hauty and Payne,4 with use of a different measure of judgment ( by which the subject was required to estimate how well he would perform
on a future trial rather than how well he had performed on a past trial), found
that d-amplietamine (5 mg.) did not significantly influence the judgement of
airmen studied with a psychomotor test. An earlier report by Davis' indicated
that the antifatigue advantages of amphetamine might be counterbalanced by
judgment impairment effects. but specific data demonstrating such judgment impairment were not presented.
Points for Emphasis.Certain characteristics of the subjects and experimental
situation, already mentioned, will be restated, because we believe they add to the
dependability of the results obtained. The subjects were highly trained swimmers; each was accustomed to evaluating his performance and to estimating his
speed. At the time of the investigation each subject was in midseason condition ;
thus, the variability of his performances was low. The judgments studied were
not elicited in a contrived laboratory situation but were rather obtained in a real
life situation, in which both swimming time and correctness of time-judgment
appeared to be matters of importance to the subjects.
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Differences Beticecn Solo and Group Situations.The effects of secobarbital
and amphetamine on judgment-tendency and the effect of secobarbital on judgment-error were greater in the solo than in the group situation. Our data do not
provide direct information concerning the reason for this difference. One can
speculate, however, that when swimming alone the subject's time-judgment is
probably based primarily on his "time sense" and whatever visual, cutaneous,
and proprioceptive cues he obtains as he moves through the water. On the other
hand. when swimming in a group ( with team members whose usual speeds, in
comparison with his own, are well known to him) his judgment is probably based
on the additional cue of how he finishes in relation to his teammates. It is true
that the degree to which this latter cue could be depended on by the swimmer was
limited by the fact that he never knew which medicaments his teammates had
received, or whether their performance times were altered. Nevertheless, we believe this additional cue in the group situation explains, in part, why the effects

of the drugs on judgment were less in the group than in the solo situation.
Whatever the explanation of the difference may be, the findings of principal
interest are those obtained under the solo condition after administration of
secobarbital, for these results show the extent to which the judgment of persons
skilled in making the type of judgment studied can be distorted by such a drug.
Other Data. Collected with Runners and Weight-throwers.Judgment-error and
judgment-tendency data were also collected on 25 runners and 13 weight-throwers

but most of the comparisons in these subsequent studies were not statistically
significant. This group of 38 subjects did yield evidence of one sort, indicating a
tendency to attribute a favorable effect to secobarbital when in fact none existed.
After each performance, a subject was asked whether he thought the medicament he had taken that day helped or hurt his performance and if so, how. Twelve
of the subjects gave more favorable reports on secobarbital than on placebo days,
23 reported no difference, and 3 gave more favorable reports on placebo than on
sccobarbital days. The actual fact was that 20 of the 38 subjects performed better on secobarbital than on placebo days and 18 performed worse. The experimental conditions maintained in the studies in which these 38 subjects par-

ticipated were different, in certain respects, from those maintained in the

investigation described above. First, the dose of secobarbital was only one-half
that used in the study reported in this paper.
Second, 16 of the 25 runners always ran under group conditions and, as shown
above, the effects of secobarbital on the judgment of the swimmers were less in
the group than in the solo situation and the effects of amphetamine were not sig-

nificant in the group situation. Finally, the judgments of the 38 runners and
weight-throwers were based on more dependable cues than were those of the
swimmers. This was especially true of the weight-throwers ; they actually observed the distance of each throw, and thus their after-performance estimates
were a matter more of memory than of judgment. In the studies carried out, only
one situation produced an indisputable example of Judgment distortion, and that
was the situation in which swimmers performed after taking 100 mg. of secobarbital.
PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

Under solo conditions secobarbital produced a judgment distortion of a profound sort ; although performance was significantly impaired (p=0.01 for first
swim and 0.05 for second swim), the subjects thought it was significantly Improved (p=0.10 for both swims). Most of the data indicate that secobarbital
produced a moderate judgment distortion when the swimmers performed in
groups. We do not know whether this distortion was one of time-judgment only
or whether it was of a more general nature ; also, we do not know whether secobarbital would produce judgment distortion in a person who is accustomed to
taking this drug. However, we think the findings described above have impor-

tant practical implications because barbiturates are in widespread use and

because it is likely that many persons make decisions and judgments, and engage
in potentially dangerous activities such as driving automobiles, after taking these
drugs. The extent to which their decisions, judgments, and activities are influenced by the drugs, and the situational factors which alter such drug influences,
are questions which have merited study and require further study.

It is appreciated that alcohol can impair judgment and add to the hazard of

normal activities. One can only wonder how many accidents occurring each year
on the highway, in industry, in the home, and elsewhere are due in part to im-

pairment produced by barbiturates, analeptics, tranquilizers, and other drugs
given to ambulant patients. The widespread use of these medicaments by per-
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sons whose decisions, judgments, and behavior affect their own welfare and the

welfare of others makes further quantitative assessment of the mental and
behavioral effects of these agents a matter of practical importance.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Fifteen college swimmers, in midseason condition, swam 360 time trials after
receiving secobarbital sodium, 100 mg. per 70 kg. of body weight, amphetamine
sulfate, 14 mg. per 70 kg., or placebo on different occasions. The "double-blind"
procedure was used. After each trial, a swimmer gave his time-judgment for that
performance and completed a performance-evaluation questionnaire before being told his actual performance time. Each subject swam 12 trials under rested
and 12 under fatigued conditions. He performed half of his rested and half of
his fatigued trials swimming alone. He performed the remaining trials swimming
with two other subjects. The data were collected in a "real life" situation rather
than a laboratory.
Comparisons between placebo and each of the two active drugs were made
with respect to judgment-error (the unsigned difference between performance
time and judgment time, judgment-tendency (the signed difference between per-

formance time and judgment time, performance time, judgment time, and responses to a performance-evaluation questionnaire. Significance levels of the
various comparisons were computed.

When the subjects swam alone, secobarbital significantly altered the mean
judgment-tendency ( the tendency being toward moderate overvaluation after
placebo and extreme overvaluation after secobarbital), significantly increased
the mean judgment-error, and caused the subjects to evaluate their performance,
when in fact the performance were significantly slower. When the subjects swam
in groups of three, after taking secobarbitai, there was a tendency in the direction
of a judgment distortion of the sort just mentioned but the effects were much less
clear. When the subjects swam alone, amphetamine did not significantly alter the

mean judgment-error overvalue after placebo and to undervalue after amphetamine) ; the judgment-time data (fig. 3) and questionnaire data (See table) indicated that, when swimming alone, most of the subjects either failed to recognize
the improvement in performance alone, most of the subjects either failed to recognize the improvement in performance produced by amphetamine or failed to appreciate its extent. When the subjects swam in groups, amphetamine did not produce significant effects on any of the measures of judgment. The effects of both
active drugs on judgment-tendency, and the effects of secobarbital on judgmenterror, were greater when the subjects swam alone than when they swam in groups
of three.
It is concluded that secobarbital in the dose of 100 ing. per 70 kg. of body

weight can, under certain circumstances, produce a profound distortion in

judgment. A positive conclusion concerning the question whether amphetamine
sulfate, 14 mg. per 70,,kg. of body weight, is able to produce judgment distortion
cannot be drawn from the present data. Since the drugs studied are in wide use.
information concerning their effects on judgment is of interest, and the striking

judgment distorition produced by the barbiturate is particularly important
from the practical standpoint.
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Pill Popping and Performance
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and Training Services Committt.,.

We arc a pill-taking culture, and the helief that
"miracle drugs" can change behavioral situations

is firmly held in the United States. In most instances, that belief hi a false one. "Better living
through chemistry" does not necessarily mean taking another pill.

The Search for a Magic Potion
The search for a magic potion to increase performance is not a modern phenomenon. Macedonian
soldiers are said to have used a mescalinelike sub-

stance obtained from mushrooms; a group of
Nordic soldiers called the Berserkers used a con-

stituent of a fungus; in the very early Olympic
Games the Greeks used certain mushrooms.
Toward the end of tl.e sixteenth century, Europeans learned the use of caffeine-containing drugs.
In 1865. a doping case among the canal swimmers

of Amsterdam was reported. And in the six-day
bicycle races in 1879, racers used such wondrous

The Placebo Effect
The history of medicine up to the last few generations has been, with few notable exceptions, the
history of the placebo effect, and in the history of
attempts to improve performance in sports, there
have been no notable exceptions.

The potential that chemicals and drugs have
for improving the quality of life is great, but there

is an immeasurable difference between that potential and what can be accomplished in the "here
and now,"

Is it possible to supercharge the cells of a normal, healthy individual to produce a better performance? The potential may be there, but not the
reality. In sport, the degree and consistency of
physiologic change produced by any drug must be

appreciated in ita quantitative relationship to all
other factors that influence total performance. If,
for example, a drug increases cardiac output by

prescriptions as mixtures with a caffeine base, sugar
cubes dipped in ether, cordials containing alcohol,

and nitroglycerin. The first fatality due to doping
was reported in 1886: Lenton, an English cyclist,
died during the race between Paris and Bordeaux,

from an excessive dose of a stimulant drug reportedly given to him by his coach.
Down t-...'ough the years since the 1880s, very few

sports have gone untouched by the search for a
magic potion. In 1955, evidence of amphetamine
use was found in half of the competitors in a six

is

""NATE-1

day European bicycle race. At the Olympic Games in
Rome in 196(1, some of the cyclists showed me broken

ampules that had been picked up from the floor
of the locker rooms of other nations and asked,
"Why can't we have some of this?" Later in the
same games. Knude Jensen died following a bicycle race; he reportedly had taken large doses of
amphetamine and a vasodilator. Mo-e recently,
Simpson, a British cyclist, died after a race; the
cause of death allegedly was an overdose of methamphetamine.

r"
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10 percent, it does not follow that 10 percent more
work can be accomplished by a healthy individual
who has taken the drug. The basic fact is that none
of the drugs that are supposed to improve performance works very well. The placebo effect is as strong
as the physiologic effect, and for all practical
purposes, it is the only effect that counts.
The Opposite Effect
What seems to have been lost in the frenzied search

for the magic potion is the fact that no drug produces its intended benefit 100 percent of the time.
The tremendous individual variations and reactions

to drugs mean that medications may produce the
exact opposite of the desired effect. Amphetamines

are not always stimulating. There is a growing
body of evidence that the use of amphetamines
may, in fact, decrease work output!

A significant number of reactions that are opposite to the desired and intended effect of a drug
(for example, the muscular spasms that may oc-

cur with phenothiazine and the psychoses that
can result from the continued use of amphetamines)

appear to be overlooked by those in search of
the easy way. Recent studies in experimental animals and in human beings indicate the development

of hyperinsulinemia after the administration of
amphetamines. Hyperinsulinemia and the resulting

hypoglycemia certainly are not conducive to improved performance. This effect may start with the
first dose.
Control of Doping

Doping is defined as "The administration of or
the use by a competing athlete of any substance
foreign to the body or of any physiologic substance

taken in abnormal quantity or taken by an abnormal route of entry into the body, with the sole
intention of increasing in an artificial and unfair
manner his performance in competition. When necessity demands medical treatment with any substance which because of its nature, dosage, or application is able to boost the athlete's performance
in competition in an artificial and unfair manner,
this isto be regarded as doping."
Early attempts to control the practice of doping
in sports involved inspection of luggage, equipment
and quarters as well as physical examinations just

before the event. These were a total failure. New

rules and regulations were promulgated by several
of the sports groups, and these also failed dismally.

Attempts at education failed, but these perhaps
were inadequate.

In 1910 a Russian chemist devised a means of
testing the saliva of horses for dope. This opened
the door for the beginning of the first real dope
control program. In 1935, the Florida Racing Commission estimated that 30 to 50 percent of all race
horses were doped. In 1969, the same source indicated that less than 1 percent were dopedproof
that dope control works, at least with horse races.
With athletes, well-run dope control programs

would decrease the amount of doping, and this
combined with a sensible education program would
go a long way toward eliminating the problem entirely. But the education component has to include
some strong words about the pseudoscientific ex-

perimenters who test six athletes with steroids
and then send out 10,000 reprints describing the
wonders of this medication. The facts must be
presented to physicians so they will accept them,

and to coaches and athletes so they will both
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understand and accept them. No one has yet been
able to accomplish this.

The negative side of the doping scene. that is.
the administration of a substance to slow down an
athlete or to make him ill, is largely a thing of the

past. But 'At too long ago, top college football
team: brought their own water supplies with them
whe.ti they traveled.

The Current Doping Scene
Amphetamines, ephedrine, caffeine, methylphenidate, barbiturates. diazepam and steroids, alone or
in combination and with or without vitamins, account for most of the substances used in the current scene of duping in sports. None of these has
any legitimate place in sports, but they are used.
Do they do physiologic good? Do they make winners out of losers?
All the studies made have been of small numbers

of athletes in varying states of fitness and have
used performance as the ultimate measuring stick,

ignoring completely the fact that performance is
always variable. In sonic studies, the amount of
expected day-to-day variation in performance is
greater than the benefit ascribed to the drug being
tested. No drug shows any consistent benefit to a
well-trained, top-class athlete whose normal performance varies within a narrow range.

were .,eing done, only one of three winners had
specimens positive for amphetamines, and each day
thereafter all the winners had negative results.

One of the U.S. heavyweight litters, speaking of
the disqualifications, said, "It's ridiculous. Athletes
in this sport have been taking amphetamines under
doctor's prescriptions for years."

It is interesting that there were no changes in

the athletes' ability to lift. As a matter of fact,
according to John Terpack, Olympic weight-lifting
Table 1. Amphetamine study in cycling
road race, 1967
Na.

Urine samples collected'

110

Racers tested

57

Positive results
Winners disqualifiedf
Losers disqualified
Countries involved in positive results

second or third '.as required to furnish a urine
specimen for Owe control. However, the laboratory

was closed or the weekend, so it was not known
until Ict,,nday that eight of the nine who finished
in the first three places turned in specimens positive for amphetamines. These athletes were dis-

qualified, and these who finished fourth, fifth
and sixth were declared the winners, without
having had dope control tests. The competition
continued throughout the next six classes. On
Monday, the day it became known that dope tests

4

Table 2. Amphetamine study, 1970
Order of gni*
First

wont

9

I CZ

First clay

Second

end

of athlete

18

12
15

Second day L sez

26

Table 3. Caffeine study, 1970

example. Athletes in the first three of the nine
weight-lifting classes competed on Friday', Saturday and Sunday. and 1,ach lifter who finished first,

3
5

'Testing was admittedly incomplete. Only the first 10 of
field of over 40 in the race were tested, and only the
first four teems of a field of 10 in the 100 km race were
tested.
tWinner at any level of competition in heats and the first
three finishers in finals.

Cede number

Doping and Winning
The fact that only the winners are tested in dope
control programs implies that doping and winning
are connected. This is not necessarily so. The saga
of the world weight-lifting championships held in
September 1970 in Columbus, Ohio, serves as an

8

Cede number

of athlete
020
024
First day [086
087
021

046
048
086
049

Second

day

058

I

Third day

020
076
076
068

L 086

Orderer neigh
First
Second
Third
event
*vast
29
27
3
14

event

.9

31 (last) 30
10

2
5
24
29

14
12
12
10
15

30
22

20
18
Not ranked

20
19
Not ranked
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coach, "There were more records broken in the last

half of the competition when all the tests were
negative than during the first part of the competition. Weight lifters get absolutely no assist from

sessions during the previous two weeks. It is
interesting that although both men and women
were involved in these trials, no women had
specimens positive for dope.

amphetamines."

Dope Testing Progiams
Since 1967, several programs of dope testing have
been held at world and national competitions. Each
program has documented the fact that there is no
wonder drug.

In August 1967, some of the cycliata in a road
race in Rome were tested for drugs. Positive re-

sults for amphetamines were found in eight of
110 urines tested. Of the eight cyclists with positive results only three were winners and five were
losers (table 1).
In 1968, 17 percent of all players in an Italian

What About Steroids?
The detection of exogenous steroids in athletes
is a practical impossibility, but their use is known
and thought to be widespread in certain sports,
especially those requiring strength. Do steroids
improve performance? The claim that steroids enhance performance is unproved; the companion
fable that increased weight means increased
strength is also unproved. Anabolic steroids do in-

crease weight in normal young adults, but the
weight gain probably represents mostly fluid retention.

soccer league had urine specimens positive for amphetathines.

From a practical point of view, the world record
in the shot put has stood since 1967, in spite of
the hundreds of normal, healthy young men who

In 1970, a study was made at the world championships in another sport. Urine tests to detect
amphetamine were made on the three winners
in each event and on some of the losers. Both

have absorbed more steroids than reasonable men
would believe possible, in the vain hope that a new
record would be theirs with a few more pounds of
weight.

thin-layer and gas chromatography were used. All

the athletes who had traces of amphetamine in
their urine samples were losers (table 2). Urine
tests were also made to detect more than the
"usual" amounts of caffeine, that is, more than
would be expected after "a few cups of coffee."
Caffeine did not improve performance and may
even have been deleterious (table 3). Only two of
the athletes with high urinary levels of caffeine
were winners, finishing second or third, and the
remaining 23 finished fifth place or lower.

In the 1971 national trials of another sport,
every contestant was checked at the finish of each
day's competition. Of the 73 specimens collected,
only one showed amphetamine, one showed a tranquilizer, and one showed an "unknown alkaloid."
The athlete with the amphetamine finished tenth
in one event and a poor third in two other events.
The tranquilized athlete finished twenty-second in

No Easy Way

In my 30 years of association with

athletes,

magic potions have included gelatin, iron pills,
oxygen, vitamins, wheat germ, aquatic acid, amphetamines, steroids, and high-protein dietary sup-

plements. But there is no easy way. In sports,
desire with a capital I) and intelligent practice,
coupled with the necessary physical equipment
and the ability to use that equipment, are what
make a winner.

One of my personal heroes, Sir William Older,
said it best: "Though a little one, the master-word
looms large in meaning. It is the open sesame to
every portal, the great equalizer in the world, the
true philosopher's stone, which transmutes all base

metal of humanity into gold. The stupid it will

make bright, the bright brilliant, the brilliant

the "unknown alkaloid" finished sixth place in the

steady. To youth it brings hope and accomplishment, to the middle-aged confidence, to the aged
repose. It is directly responsible for all advances
in medicine for the past 25 years. Not only has it

two events in which he competed. AU three athletes
finished in just about the same places and at about

been the touchstone of progress, but it is the
measure of success in everyday life. And the

the same times that they had in the practice

master-word is Work."

one event and fifth and sixth in the other two
eventa in which he competed. The athlete with
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INTHoms CTION

In the mid 1950's the alledged widespread use of amphetamine by athletes
(luring competition was brought to the
attention of the American Medical Association, In 1937 the A. M. A. appointed
a committee on Amphetamine and Athletics. Questionnaires were sent to coaches,

trainers, and athletes, requesting information on the use of amphetamine by
athletes. When the questionnaires were
returned and tabulated, less than 1 per
cent indicated any knowledge of the use
of amphetamine during athletic performance.

A similar survey was conducted by
the American College of Sports Medicine.'

It found that 46 of the 133 returned
questionnaires (35 ,/c) indicated that am-

phetamine was being used by athletes
(luring competition.

The American Medical Association
Committee on Amphetamine and Athle-

tics also supported two major research
projects to test the actual effect of amphetamine sulfate on performance. Smith

and Beecher' found that 14 to 21 nig.
of amphetamine sulfate per 70 kg. of
body weight administered two to three
hours prior to performances in running,
swimming, and weight throwing, improved performance in 75 per cent of the
cases tested.

liarpovich administered 10 to 20 mg.
of amphetamine sulfate one-half to one
hour before performances in track running, swimming, and treadmill running,
He found that 50 of 54 subjects showed no change in performance with the
drug. Three subjects (lid improve performance with amphetamine, while one
showed a decrement.
Other studies on the effect of amphetamine sulfate (benzedrine) on performance include a study by Foltz et. al'
who measured performance by exhaustive rides on a bicycle ergometer. They
found that 10 to IS mg. of amphetamine
sulfate (benzedrine) had no significant
effect on the performance of four conditioned subjects.
Habit and Wynn' tested the effect of
amphetamine (benzedrine) onn swimm'Mg performance. They found that 5 mg.
of amphetamine administered orally ninety minutes before a 100-yard swim,
had no significant effect on the time of
the swim.
MianeA NIENT

Destro-amphetamine is a powerful
central nervous system stimulant which
increases alertness, attentiveness, and
ability to do mental processes. It is more
popularly known for its ability to reduce

or abolish the sense of fatigue, Being
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classified as a sympathomimetic drug, it
is capable of causing vasoconstriction, in-

PROCEDURE:

creased blood pressure and heart rate,
respiratory stimulation, smooth muscle

This experiment was conducted during the track season on twenty subjects.

relaxation in the bronchi, pupillury dilation, increased blood sugar, and increas-

Ten of the subjects were conditioned
athletes, all members of the university

ed muscle tension. Five to ten mg. is
the ordinary therapeutic dosage used to
achieve cortical stimulation.
For this investigation 15 mg. of d-amphetamine sulfate were administered
oraliy. Lactose was used as a placebo.
All capsules were ad lll i ll istered by the
University Health Center, using the double-blind method.

The purpose of this investigation was

to study the effect of d-amphetamine
sulfate on performance as measured by
all-out treadmill running times. The basic design called for two all-out runs on
each test day. The first, or rested, run
was used to study the effect of the drug
on initial performance. The second, or
fatigued, run was perforined twelve mi-

nutes after the completion of the rested run. Because d-amphetamine is capable of reducing or abolishing the feeling of fatigue, it was felt that the second
run was necessary in order to study the
effect of d-ampheta lll ine sulfate on performance in a fatigued subject. The double work period was also used in view
of the results reported by Foltz et. al.2

who felt that the second, or fatigued,
performance gave more reliable results
than the rested run.
Heart rate, blood pressure, and respi-

truck team. The other ten subjects were
unconditioned university students. The

subjects ranged in age from 18 to 25
years. Before being allowed to participate in the experiment, each subject was
given a special medical examination by

a university physician, who acted as a
medical consultant for the experiment.
Many of the conditioned subjects had
participated in previous experiments involving u treadmill; the others were all
given preliminary training at treadmill
running.

During the experiment the

treadmill was operated at 10 miles per
hour at an 8.5 % grade. Running time

was measured on a stopwatch to the
nearest second.
The ten conditioned subjects followed

the following procedure for their tests.
Two to three hours before the subject
was scheduled for his treadmill runs, he
reported to the University Health Center
where his capsule was administered. At
the designated time the subject reported

to the laboratory. He then rested in a
lying position for approximately five minutes. At the end of the five minute rest

period, heart rate, blood pressure, and
respiration rate were recorded. A sample of blood was taken from a capillary
puncture for glucose determination. The
subject then ran on the treadmill to exhaustion. Immediately following the run,

the subject was placed on a bed. Startration rate were measured in a rested ing at the end of the first minute followcondition and again during recovery to ing the run, recovery rates for heart rate,
test the effect of d-amphetamine on these
physiological variables. Blood sugar de-

blood pressure, and respiration rate were

terminations were also made to test the
effect of d-amphetamine on blood sugar

checked every minute for a ten-minute
period. One minute was allowed after
the ten-minute recovery check for the

concentration.

subject to get back on the treadmill.
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TABLE I. -The effect of dextro-amphelatnine sulfate on all-out treadmill running.
I/rag
Mrs*

Pl.mbo

Rested runs (sec.)
Fatigued runs (sec.)
Rested heart rate (beats /min.)

214.56

211.89

2.67

0.18

1:11.07

132.92

1.85

0.86

81.93

73.85

8.08

2.92

0.01

Rested blood pressure (num./lig.)
Rested respiration rate (times/min.)

146.77

133.48

13.29

4.89

0.001

16.78

16.96

0.18

0.09

Heart rate after first recovery (beats/min.)
Blood pressure after first recovery (mm. /fig.)
Respiration rate after first recovery (times/min.)
Heart rate after second recovery (beats/min.)
Rlood pressure after second recovery (mm. /Hg.)

127.24

121.64

5.60

1.45

0.20

157.26

144.70

12.56

2.86

0.01

23.56
128.12

22.04

1.52

1.15

118.64

9.48

2.82

0.01

160.85

150.44

10.41

2.11

0.05

Respiratien rate after second recovery (times/
min.)
Rested blood sugar (mg. /100
Blood sugar inured. After second run (mg./100 ml.)

24.44

23.30

1.14

0.74

N.S.

118.54

117.67

0.87

0.32

176.56

170.88

5.68

0.96

N.S.
N.S.

169.80

164.61

5.19

0.17

N.S.

116.30

111.20

5.10

0.45

N.S.

80.90

81.30

0.40

0.07

N.S.

Conditioned subjects

Blood sugar 10 minutes after second run (mg./
100 ml.)

Mewl

M,in
1118.

N.S.
N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

Unconditioned subjects
Rested runs (see.)
Fatigued runs (see.)

Exactly 12 minutes after the completion

conditioned subjects. These subjects were

of the first run, the subject made ano-

given a week to rest between tests.

ther all-out run. He was again placed on

the bed and checked for another tenminute recovery period. Blood samples

were taken immediately after the run
and again after the ten minute recovery
period for glucose determination. The
subject then received his capsule order
slip for the next test.
Each conditioned subject was asked
to perform the preceding test six times
(three with the drug and three with the
placebo). At least one day of rest was
allowed between each test.
The unconditioned subjects were only
asked to perform the test two times, once
with the drug and once with the placebo.
The double blind method was also used
in administering the capsules to the un-

49-749 0 - 73 - 48

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

To determine the effect of d-amphetamine sulfate on all-out treadmill running, the mean difference in running times between the drug and the placebo
runs was tested fur significance, by the
use of the West. The t-values obtained
for the differences between the mean
drug and mean placebo times showed
that d-amphetantine sulfate had no significant effect on all-out treadmill runs

performed in a rested or fatigued state
by conditioned or unconditioned subjects.

To determine the effect of d-amphetamine sulfate on respiration rate, blood
pressure, heart rate, and blood glucose,
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the mean differences of these variables
were also tested for significance by the
West.

In the resting measurements, d-amphetamine sulfate significantly increased

heart rate (p<.01) and blood pressure
(p<.001 I but had no effect on respiration
rate. During the recovery period following the rested runs, d-ampheta lll i l significantly retarded recovery for blood
pressure (p<.01), but had no significant

effect on heart rate or respiration rate.
During the recovery period following the
fatigued rolls, d-amphetamine significantly retarded recovery for heart rate
(p<.01) and blood pressure (p<A15), but
again (lid not effect respiration rate.
Dextro- amlphetamliuc had no significant
effect OH blood sugar e011Centrati011. The

licant effect on heart rate or respiration
rate. Following the fatigued rims, recover rates for heart rate and blood pressure were retarded, while respiration rate
was again uneffected. Dextro-amphetamine sulfate had no significant effect on
blood glucose.
L. A. GOLDING, J. R. BARNARD

The effect of Damphetamine sulfate on
physical performance.

The purpose of this investigation was to
study the effect of d-amphetamine sulfate

on athletic performance as measured by
all-out treadmill runs. Both conditioned
and unconditioned subjects were used in
the study. Each subject performed two allout treadmill runs during each of six test-

t-vallis obtained for all measureir..mts
are given in Table 1.

ing periods. The first, or rested, run was
used to study the effect of the drug on

Si m m Am Aso Cosct.usioNs

run was to study the effect of the drug on
performance in a fatigued condition. Two

In an investigation to test the effect
of d-amphetamine sulfate on all-out tread-

mill running, ten conditioned and then
unconditioned subjects were given 15
mg. of d -am phetamine sulfate or a placebo (lactose) two to three hours before
the teSts. An analysis of the rested and
fatigued runs performed by conditioned
subjects showed that d-amphetamine sul-

fate had no significant effect on perfor-

mane. The rested and tatigned runs
performed by the unconditioned subjects

were also analyzed. Again, dextro-amphett
:e sulfate had no significant effect on the performance of these runs.
Au analysis of the mean drug and mean
placebo measurements taken in the rested state showed that the drug signifi-

cantly increased heart rate and blood
pressure, but had no effect on respiration

rate. The recovery rate for blood pressure after the rested runs was retarded
by d-amphetamine, but it had no signi-

initial performance, The second, or fatigued,

to three hours prior to the

test, either

fifteen mg, of d-amphetamine sulfate or a
placebo (lactose) was administered, using
the double blind method. Destro amphetamine sulfate had no significant effect on
performance.

L. A. GOLDING, J. R. BARNARD

L'effet du sulfate de DAmphetamine sur
le rendement physique.

Le but de cette etude clad d'examiner

l'effet du sulfate de d-amphetamine sur le
rendement athletique, inesure pa- la course
Joule vitesse sur lapis roulant. Des sujets
conditionnes et non conditionnes furent
soulnis a l'epreuve: chacun devait accomplir deux courses au tours de ehacune des
six

periodes

d'experienee.

La premiere

course, avec des sujets reposes, devait per-

mettre d'examiner l'effet du medicament
sur le rendement initial. La seconde, avec
des sujets fatigues, son effet sur le rendement en conditions de fatigue. De 2 it 3
heures, avant l'epreuve, é une partie des
sujets etaient administres 15 mg. de sulfate
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de d-amphetamine, et a l'autre on placebo
t lactose) ; le sulfate de d-amphetamine n'a
pas treffet significatif sir le rendement.

11111.111Na

L. A. GOLDING, J. R. BARNARD
L'effetto del solfato di Destro.metilfene-

tilamina sal rendimento fisico.

L. A. GOLDING, J. R. BARNARD

La scopo di quest() studio era di esami-

Die Wirkung von D-Amphetaminsulfat auf
die kiirperliche Kondition.
Der %week dieser Untersuchung war das
Studium der \Virkung des D-AmphetaminLulfates auf die athletische Leistung, gemessen beim Radfahren. Beide, sowohl die
trainierten, als such die untrainierten Versuchspersonen, wurden hinzugezogen. Jeder

einzelne fiihrte zwei Tretversuehe bis zur
Ersehopfung in welts Testperioden durch.
Der erste Versuch wurde dazu verwandt,
die %Virkung im Anfang des Trainings zu
studieren, der zweite hatte das Studium
der Ermbdung zum %week. Zwei oder drei
Stunden vor dem Test wurden 15 mg des
D-amphetaminsulfates

oder

ein

Placebo

verabreicht, .omit der doppelte Blindver-

nare l'effetto del solfato di

tre ore prima del

solfato

2.

non

American College of Sports Medicine.
Report of the Conunittee to Study the Use

of Drugs in Athletics. (April), 1958.

la performance fislca.

signitleativo sobre la performance.

Destro-metilfenetilamina

fiEFEEENt:ES

El efecto del sulfato de D-Anfetamina en

La dextro anfetamina no tuvo un efecto

di

dimento.

L. A. GOLDING, J. It. BARNARD

administraba, ya ..ea 15 mg. de sulfato de
d-anfetamina, o bien, un placebo (lactosa).

- una parte dei

esercitava un'azione significative sul ren-

1.

grupo de los fatigados sirvi6 para ver el
efecto de la droga cuando corrian. Dos a
tres horas antes de las pruebas, se les

test,

soggetti venivano somministrati 15 mg. di
solfato di Destro-metilfenetilamina ed agli
aitri una sostanza innocua (lattosio). II

such beniitzt wurde. Dextroamphetaminsulfat hatte keinen signifikanten Einfluss auf
die Leistung.

Se emple6 In droga en sujetos que estaban previamente en reposo y en otro grupo
de individuos fatigados. Se les hacia eorrer
sobre una eorrea sin fin durante 6 periodos.
Isi -sw inter grupo, at efectuar la carrera fue
utilizado para estudiar el efecto de la droga
en la inieinciOn de In performance. El

1)-metilfene-

tilamina sul rendimento atletico misurato
nella eorsa a tutta velocity sul tappet°
mobile. Sia i soggetti allenati the quelli
non allenati compieono due corse su tallpcto durante ognuno dei sei periodi di
prova. La prima corsa, da riposati, serviva
per studiare l'effetto del farmaco sul rendimento iniziale. La seconda, da affatieati,
era per studiare l'effetto del farmaco sal
rendimento in eondizioni di fatica. Due o

3.

4.

5.

6.

Foltz E. E. e/ al. The Influence of Amphetamine (Benzedrine) Sulfate, clDesoxy-

ephedrine Hydrochloride (Pervitine), and
Caffeine Upon Work Output and Recovery
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by Trained Subjects. J. of Lab. and Clin.
Med., XXVIII, 603-606 (February), 1943.
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APPENDIX 16
EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE SULFATE ON ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE

(By Peter V. Karpovich, M.D., Springfield, Mass.)
(J.A.M.A., Vol. 170, No. 5, May 30, 1959)

Recently there has been a great deal of agitation regarding the use of amphetamines in athietics. This agitation has been based mainly on rumors or secondhand information regarding one or two athletes who reportedly have admitted the
use of amphetamine (Benzedrine? sulfate. It is, however, not known how these
athletes would have performed with and without this drug under conditions of a
controlled experiment.
While it is well known that amphetamines can cause euphoria and various
degrees of insomnia which prolong wakefulness which might be used for activity,
no reliable evidence exists that amphetamines ate effective in increasing either
endurance or speed in athletic activities. For thi reason, the present study was
undertaken. This study was so designed that it would be possible to detect the
effect of the drug on endurance, recuperative abiiity, and speed of athletic performance under two conditions "laboratory" conditions and under emotional
stress during actual athletic competition.
METHODS

Activities.The following activities were included: (1) running to exhaustion
on an electrically driven treadmill at 7.2 mph and 5-degree inclination twice

in succession with a 10-minute rest in between the runs, (2) swimming 100 yd. as
fast as possibe twice in succession with a 10-minute rest in between, (3) swimming 220 and 440 yd. once on each testing day, (4) running 220 yd. on an outdoor
track for time trials, and (5) running various distances (from 100 yd. to 2 miles)
during competition. Altogether 532 tests were used for statistical analysis.
All "laboratory" experiments consisted of six tests done on six different days,

three times with the drug and three times with a placebo. Experiments during
actual contests were planned so that each subject would run from four to eight
times, one-half of the runs with amphetamine and one-half without. However,
since it was not always possible to know ahead of time what subject would take
part in the contest, the number of tests and the order of administration of the
drug and placebo varied.
Medication.From the standpoint of medication, this study may be divided
into two parts. In 1958 all but four subjects were given a capsule of 10 mg. of
amphetamine sulfate one hour before the test. These four subjects received 20

mg. 30 minutes before the test. The drug and the placebo were administered from
six coded bottles and given to subjects in rotating order. Neither I nor any assistants knew the code, which was kept in the A.M.A. headquarters on my request.

In 1959, although the drug and the placebo were administered from coded

bottles, I, but not my assistants, knew the code. This was done in order to expedite
the detection of individuals who were affected either beneficially or deleteriously

by the drug so that they could be subjected to additional tests. In 1959 all subjects received 20 mg. of amphetamine or placebo 30 minutes before the test.
In both series, the placebo was made of calcium lactate.
Subjects.All subjects were male college students. Most swimmers and all
trackmen were varsity men. All the treadmill runners, some of whom were also
varsity men, received preliminary training in running on the treadmill. Twentyfive men were used on the treadmill, 18 in swimming, and 11 in track time trials
during competition. Altogether, 54 subjects were used. All subjects had a medical
examination. Blood pressure and pulse rate were taken on several occasions onehalf hour and one hour after medication. Since no particular variations were
observed, this procedure was discontinued.
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RESULTS

Treadmill Runs.Tests with 10 mg. of amphetamine given to 11 Subjects one

hour before the run showed no evidence of either a beneficial or deleterious effect

of the drug on the endurance and recuperation from fatigue. From the table it
may be seen that the average times for the first runs were 391.06 seconds with the
drug and 398.24 seconds with the placebo. The duration of the second run was

281.63 seconds with the drug and 279.72 with the placebo. The average total
times were 672.69 seconds and 677.06 seconds respectively. Analysis of variance
of times showed that the differences between the figures in each pair were not
statistically signiticant.
Tests with 20 tug. of amphetamine given to 10 subjects one-half hour before
the run also gave no statistically significant difference (see table).
Tests with Amphetamine on a Special Group: Four men, highly interested in
the experiment and therefore highly motivated to do their utmost, were each
tested seven tinabs..Most of the subjects felt a sense of euphoria after taking the
capsule containing 20 mg. of amphetamine, the effect being noticeable about 30
minutes after taking the capsule. They also thought that they could run longer
when they felt this effect, but they did not.

It may be observed from figure 1 that the best times for the first runs were

obtained by all subjects during the last session regardless of the chemical taken :

two of the subjects had taken amphetamine and the other two a placebo. The
psychological effect of the knowledge that it was the last test was obvious, Although the average results obtained for the entire group are the same as those
obtained in other treadmill experiments. there was a definitely different reaction
I In the part of one of the subjects. Subject 3 figure 1) exhibited a deleterious
effect of amphetamine. Ms drug times were shorter than the placebo times. The
average drug time was only 284 seconds, whereas the placebo time was 357 sec-

FIGURE 1.Effect of amphetamine (20 mg taken one-half hour before test) on
treadmill running time. Speed. 7.2 mph ; angle of inclination, 5 degrees. (Solid
dot. amphetamine; open dot, placebo.)

FIGURE 2.Effect of amphetamine (20 mg taken one-half hour before the test)
on speed of swimming 220 yd. Part 1 was obtained during the switmning season

and part 2 after season. (Solid dot, amphetamine; open dot, placebo.)
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onds. Unfortunately this subject was not available for further experimentation.
Subject 2 showed a puzzling behavior occasionally observed in experiments involving endurance testing and not related to the chemicals consumated. His first
and last runs were the best. Since the improvement in the last run had psychological reason. a similar interpretation may be suggested regarding the first run.
Swimming. Tests were made with 10 mg. of amphetamine given to 11 subjects
one hour before swimming 100 yd. The average time for the first swim was
62.34 seconds with the drug and 62.33 with the placebo. For the second swim the
times were 62.81 and 63.20 seconds respectively (see table). Analysis of variance
showed that Wiese differences were not statistically significant. Thus no beneficial or deleterious. effect of amphetamine was observed on either the speed of
swimming or recuperation from fatigue.
Tests were also made with 20 nig. of amphetamine given 30 minutes before
swimming. Nine subjects swam 440 yd. The average drug time was 311.6 seconds and the placebo time 311.0. Two groups of subjects swam 220 yd. In one
group, consisting of 16 men, the average drug time was 168.62 seconds and
placebo time was 169.64 seconds. In the second group, consisting of 11 men, the
times were 151.2 and 151.6 seconds respectively. Statistical analysis showed that
the difference between each pair of figures was not statistically significant.
Inspection of the time graphs made for each subject showed that there were
three subjects whose speed was increased by the amphetamine. Figure 2 shows a
time graph prepared for one of these subjects. This graph consists of two parts.
Part one was obtained when the subject was at the peak of condition. During this

period, one can see a trend. The two fastest times were made with the drug
during part two, after the swimming season was over, and the subject's speed
fluctuated eight seconds instead of two seconds as in part one. The effect of
amphetamine was observed each time he took the drug. The second man, a much
faster man whose time varied from 143 seconds to 146 seconds, swam faster each
time he took amphetamine. Without the drug. his average time was 146 seconds;
with the drug it was 143.3 seconds. One subject swam 440 yd. faster each time
with amphetamine than with placebo. This average drug time was 301.6 seconds,
and placebo time was 303.3 seconds. His swimming time for 220 yd., however, was
not affected.
Track Running With Amphetamine Taken One Hour Before TestNine varsity

men were tested six times, after taking 10 mg. of amphetamine, each in time
trials for 220-yd. runs. The average running time after taking amphetamine
was 25.13 seconds and after taking the placebo 25.15. Analysis of variance
showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the times.
Competitive Track Runs.Twelve men made 65 runs in seven events: 100 yd.,

220 yd., 220 yd. with low hurdles. 440 yd., 1/2 mile, 1 mile, and 2 miles. If the time

of running after taking the placebo is given a value of 100%. the average time of
running after taking the drug is 99.4%. The hest time was made 11 times with
the drug and only 9 times with the placebo. There were two ties. This observation, however, cannot he accepted as even an indication of a trend.
An inspection of the individual time graphs shows a disturbing fact (fig. 3).
Some runners showed a consistent improvement in speed and some a consistent
deterioration in performance regardless of the chemical taken.
Looking at the 100-yd. record. one may assume that this man improved under
the influence of the amphetamine. The 440 ;yd. man improved also, even though
before his second run lie received the placebo. The half-miler kept on improving
while getting placebos, and one may suppose that he would have improved during his last run if the placebo instead of amphetamine had been given (as happened with the last twomiler). The first two-miler's performance became steadily
worse in spite of or because of amphetamine.
Comparison of weather and track conditions with the records failed to show
any relation.'If by chance tests were made only on subjects 1, 3. or 5. conclusions
could he drain that amphetamine increases the sneed of running. The graphs 4

and 6 in figure 3 will make one wonder. It is quite possible that these steady
changes in performance are not related to the effect of the drug at all.
SUBJECTIVE REPORTS

Subjects were asked to renort nny unusual sensation. comfortable or otherwise,
and whether they slept well or not. When 10 mg. of amphetamine was given, the
placebo was blamed or praised as often as the drug. When 20 mg. was given, the
subjects were 75% correct in guessing when they had been given the "pep pills."
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FIGURE 3.Time graphs obtained during intercollegiate track meets. Running
time of some subjects improved and that of some deteriorated regardless of
the chemical taken. (Solid dot, amphetamine [20 mg., one hour before the
run); open dot, placebo.)
Some complained of difficulty sleeping. The latter was remedied equally well by
a sedative or another capsule of placebo. The four subjects in the special treadmill group usually guessed correctly when amphetamine was administered. In

this group there was a man from India who had never taken any drugs in his
life and was at first reluctant to join in the experiment. He could always guess
correctly whether it was a drug or a placebo that had been taken. However, this
(lid not affect his running time.

COMMENT

During the experiment subjects did not know what drug was being investigated. Their guesses ranged from amphetamine to tranquilizers. The medication
schedule was adhered to strictly except in one instance when a man, after taking
the drug, ran half an hour later than scheduled. When, on one occasion, trackmen did exceptionally well, they begged for more of the "miracle pills." Subsequent examination of records revealed that some of these "miracle pills" were
placebos.

Examination of individual records of Competitive runs shows that for no
known reason some athletes steadily improved and some steadily declined in
proficiency during the last three meets. If, by chance, only certain men had been

used in this study, results could have been either definitely in favor of or

definitely against amphetamine.
Four subjects in the special treadmill group gave their best performance dur-

ing the last test. It was fortunate that two of them had received amphetamine
and two the placebo. If they all hnd received the same chemical, interpretation
of the results would have been more difficult.
There are other stumbling blocks %%hitt may be encountered. On one occasion,

a subject improved his endurance 88% (from 402 seconds to 756 seconds) after
taking 10 mg. of amphetamine. However, a few days later another man, running
after taking 10 mg. of placebo, improved his endurance more than 132% (from
860 seconds to 2,000 seconds). He ran on three more occasions, twice with the
drug and once with the placebo, but his time never surpassed 958 seconds. This
particular man was a good distance runner and very cooperative.
He could not offer any acceptable explanation of his phenomenal run. Such
unusually long running times immediately arouse a suspicion that these two men
were not always running to the limit of their ability, a suspicion easily aroused
when tests depend on maximum voluntary performance. However, there was no
other tangible evidence on which to suspect these two subjects of shirking their
pledges, and they were retained in the experiment.
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Observations similar to this have been made by me during other experiments
involving endurance. No suitable explanation has ever been found.
The results obtained during track contests were different from those obtained
on the same men during the 220-yd. trials. Whereas during the trials no effect on
performance was discovered. the data obtained during athletic competitions could
he interpreted in a manner fitting the fancy of the interpreter. AR reports regarding the ergogenic action of chemicals obtained from studies of single individuals
or small groups should be regarded with extreme caution. It is also advisable to
plot performance graphs for each ShObjE.Ct. NO that any unusual reaction can be
discovered immediately and followed up with additional tests.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In an investigation of the effect of amphetamine sulfate on the athletic performance of 54 male college students, the drug was given in doses of 10 and 20
nig.. either one hour or one-half hour before the test. Activiti, s timed were as
follows : running to exhaustion on a treadmill twice in succession with a 10-minute rest in between, running 220-yd. track trials, running distances from 100 yd.
t 2 miles under competitive conditions. swimming 1(X) yd. twice in succession with

a 10-minute rest in between, and swimming 220 and 440 yd. Altogether :i32 tests
were statistically analyzed. All subjects but four showed neither beneficial nor
deleterious effects; of 10 or 20 mg. of amphetamine. Three of the four subjects
definitely improved in swimming 220 yd.. while one improved in swimming 440
yd. One treadmill subject showed a deleterious effect of amphetamine. He ran

longer after taking the placebo than after the amphetamine. Thus, three of the
subjects were definitely benefited isy the amphetamine, and one man was affected
deleteriously. All these men received 20 mg. of amphetamine.
..x2PENDIX 17
THE INFLUENCE OF AMPHETAMINE (BENZEDRINE)

SULFATE, D-DESOXTEPHEDRINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (PERViTIN I , AND CAFFEINE UPON WORK OUTPUT AND RECOVERY
WHEN RAPIDLY EXHAUSTING WORK IS DONE BY TRAINED SUBJECTS

(By E. E. Foltz, M.S., M.D., A. C. Ivy, Ph.D., M.D., and C. J. Bardorka, M.S.,
M.D., D.Sc., Chicago, Ill.)

(Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, pp. 603-606)
INTRODUCTION

Since it was found by Foltz, Sehiffrin, and Ivy' that practice or training overshadowed any effects that amphetamine and caffeine mayhave exerted on the
work output of untrained subjects doing rapidly exhausting work, this study
on trained subjects was undertaken. It has been shown that caffeine increases the
rate of recovery from exhausting exercise in trained subjects.'
METHODS

Four medical students were used. They were provided with board and room in
a hospital near the laboratory. Their food intake was under control ; their diet

was adequate in all known components, a certain variation is the selection of food
items being permitted. The subjects were chosen on the basis of their willingness
to cooperate, and not on the basis of muscular development. the work of the tests
being their only source of physical exercise. The double work periods occurred
on Monday, Wednesdays and Friday afternoons at the same time between 2 and
4 o'clock. The subjects Forked on the bicycle ergometer described by Kelso and
Hellebrandt,' at a rate of 235 kilog .1m meters (kg.m.) per minute, with a pedal-

ing rate of 54 r.p.m.
The periods of training of the subject prior to performing these tests varied
from three to sixteen months. The subjects worked to complete fatigue, rested

ten minutes, and then worked to complete fatigue again.2 The end point of fatigue
was the point at which they could no longer hold the needle on the dial at the rate
of 54 r.p.m.
The amphetamine (10 to 15 mg.), desoxyephedrine (5 mg.), and caffein( sodium
benzoate (0.5. Gm.) were always administered intravenously. They were given

at various times (thirty seconds to 30 minutes) prior to the first work period to
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determine their effect upon work output, and amphetamine and desoxyephedrine
were given immediately after the first work period to determine their effect upon
recovery, as measured here, from fatigue. The effect of caffeine upon recovery is
reported elsewhere.' Placebo injections (sodium chloride solution) were given at
random as controls. MI solutions were colorless. The drugs were given intravenously to obtain rapid action. and because this group of subjects had previously
obtained various: therapeutic agents by a similar route to control the rate of
absorption.
RESULTS

VSTiolts

sithjectiVe sensations were reported by the subjects. After the injections of amphetamine, two subjects felt definitely "keyed up," and both experiened more leg pain during and after the work periods. The other two subjects reacted identically to both placebo and amphetamine. Desoxyephedrine
seemed to increase the leg pain hi (me, to decrem. it in another. and to cause
insomnia in three subjects. In one ease, when it was given immediately after
the first period. it seemed to dispel fatigue. This sensation of being rested would
last until he had worked for about ten seconds in the second period, when he
would begin to feel as tlred as though he had only had a placebo injection, and
his recovery was not enhanced. This is in contrast to the response of this subject
to U. Gm. of caffeine sodium benzoate, given in the same manner.' This drug
would also stimulate the subject, but the stimulation would last throughout the
second period, and greatly increase his recovery. After being given either desoxyephedrine or caffeine for the rest of the day this subject would feel extremely alert, and would experience difficulty going to sleep at night. One subject complained of weakness and giddiness following the first work period, after
having received desoxyephedrine prior to working, and one reported no sensations from the desoxyephedrine. All four subjects reported definitely stronger
immediate subjeetive sensations from the caffeine and desoxyephedrine when
the drugs were given before the first period than when they were given after the
first.

The results obtained by giving the drug before the first period are shown in
Table I. It is evident that the amphetamine had no significant effect. However.
desoxyephedrine and caffeine definitely increased the work output. With the

increase of work done in the first period, the expected decrease in per cent
recovery occurred.'

The results obtained by giving the drug immediately after the first period
are shown in Table II. In the case of amphetamine it appears that the work

output was enhanced. However, if this were true, the Increment would be in the
second period work output and the per cent recovery would be higher than that
of the eontrols. Beause these qualifications are not fulfilled, no effect can be
attributed to amphetamine, In the case of desoxyephedrine the per vent recovery
was increased over that of the caitrols. However, if this were significant, certain other data shou'd 1w present ; namely. the first period work output of both
the desoxyephedrine and the control series would be approximately the same, or
that of the desoxyephedrine would be more; the second period and total work.

outputs would be significantly increased in the case of the desoxyephedrine.
Since such is not the ease. it cannot be said that desoxyephedrine significantly
Increased recovery.

TABLE I. DRUG GIVEN BEFORE THE 1ST PERIOD

Substance

Trials

Subjects

1st period
work

2d period
work

Total work

Dose in
mg

output
(kg.m.)

output
(kg.m.)

output
(kg..m)

Amphetamine

10

10-15

4.570

Control 1

10

2

Desoxyephedrine

12
12
6
6

4

5

4
4
4

4, 793
8, 870
7, 055

2, 862
3, 117
5, 750
5, 105

7, 432
7, 910
14. 620
12, 160

500

5.805

3,911

9,716

5, 201

3, 667

8, 868

Control'
Caffeine
Control I

2

Variations in the work outputs of the several control series result from different stages of training.

Percent
recovery
63
66
66
72
66
70
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TABLE II.DRUG GIVEN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE 1ST PERIOD

Substance

Dose In
mg

1st period
work
output

2d period
work
output
(kg.m.)

Total work
output

(MA.)

Percent
recovery

Trials

Subjects

17
17
31

4

10

4,167

10,931

s5

3, 931

10, 409

63
62

Control &

6,660

31

4
4
4

6,764
6,478

Desoxyephedrine

4,692
4,510

11,352
11.300

70
66

Amphetamine
Control &

6,790

& Variations in the work outputs of the several control series result from different stages of training.
In 6 trials less was used.

SUMMARY

The effect of amphetamine, desoxyephedrine, and caffeine upon work output.
and the effect of amphetamine and desoxyephedrine upon recovery in subjects
doing rapidly exhausting work have been observed. All three drugs stimulated
some of the subjects mentally, so that they felt "keyed up" and more alert. The
immediate subjective sensations resulting from desoxyephedrine and caffeine
were much more pronounced when the drugs were given to a nonfatigued subject than when given to a subject following exhaustion. Amphetamine did not
enable the subjects to work longer, nor to recover more rapidly. Desoxyephedrine
did enable the subjects to work longer, whet.... it was given before work began,
but it (lid not hasten recovery when given to the exhausted subjects. Caffeine also
:molded the subjects to work longer and, in addition, hastens recovery when
given to exhausted subjects.'
CONCLUSIONS

As measured by this method :

1. Ten to 15 mg. of amphetamine injected intravenously do not increase work
output in the trained subject doing rapidly exhaustive work.

It Five milligrams of desoxyephedrine injected intravenously into the non-

fatigued subject increase work output.
3. One-half grain of caffeine sodium benzoate injected intravenously into the
nonfatigued subject increases work output.
4. Neither 10 tug. of amphetamine nor 5 mg. of desoxyephedrine injected intra-

venously into the fatigued subject actually enhance the rate of recovery from

heavy work carried to the point of "exhaustion"; caffeine in adequate doses does.'
5. When stimulants are employed, they should be chosen according to whether

it is desired to increase the work output of unfatigned subjects, or to enhance

the recovery of fatigued subjects.

The drugs in some instances definitely improve subjective feeling tone and
cause the subject to feel us though he can and is actually doing more work.

It should be remembered that the foregoing observations pertain only to
rapidly exhausting work, and not to the type of work performed during a

march or while standing guard.
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APPENDIX 1S
AN INtpROVF.D METHOD FOR DETECTION OF SOME STIMULANTS, ANTIHISTAMINES AND
LOCAL ANAESTHETICS IN URINE FROM ATHLETES

(By J. W. Steele, M. Bolan and .1. K. Eyolfson

(Canadian Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Vol 5, No. 4, 1970)
ABSTRACT

A rapid GLC screening method is described for the detection of certain common stimulants, antihistamines and local anaesthetics in urine samples from
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athletes. The method permits rapid identification of the chemical bases and their
derivatives on a single column and can be used by laboratories possessing only
one gas chrainatograph equipped with a linear temperature programmer.
INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention has been focused on the misuse of stimulant drugs
by athletes in recent years and Beckett et at ill have published a general

scheme for the detection of such drugs in urine samples. The method is based
largely on gas-liquid chromatography (OLC1 and there are other references in
the fiterature to analyses of a similar nature, on biological samples or pharmaceutical preparation (244).
The present authors have had ronsiderable experience (15. 161 in applying the
rieckett scheme of urine analysis and while it certainly does work well. it is
rime consuming and has been found to have some defects in certain practical
situations. For example, Beckett's method uses two columns for the initial

screening stage and requires a total of one hour running time on two ;vas

chrowatographs. When dozens of samples are to he analyzed or when results are
needed within a few hours, this method becomes Impractical and a more rapid
in the
re
system :.:4 essential. Also, many other unnaturo subs: !nces may be present
urine samples and little information is readily vailable which correlates elution
times for stimulants with those of other likely drugs, such as local anaesthetics
and antihistamines. These other substances arm either not eluted from Beckett's
columns or are eluted and may be confused withi stimulants. On several occasions,

the present authors have found unnatural sufistances in urine samples. which
required considerable investigation before they iwere identified its antihistamine

drugs. The upper temperature limits imposed on Beckett's A and It columns would
prevent elution of many drugs of these suggested types in any reasonable time. It
should be noted that any GliC screen should cause elution of all likely drugs in
as short a time as is compatible with good analysts technique, since there may b
large numbers of urine samples on hand for testing.
EXPERIMENTAL

A Beckman Model GC4 and Varian 1840 gas chromatographs, both equipped
with flame ionisation detectors and a temperature programmer, were used in this
.study. The recorders were 10 inch linear potentionietric reorders set to a range
of 1 my full scale deflection (fsd). Both helium and nitrogen were used as carrier
gas, with no detectable difference in performance.
The columns investigated are listed in Table I. The column packings were prepared by adaptation of a method recommended by Johns-Manville (17) and a description of the preparation of packing number 5 (Table I) will serve as an example. Reagent grade potassium hydroxide (5 g) was dissolved in methanol (1X)
inl ) and the solution was filtered. The filtrate was stirred with 15 g of Chomosorb
o, AW/DNICS. 60 80 mesh, for several minutes. After filtration, the amount of

potassium hydroxide absorbed was calculated ft,i the volume of filtrate obtained. The wet packing was transferred to a fluid-bed drier (Applied Science

Laths Inc.) and dried in a stream of dry preheated nitrogen. The dry packing was
stirred with a solution of Apiezon L (7.5 g) in toluene (71 nil) for five minutes.
This mixture was then vacuum filtered and dried as before and the percentage of
Apiezon L in the parking was again calculated from the vofime of filtrate:
Temperature Programmes
I. For the Carbowax 20M column. the temperature was held at 95° for 7 minutes.

raised to 155° at 4.5° per minute and held there until all components were
eluted.

2. For the Apiezon I./KOH columns. the temperature was held at 138° for 6
minutes, raised to 275° at 6° per minute and held there until all components were
eluted.
3. Where retention times on programme number 2 were excessive or for determ-

ining the retention time of derivatives. the programme could he altered so that

the isothermal portion was omitted and the, temperature then rose at 6° per
minute from 138° to 275°.
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Test Solutions
During development of the programmes. suitable solutions in either of stimulant. antihistamine and local anaesthetic bases were prepared from the available
salts. Nicotine. nikethamide. ephedrine. benzocaine and xylocaine were available
as the free base and were used directly as ether solutions.
Urine samples were extracted as described by Beckett et ca. (1) in "Extraction
Procedure A ". A Hamilton 0-25 Al syringe was used to inject 5/11 of the ether
extract concentrate into the flash inlet of the chromatograph. at a suitable sensitivity setting. usually 16 x 10-'° amps fsd. Retention times were recorded relative
to purified quinoline. Reagent grade diphenylamine was also found to be satisfactory as a reference for compounds which had longer retention times.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Screening Procedure
Preliminary work with the SE-30. OV-1 and OV-101/KOH columns showed
that all three caused excessive tailing of peaks for test compounds. While tailing

was reduced by musing glass columns instead of stainless steel, the other pickings

proved to be superior and no further work was done with these three columns.
It was obvious that a temperature programme would be required to cause elution of all of the compounds in this study. Figure 1 shows the chromatogram
obtained when a mixture of stimniants was injected onto the Carbowax 20M
column, using programme number 1. Tile retention times obtained correlate well
with those if Beckett but the column was considered to be unsatisfactory for
programming, since the tipper temperature limit is too low and many higher
molecular weight compounds were not eluted. Amphetamine, methylamphetamine,

ethylamphetamine and phentermine had very nearly the same retention time
and appeared as a single peak in the chromatogram of the stimulant mixture.
The 5% Apiezon L/4.5% KOH column was prepared in an attempt to improve
upon Beckett's "D" column (10% Apiezon L/10% KOH), which has much too
long retention times at his isothermal setting of 155°. for many of the compounds in this study. Apiezon L has an upper temperature limit of 300° and is
more useful for programming than Carbowax 20M, The results obtained are
shown in Figure 2 and Table IL

The choice of stainless steel or glass tubing for the Apiezon L/KOH column
did not appear to he critical except for ephedrine, diethylpropion and phenoxypropazine. Beckett reported some problems with diethylpropion and phenoxy-

propazine and Parker, Fontan and Kiri: (1R) found that ephedrine pseudo-

enhedrinc and phenylpropanolamine decomposed upon treatment with base. The
Same packing in a glass column gave increased detector response for all of the
substances tested and particularly for ephedrine and dlethylpropion which now
showed only minor signs of decomposition. Phenoxypropazine did not give a
satisfactory chromatogram with this system. The use of glass columns is there tore recommended. to avoid any possible confusion with decomposition peaks
on chromatograms.
TABLE l.GLC COLUMNS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Flow
rate of
carrier

Oven

temperaNumber

Column material

Liquid phase

1

Stainless steel, 3m
x 5C° o.d.
Stainless steel, 6 ft

2.5 percent SE-30.

2__
3

x 5C, o.d.
Stainless steel. 6 ft

Iv n.d.

_._.

.. Stainless steel. 1 m

x 4,' o.d.
se-e.,...

5_.._..._ Stainless

3 percent OV-1
5 percent OV-101,
5 percent KOH.
2 percent Carbowax
20 hl, 5 percent

Solid support

ture
(°C)

Chrnmnsorb G. AW/DMCS, 80- BO
100 mesh.
Chrnmosorb G. AW/DMCS, 80- 200
100 mesh.
Gas-Chrnm 0, AW/DMCS, 80- 150
100 mesh.
Chrnmosorb G, AW/DMCS. 80- 95- 155...
100 mesh.

Carrier

Ps
He.._.

30

He

36

He

36

He.

30

Chromosorb G. AW/DMCS. 60BO mesh.

138-275._ He

36

Chrnmosorb G, AW/DMCS, 60.
80 mesh.

138-275

N3

'A

KOH.

6 ft

x 5C' o.d.

5 percent Apiezon
1. 4.5 percent
KOH.

6

Glass, 6 ft a 2 mm

tA.

Itas

(ml/min)

5 percent Apiezon
L, 4.5 percent
KOH.

01

12.3.4
6
12

14

t

.

.

.
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24
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FIGURE 1.-Chromatogram of a mixture of stimulant compounds on a Carbwax
20M column
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FIGURE

2.-Chromatogram of a mixture of some stimulant, antihistamine and
local anaesthetic compounds on an Apiezon L/KOH column
TABLE 11.-RETENTION TIMES ON APIEZON L/KOH COLUMN

Relative retention times

Compound

Stimulants:
Amphetamine
Phentermine
Methylamphetamine
Ethylamphetamine
Mephentermine
Nicotine
Methoxyphenamine
Chlorphentermine
Ephedrine
Phenmetrazine
Phendimetrazine
Nikethamide
Fencamfamin
Benzphetamine

Number

I
2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14

Programme
number 2

Programme
number 3

0.44
0.54
0.60
0.77
0.93
1.33
1.44
1.55
1.55
1.90
2.02
2.14
3.01
3.60

0.52
0.62
0.68
0.82
0.94
1.24
1.24
1.38
1.38
1.70
1.80
1.89
2.84
3.54

Acetyl derivatives on
programme
number 3

1.80
1.78
2.18
2.38
2.28
NF

3.04
2.88
3.02
3.20
NF
NF

3.30
NF
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TABLE 11.-RETENTION TIMES ON APIEZON L/KOH COLUMN -CONTINUED

Relative retention times

Compound

Number

Antihistamines:
limenhydrinate
:Aphenhydramine
Tripelennamine
Chlorpheniramine
Meoyramine
Chlorcyclizine
Promethazine..

21

Local anaesthetics:
Benzocaine
Xylocaine
Prcea:ne
Pipurocaine
A. methocaine

22
23
24
25
26

Acetyl derivatives on
programme
number 2

Programme
number 2

Programme
number 3

3.64
3.64
4.09
4.19
4.94
5.20
5.43

3.56
3.56
4.09
4.23
5.14
5.47
5.75

NF
NF

2.33
3.60
3.98

2.10
3.67
4.08
4.17
5.04

4.26

15

16
17

18
19

20

4.06
4.73

NF
NF
NF

NF
NF

NF

4.21
NF

5.33

Notes: Retention time of Ouinoline.-- 6.92 minutes on programme No. 2, =5.42 minutes on programme No. 3; retention
time of Diphenylemine- 19 01 minutes on programme No, 2. =13 88 minutes on programme No. 3; carrier gas flow rate at
outlet= 30 ml; min; column temperature (start) =238 °: inlet temperature=245°: detector temperature =315°, NF= not
formed.

Figures 3, and 4 and 5 are representative chromatograms obtained from the

urine extracts of volunteers who had taken methylamphetamine, phendimetrazine
and ephedrine respectively. Figures 3 and 4 show the presence of the expected
metabolic and nicotine in each case, as well as unchanged drug. Figure 5 shows
a typical ephendrine chromatogram with this system.

The comma) antihistamines and local anaesthetics listed can be readily detected in a single 35-minute programme (number 2) or in even less time on programme number 3. Cocaine was not detected at all with either programme and
cinchoeaine (not listed) had a retention time of about 52 minutes. Quinoline was
used as the internal marker.
The urine screening procedure here prescribed has the advantage of indicating

on a single chromatogram, the presence of a wider range of drugs than other
Published systems and should be of value in eliminating the need to report
unidentified abnormal urinary constituents to sports authorities during drug testing schemes on athletes (15, 16). The procedure could also be adapted as a fast
preliminary screen by raising the temperature very quickly from 140° to 275°
Int say, 30° per minute) and eliminating all urine samples which had no peaks.
Only those with positive peaks would then require mare careful examination by
the programmes described. When an abnormal constituent has been detected, the

final confirmatory analysis, should be done by using which ever of Beckett's
columns seems most appropriate. This ultra-rapid screen could be of immense
value in heats of athletic events, if results are required before the next level of
heats is run.
The Apiezon L /KOI1 column is satisfactory for GLC of derivatives as well as
the parent bases. The aryl derivatives are readily made by injecting the urine
extract suspected of containing a drug with one syringe, followed by immediate
injection of a few mierolitres of the reagent anhydride. The temperature program:lab may again be adjusted as found necessary. Programme number 3 was
used for derivatives.

ron/tiet bet In-on urine collection time and conreniene

Where drug testing is to be done in athletic contests, it is customary for urine
samples to be collected from participants immediately following the event. Practical difficulties have arisen where a competitor hits evaded officials and left the

area, where there was no suitable private location in which samples could be
collected or when idlieials decided tliat an individual should be tested after he
had gone home. The commonest problem encountered by the ant hors was the
Inability or unwillingness of certain athletes to pass urine for the test. It is quite
cuannton for an athlete to become dehydrated under extremely competit VC conditions and be inealaible of sisintlineons mieturition. Some athletes have also
become uneomfortablo under the required scrutiny I if offieials and found difficulty in providing a sample.
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FIGURE 3.Chromatogram of urine extract from a tobacco smoking volunteer
taking Methylarnphetamine.
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FIGURE 4.Chromatogram of urine extract from a tobacco smoking volunteer
taking Phendimetrazine.

The excretion /time graphs for drugs such as amphetamine are well known

110-21) but seem to be ignored when the urine collection system is organized or
when any of the above difficulties are encountered. Urine collected too moon after

administration may contain relatively little drug while urine collected hours
rater should show easily de::ectable amounts, In this study, the urine extracts
from all volunteers who were given a single 5 mg. tablet of amphetamine or
methylamphetamine or a 35 mg. tablet of phendimetrazine showed easily detectible amounts of the drug after 24 hours. Some of the urine samples taken 48
hours after administration of the above dross were also positive. 'Vlien n 10
mg, dose of methylamphetamine was given, all volunteers were positive after 48
hours and One was positive after 72 hours. Athletes who do use drug aids tend
to take fairly high doses and when this is taken into account. there is no doubt
that urine samples taken at any tune up to 24 hours after the event will contain
detectable amounts of the common stimulants. In some instances. it may prove
disadvantageous to take urine samples 'too quickly. In a study on the excretion of
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FIGURE 5.-Chromatogram of urine extract from a non - smoking volunteer taking
Ephedrine.

fencamfamin. Skura ( 221 found that t1,- -frag was scarcely detectible until several hour., after administration of n sing', dose (10 mg.) orally. At li,ther dosage
levels. the uu ll:mi.:4 drug was detectible slimier and persisted for 72 hours in
It is obviously most convenient to collect urine t4itiliples before competitors dis-

perse from the arena of competition but It should be rPteMbered that It is not
biologicall essential to do and later collection dues noL invalidate the testing
scheme.

Some authors (1. 19. 23, 24) have drawn attention to the fact that urinary

excretion of drug bases may be greatly reduced and their detection eonsequently
made much more difficult, when the urine is alkaline. These authors point out that
athletes normally excrete acid urine and alkaline urine would be immediately

suspect. The potential problem could be overcome by a routine pll test at the

till11.4if collection. Where nu alkaline urine sample was (0)tained. the athlete -mild
be asked to provide a sample much later ( up to 24 'lours) and this Should help in

determining whether or not the athlete was dellberatl rendering his uric.
alkaline and whether or not he had thken a drug.
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APPENDIX 19
COMMENTS

[From the Medical Journal of Australia, Jan. 8, 1972]
THE DOPING OF ATHLETES

The taking of drugs to stimulate athletic performance in humans is fortunately
of little significance in comparison with the doping of horses and dogs. Neverthe-

less, it is a matter of which those responsible for the organization of major
athletic events have to take cognizance. and athletic associations are rightly
jealous of their good name in this regard. There is no doubt that from time to
time individual athletes have resorted to drugS of various kinds in an effort to
boost their athletic performance, though whether they have ever significantly
improved their results by doing so is another matter. The practice is unquestion-

ably highly undesirable as being both against the interests of true sport and

potentially dangerous to the health of those who take these drugs.
The Medical Commission of the British Commonwealth Games Federation has
recently published a report on the steps taken to prevent and detect drug taking

at the Ninth British Commonwealth Games. held in Edinburgh in 1970. There
were no turtling revelations, but it is an interesting account of the measures considered accessary to ensure against such practices. It begins with the statement
that two groups of drugs have to be considered in this respectsubstances acting

on the nervous system. particularly the sympathetic amines. and anabolic
steroids.

The sympathetic amines comprise amphetamines and related drugs, and the
report opens with a review of the evidence as to their effect on performance.
This is very conflicting, some investigators claiming to have detected a measurable improvement in performance, but several extensive trials by other workers
have failed to show any consistent effect on performance in running on the track,

treadmill running and swimming. One group, using both trained athletes and
untrained students, found that 15 mg of amphetamine had no significant effect
on all-out treadmill running, but that recovery was retarded by the drug. The
Commission suggests that the lack of consistency in results indicates that any
beneficial effect is probably marginal and therefore difficult to detect. They comment that these experiments do not reproduce the conditions in major competitive events, and that the action of a drug such as amphetamine superimposed on

the intense physiological stimulation associated with an actual event is unknown ; it may be that under these conditions the athlete may be under near
maximal stimulation, Go that the possibility of any further response may be
negligible. Nevertheless, those trials which have been claimed to show an improvement in performance are naturally those which have gained most attention,
and it is always possible that some athletes may be tempted to try these drugs.

The fact that sympathomimetic amines and their metabolites can be readily
detected in urine is therefore fortunate.

On the subject of the anabolic steroids the Commission is guarded. It is noted
that attempts have probably been made to take advantage of their action, especially in field events such as weight-lifting, but there is no reliable evidence of
this. There is also an absence of information on their pharmacological action if
taken by healthy young adults over an extended period, except that they would be
likely to have sonic virilizing action in females. It is admitted that their detection
would be difficult.

regards the measures taken to check any. possible abuse of this sort at the
Commonwealth Gaines. these included: (i) a signed declaration by each competitor that he or she did not indulge or intend to indulge in "doping", and that
he or she would agree to submit to any test or examination by qualified medical
personnel appointed by the British Commonwealth Games Federation; (ii) the
issuing to each competitor of a statement about substances considered as dope;
(Hi) random selection of competitors from the heats and finals of athletics and
other events (in addition, medal winners in cycling events were taken routinely).
Those seleuted were asked immediately after their event, to pass a specimen of
urine under the supervision of a male or female nurse. Most competitors were
able to urinate immediately; with one exception, who had apparent anuria for
17 hours after the event, all others were able to oblige within an hour or two,

after changing and having a drink of water. It is stated that the attitude of
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competitors on being selected to provide a specimen of urine was invariably most

cooperative, and many expressed their approval that such tests were carried
out.

Most of the larger teams had their own medical officers, and these were asked
to notify the chairman of the Medical Commission, on a form provided, if any
substance that might possibly be regarded as "dope" had been prescribed for or
issued to an athlete, before the event in which the subject was due to compete
took place. From a total of 1,289 competitors, 115 samples of urine were collected,

as well as three samples from a control subject (not a competitor) who had

taken known quantities of various drugs. The only specimen from a competitor
to call for comment was one containnig phenylpropanolarL'ne; reference to the
medical records showed that a m.sal decongestant containir..; this drug had been
prescribed for the competitor in question and correctly notitied two days earlier,
and this explanation was accepted without reservation.
In conclusion, the report states that it is believed that the practice of taking
stimulant drags before athletic events was prevalent six years previously, but
that the introduction of random testing of competitors has greatly reduced its
incidence. The Medical Commission finds encouragement in the attitude of the
athletes themselves, who were unequivocally opposed to drug taking in sport and
strongly welcomed the testing.
PREVENTING DRUG REACTIONS

There is no dispute about the efficacy of modern drugs. However, there has been
continuous concern for some years about the formidable incidence of unwanted
side effects of drug therapy, or drug reactions, sometimes serious enough to lead
to hospital admission or to prolong the stay of a patient already in hospital. The
incidence of these more serious reactions has been estimated by both Mention
and Doll' to be about 5 per 100 courses of drug therapy.
Reflueing this incidence is of increasing importance as the number, range and
potency of available drugs increase. Drug reactions may be due to an individual
innannological response to a standard dose : sometimes such a response may be
elicited by only minute (loses of the drug, while occasionally the response may be
dose-related. The only preventive measure which can be taken is to specifically
ask the patient about abnormal reactions to drugs in the past: if there is such a
history, it is most important to determine possible a:legenic relationship to the
drug it is proposed to administer.
Other drug reactions may be due to overdosage---either absolute or relative
when the patient's age. weight, hydration or renal function has not been taken
into sufficient consideration. Another cause of drug reactions is related to the drug
metabolism in the body or due to drug interaction, both of which may produce
unexpected and even bizarre effects. The hypertension produced by the interaction
of cheese and monoamine oxidase inhibitors is a good example ; to predict and
hence to avoid these, a considerable knowledge of pharmacology is necessary,
especially in these days of polytherapy. In most cases these interactions are not

reported until after the drug has been in use for some time. Doll stresses the
importance of listening to the patient ; while it is natural to assume that the drug

has been proved safe before being released for marketing, no evaluation procedures can exclude all the possible drug and metabolic interactions, and hence it is
important to report these. even when cause and effect relationship is tenuous.

Prevention can only follow a much wider appreciation of the problem. It is
asserted that too many drugs are being prescribed by the medical profession,
sometimes by several doctors for the one patient. often without real clinical
justification. that too many people are administering drugs to themselves without
medical supervision, and that drugs are administered for unnecessarily lengthy

periods..How far these generalizations are true is debatable, but they are
warning lights. When a drug is inclieated,.The physician should review what drugs
the patient is already taking and then prescribe the additional drug with a definite

goal in mindachieving the best result with the lowest dosage over the shortest
possible period. When a drug needs to be administered over a long neriodsuch
as digitalisthen the patient should be educated in the possible side effects so
that he can reduce dosage if necessary. The physician also should be flexible,
altering the dose according to the patient's response, not only lowering the individual dose but lengthening the interval between doses. Modern intermittent
chemotherapy regimens in the treatment of tuberculosis are evidence that for
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nearly 20 years the dosage and frequency of doses of antituberculosis drugs have
been unnecessarily high.
Filially, some drug reactions are the inherent result of brinkmanship between
maximum efficacy and minimal toxicity. The physician weighs carefully the risk
in each patient and proceeds according to his judgment, maintaining and aggressive awareness for symptoms 811(1 signs Of toxicity.

Both Doll and Melmon maintain that the vast majority of drug reactions are
predictable and hence largely avoidable. This may be so in a teaching hospital
unit where special interest is shown in this problem ; probably less than half
could reasonably be avoided in general practices. However, constant awareness
Of the problem, (40w supervision of the patient who "cannot take drugs", and
prompt, reporting of observed reactions to thi? Australian Drug Evaluation Committee should significantly contribute to a reduced incidence of drug reactions.
1 Me lmon, K. L., New Engl. J. MM., 1971. 284: 1361.
=oll. R.. Merl. News-Tribune, 1971, 12: 17.

APPENDIX 20
[From the Cincinnati, Ohio. Post and Times-Star, July 13, 1973]
EVEN AMATEUR ATHLETES USING SPEED, STEROIDS

(By Ann McFeatters)
WASIIINGTOX.Results of a heretofore unpublished study indicate use of

drugs in athletics is widespread even among amateurs.
Dr. Donald Spencer. an orthopedic surgeon who also works with the National

Association of Intercollegiate Athletics. (RATA), told the Senate juvenile delinquency subcommittee in hearings ending today that in 1971 41 of 400 participants in a national indoor track meet voluntarily. submitted to tests for drugs.
Of the 41 amateur athletes tested, 25 were found to have taken a drug. Four
had taken zimphetamines (speed).
Spencer said these results convinced the NAIA that its "head-in-the-sand
attitude" toward drugs was not working. So it asked the government for $75,000
to test. 3000 college athletes in 15 events in 1974. He said no athletes pr colleges
would he identified publicly and no one would be disqualified from competition
because the tests would be for research only.

A. O. Doer. NAIA executive director. said no other athletic association has
(lime any research on the extent of drug use by athletes because urine tests for

drugs are expensive and there are few requirements for such tests in sports

competition.

Other hearing witnesses agreed that no one knows the extent of the problem
but no one denied there is one. Dr. Daniel F. Hanley, Bowdoin College physician
and a member of the International Olympic committee's medical commission,
said :

"I think the problem (of drug use among athletes attempting to improve their
performance) is a very real one. But what we need is factual information."
Two college athletic directors who are former athletes. Jack Scott, of Oberlin
College and Phil Shinnick at lint7ers University's Livingston College, testified at
length to widespread use of drugs in sports.

Shinnick, a former long -jump All-American and member of the 1964 U.S.
Olympics team, said drug use by athletes has been rising for 10 years. He said
athletes /Irk. so used to popping pills, starting with vitamins, that they think
nothing of using amphetamines or anabolic steroids used for weight gain and
strength and virtually impossible to detect.
"This whole business of drugs in snorts is a very secretive affair," he said,
"and athletes guard new types of drugs that they are using against possible use
by other competitors.

Scott said he was introduced to amphetamines by a trainer in a Southern college trying to recruit him as a track star. But he said he quit using them after

two clays. lie described a friend %rho became an Olympics gold medalist as built
like an Irish setter until he took anabolic steroids. Then he looked like a bulldog.
After stopping the drug. Scott said the champion looked like a golden retriever.
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APPENDIX 21
[From the Detroit, Mich., News, June 14, 1973]
NCAA PLANS TESTS FOR DRUGS

(By George Kentera)
WASITINGTON.The National Collegiate Athletic Association will ask athletes
in its regularly scheduled events, beginning this fall, to undergo voluntary urine

testing for drug usebut one kind of widely used drug probably will escape
detection anyway.
Moreover, the NCAA is moving toward a mandatory drug test for all competi-

tors in its national championships, of which it holds about 30 a year. But that
move, according to Louis Spry, NCAA assistant executive director, may not take
place until 1974.

Urinalysis, according to witnesses here yesterday before the Senate subcommittee to investigate juvenile delinquency, will not show whether an athlete has
been using anabolic steroids in an effort to increase both his weight and strength.
-There is no test yet for anabolic steroids," said Dr. Donald L. Cooper, team
physician at Oklahoma State University and a member of the American Medical
Association's Committee on Medical Aspects of Sports.
The hick of such a test could be significant. Another witness, Dr. Lawrence
Golding of the School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation at Kent
State University, said "the use of anabolic steroids is extremely common" among
athletes.
-All top weight men are probably on anabolic steroids," he said, identifying
weight. men as shot putters, discuss throwers and other field event competitors,
as well as football linemen, heavyweight wrestlers and some basketball players.

Golding and others said the second large category of drugs used by many

modern athletes were the amphetamines, or pep pills, that would be detected by
?Irina I ysis.

The NCAA program of voluntary testing this fall, with no punitive steps, will
cover a large area of intercollegiate athletics. The association has almost 700
member colleges and includes almost every major athletic conference around
the country.

Robert W. Pritchard, chairman of the NCAA's Drug Education Committee,
told the subcommittee--headed by Sen. Birch Bayh, Indiana Democratthat the
mandatory testing of all competitors in the association's championships, would
begin this fall, not merely the voluntary testing in regularly scheduled NCAA
events.

That would have meant required testing for participants in the NCAA indoor
track championships that are held in March at Cobo Hall in Detroit and that are
sponsored by the Detroit News.

But NCAA officials in Shawnee Mission, Kans., said Pritchard was slightly

ahead of himself in the drug-testing program.
As it was explained by Spry from Mission, the basis of any mandatory action
by the association will he 22.600 questionnaires that have been sent to studentathletes at 143 representative colleges. Those questionnaires will develop patterns
of drug usage by college athletes, and will give the NCAA Council information
on which drugs to place on a prohibited list.
A recommendation from Pritchard's committee to the Council must be forthcoming by next April, but could he made much sooner. At that point. Spry said,

the Council couldand almost surely willrequire the mandatory urinalyses of
competitors in its championships.
Some of those championships, incidentally. are scheduled as follows : Novem-

ber-Decembercross country. 80(111*. water polo: March basketball, skiing,

wrestling. swimming, fencing, gymnastics and indoor track : June--baseball, golf.
lacrosse. tennis and outdoor track.

The first request for athletes to undergo voluntary urinalysis could come in
conjunction with Big Ten football games this fall. Experts say that kind of
testing could possibly show use of some other drugs. including heroin.

Alan Hart. head trainer at Ohio State University and the man who will train
the United States team at the World University Games in Moscow this summer,
told Bayh's subcommittee, "I know of no trainer, no team physician (in collegiate
athletics) who is prescribing these medications."
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But amphetamines are easily available, witnesses said. And Golding, who has
done considerable research among Olympic athletes and American athletes at the
tipper competitive levels, said these performers told him, when their ouonymity
was guaranteed, that physicians supplied them with anabolic steroids.
Golding made two especially interesting observations.

One was that the very concern of the athletic establishment over the use of
drugs convinced athletes that drugs could ludp their performances, The otlic;r
was that young people view the taking of drugs much different than do their
elders, including coaches.

-This concern and attempted control by authorities tends to make the athletes
believe that there most he a definite advantage to the use of these drugs to merit

the controversy that their use generates." he said of the first point. "As the

bodies that control athletics become more dogmatic in their disapproval of drugs
and more persistent in their efP,rts to curb their use, the athletes have become
more certain that drugs must affect performance advantageously."

"Drug taking is not considered immoral. unsportsmanlike or dangerous by
youth." he said of the second view. ". . They are had-working athletes who
are looking for that edge in winning . . . the athlete feels he does not take
amphetamines for the same reason the guy on the street does. He feels he is
taking it for a performance. and that's all."
Dr. Cooper testified that amphetamines could not he shown to increase athletic
performance, and he cited a study arguing the same result for the anabolic
steroids. Golding agreed on amphetamines. But on the steroids, he said, four
studies showed they did not help weight and strength development, thus indicating they had no place in athletics, but that six studies reported "significant im-

provement in weight, strength and muscle size."
And while lir. Cooper said the steroids, when used by normal men, had been
associatml with atrophy of testicles. loss of sexual drive and loss of hair, Gold-

ing said athletes looked around them at those competitors who were using

steroids and saw that these things didn't happen.

"They're aware of who is taking what." he said. "and they're aware this is

more a scare campaign than anything else."
Use of steroids wonld not. show in a urinalysis, Golding said. because they are

used for period of timeperhaps as long as 13 weeksto bring out the possibility
of a maximum performance and then discontinued days before the actual event.
In his testimony. incidentally. Dr. Cooper touched upon drugs and race horses,
He told the subcommittee that in France the thoroughbred association there
had for six years been testing horses with stimulants. These tests take place
every Wednesday outside Paris. he said.

"Never yet have they heen able to show a horse that. ran faster than he did

without the drug." he said.
He suggested that fixing a race by drugging the intended winner, to increase
his speed. was therefore an unlikely event. The more likely procedure, he said,
"would he to give depressants to six horses in an eight-horse race, and bet all
your money on the other two."
APPENDIX 22
[From the Courier Journal, :rune 27, 1973]
URINE TESTS OFF FOR Now ; ROZELLE INTRODUCES PLAN

(By Bruce Lowitt)
NEW YoRK.National Football League commissioner Pete Rozelle said yester-

day the league has put off plans to require its players to take urine tests as a
means of deterring drug abusebut he emphasized the unprecedent'd move has
not been ruled out entirely.

Urinalysis. strongly opposed by the NFL Players Association. "is still under
consideration," Rozelle said, and if an NFL medical consultant, to he named

this summer, deems it necessary, it could still he implemented for the 1973 season.

Ile acknowledged that the league may face legal problems if attempts to require pinyon; to submit to urine tests and that players. both individually and
through the NFLPA, might rebel against such a plan. But he declined to state
what steps' the league might take in the event such a situation arose.
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The 26 team representatives in the NFLPA unanimously endorsed a resolu-

tion last Sunday, at the end of their three-day meeting in Chicago, rejecting "proposals lacking due process which would invade the privacy of gifted athletes and
further violate individual rights and freedoms enjoyed by other citizens."
ROZELLE ANNOUNCES PLANS

Rozelle introduced seven procedures supplementing the league's two-year old
drug abuse program. Its main thrust, he said, is "designed to give us information
to determine what problems we might have . . . society as a whole has problems
with drugs, so we can't be exempt. We just don't know the size of it."
The current furor over drug abuse arose a few weeks ago when The New York
Times publiShed a story saying at least four NFL stars are under surveillance
by narcotics agents for suspected heavy dealing in hard drugs. Rozelle rejected
the report.
The supplements to the league's antidrug program call, in part, for :
Each team to periodically submit to the league its inventory of prescriptiott.
drugs anti bills for prescription drugs;
Each team to immediately report "any situation wherein one or more of the
team's players, coaches, trainers or other personnel reportedly are involved in
a drug incident";
The appointment during the summer of a medical consultant, "a physician with
pharmacological expert:4e to advise as to the meaning and implication of the
data reported by NFL teams";
Disciplinary action, including possible suspension from the league,. against
team personnel for improper disposition or use of drugs or failure to comply with
the periodic reporting requirements;

Each player to notify his team physician of the nature of any prescription
medication he takes which is obtained from sources other than the team. The
player is not required to provide such information, but is "urged" to do so for

his own protection ;

The league to expand its own drug educational programs, particularly in

ghetto areas, and to monitor the teams' drug indoctrination programs and, when
necessary, suggest changes;
The league to consider further steps "to improve, strengthen or modify the
program as it evolves."
This last step could mean the eventual implementation of urinalysis, a procedure employed in Olympic Gaines and several sports in Europe such as bicycle
racing and boxing but which, except for horse racing, is virtually unheard of
in the United States.
APPENDIX 23
[Prom the Courier Journal. June 19, 1973]
WALT JONES TELLS SENATE BODY PRESSURE CAN MOUNT DRUG USE

(By Bill Peterson)
WASHINGTON.Wali Jones. a former professional basketball player who grew

up in a Philadelphia ghetto, thinks black athletes are pressured to use drugs to
excel] in sports.
The reason is rather elementary, be said yesterday. Black athletes feel they
have to produce, or they'll find themselves on a quick road back to the ghetto.
"They not only shoot horses (that don't. produce), they shoot athletes." he

told a senate subcommittee investigating drug use in sports.
Pressure to excel...Tones said. forces athletes to compete at all costs. This can
mean playing with severe injuries, using amphetamines to "get up for games." or
seeking pain killers.

In his own days as a player, Jones said lie played one college season with
a torn cartilage and as a pro used a pain killer. later described by doctors as
harmful, which cut off all feeling in his back for days,
"There are drugs everywhere in our communities." he said. "We are hysterical
about the situation. The young are dying all over the place."

Jones, a former pro with the Milwaukee Bucks, Philadelphia 76ers and the

Baltimore Bullets. and several other athletes have formed an organization called
Concerned Athletes in Action Program to fight drug abuse.
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The group, he said, has found drug use prevalent even among young athletes in
elementary schools.
His testimony before the Senate juvenile delinquency subcommittee, chaired
by Scn. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., was in marked contrast to that offered by a parade
of officials from the National Collegiate Athletic Association. Sen Marlow Cook,
R-Ky., serves on the same subcommittee.
NCAA officials generally played down the severity of drug use in college sports,
repeatedly claiming they knew of no coach, trainer, or team physician who uses
pain killers that might harm players.
The NCAA, they said, is in the midst of an extensive program to find "whether
there is a drug problem" among college athletes. It has sent questionnaires to 143
colleges to try to find out.

In a more bizarre effort, urinalysis tests, similar to those now given race

horses, will be given, starting this fall, to athletes competing in NCAA championships to determine the extent of drug usage. Such tests are planned for swimming,
soccer, basketball, baseball, football and other sports.
Robert W. Pritchard, chairman of the NCAA drug education committee, described the project as a fact-finding effort. "We do not intend any punitive measures for any individual or college," he said,

He didn't indicate what he thought testers might find. But it was clear the
NCAA is concerned about amphetamine, or "pep pills," and anabolic steriods,
frequently used by weightlifters and football players to increase their body size
or strength.
Ironically, there is no scientific evidence to show that pep pills help an athlete
perform, and some studies show "impairment of certain skills," said Dr. Donald
Cooper, team physician at Oklahoma State University.
APPENDIX 24
[From the Washington Post, June 19. 19731
NCAA PLANS SCREENING FOR DRUG ABUSE

(By Nancy Scannell)
The National Collegiate Athletic Association plans to screen all athletes in its
championship competitions, beginning this fall, to detect possible drug abuse,
an NCAA official told a Senate subcommittee yesterday.

"The situation is critical," said Robert W. Pritchard, chairman of the NCAA's
drug education committee, in explaining the decision to require "urinalysis or
other methods" for drug-usage tests of amateur athletes.
He stressed the tests are not intended to be a "punitive measure for any individual or college ... (but) only to gather facts which we hope will provide us
with future direction" in stemming drug abuse.
Pritchard's remarks were made before Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.), chairman of

the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, which is investigating the
misuse of legitimate drugs by amateur athletes thinking they will improve their
performances through the pill bottle.

In the past, the NCAA has either spot-checked or screened only winning athletes, but Pritchard said, "If the athletes know they're all going to be tested,

that would be a deterrent.
"Abuse of drug's, always widespread but covert, has become a matter of public
fact in the 19 Os. It is impossible to foresee a time when it will be eliminated, but
we believe that control of drug abuse can be achieved."
In an effort to determine what kinds of drugs are being used by amateur ath-

letes and how frequently, the NCAA has sent out 22,600 questionnaires to be
filled out anonymously by college athletes.

The association, which is the governing body for high school and collegiate
amateur athletics, is also drawing up a list of drugs which are to be banned.
Pritchard said the logistics for the drug-testing still have to he worked out,
particularly for such events as track and field where there might be as many as
600 persons in the championships.

Agreeing that something must be done to thwart drug abuse, Bayh noted,
"It is a sad situation . . . When (the NCAA) has to contemplate . . . lining up

athletes like horses" to combat drug abuse.
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Currently, the NCAA prohibits everything but "therapeutic" drugs, those prescribed by a physician for illness, injury or deficiency. But Iiayh questioned
hether some physicians might be a hit overzealous in prescribing them, particularly if the coach or trainer pressured the doctor to get an athlete "in shape"
for a game.

The consensus of the 10 witnesses yesterday was that mushrooming numbers
of athletes are taking legitimate drugs and abusing them, primarily in hopes
of improving their athletic performances.

The drugs most consistently abused. the witnesses said, are amphetamines
i pep pills) and a taholic steroids (a substance that supposedly builds up weight
and strength b let ivating the male hormones).
Drs. Cooper Ind Lawrence A. Golding, an expert on amphetamines and steroids,
said that neither of these drugs has any positive effect on performance and each
can cause deleterious side effectsparticularly steroids, which have been linked
with liver impairment and cancer of the prostate glands.
The doctors added that while steroids are riot addictive. amphetamines are and

many former athletes remain addicted off-season or after they have stopped
playing at all.
Kali .Tones, a former professional basketball player and now a coordinator of

the Concerned Athletes In Action (Against Drug Abuse), said that pressures to
perform have driven many athletes to the pill bottle, especially at professional

levels.

"We are living in a drug culture and the sporting world is not immune." said
Dr. Golding. "Drug-taking is not considered immoral, unsportsmanlike or dangerous by youth . . . procurement is apparently easy."
APPENDIX 25
[From the Washington Star-News, July 13, 10731
DRUGS AND THE SINGLE-MINDED ATHLETE

(By Mike Roberts)
By their choice of narcotics, the members of Rutgers' 150-pound football team
may have contributed unwittingly to the advance of civilization.
What the small fellows at Rutgers have done is give the Senate Subcommittee
to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency an insight into how to deal with the problem of drags in sports.

What makes athletes put all sorts of dangerous substances in their bodies?

Pressure to produce, witness Phillip Shinnick testified yesterday.
Shinnick, once an Olympic long jumper and world record holder. is now athletic director at Rutgers Livingston College. Ile illustrated his perception of the
drug problem by comparing narcotics preference between big-time jocks and the
guys who play for the fun of it.
Shinnick's survey at Rutgers showed that quite a few of the 150-pounders in-

dulged in a joint or two of marijuana, perhaps an occasional hallucinogenic,
during their playing days.
He also found that athletes who considered their performances vital shunned

so-called counter-culture drugs. A survey at the University of California for
MO turned up these figures: Forty-eight percent of the varsity players took am.

;Mentalities, 62 percent took depressants, 2(1 took pain killers and 28 took anabolic
steroids.
"During that year." Shinnick testified, "Ray Wilisey, head football coach, said
that there was no drug problem at U. C. Berkeley."

So that is what you're up against, Senators. A drug is not necessarily all bad,
and a little something, that will make a good old boy a little fiercer on the field or
help him forget the pain in a battered limb is not to be confused with something
a long-haired kid takes for Din instead of profit.
No less a thinker than Francis Tarkenton subscribes to that very philosophy, as
Oberlin College Athletic Director Jack Scott told the committee. Yesterday the
group consisted of Chairman Birch Bayh,
and his aide, John Rector, with
cameo apnea ramps by two other senators.
It's a shame there weren't more lawgivers on hand to hear Scott explain Tarken
ton's reasoning. as expounded in -Broken Patterns," his autobiography : Unlike
counter-culture members. who use narcotics for sinful pleasure, ballplayers are
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justified in taking drugs to improve their performance. Marvelousthe Puritan
ethic rallies to the support of jocks who shoot up.

This wasn't the only piece of fantasy aired at yesterday's hearings. A. 0.

I Wer, executive secretary-treasurer of the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics, came to explain what, his outfit is doing to detect drugs, and wound
up taking a sentimental journey through sports mythology.

Doer emphasized the need to subject the young men of our nation to stress,

without benefit of narcotic assistance.

"This is what athletics is all about," he said, "subjecting our future leaders
to the pressure of athletics. We must place these people under pressure to teach
them character. morality and leadership."
A moment later, when liayh announced the press of business on the Senate
floor forced him to leave the hearing, Doer declared, "That's the kind of pressure

that's pulling our society apart. That's the reason why we need these (drug)

tests."
Otherwise, there wasn't much to laugh at. Scott, who heads the progressive
Institute for the Study of Sports and Society, and Shinnick focused on athletes
taking drugs merely out of fear of falling behind their rivals.
If all you want is a place on the MO-pound team, you can do without amphetamines and steroids. But if you aspire to the big time, you might believe. as Scott
does. "Today it's a great rarity for someone to achieve success without taking
drugs."
APPENDIX 26
[From the Washington Post, July 13, 19731
HILL PANEL TOLD OF EXTENT OF PILL USE

(By Nancy- Scannell)
Popping pills in the locker room has become as common as taking Vitamin C
or salt tablets for many American athletes and the practice often is condoned

by trainers, coaches and doctors, a Senate subcommittee was told yesterday.

Phillip.IC. Shinniek, a member of the 1961 U.S. Olympic track tenni, and Jack
Scott. Oberlin College's athletic director who covered the 1968 Olympics as a
free-lance writer, detailed personal and hearsay knowledge of growing abuse of
legal drugg by athletes.
What the two described was an emergeace of a new kind of sports etiquette in
which athletes share not only drugs but also information on up-and-coining drugs

they can try to obtain from their "friendly pharmacist," "jock doc" or even the
local veterinarian.
Scott also accused professional and amateur athletic groups of "covering up"
the extent to which legal drugs are used by athletes who think they will improve their performances with them.
He claimed the coverup stems from the organizations' "trying to combat publicity about athletes using (legal) drugs" by having athletes do commercials
warning young athletes to a void Marijuana, heroin and so forth.

While Shiunick and Scott unfolded their tales of widespread abuse to the

Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, representatives of the National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics said they are planning a scientific study
of just how serious the problem is.

A. 0. Doer, executive secretary of the NAIA, and Dr. Donfld Spencer, the
association's medical consultant, announced that NAIA is seeking a $75,000
federal grant to conduct a mandatory drug-screening program of all athletes in
its 15 national chanophoiship events this fall.

The program, if funded. would be exclusively for determining the extent of
drug usage and the athlete would not be identified or disqualified from an event
if tests were positive, Dr. Spencer said.
The NA1A's annonncement followed a similar one by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association last month that all athletes would be screened for drug use

in national championships beginning this fall after a list of banned drugs is

approved. The NCAA, however, intends to disqualify those testing positively.
The NCAA, which is the governing body for the nation's major colleges and
universities, has 605 member institutions. The NAIA, the corresponding body for
small colleges, has 565 members.
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Sen. Birth Bayh (D-lnd.), the subcommittee chairman, said the hearings,
which are to continue today, are intended to explore the extent to which legal
drugs are diverted to
markets, particularly such drugs as amphetamines
(wl) pills), sedatives and anabolic steroids (the steroids supposedly build up
weight and strength by activating male hormones).
In his testimony, 611inniek, who is also athletic' director for Rutgers University's Livingston College, told of how a drug salesman peddled free bottles of
musele-relaxing pills. (dled Nort lex, at a 1963 track meet in St. Louis.

That got Shinnick going on a seven-;ear Nort lex binge that along the way
included some serious dings with sneer - vitamins and. eventually, steroids, he
testified.
"One prominent track and field weight man in Los Angeles (at a meet) actually

had a hospital cart to hold syringes. medication and paraphernalia," Shinnick
said. adding that getting drugs is almost effortless.
The personal, economic and political pressures on an athlete to "make it" are
what force the athlete to turn to drugs, he said.

On a 1965 trip to the World University Games, U.S. athletes "were under
constant pressure from the State Department ( representatives with them) to
beat the Commies." he added but the "Commies had even better" drugs than
the Americans.

While Shinnick made several references to U.S. and foreign athletes who
have publicly acknowledged using pain-killers and pep pills, Scott avoided
naming users he said he knew.
Scott, who said he has'never used amphetamines or steroids, focused instead on

what he called the -hypocrisy" of athletic groups, such as the NCAA and the

National Football League, in dealing with drug abuse.
The two groups employ "public-relations programs designed to take the atten-

tion off themselves .

drugs."

(and) make it look like hippies are the ones using

-They're giving parents the impression that if you can just get Johnny to cut
his hair and try out for the football team. their problem will be solved."
Yesterday's other witness. Dr. Daniel F. Hanley, who has been associated
with U.S. Olympic teams since 1960, said, "There is no place in sports for the
use of steroids or stimulant drugs. There is no chemical answer to improved
performance in sports."
APPENDIX 27
IFrom the Washington Post, July 14, 1973]
AAU OPPOSES DRUG SCREENING

(By Nancy Scannell)
A representative of the Amateur Athletic Union told a Senate subcommittee
yesterday that his group disapproves of drug screening tests for athletes until
a more sophisticated detecting system can be developed.

"The psychological impact of taking urine speeimens and having the athletes
wait two to four hours for results after an event is depressing to even the best,

well-adjusted participant." said Dr. Roy F. Goddard of the AAU's sports medicine
committee.

The .AATI's position is contrary to those of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association and the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, which
have both told the Senate subcommittee on juvenile delinquency that they favor
such tests at championship competitions.

The NCAA already has announced it plans mandatory drug tests beginning
this fall or athletes in national championship competitions once a list of prohibited drugs is approved. The NAIA is seeking a federal grant to begin a similar
program solely to detect the extent of abuse and plans no sanctions against those
testing positively.
While some persons might think a monitoring system is a solution to the drug
problem. Dr. Godd9rd. a pediatrician, said. "what is not well understood are the
complexities of such programs. including the development of a reliable, scientific
checking system that today is expensive and time consuming, to say nothing of
the psyehological inequities and medico-legal problems involved in such
programs."
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"Until microtesting is adequately. developed and until our governing boards
accept that testing should be for the benefit of the participant, and not for the
withholding of illusory benefits of drug usage to an athlete, we should not encourage this unwieldy, complicated non-productive monitoring of our athletes."
Olan Cassell, executive director of the AAU, and David G. Rivenes, its president, told the committee that the union has no regulation authorizing it to require such tests. Cassell said after the hearing that it is possible the AAU convention in October might be asked to approve such tests at the championship level
only.

Olympian Eddie Hart, who won a gold medal in the 400-meter event at Munich
also testified yesterday, but favored drug screening tests because "they would
take away a lot of rumors about who's using drugs.
"The tests have nothing to do with lessening a person by having him take a
urinalysis test" in major competitions.
Four-time Olympian Harold Connolly, who described eight years of being a
"hooked athlete" on steroids, said there should be extensive research on the effects
of that drug on athletes.

Steroids supposedly build up weight and strength, although several doctors
have testified that the weight gain is temporary and results from the retention
of fluids in the body. The side effects can be quite dangerous, several physicians
have testified.
Connolly said he was first exposed to the "sports medicine bandwagon" at the
1960 Olympics "when one began to feel he was putting himself at a decided disadvantage" if he didn't use steroids.
He experimented with steroids, under a doctor's supervision, for eight weeks
after the Games and didn't use them again until the~ le-M Olympics. He continued
using them until last year.

"The dilemma for me is that I have no doubts (steroids) increased my sheer

weight and strength," he told Sen. Birch Bayh (D- Ind.), subcommittee chairman.
The odd thing, Connolly continued, is that he set world records in the hammer
throw when he was on drugs and when he was off them. In 1962, while not taking steroids, he set a record of 2.31 feet, 21/2 inches. In 1965, while taking steroids,
he set his second world record of 233 feet, 91/2 inches. The difference, he said, was
"certainly not significant."
Connolly warned that the use of steroids by women and high school athletes is
growing. He also told the committee that in 1968 he observed :
"Athletes with their own medicine kits, practically doctors' bags, in which they
would have syringes and all the various drugs."
Athletes "obligingly injecting each other with their various vitamin B12, liver
and steroid shots."
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CHAPTER 70ANDROGENS AND ANABOLIC STEROIDS
(By E. B. Astwood)
ANDROGENS

History. The observation that castration makes the eunuch, properly credited
to primitive man, ushered in the dawn of endocrinology. By the year 1771, John
Hunter had induced male characteristics in the hen by transplanting testes from
the cock (ace Forbes, 1947) ; however, credit for the discovery that the testis is
a gland of internal secretion is usually ascribed to Berthold, who in 1849 showed
that the transplantation of gonads into castrated roosters prevented the typical
signs of castration. This was the first published experimental evidence for the
effect of an endocrine gland. However, it was not this observation but tthe popnlar
belief that failure of testicular function was the cause of symptoms of old age
in men that stimulated many attempts to isolate an active testicular principle.
As an example of the wide acceptance of this belief may be cited the experiments
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of Brown-Sequard (1889), the renowned French physiologist, who prepared a
testicular extract and administered it 'to himself. He was convinced that he had
gained in vigor and capacity for work from the treatment, but it is now known
that his aqueous extract was devoid of hormone.
Chemistry. The elucidation of the chemistry of the male sex hormones was
made possible by the development of methods of assay. The procedure of Koch
and coworkers for the determination of androgenic activity utilized the growth
response of the capon's comb. This assay was widely employed as a guide in the
chemical isolation of active androgenic substances from urine. The isolation of
the urinary principle was first accomplished by Butenandt (1931), who by herculean effort obtained 15 mg of crystalline androsterone from 15,000 liters of male
urine, and in 1932 Butenandt proposed a structural formula that was later shown
by synthesis to be correct (Ruzicka et al., 1934).
Further chemical investigations led to the isolation, in 1934, of another androgenic principle from urine, which differed from androsterone by having a double
bond in the ring system. At first called dehydroisoadrosterone, this compound,
dehydroepiandrosterone, was later shown to be an excretion product of adrenal
origin.

Studies of chemical derivatives of these substances yielded new information.
Thus, it was observed that androsterone acetate was as potent as the free alcohol
but had a prolonged duration of action. Also, the reduction of androsterone to
androstanediol increased activity two to three times, in much the same manner
as does the reduction, of estrone to estradiol.
Attention next focused on the tests as the real source of male sex hormone. It
soon became evident that there were physiological and chemical differences between androsterone and the extracts of testicles. For example, active testicular
extracts that were equal to androsterone in promoting comb growth in capons
had a much greater effect on the seminal vesicles of casterated rats. Active testi-

cular extracts were first prepared as early as 1927 by Loewe, using the mammalian seminal vesicle as a test (see Loewe and Voss, 1930). The testicular
principle was isolated in crystalline form by Laqueur and associates (see David
et al.. 1935), and soon its chemical structure was elucidated and the hormone
synthesized (Ruzicka and Wettstein, 1935) ; this substance was called
testosterone.
Testosterone is 10 times as active as androsterone in promoting comb growth in

the capon, and about 70 times as potent in its action on the seminal vesicles of
castrated rats. In all probability, testosterone is the true testicular hormone, and
androsterone and its inert isomer, etiocholanlone or 519-androsterone, are its
major urinary excretion products (see Table 70-1).
A great many other steroids with androgenic activity soon became known ;
some were isolated from ovarian and adrenal tissue as well as from the testis,
and numerous analogs and derivatives were prepared. The acetic acid ester of
testosterone was found to be more potent than testosterone and to Lave a greatly
prolonged action. As the size of the substituent increased, acivity by the cock's
comb test fell off but duration of action in mammalian tests increased. In shortterm tests testosterone propionate was found to be particularly potent and is
still widely used in therapeutics ; the cypionate (cyclopentylpropionate) and
enanthate (heptanoate) esters are current long-acting preparations. 17a-Methyltestosterone was unique among 17a-substituted alkyl derivatives in retaining
androgenic potency while at the same time being active when given by mouth.
The 17a-ethyl and higher derivatives were almost inert and the 17a-ethinyl was
androgenically weak but active as a progestin. Efforts to improve upon methyltestosterone as an orally active androgen have been vigorously pursued. Fluoxymesterone, the 9cc-fluroro-11p-h yd ro 'Icy derivative of methyltestosterone, is more

active than the parent compound in animal tests, and mesterolone, the 1-methyl
derivative of dihydrotestosterone, is a potent, orally active androgen in man,
Thus far, no nonsteroid androgen has been discovered. A great many derivatives
of testosterone have been prepared and tested in the search for compounds that
might promote general body growth without haVing nutsculinizing effects. Stich
compounds are often called anabolic strriods, perhaps somewhat prematurely
because a complete dissociation of the two effects has not yet been achieved, and
even the degree of dissociation reached so far is a matter of debate. Furthermore,
testosterone itself is one of the most potent anabolic steriods known. For general
application it would he desirable to have anabolic compounds that are not androgenic, for this would permit their use in women without inducing masculiniza-
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tion and in children without causing undesirable effects on sexual and osseous
development.

ANDROGENS

TABLE 70-1. Main degradative pathway of testosterone
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Ph y.violoqical and Pharmacological Actions.The normal function of androgen
in man is familiar to everyone in the remarkable changes of puberty that transform the body into a man. Minimal secretion from the infantile-sized prepubertal
testis suppresses secretion of gonadotropin until, at a variable age, secretion of
gonadotropin breaks out of its restraints and the testis starts to enlarge. Shortly
thereafter the penis and scrotum begin to grow and pubic hair appears. Almost
simultaneously the remarkable growth-promoting property of androgen is revealed in a rapid increa so in height and the great development of the skeletal
musculature. which. with thickening of the skeleton, contributes to a rapid increase in body weight. The testes reach adult proportions at about the time that
the external genitalia are fully developed and before all of the changes of puberty
are completed. The skin becomes thicker and tends to be oily because of a proliferation of sebaceous glands: the latter are prone to infection. leading to sonde
individuals to acne. Subcutaneous fat is lost, and the veins are prominent under
the skin. Axillary hair grows, and hair on the trunk and limbs develops into a
pattern typical of the male. Some degree of development of the mammary gland
can be detected as a disc of firm tissue in more than half of normal boys at this
stage. later to subside or to disappear altogether. Growth of the larynx causes
difficulty at first in adjusting the tone of speech and later brings about a permanent deepening of the voice. Early in puberty penile erections become frequent
and masturbation becomes a regular phenomenon. Along with the growth of
muscles there is increased physical vigor and strength, which probably become
maximal at the end of puberty or shortly thereafter. Growth of beard lags well
behind the other events of puberty and is the last of the new acquisitions to be

completed. Concurrently. those whose inheritance so dictates show the first
signs of growing bald. with recession of the hairline at the temples and thinning
of the hair at the crown. At about this time the major spurt in growth conies to
an end as tIe' epiphyses of the larger bones begin to unite. and over the next few
years only a 1- to 2-cm additional growth is possible.

Eanuchism. The normal actions of androgen are also nicely displayed by the
consequences of deficiency. If the testes fail to function or are removed in boyhood. there is no puberty. A boy so afflicted continues to grow and becomes ab-

normally: the hands and feet heroine especially large and the limbs unduly
long. The appearance and demeanor of childhood are in striking contrast to the
stature: the larynx does not grow. leaving the voice high pitched and puerile. The
skin remains soft and thin and develops a yellowish pallor from deficient melanin,

deficient circulation. and a mild anemia : a characteristic fine wrinkling of the
skin is seen about the eyes and month. The skeletal musculature is underdeveloped. and the small musculature is made still more inconspicuous by a layer
of subcutaneous fat. Accumulation of fat is especially prominent around the
shoulders and breasts and over the upper thighs. hips. and abdomen, the whole
giving the mistaken impression of femininity. Paraffin] baldness does not appear.
the beard is scant or nonexistent. the axillary and pubic hair is very sparse, and
the body hair is short and fine. The genitalia are those of a child, and there is no
sexual drive.

Ifypogonadism after Puberty. Some of the sexual characteristics developed
during' puberty are self-sustaining, while others must be supported by the continued action of androgen. Hypogonadism in the adult is typified by castration
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after puberty. The general bodily proportions remain the same, the penis does not
the voice does nut change, and the heard and body hair remain unchanged

for a long time. Libido and potency are greatly reduced or annihilated, and

the oft-quoted exceptions to this generalization are misleading. The prostate and
seminal vesicles are atrophic, and the volume of the semen is very small or there
is none at all. Immediately after castration there may be hot flashes and feelings
of discomfort associated with anxiety, apprehension, and emotional lability.
Complete failure of the endocrine function of the testis in adult life is not a
clunnon event ; a partial deficiency is more usual, and it often dates to an incomplete development at puberty.
Genera/ Effects of Androgens. When androgen is given before puberty or to a
young eunuchoid man. its actions begin almost at once. Within an hour darkening
of the skin from increased circulation of blood can be detected by a reflectance
photometer, and within a few days dermal areas. which had been untanned by

former exposure to the sun. visibly darken (Hamilton. 1918). There is also a
dusky reddening of the scrotum and adjoining the genital region. Within 1 or 2
days of the start of treatment erections appear, which become inappropriate and
frequent even to the point of discomfort within continued treatment in the same
dose this excessive response subsides. Increased muscular strength and physical
vig.Tr are noted within a few days, and a general feeling of well-being prevails.
Within a few weeks a distinct change in the voice can be noted, and soon thereafter the penis can be seen to be growing and traces of axillary and pubic hair
appear. The striking effects on growth are expressed without delay and, if subsequent measurements of height and weight are plotted and extrapolated backward,

growth appears to have started at the beginning of treatment. The rapidity of
growth is impressive: the height may increase 4 or 5 in during the first year and
continue at a somewhat diminished rate for 2 or 3 years. With continued treat-

ment development follows the course of normal puberty with the growth of a full
beard as the final tribute to vigorous and successful therapy.
Actions on the Pituitary. The nature of the mechanism of feedback of the tes-

ticular secretions upon the gonadotropic function of the pituitary is a problem
of continuing uncertainty. Although it is a fact that large doses of testosterone
suppress the secretion of gonadotropin, cause atrophy of both the interstitial
tissue and the tubules of the normal testis, and suppress the excessive secretion
of ?nonaclotropins in the urine in eunnchism, the doses needed seem to be larger
than one might expect. Earlier work had shown that certain testicular extracts
devoid of androgen would suppress gonadotropin, suggesting that there might be
a second testicular secretion. inhibits, that served a regulatory function. When
estrogen was found in the testis of man and shown to he secreted in large amounts

from the testes of some species. such as the horse. and elaborated by certain
testicular tumors. as in the dog. it seemed likely that inhihin might be estrogen
McCullagh and Sehaffenhurg. 1954). As estrogen is the most potent inhibitor of
gonadotropic function known. only tiny amounts would need to be secreted by the
normal testis along with testosterone to accord with the facts.

Excessive excretion of gonadotropin in the urine frequently accompanies
pathological conditions that cause atrophy, degeneration, or sclerosis of the
seminiferons tubules when the interstitial tissue seems normal or hyperplastic,

and when deficient androgen is not clinically evident. This suggests that a tubular secretion, perhaps estrogen, is deficient. Conversely, in the rare association
of normal spermatogenesis and deficient androgen. the syndrome of the fertile
eunuch, urinary gonadotropin may be only slightly higher than normal, again
suggesting that a restraining influence upon the pituitary may arise in the tubule.
Parenthetically it should be noted that there is no acceptable test for fertility in
the human male.

Beside the possibility that estrogen may he secreted oy the normal testis,
earlier work indicated that the administration of testosterone led to enhanced
excretion of estrogen in the urine. The conversion of testosterone to estrogen in
the body has been amply confirmed by modern methods. but some uncertainty
remains concerning the effective quantities thus provided and there is a question whether estrogen secreted by the testis or found e:sewhere in the body from
testosterone is the more important (Lipsett et al.. 1966: Baird et al.. 1969).
Some of the older. established theories Pave been rudely shaken by recent experiments with mesterolone (1 -methvldillydrotestosterone). This potent androgen.
like others methylated at C 1 on the saturated ring A. is not suhiect to aromatizaHon to an estrozen : indeed, experiments in man with large doses suggest that

this is so and that pituitary gonadotropin is not suppressed unless very large
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amounts are given. Oral doses of 30 nig daily are androgenically effective, but
doses as high as 150 mg daily influence neither the size nor the microscopic
appearance of the testis (Laschet et al., 1967b; Petry et al., 1968). Similarly,

oxandrolone, given to normal men in doses as high as 40 mg daily for 6 months,
does not reduce the seminal volume or the sperm count ; this compound cannot,
of course. be aromatized to an estrogen. Findings such as these would suggest
that the feedback of the testicular secretion on the gonadotropic function of the
pituitary is not mediMed as much by androgen as by estrogen arising therefrom
in the body. This untidy mechanism is unlike most endocrine interrelationships
and will be suspect, pending further elucidation.
Actions on the Testis. Beside their actions upon the pituitary, however mediated, androgens exert a direct effect upon the testis, at least in certain species.
Following hypophysectomy in the rat, shrinkage of the testis is slowed by the
injection of androgen and spermatogenesis is maintained for a long time. This
peculiar effect is also revealed by the !Aphasic response of the normal animal
to androgen ; moderate doses produce atrophy of the testis through suppression
of gonadotropins, while with larger doses the atrophy is less because of the direct
sustaining effect upon the seminiferous tubules. A great many compounds have
been found to exert this effect. and some of them are only very weakly androgenic.
.13-Preanenolone, for example, is highly effective but is almost devoid of androgenic potency (Se lye and Albert, 1942) ; indeed, it has no other known endocrine
or pharmacological action.
Anabolic Effects. The nitrogen-retaining effect was first measured in castrated
dogs injected with androgen-containing extracts from the urine of normal men
(Kochakian and Murlin, 1935). The effect was a most sensitive one to be so easily
measured in response to such small doses of androgen. A new light was thrown
upon the nature of the anabolic effect of androgens by the experiments of Papanicolami and Falk (1938). They showed that the skeletal muscles of male guinea
pigs are much larger than those of the female, and that the difference is abolished
by removal of the testes. Injection of testosterone propionate into the female
or the castrated male caused pronounced muscular development. The effect of
androgen could even be noted by palpation of the head ; the temporal masseter
muscles show a large sex difference, but the other skeletal muscles are also in
volved to a lesser extent. This, then, is a clear-cut example of a difference between
the sexes ; the large muscles of the male represent a sexual character dependent
upon androgen for its expression. Hypertrophy of the musculature in response
to testosterone requires retention of nitrogen and other elements to build protoplasm, and in this sense testosterone exerts an anabolic effect.
The anabolic effects of androgen in human beings were carefully investigated
by Kenyon and associates (see Knowlton et at., 1942, and references therein),
who, in extensive studies on metabolic balance, showed that the elements required
for the building of protoplasm were retained in appropriate proportion. The effects
were more pronounced in eunuchoid men, in boys before puberty, and in women
than in normal men. A dose of 25 mg of testosterone propionate daily caused an
average retention of nitrogen of 63 mg/kg daily in eunuchoid men. There was
also retention of potassium, sodium, phosphorus, sulfur, and chloride associated
with a gain in weight, which could be accounted for by the water held in association with the retained salts and protein. During recovery, sodium, chloride, and
water were quickly lost from the body, and phosphorus and potassium were lost
less rapidly and completely, while the stored nitrogen was retained for weeks.
The relatively small dose of 5 mg of testosterone propionate daily also was effective. The nitrogen retained was about half that observed after 25 mg daily, and
a dose of 50 mg daily was not followed by a greater effect. The daily dose of 5 mg
was not accompanied by conspicuous effects on sexual development suggesting
that androgen may normally contribute to adolescent growth at an early stage
before sexual development is well advanced.
Estradiol benzoate in the large d* 2 of 5 mg daily exerts metabolic effects
similar to those observed after an ep Ail dose of testosterone propionate. Again,

the gain in weight is attributable in part to the protein retained and in part to
water held with the sodium chloride. Progesterone, on the other hand, is mildly
cataiholic; daily doses of 50 or 100 mg, given intramuscularly, cause a slightly
negative balance of nitrogen and a loss of salt in normal men and women (Landau et al., 1955).
Most of the newer steroids used for their anabolic effects have not been so care-

fully studied, and their anabolic potency compared to testosterone in man is
largely unknown. Furthermore, their androgenic activity in man has not been
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determined with any degree of accuracy. The problem would be simplified if there

were some simple indicator of the action of androgen short of waiting for the
growth of facial hair, for example.
Effects on Sebaceous Glands. It has been shown that the revalence of acne at
puberty and during treatment with androgens is related to the growth and secretion of the sebaceous glands. Strauss and Poch' (1963) demonstrated that the
effect is specific for androgens, and they have devised a rapid and accurate method

for measuring the rate of secretion. Progesterone has no effect, and estrogens do
not reduce the response to androgens. In this test, methyltestosterone is active in
doses of 10 mg. daily of fluoxymesterone have no effect. In addition to provOing
a method for the assay of androgens in man, the test might be useful in evaluating endogenous secretion of the hormone.

Absorption, Metabolism, and Excretion.Testerone from the tests is thought
to he secreted at a steady rate and to give rise to a very low. but measurable,
concentration in the circulating blood, amounting to 0.4 to 1.0 Ag/100 ml. It has
been estimated that an amount of about 7 mg. (range 4.0 to 8.0/mg.) is secreted
per day by nonnal young men, and this is balanced by an equal rate of degrada-

tion of the hormone, largely by the liver (Hudson and Coghlan. 1968. Baird et al.,
1969). The major chemical reactions convert the hydroxyl at position 17 to a
ketone. reduce the double bond, and reduce the 3 ketone to an alcohol ; the products are the weakly androgenic androsterone and its inactive isomer, etiocholanol-

one (Table 70-1). which are excreted in the urine largely as the sulfates and
glucuronides. Small amounts of related urinary products are derived from testosterone, and tiny amounts of estrogen, chiefly estriol and estone, also are
formed. Although the latter products are quantitatively minor, the contribution

to the total urinary estrogen is substantial.
Androsterone and otiocholanolone, among many other compounds, are measured as 17-ketosteroids in the usual clinical tests, but the major fraction of the
ketosteroids of urine consists of metabolic products of secretions of the adrenal
cortex. Thus, measurement of the excretion of 17-ketosteroids is a poor test for
the functional activity of the testis and is a much better index to adrenocortical
function. Low values point to adrenal insufficiency rather than to hypogonadisru,
and high values almost always are indicative of adrenal hyperactivity or tumor.
In women, for example, if pronounced virilization is associated with normal or
nearly normal excretion of ketosteroids, an ovarian tumor producing testosterone
is likely, whereas high values point to an adrenal origin of the disorder. Without the testes, the human male is completely deficient in androgen even though
the urinary ketosteroids may be within the normal range.
Dehydroepiandrosterone secreted by the adrenal cortex may be converted in
the body to testosterone to a minor extent ; however, in women, androstenedione
of adrenocortical or ovarian origin may be converted to testosterone to a meas-

urable degree and account f6c a sizable proportion of the total rate of testosterone production, ranging from 0.15 to 0.54 mg per day. In men, the total rate
of production of testosterone (4 to 8 zng per day) is accounted for almost entirely by the secretion of testosterone from the testis (Hudson and Coghlan.
19438: Baird et al., 1969). In abnormal conditions, the adrenal cortex can be the
place or origin of androgens and can give rise to ruasculinization and to massive
excretion of 17-ketosteroids. In the adrenogenital syndrome, for example, there
is an enzymatic defect in hydroxylation. Precursors of hydrocortisone, some of
them weakly androgenic, are poured into the circulation from the hyperplastic

adrenals in large amounts and are excreted in the urine as ketosteroids and as
pregnanetriol and related compounds.
Testosterone secreted by the testis or given by injection is bound to a specific
carrier protein and transported in the blood to the androgen-responsive tissues.
There, a selective process causes the hormone to be concentrated in the cells and
rapidly transformed in the nucleus to dihydrotestosterone. This compound, the

most highly active androgen of endogenous origin known, is tightly bound to
the chromatin of the nucleus. from which it can be dissociated only by organic
solvents or proteolytic enzymes and not by aqueous extraction or deoxyribonuclease. The androstane reductase that effects the transformation is also closely
associated with the nuclear chromatin (Anderson and Lias, 1968; Bruchovsky
and Wilson. 1968; Wilson, 1970). These events do not take place to an appreciable extent in nongenital tissues, except in the skin, which contains sebaceous
glands that are responsive to androgen in both sexes. In the curious inherited
condition of male psendoliermaphroditism or in the syndrome of feminizing
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testes, the genotypic female undergoes normal feminine development associated
with secretion from the testes of normal amounts of testosterone. Although the

concentration of circulating testosterone is that of a normal man, neither this
nor treatment with large doses of tinthogen has the slightest masculinizing
effect. The androstane recital ase is reduced or lacking in these subjects.
Testosterone injected as a solution in oil is so quickly metabolized and excrered that the androgeni effect is small. Testosterone given by month is readily
absorbed. but such.administrat ion is almost completely ineffectual inasmuch as
the 11011111 MP is altered by passage through the liver before reaching the systemic

circulation. Attempts have been umde to use absorption through the skin or
through the buccal mucosa to bypass the liver and to slow absorption, but with
only limited success. A concentated solution of testosterone in ditnethylsulfoxide
may he an effective means of achieving useful absorption through the skin. The

testosternne esters are much less polar and, when injected in oil, greatly favor
the lipid phase and are absorbed much more slowly. Testosterone proprionate is
lunch more active than free testosterone even when end' is injected every day,

and the ester produces a steady effect when injected at 2- or 3-day intervals.
Esters of the larger acids are longer acting; the cypionate and enanthate are
fully effective when given at 1- or 2-week intervals in proportionately larger
doses. suspensions of testosterone or its esters in aqueous media are effective
and long acting. but they sometimes cause local irritation and the rate of absorption may not always be uniform. Densely compacted pellets of testosterone implanted under the skin are au efficient source from which a steady rate of absorp-

tion continues for a long time the last remnants may not disappear for 6 to

S months.

The esters of testosterone are metabolized in much the same way as is testosterone itself. but other changes in the molecule (as in methyltestosterone and
fluoxymesterone) alter completely the course of metabolic degradation and the
urinary products are largely unknown.
Bioassay.Androgens used in therapeutics are pure substances, and the doses
are measured by weight. Bioassay is used in the evaluation of androgenic potency
of new compounds and of compounds used primarily as progestins or for their

anabolic effect. The classical assay based upon the growth of the comb of the
capon is still used for tests on body fluids and other biological materials. In one
modification the newly hatched chick is used with the test substance being applied
directly to the comb ; this is an exquisitely sensitive test for androgen. Better
parallelism with clinical effectiveness is given by assays in mammals, and the
most widely used test depends upon the growth of the seminal vesicles or ventral
prostate of the castrated rat.
Bioassay for Anabolic Potency. An early observation on a dissociation of the
effects of androgens was made by Kochakian (1041). In the mouse the kidney
is larger in the male than in the female and regresses in size upon castration. The
normal male proportions are restored by testosterone and by a variety of other
androgens. some of which. such as methylandrostanediol, are and rogenically weak,

Also. estradiol given with testosterone reduces the response of the seminal
vesicles and ventral prostate without impairing the growth of the kidney.

A systematic search fur nonandrogenic anabolic steroids has made use of the
growth of the levator ani muscle of the castrated rat as an assay, a method developed by Eisenberg and Gordan (1050) and Hershberger and coworkers (1053).

By comparing the response of this muscle to that of the ventral prostate or

seminal vesicle. a ratio of potency is expressed and compared to that of testosterone propionate as a standard in parenteral tests, or to methyltestosterone when

orally active compounds are being assayed. Tested in this way a great many
compounds have been found with ratios greater than 1. that is to say. with greater

potency upon the 111'1$:ebb than upon the accessory sexual organs. Compounds such

s norethandrolone have a high ratio in this test. The limitations of the method
became apparent when the findings were not always borne out by other tests or

by actual clinical trials. It is perhaps unfortunate that this particular muscle
was chosen as an indicator of "myotropic" activity because it is intimately associated with the genial organs and its response to androgens is not shared by the
rest of the skeletal musculature. With certain androgens such as androsterone.
the seminal vesicles respond less well than does the ventral prostate. but the significance of such differences to therapeutic application is not clear.

Another test for anabolic activity is in the rat given an amount of food just
sufficient to maintain a constant body weight. Measurement of the excretion of
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nitrogen before and after giving the substance to be tested provides an index to
nitrogen-retaining potency (Arnold ct al., 1959). An unusually high. anabolic to
androgenic ratio is given by stanozolol in this method. Stucki and associates
(1960) have used the oophorectomized rhesus monkey under strictly controlled
environmental conditions and on a constant diet, and measured the nitrogenretaining effect of steroids with interesting results. Clear-cut, nitrogen-retaining
effects from human and simian growth hormone were observed as well as positive
effects from various steroids, one of the most active orally being 7a-17a-dimet hyl-

testosterone (Lyster and Duncan, 1963). This technic is difficult, exacting, and
time consuming, and only a limited number of compounds have been tested in

this way.
Peparations.Textosteronc Propionate Injection, U.S.P. ( AMMON ATE, ANDRUSOL-P, MASENATE, NEO-nOMBREOL, ORF.TON PROPIONATE, PERANDREN), is 01W Of the

most effective and lutist widely used preparations; it is available as an oily

solutbm containing 10, 25. and 5(1 ing/ntl aml is etnumonly given intramuscularly
at 1- to 3-day intervals. Longer-acting esters to lie injected every 1 to 4 Weeks are
TemtOmterMie rypiOnate Injection.,

DEpo-TESTOSTERONE CTP1ONATE), and

Testosterone Enanthate,
(ne.i..vrEsTavi.), 1 nil of the oily solutions containing 100 and 200 mg of the ester, respectively. Testosterone phenylacetate is
used as an aqueous suspension containing 50 mg/ml. (Sec Table 70-2.)
TABLE 70-2.Esters of Testosterone

Propionate

R = COCH2CH3

Phenylacetate

R = COCH2

Enanthate

R = CO(CH2)5CH3

Cypionalc

COCHX1-12-

--

_-

--_

Hethaltestosterone Tablets, NY., are widely used. They usually contain 5, 10,
and 25 mg; for buccal absorption, 10 mg; and for sublingual use. .5 and 10 mg.
Fla.rymesterrme Tablets, U.S.P. (Ilalotestin. Ultndren ), contain 2.5 and 10 mg.
Testosterone Pellets, N.R. contain 75 mg of free (unesterified) testosterone and
are used for implantation under the skin, about 6 at a time at intervals of 4 to
8 months.
Mrsterolanc (1a-methyl-5a-dihydrotestosterone, Androviron) and methenolane

(A'-inesterolone) are in use in Europe; a daily dose of 30 mg in the form of

tablets provides replacement therapy in eunuch ism. 3lazty of the compounds listed

below under preparations used for their anabolic effects are also employed as
androgens.

When full replacement therapy with androgen is required, the intramuscular
preparations are the most effective. Dosage should provide at least 10 mg per
Clay ; with testosterone propionate this is met by giving 25 mg three times
weekly. and with the longer-acting esters. which may be somewhat les efficient
tho dose is about 200 mg every 2 weeks. Long-term treatment with the closes
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may not cause full masculine development ; there may still be remnants of a
emincIndd habitus. poorly developed muscles. and a sparse beard. Perhaps more
prolonged treatment is required than is generally realized.
Proaratimis ['sot for Their Anabolic Effects. The following compounds have
been introduced primarily for use as anabolic agents with the expectation that
they would be relatively less androgenic than testosterone and its close relatives.
None is free (it andmigeuic activity in man. aml in many instances the androgenicit y is much greater than the results of animal tests predicted. Some have
r(one to be used primarily as androgens, and many have been applied in the palliative treatment of carcinoma of the breast. The very small doses recommended for
some of the compounds may well be detectably anabolic without noticeable androgenic effect.
3Icthadrostenolone (Y-17a-methyltestosterone; mcthandicnonc; dianabol) tablets contain 2.5 and 5 mg ; the recommended dose is 5 to 10 mg daily. Nandrolone
phenpropionate (phenylpropionate ester of 19-nortestosterone; Durabolin) is provided as au oily solution containing 25 or 50 mg/ml, to be given intramuscularly
in a dose of 25 to 50 mg every 1 or 2 weeks. Norethandroione (17a- ethyl- 19 -nor-

testosterone; Nilevar) tablets contain 10 mg, and the oily solution for intramuscular injection contains 25 ing/m1; commonly used doses are 10 to 30 mg
daily. Ozymetholone (17a-methyl-2-hydromethylene dihydrotestosterone; Ad-

rod, Anadrol) tablets contain 2.5, 5, and 10 lug; the recommended dose is 5 to
15 mg daily by mouth.

Stanolone (androstanolone or dihydrotestosterone; Androlone, Neodrol) is
marketed for intramuscular injection as an aqueous suspension containing 500
ing/m1; this potent androgen is thought to be the effective substance by which
testosterone exerts its actions on target tissues. Stanozolol (17p-hydroxy-17amethylandrostano (3,2-0-pyrazole; Winstrol) is available in 2-mg tablets to be
given in an average dose of 1 tablet, three times daily. Ethylestrenol (17a-ethyl3-desoxo-19-nortestosterone ; Maxibolin, Orgaholin) is provided in the form of
tablets ; the daily dose is 3 mg. Methandriol ( 17a-methyl-5-androstene-3/3,17fi-diol :

Androdio/. Mad, Neostene, Stenediol) is marketed as an aqueous suspension

containing 25 or 50 ing/m1 in 10-m1 vials and as tablets of 10 and 25 mg. Dromostanolone propionate (2a-methyltestosterone proprionate; Drolban, Masterone) is
dispensed in 10-ml vials of an oily solution containing 50 mg/ml. Oxandrolone
(1/3-hydroxy-17-methyl-2-oxa-5a-androstan-3-one; Anavar) is supplied in 2.5-

mg tablets; it is said to be anabolic in adults in the dose range of 0.6 to 20 mg
per day. The us;:al dose is 5 to 10 mg daily in adults and 0.25 mg/kg daily in
children. Bolasterone (7a-17a-dimethyltestosterone ; Myagen) is an orally active
anabolic-androgenic compound with properties similar to those of methandrostenolone. (See Table 70-3, page 1574.)

Untoward Effects. When used in women, all of the androgens carry the risk
of causing masculinization. Among the earliest of the undesirable manifestations

are acne the growth of facial hair, and hoarsening or deepening of the voice,
and thees are the very features that women most dislike. If treatment is discontinued as soon as these are noticed, they slowly subside. With continued
treatment. as in the use of androgen in mammary carcinoma, there may also
develop, the male pattern of baldness, excessive body hair, prominent musculatare and veins and hypertrophy of the clitoris, all largely irreversible phenomena.

The adverse consequences of giving androgens to young children are not
fully understood. but the possibility of causing serious disturbances of growth
and of sexual and osseous development makes highly questionable the use of

androgens for their anabolic effects in childhood.
Edema. Retention of water in association with sodium chloride appears to be a

constant sequel to the administration of androgen and accounts for a portion of
the gain in weight. at least in short-term treatment. In the doses used to trent
hypogonadism, the retention of water usually does not lead to detectable edema,
but edema may become troublesome when large doses are given in the treatment
of neoplastic diseases. Water retention would he undesirable in patients with

heart failure in: in patients prone to edema from some other cause, such as
cirrhosis of the liver. renal disease, or hypoproteinemia. Edema may limit the
use of large doses of androgen for their anabolic effects in states of malnutrition. Salt and water retention from androgens responds to the administration of
diuretics. and use can be made of this effect to differentiate between growth of
protoplasm and gain in weight from expansion of the volume of extracellular
fluid.
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TABLE

70-3. Some androgenic-anabolic steroids used in therapy.
OH

HO

OH

....1)CH3
. F

Fruoa,mestvo,

Molly (testosterone

Methondrostenolone
OH

OH

OH

H

0
17nMethylnortostoslerono

NO11.111Int110101.e

Dihyclio testosterone

OH

H
C

N

Oxymetholone

Stonozolol

Ethylestrenol

OH

011

CH3

OS

H

Oxondrolone

Bolosterene

Mestere lent

Jaundice. Methyltestosterone was the first of a number of therapeutic agents

discovered to cause a type of liver damage called cholesta tie hepatitis. Jaundice is

the prominent clinical feature, and the underlying disturbance appears to be
stasis and accumulation of bile in the binary capillaries of the central portion
of the lobules, without obstruction in the larger ducts. The contiguous hepatic
cells exhibit only minor histological changes and remain viable. This condition

is not seen with testosterone or its esters, but steroids with a 17a-methyl substituent are particularly apt to cause it. These include fluoxymesterone, methandrostenolone, 17a-methyl-19-nortestosterone, oxymetholone, and stanozolol, although
whether the first-mentioned compound should be included Is not yet established.
Other steroids substituted in the lia position also cause the reaction. Norethandrolone (17a-ethyl -19-nortestosterone) has been extensively studied ; although

frank jaundice is unusual, doses of the order of 25 to 50 mg daily frequently
cause some increase in hilirubin and in glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase and
reduced elimination of sulfobromophthalein. (Kory et al., 1959; Perez-Nlera and

Shields, 1962). The response is clearly dependent on dose and becomes a frequent
complication when very large amounts are given, as for palliation in ncoplastic
diseases. With 17a-methyl -19-nortestosterone, for example, given in doses of 30

yome increase in circulating bilirubin is an almost constant finding
(Feldman and Carter, 1960). As even small doses of compounds such as methyl-

BPr

testosterone are metabolized with difficulty by' the liver. large doses can be
imagined to have cumulative effects and to result in the building-up of large
amounts of the substance or a metabolite in the body. It has become common
practice in the use of the 17a-substituted steroids to give short courses of treatment of 3 or 4 weeks each, interrupted by free intervals of similar length.
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Methyltestosterone also causes creatinuria, as do 17a-methylandrostenediol and
17a-methylandrostanediol (Wilkins and Fleischmann, 1945). Again, the esters of
testosterone do not have this effect. It seems unlikely that it is merely a coincidence that the 17a-methyl steroids cause both cholestatic jaundice and creatinnria, but it must be admitted that no causal connection between these two events
can be envisioned.

troid crur. litioeholanolone, a major excretory metabolite of testosterone
and inactive as an androgen, had always been considered to be pharmacologically inert. It was all the more remarkable. therefore, when Kappas and coworkers 11I5S) discovered that the administration of the compound intramuscularly to hunian beings caused an intense local inflammatory response and a
prompt rise is buoy temperature to 103° to 105° F, accompanied by chills and
followed by malaise and all the other features of a fever. Other compounds later
found to cause fever include 110-hydroxyetiocholanolone, pregimediol, pregnantilone. 11-ketopregnanolone. and lithocholic acid. The effect was not seen in
several other species and was more pronounced following intramuscular than
intravenous injection. The local reactbm after intramuscular injection and the
frequent induction of thrombophlebitis upon intravenous injection point to the
importance of local inflammation in the syndrome, Whether the thermogenic
response to progesterone. as in the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle, is to be
regarded as a similar phenomenon is not clear, and the part played by these
steroids in various febrile states in man is still unsettled. It is unlikely that
fever will ever be a side effect of therapy with androgens because the compounds
known to cause fever are not used therapeutically.

Therapeutic Uses.The outstanding therapeutic indication for the androgens
is deficient endocrine function of the testes. Their use as anabolic agents, although of much wider potential application, is still in the stage of exploration.
itypogoundbon. Failure 41f the testis to secrete androgen cannot, of course,
he recognized in childhood, and is first to be seriously considered when the
changes of puberty seem to be delayed. The age of onset of puberty varies widely
among individuals. and. when there is no evidence of maturation at age 15 to 17,

there may be great concern ou the part of the patient and his parents and even
on the part of the consulting physician. There is a good deal of debate about the
use of androgen to hasten the changes of puberty in normal boys with delayed
sexual nuattration. Most physicians would agree that androgens should be withheld if parental pressures can be overcome; they would probably also agree that
little harm would be done if androgen therapy were undertaken, especially if the
boy had grown to within a foot of a reasonable adult height. A moderate dose
might be given in courses of 4 to 6 months at a time, and stopped for like periods
to aseerta hi whether the testes were enlarging and development was progressing
spontaneously.

When there is complete testicular failure and puberty cannot occur, vigorous
and prolonged therapy is required. One of the long-acting esters of testosterone,
such as the eypiomtte or the (.nanthate, may be given intramuscularly in a close
of about 200 mg every 1 or 2 weeks for a period of 2 to 3 years, and in a similar
dose monthly thereafter for nutintenanee. Testosterone propionate in a dose of
50 mg three times weekly is effective and might be used initially. but for prolonged treatment it is inconvenient. Methyltestostertme in the recommended dose

of 30 to 50 ing daily or 11uoxymesterone in a 10- to 20-mg dose daily has been used,

but experienced observers find that the androgenic response is limited and that

even larger loses fail to bring about complete sexual development t.ttec M(4.'1111110

and Sehaffeuburg. 1954: Wilkins. 1965: Paulsen, 1968). Although it is customary
to begin treatment with full doses right from the start, there !night be some virtue

in he inning with small doses and increasing gradually over the first 6 months
or 1 year. Presumably the oral preparations would be satisfactory for this purpose. and the gradual changes of early puberty could thereby be duplicated.
When hypogonadisin starts in adult life and the maturation of puberty has
already come about. it is customary and apparently satisfactory to use somewhat
smaller doses as replacement therapy than are used in the undeveloped eunuch.
Long-acting esters of testosterone in .doses of 200 hug every month may be sitfficient. and even nabthyltestosterone Or fluoxymesterone in full doses finny be

effective.

It is a common clinical observation that individuals with hypogonadism repeatedly diseontinue therapy for unstated reasons of their own. They seem to
prefer their abnormal state, to which they have adapted through long effort.
Perhaps the stresses of an artificial puberty are more uncomfortable than we
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realize, or perhaps the management of dosage is not as skillful as it might he.
To avoid therapeutic failure some physicians adopt an authoritarian position and
insist upon r(gular treatment.
Hypopit uitarism. As long as human growth hormone is not readily available.
androgen will continue to be a useful growth-promoting agent in the treatment
of childhood dwarfism due to hypopituitnrism. These children fire given replacemeta doses of thyroid. 60 to 160 tug daily. and cortisone, 5 to 2 mg daily. or an
equivalent compound. the doses depending upon the size of the individual. Treat-

ment with androgen is not given man the agt of puberty. so that the time of

sexual develimment will be appropriate. and therapy is sometimes deferred even
longer in the hope of achieving a maximal increase in height. Asa maximum or
about 1 ft is all that can be expected before growth ceases from closure of the

epiphyses, treatment is most satisfactory if a height of 4 ft or so has been
In boys, the same !:ehedule of treatment as that in hypogonadism has been
used, and acceleration of growth has been recorded that is just as rapid as in
individuals with a normal pituitary. In girls. large doses of androgen cannot
achieved spontaneously.

be given and treatment with estrogen induces.only a slight acceleration of growth.

Martin and Wilkins (1955) achieved a substantial spurt in growth by the use

of 10 to 20 mg of methyltestosterone with 1 mg of diethylstilbestrol daily. There
was no virilization and feminine sexual development was normal, including a
normal development of a xillary and pubic hair. If the inethyltestosterone was

stopped :11111 the diethy1stibestr()1 (4)1101111(1. the body hair %vas list only to regrow

when the androgen was given again. It would seem reasonable in both sexes to
give only small doses (luring the first year or so of treatment, in the expectation
that a greater increwnent of growth would be achieved before the epiphyses unite.

The reason for this conjecture is twofold: the property of androgen to cans-3
closure of the epiphyses was not definitely established until effective preparations
of the hormone became plentiful and large doses were used and small doses of

androgen can exert various anabolic effects without pronounced effects upon
sexual maturation.

['sr in Aging Men. There is a good deal of continuing debate about the question
of n male counterpart to the menopause of women. It is clear that castration in
the adult is frequently followed by symptoms typical of the menopause and relievel by androgen. It is also well established that the various Wives of testicular function show a very gradual decline with advancing years. These incbule
reduced libido. reduced sexual activity, and lessened muscular size and strength.
On the average there is a slight rise in urinary gonadotropin with age. with wide
individual variation ( Albert, 1956) and a similarly variable decline in the volume
of the semen and the total number of spermatozoa. So, although there is normally no sharp decline in the endocrine function of the testes to justify the term
ellameterie. in analogy with the condition in women. reduced testicular function
seems to be a normal process in older men. As noted in Chapter 69, replacement
therapy with estrogen in women is unquestionably beneficial however, it is not
yet established whether treatment with androgen is useful in normal men. It is
quite likely that if the proper dose were known and if satisfactory oral preparations were available. androgen therapy would be more widely used. Clearly this
is an important matter that deserves extensive and eareful investigation.
Ostroporomis. A number of observers have described retention of calcium in response to andrcg,ens, but others have noted little or no effect. The response may
depend upon other faetors: it may be more noticeable when the bones are poor in
mineral or when the diet is low in calcium. definite retention of coition' has been
seen in senile osteoporosis and in the osteoporosis of disuse* both from the administration of testosterone proprionate and of compounds such as norethandrolone. Using tracer methods with radioactive calcium, Heaney (1962) concluded that the effect was brought about by an inhibition of release of caleium
from bone rather than front enhanced ineorporation of calcium into the skeleton.

The current consensus seems to be that androgens and their various anabolie
derivatives are useful in the treatment of osteoporosis. In women. estrogen
given concurrently with s1111111 doses of androgens may minimize virilizing effects.

Me»strnal nisorder.v. heretofore androgens were used in a variety of menstrual disorders. but. they have been supplanted by the more effective orally
aetive progestins. Androgens. in very small doses. are widely used with estrogen
in the treatment of the menopause.
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Refractory Anemia. NIcettllagli and Jones (1942) were the first to show that
the mild anemia of ennuchoid individuals can be corrected by replacement therapy with androgen. It was iater noted that large doses of androgen sometimes
caused excessive erythropoiesis, leading to moderate polycythemia, and advantage wn taken of this effect by Gardner and Pringle (1961) in the treatment
of hypoplastic anemia and the anemia of neoplastie disease. Doses as high as 1.2
g per week of testosterone entinthate and 200 mg per day of ntethyitestosterone
were used. There was a slight reticulocytosis and an increase in erythrocytes
and hemoglobin. There was, of course, intense irilization but no other untoward effect except jaundice from methyltestosterone.
Androgenic-anabolic steroids are now widely used in the treatment of apiastic
anemia. red-cell aplasia, hemolytic anemias, and the anemias associated with

myeloid metaplasia, lymphoma, leukemia, and various other disorders. Although the response of the bone marrow varies in different conditions, erythropoiesis is stimulated first and most consistently, thrombocytopenia improves

later, and letikopenin is ameliorated still later.
The doses of all the androgenic-anabolic steroid:: used have been large, and it is
not known whether much smaller doses would be effective. Positive responses
within 3 months, comparable to those induced by the weekly injection of esters
of testosterone in doses of 600 to 1000 mg, were obtained by giving the following
doses (milligrams per week) of the oral preparation : nandrolone phenpropionate
and nandrolone decanoate, 600 methyl testosterone, 525 to 700; llouxyrnesterone,
28 to 350; oxymetholone, 400 to 700: methandrostenolone, 350; methandriol, 350;
norethandrolone, 280; and stanozolol, 112. These doses are probably above the
minimal effective dose in each case and do not reflect the relative potencies of the
several compounds.

The mechanism of action has been sought in the stimulation of secretion of

chrythropoictin by the kidney. Although such an action can be shown under some
circumstances, androgens have also been found to stimulate directly the synthesis
of None. an action potentiated by erythropoietin. The response of the other ele-

ments of the bone marrow suggests a direct effect thereon of the androgenic -

anabolic agents.
To Accelerate Growth. in Childhood. The advisability of using anabolic-androgenic steroids in children is a much-debated question, and no authoritative answer

can yet be given. There are many causes of dwarfism, and happily there are a
few that can be remedied. Failure to at properly. is a cotrmon cause, often correctable even in the extreme case of deprivation dwarfism; :nine chronic illnesses
can be corrected, whereupon growth is restored: and other disorders, such as
hypothyroidism and vitamin deficiences, can be cured by specific means. There
are chronic disorders, of course, that cannot yet be effectively treated. In many
instances no cause can be found for short stature. and it is here that the question
of treatment with androgenic-anabolic steroids arises.
Androgens given before puberty, reproduce the normal puberal spurt in growth

and the inevitable fusion of the epiphyses. soon thereafter, that puts an end to
linear growth. The desideratum is a growth-promoting substance that does not
mature the epiphyses or, failing this, n method of using the agents at hand in
such a way as to gain the same end. It is possible that doses may be found that
promote growth without dosing the epiphyses, or perhaps favorable results will
be obtained with courses of treatment extending over a few months and alternating with like intervals without treatment. Some compounds, for example. axondrolone, have been observed to favor growth over epiphyseral maturation (Ray
et al., 1965). suggesting the useful effects may be achieVed with proper dosage.
It is of interest that oxandrolone cannot give rise to an estrogen in the body.
Could some of the eplphyseal closure from androgen be caused by the estrogen
derived from them?

Probably the younger the child the greater is the risk of compromising the

final mature height. In teen-agers in whom delayed Puberty is the reason for short

stature, careful treatment with androgen is probably justified. Treatment for a
timonth period might be given with the following drugs, in the indicated daily
rinses: oxandrolone, 0.1 mg /kg; methandrostenoone. 0.04 mg/kg: ethylestrenol.
0.1 to 0.2 mg/kg ; or methyltestosterone, in a total daily dose of 5 mg or less
(Sobel. 196S). If positive effects, such as growth or sexual maturation, are seen,
treatment might be discontinued for 6 months to observe whether snontaneous
puberty had supervened if it had not, further courses could be given. In younger
children, the decision to use this form of treatment is more difficult to make ; ft is
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usually undertaken as a last resort and always with the fear of limiting mature
stn ture.

To Promote Anabolism. The potent androgens as well as the weaker ones
designed as anabolic agents have been used clinically in a wide assortment of
conditions. Some of these uses have been mentioned ; others are more difficult
to evaluate. Following major injuries, after surgical operations, and during fever
or other severe illness, there is a profound catabolic state, leading to a widespread
loss of tissue, wasting of muscles, shrinkage of the vital organs, and loss of
depot fat. If the rate of metabolism can be matched calorically by artificial
feeding, loss of fat can be prevented. If large amounts of protein can be fed, the
negative balance of nitrogen can be reduced, but it is usually difficult to counter
the catabolic process to an appreciable degree. Furthermore, it is not known to
what extent these measures are beneficial (Bradshaw et al., 1960) ; it is not even
known whether the anorexia of illness compounds the injury or whether the disinclination to eat is an adaptive mechanism favorable to recovery. In view of
these uncertainties, it is hard to decide whether the use of an effective anabolic

agent would be helpful. Studies of various designs have shown that the androgens
reduce the negative nitrogen balance and may convert a mildly negative balance to
a positive one. The effects are intimately related to the intake of protein and the

total caloric intake, and, depending upon the conditions. a small increase in

either one of the may have a greater effect than the administration of the anabolic agent.
In milder and more chronic illnesses, an anabolic stimulus might help in the
building -up of tissue and at the same time favor an increased intake of food
through stimulation of the appetite. Many studies favor the view that anabolic
agents are beneficial under these circumstances, but the reported rates of gain in
weight are not impressive (Fruchan and Frawley, 1963).
The use of cortiensteroids in the treatment of rheumatic, allergic, and related
conditions is attended by a number of complications that have been attributed to
catabolic effects. Under (onilitions of constant intake, compounds such as norethandrolone and nandrolone onecipropionate have been shown to reverse the
negative nitrogen balance resulting from 3:1 mg of prednisone daily BrOchnerMortensen et al., 1959), wilhout affecting the beneficial effect of thy corticosteroid. In clinical practice the androgens and the newer derivatives are widely
used during therapy with corticosteroids, in the hope of preventing thinning of

the skin. Increased fragility of blood vessels, muscle wasting and weakness,
peptic ulceration, and demineralization of the skeleton.
ANTIANDROGENS

A search for compounds that might inhibit the action of androgen was doubtless prompted by clinical considerations. Treatment of cancer of the prostate was

one of the earlier aims; however, the uses of potent antagonists might range
from virilization in w.,inen to precocionG puberty in boys, and from acne to

satyriasis. These compounds would also be valuable in physiological Otudies on
hormonal interactions involving, androgens and on the endocrine control of testicular maturation and function. Recent developments suggest that many of these
aspirations are about to be fulfilled.
Estrogens, in a restricted sense, may be regarded as antiandrogenic. They may
have actions of their own upon genital tissues, %Odell differ from those of andro-

gens and in this way seem to antagonize androgen. For example, estrogen in
large doses can onise squamous metaplasia in the prostate of test animals and

the prostate may then be heavier, which suggests an androgenic effect ; however,
such an altered gland may not respond normally. to androgen, and in this sense

estrogen might be thought of as an inhibitor of androgen. Also, there is the

clinical observation, for what it is worth. that small doses of androgen given to
postmenopausal women may not be virilizing if moderate doses of estrogen are
given concurrently. Here, the retcution of feminine characteristics may mask a
mild androgenic influence.

Progesterone comes !learn to being an antiandrogen. albeit a very weak one,
and some of the most potent antiandrogens now known are derivatives of progesterone. Two other weak antiandrogens with no known hormonal activity of

any other kind are the derivatives dodecahydrophenanthrene (Randall and

Selitto, 19:1S) and A-norprogesterone. the structures of which are depicted in
Tabie 70-4. The former somewhat resembles progesterone lacking a D ring; the
latter Is progesterone with one carbon atom missing from ring A (Lerner, 1964).
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Cyproterone Acctatc. Iii the search for more potent, orally active progestins,
cyproterone acetate (Table 70-4) was encountered ; it is 250 times as active as
progesterone in the Clauberg test in rabbits when given subcutaneously and 1000
times as active when given by mouth. Treatment of the pregnant rat with 1.0
or 10.1) ing daily led to the remarkable finding that the male fetuses were "feminized," the penis was underdeveloped and resembled a clitoris, the prostate was
missing. and the testes were small and undeseended. These changes were permanent ( Hamada et al.. 1963). Detailed studies of the inhibition of androgen during
fetal development should distinguish the changes caused by androgen from those
effected by a testicular inducer.

In the mature rat, the compound causes atrophy of the seminal vesicles,
prostate, levator and muscle, and other androgen-responsive organs (e.g., the
sebaceous glands). as well as cellular changes in the pituitary resembling those
of castration (Neumann. 1966) ; the testes are unaffected by small or moderate
doses. The actions of testosterone in the castrated animal are inhibited in a
direct dose-related nminier, and only about five times as much antagonist as
testosterone is needed to reduce the androgvr.la-response by 50%. With large
doses the antagonism is almost complete (Neumann et at., 1970).
Studies in man have not yet been extensive enough to permit unequivocal
conclusions, but definite clinical effects have been seen. Laschet and associates
(1967a) gave (loses of 100 to 200 mg daily to men suffering from severe deviations

in sexual behavior and noted that male sexuality virtually disappeared in 10 to
14 days. The effect passed oft within 2 weeks after discontinuing treatment ; no
gynecomastia or other side effects were noted. The results of trials of the compound in the treatment of hirsutism and virilf,m in women and for acne have
not been consistent, perhaps because quite different dosages have been used.
Although cyproterone acetate is the most active antiandrogen so far encountered,
closely related analogs are also active. The free alcohol is only about one third
as active as the acetate and, suprisingly, is devoid of progestational activity,
whereas the acetate is one of the most potent progestins known. Antiandrogen
drugs are still in the investigational stage and are not yet generally available.
TABLE 70-4. Some antiandrogenic compounds
CH,

CHI

C

C=-0

II

0

O'
CI

2.Acety1.7.0eo-Dodecohydrophenonthrene

ANor Progesterone

Cyproterone Acetole
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I. Introduction

Ever since the advent of athletic competition, man has sought the
magic ingredient that would make the super athlete or would at least
give him a winning edge over his opponent. The use of drugs, foods, and

other substances for ergogenic purposes is as old as athletics itself.
Athletes and coaches strive for maximal performance and are always
willing to experiment with possible ergogenic aids.
When an individual breaks a record or performs extraordinarily well,
one immediately examines his training regime or his diet to determine

whether a unique training method or a new diet or drug enabled him
to excel. Unfortunately, the proven and acceptable training methods are
too often obscured by fads and fallacies associated with the use of socalled ergogenic aids. Because of these fads, hard work and scientific
training procedures are too often abandoned. Almost every drug that is
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claimed to favorably affect any system of the body, especially the
muscular, respiratory, or circulatory system, has at one time or another
been suggested as an adjunct to a regular training program.
The dictionary defines ergogenic as something that "tends to increase
work output, especially by eliminating fatigue symptoms." In this broad
frame of reference, vitamins, carbohydrates, proteins, or any substance
that is depleted during prolonged physical activity, or is necessary for
normal health maintenance, might be considered ergogenic. However,
in this chapter, I shall refer to ergogenic aids only as those substances
that are not found in normal diets but are taken for the express purpose
of improving performance. Vitamins can be included in this category
only if taken in excessive amounts.
Any drug that pharmacologically aids the muscular, circulatory, or
respiratory system is a potential ergogenic drug. Digitalis, Coramine,
lecithin, and cocaine have been used in experiments on human performance because of their stimulating effects on these systems. Some alkaline
preparations have been suggested as antifatigue substances because they
may counteract the increased acidity of the blood during and after exercise. Most of these drugs have proven useless in aiding physical performance. Even adrenaline, a hormone known to prepare the body for action,
when supplied exogenously does not improve physical performance.
Still the search goes on for some synthetic substance that will increase
physical performance beyond the limits of traditional physical training.
Drugs that have been proven worthless have been abandoned in favor
of newer drugs with the fervent hope that, at last, something will take
the athlete beyond his present capabilities.
Many substances have been tried as ergogenic aids. The philosophy of
many athletes is that unless the substance is harmful, it might as well
be tried; however, too often the contraindications of many of the drugs
are unknown. Even drugs known to be dangerous are sometimes used
if there is any indication that the drug will aid the athlete's performance.
A search of the literature reveals many studies investigating the effect of
drugs, hormones,. diet supplements, and other substances on physical

and mental performance. Some substances seem more popular than
others either beca-Ase their properties suggest that they should improve
performance, or because studies have shown them to have some benefit.
The following are among the many substances studied.
Adrenaliue
Alcohol
All:alies

Amphetamines
Aspartates
Caffeine

Negative ionized air
Noradrenaline
Oxygen
Phosphates
Protein

Sodium chloride
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Cocaine
Coramine
Gelatin
Lecithin
Metrazol

Steroids

Sulfa drugs
Ultraviolet
Vitamins

Wheat germ oil

Many of these substances are actually categories of substances and can

be further expanded. The amphetamines, for example, include four
major types and each of these is more commonly referred to by its trade

nameBenzedrine or Dexedrine.
Many substances have never been carefully studied; others have
merited only one or two studies. The long list of possible ergogenic
drugs can be reduced to very few, since there are only three or four
drugs actually used by athletes today about which some controversy
exists.

This chapter will discuss some of the more commonly used drugs:
amphetamines, androgenicanabolic steroids, and aspartates. The first
part will deal with the amphetamines, which have been researched extensively, and the anabolic steroids, about which comparatively little has
been written. Medical authejties have condemned the use of these drugs
on ethical as well as medical grounds, with apparently little effect; their
use is still widespread. It is not the purpose of the author to condone or
condemn the use of drugs by athletes, but to report the results of available studies. The author has taken great care to present the research in
a scientific and unbiased manlier. However, philosophical and psychological implications are necessary and desirable when one discusses the

emotionally packed issues involved in the use of amphetamines and
anabolic steroids.

Every study has limitations. No study can be completely controlled,
contain no false assumptions, or cover every eventuality. But any scientific evidence, even from a limited number of subjects or from a poorly
controlled study, is better than testimonial information or "old wives'
tales." We cannot be so close-minded that we refuse to accept the validity
of studies that show beneficial effects from drugs, simply because we
have a personal biis or because the results oppose convention. Open mindedness must be maintained. The present-day coach, trainer, physician, and athlete are desperately seeking factual and scientific evidence
concerning the use of drugs, and the following review will attempt to
give that evidence.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR DRUG STUDIES

The design of experiments varies, depending on (a) the number of
subjects, (b) the experimental treatment, (c) statistical design, and
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(d) the type of phenomena being investigated. In drug studies it is
desirable to have a large number of subjects so that the statistical conclusions apply to the general population. However, many times because

of the nature of the drugs being used, studies must be done with a
limited number of subjects and must often be case studies.

In drug studies it is also desirable to follow a double-blind design.
This means that a placebo is used and that neither the subject nor the
researcher knows whether the subject being tested has taken the drug
or the placebo on any particular test day. The placebo must look, taste,
and smell like the drug being tested. It must also be an inert substance
that cannot have any effect on the subject's performance or on any of the
test results.
Because of informed consent requirements established by the federal
government, human experimentation has become extremely difficult, and
the double-blind procedure has become impossible to maintain. Subjects

usually must be adults, and granting agencies are hesitant to approve
studies using dangerous or questionable drugs, even though subjects
agree to take the drugs.
A number of studies on anabolic steroids have been done by researchers who have known athletes who are using steroids or who plan
on using them. They have contacted these athletes and asked them to
be measured and tested prior to their taking the steroids and then have
tested them again after they have used the drug. This system makes a
double-blind procedure impossible; yet the opportunity to test individuals
who plan on taking drugs is too good an opportunity to miss, simply be-

cause a double-blind procedure cannot be followed.
Studies investigating the effect of amphetamine require the use of a
placebo since the phenomenon being studied is the psychological effect.
The placebo is the only mechanism to ensure the control of psychological
advantages or disadvantages.
As previously mentioned, if drug studies had to always follow accepted
and desirable research designs, few studies would be undertaken and less
information than we now have would be available. Objective measurements on individuals using drugs are better than testimonial information
ad wishful thinking of users.

IL Amphetamines

Dextroamphetamine sulfate is a powerful central nervous system
stimulant that increases alertness, attentiveness, and the ability to do
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mental tasks. It is more popularly known for its ability to reduce or
abolish the sense of fatigue and to depress appetite. Being a sympathomimetic drug, it is capable of causing vasoconstriction, increased blood
pressure and heart rate, respiratory stimulation, smooth muscle relaxa-

tion in the bronchi, pupillary dilation, elevated blood sugar, and increased muscle tension. The ordinary therapeutic dosage used to achieve
cortical stimulation is 5-10 mg.
Amphetamine is described as a white, odorless, crystallin2 powder that
is slightly soluble in alcohol and freely soluble in water. A 5% solution

in water has a pH of 5-6. It can be obtained legally only by prescription and is sold in tablets, ampules, and sustained-release capsules.
In this chapter, the term amphetamine will be used to refer to racemic
amphetamine, the dextrorotatory isomer d-amphetamine, and methamphetamine. The amphetamines are available for use as the free bases and
salts; most commonly these are amphetamine, d-amphetamine sulfate,
and methamphetamine hydrochloride. These drugs are sold in drugstores

under a variety of trade names. The amphetamines are often in combination with barbiturates to soften the effect on the central nervous
system.

In the mid-1950's the alleged widespread use of amphetamine by
athletes during competition was brought to the attention of the American Medical Association. In 1957 the AMA appointed a Committee on
Amphetamine and Athletics. Questionnaires were sent to coaches,
trainers, and athletes, requesting information on the use of amphetamine
by athletes. When the questionnaires were returned and tabulated, less
than 1% indicated any knowledge of the use of amphetamine during
athletic performance. A similar survey was conducted by the American
College of Sports Medicine in 1958. Thirty-five percent of the returned
questionnaires indicated that amphetamine was being uscd by athletes
during competition.
With so much interest and controversy being generated by the use
of amphetamine, the Committee on Amphetamine and Athletics of the
American Medical Association supported two major research projects
to test the actual effect of amphetamine sulfate on performance. Smith
and Beecher (1959) found that 14-21 mg of amphetamine sulfate per
70 kg of body weight administered 2-3 hours prior to running, swimming, and weight throwing improved performance in 75% of the cases
tested. This study received considerable criticism due to its design,
statistics, and lack of control. Karpovieli (1959) administered 10-20 mg
of amphetamine sulfate to subjects 30 minutes before performances in
track running, swimming, and treadmill running. He found that 50 of
the 54 subjects showed no change in performance with the drug, Three
R9-749 0 - 73
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subjects showed improved performance, while one showed a decrement.
Other studies on the effect of amphetamine sulfate (Benzedrine) on
performance include a study by Foltz et al. (1943) , who measured performance by exhaustive rides on a bicycle ergometer. They found that
10-15 mg of amphetamine sulfate had no significant effect on the performance of four conditioned subjects. Haldi and Wynn (1959) tested

the effect of amphetamine (Benzedrine) on swimming performance.
They found that 5 mg of amphetamine administered orally 90 minutes
before a 100-yd swim had no significant effect on the time of the swim.
On the basis of knowledge gained from the previous studies, Golding

and Barnard (1963) conducted a study to investigate the effect of
d-amphetamine sulfate on all-out treadmill running. Ten conditioned and
ten unconditioned subjects were given 15 mg of d-amphetamine sulfate

or a placebo (lactose) 2-3 hours before the tests. The first, or rested,
run was used to study the effect of the drug on initial performance. The
second, or fatigued, run was performed 12 minutes after the completion

of the rested run. Because amphetamines are capable of reducing or
abolishing the feeling of fatigue, it was felt that the second run was
necessary in order to study the effect of amphetamine sulfate on performance in a fatigued subject. Each subject performed the test six times
(three with amphetamine and three with the placebo). A double-blind

procedure for administering the drug and placebo was used, and at
least 1 day of rest was allowed between each test.
An analysis of the rested and fatigued runs performed by conditioned
subjects showed that d-amphetamine sulfate had no significant effect on
performance. The rested and fatigued runs performed by the unconditioned subjects were also analyzed. Again, the drug had no significant
effect on the performance of these runs. An analysis of the mean drug
and mean placebo measurements taken in the rested state showed that
the drug significantly increased heart rate and blood pressure but had
no effect on respiration rate. The recovery rate for blood pressure after

the rested runs was retarded by amphetamine, but the drug had no
significant effect on recovery heart or respiration rates. Following the
fatigued runs, recovery rates for heart rate and blood pressure were
retarded by the drug, while respiration rate was again unaffected.
After every test period each subject completed a questionnaire regard-

ing his feelings of fatigue and his subjective evaluation of his performance. He was also asked whether he felt he had been administered

amphetamine or a placebo prior to the test. Only one of the twenty
subjects knew when he had taken the drug and when he had not.
Until recently, when it was added to the Bureau of Narcotics list of
dangerous drugs, amphetamine was easily obtained. It was widely pre-
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scribed by physicians as an appetite depressant in diet control and
obesity. However, since drug abuse has become a major problem, physicians are dispensing it with more caution. In normal doses, however, it
has no serious detrimental side effects. Its ability to stimulate individuals
and suppress subjective feelings of fatigue make it a tempting ergogenic
drug.
The use of drugs to improve athletic performance is not confined to

the United States. Dumas (1971), medical supervisor of the French
National Physical Education Teachers College, indicated that, in spite
of strict controls, the use of drugs by athletes is spreading rapidly. He
described drug abuse among athletes as a "cancer in sports."
Surveys indicate that amphetamines and their derivatives are the
drugs most commonly used. They are often accompanied by analgesics,

sedatives, and barbiturates, which set up a cycle of stimulation and
depression.

Andriver (1971) indicated that drugging suppresses the organism's
alarm bell and could push the athlete beyond his capacities, with possible disastrous results. He noted that surveys and investigations have
indicated that a number of fatalities have occurred in athletics because
of drug abuse, and he emphasized that "heatstroke" of the type asuoelated with absorption of amphetamine can precipitate cardiac failum.
It is knewn that stimulants taken in large doses can induce a number
of reactions ranging from excitation and insomnia to hallucinations and
delirium. Amphetamines can also affect sensory perception, blood pressure, digestion, and cardiac rhythm.
Due to the publicity received by champion cyclists who allegedly take
amphetamine more as the rule than the exception, Wynriham and his
associates (1971) studied the effect of 10 mg of methamphetamine on
oxygen consumption, heart rate, minute ventilation, and blood lactate
levels in two champion cyclists working at rates between 2000-16,000
ft-lb/minute on a bicycle ergometer. No difference between the ampheta-

mine and the placebo was noted for submaximal or ma Imal oxygen
uptake, heart rate, or minute ventilation; blood lactic acid levels did
change significantly. The two cyclists were able to continue to cycle at
maximal effort for a longer period when on amphetamine. The study
demonstrated that amphetamines do not increase the ability to do
aerobic work, but the authors indicated that amphetamine helped the
subjects to continue to exercise at high levels of work output for longer
periods and enabled the cyclists to tolerate higher levels of anaerobic

metabolism. Short-distance events may not present a danger to the
athlete using amphetamine; however, events involving an hour or more
of work could be dangerous because of a failure to recognize the danger
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signs of exertion and heat stress and to react to these warnings. The
study was carefully controlled and the experimental design was good;
however, two subjects are a very small number from which to draw
conclusions. The study does give needed insight into the use of amphetamine in performance.
The French Antidoping Law of 1965 forbids the use of certain drugs
by athletes in competition. Athletes suspected of drug use are examined
by the faculty of the College of Medicine in Paris. The examination is
based on two urine samples. A system of control and checks is outlined
to guarantee honest accurate results. Since amphetamine is usually

taken 2-3 hours prior to an event, it is easily detected in the blood or
urine. The blood or urine is analyzed by thin-layer chromatography or
electrophoresis. (Figure 1 represents a typical gas chromatogram of six
amines.) However, usually only the winners of events are examined.
They are disqualified if drugs are detected.
Athletes, however, are undaunted by fears and threats. The results of
interviews with top athletes show that the desire to win is greater than
either the fear of exposure or the possible harmful side effects of amphetamines. Too many athletes witness excellent performances by peers
who take amphetamines and often credit the drug for these performances.
Since the use of amphetamine is so widespread, athletes tend to ignore
any contraindications. Also, they are aware that large doses are administered to psychiatric patients with no apparent toxic effects. However,

they seem to lose sight of the fact that abnormally high doses are
administered under very stringent medical supervision. Some physicians
seem to encourage the use of amphetamines by telling athletes that they
are harmless in normal doses.

Agencies that control athletics are not concerned about the use of
vitamins or other nutritional supplements, but they have become very
concerned about the use of drugs. This concern and attempted control
E and Pe
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Fig. 1. Gas chromatogram of six amines (A, amphetamine; M, methamphetamine;
mephentermine; P, phenylpropanolamine; E and Pe, ephedrine and
pseudoephedrine).
M-1,
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by authorities tends to make the athletes believe that there must be
a definite advantage to the use of these drugs to merit the controversy
that their use generates. As the bodies that control athletics become
more dogmatic in their disapproval of drugs and more persistent in their

efforts to curb their use, the athletes have become more certain that
drugs must affect performance advantageously. Otherwise, why all the
fuss about something that has no effect on performance? One champion
athlete explained that, if amphetamines were not helpful and if they

6111..1.i'

did not aid performance, authorities would not be so "uptight" abouttleil
their use. Athletes who take amphetamines to improve their performance
do not consider themselves to be drug users in the same sense as people
who take drugs merely to "turn on." They justify their use of drugs on a

medicinal rather than emotional basis. It is interesting to note, hoWever, that two out of four athletes interviewed indicated that they take
amphetamine; TZeir- cilYeri not competing because it helps in the performance of their daily tasks.
During the past few years, a great number of seminars, conferences,
and articles have been presented on "doping" in athletics. The weight

of evidence presented in experimental studies, as well as the clinical
expertise of physicians, pharmacologists, and trainers, support the fact
that amphetamines do not enhance physical performance and have no
place in athletics. Experimental studies do not demonstrate increased
physical performance, and the side effects of large doses of drugs can
be harmful, especially during inaximal performance.
Why then, in light of this evidence and knowledge, and in spite of
stringent controls and regulations, is amphetamine still widely used?
Amphetamine is a psychostimulant and produces an elevation in mood
aad a general feeling of being "pepped up." The athlete on amphetamine
becomes keyed up for his event, which is desirable for optimal performance. He is mentally alert and, when observed objectively, appears
to be emotionally ready to perform maximally. Mental attitude certainly
can affect performance, and being mentally prepared for an activity or
an event is desirable. Increased psychological preparedness appears to
be the only rational justification for the continued use of amphetamine.
If psychological preparedness is the primary reason for an athlete's
taking amphetamine, then evidence should be available to substantiate
this pepping up of the individual's mental processes. Although an individual robbed of sleep is made alert by amphetamines, this is not the
case in athletics. Athletes are seldom sleepy or tired prior to competition.
Pierson and his co-workers (1961) studied the psychological effects of
both amphetamine sulfate and a tranquilizer, meprobamate. The study
involved subjective feelings as well as awareness of improvement in

_
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reaction time and movement time. Their study involved

26

adult male

medical students who had been phenotyped for the study. This was
done because it had been reported that somatotype was a consideration
in determining reaction time and movement time. The subjects received
a calcium carbonate placebo, 20 mg of amphetamine sulfate, or 800 mg
of meprobamate in a double-blind design, 2 hours before testing. During
the testing period, which lasted 15 minutes, an apparatus measured reaction time to a visual stimulus and movement time involving breaking
a beam of light with the dominant hand. After the test, subjects were
asked to explain whether they felt normal, tensive, or relaxed. Normal
was assumed to mean that the subjects felt no physiological or psychological effects; tensive meant that the individual felt hyperexcited, ag-

gressive, alert, or keyed up; and relaxed meant that the subject felt
placid, relaxed, slow, sleepy, or lethargic. Since the subjects were medical students, it was felt that they would be better than average observers
of these feelings. The statistical results indicated that the subjects could
not identify which substance they had taken. Although the study showed

that the subjects could not identify the amphetamine often enough to
account for anything other than chance, it was, however, more readily
identified than meprobamate. The subjective feelings of alertness or
lethargy had no relation to speed of responses either in reaction or
movement time, and body size had little relationship to the effect of
meprobamate or amphetamine sulfate.
Since it is fairly well established that amphetamine does not improve
or increase performance and that athletes taking amphetamines may do
so to key them-elves up for an event, this study is extremely important,
because it indicates that, in a double-blind situation, subjects could not

identify amphetamine. This study agrees with that of Golding and
Barnard (1963), in which subjects given a questionnaire regarding
whether they were on amphetamines or placebos were unable to distinguish the drug. These studies indicate that the psychological effect
on athletes is entirely self-induced by their expecting to feel pepped up

and ready to perform. In the light of this knowledge, more research
needs to be undertaken to show the psychological benefits of expecting
to feel good and its subsequent effect on performance.
Graham (1972) presented a method of minimizing motivational factors through the use of electromyography. The study investigated the

effect of 15 mg of dextroamphetamine sulfate on the local muscular
fatigue of the triceps brachii muscle during isometric and isotonic work.

This was done by measuring, electrom °graphically, the integrated
action potentials over 3-second time periods as the muscle contracted.
The contractions were performed under varying loads and with the

MEM
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muscle in a rested or a fatigued condition. Maximal isometric strength,
blood pressure, and heart rate were also measured.
The basic design of the study called for two groups of 18 subjects.
One group performed an isometric exercise with the left triceps brachii
and the other group performed an isotonic exercise with the same muscle.
Each subject was tested once with a placebo, once with d-amphetamine,
and once in a controlled condition with no capsule. The sequence of
testing was rotated and all capsules were administered blind. The results
indicated that 15 mg of amphetamine significantly decreased the integrated action potential of the triceps during isometric contractions in
both the rested and the fatigued conditions. There was no significant
effect on action potentials during isotonic exercise. Since it can be concluded that a decrease in the integrated action potential is associated with

a reduction in the amount of muscular fatigue, it was shown that
amphetamine sulfate did decrease fatigue during isometric contraction
and that motivational factors were kept to a minimum.
Many individuals using amphetamines need a "downer" in order to

sleep at night and so a cyclic pattern develops between "uppers" to
,

enable the person to perform and "downers" to enable the individual to
obtain needed sleep. This cyclic pattern is considered, by most psychiatrists, to be undesirable. The "upper," usually amphetamine, reacts differently when overcoming the effect of a barbiturate.
Air force fighter pilots required to take long missions lasting. from
5 to 12 hours undergo some peculiar adjustments. They are required to
go to sleep at an unusually early hour, get up early, and be on a long

mission requiring the precision and skill involved in piloting, aerial
refueling, and accurate accomplishment of their mission. Pharmacological

support for inducing sleep as well as in-flight medication to combat
fatigue are thought to be necessary. The demands motivated a study
( McKenzie and Elliot, 1965) to investigate the effects of secobarbital
and d-amphetamine on performance during a simulated air mission. The
results on 48 subjects indicated that performance decrement occurred
as a result of the use of secobarbital. Individuals receiving 200 mg of
secobarbital at bedtime demonstrated a performance decrement 10 hours

later at the beginning of a simulated flight and continued to show a
decreased performance throughout the mission, which ended 12 hours
later. The subjects receiving 5 mg of d-amphetamine showed an enhancemerit of performance and a lessening of fatigue. The importance of the

study, however, was that those who received' the amphetamine after
the secobarbital, which had been administered the night before, also
showed a decreased performance. Secobarbital apparently decreases the

effect of d-amphetamine taken after barbiturate administration. The
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cyclic pattern prevents the amphetamine from having the effect it may
have without the administration of barbiturates.
The news media and piipular magazines carry numerous articles of
athletes on drugs. In a three-part article in Sports Illustrated, Gilbert
(1969) gives a blow-by-blow narrative of athlete after athlete using
all manner of drugs. Names of top athletes along with their stories of
drug taking for the purposes of improving performance, hastening recovery from fat;gue, mastering pain, gaining weight and strength, and

generally aiding the performance of their various athletic tasks are
given in dramatic context.
Agencies that ban the use of drugs during athletic competition do so

for a number of reasons. First, anything that may possibly affect the
performance of an athlete must be available to every participant. Advantage gained-by taking a drug that is not readily available to all is unfair.

Hopefully, however, agencies forbid drugs mainly because they arc
concerned with the welfare of the athlete and are aware that indiscriminate use of drugs may produce deleterious effects.
The International Olympic Committee has announced that an athlete
who is known to have used "dope" will be excluded from. the Olympic
Games. The surveys that were done 10 years ago showed that drug use

was limited to only a few athletes. However, if those surveys were
repeated today, the results would be vastly different; the figures would
probably be reversed. The predominant attitude among authorities is
that the solution to drug use by athletes is through understanding and
education. However, the over!), strong views of the "establishment"
make it difficult for athletes to admit to the use of drugs. Too often the
coach, trainer, or team physician plays the role of a disciplinarian instead of an understamiing counselor, which makes the hope for drug
control through athlete cooperation almost impossible.
SUMMARY

From the results of surveys, interviews, and observation, amphetamine is the drug most widely used by athletes today. Amphetamine is
a central nervous system stimulant known to abolish the sense of fatigue
and to increase the fatigued individual's performance of tasks needing
skill, dexterity, and concentration. In athletic-performance studies, the
weight of evidence indicates that amphetamine does not improve physical performance. Most athletes do not perform when sleepy or fatigued
and therefore should need nothing to abolish this kind of fatigue. The
physiological effects of amphetamine can be dangerous in events requir-
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ing performance over a long period. The major reason for athletes taking amphetamine seems to be to get them "up" for their event: to key
them up and make them psychologically ready for the contest. Athletes
are highly motivated and, before contests, are often nervous and hyperirritable, and these conditions may well make restful sleep impossible,
leading to the use of barbiturates to induce sleep. Studies indicate not
only that the cycle of barbiturate to stimulant is undesirable, but that

the stimulant does not act normally after a barbiturate. The moral,
ethical and legal considerations are beyond the realm of this chapter.
It is agreed by most team physicians, coaches, trainers, and sportscontrolling bodies that the use of amphetamine is undesirable, harmful,

and shonld lw outlawed. The International Olympic Committee, the
American Medical Association, and most athletic governing bodies have
rules to disqualify athletes using amphetamines. Furthermore, research
has indicated that amphetamine does not enhance physical performance.

III. AndrogenicAnabolic Steroids

The androgenicanabolic steroids resemble the male sex hormones
both chemically and functionally. Androgenic refers to masculinity;
therefore, the androgenic hormones are those that affect male characteristics, especially secondary sex characteristics. Anabolic means to build
up or construct, so that anabolism is the constructive or building process.

Male, or androgenic, hormones are produced primarily by the testes,
with testosterone being the principal androgen. The hormones also have
an anabolic effect. The synthetic androgenic steroids have the same
physiological effects as testosterone: (a) growth stimulation, (b) acceleration of bone maturation, ((2) virilization, (d) possible weight gain.
The attempt to separate the anabolic from the androgenic effects has
resulted in a variety of synthetic steroids. Until recently, the androgenic
and anabolic steroids were nearly identical in their effects when given
in equal doses. Pharmacologists, however, by manipulating the carbon
atoms are attempting to increase the anabolic effect while decreasing
the androgenic effect. In this manner the constructive effect of the hormone on metabolism and strength can occur without the androgenic
effects. The modifications in the steroid structure may make the drug
more suitable for experimentation. Medical authorities believe, however,
that any drug sufficiently potent to alter the body's .metabolism is suffi-

ciently potent to have undesirable effects. A number of sources warn
that prolonged administration of oral androgenicanabolic steroids can
99-749 0 - 73 - 52
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result in an impairment of liver function. The problem of administering
these drugs is further compounded because they affect the prepubital

and postpubital user differently. Studies on the androgenic-anabolic
steroids as they relate to physical performance are conflicting and
confusing.

The androgenicanabolic steroids are better known by their trade
names rather than their generic names. Dianabol, a commonly used
androgenicanabolic steroid, is Ciba's trade name for methandrostenolone; likewise, Parke-Davis Company developed an anabolic steroid with
the trade name Adroyd; Searle and Company has Nilevor; Organon, Inc.,
makes Maxibolen; and Winthrop Laboratories developed Winstrol. The
action, use, and contraindications for the androgenicanabolic steroids
are about the same. Maxibolen, one of the newer drugs, can be used as
an example. The action of Maxibolen (Organon, 1970) is primarily
anabolic (protein saving). It promotes the body tissue building processes.

By manipulating one of the carbon atoms, there is a reduction of the
androgenic activity but an increase in the anabolic properties. Long-term
chronic toxicity studies were undertaken using rats and dogs, and toxicity
was observed only when the dosage reached 1600 mg/kg (van Way len

and Buyze, 1961). It is' felt that since the normal clinical dose is less
than 0.1 mg/ kg a large margin of safety exists.
The indications for the drug use are in the management of any disorders characterized by protein depletion. Maxibolen has all the characteristics of anabolic agents including promotion of tissue building and
weight gain, stimulation of appetite and a sense of well-being. It is also
supposed to renew vigor and combat depression and weakness due to
chronic illness or prolonged convalescence and is therefore useful in
several ways. (a) It promotes weight gain. The drug is administered to
patients who are underweight due to illness; the increase in appetite

usually results in greater caloric intake and, if the diet is adequate,
weight should increase. (b) Maxibolen may relieve the symptoms of
osteoporosis. This is a reduction in bone mass unaccompanied by any
change in chemical composition. It is found in malnutrition, rheumatoid

arthritis and other conditions. It is often seen in older patients who
report subjective improvement when using the drug, although this has
been seldom supported by radiological examination. (c) Other conditions indicating possible use of Maxibolen are arthritis, geriatrics problems, chronic disease and convalescence, anemia, and occasionally in
pediatric cases.
The precautions to be taken in the use of the steroid are many, especially with regard to the liver. It is definitely contraindicated for individ-

uals with any liver impairment. Some patients without known liver
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disease may show BSP (bromsulphalein) retention and increased serum
transaminase levels, which, however, reportedly return to normal after
discontinuation of the drug. The drug may have a hypoglycemic effect
and diabetic patients may have to adjust insulin requirements. Salt and

water retention are also a possibility. Other adverse reactions to the
anabolic steroids are inhibition of testicular functions, testicle atrophy,
impotence, epididymitis and bladder irritability, nausea, excitation and
sleeplessness, vomiting, diarrhea, decrease in the PBI (protein-bound
iodine test of thyroid function), retention of sodium, chlorides, water,
potassium, phosphates, and calcium.
The drug is obtainable only with a written prescription of a physician.
The usual adult dosage is 5 mg/day, and intermittent therapy is recommended when the therapy is extended over a long period. The drug is
usually taken in tablet form. Most of the anabolicandrogenic steroids
manufactured by drug companies include warnings that the drug should
not be taken by healthy persons in the quest for advantage in sports.
Anabolic steroids have been used in clinical medicine for many years.
',Addle and Burke (1960) clinically compared the anabolic potencies
of four commercially available steroids. Only metabolically stable subjects were employed and any who might require anabolic stimulation
were excluded. Urinary nitrogen excretion was chosen as the parameter
to determine anabolic activity. The study was carefully controlled and
monitored. Dianabol was the most potent anabolic steroid tested and
doses of 1.25 mg/day had an appreciable effect. There was no further
significant weight gain beyond dosages of 2.5 mg, even up to dosages
of 30 mg/day.
Other effects of the drug were that women developed acne, and the
liver function test of BSP was influenced adversely with daily doses
above 10 mg. Whether BSP retention is a significant test of liver function in steroid therapy is discussed at length by Kuzell and co-workers
(1962), who studied 320 patients with various rheumatic diseases using
methandrostenolone (Dianabol) for treatment. Their study showed
successful management of various rheumatic disorders. Side effects were
transitory, being easily controlled by reduction of dosage. Kuzell et al.
also found similar results with dosages of 2.5 mg and 5.0 mg per day.
Lambert and Site (1961), using a double-blind type of design, studied
the effect of Dianabol on weight gain of 26 hospital patients and 26
controls. Each patient received 5 mg twice a day. A control period of
4 weeks was used prior to drug therapy to determine the stability of
their weights. Both groups then received either Dianabol or a placebo
for a period of 7 weeks followed by a 3-week period when both groups
received placebos. Finally, patients were followed for 15 additional
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weeks to determine any further weight changes. The study showed that
the steroid-treated group had a significant weight gain. There were no
side effects from the therapy.
Some studies with muscular dystrophy patients have indicated that
anabolic steroids increase muscular strength; other studies have shown
increases in body weight. If gains in weight and strength do result from
anabolic steroid therapy, the steroids could be considered as ergogenic
aids. If the increases in weight are due to water retention or an increase
in adipose tissue, they would be of no value to the athlete. If, however,

the weight gain favorably affects lean body mass, anabolic steroids
would be of interest to weight lifters, wrestlers, weight-event athletes,
and football players. As will be seen later in this section, empirical and
testimonial evidence for weight and strength gains are extensive. Controlled studies, however, are not as plentiful and can be briefly summarized as follows. Four studies (Fowler, 1965; Samuels et al., 1942;
Casner et al., 1971; Fahey and Brown, 1972) du not show any evidence
that the use of anabolic steroids increases weight and strength. Six other
studies ( Johnson and O'Shea, 1969; O'Shea and Winkler, 1970; Maul
and Hagerman, 1971; Bowers and Reardon, 1971; Johnson et al., 1972;

Ariel, 1972) conclude that weight and strength are increased. The
majority of physicians, trainers, and coaches do not support the use
of anabolic steroids, and controlling athletic bodies are legislating against
their use.

Fowler et al. (1965) studied 47 healthy men ranging in age from 18
to 25 years. Ten were conditioned athletes and the rest were untrained
students. The untrained men were assigned at random to one of four

treatment groups: (a) those who received a placebo, (b) those who
received, androstenolene, (c) those who received the placebo and exercised, and (d) those who received androstenolene and exercised. The
ten trained athletes were divided into two groups; five received placebos
and five received androstenolene. The subjects on the drug received 20
mg of androstenolene per day. The study lasted 16 weeks. The subjects
assigned to the exercise groups were enrolled in a physical conditioning program that met 5 days a week for 30 minutes a day. Both physical
strength and physical working capacity were measured before and after
in the groups
the exercise program. The only significant increases
receiving exercise, but there were no significant differences between the
placebo and the androstenolene-supplemented subjects. According to
this study, there appears to be no evidence that anabolic steroids increase
strength in young men and, hence, no justification for the use of anabolic
drugs by athletes.
Samuels et al. (1942) studied the effect of methyltestosterone on the
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grip strength of young men. The study was limited to four subjects. The
results showed no evidence of changes in grip strength through the use
of the drug.

Casner et al. (1971) studied the effects of stanozolol, a commonly
used clinical anabolic steroid, on the body weight, body composition,
and strength of normal young men. Twenty-seven men were randomly
divided into four groups: one group for steroid therapy, one group for
steroid therapy and supervised progressive weight training, one group
for placebo, and the fourth group for a placebo and weight training.
The parameters measured included specific gravity, total body water,
body weight, and muscular strength. The double-blind study lasted 56
days, and the drug dosage consisted of 2 mg of stanozolol taken three
times per day on days 1-21 and days 28-49. Dietary records were kept
on all subjects. No side effects associated with the drug therapy were
reported, although no blood chemistry was done.
The analysis of the data showed that the only significant difference
among the four groups spas found in a change in body weight. Both
groups taking the anabolic steroids gained significantly more weight
than the placebo groups. A further analysis of the data indicated that
the increase in weight may have been due to fluid retention as opposed
to an increase in muscle mass. The authors concluded that, based on
their research, there was no justification for the use of anabolic steroids.
The study was well controlled, and the steroid dosage followed the

pattern reported by athletes using steroids. The changes due to the
weight training were not significantly different between the drug and
placebo groups.

Fahey and Brown (1972) studied 28 male subjects between the ages
of 19 and 32. They were divided into two groups matched on lean body
weight and strength. Body composition, maximal oxygen uptake, and
isotonic and isometric strength of the upper and lower extremities were

measured. The training program consisted of 10 weeks of intensive
weight training three times per week. One group received intermuscular

injections of deca-Durabolin R (1.0 mg/kg body weight) at weeks 2,
5, and 8. The placebo, which was sterile saline, was administered similarly on a double-blind basis. Body weight and maximal oxygen uptake
were unchanged in both groups after training. Although strength and
lean body mass increased in both groups, there were no significant
differences between the groups. Due to the informed consent require-.
ments, the double-blind nature of the study had to be disclosed. The
authors concluded that deca-Durabolin in normal doses does not significantly affect weight, lean body mass, strength, or maximal oxygen uptake.
Johnson and
(1969), using 12 subjects, showed that adminis-
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tering 5 mg of Dianabol twice daily during a 3-week weight-training
class caused significant gains in weight, strength, and several anthropometrical measurements. They also reported an increased oxygen
uptake.

In another study, O'Shea and Winkler (1970) reported that anabolic
steroid treatment in three competitive swimmers and three weight lifters
increased strength significantly during an 11-week training program,

although there was no evidence that the steroid treatment improved
swimming speed.

Recently, Maul and Hagerman (1971) completed a pilot study using
anabolic steroids on five weight trainers, three of whom took 5 mg of
Dianabol per day. They used a dosage pattern of 3 weeks on the drug
and 1 week off, which is a pattern commonly used by weight mcn. The
remaining two subjects served as controls. The study lasted 12 weeks,
and the experimental subjects were tested on all parameters at the .'leginning of each "off" week. The control group was tested only at the begin-

ning and the end of the 12 weeks. As evidenced by the data, the
steroid group showed marked improvements in weight gain, total body
girth, and isometric strength. Oxygen consumption measured during a

standard submaximal ride on the bicycle ergometer seemed to vary
among the individuals of both groups, some improving slightly, others
showing a decrement. Heart rates for three of the subjects did increase
markedly, which might indicate a slight trend toward a higher energy
cost for the ride. Isometric strength results were difficult to assess; the
steroid group improved slightly, while the controls decreased slightly.
The data were treated by multiple-comparison analysis and tendencies
were found to be significant. The authors reported their results as case
studies since the small number of subjects raised the statistical rejection
value to very high levels.
There appeared to be no significant changes in blood chemistry as a
result of steroid administration. The Cal. level dropped slightly for the
steroid groups and the Cl- level went up a little, but not significantly.
Liver clearance tests showed a normal trend, indicating that there was
apparently no acute hepatic disturbance. Creatine phosphokinase
(CPK) activity was significantly elevated in subjects of both groups for
pre- and posttests and tended to be highly variable. The authors were
careful to examine the blood at least 48 hours after the subject's last
strenuous workout, since vigorous muscle activity tends to elevate CPK
levels. The raised CPK levels were probably a result of the severity of
the subjects' strength workouts.
Although the authors of this study used a small number of subjects
and the dosage of steroids was small, the data are interesting and sig-
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nificant. The study was carefully controlled and the data reliable.
Individual results were vac phenomenal, with one subject gaining 27
lb with accompanying increases in strength that could not have occurred
by chance.
Bowers and Reardon (1971) studied the effect of an anabolic steroid
on strength and anthropometrical measurements. Eighteen male subjects,
matched by size, strength, and age, were given 30 gm of a 90% protein
supplement each day during the study. The nine experimental subjects
were given, in addition to the supplement, 10 mg of Dianabol daily for

the last 21 days of the 5---,2ek study. The nine controls were given a
placebo in addition to the supplement.
The subjects were tested, put on a 5-week training program, which
consisted of the bench press, squat, curl, and tricep extension, and then
retested. Strength was measured by the bench press and squat tests. The
anthropometric measurements included weight, bicep girth, chest circumference, waist girth, thigh circumference, and forearm circumference.

Three skin-fold measurements were taken, and percent body fat and
maximal oxygen uptake were measured. Significant improvements in the
bench press, squat, and bicep and forearm girths occurred in the experimental group. The authors concluded that the results of this study indicate that anabolic steroids may have a positive effect on the acquisition
of strength and muscular development, although no beneficial effect was
observed on maximal oxygen uptake.
Ariel (i972) investigated the effect of Dianabol on the nervous system
by measuring the various reflex components of the knee jerk reflex and
on the skeletal muscle contractile force by testing maximal weight lifting. Using six male subjects aged 18-22 years, the study lasted 15 weeks.

The time was divided as follows: first through eighth week, training
period; eighth through eleventh week, placebo period (when all six
subjects received a placebo); and twelfth through fifteenth week, three
of the subjects were given 10 mg of Dianabol orally in a double-blind
setting. The results indicated that the experimental group was stronger
during the anabolic period. Also, the rate of progress was higher. The
anabolic steroid had a significant effect on the components of the knee
jerk reflex. The author concluded that the anabolic steroid acted favorably on the central nervous system and on the biochemical processes
involved in the knee jerk reflex as well as in contraction of skeletal
muscles.

Johnson and co-workers (1972) studied the effect of Dianabol on 31
male subjects between the ages of 18 and 31 years. The study consisted

of a 4-week pretest period when subjects became familiar with the
weight-training program and developed strength fitness, and when all
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testing was administered. Blood tests to evaluate liver function and a
sperm count to determine fertility were also given as a precautionary
measure. Subjects were tested on maximal oxygen uptake, dynamic
strength (one repetition on bench press and squat), static strength (measured with cable tension tests), girth measurements, and skin-fold measures. Subjects were randomly placed in the treatmentplacebo groups
and the remaining subjects formed the control group. Dianabol or placebo was administered in a double-blind procedure. In addition, all
subects were given 20 gni of 92% protein powder daily to supplement
their diet. The training period consisted of 1 hour three times per week
for 3 weeks, and work was near maximum.
The results of the study showed that the anabolic steroid group increased significantly in dynamic and static strength, in weight, and in
five of eight eircumferonce measurements. The authors concluded that,
when accompanied by a high-protein diet and severe muscular stress,
anabolic steroids increase weight, strength, and muscle size. This study
was well controlled and, although short in duration, showed positive
results with the use of steroids. No detrimental side effects were reported, and blood tests did not show liver involvement.
Hagerman conducted interviews with athletes at the World Pentathlon Games in 1966, at the Olympic Games in Mexico City in 1968,
and at various other athletic events. He compiled the case histories of
individuals using steroids and believes that these accounts are reliable
due to the nature of the interview and the anonymity of the athlete.
The following are three examples:

1. A university shot-putter and discus thrower administered decaDurabolin injections to himself four times per week, using 25 nig per
injection. The average recommended dosage is 25-50 mg /week. This
athlete used deca-Durabolin because of claims of no resultant liver

damage. He reported significant weight gain and improvement in
performance.

2. A Pentathlon competitor used 24 mg of Winstrol per day for 4
months. He reported an increase in weight, increase in lean body mass,
marked improvement in swimming times, and a decrease in running
times.

3. Two athletes, an Olympic shot-putter and a discus thrower, used
Dianabol sporadically for 2 years. The longest continuous use was for
6 months, the pattern being 3 weeks on the drug and 1 week off. The
shot-putter's weight over a 2-year period went from 225 to 280 lb, and
his best shot-put performance of over 66 ft occurred during this period.
The discus thrower went from 220 to 268 lb in less than 6 months. The
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distance of his throws increased from the low 180's to 207 ft. The daily
dosage for each individual ranged from two to eight times more than
the recommended dosages.

Other interviews with similar results were conducted but are not
reported because they are repetitive and too numerous. Secondary
sources, that is, individuals telling of other athletes' experiences or
changes on steroids, were readily obtainable but are not reported because of their possible unreliability.
Golding (1970, 1971) conducted similar interviews with champion

athletes in various parts of the United States and Canada and found
widespread use of anabolic steroids. Weight lifters and weight-event
men in track appear to be the greatest users. Persons in individual events

are more prone to use steroids than individuals in team activities, although a number of football players reported using steroids. At first
athletes were reluctant to discuss drug use; however, after a rapport
had been established, they were quite willing to discuss the drugs and
their reactions. They needed to be reassured that the interview was
strictly scientific, that no value judgments would be made, and that
their anonymity would be safeguarded. Athletes themselves are anxious
to know what research has discovered about the drugs they are taking.
None of the athletes interviewed was found to be on any of the common
street drugs. The drugs were used solely in conjunction with the athlete's
performance and desire for excellence. Sonic case histories follow.

1. A university shot-putter used Dianabol just prior to indoor track
season. He started in January and took a 5-mg Dianabol tablet each day

for 50 days. He followed this procedure for 4 of the 8 years he had
been competing. He was never out of training, as he worked out all
year. Each episode on Dianabol brought about an increase in strength.
A crude testing program was self- administered and in 1 month showed
an increase in a clean and jerk from 335 to 365 lb and in a squat from
425 to 520 lb. When asked whether his decision to take the drug for 50
days was arbitrary, or one that he found gave him optimal benefits, he
replied that he could obtain only 50 tablets each year.
2. A university shot-putter and hammer thrower used Dianabol twice
a year, one series of tablets off season and one series just prior to the
beginning of track season. He took one 5-mg Dianabol tablet daily for
3 weeks, skipped the fourth 7,veek, and repeated this pattern twice more.
He spent 18 weeks a year taking Dianabol for 4 years, with no noticeable deleterious side effects. He was concerned with possible liver damage and had three liver function tests administered to satisfy himself
that there was no liver impairment. He obtained the Dianabol in Europe
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and brought back enough for himself and two fellow athletes. He observed weight increases and increases in strength evidenced by unusual
gains in bench press, squat press, and arm curl.
3. A university football player signed by a professional team was
desirous of gaining weight and improving strength in order to improve
his chances for a successful professional career. He had had some experi-

ence with Dianabol during his junior year in college but had taken it
only sporadically during the course of summer training for the fall
football season. He discontinued the drug, not only because he was
already an excellent performer, but also because he was concerned about

the ethics involved and the fear of discovery. His uncertainty about
his ability to compete successfully in the pros renewed his desire to
take steroids. He read extensively and attempted to research anabolic
steroid use. He did not find any of the articles referred to in this chapter,
although he read much in the non-research-oriented magazines. He is
presently on a 3-month regime of 5 mg of Dianabol per day.

Most users of steroids feel that beneficial effects in strength occur
only when accompanied by heavy workoutsusually weight training,
which tends to complicate findings, since this increase in training may
account for some observed strength gains.
It is apparent that the use of anabolic steroids is extremely common,
especially among weight men. Individuals are nave to believe that
athletes would not resort to these measures in their search for excellence.

We are living in a drug culture and the sporting world is not immune.
Drug taking is not considered immoral, unsportsmanlike, or dangerous
by youth. Drug procurement is apparently easy, and athletes desiring
drugs have little difficulty obtaining them. Many athletes admit that
physicians supply them with anabolic steroids and, although they recommended normal dosages, they do little to prevent the individual from
increasing the dosage at will ( Golding, 1970, 1971).
National and international authorities are trying to control the use
of the anabolic steroids in amateur athletes. However, the International

Olympic Committee admits that the methods of testing for steroids
cannot match the situations that arise. Guidelines for a campaign against
"doping" were established at the Winter Games in Grenoble, France, in
1968 and the Mexico Games in 1968. Strong measures were planned for
the Winter Games in Sapporo, Japan, in 1972 and at the Munich Games
in 1972.

A. Beckett (1971, unpublished information), interviewed at the 30th
International Congress of Pharmaceutical Sciences, said that scientists
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were examining a test battery for detection and control of drugs, especially the anabolic steroids, and that a control system would be introduced under which a license would be granted to an athlete before
he could compete in his chosen sport. The main problem associated
with the detection of anabolic steroids is that they are usually taken
out of season, and any weight and strength buildup takes place well before the event. Therefore, any drug detection program initiated during
the season would show no trace of the drug, even though the athlete
may have gained considerable advantage over other competitors.
One of the suggestions under consideration for stemming the use of
steroids by athletes is that officials keep systematic records of the weight
of all potential Olympic athletes, particularly discus throwers and shot-

putters. If there is a sudden change in weight in the months that precede the event, the officials will be entitled to request a check of blood
and urine. This system of testing and record keeping is being proposed
by the International Olympic Committee and will be carried out by the
organizing committee for each sport under the supervision of medical
committees set up by the 26 international federations. The International
Olympic Committee will act as a high court in the event of a protest
against disqualification. The International Olympic Committee's purpose is to create an atmosphere against drug abuse. Education is the
answer in trying to make the athletes aware of the dangers associated
with drug use. Drugs derived from illegal sources vary in purity, may
be dangerous to health, and can be potential killers.
SUMMARY

The use of anabolic steroids by athletes is widespread. Research on
the effects of anabolic steroids on body weight, muscular strength, and
muscle size is confusing and conflicting. The medical literature indicating possible liver impairment with the use of anabolic steroids further
concerns athletes, trainers, coaches, and team physicians. Finally, ethical
and legal considerations make the problem of anabolic steroid use one
with impossible dimensions.
Four major investigations report that anabolic steroids do not help
weight and strength development and indicate that the anabolic steroids
have no place in athletics. They point out that weight gain may possibly be fat accumulation or water retention, and not lean muscle mass.
Six other equally well designed studies report significant improvements
in weight, strength, and muscle size. These studies report no significant
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side effects of drug therapy and suggest that gains occur when the
strength workouts are near maximum and when accompanied by a
high-protein diet.

The International Olympic Committee and other sporting control
bodies are against the use of anabolic steroids by athletes, and regulations have been established to disqualify participants who are known
to use steroids. With increased restriction on the use of human subjects
in experimentation, well-controlled studies involving anabolic steroids
are difficult to conduct. Investigators, attending physicians, and subjects
are hesitant to undertake many of the experimental studies that may
supply answers regarding steroid use. Only the less toxic or relatively
accepted drugs are used iv most research studies. The controls being
suggested by the International Olympic Committee are a step in the
right direction; however, the chances of their success with anabolic
steroids are extremely slim.
IV. Aspartic Acid Salts
Potassium and magnesium aspartates have been used clinically in the
treatment of fatigue. The basis for their use involves the ability of the
urea cycle to clear ammonia from the blood. Blood ammonia normally
from three principal sources: (a) foods containing ammonia compounds, (b) metabolism within the cell, and (c) actively
contracting skeletal muscles. It is a well- documented fact that blood

results

ammonia levels are elevated following physical activity. Increased blood

ammonia is thought to be one of the reasons for fatigue. The elevated
blood ammonia concentrations are returned to normal values through
the urea cycle, which converts the excess ammonia to urea, which is
then eliminated from the body. The urea cycle, however, may not be
able to clear all the ammonia, and it is postulated that aspartic acid
(see Fig. 2) is the rate-limiting step (therefore possibly the weakest

link in the urea cycle) in the conversion of ammonia to urea. It is
thought that increasing the aspartic acid concentration through exogenous sources of aspartic acid salts would strengthen the urea cycle so
as to allow for a more functional conversion process. The elevated blood
ammonia concentration could then be more rapidly converted to urea,
thus preventing substantial elevation in blood ammonia levels following exercise. The decrease in blood ammonia would thus partially prevent the manifestation of fatigue.
Laborit et al. (1957) studied the effects of the combined K and Mg
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Fig. 2. The urea cycle.

aspartates on groups of white rats subjected to a standard swim test.
It way found that the duration of the exercise after drug administration
was significantly prolonged over that achieved with controls. After a
standard rest period of 2% hours, the animals were again given the swim

test, and the aspartate-treated animals again swam longer than the
other groups. Plasma ammonia levels were measured in the groups of
rats subjected to the swim test. The ammonia levels of the control group

increased; however, this increase was not seen in the group pretested
with the potassium and magnesium aspartates.
In another study, Laborit et a/. (1958) used 16 dogs, who breathed
a mixture of 90% oxygen and 10% CO:. These animals were given the
combined salts of aspartic acid. Immediately after administration of the
drug, plasma and expired CO2 tension decreased and plasma urea concentration increased. This evidence supported the hypothesis that blood
ammonia was being successfully converted to urea.
The administration of K and Mg aspartates to athletes reportedly had
a positive effect on neuromuscular irritability, a significant reduction in
existing fatigue, and supposedly a significant prophylactic effect against
the induction of fatigue (Wyeth Laboratories, 1961). Most of the studies
relied on the subjective judgment of subjects as to feelings of fatigue,

and placebos were not always used. These and other studies have
reported that aspartate therapy improves recovery from fatigue rapidly.
Consolazio et al. (1964) conducted a well-controlled experimental
study on the effect of aspartic acid salts on the physical performance of
men. Twelve healthy young men were matched on body weight and
randomly assigned to an aspartate group or a placebo group. Subjects
were not told to which group they had been assigned. The 9-week study
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consisted of 2 weeks of control and training, 5 weeks of either aspartatc
or placebo therapy accompanied by physical training, and 2 weeks of
recovery. Either a placebo or 500 nig of potassium and magnesium salts
of aspartic acid was taken orally twice daily. The physical training consisted of running 30 minutes on a motor-driven treadmill 5 days a week.
The results showed that there were no significant differences between

the control and aspartate groups in (a) oxygen consumption, carbon
dioxide production, oxygen debt, or RQ requirements; (b) recovery
after an "all-out" run; (c) maximal breathing capacity or timed vital
capacity. The authors concluded that there was no convincing evidence
of the beneficial effects of aspartate therapy in humans in delaying the
onset of fatigue.
Ahlborg et al. (1968) investigated the effect of potassium and magnesium aspaitates on the capacity for prolonged exercise in man. This

study is important because it also used human subjects rather than
animals. Six men were selected from 300 healthy young men who had
been tested on their ability to perform prolonged exercise to exhaustion.
The physical fitness levels of these men were judged to be average. A

pilot study was done on each subject to determine the work load on
the bicycle ergometer that would result in exhaustion after about 90
minutes. The PWC,70 test (physical working capacity at a heart rate of
170 determined by an electrocardiogram) was used as the test work
load. The room temperature on the test days was between 21° and 23°C.
The test was given on four consecutive days. On test days 1, 2, and 4,

a placebo was given, and on the third test day, 1.75 gm of potassium
magnesium aspartate was given, followed by a similar dose every 6 hours
prior to the test. The tests were administered at 1:00 P.M. each day. No
standard diet was prescribed, although all foods ingested were reported.
Since a high-carbohydrate diet tends to increase ability to do prolonged

work, care was taken that only normal amounts of carbohydrates were
ingested. During the tests, heart rate and respiration rate were recorded
every second and tenth minute, and water was administered as needed,
The results showed that there was no significant difference between
the amount of work accomplished on days 1, 2, and 4. However, on day
3, following aspartate administration, the amount of work accomplished
was significantly improved. The mean work time increased from 85
minutes on days 1, 2, and 4 to 128 minutes on day 3. This 50% increase
in work capacity is highly significant. The mean work performed on days
1, 2, and 4 was 93,500 kpni compared to 140,800 kpm on day 3, also a

very significant improvement. This study indicates that the maximal
capacity for prolonged exercise after administration of potassiummagnesium aspartate can be significantly increased.
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It was hypothesized that a 50% longer work period at the same work
load after administration of potassiummagnesium aspartate was due to
a decreased rate of glycogen utilization and that the energy for a greater
part of the work was supplied by fat. Other studies do not support the
theory that potassiummagnesium aspartate improves muscle efficiency
so as to require less energy for more work. No blood ammonias or ureas
were measured.
One of the primary reasons for exhaustion in animals is the accumulation of ammonia resulting from deamination of adenylic acid to inosinic
acid in the actively contractng skeletal muscle during strenuous exercise.

Any substance that will prevent an increase in blood ammonia can
possibly prevent the onset of fatigue.
L- Ornithine and L-aspartate are well-known intermediaries of the urea
cycle essential to the incorporation of ammonia into urea. The effect of
L-ornithine and L-aspartate mixture in lowering blood ammonia in rats
has been demonstrated (Salvatore arid Bocchini, 1961). It was shown
that the combination of L-ornithine and L-aspartate was more effective
in converting blood urea than was L-aspartate alone. The administration
of L-ornithine and L-aspartate partially prevents an increase in blood
ammonia by increasing the conversion of ammonia to urea.
In 1970, Cutinelli et al., using 550 male albino rats, injected L-ornithine
L-aspartate ( OA) one-half hour before the start of a strenuous swimming
test. It was found, however, that in order to raise blood ammonia levels
the rats had to be weighted to increase the amount of physical work, and
the water temperature lowered considerably. Prior to the OA therapy,
the animals displayed no protection against increased blood ammonia.

Under the exercising conditions, the OA demonstrated a protective
ability by lowering blood ammonia levels. In an attempt to demonstrate
further protective ability of the OA, other blood parameters were studied.
Levels of AMP, ADP, ATP, GTP, and GOT were observed: AMP, ADP,
and ATP increased during the stress of exercise; however, only ATP was

lowered by the OA administration. This could be explained as the
utilization of creatine for resynthesis of creatine phosphate. The GTP
level was also lowered by the administration of OA, suggesting a maintenance of the normal cellular membrane integrity under severe stress.

The authors concluded that the decrease of blood ammonia, ATP,
creatine, and GTP in OA-treated animals demonstrates the efficiency of
L-ornithineL-aspartate administration in the treatment of severe physical
exhaustion. Unfortunately, this study did not measure blood urea levels,

which, if elevated, might support the theory that aspartate makes the
urea cycle more efficient in handling increased amounts of blood ammonia and thereby eliminates the fatigue effects of ammonia accumulation.
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Barnes ct al. (1964) proposed another hypothesis for the enhancement
of the urea cycle. Using rats as the experimental animal, they administered ammonium carbonate orally. It was proposed that, through the
continuous stress on the OCA (urea) cycle by the exogenous ammonium,
the enzymes of the cycle would be facilitated so as to allow for a more
functional conversion process. Bjurstrom (1970), in a subsequent study,
employed forced swimming on dogs and a similar ammonium carbonate
regimen. He divided the dogs into three groups. Group 1 was physically
trained; Group 2 was administered an ammonium carbonate regime; and,
in Group 3, drug administration was accompanied by physical training.
The results indicated that Group 3 swam significantly longer and had
significantly lower blood ammonia levels than the other two groups.
Unfortunately, neither of these studies measured the blood urea levels;
therefore, the urea cycle facilitation theory could not be confirmed.
Similar studies in humans are difficult, since ammonium compounds
are toxic and few, if any, are available commercially for human consumption. A few Swedish studies have reported using ammonium com-

pounds in human studies, indicating that they may be available in
Europe and that less caution is used in human experimentation.

Bjurstrom (1972) conducted a pilot study on blood ammonia and
blood urea levels in humans before and after exercise on a bicycle
ergometer. Blood ammonia increased substantially following exercise
but was followed by little or no subsequent increase in blood urea nitrogen. These findings do not support the theory that conversion of blood
ammonia to urea is the immediate fate of elevated blood ammonia nitrogen concentrations following exercise. It sometimes took as long as 90
minutes for blood urea levels to become elevated.
Bjurstrom and Golding (1972) are presently testing another possible
theory relative to the body's ability to handle increased Hood ammonia,
and this approach is described below. Handler and Duda (1958) proposed that the conversion of glutamic acid to glutamine (glutamic acid
and ammonia -3 glutamine) is the immediate fate of peripherally originating blood ammonia, not the incorporation of ammonia into urea
through the urea cycle.
Ammonia resulting from skeletal muscle contraction combines with
glutamic acid in the circulating peripheral blood, forming glutamine.
The glutamine is subsequently dearninated in the liver or kidney, liberating ammonia in the urine as ammonium salts. The deamination of glutamine, however, appears to be a slow process with little or no increase
in blood urea occurring until 60-90 minutes after the cessation of exercise, and even then only minimal elevations are observed. Research currently being conducted by Bjurstrom and Golding (1972) is concerned
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with evaluating pre- and postexercise concentrations of blood ammonia,
glutaniic acid, glutamine, urine urea, and blood urea. This work is being
performed to specifically investigate the fate of elevated blood ammonia
levels following exercise. Increases in glutamine without any concomitant

increases in blood urea nitrogen or mine urea nitrogen immediately
following exercise might well support the theory of Duda and Handler.

Correlation between the reduction of glutamine and the increase in
blood urea. during recovery would somewhat negate the aspartate theory.

If the glutamine hypothesis is true, glutamic acid may well be a better
ergogenic aid than either ammonium compounds or aspartates.
SUMMARY

Not enough studies have been conducted on humans to merit any
generalizations about the ergogenic effect of either the aspartates or the
ammonium compounds. lost investigators have employed animals and
the few studies with human subjects have had small samples. The previously reported postexercise blood ammonia and urea levels in man, as
well as recent research findings from our laboratory, fail to support the
exogencous aspartate theory. Ammonium compounds, in this country, are
still unavailable commercially, which makes human studies difficult.
The administration of glutamic acid has not, as yet, been discussed in
the literature. Aspartates, however, in normal doses are not harmful and
present no serious contraindications, and further human experimentation
should be undertaken.
V. Summary

The influence of amphetamines, anabolic steroids, and aspartates on
physical performance has been reviewed in the present chapter. As with
most alleged ergogenic aids, methodological considerations in the assessment of drugs and hormones are extremely important. Indeed, it is reasonable to suggest that much of the apparent disagreement in this area
of inquiry frequently stems from differences in methodologies rather
than actual effects. At any rate, it is quite clear that rigorous doubleblind paradigms should be employed in the assessment of the ergogenic
efficacy of drugs and hormones if at all possible. However, necessary
informed consent practices sometimes rule out this possibility.
While the results of various surveys have disclosed that amphetamine
is the drug most widely used by athletes, the available experimental cviq9-749 0
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deuce does not support this practice. With respect to the question of
xvhether utilization 44 anaboli steroids facilitates muscular strength and
body weight, the evidence seems to be equivocal. Aspartates have been
found to improve physical performance in comparative studies involving
rats and dogs. However, there is only limited evidence on the influence of
aspartates on man's physical performance, and IR ce generalizations
pertaining to man are not possible at this time.
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APPENDIX 30
!From Sports 111nstra tml, Sept. 25. 1070]

(By Herman Weiskopf)
WEIGI IT LIFTING

Ifigit-hn, high-ho, ifs off to lift ire goAnd, ho boy were they ever
high at the world championships in Columbus last week. In one of the big

drug scandals in sport. nine medalists were disqualified when it was
learned they had taken amphetamines

It might lie said that the World Weightlifting Championships. which were
held in Colnmbus. Ohio last week, began on an upbeat. It might also be said that
he who is up had better he prepared to be taken down. Which is precisely what
happened in Columbus. Before anyone could say Federation Haltersphile Internationale. that body. which govern weight lifting, had disqualified nine of the first

12 medalists for having taken "ups," or amphetamines. It was the first all-out
crackdown on drugs in weight. lifting. perhaps the most far-reaching over in any
sport, and although the lifters had been warned the PHI would enforce its rule
against drugs. no one listened.
The competitors had come from 34 countries. intent upon enjoying themselves,
lifting weights and eating. They were taken on a guided tour of a shopping center

and subathed on the lawn in front of their dormitoryseveral of them in under

shorts. -What else a man to do if he left his bathing suit in Europe'!" said one.
And did they eat. Seconds, thirds. fourths ... until they were told that their $5-a-

day meal ticket entitled them to three meals a dayone at a time.

A minor setback. Vasily Alexeyev. Russia's (l'1", 300 -pound superheavytveight.
soon provided comic relief. Seems that after one of his workouts lie headed for
the car he thought was waiting to take him back to the dorm. Seems that the
woman in the car was there to pick up her teenage son, and was aghast when
Alexeyev flopped into the backseat. "Out," she cried. Poor Vasily, whose command

of English is slight. tried to tell her which way to drive him. Pointed toward the
dormitory, lie said "Go."
"Out."
"Go."
"Out."
At last help came, Alexeyev got into the right car, but everyone didn't live happily ever after.
Somewhere in Columbus a Dr. Gwendoyln Carson, who was to become more

mysterious a figure with each passing day, was making startling findings. Her
jots was to test urine samples taken from three top finishers in each of the nine
weight Masses. Her-first tests showed unmistakable evidences of amphetamines,
so she phoned Dr. Elmer Diltz, an osteopathic physician and the meet doctor.
What they needed was a standard against which the tests could be measured.
1)r. Diltz volunteered, took 75 milligrams of amphetamines and had his specimen
tested.

These events took place a week ago Sunday. On Monday Dr. Carson made her

first report. It indicated that all three flyweights medalistsa Hungarian, a
Pole and a Russianhad taken massive doses of stimulants, Clarence Johnson.
president of the FHI, convened a meeting of his executive committee the next
morning, and it was decided to uphold Article 23, Rule 5(f), which states that

any lifter found guilty of taking "dope" may be expelled, and to award the
medals to the fourth-, fifth- and sixth-place finishers. By this time the tests of
the bantamweights had also been completed, and two of them n Hungarian and
a Polewere disqualified. Four more lifters were stripped of their medals in the
next two daystwo Poles, one Japanese and one Hungarian. From then on all
tests were negative.

Many competitors, both front Communist bloc nations and elsewhere, tomplained that it was unjust that specimens from only the first three finishers were
examined, since it was a virtual certainty that those who had been moved up
also had taken stimulants. The value of taking amphetamines was also debated.
Some insisted that it was an advantage. Others, such as former U.S. Olympians
Tommy Kono and Iassac Berger and U.S. Coach John Terpak, said that "ups"
had merely a psychological effect.
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Meanwhile, the Poles, Hungarians and Russians threatened to go borne, which,
of course, they didn't do, since they knew they still had the three best teams in
the meet ; indeed, Russia, with 39 points, was the eventual winner, followed by
Poland (24) and Hungary (17). Of course, they denied that they had used drugs
and claimed that their food must have been doped or that stimulants had been
added to the urine samples. Doctors from five countriesthe above plus Bulgaria
and Spaincriticized the security of the specimens, and a Polish doctor asserted
that the specimens were taken in a "paper glass' and that the testing laboratory
was "filthy."
These accusations were baseless. The Polish doctor wasn't even on the medical
committee, had no firsthand knowledge of the testing procedures and had never

seen the lab; the Spanish doctor admitted he had been coerced into signing the
complaint. and the Hungarian doctor was caught administering an injection to
bantamweight Imre Foldi. At least half a dozen witnesses saw the doctor giving
a needle to Foldi backstage during the meet. One was Sergeant Doug Grant cif
the nearby Worthington police force and head of meet security. Grant and Dr.
Diltz later saw the doctor inject Foldi again.
"The doctor said it was calcium for a muscle spasm," Dr. Diltz says. "I went
back and 'borrowed' the vial it came from and had it tested. It was a sodium
chloride solution, which is used to dilute drugs."

The security was exemplary. Dr. Diltz was the only one who knew Dr. Carson's
whereabouts or phone number. There was one one key to the room where specimens were taken. and the safeguarding process was foolproof. One foreign doctor
was on duty in that room each night when samples were taken in the presence of
Grant and I /r. Diltz. Each sample With poured into four glass vials, the lids of
which were immediately taped. The vials were placed in canisters. and a slip of
paper bearing the signature of the doctor on duty was taped over the cap. Moreover. during the last few days of the meet. sealing wax was melted over the sides
of the ministers and stamped with a one-of-a-kind ivory signet owned by Grant.
Two canisters from each contestant's sample were placed in a refrigerator in case
there was a request for retesting. The other canisters were locked in Dr. Diltz's
attache case and taken to Dr. Carson's laboratory.
There the samples. which were coded by number rather than being labeled with
the weight lifters' names. Avert. tested. As for the lab itself, it is clean and wellsecured. And as for those who began to wonder if there really was a Dr. Carson,
let it he said that there is. and that she is a highly skilled. almost. stately black
woman with a Ph.D. who has been a toxicologist for 25 years and belongs to such
august bodies as the International Association of Forensic Toxicologists.

"I tested the specimens myself and had someone else test thea; to check me,"
she said last Saturday when she finally agreed to discuss her role. Spread on a
table before her were graphs showing the amounts of amphetamines found in
the samples. Wavy red lines on the graphs had been drawn after the specimens
had been placed in a machine called a Beckman DK-2A ratio recording ultraviolet spectrophotometer. In nine cases the red lines indicated the presence of
stimulants. A number of lines went off the tops of the graphs. "One sample had
to be diluted
times with acid water before we could get it on the chart for a
reading." Dr. Carson extdained. Another had to be diluted 32 times."
Dr. Carson scotched the accusation that drugs might have been added to the
samples after they had been put into the vials. "Anything added would have
deviated from the standard, because it must first be metabolized by the body,"

she said. Added I/r. Diliz, 'At no time has any doctor asked us to retest the

samples in the refrigerator. To me, that says a lot."
The foss and furor unfortunately detracted from the performances by the lift-

ers. who set IS world records. Two Russianslight heavyweight Gennady Ivan(11Penkl) and middle heavyweight Vasily Kolotovbecame the first ever in a
world championship to earn four medals in one night, winning the press, snatch,
clean-and-jerk and overall. And Alexeyer, none the worse for his misadventure
in the automobile. became the first man in history to lift 500 pounds, jerking
5011/2 en route to amassing a 1.3461/2 total, which W011 the superheavyweight
division. serge Reding of Belgium, who barely missed a 505-pound jerk, was second and Ka levi Landenranta of Finland came in third. The best performances
by Americans were a second for middle heavyweight Jaul Grippaldi and a third
by heavyweight Bolt Bednarski.

Before the championships began, there was a portent that the ceiling might
fall in. When the superheavies, who were practicing on the second story of a
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gym, dropped their -100.pound lifts on the floor, plaster flaked off the ceiling
below. All equipment MIS therefore transferred from the gym to a field house.
In all. it wig: 50 men ahnost all night to naive the 20 tons of weights and gear

and no one popped an
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(By Nicholas Wade)
A x Anoxic STEROIDS: DOCTORS DENOUNCE THEM, BUT ATHLETES AREN'T LISTENING

The scene is the auditorium of the Masonic Temple in Detroit, filled to near
capacity with a turbulent audience. A brisk succession of scantily clad young
DWG step up (alto the spotlighted podium and exhibit, to music, their physical
endowment. In a minute's worth of briefly held poses, each displays to best advantage his outsized arm and chest muscles. Herculean thighs. and a back that
resembles a tangle of knotted ropes. The victor of this unusual modeling show
will be Mr. America 1972. He can cherish the ambition of becoming Mr. Universe. an example to the world of how the human frame can be improved upon
by Duly exercise and temperate living. Except that in recent years several Mr.
America's have carried off the proud title not by their own unaided efforts, but
with the help of anabolic steroids. powerful drugs that are synthetic derivatives
of the male sex Ilona me.

Anaboli steroids feature heavily in a drug subculture that includes bodybuilders. professional footballers. and strength athletes, such as weight lifters,
shot-putters, and hammer and discus throwers. Among U.S. Olympic competitors, particularly the weight lifters. consumption of anabolic steroids is probably reaching a peak this monthin a few weeks:, athletes will have to lay off
the drag in order to be sure of flushing all traces out of their system before
the ()lymph: games in August. U.S. athletes will have no monopoly on steroids.
Rumor has it that the drugs are widely used by South American Russian, and
European athletes. According to one member of the committee responsible for
selecting the U.S. weight lifting team. victory in the Olympics has become a
question of which country has the best doctors and chemists.
Just what anabolic steroids do to the human frame is a question that receives
different answers* from athletes, from the sports and medical establishments,
and from the scientific literature. The few scientific studies that have been done
are a mixed bag, some suggesting that steroids do no good for athletes, others
that they are effective. The athletes who take them believe that anabolic steroids
help to increase weight and muscular strength. They do so despite the warnings
of sports officials and senior sports doctors., who insist that steroids do not increase muscle but do have a variety of unpleasant side effects. The American
Nled 4..91 Association -categorically condemns" the use of steroids by athletes. "Use

of st,sroids is a complete waste of time and money," says Allan Ityan, team physician at the University of Wiseonsin and a past president of the American College of sports Medicine. Daniel flanley. official doctor to the U.S. Olympic team,
believes Ilatly that steroids have "zero effect" on muscle strength. Hanley is also
:1 melliber Of illy International Olympics Committee medical ozmnission. which,

in a recent booklet entitled Doping. warned: "Anabolic steroids can severely

harm the health. causing liver J11141 Niue 11:litinge, disturbances in the metabolic
and sexual fauctiuns. :Ind aiming women. virilizathaz and menstrual upset."
For n drug flint. according to informed medical opinion. is both ineffeetive and
liazard(ois. anabolic steroids are rather widely used. Any amateur athlete caught

taking a mint lzerapeiztie drug is Halite to disqualification. so most estimates of

usage depend largely on anecdote and training room gossip. Between 10 and 25 tier-

cent of weight lifters use steroids. :wet/Ming to Russell Wright. president of the
medical committee of the International Federation of Weight Lifting. But Donald Cooper. medical committee chairman of the National Collegiate Ttliletic As-

sociation 1 NCAA I. says that SO to 90 percent Of all weight lifters in the world are

taking steroids. Ti e weight of opinion seems to favor the higher estimate. PatO'Shea, an exercise physiologist and member of the U.S. Olympic Weight Lifting Committee. told Seiae: 'if we were informed we could not select an athlete

taking steroids, we slimily wouldn't have a team."
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Reliance on anabolic steroids appears to he equally widespread among bodybuilders. John Grinwk, a former Mr. America and now editor of Muscular
r elopment. estimates that a preponderance"between 99 and 101 percentof
the entrants in the Mr. America contest held in Detroit last month were taking or
had experimented with storoids. t(lrimek himself believes the drugs are hazard-

ous and offer little, if any. lament to the physique.)
Professional footballers I about 75, percent, according to one estimate) are another group who use steroids to build up or retain body weight. Use of the drug
is not eonfined to professionals: in Alabama. even high school coaches are rumored to advise young men to pnt on some weight with Dianabol In order to be
considered for the football team.
Many of these users take steroids in large, sometimes massive, doses. In super-

vised trials. the usual dose is less than 10 milligrams per day for a 6 week

course. But private users are tempted to keep on raising the dose. Some athletes
are reported to take :i, 10, or 20 Hams the recommended alteamt. The most popu-

lar bra ml of anabolic sterodol in f'ilm's lfianabool, followed by Winthrop's Wile
stroll and Searle's Ana var. Si mth Amerienn athletes are said to prefer stanozolol.
The approved Ilse of all these drugs is VI
to treatment of debilitated patients and specific diseases such as pituitary dwarfism. The ready availability of
the drugs to athletes appears to be largely through not entirely on a black mar-

ket and underthe-counter bask
Anabolic steroids have a Murky history of use. which may. in part. account for
the sea lay interest sboun in them to date by medical reseanbers. The first use
of male steroids to improve performance is said to have been in World War II.
when (lemma toolos balk them before little to enhance aggressiveness. After
the war. sterohls were given to the survivors of German concentration camps to
rebuild booty weight. The first Ilse in athletics seems to have been by the Thissinus in 1954.

John I). Ziegler, a Maryland physician who was U.S. team physician to the

weight lifting championships in Vienna that year. told Science that Soviet
weight lifters were receiving doses of testosterone, a male sex hormone. The
Russians were also using it on some of their women athletes, Ziegler said.

Besides its growth - promoting effect testosterone induces male sexual development such as deepening of the voice and hirsuteness. which might account for

the manifestation of such traits in Soviet women athletes during the 1950's.
Present-day anabolic steroids stem from the discovery that testosterone can be
chemically modified to diminish its sexual function, while preserving its growth-

promoting, or anabolic, effects. Ziegler was probably the first in the United

States to test the new anabolic steroids on athletes. "I thought they were great
at first." Ziegler told SItirnec. "I had some weigh lifters who said the Hanabol
helped them a lot. But then 1 gave them placebos and they said it helped them
the same amount." Ziegler acknowledges the remarkable effect of Dinanabol on
debilitated patients. but believes that with normal people its influence is mostly
psychological. Ile gave up experimentation with athletes when he learned that
some who had taken 20 times the recommended dose had developed a liver con-

dition. "1 lost interest in fooling with IQ's of that caliber. Now it's about as

widespread among these idiots as marihuana." Ziegler says. Ziegler's experiments were eondueted in 1!1:-)9, since when anabolie steroids have grown inereasingiy popular. By 194;5. the drag was widely nsed among body-builders and
weight lifters, and it now seems to hove become almost universal.

University has not brought enlightenment as to the drng's effects, at least
on the normal physiology. There seems little doubt that for debilitated patients
the anabolie steroids afford notable gains in both weight and strength. But,
like vitamins. they are not necessarily helpful in excess. What metamorphosis

can the man in the street expect from anabolie steroidswill they turn him
into a Hercules. as the athletes believe. or will they damage his libido and

make bim sing soprano, as the sports medicine publications insinuate? That
the most basic facts about the drug are still in dispute is due to a combination of

circumstances, of which athletes are the chief victims. The manufacturers of
anabolic steroids are presumably not unaware of the drugs' market among athletes, but. because the use is not approved by the Food and Drug Administration. pharmacentical companies neither promote anabolic steroids among athletes

nor assume any responsibility for how- the drugs are taken. A spokesman for
Cilia. makers of Dianabol, said the company has never conducted any studies
into the effect of the drug on athletes. The package insert for Dianabol warns
specifically, "Anabolic steroids do not enhance athletic ability." An FDA official

S.22

rob' Stio 0p(s that the warning was re/wired because the nmnufacturers had failed

to provide 1.%11114/1(.e that anal/14h steroids

for athletes. Thus the
"do not enhance" in the package warning means1.1T(.111.VP
only "have not been proved to
tilmilets."
Nledial researchers have shown little interest
the messy task of sorting
out the psychological effects of anabolic steroids in
on
from the physiolin:sits:1i effects. As for sports organizations such as theathletes
NCAA and the Amateur
At filet io Union i .Al I. the use of any drug hi contrary to their ethos, and official
attitudes range from reluctance
discuss the issue to an outright denial that
I he drugs are efficacious.

`nil: controlled sr tlit;:-:, us t here are. niost of them conduettal by team physieinns

or ithysial educators. tio litt Its to resolve the salient issues of .steroid efficacy. A
recent double-blind study by S. W. Cosner. former team physician at the Univers-ity of Texas. indicated that an anabolic steroid caused
subjects to put on weight
bin that the weight gaiti. t.'itsiter and his colleagues inferred.
was in the form
of retained water, not extra muselts' o the steroid used was stanozololl.
The most extensive series of experiments wit 11 anabolic steroids had been conducted by O'Shea and his colleagues at Oregoti State University. In a 194l9 study
with Di:milled. t.shea round that treated sabieets gained signitieantly in weight
and strength over matched controls.' iCnivial to O'SInsa's treatment is that the
athletes are fed a high protein diet and are made to train intensively during the
anabolic treatment. t 'rhe design of this study has been criticized because athletes knew whoa her or not they were receiving steroids. (I'Shea has now repeated
the study aecording to 0 doubleblind design with essentially the same results.'
After :1
emirse of lo mg of liiaziabol per day. treated subjet is increased
their hotly weight by 5 percent mitre:Ms:I controls gained less than 1 percent).
The weight gain was presuittuably in the form of niusele. since the subjects, who
wore trained %%Tight lifters. itiereased their weight- lifting ability It yin) average
of IS percent. It seems not unreasonable to infer, O'Shea concludes, "that a nutritional and 1)113-shills:fir:II basis exists fur the use of anabolic steroid agents for
the purpose of improving physical performance."
With the moderate doses he 11$1.(1 in thl.sl. studies. (1'Slien has observed no sex-

ual effects. and the subjects reported no redittion in sexual appetite. (Paradoxically.
male sex hormone tends to reduce sexual drive by lleti-

vnting a hormonal ronnter-response.) The only side effect that turned up in

O'Shea's studies is ninsele cramps, which ran be overcom by magnesium tablets.
The long-term effect of moderate dosses. if any. is unknown.

Exce:siets doses of anabolic steroids are likely to result in the liver and bone
damage tleseril11 in the ()lymph. committee's antidoping booklet. tither unpleasant effects include shrinkage of the testicles and swelling of the prostate
gland. These symptoms seem partly or wholly reversible. Those wino believe
steroids help an athlete putt oat muscle say that abottt a third of the extra
muscle is lost when steroid treatment is stopped. One effect that is not reversible
is in young boys: the drags cause premature (ossification of the long bones mod
may. in pertain cases. stunt growth. O'Shea believes anabolic steroids should
not be taken antler this age of 22. and in any ousts only after vareftil lupine:11

evaluation. Put he dismisses as "scare tactics" the %earnings pat out by the
medical committee of the NCA
it

.

t'Slin:i's hands. anabolic steroids are both effective tat least with weight

lifters I and free of side effects apart from muscle cramps),
,t wiles Hied by tollivial sports doctors the drugs art' inefficavions.

while in the
(i'Sheit studies clearly need to be repealed by others before the eflieacy

of anabolic steroids can be proved or disproved. It would probably require it
clear disproof, or discovery of a particularly damaging side effect. to shake
athletes from their attachment to steroids. Even if the drugs gave only it fractional boost to performance. this might make the difference between winning
an event or breaking a record. The steroids are also said to induce a feeling
..r well- being. which alma. Av,atht vilarahtee a measure mf patatlitrity.

I Hiatt is tat the etlicaey of anabolic steroids tend to 11111parn1114.1 with respective

positions on ethics. official athletic organizations such as the Olympic ,. rotionttee. the N('.k.\ and the .kA1', all of which exist to serve the ideal of the ;Ao:item.

in sports. state flatly that the use of any drug for a nontherappittie purpose is
S. W. eastn-r. It. (3, Early. It. 1(. ('orlon, .l.
I l'Slwa, .chars,
01)11SOD and .1.
/W. 4,
.1. 1, (('Slit,o.
19711.
1
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'met hien]. In weight lifting mod body-building, wide!' have always been more
players' sports than gentlemen's, the athletes see a distinetion between steroids.
which may loe taken weeks before an event. and drugs stall as amphetamines.
which affect performance more instilatanetinsly. Sterodds, they say. are fair play.
Tho) ethics issue is likely to remain an academic point until a pratical test is
developed to ascertain whether an athlete has been taking steroids. Steroids, in
any case, are part of a larger phenomenon. which some describe as faddism.
others as a special drag culture, among athletes. Bill bates, former head trainer

of the New England Patriots. dismisses steroids as "just another example of

faddism aiming athletes. like lee massage, isokineties, brewer's yeast or vitamins."
Bat Bill St. John. a Mr. America finalist of Glassboro. N.J., says of steroids and
other drugs used by athletes. "It's crazy the way some of these gays abuse these

medicinesit's like a real drug culture we live in." Athletics has certainly not
remained entirely free of the drug culture in society at large. Last fall. for ex-

ample, a spit check of the Delaware State University football team revealed that
about a fifth of the players load been taking drugs. including 1,s1). amphetamines.

barbiturates. and heroin. Among professional footballers, the use of amphetamines is rifethe drugs are so onetimes put out in the training roam, according
to latvsand there are rumors that cocaine is taken too. Amphetamines have
al, hien popular among weight lifters. at least until the National Championships
in Columba.. a attic. last year. Holders of the-top six places had to he disqualified

after the i\ eat. when amtlysis of urine samples revealed that all had taken
Dexedrine. A drug Problem of a different nature. affeethig professional foot-

ballers, is the use of pain killers such as novoca into to enable a player 10 continue
laasinu even w wit iii hi red. Vince Lombardi, for example. took the line that no

player was ever injured"A man would have to have a bone sticking out of his
skin for Loads' rdi to let him otT." says our football trainer.

Though amphetamines and steroids are taken primarily in the loelief that
they will improve taoformance. both drugs impart a psychological kick and to
this extent are too different from heroin. marihuana, and the drugs used by society

at large. That athletes, the supposed exemplars of clean living and respect for
their nom physiology. shotild be so deep into drugs is presumably a consequence.
at. least in part, of the Pressures to which they are subjected.
In professional foloottoall. the advent of big gates and superstars has led some
managers to use any weans available to keep it player on the field. In athletics,
the unceasing upward onareh of world records has compelled trainers to demand
more and harder training schedules of their athletes. Swimmers may be required
to swim 5.oNal yards a day, hang- and middle - distance runners to run I.10 miles

a week. -You can't ask this of these guys and expect them to snlanit to the

average man's diet." says 11Shea. At every meet tots go to you see world records
broken in one class or another. !low far can yea go before something gives way?"
asks St. John. If athletics is already approaching the limits of normal physiology.

it is maybe inevitable that athletes will turn to artithial means to coax the last
twitch of energy out of a fatigued must+e or In itupn)Ve upon the Innsenlinity of
potential Mr. Americas. Bat the gentlemen who set the rules seem happier denouncing steroids than trying to understand the trials and temptations that push
today's athletes into drugs.

A PPENIIIX :12
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BREAKFAST OF ClIAMPIONS

It is scarcely a secret that today's sports stars sometimes use drugs to augment their natural strength. stamina and skill. Pep pills allegedly have helped
shave split section's off' the 1011yard dash and add feet to the javelin throw. And
a shot of Novocain has helped many a oplarterback return to the game despite a
town muscle. At the Bavarian Squirts Physicians Comferenee in NInitiell last week,

doctors from many parts of Europe detnited the use of the most exoticand

possibly dangeroustie: formallye booster of all : male hormones..
What pat the mattet on the eoitftrcuce agenda was au article in Die Zeit three
weeks ago) by Brigitte Berendonk, a high-ranking West German discus thrower
and shot-111liter. "The hormone pill or shot," the 27-year-old star asserted. "is as
much a part of modern competitive sport as the training program and the tricot
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sweat suit." According to Miss Berendonk, nearly all the world -class decathlon
competitors. most discus throwers, shot-putters and weight lifters. and half the
runners :Ind jumpers use hormones. Reportedly, American decathlon champions
Bill Toomey and Russ Midge, as well its Swedish discus-thrower Ricky Brach,
have swallowed hormone pills along with their training breakfasts. All Oerter,
four-time r.s.
ultainpion, while bodging on whether he has used
hormones himself. observed: "The practice is now so widespread that the younger
guys who are just starting out have no chilli* if they want to stay on top,"
Muscle The drug.: in question are "atialsolie steroids." synthetic forms of testosterone and other male hormones. Such drugs tend to add tissue to the body
and normally are prescribed by physicians to increase the weight and strength
of men debilitated by age or long-term illness. Athletes say that the drugs aug-

ment the ileell.pnient of muscle tissue during training and increase strength.
Itr. Manfred Steinbach of the University of Mainz reported that some persons
taking the drugs show a 2 per cent increase in weight. a 4 per cent increase in
the size of their biceps and a 3 per cent gain in leg circumference.
Bin apart from whether the use 1.f hormones is in keeping with the precepts
of good sportsmanship. loony of the physicians at the meeting were eoncerned
about whether it is safe. In teen-agers. the hormones can prematurely stop hone
1...n.wt h. preventing the attainment 411 full stature. For women who take them. the
Irtivs p.m. the hazard of
tin development of facial hair. a deepening
voice and .lialige in the locust rual eyrie.
It:image: "The extra hormones at an early age.- said Dr. Ingeborg Bausen%vein. a Nuremberg physician and former Olympic javelin thrower. "could create

irreversible damage.- Moreover. some doctors are convinced tlint the hormones
are overrated its n means of improving athletic performance. "The idea of their
increasing strength.- said Dr. Konrad Schwarz. a Munich endocrinologist. "is
more psychological than physical."
IV/la tever the merits or dangers of the male hormones. most physicians at the
meeting agreed that it won't] be difficult to pollee their use. Miss Berendonk,
doctor's daughter %vlio disclaims the ma. of nude hormones. suggested that medical experts could spot-check athletes in their hometowns to look for evidence of
"hormone doping.- But such lest,. according to one doctor. "would turn sports
into ;in organ!c-olletnistry internship.-

Some of the doctors at the meeting concluded that the use of male hor-

mones shollIrl he discouraged on the ground of pure sportsmanship. "We need
to clarify that sport. even the top sport should eontrilotte to health." said Dr.
George P. Schlichenieder, physician fur the German Olympic hockey and crosscountr ski team,. ".1m1 not be lised for breaking reeords alone.
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AgBoriATED WITH ToDAY's Vortil AND THEIR Intros or Aril'sr.
rtig Abuse Research and F,dtn.tition. Los Angeles. Calif., pp. 1-121

Apapulco (;old- -A form of marijuana.
Acid- LSD. lysergic acid diethyl:tinkle.

Acid head--LSI user.
Moping over :unplug-- S(( "RI I."
flYBcre
(drug) action is taking Wave.
I la bysit To gni& a person through his drug exl,criNwe
Backwards Term applied to trampializers.
nag A mtltainer of drugs.
(Finding Your Bag- -See "I tiling Your Thing.Balloon Rubber toy balloon used for storing or delivering narcotics. usually

capped heroin hi Mills form but occasionally papered nr eapped.

rbittin (s.
Beaus Amphetamines (btlizadrine).
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BindleA small paper jacket of heroin. morphine, cocaine or methedrine.
Blast : BlowTo smoke a marijuana cigarette.
Blow Your Mind--To get high or on drugs.
Blue Bands--1 Pentobarbital Sodium).
Blue ('beer - -Type of LSD.

Blue Birds:

Devils: Itln. Hen yen : BluesAnodiarbital capsules (Amy-

tal : Amobarbital Sodillllll.
Bogart ( from Iluinphrey Bogart 1To -Bogart a joint- is either to salivate
on or to retain fluid not pass Uround1 a marijuana cigarette.
BombedInt oxicat ed on drugs.

BooCannabis.

Rooster--('onne-iimption or injection of additional dosage to continue or prolong a -trip."
Bottle Dealer A tarson who sells drugs in I0(lo tablet or capsule bottles.
BreadAloney.
BrickKilo of marijuana in compressed brick form.
Bridge --see
alligator clamp or like devitae used to hold
marijuana cigarette while smoking sa Inv.

Bummer. Rum Trip- -A -bad trip--See -freak trip." "freak out."
Burn -To accept it
and give no drug in return, or to give a substance

ill lien if the (frog: aim.. to burn the skin when injecting.
Bunted- 1-m41 to describe the acquisition of had drugs. diluted drugs, or

no drugs at all.
Rattan---Peyote buttons (ontaining the psychedelic. mescaline).
Itti

purchase drugs.

Can -r tn. "wive of marijuana. Term :'erived from tobacco can in which
marikmna was commonly sold in the past. Now. it is more frequently sold
in smell plastic or paper bags.

CandyBarbituates.

Cap--Capsule containing a drug: commonly a number 5 capsule.
CargoLoad of supply of narcotics or drugs.

CarryingIn possession of a drug.
CartwheelAmphetamine tablet (round, white, double scored).
CentsC.C.'scubic centimeter.
ChalkMethamphetamine.
Chicken PowderAmphetamine powder for injection.
Chip : Chippy ChipperTo play around with a drug; to use drugs sporadically.
ristinas TreeTulnal.
CleanTo remove stems and seeds from marijuana : also, refers to an addict
who is free from needle Injection marks; also, not holding or possessing any
nomad les.

Cocktail .1 regular cigarette into one end of which a partially smoked marijuana cigarette is inserted so as to waste none of the drug.
CokeC(wa inv.

Cold TurkeyTrying to break the habit. "Kieking it cold turkey" is breaking
the habit. Of addictive drug use at Ilona.. in prison, etc,, without the aid of any
inedivation nr medieal care.

Come 1)ownTo conic of of drugs.
(NuniectTo buy drugs.
Conneetion--Itefers to the peddler or source of supply for the user.
Contact
feeling of being on (Imp: or "high" from merely being In
contact with someone or something reminding one of drugs.
CookerBottle (lip for heating drug powder with water.

l'oolSee -groovy."

(nines.
Co-PilotsA till
Cop. To CopTo get drugs.
Cupp To handle oneself effectively while under the influence of drugs.

CrashTo end a drug experience, imrticitlarly from an amphetamine like

inethedrine.

Crash Padrfemporary residence, usually for a night or two, usually com-

munal, often used to end a drug experienee.

Crazy :xeiting, in the know, enjoyable.
Crutchllevice used to hold marijuana cigarette when it has burned to the
point where it. will burn the fingers usually a half of a paper match hook. Also,
a container for a hypodermic needle.
CrystalMethedrine tmethamphetaminel. "speed," or other amphetamine.
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CrystalsAmphetamine powder for injection.
CubeSugar cube impregnated with
CutTo dilute a powder With milk. sugar. linking powder, etc.
"D"LSD.
Dealer -3 drug peddler.
DexiesDextroamphetamine sulfate or Amphetamine tablets, a mixture of
barbiturate and amphetamine,.
DMTDimethyltryptamine, a psychedelic nicknamed "the
businessman's
LSD."
Dime or Dime BagTen dollars' worth of drugs.
Deuce BagA two-dollar container of a drug.
DoingMay be an "happening ": but specifically the taking of a drug.
Doing Your ThingDoing what seems best to you finding your "bag."
DopeAny drug.
DoperDrug user.
DottingPlacing LSD on a sugar cube.
Double CrossAmphetamine tablets (double scored).
DownerA depressant drug such as a barbiturate or tranquilizer; also a
"bum trip" ; also, to come off of drugs.
DreamerOne who takes opiates or morphine.
FatDescribing someone who has a good supply of drugs.
Fine StuffDrugs of unusually good quality, only slightly adulterated.
Fit : OutfitEquipment for injecting drugs.
FixTo inject drugs or one dose of a particular drugalso "Outfit."
FlashThe intense feeling the user has just after "fixing" ; to throw up
after "fixing."
FlashbackReoccurrence of the drug reaction, from LSD weeks to months
later without taking the drug again.
FlushThe initial feeling the user gets when injecting a drug like metha mphmetamine.
FootballsAmphetamines (oval shaped).
ForwardsPep pills, especially amphetamines.
FranticNervous, jittery drug user.
FreakOne who has flipped, i.e., one who uses drugs to the point of loss of
reality : especially used as "speed freak" referring to a heavy methedOne user.
Freak OutTo lose all contact with reality ; to have a drug party.
Freak TripAdverse drug reaction, especially with LSD.

FuzzThe law.
GarbagePoor quality drugs.
GeezeInjection of drugs.
GoTo participate freely in the drug scene,

Good GoA good or reliable dealer in drugs.

Goof BallsBarbiturates ; any barbiturate tablet or capsule. may be com-

bined with an amphetamine.
GooferOne who uses pills.
Goofed rp--i'nder the influence of barbiturates.

Going rpTaking drugs for their effects: said of smoking cannabis Gr in-

jecting "speed." etc.
Giggle-SmokeCannabis, or cannabis smoke.
Grass Marijuana in the raw state. such as leaves, stems. seeds.

GrasshopperMarijuana user.

Grass BrowniesCookies containing cannabis.
GroovyGood : "out of sight."

GriffoCannabis.
GuideOne who "babysits" with a novice when he goes up on a psychedelic

substance.

GunSee. -Outfit."
H.Heroin.
habitPhysically or psychologically dependent on drugs: addiction to drugs.
hallucinogens tee psychedelics.
nand-to-I IandDelivery of narcotics person-to-person.
Hash. HashishResin Ingo the Cannabis Indica plant which contains a very

high totrahydrocannabined content.

nashburylinight-Ashbury. District of San Francisco.
headChronie user of a drug or drugs.
hearts Amphetamines. specifically dextroamphetamine and benzedrine sulfate; also dexedrine (orauge colored. heart shaped tablets).
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Heat A Police Officer- -the law.
ileavySignitieant, weighty : highly ellattional.

Highruder the influence of a drug, usually a stimulant. A drug user who
is -up."
1 litt Me dose of a particular drug.
drug user who takes all of a drug he can get his haul. on.
!folding- I 'ossessing narcotics.
flooketi.%fillicted : confirmed addict.
Horning (Snorting. Slatting 1 Stinting itacotirs through nasal passages.
1

1 lypeOne who uses int ra veto Ills drags. specifically heroin or "speed."
1 lyia' Outfit E4plipitient fur injecting drags.
Ice (*ream 1 la bit Sporadir use of drugs.

.1 or JayJoint or marijuana cigarette.

Jar 1 Wager.\ person whit sells drugs in 1001) tablet or capsule born eS.
Joint--A marijuana cigarette.
.toil- -.\n injection of narcotics.
iuy Pop ---Intertnittint rather than et mtinnutts t injection of inc
(
dose of a
drag also one who is -.14 ty popping- only lakes an injection now and then,
Jug-1000 tablet or apsille bottle.

JunkHeroin.

1:14g-2:1.040 Amphetamine capsules or tablets. or Inure.
Kirk. Kirk
To stop using drugs t see "void turkey").

Kicks .\ drug experience.
Kilo -2.2 pounds.

KitSam as "( Ott tit" or narcotic paraphernalia.
LabKnuiptitent used to ma itufat.ture drugs illegally.

Laid ur-living informed on.

LameN4 it very snia rt. dumb. or green. not street NV iSe,
1.e:111 --. non-drug user.

LidSee "Can."

Loaded-. High on drugs : under the itillitnve of drugs.
Mexicali species of inlishwm, eonta ining psilocybin,

Magic Muslim' an--

a psychedelic.

Nlain-Lineeilis of body, usually arias : also intravenous injection.
Main-Linr--On who injects narcotics directly into the veins. intravenoasly.
Make-ItTo buy tut refines ; tat leave the scene. r..d.
121tt I The IThe law : or a conneetion 1 drug supplier I.

ManicurePrepare marjnana for use in cigarettesremoving seeds and

stems.

Mary Jaite--Ma rijitaitan old term. rarely used.
MatchboxA small amount of man:Ibis sufficient. to make between five to

eight eiragvttes : about a fifth of a lid.
MI1AA hallucinogen. methyl-3. 3-methylenedioxyplienethylamine.
Mellow YellowRefers to 511144king banana skins. a hoax as they contain no

mind altering drugs.
Nlirkey FinnChloral Hydrate.
NInid BlowerPure. unadulterated drugs.
NIaltasky : Mit Muggleseanna
Mot:)Nlarij»:»Ia.

p44rsoti who I deli \Tr: or carries a drug for dealer.
Narcotic Refers to the natural and synthetic derivatives of opium (mor-

phine. herein. codeine) : not a synonym for drugs.
NarliNarcoties Agent.
Needle--1 1 ypoderniir needle.

Sickle BuyA ;35.00 (five dollar) purchase.

Xumher A joint.
0.D.Overdose of drugs. usually heroin.

Ope Opi 11111.

Out of ItNot in contact not part of the drug scene.

(lit of SightGood : groovy : a positive descriptive term.
Outfit : Fit--Equipment for injection by hypodermic method; a "hype" out-

fiteyedropper and needle, spoon tawnier, etc.
Owsley's Acid I.SD purportedly illegally manufactured by Augustus Owsley
Stanley III, also infers that it is good quality LSD.
07Ounce--Refers to ounce of narcotics, usually heroin or meth.
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Panama Red----A potent type of S(nth American man:kids.

PanicRefers to condition N%*hen the drug supply has been cut Off I usually
caused by the arrest of a big peddler : :1 scarcity of drugs.

PaperA container of drugs.
Peace fill: P.C.P.Reers to the drug phencyclidine, originally an anesthetic

for dogs.

PerA prescription.

PezPez candies impregnated with I.5 1 1,

PieceA Pistol. revolver.
Pig Nee "Ilog."
Pill Head
Freak filly Amphetamine or barbiturate user.
Poke--A puff on a "joint."
INUntIIyloodermic needle.

PopA subcutaneous injection. usually referred to :Is "skin poppin."
PopperAmyl Nitrate in ampule form. inhaled.
Pot : Poth ea d.--fa rijua int ( user 1.

Pot Likker('annabis tea. usually made with regular tea boiled with cannabis

lea ves.

PowderAmphetamine powder.

Psychedelic Means a drug whose actions primarily effect the mind: i.e..

-mind-manifesting" ( LSI). marijuana. etc.).
Pusher-4)n m: peddler to users: 0110 who seeks more business from regular
customers.

Put DownStop taking ( drugs).
QuarterQuarter of an ounce of either heroin or meth. usually to S grams.
RainbowsTninal I Amobarbital Sodium and Secobarbital Sodium I.
Red : Rods: Red Birds Red DevilsSeem:al ( Secolparbital Sodium ).
Reds & BlnesTninal ( Amobarbital Sodium and Secobarldtal Sodium )
ReeferMarijuana cigarette.
Itegister To wait until blood 14 aneS into the "hypodermic". before injecting
a drug intravenously.
RighteousGood quality drugs.
Rip DffTo forcibly rob a peddler of his drugs or money.
Roach--Small butt of inarijinunt cig:t rot to.
Roll. HI a! 1 Por1:A tin foil wrapped roll of tablets.
Roll DealerA person who sells tablets in rolls.
RunTo take drugs continuously for at least three days.

RushSee .'Flash."

Score. ScoringMake a drug purchase.

ScriptIlrug prescription.
Shooting GalleryPlace where users can purchase drugs and inject them.
Place where an injection I of drug can be used and/or bought.
Shoot I'llTo inject drugs.
ShotAn injection of a drug.
Skin poppingIntradermal or subcutaneous injection.
Sieepers --A depressant type drug such as barbiturates.

StuackHeroin.
SmashedIntoxicated. "stoned.- -high."

Sniffing : Snorting I Horning Irsing narcotics by sniffing through nasal pas-

sages. usually heroin or cocaine.

SnitchInformer. stoolie.
SnowCocaine.
SnowbirdCocaine user.
SourceWhere narcotics are obtained

connection.

Space Out : SpneedIn

to use of drugs.

supplier. such :Is pusher, dealer,

daze. particularly a daze resulting from a trip clue

SpatzCapsules.
SpeedMethedrine ( methamphettuni no I or crystal : now broadened use in
some areas to mean any amphetamine or any stimulant.
Speed FreaksSee "Freak."
SpeedballA powerful shot of a drug, usually heroin and cocaine combined.
SpikeHypodermic needle.
SplitTo leave, flee. break up with.

SplashSpeed.
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SpoonA quantity of heroin, theoretically measured on a teaspoon (usually

between 1 and 2 grams). Ili spoons per oun ce.

SquareA tversim who does not know what's happeninga nonuser.
Stanley's StuffLSD purportedly manufactured by Augustus Osley Stanley
See -Owsley's Acid."

StashPlace where !tamale or "outfit" is hidden : also refers to one's own
supply of drugs.
Stonedi'nder the influence of drugs,
Sblolielaf(Irmer, see "Snitch."
STPSerenity. Tranquility, Peace -:t drug mixture of medal rine gnd psychedelic compounds 1 4-Methyl 2. o Dimednay Alpha Methyl Phenethylamine),
!WM-hallucinogenic drug.

Straight (Teen Nleaning)( I) Under the influence of narcotics: (2) Applied
to a peddlergives a good deal.
Strung outIlea vily addicted or hooked.
StuffGeneral term for drugs and narcotics.
Syndicate AcidSTP.
Taste--A small sample of a narcotic.

TD Capsime disintegrating capsules.
Teal'anna Ids. marijuana.
Toke UpTo light a marijuana cigarette.
Torn UpIntoxicated, stoned.
TracksA series of puncture wounds in the veins, caused by continued narcotic injections.
Travel AgentA pusher of hallucinogenic drugs.

TreyA S:.00 1 three dollar) purchase.

Trigger--To smoke a marijuana cigarette immediately after taking LSD.
TripThe hallucinations aunt /or feelings experienced by a person after taking
a drug, particularly LSD.
Turn On -To use drugs, or to introduce another person to the use of drugs.
"'runt On. Tune In. Drop OuTake LSD, learn about the "real" world and
drop out of the non-drugged world.
Upper -- Amphetamine.

Up TightAngry : anxious: (may rarely also be used to mean good, as in the
words to a song -Everything's up tight, out of sight").
UserOne who uses drugs.
Vibes. VibrationsFeelings coining from another ; may be "good" or "bad"
vibes.

WastedHigh or drunk.
WedgesSmall tablets of wedge (almost triangular) shape.
WeedMarijuana,
Weed HeadMarijuana smoker.
Weekend HabitIrregular drug habit.
WeirdOn drug.

West Coast Turn-AroundsAmphetamine tablets or capsules.
WheelsCa r, automobile.
WhitesAmphetamine tablets.
Wig Out: WiggingSee "Blow Your Mind."
WorksEquipment for injecting drugs.
Yellow Jackets, YellowsNembutal ( Pentebarbital Sodium),
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Abscess, Infected injection site.
Amphetainines.Beanies. C'o-Pilots. Dexies, Dynamites, Eye-Openers, Hearts,
Lid Proppers, Marathons, Peaches. Pep Pills, Roses, Truck Drivers, Wake-Ups,
I The glossary is designed to acquaint readers with the street jargon relating to drugs.
The list is incomplete, for the terms above refer primarily to stimulants and depressants,
The use of the words varies from town to town and from one day to the next. However,
knowledge of the slang helps facilitate communication on this subject.
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carh heels. Football,. efteettil.s. Crystal. Meth. ('rank. Crink. Cris. Christian,
Speed. Itombielos. Ih tIcs. .kinpcd.
I 'r(is,4
Itaggie. rst.(1 is :Noli:1;zi for lriiil,. powders and grass.
Da

Abs)irpt iii if st j1tt7.8iit s and cocaine via the genitalia.
as package for heroin.

Pang. -Injertion of drugs.
It:Irbil orate. Barbs. candies. Peanuts. Pills. Purple Ilearts. Sleeping

Softballs.
Blue liri1. Blue
lt1ut I tev i1. III in 111,11s. lithe lietv,tt. I tinkle Trouble. Blue Tips. Itainlum s. Reds and Blue. Ninibies. Yellows.
Yeihm Bullets, Yellow Jachets. Pinks. Iteds, Red Birds. Red linnets. lied Devils,
f`evrics. Seggies.

Itarbs.Ita rhiturate drugs.
lieut.-Alight or intoxicated from a drug..
Itindle.--Packet of narcotics.
Illo.---To inhale liet ow or cocaine through the nose.
Rombit a. -Amphetamine inject ions. some.' hues taken with heroin.
Hoot.- -To prolong the injection by advancing the plunger slowly.
--110 -indite methatitplietainines.
Itrowils.--Long acting a inplietamine.s.
Ilititi hil.--Iterers to downer exPerience.
Candy. -cocaine.

Alan.- Seller if

hijing.

.-- 11(.16,1, c. Candy. Carry Nation. Cecil. Chalk. roke ovonuts.
Corrine. Dust, Pltdet., Frisky Powder. Sniff. Snow. \\*bile Powder.
'oh ii.- t 'or:line addict.
Cold Tut key. Sudden withdrawal of drugs ( from the gooseflesh. %%1001
resembles tho skin or 71 cold plucked t urleey ) without benefit of medication.
(It---1 .11 heat the drug mixture to dissolve.
Cop.- -T() !illy.

recover film, a high to a normal state: also. to sleep or sleep off

etTects of drug.
Cr3-stal. Met liamplwtainine.

('lit--I Mutt) drags by adding milk sugar or another inert substance.

Decle.Packet if narcotics.

iowners.--Sedat I ves. aleohol. I ranquilizers. and narcotics,

Dried I lilt.--Detoxiliell. withdrawn from a drug.
Dummy.-- Equipment for injection.

Dynamite. --Term used to indicate qualityif It's dynamite you lenow

really good stuff.
Edge.Inpleasant effects of stimulants "edgy--IterVollStieSS.
i()11 nf 11111'(.0tieS.

FUlsii.A feeling tif exeitement or pleasure ii quick j(tlt felt iti I In abdomen

as the injected drug enters the blood stream.

Plea h.A person may be termed a -downer frt.:tic" or "limier freak- if they

limit themselves to one of these drug experiences.

(larhage. \Veal:. heavily diluted heroin.
I lev.intravenous injection.

II.-- Heroin.
Ilabit.--- Being physically ilependent upon a drug.
Hard Narcotics.---Dpiates, such as heroin and morphine.
I It rd

Me who refers :ill drug tutu t

1.1 111,W it

1111i111111111imis.

tit-feet s thillkillg.

Corga. Doojee. II. Hairy. Harry. Horse. .teeGee. Joy
Scott. Selig. Shot.

Powder.
smack, Schlimele, Seltmeek.
'Fecata. White Stuff. Dupe.

single do ).a. of a drug.
Ibuieyntoon Stage. --Period when a heroin Ilse,. is not yet dependent on the

drug.
llopliend.--A drug dependent person.

I lot shot.-- .111 injection of in impure drug or one Of too high a (lose.

Ilitstle.--From the perspective. of an outsider or street person, everybody ling
71 "111,1e". i.e.. their particular variety of behaviors designed to get what they
want or need.
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Ii eerea In Ma
seller of opium.
Jolly Beans.-- Pep pills.

Jones.Ilabit or addiction : heroin habit.
.b)y-Poto.,Inject narc(it les irregularly.
Jugs.lnjectable methaniphetamines.
Juie.- -1 lard liquor.

Juicer.- Me who prefers aleoln
Junkie.--1
addict : a seller of drugs.
-. feeling of excitement or pleasure.

LA.Long-acting amphetamines.
Layout. Equipment for injecting drug : Or outfit.
Letnonade.Poor quality heroin.
Nlachine. --Syringe. needle. bottle cap. and rot t1)11 swab for injections.
Nla Udine.-- Vei n:t inject into a vein.
Niel h. ---Methamphetamine.
:Vent:141one.- --Dolly.

Methamphetamines.Craak. Crink, Cris, Christian. Meth, Bombidos, Bottles,

Jugs. Crystals. Speed. Autped.
Meth Preak..1. fret pieta user if nwtha mphet amine.
let h Iliad.- --A frequent user of met ha mphetamine.
Met It Monster. -. frequent user of nwtha mphot;t . nine.
Mi xing.- I sing uppers and downers one after t he other.
tht NI Si it
Mort,hine.
Morns. 31a ry At
Miss Emma. Mo.To Morpho,
White Stuff.
overdose.
( at the Ni PdSleppy from narcotics.
Dyer Amped.Extremely high dose of St imulant.

user of pill,. 6:1
t S or tuuplabtamines or both.
Popper.Persons who use loins.
p011 di' Heart s.A cimibina Him of thxtrimmphetamine and amobarbital (from
1911

the shape and color 1.

Quill.A matchbook cover for sniffing inethamphetamine. roe:tine, or heroin.
Rainbows.Amobarbital and Seeobarbita 1 combination in a blue and red

capsule.

Reds or Red 1 hwils.Secoba dial capsules.
Ripited.Syntalymons with tieing tinder the effects of drug.
Rip ( tit Si one out who will take advantage of yon : Stealer : synonymous
with Barb Freak or downer Freak ; to steal.
Run.A period of addiction. as In "1 had a year run."
Rush.The feeling %clam an infected drug enters the blood stream.
mp.A makeshift object front which to sniff men int. or heroin (matchbook).
Shooting Gallery.Place where addicts inject.
Skin l'op.To inject drugs under the skin.

SnortInhale drugs.

Snow.Cocaine.
Speetlball.An injection of a stimulant and a depressant. originally heroin

and cocaine.

Speed Freak.Persons who use amphetamines frequently.

.Spoon.A 111V1INIIre of heroin, or coke, cocaine (y,, ounce).

Strung I ad.Addicted.
Stuff.Na maks. usually heroin.
Switching.Changing preferenct front one drug, or a person or sexual beha ViOr. etc.. to another.
Tracks.Sears abmg veins after many injections.
Tretb.Tninals, a moderately long-lasting rapidly effective sedative.
Turnabonts.Long-aeting amphetamines.
Turps.Elixir of Terpin Hydrate with Codeine. a cough syrup.
l'ppers.Stimulants. cocaine, and psychedelics.
Wasted.The drug effect has taken over ego functions or even autonomous

body functions.

Works.Syringe. needle. bottle cap, and cotton swab for injections.
Yellow .Tacket.Barbiturate in it yellow capsule.
Yen Sleep.A drowsy. restless state during the withdrawal period.

Zaptabd or zonked.The effects of a drugcould be either upper or downer.
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-American MediraI Association Committee on .11coloolistio and Addiction : Dependence tin Amphetamines and t utter Stimulant Drugs.- .lounal of Ihr
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Weimer. C. "Amietite-Soippressing Drugs as an Etiologic Factor and Mentar
Illness. Psn-loomona I ics. Vol. 4 119tH). pp. :127-33.
Brierle, C. "Pep Pills and Barbiturates: Instant 11appiness-Mood Medicine."
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.Attention," Journal of Mental Silence. V01.105 119591. pp.:182-92. .1Iso
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Connell, 1'. II. "'flu- Use and Abuse of
1911S), pp. 2:14-43.

Praetitioner, Vol, 200
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Ila whs. David. "Al use of Met bampliet Mine." British Iledient Journal. Vol, 2
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Depressants.

Kilo)), L. 0.. and Brandon. S. "Habituation and Addiction to Amphetamines."
British Alcilieul .lournal, Vol. 11. NI), 5295 (1962). pp, 40-43.

Knapp. P. Ii. "Amphetamine and Addiction." Journal of Aserroux and Mental
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1952), pp. 406-32.

Kramer. .1. C. and others. "Amphetamine Abuse: Pattern and Effects of Ifigh
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Nler ormick. T. C.. Jr. --toxic Itionetions to Amphetamines." 1) /senses of the
,\-wrens 1141'111. Vol, 23, No. 4 i 1962 ). pp. 219-24.
"Misuse of Valuable Therapentie Agents : Barbiturates. Tranquilizers and Am-

phetamines." Bulletin; of the .ir York Academy of
pp. 972-79. Also see under Depressants.

Vol. 40 119041,

Sooeers. M. 11. "Abuse of Barbiturates and Amphetamines." Postgraduate Medieine. Vol. 37. No. 1 119651. pp. 45-51. Also see under I not oressants.

Smith. D. E. "The Characteristics of Dependence in High-Dose lethaniphetamine Abuse, International Journal of the .1ddic/fons. Vol. 4, No. 3 (1909),
pp. 435-59.

"Spred Freaks vs. Acid Heads : Conflict Between Drug Subcultures." Clinical
Pediat ries. Vol. R i 1969). pp. 1 55-..48.

Weiner. I. 11. "Differential Diagnosis in Amphetamine Psychosis." Psychiatric
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"Sport is a matching of two or more peers to determine who can best perform
certain physical feats. For sport to be of interest, to have emotional impact, to
be an artistic or a commercial success, the contestants must be as equal as possible. None should be allowed an artificial advantage over the others and just as
important all suspicion of such advantage should be eliminated."
1111. litimEnr. writer in Sports Illustrated.
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